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Florida soils and "limestone" 185

Flour market of Riciimond 458

Forest scenery of America described 580
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Frosted plants, recovering 53

Fruit kept sound in cotton 339
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Gas lighting 486
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1836, 713
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of 292, 409
Geological survey of New York 29, 352
Geological wonder 557
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Grain, importation of 6, quantity 725

Grain, distillation of, amount, and elfects on prices 638

Grain, ripe, loss of weight in, by drying 423
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and perlbrinance 414—Wilson's mowing and grain
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Grape, Willcox, and other seedlings 419
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Grass land, to be brought from arable, management of

664
Grasses suitable for South Carolina 581
Green crops for manure 411

Green sand, its eti'ects as manure 579—compared with

those of calcareous marl, and with the two combined
276

Grinding old garments into new 492
Ground pea (arachis hypogcea) the property possessed

by it, and some other plants, of ripening their fruit

under ground 456
Gypsum, action of as manure 129—effect not lessened

by exposure to weather 146
Gypsum on marled land 579
Gypsum discovered in Prince Edward county 34—the

statement exposed as a fraud 183
Gypsum in New York, (so called) erroneous facts and

questions concerning—found to be merely calcareous

marl 187, 252—remarks on, and the probable exis-

tence of a similar substance in western Virginia 314
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Hackberry, proposed for live hedges 4

Harrow, expanding 237
Hay, economy in feeding with 677— stackinj of 344
— to determine the weight of in the stack 234— im-
ported from Scotland 705, from France 247

Hay &, haymaking, remarks on 108, 279
Haymaking in England— general account and direc-

tions 449 — singular mode of 52
Hay and beet sugar imported from France 247
Healthiness produced by marling 109
Heat at the earth's centre 493
Heifer, a precocious one 359

Hens, means to make them lay in winter 751
Hessian Fly, 113, 414, 475— on the habits of 340—
supposed to have existed in France 169

Highlands injured by water 69
High prices, morality of 742 — true and false doctrine

respecting 754
Hill-side ditches, a sure safeguard against washing

639— advantages of 731
Hints and Queries, in regard to the trade of Peters-

burg 534
Hog, wild, its ravages 736
Hog raising, ditl'erent modes, tried by experiment and
compared 730

Hop yeast, substitute lor 656
Horse Chestnut, to secure the success of planting 584
Horse racing of old 445
Horses, economical method of keeping 461
Hoi'tus siccus, directions lor making 638

House keeping, observations on, remedy for dust 166

Husbandry, items of, from various sources 749
Hybrid animals, on the propagation of 255

I

Improvement of land 260— remarkable instance 232

Inclined planes, steep, on railways, new mode of over-

coming 271

Indigo 421— culture and manufacture in Java 591

Indigo, Bengal 572
Internal Improvement, law of Maryland, its passage

201

Iron, improvement in the manufacture of by use of

heated air 557
Iron for railways, demand for 395

James River & Kanawha Company, proceedings of the

annual meeting of stockholders, and progress and
condition of the work 604

Labor, the respectability of 358
Lampas in horses 240
Land-slip in Troy, N. Y. 615
Leaves, mode of delineating exactly and easily 531

Leaves of trees, as food for cattle 559 — a covering of,

a substitute for tillage of corn and potatoes 763
Leeches, preservation of 217

Legislative aid to agriculture in Virginia., improba-

bility of its being accorded 415
Lice on fowls 94
Life, duration of, of slaves and free negroes 478

Lime, on the use of as manure 499 — used in Nottoway
and Prince Edward 376 — mechanical uses of 587

Lime kilns, construction of 240

Lime spreader, a newly invented implement 624
Liming destroys malaria 419
Liming with oyster shells 14— in Fairfax 108, 378
Lockjaw in a horse cured 613

M

Machine for the upward transmission of weights 445
Madura aurantiaca—see Osage Orange
Magnesia in lime, error as to its injury to land 750

Malaria, destroyed by liming 419—essay on, from the

Italian 502
Manures, importance of 5, 7, 554
Manures, mineral, general account of 72, 240,261
Manures (putrescent) ditferent effect of on ditfierent

soils—ana on the same, before and after liming 335

Manures of various kinds, green 411—green rye 494
—leaves and mud compost 40—green sand 579, marl

623—bones 321—ashes 467, soot 470—soapers' waste

471—salt 677
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Marble discovered near Gaston, North Carolina 30

—

verd antique, discovered near New Haven 3S3

Marble cement 271

Marl, on cotton land 52—found in INew England 493—
good and increasing eiiects of in Va. C23—Squancum
2!)

Marl and green sand, price and value of in New Jersey

637
Marl, description and ingredients of the earth impro-

perly so called iti New Jersey S(i

Marling produces healthiness 109

Marling and improvements in Monmouth, N. Jersey 6

M.irshes, malaria of 504—treatise on reclaiming 678

Meadow land, management of 428

Measures of capacity in South Carolina irregular 434

Melons, Canteloupe, culture of 745

Memoranda for those who would improve in husband-

ry 496
Memoranda, from a note book 425— of farming in

Henrico 427 — Brandon 427

Mice &,c., method of destroying 145

Milk, to ascertain the richness of 155— adulteration of

in tlie city of New York 279

Milkingcows, implement for 318

Mill ponds, the great advantages of substituting them

by canals 374
Millet 60
Minerological Society and School, of Virginia 315

Mines, Gurney's safety method of lighting 290

Money, as a medium of exchange 481

Money market 59, 508

Morns Miilticanlis, (see Mulberry, Chinese)

Moss improvements 529

Mountains of North Carolina, their height, &c. 33

Mouse trap 59

Mud walls, mode of construction for houses and enclo-

sures, and value of 172-—-defended 438

Mulberry, ditierent kinds and qualities of 266

Mulberry, native or common red, approved as food for

silkworms 709
Mulberry plants and seed imported by Mr. Whitmarsh

and sold as Chinese
;
gross cheat exposed 55S

Mulberry, Chinese, great increase and value of 549

—

price of 270—products of 462—acclimating of 399

—

French practice and opinions on 447—frauds in sale

of 479, 553—said to be raised from seeds 352—can-
not be reproduced from its own seeds 711

Mulberry culture 509—profits of 429—general direc-

tions for, and remarks on 232
Mule's colt, death of the second 357
Murrain, or Carolina distemper in cattle, remedy for 94

N

Nansemond, the land and oyster-shell banks of 357
Navigation of the lower waters of the Meherrin, Not-

toway, and Jiluckwater rivers, remarks on 532 and
535

Native grapes, information wanted of new varieties

384
Newspapers and other periodicals, legal liabilities of

those who take them 476
Nicotine, (essence of tobacco) IIS

Norlolk county, remarks on its agricultural state 707
Northern states, encominm on 573
Notes of an agricultural tour in New York 422
Nutmeg, history of 195

o

Oats, skinless 458
Oil mill 116

Onion, tnagic or tree 221
Orchard grass, 131—to prepare (he seed forsowing425
Osage orange, the leaves food for silkworins 89,"lS8,

285
Overseers, management of 114

Paper veneering 394
Patent law, defects ot 197
Patent machines and implements, and the puffs there-

on 44
Patents and inventions—remarks on 416
Patents, monthly lists and description of, for improve-
ments of machines and implements to be used in ag-

riculture, or domestic economy 45, 151, 235, 302,

353, 406, 477, 536, 644—publication suspended 765
Peach, on propagating 656
Peat for fuel 649
Peat soils of Scotland, compared to that of the Dismal
Swamp 528

Persimmon tree and fruit, account of 351

Petition to the legislature of Maryland, for aid to the

improvement of agriculture 736
Pine apple, cultivation of 460
Pise walls, their superiority over mud walls maintained

239
Plants, tendency of to reproduce themselves 234

Plants, spontaneous 183
Pointer dog, anecdote of 463
Political economy, on the knowledge and ignorance of

34—queries on, as connected with agriculture 68
Poppy seed oil 638
Potash, profitably derived from refuse part of beetroots

705
Potatoes, cultivation of 444—on preserving and raising

them from seed 433
Potatoes, sweet, cultivation of 105—remarkable pro-

duct of 474—advantage of keeping in cellars 493

—

remarks on the uses, value, and culture of 621
Prairie lands of Alabama, remarks on in regard to the

theory of their formation 653
Private correspondence, extracts from 253
Provisions, high price of, attempted to be lowered by

pilJaging and destroying them 740—remarks on these

proceedings, and the tendency of the causes thereof

741
Putrescent manures, general account of 16

R

Rabbits, their value for making manure 688
Rakes substituted lor hoes, in hand tillage of corn 731
Railway through Virginia to the south-west, the best

route discussed 309, 369, 441—ditierent opinions re-

specting 366, 367
Railway, City Point, report of survey and estimates of

120

Railwa,y, Eastern Shore 94, 200—report of engineer

on 552
Railway, Wilmington and Halifax, engineer's report of

survey and estimates 348
Railway, Portsmouth and Roanoke, description of 532
Railway, Raleigh and Gaston, progress of 707

Railway, Richmond, Fredericksburg and Potomac,
third annual report of 345

Railway, Petersburg and Roanoke, annual report and
proceedings of the company 759

Railway for conveying marl 29

Railway across the isthmus of Panama 579
Railway transportation of live stock 464

Railways, resistance on 217—increase of trade and tra-

vel on 368—in progress in England 123—in North
Caro ina35, and the south generally 140, 342—aided

by subscriptions of the state of North Carolina 766
Rappaliannock lands, statements of practice in their til-

lage and improvement 61

Rats, white, 428
Reaping grain at different stages of maturity 156

Rented land, removing shrubs from 59

Review of "An Essay on the climate of the United
States" 599

Reviews of new works on calcareous manures 95
Rhubarb, culture of 157
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Roads, horizontal U
Roanoke, upper, reports on the practicability of navi-

gating by steamboats of shallow draught 306, 395,

437
°

Rolling seed beds 48

Roofs covered with paper 639_

Roots of plants, on the excretions from 550

Rose, general account of 26

Rotting of timber, to prevent, 131

Rust in cotton on piairie lands, its causes 653

Rye, green, as a manure for cotton and corn 494

Salt, as a manure for cotton 677

Salubrity and insalubrity of different situations 688—
causes of malaria 688

School, manual labor, advantages of 271

Sea-kale, culture of 159

Sea ore 185

Season and state of the wheat crops 189, 254— in

Northern Neck 254

Seasons in olden times 247
Seed corn, destruction of 14

Seeds, their germination accelerated by scalding 686—
vitality of 687

Sheep, guarded from dogs by bells 569— Merino and
Saxon, comparative advantages of403

Sheep with two legs 357
Silk culture, general directions and remarks 232— the

fitness of the United States for it questioned 570—
facts in relation to 414— proposed at Cape Florida

259— proposed in Loudoun 335— in Petersburg 126
— prospects of in western Virginia 535— encour-

agement of in tile northern states, by legislative

bounties 168— new improvement of, in raising sev-

eral crops of cocoons in a season 381, 510
Silk Factory, Connecticut, report of 133— Atlantic

127— in Philadelphia, proceedings for establishing

and report in favor of 723
Silk manufacture, the earliest accounts of, in this

country 619— commencement and progress of in

the United States 735— improvement in 395
Silkworms, experiment in breeding 146— two or more

crops of a year 510
Silkworm's eggs, necessity of cold to fit them for

hatching 613
Sinclair, Sir John, sketch of his agricultural and eco-

nomical labors 141, 609
Slavery in Virginia 180
Slavery, and the efibrts for its abolition, opinions of the

presbyterian church of Virginia on 507
Slaves, management of 114, 494, 574
Slaves, emancipation of in the West Indies, some of

the effects of 49
Slaves, emancipated in Virginia, present condition of 3
Small matters in domestic economy are important 334
Soap, cold, receipt for making 64
Soap from flints 432
Soapers' waste as manure 471
Soils, essay on 486
Soils, suitable for cotton, tobacco, sugar, and the tea

plant 560
Soils, argilaceous, essay on the nature, formation, pro-

perties and productions of 202
Soils, magnesian, analysis and qualities of 212
Solway moss, account of its bursting and overflow 504
Soot as manure 470— effects of on wheat 443
Sow taught to act as a pointer 463
Spade husbandry 130
Speed, comparative table of 431
Stable manure, spreading 133
Stall feeding 105
Starch, to make 183
Steam, progress of 369— its apphcation to the purpo-

ses of husbandry discussed, and experiments stated
628

Steam coach, Dr. Church's 495

Steam plough, operation of 300— remarks on 687
Steam power compared with water 269
Stoves, travelling 6

Strawberry culture 584, 709
Subsoil, the ill effects of turning up in new land 762
Sugar, from beets, notices of 31, 250, 267, 278, 351, 460,
656 — facts and estimates respecting 247— progress

of making described 721 — about to be commenced
in England 749— encouragement of in Massachu-
setts 649

Sugar culture and manufacture in Java 591
Sugar crop in Florida, value of 65
Sugar, from Indian corn 124, 4S0
Surplus revenue of the United States, considered in

relation to the agricultural interests, and prosperity of
the nation 121

Swamp lands of North Carolina, their drainage to be
effected by the state 767

Tea plant, culture of in Ohio 217
Temperature, increase of in penetrating the earth 107
Tennessee land and farming 118
Tillage, difference of exhausting and enriching 378
Tobacco, on curing 313— on firing through flues 41 —

tlie necessity of perfect ripeness before cutting 41 —
Oronoke and Pryor, difference in value and product"
622

Tobacco culture considered more extensive than profit-

able 742— its expense compared to that of wheat
and of corn 743

Tobacco crop, remarks on 2
Tobacco plant beds, preparing and managing 2
Tobacco lands, on the improvement of by clover 385
Tobacco planters' convention in Maryland, and report
on the burdens on the tobacco trade in Europe 747

Top dressingof grass lands 458
Trade of the United States 218
Transplanting 559
Tulip, culture of 467
Tunnel of Haerlem railway 383
Turbilli, Marquis of, some notice of the life of 70

Van Mons' theory and method of raising good fruit
trees from the seed 222

Vine, grape, a new seedling 705
Vines, grape, difference of growth, culture and product,

in the United States and in Europe 89
Vines, (melon, &c.) to protect from bugs 197
Virginia, the most ancient description of, by Capt.
John Smith 389— some description of in letters
written in 1688, 584, 641

W
Warming rooms 592
Washing, economy in 405
Washington's views of war and ofagriculture 706
Water power of Richmond, and manufactories 368
Waterloo Caesarean cabbage, fraud respecting 330
Water melons, successful mode of raising them of large

size 745
Weevil, black, means of guarding against 655
Weights, comparative, of green and dry grasses 656
Weights and measures, French, compared with Eng-

lish or American 119~want of uniformity in 533
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EDMUNB RUFFIjV, EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR.

ON THE IMPORTANCE OF FARMERS GIVIJVO

PERSONAL ATTENTION AND LABOR TO THEIR
FARMS.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

I have been a subscriber to j'our a<iricultural

work from its conimencenient, and 3'et never at-

tempted to aid you in your labors, notwithstand-

in<^ the o-cntle rebuke you gave me, and ihe invita-

tion to contribute my mite to the inforination which
is due from every man of experience, who is en-

gaged in the cultivation of the earth. Tlie truti)

is, that [ entered the field of agriculture nearly 45

j-ears ago, with small means, and necessity drove

me to hard labor, with the very i'ew slaves f posses-

sed, and leftme no timelo keep a journal of'my little

operations; and ray family increased faster than

mv profits, so that when the scale of my opera-

tions extended, so as to take me away fmm manual
labor, I found even less time to commit to paper
the results of such experiments as grew out of my
pursuits; and I have no recourse now to any thing

but a defective memory, to enable me to present

any thing useful to the present generation. In-

deed, Mr. Editor, the course of husineRS is very
much chanced since 1 began mv orora'inrs. At
that day, there was a great deal of land to open,
and it was not thought disgraceful iotake hold of
an axe and set a good example to the negroes

—

and that save a hafrt of labor which led on tlio

young to follow it up lltronfi:h the year at anv sort

of work that came in the way. I pursued !hi,9

course myself for seven years, till the investments
of my profits put it out of my power to do anv
thing more than lay out the plan of operation, aiid

see that others did their duty in the execution.

And here let me remark upon another very im-|
portant change that has been brought about:!
That very useful class of men called overseers, in'

a slave-holding country, were employed unon a
share of the crop; and it was upon the f>"i,(\vii^-

principle:—A young man expected to mn'ce ih^

living in this way, and had neither land nor lalior

except that of hiscvv-n body and mind.—Tlie mnv
\vho had land and negroes from which he vUi -

i

to derive profit, entered into a sort of pariiir ;-;;•

with the young man, that he would fL!rnish tii'-

land and a certain number of laborers—we wii!

suppose seven. It was understood that the vounr
man was to work regularly with these nefrro^s,

and at the end of the vear was to have the profits

of his ov/n labor, which was tlie eighth part, lp;r,r-|

ing the profit of the labor of the negroes to thej
master. Thus the young man received his full!

share for his labour, and p;ud nothing for the land
he cultivated; besideswhich, he had his hous-^, rro-|
vision and fuel for himself, and his wife and ( hil-;

dren, if he had any; wdiile he was earning n repu-
tation, (if he was good for any thing,) whic'i, in

the end, would be a fortune to him." And let me
tell you, sir, that this training gave him a know-
ledge of what could be done; it gave him strenrrth
of body and mind, and habits of industry, which
>vould generally stick by him through life.' W heti

Vol. IV—
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after beginning with a small number of hands
three, four, five or more, he became qualified to
manage too many to justify his laboring in person,
his profits increased to a share and a half, two
shares, or even more, fill at length he wasenabled
to establish himself; and in process of time, per-
haps emfiloyed young men to begin as he had
done ; and his experience qualified him to be a
judge of others.

I reckon, sir, you begin to think j'ou had better
have let me ofi; than have your ivegister filled with
what I have no doubt will appear to many of your
readers useless siuff. But when I tell you I as-
cribe the little success I have had in providing the
means of raising a large family, to the seven years
of hard labor I endured, I trust 1 shall be excused
for endeavoring, in this way, to encourage the
young men of the present day to conf^'m, in some
deirree, at least, to tlie p.lan ol' lii'c here laid down.

1 come now to the chance adverted to in the
former part of this letter.—After I liad added to
my business, by thepurcliaseof another farn), and
had had several valuable agents, !)fii!<r in v^/ant of
an overseer, a young man was recommended to
me. While in conversat
he ever worked wiih his

no ! he consi'i":'"(l it dis ;.
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in its cultivation, an asjent Avho has no interest in

either, except tiiiU which arises from his cliaracter

and standinc? in his occupation. And a!thou<rh

this, in many instances, operates as a powerlu! sti-

mulus; and" when accompanied with sound iiioral^

principle, is su!]i.'.ient for the accomplishment, of

our ohjccts, both as to immediate profit and itn-

provementofsoil, which is ultimate. Yet, in very

many cases, these are wahting; and great loss,

perhaps in the end ruin, is the inevitable conse-

quence. Why, then, cannot those, who have but

one liu-m,atid\v!io are youn<r, "lake hold,'''' and be

jarmers indeed ? A mong their laborers, they may
find here and there, some who are laithfa!, and

have sufficient imeilliience to follow the directions

of the master; and wlien they possess these quali-

fications, will do so with an eye singlv to the

wishes and interest of the master. Besides the

principal, he can have subordinate agents, parti-

cularly at the head of his ploughmen. Tiie mas-

ter can, by this mode, give more encouragement to

his slaves. He can undeistand their characters

—

can reward and punish with more iiulgraent. In a

word, he can Iticl more responsibility, and suffer

less pain under that responsibility, than when he

must depend upon another. For if any thing dis-

agreeable occurs between the overseer and the

slave, he cannot positively know the merits of the

question ; and if he leans too much to the tale of

the slave, he overthrov.-s the authority of the over-

seer. On the contrary, if he turns a deaf ear to

the complaints ot the slave, he incurs the risk of

imnecessary severity. Let me not be understood

to convey the idea, th.at this class of men can be

dispensed with : they must always be in demand.
There are too many cases in which they cannot

be dispensed with ; and in a slave-holding coun-

try, there is no more uselul and necessary cliiss of

men. Yet, many salutary consequences will flow

I'rom the innncdinle a<rency of the owner of the

soil. He will set an example of more vigilance in

these intermediate aL'"en!s. He will put out of em-
ployment those who do not, like him, consult the

ultimate interest of the farm, as well as the im-
mediate profits thereof, in which he is more inti-

mately concerned. He will reason upon causes
and eilects, upon his ovv'n operations and experi-

ments, which is not to be looked for from those who
are tied down to the experience of those who have
gone before them. Consequently, more reliance is

to be placed u|!on the results of his own observa-
tion, accompanied by the reasoning of his own
mind, than iifion facts detailed by others, who may,
for want of this reasoning, lead him into erroneous
conclusions fi'om their liicts. He will ofen find

occasions during the, year, when he can devote
more attention to the interest of the iin-m, than can
be expected from one wiiose immedinte interest
does not promi)thiiu to watch these little intervals
of time, of vviiat might be called leisure; though
in Irnth, this leisin-e iniifht be employed inconsult-
iiii;' the benefit of the crop. In short, Mr. Editor,
tln're is notliinu', but the ownership of the soil,

vvbich can inspire that lively concern in its improve-
ment, wliirh will enable the mauuger of it to take
adviuilao-e of nil circumstances and occasions to
consult its future proihictiveness, wlien by doing
so there is some litile conflict with immedinte pro"^

fit, thouurh not snfTirienl to induce the jndiciou'; far-

mer to neglect it. And this r(>asoning would ap-
ply as well to the present owner, as the man who

is placed between the immediate and ultimate pro-

fit of the land and labor, if their situations were re-

versed.

The communication above, was written more
than twelve months ago. I declined to send it,

because there is too much of egotism in it. Hav-
ing come across it to-day, in turninir over my pa-

pers, and shown it to a friend who is with me, he
has prevailed upon me to send it to you. If you
think it worlhy of a place in your valuable collec-

tion, publish it. I must be allowed, however, to

dejiart from that, which, in most cases, seems to

be adopted by your correspondents, of signing my
own proper name to it. W you decline to insert

it in your journal, be assured you will give no of-

fence to one who is less of a farmer than
A PLANTER.

ON PREPARING ANT> MANAGING TOBACCO
PLANT BEDS—AND SOIME REMARKS ON THE
TOBACCO CROP.

To the Editor of the Farnicis' Kogister.

It is not my purpose to inquire into the conse-
quences which will flow from the extensive culti-

vation of tobacco in the state of Virginia. I pre-

sinne, however,itmust be manifest to all reflecting

men, that it will necessarily have a very injurious

effect upon the system of firming, which a iow
years ago was carried on witli so much spirit, and
gave such ilxir indications of resuscitation to our
exhausted country. The quantity of forest la.'Kl,

so much reduced already as to drive many to tlie

west, will be still farther diminished, by tlie efforts

to produce the kind of tobacco for vvhicli the man-
ufiicturers give such encouraging prices, as well

as by the amount of wood used in burning jilaiit

land, and curing tobacco made on the old ground.
My present oliject will be to point out the means
of saving fuel in burnino- plant land; and as ex-
perience is tlie best guide, I may jjerbaps succeed
better in elucidating the subject, b}' giving a histo-

ry of my practice. In the spring of 1820, before

the grass went to seed, I cut down a piece of sap-
ling land at the head of a bottom, raked ofl' the
leaves, made a fence around it with the poles that

were cut fiom it, and penned my cattle on it tilf

it was very rich. (It was high up the bottom,
and very indillerent plant land before I cow-pen-
ned it.) The next winter, when I designed to

burn it, it continued so wet that I was compelled
to give it up, notwithstanding I had cut a ditch

around it. I covered h;df of it (thirty-five yards
by seventeen) with brush (aficr laying skids

about lour feet apart) about two or three feet deep,

and lai<l the poles of which the fence was made,
all over it, intending to burn it the next winter.

But it did not occur to me, that after the winter set

in. it would never dry any more until the summer.
So I missed the chance again. I added a little

brush and wood in those sj;ots where it appeared
to lie wanting. The next fall, about the latter end
of October or first of November, I put fire into it,

when, by the dampness of every tiling around, it

was sale to do so. Tlie heat operating at once all

over the patch, was intense—so as to drive every
body away to the distance of at least fifty yards.

I sup.pose it would be safe to say, that not more
than a third of the fiiel was used, which is em-
ployed in the customary way of making a log fire,
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and hauli;i<T it uitii Iiooks as it burns down. Be-

sides that this most distressing and unwliolesome

operation, of all t!iat we pertorni, is avoided

—

while the burninn^ is a great deal more unilbrm.

Not a spot could be lound within the outer edges,

which was not equally burned wi'h the rest; and
ev-erv spot yielded its fair proportion of plants.

Thefirst time it was drawn. I planted my manured
lot of 40,000 hills, with plants as large as a man's
hand, and afterwards,my overseers on two adjoin-

ini; plantations, drew lor their old ground, at least

100,000 more, of equal size. I doubt wlieiher the

same amount of land, taking the average, burned

in the ordinary method, would yield more than
one-third of tlie plants of similar si;ce, by the

period ol the planting season—although, perhaps,

three times the quantity of wood was used in

burning. I am aware that few men could look

forward far enough to bestow the necessary labor

to give tlie same result—particularly, where un
overseer is consulted, who is naturally unwilling to

bestow so much labor, perhaps, lor some one who
is to follow him. But although the same amount
of benefit may not be derived by makincr use of

the land thus treated, at an earlier period—yet

great advantage accrues even by allowing it to

remain till the ensuins: fall- The flill twelve-

month is now the time I generally select I'or making
use of it. Another great advantage attends this

practice. As soon as it is burnt, (say in Novem-
ber,) it is prepared exactly as if it was to be sown
inniiediately. So that if the weather is untoward
at the time you would wish to sow it, you can
sow upon frozen ground. If it is suitable, you
can give it aliirht raking. Nothing then, can pre-

vent your sowing in as good time as you think
proper.

Although I consider cow-penning the best mode
of manuring for plants; j-et it will not do to con-
fine ourselves to it. The winter is my time for

packing brush and wood on plant land for the fall

twelve months af;er. I select a spot in the woods
—rake it clean—laj- skids about lour inches diam-
eter, and about lour feet apart—lay on the lirush

across them, going backivards wnlh the layers till

it is all covered^then, beginning at the bats, tra-

vel on the wood which is laid across them and
mauled small as is convenient, till all is covered.
But beibre the brush is put on, cover it with ma-
nure according to the natural strength of the land.
The manure must have no grass seed in it. Sta-
ble manure, wiien the horses are fed on fodder, is

very good. Those who have tobacco stalks, will

find this a valuable mode of using them. In some
instances, however, (particularly Where the land
is rich,) I pack it without manuring—the cover-
ing itselt; and the gradual decay o!' the twigs and
bark, impart fertility to the soil, and lighten it up,
so as to ma'ce it fiivorable to the growth of
plants.

In aslave-hoLlinj countrj', suited to the grow^th
of corn, wheat, an.l lobacco, this mixed crop fur-

nishes the most regular and profitable employ-
ment for a sot of humati beings, whom the n)aster

is bound by every niouve, to maintain al! the year:
while, in those countries cultivated by free labor-
ers, the farmer gives employment to them when
required; and when he has accomplished the bu-
siness of the ditferent seasons, leaves to them the
care of their own fmiilies. This circumstance,
aAdcd to the present high price of slave labor, and ',

the hiffh price of tobacco, consequent thereon, not
only leads many to engage more extensively in

its culture, but many others to adopt it, who had
not done so before. I ma}- therefore, as the season
advances, lor the information of this last class,

trouble you with some further observations upon
its management, which may be useless to those

who are experienced, and as well or better ac-

quainted with it than I am,
A PLAIS'TKR.

[The writer of the two foregoing communications

has not even trusted us with his name—but we can

scarcely err in ascribing them to the pen of a gentle-

man whose name would stand, as autf.ority, among the

highest—and most deservedly so, on account of his

long and remarkably successful course as a cultivator

of the soil, as well as for his well earned elevated sta-

tion in society. His future communications will be

especially welcome, as presenting the facts and opiu-

ions of a truly practical tiller of the earth.

In addition to his promised obscTAations on tobacco

CLdture, we shall be pleased if our correspondent will

furnish all the details of the usual most laborious and

costl}'' operation of burning patcht s for tobacco plants,

and their other prep iration and management. No other

writer in this journal has fully described tliis branch of

tobacco culture—and the description would be curious

and interesting to those who know nothing of it, and

will be so to all readers hereafter, when the entire de-

struction of the present covering of growing wood

shall necessarily put an end to the j)rcsent mode of pre-

paring plant beds. Without such details of the usual

process, strangers will find it difiicuit to believe that

the plan recommended by our correspondent, appa-

rently so costly in labor, and wasteful of fuel and ma-

nure, can be (as doubtless it is,) more economical in

all these respects, than the usual mode.]

CONDITION OF THE DESCEK I>AB:TS OF A NUM-
BER OF EiMANCIPATED SlwVVES, IN TRIKCE
EDWARD COUNTY.

To llie Editor of the Farmers' Registor.

Richmond, IiLirch'22d, 1S36.

You expressed a Avish (page — vol. HI,) to

obtain information in relation to ihe history of the

emancii)ated people of color in Prince Edward;
I presume those emancipated by the late Richard

Randolph more especially.

More than twenty-five j-ears ago, I think, they

were hberaled, at which time they numbered
about one hundred, and were settled upon small

parcels of land, of perhaps 10 to twenty-five acres,

to each famil}'. As long as the, habits of uidus-

try, which they had accjnired while slave,?, lasted,

they continued to increase in numbers, and lived

in some degree of condbrt—but as soon as this

was lost, arid most of those who had been many
years in slavery either died, or became old and in-

firm, and a new race, raised in idleness and vice,

sprang up, they began not onl)- to be idle and vi-

cious, but to diminish instead of increasing, and

have conlinued to diminish in i«»ind.)ers very reg-
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ularly every year—and that too, without eniigra-

tion; for they have ahiioi^t without exception, re-

mained to;r?.iher in the same siiuaiion as at firsi

placed, to ihis day. Idleness, poverty, and di.^si-

pation, are the agents which continue to dimin-

ish their numbers, arul to render ihem wretched in

the extreme, as Vv-eli as a ixreat pest, and heavy

tax upon the nei2;hborhood in which they live.

There is so little of industry, and so much (lissij.ia-

tion amoni];st them, that it is impossible! that the

fema.les can rear their families of children—and

the consequence is, that they prostitute themselves,

and consequenth', have fevvchildren—and the ope-

ration of time, profligacy and disease, more than

keep pace with any increase among them.

Whilst they are a very crreat yicst and heavy tax

upon the conminnity, it is most obvious, they

themselves are infinitely worsled by the exchange
from slavery to liberty—if^ indeed, their condition

deserves that name.

JAT.IES MADlSOJf.

[The facts stated in the foregoing communication

are both interesting and important. We are greatly

indebted to our esteemed and vvpII informed correspon-

dent for Ids compliance with our request, and have only

to regret that he did not enter more into the details of

so fair and decisive a trial of the effects of negro eman-

cipation, made under the most favorable circumstances.

In this case, the slaves who were emancipated had

been trained to labor—they were abundantly provided

with fixed farming capital—and they had, and their

descendants still have, in addition, a continual demand

fortiieir labor, in the boating on the Appomattox—an

employment which they prefer to all others, because it

is the nearest to idleness. Yet with every advantage,

and through a long course of time, their prosperity

and even their numbers have been diminishing, and

their condition has gradually become worse. A more

full experiment cannot be adduced, nor a more deci-

sive result.]

For tlic Farmers' Rrsristcr.

riACKSERRT
IJ

rJlOPOSED FOR LIVE

I doubt much whether a live fence can be made
proof against hogs. At ;my rate, it is not proba-
ble that fi^ices of this descri|)tion will be much at-

tempted in Virginia [\n- a long time to come. I

have long thouglit that the hackberry tree j)ro-

naised lo answer the purpose better than any other
that 1 have seen. It will grow to a very laru;e

tree, under favorable circumstances—but when
browsed down by stocA-, it makes the most dense
and unyielding shrub I liave over seen. I know
several bushes of it through which it would be
<1ifHcult for a sparrow to creep. About twenty
years ago, I sowed a small lot with the berries;
Ihey vegetated very well— but were ploughed up,
through mistake, by a servant, in my absence.
There are no bearing lree.s in my 'immediate
neighbor! lood; and (hough anxious to try a<rain,
I have been unable to procure fresh berries. "Na-
ture has SI) formed such seed, that they will never
vegetate afier once drying; were it otherwise, the
power of man coilW not prevent their takiii"- pos-

session of the caiih. This is the case with the
sp(\! <,f thi" hawthorn, the rose, and in some mea-
sLii-e, with the grarcviiie and the apple tree.

M.

CLOVER AXD GYPSUM NOT SUFFICIENT FOR
DURAllLH fMrROVEMEXT. VALUE OF EAS-
TERIS' J^nOIli:: LA?JDS.

To the Editor of tlie Fanners' Register.

jOastarn Shore cf Maryland, )

Fsbrvanj I5lh, 1836. 5

I regret to find by }'our address to readers and
correspondents, in your No. for February, that

you have cause to complain of the want of co-

operation. You would find it difficult by your
ovs^n exclusive efforts, to keep sucli a work as

yours in successful operation. I owe something
more than my annua! subscri|)tion to the Register,

and desire to make suitable returns. I may aid in

fillini; your columns, but I fear j'ou will find my
contributions of but little value.

Some of your correspondents, seem to enter-

tain the opinion that clover, in conjunction with
g}'psian, is a means of solid and permanent im-
provements. My expei-ience has led me to a dif-

ferent conclusion. Many years ago, I purchased
a small farm—the soil had been originally fertile,

but reduced in its early cultivation by tobacco

—

afTerwards, by the improvident three-field system.
This farm was cultivated by my directions—my
vocation not peruutting much of my personal at-

tetion. I had it divided into five fields, one culti-

vated in corn, two in wheat, one of those I sowed
in clover, and plastered the first and second year,

after gathering the wheat. The growth of clover

was rich and abundant. My clover fallow pro-

duced crops of wheat far beyond expectations. I

expected progressive improvement, and the means
to be so easy that [ paid but little attention to

collecting putrescent manures. I succeeded well

for tvro rounds; but my crops of wheat greatly

diminished in the third—though clover still con-

tinned to flourish, and Indian corn grew well.

This system had been an innovation in the neigh-

borhood. I had been a little proud of success,

but I deemed it unwise to pursue it at a loss. I

abandoned clover and plaster, divided the farm
into five fields, and sought improvement by marsh
mud and putrescent manures. This fiarm now
produces good crops of wheat and corn—though
not so abundant as under the first impulse of clo-

ver and plaster. Whether gypsum be a stimu-

lant, or an alterative, I do not know; but I am sat-

isfied it may be pushed too fiir—and like shell

marl, does mischief, by an injudicious application.

I commenced marling this farm last fidi, and in-

tend, with caution, to try gypsum upon my marled
grounds.

For the last four weeks the winter has been
rigorous. Crops of wheat liave aflbrded but a
smair supply of straw, and till the grass springs,

the cattle must suffer. Duty and interest incul-

cate that every creature over which we exercise

dominion ought to be supplied with food suited to

their wants. My cattle generally get on tolera-

bly well, till the warm days in February, with
corn cops and wheat straw; they then seem to
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loathe this food. Suit provision is sFii.l to be the

best diet for a laboring man—but if he is con-

stantly kept on it, without a plentil'ul supply of

bread, he will sicken and die. If our winters were

as long as they are to the nortii, with an abun-

dance ol' our provender, (corn-ca|-s and wheat

straw.) I doubt whether our cattle would get

through them. The late V^ illiam Cobbett recom-

mended sirongh^, ruta baga for cattle; but his ag-

ricultural statements were so exaggerated, and all

his notions so strange and unsettled, that I could

give them no confidence. Last year, Ibr the first

time, I grew a small (luantily; my milch cows

eat it with avidity, and indicate, both by their m.ilk

and appearance, an improved condition. One
acre well improved and cultivated, will produce

ii-om three to five hundred bushels, equal to ten

tons. For the future, I shall endeavor to grow as

much ruta baga as will serve for a change of food

from the middle of February till my cattle find

more palatable sustenance in my clover fields.

I greatly desire to see the tide of emigration to

the west arrested. Large sources of improve-

ment have been recently opened in our countiy,

and more are still from da}' to day disclosed.

Men of industry, v.'ith a moderate capital, might

make a more eligible location here, than in the

far west. It is true that richer lands can be pur-

chased on the frontier at a cheaper rate—but when
building, clearing, and inclosing come to be ad-

ded, I do not doubt, tliat an old exhausted farm

can be purchased, marled, and brought to a point

of profitable jiroduct for less money. I ofier as

proofi a farm now held in Kent county by Cap-
tain Vickers of Baltimore. This gentleman hav-

ino: acquired an independent iortune by trade,

Avith a laudable attachment for his native soil, pur-

chased the farm on which his lather had lived: the

scene of his early sports and joys. It came into

his hands exhausied and impoverislied He has
improved it in an expensive way by ashes and
other manures fiom Baltimore, and I understand

it affords him a clear profit of twelve per cent, on
the whole cost—yielding fi'om twenty-five to

thirty bushels of wheat to the acre. We have
thousands of acres on 'the Eastern Shore, which
do not now repay more than the expenses of cul-

tivation, which, with the resources of our own
lands, might be brought to a point ol" profitable

proiiuct. Our insulated situation invites few per-

sons from abroad. We sometimes see a gentle-

man merchant, or his collecting agent, on the pub-
lic road, which passes through the peninsula,

fi-om north to south, on our worst lands; and the

bird's-eye view of our Professor Ducatel was not

calculated to enlighten on this subject— I do not

mean to disparage our Professor— I have no doubt
he is a good chemist. He was in pursuit of marl,
and prosecuted his search with diligence; but his

anterior hubiis and pursuits did not greatly qualify

him to judge ol' the capabilities of our country.

A few years ago I travelled in the stage with the

late senator Johnson of Louisania, and we con-
versed about agriculture. He made particular in-

quiries as to the product of our lands and the ex-

pense of cultivation. I told him that a well im-
proved farm on the Eastern Shore would produce
twenty bnshels of wheat and forty of Indian
corn to the acre, and made a rough estimate ol

the expense of^ cultivation. He said the gross

product of their cotton and sugar plantations were

greater, but when the difference of expense of

cultivation was estimated, and our fticilities for

market, that such a farm as I described, was as

profitable as the lands in his country. I was
much struck with the admission. I had seen a

paper drawn up by him on the tariff, in which he

attempted to reconcile Virginia and Maryland to

the n-icasure, by the value of our slaves in the

southern market. The sale of our slaves in the

south, stands as a reproach both to our morals nnd

airriculture—and if time should arrive when Ma-
ryland (one of the good old thirteen) shall_ settle

down as a sinve bn^eder for the new state of Lou-

isania, I shall be prepared for emigration.
# « * * * # * *

For tl'.c Farmers' Register.

GRASS ALONE INADEQUATE FOR IMPROVING
LAND. I3IPOHTANCE OF MANURE.

Chnrlotie County, }

I2lh March, 1836. $

The attention of agriculturists, in this section,^

has not been sufficiently turned to the subject of

raisino- manure, in order to the improvement ofthe

soil. ^There has, perhaps, been sufficient atten-

tion bestowed, and confidence placed, at least by
some planters, in artificial and other grasses—and

many of us have lost time and money in search-

ing for substitutes, when none were to be found—
and relying on other sources for improvement, than

the main dependence, which is the manure of

stock and farm yard.

Manurinij by stock, and that raised by collect-

ino; vegetable matter in our farm yards, are the

only real sources of permanent improvement, to

anv jrreat extent, within the reach of the planters

of this district. In vain shall we calculate or hope

for improvement, either in soil or purse, unless we
turn our attention more particularly to this subject.

Unless diligence, perseverance and strict economy
are observed in this department, our hopes of im-

provement will prove vain and fallacious.

Grasses uns^razed, will serve to keep the soil to-

gether; but alone and unaided, they are extreme-

ly limited fis a source of improvement, and should

not be relied on. They are all-important assis-

tants, but separately considered, they will not per-

ceptibly improve our land. If they improve at all,

it is so slow that I have not been able to discover

it. I have a field which has been well set with

clover for eighteen or twenty years, and there has

been no perceptible increase in the production.

I consider grasses alone insufficient, and not to be

relied on as a source of improvement. Plaster in

this region, costs too much to use it in large quan-

tities, and we are destitute of marl. What, then,

are the principal resources of the planter or farmer

for improvement? We answer, unhesitatingly,

putrescent manures. Without proper attention to

this subject, all hope of improvement will prove

visionar}'—we would, therefore, warn the inexpe-

rienced not to rely on grasses alnnc—not by any
means to neglect the more important considerarion

of collecting and increasing the manure heap.

Many sources for raising manure, are entirely

neglected by the planters of this vicinage. The
considerable amount of manure, which, with a
small dea;ree of attention mifjht he raised from
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hogs, is commonly, wholly lost. The hog-feeder

genemlly seieL-ts a clean snioolh path to Jeed his

iioivs wiihoiu liie inclosiire—wliere the first rain

will probably carry the oHli!, d'jpnsifs and all, into

the next stream—and thus the whole is lost.

It is true, that as nnvA\ manure may be raised

from a common stock ot hogs, as there commonly
is ii-om a like stock of catile. I have, for several

years, ted my hogs on the field intended for corn,

in summer—and in winter, confined them every

night in well littered pens—feeding princii)ally at

night, in order 'o induce them 'to come up regidar-

ly. The corn is thrown among the filter in the

pen. by which the cobs are saved, and as an in-

ducement to keep the hogs as long as possible on
the litter. There are many other sources for rais-

ing manure, neglected by iiuuners in this region.

This is selected, because it can be seen at a glance.

Raising manure is ot" primary importance, and
should be paramount to every other consideration.

Collecting litter for the fiirm yard should not be

considered a slight ofiiiir, and made a matter of
convenience—it should be viewed as a uiatter of

great importance, and all other work should be

made to yield and give place, until the pens are

well supplied. Unless this rule is established and
pursued, we must ircquf ntly fail in raising a good
supply of manure, and tail prop^ortionably short in

improvement.
One thing is evident, our richest lands are bene-

fitted by the aijplication of manure, and may be

improved to almost any extent. There is scarce-

ly a limit to the increase of crop and improvement
of soil, not atladnabls by a proper app.lication of pu-
trescent masiures. Here is a wide field, and one
in which we shall not be apt to err, by spending
too much time or labor. Eoth lime and gypsum
fail on some [leculiar soils; but putrescent manure,
the plaster of the iarni yard, is a never-failing pa-

nacea—it always increases the crop and improves

the soil, when properly applied. One of your late

correspondents speaks of covering the soil to pro-»j

tcct it from the cold, cic. &c. I think it a good
idea—an excellent one indeed, if he had only

added, that the covering nutst be of good stable

manure. This is what the land cS your corres-

j)ondent, and all others in this region, especially

needs. Whether they are light or stiff, sandy or

loamy—whether the anbstritum be red, white or

any other color, they are all benefited by a good
covering of sta'de manure.
Hogs hair is the best m.annre I ever tried Ibr

tobacco plants. I have never seen it applied wiih-

out considerable ciiect. It should be beaten with
small s'icks until the masses are separated, and then
sprinkled regularly over the patch after it is sown.
I have not usf>d it long enough to decide what
quantity is best to be app'lied. It should be scat-

tered regularly, and so that none of the patch is

without, 'i'here is no danger of having it too

thick, provided it be beaten fine.

I have experienced considerable benefit from the
use of the coulter, in preparation ibr corn, on the
bedding plan. The rows are laid od", two furrows
to the row, with a coulter as large as .a common
trowel hoe— and thr-n the bed is raised, the coul-

ter furrow being in the centre. The advantage of

the use of the CDulter, will be very apparent in

the droughts ol" summer, when the bliules of the

corn would ollK':ivi;;e hi- linble to burn.

IMPROVKMEATS OF MONMOUTH, K. J.

To tlie Edilor of tlic Farracis' Register.

I take this opportunity of sending j'ou an extract

taken fi'oni the 1st No. (5th inst.) of the 50th vo-

lume of Niles' (Baltimore) W^eekly Register.

—

Should you think it worthy of a place in your Far-
mers' Register, you are at liberty to insert it. As
a work of general reference, Niles' Register is su-

perior to any I have ever read. The editor has
ever been the zealous and devoted fi'iend to do-
mestic industry and internal improvements. He
has lived to see them both prosper and flourish in

his own country.

p. VV. HARPER.
Greenfield, Xuiloway County.

" For fifty years after the revolution, This county
existed in a state of supine torpor. Not five lots

were sold, in all this time, in the principal town of
Freehold. A few years since, was made the great

discovery of marl, which has been a mine of
wealth to the farmers, [>roducing the richest pas-

tures and grazing for cattle and sheep, and for

making butter and cheese. The consequence has
been, that firms which have wi'hin 10 years sold

at .^10 the acre, now bring, readily, ii-om A'oO to

SilOO. So nnich for the virtue of marl. Such is

the wealth and enterprise thus brought into the

country, that it is now proposed to nmke a rail

road from the principal town, to join the Camden
and Amhoyrail road at Highfslown, distant 10 or

12 miles, with a spur or branch to the marl
pits."

Fioni Niles' Weeltly Register.

IMPORTATIOIV OF GRAIN.

It is a singular fact, that two or three cargoes of

wheat, rye and oats, have recently been imported

from Europe into New York, and have paid a
handsome profit to those concerned in the transac-

tions.

From tlie Washington Mirror.

TRAVELI.TXG STOVE.S.

Dr. AicWilliams of this city (Washington) has
taken out a patent for a stove for heating carriages

of all kinds,, which is one of themost valuable in-

ventions which has ever been made. It. is re-

markably simple in hs structure, and maj" be sold

ibr six or eight dollars, and it consumes the most
inconsiderable quantity of coal. The advantages of

such a stove are almost too obvious to be men-
tioned. Taking up very httle roon), they may be

fitted to the botfom of gigs, chaises, and of every

variety of carriage, and are particularly well

adapteil to rail road cars. The expense offuel is not

a!)Ove three cents for a hundred nules, travelling

at an ordinary rate. It is only necessary to make
this invention known to secure its introduction

very generally. For a trifling expense, a stage

driver may now be as comfortably situated on his

box, as by the warm fire; ;md the pleasure of

sleigh-riding may be enhanced a hundred i()ld.

This stove is now used in the cars of Caltimore

and Washington rail roads, and gives entire satis-

fiiction. The passengers are kept vvarm during

the whole journey, and are never annoyed by the

smoke, the stove being air-tighl.
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CULTIVATION OF CORN. 3IANURIAG, AND
WESTERN EMIGRATION.

To the Editor of tlie b'arnicis' Register.

Fairfield, S. C. )

mil March, 1836.
5

Having seen in your Register a great many
communications on tlie ditlerent modes of'cultivat-

ing Inilian com, I shall endeavor,, by siiowing mj-

niethod, and tiie success willi whicii it was at-

tend'^d, toirether with some experiments I made, to

add something to the very great iund of agricul-

tural knowledge, alfeady disseminated through ii

vast portion of our country, by your valuable

paper.

I commenced f)lanting my corn, last year, on

the 17th of March. I jjiaated in drills iour feet

apart, and tAvo feet between each stalk in the drill.

I consequently had as many stalks as if I iiail

])lanted in hills lour ieoteach wa}'. with two stalks

to the hill, winch is the common method in this

neighborhood. JNly land v/as well broken \\y>, aiid

in fine order, when the corn was planted. When
it was about lour inches high, I ran the shovel

plough as near it as I could, without doing much
injury to the roots. The plough covered up the

youiig grass around and between the stalks, and
left the ground, lor ten or twelve inches on each
side of the corn, in a fine loose state. In about ;i

week afterwards, I had the corn hoed, and some
earth put to it—a little more than was taken fj-om

it by the hoeing. When the corn was about a foot

high, I had it thinned to one stalk. The mould
board of the fuming plough was then run to the

corn, but as shallow as possible, to prevent it from
cutting the roots. The middles were broken up
with the shovel plough, which left the srround le-

vel, except a small ridge made by the turning
plouirh. I ploughed n again the 1st of June,
Avhich I could certaiidy have dispensed v.-ith, had
not the ground been s-rassy, and 1 wished to get

rid of the grass—and I believe the ploughinof I

then gave it, did more injury than <rood. The
hoes followed the plouo-hs, and chopped down all

the grass and weeds that were between the stalks.

The field produced an average of thirtv-fivc bush-
els to the acre, while some fields adjoining mine,
and planted in hills, produced only twenty, giving
in favor of drilled corn, fifteen bushels per acre.

and very little or no difference in the qualitj- of the
field. But there is one fact which I do not recol-

lect of having seen in your Registgr, though 1

may have overlooked it, namely : that land which
will produce one large stalk at two feet distance in

the drill, may not be able to support two stalks
standing together at four It-et distance, which fact

I have ascertained by experiment. I planted, last

year, one acre of ground in corn, half of it in drills

two feet by four, and the other half in hills four
feet each Avay; the stalks in the part that was
drilled, were large, and produced, generally, two
good ears, while that v/hich was planted in hills,

seldom produced more than one; and that one,
generally, small. And the reason why checked
corn doe;; not produce as much as drilled, (and on
my plantation it does not,) is owmg both to the
greater quantity of nourishment necessary to sup-
port two stalks standing together, which'nourish-
ment poor land is not able to supply, and likewise
to cutting the roots, which, beyond doubt in my
mind, is an injury.

Our land is poor; but il" a man speaks of ma-
nuring his land here, heis immediately pronounced

to be 'hioii cmiipos mentis.'''' In fitct, the improve-

ment of our land by manuring, is a very serious

uudertakiiig, as our only dep^endence is stable

nuinure and ccunpost; and as cotton is the princi-

pal production of this section of country, the time

necessarily devoted to raising the croj:;, and gather-

ing it in, co)isiimes so much of the year, that little

tiiTie is left for any thing else. But, on the other

hand, one acre of land that is manured loill pro-

duce nearly, or cpiite as much, as tioo that are not.

This is another /ficM have ascertained by experi-

ment^
"Westward, ho !

" is here the rage; and we see

daily, lands that, by proper managenient and ma-
nure, mio-ht be made to produce one hundred

bushels of corn, or one thousand weight of cotton

to the acre, worked to deaih, if I may use the ex-

pression, and then deserted, for the swamps of the

Pvlississippi, or the prairies of Texas. The man-
ner in which land is cultivated in this part of the

country is a wanton destruction of th.e means of

happiness which Divine Providence has placed at

our disposal, and calls loudly ^ov a remedy which
can only be obtained from agricultural societies

and agricultural papers.

JA3I!::S C. WIIYTE.

For the Farmers' Register.

VEGETABLE AND ANllVIAL ANALOGY.

On, the generation of plants.

[Continued from page 229, Yol. ill.]

Before I enter upon tlie subject of the genera-
tion of plants, I will observe, that the roots nmy,
with propriety, be called supporters and feeders*.

They receive fi^om the earth, and convey through
the plant, principles which go to their develope-
inent and support, creeping in various directions

in search of Ibo.l. The fluid principles are, in all

probability, carried fl-rward by capillary attraction,

and conveyed by proper vessels into the trunk,

branches, leaves, flowers and fi'uit. ileie they
undergo a change, a process called secretion; and
by a proper union of fluids, are formed, bark,

wood, foliage, &c. The germ of plants^ is a sex-

ual offsprins, and I have reason to believe, is j-er-

fect in miniature, requiring nothing but the appli-

cation of air, heat, light and food, in order to bring

about its full developement. Vegetable lifl\ then,

is the effect of various stimvli, acting upon organs
of motion, and is ke])t up and supported by a due
destrlbution of fluids which circulate in tlie vessels

of plants similar to the blood in the artei'ics and
veins of animals. The roots of plants are of a
spomiy nature, having tubes running, more or less,

parallel with each other, and after reaching the

trunk, divide and subdivide into an infinite num-
ber of branches, until they pervade every part.

These vessels readily admit principles from the
earth and atmosphere, which, when combined and
properly assimilated, form water, sap, oils, mucil-
age, &c. Moses tells us in his account of the
creation, that plants have their seeds in themselves;
that is, every plant contains in itself, male and fe-

male powers. The text he has given us, seems
to be explained by this discovery, and may lead us
to consider that plants wanting local motion, re-
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quire this union of the sexes in themselves, by
which mean?- they may generate without their be-

ing in the neighborhood of oilier plants; they arc

in this respect, hennar.hroditos, having their pro-

pagation without the help of one of the same
species. The liliy being a flower more generally

known than any other, and its generative parts

]ar<rc and exposed, I shall, from thence, endeavor
to explain the method which nalure makes use of
to impregnate the seeds of that and every other

plant, and by which means the several species of
vegetables have been continued to the world.

The flower of the lilly has six leaves or petals,

which are set on upon the summit of the foot

stalks marked A in the figure—they serve to guard

the pans of generation from the injuries of the

weather; and as they are of no other use, it is un-

necessary to place them in the figure. Bis the

mouth of this /);s<;ZZ({r«, or passage, which leads

into the uterus C, in which are three ovaries filled

with little eggs, or rudiments of seeds, such as we
find in the ovana oi animals; but these eggs will

decay and come to nothing, unless they are im-

pregnated by the farina fecinidans. or male seed

ol the same plant. From i) to E is a stamen of

the lilly through which the male seed of the iiiant

is conveyed to be perfected in the apex F, where,

by the Sun's heat, it ripen? and bursts lorth in very

minute particles lilce dust; some particles of this

powder falling upon the orifice R, is either con-

veyed from thence into the uterus C, or by i<s mag-
netic virtue, draws the nourishment with great

force fi'om the other parts of the plant into the

embryos of the fi'iiit, and makes them swell. In

this figure, I have oidy given a design of one sta-

men wuh its apex, to prevent mistakes in my ex-

planation ; but the flower of every lilly has six of

the same fiti'ure and use, which are phtced round
about the pisliUum, or female parts, so that it is al-

most impossible it should escape from receiving

some of the male dust, for farina fecundanf^,) fall-

ing upon it. In this, and other flowers of a like

nature, the pisiillitm is always so placed, tlv.vt the

apices which su. round it are either equal in height

with it, or above it, so that their dust fidls naturally

upon it. And when we observe it to be longer

than the apices, we may then conjecture that the
fruit has begun to form itself, and has no longer
occasion lor the male dust. And it is likewise ob-
servable, that as soon as this work of generation
is perlbrmed, the male parts, together with the
leaves or coveriu:.', liiU off^ and the |)ipe leading to

the ifierus begins 10 shrink. We may fljrther re-

mark, that the top of the pisiilliim in every flower
is either covered with a sort of velvet ianic, or
emits a gummy liqtior the better to catch the dust
of the apices.

And nov.'j^as we may find in the description of
the lilly, that the uterus is within the flower, so,

on tlie other hand, the uterus of the rose is with-
out tlie flower at the bottom of the petals or flower
leaves. And, likewise, in fruit trees—the cherrv,
plum, and some others, have their uterus or utri-

cles within their flowers; and the gooseberrv, cur-
ratit, apples and pears, on the outside or bott m of
their flowers. Eut, further, although nature has
designed the dust of the apices to fecundate the
female parts contained in the flowers or plants;

yet, we observe in some plants, the male a':d fe-

male parts are remote Irom each other ; as for ex-
ample, the gourd, pum|:kin, melon, cucumber, and
all of that race, have blosson.s distinctly male and
female, upon the same platit. The nsale blossoms
may be distinguished from the others, as they
have not any jo/s/f/ or rudiment of fruit about them,
bat have only a lnrge thrum covered with dust in

their middle; the tl-male l)lossom of these has a
pisiillum within the petals, or flower leaves, and
the rudiment of then- fruit always appe.renl at the

boltomof the flower beibre it opens; and so, in like

manner, all nut-bearing, and I think, mast-bear-
ing trees, have tlieir catkins, or male blossoms, re-

mote from the female parts. The oak, for exam-
ple, which blossoms in May, has its male parts

distinct from the acorns. Wefindsirings ofliltle/a-

rinaceovs flowers in great abundance, remoie fiom

the rudiments of the acorns or fruit, and so likewise

in the walnut, chesnut, hazel, pine, cypress, and
even the mulberry, aspen, and others. 1 have ob-

served that some sorts of willows change their

sex every year, by producing only male blossoms

or catkins one year, and tlic other following,

strings of female blossoms, which, i( tliey then

happen to be near enough some flowering nnile,

will produce seed? not much unlike those of an
apocinum. When v.^e view with a good micro-

scope thp male dust. of one single plant, we find

every particle of it to be of the same size and
figure; but in some cases, it is of two colors, as in

the tulip, where it is yellow and blue; but as plants

differ from one another in their figures and quali-

ties, so are the Hgures of their several dusts great-

ly diflerent fi-om each other; a grain of the dust of

the s;cranium sanguineum; maximo flire, is like a

bead of necklace with a hole through it, and in

like manner does the farina of every plant differ

in its shape fi'om the rest.

The female parts ol" generaiion in plan's are

best seen in larire fruits, without the trouble of the

microscope' such as tlie fruit of the puni; kin or

melon, where, with the natural eye we may dis-

cover the ves-sels distinctly which make the tumc
or covering of each ovary—we may see how tlie

seeds are joined to it, and by what end Ihey re-

ceive their nouiishment. And again, between the

several ovaries enclosed in that ti-uit, we may very

easily perceive the vagina, or passage, thrtugh
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which the farina fecandans has passed to im-
pregnate the seed.

It may, perhaps, be obiected against this hypo-

thesis, tliat there are many flowers vvhicli lian^-

downwards, as the crown inipivial, the cyclmmn,
&c., and that their ;jt".s7i7s cannot receive the furi-

r,a fecandans upon them ; hut if we observe that

the ;)i".s/i7s of these flowers are always more pro-

minent, or somewhat longer than the dusty apices

which surrounded them, we may easily conceive

that tiie glutinous matter and velvet covering on
the extremities of the pisti's, may be capable

enough of receiving and holding some of the

powder as it fails; and whether the intromission of

\hofarina fecandani' be requisite or not, its lodge-

ment on the mouth of the pistillum ma)', by vir-

tue of its attractive quality, perhaps fecundate the

seeds contained in XhGuierus.

I am sure, in the production of animals, there

are yet greater difficulties to encounter; and it may
be, if the analog}? between plants and animals was
more inquired into bj? the learned, they might dis-

cover many things which would be serviceable to

the preservation and benefit of animal bodies, as

tin's knowledge will be to the improvement of the

vegetable world. We find, for example, that

trees are generally longer lived than animals, some
of them living to lour or five hundred years; nay,
we have some accounts, by tradition, of trees that

have lived above two thousand years. The
reason, 1 think, is plain : first, trees have little or

no sensation, and it is my opinion, that the senses
prey abuadavuly upon the. juices of thr; body thev
belong lo. ScciUidly, they always breathe the

same air; and thirdly, they fi-.ed always upon the

same diet. And mankind, who in fbrnser times is

said to have lived upwards of nine hundred years,

suhsisted upon simple !bod, and drank of the clear

stream; at least, he had then but liiile variety ol

iijod.

I shall now proceed to what I call the demon-
strative part oi" this sysiem. I made my e.xperi-

ment upon the tidij), which I chose rather than
any other plant, because it seldom iaiis to produce
seed. I carefully took oat of thein all their apices

before the farina fecandans was ripe, or had any
waysappeared. These tulips being thus castrated,

bore no seed, while, on the other Imnd, those Vvdiich

1 had let alone were fruitful.' But for a fidrther

demonstration that plants generate, after the man-
ner I have endeavored to describe, I shall re-

commend to my reader the following experiment:
Make choice of such a plant, of the hazel or fil-

bert, as you find to be in a bearing state, and lar

distant from any other of the same sort; this tree,

in January, puts forth v.'hat arc commonly called

catkins, which are [ongthruni'!, composed of very
small flowers, that, towards the beginning of
I^Iarch, are covered with a fine dust, or male seed.

It is true that the blossoms, or female parts, ai)- !

pear on the buds of the same tree—-they are verv
small, and hardly to be discovered without si ri/tj

examination, only offering to the view a smidi '

cluster of scarlet threads, which are so many
I

tubes leading to the rudiments of the nut.^; this

happens at the windj? season of the year, that the

male dust may be more easily conveyed to the

utricles or female blossoms of the plant. Nov/, as

soon as the catkins appear, they must be carefully

taken from the tree, and it wdll produce no fruit

that year, unless you have a mind to single out any
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particular blossom of it, wdiich may be impreg-
nated with calkins from another tree, gathered
Iresh every morning fiir tliree or four days succes-
sively, and dusted ii^'htly over it, without bruising

its tender fibres; and in like manner, may the blos-

soms of any otlier tree or fiower be castrated, and
will have the same efi:ect.

By this knowledge, we may change the proper-

ty and taste of any fruit, hy impregnating the one
with the farina of another of the same class, as,

fcir example, a codling app-le with a pearnmin,
v/hich will occasion the codling, so impregnated, to

last a longer time than usual, and be of a sharper

taste; or if the v»'inter fruits should be fecundated

with the dust of the summer kinds, they will de-

cay before their usual time; and it is from this ac-

cidental cou;ding of the farina of one with the

other, that in an oi^hard where there is variety of

apples, even the fruiis gathered from the same tree,

differ in their flavor and times of ripening; and,

moreover, the seeds of those a!)ples so generated,

bein.'cr chauijed by that means from their natural

qualities, will produce difi'erent kinds of fruits, if

they are sown.
It is frotn this accidental coupling tliat proceeds

the numberless varieties of fruits and flowers

vrhich are raised everv day from seed. The yel-

low and black ' ::. coupling with one an-

other, produc;! '

,. Inch ii'ave other varieties,

which again njixiiig fiieir qualities in like manner,
has oflered up. by little and little, the numberless

variations which we see at this day m flower gar-

dens. Auriculas, Vvdiose flowers Avere of one co-

lor, and stood remote from others, have produced

no variety.

I need not explain how tlie male dust of plants

may be conveved by the air from one to another,

by which this ireneration and production of new
plants is brought about; but I shall hint, by the

by, to such as plant orchards for cider, that they

ought to pin-.' "
' ;t of apple in those

orchards, and : i^dons should belike-

wise remote ii'i';;; c.'ner i::n;;s of apples, whose^i-
ri;m would else certainly spoil the cider fruit by
ripening, some sooner, and others later, which
would occasion alnsost a continued firmentation in

!he liipjor, and never permit it to settle or grow
fine.

r^Joreover, a curious person, may, b3'this know-
ledge, produce sucJi rare kinds of plants, as have
not yet been heard ofj by making choice of two
plants for this purjiose, as are nearly alike in their

parts, but chiefly in their flowers or seed vessels.

For example, the Carnation and Sweet William
are in some respects alike, the farina of the one
will impregnate the other, and the seed so enliven-

ed, will produce a plant diflering from either.

These couplings are not unlike that of the mare
with the ass,- which produces a mule; and in re-

gard to c-neration, are also the same with mules,

not heinff able to multiply their species, no more
than other monsters geneiated in the same man-
ner.

\7c may learn fi-om hence, that the fruit of any
tree may be .adulterated as well by the farina of

one of the same sort, which perhaps may be sick-

ly, and of a dwarf kind, as by the dust of some
other kind nearly related to it, and worse than it-

self Now, as such couplings may be very fre-

quent in the forest, I would recommend the choice

of seed, to be made only from such pltmts or tim-
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ber-treea as excel in greatness, or other good qua-

lities, and are fur distant from otliers of meaner
sorts, which might degenerate their seeds and

cross our expectations when they come to grow
up, and this is as necessary to be observed among
vegetables, to maintain their good qualities in the

young plants tliey are to produce, as it is in the

"breeding of game cocks, spaniels, or running

horses.

There is but one kind of plant that I know ofj

which seems to be out of this danccer of coupling

with other sorts, and consequently of either im-

proving or diminishing the qualities of its seeds,

and tliat is the misleloe. The parts of its flowers

are indeed as fit lor generation as those of other

plants; but 1 have never seen anj' variety of this

plant, nor do I know any other nearly enough re-

lated to it to engender with it; for whether we
find it growing upon the oak, willow, or any other

tree whatever, the leaves, flowers and fruit, tvith

its manner of growth, are all alike. And since I

have had occasion to mention it in this place, give

me leave to take notice of some particularities be-

longing to it, as it is neither to be prolongated in

earth or water, but upon trees and plants onlj^

The ancients made it a supeqjlant, peculiar to the

oak, and tell us that although it seemintjly pro-

duced seed, they did not believe that that seed
could possibly be made to vegetate, because I sup-

Sose they had tried it in the earth without success,

lut as it is so frequentij^ found growing on other
trees besides the oak, I shall take occasion at

once to overturn their opinion in relation to this

plant, by showinii; how it may be propagated from
seed u|)on any tree whatever. About Christmas,
when the berries are ripe, they may easily he made
to stick upon the smootii bark of any tree you have
a mind to propiigate them upon, whether it he the
oak, a^^h, elm, apple, pear, plum,, rose, iroosMierrv,

orcurraiii, &c. The viscous juice which surrounds
each seed, will bind it fist to the part you place it

upon; and with this small troubIe,you may expect
young plants the following year, provided the
birds do not devour the seeds you have sown;
therefire it would do well to secure them. I have
seen twenty plants of misletoe, growing upon as
many different sorts of trees and shrubs, in one
garden, which were propagated in the same man-
ner I have mentioned. And I believe it would be
very useflrl in correcting the too great viijour of

some fruit trees; and to bring them to bear, by
taking from them the supera!)undant juices, which
are always destructive to [irolifir.ity either in plants
or animals.

And now, from the account I have given of the
^feneration of plants, we may learn why double
flowers seldom bear seed, because the dust of the
apices is too much crowded with the petals or the
flower leaves which, for that reason, cannot casi
ly reach the style or pistil of the flower which is

always prominent, and above the petals in full

flowers. It appears, likewise, that tlie natural
properties of fi'uits or seeds may be changed by ac-
cidentally coupling with other plants, and that the
seeds so altered, may rob us of our expectations
in planting, by having their principles debauched
by the dust of distempered and degenerated plants.
Thus I have endeavoreil to explain what I pro-

posed, viz: that plants have a mode of genera-
tion somewhat analogous to that of animals.

GALfiiV.

EFFECTS OF THE REMARKABLE PREVALENCE
OF COLD, IN SOUTH CAROLINA. REMARKS
ON E3IXGRATION TO THE WEST.

To tlie Editor of tlie Fanners' Regioter.

^hbevilh, S. C. 3Iarch lUh, 1836.

There appears to be an unaccountable change
in the seasons. Gibbon in his history of the de-

cline and fall of the Roman empire, remarks, that

while Germany was one almost continuous Ibrest,

the Danube was often frozen over, so that armies

could pass on the ice in safety; but that in modern
times, after the forests had fallen before the labors

of civilization, and the marshes have been drained

the climate has been so much ameliorated, that

such a circumstance in relation to this river has

not occurred. But the opening of our country by
the removal of the trees, and the exposure of the

ground to the lair action of the sun does not seem
to have produced this eflect here. The early and
severe frost of last autumn did material injury to

the cotton crops. The preceding spring had been

unfavorable to a good stand, which rendered it

necessary to replant in many instances. This cir-

cumstance made it late before the cotton plant

started in its growth. The early frost found it

very succulent, and many of the bolls by no

means matured. The severe frost which occurred

the 5th, 7lh, and 8th of October, completely killed

the plant, and destroyed the immature bolls. A
licht fi'ost at that time, that would have merely

checked the growth, would not have done nmch
harm. As winter was thus early in assuming its

sceptre, it seems unwilling to surrender its domin-

ion to the genial influence of spring. While I

now write, the weather is quite cold. There is a

crood deal of ice, which does not thaw in the shade

at 12 o'clock, M. The forest and fruit trees have

not yet budded. It has not been unusual in this

country (or planters to have much of their Indian

corn p'ianted by this lime. But so wet and cold

has been the season, that no one has ventured to

commit the seed to the ground. Indeed, they

have not altogether finished sowing their oats.

Nevertheless, I do not regard the present inauspi-

ciousness of the season as foreboding an unpro-

pitious cropping one; for, when whiter is finally

broken up, and a vernal sun exerts its fructifying

infliience upon vegetation, every thing will grow
off without a check. It is not safe lo plant cotton

befiire the lOih of April, anterior to which time

planters ii;enerally have their corn in the ground.

Our cold Weather commenced about the 1st of

Fei)ruar_v, and has continued, with short intervals,

until now. We have had no snow this winter in

this portion of the state, but we have had two se-

vere slects, and many cold rains. Last winter

was a snowy one with us—the last and deepest

fell the 5th of March.
The tide of emigration fi-om this state has been

great to the more inviting virgin soil of the south-

west. But this flow of population is not confined

to South Carolina. Virginia, North Carolina, and
(ieoriria have also beheld, with melancholy emo-
tions, their useliil citizens abaiuloifiug the coun-

try of' their birth, and thctoiTibsof their ancestors,

to find a home in that enchanting region. This

is a deplorable state of things, and ought to in-

voke the wisdom and concentrate the energies of

these states lo slop this current which is annually
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swccpin;? away so many thousands of their peo-

ple—;i!id [ am jriad to see, as an elHcient mean to

tliis end, the elForts now making by rail roads, ca-

nals, &c. to afford every faciliiy to commercial, so-

cial, and political intercourse. Besides thc,-=e

means, however, there must be brought to bear

great individual exertion and enterprise. Ex-
hausted lands nnist he restored

—

lertile soils main-

tained in good heart— industry exercised—econo-

my of time and labor consulted and practised.

These things would soon put a smilmg ilice upon
our country, and take away the inducements to

en)igrale. I think the prospect already grows
brighter, and a reaction is taking place. Tlie fer-

tile cotton regions of the soutiiwest are already

nearly filled up. Good land there is high, while

land of similar (juality here is comparatively

low.

The ixlowing descrijjtions given of these new
countries have acted like a spell—and men have
imagined that thev liave at last di-^covered the

t rue El Dorado. But the actual view dispels the

illusion. AUbough the soil is more favorable to

cotton, and greater crops can be raised than on

that from which the ^-migrant went, yet this cir-

cumstance alone unll not counterpoise the many
disailvantages and deprivations to whicli he is sub-

ject; hence arise discontent and disappointment;

"and in some ins!ances, men have summoned up
sufficient resolution to return to the homes of their

fatiiers, and spend the remainder of their days

where they first drew their infant breatli. I hope,

sir, that your Register v\-ill continue to stmudate
the people to redoubled efforts in the cause of ag-

riculture, and that our belowed country will again

Avear the smile of renovated nature, so that there

shall no longer be a necessity to leave it, to seek a

better. Tliis is a consummation devoutly to be
wished.

PATRICK NOBLE.

For t!)e Fanners' Register.

Oy HORIZOXTAL PLANTATION ROADS.

In bringing to light the causes which have con-
tributed to guiley and waste our lands, there is one
in particular, which it appears to me has been en-

tirely overlooked by our modern Jeremiahs, in

their bitter lameniaiions over the desolations of
our agricultural Zion, l)ut which ought not to be,

by any of her fi'iends who are at this time endea-
voring so zealously to build lip her waste places,

and to establish well her bulwarks: but which it is

to be feared will suffer a Babylonish captivity at

last, (if our prayers arc not heard and answered.)
Motwitlisiandiiig all the lamentations of Jeremiah,
or the visions of Ezekiel. This cause, though
apparently trivial, is the mischief done by ourpre-
siMit plantation ror.ds r.nd paths. The deepest and
most appalling cavities, vv'hich every where strike

the feelings of the firmer v/ith horror, in our was-
ted and abandoned tiH.ls, had their humble origin

in small cart ruts! These cart roads, like the
ploughiiio- of our ancesJors, (which if we do not
alter, will be as much censured in after times as
we now censure them tor perpendicular plough-
ing) are run right up and down hill; and as soon
as one place becomes a little cut up and miiy, an-
other is made by the side of it uniil at least "a do-
zen roads are Ibrmed hy the side of each other, on

the same hillside. It is astonishing how soon a
deep guiley is formed by the water, running in

these ruts, (so great is the fall,) even during one
hasty shower; and unless there be some remedy
provided, must continue to waste and mar the
faces of ourfiirms—already scratched and gouged
in a long contest with Cufl'ee and his deadly wea-
pons.

To increase and multiply, and replenish and
subdue the earth, is a moral injunction; but the lat-

ter clause has been practically interpreted in a dif-

ferent signification from what was intended: and
the soil indeed lias been literally subdued. A
rightful Avar was waged, since the creation,

against the thorns and thistles and other pests

—

and it was intended that man should "subdue"
and suppress the more noxious parts of the vege-
table and animal kingdoms, (and some say, un-
civilized nations,) and give encouragement, by
calture and preservation, to the growth and propa-

gation of those which contributed to the comfort
and sustenance of man. Tiic injunction has been
misinterpreted, and a long and successful Avar has
been carried on against the soil itself. But while
some have been engaged in this ruinous conflict,

others, as bad, have laid down the Aveapons of their

rebellion, and have made peace Avith the earth

foreA-er. But to turn UAvay from this scene, Avhich

has been the cause of so many fiieling digressions

in your journal, I have witnessed tremendous gul-

leys formed also by foot-paths: and how many of

these are made in a plantation by people, hogs,

sheep, cows, &c., and these in proportion to the
poA^erty of" the land and tlie scantiness of tlie A'e-

getation. In such fields, (and many there be,)

the barren hills serve only as bridges to convey
the poor creatures from one distant green spot to

another, or to some solitary fruit tree; their velo-

city and thefiiction of their feet towards which, are
ahvays in proportion to the pro])elling power, hun-
ger, and thtir leanness in the same ratio. Indeed,

there are so many negroes, cows, sheep, hogs and
horses, kept on some plantations, that it appears to

me they must tread it entirely over in a fe-w days
—so that the Avhole land becomes one solid beaten
track, some idea may be formed of the number of
the paths they make, during a suoav, thougli they
travel a great deal less at such times. The Avay
these gulleys are made by paths, is, the soil is

trodden entirely naked of A'egetation, by the shoe
and hootj and nothing to hold the earth together,

away it goes the first hard rain. Independent of
these gulleys, made by frequented paths, thou-

sands of little gutters are firmed all oA^er the fields,

by treading off the vegetation, (for which the

hoof is admirably constructed,) so that the soil

steals almost insensibly away Avithout making any
vcrv prominent guiley. This part of the destruc-

tion of cattle on land seems never to have been
dul}^ considered; but attention turned simply to

the depriving the soil of its vegetation and tread-

ing the land so bard, as to pre\x'ntits rejiroduction.

To prevent the evil of paths, I do not propo.'je lo

instruct the hocrs and cows to walk horizontally

around tlie hills—but these may be kept up on
the confinement system, Avhich is infinitely jire-

fi^rable to what I would term the "common" sys-

tem, which is indeed "having all things in "com-
mon-" As to the cart roads, let the same direc-

tion be giA-en to the Avheel, as we have given to the

point of the plough, and let the farmer as soon
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think of pIoLighinif u[) and down hill, as carling

up and down hill." Let tiic roads be <<;raduaK*d on

the side ot'the hills nearly as the ploughing". Son:ic

of the advantages ol" such roads are briefly these:

The object of a |)laniation road is not so much 1o

lead to one particular poini, (like a road to market,)

but to have ev^ry point of the road as conlitjiious

and convenient to every part of tiie plantaiion as

possible; for wc haul produce fi'om every piirt of

a farm. The land is prevented ii-orn washing en-

tirely, which is of itself a sufficient consideration.

The draught in hauling is greatly diminished, and

made more uniform—consequently, fewer teams
would answer—horses and oxen would be n)uch

relieved of their burthens, (and of course, would
last longer—) keep in better order—eat less, and
lose no time in balking

—

carriage, which consti-

tutes a large portion of the labor of a fiu'm, would
he much accelerated, (and of course more of it

Avoiild be done per diem—) larger loads might be
hauled

—

locking the wheels, sotching, and drag-

carts, would be superseded, and no danger of

throwing the weight of the load on the necks oi

the oxen apprehended, and iiiany other advan-
tages which would be the co'.isequence. The
only objection which could be shadowed against

such roads, is, increasing the distance in some in-

stances. But this is more apparent, than real;

for the distance is not so much increased, by run-

ning around a hill instead of over the top of it, as

would at first appear. Suppose, for instance, the

the road is to reach a point over a range of con-

tiguous conical hills, if a load could be conveyed
over the summits of the hills, in a straight line by
bridges, the distance would indeed be much less

than around the bases; but we have to follow

the acclivities and declivities of the liills, which
would be double the distance across the sumn)its,

and a great deal further than that of a graduated
road around the bases of the cones. Again,
if we suppose the range of the hills to be hemi-
spherical, the distance over the tops would he pre-

cisely the same as a horizontal road around the
bases, and the draught infinitely less. In lulls of
any other conslruclion, where the distance around
might be greater, the diminution of the draught
would over-balance the distance in liivor of hori-

zontal roads, in preference to vertical ones. The
more broken the plantation and higher the hills,

the more advantageous would be such roads in

facilitating carriage. Witness the ease and ele-

gance with which conical mountains are sur-
mounted, by those beautiful spiral, graduated
roads. These roads might be ma;le perfectly level
transversely, by digging down the hill a little, and
nearly level, longitudinally, by the rafter level—
and the bank woidd answer for a conductor. Our
horses then might trot (paradoxically) on level
ground np hill.

The idt-a of horizontal roads is not chimerical,
they are perfectly practicable; and next in impor-
tance, in the preservation of our soil, to horizontal
ploughing. I have constructed one over the hilliest
part ofmy plantation—and prefer it, as a rural walk
or ride, to any ollu-r. The case iind velocity of the
laborers getting fiom one part of a farm to' anoth-
er, is no small consideration. lience, a flirmer can
make more, where his crop is in a body. Loco-
inotion is a chief part of firm labor—(in which
it difli>rs from other pursuits—) and trudging from
place to place, consumes much time. I have ])een
long convinced of the benefit of what arc called

tram rail roads, between tlicse i.arts of a farm
where a constant conununication is kept up. I

found one very usefld, during the deep siiovv, from
my wood-pile to the house last winter. But lest I

sliould be thought to be becoming too chimerical,
by that part of the community who have been so
extremely sober, as to do notliing, i stop for the
[)reseni.

N. E. READ.

From the Gcnc?ee Fanner.

TIIE E?;TI]N'CT Ar:iMALS of the Ar.'CIEriT

WORLD.

It may be v\'ell known to most of our readers
that the remains of many animals, unlike anj^

that now exist, are found in earth, but more es-

pecially in rocks, their bones and shells constitu-

ting a part of the stonj^ strata of the globe. A
similar remark will apply to a great number of
extinct plants. It is not our design to attempt
an explanation of the causes which have produ-

ced such extraordinary results, though it is due
to truth and sound philosophy to say in passing,

thn.t the late discoveries in geology amply con-
firm the Mosaic account of the creation.

We well remember our surprise and pleasure

when we first found those "medals of nature" in

a rock belonging to one of the ranges of the Al-
leghany Mouiitains; but we can oiler no observa-
tions of our own that would prove as interesting

as the following extract fr-om Dr. Hildreth's de-

scription of the coal strata of the Kanhawa Sa-
lines:

"The whole of this slate and shale is filled

with the impression of extinct species of plants.

Kvery layer of not more than an eighth or tlie

t()urlh of an inch in thickness when separated,

displays fresh impressions of a variety of species,

delineated on the face of the slate with the most ex-

quisite beauty and perfection. The minute mar-
kings of the ribs and ncrvures are faithfully pre-

served. The vegetable matter is replaced by a
thin coating of coal, and when this is removed,

the perfect impression is left on the slate. The
peeling up or separating of the folia of the shale,

seemed to me like opening the leaves of a sealed

book, here deposited by the Creator from the

earliest ages; containing a faithllil and true record

of the history of vegeta'tion in its primitive days.

Before me was collected a vast library of natural

history, containing the stereotype copies of an al-

most endless variety of trees and plants, whose
families and species, as we have every reason to

believe, lived and died before the creation of man."
We believe il is no longer doubted that coal is

of vegetable origin. In many i)laces among car-

boniferous strata, are found the remains of large

trees,—some standing in their natural position

with their roots embedded in what was once soil,

though now covered up at great depths in solid

rock,—while others lie prostrate, evincing that

they v.-ere torn up by the roots,and then deposi-

ted "like driftwood. All these, with hundreds of

herbaceous species of the same period, are now
extinct. It also appears from the nature of both

the plants and animals which inhabited the earth

in that "day" that the temperature of the tropics,

extended Avilhin the polar circles.

Prolc'ssor j^gassiz of Switzerland is engaged
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in publisliing a great work on Fossil Fishes,

Aviiich is to be embellished with two hundred and

fil'iy plates in folio. He lias already examined
more than ten thousand specimens; and one year

aifo, had ascertained eight hundred extinct spe-

cies. No doubt many others will be found; and

our own country may yet furnish its quota. We
remember taking the impression of a fish about

four incivs in length from the slate* rock of this

district, a few years ago; but it soon crumbled in-

to pieces. Harder beds of the same rock, howev-
er, frequently occur. From the chalk near Lewes
in England, some specimens of great beauty

have been taken, and one with its "mouth open

and entire. The air bladder appears unbroken in

many of the specimens, and proves that the bo-

dies were completely incased in the chalk before

the putrefactive process had commenced. In

some of these fishes, the fins, gills, and teeth,

are preserved, as' well as the air-bladder and
tonrrue; the scales are also very distinct.

Of those who have been concerned in such re-

searches, no one has been more distinguished for

skill and success than Gideon Mantell of Sussex
in Enirland. The fjssils we have last noticed

were collected and preserved in his museum. To
him the scientific world is also indebted for the

discovery of the Igiianodonj a reptile which Cu-
vier considered more extraordinary than all those

previously known. "I measured the circumfe-

rence of the condyle or joint of a thigh bone in

the museum," says Bakewell, "and formd it to be
thirty-five inches! and the thiijh bone of a larger

[specimen] at a distance from the condyle mea-
sured tweny-five inches in circumference." "fma-
gine an animal of the lizard tribe," says professor

Siliimnn, three or four times as large as the largest

crocodile, havinfjjaws with teeth equal in size to

the incisors of the rhinoceros, and crested with
horns! Such a creature must have been the Igua-
nodon. "Marvellous as it may appear," says
ISlanteil "v.-e cannot but infer that some individu-

als attained a height of nine or ten feet, and were
from sixtij to one hundred feet in length! A cir-

cumstance even more extraordinary than its ma.?-

nitude,' is that of its havino; perfirmed mastication

like [an ox]; its teeth, which are of a verv pecu-
liar brm, beinfj in general worn down by the ope-

ration of irrinding its food."

The "daif in which this animal lived has been
called the Afje of Reptiles. ^'There was a pe-
riod," says Mantell, "when the earth was peo-
pled by oviparous qvadnmeds of a most appalling

magnitude; and that reptiles were the lords of cre-

ation, before the existence of the human race."

This agrees exactly with the 21st verse of the Isf

chapter of Genesis, if we substitute greai reptiles

or "great whales," which the Hebrew text re-

quires.* "It is impossible," saj-s Cuvier, "not to

acknowledge as a certain truth, the numhe.r, the

largeness, and the variety of the reptiles which in-

habited the seas or the land, at the epoch in which
the strata of Jura were deposited."

We shall briefly mention a few of the most re-

markable of these creatures, for which we ave in-

debted, as well as for most of the precedinix fiicts,

to Silliman's Journal, appearing there mostly in

* Pyritiferous slate of Eaton.

*Silliman's Journal, vol. xxv. p. Go—6.

the form of quotations however, fi'om European
works.

"The Ichthyosaurus, (fish-like liznrd) of which
several species have been discovered, had a large

and long head, with jaws armed with teeth like

the crocodile; enormous eyes; a short neck; a
large and long body furnished with four broad

and flat padclles, composed of numerous bones,

and was evndentl}- destined to live iu the sea".

This description is fi-om Rlantell. One lately

di.scovered in England "iimst have been at least

thirty-five feet in length, and of considerable

breadth.

The "Plesiosaurus (animal resembling a liz-

ard) is 3'et more remarkable. The head is very

small, and armed with numerous pointed teeth;

the neck of an enormmis length, and composed of

between thirty and forty vertebra;, being doable

the number "of that of any other animal, (the

swan which has the greatest number of cervical

vertibrBp havino; but twenty-three); the body like

that of the Ichthvosaurus, has four paddles; the

tail is short. This extraordinary creatures ap-

pears to have been but little calculated to make

rapid progress through the sea," continues Man-
tel!, "and was still less fitted for progressive mo-

tion on the land. It is therefore probable that it

swam on or near the surface of the water, carry-

ing his neck like a swan, and darting on its prey^

The Flero.'actylus had the wings of a bat, and

the structure of a reptile, with jaws furnished

with sharp teeth, aud claws with long hooked

nails. We have not seen any notice of its size.

"The Mosnsaurus, or fossil animal of Maes-

fricht, attained the size of the crocodile, appears

to have been aquatic like the latter, and to have

moved its vast tail from side to side as an oar."

"The MegahsauTus (o-reat lizanl) must have

been nenvly fyrty-five feet in length and seven or

eightfeet in height. It was probable a terrestial

animal."

These notices are principally intended how-

ever, to serve as an introduction to other wonders

of the primeval ages. In the last number of Sil-

liman's Journal, there is a long article on thefoot

viarks of birds on rocks by Professor Hitchcock

vv'hoisso advantageously known for his Geologi-

cal Survey of Massachusetts. Eight different

kinds of tracks have been examined, and engra-

vings exhibit the shape of the feet. These dis-

coveries were principally made last summer.

These foot-marks have been found in Jiuc pla-

ces near the banks of the Connecticut ^river, along

a line of thirtv miles in extent. The rock in

which they occur, is called by Prof. H. "new red

sandstone,'" and it appears to be eqiiivalent to the

Saliferous Rocks which abound in the northern

parts of this district. It is worthy of remark that

none of these tracks have been found where its

surface lias been exposed for many years to the

weather.
Prof H. thinks it evident that those foot-marks

were "made by an animal vv-ith twoibet, and usu-

ally three toes. In a few inslances a fourth or

hiiid toe, has made an impression, not directly in

the rear, but inclining somewhat inward; and in

one instance, the four toes all point forward.

Sometimes these ternate depressions run into one

another, as the toes approach the point of conver-

gence; but they also sometimes stop short of that

point, as if the animal had not sunk deep enough
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to allow the heel to make an impression. Nay
at that point the stone is in some cases irreo-ular-

ly raised, as if the weight ot the animal hail cau-
sed the sand or mud, to crowd upwards in the
rear ol" the step. In a few instances also, behind
this sliglu elevation, there is a depression as if a
knobbed heel had sunk slightly into the yielding
mass."
"The successive layers of the rock are bcntdnon-

rvards, under these impressions, often two, three,

and even four inches in thickness. These tracks
have been traced, and no less than ten have suc-
ceeded each other in such a direction, and with
intervals so nearly equal, that it is impossible to

doubt that they originated from the continuous
steps of an animal. The alternate tracks deviate
a little to the right, and the others to the left, the
toes being ordinarily turned outwards. It iy easy
to delernune whether they v.'cre made by the
right or left foot of the animal."

Prof. H. is satisfied that these tracks were
made on soft mud, (now rock,) at that time under
water; and lliat the birds were of the tribe of wa-
ders, like the cnme. He also concludes irom de-
c!si»re evidence, that the mud then lay horizontal-

Iv, though in one p.lace it now has a dip of 30°.

The rock has consequently been sunk or elevated

since that period.

Some idea may be formed of the size of these

primeval birds by comparing their foot-marks

with those made by birds of the present day, and
this Prof rl. has carefjlly done. The loot of the

pea-hen is three inches and a half long, and its

step is nine inches; the foot of a large cock turkey
is four inches long:, and its step twelve inches; but

the Ornithichaites gigantens had a foot sixteen or

seventeen inches long, and its step u'as from four

to si.K feet! while O.ingens, which is remarkably
distinct from the former, left a track not less^than

two feet long with a slop of six feet! The step of

the African Ostrich was not known, but the

length of its foot is only ten inches. Prof li.

therefi)re conjectures that the heads of these birds

must; have been elevated from twelve to fifteen

feet above the ground!

In conclusion, we would add that these disco-

veries are entirely new, no impressions of the

kind, in any other part of the globe, having been
known to geologists. It has been remarked tliat

there are fewer traces in the rocks of the existence

of birds, than of any other class of animals; and
this circumstance has been accounted for on the

ground that they are less liable to be submerged,
and of course less likely to be preserved m aque-
ous dcposites. The rocks on which those birils

left their tracks, are older than those in which rep-

tiles occur in the greatest numbers.

Fairfax Cnunty, ?

3Iarch 1, 1833. 5

To the Kditor of Uie Fanners' Rngi.-ter.

THE WIKTKR. OYSTER SHELI. LIIVIIIVG.

Winter, after five weeks of desperate and un-
fiinching severity, was relaxed but for a few days,
Avhen, ii-om the north and east, the rear guard was
brought up in overwhelming array—and our cows
and sheep, like the rats in some of your correspon-

dents fields, are running about with tears in their
eyes. If cattle keep a record, this will be marked
as the expunging winter. * * * *

I pray your pardon tor having travelled my hob-
by so far from my original purp^ose, which was to

say, that I have purchased oyster shells and haul-
ed them 7^ miles, and burnt and spread them
over 69 acres of land, and this since I loft-

ed my corn. If I can obtain shells by public
advertisement, I will use fiom 10 to 20 thousand
bushels during the year. I am too old to go to the
land of milk and honey; and n)ust, therefore, give
my i)remises a new constitution, and stick to her
until "death doth us part." I confess, sir, that I

am not exactly pleased with myemplo3'meiit, but
I see not how 1 am to do belter.

Had your Agricultural Convention taken place

in good weather, I should have attended; but I

could only have recommended to the meeting one
thing—to do their duty, and then con)municaie
their doings thi'ough the Register to the public.

In this way we may do iriuch. Prosperity, I

trust, awaits your laudable purposes.

X. Y. Z.

From tho Eiitisli Farmers' Magazine.

ON THE DESTRUCTIOIV OF SEED CORN.

There is a probable destruction of every kind of
corn, after it is sown, for which it is difficult to ac-

count. The quantity usually sown broadcast on
the imperial acre in this country, is 3 bushels of
wheat, 5 of barley, 6 of oats. It has been ascer-

tained that 3 bushels of wheat, weighing 61^ lbs.

per bushel, containing 2,685,912 grains; five bush-
els of barle}', weighing 53.^ lbs. per bushel,

3,135,360 grains; six bushels of potato oats,

weighing 43| lbs. per bushel,4,434,912 grains; and
the same quantity of common oats, weighing 42
lbs. per bushel, 4,241,664 grains. The highest

rate of produce in this country of these three kinds

of corn is, in the Carse of Gowrie, which contains

the finest quality of wheat land, about 52 bushels

per imperial acre; in Forfarshire, which is, per-

haps, the best county in Scotland tor barley of
uni'brmly fine qualitj'', 60 bushels of bailey per

acre have been reaped; and in Strathmore, a fine

district for oats, 72 bushels per acre of potato oats

have been reaped.

Now, if every grain of seed sown germinated
and produced a stem bearing the average number
of grains in each ear, the produce would be as

many times the seed sown as there was nundier

of grains in the ear. On examining a prolific

crop of corn, we sliall find ears of wheat contain-

ing from 61 to 24 grains each, the average may
be stated at 44 grains; the grains in an ear of bar-

ley range from 21 to 32, the average may be 28;

and oi potato oats the diversity is as great as from

182 to 20 grains in each head, the average being

about 64. Computing what ought to be the pro-

duce by this supposition, in conjunction with the

fiicts above stated, it should be, of wheat, 44 times

the seed sown, or 132 bushels per acre; of barley,

28 times, or 140 bushels; and of ])otaio oats, 64

times, or 384 bushels. But we have seen that the

greatest actual produce in the richest districts of

the country is, of wheat, 17 times, and of barley

and oats, only 12 times, the seed sown, which fall

very far short of what (he produce sliould be, as
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indicated by the number of grains in the ear.

There is moreover, a jiroperty connected with

the crrovvth of corn which alTects ihc (luestion of

prodTice very materially. All corns produce more

straws than one from one root. They do not so

invariably; but the instances of a single straw

li-om one root are rare in comparison with a

number. Single straws are more rare in wheat

and in barley than in oats. As many as five

stems of wheat and barley may be seen from one

root; two,thrce, and four, more frequen!ly,and three

most fi-equently. JMany lavorable circumstances

must co-exist to determine the number ot" stra\ys

which will be developed from one root. Rich soil,

either naturally so, or made so by manure and ju-

dicious culture, will produce more straws li'om the

same number of rools than poor. A fine season

has a similar etfect, in this respect, to a rich soil.

Early sowinsr will, in general, also produce a siiu-

ilar elfect. For example, in regard to wheat, a

rich and suitable soil will cause it to "tiller or

gtool,"—the technical terms in use to express a

multiplication of straws from the same root; while

a poor loose soil will scarcely be able to produce

one straw trom every seed that geminates. A fine

season, particularly a fine spring, always causes

Avheat to tiller boldly; and early-sown wheat in

autumn will tiller and cover the ground before the

ajipruach of winter. There is a variety of wheat

cultivated in the borders of Scotland, which pos-

sesses the property of tillering in the autumn in a

remarkable deoree. It originally came Irom Dan-

ziiT, and is called Danzig creeping-wheat.

Taking, therefore, in the case of a prolific crop,

three stravi^s of wheat and barley, and two of

outs, as an average number from one root, and

supposing, as we formerly did, that every seed sown
produceslii root, the produce of wheat ought to be

132, instead of 17 times; of barley 84, instead of

12 times; and of oats 128, instead of 12 times the

seed sown. Or, to place the same result in ano-

ther point of view: According to the number of

grains contamed in the quantity of corn sown on

an acre, it appears that a square foot of land re-

ceives, of wheat 61, barley 72, potato-oats 97, and

common oats 101 grains. By tillering, the 61

grains of wheat should produce 183 straws; the

72 of barley, 216 straws; and the 101 of oats, 202

straws, on a square foot of land; whereas the

number of straws, with the tillering of the roots,

does not really exceed one-third of those numbers
on that space of ground. The inevitable conclu-

sion is that only one-third of the seed-corn sown
on the best land grows, the other two thirds are

somehow destroyed. This conclusion is startl ng,

and may appear incredible to those who pay little

attention to these matters: the facts which prove

it are accessible to all. But if this proportion of

the seed-corn is destroyed in the best soils, a still

greater destruction probalily happens in the ave-

rage quality of soil in the countrj^

The average produce of the average quality of

•soil is only seven times the (luantity of the seed

sown. The quantity of seed sown per acre has

hitherto evidently been ascertained by practice

alone. The seed has been sown up to the quantity

which produced a full crop, and then that quanti-

ty had been fixed upon as requisite lor the crop;

but now we see that one-third of that q\iantity is

sulUcient for the crop. Ought we then to sow
only the third? Prudence would decide in the

negative, till it is ascertained how the loss of the

two-thirds arises. That loss in the mean time is

of great magnilude. The number of cultivated

acres in Great Britain and Ireland amounts to

47,000,000; 30.000,000 of v>^hich are under the

plough. Two-fifihs of the latter, 12,000,000 acres

are armually under the cereal crops. The average

allowance of seed lor the three kinds of corn may
be stated at 4 two-thirds bushels per acre. The
quantity of seed annually sown thus amounts to

7,000,000 quarters. If two thirds of this quantity

are rendered unproductive by some agency which
has hitherto been uncontrolled, then 4,666,666

(juarters of corn are annual'}" wasted! The (luan-

tity thus lamentably wasted would support more
than 1,000,000 of human beings.

From tiic Edinburgh Weekly Chronicle.

FLOUKISIIING STATE OF AGRICULTURE.

Some writers have pu/zled themselves in the

endeavor to account for the cheapness of corn, but
it IS simply owing to abundance, and the abun-
dance to the recent improvements in agriculture

here and in Ireland. No species of production

can be the object of long continued attention, with-

out ways and means being discovered of increas-

ing the supply, and diminisliing the cost of pro-

duction, and consequently the exchangeable val-

ue. And it would have been strange, if, while
improvements were daily taken place in every de-
partment of arts and manufactures, agriculture

alone had remained stationary, the amount of its

produce as low, and its price as high.

The truth is, great and gratifying as have been
the improvements in manufactures, they do not,

perhaps, grratly exceed those which have, during
the last ten or fitteen years, been introduced into

agricultural operations. It is only about twenty
years since the first steam-engine was erected in

E:ist Lothian lor thriishmg grain, an example
v.'hich for some years was followed by few, but du-
ring the last eight or ten years they have rapidly
increased, and we know for certain, that there are
now upwards of sixty in the country. Judging
from present appearances, there wiil not in five

years hence be a farm in the county of the extent
of 150 acres and upwards, and destitute of water-
power, without its steam-engine.

In East Lothian—we speak chiefly of East Lo-
thian, because better acquainted witii its concerns
than those of other counties, but agriculture is

every Vv^here rapidly progressing—tile or furrow
draining is but an introiluciion of yesterday, and
already thousands of acres have undergone this

admirable improvement. So lately as the sum-
mer of 1832, furrow draining was, we believe for

the first time, practised in East Lothian, and in

one field only. The field in questions had been
previously thoroughly cross-drained, lime and ma-
nure had been poured into it with a liberal hand,
but all without avail. At length drains were put
into every other furrow, and immediately two pic-

kles grew where but one would grow before; the
first crop repaid the whole expenses incurred. On
the sarne farm 100 acres, or all that requires it,

have since been fitrrow drained, partly Avith stones
and partly with tiles. On another farm, with
which we happen to be acquainted 200 acres Jiave

been tile drained, partly in every alternate furrow,
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the two intervening ridges being thrown into one,

and partly in every lurrow, daring llie summers
1S33, 34, and 35; and on a third, 100 acres have

been similarly dealt, with during the two last sum-
mers. We have ascertained that there are up-

Avards of three n)illit)ns ol drain tiles at present

annually manufactured in the country; and yet

the tile-works in existence occasionally find it im-

possible to supply the demand, and others are

about to be erected. Three millions of tiles are

sufficient to drain 2,000 acres, putting a drain in

every alternate iurrow.

It "is now about ten j'ears since rape cake was
brought under the notice of agriculturists in this

part of the country, and it has been tor some years

in extensive use. One agrienlturist, we know,
of who manures the whole of his fallows with it, at

annualexpenseof £600. Some hold that it is useful

Ibrojie crop only, and affirm that it bears the same
relation to common stable dung as a manure, that

a dram does to a beeistake as articles of human
subsistence. The agriculturist in question, how-
over, Vv'ho speaks li'om experience, thinks diifer-

enlly, and is of opinion that rape-cake has added

three or tour shillmgs to the [rent] value of land

situated at a distance from towns where it is difficult

to obtain a sufficient supply of manure. As an-

other proof of the intelliu'ent readiness with which
ever3'thing likely to prove an improvement is

adopted, we may instance chevalier barley, which,

though only introduced three or four years ago,

was last year almost the only variety cultivated in

East Lothian.

These fiicts are sufficient to show tJiat, amidst

other improvements, agriculture has not been

standing still. And as improvements in manufac-
turing machinery have led to a fall in the prices of

manufactures, so to improved modes of agriculture

are we indebted ibr the blessing of plenty at present

enjoyed by the countr3^ And we conceive they

may also be received as proofs that agriculture, in

the extensive meaning of the term, so far from brv

iitg in a backward and depressed condition, is really

thriving beyond all lornier precedent. Individual

landlords and tenants are no doubt suflcring, but

not because agriculture is not in a promising state:

but because of arrangements entered into years ago,

in the expectation that the hitjh prices caused by

tcmi)or;uy circumstances would be |)ermanent. It

wor.ld be no more reasonable to say that the cot-

ton manufactures are in a drooping state, because
the j;rice of cotton goods has iLdlen, than that ag-

riculture is in distress, because agricultural pro-

duce ietchesless in themarketthanitdid some years
ago. When cotton fell in price, those who hap-
pened to have large stocks on hand, or to have
contracted tor supplies before the fall, no dou!)L suf-

tered loss—many were perhaps brought to ruin;

but it did not lollowj that the cotton man-
uliicturers were, as a body, engulfed in ile-

struction. Nor, because individual fanijers, with
old leases on their hands, cannot fulfil their con-
tracts with the present prices, can it fairly be
agreed that agriculture is in distress. Tlie capital

which is so ungrudgingly expended in agricultural

improvements, and the energy and ability disjjlay-

ed by agi'icullurisls, is a symptom the reverse of
discouraging, with respect to the condition and
prospects of agriculture. When the price of
every commodity has fallen so greatly, landlords

cannot expect to receive the san)e nominal rents,

as when the prices of every article of consump-
tion were from one-third to one-half higher.

Those who are most diligent in the improve-
ment of their estates will, as fbrmerl}', receive the

highest reiits. It v.'iil not do lor them to imitate

the lazy Lawrences of the south, vv'ho walk about
with their hands in their pockets, and then com-
plain of want. But it is li-om the snath that the

cr}' of agricultural distress has chiefly preceded;

that is, from tliose who resolutely adhere to the

imperfect and expensive custom of their l[)refiith-

ers, and refuse to adopt the most self-evident im-
provements—who still continue to employ from
three to five horses at one plough, and t!u-ash their

o;rain vv'ith a couj;le of sticks cut fi'om the-nearest

|)lantation. It is ridiculous to hear such men com-
plaining of distress. A spendthrift may as rea-

sonably complain of empty pockets, or a drunk-
ard of the effects of his dram-drinkiuir.

From Brifisk Husbandry.

OSr PUTRESCENT MAIVURES.

[Continued from p. 734 Vol. Hi.]

Night soil is distinguished from the ordure of all

animals by the extreme fetidness of its smell, and
is also known to be of a stronger or hotter kind, and
probably ditfers i[i its own qualities in projioriion

to the sort of provision from which it is obtained,

as there is every reason to suppose that the ex-
crement arising out of animal food is of a more
active nature than that which is the produce of a
v^egetable diet.* la all those places wheic the

* 'liiniKin ordure is full of oil and volatile alkaline salts.'
—'The dung of carnivorous animals is also j)lcnti-

fuUy stored with oil.'—Hunter's Outlines of Agriculture, p. 13.

Arthur Young gives the result of two experiaients on manures of diiTcrsnt kinds and qualities, applied to

potatoes on poor gravelly loam, in the following proportions per acre, as follows:

—

Firet crop. Second crop.

No. 1 No manure ... 120 bushels 140 bushels1 No manure
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re;i! value of this feculent nmtler is duly apprecia-

ted, and its preparation well understood, the aver-

sion whicii Its use excites is surniounied, and it is

there preiLMxed to all other manure. It has indeed

beenassunied that the cxcrenionls of a man, when
useil /or this purpose, can be made to produce a

sutiiL-iency of corn and rools fur his support; hut,

althouirh that assertion has been exaii'irerated,

yet were all tiio nourishment whitdi could be ex-

tracted from this species of ordure made availal)l<%

there can be but little reason lodoabt thai, it would
add lartrely to the production of the lauil; for it

has been proved by numerous expcrim;3nts, to

rank liir bel")re the dunj^ of any animal. In this

country, however, it is very commonly allowed to

become decomposed throu^'h want oi" care, and
vast quantities are carriad olf by rivers from the

laroje towns, and lost in the bosom oi' the ocean

—

an inattention which has partly arisen from the

dis2;ust occasioned by i:s odor, and partly through
a jirejudice to which that disgust has given rise.

This repuo-nance [;roceeds ii'om an idea that this

m iimre communicates an unpdeasant flavor to

planis grown in the land upon which it has been
usf;d; and it hi'.s been a!so thought to have a bad
ctRTt upon ihc soil. Both of these objections are

however groundless when due care is applied to

its management. Instances are indeed said to

have occurrci], in which horses have refused the

hay made from grass winch had been manuretl
with night-soil; but, if credit is to be attached to

the assertion, it must bave been produced by its

having been spread in a !i-esh state, and upon
grass of very lbr>vard growth. In proof of this,

is an instance, mentioned in the Noriblk Report,

of a field newly laid down to grass, every part ol

which proved very poor, except two acres on
which four waijon loads of night-soil were spread
directly, without being mixed with any other ma-
nure. The field was''fed olf, and the effect of the

night-soil is said to have been so great, tiiar,

'while tlie rest of the fi^'ld never seemt'd more
than half filled whh useful plants, this part ihick-

eued surprisingly, and grew most luxuriantly; so

much so, iluu. the cattle, neixlecting the rest of the

fit'ld, wevi perpetually feeding there, until by an-
tinnn it was pared down, like a fine green lawn by
llie side of a dusky, rough, ragged pasture.* In

other accounts it is indeed reported as 'the most

Two nearly siinilar experiaifnts have be^n also re-

corded by tha lliv. James Willis, President of If.e

Clu'ist Cliurch Agricultural Society, in which the su-
I)r'riority of produce arising from the different sorts of
dun^ was in tlie follovvhig ordir:— 1st. That fioui

pigs; 2n;!. sh.?ep; .j;\l. horscs; 4th. cows. In another,
however, that fVoin s'.ieep was first, and pigs second;
and Sir Hmnplircy Davy gives the preference to that

of hard-fed horses, then of sheep and deer, and l:.«ily

oxen. Treaty on soils and Man.: Anon. p. 123— 131

* P. 172. Tne same Survey also mentions the great
improvemsnt of a piece of steril pasture by the ap-
plication of ni^ht-soil mixed up with pond-iand, in the
proportion of 7 wagon-loads of the former to 143 one-
horse cart-loads of the latter. The soil was first hud
upontiis mad, the men then cut a trench through tlie

heap, and throwing a small parcel into it. they worked
it all to pilot's. The compost was afterv.-ards spread
over the fi»ld at the total expense of £12; but at the
present price of labor it would probably amount to half
as much more.

Vol. IV—

3

capital manure, of all other .sorts, fcir pasture, two
wagon-loads securing a carpet of herbage;"* and
no find etiect is perceptible on vegetables, though
kitchen-gardeners use it with proiusion. It has
been also asserted that nice judfrcs of vegetables
can dislinyuish a very unfavorable difference be-

tween the flavor of those grown in the viciinty of
large towns or in the open coimlry, and this they
attribute partly to the use of nijxht-soil; but it cer-

taiidv commiujica'es no unpleasant smell to the

piiuiis, nor e en, after a very i'ew days, to the

ground on wdiich it h.as been laid, for it is soon de-
coniposed, and the effect complained of is doubt-
less more owing to the raj-idiiy of the growth
when forced by an excess of any slimulatino; nm-
imre, which renders them insipid; and were mar-
ket-gardeners more sp(arin<)' o!' the use of all dung,
or were they to correct it into a compost by a ju-

dicious mixture of lime and eardi, or a small por-

tion of slaked lime, the evil complained of would,
no doubt, be removedj.

All unpleasantness of odor may indeed be pre-

vented by the mere use of asiies; and were those

throwti upon the night-soil, or into privies which
have no communication with sewers, the ashea
made in every dvv^ellinghouse ^vould so completely
absorb the fliud, that a solid heap of manure
would be produced, that miglt be afterwards re-

moved without difRculty or Oilensiveness. This,
besides being common in many parts of the con-
tinent, is the regular practice tbroughout Hulhj
and were it more generally followed in other
towns, there can be no doubt that it would be at-

tende(l with very beneficial effects to the agricul-

ture of their neighborhood. It is also collected in

<;onsiderabie quantities in London; and there was,
a few years ago, a large manufactory for its pre-

paration, in which it was dried and exposed to the

* Survey of Essex, vol. ii. p. 2-11. 0ns wagon-load,
containing 90 bushels of night-soil, cost in London 15s.,

to which is to be added the cliarge of carriage to the
farms, to Avhich it is mostly conveyed by the Thames,
or by canals. Much of it is used in Essex, mixed with
live times t';c quantity of fresli earth and sometimes
together with an equal quantity of the mu.ck and
chalk, in wl>ich proportions it is commonly used, at the
rate of one wagon-load of night-snil; and the whole
charge, including that of spreading, is calculated to be
from £2 1.3s. to £3 3s. per acre. The common price

of stable-dung in London is 23 to 23. Cd. per hay-cart
load, containing between 70 and 80 cubical left: t'jatof

street-slop, caifed cold manure, is delivered by bavges
to th.e distance of about fifteen miles, by the canals, or
within reach of one tide by the river, at about 3s. per
ton. Middlesex Report, 2d. edit. p. 375.

t Russell's Treatise on Practical and Chemical Ag-
riculture, p. 205. Derbysh Rep. vol. ii. p. 451. It is

also contradicted by Count Gyllenborg, in his very
erudite treatise on Chemical Agriculture, in which he
mentions an instance of his having regulaily watered
a vine witli putrid urine, but neither the grajits nor the

wine contracted any bad taste. Pilkington's Trans-
lation, p. 79. Slaked-lime is, for this puipose, prefer-

able to that which is hot; for the fatter, when com-
bined with animal matter, forms a luamu'e which is

•lot soluble in water.

X See a letter on the subject, detailing the practice,

together widi remarks on its extension, in the Farmer's
Magazine, vol. x, p 497. Also the General Report of

Scodand, vol. ii. p. 525; and Communications to the

J3oard of Agriculture, vol. i. p. 317.
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sun by spreadino- it upon flacc-stones gently in- i load of night soil, about four or five times the

dined, to allow ''it to drain, after which it was
j

same quantity o^f earth should be added, aci-ording

broken into pieces, and removed under cover, *- "-

-

.p.i-- --i ^ ,
i ._ .1

1
,

where it was partially mixed with lime and com-

pletely reduced to powder. In this state it was

packed into barrels, and exported even to our col-

onies, where it was used as a toj)-drcssing, but was

chiefly employed by market-gardeners, who used to

sow it in drills idong with their seeds,and, judging by

the price at which they bought it, there can be no

doubt thalthey found its use to be singularly advan-

tageous; but the process has been abandoned, lor,

having been carried on in the heart ol" the to^vn,

it occasioned complaints of its ottensiveness. This,

from the inconvenience attending its conveyance,

unless by canals, has greatly prevented its use:

considerable difficulty has also been found in re-

conciling (arm-servants to working at the prepa-

ration of this manure; hut that objection can be

easily overcome by a slight gratuity, and, consid-

ing its great value as a dressing, it ought not to

be° neglected. It is said that one load, in its dry

state, will be, in all cases, quite suiHcient tor three

acres of drilled wheiit.*

Its operation has been found quicker and more

powerful than farm-yard dunii:; but not so lasting.

Farmers who have" used both on adjoining land

have observed that the crops are always more ex-

uberant in the first year where the night-soil has

been laid, but that little or no dilierence has been

alterwards perceptible. t lis eflccts, when spread

alone upon field-crops, and directly ploughed in

with a sliallow furrow, are indeed so violent, that

grain manured with it has been known to run en-

tirely to straw; yet it has been used in that state

as a dressing tor turnips, and also fbrspring wheat,

upon the falTow, upon thin and chalky soils, upon
which the largest crop and the finest grain was
grown upon a very extensive iiu'in, upon which it

was Jaid to the extent of three wagon loads per

acres?, though it prohabiy was partly mixed up
with the sweepings of streets.^ It should how-
ever be incorporated with oiher substances; and

as it is very difficult to procure it in any other than

a nearly liquid state, it is proper that every means
should be taken to secure it. A mixen should

therelbre be made consisting of fresh loam, decay-

ed tanners' bark, peat or any oilier like substance,

to the depth of about two Jijet, to which the night-

Boil must be drawn, and then carefully thrown
over it with scoop-s to a moderate thickness: afer

which another layer should be added of loam, or a

compost of the same substances, and in the same
manner, thougli not quite so deep as heliire; then

another of night-soil, until the whole has attained

the pro])er height, when it is to be covered wilh the

same materials, to which if" a small quantity ol'

quicklime be joined, or mix(Hi with the layers, it

will assist the dccomjjosilion of the heap, and its

nauseous eOluvia will be destroyed. To every

* Tlio following; lias boen recommended as the best
mode of pulverizing ni-;ht-soil:—'Spread it on a piece
of grass; let it be well harrowed on a bright day; then
put it under cover, and add a chuldron of lime to 4
loads of muck in tliat state, and it will become dry.'
Rigby's Fiamingham, p. 102.

tAppendix to the General Report of Scotland, vol.
ii.p. 82.

X Malcolm's Survey of Surrey and the Neigliborin.T;

Counties, vol. ii. p. 28.

to the nature of the soil, and to the degree of ex-
citement intended to be applied to the land. It

should then be regularly turned and throughly
mixed, and may be used either for wheat or bar-

ley in tlie proportion of one wagon-load of niuht-

soil, containing as mucli as lour horses can fiiirly

draw, to the acre; but it should be used more in

the manner of a top-dressing than buried in the
soil. It has been laid on in the large proportion of
40 double cart-loads, and it has alterwards been
known to produce 5^ quarters per acre of spring-

wheat; besides an uncommonly luxuriant crop of

rye-grass and cover in the ensuing summer.t It

is sometimes, also, mixed with tlie yard-dung for

the purpose of exciting fermentation: this, how-
ever, is not advisable, lor it produces its great ef-

fect in an unlermented state, and when thus mix-
ed, its power is greatly lessened.

It is likewse converted into powder for the pur-

pose of maiuirein Paris, and is also used through-
out many parts of the Continent, butchiefly in the

Netherlands, where, however, it is more common-
ly employed exclusively in a liquid state; of the

preparation of which we extract the following ac-

count fi-om the intelligent Report by Mr. Radcliff

of the Agiiculture of Eastern and Western
Flanders.

J

Liquid manure.

'This consists of the urine of cattle, in whicli

rape-cake hi'.s been dissolved, and in vvhicli

the night-soil fi'om the privies of the adjoining

tovvUis and villages has also been blended. This
IS gradually collected "in subterraneous vaults of
brick-work, at the verge of the liu'in next to tlie

main road. Those receptacles are generally" 40
feet long by 14 wide, and 7 or 8 fi^et deep, and in

some cases are contrived with the crown of the

arch so much below the surface of the ground, as

to admit the plough to work over it. An aper-

ture is left in the side, through which the manure
is received from the cart by means of a shoot or

trough; and at one end an opening is left to bring

it up again by means of a temporary pump, which
delivers it into carts or barrels. Another cistern,

of double that size, is however for the most part

formed under the range of stables, fi-om each stall

of which the urine is conducted to a common gra-

ting, through which it descends into the vault,

fi'om vv-hence it is taken up by the pump; but in

the best regulated, there is a partition in the cis-

tern, with a valve to admit the contents of the

first space into the second, to be preserved there

free ftom the later acquisition, age adding consid-

erably to its oiFicacv. The smallest of (hem will

hold 1000 barrels of 38 gallons each, and in that

quantity fi'om two to lour thousand rape-cakes, of

2!bs. each, will have been dissolved.

'This species of manure is indeed relied on be-

t Farmers 's Magazine, vol. xiv. 161. It will not

escape observation that the amount of this manure
would have been better stated if tlie quantity had been
accurately, ascertained in bushels; but that is a trou-

ble which few farmers take, and information can only

be given in the same manner in which it is obtain-

ed.

X Chap. iv. sect. ii. and cliap. v. sect. iii.
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yond anv other upon all the liglit. soils throughout

Flanders; and even upon sirong lands, originally

so rich as to preclude the necessity of manure, it

is now coniinir into great esteem, being consider-

ed applicali'e to most crops, and to all the varie-

ties ol soil.'

The crop upon which it is, however, chiefly

bestowed, \p flax, in the following manner and pro-

portion. 'The field, after two or three ploughings

and harrowinifs, is backed up in the centre, and
j)loughed round in but one set, so as to leave it

without any lurrow. A heavy roller is then drawn
across the ploughing by three horses, the manure
is spread equally over the entire surliice, and.

when well harrowed in by eight or nine strokes oi'

the harrow, the s?cd is sown, which is also har-

rowed in bv a light harrow, with wooden pins ol

less than 3 inches, an;l the surface, to conclude the

operation, is again carefully rolled, so that nothing

can exceed the smoothness and cultivated appear-

ance of fields thus accurately prepared.'

The manner in which the manure is apr.lied is

in one or the other of the following modes, ac-

cording to the distance. 'Where the cart plies,

the manure is carried in a great sheet, closed at

the corners by riuining strings, and secured to the

four uprighis ol" the carl: tv/o men, s*and one on
each side, scatter it with hollow shovels upon the

ground. Or, where barrels are made use of, each

is carried by two men with poles, and set down at

equal distances across the field, in the line of the

rollina:. There are two sets of vessels, which en-

able the men who deposite the loaded on?s to

bring hack others empty. One man to each ves-

sel, with a .'jcoop. or rather a kind of bowl, vvith a

long hrmd'e, spreads the manure so as to cover a

certain space; and thus, by preserving the inter-

vals correctly, they can precisely gauge the quan-
tity ibr giving effect to any extent of surface,' It

must, however, be admitted that this mode of ap-

plication is somewhat clums\', and that it might
be improved. For the flax crop they are profjse,

for they usually allow at the rate of 24S0 gallons,

beer nieas;:re, to the English acre.*

It thus appears that the dissolution of the oil-

cake and suillcient time for the thorough putrefac-

tion of the contents of the cistern is the only pre-

paration of this manure; and it is stated that 21

acres, upon a llirm of 200, are most luxuriantly

manured lor crops ol' flax and rape with the urine

—exclusive of the dung— of fort^^-four head of

cattle.t It must, liowever. be borne in mind that,

although the Fletiungs have too just a sense oi

the value of money to lay it out u'ith the prospect

of a nro.Pirable return, yet the construction of such
a buildin-x as that described is calculated at about
£120: in this countrv it would p-robablv cost con-

siderably more; and, as it cannot be removed, it

will not suit the means of every farmer to be at

'he expense, unless he can obtain the assi.slance ot'

his landlord.

In another account, drawn up in consequence
of an investigation upon a very extensive Flemish
liu'Mi, by persons appointed to examine the plan,

(which had been objected to by several intelligent

|)ractical men,) it was declared, 'that, owing to

to the judicious concavity ol" the l"arm yard, there

was as much moisture as was necessary to fer-

ment the straw; and it is now ascertained that li-

quiii manure is the most clFicacious of any, and
produces a third more eU'ecl than what is spread
upon the surliu^e. Hence, after the dung is fer-

mented, they dilute it in water, and the liquid

;di)ne is carried to the field, and scattered over it,

The earth irat!iediately imbibes the liquid, which
soon reaches the roots of the plants, and causes a
rapid vegetation; whereas it is a long time before

dung, in a solid state, fertilizes the soil. The
straw that remains, alter the dung is thus washed,
is applied as manure for potatoes.J This mode
has been, indeed, extensively carried on in other

parts of the Continent, and its eficcis are consid-

ered as equally beneficial. There, by some farm-
ers, water is regularly thrown over the dunghills,

the oozings fi'om v.'liich are allowed to drain'into pits

constructed for the purpose, and permitted to ier-

meiit before they are laid upon the land; or, by
others, the whole of the dung and stall-litter is

immersed in water, wdiich, after a certain time, is

pumped up from the pits, and app-lied in a liquid

form; in which manner it is contended that this

manure is not only more po^verild in itsclfj but the

quantity is thus doubled, for the solid contents of
the dunghill remain the same. Experiments on
an extensive scale have incontestably proved the

efiicacy of liquid manures upon sandy or other
lit^ht soils, to which they impart consistency, and
dispose them to retain moisture; nor can there be
much doubt that in many cases the product of a
single crop may be thus more than doubled, by its

immediate contact with the plants.

On heavy land, we however coincide with the
opinion of that eminent agriculturist the Earon de
Thaer, from whom this account is taken, that it

can never replace the solid contents of the dung-
hill; and, although not contesting the advantages
of which it may be susceptible when applied to

those soils and crops to which it is peculiarly ap-
plicable, we yet doubt the extraordiary degree of
power ascribed to it. Befoie this mode of pre-

paring manure l)e generally adopted, it should also

be well ascertained whether the pains and ex-
pense attendant upon it do not overbalance those

ol" our own common manawment; lor although it

* The average produce of crops iipoa a sandy loam, and the quantity of manure for each per English acre,

when applied to the land, is thus stated:

—

- Either dung or compost, 10^ tons.Wheat. 222 bushals

Rye, 28h do. -----
Oats, 51 5-6 do. -

Flax, 6^ do. of seed and stem, worth £17 IGs. 9d.

Rape-seed, 32 2-5 do.

Beans, 23j do. . . . . .

Potatops. 8 5-G tons - . . .

Farm-yard manure, do.

Do. do.

- 860 cakes of rape, dissolved in 24S0 gallons of urine.

530 lio. dissolved in .9200 gallons of do.

14 cart-loads of liquid manure and t!ie same quan-
tity of siable-dung, equal togetlicr to 21 tons.

Do do, do.

—Radclitf's Report of the Agriculture of Eastern and Western Flanders, pp. 90, 91.

I Sir John Sinclair, liowever, says, in his 'Hints on tlie Agricnltiiral Slate of the Neflieriam's,

ot'iier farm it roquir.'d tl'.e nrinc of GS cattle, of various ages and 32 horses, to manure 40 acres.

t Ibid. p. 67.

that in an-
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is possible that, in llie, former way, a more com-

plete decomposition of the materials may be se-

cureJ, and that thus now conibinaJions ol' nutritive

matter may be loinieil, of the precise ellec-ts ol

wiiich we "are io-norant, yet, in our usaa! method

of preparation, when properly ioaducied, noihing

ehoald be lost: the h(iiii.i drained from the dung

should be collected (or further use; and it is only

upon such a calculation of the char^'es, as wei! as

experience of the etibcts of the manure, tliat a

fair conclusion can be drawn regarding its real

value.*

There is, perhaps, no part of the world in

which the preparadon and the practical apidicalion

of vegetable and animal maniu'e is so well under-

stood as ill China; but, owing to i'.s ovcrilowing

populaUon, almost the whole of the labor is per-

ibrmed by man, by which the nurnl^erof working

animals is so much reduced, that night-soil forms

the principal dependence of the farmer. It is ex-

tensively employed in a dried state, and is sold, as

an article of commerce, throughout the empire, in

the tbrm of cakes, mixed up with one-third of

their weight of marl. It is, however, in its liquid

state, as urine, that it is chiefly used, in combina-
tion with other substances, the account of which,

as furnished by a gentleman who was long resi-

dent in the country, is too curious to be omit-

ted.

Into a cask or jar is put a collection of putrid

animal substances, consisting of flesh, fish, blood,

&c.,to which is added a certain quantity of urine,

but the vessel is not completely fil ed. A man-
darin, or officer of government, then attends, who,
upon the vessel being closed, affixes his seal, and
in which state it must remain tor six months at

least. When this, or a longer period, hasela[)sed,

the mandarin removes his seal, and grants a certi-

ficate as to the quality of the preparation, which
is shown by the proprietor, who cries it through
the streets as a manure for gardens, and it is sold

jn quantities as small as an Elniz;!!sh jniif. Before
using, it is always diluted with four or five times
its bulk of water, and it is extensively used for

garden-crops, but universally in drills. T!ie wri-

ter adds that he was intbrmed by several intelli-

gent Chinese, that human urine, thus pre[)ared,

forms a fourth part of all the manure employed in

China, and which is never used until it has reach-
ed a hijih state of putridit3\

That an article considered of so mu(di impor-
tance in that country should in this, where agri-
culture has arrived at such great perfeclion, be so
much neglected, is not easy to be accounted for.

The quantity of urine voided daily by an individ-

ual of moderate size has been shown, b)- a sf^ries

of experiments, to amount to about half a gallon,
whicii, if due attention was paid to the collection
of it, would accordin'/ to the Flemish mode of its

application, be a su(li(;ient manure tor half a rood
of ground. Urine, when suihciently diluted with
water, forms a (bod hiohly conductive to the
growth of plants; it is, indeed, thought to contiuii
the essential elements of veiri^tables in a state of
solution;! but its state of putrefaction requires ."Tcat

attenlio;!. Tliu.'', it nuiy observed that, in the hot
montlis of sununer, the p;isture Avhere the urine

of cattle fails becomes marked by a rich dtuk
green when rain liills soon after; but it" the dry
weadier continues, the developement of the aui-

moiiiacal salts, aris'.ng from the ; utrefliction of the

urine, then occasions it to burn up the grass; yet,

on tlie cou;rary, an excess of moisture de[irives it

entirely of elli^ct. Thus, the whole of the urisie

li'om a dwrliing-house litiving been dnily thrown
on a piece of p'asture during three months of the

winter, it was found in the following summer to

difi'er but little from the state of the rest of the

field— it having sufi'ered too much dilution from
the rain to be ca|,>able of putrefaction. But, in

the following June, a week's urine being fiut into

a jar, and covered with a slate, where it remained
until it had completely undergone that stage, was
then mixed with four times its amount of water,

and, when sprinkled at proper times on the same
quantity of pasture, it soon occasioned a luxuriant

vegetation.* It produces similar effects on green
vegetalile crops—nourishing them when applied

in a diliited state, butscorchiiio: them and destroy-

ing their tender herbage so efrectually when un-
mixed, as to impede their growth. Tiiere is in-

deed but little doubt that nutritious mtxnure of any
kind may be carried to an excess which becomes
prejudicial to vegetation, particularly in its early

stages. Naismith instances the steeping of three

peas for twenty-four hours in a teacupfui of strong
dung-juice, and three in plain water, each three

were (;lanted half an inch deep in separate flower-

pots filled with garden-moiild, and the liquid in

wdiich they had been steeped poured into the pots

over them. Those which had been steeped in

plain w'ater appeared above ground thirty hours
before the others. Both advanced, but those in

the dung-juice had the most weakly appearance.
When the plants were about four inches high, the

lower leaves of those fed by the dung-juice itjll off;

iuid in about four weeks after, the plants died,

though they were daily vv'atered, while those to

which the water only had been administered con-

tinued healthy.t The haulm of a potato, too, the

growth cf which was pretty well advanced, fell off

soon after it had been well wetted with urine in-

an tidvanced stage of putref;ic:ion, and even the

root itself was found reduced to a pulp.J It is, in

fact, of a scorching quality, and its application to

growing crops is not advisable during hot weather,

unless mixed with a large proporiion ofsinqde
water: of course it V\'ill not operate in the like

manner upon fallow land, and it may be applied

whenever the ground is in a fit state to absorb it

retidilv, but much of its effect may be lost if it be

not laid on at the time of sowinir.

There is probably no species of manure so gen-
erally neglected, and yet so deserving of attention;

for although tlie largest portion of what is pro-

duced in most farm-yanls is there necessarily ab-

sorbed by the litter, and consequently profitably

applied, yet large quantities are constantly allowed

to run to waste. VVe have no means of ascertain-

ing the amount of urine that may be voided by

• PrincipesRaisoiinr's d'Acricidtiirp, tomo ii. i5 612;
and note of tiie translator, tlie IJiroii do Crude n'
319. • '

'

t Sir Humplirey Davy, Lectures, p. 257.

* Farmer's Magazine, vol. xx. p. 132.

t Ibid., vol. vii. p. 301.

X Essay on Manures: Appeniliv to the Gi^n. Rep. of
Scotland, vol. ii. p. 108.
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ditieri'iU ;uiima!« in the course of a tlu,v, fiir the

diversify of tlioir ?ize and ol" tiie i<ind of Ibod on

which they are supported woidd deprive such a

calculation, upon a broad scale, of any jirelension

to accuracy. It has however been supposed that,

i( fed upoa oonmion white turnips, ihey yield about

two-thirds of the weight.—or about a o-alion for

every 12!brf.*—besides the water winch they

drink; and we have seen, that the cow which we
have mentioned, produced, when led on two-thirds

of brewers' o-rains, only 451hs. of dunir out of

1261bs. of food, the greater portion of winch was
accordincrly voided in urine. It must also he re-

collected that the cattle upon the farm to vvlfudi we
have alluded, in Flanders, consisted of only forty-

four head, of which eight weve liorses, ihd during

the greater part of the v.'inter upon dry food, yet

they not only converted the entire produce of the

.straw and stable-dung into well-prepared compost

of the usual description, which could not have
been effected without a large supply of urine;

but the savings Irom the stalls also furnished an

additional quantity of liquid manure of the richest

kind, equal to theculture of exhaustinir crops upon
21 acres of ground. It has been calculated too,

in Scotland, that the urine of six cows or horses

will enrich a quantity of eartli sufficient to top-

dress an r]ngli-'.i acre of grass-Iand;t but, consid-

ering the trouble and the prejudice attending it in

this country, it is probable tiiat the best way of

preparing it for use is that recommended by a con-

siderable farmer in Peebles-shire, who applies it

in the following manner. He has a pit, about 12

yards square and 4 feet deep, which he fills with
ridi earth, or any such matters that may be at

hand, and the urine of the cattle which he liieds is

conveyed to the pit by a sewer, and spread Cjual-

ly over it. After this compost has receivetl the

greatest portion of the urine, which is about the

latter end of April, when it is ready fin- the spring

sowing, it is carelully turned over, when it shows
symptoms of complete saturation; and in this way a

large quantity of rich manure is raised, equal to

about 239 cart-loads, 40 of which, per Scotch acre,

when applied to the ground, he finds equal, if not

superior, in its eflects to his best dung. The
expense of filling the pit only amounts to

£6.t
Throughout a great part of the rich low-lands

in Tuscany, the manure is chiefly procured from
night-soil, and preserved in large cisterns, in which
it is siceped for several months in about three times

its quantity of water; though some farmers con-

tent themselves with a large ditch, which is ap-

plied to the same purpose as the cistern. Into this

every kind of putrescent matter is also thrown,
and the putrid water thus produced is found to

possess qualities of a very fertilizing nature. It

is however principally used for garden ground,

* The wein;ht of p'lra distilled water is 8lbs. per
gallon: that of urine is heavier, in proportion to its

composition.

t General Report of Scotland, vol. ii. p. 520. We
cannot, however, avoid noticin;; the loos > manner in

which this calculation is supported; for the quantity of
urine produced by six cows, or by the same number of
horses, would ba materially different.

t Mr Alexander. Seethe Survey of Peebles., p.
169.

which is thus watered every fortnight; and the

plants, but more jjarticularly onions, thus acquire

a prodigious size, without being in the least affect-

ed by any bad flavor arising from the manure.
Neither is its sn)ell, though mo.^t oflensive for a
a (hiy or two after it has been laid upon the land,

ever known to occason any prejudicial eMijct to the

heaJih of the peasruitry.*

In a paper addressed to the Board of Agricul-

ture by Baron Schulenhurgh, one of its honorary
members, he states that in Sweden the urine is

collected from the farm-offices, and pumped over
dung and other substances while in a state of
compost. The contents of the privies are likewise

regularl}^ collected by scavengers in all the great

towns, and carried, in many instances, to the dis-

tance of forty miles from Stockholm. It is then

diluted with water, and laid chiefly upon meadow-
land; but it is also applied to green crops, and the

effects on the soil, though gradually diminishing,

are generally considered to last during four

j'ears.f

In Switzerland, also, the misiwasfier, or manure-
water, is sprinkled over the surface of the mea-
dows by means of large casks and j)erlbrated wa-
ter-troughs, immediately alter each cutting of the

scythe, which makes the grass to spritig np again

with great vigor in a very short time; and it i? well

known that water, rendered fetid by the .solu-

tion of vegetable or animal substances, is essen-
tially .serviceable to grass-land, as may he com-
monly perceived by its effects when thrown upon
the fields in the neighborhood of stagnant ponds
in which flax has been steeped. It is indeed high-
ly [ji-obable that manures which are intended to

act immediately upon the sod wdien laid on its sur-
face, will have more effect upon grass-land when
applied in a fluid state than in a solid form. It

cannot, however, he denied that there are many
instances on record in which no such consequences
of its application have been remarked. Marshall
relates an experiment conducted on his own farm
with considerable care, in which the common
drainage of the farm-yard—of course includinor

rain-water—was laid upon two separate fields of
young tares and clover, grown upon a sandv loam,
at the rate of about 2-500 ijallons per -^cre: the li-

quor was of middling strenffih, very high colored
and foul, but not puddly, and it was carried on in

wet weather. No perceptible advantage was,
however, observable on either those or the ensuing
crops;f but the weather was not favorable. Some
farmers, indeed, think these washings from the
flu'm-yards, though of a brown color, are yet, in

most instances, so diluted with rain, as not to be
worth the expense of carriage;§ though other ac-

* Simonde, Tableau de rA^riculturc Toscane, p. 35.
Derbysh. Rep., vol. ii. p. 209.

t Communications to the Board of A'tIc, vol. i.

art. xxxi.

X Minutes of Agriculture, Digest, p. 2.3.

§ It is stated in the Rutland Report by Mr. Parkinson,
that the black water thus drained away from manure,
has been tried frequently on land, without effect. He
himself tried it, by having a dunghill made with a grip
cut round it, with a descent to a kind of reservoir at
one end of the hill, for this water to drain into, and
then had it thrown back on that end, thinking thereby
to preserve the loss of strength in the manureT But he
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counts of dung-water pay, that, wlien permitted

to trickle slowly upon iho sward of nioauow-
ground, it renders the grass soft and luxuriant.f in

an expriment recorded in the Ba!h Papers, two
spots ot meadow were equally measured, and wa-
tered three times a week during a month together

ot" nearly dry weather—the one with dark-colored

stagnant water ii'om a j;ond, and the other with

clear river-water—at the encl of which time, the

first was lUr better than the other. The crop upon
that part oi' the tield which had the foul water was
strong and succulent, of a deep healthy green, and
18 inches high, while the other though thick

and high was yellowish, weak, and iaint. On
being made into hay, and separately kept, the

former yielded nearly double tlie quantity and of

suj)erior quality to the latter; and the same effect

was visible iti the Ibllowing ye;ir.§ There needs,

indeed no argument to [aove that it must possess

some fertilizing properli^'s, but, exce[)t it be rich

in quality, as well as abundant in quantity it may
be doubilul whether it be a prohlable object of
team labor.

Some extensive experiments upon the applica-

tion of liquid manure—when confined to urine

—

have also been recently made in Scotland upon
various crops, ofwhich the Ibllowing is a summary.
A cistern was constructed in the dung-court suf-

ficiently large to contain the urine of ii'om thirty-

five to lorty, and sometimes of seventy cows. The
supply generally amounted to 360 gallons a week.
Wlien intended for use it was mixed with three or

four times the same quantity of pond-v/aler, and
was taken out to the fields in a large butt containing

120 gallons, placed on wheels iikc a cart, to tlie

hinder part of which there was attached a wooden
box perforated with holes, through which the li-

quid ran out upon the ground in tiie manner of

a common watering-cart.

found that when the manure which came from that

side of the dunghill was Uild upon the land, it was
weaker than the other; and he tiiereibre concludes

—

'tliat when once this black water departs from the dun"-,

that it is like blood let out of a vein, never to be ap-

plied ajain for the like purpose it was designed for in

its original state.' Surv. of Rutlandsh., p. 91.

This, however, was doubtless occasioned by fresh

fermentation being occasioned by the dung thus con-
tinually wetted, and dius losing its strength by repeat-

ed exhalation: but though it may be property us:d as an
argument for not thus a])plying even the drainage from
manure, unless it should be in danger of becoming fire-

fanged, yet that cannot be a motive lor allowing it to

run to waste.

X Bedfordshire Report, p. 50.3; Bucking-hamshire do.,

p. 27.5.

§ Vol. i. p. 170. In pursuance of this e;;perimpni,
the pond was drained and lined with clay, to prevent
the water i'rom oozing through it; drains were then laid

into it from the stables, and into it were also em])tied
the contents of the privy and the olial from the kitcli-

en, by which means the water became very jiutiid. A
water-cart was then made, with a trough behind full of
holes, and the meadow-land was watered witii twenty
cartsCul, laid on either in the beginning of May, or
after the cutting of the croj) in July; the eiiect of
which was superior, on both crop and lowen, to any
other kind of manure.

Although the lining of the pond with clay was a
cood precaution, it might, however, be dispeu'^cd with;
tor, on draining the pond, the earth at the bottom woidd
be found saturated with the drainage, and bring
scraped up, would make excellent manure.

No. 1.—When applied, in October, to grass
which had been closely cropped by sheep,* the
afterarowth Vv'as not much increased, but the
sward maisnaincd a fresh green appearance du-
ring the winter, and it could be cut a month earlier

than that which had not been so treated. Even
in March it afiurded a lull biie; but should the

grass be wanted Jor pasture, and not lor cutting,

(he manure should not be applied later than De-
cember, as, when deferred until February, the

cattle are rather shy in eating it.

No. 2.—The efiect when applied to chver-Ua,
to be broken up lor oats, was very perceptible;

the increase of crop beina; about one-third.

No. 3.—For twAt'cf it answers well en alight
soil; but on stiff or clay land it does no good. if

laid on when the land is wet, it is also of no per-

ceptible benefit to the wheat; but if ap] lied under
more favorable circumstances, that crop would
j)robably be increased about one-fourth.

No. 4.—To barley its application was found in-

jurious; lor, althoiigh tlie bulk of tlie crop was
.UTcai, yet the straw was so soil and weak that it

lodged.

No. 5.

—

Potaties grew to a large size, but they
were watery and quite unfit for the table; though
the application of a little dung along with the

urine improved their quality.

No. 6.—On turnips it was not found half so ef-

ficient as fermented dung.
It thus appears that this species of liquid ma-

nure applies best to grass; a doctrine which is cor-

roborated by the experience of Mr, Harley, the

proprietor of the celebrated dairy near Glasgow,
who sa}s—'that the advantages of irrigating

icrassdaiids with cows'* urine almost exceeds be-
lief: last season some small fields were cut six

times, averaging fitleen incfif's in length at each
cutting, and the sward very thick. 'f It was also

found to succeed best after a shower, or when the

ground was moist; but if laid on^during sultry

weather, it was advantageous to mix it with one-
third of water; and although that was not thought
necessary in spring or autumn, yet,"^judging ironi

the quantity used, it may be presumed to have
been rather profusely added. We learn, indeed,

from Sir liumpdiry Davy, that—'during the putre-

faction of urine, tlie greatest part of the soluble

matter contained in it is dissip;ated.' lie therefore

recomnionds that 'if should lie consumed as fiTsh

as possible, but d not mixed with solid comi;ost, it

* The account from which this was extracted says

'that tlie quantity allowed was 20,000 gallons per im-
perial acre;' but on calculating the urine at SCO gallons

per week, and presuming it to have been mixed with
(bur times the same quantity of water—as there stated

—the whole amount furnished during the year would
oidy be 93,fi00 gallons; yet the extent of ground thus

manured amounted

—

In the year 1S23, to 40 imperial acres
jlS.'JO, " 46
1831, " 50

1832, " 80
of which the one-half was wrdcred again after the first

crop of clover was cut in 1S31 and 1832: there must
th.erefore be an error in th.e quantity of urine. See the
Quarterly Journai of Agriculture, JN'o. xix. p. S5
—97.

f Sir.lohn Sinclair's Hints on tlie Agricultural Sys-
tem of tiie Netherlands, p. (iS.
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should be dikued with water, as, when undiluted,

it contains too much aniural matter to form a pro-

per tluid nutriment for absorption by the roots of

pKiuts.' This theory, it will however be recollect-

ed, contradicts both "the Flemish and the Chinese

practice, which fiivors a protracted degree of ler-

nientaiion; but lie admits thai 'putrid urine

abounds in ammoniacal salts; and, though less

active than fresli urine, that it is a very powerfull

manure.'* It caimot, nideed, be doubted that, m
whatever state it may be ibuiid the most efliictual,

it is at least well worthy of attention, andvvc re-

commend it stron<rly to the consideration of all ex-

perimental farmers.
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Translated for the Fanner's Ri'gist-.-, finm t!ic Jlmiales d^ V.l'i-

ricuUure I'Vancahc.

ARTKSIAK, OU BORED WELLS.

Extract of a letterfrom M. Miilot, Mucliankal

Engineer, to Count Hericart de Thary.

"I have now, sir, to inform you of a boring

which I have just made at the Count Desbas-

sayns de Richemont's, at Cangey-sur-Cher, near

Tours, department of Indre-et-Loire. My labors

commenced on the 14th of June. In twenty one

working davs we sunk 210 feet in the chrdk, that

is 10 feet a day on an averagi-. At this depth we
Ibund a fir^t spring of water which gave 600

litres! in a nnnute, "on a level with the surliice of

the soil. We continued the boring below the

chalk into the sand and green sandstone and at

37-5 tieet we reached a second source, which gave

1,000 litres of water in a minute. Since then the

Count de Richemont has written me that the bo-

ring having been carried to 390 feet in the clays

below the Sandstone and green sands, the auger

has caused a third stream of water to spout ibrth

wliich gives 2,500 litres in a minute. And fi-

nally, my foreman writes me that this boring is

no longer an artesian well, but a torrent which

vomils^tbrlh water and sand, and that the quan-

tity may be estimated at more thau 4,000 litres

in a minute.'"

What a result! a well of 400 feet in a month,

and 4,000 litres of wa'er in a minute! after a

drought which had burnt up every thing, con-

sumed every thing, exhausted, dried up all the

springs, brooks, wells, &c. 1 had announced to

our borers that when they should have perfora-

ted the mass of ch.dk, "they would find in the

clays below the sand and sand stone abundant

sheets of water, and that it would even be essen-

tial to take precautions against thciv rising.

The boring which has just beeji made at the Count

Desbassayns de Richemont's justifies my anti-

cipations, and proves to us the possii)ility of ob-

taining water in this way on our extensive plains

of chalk, which now offer only a hopeless aridity

while they mi^ht be w^atered and converted into

beautiful artificial meadows.

* Elements of Agricultural Chemistrj', 4to., p. 157.

fMore than 830 English g-illons.—Ed. Farji.

Reg.

From Low's Elements of Practionl Agriculture.

THE PROCESS OF SUMIMER FALLOWING, Ilf

ERI'i'AlK.

The fallowing of land consists of a course of

tillage continued for a certain time. When it is

continued for an entire season, the process is term-

ed the summer-fallow.

A course of tillage during only a part ofthe

season is adopted in the case of preparing land for

such crojis as the turnip, the cabbage, the potato,

which are thence fi-equentiy termed fcUlnw-crops.

This preparation consists of a series of plough-
iugs, harrowings, and other operations, continued
until the land is cleaned and otherwise fitted for

the crop to be cultivated.

The extension of the culture of fallow-crops has
greatly lessened the necessity of the summer-fal-
low; for the ground receiving a good preparation

for this class of crops, and they, from the wide in-

tervals at vvh.ichthej- are cultivated, admitting of

an elTicicnt tillage during their growth, the farmer

is more enabled to dispense with the necessity of
devoting an entire year to the tillage of his

land.

It is chiefly on the stiffer clays that tlie summer-
fiillow may be held to be an essential branch of
iivrm inanageraent in this country. These are

tilled with greater difficulty than the lighter soils,

and do not always admit of the cultivation of
those particular classes of plants as the turnip,

which are suited to the lighter soils, and which
render upon them an entire summer fallow unne-
cessary. A further reason exisTs for the adojition

ol' the summer-fallow on the stifler clays, namely,
that the most valuable of their productions is

wheat, for which the summer-fallow aflbrds the

best preparation. The manner of performing this

process, theref()re, merits the serious attention of
farmers in this country.

Whatever be the nature of tho soil to be fal-

lowed, the first ploughing is in all cases to be
given in autumn, or before winter, so that the soil

may receive theinfiuence of the winter frosts, and
the growth of weeds be checked; for certain

weeds will grow during the months of autumn,
and partially in winter and in early spring; but by
inverting the surface, and exposing the roots of
those plants, and the under part of the sod, to the

fi-Qst, the vegetation is checked until the process

of ploughing can be resumed in the fb!lov/ing

spring.

In all cases the first ploughing should be as deep
as the plough can conveniently be made to go. A
good plough with a pair of horses can easily

jilough from eight to nine inches deep, and this is

in most cases an efficient tillage. Eut should the

nature of the soil render it necessary, an addition-

al force of draught must be employed, so that the

requisite depth of furrow may be given. Thus,
in some of the marly and tenacious soils of Eng-
land, four horses may be occasionally required to

give sufficient depth to the first ploughing of ial-

low. Three horses may be also used; these,

with a good plough, forming an efficient team,
which may be managed by one ploughman.
With respect to the manner of laying the ridges,

that kind of plouirhing must be adopted which is

calculated to keep the land dry during the months
of winter, this being an essential point of prac-
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tice in ihe class of soils lor which the sumraer-ral-

low is required.

A good method of preserving the land in a dry

state 13 cleaving with open furrows. In this man-
ner each ridge is divideti into two, so that good

provision is made lor alknving the free egress of

water.
Sometimes the ridges may be gathered, and at

other times, when the land is moderately dry,

they ma}- be cast. In whatever manner the

ridges are ploughed, they remain in the same
state till the (ijllowing sprmg, and care therefore

must be taken that all the cross-iurrows and
channels shall be made and carefully cleaned out,

so that no water may stagnate upon the field.

In the ordinary management of the farm, the

first oi)cration in spring, as soon as the weather
allows, is ihe sowing of the spring-crops of corn.

When this essenti li labor of the season is com-
pleted, which in this country is generall}' tl'om the

middle to the end of April, the tillage of the land

intended for such crops as the turnip, the potato,

and other fallow-crops, is to be resumed. But
though these are (he first in the order of prepara-

tion, and must necessarily be first attended to, yet

the summer-tailo'iv should not be neglected at this

early si^ason, but should receive one ploughing
not later than the month of May, and the earlier

in the month the lietter.

Now this, the second ploughing of the sum-
mer-iailoW; may be done in two ways. The land

may bs either cross-ploughed, or ploughed in the

direction of the former ridges. On the lighter and
tlrier soils, in the cases where such soils are sub-
jected to the summer-flillow, the cross-plougiiing

is the belter method. JBut, in the case of the stil-

ler clays, the ploughing in the direction of the for-

mer ridges is to be preferred; for this is a provi-

sion against the effects of heavy falls of rain,

winch, were they to occur at this early season,

when the land was ploughed, without open fur-

I'ows to carry off the water, might so saturate it

fis to render the subsequent tillage precareous and
<li;licult.

'i'lie next ploughing, whicliis to be as early in

June as the other labors of the fiu'm will allow, is

to be made across. Immediately after this plough-
ing, the land is to be harrowed by repeated dou-
ble turns, the direction of each double turn cross-

ing that of the previous otse. These double turns

are to be repealed lour, five, or more times, as oc-

casion may require; and the roots of all plants

which are dragged to the surface by the harrows
arc to be careiully collected b)' the hand and laid

in heaps. A cart then passing along the rows of

heaps, the collected j)lanls are to be forked or

thrown into it, and carried off tht^ ground. They
are to be formed into a compost by being mixed
with quick-liine, so as to destroy their vegetative
povv'ers.

Sometimes these Aveeds are Iiurned on the

ffround, and their ashes spread upon the surliice:

but this practice is not to be imitated, the ashes
yielding an inconsiderable quantity of manure as

compared with that which is produced by Ibrniing

the weeds into a compost.
It is of great importance at this period of the

Ruinmer-fallow, to drag to the surface and collect

as larije a portion as possible of the roots of viva-
cious weeds in the ground; for, this beinii the pe-
riod of active vegetation, every purl of these roots

which is left in the giound v.'ill grow again and ex-
tend itself

It is by the repeated action of the harrows that
these roots are detached from the soil and diagged
to the surface. When necessary, the roller is also

to be employed. This, bruising the clods or in-

durated masses of earth upon the surlace, enables
the teeth of the harrow to act upon them. Vv' hen
the roller passes over the ground, the harrows im-
mediately follow.

At this time, too, the grubber maybe employed,
as subsidiar}' to the action of the harrow.
This is a period of the summer-fallow at which

all obstructions arising froni land-liist stones and
other impediments to tillage are to be removed;
and if drains are required, it is now convenient to

form them, the stones collected upon the surface

being led forward at once to the drains, and filled

into them in the manner to be afterwards explain-

ed.

This, indeed, is merely matter of convenience
when the stones are in read'ness, lor the lime of
summer-fiiilow is not really the best for the form-
ing of drains, owing to the hazani of heavy rains

occurring, and carrying the soil, wiiich is then
loose, into the drains. This, however, is but a
contingency, and there is convenience in Ibrming
such drains as may be needed at t'lis time: and
not only at this time, but during all the subsequent
operations of the sinnmer-tiillow, draining, the re-

moving of obstruclions to liiiage, and other works,

are carried on. The obstructions of lliis kind to

be removed are, generally speaking, any thing-

that may impede the path of the plough, and in-

terrupt the common operations of fillage—such
are the rools of trees, stones, inequalities of the

surliice, and the like.

It has been seen, then, that, in the management
of the summer-fallow, the first ploughing is to be
given before winter, when the land is ploughed
lengthwise, in such a manner as that the land
shall be kept dry until the tillage can i)e resumed
in the following spring; that thesecoiul ploughing
is to be. given as early as possible in i>,iay, and in

tlie case of siilF soils, lengthwise; and that the

third ploughing, which, in the common course of
farm labor, we may hope to acconijiish in June,
is to be given across, when the |;rincipal labor of
harrowing, rolling, and disengaguig weeds, is per-

formed, and vv'hen opportunity is takers to begin to

drain, clear the ground of stones, and peribrm sim-
ilar operations required.

As soon after the last ploughing and cleaning

as the slate of the v>'eaiher and the labors of the

farm will allow, the fourth ploughing is to be gi-

\'en. This ploughing may be performed in two
ways. It may either be given lengiliwise, and
the land formed into ridges, or Ihe whole may be

ploughed in large divisions, without regarding
ridges, as in cross-ploughing.

The former method may he adopted when the

season is critical, and the land s;iff and naiiu'ally

wet. This is in order Ui avoid furtlier hazards
from great lidls of rain; (or, by Ibrmmg the land

into ridges, it is placed in a state of" comparative
security. Uut it allows of a better subsecjuenl til-

lage of the land to lay it fiat, 1))^ ploughing it in

large divisions without yet Ibrming it into ridges.

in this case, the land may be ploughed in a di-

rection at right angles to the previous ploughing,

that is, in the direction in which (he future ridges
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arc to run; but it will ha better to niougli some-

what diatronally, ihat is, nearly in tlie direction

from coriTer 10 corner of the field. This is done

inorder that two successive ploughings niay not

be in one direction; lor the next pioughinir to be

given, as we shall immediately see, must ne(;cssa-

rily be lengthwise in ihe direction of the ridges.

But by devijiting from this direction with the

ploughing now to be given, the two successive

ploughiuiTs will cross each other, and thus llie til-

ling will be belter perlbrmed.

No sooner is this diagonal ploughmg completed,

than the process of harrowing, rolling and clean-

ing the ground of the roots oi' vivacious weeds is

tol)e renewed, precisely as afier the preceding

ploughing. It is not necessary or expedient that

the process o! harrowing shall be carried further

than is absolutely required to disengage the

weeds; but to this extent it isiniportant that it be

carried, so that the land may now be cleaned.

These two ploughings, with their corresiiond-

ino- harrowings, are of the utmost importance in

the management of the summer-fallow. If the

Vv'eather has been favorable, the Lmd may now
be expected to be eflectually cleaned, and thus far

to be in good order. Someiiiiies a lurther plough-

ins; may be required for the purpose ol" completing

the cleaning process; but whether this be so or not,

the land ougiit now to be lormeii into ridges. This

is necessary, in order to provide against tiie con-

tingency of' heavy rains, which, were they to oc-

cui-'at this period, when the land is lying in a flat

state, might so soak it as greatly to retard the tii-

ture labors.

We now, therefore, proceed to s;ri!;e the fur-

rows in the manner ibrmerly explained. The
land is then ploughed and formed into ridges, and

this completes the fifih ploughing which it has re-

ceived. The land will gene.'-aliy be now ready to

have the dung laid upon it. But in some cases it

may require a sixth ploughing before it is suffi-

ciently cleaned and prepared ibr the dung. In

this case, the land being harrowed, and ttie re-

maining weeds collected as ibrmei'yj it is plough-

ed again in the line of the ridges.

VVe m.ay proceed, liowever, upon the supposi-

tion that this further ploughing and cleaning are

not required, and that the land, after' the .fifih

ploughing, is ready for the application of the dung.

This may bring us, in the ordinary course of farm-

labor, to the month of August.
Now the dung, according to the practice befure

described, has been previously led out and laid in

large heaps in the field, where it has undergone
a certain degree of ti'rmenta'.ion. Should this not

have taken place sufficiently, ihe heaps must be

turned, so that the dung may be brought to a fil

state ibr use.

The dung is now conveyed to the land in carts

from the heaps, the carts being driven along the

ridges, [t is dragged out ii-om behind by the

workman with the dung-drag into heaps, as near-

ly as possible ol equal size, and at equal distances,

. in rov.'s along each ridge. Someiinies, to ensure
accuracy, the ridges are divided, by furrows run
across them, into rectangular spaces, each space
receiving its allotted quantity of dung. But in

general the eye and practical knowledge of the

workman will enable hiiPi to drag out and deposite

the heaps in the quantity, and Vvith the accuracy
tliaf may be required.

Vol. IV—
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Several persons, who may be females or young
lads, then spread out the dung all across the ridge,

by means ol' light three-pronged Ibrks. 'it'liis op-

eration should be done witli much attention, so

that the dung may be sjjread regularly over the

ridge.

Close upon the work of the spreaders, the

ploughs are to fbllov/ and cover the dung. This is

done by gathering the ridge, so that, while the

ploughing co\ers the dung, the curvature of the

ridge is increased.

'i'he dung being covered in this manner, and
the ridge raised, the land is to remain untouched

for a lew weeks, so that the dung may be decom-
posed and incorporated with the soil. When the

dung ha.s been previously termented in a proper

manner, this incorporation will be completed in a
very short time.

The land is now ready to receive what is called

the seed-furrow, which is the ploughing given to

it previous to the seeds being sown. In this

ploughing the ridge is again gathered, but the

ploughing being very shallow it has little eflect in

raising the ridge higher.

Afier this final ploughing, and upon the surface

now exposed, the seeds, usually of wheat, are to

be sown, in the manner to be alterwards described.

Tfiis generally takes place about the middle of
September or later, and completes the important
operations of' thesummer-lallow and sowing of the

wheat-seeds.

In this detail the manner of applying the dung
has been described; but there is likewise to be
considered the manner of applying lime, when
th s substance is to be laid upon the land in sum-
mer-liillow.

There are two periods at which the lime may
be applied—either betore the dung is laid on, or

afterwards. In the former case, the lime may be
laid on just after the land has been Ibrmed into

ridges, and when it is ready to receive the
dung.
The quicidime, as it is brought from the kilns,

may be laid down in heaps of about five carts

each, at regular distances, upon the head-lands or

where convenient. In this case, it is brought to

the fiimi as oppo.tunity offers, and slacked slowly
and regular'}'.

V/hen we are prepared to spread it iip/on the

ground, a person with a broad-pointed shovel is

appointed to each heap. He fills his cart, drives

it along the ridge, and spreads the lime abroad
upon the surfice, taking it out with his broad-
pointed shovel from the cart behind; sometimes
two carts and two men may be appointed for each
heap, the one man fiilingthe cart at the heap, and
the other spreading the lime upon the ridge.

Both men and horses sometimes experience in-

jury from the caustic effects of the Hme, especially

when the weather is moist. The face of the man
may be defended by a thin handkerchief", and the
back of the horse should be covered.
When the lime is spread, the land must be im-

mediately harrowed, to incorporate the lime with
the soil. This being done, the dung is to be
spread upon the ground, and covered by the plough
in the manner before described.

But frequently the dung is first spread, and the
lime is not laid on until just before giving the seed-
furrow. This answers very well, provided the

land has lain a sufficient time after the dung has
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been spread, so that it may be decomposed and

mixed with the soil.

These details have an especial reference to the

stiffer soils, which are those on which ihe summer-
tallow is <renerally practised. When Ihe lighter

soils are to be fallowed, the process of cleaning is

more easy, and there is less hazard of serious in-

terruption from the stale of the weather. The
only variation with regard to the lighter soils that

need be referred to, is^in the first sparing-plough-

ing. In the case ot such soils, this ploughing

may be given at once across, and the process of

harrowing and cleaning then commenced. This

is precisely the management puisued in the case

of turnips and similar fallow-crops; so that, when
the learner comprehends the operations of the

sunmier-fidlow thus far, he is actjuainted with the

manner of prej)aring the land lor an extensive

and important class of plants.

In the preceding detail the ordinary operations

of the summer-fallow have been described, but

the nature of the seasons, the state of the land,

the prevailing weeds to be eradicated, and other

circumstances, produce variations in the course of

management, which, however, it is not necessary

here to point out. They are little subject to rule,

but are best determined by the judgment of the

iarmer, as the cases themselves arise. A more
important purpose is served to the student of agri-

culture by pomting out to him the manner of ma-
naging the sunmier-fallow upon approved prmci-

ple^. Knowing this, a little experience will soon

show him how to adopt those variations of prac-

tice which the state of the season and other cu-

cumstances may render expedient.

The process of the suminer-fdlow, conducted

as it should be, enables us to elTect the tillage of

clay-lands in a manner calculated to eradicate

weeds, and fit the land tor bearing a lengthened

rotation of crops.

After a complete summer-fallow, the land is

seen to be in the best order which circumstances

will allow. It acquires that mellowness, indicative

of fertility, so familiar to the eye of the farmer, yet

60 difficult to be described. It is fi'equently ob-

served by farmers, that clay-lands in this climate

get into an adhesive, and, as h is termed, a sour

state, by the long repetiiion of crops. The giving

them from time to time the mellowing influence

of a summer-fallow, during which weeds may be

extirpated, and the manures a|)plied in the most
beneficial manner, is found to have the best effects

in restoring the fertility of the soil and fining it to

yield an increased produce in succeeding years.

One advantage, too of the sumuier-fiillow, not to

be disregarded, is, that it divides the labor of til-

ling a iixrm more regularly throughout the sea-

son.

From tlic (Boston) Hoiticult,ui;il Ucgiftcr.

ON THU ROSE.

Mi'.ch has been written both in poetry and prose

on this subject, yet it remains not only inexhausti-

ble, but interesting; and what is still to be written

is almost sure tg find readers. It is true the plant

is in itself" almost inexhaustible, as there are two
hundred and five known and described distinct bo-

tanical varieties, and nearly two Ihousand named
sorts raised from seed: its cultivation comprises al-

most every refinement in horticulture, as it is pro-

pagated by most known methods of increasing

plantS; by seed, cuttings, layers, suckers, and bud-
ding. New and beautiltjl varieties are constantly

produced from seed. Some species are hardy,
others tender; some are difBcult of culiivation,

while the chief part requiie little care, and are

therefore universally known and dispersed; the
early monthly roses usher in the s|)ring; during
the summer their beauties are spread in profusion

throughout the garden, and the Noisette with
many others still linger and adorn the autumn,
until the stern hand of fi'ost arrests each vegeta-
ble form: even then they yield their charms to the

ingenious hand of luxury, and ornament the green-

house.
Their delights arc not very evanescent; equally

conspicuous in bud, in full perfection, and in fi'uit;

add to these their unequalled fi-agrance, the chaste
brilliancy of their tints, the wholesome medical
properties of the whole rosaceous tribe, and we
must cease to wonder at the general interest exci-
ted them, or that a unanimous voice has proclaimed
the rose to be the queen of flowers, and that afl

hitherto written, said or sung in its praise, is re-

ceived with attention by those who pay the hom-
age justly due to the most beautiful of the vegeta-
ble creation.

Tliere is something of passion mingled whh our
sentiments for the rose; we admire the beauty, or
are struck with the magnificence or singular forms
of other blossoms; but when we view the deli-

cate, tender tints of the expanding bud, and enjoy
the dilicious fragrance of the full blown flower,
we can scarcely help libeling that we love the
rose.

Botanists have divided the tribe of the roses
into eleven sections.

1. Simplicifolia.—Simple-leaved, without sti-

pules, (a leafy appendage at the base of the leaf
or leal-stalk,) the berry bristly. Of this there is

only one sp^ecies, a native of Persia, commonly
called the berberry-leaved rose; this will explain
what is meant by simple-leaved.

2. Feroces.—Fierce—from the very numerous
thornc which cover the branches. Of this there
are three species, one from Japan and two from
Kamschatka; one of these latter, we have seen in

gardens in this vicinity.

3. Bracteaim.— With bracfeas, (small leaves
on the flow.er-stalk under the calyx.) Of this

there are lour varieties, amongst which are the
well known R. microphylla and the Macartney
rose; the foliage of these is shining and very beau-
tiiial; the fiint woolly.

4 OinnamonecB.—Character agreeing with the
Cinnamon rose. Of this ihereare twenty-one vari-

eties, including liosa lucida, which ornaments the
swamps near Boston with its flowers and dark
fruit, and the Cinnamon rose, so common near
cultivated grounds in this vicinity.

5. Pimpinellifiilia.—From the resemblance of

the leaves to those of the pimpernel or anatrallis.

To this section of forty-two varieties, belong the

yellow American rose, Ji. luiescens, of Pursh,
the sul|)hur-colored rose, the celebrated Scotch
rose, li. spinos)ssi7na, of which above one hun-
dred and seventy seedlings are named in cat-

alogues, /?. stricta, a native of New England,
ond probably several others, which have been of
late years discovered in Kentucky and in other
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parts of the Union, and described by Rafinesque.

This section may also be readil}^ distinguished by

the numerons leaflets, generally Irom seven to fil-

leen in number.
6. Centifolia.—Characters agreeing with what

is usually called the hundred leaved rose. To
this section of ten varieties belong the moss, the

hundred leaved, the damask, and R. gallica; con-

sequently, also, great part of the multitude of gar-

den varieties belore mentiond, which have been
raised li'om seed.

From the damask is probably obtained most of

the essential oil called attar of roses. If those

who distil rose-water would leave it immediately
alter distillation in large shallow pans Ibr two or

three days, they would find an oily film on the top,

which may be skimmed otf with a feather, and the

feather cleaned with a little warm water—this is

true attar. In many parts of the east it is manu-
lactured by throwing large quantities of rose

leaves into shallow tanks filled with Vv'aiei-; after

Bome weeks (depending on the heat of the weath-
er) ihe oil rises to the top, and is removed for sale.

This section may be distinguished from the others

by the plants bearinir bristles as well as prickles,

and by the pieces of the calyx called sepals being
divided.

7. VilloscE.— Villous. Closely covered with-

long soft loose hairs. The white rose, R. alba, is

included in this section, which theretbre contains

some of the most beautiful of the tribe; tor in-

stance, the celestial, nova ccelestis (new celestial,)

bouquet blaiic. buule de niege (snow-ball,) maiden''s

blush, and thirty or forty others. The most dis-

tinguishing character of this section, is theslraight-

ness of the prickles, as in several varieties of the
white rose the villousness is not very apparent
without the microscope, the hairs being short and
adhering close to the stem; the prickles, however,
are to be considered as comparatively, not mathe-
matically, straight.

8. Rabiginnscs.—Rustv. The under side of
the leaves being generally more or less covered
with brown, rusty-colored glands. To this sec-
tion belong the Jrtlicous seemed sweet-briers, the
true Eglantine of the old poets, ol which sixteen
garden varieties have been enumerate;!,one of i hem
mossy. The native sweet-brier is called by Pursh
Rosa suavoleiis; Rafinesque and Eigelow call it

R. rubiginma. One of the section, R. caryophyl-
lacea, a native of Podolin, Volhynia and Iberia,
has a strong clove scent. A distinctive character
of this division is the arched'growth of the suck-
ers; this must have been often remarked in the
two years old shoots growing near Boston; also,

the sepals (pieces ol" the calyx) are permanent,
that is, remain on when the fruit is ripe,

9. CaniiKB. Characters agreeing with Rosa ca-
niiia, the dog rose. To this section belong not
only the most numerous and common ornaments
of the hedires in Europe, but also those valuable
sorts the Chinese rose, R. indica and its var. odo-
ratissima. the tea rose; iikewi-se var. Koiscltiana,
the Noisette, rose, with its delightful clusters of
blossom. R. scmpsrflnrens, the everflowering Chi-
na rose, and R. pseudo indica, the yellow Indian
rtjse, are included in this division. I have the
riames of nearly fifty garden varieties of this sec-
tion, the chief characters of which are the smooth-
ness of leaves, the prickles hooked, and the peculiai'

anigratellilfiavorof the pulp of the fruit, which con-

tains citric acid, and is often made into a conserve b}'

boiling, or baking with sugar.

10. Systyla.—From two Greek words, alluding

to the styles being connected together into an en-

longated column. In this section arc included all

the climbing roses, as R. sempervirens, which in

Europe is evergreen, I have never seen it here;

the fruit is of an orange color, it grows rapidly,

and .soon covers a trellis with its numerous and
fragrant flowers. Of this, the var. roseclare has
large spreading corymbs of deep red blossoms,

and is most probably a hybrid between this and R.
indica. R. muUiflora, of which the Boursault and
Greville are varieties, also belongs to this section,

as does R. mosr.hala, Irom which it is supposed the

Persian attar ot' roses is made; the flowers have
a slight odor of musk. The bramble-leaved rose,

R. rubifidia, a native of this country, is also to be
laund in this division.

11th, and last, is Banksian<z.—Characters agree-

ing with the Banksia rose. The species of this

section are distinguished by their long graceful,

and sometimes climbing shoots, their drooping
white and tinged flowers, and shining leaves of

three or at most tour leaflets; to it belong the na-

tive R. setigera of Michaux, the R. lavigata of

Georgia, and several natives of China, one of
which, R. hystrix, has purple fruit, and another,

R. fragrariflora, has flowers in corymbs of the

size and color of the strawberry.

There remain about forty or fifty varieties,

which have not been sufTicienrly examined to be
yet to be cla.'jsed in any of these sections; several

of these are natives of North America, and par-

ticularly of Tennessee and Alaryland.

To raise new varieties from seed, as is practised

in France and Italy, is rather a tedious affair.

Plantations are made, in which the varieties from
which hybrids are desired are promiscuously plant-

ed, for the purpose of impregnation; the fruit or

hips are ripe in October and November; the seeds

may be separated by rubbing them in dry sand;
they may be sown the following spring in a rich,

damp, shady place; the hard shell will not, how-
ever, be sufficiently decayed to permit the seed to

vegetate until the spring ensuiuix. The year alter,

they may be removed from the seed bed into rich,

moist soil, protecting them carefully daring the

winter with litter and pine boughs. The third

year; some will blossom, but the majority not un-
til the fourth and filth year. By something like

this process, innumeiable varieties have ben raised

by M. Villaresi, of the Royal Gardens at Monza,
in Lombardy, where there is a large shrubbery
entirely of J^lagnolia grandiflora, and by many
celebrated gardeners in France, as Messrs. Noi-
sette, Cels, Soulange Bodin. In England, the
climate is hardly warm enough to ripen the seed;

consequently little has been done there, except in

Scotch rose^; but in this country there is ample op-
portunity of raisins' new and spiendiilvarieties,and I

trust the public will not be backvv'ard in encourag-
ing the efforts. I am not acquainted with the ex-
act method adopted by Mcs-rs Winship, but think

several of their seedling roses, exhibited this sum-
mer at the Horticultural Society's rooms, equal
to many imported.

There are several good private collections of
these seedlings varieties in the vicinity of Boston.

The best I have yet seen is that of M. P. Wilder,
Esq., of Dorchester, who certainly seems to have
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spared no pains or expense in importing the choice-

est sorts; aniono; tiie'ui was a budded tree rose of

Jlousseuse dclajleche, so conspicuous for the long

moss whieii decorates the midrib and edges of tlie

leaves, althougli the fiowcr is small and only senii-

double. There is another of this small-leaved

moss variety in Fiance, v^-itli a striped, flovyer,

(Mouseuse panachee) which is worth growing.

His striped unique rose, also budded on a tree, is

the most perfect and charming of the tribe. The
Mexican, Admirable horde rouge, Bobilina, per-

petual Philip 1st, Le jeune Henri, Casimer Perier,

Palavicini, and may oihers afforded me the high-

est gratification. I'trust this gentleman will find

leisure another season to form a regular Rosarium,

where the flowers and habits of each variety may
be studied at ease. The occupation of raising

hew varieties from seed, is almost as exciting as

gambling in a lottery, parjicularly after being once

successful in drawing the prize of a superior flow-

er, and dedicating itlo some person high in our

esteem: I scarcely need add, how much more in-

nocent, how much less liable to bitter regrets.

The easiest and quickest method of procuring a

good collection of roses is by budding; the shoots

produced from which will, if properly manaa^ed,

generally flower the succeding summer. This

operation, called shiekl budding, is very simi)ie,

and performed as follows: In August, choose a

sound branch of a rose-bush of that years growth,

and make an incision with a sharp knilij through

the bark in the shape of a T; raise up the bark

forming tiie edges of this incision ll-om the wood
with the nail, or better with a piece of smooth

shingle: take a bud from the rose you desire, in

the following manner—cut a slice out fi-om the

branch about an inch and a half long, and half

the thickness of the branch, so that a bud may be

about the middle of the slice; with the nail gently

remove the woody part, leaving nothing but the

bark and the bud, winch must be distinctly visible

in the bark, so that it is certain it has not separated

with the woody [uirt; insert the piece neatly under

the incision; alter insertion, cut the bark on which

the bud is, so thsitlhc lop fits exactly and closely

with the lop of the T, and tie up the wound with

bass, not too tight. In about three weeks the ad-

hesion of the bad to the stock will be complete.

If it is desirable iJjr it to shoot and make wood the

s.ime season, all slioots and buds belovv^ the oj)era-

tion must be removed, and the branch headed
down, leaving one shoot above the bud inserted.

to draw up the sap. This is desirable when a
slight protection can be given during the winter,

because by cutungdovvn the shoot from the [>ud to

tvvo eyes in April, it is almost sure to have many
flowers that summer. I pursued tins plan last year
with fuurp'ants—one a bud Irom Rosa Grevillea.

I transjjlantedthem into pots in October, kept them
in tile cellar during the winter, and then plunged
them into the open ground the beginning of May,
where they flowered in proliision. There is a dif-

ference in the stocks on vv-liich to peribrm this op-

orasion of budding; the French, who excel in it. gen-
erally bud on a tall, strong sucker of a single wild

rose, for the purpose o\' making a tree six or seven
leet high, with a head of flov/crs; and these are

exceedingly ornamental, dotted about in low
shrubberies; but I have budded with great success

on bushes of the common semi-doable while, and
yn the maiden's blush. Last April, I transphuited

fi'om the woods tu^o strong suckers of the com-
mon sweet-ijrier, six and seven ft-et high, and bud-
ded with celesiiul, moss, single yellow and provins,'

which have all succeeded, although they have3et
made no slioots. I am told that they \vi\\ not last

more than two or three years, and that in their na-
tive situation they only, endure this period: tliis is

in some measure true; yet I have never seen one
dead, witiamt seeing a thriving young sucker by
the side of i:, vviiich has evidently drawn away all

the sap of the root, and left its predecessor to per-

ish. Now one universal rule witli these budded
trees, is to keep them [tea from suckers, or they
will quckly die; this is, therefore as true of the
wild rose in Engiand and in France, as with the

sweet-brier here. But there is one point I have
observed, both with the imported tree roses and
with the sweet-brier stocks, that requires much
attention— the bark Avheii once wounded, even
by roughl}' tearing off a thorn, seldom heals;

the wound enlarges, and finally the brown and
dead bark increases so as in a few seasons to be-

come an irreparable injury. Whether this may
be cured or slopped by covering the wound with a
composition has yet to be tried. The Eoursault
rose, if tied to a trellis, is also an excellent stock
on which to bud, and seldom fails.

Mr. J. W. Russell, of Mount Auburn, observes
that to be successful in fioweringlhe yellow tea rose,

it is better to bud it on a young healthy multiflora

or Greville rose, and at the time of heading down
to re-pot it in a mixture of one half good li'esh loam,
the remainder leaf soil with a portion of sand,
observing to give the pot a good drainage.
The most common method of propagating roses

is by layers; that is, cutting a shoot half through
and pegging it down, where cut, below the sur-

face of tfie soil, bending up the end of the shoot;

this operation is generally performed after the
blossoms have ceased: but if a sacrifice be made
of the blossoms,and they are layered early in Jul)-,

and the flov\'er buds be removed, tiiey vv-ill moke
plantsfitfbrremoval the foliowing spring; otherwise,

they must remain one season in the nursery beds.

The moss rose is more difficult to root than most
others, and in this climate more tender. I have
imported several; those protected lived, the others

perished. This method of layering may like-

wise be adopted with shoois of roses budded, and
thus the variety obtained with its own root, instead

of having meicly the budded stock, the tenure of
whose existence is ra.lher uncertain.

Many sorts throw out suckers; these may be re-

moved at once in autumn, or in this climate better

in the spring, heading them down to about three

or fbnr inches high.

The common monthly roses, JR. indica, which
include the dark red variety sungirinca, are best

propagated by cuttings, which strike readily if

taken off at a joint where the wood is beginning
to ripen, and planted in sandy mould under a
hand glass, or even without, if kept in the shade.

The French are generally considered to excel

in the cultivation of the rose. The greater pro-

portion of the soil used there is a rich, stifbsh

loam, with some manure; this composition is very
retentive of moisture. Where this cannot be rea-

dily obtiuned, mulching the roots with decayed
leaves and diuig is restored to. The pruning as

practised in Furope. would hardly suit here, but,

should be deferred uuii! the spring, just when the
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buds are beginning lo swell; tiien, fur busli roses,

cut out all tlie old wood and every shoot lo within

six or eight inches ot the surliice of the soil; this

uialerialiy streiigllieus the new shoois, and increa-

ses the size and beauty of iho llowers; it also

])resents less space ibr the insects to dcposiie their

e^f^'s, and if tlie cuitinus are burned, destroys

nTany already laid. Climbing roses must only be

thinned out from the wiry, siraggling branches, and

slKii'tened a little, nailing or tyuig them neatly to

the trellis whicli Ibrms their sunj^ort.

To prolong the bloom, pick otf every flower,with

the li'uit atiachetl, as soon as it has passed its per-

lection: this enables the other buds lo come tor-

ward, and prevents their turning yellow and per-

isliing.

The insects which attack the rose are chiefly a

li;tle brown grub, which eats into the buds—this

can only be removed by picking; and the aphis,

or green tiy—a syringe and tobacco water will

desirov these, and even plain water, il li:equently

applied, v.'ill cause such disturbance among them
as lo prevent nuich mischief.

The rose can hardly be i)Iaced anywhere with-

out being ornamental: but having myself planted

them as a hedge crowning a semicircular bank
which terminated a lav^^n, and kept them cut low,

so that the numerous blossoms reclined on the well-

mown grass, I cannot but recommend this style.

It may be also put in practice io form edgings
round oval or circular beds of flowers or grass

plots. A thick hedge of well-mingled sorl-s is al-

ways beautiful; and the eilect may be prolonged
by the old method of rubbing otf the buds of
every other plant as soon as they aj)pear; later

shoots will then be formed, which will only Hower
when their neighbors have finished. A hedge of

of this description on the grass banks surrounding
most of the houses in the countiy, would have a
very delightful appearance.

*y . o^. Ji .

From tha IVew York Farmer.

MO?.'M0UTH AXD WIDDLliSSX AGUICULTU-
RAL, RAIL ROAJ3. SqUANCUM MARL.

The legislature of New .Jersey, at the session

just terminated, incorporated a company to con-
si met a rail road iram the Delaware and Raritan
canal, at or near Scudder's mill, (which is near
Princeton,) lo the village of Freehold, (the coun-
ty town of Monmouth,) from thence to the marl
beds on Manasguan river; also a rail road from
the village of Freehold to tlie tide waters of Ra-
riian Bay, at Middletown Point, with a capital
of .9500,000, and a privilege of commencing the
v.'ork when ^385,000 shall be subscribed: andpro-
viding that the road shall be built within ten
years. These will be slriclly agricultural rail

roads, and tlie transportation of 'he valuable marls
will furnish the largest item of their income, al-

though the transportation of mineral coal, lime,

lumber, merchandise, passengers, and agricultural
produce of various kinds on said roads, will be
considerable. Time will not now permit me to go
into a detail of the many benefits to be derived
from the construction of these roads; and for the
present I can only advert to a few facts, and make
further particulars the subject of another commu-
niucation.

A rep,ort o! a Geological Survey of New Jer-

sey, authorized by the legislature, and made by
Henry 1). Rogers, Prolessor of Geology and Min-
eralogy in the University of Pennsylvania, has
just been published, from which I shall give you
some e.xtracts, to show the astonishing fertilizing

properties ol' the maris to be transported on these

rail roads: "The high, and deservedl}' high, name
which the Squancum marl now boasts, was an in-

ducement to me to subject it to chemical exami-
natioii with esj;ecial care and rigor." "At the

pits, which are very extensive, the marl is sold at

the rate of 37^ cents the load. It is transported

in wagons lo a distance, in some directions, of 20
n)iles, and retaded, vvhen hauled that far, at the

rate of 10, or even 12| cents per bushel—being
very profitably sjiread on the soil at the rate of 2-5,

or even 20 bushels to the acre. The lact that so

small an amount of this marl is found efficacious

to the soil, which, after two or three dressings, is

permanently improved, and to a high pitch, by it,

furnishes me one consideration for supposing too

generally the marl is spread with a prodigality

surpassing all the necessities of the land.

A specimen of the marl fi"om Thrap's lowest
layer, yielded me, after reiterated trials, uniformly
about the following lor its composition:

—

Dilica,

Protoxide of Iron,

Alumina,
Lime,
Potash,

Water,

4-3.40

21.60
6.40

10.40

14.48

4.40 in 100 irrains.

"The quantity of potash is so remarkably great,

that I have been led to assure myself of the true

proportion by several analyses, proving the results

by adopting different modes of separating the pot-

ash."

When these rail roads shall be made, vast

quanties of this marl maybe transported to distant

places on the Delaware and Raritan Canal and
the waters of Raritan Bay, the Hudson and East
Rivers, and afforded on any of the landings with-
in .50 or 60 miles of New York, for about 10 to

L5 cents per bushel, and I consider it decidedly
more valuable than leached ashes.

CINCIKJVATUS.

From Uie Genesee Farmer.

GEOLOGICAL SURVKY OF THE STATE OF NEW
YORK.

Agreeably to a resolution of the assembly of
last year, the Secretary of State has made a re-

port in a relation to a geological survey of the

state. He had been requested to report the most
expedient method of obtaining a scientific and per-

iect account of its rocks, soils, and minerals, and
of their localities; a list of all its mineralogical,
botanical, and zoological productions with speci-

mens; and an estimate of the expenses, including
the cost of publishing three thousand copies of
such report, with drawings and a geological map.
We consider it a very able state paper.
The great importance attached to such investi-

gations may be better understood by some of our
readers, if we refer to the munificence of Stephen
Van Rensselaer, who employed Professor Eaton,
with assistants, four years in making a geological
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and agricultural survey of the district adjoining the

Erie Canal, hesiiles being at the expense of va-

rious other examinations of great extent. This

was perlbrnied twelve or lilieen years ago. Since

tiiat time Massachusetts. Tennessee, the two Car-

oliniis, and Maryland, have either caused or di-

rected geological researches to be made within their

resjjectlve Jimils; and Vn-ginia, New Jersey, and

Pennsylvania have the subject before them.

Willi these exam'.'ies in view, we hope -'the Em-
pire State" will not prove recreant in the causa ol'

science and practical utility, when her ample

means so fully enable her to develope her own re-

sources. The discoveries which her geologists

may malie, would be only a part of the benfiis to

be derived Ironi this enterprise. Hundreds ol' her

citizens would be slimulated to make closer obser-

vations; and when explorations shall be conduct-

ed in the broad light of science, we shall hear but

little more of lortunes wasted in searching lor min-

erals, or of the fruitless toils of the miner.

A thw years ago £80,000 sterling were expend-

ed in searching for coal at Eexhill, in Sussex,

England, '-when," as Sir J. W. Herschell ob-

serves, "every geologist would at once have de-

clar^-d it abortive." "Mr. Townsend inibrms us,"

bays Malte Brun, "'that a pit was sunk lor coal to

the depth of six hundred tiithoms at Bruham, near

the chalk hills of Bradley Nole, and that the mi-

ners reached o:dy to the uppermost beds of tlie

great oolite." The history of mining operations in

Englanil abounds with such examples. It may
be mentioned on the authority of the last writer,

that the commissioners of the Bath road, sent ten

miles tor flints, while their wagons actually passed,

without their knowing it, over a bed of tlints lor

the greater part of the way. The stone of which

the Bath Cathedral is built,was conveyed from the

distance ol' four miles; it was not then known that

the same stone might be obtained in the immedi-

ate vicinity; quarries have since been opened, ll

errors of a like nature are now less frequently

com milted—if pits are not so often sunk in vain

—

it is because practical men have availed them-
selves of the discoveries of geologists.

To these statements we may add the expensive

attempt to procure salt water on the south shore

of Lake Erie, in the neighborhood of Portland,

wliich any geologist acquainted with the dip of
1h& strata would at once have pronounced hope-

less.

The Secretary proposes to divide the State into

four districts. The first to consist of all the coun-

ties lying to the south or east of Delaware, Scho-
harie, Schenectady, and Saratoga, which are also

to be included—containing 12,2u3 square miles.

The second district to comprise the counties ol

Warren, Essex, Cliatt)n, Franklin, Hamilton, and
St. Lawrance—containing 9,69"2 s(juare miles.

The third district to include all other counties ad-

joining the Erie Canal and lying north ol it, to

the west bounds of Genessee and Orleans—con-
taining 12,293 square miles. The fourth district

is to consist of the remainitig (14)countics, which
are estimaled at 11,594 s(]uare miles.

To each of these disiricts, it is proposed to ap-
point two geologists and a draughtsman, and one
zoologist and one botanist lor the whole state, each
to be accompanied by a draughtsman. It is sup-
posed that lour years will be required to complete
the sr.rvev; and the whole expense, in.duding that

of publication, is estimated at ^104,000. A low-
er estimate, howev-er, has been made on the sug-

gestion of confining the examinations to geology;

but we must indulge the hoi«e that our legislators

on this occasion, will act with a liberality worthy
of themselves and of tlieir country.

FINE WHITE MARBT.E DISCOVERED KEAU
GASTON.

A bed of beautiful white inarble has lately been dis-

covered near the Roanoke, and only five miles from

Gaston, on the great railway route from Raleiyh to Pe-

tersburg. The maibls w"as exposed to view by the

digging of a well. Together with the information

of this interesting discovery, we received from

Charles F. M. Garnett, Esq. a small specimen of the

stone, which was polished by Mr. Davidson of Peters-

burg, an intelligent workman in marble, and who gives a

very favorable report of the specimen, though stating

that it was too small to indicate the value of large

masses. We hope soon to have the means of giving

a decisive report of the quality, and value of the mar-

ble. If the bed should not be too expensive to be quar-

ried (on account of lying deep,) it will prove of much

value to the adjacent country, even if used for no other

purpose than to burn into lime for manure. Such a

business, properly prosecuted, in such a locality as be-

tween Gaston and Raleigh,would furnish to the Railroad

the conveyance of an immense amount of a new com-

modity, lime, and afterwards the additional quantity of

crops which the lime would produce through all future

time. We hope that the railroad companies will see

that tlieir own interest would direct that the conve}'-

ance of manures should be charged as little as possi-

ble—and that they will not imitate the short-sighted and

stupid policy of the Virginia Legislature in imposing

tolls on manures on the James River canal, which act as

prohibitions on their transportation. To prevent or

discourage the passage of manures on a canal that

must receive the tolls on all future products of such

manures, is truly a specimen ot policy which, though

it may have many equals in the code of Virginia, is

such as ought to be expected only in the legislation of

such countries as Egypt or Morocco.

The foregoing notice was in type several weeks ago,

but was "crowded out" of the last IVo. by other mat-

ters. We have since received other })articulars of the

marble near Gaston, in the following communicrdon.

Similar notices from persons who have ascertained the

existence of any nswly discovered, or valuable geolo-

gical feature in our country,would render much public

service, by making known resources for improvement

or prolit, that are now scarcely, if at all, known.

SOME OF THE GEOLOGICAL FEATURES OF THE
REGION SURROUNDIiVG GASTON, ON THE
ROANOKE.

Gaston, A" C, Jpril Ulh, 1836.

Believing that the geological features of this

part of the country would be interesling to you, I
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have concluded to advert to a few of the Ibrma-

tions that occur near the falls of Roanoke river,

near Gaston. The most intorostinir is a deposite

of pure white statuary marble, ou the lands of

Wn). 31. West, discovered in diirg-ing a well in his

yard. The well is 36 feet deep, and the bottom of

it is a solid stratum of the marble of which I

have a specimen, a part of which has been

shown to a lapidary who ac^rees with me in

o|)inion as to the kind of marhle. The breadth oi'

the stratum we have not been able to decide, or its

thickness— its direction, we thiid\, ibr several

reasons, is from north-east to south-west, coincid-

ing with the general direction of all the dillerent

strata of rocks in this section of country, that 1

have examined. That these strata are in several

places cut across by whinstone dikes, I do not con-

sider an exception. This marble occupies the

summit ridge between the waters of Roanoke and
Tar river. The only other indication we have
seen of it, is also ou the summit ridge extending

in a south-west coast from Mr. West's. I regret

that the discovery of the marble is too recent to

enable us to examine it thoroughly. On the same
summit ridge, about two miles Irom Gaston, a

fetitl limestone and marl, with minute shells em-
bedded in both, are found about sixteen leet from
the surlace, in a north-east course from INlr.

West's. The discovery of this deposite is also re-

cent, and no trial has been made of it in agricul-

ture. It seems to be about five or six feet thick;

and was perforated in digging a well. If the mar-
ble exists below it, as is not improbable, it was not

reached.

Next to these two deposites of limestone, which
are in a line from north-east to south-west, and not

more than a mile higher up the river, is an inter-

esting deposite of clay slate on both sides of the

Roanoke, and running parallel to the same direc-

tion, from north-east to south-west; butonlyshows
in the river valley, and dips under the hills oh both

sides, before it gets near the summit ridges that di-

vide the watercourses. The same stratum of clay
slate is exposed a tew miles north of IMeherrin, in

the lower part of Brunswick county, and not more
than eight miles above Hicksford, and is there

called tile '•^Pencil Hill," from the slate being used
fbr pencils, and answers the purpose very well. The
deposite on the north side ol'Roanoke is much more
valuable howev^er, making the finest whetstones I

have ever seen, except the oilstones, and are but
little, if any, inttirior to them, for carpenter's tools,

hones and whetstones of every kind, where a fine

edge is required, and expeditious sharpening.
Some of it is, however, too soft for that use, but
there is an abundance ol' the hard lor whetstones
to supply any demand. Both above and below
these deposites, for three or lour miles, in almost
every stream, gold is found, but as yet to a limit-

ed extent. The best indications are on the south
side of the river opposite to Gaston. Gold has al-

so been found in some streams on the north side

of the river, nearly opposite the deposites on the
south side. These deposites on both sides ofRoan-
oke, range north-east and south-west, with the
richest deposite mine in North Carolina known
here as Portis's mine near the corners of Nash,
Warren and Halitax counties. Immediately
above the deposite of clay slate, commence the
chalybeate springs, of which there is one about
two miles from Gaston on the north side of the

river, and another seven miles higher up the river;

and two wells have been dug not far from the first

mentioned spring, the wateis of which could not
be used fbr domestic; purposes on account of the
large quantity of iron in them, producing the well-
known eHect of turning black, when arVy vegeta-
ble acid is put in them. These springs also range
north-east and south-west with the chalybecTle
springs near,Warrenton, known as Shocco, Par-
son's, and Kearney's springs—and in the interven-
ing country are several others. All of these
s|)iings, as well as those near Gaston, have been
frequently used with advantage by persons in fee-

ble health, particularly when recovering from au-
tumnal attacks of le\er.

On the hill out of which the spring nearest to

Gaston runs, is a considerable deposite of iron ore;
being an oxide of iron, most of the sjiecimens
found on the surface consisting of small round
pebbles cemented by pure oxide, and sometimes
presentingthe appearance ofpuddingstone or sand-
stone, according as- the pebbles are large or very-

minute. Some of the specimens at the surface,

however, are rich in ore, and no doubt would be
richer below the surface, showing plainly the
sources of the chalybeate waters. Ascending the
Roanoke river, two or three miles from the clay
slate strata, we come to very fine quarries ofgneiss
and granite on both sides of the river—stone on the
south side being now workeil fbr the VVeldon
bridge, and having Ibrmedy furnished most of tlte

stone fbr the locks on the Weldon canal, and beino«

to all appearance inexhaustible. This formation
constitutes, probably, the bed of the river at Gas-
ton as the soundings give rock all the way acros.-,

and it is found in the hills on each side. Siill as-
cending the river, two or three miles further, we
find a stratum of mica slate and large masses of
granite. Perhaps it is proper to observe that a
narrow whinstone dike crosses the river near Gas-
ton, and crosses ail the strata running neariy north
and south. While on this subject, I will mention
that I understand coal has been found in Granville
county about 30 miles higher up the Roanoke than
Gaston, but to what extent I am not informed.

If these few crude observations are worth 3"our
attention, you can use them as you think most use-
ful.

EDMUND WILKINS.
P, S.—1 have confined my remarks to this dis-

trict of country, as I consider it interesting, and it

is the only one in our State with which I am suffi-

ciently acquainted by observation to speak with
accuracy.

From tlie Daily Advertiser.

MAJfUFACTURE OF BEET ROOT SUGAR.

We are indebted to Mr. Isnard fbr the follow-
ing interesting communication, accompanied with
a number of documents, which we regret that we
have not room to notice at the present time, any
further than to say that they fully confirm the
statements contained in the letter.

Boston, 3Iarch2Sth 1836.

To the Editor of ihs Daily J/dvertiser:

Sir—If you should judge the present commu-
nication worthy of attention, it is at your disposal
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In order to satisfy yourself concerning tlie authen-

ticity of my statemente, I subjoin documents ibr

your, perusal, when at leisure.

The manulacture of su2;ar of beet has ceased

to be an object of ridicule; the advantages that

France draws li-oin it are palpable and great, and

the benefits which the matiulacturers derive from

it are now such that the French Minister of the

Treasury has pro])osed to lay a tax upon it.

France owes this new branch of industry to that

great man whom she will honor through all

times; for had it not been for his sagacity and

powerful assistace, it would have shared the fate

of many other improvements lying lor ages, or

dying m their infancy, once pronounced by ordi-

nary men visionary projects.

The discovery that beet contains a perfect su-

gar, remained for over sixty years without any
useful application; many attempt?., however, had
been made to derive the benefit of it; but those

having made these attemjjts, being rather men of

science than men of business, having operated

only upon a small scale, with purely scientific

views, and havinjx made no calculations, either of

expentlitures or results, they had no ground to

proceed upon. I undertook to solve that problem,

and to that efiect made the first, in France an
experiment on a large scale, and by a sufficient re-

ward induced a chemist to assist me.
The result of this experiment was transmitted

to Napoleon on the 19th of March, ISll, and by
his order rendered public; and though the birth of

his son took place on the 21st of the same month,
on the 25th l()llowing appeared the decree, a co-

py of which is among the subjoined documents.
By this decree, as you will perceive, he created

six experimental fiictories for the manufacturing
of sugar, he appoints me the director of one of

them, which factory he gives to me in property,

as a reward Ibr my labor, and for having (perfec-

tonne) improved the process for obtaining the su-

gar of beet. Such was my zeal, that my factory

in the fall of 1813 was prepared, and all the beet
raised by me or contracted for, so as to produce
1,500 lbs. a day of brown sugar, and the same
refined. The first entry of the allies into France
caused the total ruin of my establishment. Up
to 1816 political events were unfavorable for su-

gar making, but from that year this manufacture
was resumed, and has since never ceased to in-

crease and improve; it is now computed that over
300 such manufactories exist, producing together
yearly about from 18 to 20 millions of pounds of

brown sugar.

Now, sir, since the making of sugar of beet
begins to attract the attention of some agricultu-

rists of this country, I deem it of interest for them,
and to gratify the curiosity of others, here to

etatc what were the calculations made in France
in 1832, (the latest dale of my infl)rmation) and
add a few obscrvjitions respecting the benefits one
may derive by the mere culture of beets in this

country. It is generally admitted, viz:

That one ton (2,000 lbs.) of beet deliver-

ed at the liictory costs ^3.
That the expenses to work one ton of

beet for obtaining its sugar, ^4.

That 2,000 lbs. beets will yield 100 lbs.

brown sugar, costing ^7.

Thus one pound of brown sugar, good quality,

costs 7 cents.

By a comparison of the expenses of culture in

various parts of France, and on various soils and
situation, the average expenses of cultivating

there the extent of an American acre of land, are
as follows: Rent and taxes .^5.60; ploughing and
harrowing .^2.88; manure §1-93; sowing 50 cents;

weedings and hoeing §2.40; gathering ^1.60;
carting .'i^l.gG; farmer's profit %\. Making a to-

tal of .^21.40.

The produce varies according to the quality of
the soil, the quantity of manure used, and tlie

care bestowed on the culture—as we fiave taken
the average of the produce, which is of 7 tons.

Some yield as much as 15 tons.

The four dollars profit the French iiirmer de-
rives fiom this culture, on every acre, is far from
being the only one; the others are:

1st. The good state in which the field is left af-

ter gathering the beets—no further manure be-
ing wanted Ibr the succeeding crop, which crop
experience has proved to be always more abun-
dant and of a belter quality when succeeding the

culture of beets; owing to the destruction of the

noxious weeds, caused by weeding the beets
when young, and prevented from growing, by the
thick foliage of the beet when strong.

2d. The facility afforded the cultivator to apply
to the culture of beet, lands which he fiirmerly

let lie fallow, and consequently, without any ad-
ditional expenses of rent and taxes, deriving as
good a revenue from this land, as iiom any other

producing the most.
3d. The advantages the cultivator derives by

the purchase fi-om the manufacturer, of the pom-
ace of beet at a price not higher than beets, when
experience has proved this pomace is worth for

him fifty per cent, more; for in fact it is after all

but beet—deprived of two thirds of water, and
consequently a more nourishing food for his cattle,

perfectly fitted for fattening them, producing won-
ders in that respect; which could not be expected
from beets in their natural stale.

The f(illowing is a statement of the receipt and
expenditure of a sugar establishment, as reported
to the Society for the encouragement of manufac-
tures in France. The whole work was peribrm-
ed in 91 days.

Purchase of 500 tons of beet de-

livered at 3 20, $;1600 00
1638 days' work of men at 20
sous 455 do. of women at 12?.

364 do. of children at 5s. 400 40
Forextra work during the night, 109 20
40 cubic feet wood for fuel dai-

lv,(28 cords 3-100 at ^\Q
7100 per cord,) 473 20

Sundry materials for manufac-
turing purposes, 818 60

Food for IS oxen used in the

mill, 103 CO
Interest on $3,000 at 15 per

cent, for wear and tear, 450 00
Rent of buildings, 120 00

S?;4130 00Total,

Deduct for molasses sold for ^320
125 tons pomace at .^3 20 400

Value of materials lell, 30 750
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Produce of 50,000 lbs. brown
sutrarat 6 7-10 cents $3380 00

Sale of 36,000 lbs. 1st quality at

$0 15 $8400
Sale of 14,000 2iid quality at

10 1400 9800

Profit, $34-20 00
Should this notice be favorably received, I ha\e

at your disposal a lew particulars respecting the

cultivation of beets.

I am respectfully, sir,

your most obd't serv't,

max' IV ISNARD,

French Vice Consul for i3osfon.

Fertile Farmers' Register.

THE CORN CROP THK GREATEST I.ANDKILLER.

Wardsfork, Charlet ic Co.

The great waste of soil which appears in Vir-

ginia and other places, where corn and tobacco
have been cultivated, has been universally charged
to the latter. I am entirely willing that it should
bear its just proportion of blame, fori have no par-

tiality for the weed; but then "let the devil have his

due.'" The Indian corn crop which has received
comparatively but ftiw of the curses of the fi-jends

of improvement, in my opinion has produced by
far the greatest destruction of soil. For this opi-

nion, I beg leave to offer the following reasons.

In the first place, the corn crop calls into action

a much greater proportion of land. What a vast

surface it takes in (he present exhausted state of
the country to sustain this crop ! What mvriads
of acres are annually in action, and thousands of
expensive teams are put in motion, for the same
purpose! I will here observe, by the way, that
1 was glad to see a writer in the Register, who
signs W., is teaching how to do with less of this

land-destroying article. Tobacco is much more
modest in its demands, and a smaller space being
sufficient for it, of course its ravages on soil have
not been as great.

Secondly—there is some little intrinsic differ-

ence in favor of the tobacco crop, and more in fa-

vor of the v?heat crop than either. Land for corn is

held longer in requisition than for tobacco, and of
course gets more of the washing rains—and to

do the corn crop justice, requires more ploughing,
which subjects the soil to greater hazard. These
repeated ploughings, which is the life of the corn,
is the death of the land.

Thirdly—in the present wasted condition of our
soil, it requires such a quantity ofground for a corn
crop, that a number of chaled spots are em-
braced every year, which are most rapidly hasten-
ing into galleys; for the poorer the spot, the easier
it is killed. And the constant practice of bringing
these galled places into cultivation, has exposed
thousands of acres annually to the ravages of de-
structive rains and frost. It is this rubbing and
scratching over those raw places, of our fields after
worthless nubbings, that has given all that blood-
chilling appearance of agricultural cruelty which
has so marred the face of this once lovely State.
Tobacco has slayed its thousands, but corn its

tens of thousands. The practice of^ tendino- corn
Vol. IV—

5

year after year, on the same field, without resting,

with the most relentless rigor of cultivation, has
o-iven to the once pleasant face of the land the
ghastly grin of exhaustion and disease; and this

iinfilial conduct of their sons, if persisted in, will

bring down the gray hairs of the mother State
with sorrow to the grave. Some attempts have
been made to prevent the great annual loss of soil

in cultivation, by hill-side ditches and horizontal

ploughing; and it is true, that these have effected

something in this way; but there come rains every
year, which "make a joke" of these contrivances,
and to the great mortification of the friends of im-
provement, the soil is seen taking its old course to

the ocean, as obstinately as if obeyinffone of the
fixed laws of nature, which, in fact, is the case.

This levelling the broken surface of hilly fields by
horizontal ploughing is in reality so contrary to

nature, that I am not surprised to hee her giving
marked indications of her displeasure by sending
those waterspouts now and then, which leave thou-
sands of breaks and furrows in the beds through
which the water has dashed, giving the hill-sidea

the appearance of havingwept bitterly. I noticed

last summer, aftera lashing rain, one of those sad
spectacles—a corn field in tears—(if I may be al-

lowed the phrase) it being one of those remarkable
instances in which Dame Nature is seen weeping
over her own deeds of destruction—the hill-side

ditches had given way on all sides the corn beds,

those ropes of sand, had snapped in ten thousand
places—galls and galleys opened on all sides, and
as for the poor soil, it was gone to its long home.
1 really felt, the force of the injunction, "weep with
those that weep," and mingled my best sympa-
thies, both with nature and the good genius of im-
provement. My fancy became a little busy, while
I looked over this scene of" destruction, which soon
presented to my mind's eye such a horrid picture

of gulle}'s, galls, and broken trenches, that I be-
gan to think seriously of Red River. And truly,

but for the efforts that are now making through
agricultural papers and societies, I solemnly be-
lieve we should realize all that the mostlively'ima-
gination can anticipate on this subject. But to re-

turn— I think it impossible, by any contrivance, to

prevent our hilly lands, this side of the mountains,
from washing, at least to that degree which will

prevent their improvement much, if any. Make
a dam across the bottom which conveys the wa-
ter from a corn field well ploughed and trenched,
and one will be amazed at the quantity of wash-
ing which will be caught in one season. I have
set such land traps, not only for my own runaway
soil, but also for my neighbor's—though having
caught his, I never sent it back.
Well I What is to be done? Why, let us tend

less corn, and more wheat and clover, and confine
the cultivation of corn to the more level portions of
our estates, and, according to W. make less serve; to

raise grass, orchards, wheat and such things, on
.our more broken lands, that require but little

ploughing, and expose the soil to but little hazard.
This arrangement could be made conveniently on
many plantations, more especially if we were to

re!}' less upon a corn crop fJ^r the support of horses.
[f we go on tending our hilly lands in corn, I verily

believe our latest agricultural history will tell the
same melancholy tale that it does now—that thia

is a land of galleys.

I. R.
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For the Fanners' Register.

OX THE KNOWLEDGE, AND IGNORANCE, OF
POLITICAL ECONOMY.

A plausible writer, in a miscellaneous essay in

the last Register, remarks, that he should be

pleased to see a sort ol" day of judgment arrive

when all the arguments and all the theories

which have been broached since the year 1789, to

1836, and especially those onthesubjcu ol'the U.
States' tariff', should be brought belore the bar of

public opinion. He also states, that the late Cha.'=.

Fox boasted his ignorance of political economy.
1 was not before aware of this. I have seen some-
where, that Mr. Fox admited he had never read

Smith's Wealth of Nations—that the reasonings

were too abstruse, and the calculations too minute
for his comprehension. If Mr. Fox was ignorant

of political economy, he was entirely unfit for the

station of Prime Minister of England, to the at-

tainment of which the energies of his life were
directed—one which he held, for a short time in

early life, and also in his last days. Perhaps poli-

tical economy, in all its ramifications, was never
perfectly understood by any man. It fluctuates

in a degree with the times—depends much upon
the existing state of a country, and its relative po-

sition to other nations. But there are some princi-

ples established by experience and sanctioned by
time—and, that trade, when unfettered is generally

most prosperous, is one. The late Mr. Huskisson,

who, unlike Mr. Fox, valued himself a little for his

knowledge of political economy, attributes to this

cause the sujjeriority which England had attained

over the nations of the continent of Europe. An-
other maxim now received by statesmen is, mono-
polies, corporations, premiums and pensions, are

generally mischievous to the body politic, and that

corporations for profit ought never to be granted,

except for some great public benefit, to which pri-

vate wealth and individual efforts are inadequate.

In Maryland, to our reproach, we find companies
incorporated for spinning cotton, making gunpow-
der, duck and partridge shot, and digging alum; and
when the value of" marl becomes well understood,

1 should not be at all surprised if a company be in-

corporated for raising marl. Legislators, who pass

such laws, may, with Mr. Fox, boast they have
no knowledge of political economy.
The name of Charles Fox, in this country, has

been generally associated with liberty, and that of
his successful rival, William Pitt, with tyranny.
Mr. Fox was a man of high talents, a great de-

bater, and a patriot out of power. Had he have
been Prime Minister of England, when citizens

Robespierre, and Danton, and Marat, were giving
practical lessons of liberty to the French, and send-
ing the genius of universal emancipation into the

kingdoms of Europe to disenthral the people and
dethrone the monarchs, I have a suspicion, that

Mr. Fox, instead of looking with the indifference

he did upon their schemes, from the philosophic

shades of St. Ann's Hill, would have been imbued
with a little of the same spirit which Governor
Mc Duffle now entertains for these philanthropic re-

formers, Tappan, Garrison, & Co. Sir Robert
Walpole was a corrupt Minister, but a wise man;
and he tells us, that nothing sharpens more the
edge of patriotism than disappoinlment. If this

great Court of Review should embrace politicians

from the year 1789 to 1830, each in this land ol li-

berty, where we were "all federalists, all republi-

cans," now all whigs, all Jacksonians— all for

the Republic, none for themselves perhaps a few
illustrations of Sir Robert's maxim may be found.

1 have always deemed the protective tariff a
germ of Bonaparte's continental system. At the
conclusion of the late war, having foiled Great Bri-
tain, in arms, we had good dispositions to check
her commercial influence, and by the joint efforts

of some hot spirits of the south, some cool spirits

of the north, and some calculating spirits of the

west, the protective tarifl" was concocted. It is

now in a quiet slumber—sleeping away its life

—

yearly diminishing in vitality, and will finally ex-
pire in 1842. I greatly prefer its "day of judg-
ment" be postponed till after death. Bringing it be-
fore the liar, belore that period, might break the
enchantment, and re-kindle the fierce fires which
had nearly scorched some of our southern breth-

ren.

Eastern Shore, Md., March 20th, 1836.

GYPSUM DISCOVERED IN QUANTITY' IN PRINCE
EDWARD COUNTY.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Prince Edward, }

April 7th, 1836. $

Since the attention of the Legislature and the
public generally seems to be directed to the laud-

able object of developing the resources of Virginia,

I shall be gratified, if you have not more important
matter for publication, that you will give insertion

to the Ibllowing fiicts.

It is probably known to you that parts of the
county of Prince Edward have been supposed,
from some cause, to contain that precious metal,

gold; and to ascertain the truth of this supposi-

tion, ])its have been sunk in various parts of it, but
particularly in the upper or western end. It is

matter of history, that the alchymists, in their

wild schemes of discovering the elixir of health,

and philosophers' stone, found out many facts of

the utmost importance to the science of chemistry:

and thus it has happened with the miners; for al-

though they have been unsuccessfiil as it regards

the object of their search, yet they have supplied

a hint, which, improved upon, has terminated in a
most fortunate result.

My plantation, which lies in the vicinity of

Walker's Church, was one of those sites which
were thought to give promise ofgold; and accord-

ingly it was dug upon, though not by myself, for I

happen to be one of those who think that more of

this precious metal is to be obtained within a foot

of the surface, than at any greater depth. How-
ever, though no gold-digger by proli^ssion, still I

was prompted by curiosity to visit tlie pits frequent-

ly, and observe operations. The matter that was
excavated, afforded then but little interest to me;
and after spending a sufficiency of labor, time and
money, and after fairly testing the best specimens

of aurili^rous ore, the project of gold-digging was
abandoned.

Previous to this, I had never used any gypsum,
and if I had ever seen any, had not noticed it par-

ticularly. About a year after gold-mining had
ceased on my fitrm, I began the cultivation of clo-

ver, and having learned the efficacy of gypsum as
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a manure in accelerating the growth of this plant,

I determined to make an experiment, and found it

succeed far beyond my most sanguine expecta-

tions.

From the striking resemblance of certain stones

thrown out hj- the miners to the rock gypsum, I

obtained from market, I was induced to malce trial

of the former on my clover fields in such a man-
ner as to institute a fair comparison of its eficcts

with the true gypsum, which I was the more wil-

ling to do as I had not procured enough of the lat-

ter to plaster my whole crop. It is highly grati-

fyins:, sir, for me to inform you of the results of

my experiments. I had anticipated an entire fail-

ure—^judge then of my satisfaction, when I found

my success complete.

The three field on which I experimented, I di-

vided as follows:

Field No. 1 waslaid out into two equal portions

longitudinally, and plastered one half with the im-

ported, and the other half with the material found

on my own plantation. The clover plastered with

the latter was but slightly inf(3riorto that manured
by the former.

'
Field No. 2 ( divided into three equal parts, and

sowed each of those thirds lying at the sides of the

field with the imported plaster, and the third lying

centrally I sowed Avith that found on my farm.

The difference in the crop was scarcely percepti-

ble.

Field No. 3 I separated intonineequal sections,

runnnig transversely the whole breadth of the

field; and in order to arrive at a more dcteruiinate

conclusion, I sowed the first of these with m3"ovvn
plaster, selected from the best lumps, the second

with the imported, and the third was left unsown.
1 went over the whole field in this wa}', beginning
with the domestic, succeeded by the imjjorted, and
leaving every third section unplastered. There-
suit was perlectl}^ satisfactory. The clover ma-
nured with the domestic plaster ivas among the

finest I have ever seen—that with the imported
not as good, and that left unraanured scarcely

worth the cutting.

I am thus particular, sir, in order to show you
the evidence on which I restmy belief of the bene-
fit ; and to convince you that this is not a matter
of speculation, but one that has been submitted to

rigid experiment. Those who are well acquainted
with the aspect of the plaster, would probably
have been able to pronounce upon its character by
a bare inspection, but when united to its appear-
ance, we have proofs of its fertilizing efliscts, we
can have no just grounds of doubt.

After being personally convinced of the utility

of this substance found near my residence, 1 de-
termined to make diligent search for it, and ascer-

tain, if possible, whether it might not be found in

quantities sufficient to supply that portion of the
county in which I live; and after siiddng pits at

various localities, I at length struck upon a points

where the mineral appeared to be very abundant;
and, after patiently digging to a considerable depth,
and making excavations at several adjacent points.

I have concluded, if all that is gypsum which I

suppose, that the supply is inexhaustible. To
make assurance doubly sure, I sent parcels of the

substance to the Professor of Chymistry at Hamp-
den Sydney College, with a request that he would
analyze it and notify me of the result. He re-

turned for answer, that he had never examined

purer specimens of the sulphate of lime ; that he
was happy in the anticipation of the benefits that

would arise from this discovery; and finally ex-
horted me to make it known through the medium
of some public journal.

The high price of the gypsum, and the difficulty

of transporting it, render it an object of the utmost
importance that farmers should be enabled to pro-

cure it at some convenient distance, and at such a
moderate charge as to made it a profitable manure.
Many of those persons whose lands most require

the application of this enriching agent, have not
the means to purchase and transport it to their

farms; and those whose circumstances are better,

and who have made use of it, find that the ex-

penseof obtaining it, swallows up most of the pro-

fits arising from its employment. Here then is a
great difficulty to be obviated in the use of the

loreign gypsum, and certainly nothing will tend
more to this end than the discovery of quarries on
our own soil, from which persons may at any time
obtain whatever quantities they please, and al-

most on their own terms.

Indulge me, sir, in conclusion, in making a few
observations on the renovating influences of this

and other manures now being found in different

parts of the State. The time was, when it was
believed that the waste lands of Virginia could
never be serviceable to the agriculturist; and the
patriot had the heart-sickening spectacle every
where presented to him of the progressive destruc-

tion of the land of his birth without any hope of
its ever being reclaimed. But, sir, since the es-

tablishment of your publication, Virginians have
been encouraged to look around them and see
what mio-ht be done: and what has been the con-
sequence? We now confidently anticipate the
day when old Virginia, like old England, will be
as it were a garden; when her fields shall be
crowned with golden harvests; when her lawns
shall vie m verdure with the rich vales of the west;
when her pastures shall be teeming with cattle

—

her surface intersected with rail roads and canals
—and when her population shall be dense busy
and prosperous. And what is to cause this magic
change? Doubtless gypsum, and the various
species of marls, are to be the chief agents. Much
of the present fertility of several counties in the
Stare is attributable to the former, whilst others in

a different region are as much indebted to the lat-

ter. The day is fast approaching when ever}' part
of Virginia will have some convenient manure
adapted to the soil—when the Old Dominion shall

take her harp from the willows and in cheerful

strains celebrate her release from the captivity of
sterility, and resume that proud and dignified sta-

tion among the States of the Union, which is due
to the mother of the greatest and best.

Yours, very rcspectfially,

JOHN FRANCIS.

KAIT> ROADS IN NORTH CAROLINA.

To the Editor of Ihe Farmers' Register.

Str : Ilavinoi: for immediate purposes made a
partial reply to P.Q., 1 now take up the subject in its

graver and more important aspect. It is now ful-

ly seventeen years since I imbibed the idea of the

possibility of making the Chesapeake the great
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mart of American commerce, and Norfolk the

freat gate through which it must pass. Hence,
must be pardoned, if having this object in view,

I have overlooked local interests, local prejudices,

and local partialities.

P. Q. charges me with being "regardless of the

feelings of those who have limg and zealously la-

bored to promote a favorite scheme"—with hav-

ing, by one fatal stroke of my pencil dashed their

cherished hopes and raised a rival to crush "this fa-

vorite scheme." As to the length of time and
zeal of promotion exhibited in these worthy gen-
tlemen, I cannot but confess my iijnorance; and
apprehend, if the coiunins of the Richmond lin-

quirer, and the Petersburg Intelligencer, and Roan-
oke Advocate, soliciting attention to this subject,

and those of the Raleigh papers pronouncing any
thing but a Rail Road to Newbern as illusory in

its character, and destructive to the interests of N.
Carohna, are consuhed—if, I repeat it, these jour-

nals are consulted, I apprehend that it will prove
that for "long" we may read "short," and for

"zealously" we shall read" "apathetic." As to the
"deep damnation" I have dealt to a favorite object,

and the fatal stroke of my pencil, which, like the
thunderbolt of a Jupiter tonans etfulminans, was
to dash all their cherished hopes, I am happy to

see not only that nothing like it has occurred, but to

Jearn the attempt made to complete the subscrip-
tion on the 15th March, 1S36, has, according to a
paragraph in the Raleigh Register, nearly, if not
quite, succeeded—a circumstance, upon which I

do most heartily congratulate them and myself", as
I still ardently hope such a direction may yet be
given to this capital and these exertions, as shall

make a road, which will be both productive of pro-
fit to them, as contributors, and ol honor to them
as the citizens of a great, wealthy, important, and
intelligent community. 1 trust, I repeat, it will

yet be instrumental to a Road pervading the State
from the banks of the Pee Dee to the Roanoke.

If 1 may use the expression, there is a noble
conspiracy forming for conveying the trade of the
west to New York and Philadelphia. A careful

examination of the subject induces me to believe
that Louisville and Baltimore will be connected.
Lieut. Button, (Doc. 1, session 1835-6, p. 185,)
Bays, the Ohio can be rendered navigable at all

seasons with certainty, on\y ''by a series of locks

and dams.'''' The New York, papers boast that
they will make the Alleghany, and Pittsburg, as
much a New York as a Pennsylvania river and
city—a circumstance which is practicable, as if

the Ohio can thus be improved to the extreme of

the Alleghany, there is no question the navigation
of both will be made subservient to the views of
the "Empire State." But still the improvement
of the Ohio to a given point, say Catletsburg, will,

if the "Dominion" does but make due exertions,

bring an immense trade to every harbour in the
Chesapeake, especially if by the adoption of the
light draught steamers, and the lock and dam sys-

tem, other rivers can be rendered navigable, dur-

ing wet and dry seasons, and seasons not inter-

rupted by frost, as are those of the north. As to

the steamer, one has just reached Savannah of 27
inches draught, from Liverpool—a circumstance,
that, it is to be hoped, will either lead lothe remis-
sion or reduction of the duty on them, or to a
diicovery that they can be built at Pittsburg or
elsewhere in the U. States.

A report of the trade of Louisville from the
Board of Internal Improvement, in Kentucky,
states the total tonnage of the port at 306,400, and
that 1256 steamers pass the canal in the year. A
Wheeling paper, speaking of the trade between
Louisville and Pittsburg, states that there are six-

ty steamers, of course oTa liffht draught, annually
employed. It forms its estimate for only from 6
to 8 months, and makes out that 433200 tons of
merchandise are transported annually in steam-
boats, on the Ohio, between Pittsburg and Louis-
ville—amounting in value to more than S16,000,-
000—so that on a river rendered permanently navi-
gable by the lock and dam system, and navigated
by small steamers, as pronounced to be practicable
by Lieut. Dutton, it is probable the amount will be
doubled, or made 832,000,000.
Such are a ^e\Y of the circumstances around us.

I tliink they demonstrate not only the necessity,
but the aV)ility of the South to create a market in
the Chesapeake for the benefit of that section.

How is the end to be effected '? The trade of the
west must be brought by rail road and canal to the
Atlantic at Savannah, Beaufort and Charleston, S.
C, Wilmington, N. C., and Norfolk. Savannah
must ship the cotton of the west, yielding part of
her trade to Charleston, thatcity in its turn, giving
a portion of hers to N. Carolina,- and all combin-
ing to make the Chesapeake empha'ically the
great emporium of the South. "Thus," to use the
words of the report from Yorkville, S. C, "would
the South be connected b}' a tie of no ordinary
character with Virginia, and thus would the great
bond of southern union, so eminently desirable, so
Imperiously necessary in the present momentous
crisis, be at once more ijenerally and completely
secured. Already united with Georgia, by the
strong and enduring sympathies of'commercial in-

terests—our destinies indissolubly bound up with
those of N. Carolina—towards Virginia,the rela-

tion of a neighbor, added to that of long-tried

friendship—and to crown all, the great west made
our fire-side associates and commercial friends

—

with such an union, with such elements ofcommon
fidelity, what combination o^ interest, of envy or

of passion, by whatever diabolical spirit its fell pur-

poses may be inspired, can prevail against us?"
To produce such a state of things, and give to

Baltimore, and to every port in the Chesapeake,
the whole of the middle west, the Ciiesapeake

and Ohio Canal, the Baltimore and Ohio Rail

Road, the James River improvement, and indeed
every interest in their vicinity, are concerned.

What then should be the course of a North Ca-
rolina Road ? Should it be such as to divide, in-

stead of concentering the interest of the State?
What is the language of the Yorkville report as to

the upper route? That admirable paper "sug-
gests, that the future participation of Virginia is

not to be neglected, and incidentally to her partici-

pation in the ultimate accomplishntcnt of a great

chain of railways, leading through the northern and
middle States. As an evidence that this is no vi-

sionary anticipation, it may be mentioned, that a
Rail Road is now in process of construction, be-

tween Richmond and Petersburg, Va., and Wel-
don, N. C; and at the last session of the Legis-

latures of these States, a similar incorporation

was jrranted, to connect Weldon with Evansham
in Virginia, from which road, at some point, not

precisely known to your committee, it is now in
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contemplation to construct a rail road to pass

near Greensborougli, N. C, through Lexington to

Salisbury, N. C, at '-vhich point, but about 50

miles of railway would connect Salisbury with the

great commercial highway, should either of the

routes here recommendedbefound practicable."

These routes are "east of the Broad, through

Richland, Fairfield, Chester, and York, pene-

trating N. C, so as to intersect the counties of

Lincoln, Rutherford, Burke, and perhaps Bun-

combe, and having lor its immediate vicinity near-

ly all the wealthy section of the south-west of N.

Carolina;" or "to follow the Valley of the Broad

and Catawba." In North Carolina, the outlet re-

commended appears to be nearly that, for Col.

Long's reconnoisance of which, Mr. VVhite of

Kentucky,has moved in Conirress— Linville Moun-
tain to the sources of the Licking, or Big Sandy.

The report continues, "Thus by one continued

chain of rail roads, would Charleston and Cin-

cinnati (Louisville and Lexington) be connected

with Richmond and Petersburg. * * * * In

such a slate of things, it is easy to perceive that

nearly all the travelling of business, and certainly

all that of pleasure, between the north and the

south, will be diverted, from the sea board, into the

new, more rapid, and more convenient channel we
have attempted to describe.'''' And, if the low coun-

ties of the Carolinas, and Georgia, do not exert

themselves, such will, such must be the case.

But, to exhibit the inducements,! must continue

my quotation from this enlightenetl report. Many
of the.'=e routes are throuirh the finest mineral

countries in the world. In York, Union, and Spar-

tanburg, are to be Ibund iron, marble, granite,

lime, the latter of which could be sold at Colum-
bia, of course at Fayetteville, &c., &c., to great

advantage. Next are noticed, the iron foundries

of Lincoln, and the salt works of Virginia. As to

the Yadkin, if the lock and dam system will suc-

ceed, all the country it waters, as well as Wilming-
ton and Fayetteville, may be much benefited.

P. Q. is vehement as to the Wilmington and
Halifax Road. "It will not receive enough to

keep it in repair." Does he recollect the efTorfs

of Philadelphia? Is he aware of the projected

road to Pokomoke, on the Eastern Shore, the ob-

ject of which is, to dispense with the steamer up
the bay, and to lessen its passage from Norfolk?
He may rest assured, that a road from Darlington
and Harleesville, S. C., to Fayetteville, to Halifax
via Waynesborough,Tarborough, &c. &c., would
make travellers forget that Raleigh was in exis-

tence. He should rettir to Col. Long's report

(Doc. 177, session 1834-5.) He willthere find

this route distinctly recognized. It is one which
I hope will be recognized by Congress, in a dis-

cussion that must be in progress before the re-

cess.

I would here, at the risk of being desultory, ex-
press my hope that some member of Congress
will take up the question of the iron steam boat.

The following paragraph speaks volumes on the
subject, especially illustrated as they are, by the
arrival of one at Savannah; and by the fact, that
a bill lor the remission of duties on a steam boat,

passed the Senate of the U. S., the 17th Feb.,
1836. This boat must be (he one which has
reached Savannah by the Alcyone from Liver-
pool. The one alluded to in the annexed para-

graph having been built in London at the publica-

tion of the notice:

"There is at present building an iron steam boat
120 leet long and 26 feet wide, at Mr. Laid's yard,

on the other side of the river. The vessel is to

be taken to pieces and sent across the Atlantic to

Savannah, between which place and Augusta,
she is intended to ply with cotton, &c.—She is so

constructed as only to draw two feet and a half of

water, and yet to carry 600 bales of cotton on her
deck, which, when the wood work is added, will

be upwards of forty feet wide. Her burden is 375
tons, carpenter'.s measure. We believe that she
is the largest sleam boat ever built in this porte: she
is certainly one of the most curious and ingeni-

ous.

"A wrought iron steam boat has been com-
pleted in London lor the P]ast India Company, to

be employed in the navigation of the Ganges. It

is 125 feet in length, entirely of iron, except the

deck, carries an engine of 60 horse power, and
draws less than two lijet of water."

In addition, we are indebted for the following

to the National Intelligencer: "The wrought iron

steam boat, ordered from England, has arrived (in

pieces) at Savannah. Her length is 120 feet, her
beam 26 feet, and her depth (of hold) 7^ feet.

She is estimated to draw, with all her machinery,

and every thing aboard, 2 feet 3 inches, and will

have an English low pressure engine of 46 horse
power."

I cannot avoid making some observations on
the heterodox notions of P. Q., as to the power
with which he would invest legislatures in the

management of rail roads, or indeed any public

improvement. I want but to learn the result of
the inspection laws in New York and Virginia,

and the sagacity of N. Carolina, in refusing twelve
years since, iJjlO or 20,000 to Hamilton Fulton for

an experimental rail road to Swift Creek, to pro-

nounce that in legislatures, the "collected wis-

dom" of the nation is not to be found, and there-

fore, they ought [not] to be entrusted with the
powers "of protecting roads from competition."

P. Q. forgets that in an industrious and enter-

prising country, roads ought to be a matter of ex-
pense. The manul'acturer at Petersburg, whose
stock is at 25 per cent premium, might as well

grumble at being obliged to furnish new machinery
to render the profit producing this premium perma-
nent, as the citizens of a country complain of the
expense of rail roads; and forgetting that they in-

d'lrectly add infinitely more to the wealth of the
community than any charge they create in repair,

call for the odious monoply advocated by P. Q. If

he wants for proof, of what a monoply will do, or

rather thank the Supreme Court of the U. S., an
imaginary monopoly, I will furnish him with one.

The Charleston and Hamburg company are now
avoiding a wealthy country, and one well calcu-

lated for a Rail Road, and running their road in a
section totally opposite in character and result.

This can only be done to ensure a still greater ex-
tent to their monopoly.

Indeed, joint stock companies, as concocted in

the U. S., are fast becoming nuisances. Coke, in

his Reports, alludes to a book published in 1610,

being a "declaration of His Majesty's pleasure,"

&c., p. 13, "that monopohes are against the laws
of the realm; and, therefore, expressly commands
that no Buiter presume to move him to grant
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them." His Majesty, King Numbers, has a power
superior to this. * # # * #

* * * * * * G. L. C.

From the Raleigh Register.

THE MOUJfTAIIVS OF CAROLINA.

The younger Michaux, on his way from the
valley of the Mississippi, in the tall of 1802, pass-

ed through the counties of Yancy and Burke; and
ifi the small volume, containini^ an account ot his
travels, that was published soon after his return
to Paris, the opinion is expressed, that in these
counties, the Alleghany Mountains attain their

greatest elevation, lie mentions, in evidence that
this belief is well founded, that his father found
trees and plants growing upon them, which he did
not meet with again before reaching Canada.
The geology of these counties has some pe-

culiar features. They were visited during the
last summer,for the j)urpose of tracing the bounda-
ries of their rock Ibrmations, and along with oth-
er collateral objects, provisions was made ibr mea-
suring the heights of their principal mountains,
with their bearings and distances from each other.

Some gentlemen in the west, who expressed an
interest in the subject, were promised an account
of the results; and they are conmiunicated vi^ith

some explanatory remarks, to the Register, in the
belief that they will not be whhout'interest for

persons living in other parts of the state.

It is well known that the mercury in the tube of
the barometer is continually oscillating, especially
in the high latitudes; so that we cannot, Irom a
single observation of its height, infer the eleva-
tion of any place above the level of the sea. But
Daville found from a comparison of the Meteoro-
logical Registers kept with great care for a series

of years in different parts of Europe, that the
changes are simultaneous and similar in places
considerably remote from each other.

One barometer was therefore stationed at Mor-
ganton, and a record kept of its movements by Mr.
Pearson of that place. This served as a standard.
The observations made at the same time (nearly,)
upon the tops of the mountains and at Morganton,
furnished the data for calculating their elevations

above that village, and the mean of ten observa-
tions, on successive days^ gave what is probably a
near approximation to the height of Morcjanton
above the level of the sea—968 feet. Deducting
from this the descent to the bed of the Catawba,
there remains only about 800 feet of fall between
the ford leading over Linville and the sea. This
will not be regarded as an extravaijant estimate
by those who are acquainted with this stream, and
by such as have had no experience in investiga-
tions of this kind it will be condemned as falling

far below the truth.

North of the point where the .lames River
leaves the mountains, the first high ridge of the
Alle^hanies is called the Blue Ridge. In North
Carolina, this name is applied to the range that
separates the eastern and western waters. This is

commonly the first high mountain, but not always.
The Table Mountain, which forms so fine and
striking a feature in the scenery about Morganton,
is not a part of the Blue Ridge, but a spur or out-
lier. It seems, when seen (iom Morganton, to be

a round tower rising perpendicularly from the sum-
mit of the first range of the Alleghanies. It is,

in fact, a narrow ridge, aflbrding a very fine pros-
pect of the fertile 'valley of the Catawba, and its

tributaries on the south-east and east, and of na-
ture in her wildest dress, where the Linville pours
over the rocks along a deep ravine, wholly unten-
anted and uncultivated, and of a vast extent of
mountain peaks and ranges on the north east. Ita

top is 2,45,3 feet above Morganton, and a little

more than 15 miles distant in a right line.

The Grandiather, 17 miles fi-om the Table, and
28 from Morganton, has liitherto been generally
supposed the highest mountain in North Carolina.
But it is found that, being difficult of access and
enveloping himself in mystery, it has happened to
him, as it does not infi'equently to men, placed in

corresponding circumstances, that he has enjoyed
a reputation to which he is by no means entitled.

The best point of departure for ascending the
Grandfather is the Globe Settlement,near the head
of John's River, where the traveller will find a
pleasant home in a beautiful vallej^, and at James
Riddle's 1,600 feet above, on the side of the moun-
tain, a faithful and intelligent guide. From the
distance and the roughness of the way, it will
prove, as my friends and quandum pupils, Messrs.
Clingman and Rose Borough can testify, a severe
day's labor to a person inexperienced in travelling
on loot, to visit the top and return. The summit
is 4,588 feet above Morganton.
We may nolice here an error in the act of the

legislature establishinof Yancy County,and assign-
ing its boundaries. It is said, that they shall run
with the Tennessee "line to the county of Ashe:
thence vv'ith the line of said company to the Grand-
mother Mountain," &c. ft is here supposed that
the Grandmother is either the same mountain
with the Grandfather, or a continuation of it, and
in the Ashe line, whereas she is 3 or 4 miles distant
fl-om both. She sits humbly and submissively at
the feet of her venerable spouse, with the little

Grandson between—a pattern to all good dames
in the country below. From the fact that her head
is crowned with the balsam fir (no very certain
sign) she may probably have an elevation of
2,600 feet. If there should seem to be any thing
to warrant a suspicion of a Avant of affection in

this worthy couple, in the distance to which they
have located themselves from each other, their

great bulk should not, whilst we are forming our
judixment, be neglected.

The Roan Mountain is 15 miles from the Grand-
father, and 35 N. W. from Morganton, lying di-

rectly over or bej-ond, the Hawksbill. It touches
the Tennessee line, but the highest peaks are in

North Carolina. This is the easiest of access,

the most beautiful, and will best repay the labor of
ascending it, of all our high mountains. By one
of my friends, the preference is given to the Yel-
low, which is in fiict a continuation of the Roan,
on account of the symmetiy of its fijrm; but it ia

considerably lower. With the exception of a
body of rocks looking like the ruins of an old cas-

tle, near its south western extremity, the top of
the Roan may be described as a vast meadow,
without a tree to obstruct the prospect; where a
person may mount his horse and gallop for a mile
or two, with Carolina at his feet on one side, and
Tennessee on the other, and a green ocean of

Mountains raised into tremendous billows imnie-
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diately about him. It is the Elysium of a south-

ern botanist,as a number oC plants are (bund grow-

ing in this cold and humid atmosphere, which are

not seen a"-ain till we have gone some hundreds

of miles larther north. It is the pasture ground

lor the young horses of the whole country about

it, during the sunmier. We found si rawberrics

here in the greatest abundance and of the finest

v^uality, in regard to both size and Havor, on the

30lh of July. The elevation ol" this mountain

was twice taken, on the 22d and 30th July—with
a difi'erence of 28 leet in the results—5,042 and

5,070 above Morganton. Of these measure-

ments, the latter was made with the greatest care

and in the most favorable weather. The height

assigned to the other mountains was also rudely

verified from tliis, by means of a water leved.

The Black Mountain, lyin,^ mostly in Yancy,

but tbrming through a part of hs course the boun-

dary between Yancy and Buncombe, is a long

ridge at a medium distance of about 30 miles from

Morganton. It has some peaks of a greater el-

evation than any point that has hitherto been

measured in North America, east of the Rocky
Mountains, and is believed to be the highest

mountain in the United States. It is a matter of

considerable ditficulty, in the case of a long ridge

like this, that swells here and there into a knob

two or three hundred feet higher than its neigh-

bors, from our inability to determine how much of

the apparent elevation of one, amongst a number,

is due to its nearness, and how much to height.

The Black JNlountain cost nearly a week's labor

in fixing upon the peak to be measured and the

measurement. We ascended first the summit

nearest the road leading irom Morganton to

Burnsville, and found it 92 feet lower than the

Roan, with peaks considerably more elevated

farther south. Yeates's Knob, between the wa-
ters of Caney River and Ivey, was next represent-

ed as over-topping every thing in that part of the

country. Though higher than the Grandfather,

it proved to be considerably lower than the Roan,

but from its summit we had a fine view of the

Black Mountain Ridge sweeping round in a sort

of circle, at the distance of 8 or 10 miles, and were

able to distinguish the highest Knobs. Two were

very nearly equal, but the one at the head of the

ridge between the north and middle forks of Ca-

ney River, was finally fixed upon as the highest.

On its top the Barometer stood at 23.807 inches;

and it has an elevation of 5,508 feet above Mor-
ganton, or 6,476 above the level of the sea.

The mean elevation of Yancy county above

Burke, is about 1,600 feet; so that it is about 2,500

above the level pf the sea. The ford of Toe Ri-

ver, near Tliomas Young's is 1,308, and Burns-

ville 1,632 above Morganton. The ascent of the

Blue Ridge from Turkey Cove Creek to the Gap,
is 1,665 feet.

For the sake of comparison the following

heights are given. The first five are copied from

Worcester's Gazetteer:

Mount Washington, in New Hampshire,
hhherto accounted the highest Moun-
tain in the United States—highest peak 6.234

Mansfield Mountain—Vermont, 4.279

Saddle Mountain—Massachusetts, 4.000

Round Top—highest of the Catskills, 3.804

Peaks of Otter—Virginia, 3.955

Table Mountain—Burke, N. Carolina, 3.421

GrandliUher, 5.556

Yeates's Knob, 5.895

Black, at Thomas Young's, 5.946

Roan, 6.038

Hi^rhcst Peak of the Black, 6.476

There are other high mountains at no great dis-

tance from those that were measured, as the Bald
Mountain in the western part of Yancy and the

White Top in Virginia, which are nearly, if not

cjuite, as high as the Roan. In the south eastern

part of Haywood county, near the South Carolina

line, there is a tremendous pile, and between the

counties of Haywood and Macon and the state of

Tennessee, the Unikee Mountain swells to a great

elevation. But these appear to the eye to be low-

er than the Black.

As the VVestern Mountains, now that their res-

pectability in regard to height and interest is as-

certained, are likely to attract an occasional visit-

er fi'om below the ridge, and perhaps from the

neighborhood of the coast, a ihw directions an-

swering the purpose of a "Guide to the Moun-
tains," are added.

The Pilot "has not infrequently been the Ultima

T/iiiZe, or rather the Columna Uerculis, by which
the excursions of such as have travelled hereto-

fore in search of mountain scenery have been lim-

ited. It is a remarkable mountain, but after ha-

ving been for a time amongst the giants of the

west, one cannot help feeling some contempt tor

the Pilot as he passes it on liis return. Its height

is just about that of the low gaps in the Blue
Ridge.
By such as would see more of the mountains,

the first point to be reached is Morganton. From
this place the Table Mountain is frequently visited;

is easy of access, and will hardly be neglected by
any one who is in search of beautiful and roman-
tic views and prospects. The Falls of Linville,

are not far distant from the table, and though not

at present a place to be visited by the softer, will

repay one of the hardier sex, for the fatigue of find-

ing his way by a rough road over the ridges, to

Linville Cove—of clambering the j'et rougher hills

that still intervene between him and the object of
his travels, and of wading the river two or three

hundred yards for the purpose of reaching the fi-

nest point of view. It is perhaps the wildest and
most picturesque scene in North Carolina, with a
splendid description of which, if we had room,
leisure, and the inclination, we might embellish

this comnmnication to the Register. But he is

a churl that will insist upon plucking all the flow-

ers that adorn his path, and not leave a pink or

rose for those who are to come after him. Pass-
ing by the Old Fields of Toe, and the Forge,
where iron little inferior to the best, if it be not ab-

solutely the best made in the United States, is

manufactured, he may reach the summit of the

Roan by this route, over the top of the Yellow.
His fare and accommodation will not however be
of the best, and although the poet declares that

A summer night in green-wood spent,

Were but to-morrow's merriment,

we think a good house and comfortable bed very

much to be preferred.

The other route is by the way of the Pleasant

Gardens and Turkey Cove, or (if the Burke
County Court will have the road above McKin-
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ney's put in repair) over Linville iVlountain to

Cane Creels, where we will find himself in the

Baker Settlement, amongst a kind and worthy peo-

ple. From ihis place, if there be ladies in the

company, they may ride without danger of much
Jatigue, quite to the top of the Roan—a distance

of 4 or 5 miles.

It is most desirable to have a clear clay for the

excursion, and it is worth waiting for, if our visit

happen to be made at a time when the mountains

are wrapped in clouds. Such a condition of things

is by no means improbable. The rain falling an-

nually about the head of Toe River may be esti-

mated at double of that descending upon the same
area below the ridge and at some distance from it.

It was part of our scheme to collect materials for

giving greater precision and accuracy to the map
of this part of the state, nor was it through a

want of zeal or faithful labor (it requires very lit-

tle of either knowledge or skill) that we failed;

but during the whole term of our stay about the

mountains, there were but two days that they had
not clouds resting upon them, a large part of the

time.

But even under such circumstances, there is no
want of objects of attention. Often, especially in

the morning, the mountains lift their head into a

serene sky above a sea of mist and cloud that gir-

dles their sides. They may be ascended then,inbr

on other object, for the sake of ihe prospect which
awakened the slumbering fire in the bosom of

Beattie, and inspired one of the finest passages in

the Minstrel:

—

"And oft the cra2:gy clifi he loved to climb
When all in mist the world below was lost,

What dreadful pleasure! there to stand sublime,

Like shipwreck'd mariner on desert coast,

And view th' enormous waste of vapor, tost

In billows lengthening to the horizon round.

Now scoop'd in gulfs, with mountains now emboss'd,

And hear the voice of mirth and song rebound;

Flocks, herds, and water-falls along the hoar profound."

Or without going above the clouds, he may find

in the streams below, an humbler but not less

agreeable amusement, in the capture of the spec-

kled trout with which they abound. It is a luxu-

ry to feel him bite: he takes hold with such ear-

nestness, zeal and hearty good-will, and this lux-

ury is exchanged for another not less alluring,

when after having been prepared by the cunning
hand of a comely 'hieland' maiden the biter is

bitten in his turn. [See Doughty's Cabinet of

Nat. Hist. vol. I. p. 145—9] Or, instead of the

trout, he may catch the amiable quadruped with the
many names that are associated with him (called

in Yancy the Crocodile or Water Puppy) who is

not found except in the tributaries of Ohio, and,
we believe, is confined to the clear cool streams
that flow down the western declivities of the Ai-
leghanies—cook him and show the Yancy people
that the dislike generally entertained for him is pre-
judice, and that he is in fact excellent eating.

The roughness of the sides and top of the Black
Mountain is likely to prevent it being often as-

cended from motives of curiosity and pleasure. A
route, very much better than that pursued by us,

is not likely to be discovered, and that can be ac-
complished only on foot; and for between one and
two miles, it is through thick laurels and alonga bear
trail. What these are, must be learned by expe-
rience, as description alone will not convey an ac-

curate idea of them to the mind of a lowlander.
The laurels are so closely set, and their strong
branches so interwoven, that a path cannot be
forced by pushing them aside; and the hunters
have no method of advancing, when they happen
to fall in with the worst of them, but that of crawl-
ing along their tops. The Bear, in passing up
and down the mountain, finds it wisest to keep the
ridges, and trampling down the young laurels as
they spring up, breaking the limbs from the old

ones and pushing them aside he forms at last a
sort of burrow above ground, through this bed of
vegetation, along vvhich he passes without diffi-

culty. This is a bear trail; which though an ex-
cellent kind of turnpike probably in the view of
the animal that formed it, is much less highly ap-
proved by the two-legged animal who tries it after

him, and who submits with some degree of shame
and indignation to the fashion of the place, in re-

gard to the attitude he assumes as he travels up
and down the mountains. From such an expe-
dition, he is likely to return thoroughly fatigued at

night. The top is covered with the balsam fir,

from the dark and sombre shade of whose foliage

it doubtless received the name of the Black Moun-
tain. The growth of the tree is such on these

high summits, that it is easy to climb to the top

and taking hold of the highest branch look abroad
upon the prospect. At the time of our visit, the
mountain was enveloped in mist, vvhich prevented
ourseeing more than a couple of hundred yards, and
we were so uncomfortable fi-om cold, that some of
the company urged a return with the least possible

delay, and this when it was clear weather, at a
small distance below the ridge and the Thermom-
eter at 80.

The temperature of a few wells and springs is

subjoined. The finest iced water is a vapid drink,

in comparison with the pure element that gushes
from the sides of these Western Mountains.

Wells on Chapel-Hill, Oct. 17.

Wells in Lincolnton, July 6,

Morganton, July 16.

Spring Keller's Field,

Daniel Moore's Globe Settlements,

59
61
58
50
57

James Riddle's, 54
Near the top of the Grandfather, 53
Ascent of the Roan, 52
North side of the Black Mountain, 50
Another, same mountain, 48

N.

MANURING WITH LEAVES AND MUD COM-
POST.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Craven county, N. C.

j^pril 10th, 1836.

There is a gentleman residing in an adjoining

county who inherited a patrimonial estate consist-

ing of a worn-out farm, and some {ew accessories

to its cultivation. He married and went to work
on it, but it took but few crops to show him that

the product would not support his increasing fami-

ly. Many a sleepless night did he pass in pon-
dering over his circumstances. After much deli-

beration, however, he resolved, like many others

in the same situation, on emigration, and visited

the south to make arrangements for that purpose.
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earth"—) I must confess thut t had not observed

or referred to your note, (in the Ap|)endix) contain-

ing the explanation of your ditPiculty in the selec-

tion of a term, which would best suit j'our pur-

pose. I had sufficiently o'ratificd myself with tlie

more essential matters discussed in the E.ssay.

JOSKPH E. MUSE.

[The last fault named above, was of course the

printer's, as the meaning, and, therefore, the proper

word, was obvious: but the substitution of "harshness"'

for "frankness" was owing ^to the difficuhy of reading

the word, and the context, in tliat case, did not serve (as

in general) to determine the intention of an illegible

word. But in either case, we repeat the assurance

formerly given to our respected correspondent,'that no

apology was necessary for his strictures—nor would

have been necessary, even if they'hadgoneto such ex-

tent as to deserve the word "harshness;" and it is only

because, he deems this explanation to our readers to be

necessary, and to comply with^his request on that ac-

count, that this extract is here inserted—and not be-

cause we think that any thing like apology was re-

quired for the remarks of our correspondent, either as

went at it atjain with increased diligence. His an- i they ware in fact designed, or as mis read and there-

ticipations of futurity, v/hich were before so pain-
1 fop^ mis-printed.]

fUl, were now loaded with pleasure. He saw a

way of driving that grim monster, poverty, from

He travelled to some extent, but returned perfect-

ly disappointed with the country. He went "hard

at it" again for another year, and saw nothing but

bankruptcy staring him in the face. Every year

found his" debts accumulating. He had been

raised to agricultural pursuits, and to agricultural

pursuits alone. After a great deal of perplexity

however, in resolving and re-resolvino;, he finally

concluded to try and improve his soil in someway
or oilier: but how should he do it, Avas to him an

important question. It being then a thoroughly

new thing in that part of the country, he hardly

knew in what way to begin. The practice then

w-as (and is too much so now) to get all you can

from the soil, and return nothing to it. After

much reflection on the subject, he comirienced

hauling pine leaves and other litter into his cow

and hoi-se lots, and as soon as that vvas tolerably

trampled, he gave it a good coat of mud from an

adjoining branch, and continued alternate layers of

litier and mud, till it got a foot or so thick. He
then piled it up in large heaps, to let it undergo a

fermeniation. In the spring, he hauled it out and

manured his corn, some in the hill, and some broad-

cast. His succeeding crop bid him strenuously to

proceed. As soon as he had laid by his corn, he

his path.

The individual who is the subject of this article,

has continued to proceed in this way for the last

twelve or fifteen years, and he is now in prosper-

ous circumstances. His crops amjdy repay his

labors. His neighbors who at first laughed at

him lor throwing away his time, are now follow-

ing in his Ibotsieps, and there is a prospect of the

whole neighborhood's being greatly improved, by

the previous necessities of this one individual.

W.

EXPLANATION AND CORRECTION.

To the Editor of Uie Fanners' Register.

Cambridge, E. S., Md. )

it/arcA 31, 1S3G. ^

In your March No. I discovered that you had
done me the honor to insert the two letters I had
written you respecting the 2d edition of your "Es-
say on Calcareous Manures," which you had po-
litely presented to me—and I regretted todiscoverin

the last paragraph of the second letter, a typogra-
phical error which gives an unfi-iendly aspect to

the spirit and intention of the communications, and
very different, I assure j^ou, from the motive which
dictated them. I designed, in that paragraph, to

apologize, for \\\q freedom, or, as I termed it, "ihe
frankness" of my remarks, and your printer has
rendered It "harshness." Now, though I am not
sensible of any harsh sentiment in the letters, yet
it would be inferred, from the printing, that 1 had
designed and believed there was, which f-; remote,
in truth from the fact. In the c^ame paragraph,
"except" is put in place of "accept"—which, by
the by, is too obvious an error to be regarded. In
reference to your comment on my exception to

your nomenclature, (as to the term "calcareous
Vol. IV—

6

ON FIRING TOBACCO THROUGH FLUES. TUB
BEKEFIT OF CUTTING WHEN FULLY RIPE.

To tiie Etlitor of tlie Farmers' Register.

Goochland, jfpril IG, 183G.

Believing a portion of our time cannot be more
profitably employed than in the acquisition and
dissemination of truth, permit me through the

medium of your very valuable and interesting pa-

per, to offer to the public, a few suggestions in

support of a mode of curing tobacco (viz : by
flues,) which I deem superior to any other with
which I am acquainted. I do this the more cheer-

fuly, as it v/ill have a tendency to divert my mind
fi'om subjects of minor importance, and from the

conviction that it will not prove unacceptable to

those of your readers whose interests it may be
to secure their crops (when housed.) from the

destroying flames. Perhaps it may occupy an im-

proper position in my mind in believing this plan

to be something new ; if not, its age will only be-

stow on it additional credit; and I hope my im-
perfect description of the construction and effects,

may have a tendency to elicit from some of your
able and ready ^vriters a more correct account of
construction and utility, as developed by their suc-

ces^;ful experiments.

I will now proceed to describe the formation of

the flues, and then say a i'ew words on the advan-
tages they possess, (over the common way of cu-

ring,) as related by Mr. Thomas B. Gay, from
whom they originated. The fire-place should be
made about twelve feel from the outside of the

house: six feet long three deep, and eighteen in-

ches wide. The flue fi'om The fire-place through
the house should be eighteen inches deep, and
twelve wide at the bottom, drawn in at top, so that

one brick will cover it. The fire-place and the

part of the flue outside the house, should be arched
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witli brick, (mortar would be equally good, per-

haps preferable,) and covered over with dirt about

a foot thick, to prevent the escapinir of the heated

air, and injury from weather, There should be

two fire-places to a twenty foot house, which
should be walled with stone ; the flues of which,

should extend around the house about tour feet

distant therefrom—meeting on the oppo-^iie side.

After getting three leet in the house, I make holes

on each side of the flues, three inches square,

eighteen inches apart, through which the heated

air will escape, and being done horizontally, will

be regularly difiused through the house. These
holes should not be opposite each other, as that

will prevent in some degree, the heat fiom escap-

ing regularly.

The bottom log or sill of the house, should be
at least two feet above the top of the flues, to in-

sure a non-communication of fire : that being se-

cure, very little li?ar of fire need be apprehended
from any other source. The space from the flue

to the log should be filled with mud. A house in-

tended for flues (for obvious reasons,) should be
set on a hill-side.

I would now observe that Mr. Gay commenced
the use of these flues in 1824, without a knowledge
of their previous existence ; and from actual and
repeated experiments, considers them perfectly

safe from fire. Sparks are not very common ob-

jects of perception in the house : and 1 believe a
torch is necessary to set tobacco on fire. That
heat and smoke cannot exist together, (when
coming in immediate contact,) has been most hap-
pily illustrated b}^ the liict that the latter becomes
very nearly extinct in passing the flues belbre en-
tering the house.

I saw some of Mr. G's tobacco a few days since,

and from its fine appearance and flavor, concluded
that it had not been subjected to the deleterious ef-

fects of smoke. That the time and labor required

in attendence, is less than in the common mode
cannot be doubted—when I say that one hand can,
with ease, keep up the heat of three or four hous-
es, were they half a mile apart—his only care
being, to replenish the fire-places with fuel. I

would here remark, that tobacco should never be
suffered to pass through a sweat while undergoino-
the process of yeUoiuing j and this should occupy
a day or two. I believe the primary cause of good
tobacco curing of a dark color, arises from the ab-
sence of the requisite quantum of air at that crisis.

It would therefore be prudent to remedy the evil

by removing the cause, which should "be done
[by making openings] about five or six feet above
the base of the house. Perhaps openings in other
parts of the house would be equally eflectual.

This subject seems to merit some additional re-

marks: but feeling a disposition t5 advert to the
practice of another very intelligent and practical
farmer, the imitation of which, I think would be
attended vvith profit to the fraternity generally',
must desist. Inconsequence of a great press "of

business in September 183t, (which is common to
all industrious planters at that juncture,) his to-

bacco enjoyed the privilege of'remaining in the
field about two weeks later than was iirtended.
Having by this time built a house and completed
other requisite operations, the weather admonish-
ing him that fi'ost was approaching, he went into
his field and uttering the injunctionto " cut boys,
and E!j>are not," which was rigidly enforced, very

few plants escaped the attack. It was in every re-

spect ripe for the knife. He realized the excellent

price of S19 per cwt. for his best, and !#10 for his

lugs ; while the maximum price of that of his

neighbors, produced on equally good land, did not
exceed ij>9 or i^lO. It is a notorious laet that ma-
ny planters cut their tobacco through fear of a
fi'ost, when it is improving more rapidly than at

any former period. I think this course unwise,
believing he would be a gainer by suffering it to

stand till thoroughly ripe ; even were he to lose

one crop entire out of six or seven. Judging from
past experience, I think no planter should make
more than two, or at most three cuttings under or-

dinary circumstances. In support of this practice,

I would only add a few remarks ; though it would
justify many. In the first place, its quality and
quantity is greatly enhanced. This is a very di-

rect and effectual method to increase the price as

shown above. The open space caused from one
large cutting supersedes the necessity of carrying

the tobacco to the edge of the field, as a cart may
pass and receive its load, without the remainder
sustaining much injury. It is obvious that time and
labor will be economized. It enables the planter

to fill a house, or houses, from a single cutting. The
advantages derivable from this circumstance are

numerous and apparent to every curer of tobacco,

and need not a comment from me.
I will mention one more advantage attending

this plan—and leave others to be supplied by the

reader. Tobacco cures of a much better color af-

ter the middle of September, than earlier. I beg
leave to make assertions without proof, as the me-
thods recommended, will, (when tested) be found
correct. To obviate the necessity of cutting the
plants topped first, sooner than those subsequently
topped, I would recommend that they be crowned
with a greater number of leaves. "Solid and
practical wisdom consist, in pursuing valuable ends
by the most appropriate means."

ROBERT D. KEY.

For the Farmers' Resistcr.

THE WEST.

Glencoc, Jllahama, }
April 4, 1836. \

Agriculture.

Agriculture in new countries is carried on in an
exhausting and improvident manner. To an in-

habitant of an old state, where economy is better

known, it is quite shocking to observe the prodi-

gal waste of timber consumed in clearing a wes-
tern plantation. Entire primitive forests, girdled,

wither, and rot away—food for the woodpecker
s[)eci(^s which is very numerous in this country

—

or are at once fijlled with the axe, and burned in

heaps. Thus, millions of stuidy oaks and giant

hickories through whose tops the winds of many
winters have whistled, are trauslormed in a brief

hour to thin blue smoke, and mere volatile gas.

The land once cleared, is exhausted by an un-
interi'upted succession of crops— until, the product
yearly growing less and less, the propricitor be-

comes dissatisfied, and sells out to some less opu-
lent or less avaricious neighbor, and removes to

some new elysium in the west.

There is nothing new under the sun :—the same
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process has been going on in all the southern

states. The greedy havock of a wasteful, merci-

less system of agriculture, has (enJed to impover-

ish all (lie states bordering on the Atlantic—none
of the soil relains its original lerlihty, except the

deep alluvial banks of the rivers, and I suppose

even ihey begin to lecl the effects of wear aud
tear.

The consequence of all this is two-fold : first

—

necessity has driven a considerable portion of the;

people of these state to emigrate westward—and
.secondly—a re-action has ensued in the system of
agriculture ; and means are taken to renovate the

constitution of a deleriorated soil. Marl and
other modifications of lime are brought into use

—

science and the press lend their aid, and at length

'•the wilderness blossoms like the ruse."

JEmigraiioii.

From Jamestown westward, the successive sur-

ges of emigration have been each subjected to the

same train of influences, and the same effects have
repeatedly resulted. The perils of a pioneer life

make the early settler brave—exposure makes
liim hardy—and labor makes him robust. These
dangers, difficulties and fatigues, however, while

they taught the necessary virtues of patience and
fortitude, to those who had emigrated, would have
deterred others from (bllovving in their wake—had
not their stern aspect been relieved by the many
pleasing features and singular advantages ofa new
country—the "charm of adventure, the fresh and
lovely form of nature, the fertility of a virgin soil,

and perhaps the escape from recollections which
distance alone could efface.

The lile of Boone—the pioneer ofpioneers— is an
example of th'^ pains and the pleasures, the lights

and the shadows of emigration.

The obstacles fhowever which did not stop,

tended much to repress the tide of emigration
;

had it been otherwise—had the west held out en-
ticements alone—the Atlantic states vi^ould have
been almost emptied of their population, which
would have been precipitated upon the west.

The current ofemigration, at first; attenuated

—

gradually widens, as the obstacles to its course,

grow less. In the meanwhile the population ol'

the older states increases, until they can afford to

part with a portion of their inhabitants. This is

however the case, not so much in the states south
of Mason and Dixon's line, as in the north. The
peopling of the valley of the Mississi[jpi is the

grand moral phenomenon of modern times. Like
scenes may have been witnessed, wlien the pro-

geny of Noah peopled the eastern hemisphere :

but wel may doubt whether ever, in any age, a
tract of country so vast, so productive, and wa-
tered by so many navigable streams, has been filled

up in so short a time with a population so civil-

ized, as that of the basin of the Mississippi.

C. CAMPBELL.

CORN CULTURE IN BOTETOURT.

To tlie Editor of tlie Farniprs' Register.

Peyton Hall, Baietnurt, \

April 17, 1836. 5

* * # # *

Instead of closing my letter with this matter of

business) I will submit to you and your intelligent

subscribers, as far as the limits of this sheet will al-

low, the outlines of my mode of culture in several
crops. It is not my intention to give the reins to

my fancy, that your readers may be amused with
its visionary creations ; much less is it my design
to insult their good sense, as is too often done, by
tediously exjjlaining to them, as recent discoveries

and untried experiments, systems and modes of
culture, familiar to every intelligent agriculturalist

since the days of Columella. My object is to

give you, in a plain and unambitious style, the
mode of liu'ming pursued by myself, that it may
he scrutinized by others, compared with their own,
and its faults detected and made known. This
manner of oiving individual systems, and the re-

sults of individual exp^ipnce, seems to be the on-
1}' true means of advancing the science of agri-

culture, and placing it on asolid foundation. With-
out dwelling longer in preliininary observations, I

will proceed to give you in the first place my mode
of managing the corn crops. And as a further

guard against every thing merely speculative—

I

will give you a transcript from my farm-book, of
the process pursued by me, in its cultivation last

year.

I had about 70 acres in corn, not three of which
had a dressing of manure, and all old upland, any
20 acres ofwhich taken together, would have been,
as to natural soil or improved condition, a fair av-
erage of the whole farm. The larger portion was
in v/heat the preceding year, 9 acres had been in

clover three years, and suflered to fall and rot for

the last two; and 10 had been in corn the year be-
fore. The whole was fallowed in the fall and win-
ter, with the Davis' plough. In the spring it was
cross-ploughed with "bull-tongues," a species of
plough between the shovel and coulter, uniting
most of the advantages, and free from the objec-
tions of both. I th;^ii levelled it with large har-
rows weighted, and drawn by two oxen. The
season for planting having b\'-this time arrived, we
listed it with shovel ploughs, having a board nailed
in front to widen the furrows ; in which furrows,
coulters followed immediately alter the shovels.

Upon hill-sides I planted in horizontal drills five

feet apart, with the corn dropped at intervals of
from 15 to 18 inches in the yov\\ When the land
was level or greatly undulating, it was checked
four feet each way. The land beingthus prepared,
we selected our seed corn with care, and steeped
it for 24 hours in a liquor composed of drippings
from rich manure, with plaster, salt and soot, ui

large quantities. As the droppers required it, we
took it li'om the liquor in its wet and swollen condi-
tion, and rolled it in plaster. The checked corn
was covered by foot, with the exception of a few
rugged places, and the drilled with the five tooth-

ed cultivators. So soon as the corn became suffi-

ciently visible to mark the rows, we commenced
working it with the bull-tongues, and continued
without cessation : so that no portion of the crop
was suffered to remain more than eight days un-
worked, until it was laid by. The only change ia

the cultivation, was about the lime the change ia

the color of the wheat, began to admonish us of
the near approach of harvest, when, we ran our
cultivators, or scarifiers as they are called by some,
over the whole ; and left it perfectly smooth and
li'ce from weeds. The pressure of my tobacco

prevented my blading or lopping any, except a vo-
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ry inconsiderable portion of the corn. Tiie yield

was upwards ot" 800 barrels, making an average
of 12 barrels, or 60 bushels, to the acre. My mana-
ger measured on acre of the drilled corn upon a

rough, but rich hill side, and it shucked out nearly

16 barrels, (78^ bushels) of shelled corn. The sea-

son was generally s])eal-;ingt;ivorab!e.

From tills unadorned skeleton of my mode of

culture, it will be observed, that my first great ob-

ject is, to prepare the land thoroughly, l)efere plan-

ting. 2J. To have my seed stinnalated in their

early growth, by the most powerful and concentra-

ted manures. 3d' To keep the ground as I started

with it, in perfect tilth, and entirely clean. 4th.

To use such implements as cut very deep, with
little labor fo the horse ; which being necessarily

narrow, will pulverize tha^oil. and make it more
permeable to iieat and ^wsture : a circumstance
to which the ingenious Tuli perhaps attached too

much consequence—but one which 1 am satisfied

the opponents of his theory undervalue. Another
object in using this narrow, deep cutting plough, is,

that from the beginning it cuts off all the surface

roots in the balks, antl makes the corn strike deeji-

er ; and thus, renders it less liable to be aifected

by the vicissitudes in the seasons. I have observed
that whenever corn is ploughed, after being neg-
lected until the grass and weeds have sprung up,

and especially when the working is followed by
dry weather, it is invariably injured seriously.

Sometimes it is fired so badly, as to cut off the
crop by half what it would have been, had it been
left to the weeds—and occasionally it produces al-

most a total failure. This, of course, arises Irom
the corn being irregularly worked—and when
worked, the surface merely scratched over. The
roots are suffered to spread themselves uninter-

ruptedly near the surfiice in the balks; and these
being broken necessarily in the after working—the

corn is thus deprived of its principal sources of
moisture and nourishment, and suffers immediate-
ly. When I cease working at harvest, I never put

a plough in afterwards ; believing that the time
has then arrived v>^hen the crop requires that its

roots should be sufi'ered to extend themselves un-
interruptedly in every direction, in quest of food to

support its increased size. During two short dry
spells vvhich we had last season, mj^ corn contin-
ued to preserve a deep blackish green color,

whilst that of my neighbors was a good deal in-

jured.

I have thus in obedience to your appeal to your
Bubscribers, contributed my mite of facts upon one
branch of our agriculture. Should you excuse the
negligent and hasty manner in which it is thrown
together—and consider it of any value to your pa-
per, you can publish it ; and at some more leisure
moment, I will extend my remarks so as to em-
brace the other crops cultivated by me.

Your obedient servant,

W. M. PEYTON.

"VIRGINIA CORN AND COR CRUSHER AND
GRINDER." GENERAL REMARKS ON THE
RECOMMENDATIONS OF NEW PATENT MA-
CHINES.

A correspondent requests of us information respect-

ing the above named machine, which is spoken of

highly, but only in general terms, in a late number of
the Farmer and Gardener. The maker's name is Jas.

L. Baldwin, but his place of residence is not stated.

Any particular information respecting the machine from

a disinterested source, if lilvely to be useful to the pub-

lic, wdl be thankfully received for this publication. If

this notice should meet the eye of the patentee of the

machine, he is requested to write to N. Herbemont, Esq.

S. C, and state particularly its performance, price, &,c.

We also request, for another correspondent, informa-

tion (derived from experience,) of the best and cheapest

corn-mill, to be worked by horse power, and on a scale

suitable for the wants of a single large farm.

We use this occasion to say, tliat similar information,

founded on sufficient experience, and sustained by the

vohmtary communications and signatures of disinter-

ested and respectable individuals, will at all times be

received and published in this journal, with pleasure.

But we have discouraged such communications, and

will continue to refuse to publish them, when they are

not sustained by names of known respectability, and

unless the object appears to be to serve the public, and

not merely to help tne sales of the owner of a patent

right. Without such strict regulations, many of our

pages would be filled with the certificates, (in form or

substance,) ofthe superior advantages ofnew patents
;

and which we know, nine times in ten, even of those

the most abundantly supported by certificates, prove to

be of little worth—and often of none. Such " commu-

nications" would be, in fact, mere advertisements in dis-

guise—difiering from ordinary advertisements in these

respects however, that they would not be paid for, and

that from their position, and the editor's apparent sanc-

tion, they would have far more authority, and ef-

fect, than any advertisement in ordinary form—and

the publication would thereby serve the more to aid

deception, if the invention was indeed worthless.

Every one knows that the names ofrespectable indi-

viduals may be obtained in recommendation of a new
machine, with as much ease as to a quack medicine

—

and that they are worth, in the general, as little in the

one case as the other. On our advertising sheet, or

covers, any such advertisements may be placed, on the

responsibility of those, who sign and pay ' for the ad-

vertisements. But information respecting those or

other machines or inventions, which appear in commu-
nications to the Farmers' Register, must stand on very

different, and much higher authority. It is a matter for

regret, that we have been enabled to publish so few com-

munications onthissubject. But it is far better that they

should be too few than too many—as by a free ad-

mission to such advertisements m disguise, this journal

would be made the channel of communicating to its

readers ten times as many falsehoods as truths, respect-

ing new patent machines and implements.

These remarks are, in part, a suitable introduction to

the list and descriptions of new patents which follow,

and which will be continued regularly hereafter, if the

plan should be approved by our readers. The Journal

of the Franklin Institute, to which we shall be indebt-

ed for these descriptions, contains monthly lists of all
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the new patents issued from the Patent Office, and at

as early date, as circumstances permit. The editor,

Dr. Jones, who prepares these lists, and accompanies

them with his comments, possesses great and peculiar

facilities for the task—and therefore his opinions,

as to the value of new inventions, deserve much re-

spect. A large proportion of these patents are for in-

ventions or alleged improvements of machines, or im-

plements, designed to aid processes in agriculture, or

domestic economy—and it is this class alone, that we

shall extract for re-publication. By this means, a no-

tice of every new invention will reach our readers, be-

fore a travelling agent offers it for sale, and the service

rendered by the earlier information to farmers, will be

of much more value, perhaps, in directing what to re-

ject, than what to approve and purchase.

Extract from the Journal of tlm Frauklin"[Institute for April

1S35.

MONTHLY LIST OF PATENTS FOR IMPROVE-
MEiVTS IN MACHINES OR IMPLEMENTS, OR
PROCESSES CONNECTED WITH AGRICUL-
TURE OR, DOMESTIC ECONOMY.

[The whole number of patents issued in Sep-

tember 1835, (the last monthly list yet published,)

amount to 67, of which the following 21 are of the

class embraced by our plan for this and future month-

ly republications.]

For a Lever Press; Jonathan Payne, Russel-

ville, Logan county, Kentucky, Sept. 9.

This lever press, it appears, has been the sub-

ject of an arbitration under tlie ninth section ol'

the patent law of February, 1793, relating to in-

terlering applications, which terminated in favor

of the above named patentee. The construction

of the press is pretty clearly made known in the

Bpeciiication, but no claim is there made to any
part of it. It is intended lor cotton, hay, tobacco,

&c. &c. and is constructed as follows. A stout

sill, from 30 to 50 feel in length, has, rising from

the middle of it, two upright pieces of timber 10

feet high, which serve to sustain a lever, or beam,
between them of the same length with the sill,

and measuring 12 by 10 inches. A stout pin, ser-

ing as a fulcrum, passes through the upright

cheek pieces, and through the beam. Either end
of this beam may be drawn down by means of a

rack and wheel work, the latter being sustained

by the sill, and the former depending from the le-

ver. A pinion, probably of 4 or 5 inches in diam-
eter, turned by a winch, gears into a wheel of 7
feet diameter, having a pinion on its axle of 6 or

7 inches diameter, which acts upon the rack.

No directions are given for using this press, but

as only one end of the beam can be employed at

a time, the rack and gearing must at one end be

used to raise,and at the other to depress the beam,
between which and the sill the pressing must, ne-

cessarily, be effected.

For a Churning and Washing Machine; Tho-
mas Ling, VVinihrop, Kennebec county, Maine,
September 9.

This is a swinging, or pendulum churn, which
really has some novelty about, it and even in this

fact alone, their is something cheering, as original-

ity has long been a rare element in churns and
washing machines.

The churn is a round tub suspended vertically

within a frame, so that it can swing like a pendu-
lum. A vertical shaft within the tub carries dash-
ers, as it IS the case in many other churns. To
cause the dashers to operate, the shaft projects

above the tub, and a strinir, or cord, passed once
or twice round it, the two ends of the string being
attached to opposite sides of the frame; on vibrat-

ing the tub, the string operates like a drill bow, as

will be readily perceived. The claim is to *'the

modification and combination of the swing or pen-
dulum churn and the dasher, for churning and
washing."

For a machine for Washing Cloihes and Full-

ing Cloths; Orrin D. Wade, China. Genesee
county, New York, an alien who has resided two
years in the United States, September 9.

The clothes are to be put into a box, or trough,

through the lid of which there passes a row of up-
right shafts having fiat blocks of wood on their

lower ends, which blocks nearly touch each other.

A row of horizontal levers, hung upon fulcra, and
acted upon by lifters on a revolving cylinder, cause
the shafts and their blocks to rise alternately,

whilst springs above the levers force them down.
This constitutes the whole apparatus, to which no
claim is made.

For a machine for Shelling Corn; Elijah
Morse, Knox county, Tennessee, September 9.

A roller of cast iron is to revolve horizontally,

and upon it there are to be rows of teeth which
pass betwen others on -the frame. The feeding,

as we suppose, is to be effected by placing the
ears upon a concave, hinged cover; whence they
are to roll, or be forced, against the revolving
shaft; a winch occupies one end of this shaft, and
a fly wheel the other. The description is very
imperlect, and the drawing, although well execu-
ted, must certainly show the teeth of" the machine,
and some other parts, incorrectly. The claim is to

"the application of the roller, and the general con-
struction of the whole machine."

For the Application of Hydraulic Cement, 4*c,;

Obadiah Parker, city of New York, Septem-
ber 9.

This is an application patent, like most of, or

nearly all, those obtained for the use of cement.
Hy an application patent, we mean one which
might be taken for applying a plaster of some ap-
proved salve to the head, another being taken for

applying it to shoulder, and others for all the va-
rious divisions and subdivisions of the superficies

of the corporeal system. In the present instance

are enumerated, "house and store cellars, vaults,

small wood-cellars, vegetable cellars, cellars under
side walks in cities, vaults in cemeteries, and vaulta

for milk, and garden cellars; the construction of
walls, floors, aud roofs of buildings, and walls for

enclosure; the construction of locks and guards
for canals; the construction of sinks for kitchens,

and other purposes;" "which has not been known
or used." Indeed! there is novelty in this infor-

mation, and this, we are well convinced, is the

only place in which we shall find it, although eigh-

teen pages are occupied by the specification of
these applications, and the claim thereto.
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For Making Jirtificial Stone or Marbh; Oba-
diah Parker, city ol" New York, September 9.

Pulverized granite, or pulverized marble is to

be brought, to a pro|)er consistence Ibr moulding
into the required turin, in combination vviih water

'ime. This constitutes the inveniian.

For the Formation of yjrtijicial Stone and Mar-
ble for j/rchitaciarnl Purposes; Obadiuh Parker,

ciiy of New York, S "ptember 9.

We have agam about a dozen page? devoted to

the mode of forming various ornamental and use-

ful articles, pavements, &c. &c. by modes analo-

gous to those described in the preceding specifica-

tions, and having consequently, the same claim to

novelty, or rather to antiquity. Should the paten-

tee think himself aggrieved by the ibregoing re-

marks, a thing which we do not anticipate, we
will ofl'er him a reference to a gentleman in New
York, who can tell him much more about the

combinations of water lime, and the formation ol

artificial stone,than he now knows; and will give him
ample proof that our animadversions, or rather in-

timations, are founded in jierlect truth.

For a TVater JVheel; Jehiel W.'Darl, and Ste-

phen Wood, Truxton, Cortland county, New
York, Septembar 9.

This is a kind of re-action apparatus, in which
two wheels difilsrently constructed are to be placed

one close above the other on the same vertical shaft;

the first of these wheels has tour floats which re-

volve ill a circular drum,through the side of which
the water enters tangenticall^' to the circle, and
strikes the floats: after performing its labor there,

it escapes through a centre hole in a horizontal

partition, and enters the ordinary reaction wheel,
passing through its curved channels, and escap-
ing at its periphery.

The claim is to "the increase of power which
is obtained in the above arrangement of the cen-
tral discharges, or whirlpool wheel, and the reac-
tion wheel." This is rather an inverted claim,
being to the end, instead of to the means; but this

in the present case is a thing of little conse-
quence.

For an improvement in the Coffee and Corn
Mill; Elijah Morse, and Caleb Putnam, Knox-
ville, Tennessee, September 9.

Nominal improvements are so easily made that
it requires no talent whatever to be author oi

them, and such is that which forms the subject of
the present patent. The mill in which the pre-
tended improvement is made, is the common cast
iron mill with a conical shell and nut, in its unal-
tered state, excepting only that the patentees
"claim as their own invention, and not previously
known in the above machine, that the furrows in

their mill run straight through, and not spiral, as in
all other mills." It does not require two grains of
mechanical knowledge to enable a person To decide
that this change deteriorates instead of improves
the mill: nor is it necessary to have dipped deeply
into the logic of Aristotle, or of Watts, to arrive
at the conclusion that it requires one and one to
make two, yet in the case before us we are to ad-
mit that the inventive genius of two individuals
might be_ put into requisition to devise one set of
etraight furrows.

For Supplying and Regulating the Draught of

AW to Fire Places; Robert Mayo, city of Wash-
ington, September 9.

Pipes, or tubes, of tin, or other material, which
may be from one and a half to three inches in di-

ameter, are to lead from the lower part of a build-

ing, up the outer walls, their upper ends opening
under the grate or fire place. Such pipes may be
added to buildings already erected; but in the
erection of new ones it is proposed to form these
ascending air channels within the thickness of the
walls, their lower ends opening to the external air,

and their inner to the fire place. Valves to regu-
late the quantit}^ of air admitted, may be con-
structed of any suitable form.

The claims made are '^Flrst. The arrange-
ment, combination ol" parts, and adaptation of tlie

air pipes, or tubes, to ascend the outer walls or

chimneys of buildings, or apartments, and pene-
trate the same, contiguous to fire places. Second.
I claim the construction of air channels or flues in

the masonry of chimne3's, or the walls of build-

ings, to ascend from a lower stratum of atmos-
phere and terminate near to, or in, the fire

places."

With the exception of extending the tubes to

the lower part of a building, it will not be pretend-
ed that there is any novelty in this contrivance, the
practice of admitting air from without, to feed fires,

being old and common; but even the ascending
tubes themselves are not new, they having been
frequently recommended and applied to the sup-
ply of fires for the purpose of ventilating cellars,

and other lower apartments; it may be said, how-
ever, in the present case, that this is not their ob-
ject, that object beingmerely the supply of the fire;

without inquiring into the validity of this allega-

tion, it is proper to ask what are the advantages of
these descending pipes, and we believe that this is

a question which cannot be satisfiicforily answer-
ed. The patentee says that we shall "thereby
create a constant current through the tube, or

pipe, of a strength proportionate to the height of
the pipe, or the greater weight of the medium of

atmosphere at the lower extremity, or inlet, than
that at its upper extremity, or outlet; which takes

place upon the same principle of pneumatic or at-

mospheric pressure, which forces water in a tube, or

well, to rise to the height indicated by the known
weight of the atmosphere: and this principle is

equally applicable, of course, to the air channeisj
or flues, constructed in the masonry."
The foregoing may pass with the illiterate for

good reasoning, but it is altogether false and un-
founded. The pressure at the opening of the
tube within the room will not be altered by the ex-
tra height of the atmosphere above the lower
opening, the column within the tube being a per-

fect balance to this; the whole trouble and expense
of the tubes may, therefore, be saved, together
with the cost of a patent right to do that which is

in itself altogether useless.

For a Washing Machine; Jami?s Lombard,
Readfield, Kennebec county Maine, Septem-
ber 9.

The trough of this machine is a concave semi-
cylinder, closed at the ends, and fluted along the
semicircular part. The rubber, which is to act
upon the clothes, is also a semi-cylinder, which
passes into the trough, and is suspended by an
axis at, or near, its centre. This rubber is either

fluted, or covered with fluted rollers, passing from
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end to end on its curved surface. It is so hung,

by means of a strap, or chain, as that it may re-

cede li'oni the trough, when too great a quanti-

ty of clothes may be between them, and also (o

admit of its continued pressure upon them. Tlie

rubber is to be made to vibrate by means of a

handle. Tlic claims are to "the tbrni and appli-

cation of the rul')ber, or interior cylinder—the mode
of suspending and operating tfie rubber, and the

application of the strap, or chain, whereby the

pressure is regulated, and the rubber allowed to

yield."

For a Machine for Breaking and Cultivating

Sward Ground; Guy Gray, Industry, Somerset

county, Maine, September 18.

A square Irame is made to contain a roller, like

that used for rolling ground, and a tongue is at-

tached to the frame to draw it by. The roller, as

described, is lour teet long, and is set with teeth in

twelve rows, containing, alternately, five and six in

a row; the teeth, which are pointed, are seven inches

long, but curved so as not to project more than six

inches from the roller. There are teeth, also, on

the back rail of the frame, so set as to allow the

roller to pass between them. The patentee says,

that when this is "drawn over the closest sward
land, it breaks it more thoroughly than any other

machine known to him, so that the ground may
be afterwards ploughed with less than half the

strength of team otherwise required, whilst it is

left in'a much better state for cultivation."

There is not any claim made; the whole must,

therefore, be considered as new, or the patent can-

not be sustained.

For a Plough for Cultivating Cora and Pota-
toes; Peter Stahl, and John Difienbacher, Tur-
but (ownship, Northumberland county, Pennsyl-
vania, September 18.

This instrument is made in the form of what is

commonly called a cultivator, and is flirnished

with six shares, affixed to standards twenty inches

in length, for the purpose of mounting the beams
high up above the ground. For the particular

form of the shares, the model is, incorrectly, re-

ferred to. The following is the claim.

"The shares, or mould-boards, which are each
cast in one piece, and forming a coulter, share,

and mould-board. The high standards, which
carry ihe plough beams so far above the corn, or

potatoes, as not to break it down so long as it needs
cultivating. The [)lacing these in such a manner
as to plough, or cultivate, both sides of a single

row of corn, or potatoes, at one and the same time
of going over the same."

For a Machine for Planting Cotton; Robert S.

Goodman, Ballsville, Powhatan county, Virginia,

September 18.

This is one of those classes of machines, the

individuals of which can scarcely fail of exhibiting
a strong resemblance to each other. They run

upon wheels, which are fixed on a revolving shaft,

or axle; they carry a hopper, into which the seed
is put, and which falls through an aperture regu-
lated by the revolving axle. There is a share in

front of the machine, to open a furrow, and a scra-

per behind, to cover the seed. These are gene-
ral elements, which are common to all, and are
common property; what; is left, therefore, to inge-
nuity, or fancy, is to devise those minor arrange-

ments upon whtch the more or less perfect action

of the machine is dependent, and which have usu-

ally too little of originality, or skill, to render it

worth while to follow them out, and such we
think the case in the present instance. The claims

are to "the manner of using the wheel at the

|)erf()ration at the bottom of the hojjper. The re-

volving shaft, with the pin, or pins, and conduc-

tors,attached to it, to be set in motion in the man-
lier described."

For a Machine for shelling Corn; James S.

Harris, Poultney, Riuland county, Vermont, Sep-
tember 18.

We apprehend that this will prove to be one of

the least valuable of all the corn shelling ma-
chines, from its being inconvenient and laborious

to operate with, whilst h will not be recommended
by its efficiency. It consists of a fixed rubbing
board, set with teeth, or otherwise furnished with

projecting points, and a movable rubbing board,

to be worked up and down by a lever, which is

moved by the right, whilst the feeding is to be
performed by the left hand. No other provisions

are spoken of, nor is any claim made.

For a Cradle and blowing Machine; Edward
Badlam, Jr., Chester, Windsor county, Vermont,
September 18.

By means of a face cog wheel on the inside of

one of the wheels upon which the machine runs,

motion is given to a horizontal shaft, the opposite

end of which gears into a bevilled pinion on a
vertical shaft, which sustains scythes, revolving

horizontally. Small wheels on the underside of
the fixtures of these scythes, run upon the ground,
and serve to raise them over knolls, whilst springs

above them keep them in their places; the grass^

or grains is received upon fingers, which conduct
to a rack.

The claim is to "the springs, with the fixtures

for enabling the scythes to pass over small knolls;

the fingers and the rack, for the purpose of catch-

ing and laying the grass and grain, after being cut

by the scythes."

For machinery for Cutting and Collecting the

Heads of Grain, and Grasses; Jacob Peck, and
Daniel Ashmore, Jefferson county, Tennessee^
September 18.

The machine is intended to be driven forward
like a wheelbarrow, when grass seeds are to be col-

lected; for the heads of grain, horses are to be em-
ployed to drive the apparatus, which, in its general

form, resembles a cart. The machine must be
mounted upon wheels of such iieight as will suit

the grain, or grass, the seeds of which are to be
collected. The heads, as the machine advances,

are to be received between a row of lancet shaped
knives, flat on the top, and bevilled to a sharp edge
fi'om below. Fingers of wood, or of metal, may
also project forward, the better to guide the heads
to the knives. Above the knives there is a kind

of revolving reel, set in motion by bands and
whirls, connected with the running wheels of the

carriage; this reel, or open cylinder, carries knives,

which come nearly into contact with the row of
fixed knives befiire spoken of, which cut off the

heads of the grain, or grass. There are various

appendages to, and modifications of, this machine,
described in the specification, which we cannot
wait to notice.
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"What we claim as our invention, are the ian-

ceolali? knives, or, in the stead of them, the series

of finijers, with other knives, to steady the grain

in cntlincr—the revolving wheel, with strikers,

knives, and canvass—the collecting hand with

its wheels, crank, lever, rest, and adjustment

—

the pulleys and band to drive the revolving

wheel—the propelling power behind—the prin-

ciple of the governor of the rudder to give direc-

rection to the machine; and the application of the

whole to the use and purpose of catling and col-

lecting the heads of grain, leaving the straw on

the ground, and in like manner saving clover and
other grass seed."

We believe that it will be proved upon in-

vestigation that this claim embraces- too many
parliculars, and thus includes things which have
been before well known and employed. Rows of

lanceolate knives are not new; the propelling from

behind, in grass and grain machines is not new;
the driving a wheel by a band and whirls is not

by any means a fit subject lor a claim; yet there

is certainly enough in the machines upon which to

have procured a valid patent.

For Cleansing Clover and other Grass Seedsj

Hiram Holt, Weld, Oxford county, Maine, Sep-

tember 27.

A cylinder, which may be two feet long, and
the same in diameter, is to be covered with sheei

iron, pierced so as to constitute a grater. Two
concave shells, with like surfaces, are to be placed

one on each side of this cylinder, leaving an open-

ing at top for feeding, and at bottom for the es-

cape of the seed. The cylinder, whose axis is

horizontal, is to be made to vibrate backward and
forward, to rub out the seed. The concaves are

adjustable by screws. The claim is to this particu-

lar action of the cylinder, flirnished vv'ith a con-

cave on each side.

For an improvement in the Grist Mill; Owen
Moses, Malone, Franklin county, New York, Sep-

tember 26.

The stones in this mill are to run vertically, and
are both of them to revolve, but in opposite direc-

tions. The shaft of one stone is to be a hollow tube,

through which that of the other passes, and a ho-

rizontal crown wheel is to mash into wheels on

each of these shafts. The feeding is to be through
the eye of one of the stones. There is no claim,

and if it is supposed that the revolving of both

stones, or the mode of gearing to effect this, is

new, a little inquiry would manifest the erroneous-

ness of such an opinion.

For a JVasfnng 3fachmej John J. and Ebene-
zer C. Milliken, Winthrop, Kennebec county,

Maine, September 26.

A trough is to be made in which there are to be

two sets of vibrating stocks, of the ordinary form;

a double crank shaft, the cranks at right angles

with each other, is to work the levers by which
the stocks are suspended; the cranks pass through
slots in these levers, and are furnished with fric-

tion rollers, thus dispensing with pit-men, but by
a much worse contrivance.

Claim.—"The application of a crank directly to

the arms of the stock, in such a manner that one
stock only shall press at a time. The applica-

tion of friction-rollers to the crank, as above de-

scribed, &c."

For a machine for Shaving Shingles and Staves;
William H. Wilkinson, Wayne, Warren county,
Ohio, September 26.

The articles to be shaved are to be forced over
irons, on the face of a bench. Two vertical
vi^heels, acted upon in a way described, and shown
in the drawing, serve to carry the articles over the
irons. There is nothing in the machine worthy
of special notice. The claim is to "the arrange-
ment of the wheels acting upon the driver."

For a Maddne for Dressing Hoops; B. Kim-
ball, A. Pevey, and F. Spalding, Petersborough,
Hillsborough county, New Hampshire, Septem-
ber 18.

A wheel furnished with cutters on its face, near
to its periphery, is made to revolve by means of a
iTiandrel, like that of a lathe. A gauge stands in

front of the cutters, having a roller, against which
the outside of the split bears; this gauge is capa-
ble of being made to recede, by means of a lever,

so as to allow the necessary increase of thickness

in case of knots, &c. The following is the claim.

Alter stating the various modes of arrangement
which may be adopted, the |)atentees say; "We
do not, therefore, claim the individual parts of this

machine, as they have all been used under other
combinations, and for various other purposes; but
what we do claim as our invention, is the construc-

tion of an instrument for dressing hoops, made
and operating, substantially, in the maimer herein

set forth; having a revolving cutter wheel, a shift-

ing gauge, and the auxiliary appendages which
ixive to it that character by which it is distinguish-

ed fi-om other machines lor the same purpose."
This machine has, we are informed, been found of

very great value in its application to the purpose
for which is was constructed.

From the Genesee Farmer.

ROLLIKG SEED BEDS.

Nothing protects young turnips, cabbages, and
other cruciferous plants, so effectually from the

depredations of the fly, as the operation of rolling.

For when the suriiice of the ground is thus ren-

dered smooth, the insects are deprived of a lodging
place under the clods of earth, and disperse. 7"'his

effect may be observed in turnip fields;—-where
the soil is finely pulverized, and the surface con-

sequently left smooth, the crop is generally little

injured, but where the surface is cloddy, it is often

almost destroyed. But as rolling can only be done
to advantage on light, or else on tolerably dry
ground, where the soil is heavy and moist it can-

not be resorted to; and as it is not always, when
practiced, completely efliectual in repelling these

insects, it is commonly advisable to provide the

additional remedy of air slaked lime, which should

be at hand, to sprinkle over the plants whenever
the fly may ajipear.

From tlie Genesee Farmer.

STING LESS BEES.

We have seen in some late journal, an extract

from .Loudon's Gardener's Magazine, in which,

speaking of the bee of New Holland, he says

—

"The native bee is without a sting, and not much
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larger than a common house fly. It produces abun-

dance of honey and wax, but has not yet been

subjected to cultivation; and fi'om its small size,

and building on high trees, probably never will be

so."

A late traveller in Mexico has given an inter-

esting account of the native Mexican bee, which
like the New Holland one is stingless, but has

been completely domesticated, and forms an im-
portant addition to the means of subsistence and
comlbrt of the inhabitants, Indians as well as

Spaniards. The Mexican, in appearance much
resembles the wild bee termed the upholsterer or

leaf-catter bee, the one that commits such rav'ages

on the leaves of the rose bush while making pre-

paration for depositing its eggs in the sunmicr, ex-

cept that it is rather smaller. The natives in the

interior manufacture their hives from clay, in the

shape of large earthen jars, and nothing is more
common than to see a number of these hives

placed on a shelf under the projecting eaves, and
over the door of the Indian cottages, where tiiey

are half buried under climbing and fragrant blos-

soming vines, the bees perfectly harmless, and
their rich stores ever ready at command. Wlieth-
er the Mexican bee could be brought to endure
our northern winters ma\' be doubted, but that it

would prosper in any of our southern states can-

not reasonably be questioned, and we have often

regretted that no atlempf has been made to natu-

ralize it in that section of the United States.

Once introduced, it would rapidly spread; and like

other animals and plants, the natives of a warmer
climate may gradually become capable of endur-

ing ours, ami thus eventually supersede the use-

ful, industrious, but sometimes dangerous domes-
tic bee of northern latitudes.

G.

S031E OF THE EFECTS OF WEST INDIAN
EJIANCIPATION, AS STATED BY THE
FRIENDS OF THAT BIEASURE.

The following extracts form a small portion of a

long and interesting article in the last London Quar-

terly Review, on the the "Foreign Slave Trade."

The reasoning and the admissions are the more wor-

thy of notice, as proceeding from a WTiter who (in

the essential part,) approves of the recent and impor-

tant measure of abolishing slavery in the Britisli

West Indies—and also, for being presented in a work

of such high authority as the Quarterly Review. Tlie

results already found, in the short course of this great

experiment, and still more the results anticipated by

the reviewer, are such as any intelligent opposer of

the abolition of slavery miglit have urged. But views

from such a source would have been suspicious—and

could not have compared, as authority, with these />rc-

cious confessions. We wish to call the attention of

our readers

—

norihern as well as southern—to the fol-

lowing opinions, which will be found in other words

in the extracts below, and some of which (especially

on the probable extension of the African slave trade,)

are enforced at length in the omitted parts of the re-

view. These opinions are

—

1st. That the abolition of slavery in the British

West Indies has served, and still more ivill serve,

Vol. IV—

7

greatly to increase the profits, and of course the prices,

of slaves elsewhere—and, in consequence, will tend

to extend the African slave trade, wherever that trade

is permitted to exist.

2nd. That the payment of wages (though at rates

much higher than their former cost of purchase and

maintenance) will Jiot induce the emancipated slaves

to furnish any thing like the former amount of la-

bor.

3rd. That a large proportion of the sugar (or other)

land will be thrown out of cultivation, owing to the

increased expense of tillage, and the diminution of la-

boring force.

4th. That the occuri-cnce of insurrections of slaves,

and their consequences, where slavery continues, is

counted on as one of the compensations to British in-

terests, for the disadvantages sustained from emanci-

pation in the British colonies.

The last named argument, though (for good rea-

sons) touched but slightly and tenderly by the English

vv^riter, deserves the full consideration of the people of

this country. It is unquestionably true, that, in this

respect, the commercial interest of Britain, (putting

aside the groundless but not less operative feelings of

commercial and political jealousy,) will henceforth

concur in action with the movements of the pretended

philanthopists and fanatical abolitionists, of both Eng-
land and the United States. If the leading and

most active abolitionists in our northern states are not

actually hired to work for the gain of British employ-

ers, they well deserve to be paid the wages for such

service: and there will be no lack of such effoi-ts,

prompted and sustained from abroad, so long as the

most selfish and base interests, are to be best subserved

by words and acts which go forth in the guise of pure

morality, religion, and disinterested love for the hu-

man race. They who rob and murder, professedly in

the name of virtue and religion, and for the glory of

God,are an hundred fold more dangerous than ordinary

villains who pretend to no better motive than the love

of gain; and far more are their powers for mischief

increased, when, in addition, they believe (as most

of our anti-slavery fanatics do,) in the truth of their

pretensions, and the holiness of their purposes and

acts. From our slaves, of themselves, and from any
political effects of the institution of slavery, as it ex-

ists in the South, we have nothing to fear—(the throats

and the purses of the property-holders of New York
are in much more danger from their mobs office men
and the spreading of agrarianism :) but the South,

and the Union, have every thing to fear (and dano-er

far greater than any from servile insurrections, ) from
the restless, mad, and sustained action of the northern

abolitionists.

From the London Quarterly Review.

We have already had occasion to observe how
largely the slave-market has, of late years, thriv-
en, under the expectation of the foreign planters,
that the relaxation and discontinuance of slave-
labor -n the British colonies must be followed by
a diminution of British production, and by a con-
sequently increased vent for the produce of the
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foreign plantations. These expectations (on the

strength whereof we understand that the prices

of slaves in Puerto Rico and the southern Uni-

ted States have already risen between 25 and 30

per cent.) have proceeded upon the very great

difference between tlie cost of producing sugar by

free and by slave-labor. In some parls of Gui-

ana. St. Vincent's, Trinidad, Mauritius, and Ja-

maica, the prime cost may probably be low e-

nough, by reason of the soil's fertility, the fiicili-

ties of carriage, and other local advantages, to

promise a continuance of the sugar-cro|)s (not-

withstanding the additional cost of Iree-labor), at

a price not too high to find some purchasers; but

on all the secondary class of estates, the cost of

production, under the added disadvantage of free

labor, must henceforth (unless relief can be gii;>°n

in some essential point, such as that of the restric-

tions on West Indian intercourse) be too heavy
to be remunerated at any price which, under the

present duty, the consumers, could permanently
pay. Nay, even granting the fullest relief from
restrictions, and admitting that, in general^ the

planter may be able to procure fi-ee labor provided

he give a liberal price for it, we cannot shut our

eyes to the certainty tliat there are very many
plantations which are too little productive to af-

ford, at best, anything like a fi'ee-labor price, and
which, in any conceivable circumstances, must
absolutely be abandoned; in fact, we can hardly
calculate this abandonment at a proportion so low
as one -sixth of the whole; which would exhibit a
discontinuance of production, to the extent of 38,
500 tons of the 231,000 now raised, being more
than the whole quantity of West Indian sugar
consumed in the markets of the European conti-

nent. On this aubject we invite particular atten-

tion to the simple matter-of-fact statements of

Mr. Innes in his Letter to Lord Glenelg—jaas-
sim.

The first consequence then, of the recent abo-
lition of compulsory labor in our West Indies and
the Mautritius will be, and indeed already is, that
so much of the of the continental sugar-market
as those colonies were wont to supply must be fur-

nished fi'om the cheaper labor of the foreign slave
plantations; and of those supplies to the continent
so failing from the Britsh colonies the annual
amount is, we repeat, from thirty-five to forty

thousand tons. To this full extent, at all events,
and under any possible remissions, we must pre-
pare to see substhuted, for the comparatively mild
servitude of the British colonies, the oppressive
slavery of the foreign settlements, fed by the Af-
rican traffic; for East Indian sugai' being, as offi-

cial evidence has shown, by much too "costly to

compete on the continent with the slave-grown
produce of the foreign settlements, the case\s flxr

as concerns the continental su|)ply, seems wholly
incapable of the remedy. Still, while we pretend
not to deny that the English measure of emanci-
pation is attended with llie disadvantage of ma-
king room for a great deal of slave-grown sugar,
on the continent, let us not be understooif as
thence interring any blarne to our country. At
worst, she may have been a little too precipitate in
a right course. Her first duty was liik to be her
own reformation; and if that reformation has left

a wider scope for the covetousness and cruelty of
her neighbors, England, however she may lament
the misfortune, at least does not share- in the
crime.

But though she be thus irresponsible as to the

supply which she is enabling the foreign slave-

colonies to export in her stead to the continent, her
responsibility for her own home-consumption is

clear and unqualified. If, on anj' pretext whate-
ver, political or commercial, whether to help her
revenue or to cheapen her purchases. Great Bri-

tain admit into her own market a single ton of su-

gar raised by a slave-importing colonj^, she is a
direct receiver in the felony, with more than the fe-

lon's guilt. There will then be renewed, /or her

profit, at Puerto Rico or Bahia, the suffering which
will have been vainly extinguished in Demerara
and Barbadoes; and on her, therefore, will he
again that load of injustice from which she has so
lately and painfully been shriven. We are fiirli-ora

understating the case—the suffering of" our negro
slaves had come, long before the Emancipation
Act passed, to be a mere name,in comparison with
what is likely to be substituted for it as the object

of our patronage and protection.

Most plainly, unless some honest and firm in-

terposition come speedily to the aid of our own
West Indian negro, these flagrant results are but

too much to be dreaded, fiom the necessary
tendency of emancipation to produce one or other
of two effects—either a great augmentation in the

cost of production—or an abandonment of culti-

vation, not merelj' to the limited extent of the con-
tinental consumption, before mentioned, but gen-
erally throughout all the estates of secondary qual-

ity; that is, throughout more than half the British

plantations. The average annual expense of each
negro, including the cost of his dwelling and pro-

vision grounds, may be taken to have been, be-

fore the emancipation, about £6 sterling per head;
so that an estate possessing 300 negroes, and pro-

ducing 3300 cwts. of sugar, would have required,

in the item of negro labor, a yearly outlay of
about £1800, or lis. in the price of the cwt.

Even on the assumption, which we here adopt

—

but which is still denied by the West Indians

—

(and very streneously are they supported in their

view by the evidence of Mr. Innes)

—

viz. that wa-
ges will eventually induce the generally of the ne-
groes to voluntary labor—it is certainly not to be
expected that the wages for the daily number of
hours requisite to keep up the production, can ave-
rage less than a further annual sum of £5 ster-

ling per head. This will add £1500 to the whole
cost; being at the rate of 9s. and a fraction, in ad-

dition to the former lis. for each cwt. of the 3300;
so that, both during, and after the expiration

of, the apprenticeship, the labor, if attainable at

all, will be found, even on this calculation, (Avhich

is below ninepence a day for each negro on an
average of age, sex, health, and strength,) to cost

at least <£ 1 per cwt. of sugar, whereof somewhat
more than 9s. is a new charge, occasioned by the

emancipation.

But sugar, in this country, has become one
of the necessaries of life; it has been rendered al-

most indispensable, even among the poorest class-

es, by their extensive consumption of tea and cof-

ftee. The admission of East Indian sugar, at a
duty reduced from its ))resent amount of 32s. per

cwt. to 24s., which latter is the amount of duty
paid on the sugar of the West Indies—even if

such an equalization unaccompanied by any coun-
tervailing relief to the West Indians from their

present commercial disadvantages under the Na-
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vigation Acts, were warrantable in point of justice

to the present sugar-growers of tlie West—would

.still give no abatement of price; because East In-

dian suo-ar (as we shall presently see) may, from

ail past experience, be expectetl, if sent hither in

any considerable quantity, to require, tliough at

an equalized duty, a price rather above, than be-

low, the sugar of the west, even with the calcu-

lated addition of 9^. per cwt. tor free labor: the ad-

vantages enjoyed by the East Indian in cheap-

ness of labor and other items of liis outlay, being

overbalanced by the heavier rates ot his inland

carriage and long voyage to England. Now, as

England consumes almost 200,000 tons, or

4.000,000 cwts. of VVest Indian sugar yearly, an
advance on that sugar of 9s. per. cwt. (the esti-

mated additional cost of fl'ee labor) would be a tax

of nearly £2,000,000 sterling, levied principally

upon the working classes of our own people; and
and 5'et, the duties and commercial restrictions re-

maining as now, it would be an advance altogeth-

er avoidable.

Perhaps it would be too romantic to expect that

a mere philanthropic consideration for tiie remote
sutienngs of the African would lead the majority

of the lower ranks in England to acquiesce in the

payment of this heavy charge, still less in the sur-

render or abridgment of one of their most im-

portant daily comforts. The rise of prices, to so

great an amount, and on so necessary an article,

could not, in feet, fiiil to excite a loud dnd general

demand for cheaper sugar; and since the British

possessions would be incapable of satisfying this

demand, it could be quieted only by the hasty re-

moval of those prohibitory duties which now vir-

tually exclude the sugars of the foreign, that is,

slave-importing, colonies. With the diminished
force and influence which modern events have left

to the government, and especially with the pre-

sent disposition toward free trade of all kinds, such
a cry, however vicious, would not be easily resist-

ed, even if the administration were interested in

the resistence; but unfortunately, their interests

would be with, and not against, such a movement;
for it would help them in that great difficulty of
all administrations, their finance. The diminu-
tion of consumption, compelled by the rise of pri-

ces, would have occasioned a grievous deficiency

in the revenue produced by the sugar duties: for

instance, a diminution of one-fifth would leave a
deficiency of near £1,000,000 sterling. But the
income so lost to the Exchequer would be but too

easily reparable, by the admission of the foreign

slave-grown sugars at a low rate of duty; and
that would be a sufllcient temptation, with most
governments, to admit them.
Thus, by the simplest and most natural combi-

nation of popular clamor with the interest of the

treasury, the whole object of our long struggle on
the negroes' behalf is in danger of being frustrated

absolutely and for ever. The evil of slavery, ex-
pelled from our colonies, will have shified its

sphere, indeed, but increased its amount. Not
merely that sixth which has hitherto supplied the

continental market—but half—perhaps, two-thirds

—of all our West Indian possessions will have
been thrown out of cultivation. From the com-
mencement of that desolating change, until the
burst of some such general emancipation as we
have anticipated in the foreign colonies, the Bra-
ziUian and the Spaniard, not the African, will have

been reaping the harvest of all our toil, and trea-

sure, and sacrifice; and, in addition to her payment
of £20,000,000 for the emancipation of British

slaves, England will have sustained the mortifi-

cation and mischief of depopulation to more than
half her VVest Indian settlements—destruction to

more than half her West Indian commerce

—

and a

frightful aggravation of slavery and the slave-

trade. The sum of human miserj" will have
been augmented by the tremendous difference be-

tween the social condition of the British and of

the foreign negro; the difierence between cottagers,

dwelling in enjoyment of all the necessaries and
most of the privileges and comforts of life, alike in

health or sickness, infancy or age—and men sta-

bled like brutes, and harnessed out to the daily

horrors of a toil, whose only redeeming quality is

that of shortening the life which it renders intol-

erable.

Considerations of national defence, too, inter-

pose themselves, though we hope they are not

needed, to reinforce our humanity. Not only must
the displacement of our sugar cultivation, by the
foreign slave-trade, be the displacement likewise of
all the maritime strength which the commerce
and carriage of West Indian produce have raised

and maintained for Great Britain, but the force

thus lost by her is gained precisely by that power
which alone has a navj? capable of giving her mo-
ment's uneasiness. It is inevitably transferred to

the already formidable harbors of the United Slates
of America; for it is from their shores that the
Spanish slave-islands derive their main supplies.

Cuba alone takes goods from the United States to

the 3'early value of eight millions of dollars.

Twenty years ago, the direct trade between the
United State and the two great Spanish slave-
colonies of C iba and Puerto Rico would scarcely
find employment for an amount of 50,000 or pro-
bably even 40,000 tons of shipping. That trade
now occupies American shippingto the amount of
220,000 tons. To America, from her local posi-

tion, the intercourse with Puerto Rico and Cuba
is in the nature of a coasting trade; and thus, in
the commencement of a maritime war, the Ame-
ricans could man, without difficulty, from so vast a
marine, a navy of twenty, or perhaps thirty sail,

before the flag of an English admiral could be
visible in their waters.

* * # * #

Do what we may,however, the plain, disagree-
able truth still is. that we can, in no possible mode,
avoid a loss in some shape or other, to the extent
of the difierence in price between free and slave
labor. We may distribute and apportion that
loss; but we cannot get rid of it. We have for a
vast number of years carried on a trade in sugar,
in which we netted, by the labor of slaves, a pro-
fit of 9s. or 10s. per cwt. beyond what we could
otherwise have attained. We have now, by a
great national enactment, given up that profit.

But having so given it up, we must patiently bear
the privation, and not deceive ourselves into a
supposition, that, by any arrangement or contri-
vance between one set of interests and another,
we can—at least for a long time to come—retrieve
a single penny of what we have fairly surrender-
ed.

Yet perhaps eventually, even with a view to

profit, the present maintenance of the West In-
dian plantations may prove itself a measure of no
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unproiluctive character. We liavc already point-

ed out the probability that our foreign rivals, from

the new circumstances of the times, and most es-

])ccially Irom tlie emancipation of the British

slaves, will henceforth be more than ever exposed

to those perils of insurrection and devastation by

which St. Domingo was lost to France. We have

shown how surely a successful revolt in any one

quarter must be the signal for similar explosions

in others; and by what cogent and not tardy

causes the region and reign of slavery are likely to

be narrowed. We hold if to be clear, at all events,

that whenever any effectual check shall be given

to the fresh importation of slaves, the loreign colo-

nies, from the insufficient proportion of their female

to their male negroes, and fi'om their inexpe-

rience in those arts of amelioration by which the

British planters have held their slave-population

together, must rapidly lose that great conimand of

cheap labor which at present enables them to

strive so advantageously agamst England in the

production of sugar. But if, while these defections

are beginning to take place in the productive pow-
ers of neighboring colonies, those of Great Britain

shall have been enabled, by the jiroposed remis-

sions in aid of free labor, to maintain their exten-

sive production at five-sixths, or even two-thirds,

ol its present amount, by negroes working for wa-
ges, our colonial industry must stand upon a basis

more firm and lasting than slavery could ever have
constructed.

After the foregoing article was in type the following

paragraphs have appeared in the newspapers, which

are here annexed as the latest facts and evidence on

the subject. Concise as are the statements, they confirm

most of the positions assumed by the reviewer. Ja-

maica, and all the other British Islands, are rapidly

and certainly moving on to that state to which Hayti

has already arrived.

" Abolitionism in Jamaica.—The last accounts from
Kingston, (to April 2d,) represent the affairs ot that
Island to be in a suffering and fast decaying condition.

The apprenticeship law seems to have utterly failed.

The Jamaica papers speak in bitter and indignant terms
of the present state of affairs. The sugar crop has
decreased, crime and vice have increased, and the short-
sighted philanthropists have added tenfold to the mi-
sery which they sought to alleviate. Free negro la-

bor, in that climate, amounts to nothing. [New York
Times.]

" It seems, notwithstanding the efforts of the British

to suppress the slave trade, that the western coast of
Africa, below the colonies, swarm with slavers. One
vessel was recently taken, with a cargo of 600 human
beings on board, and a few months ago, twenty-five
sail ofslave ships were lying at the port of St. Pauls."

QUERY AS TO MAUL ON COTTON LAND. SIN-
GULAR MODK OF HAY-MAKING.

Columbia, S. C, Jlpril 7, 1836.

To tlic Editor of the farmers' Register.

It is a long time since I have written to you

—

but my long silence is not without a very good ex-
cuse, which would be uninteresting to you, or the
readers of your interesting Registl>r. As it is, I

write to let you see that my regard for your perio-

dical continues as great as ever, than to communi-
cate to you matter of any worth. I learn, with

great pleasure, from a friend in Charleston, that

your Farmers' Register is now beginning to at-

tract some attention ; and, therefore, I hope the

almost certainty of its usefulness, in the lower

part of this State, may soon cause experiments to

test the value of calcareous matters in that sec-

tion of country that needs it so much, and has an
abundance of materials for them. Have any ex-

periments ever been made to test the usefulness

of calcareous earth in the culture of cotton? The
high price which this article bears at this time

would render such experiments most valuable, and
tend to show its great use in other articles of cul-

ture. Judging fi'om analogy, I am satisfied that

marl, or fossil shells, would much increase the cot-

ton crops; for it is most probable that the great

crops of cotton produced in Alabama are due
chiefly to that ingredient in the soils of that State.

Planters, in the iract of country where calcareous

earth abounds, would very greatly promote their

private interest, as well as that of their country

generall}', by making full experiments on this sub-

ject.

This letter, being desultorj', very much like the

mind of the writer, 1 shall now change the subject,

and write on what I read may years since, in an
European book, the name of which I cannot re-

collect. It is on hay-making, and I was struck

at the time, with the plausibility of the author's

notion.

He began, by asserting thafth ehay ofyoung and
tender grass is sweeter, and more nutritiftus than
that made of grass that lias been suffered to grow
old and less succulent. I cannot ascertain, by my
recollection, whether he merely suggested a view
not tried before, or whether he had actually prac-

ticed the method of making hay which he pro-

posed. What I say on the subject, will, of course,

be taken only for what it is worth. His plan was
to cut his grass as soon as it is high enough to be
cut, to take it off the field at once, and spread it

thinly on the floor of a large house, prepared for

the purpose, by having its sides so open all round
as to admit a free circulation of air. Hay cured in

this manner, retained its green color, and its sub-

stance was not impaired in any degree by expo-
sure to rain, dew, or the sun. By the time he had
more grass fit to cut, that in the house ^vas dry,

and the new grass was deposited on the top by
spreading it as before. The same operation was
continued or repeated as long as grass could be
obtained during the whole summer, without dis-

turbing at all that which had been previously de-

posited in the house. The erecting a suitable

building, need not be expensive, though it should be
large ; lor it may be made in the coarsest manner
by the farmer's own people. It appears to me that

this manner of making hay has a great many ad-
vantages over the common mode. First, the hay
must be better and more palatable tor the horses
and cattle. Sccondlj^, it cannot require more, (if

as much,) than half the work. Thirdly, the far-

mer can better select his own time for it, and his

grass need never be exposed to rain, by which
much of the hay made in the usual way is much
injured, and sometimes totally spoiled. Much
more might be said on this subject ; but this is

enough tor the present, and if it be thought pro-
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per, it may be discussed njore Hilly at a future

time.

N. II.

[There are abundant proofs derived from experi-

ence, in Virginia, that marling is no less beneficial to

cotton, than to other market crops : and besides, there

is another important and a peculiar benefit to cotton,

in this region. By the marling making the earth

warmer, and the growth of the cotton plants more for-

ward, the crop is matured earlier than one equally

heavy, on land otherwise manured, and not calcareous;

and thereby much good cotton is made from pods that

would otherwise be caught unripe, by frost. This par-

ticular effect, however, would be of less importance in

the warmer climate of South Carolina.]

From the Genesee Farmer .

RECOVERING FROSTED PLANTS.

It is well known that the injury caused to plants
by early spring frosts, is not owing so much
to the direct action of the cold, as to the sudden
application of warmth afterwards. London nur-
serymen iiave availed themselves of the know-
ledge of this fact in recovermg plants affected by
frost during the night. Their practice is simply to
sprinkle them copiously with cold w^ater be'lbre

sunrise. This produces the same effect as the
application of cold water to a frozen limb—ab-
stracting the frost so gradually as to produce no
injury to the affected parts.

From the Genesee Fanner.

ROTATION OF GARDEN CROPS.

It is well known that nearly all cultivated crops
exhaust the soil; and that most crops if continued
in yearly succession on the same piece of ground,
grovv more feebly, degenerate, and become more
subject to disease, unless the soil is constantly en-
riched by enormous quantities of manure, and
even this is not always sufficient to prevent those
evils. It is also well known that these difficulties

are prevented with far less expense of manuring,
by an alternation of different crops, by wdiich
plants of the same or similar nature are not
cultivated in immediate successsion, but recur
at as distant intervals in the course as circum-
stances will allow. Thus, in grain crops, the
leaves bemg small, nearly all the nourishment
goes to the formation of. the seed; hence all plants,
where seed is the principal product, should never
succeed each other. Eut they may succeed, or
be succeeded by, those plants whose principal pro-
duct is leaves, as green crops of clover; also such
plants as cabbage, and others of a similar kind.
As plants exhaust that part only of the soil which
comes in contact with the roots, a spindle root,

such as a beet or a carrot, may draw abundance of
nourishment from land, the surface of ivhicli has
been exhausted by short or creeping roots. Again,
crops consisting of plants whose mode of growth
or cultivation tends to the production of weeds,
should not immediately succeed each other. Hence
hoed crops may follow those sown broadcast, as a
means of preserving the land clean.

Rotation of crops is especially necessarj^ in gar-

den culture, because here the expenses of cultiva-

tion are considerable, and as the crops are gene-
rally heav^y and valuable lor the amount of land

occupied, a greater difference results from good
and bad management, than in common field cul-

ture.

The following course for garden rotation is

given in M'Intosh's Practical Gardener:
1. Brocoli, cabbage, cauliflower, and savoys.

2. Common beans, French beans, and peas.

3. Carrots, beets, and parsnips.

4. Turnips, early potatoes, onions, leeks, &c.
5. Celeiy, endive, lettuce, &c.
The author of the above named work, further

adds. "It is found in practice, that celery consti-

tues an excellent preparation for asparagus, onions
and cauliflowers.

"Turnips and potatoes are a good preparation

for cabbages or greens.

"Brocoli or cabbages are a good preparation for

beans or peas.

"Cauliflowers prepare ^vell for onions, leeks, or

turnips.

"Old asparagus land affords a good preparation

for potatoes or carrots.

"Strawberry, currant, gooseberry, and raspber-

ry, for the same.
"Turnips give a suitable preparation for celery

or endive; and peas, well manured, are a good
preparation tor spinach, &:c."

RESULT OF THE PETITION OF THE AGRICUL-
TURAL CONVENTION.

The last session of the legislature of Virginia was
not closed until when well advanced into its fourth

month ; and would not then have been ended, but for

the near approach of the next elections of members

—

which is the only effective limit, and term of the dura-

tion of the sessions, which noiv exists. The petition

of the Agricultural Convention for some legislative aid

to the diffusion of the knowledge, and promotion of the

interests of agriculture, was presented on January 14 :

was referred to the Committee of Agriculture and Man-
ufactures, and ordered to be printed, (as usual with

the most important papers,) for the use of the mem-

bers—which, whether viewed as a compliment, or oth-

erwise, the result has shown was a useless and worth-

less measure, and not deserving the very small expense

required for the printing. Time passed away without

any action, any consideration, or any manifestation of

a desire to act upon, or to consider the petition, or its

objects—and it soon became evident to its most zealous

movers and advocates, that nothing would be done in

accordance with its prayer. From our long establish-

ed opinion of the character of the legislative proce-

dure of Virginia—ofthe description of persons who have

long guided or controlled it— of the means by which

such dignities are usually gained—and of the kind

of qualifications best suited to keep possession of

them—for all these reasons, we had but faint hopes of

any efficient and serviceable enactments for the ad-

vancement of agricultural knowledge—or indeed for

the practical promotion of any of the great and impor-
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tant interests of the commonwealth. We were there-

fore in a great measure prepared for a final rejection of

the petition of the Convention, after some njjpearance

of deliberation thereon. We had even (in imagination)

anticipated the kind of reasoning that would be used to

oppose the general measure—and were prepared to

hear of the ridicule and scoffing of every particular

proposition that had been (or could be) made, for the

advancement of agricultural improvement—and still

more to hear the economical objections of members, who

would not have hesitated to spend more public money

than all that was required for a year's expense of a

Board ofAgriculture, in a contested election of a door-

keeper of their hall. But we were not lyrejmrcd for the

actual course by which the expected result was reach-

ed. The petition was not rejected— for in truth it ne-

ver was acted upon, considered, or its objects in any

way discussed by the legislature—and almost as lit-

tle may be said of the action of the Committee of Agri-

culture, to whose charge the petition had been referred.

As late as five or six weeks after that reference, the

committee had not taken the petition into consideration,

and had taken no step whatever, with regard to it. Af-

terwards, at the request of its chairman, and aided by

his interest and support, (andfor which, however, in-

effectually exerted, that gentleman deserves the thanks

of the friends of the measure)—the Committee of Agri-

culture, took up the petition—but only to ask of the

house, "to be discharged from its further consideration;"

which was done, with the utmost readiness. This final

dispositon of the petition attracted so little attention,

that probably half the members of the legislature did

not know of it being made—and it may be doubted

whether they know of it yet.

If the most enlightened and patriotic legislature that

Virginia has ever been blessed with, had, in good faith,

and with the best intentions, undertaken the novel sub-

ject of aiding the improvement of agriculture, there

would necessarily have been much diversity of opin-

ion, and on that account, a probable want of final and

proper action, during the first session. Butthe discussion

of itself, would have done much good, and would have

certainly led to future and beneficial action. With even

this evidence of disposition to aid agriculture, and the

prospect which it would have offered of future results,

the friends of the cause might have been contented.

Such certainly would have been our own view of the

matter—and however anxious that something should be

done to further the general object of the Convention,

we would have preferred that there should have been

too litllr, rather than too much action of the legislature
;

or that any particular measures should have been adopt-

ed, unless with due deliberation, and in tlie manner

best calculated for permanency. If, at the last ses-

sion, the legislature had extended (and limited) their

action to simply instituting a Board of Agriculture—

a

mere consulting and advising body, of eight or ten

members—which would not have cost annually more

than $'1000 ; and which institution, would not have

pledged the legislature to any other special measure or

action in future—we would have preferred that course

to the adoption of all of the other recommendations of

the Convention. This admission may perhaps, be

thought to contradict our former expressions, or acts.

But there is certainly a great difference between the

advocating by a private individual, of general mea-

sures, or a system., for the adoption of government, and

of hasty enactments designed to bring such general mea-

sures into operation. Of the value of the eyid in view,

there is no question : but of the means, there may be

much to doubt, and to fear—and the adoption of unsuit-

able means—though haste and want of due considera-

tion, would greatly retard, instead of hastening the re-

sults desired.

But the mode in which the last legisluture disposed

of the petition of the Convention, furnished no ground to

suppose that the objects of that paper, would have found

favor under any circumstances. The course was pre-

cisely such as might have been expected, from a body

that closed their long session by passing or rejecting

bills almost en 7nasse, and in the most indecent haste,

after having spent two weeks, or more, in discussing

abstract resolutions on the northern abolition move-

ments— (a question on which the members professed to

be all of one opinion— ) and which resolutions, when
finally passed, could not lead, and were never expected

or designed to lead, to any practical, useful, or direct

end whatever. They have been laid before Congress.

Their existence is scarcely known to one abolitionist

in a thousand—and on not one of them, nor on any one

else, have the resolutions had the slightest effect. This

is a peculiarly forcible, but yet true illustration of the

general character of the legislative procedure of Vir-

ginia; and the existence and long continuance of that

character, is the sorest of all the many evils under

which the best interests of the commonwealth are suf-

fering and sinking. The " anti-abolition resolutions"

are particularized, not so much for the enormity of the

case, as because they were in the uncommon position

of not presenting a question of creed and conflict of

political parties : and opinions on questions of the

latter kind, will always be carefully avoided in this

journal.

Such censures as we now utter, may perhaps apply

with peculiar fitness to particular acts and times, or

to particular bodies of men. But generally and cor-

rectly they apply, (and so we design them to apply,)

to all times for twenty years back, or more—and to all

parties, whether forming majorities or minorities in our

legislature. We fear that it is the incurable vice of Vir-

gitiia legislation to talk, and uot to act—and that it will

continue to be distinguished for its abundant fruits of

long speeches upon abstract questions—and its utter

neglect of useful and practical works. Because Madi-

son, and Taylor, and Giles, and other intellectual giants

of that time, by tlie discussion of resolutions in the

Virginia legislature, effected a great political reforma-

tion—many, even of the pigmies among their succes-

sors, have aped the form of their example, and tried by

mere "resolutions" upon almost every federal ques«

tion of interest, to produce important results. The pe-

culiar circumstances which existed in '98, the cause,

and above all the men who acted—produced the re-

sults—and not the manner of action (by passing reso-
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lutioiis,) nor because the theatre was the House of Dele-

gates. Yet an unhappy consequence of those glorious

events has been to establish in the Virginia legislature

a fashion of discussing and adopting series of resolu-

tions at almost every session, on mere abstract ques-

tions, and in that way to waste the time of the assem-

bly, and the treasure ol the state—and to overlook and

neglect all great practical interests. Yet all these fee-

ble and ridiculous attempts to assume the port and dig-

nity of the great original examplars, have resulted in

notliing—unless to raise to some notoriety and tempo-

rary importance, and perhaps to higher political station,

some of the busy movers and supporters of such "reso-

lutions." The general result has been to degrade the

character of our legislation, and to render it as ridicu-

lous abroad, as it is inefficient at home.

These expressions of censure are directed to the gen-

eral legislative course described, and not to any partic-

ular acts, or opinions, or to men who have sustained

either. Our own individual and private opinions have

in most cases, concurred with the various resolutions

that have been at various times adopted in the legisla-

ture of Virginia—and in some of them, we had an

humble participation, and lent to the measure a zealous

and hearty support. But w-ithout regard to the purport

ofsuch resolutions, we protest against the entire course

pursued with regard to them, and call on every true

friend of the interests of Virginia, to declare war against

all such discussions of unsubstantial abstractions—and

to demand that the true practical interests of Virginia

shall not continue always to be neglected, merely to

indulge political aspirants and office-seekers in ex-

hibiting their to supposed talents, and theirclaims to the

rewards for which they offer resolutions, and make

speeches thereon. The people, those who make le-

gislators, must take this matter in hand, and insist

that something shall be done for agriculture, instead of

there being an almost regular waste of some weeks of

every session, in discussing abstract resolutions—by
which, what ought to be a dignified legislature, is con-

verted into a mere debating society; and hundreds of

thousands of dollars are spent, merely that Mr. A. or

Mr. B. may show that he would cut a good figure in

Congress, if the people of his district could be so im-

pressed with his merits as to send him there.

Nevertheless—let the friends of agricultural interests

not cease to exert every effort to promote the diffusion

of agricultural knowledge, and that too by means of le-

gislative aid. Let every one who is impressed with

the value of the object, exert his influence at home to

advance it, and the voice of the next Agricultural Con-

vention may be heard, and its prayers not be so totally

negrlected as those of the last.

From Chai)tal's Chemistry applied to Agriculture.

GENERAL VIEWS OF THE ATMOSPHERE, CON-
SIDERED IN ITS EFFECTS UPON VEGETA-
TION.

In order to judo;e of the influence which the at-

mosphere exercises over vegetation, it is necessa-

ry to be acquainted with the peculiar and charac-

teristic properties of each of the elements of which

it is composed, and to study their action upon ter-

restrial bodies.

The gases, azote and oxygen, are the two fluids,

of which tiie atmosphere is essentially composed;

they are found in unilbrm proportions, even in the

highest regions from wliicii they have been

brought. M. Gay-Lussac has established this

fact, by a comparative analysis of the air taken

Ironi the height of twenty-three thousand feet,

and of that which is upon the surface of the

earth.

There are certain other fluids, which are uni-

formly Ibund in the atmosphere, but in very varia-

ble ]}roportions; the principal of these are carbon-

ic acid, water, the electric and magnetic fluids,

light, and heat. The two last mentioned, exercise

a very marked influence, not only on vegetation,

but on all the phenomena which terrestrial bodies

present to our notice; and though they do not en-

ter essentially into the composition of the atmos-

phere, iheir action is so closely united with that of

its principal constituents, as to be nearly insepara-

ble from them. In order that the action of the at-

mosphere may be better understood. I propose to

to treat separately of all the fluids it contains, and
afterwards to show the phenomena which the ap-

plication of them to agriculture exhibits.

Of the Ponderable Fluids contained in the Atmos-
phere.

The ponderable fluids contained in the atmos-
phere are azote, oxygen, carbonic acid, and wa-
ter.

1. Azote constitutes nearly four fifths of the at-

mospheric composition, and yet, by a singular ca-

price of nature, it exercises less influence on the

substances of the three kingdoms, than any one
of the other principles contained in the atmos-
phere. This gas is found in small quantities in

some of the products of vegetables, and abun-
dantly in those of animals. The presence of
azote in some of the products of vegetation is to

be accounted for by its presence in the water,
which plants imbibe Irom the atmosphere, and
in those manures by which plants are nourished,

and of which it forms one of the principal consti-

tuents.

In animals, in which azote is more abundant
than in plants, the food by which they are nour-
ished, and the air which is inhaled by respiration,

concur equally to account for its presence.

The experiments of Messrs. de Humboldt and
Provenc^al upon fish, Spallanzani upon reptiles,

and those of Messrs. Davy, Pfafl", Enderson, Ed-
wards, Dulong, &c. upon man, leave no doubt
as to be absorption of azote during respiration;

but this absorption is unequal and irregular, vary-
ing according to circumstances; this gas difl'ering

from oxygen in this particular, at least in its ef-

fects upon animal and vegetable economy. The
action of azote is, so far as it is known, of such
trivial importance, that we are at a loss to account
for the proportion which nature has assigned it in

the composition of the atmosphere. It is sup-
posed by some, that all the gases, all the vapors,

and all the exhalations which arise from the sur-

face of the earth, form in the atmosphere an im-
mense magazine of azote, which is returned

thence as it is needed, either for the support of an-
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imal and vegetable Jife, or to produce those phe-
nomena of composition and decomposition, Avhicli

are constantly renewing the surlace of the globe.

The specific gravity of pure azote is to that of

the atmosphere in the proportion of 0,691 to

10,000.

2. Oxygen gas forms about one-fifth of the at-

mosphere. The specific gravity of oxygen is to

that of the atmosphere, as 11,036 to 10,000. The
effects produced by oxygen are equally numerous
and important; it supports animal life by respira-

tion; and combining with the carbon of the blood,

it produces the greatest proportion of animal heat.

Tlic germination of s'eds is ])romoted by this gas,

and it is absorbed by the leaves of plants during

the night: by its combination with the metals the

oxides of them are formed. It is likewise the neces-

sary agent of combustion, and concurs powerfully

in the decomposition of all animal, vegetable, and
mineral substances.

In all cases where oxygen exerts its action,

it combines with some one of the elements upon
which it afits, fbiming acids with carbon, azote,

sulphur, phosphorus, and many of the metals;

water with hydrogen, &c. The nature of the
compositions, of which oxygen is an element, va-

ries according to the proportions in which it enters

into combination.

When we survey the extent and importance of

the operations performed by this gas, and espe-

cially when we consider that it is constantly form-

ing new bodies, with which it afterwards ceases to

have any connexion, we are almost led to fear,

that the atmosphere must be, sooner or later ex-

hausted of this active and regenerating principle;

but nature, we find, is continually repairing the

loss thus sustained, by the production of equiva-

lent quantities. The leaves of plants, under the

influence of the solar rays, pour ibrth into the at-

mosphere torrents of oxygen, produced by (he de-

composition of carbonic acid and of water; of

which they appropriate to themselves the carbon

and the hydrogen.
It is without doubt possible, that in many situ-

ations the reproduction of oxygen is not in pro-

portion to its consumption. Tfiis must happen
especially where great quantities are required for

respiration, or to support combustion. But this de-

ficiency is only partial and momentary; for the

great mobility of the atmospheric fluid enables it,

almost immediately, to restore its equilibiium from
all points. The agitation of the wind mixes to-

gether, in proportions nearly constant, both the el-

ements of which the atmosphere is composed,
and the principal fluids which are found in it.

The creation or dcsiruction of any element is

not to be found in the operations of nature. The
numerous phenomena of composition and decom-
position, which take place upon the surface of the

globe, present only changes ef combinations,
which arc formed according to fixed, eternal, and
unchangeable laws. Thus nature is regenerated,
without being impoverished; and matter experi-

ences only those changes which are reproduced
uniformly and periodically, especially in organic
bodies.

3. Carbonic acid is found constanfly, but in va-
rious proportions, in the atmosphere. Though
much heavier than azote or oxygen, its weight
being to that of the latter, as 1,520 to 1,000, it is

found disseminated throughout the whole atmos-

pheric region. The elder M. de Saussure has, by
means of lime-water, drawn it from the air upon
the summit of Mont Blanc. From the results of
all the experiments that have been made, there
can be no doubt, that the proportions of azote and
oxygen in the composition of the atmosphere are
uniform and nearly invariable; and it appears to

be likewise proved, that carbonic acid is also
found there, and at all heights, but in various pro-
portions.

M. Th. de Saussure has compared tlie differ-

ent portions of carbonic acid in the atmosphere
which he has analyzed, and found the diflierence

between them, in summer and in winter, to be as
follows.

In winter.

31st of January, 1809, 10,000 parts of air

contained - - carbonic acid 4,570
2d of February, 1811 - " " 4,660
7th of January, 1812 - " " 5,140
The mean term in winter from 10,000 parts of air

was,
In volume - 4,790
In weight - 7,280

In summer.

20tli of August 1810 10,000 parts of
air contained - - carbonic acid 7,790

27th of July, 1811 - " " 6,470
15th of July, 1815 - " " 7,130
The mean term in summer from 10,000 parts of

air was.
In volume - 7,130
In weight - 10,830

Without doubt, when the air is tranquil, or

when the carbonic acid, which is produced so

abundantly by fermentation, respiration, combus-
tion, &c., is retained in confined places, the quan-
tity of this acid will exceed the ordinary propor-

tion; but from the moment that the agitation of
the winds can mingle it with the atmosphere,
it is spread and diflused towards all points, accord-

ing to certain fixed laws. Unless in some extra-

ordinary cases, which form exceptions to the gen-
eral rule, carbonic acid exists in the atmosphere at

most only in the proportion of ^ij^.

Carbonic acid is constantly absorbed and de-

composed by the leaves of plants. The carbon
is appropriated by the i>lants to their own support,

and the oxygen is thrown out into the atmosphere.
Carbonic acid combines Avith the lime in fresh

mortar, and causes it to return to its original state

of lime-stone. Under the pressure of the at-

mosijhere, water will hold in solution nearly its

own volume of carbonic acid, and be slightly

acidulaleii by it; but under the force of a greater

pressure, it will contain a much greater quantity.

Water, thus charged, froths like Champagne
wine, which owes its effervescence to the carbon-

ic acid produced by the fermentation of the wine
in wcll-corkcd bottles. In some recent experi-

ments carbonic acid gas has been reduced by com-
pression to a liquid state.

4. Water exists in the atmosphere, under the

form of an elastic fluid. When it is absorbed by
bodies for which it has a strong aflinity, such as

the calcined muriate of lime, the portion of air

from which it is taken, is diminished in weight
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and vein me. This has been proved by the expe-

riments of the elder M. de Saussure and of Davy.

The quantity of aqueous fluid contained in the air,

varie.s accordmo' to the teni|)erature of the atmos-

phere, and increases in proportion as tiiat is eleva-

ted. At 50° Fahrenheit, it forms in volume nearly

TjL of the atmospheric fluid; and as its densitv is

to that of the atmosphere in the proportion of 10

to 15, it constitutes nearly ,V
°^' i^^ weight

(Davy.)
The aqueous fluid forms, when the atmospher-

ic temperature is 34° Centiirrade= 93°.20, (Da-
vy says at 100°,) yV o^ the volume ol" the air, and

ttY of its weight.

The elder M. de Sau.=;sure, in his beautiful

Treatise vpnn the Ui/grmmter, has determined the

weight of the water contained in a cubic foot of

air, at (hfierent temperatures, and has prepared

the lollowing table of the results.
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numerous animal remains in a state of decompo- 1 what is neitlier more nor less than a sale of stock

sition, becomes a fruitful source ol" disease. It is in London, on the state of exchange ; and in con-

fer the same reason also danrrerous, under some sequence of its reduction, on the staple articles

circumstances, to breathe the evening air; the

aqueous fluid contained in it, is loaded with the

noxious principles, which the heat of the sun

during the day had caused to ascend into the at-

mosphere. The disagreeable odor, conveyed to

us in mists, is owing to the power of the ac^ueous

fluid in transmitting the exhalations arising from

the earth.

The manner in which the air conveys to us the

perfume of plan's, and the odor which it contracts

from the exhalations of bodies in a state of de-

composition, indicate clearly its influence in pro-

ducing maladies, and still more plainly its power
of propagating those that are contagious.

[To be continued.]

From the Boston Courier.

BROOM CORN CULTURE.

A broom corn mania is getting up in this region,

and the coming spring, irom appearances, little

else will be seen in meadows. Broom brush is un-

exampled in price, .':3!!ing readily at fifteen cents,

and ashes to put on broom corn land, sell now at

twenty-five cents per bushel in this village. The
produce of an acre of broom corn was sold the

other day in this town for ?j 130.

THE MONEY MARKET.

To the Editor of the l''anners' Register.

"The expected increase of bank capital in this

state will not be obtained this year. The legisla-

ture not having had time, during a session of three

months, to act on this subject. This may tend to

retard the improvements which are now in em-
bryo. An advance in the price of the stock of the

existing banks has resulted from this neglect, and
118 to 120 per cent, is now spoken of lor Virginia

and Farmer's Bank stocks. Petersburg Rail Road
shares conmiand 119—Greensville and Roanoke
S8 or ,^9 advance on $S5 paid. The subscription

to the Raleigh and Gaston Road, which is re-

opened tor a limited amount, is freely taken, and
the work is commenced.
The cotton manufacturing establishments are

in a thriving state. The stocks of those in Peters-

burg, which are now in operation, command 25
per cent, premium, or more. Their goods are in

request in all the southern, and some of the north-
ern markets."

—

Cimi. Rep., Far. Jieg., p. 768.
Sir: Such is the view taken ol" the refusal of

the legislature of Virginia to increase its banking
capital, and such the result of the actual state ol'

things, so inimitably described, and so encourage-
ingly stated in the latter part ofthe first paragraph.
Since they were written, Massachusetts and JVlary-

land seem to have simultaneously thought and
acted with Virginia; and will have all performed
their duty to themselves, their contemjioraries, and
to posterity. Surely it will be but prudent to try

the rcsidt of the -ii20.000,000 about to be thrown
on the money market of Europe, bclbrc fidly i^fsSO,-

000,000 more should be issued. Anadmirerj and
as ftiras my influence has extended, a supporter of
the Bank of the U. S., I will freely cenfcss I dread
the efTect of their attempt to raise this money, by

of the country. It deprives them oi their lair

chances, as the means of paying the general debt

of commerce and gives it to the holder of capital,

too often fictitious: and should the money jobbers, in

Europe, dreading the actual state of things, in the

United States, not give a good [jrice, or take but a
portion, tlie eflect of such a circumstance would
be doubly disastrous on the value of all monied se-

curities. Besides, when we read of such an at-

tempt as that, seriously made, and which Congress
must and assuredly will as steadily resist, to issue

#200,000,000 of stock on the credit of the public

lands, and for the purpose of raising a revenue on
commerce to discbarge the interest, it is enough to

appal the stoutest heart. Why not repeal the du-
ties, lessen the expenses of the Government, and
depend on the land ? The spirit of Law of Lau-
riston, must have arisen in the midst of us, and at

a moment when convulsions of a dismal charac-

ter are opening on our view, are we witnessing the

"crowning" work, which is, first to starve the la-

borer, and last, deceiv^e and ruin the wealthy pro-

prietor; for such will be the inevitable effect of a
system, which confines the capital ol the country
to cities, and destroj's the yeoman. A fine exam-
ple of it is to be seen in South Carolina, where the

superior attraction of capital in stock con)panies

has concentrated it in Charleston, to the ruin of the

jrreat proportion of fine land around it. It will do
more than this. The high price of provisions will

enhance the value of labor, and in its turn, this

will check the progress of manunicture, paralyze
an immense capital, and throw the country into a
full and perfect state of dependence on i()reio:n na-

tions. This very year a heavy cxporiaiion of spe-

cie will be required to pay for the necessaries of
lifij to be imported, and if the issue of paper is to

be as great as is threatened, its general eflect on
provisions, the value oflabor, and on manufactures,

must and will be indeed dreadfully disastrous.

The instant repeal of the whole tariff, would not

only be infinitely preferable, but perfectly effica-

cious. However, this is but prefiitory. My ob-

ject is to take a view of the situation of Virginia,

and Maryland, and to propose a remedy, which
shall jireclude an enormous issue of paper, and
still effect the designed object. This will be done
by making a State Loan of, say S 10,000,000,

payable in, say 30, 40 or 50 years, instead of in-

creasing the bank capital; as, in the one instance,

calling for it as you want it, you know exactly

tor what purpose and how much you issue; and
in the other, are no more masters of its amount
and application, than you are of the wind. As to

the vulgar notion of going into debt, it is pretty

much the same in both cases; and hence, on that

score, there need be little difficulty. My plan
would be, if it was possible, thtit Maryland, V'ir-

ginia, the Caroliuas, and Georgia, should unite in

borrowing as much as was wanted; and after pro-

per surveys of the projected works had been made,
they should cither singly or together, complete
them, and when completed, the}- should sell three-

filths, or four-filibs of them to the public in shares

of $!lOO or ijiSO each, or, perhaps, they juight pay
such a revenue as to make them worth retention

—

the final disjiosition to be determined by events.

The credit of the different States on the London
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Stock Exchange, is various. What thai of Vir

giiiia is, I am ignorant ; but, if slie boldly resists

ihe crazy scheme of increasing- the banking capi-

tal an J "precludes tlie consequent enormous issue

of 'paper, I am convinced her 5 per cent, bonds

woidd sell, as readily, if not more so, than those

of New York, or even Pennsylvania— lor I can-

not but confess, that I fear the latter may rather

exceed her due limits. Let the facts, as stated by

X, be communicated to a loan jobber, and he will

more readily lend his money to such a community,

than to one that was going to bank with it; espe-

cially, as he would know its expenditure was ti) be

confined to a measure improving the condition ol'

the borrower in such a degree as to double his se-

curity, for such would inevitably be the case, if it

is laid out in canals and rail roads.

By adopting a measure of this sort, you Avould

prevent the possibility ot your ilirmers mortgaging

their estates in the great pawn shops, which are

every where opening, in either an avowed or dis-

avovved manner; and by the improvements you

executed, you would efiect the desirable object of

increasing the real value of the land—thus con-

ferring tlie double favor on the state, on the

one hand, preventing the farmer li'om "being led

into temptation and delivered unto evil;" and on

the other, adding to the value of his property, and

increasing those means of taxation to which you

would be compelled to resort— but, increasing

them in such a way, as that the then large amount
should not be equal to the former lesser sum.

C.

to spoil for want of salt to pack them Avith; and
we have been assured that in one or two instances

the proprietors of fisheries, being unprovided with

a sufllcienl supply of salt, have prelerred lifting

their seines and giving the fish a free passage, rath-

er than haul them ashore.

From Loudon's Gardener's Magazine.

REMOVING SHRUBS FROM RENTED GARDENS.

At the last York assizes, an action was brought

against a part3^ for removing shrubs, &c. from

agarden he had recently occupied; and a verdict

underlhe judge's direction,was given against him.

The judge laid it down as law, in the nineteenth

century, that shrubs, when once planted, "became
part ofthetreehold; and, theretbre, could not be

removed." Would you admit the discussion of

this point, not legally, but morally, into your

Magazine? It is, in the present state of the country

where there exist so many tenancies,during which
immense improvements are made in gardens, a
very important one. I deny that this is law, because

I deny that the trees are part oi'the freehold; for, if

they are, then are carrots, thistles, and, much
more, docks, also part of the freehold, and oughtnot

to be removed. But, if it is law, it is fit that all par-

lies knew it, that, if dissatisfied, they may set

about netting it altered.

From the Genesee Taruier.

MOUSE TRAP.

The following contrivance for catching mice
will perhaps be new to most of our readers. Pro-

vide a large earthen pot, with a hole an inch or

two in diameter in the bottom, (a large gardener's

flower pot will do,) invert it on a board or flat

smooth stone, and sink it in the ground , until the

bottom of the pot is about level with the surface.

Suspend, about two inches below^ the hole, by
means of wire, a smooth wooden roller, which
should be capable of turning freely on its axis.

The surface about it may be sprinkled with chafi'

or short straw, and grain or seeds, and the roller

be besmeared with lard and other attractiv^e sub-
stances. Upon this roller the mouse leaps, and it

immediately turns by his weight, and precipi-

tates him to the bottom, fl-om whence he cannot
escape, as it is impossible for him to climb the sides.

Many may be caught in the same trap without
the trouble of re-setting. By burying the pot in

mellow earth or sand it is easily taken up and re-

placed. This method is particularly adapted to

catching mice in gardens, cellars, &c.

From the Genesee Farmer.

TO DESTROY ST. JOHNSWORT.

Rfr. Tucker—I noticed in the Genesee Farmer
of the 27th February, inquiries how to destroy that

troublesome weed, St. Johnswort. Till your land

well, seed thick with clover and timothy, and plas-

ter. In case your seed partially fails, pasture close

the first season—even sheep may eat the weed
when young aiid tertder, wiihout any injury to

them.
L. T.

East Bhomfield, Jpr'd 7, 1S35.

From theNorfolIv Herald.

HERRING FISHERY OF NORTH CAROLINA.

We learn that the fisheries on Albemarle Sound,
which at the commencement of the season were
more unpromising than usual, are now complete-
ly overrun by the herrings, which suddenly made
a rush down the rivers in such immense numbers.
that in some cases large quantities caught were left

From the Genesee Farmer.

TO PRESERVE CORN FOR BOILING.

Extract of a letter from a subscriber in Canada:—"Travelling through the country the early part

of this month, I was surprised at eating green corn;

but on recollection, I had seen several methods of
preserving it for winter use in your Farmer. On
askine the lady of the house, her method seemed
to be far different fi'om any you have stated. I beg
to introduce its simple way to you. Pluck the

corn when fit for eating, strip down the husk so

as to remove the silk' and then replace it—pack
it away in a barrel, and pour on strong pickle,

such as used for meat, with a weight to keep it

down, and you will have a good sea stock—par-

boiled and then boiled to make it perfectly fresh

and sweet as when taken from the stalk."

From the Journal of Commerce.

COTTON AND THE COTTON TRADE.

The report of the Secretary of the Treasury on
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this snbjeet made 4!li March last, by order of Con-
gress, is a document oj'much value and ini|)or!ance,

and contains a variety of tables relating to the

growth and inanufiicture of cotton in all parls of

the world. The first export of cotton /i-om the Uni-
ted Slates, appears to have been in 1785, 5 bags,

aud in 1786, G bags. As late as 1794, Mr Jay,
when making a treaty with England was not

aware that any cotton was exported from the
United States. From that time to tlie present, the

culture lias increased, until our crops are now
over 1,300,000 bales a year.

From tills report it also appears that the import
of cotton goods from India to England has ceased,
and that the export of them ti-om England has
mcreased wilh astonishing nipidiiy.

When the East India Company's monopoly of
all the trade of India ceased in 1815, tlie first pri-

vate merchant ship that sailed iiom England lor

India, was the ship John Gladstone, belonging
to Mr. John Gladstone ol'Liverpool. This event
was mnch spoken of in the papers at that time, as

opening a new era in commerce. It now ajipears

that the export of cotton goods alone, from Eng-
land to India, is over ten millions of dollars annual-
ly, being more than their export of cotton goods to

the United States, which is about eight millions of
dollars. But now thatthe East India Company's
monopoly was last year put an end to in China, as

well as in India, a vastly greater field is open in

that quarter for English cotton goods, which will in

consequence, increase in an equal ratio the con-
sumption of American cotton in England, quite as
fast as we are able to increase our supj;lies.

From Low's Elements of AgiiciiUure.

MILLET.

Under the term millet are comprehended certain

plants of different genera which are cultivated for

their seeds:

—

1. Panicum miliaceum—Common Millet.

2. Setaria italica—Italian Setaria.

3. Setaria germanica— Gorman Setaria.

4. Sorghum vulgar—Indian Millet.

Common millet grows several feet high, and is

terminated by a large branched panicle haniringto
one side. It is very prolific in seeds. These are

small and smooth
; in some sorts brown, and in

others yellow. The phmt is cultivated extensively
in Russia, in Italy, and Germany. Its seeds, being
divested of their outer covering, are used in tfie

manner of rice, and furnish a nourishing and grate-

ful food. They are also made into bread, which,
however, is not esteemed. They are used for the
feeding of domestic fowls, for which they are well

suited. The straw produced is bulky and valued
for provender.

The cultivation ofconunon millet is not practised

in this country. It is not wilh us a part of the food
of the people, while with respect to the feeding of

domestic fowls, we have so many resources intlie

waste of our cereal grains, that there is scarcely
need ofcultivating any jilant expressly for the pur-
pose. But more than this, millet is not well suit-

ed to the colder parts of Europe, and supplies of it

can be obtained in unlimited abundance from the
shores ofthe Mediterranean.
The Italian setaria, cultivated in the south of Eu-

rope, is only known to us in this country as a plant

of the garden. It is too delicate for the northern

parls ol" Europe; for even about Bordeaux it is a
precarious crop, sutlering frequently lixmi the ef-

iects of ii'ost.

German setaria is cultivated in Hungary in fer-

tile subhumid soils. It is used in its green state, or

as dried ladder for horses and oxen.

The Indian millet furnishes bread to the Ara-
bians and other [leople ofthe East. The flour is

known to the Arabs under the name of dourra
;

and it is truly the bread-corn of Africa, being
grown over all the parts ofthat vast continent. It.

is cuhivated likewise in Italy and the south of
Germany; and it was long ago introduced into

Spain, it may be supposed by the Moors, if not at

an earlier period still by the Carthaginians. It

has been introduced also into the islands of the

West Indies under the name of Guinea corn and
into the Southern United Stales of America.

This fine plant gpws with a strong reedy stem
with broad leaves like those of the maize, but

smaller, and producing a large panicle. Its seeds

are smooth and roundish, resembling those of the

common millet, but larger. They are ground into

flour, but the l)read made of it is dark m colour and
coarse. In Europe the grain is chiefly used for

feeding domestic fowls and pigeons, for which it is

well suited.

This plant is the native of a warmer country

and demands amoreijenial clinuitelhan we possess.

With us it will scarcely even ripen its seeds, and
frequently not even expand its flowers. Other
species of Sorghum are likewise cultivated, but the

same remark applies with more or less force to them
all.

COMMEKCIAL REPORT.

The active business which was done in domes-
tic produce previous to the present month, has not

continued, and the prices of the most important ar-

ticles have declined, though they still continue

high enough amply to repay the labor of producing

them.
The price of tobacco has fallen ^1 to-Sl 50 per

cwt., and sales range from 5 to .f 10, not including

fancy qualities. Accounts from the European
markets are generally unfavorable, and the season

for shipment has not arrived. Cotton has also de-

clined about a ceni, and may be quoted 15.| to

17^ cents, (in Petersburg,) with httle disposition

evinced on the part either of buyers or sellers to

let the article change hands. The advices from

Europe are favorable, but prices in this country

had anticipated more than all (he advance that

has yet taken place there; about 70,000 bales

more have been brought to market than at the

same time, in 1835.

Flour is dull, at ^6 75 per barrel for country

brands; but the stock in Virginia is unusually

small. Large supplies from the west are arriving

in the northern cities, since the- opening of the ri-

vers aiul canals, and the foreign demand is very

limited, being confined to the West Indies and
South America. Importations of wheat, rye, oats,

and barley to a considerable extent have been

made at New York, fi-om England, and the con-

tinent of Eurojie—a circumstance unprecedented

in our commercial annals.

Indian corn commands ^4 per barrel, (or 80
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cents per bushel,) which is a high price when the

iibunilance of the lust crop is considered; and ba-

con is also very hiyii, being wortli 13 to 13^ cts.

per pound.

A severe pressure for money has prevailed in

the large commercial cities generally, and two per

cent, per month was readily obtained f()r the use

of it. Exchange on England fi'JI to 5^ percent.,

and stocks of almost every description declined in

the northern cilies materially. This pressure is

ascribed to various causes, and among them may
be enumerated the lar<re amount of property de-

stroyed by the fire in New York, and the heavy

investments required to rebuild houses, and to re-

place the goods destroyed ;
the great accumula-

tion of surplus funds in the National Treasury, or

its depositories, amounting to thirty-five millions

ofdollars;The substitution ofcash paymentsor short

credits for the long credits Ibrmerly allowed on du-

ties on importation; the vast sums invested in public

lands, in city lots and works of internal improve-

ment ; the protracted length of the winter, which

prevented an immense quantity of produce being

brought to market at the usual time, and ol sup-

plies ofgoods being sent to the interior ; the wind-

ing up of the branches of the United States'

Bank, and the cautious policy necessary to be ob-

served by that bank and other institutions, from

the apprehension of government influence being

used to the annoyance of the former ; the inter-

ruption ol"supplies of specie from Mexico, in con-

sequence of" the revolution in Texas ; the demand
for specie to be sent to Cuba, and other islands,

for the purchase of sugar and eotliije, and to the

British West Indies for the purchase of bills of

exchange at a very low rate, being the indemnity

paid by the government under the Emancipation
Act; and to conclude, the many temptations for

investments, ofliering a prospect of profitable re-

sults, in the wide scope presented by the ra|)iddeve-

lopements of the vast resources of our coiuitry. In-

and exchanges are deranged, and remittances

cannot be made with facility, nor at par.

Articles of foreign produce and manufaclure
generally command high prices. Sugar, particu-

larl}', has advanced beyond any former rate in

time of peace; and this may be ascribed to the

diminished cultivation in the British West Indies,

under the free labor system, and to the failure oftiie

crop in Louisiana. Cofliee, now fiee of duty, bears

as hicrh a price as it did when taxed with two and
a half cents per pound. Teas have not declined

in any proportion to the amount of duty from
which they are relieved. The immense demand
for iron, has raised the price of that article in Eng-
land nearly 100 per cent.

The stock for a rail-road from Richmond to Pe-
tersburijf was filled during the past week, and
nearly double the amount required was subscribed.

The formation of this work, and of others now
in progress, will complete the line from the Poto-
mac to RaleitJ-h.

3fay 1, 1836.

X.

STATEMENTS OF PRACTICE I!V TILLAGE AND
IMPROVEMENT, ON RAPPAHANNOCK LANDS.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Feeling as I do the inadequacy of my annual

pittances to the discharge of the debt contracted

to yourself; and the useful and zealous collabora-

tors of your Register, a sense of justice prompts
me to consider whether a life of 20 years, devoted
with such assiduity as circumstanceB have permit-

ted, to agriculture, might notfiirnish some glean-

ings worthy of lessening its obligation. A mind
"desultory, studious of change, and fond of novel-
ty," and impressed with distaste or disgust fbrsys-

teiTis which, fi'om their history and developements,
seemed to promise results meagre and stationary,

if not retroirressive, fi'equenlly urged me in the

very outset of my career, far fioni the beaten track,

into others, wliich the want of an enlightened
judgment caused me to pursue to nay frequent dis-

comfiture and loss. Such being in the main the
mortifvino' results of my experimental wanderings,
the oflspring of a too euger and indiscriminating

credulity in their inception, and perhaps, in their

issue, oi' want of care in their execution, it was but
too natural that I should settle down into the op-
posite extreme of scepticism, and to regard as im-
practicable, that which my bad practice alone per-

haps had fiiiled to attest. Indeed, Mr. Editor, the
extreme paucity of precise results to which my
most carefully conducted experiments have led me,
has tended to a confirmed distrust of those which
are every day announced as results of the experi-

ments of one farmer, and contradicted by those of
another, said to be similarly made. And why ?

Because I am satisfied from personal knowledge,
that my own history is pretty much that of the
whole class of gentlemen farmers in Virginia, and
that nine times out of ten, experiments are made
either under some prejudice, or that owing to the
neglect or absence of the proprietor, they are aban-
doi;ed in perhaps their most important stages, to

the carelessness of overseers and slaves, leaving
room for nothing but vague conjecture at last. And
thus, Mr. Editor, are we still, and for a long time
to continue, I fear, at sea, in regard to many of
the most important principles and practices of our
neglected and abused profession, unless, indeed,
we hasten to profit by the obvious and the only re-

medy, so ably enforced by the patriotic president of
the late Agricultural Convention, viz. an agricul-

tural proflessorship in connection with an experimen-
tal farm at our University. Then, indeed, may we
expect to see, the mists of uncertainly w^hich now
envelope the arcana of our science, flee before the
torch of experimental knowledge, and our agricul-

turalists no longer groping in the dark, boldly ad-
vancing with an assured ste|) to its richest rewards.

Shrinking with instinctive reluctance from a mi-
nuter record of my failures, with whatever denial

of amusement, or instruction to your readers, I

proceed brieliy to sketch such of my agricultural

operations as may seem to have a chance of aflbrd-

ing any portion of the latter. The subject of thern

consists of 2,000 acres, of which about 250 acres

being chiefly a light, sandy soil, from 6 to 8 inches

deep, has been cultivated in 3 fields, in corn, f()l-

lowed by wheat, and the hoof entirely excluded.
The balance contains about 400 acres of flat, of
about the same average quality, though a portion

of it, say 50 acres, is a very light, poor sand, and
perhaps, as much more is a deep sandy loam of a
superior quality; about 100 acres of swamp land,

subject to fr-equent overflows, and seldom produc-
ing from that cause half a crop, with about 200
acres of cultivated hills, some of them precipitouis
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and poor, the bnlance being hilly, forms a standing

pasture. Thelattertract, wiih the exception ofthe

swamp, was for 8 years in 4 fields:, during which
time It was moderately grazed, seldom commenc-
ing earlier than August, on the field to be broken

for corn. I think the average product of both par-

cels might have been 4 barrels of corn, and not

more than 6 bushels of wheat, in the last years

perhaps 8 bushels. The only source of manure,
until 5 years past, consisted of the offal ol" the

corn and wheat, of which both farms shared equal-

ly, carried out in the crude state in the spring,

upon the corn land. Clover was repeatedly sown
upon such portions as were stiff and wet enough
to produce it, but generally failed, or afforded but

a scant cover.

At the end of the 8 years above mentioned, I

was quite at a loss to decide upon the relative quan-
tum of miprovement in the two farms; the increase

of crops on either, taken as the criterion, scarcely

increasing it in any appreciable degree, either

positively or relative!}'. The succe^sflil example
of Col. J. Taylor, of Caroline, however, had
stronofly wedded me to the 4 field system, and it was
abandoned not without reluctance, in consequence
of the heterogeneous character of my land, hav-
ing hills, flats, and swamps interspersed; the first

and last of which imposed a heavy ta.^c in the

shape of shrubbing and ditching, when suffered to

lie out so long. On resorting to the 3 fields, how-
ever, 60 acres ofmy swamp was laid down in herds

grass and timothy, whilst the whole of it has been
completely reclaimed by straightening a narrow
crooked run, according to the method pointed out

in the Register, and thereby adding largely to my
crop, especiallv of corn, whilst that portion of the
hills, which had been newly cleared of a conside-

rable number of locusts, and whose sprouts re-

quired a heavy amount of labor as often as culti-

vated, have been laid down in highland meadow,
oat and orchard grass and the locust sprouts trimmed
up and suffered to occupy the ground, which, in

groves of many thousands of considerable size,

they now embellish and fijrtilize—fornjing, a most
important adjunct to my standing pasture. One
of them near my house, of about 10 acres, thus
treated, which, in addition to the locust, was more
infested than any piece of ground I ever saw with
that pest, the sassafras, has had them entirely era-

dicated by grazing. A little salt occasionally
sprinkled upon them, has probably expedited it hv
attracting the cattle. To these abridgments of
labor heretofore required, has been added the ex-
punction from my cultivated area of perhaps 100
acres of poor land heretofore cultivated: as much
is [cultivated] on most farms in the neighborhood
without any profit.

Additional savings have been made in the con-
struction of my fences, consisting for the most
part of a cedar watling, scarcely 18 inches high,
placed upon a good ditch bank, and inclined oTit-

wards to keep off the cattle, and in the cultivation
of my corn with the least possible degree of hoe
labor.

The experience of more than eleven years hav-
ing satisfied me that little was to be ho|)ed from
mere rest for soils, like ours, too light for clover,
and aided only by the ofial li'oni its grain crops;
I, therefore, immediately set to work to find sub-
jects upon which to employ the labor saved, as
above staled, for its improvement. Previous to

this, a variety of green crops had been tried as sub-
stitutes for clover to be turned in as manure. -Rye,

buckwheat, cow peas, and Indian corn (sown
broad cast early in June, and rolled down and
plouijhed in as soon as it began to wither in the

month of September,) have in the order in which
they occur, produced visible effects, but certainly

in no degree corresponding with what I had been
led to expect, particularly in regard to the peas and
buckwheat, li'om the statements of others; and I

consider tliese practices as only recommendable
where it is desirable to remove and plough in ma-
nure, to avoid waste. About 4 acres thus sown on
my light land, slightly manured the 1st June. 1834,
was rolled down, ploughed and sown in rye the
1st of Septendier. This was listed upon the 1st of
April, and corn planted, the middles remaining un-
broken till come time in May, or until the rye was
in head, when it was turned in. The corn, as

might have been expected, was not benefited,

though the crop of wheat now upon it, evidently

shows that the land is. I think that the corn, if

cut for provender, would have yielded a greater

bulk than any crop of hay I ever saw, and the
practice would prove valuable, where there is a
scarcity of that article. But to return Irom my
digression: I had seen, for the first time in my
lile, the effects of marl strikingly exhibited on cot-

ton, on the farm of Mr. F. W. Taiiafiirro, 8 miles

below Fredericksburg, about 10 years ago, and
having noticed shells occurring in their strata on
the bank of the river (Rappahannock) I made my
first essay with it upon a cotton patch of a lew
acres. The cotton was quite a failure: the suc-

ceeding crops of corn and wheat exhibited no im-
provement, and I gave it up in despair. The
clover, ^however, which was sown upon the

wheat, strikingly displayed its hidden virtues,

and satisfied me as to its value. To work I

went then seriously, for the first time, (6 years

ago,) and taking advantages of a low tide, with

the aid of scoops (or scrapers) and all my force of

hoes, succeeded before its rise in scraping oH' the

sand to the depth of about 18 inches, from (as I

judge) more than the sixteenth part of an acre,

thus denuding the marl for that space; and in

throwing up a sufficient bank, afterwards fiiced

with plank, to resist the tide. Two ox carts, two
tumbrils, and the two scoops, continued steadily at

work about a fortnight until we got about 10 feet

below the surface, tlie marl becoming richer at

every furrow of the plough (the only implement
used in my pits fi'oni that time to the present,)

when, to my great vexation, an infernal muskrat
inundated my pit, and put an end to my labors,

where, for want of a pump to drain it, they have
not been renewed. In the mean time, however,

the scoops, (such as are used on turnpikes, and to

which there is nothing equal lor the purpose,) had
extracted as much as the 4 carts could haul out in

a month, and to sufficiently marl about 40 acres,

at the rate of 500 bushels to the acre. With the

aid of a borer I have since found marl of the

same description in three sites on my farm, and
have employed all my leisure time in hauling it

out, though owing to frequent long absences from

home, and various interruptions, it has not been

as rigorously prosecuted as 1 could have wished,

the whole surfiice marled not much exceeding 100

acres. It is a poor blue marl, with a proportion oi

small shells, not exceeding, at most, 15 per cent.
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and unles:s exposed to a winter's frost before turned

in, would remain in lumps for years. JNly present

practice is to put it on the yountr clover in the lull,

and suffer it to remain in Email heaps until the

spring foilowini''.

My system of manuring too, both in its pre-

paration anil application li^r the last 6 years,

has been materially chans'^d. Several experi-

ments were instituted with the view of ascertaui-

in<r the comparative merits of ploughing in ma-

nul-c vviih the crops oi" corn and wheat, and leav-

insj it scattered on the surface of the latter.

Acres manured in these modes, have been staked

ofF, and the produce designed to be measured; but

owing to causes above hinted at, the results prove

nothing with precision, and only leave upon my
mind an impression in fi^vor of surface manuring.

On what even is the most unfavorable soil, it in-

sures a crop of clover, whilst on young clover it

doubles its value, and in no mode adds so much to

the improvement of a light soil. The manure
made in rnv stables and fin'myards, is, during the

fa'l, and winter, and spring, carried out upon

whichever crop happens to be most convenient,

whilst that which has been spread upon the clover

receives a dressing of marl. Owing to a press of

other work, the marl which was carried out upon

about 30 acres of clover last fall, with the excep-

tion of a small quantity scattered upon a portion of

the mannred land, remains in piles, and the clover

upon that portion is distinguishable from where I

now write, at the distance of half a mile.

Instead of wasting my manure as I did for ma-
ny years, and indeed until lately upon poor and

sandy land, I never apply it now to any, which,

withits aid, will not produce clover, unless, indeed,

it happens to be convenient to marl, or a great
'' eye-sore." My crops of hay, which have been

abundant, have, of course, added considerably

both to the quantity and quality of my manure,

which chiefly applied as a light top-dressing in the

above-mentioned modes, has annually sufficed lor

about 30 acres, for the last five or six years, and

has extended the clover to a correspondmg degree,

and I amencourged to hope that a few years more
will afford a complete vesture to all my fields, with

the exception of a few intractable spots. I regard

my marl, poor as it is, as the chief hand-maiden
of my improvements, and as the guardian of my
manure, with which it shall ever go hand in

hand.
Before I quit the subject, I would strongly re-

commend, on the score of economy, in all cases

where the superincumbent earth is not too deep,

the denudation of a sufficient area to admit of the

use of the plough, and scoop, which implement,

worked by two good mules, will, from a deplhoflO
leet, and at an antrle of even 45°, extract from a
pit a mass incredible to one who has not tried it.

The inconvenience resulting from an accumulation
of water is thereby avoided, the marl is dryer and
lighter, the carts are more expeditiously loaded,

and the ascent from the pit being avoided, can
carry much more.

I think it is about eight years since the termina-
tion of the comparativ'e experiment of the svs-

tems of three and four shifts, the different results

of which I have stated, so far as product enaVjled me
to judge, as stationary or null; and 1 have stated,

in a loose way, I believe all, or nearly so, the ele-

ments which have entered into any subsequent

improvement, to ascertain which, we will now
lake the crops as a common measure for the

two periods. Previously to the above-mentioned

period, the crop of corn, as nearly as I jcan

now ascertain, averaged between 800 and 900
barrels; the wheat crop, I am sure, I do not under-

rate, at 1000 to 1200 bushels. The rate of pro-

gression I cannot ascertain, but the crops of the

two last years have been 1200 andpl400 barrels.

The wheat crop has hardly increased in an equal
ratio, and is too uncertain with us to form any basis

lor calculation. This, compared with what others

have done upon a mure propitious soil, would seem
to be a meagre result, from the prosecution, for

twenty years, of what are considered improving
systems; for I am inclined to fear that in the ap-

parent reference of the whole result to the latter

period, I have given it credit for some accumu-
lated butdormant capacity created, though scarcely

exhibited during the former. The truth is, that

any improvement of soils, light and poor, in its

first stages, must, without extraordinary means, be
imperceptibly and discouragingly slow; nor does
discouragement give place to hope, until having
crept to the first stage, with an agreeable surprise,

we find ourselves prepared to advance almost per
salius. It is indeed the " first step which costs."

Poverty must be drugged until she gets upon her
legs, after which the vis medicatrix naiurcB will

carry her onward to fertility.

I have thus, Mr. Editor, though not briefly, I

fear obscurely, proposed to the members of our
communion, my humble experience, though with-
out presuming thereupon to ask the honor of bap-
tism. Jndeed, I have no higher aspiration than to

be able at someday, worthily to share it with them,
when, with a pride not less than that which elated

a brother painter, when, on beholding the Trans-
figuration of Raphael, he exclaimed, •' I too am a
painter." I might with truth say, " I too am a
flirmer." In the meantime, you will excuse me
for borrowing from an old favorite, the paragon
of his species, " who, true to all beside, to it alone
was false," his name.

OI^D TYRO.
P. S. In looking over the foregoing hasty sketch,

I discovered that, in the enumeration of elements
of improvement, I have pretermitted the regular
use of clover and plaster, the most important of
all, and no less so, ((or to its use, I chiefly ascribe
my late success,) the use of the harrow, after

sowing—a process a little startling in appearance,
but beneficial even to the wheat, and vital to the
clover, especially in sandy land, which cracks lit-

tle with fi-ost. After sowing a light field, in Fe-
bruary, 1833, a hot spell of weather prevented the
use of the harrow, until the clover had sprouted,
all cf which was killed by a spell of severe
weather. Finding, on examination, a considera-
ble portion of seed still lying unsprouted on the
surface, the use of the harrow gave me a very
tolerable stand. I have tried it in the fall; the first

lime, though much killed out by the unusual seve-
rity of the winter, yet 1 think the increased vigor
of what remained, made amends for what waslost.
Some which ^vas sown the middle oflast August on
a hill-side, with a southern exposure, on rye, look
decidedly better than any which I have ever had
at this season.
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From the Hampshire Gazette.

RECEIPT FOR MAKING COI.D SOAP.

The leach tub or hngsIicaJ must be covered at

the bottom with straw and sticks—ihen put in a
bushel ofashes, iheu two or three quarts of unslak-

ed lime, upon which you nuist throw Iwo quarts of

boiling water to excite I'ermentation and slake the

lime; put in another bushel ofashes and as much
more lime and water, and continue to do so until

your vessel is full; put in hot water till you can
draw off'the lye, after which the heat ofthe water is

not of much consequence. You must have, at

least two thirds of a bushel of lime to a hogshead,
ifyou wish your soap to be made quick; one hogs-
head of ashes will make two barrels of soap.

When you draw otf your ]ye, you must keep your
first twopaihuls by themselves, and the next two
in another vessel, and the third two in another
vessel still: then weigh 29 pounds of clear strained

grease, or of scraps, whhout straining, 32 pounds.

put into a kettle with three pounds of rosin; then
[/ourover it one iniillia! of lye from the first drawn
vessel, and one I'rom the second drawn vessel; put
it over the fire, and let it boil twenty minutes—be
particular to add no lye over the fire, but swing off
the crane if it is in danger of boiling over; put it

info your bnrrel, and add one pailful oflye Irom the
third drawn vessel, and give it a thorough stirring;

then weigh your grease for another barrel and
take the lye remaining in the vessels, in the same
manner as for the first barrel; then draw off your
weak lye, and fill up the vessels as fast as possible,

remembering to put half to each barrel, that they
may be equally strong. If your leach run through
fast, you may have your barrels full in an hour,
and so hard that you can hardly stir them. You
must stir it after you begin to put in your lye, till

your barrel is full. Fourteen quarts of melted
grease is the quantity lor a barrel.

[Many families in this town make their soap ac-
cording to the foregoing wiih perfect success.]
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ON THE AGRICULTURE OF FLORIDA.

Importance and value of ike sugar crop.

JVascissa, Florida, j^/pril 12, 1836.

Mr. Editor: The avocations of the planting

season have so absorbed my attention, since n))-

last letter, tiiat I have had iiitle leisure lor writing.

My crop being now, however, well "laid in," 1

avail ol' your lavorable notice of my former com-
munications, to send you, as promised in the con-

clusion oi" my essay, No. 4, "'the details of my
experience, as far as it has yet gone in this district

of Florida, in the cultivation of cotton and sugar.'"

The object of this exposition, being a comparative

verely as it was, could have been more taken una-
wares" by their cold-hearted destroyer, than I felt

myself to be. I had not seen trost lor ten years
;

and had not the least knowledge of its chemical
action on the sugar cane. Guided, therefore, by the
" usage of these parts," I persevered in boiling

the cane juice, as rapidly as it could be expressed.
For a week, 1 tried all my skill to granulate the
juice ; but with every addition of alkali, and all

other " means and appliances to boot," whicii my
experience could suggest, my labor was fruitless.

Excess of boiling, with an excess of lime and
alum, brought the juice to the consistency ofpaste,
without the semblance of crystallization—tough
and stringey. Without alkali, it burnt in syrup. I

at once changed my operations, and, with a loss

of near 15 acres of my cane, I ceased " boiling"
inijuiry into the profiis arising ti-om these two

j

and conmienced " mattressing" in the field. This
valaable crops, and the prac^Va!;////;/ of their being is a technical term, expressive of the mode prac-
here advantageously combined, must be my sutK-ticed in Louisiana, of securing the cane against
cient apology flir its egotistical intrusion upon li-ost, and is intended when rtg/tf/i/cfone, to be done
your readers. My first operations in planting, m before the frost strikes the vegetation. Unfortu-
this Territory, were begun in March, 1834. I'nately, I had neglected the premonitory system;
commenced as prudence best dictated, in a " small

way." The vvhole amount of capital invested

did not exceed ij? 12,000. The crop tended was
80 acres of cotton, 40 acres sugar-cane, and 60
acres corn and other provisions. The effective

force consisted of 12 full hoe hands, and 4 boys,

each with a mule and plough. I may here say

that 1 had, at this tiire, newly arrived fl^oni the

West [iidies, and had located in the " Middle
District", with the expectancy of establishing a

sugar plantation ; to the management of which 1

had been professionally bred. My greatest atten-

tion, therelbre, was given, on this trial year, to the

cane portion of my crop; which, to increase my
labors, was entirely " rattoons," and had re-

mained the previous winter, wholly unprotected

and exposed. There were no "supplies" to he

had, and the season of my conunencement being
late for planting, I lelt no little anxiety for my
" standing crop." I need not follow the details ol

my husbandry. I erected a wo den mill, with live-

oak rollers, and calculated for four mules ; and
repaired roughly the dilapidated log houses which
had the year previous served f()r the manufacture
ofsugar. The whole expenditure for these " make
shift" requisites did not exceed !g200.

The cane had a favorable season, and grew
finely. At six months' age, it equalled in sweet-
ness the West Indian cane of nine months ; ex-

hibiting therein the rapiility of Floridian vegeta-

tion, and the congenial heat of our summer for

cane.

On the 24th October, " the day I well remem-
ber," there fell "a killing /"ros^, that nipped me
in the bud" of high and lolty expectation. Vege-
tation was by it destroyed; and the cane. " but

yesterday," all green in rich luxuriance, now
stood in the "sear and yellow leaf" I immedi-
ately began "cutting" and hurried preparations

for manufacturing; in which the unprecedented
earliness of the frost had found me dilatory. In-

deed, 1 question whether the cane, injured ee-

and had nothing left but mere experiment. I cut

down the cane close to the ground, (digging it up
with a hoe, by the roots is more advisable,) and
threw three rows in one, in "windrows," across

the field, taking care to place the foliage of one
stool of cane over the buts ofthe previous one; thus
laying them to the height of three to four feet like

a thatrhed roof. I allowed three weeks to elapse
before disturbing the " mattresses," during which
time, the weather was alternately cold with fi-ost,

and warm with rains. On the 20th of November,
or thereabouts, I again began "grinding." To my
surprise, the saccharometer exhibited an increase
of two degrees, it having held only seven in Oc-
tober, and now gave nine. I had no longer difR-

cuhy : the sugar appeared in " character distinct,"

with a large, firm, and sparkling grain. The juice
had become darkened in color, almost black, but
that was easily corrected; its yield was at times, as
we expressed the finer canes, fully a pound ofraw
sugar to the gallon of raw juice. I never used
more than eight ounces of lime to the 100 gallons

of juice. I am particular in giving you this his-

tory of my original proceedings; for others may,
therefrom, gather experience; and, as it esta-

blishes the fact, in my mind, that " mattressing"

the cane for a limited period, even after the frost,

so fiir from injuring its return, will in this climate

increase it. 1 can only account for it, in the sup-

position that, by evaporation, the solid juices be-

come concentrated ; and from the warmth gene-
rated by " mattressing," acquire viscidity and
sweetness ; and which, if not continued too long,

increases the yield of sugar, but, if allowed to

remain indiscreetly, would as certainly generate

acetous acid, and fermentation. If this supposi-

tion be correct, it on!}- requires to be firmly esta-

blished, and generally known, to render a combi-

nation of sugar and cotton, in tiiis district, not on-

ly a feasible crop ; but, under all seasons, a certain

and profitable one : and, I should be much-

pleased, Mr. Editor, to receive your chemical opi-
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nion on this important question.* The results of

my crop above stated, under all the disadvanta-

ges of "rot" in the cotton, that destroyed nearly

one-fourth after "boiling;" and the loss in the

cane, from premature manufacture, and effects of

frost, were as Ibllows :

62 bags cotton at 16i cents, - $2,831 40
63 barrels sugar, (tioni 26 acres,) at

10 cents, - - - - 1,323 00
51 barrels molasses and syrup, at 30

cents, - - - - 459 00
180 gallons common rum, at 50 cents, 90 00
800 bushels corn, at 50 cents, - - 400 00

Total, - - - $5,103 40
Deduct expenses of negroes, inclu-

ding rent of land, - - 1,600 00

Nett product of 14 laborers, J,503 40

*Our correspondent attaches much more hnportance

than is due to our opinions on vegetable chemistry ;

but being thus called on, we will state our impression.

It cannot be, (as he suggests,) that the concentration

of the saccharine juice can cause its yield to be greater;

but the other supposition may well be correct, that the

process of "mattressing," by generating and main-

taining a <rreater degree of heat, may produce chemical

changes in the juices of the canes, and actually in-

crease the quantity of sugar. All the diU'erent matters

which form vegetables, as sugar, starch, mucilage,

wax, oil, &c., are each composed of the same three

elementary bodies, viz. oxygen, hydrogen, and carbon,

merely varied in their proportions. Of course, each

of these many substances could, by a slight change of

its quantities, in nature's laboratory, be changed to

any other. Even art can effectually produce some of

these changes. Thus, chemistry has shown the cer-

tain means of converting starch into sugar ; but at a

cost too great for economical purposes. The slightest

observer may know, that nature is working similar

changes throughout the whole course of vegetable life.

For example: the saccharine juice is formed abun-

dantly in the stalks of growing Indian corn, and the

sugar increases faster than the bulk ofthe plant, nearly

to the time of the maturing of the grain. But, about
that time, the sweetness of the pith is lost, by the su-

gar being entirely converted to some other vegetable

substance—and probably to furnish starch, which,
forms so large a portion of the grain. Now, as nature
in this case, changes sugar to starch (or somethinn-
die,) so the increase and maintenance of heat in sugar
canes may change starch, mucilage, &c., to sugar;
and this change is the more likely, as, in a climate"uf-
ficenlly warm, the successful elibrt of nature, at that
period of the growth, is to increase the proportion ol
sugar in the plants; and that increase, of course, is ef-

fected by changing other existing vegetable products
to sugar. When nature is making an etlbrt to pro-
duce a certain chemical change, (vv^liich, however, may
be thwarted or enfeebled by climate or other adverse
circumstances,) it is not diflicult to contrive artificial
means for aiding that eflbrt, and thereby giving it full
effect

;
and such seems to be the operation and" effect

of •« mattressing."—Ed. fab. rjeg.

This crop, it must be remembered, was made in

nine months—as 1 did not take possession of the
land till the etui of March, and was obliged to re-

linquisli it at Christmas. I lost, therefore, a large

proportion ofthe " refuse" ofmy mdl ; wliich, had
time allowed, could have been profilably convert-
ed info ruin. And here 1 would say that no one
should attempt the |n'ofitaLle cultivation of sugar-
cane, in this Territory, without first having an
efficient and complete disiillery. 1 look upon the
"still-house" as being here of decidedly greater

value and necessity than even the sugar-boding
apparatus. With a proper arrangement of stdls,

there can be no total loss sustained in the cane
crop: for even should frost strike it to acidity, spi-

rit can be extracted ; and it will require a vast

incease of Temperance Societies, before that sti-

mulant becomes valueless.

In the West Indies, on well managed estates,

the rum and molassses pay all expenses of manu-
facture of the sugar ; and not only could it be
done in Florida, but leave also, from the higher
home use of .spirit and molasses, a handsome re-

venue.

My operations for 1836 were solely in cotton.

Many reasons, (exclusive of my desire to try a
cotton crop alone,) here unnecessary to detail,

caused me for the time being to relinquish the
'S higher game" of sugar. I purchased this es-

tate, " VVascissa," and worked 36 hands. My
crop had not yet been sold; but it certainly will

nett me more |)erhead than last year's "combina-
tion," owing however to the present high value
of cotton ; and this is the reason why so many of
our cotton planters have realized this year such
extravagant wages from their negroes—some
even as high as ,'5;600, per head, average. Yes I

Mr. Editor, I have it from unquestionable men,
that our fellow-citizen, Mr. Green Chawes, has
sold cotton, made last year by 22 laborers, ex-
ceeding, (with corn,) $13,000. Eutyet I do not
yield determined prelerence for cotton. As long
as the demand will give 20 cents, or even 15 cents,

per pound, it is undoubtedly a money-making
culture, and sufficiently so to annihilate any other
substitute ; and even at 10 cents per pound, it is

unquestionably a more expedient entire crop than
sugar ; and no prudent man will, under any cir-

cumstances, in njy opinion, here, attempt a sole

crop of sugar : its results must and will be, nine
times in ten, complete ruin. I advocate only su-

gar in combination with cotton; and I conceive
that if it can be shown not only practicable in this

climate, but profitable, that 1 am "doing good
unto many," and especially advancing, in such
event, incon'estible proof that our Florida lands
are, (as I have befiire stated in a former letter,)

"the cheapest in the southern country." To ex-
pose clearly my reasoning, let us instance an es-

tate, first, with cotton alone; secondl}-. with cot-

ion ami sugar combined; and, lastly, with sugar
by itself! We must, in this comparison, reduce
our calculation to " dollars and cents;" that me-
thod of reasoning being, as it were, innate in all

planting readers, and, to do so fairly, we must take
the staples at a fiur average value. Say— cotton
10 cents per pound, and sugar 10 cents per
pound.

Instance I^irst.

B has a plantation of choice land, well located.
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and under skil/lil management, consisting of 500
acres of open land, cost, -

ig 10.000
His effective force are 50 hands—cost, 30,000
And, 15 mules, with plough-geanng, &c.

cost, - - - . 1,500
His gin-house and machinery, cost, - 500

Thus, with a capital invested of - $42,000
B commences his cotton crop. The whole 500
acres being well cultivated, shall yield him the
ma.ximum average of 1000 pounds raw cotton
per acre, making, gross, 500,000 pounds cotton as
the saved crop. Now, it is a minimum calcula-
tion to allow only three-lburths loss by ginning,
&c. To be fair, we however, will now allow ii.

500,000 pounds raw cotton will, therefore, give
125,000 pounds of clean cotton, fit for market.
B sells, as his crop, 125,000 pounds cotton at ten

cents, - - - 012,500
Deduct expense o( negroes, cost of bags,

&c., ----- 2.500

Ijeavcs him about 24 per cent, gain on
invested capital, or - -

Jg 10,000

[s this not a fair calculation ? and does it not

show a very profitable investment? Let us pro-

ceed, however, to our second instance; viz. cotton

and sugar combined.

Second.

D. has an estate like B., both in land, and ef-

fective laborers. It is worth the same, !g40,000

D having an intention to make sugar,

has outlaid in mules, and e.xtra re-

quisite machinery, - - 5,000

Thus, with an invested capital of ^45,000
D. begins planting : he plants 400 acres cotton,

and the remaining 100 acres of his land, in sugar
cane, being the largest proportion of cane, his

knowledge of the climate, and the efficiency ofhis

laborers can permit him to make : he has the same
seasons as B, and his cotton yields him the same,

per acre, viz. 1000 pounds. The season for cane
is an average one ; and there being more risk in

climate for its success, than for cotton, we will not

take the average yield in Louisiana tor the cane,

(though strictly it would be but just,) but assume
that D has to mattress his cane, to save it from
frost. On grinding it, it will still yield liim 1000
gallons of juice per acre, which is equal, under all

circumstances, to 500 pounds of sugar. (In Loui-
siana, 100 pounds of sugar, per acre, is an ave-
rage yield ; in the West Indies from 3000 to 6000
pounds : admitting, however, every uncertainty

of the climate, and the hurry of manufacture, D's
crop will turn him out as follows : viz.

400,000 pounds raw cotton equal to

100,000, clean, at 10 cents, - $10 000
100 acres cane at 500 pounds per acre

;

50,000 pounds sugar at 10 cents, - 5,000

50,000 pounds of sugar will drain at

least 4000 gallons molasses,- - 1,200

And the "scuu)mings and refuse" of the
I

mill will, with washings of sugar
and molasses cisterns, return by dis-

tillation, a barrel of rum for every
|

hogshead of sugar ; i. e., 1,800
gallons spirit for 50 hogsheads 1,350

Total proceeds of crop - - . ^17,500
Deduct same average expense as before

for negroes, &c., 2,500, and add
thereto, for extra expenses, attend-
ing the manufacture of sugar,

$500 - - - 3000

Leaves D. nearly 33 per cent, gain, or $(14,550

The above I hold to be a very moderate esti-

mate on the sugar cane, and it evinces my desire
to give the cotton every allowable advantage in
the estimate by my giving 1000 pounds per acre
of that staple, and only 500 pounds of sugar. I

do not myself f|uestion the practicability of the
above combination, and that it is profitable, is

there shown in the accuracy of figures. That it

has not yet been attempted here, has been owing,
originally, to the limited capitals of our first set-

tlers, the want of the requisite practical knowledge
and efficient machinery^ and, lastly, to the mono-'

mania which the rise of cotton has created. The
fiiilure, likewise, heretofore, when sugar mania
ran as wild as cotton bigotry does now, of those
experimentalists, who imprudently ventured their

all on sugar, has caused the very mention of
the staple to be considered synonymous with
" loss;" and enough to rank hs advocate as ano-
ther of the " visionary theorists." This does not
present my impartial consideration of the matter;

and should not deter a right view of the subject,

merely because we have only, as yet, the errors

and failures ofotbers to attract our attention. That
because an entire crop of cane is here, at all times,

hazardous, and most often ruinous, does it ne-
cessarily follow that the plant, sui generis, is impo-
verishing, and, with all its luxuriance, unprofita-

ble? The season for manufacture may not admit
of the saving of 500 acres of cane; but it assu-

redly will admit of 100 acres being profitably

saved, with 50 effective hunds, and requisite ma-
chinery; and that too, without any serious sacri-

fice of cotton, or great loss of labor. It is erro-

neous, as is here generally believed, that the ma-
nufiicture i.f a sugar crop will essentially interfere

with, and diminish the cotton crop. In the pro-

portions of one-fifth cane, there can be no such
interference—admitting that the earliness and se-

verity of frost, is such as to compel the immediate
service of all your laborers to the security of the

cane. Your50 hands will mattress it, (100 acres,)

in three to five days—where it may lie for a
month. Half your force, wUh tried machinery,
will then manufacture it in a fortnight, without

any extra labor; and your other remaming half

of laborers will certainly, at that season, save all

the cotton that is liable to fall. It is not, however,

one year in ten, that the season would compel this

entire disposition of your laborers; and certainly

your chance of revenue from two crops, not liable

to the same disasters, (for none can deny that the

cotton plant has nearly as many risks to run before

its fruit is saved, as the cane,) is more than equi-

valent to a moderate loss, by a heavy blow of cot-

ton. No one should attempt the cane cultivation

as a source of revenue, with a less force than 50
efTeclive hands ; and 1 attribute the heretofore

failures ofsu;jar here, in a great measure, to over-
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cropping, and a poverty of laborers. I need not

lurtlicr extend this already attenuated letter. The
exposition of my third "instance" in sugar alone,

may be left as it is. SulTicient will be gathered

trom the foregoing remarks, that I disapprove,

under the liabilities ot our climate, the risk ol an

entire sugar cro{); and it not being the purpose ol

these " inquiries," to exaggerate, or enhance the

really existing advantages'oi our climate, by any

Quixotic operations, the resullsof an entire cane

crop, may certainly be considered as dubious, or

in ratio with the sanguine temperament of its advo-

cate.

I am fully aware, tliat the force of theory, even

when established by individual success, cannot

controvert the universal belief of " uncertainty;

'

and whenever the disposition of men are confident

of gain in one line, but diffident of their skill in

another, no other reasoning can convert them,

Gave interest and necessity. It will, therefore,

need that cotton should decline, (as it most assu-

redly must,) below 10 cents, before our cotton fiatu-

ists can be severed from their afleclion. To those

abroad, however, not yet infatuated, whose atten-

tions may be inclining to a southern residence, I feel

assured that my remarks will be estimated, (as they

really are,) as the candid expositions and belief of

one, in as far as another's fortune may be con-

cerned, perfectly disinterested. I cannot but conceive

it inexplicable, that, whilst all are intently watching

the probable rise and fall of the cotton market,

with the universal knowledge that its culture and
product are annually and amazingly increasing,

and to continue until the vast area of the south

and west are no longer fertile; that the certain

scarcity of sugar, and its as certain great de-

mand, does not bring the mind to the refiection of

the fact, that its culture is rapidly decreasing, and
the lands acclimated for its production, extremelv
limited, and not to be extended. How peculiarly

is this the case with this portion ofNorth America!
The time nmst come, when, with all its fluctua-

tions of climate, Florida will be the sugar-growing
section of these United States,

With the assurance of my acknowledgments
for your favorable acceptance of my past commu-
nications,

I am, your obliged and obedient,

FARQ. MACRAE.

QUERIES ON POLITICAL ECONOMY, AS CON-
NECTED WITH AGRICULTURE.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Though I am no farmer, and no subscriber to
your work, I yet consider it of great public bene-
fit, and should rejoice to see it circulate even more
extensively than it now does. Permit me lo suf-
gest one or two thoughts which have occurred to
me, in looking over some of your late numbers.

In your last, Vol. Ill, No. 12. page 757, you
Bay that the universal tendency of all legal in-
epections of the qualities of commodities, is°to de-
teriorate their quality—and of course, their mar-
ket price.

^
Was this assertion well weighed 1 Is

it true? The subject is so important to'our com-
merce, and yet more to our agriculture, that if it

be true, our law makers ought to know it. As
the chancery lawyers say I "neither admit nor de-

ny the allegation," as it is not within my knowl-
edge—but call on you for proof.

Again—you li'equently speak of poor-laws as

being of uncjueslioned evil eiicct, and reJer to Eng-
land tor proof. Arenotthe population ot England,
even drown to the lowest laborers, better ofi than
the like classes on the European continent? Are
they not better ofi" than their fellows in Ireland ?

Do not even the English whigs, (whcm 1 be-

lieve to be ot the same school with yourself in po-

litical economy,) propose to introduce that sjsiem
into Ireland I I would say to you as the editor of

the Enquirer says to hiso|)ponenls, "yive us light."

Or will your correspondent Mr. Walker, give his

light on these last pomts I As a native IJriton he
has seen the practical workings of the system, and
in this age ofrepetiiion, and borrowing, and plagia-

rism, it is very pleasant to meet with the opinions

of a thinker and writer so original as he, even
though we should not entirely agree with him.

Important topics as slavery and the manage-
ment and treatment of slaves are to agriculturists

of the south, it seems that few of the intelligent

gentlemen who send their contributions to the Re-
gister, have thought proper to discuss any ques-

tion connected with this class of our population.

[s not this unwise ? Delicate as this subject is in

many respects, there are some of its features, con-

cerning which, an interchange of opinions would
be advantageous, and, as I suppose could be car-

ried on, through such a medium as your maga-
zine, without giving oflfence to the most sensitive.

An article on the profits of rearing slaves, which
you once published, affords one example of the

class of subjects to which I allude. Are your
columns open for prudent discussions, or inquiries

on these subjects, fi'om lo^al Virgmians, or inhabi-

tants of other southern states ?

You frequently urge your readers to become
writers, and furnish you with original matter.

Many would perhaps do this, if their minds were
directed to particular points on Avhich information

is specially desirable. Would it not be well for

you to publish queries, to which your contributors

might furnish answers, or to suggest particular

subject, concerning which, you especially desired

information 7

A. B.

[Our correspondent's suggestions it is hoped, will

not pass unheeded, nor fail to elicit some communica-

tions from other correspondents, of interest and value.

To others we would prefer to give place, in treating ei-

ther, or all the subjects proposed. With regard to the

ill policy of legal inspections of the quality of com-

modities, our opinion has long been fixed—and if time

permitted, and the occasion required, we would not

fear to attempt the maintenance of our position by ar-

gument, and by facts. But we certainly should have

no hope of convincing, or even of attracting the notice

of "our law-makers," as a body. Our opinion is not

less decided, as to the impolicy and ill etFects of the

general opsration of the poor-law system, both in Eng-
land, and this country—and there is no branch of po-

litical economy, more closely connected with the in-

terests of agriculture, or more suitable to be disussed

in an agricultural journal. But we confess our ina-

bility to treat properly and fully, so wide a subject—or

to compress within suitable and proper limits, even the
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iinparfect lights which we have : and therefore, would

greatly prefer, that the task should be undcrlaken by

another.

Slavery, and the manajjcmcnt of slaves, as connected

with oir agriculture and douiostic economy, are cer-

tainly proper sub'ects to be discussed in this journal.

To deny that position would be almost as absurd, as to

omit in such a journal, all reference to the improvement

of land—for in the southern states, the agricultural

capital vested in slaves, and the products derived, di-

rectly or indirectly, fiom the labor, are scarcely infe-

rior, in value and importance, to the capital in, and pro-

ducts from, land alone. Still in these distempered

times, when there is so much madness and folly afloat,

on the general subject of slavery—so much fanaticism

in the north, on one side of the question, and not a lit-

tle in the south, on the other side, discussion on this

subject is rendered difficult to regulate, and to restiain

within proper limits,—and therefore would require

much caution and self-restraint on the part of all who
may undertake to treat on slavery.

With regard to the insertion of queries, if our cor-

respondent had been longer acquainted with this jour-

nal, he would have known, that the practice which he

recommends, has been adopted to considerable extent

:

but it is to be regretted, that there are fewer answers

than questions. If every difficulty were stated in the

form of a query—and every person who possessed the

information wanted, would promptly furnish it in an-

swer, that plan of mutual accommodation and instruc-

tion, aion?, would make the journal which was the

channel of such intercourse, of incalculable value to

farmers, and to the improvement of agriculture in gene-
ral. That simple means alone, fully carried into opera-

tion, would give to each reader the benefit of the lights

of all others—and would make the journal a general
"intelligence office," where any kind of existing infor-

mation could be obtained, by merely asking for it.]

HIGHLANDS INJURED BY WATER.

To the Editor of the farmers' Register.

JVardsfurk, Charlotte.

I have appeared so often on your pages of late,
I judge [ shall be charged by some of your rea-
ders with being urged by an itch tor scribbling. I

acknowledge it is a disease to which I am alitde
subject—but really I think, there is more apology
for those who labor under this pen-complaint, than
those who seems to be possessed by an uncommu-
nicating devil, who will write nothing for fear of
being charged with vanity. For my part, I think
this morbid sensitiveness, in some instances indi-
cates the very highest degree of vanity, that cloaked
under the garb of humility. I am acquainted with
Bome of our best practical farmers ; who, if they
could be induced to publish, might be ofmuch ser-
vice to our agriculturalinterest. But enouffh of
this.

^

Much has been said about the injury done to
Jowlands, by water : but little notice has been ta-
ken of the bad effects of excessive wet, on high
lands. Indeed it is scarcely thought that highlands
are injured by wet, except those soils that are called

spring3\ But all soils I think, are rendered less
productive by remaining level, while exposed to
the drenching rains of winter. Whether this is

owing to some mochanical or chemical chano-es,

I have not determined by experiment : for 1 make
but i'ew experiments of any sort. Having con-
stantly before me Nature's great laboratory, if I

can sospeaK,— I watch her operations and results,

and collect fiicts in a way more dgreeable to my-
self and my employments as a liirmer. For while
I was making in-door experiments on soils, I am
sure the practice would be bad without. I gene-
rally place myself in a situation, that while I am
learning from Nature, I can take a peep at Cuflee,
and the overseer, 'iiul see that they are practicing,

wliile I am contemplating. I am quite sure if I

were often engaged in making small in-door expe-
riments, and it was known to ihc slip-gap fra-
ternity of our parts, there would be very liual re-

sults to my corn field.

But to the subject : I have noticed that those

spots of highland which have kept wettest Irom
their being so situated as to collect and retain ex-
cessive moisture, are sure to lliil in making a satis-

factory "turn-out," particularly in wheat ; while

on the other hand, the driest and most elevated por-

tions, more than flilfil their promise. 1 have no-

ticed two concave surfaces, containing about a half

acre each, in which the rain-water gathered, and
kept "sobbed" during winter ; but, would become
dry enough (aye, too dry—for it is of all earth the

dryestin summer,) to induce an attempt at culti-

vation with the rest of the field—but which, uni-

Ibrmiy failed to produce. It is a little curious to

see how lively and light the soil of ditch-banks,

and other elevations looks in the spring, compared
with the adjacent level places, and how much
quicker it moves vegetation. I have observed that

hill-sides from which the water most readily es-

capes, will produce best, agreeably to the fertility .

sloopes are better than entire levels, for the same
reason. I will here observe, though from the point,

that our lowlands even where it has been attempt-
ed, are generally not more than half drained. I

never saw but one perfectly drained piece of lovv-

grounds,a piece of John F. Edmunds', of Wardsfbrk.
It is made perfectly free from any degree of "sob-
bing," winter or summer, by the most skilful ditch-

ing, and the heaviest crop of corn I ever saw any
where, it yielded last season. But to the high-
land, the practice which my view of the subject

suggests is quite plain. Place rhe land for culti-

vation as near as you can in that situation, which
nature has placed the most productive spots, viz:

in a situation that will preserve it from the least sob-

bing from winter rains. For this purpose, I would
recommend all uplands to be left in beds, and par-

ticularly for wheat. Where soil is naturally of a
wet character, as some of our highlands are from
their level situation, or from a bad clay, it is great-

ly improved by ditching.

I. R.

From the British Farmer's Magazine.

AGRICULTURE IN FLANDERS.

It is a pleasure to observe the laborious industry
of the Flemish farmer, recruited by intervals of

comfortable and decent refreshment^ and not less

agreeable to perceive the farm servants treated
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with kindness and respect; and who uniformly dine

with the farmer and liis family. In Flanders the

gentlemen are ail farmers, hut the farnies do not as-

pire to be gentlemen , and their serv^ants iijel the ben-

efit. They partake with them a plentiful and order-

ly meal, which varies according to circumstances.

The laborer is in general very well able to support

himself by his work; in a country where so much
manual labor is required in weeding, the laborer's

famil}' is occupied pretty constantly in summer; and

in winter they spin. Each day-laborer has, in

most cases, a small quantity of land, from a rood

to half an acre, for his own cultivation. In com-
mon times, a begger is scarcely to be seen, except

in the towns, and but few there. In the country,

habits of industry are kept up till health fails; and

to meet the infirmities of age, the poor possess

a revenue from pious donations, regulated by the

government, and vested by them in commissions,

of which the mayors of the different communes
are presidents respectively, in right of their

office. The Flemish farmer seldom amasses
riches, but is rarely afflicted with poverty: in-

dustry and frugality are his characterstics; he

never looks beyond the enjoyment of mode-
rate comforts; abstains from spirituous liquors,

however easily to be procured; never exceeds

his means; pays his rent punctually, and in case

of emergency, has always somewhat to com-
mand beyond his necessary disbursements. This

is effected too upon a soil naturally the reverse of

rich; and, in fact, a bad soil. Yet such is the ef-

fect of industry, sobriety, and skill, that there are

about five souls to eight English acres. Notwith-
standing this, one-third of the produce of the land

is annually exported!—than which no circumstance

can better mark the skill, the industry, and the

ii-ugality of the Flemish farmer. In England.
Sadler says there are about ten souls to every

twenty acres. In Ireland, thirty acres to ten per-

sons. What will the Malthusians and emi-
grationists say to this, who recommended the

transportation of our surplus hands, and, of course,

of our best and most efficient laborers! The soil

of Flanders, far inferior to our own, can sustain

twice the amount of human existence. The se-

cret of this is, that the work is done by the

spade and hoe. The farms are all small, though
"rent and taxes" are heavy; but the fiirmers

and laborers are sober, skilful, industrious, and
frufful.

SALE OP FINE CATTLE.

The following is an account of sales made in

Philadelphia, by Mr. John Hare Powell, of his
fine Durham cattle:

A poor bull calf, 4 weeks old, sold for - $:120
Cow No. 1, - - - ' - - - 600
Cow No. 2, - 650
Cow No. 3, 510
Cow No. 4, 560
A calf. No. 5, . _ . - . 300
Bertram, No. 6, - - - - - 500
Do. No. 7, - 4S0
Thelowest CO vv sold for, - - - 1.55

Mr. Powell's Durhams brought higher prices
than the stock cattle of the late Jeptha D. Gar-
rard, sold on the the 8th, at Cincinnati. The fi-

nest two year old heifer, went off for ^575, a heif^

er, one year old, ihv %510; a full-blooded Durham
bull, 2 years old, for $465, &c. &c.

SOME NOTICE OF THE PRIVATE LIFE OF THE
MAliqUIS DE TOURBILLY.

Extract from Young's Travels in France.

[The readers of the account of the labors and im-

provements of M. Turbilly, which was re-published

in the last two numbers ofthis journa], will perhaps be

gratified with the following statements and remarks of

Arthur Young. Though few will feel any thing of

enthusiastic admiration expressed by Young; many
may feel some interest in the private history and for-

tunes of a man, who like most others of the class of

agricultural improvers, labored much more successfully

to promote the public interests, than his own.]

* * * * Letters from Mens, de Brousso-
net; but he is unable to inform me in what part
of Anjou was the residence of the marquis de
Tourbilly; to find out that nobleman's fiirm, where
he made those admirable improvements, which
he describes in the Memoire sur les defrichemens,
was such an object to me, that I was determined
to go to the place, let the distance out of my way
be what it might. * * # » *

My first business here, as everywhere else in

Anjou, was to enquire for the residence of the
marquis de Tourbilly. I repeated my enquiries
tdl I found that that there was a place not ii.ir from
La Fleche, called Tourbilly, but not what I want-
ed, as there was no Mons. de Tourbilly there, but
a marquis de Galway, who inherited Tourbilly
from his father. This perplexed me more and more;
and I renewed my enquiries with so much eager-
ness, that several people, I believe, thought me half
mad. At last I met with an ancient lady who solved
my difficulty; she informed me, that Tourbilly, about
twelve miles from La Fleche, was the place I was
in search of: that it belonged to the marquis of that

name, who had written some books she believed;

that he died twenty years ago, insolvent; that the
father of the present maniuis de Galway bought
the estate. This was sufficient for my purpose; I

determined to take a guide the next morning, and,
as I could not visit the marquis, at least see the re-

mains of his improvements. The news, hovvever,

that he died insolvent, hurt me very much; it was
a bad commentary on his book, and I fliresaw that

whoever I should find at Tourbilly, would be full

of ridicule of a husbandry that proved the loss of
the estate on which it was practised.

The 29th. This morning I executed my pro-

ject; my guide was a countryman with a good
pair of legs, who conducted me across a range of

such ling wastes as the marquis speaks of in his

memoir. They appear boundless here; and 1

was told that 1 could travel many, many days,

and see nothing else: what fields of improvement
to make, not to lose estates! At last we arrived

at Tourbilly, a poor village, of a few scattered

houses, in a vale between two rising grounds,

which are yet heath and waste; the chateau in

the midst, with plantations of fine poplars leading

to it. I cannot easily express the anxious inquisi-

tive curiosity I felt to examine every scrap of the
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estate; no hedge or tree, no bush but what was in-

terestincT to mo. I had read the translation of the

marquis's history of his improvements in Mr.

M lis' Husbandry, and thought it the most interest-

ing morsel I had met with, long bctbre I procured

the original Memnire sur les defrichemensj and
determined, that if ever I should go to France, to

view improvementSjthe recital ot which had given

me such pleasure. I had neither letter nor intro-

duction to the present owner, the marquis do Gal-
Avay. I therefore slated to him the plain tact, that

I had read Mons. de TourhiJly's book with so

much pleasure, that I wished much to view the

improvements described in it; he answered me di-

rectly in good English, received me wiihsuch cor-

diality of politeness, and such expressions of re-

gard (or the purport of my travels, that he put me
perfectly in humor with m3-self, and consequent-
ly with all around me. He ordered breakfast a V
Jinglalse; gave orders for a man to attend us in

our walk, who I desired might be the oldest laborer

to be found of the late marquis de Tourbilly's. I

was pleased to hear that one was alive who had
worked with him from the beginning of his im-
provements. At breakfiist Mons. de Gahvay gave
me an account of his fither's acquiring the estate

and chateau of Tourbill}'. His great-grand-father
came to Bretagne with King James H. when he
fled from the English throne; some of the same
family are still living in the country of Cork, par-
ticularly at Lotta. His father was famous in that
province for his skill in agriculture; and, as a re-

ward for an improvement he had wrought on the
landes, the states of the province gave him a waste
tract in the island of J3elleisle, which at present
helontjs to his son. Hearing that the marquis de
Tourbilly was totally ruined, and his estates in

Anjou to he sold by the creditors, he viewed them,
and finding the laud very improveable, made
the purchase, giving about 15,000 louis d'ors for

Tourbilly, a price which made the acquisition
highly advantagous, notwithstanding his having
bought some law-suits with the estate. It is

about 3000 arpents, nearly contiguous, the seig-

neury of two parishes, with the haute justice, &c.
a handsome, large, and convenient chateau, ofhces
very complete, and many plantations, the work of
the celebrated man concerning whom my inqui-
ries were directed. I was almost breatiiless on the
question of so great an improver being ruined!
"You are unhappy that a man should be ruined
by an art you love so much." Precisely so. But
he eased me in a moment, by adding, that if the
marquis had done nothing but fl^rm and improve,
he had never been ruined. One day, as he was
boring to find marl, his ill stars discovered a vein
of earth, perfectly white, which on trial did not
effervesce with acids. It struck him as an acqui-
sition for porcelain—he shewed it to a manufiic-
turer— it was pronounced excellent: the marquis's
imagination took fire, and he thought of convert-
ing the poor village of Tourbilly info a town, by a
fabric of China. He went to work on his own ac-
count—raised buildings—and got together all that
was necessary, except skill and capital. In fine,

he made good porcelain, was cheated by his
agents, and people, and at last ruined. A soap
manufactory, which he established also, as well as
some law-suits relative to other estates, had their
share in causing his misfjrtuncs; his creditors

seized the estate, but permitted him to administer
it till his death, when it was sold. The only part
of the tale that lessened my regret was, that,

though niMrried, he left no famify; so that his
ashes will sleep in petice, without his memory
being reviled by an indigent posterity. His an-
cestors acquired the estate by marriage in the
fourteenth century. H is agricultaral improvements,
JNIons. Gahvay observed, certainly did not hurt
him; they were not well done, nor well supported
by himself, but they rendered the estate more val-
uable; and he never liea'-d that they had brought
him into ^I'ly difficulties. I cannot but observe
here, that there seems a fiitality to attend country
gentlemen whenever they attempt trade or man-
ufacture. In Eniiland I never knew a man of
landed property, with the education and habiis of
landed property, attempt either, but they were in-

liillibly ruined; or if not ruined, confidently hurt by
them. Whether it is that the ideas and principles

of trade have something in them repugnant to the
sentiments which ought to flow fi-om education

—

or whether the the habitual inattention of country
gentlemen to small gains and savings, which are
the soul of trade, renders their success impossible;

to whatever it may be owing, the fact is such, not
one in a million succeeds. Agriculture, in the im-
provement of their estates, is the only proper and
legitimate sphere of their industry; and though
ignorance renders this sometimes dangerous, yet
they can with safety attempt no other. The old

laborer, whose name is Piron, (as propitious I

hope to firming as to wit,) being arrived, we
sallied forth to tread what to nie was a sort of clas-

sic ground. I thall dwell but little on the parti-

culars: they make a much better figure in the
Memoire sur les defrichemens than at Tourbilly;
the meadows, even near the chateau, are yet very
rough; the general features are rough: but the al-

leys of poplars, of which he speaks in the me-
moir, are nobly grovvn indeed, and do credit to

his memory; they are 60 or 70 feet high, and girt

a foot: the willows are equal. Why were they
not oak? to have transmitted to the farming tra-

vellers of another century the pleasure i feel in

viewing the more perishable poplars of the pre-
sent time. The causeways near the castle must
have been arduous works. The mulberries are
in a state of neglect; Mons. Galway's father
not being fond of that culture, destroyed many,
but some hundreds remain, and I was told that
the poor people had made as far as 251bs. of silk,

but; none attempted at present. The meadows
had been drained and improved near the chateau
to the amount of 50 or 60 arpents; they are now
ruslv, but valuable in such a country. Near them
is a wood of Bourdeaux pines, sown 35 years ago,
and are now worth five or six liv. each. I walked
into the boguy bit that produced the great cab-
bages he mentioned, it joins a large and most im-
provable bottom. Piron informed me that that
the marquis pared and burnt about 100 arpents in
all, and he folded 250 sheep. On our return to

the chateau, Mons. de Gahvay finding what an
enthusiast I was in agriculture, searched amono-
his papers to find a manuscript of the marquis de
Tourbilly's, written with his own hand, which he
had the goodness to make me a present of^, and
which I shall keep amongst my curiosities in agri-
culture. * » * * #
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MINERAL MANURES.

Extract from No. 46 of the Farmer's Series of the

Library of Useful Knowledge first published in Lon-

don, Nov. 13, 1833.

Th« manures we term alkaline and calcareous

con:?ist chiefly of those substances which combine

with acids, though generally with tlie l^ss of then-

distinctive characters, and out of which lime may

be extracted by the process of burning. The ex-

tent of their utility is only ascertained by practice,

which does not speak a unitbrm language in every

phice, for scarcely a liirmer is to be found who is ac-

quainted with the exact effects of their properties

upon soils; from which it may be readily imagined

that many will Ibrm erroneous opinions, arising

out of the local circumstances of their own farms.

Their chief advantage, in a natural state, seems,

however, to be rather mechanical and alterative,

than nutritive. They form a uselul component

part of the earth; and, in certain proportions, they

are found to be essential to the fertility of most

soils, or 'perhaps necessary even to their proper

texture, as an ingredient in the organs of plants.*"

The primitive constituents of which they are

formed are composed of chalk, of limestone, or of

the shells offish—and on being submitted to the

action of fire, lime is [)roduced.

Chalk

Is a pure calcareous earth, though in almost all

cases mixed with particles of clay and sand,

which deteriorate its quality, in whatever propor-

tion they exist; it is, therelbre, highly important

that the farmer should ascertain those proportions,

for, when combined with clay, such chalk is most

fit tor light loams and sandy soils, which it tends to

unite, while stiff lands will, on the contrary, be pro-

portionably most benefited by the opposite mix-

ture, and s'hould be applied in the different propor-

tions which the respective qualities of each seem

to require. It is, however, trequently laid wiih-

out discrimination upon every kind of land, though

the proper number of bushels necessary for each

particular soil can only be accurately determined

by a descriminaling knowledge both of the difier-

ent properties of the chalk, and of the ground to

which it is intended to be applied. From igno-

rance of this, farmers are generally without any

rule to guide them in its application; but supposing

them, from long experience, to have discovered

the exact quantity of some particular chalk pro-

per for their own soil, this knowledge can only be

local, and cannot enable them to decide upon its

effect in other situations.!

^ Sir Humphrey Davy. Agr. Chem., p. 19.

\ 'Pure chalk, being saturated with carbonic acid

gas, tends to alter the original disposition of the i)arts

of the soil, where it meets with various substances,

either vegetable, animal, or mineral; these substances

becoming oxygenated by their action with the chalk,

generate their several acids, and these acids disengage

the carbonic acid gas, whicli is readily absorbed by the

roots of the j)lants; it therefore tends, by slow degrees,

to separate the cohesiveness of the strong soil, and to

admit the roots of the plants to feed upon the carbon
with greater facility.'—Malcolm's Comp. of Ilusb.

and Anal, of Manures, vol. ii. p. 32.

When unmixed, its properties in all respects re-

semble those of pure lime, and the chief motive for

burning either that, or limestone, is, that it may
be thertby the more easily reduced to that stale

of powder, and sfjread upon the ground, by whicli

it can be rendered a more effectual dressing for

land. The operation also considerably reduces its

weight by the evaporation of the water contained

in it, so that, in case of very distant carriage, the

cost of fuel nmy be saved by the difference in the

expense of conveyance. 'J'he cost of delivery

from any great distance is indeed so considerable,

as almost to preclude its use, except in the imme-
diate vicinity; and even there, it is usually carted

upon the land during hard fros s, when the teams
are not otherwise occupied. Wlien laid up/on the

land in the simple state of chalk, it is also ap.t to

become hard by the drying effects of the wind and
air, and as it is dug up in large lumps which can-

not be reduced without considerable labor, it thus

remains for a considerable length of tune, without

producing its intended eficct upon the soil. When
thus used, therefore, it should be taken fi-om the

pit in either the latter part of the autumn or the

the beginning of winter, while its pores are full of

water; for if frost then comes on, it becomes ex-

panded in the act of freezing, and thus bursting

suddenly, it crumbles partly into a kind of slime.

This, however, leaves the operation to chance; it

is, therefore, better to break the chalk into as fine

pieces as possible: for otherwise, being exposed
to the winds of the spring months, it becomes so

dried and hard, that the harrows will take no ef-

fect upon it, and to roll it, will only serve to com-
press it into the earth witliout breaking it. By
this irregularity, too, in its division, a great deal

of the seed would also remain uncovered, and
its period of ri|;ening being thus more forward
where the manure was laitl than where the land

was left bare, a porfon of the crop would be ready

to be reaped while the remainder might be still

green.

From this difficulty, the use of chalk has been
much discontinued, though the fault is not so

much in the chalk itself as in the manner of treat-

ing it. Regard must necessarily be had to the

quality of the chalk, to the tenacity of the soil,

and also to its state of poverty or improvement.
The quantity laid upon the land is variable, and
more governed by convenience than by any scien-

tific notion of its properties: ti'om 400 to 600 or 1000

bushels, and even more, is by no means unusual.

It IS very commonly laid upon coarse sour pasture

at the rate of 150 to 2-30 bushels per acre, upon
whicli it almost unilbrmly effects an evident im-

provement, bringing it from a rush-like appear-

ance, to a fine, sweet, and delicate herbage, inter-

mixed with white clover and the richer grasses,

which otherwise remain dormant in the ground.

The same good effect is also found when applied

to hot gravelly loams, where its cooliiiiJlJroperties

counteract th.cir tendency to burn in the summer
months; ami on laud subject to sorrel it is a sove-

reign cure, killing that weed speedily—a circmn-

slance liivorable to stock, for it is very unwhole-
some to sheep, and many lambs are frequently

killed by eating it. J It also inqiarts a mellowness

X Malcolm's Survey of Surrey, Kent, and Sussex,

vol. li. p. 30—39; Young's ditto of Hertfordshire p.

161.
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and friability to clays and other strong soils, which
prove advantageous to the growth of most kinds

of corn, and it likewise assists the adhesiveness of

sands, but it can never be usefully applied to land

of the same nature as thatlroin which it is drawn:

its efficacy is therefore |)roportioned to the defici-

ency of calcareous matter in the natural soil.

It is not however possible to get hard chalk thus

to break entirely into small pieces, and nuich of it

will remain, perhaps lor years, without being re-

duced by the weather: if, therefore it be intended

to produce the same immediate effect as lime, it

should be applied in perha|)s three, or even four

times the same quantity; but its decomposition

being more slow, it will also be more lasting.

When found of a soft and unctuous quality, it has

been laid with remarkable efi(?ct on gravel mixed
with a small portion of clay, in sufficient quantity

to aiford a covering of an inch, or an inch and a

half, in thickness. Previously to its application,

this land was so extremely precarious in its pro-

duce, that, although manured, folded abundantly,

and trodden bj' sheep to condense the soil, the ex-

pense and care bestowed upon it were rarely com-
pensated by a corresponding return. The wheat
grew freely at first, and continued to bear a very

Kivorable appearance until the spring, when the

ground assumed a spongy, hollow texture, the

plants acquired a dark brownish hue, died in con-

siderable quantities, and only produced from 12 to

16 bushels per acre of light corn, Avith the straw

invariably stunted and blighted; but the same
land now yields from 24 to 30 bushels, of excellent

quality. The barley, oats, tares, and clover suf-

fered in the same proportion, and have equally

derived benefit from the chalking; nor has there

been any recurrence of the former unhealthy con-

dition of the soil.*

When employed for the purpose of chalking

the surrounding land, it is usually dug out of pits,

which are sunk to a considerable depth, by con-

tractors, who travel over the different parts of the

country where it is generally found. The com-
mon practice on such farms is to fix upon a spot

nearly centrical to about 6 acres of land, where a

pit, about 4 feet in diameter, is sunk to the chalk,

if found within 20 feet from the surface; if not,

the contractors fill it up, and sink in fresh places,

till their labor is attended with better success.

The pit, when sunk, is kept from falling by a sort

of basket-work, made of brush-wood, cut green
fo make it the closer; it is then chambered at the

bottom—that is, the pitman digs or cuts out the

chalk horizontally in three separate directions of

sufficient height and width to admit of their being

worked with safety. The laborers are generally

three in number—one of whom digs the pit and

fills the basket, which is raised by a pulley of very

rude construction, which is then wound to the top

by his companions, who alternately wheel its con-

tents upon the land. In some places IS barrow-

iuls, and in others 16 buckets, which each hold Ik

bushels, are deemed a load, 100 of which are con-

sidered as the full extent of chalking an acre,

though 40 to 60 is a more usual quantity. The
expense varies acccording to the depth of the

chalk, as it is found to be better the deeper it lies;

*See Mr. Gawler's account of his farm in North
Hampshire: Library of Useful Knowledge, Farmer's
Ssries, No. 7.

Vol. IV—10

and Avhen only 3 or 4 feet from the surface, it is

generally so indifferent as to be again thrown into
the pit when filled up. In the chalk districts, it is

very commonly applied at periods varying horn a
dozen to twenty years, and with equally various
accounts of its success, though its first applica-
tion is always admitted to be the most cfliictual.

When well mixed with the land, it is generally
acknowledged to make it work much better, and
wilh less strength of cattle on heavy ground; and
if assisted with dung, or with occasional spring-
dressings, to quicken vegetation, it is very univer-
sally allowed fo improve the crops: its value is

often estimated between outgoing and incoming
tenants, when lately laid on, as high as £6 per
acre.*

The properties nf Ihiiestone are similar, though
it is very generally believed that lime made of
very hard limestone is more efficacious as manure
than that which is made from matertala of a softer

nature, and hence it is commonly asserted that
lime made from chalk is much weaker.f In some
places, however, chalk-lime is preferred. Thus
we are told by Mr. Boys that, although there is

excellent limestone in tjie centre of the Weald of
Kent, yet lime made of chalk is brought from the
distance of twenty miles. This might be attri-

buted to a knowledge of the superiont)- of its prac-
tical effect as ascertained by is greater purity and
consequent strength; but it would rather appear
that the preference arises fi-om caprice, frir he also

says thatchalk is even carried for a considerable dis-

tance to the parish of Bethersden, which is fa-

mous for a fine limestone. f The fact, however,
is, that whichever contains the greatest quantity
of calcareous malter will be (bund to be the strong-
est. If employed without being burned, its effects

upon the land are very slow: it acts upon the soil

during many years as a mild calcareous earth, but
its duration and effects are proportioned to iis pu-
rity, as the less alloy which it contains, the strong-
er will it be, and the operation of changing it into

lime is of no farther use than as a mode of ren-
dering it more promptly effective. It is also the
least expensive, wherever fuel can be obtained at a
moderate price; tor its weig-ht is thereby reduced
to nearly one-halt", and it cannot be brought into

use as manure without being reduced 1o powder,
the labor of which is very great, while the weight,
and consequent charge of carriage, of course re-

main undiminished.

§

Limestone, however, is found in great abun-
dance in many places in which there is a great

* Herts. Report, p. 15G; Bucks, do., p. 2(59; Beds,

do., p. 495; Berks, do., p. 361; Essex do., p. 205;

Kent do., p. loS.

t Anderson's Essays, 4th edit., vol i. Essay vi. part

X Boys's Survey of Kent, 2nd edit. p. S9.

§ Dr. Anderson says iwo-thhrh, ib. p. 407; but tlsig

is upon pure limestone, and immediately after it has

been calcined, consequently before it can have ac-

quired any moisture IVom the atmosphere; the more

common calculation is therefore about one-half, or per-

haps two-fiffhi.
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scarcity oi' fuel; and a scheme was accordingly

suggested to the trustees of the forfeited estates in

Scotland,by the late Lord Kaimes, for the erection

of a crushing-niiil, by means of which great

masses of rock, when broken into pieces, were re-

duced to powder. It was erected in the Ilio'h-

laads, at a period when there existed but little

spirit for improvement; and we learn from Dr.

Anderson, that, 'as there was no public demand
for the manure, after the experiment was sufli

ciently tried to show that it might be practised with

advantage in other places, the mill was suffered to

lie unemployed;'* but it is said, in the Survey of

the county of Perth, that the machine was swept

away by a flood before the benefits of the process

could be sufficiently understood. It might, how-
ever, be well worth the while of extensive pro-

prietors of land which is locally deprived of the

assistance of lime,by the want of coals, or peat, to

erect similar machines, as few doubts can be en-

tertained of their utility; for though uiiburnt lime-

stone, when reduced to powder, lias not the same
activity as that which iias undergone the action

of fire, it is yet a valuable article; and, as a grad-

ual improver of the soil, it may even be rendered

more useful than quicklime.

Limestone gravel is also an article among our

manures which is deserving of consideration. It

consists of masses of stones, pebbles, and some-

times of slate and ragstone, resembling a concre-

tion of small stones, or gravel, which, when
spread upon the ground and mixed with it,

gradually disunites and fertilizes the soil, accord-

ing as the gravel crumbles down and mixes inti-

mately with it. It is chiefly used on siiti' clayey

soils, and has been eminently useful in the im-

provement of boggy and wet bottoms, from which
the water had been previously drained. In many
such instances it has been found a better and more
lasting manure than marl, mellowing and correct-

ing the tenacity of the clay, and producing the

white and purple trefoil where sour grass grew
before. It is common throughout many parts of

Ireland, and in some of the English counties, but

it is not generally known in Scotlandf.

Fish- Shells.

The shells offish, when burnt, produce the pu-

rest species of lime; but they are more commonly
employed in a pounded stale, in which they may
be so advantageously used, that oyster-shells,

when crushed and drilled upon •27-inch ridges, at

the rate of 40 bushels per acre, proLluced as fine a
crop of turnips, as another field of the same land,

manured, for the sake of the experiment, at Mr.
Coke's, at Holkham, with farm-dung at the rate

of 8 tons per acre; nor was there any apparent
difference in the succeeding crops of barley and
clover. The powder has also been tried at the
same farm, for wheat, in competition with rape-
dust—both jiowder and dust at the rate of 4 cwt.
per acre, each drilled on a light gravelly loam, in

* See discription of the mill in his Essays on Agri-
culture, vol. i. p. 496, 4th edit : also an engraved plan
for a similar machine in the Farmer's Magazine, vol.

iii. p. 146.

f General Report of Scotland, vol. ii. p. b?,7\ Sur-
vey of the County of Dublin, App. p. 17, from Dr.
Rutty 's Nat. Hist, of the County.

both spring and autumn. The crop was not, in

either case, measured, but there was no percepti-

ble difference in either. The field was afterwards
sown with turnips, and the produce proved a good
crop*. Yet, notwithstanding the result of these ex-
periments, no fair conclusion can be drawn from
them regarding their respective efiects, as manure,
in that sense in which it is understood to mean nu-
triment; for, although lime may excite the powers
of other nutritive matter in the soil, and thus pro-

mote vegetation, it possesses no substance, within
itsellj which can impart nourishment.

In some places these shells are found in large

beds almost entire, and they may be then either

ground by passing them through the oil-cake crush-
er, or broken into pieces by repeatedly drawing a
heavy stone, or iron roller, overtliem, when spread
upon a floor of flags or clinkers. There is, howe-
ver, a more economical mode of attaining the same
object, which is by merely making them the lower
tier of a dunghill, or by spreading them at the bot-

tom of the fkrin-yurd in which the drainage of the
urine will decompose them, and in that slate the
manure v/ill possess all the advantage of a com-
post with limef. They may also be used whole
on slifi'land or clay, on which they act mechani-
cally, opening and loosening the clods, and by
that means making way for the roots to penetrate

their fibres. To such land they will be found very
serviceable, and as they moulder gradually, every
year a little, until they are quite spent, they wear
down slowly, and their effects, when laid on in suf-

ficient quantity, are long perceptible; but they
should not be applied to sandy ground.
On many parts of our coasts, shell-sand als»

firms a valuable species of manure, for the shells
which are deposited at the bottom of the sea be-
come there in time decomposed, and the sand
which is within reach of the tide, being thrown
upon the shore in storms, is, in some places, cart-

ed off, and laid upon the land with considerable
advantage, though in other parts, the practice

seems utterly unknown. Being finely attenuated,,

it blends intimately with the sod, and thus produ-
ces very sensible efiects in the correction of cold
clays and cohesive loams, on which it is usually
laid to the amount of about twenty tons per acre.

Its chief value will, however, be proportioned to the
quantity of calcareous matter, or of shells, which
it contains, and this is in some places found to be
so large as nearly to ecjual the common properties

of lime.

J

It is also found in strata, imbedded in sand-
clifls, at the height sometimes of 40 or 50 feet

above tl'.e level of the sea, in which places it is.

generally denominated a-ag, and was, no doubt,

deposited in former ages, ere the water had rece-

ded iromthe shore.

Livie

Is applied to a great variety of uses : it is em-
ployed in medicine as an anti-acid; mortar is com-

* Extract of a letter from Mr. Blaikie, Steward to
Mr. Coke of Holkham, to Sir John Sinclair, dated Sept.
18, 1S18.

t Communications to the Board ofAgriculture, vol. vi.

art. iii.

X Survey of Cork, Add., p. 45.
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posed of it, when c^inbhed with sand; and it

serves as? a manure, which is the only view on which
we now have to regard il. When used forthe pur-

pose of" airricuUure, it is formed iiy cxposinij the

siihslances we have mentioned to a certain de-

cree of Jieat in tiie furnace, or i<ihi, of the hme-
burner. When tliis has been continued lor a sulli-

cient ienjjth of time, their weiijht becomes consi-

derably diminished, though they retain their fi)r-

mershape and bulk; and either limestone or chalk,

when thus reduced, is in most places known by
the name either of lime-shells, or shell-lime or

simply, shells. In this state it is called quick-

lime: the materials of which it is thus com-
posed possess hardly any active property, but

when burned, it then becomes caustic to the

tongue, and effects the speedy decomposition of

most vegetable and animal bodies. When ap-

plied in this form—cither in the way of compost,
or spread over the soil by itself^—it is so far from
affording nutiiment to anything that may be there

growing, that, were its effects to be long continued,

it would consume it. But if water be thrown up-

on it, a great degree of heat is in a short time ge-

nerated; the burnt shells begin to crack and burst

asunder; and the mass graduallj- crumbles down, or

fiills. as it is more commonly said, into a fine pow-
der, which becomes white, of whatever color if may
have been before it was calcined. Or when it has
been exposed for ashort time to the influence of the
atmosphere, it is also found to lose this caustic

power, and it is thus reconverted into a substance

of the same mild nature as that fi'om which it was
obtained—in all its properties exactly resembling
chalk*.

This operation is called slacking, or slaking; and
lime, when deprived of its scorching quality, is

termed slaked-lime, or, in the language of che-

mists, effete. Instead of waterinir it in heaps, the

practice which generally prevails is to lay the

shells upon a fallow, in small hillocks of about a
bushel and a half each, either thrown up around
the circumference of each heap, or covered up im-
mediately with some fi'csh soil made very fine,

which, when laid on moderately thick, should be

clapped close down with the back of the spade, so

as to exclude the admission of either air or rain.

In this state it may remain for a kw days, care be-

ing taken during that time to keep every part of

the heaps tight and sound, when it will be found
that the moisture of the earth will have complete-
ly slaked it. Although it may be thought that this

covering of the lime is unnecessarj', it yet has this

use—that without it the rain would form crusts

over the heaps, which would not only prevent the
moisture from penetratingregularlj' through them,
but would also hinder th;Mn ifrom bcino; pulverized
without considerable difficulty. It will then be fit

for use: and when spread over the field, it should
be immediately ploughed in with a shallow fur-

row, and well stirred with the harrows in every
direction. Upon an 18-feet ridge these heaps will

be the same distance, or 6 yards, asunder, ft-om

centre to centre, if about 200 bushels be laid on
per acre; and so on when other quantities arc ap-

* See Hornby on Lime, p. 10; Dr. Anderson's Es-
says ralatin^ to Agriculture, vol. i. E^say vi.; and Sir

Humphry Davy, Lect. vii. When moistened with sea-

water, lime yields more alkali (soda) than when treat-

ed with common water; and is said to have been used
in some cases with more benefit as manure—Ibid., p.
298.

plied. Instead of slaking the lime in this manner,
it lias however been recommended to lay it down
in a long heap, or mound, on one side of the field

on which it is to be applied. 'Two laborers are

then employed to turn the mound, and a third wa-
ters it. When the whole has been thus gone
over, it is allowed to lie flir four or five days, after

which it is again turned, and if any part of the

lime should be found to be still unslaked, more wa-
ter is added*.

From this it will be perceived, that one chief

cause which renders the burning of lime necessa-
ry, arises li-oui the extreme difficulty of obtaining
the powder without the process of grinding; but
by being thus more finely divided, it can also be
more evenly difTused over the soil, with which,
therefore, it becomes more evenly mixed, and more
prompt in its effects upon the land; and when laid

upon it in its hot state, it not only occasions the

destruction of weeds, but powerfully stimulateg

the action of manure. An idea, indeed, general-

ly prevails, in consequence of burning being the

mode usually resorted to in the employment of
lime, that calcination is necessary to render it fit

for use as manure; but this, as we have already re-

marked, is a mere mistake.

One very strong reason for applying it instantly

is, that, if spread immediately after being turned,

and while yet in a powdery and caustic state, a
smaller quantity may suffice to cover the whole
surface of the ground, and to come into contact

with more minute particles of the soil; whereas,
if suffered to lie for any length of time exposed to

the atmosphere, it imbibes so much moisture, that

it runs into clods, and can never again be so equal-

ly divided into small parts; wherefore a much lar-

ger quantity is required to produce the same im-
mediate effect. It is in this state, also, that it acts

the most powerfully upon all organic matter which
may be already lying undecomposed within the

soil—insects, the fibres and roots of obnoxious
plants, and the seeds of weeds—wh.ich it dissolves

and transforms into moidd. It is also more effica-

cious than effete lime in its influence upon what is

called sour land; Uiouo'h simple challc, if applied

in large quantities, will correct the evil. Neither
is it improbable that, during its process of slaking,

the heat which it generates by the absorption of

moisture causes it to swell in a manner which the

tenacitj' of the soil cannot resist: thus producing

fermentation, it not only eventually makes the

land meliow, but renders matter which was com-
paratively inert, nutritive, and is probably more
beneficial to land containing much woody fibre, or

animal fibrous matter, than any calcareous sub-

stance in its natural statef. If", therefore, quick-

lime really possesses superior qualities as a ma-

* Library of Useful Knowledge: Farmer's Series, No.

IS,—Report of a Farm in Ross-shire. Malcolm's Sur-

vey of Surrey, Kent, and Sussex, vol. ii. p. 46; Pa-

pers cf the Bath Society, vol. ii. art. xxviii.

t In its first effect, burnt lime decomposes animal mat-

ter and seems to accelerate its progress to a capacity

of affording nutriment to vegetables: gradually, liowe-

vor, the lime is neutralized by carbonic acid, and con-

verted into a substance analogous to clialk; but in this

case it more perfectly mixes with the otfier ingredients

of the soil, and is more pervadingly diftused, more fine-

ly divided, than mere chalk artificially applied. Sir

Humphry Davy, Elem.of Agric, Chcm., lect. \M.
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nure, it seems only fair to infer, that the greater

the strenglh and vigor of such properties, the more

assuredly will they elTect ils purpose when in that

state, than alter it has been rendered cflele.

Considerable judgment is however requisite in

this mode of ils apjjlication; for, although it pro-

moles putrefaction, and converts the pulj), or sapo-

naceous substance, of vegetable matter into the

food of plants, j-et, if too great a portion of lime

be added, it may have a contrary effect, and it al-

ways destroys, to a certain extent, the efficacy pf

animal manures, either by combining with certain

of their elements, or by giving to them some new
arrangement. It is necessary to the reduction of

carrion, or tor qualifying the noxious effluvia ot

night-soil; but is so injurious when mixed with

any common dang, that it tends to render the ex-

tractive matter insoluble*: thus if a sufficient quan-

tity of quick-lime be added to a heap ofstable-dung

in a state of fermentation, it will set it on fire, and

the whole will be consumed. It shoidd never,

therefore, be mixed with farm-yard manure, un-

less a small quantity be found absolutely necessary

for the prompt destruction of seed-weeds, or the

decomposition of roots; but when laid upon the

land during the same season, the dung should be

ploughed down alone, and the lime afterwards

harrowed in with the seed-furrow. It may, in-

deed, be observed, that the dung dropped from

horses in their work about kilns is usually so com-
pletely destroyed by the lime which falls from the

carts in tilling, that it is generally found useless to

apply it to tlie land. It also consumes the grow-
ing herbage; but, if prudently used, it does not ap-

pear to reach the roots, as a fi:esh verdure soon af-

ter arises, and seeds which had previously lain

dormant in the soil are brought mto actionf.

By neutralizing the acids combined with the

mould, this manure qualifies the vegetable and
other soluble substances also present in it, and oc-

casions the whole to be converted, by the influence

of the atmosphere and of water, into nutriment
for plants; but in poor soils, having less vegetable
matter to convert into mucilage, it acts so power-
fully as not only to exhaust such land by its final

effects, but to be prejudicial to the immediate
crops§. We have, indeed, the opinion of a very

*Sir Humphrey Davy, Elem. of Agric. Chem., 4to.,

p. 280.

I A circumstance has been related of mild and quick
lime having been separately laid upon land, with the
following efi'ect:—the spot upon which the former was
laid was soon covered with white clover, but on that
on which the latter was left, no vegetation whatever
took place for a considerable tune, when it at length
produced conch-grass, which is accounted for by the
not lime having retained its causticity so long as to have
entirely destroyed the seeds of the clover, which are
generally diffused in calcareous soils, and consequent-
ly flourish through the application of mild lime; while
those of the couch were either more difllcult to eradi-
cate, or were spread from the adjoining land.—Sin-
clair's Code of Agric, 3rd edit., note p. 235.

§ 'All the experiments yet made render it probable
that the food ot plants, as it is taken up from the soil,
is imbibed by the extremities of the roots only.—
Hence, as the extremities of the roots contain no vi-
sible opening, wo may conclude that the food which
they imbibe must be in a state of solution at first; and
in fact, the carbonaceous matter in all aclivo manure.

experienced farmer, who is also well versed in

chemistry, 'that, should much rain immediately
succeed the ploughing, and any considerable por-

tion of sand be either in the lime, or in the soil, it

is almost a moral certainty that such soil will be in

a worse state than it was before the lime was put
on; because, the moisture being retained by the
lime and the soil, and the tenacity of the substra-

tum not suffering the superabundance to pass
(piickly away, it causes the whole to run together,

and form a compact and impervious bottom, which
before, however, miirht have been pervious in a
slow degree. That this must he the case is evi-

dent from this consideration—that quicklime, mix-
ed with a certain portion of sand, and duly mois-
tened, contracts and forms a substance wdiich we
call mortar, or cement; in proportion, therefore, as
the quality of these materials is more or less per-

fect, so does the substance become more or less

compact, hard, solid, and impervious: such must be
the condition of the soil; and it is but reasonable to

suppose that a great part of the seed sown upon it

must perish*.'

It may indeed be alleged that the caustic action

of quick-lime can never be exerted to any great ex-
tent, as it attracts fixed air too strongly not to be-

come immediately slaked; but its efl'ects are found
to be powerful even in that short period, provided
that it be promptly and intimately mixed with the
soil, for though the land should contain an abun-
dance of vegetable matter, yet if it has been inju-

diciously cropped, or insufficiently manured, the
lime will only add to its infertility.

As the dust of quick-lime is prejudicial to health,
care should be taken by those who spread it over
the land to work upon the windward side. Pre-
caution should also be used, when it is ploughed
in immediately after being spread, to do so when
the soil is quite dry, as well also as to prevent the
horses from passing through any wet places when
going to field; for though the powder of dry lime,

when in a caustic state, does not take any appa-
rent efTect on the skin, and the hands of a person
who has wrought in it are not in the least injured,

yet it very soon corrodes the hair and flesh, if it

has access to water, and horses have been thus
irrecoverably lamed. When unharnessed, they
should, therefore, be kept dry until thoroughly
brushed over, so to completely remove the dust
which may adhere to their coats, and more par-

ticularly to their feet and legs. They may thus
work without any danger; but, in case of accident

happening to either men or horses through being
scalded by the lime, the partaflected should be im-
mediately washed, either with vinegar or with ve-

ry sour milk, by which its irritation will be prevent-

ed. After the lime has been slaked, it will be-

come effete in about a week, and will then be as

little corrosive as any common kind of earth; so

that the horses may work among it with entire

salety: but if it has been sufl'ered to run into clods

before it vvas spread, these, if not broken into small
pieces, will be longer in absorbing a sufficient por-

tion of air, and therefore will remain longer in an

is in such a state of combination as to be soluble in wa-
ter whenever a beneficial effect is obtained.—Dr. Tho-
mas Thompson's Chemistry, 8rd edit., vol. v. p. 376.

* Malcolm's Sun-ey of Surrey and the Neighboring

Counties, vol. ii. p. 41—13.
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acrid state, so that the ploughing will be better de-

ferred for another week, or even longer*.

When quiclv-Iime has been deprived of lis caus-

ticity, it is called by clni\ms\s carbonate nf lime, and

in that: mild state it does not act upon animal or

vegetable matter with the same violence as quick-

lime, but instead of dissipating any portion of the

substance which may be containeil in the soil, it

facilitates its reduction into that state by^which ii

the most effectually assists vegetation. 'Neither
has it the same tendency to combine, as it were
into a mortar, with the sand of fioor clays.

Lime, however, whether quick or slaked, when
used by itself", without any addition of earth, is not

possessed of any vegetative quality : thus, ' seeds

planteil in a flower-pot filled with powdered carbo-

nate of lime, regularly watered, vegetated feebly,

made little progress, and died without coming to

perfection ; but when partly filled with garden-
mould, and carbonate of lime 1^ inches thick over
it, the plants put down their radicles straight

through the lime, without ramifying or stretching

sideways, till they arrived at the mould. ICven in

a mixture where lime was onlyone-fifih, the plants

were poor and sickly, and made no prosress ; and
when quick, it. with the aid of water, suddenly de-

stroys all vegetable substance.'! It may even be
hurtful to vegetation when laid in too large a quan-
tity upon very light and warm soils; for, by quicken-
ing evaporation, it dries the land too much, by
which means, plants are deprived of the moisture
necessary to their sustenance; tberetbre it is, that
calcareous earths are frequently known by farmers
as 'burning soils ;' and, by its injudicious ui?e or
repetition, without the aid of animal or vegetable
manure to supply the nourishment ot which they
have been deprived by crops, the growth of which
has been thus forced, land, though of superior
quality, may at length become exhausted. f Thus
experience teaches that lime, when applied to land,

has difttjrent efl'ects upon some soils than it has up-
on others : on many there is a rapid and perma-
nent improvement, on others there is less benefit,

and on some it is said rather to retard than to pro-
mote vegetation. This is no doubt chiefly influen-
ced by various unascertained properties in the soil,

and partly also by difl'erence in the qualities of the
lime itselfj arising from its mixture with other
earths.

Whether it possesses any further properties,
through the stimulating effects of light and heat
upon the vegetable fibre, has been conjectured, but
has not been supported by any positive fact, and
seems to be contradicted by the slow effect of eflete
lime in it> operation upon the soil. It is, however,
worthy of remark, that calcareous earth is found
in the ashes of all vegetables ; that it is present in
a larger proportion in wheat, clover, and some
other plants whose growth is especially promoted
by the use of calcareous manures, and many are
said not to ripen in ground in which it is entirely

*Andersons's Essays, vol. i. Essay vi. part ii.; Mal-
colm's Survey of Sui'rey, Kent, Sec, vol. ii. p. 5S;
Theaer, Principes Raisonnes d 'Agriculture, vol. ii. p.
392.

» . 1

fNaismith's Essay on Manures in vol. ii. of the Ap-
pendix to the General Report of Scotland, chap. xii. p.
89.

' i. I

J Gyllenbor(2j's Chemical Treatise on Agriculture;
Pilkington's Trans., chap. x. sect. viii.

wanting.* We may therefore conclude that it is

of the highest importance in the process of vegeta-
tion, and that an accurate investigation of its mode
of action, by enabling us to judge with more cer-
tainty of its powers, would greatly tend to the im-
provement of agriculture. It is indeed much to be
regretted that the subject has not been more fully

investigated, and that some more definite judg-
ment has not been li-amed regarding the properties

of lime, the effects of vvliich in its application to

the soil are exposed to t be most contradictory re-

sults. Much money has thus been uselessly ex-
Yiended, and labor thrown away, which, under bet-

ter information, might have been saved ; and
without scientific analyses of the component parts
both of soils and of lime, we remain much in the
dark regarding their efl'ects on vegetation; but,

judging from the faint liixhts with which we have
been furnished, we shall still endeavor, by com-
paring science with practice, to obtain such in-

struction as may guide us to an economical and
useful application of this manure to field culture.

j/pplicattnn of Lime.

Those purposes appear to be—first, to render
whatever substances may be lodged in the soil, or
matter which forms part of if, and which may be
injurious to vegetation, either harmless or useful

;

and thus to prepare the soil for the reception and
nourishment of seeds and plants : and secondly, to,

liicilitaie the decomposition of putrescible matter,
so as to furnish food to vegetables during their

growth. It has been proved by careful experiment,
thatthe application of lime is the only known alter,

ative which, upon poor, weak, and weeping clays,
has power to heal the soil. With the assistance
of water, it suddenly decomposes all animal and
vegetable bodies, and when thus spread upon ne-
glected ground covered with heath and moss, the
old turf is decomposed, and a saponaceous matter
is formed, which sinks into the soil and covers it

with sweet herbage. We also know that it im-
parts a certain degree of vigor to some peculiar
plants,—as, for instance, sainfoin, the roots of
which penetrate far into the interstices of chalk,
and grow luxuriantly, though only covered by a
slight coat of inferior soil.f

It is however an error, though entertained by
many farmers,—to suppose thatlime in any state

comprizes fertilizing properties within itself; and
that, without operating upon the soil, or upon the
substances which it contains, it is an enriching ma-
nure. It does not possess any fertilizing principle

in its own composition ; it is merely a calcareous
earth combined with fixed air, and holding a me-
dium between sand and clay, which, in some mea-
sure, remedies the deficiencies of both. But
though, when alone, unfcivorable to the growth of
plants, yet experience shows that it is an ingredi-

* Malcolm's Comp. of Agric, vol. p. 57 ; Ander-
son Essays, vol. i.

t See Naismith's Elements of Agriculture p. 334.

Thaer, Principes Raisonnes d'Agriculture, 2nde edit.,

tome ii. p. 387; and Anderson's Essays, No. vi., part

2, Aphorism iv., in which it is stated, that calcareous

matters act as powerfully upon land that is naturally

poor, as upon land that is more richly impregnated with
those substances which tend to produce a luxuriant ve-

getation.
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ent in soils which, whether naturally forming a

component part of their substance, or judiciously

mixed vvitli them by the husbandman, adds great-

ly to their fertilit}', Cor it has the power of attract-

ing much botli from the earth and from tlie air,

wl'iich occasions the decomposition of plants, and

thus converting them into nutriment, it gives pow-
er as to vegetation which, without its operation,

would otherwise lie dormant. It also appears to

act with great force upon that substance which,

being aheady converted by the decomposition of

plants into a species of earth, we call mould.

The other causes with which we are acquainted

regarding the operation of lime as a manure, would
lead to a chemical discussion, which could only

prove uninterevatinfj to the generality of our rea-

ders; we shall therefore confine ourselves to the

following observations. There can be no doubt
that it is a most powerful stimulant when applied

to deep loams and heavy clays, which contain

mould of a nature so sour as to appear to unfit

ihem for the purposes of vegetation ; or to land
wiiich has been previously either more or less ma-
nured with animal or vegetable substances, with-
out any addition of lime or other calcareous matter,
in VA'hich Cjise it often produces effects far more fer-

tilizing than the application of dung, for its active

powers render every particle of the putrescent ma-
nure useful ; but if the latter be not afterwards re-

peated at no great distance of time, the soil v/ill, ih

the couse of a few years, become considerably ex-
hausted. In all arable land, however impove-
rished it may be, either by nature or bad mauau^e-
ment, there yet always exists some portion of
mould, and, on this, a first dressing of lime occa-
sions a sensible improvement of the soil, which
soon becomes apparent in the increased product of
the crops. A second dressing will also be attend-
ed with some apparently good efit^ct ; but unless
that, and every succeedmg repetition, be accom-
panied with ample additions of farm-yard manure,
or other putrescent matter, to supply the loss thus
occasioned by the exhaustion of the vegetative
power, every future crop will be diminished. The
land is then necessarily thrown out of cultivation,
and left for a series of years to recover itself under
pasture, which, in the course of time, may be ef-
fected according to its former condition ; but in the
interim it is rendered nearly fruitless. It is thus
that many thousands of acres in every part of the
kingdom have been run to a state of' almost total
infertility

; and it is even said, that the too great
use of lime, though apparently judiciously'^cm-
ployed, by some of the first farmers'in the Lothians,
has been lately found very detrimental to their
crops.

Marshlands, however, which have been drained
will generally support a repeated and abundant
application of lime, because they usually contain
a large proportion ofmatter upon which the stimu-
lating powers of lime are peculiarly adapted to act;
and it will be found much better suited to the pur-
pose than dung. On all rich, deep, dry, and loamy
soils It may also be applied with etlect ; for al-
though they contain within themselves the com-
potent parts of the best soils, yet they are frequent-
ly found to be sluggish and inert ; and duno-
whether through imperfect fermentation or owimr
10 the want of calcareous matter, often remain'^
dormant m the land until roused by moderate
quantifies of quick-hme, which, if applied at dis-

tant periods, will effectually operate to bring it in-

to activity. It should, however, be turned into the

ground some v.'eeks before the dung, in order that

it may become thoroughly slaked by mixture with
the soil, or otherwise it would have the efl^'ect of
abstracting some of its nutriment. Such soils, af-

ter the application of lime, produce much heavier
crops with a much smaller proportion ofdungthan
if no lime had been used, because the operation of
the latter acting upon the dung renders every por-

tion of it useful.

Clay land shows an evident disposition to com-
bine with lime, and it bears the repetition of this

species of amelioration better than lighter soils.

When applied to heavy tillage land, either for the

purpose of reducing its cohesive properties, or of
supplying an additional quantity of' calcareous

matter, small dressings of lime will have but little

effect ; and if sand or calcareous earths are to be
employed, it is recommended, by a practical far-

mer of known experience, as more economical to

apply fhem separately than as a compost.* It

powerfully assists all adhesive soils ; and when laid

hot from the kiln upon deep clay, it has been
known to occasion a very large increase in the for-

mer crops. It has also been often observed, in fal-

lowing clayey soils, 'that, in wet weather, when a
dose of lime has been just given, the land contin-

ues more friable, and is less apt to bmd up on the

recurrence of drought than where it has been ne-
glected. The grain growing on the Avell-iimed

ground preserves its healthy appearance in wet sea-
sons, while that growing on land that has not been
limed is yellow and sickly.'t

Upon sandy soils, which seldom abound much
in vegetable matter, lime has a mechanical opera-
tion, which, by combining with the finer particles

of the soil, gives consistence to the siaple of the
land, and attracting the moisture from tlie atmos-
phere, it imparts it so gradually as to be less liable

to be hurt by drought in those parching seasons by
which crops are injured. It is therefore said to be
cooling to hot land; but if it be not also mixed with
some portion of clay, with which it may combine,
it then is apt to unite itself with the sand, with
which it composes a kind of m.ortar, the efiijct of
which has been already described, and which can-
not be dissolved without much difliculty, and the
plough often brings hard lumps to the surlace of the
soil which cannot be easily broken. Thus when
such land has been frequently limed, nothing can
restore it but the abundant and reiterated applica-
tion of putrescent manure ; the demonstration of

which i.'S perceptible throughout many parts of
England, where from possessing a chalkv soil

witliout strength to maintain a sufficiency of live

stock to furnish dung, the land has in many places
been worn out through the inconsiderate use of'lime.

On the exhaustion of land by ihc application of
lime there is, liowevcr. much difference of opinion.
It is indeed evident that the continuation of crop-
ping, without an addition of nutritive manure, will
ultimately exhaust the best soils ; but though their
natural fi^rtility be thus aided, it yet cannot depend
entirely on that support. This must be apparent
if we reflect that land, without any addition of ani-
mal or vegetable substance, will still produce crops :

* Russell's Pract. and Chem. Agr,

t Library of Useful Knowledge Farmer's Series, No.
12, Report of a Farm at Kyle, in Ayrshire.
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for pure sand, clay, and chalk, though each in

themselves separately barren, yet, when mixed to-

gether, exert chemical influences upon each other,

which, by the attraction of the air, the dews, and

the rain, the ftrce of the sun, and the generative

powers of growing vegetables, etl'ect the produc-

tion ot" corn and Iruit. It is thorefore clear that

the land alone is capable of vegetation ;
but every

day's experience proves that the amount of its pro-

ducts, its fertility, m short, depends in a great dc-

irree upon the decomposition of the substances

which have been previously converted into vegeta-

ble mould, or which are added to it by manure.

Any tliinir whatever may be called manure, which,

wheAi applied to the soil, either rectifies its me-

chanical detects, corrects any bad quality, and ei-

ther stimulates it to yield, or stores it with nutri-

ment. Thus, if lime be laid upon pure sand, al-

though the latter would be rendered more tena-

cious, and would thereby become more favorable

to the germination of vegetables, yet seeds could

find no nourishment from either the lime or the

sand; and putrescent manure would still be neces-

sary to produce a crop. But if the sod consist of

clay and sand, containing aninial or vegetable

matter in a torpid state of decay, then lime would

be preferable to dung. The state of the soil

should therefore be mmutely inquired into before

hme is employed; and it should be only used to give

efi'ect to the inert substances with which it may be

combined.*
By the analysis of soils, we find that^all produc-

tive earth contains a certain portion of lime ; and
although we learn from experience that its stimu-

lative powers upon the roots of plants are very

great, yet we are but imperfectly acquainted with

the extent or the exact manner in which its influ-

ence is brought into action, and "we are in a great

measure ignorant of" the actual changes that are

produced jipon the earth after this manure has been
applied.'! It would however, seem that, where it

exhausts, it is orriy by hastening the putrefaction

of the animal and vegetable matter in the soil, and
by that means applying a larger portion of those

substances in a given time than could be otherwise

afforded to the growth of plants. It is thus known
to produce more luxuriant crops, and it will also

consequently enable the farmer to continue his land

in tillage, during a certain time, with more ef!t3ct

than if no calcareous manure had been laid on
;

but, althouo-h it may not tend to the deterioration

of the original staple of the soil, it can hardly be
doubled that it must be thus more promptly depri-

ved of its fertility than if the exhaustion of that

vegetable mould with which it had been supplied
by nutritive manure were occasioned by a more
gradual process of decomposition.
That this is the only way in which effete lime

can exhaust land, seems probable from the larfxe

quantities of neutralized calcareous earth which
are often applied without any bad effect in the

j

form of chalk, shells, limestone-gravel, and the
I

whole tribe of marls. A larger quantity of these
j

is oftener laid on in one year than would be used
of lime in half a century, were the land in tillage

* Finlayson's Practical Essays on Agriculture, 2d
edit., p. Ill ; Bland on the Principles of Agriculture,
chap. iv.

t Anderson's Essays on Agriculture, -Ith edit. vol. i.
,

p. 520. i

to be managed according to the custom of some
countries; yet it is not generally impoverished,
and, in many cases, it is permanently improved.
This, however, is probably occasioned by its

combination with other substances, which either

counteract its exhausting powers or supply the
waste of nutritive matter. It must, however, be
admitted, that this is not apparent in regard to

chalk, which is commoidy ap[)lied in large quan-
tities without any bad eflects, and there are many
instances of soils more naturally tiirtile than per-

haps any others that are known, and which seem
to consist almost wholly of calcareous earth;* but

were their properties critically analyzed, it is still

possible that they miffht be found essentially dif-

ferent fiom those which they are commonly sup-
posed to possess.

A very eminent writer on agriculture, when
treating of stimulant manures, which are gene-
rally supposed to be only of use when applied to

rich soils, and when applied to poor land would
produce hardly any, or even hurtful eflects, says,

in contradiction to tliat theory—that 'he is firmly

convinced, from repeated observations, that lime

and other calcareous manures produce a much
^iveater proportional improvement upon poor soils

than on such as are richer: and thai lime alone

upon a poor soil will, in many cases, produce a
much greater and more lasting degree of ft-rtility

than clung alone. 'f That, however, does not

throw any doubt on the assertion, that it acts with
as great proportionate power upon land that is

naturally poor, as upon that which is more fully

impregnated with those substances which tend to

promote a luxuriant vegetation; but we believe

that the experience of farmers will prove that its

application to poor land, and especially to that

which has been previously limed, if it does not
eventunlly tend to its complete exhaustion, will at

least never be found to repay the expense.
The employment of lime seems to be of the

greatest service in the breaking tip of fresh and
coarse land, on which it acts more powerfully than
on soil which has been long in cultivation; and in-

deed the most striking improvements have been
effected by its means on moorlands and mountainj
but it should be given for the first time abundant-
ly. Such is the usual effect of lime upon arable:

upon grass-land it is laid in smaller quantities; and
in this top-dressing, perhaps the preferable mode
is to apply it in a compost with earth; except
when the soil consists of clay. When thus spread
upon the surface, its action upon the sward is pro-

ductive of the most palpable improvement, and
continues perceptif)Ie during a long period. No
other manure will create so rapid a change; for

it is such an excellent corrector of acidity, that it

tends to produce the sweetest herbage where only
the most unpalatable pasture was formerly to be
found. This, indeed, is so apparent, that if a
handful of lime be thrown upon a tuft of rank,

sour grass, which has in former years been inva-

riably refused by cattle, they will afterwards eat

it close down. Now, animal dung, when dropped
upon coarse benty sward, produces little or no im-
provement,until limed; it then, however, not only

* Malcolm on the Agriculture of Surrey, Kent, and
Sussex, vol. ii. p. 5.5. Marshall's Midland Counties,
vol. ii. Minute 100.

t Anderson's Essays on Agriculture, vol. i. p. 569.
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augments the crops, but the finer grasses continue

in possession of the soil, and the land is tlaus

doubly benefited; tor the dung dropped by the

stock on wliich it is pastured, is both increased in

quantity, and improved in quality.* Farmers
should never consider lime as the food or nourish-

ment of plants, but as an alterative of the soil;

never to be used but when nature requires it, ei-

ther to dissolve noxious combmations, and to Ibrm

new ones; to bind loose soils, or to diminish ex-

cessive cohesion; and to reduce the inactive ve-

getable fibre into a fertile mould. For such pur-

poses there is not, perhaps, a more valuable arti-

cle in the whole catalogue of agricultural reme-
dies; but some farmers, who do not reflect upon
the subject, when they perceive that lime has once

excited the dormant powers of the soil into action,

and that good crops succeed lor a lew years, are

apt to draw from thence very false conclusions,

and continue liining and tilling without the assist-

ance of putrescent manure, until their land at

length is rendered incapable of the production of

corn. It has indeed been pertinently observed by
a good judge of such matters, 'that there is an
analogy between the treatment suitable to the

animal and vegetable creation. When medicines

have removed the cause of their apjilication, they

are discontinued, and the patient, rendered weak-
er by the application, requires some invigorating

aliment: in like manner, some time after an effec-

tual liming, the soluble carbon of the rotten dung,
or some such restorative, should be applied to the

soil to replenish it with what it may have been
robbed of by the action of the lime.'f

In fine, lime should alwa3's precede putrescent

manures when breaking up old leys for cultivation,

for, if the land contains acids, or noxious matter

that is poisonous to plants, they will be decom-
posed and rendered fit for vegetation; and hence
the superiority of lime to dung on new lauds.

But calcareous and putrescent manures operate

very differently: Mhe former, being more stimulant

and corrective, help the farmer to an abundant
crop at the expense of the soil alone; while the

latter f\u-nish the land at once with fertilizing fiuids,

and will insure a fjood crop on a place perfectly

barren before, and after the application of lime.
'J

Much uncertainty prevails among farmers re-

garding the state nf lime: some contending that it

should only be applied when hot and powdered,
and that when it has been slaked, its effect is com-
paratively trifling; others maintain the contrary.

But these disputants consist chiefly of men whose
experience has either been confined to one kind of
soil, or who have only used it under particular cir-

cumstances, and as they only condemn the sys-

tem of others because their own has turned out
successful, or the reverse, it is not improbable that,

in the view they take of the subject, each may be
in the right. It will therefore probably be found,

* In Derbyshire the farmers have found that, b)'

spreadinn; liine in considerable quantities upon the sur-
face of their heathy moors, after a few times the heath
disappears, and the whole surface becomes covered
with a fine pde of grass, consisting of white clover and
the other valuable sorts of pasture-grasses. Anderson's
Essays, 4th edit., vol. i. p. 527. Survey of Derby,
vol. ii. p. 437; and of Westmoreland, p. 235.

t Walter Davis, Survey of North Wales, p. 303.

X Finlayson's Practical Essays on Agriculture, 2nd
edit., p. 112.

that in all cases where the land is constitutionally

disposed to receive benefit fronri a calcareous
dressing, that is to say, when it has not been pre-
viously limed, or when it has been long laid down
and reli-eshed by grass, or enriched by the appli-

cation of dung, it is of fitile im| ortance whether
the operation take place when the lime is quick or
etlijte. Upon waste lands, however, its causticity

has an evident and necessary effect; for the unde-
cayed vegetables, which abound in all soils in a
state of nature, should be speedily decomposed,
and it should therefore be spread hot from the kiln.

In point of economy, too, there can be no doubt
but that it is most thriftily used when laid upon
the land in the latter state: for the labor is less;

and a smaller quantity will serve the immediate
purpose. It is, however, obvious that the clioice

of circumstances and season is not always in the
farmer's power; and that necessity often obliges

him to lay it on when completely effete. It has
been said, indeed, upon high authority, that caus-
tic lime exhausts the land; but repeated trials have
shown that its ultimate effects are equally bene-
ficial in the one state or the otfier, though there is

a more immediate advantage in the employment
of quicklime by the destruction of weeds. A
common method is to leave it spread during some
months upon clover or sainfoin, not intended to be
broken up until the following year—a plan which
is advisable with regard to marl, which partakes of"

some of the qualities of lime, and is the better if

allowed to/emain during a season exposed to the

atmosphere; but the stimulating properties of
quicklime will be thereby lost, as it will be con-
verted into mere chalk. Opinions are also much
divided respecting its effects when laid upon pas-

ture land wliich is intended to be kept in grass.

There is indeed no question that, in either stale, if

applied in modeiate quantities to a dry soil, or to

land that has been completely drained, sych atop-
dressing will have the most beneficial effect upon
the herbage; but it must be admitted, that when
laid on quick, it requires more circumspection in

its application, and should not be employed in the

same quantity as when effete.*

We learn, from the General Report of Scot-

land, that there, 'in the best cultivatetl counties,

hme is now most generally laid on finely pul-

verized land, while under a flillow, or imme-
diately afterbeing sown with turnips. In the lat-

ter case, the lime isunilbrmly mild: in the former,

quicklime, as pernicious (in a certain extent) to

vegetation, may be beneficial in destroying weeds;
and some experiments have been recorded, show-
ing it to have a very powerful effect upon the fly,

to which we shall find future occasion to advert.

Sometimes mild lime is applied in the spring to

land, and harrowed in with grass-seeds, instead of
being covered with the plough; and under this

management a minute quantity has jiroduced a
strikinii; and permanent improvement in some of

the hill-pastures of the south-eastern counties. Its

efli'cts arc yet perspicuous, after the lapse of near-

ly half a century. In some places lime is spread
on grass-land a year or more before it is brouirht

under the plough, by which the pasture in the first

* Essay on Manures, by Arthur Young, in the Pa-
pers of the Bath Agricultural Society, vol. X. ]). 119.

Fanner's Magazine, vol. iii. p. 77. Tliaer, Principes
Raisonncs d'Agriculture, 2de edit., torn. ii. pp. 388,
399.
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instance, and the cultivated crops subsequently,
are found to be greatly benefited. But in what-
ever manner iliis powerl'ui stimulant is applied,

the soil should never be altervvards exhausted by
a succession of grain-bearing crops—a justly-ex-

ploiled practice, which has reduced some naturally

itiriile tracts to a state of almost irremediable ster-

ility.'

To point out the precise c{J|_>cts of lime, and the
proper quantity to be applied, to the extent to

which it has been already ascertained, would
greaily exceed the limits ol" this publication; and
were it possible to define its powers upon every
gradation of soil, a series ot" ex|)eriments would be

required which would occupy the labor of a long
life. Its qualities, too, difler materially in various
places, Irom the greater or less quantities of ex-
traneous substances with which it is combined. It

is very rarely that any farmer can obtain a choice
of lime, and when only one species can be pro-

cured he must be content with it; but he may,
nevertheless, be benefited by the following obser-

vations.

Qualities and quantify of lime.

Pure limestone, or chalk, when fully calcined, is

reduced to a fine impalpable powder, that feels

soft within the fingers, without tlie smallest tenden-
cy to grittiness: but such lime as contains sand is

neither so soft nor fine, but feels more or less gritty

in proportion as the sand is coarser or finer, and
more or less in proportion. Commonly, the

whitest lime is the best: when perfectly calcined,

it is generally of a bright white, without any
shade of color, and if clouded, it is thoiight to

proceed from a mixture of other matter; but the

color is not an infallible criterion, for dark colored

lime has, in some few instances, been found
stronger than that which was perfectly white.

The purer and the stronger the lime is, the lighter

also it will be found when weighed. Hence it fol-

lows, that the best lime for the farmer's use is that

which is the softest to the touch, the whitest, and
the lightest.

The other simple tests fjr ascertaining its qual-
ity, which will be found sufficient to decide upon
the comparative value of any two kinds of lime,

and may be relied upon as sufficiently accurate for

the common purposes of the farmer, are as fol-

lows:— if the limestone loses much of its weight
in calcination, and the lime-shells are extremely
light—if the shells require a very large proportion

of water to slake them fully—if it is" long before

they begin to fall—if the limestone is not apt to

run (or to become vitrified) in ihe operation of

burning—if it falls entirely when it gets a sufficient

quantity of water, after it has been properly cal-

cined— if it swells very much in slaking, and if

the lime is light, fine to the touch, and of a pure
white—he may be satisfied that it is extremely
good, and he may use it in preference to other lime

that is inferior to it in any of these respects. The
presence of lime may also be discovered by its ef-

fervescence, or ebullition, on being exposed to

common vinegar.*

*More detailed information on the mode of pursuing
experiments on lime may be obtained from Anderson's
Essays, Essay vi. part ii. sect. 11, 12 and l.S, p. 88,

Vol. IV.-11

I

When quick-lime, too, is completely sifted
through a fine hair-cloth, that is the strongest
which leaves upon the cloth specifically the small-
est of earthy or sandy particles; and that, also, of
which the smallest quantity, when spread upon
the same space of ground in soils of equal quality,
will the soonest burn up the surliice of the grass.
Ws may also add, upon the authority of Sir Hum-
phry Davy, that lime, when slaked with sea-wa-
ter, has been used in some cases with considera-
bly more benefit than when wetted in the common
manner.
The fierefit which might be derived from the

union of a slight portion ofchemical skill with ag-
ricultural knowledge is perhaps incalculable. The
present state of education among the generality of
liirmersis not such, however, as to enable them
to reap much advantage from scientific experi-
ments, and even chemists rarely have opportuni-
ties of applying their art to practical purposes of
this kind. It may, however, prove uscfijl to some
to offer a few brief directions for the analysis of
lime, which we extract from the recent work of
Dr. Henry:—

•

'To determine the purity of lime, let a given
weight be dissolved in diluted muriatic acid. Let
a little excess of acid be added, that no portion
may remain undissolved owing the deficiency of
the solvent. Ddute with distilled water; let the
insoluble part, if any, subside, and the clear liquor
t)e decanted. Wash the sediment with fijrther

portions of water, and pour it upon a filter, previ-

ously weighed. Dry the filter, and ascertain its

increase of weight, which will indicate how much
insoluble matter the quantitj^ of lime submitted to

experiment contained. It is easy to judge, by the
external qualities of the insoluble portion, whether
argillaceous earth abounds in its composition*,'

The presence of magnesia in limestone has been
considered pernicious to vefretation when burnt in-

to lime. It had been long known to farmers in the
neighborhood of Doncaster, and other parts of
Yorkshire, Derby and Nottinfrham, that lime
made from a peculiar species of limestone injured

their crops, and that made from the Breedon lime-

stone, in Leicestershire, which there goes under
the denomination of 'hot lime,' is so powerful, that

it is there seldom used in larger quantities than
from 25 to 30 bushels an acre, unless the land be
very rich. A series ofexoeriments were made up-
on the former by JVlr. Tennant, who discovered

that it contained magnesia, and on mixing some
calcined pure magnesia with earth, in which he
sowed different kinds of seeds, he found that

they either died or vegetated very imperfectlj-; he
therefore came to the conclusion that its eflijcts

v/cre prejudicial. This is thought to have been
occasioned by its retainino; its caustic quality lon-

ger than pure lime; and that, if used to excess, it

has a poisonous effect on vegetables, though, 'on

poor soils,' it has been said, neither to receive wa-

ter so rapidly, nor to part with it so freely, as lime;

from the substance of which the foregoino; is chiefly

extracted. Our farming readers will also find an am-
ple discussion regarding the analysis of lime, in the

following volumes of the Farmer's Magazine, v. pp.
27, 26.5,'451; vi. pp. 11, 192, 312, 316; vii. pp. 26, 33,

and in Sir Humphry Davy's 7th lecture.

* Elements of Experimental Chemistry, 10th edit.,

vol. ii. chap. xv. sect, iii-
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and in this respect it seems to hold an intermedi-

ate property between lime and clay*.' Experi-

ments have also been made by Sir Humphry Da-
vy and other chemists, ii'om which it may be col-

lected that, although, when calcined, as lime, it

may become pernicious to land, if laiil on in too

large quantities, yet that, in its mild state, it is a

usetid constituent of soils. One of the most fer-

tile parts of Cornwall, in the neighborhood of the

Lizard, is a district in which the land abounds in

magncsian earth. It is, indeed, one ofthe mildest

absorbents with which we are acquainted, and up-

on ground which is infested with sorrel, its appli-

cation is an immediate remedy. Magnesian lime-

stone is usually of a pale yellow or brown color,

and is found in many parts of England, as well as

Ireland: it eflervesces when plunged in acid, though
it only dissolves slowly.

Its analysis requires a process too tedious to be

here stated, but its existence in lime, in a pure

state, may be ascertained by the following test:

Having taken out all the mineral oxide, next

pour into the fluid a solution of neutralized carbo-

nate of potassa, continuing to do so until it will

efferv^esce no longer, and untU both the test and
smell of the mixture indicate an excess of al-ka-

line salt. The precipitate that falls down is carbo-

nate of lime: it mast be collected on the filter, and
dried at a heat below that of redness.

The remaining fluid must then be boiled for a
quarter of an hour, when the magnesia, if any ex-

ist, will be thrown dovvn combined with carbonic

acid.

The quantity of lime to be applied to the land
must of course be apportioned to the quality oft he
former, as well as to the nature and the condition

of the soil: which considerations must also be in

a great de^'ree governed by the expense. There
is perhaps no country where it has been used to

such an extent as in the improved parts of Scot-

land, where it is often carried to the distance of

twenty to thirty miles, after having been imported
from distant points of the coast, and even ti-om Ire-

land; and although it has been laid on at prices,

varying in proportion to its strength, and the
charge of burning, from 6s. to I8s. per chaldron of
36bushelst, besides the cost of carriage, and in

quantities according to the nature of the soil, yet
the improvement has, in most places of its firstap-

plication, borne out the chargej. In Ireland,

* Russell's Practical and Chemical Agriculture p. 37.

t Sir J. Sinclair states the average throughout Scot-
land at 6d. per bushel. Code of Agric, 3rJ edit., p.
2.32: but excellent lime, made from chalk, can be de-
livered at the wharfs in London at 4f7., or, if made out
of limestone, in which case it is called grain-hnu .at

5d.; and if taken at the kilns upon the Thames and
Mcdway, at about three shillings perchalch-on less.
We learn, however, from a recent account of the state
of agriculture in the Vale of Forth, that lime is regu-
larly sold at Alloa, Stirling, and other places where
there are quarries, at 2.s. M. per computed boll, peas
measure. From 30 to 3fi bolls, or ]20 to 140 bushels,
being generally laid on a fallow; or, if dunged, from 1.5

to 20 tons per acre.—Prize Essays and Transactions of
the Highl. Soc. of Scotland, vol. iv. p. 17.

X In Scotland it appears that 192 bushels of lime-
shells per Scotch acre (equal to 153 per imperial acre)
have been applied with succcess on light soft laud.—

Chief Baron Foster has gone so far as 300 barrels,

with manifest good effect. It is in that country,

indeed, not uncommonly appUed at the rate of

400 bushels per imperial acre; and inmiense crops

of potatoes have been raised by its being laid upon
strong old leys broken up in July or August, and
allowed to remain *in that state until ploughed

airain in the sjiring. It has been laid on some of

the moors in Derby^iire to the amount of 1500

bushels§. Dr. Anderson says that 'he has him-
self had experience of it in all proportions, fi-om

100 to above 700 bushels to the acre, upon a great

variety of soils; and that he always_fbund its efiects

in promoting the fertility ol the soil to have been in

proportion to the quantity employed, other circum-

stances being alike||; yet an instance is mentioned,

in the Nottingham Report, of twenty chaldrons,

or 720 bushels, having been laid upon an .acre of

cold clay soil, without any benefit whatever. Ex-
periments have also been tried of its application on
heavy land, extremely retentive of moisture, to the

extent oi" 300, 4-50, and 550 bushels, which, after

eight scccessive years, showed no perceptible dif-

ference arising from the quantity laid onlT. and
similar instances arc too numerous to require men-
tion; but thei«e failures may, not improbably, have
been occasioned by the imperfect state of the

drainage. Lime has, however, been on so many
occasions used at random, without inquiry being
made or attention paid to the state of the land,

—

whether it has been over-cropped and u'orn out,

or has been left under pasture and enriched by
dung,—that, wilhout regard to these particulars,

much money has been uselessly expended, and
many attempts at improvement have been render-

ed unsnccessfid. A system also prevails in the

cultivation of many estates in various parts of the

kingdom; under which the tenants are bound by
their leases to fallow ihe land at fixed periods, and
to dress the fallows with a certain quantity of
lime*; which being thus repealed when the con-
dhion of the ground does not always require it, it

necessarily follows that no beneficial result can be
attained.

Such, indeed, is the variety of soils and circum-
stances, that no general rule can be devised for fix-

ing the qr.antity of lime that may be properly laid

upon an acre of land. The various accounts from
the different county surveys, and other sources of

From 240 to 360 are however generally esteemed pro-
per for different degrees of clay. From that quantity
up to 600 bushels have been laid with good effect on
strong land, both arable and under good grass; but it

seems genernlly agreed, that from 300 to 4S0 bushels
are quite sufficient for the greater part of the most fer-

tile districts in that country; and light soils, which re-

quires less in the first instance, are said to have been
greatly benefited by a frequent repetition.—General
Report, vol. ii. p. 533.

1^ Arthur Young's Essay on Manures, in the Papers
of the B;ith AgricullurarSociety, vol. x. p. 122; and
Tour in Ireland, Svo, 2d edit., vol. i. pp 6, 121, 363:
Tyrone Survey, p. Ill; Derby Report, vol. ii. p. 437.

II
Essa;y on Agriculture, 4th edit., vol. i. p. 521.

H Wright's Scottish Husbandry, vol. ii. p. 154.

* On some estates in the Weald of Kent, the tenants
are bound to lay 100 bushels of lime per acre, on every
recurrence of a fallow for wheat, which generally oc-
curs every five years. Kent Rep. 2d edit. p. 98
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information, state that li-om 80 to 180 bushels have
been laid upon light soils with very pal[)able bene-
fit, and that from 240 to 320 and even 400 bushels
have been successfully applieii to clays and stron<i;

ij;niss land. It lias indeed been ibund, that in mai-
den soils its use is so essential, on iis first applica-

tion, as to impart a permanent decree of Itirtility

which could not be obtained by any other species

of manure. In some parts of Scotland, which
have been only of late years brought under an im-
proved course of culture, and to which lime had
not been previously applied, it was observed that

the richest animal dung had but a weak effect upon
the crops of grain. Peas, barley, and wheat, at

first assumed the most jiromising appearance, bui

Avhen the peas were in bloom, and the corn put-

ting Ibrth the ear, it was Ibuml that thej^ dvvindled

away in nearly fruitless abortion—which, indeed,

so tiir as the peas are concerned, ought not to ex-

cite surprise, ibr it is well known that they will not

thrive in any soil which is not calcareois; yet the

same ground, alter getting a slight dressing oflime
brought any kind of crop, that was adapted to the

land and properly tilled, to full maturity.* Expe-
rience, indeed, proves that a certain portion of lime
is necessary to bring all soils into a due state of

IfTtility; bnt when they are once saturated with
lime, or have got a sufficient quantity, whatever
more is added only occasions useless expense. t

—

INIany farmers have also learned, totheircost, that

land which has received a complete liming sfiould

be either rested from severe cropping, or, after

some short time, laid down to pasture. This,
however, being not ahvays convenient, the alter--

nate system of husbandry should be adopted, even
with the addition of ji second year under clover, if

the land be poor, and the green crops expended on
the ground; and in no case should the soil be de-

prived of the usual dressings of dung.J
In whatever (juantity it may be employed, it is

indispensable that every particle of lime be inti-

mately blended with the soil; for if that condition

be not complied with, its power upon the land will

be so far lost as that operation may have been inef-

fectually performed. Although specifically lighter

than any soil, it is, however, very commonly left

in small lumps, which then fall into the bottom of

the open furrow when the land is ploughed, and there

remaining below the staple ofthe land, it naturally

becomes useless for the purposes of the farmer; the

operation therefore demands the most minute at-

tention. When the lime, which may have been
spread upon the ground, has been either already
ploughed under, or only harrowed in, or both, it

should be again harrowed and afterwards ploughed
in. This must, however, be done as superficially

* It has been stated, in the General Report of Scot-

land, that soils of tolerable quality, in Lammermuir,
only produce middling crops of oats and rye, and that

the richest dung does not enable them to bring any
other grain to maturity; yet the same soils, after being
limed well, uniler proper culture, ripen every species

of corn.—Vol. ii. p. 533. The same effect is stated to

have occurred on the Mendip hills, in Somersetshire, in

Hereford, and Derbyshire, and various other counties.

See the Reports of Somerset, p. 512; Hereford, p. 57;

and Derby, vol. ii. pp. 38, 401.

t Bailey's Survey of Durham, p. 209.

X General Report of Scotland, vol. ii. pp. 505 and
.5.34.

as possible, in order to avoid burying the lime; and
perhaps the best implement for that purpose is a
scarifier, or one of the many scufflers now in use,
as they mix the lime with the soil more efi'ectually

than can be done by the plough. The land must
then be again harrowed and ploughed; but still

not to a great depth; and in this manner it should
get at least three ploughings and harrowings, if

the soil be light, and lour, or even five, accorTling
to the condition of the land, if it should be heavy:
but, we repeat, that in no case should the lime l)e

suffered to sink deep into the ground. We have
indeed, on this, the evidence of JVIr. Dawson, of
Frogden, which, alter the experience of upwards
of half a century, is too well known and too high-
ly appreciated to admit of doubt, that in every in-

stance, upon his own land, in which lime was only
harrowed in, when laid up lor pasture, the ground
not only continued, for upwards of thirty years, to

produce the fine grasses, but, when j)Ioughed
down, those parts of the soil which were not suffi-

ciently mixed with lime, though sown with clover,

became gradually covered with bent; and he also

adds his testimony, that, when properly mixed
with lime, the effects of dung are not only grea-
ter, but much more permanent, whether under the
tillage or pasture*. It should, however, be ob-
served, that the depth of the ploughing may also

be made to depend, in a great degree, upon the
quantity of lime that is used, as well as upon the
state of the soil; for not only is a less portion

of calcareous manure requisite upon sands than
upon clays, but as it sooner sinks into the for-

mer than into the latter, and the object is to keep
a sufficient quantity mixed with the surface, it can-
not, in that case, be ploughed with too shallow a
fiirrow.

This renders a clear and well-wroughtfallow ab-
solutely necessary; but in this manner; if the lime

be laid in the full quantity upon the proper soil,

and if the future cultivation and manuring with
putrescent matter be in all respects carefully con-

ducted, it will produce the expected effect upon
the land, the amelioration of which will last for a
series of years. This mode of application is ap-

proved by the mdst enlightened farmers; yet there

are many who affirm that grass-land forms the

best bed for the reception of lime. When grass-

land is broken up, it is however very generally fiall

of weeds, which nothing but a complete summer
lidlovv can thoroughly conquer; but if the land be

clean, and the lime can be got forward in time, the

application may in many cases prove successful.

Amongst numberless accounts of the effects of

lime upon a variety of soils, we extract the follow-

ing minute details of a series of experiments car-

ried on during a period of twenty years upon a

large farm in the north by a most intelligent man,

the" accuracy of whose statement appears to be

entitled to the most entire confidence, and from

which, if attentively considered, some useliil in-

formation may be gleaned. The several fields

thus operated upon were

—

No. 1.—Soil composed chiefly of thin clay,

some of it mixed with peat, and the whole incum-

bent upon a subsoil retentive of moisture: it had
been in grass for several years, but yielded very

poor returns.

* Letter from Mr. Dawson to the Editor of the Far-

mer's Magazine, vol. xii. p. 69.
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The mode of cultivation pursued was this.

The land was fallowed without taking any corn

crop, and the lime was applied in a pertectly effete

state during the lollowing spring, at the rate of 220

bushels per imperial acre. The crop was oats:

but little benefit was discovered from the lime until

the ibllowing year, when the soil began to li^r-

ment, whicii showed that the lime was then in ac-

tion. It was then sown with flax, the crop of

which, both in flax and seed, was excellent. This

was fiillovved by peas, which returned a great bulk

of haulm, but not nuich grain: tiieclay part of the

land was now, however, quite loose and i\-ee, while

the peat seemed more compact and firm. The
field was then sown with red wheat, whicli turned

out a very fine crop; and although it was not

dunged until theninthyear, whenitwas thorough-

ly summer fallowed, the other crops continued

good until it was laid down at the end of twelve

years to pasture. Since that time, it has been -a

few years under corn; and though the produce of

these crops cannot by any exertion be made to

equal those preceding, yet the soil has been evi-

dendy much improved in every respect, when com-

pared with its original state previous to the lime

being applied.

No. 2.—This field, of nearly the same thin clay

as the former, had been ill-treated by the preceding

tenant, and was in a very exhausted state, though
it is not stated that it had been previously limed.

After being summer fallowed, it was laid down to

pasture during several years; after which lime was
applied to the sward during the winter months,
and in the February following it was sown with

oats. The crop was only middling, and in the

six subsequent years it did not appear that much
benefit was gained by the application. In the

eighth year, however, the lime acted vigorously;

a small part of the field, which had been left un-
limed, being at least 50 per cent, inferior in crop,

though the management was in every respect si-

milar. It may, perhaps, be difficult to account lor

this cessation of action in the liine during this long
period, though instances of a like nature are not

unfrequent upon inferior soils; but it appears, from
the statement of the cultivation, that a deeper
ploughing had been given in the preceding season,

by which no doubt, the lime was brought to the
surface; and having, besides, been assisted by a co-

pious application of dung, there can be little ques-
tion that the difference between the crops was oc-

casioned by the stimulus which was thus applied
to the manure.

No. 3.—A real moorish soil, incumbent upon a
close bottom which had been over-cropped, after

lime, by a former tenant. This field wassummer-
lallowed, and limed with effete lime at the rate of
160 bushels per imperial acre. Oats were then
Gown; but the crop was poor, and after-attempts
were not more successful. The stalk of the plant
generally singed and decayed, after the strength of

the seed-pickle was gone.
No. 4.—Of a similar soil, but rather superior in

quality to the former—was fallowed out of grass,
and the lime was applied hot from the kiln; but
the eflects were the same as those mentioned in
the preceding instance. The oat-crop looked
brisk at first, but decayed daily; and though dung
was tried with a second fallow, and appeared to
operate in a light degree, it yet did not repay the
cost incurred. These two trials, which appear to

have been very fairly made, clearly prove that

land which is either poor in itself, or which has

been worn out by the previous use of lime, will

not pay the expense of a farther application.

No. 5.—The soil of this field was a soft loam
upon a wet bottom, which^ though it did not ap-

pear to have been limed, yet was in a very ex-

hausted state. It was, therefore, summer-fallowed

after a crop of wheat, and quick- lime was laid

ui)on it at the rate of nearly 200 bushels per impe-

rial acre. This operated immediately; and at the

expiration of sixteen years, during which time the

land has been only three years in grass, its effects

liad not then ceased.

No. 6.—Was a strong loam, incurnbent on clay

which had consecutively carried five crops of grain

afier being ploughed fi'om old grass. This field

was dunged, as well as summer-fallowed; quick-

lime was also laid on at the same rate as on the

preceding, in the month of August, after which
six ploughings were given. This, in less than a
month, occasioned a fermentation of the soil,

'something similar to what is produced by yest

upon unbaked bread.' In one respect, the im-

provement made upon this field by the lime was
conspicuous: barley could with difficulty be raised

upon it previous to its application, but afterwards

fine crops of that grain were produced, and the

ground was tilled with much greater facility than

formerly, which is itself a sure token of ameliora-

tion in "the soil.

No. 7.—Consisted of a heavy deep loam; some
of it a strong, tenacious, red clay, but almost
wholly incumbent upon a close bottom. It was
ploughed from old grass, and sown with oats; was
summer-fallowed in the ensuing yoar, and dressed
with lime, which was mostly applied hot from the

kiln, beinij drawn from the cart in regular-sized

heaps of 5 pecks each, or thereabouts, and spread
the moment it was slaked by r lin or atmospheri-
cal moisture. About two-thirds of the field re-

ceived 240 bushels per imperial acre, the remain-
der from about 280 to 340 bushels per acre. The
whole answered well, and the entire operation ap-
peared to be in direct proportion to the quantity ap-
plied; nor was there any distinction discernible

in the effect of that which was laid on hot, though,
as the season was remarkably wet, some of it was
nearly in the state of mortar, and that there ap-
peared an evident inferiority on some ridges on
which quicklime had been spread in a windy day,
which probably occasioned some of it to be carried

off.

No. 8.—Was also chiefly loam, though of dif-

ferent qualities, and mostly incumbent upon a close

bottom. This field, which consisted of 50 acres,

had been cropped from time immemorial, and was
so tired of carr3-ing wheat, that it seemed scarce-

y worth ploughing. It was therefore laid down
to grass by the in-coming tenant, and remained
in that state during five years, when it was again
broken up. Only 30 acres were limed, and this

was laid upon the sward at the rate of nearly 160
bushels per imperial acre: but some of it was laid

on three years before ploughing, some two years,
and the remainder only a few days before the
plough entered—part of it hot, and the remainder
effete. No experiment could therefiire have been
better calculated to ascertain the difilsrent effects

of lime upon the soil; yet throughout the whole
field, even in the first year, they were nearly tlie
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same; the crop was equally abundant wherever
the lime had been applied, but strikingly inferior

upon the 20 acres on which it had been omitted.

This would show that the application of" lime to

grass-land one or two years before it is broken up,

as inculcated by several writers upon husbandry,
is neither nece.ssary to ihe soil, nor reconcilable

with economy; as, in case of any declivity in the

ground, much of the lime is washed otf" the sur-

face bv the rains, and lost before the land can be

ploughed. It also nroves that, in the trials just

recorded, as well as in others upon the same firm,

though not here mentioned, there was no visible

difference between the application of quick-lime

and that which was effete: added to which, there

is this remarkable fact—'that much difference of
opinion having prevailed relative to the quality of
the limestone-quarrieij in the neighborhood, a trial

was made of the lime from each of them upon
six adjoining ridges of one of the fields—num-
bered 7. Though a difference to the eye was vi-

sible in almost every one of those samples, yet the

effect upon the ground was in all of them precise-

ly similar, nor could the most accurate judge say
which was best. The quantity applied was in

each c^se the same; and the operations of laying
on the lime, spreading if, and ploughing the

groundj were all carried on in a uniform man-
ner.'*

On the best consideration which we can apply
to this important subject, 'we should say—Let the

farmer, as a primary ground for determination,
well weigh the nature and the condition of his

land, as well as the amount of the costj previous
to the application of a dressing of lime. If it is

to be broken up from grass which has lain long in

pasture, and without having been previously li-

med, and that he can afford the expense, let him
lay on a round quantity at once; for if it be intend-
ed as a permanent alterative—a corrective and
amendment of the properties of the soil— it should
get a full dose, and anything short of that will be
found little better than money thrown away. But
if it is to be applied to ground that has been un-
der tillage, and upon which lime has been pre-
viously laid, it can then only be used with advan-
tage after a series of years have elapsed, and in

small quantities; upon land also which has been
kept under a proper rotation of husbandry, and
has been regularly manured with stable-dung,
bones, rape-dust, or other nutritious substances,
upon which it may exert itself, as it will merely
give increased effect to the riches which may have
been thus added to the soil by superior manage-
ment. In such cases, however, it may be usefully
employed after every second or third dunging; fir
whether it be owing to an imperfect fermentation,
or to whatever cause, it is certain that a portion of
all the dung which is laid upon ground remains
nearly in a dormant state until ftirced into activity
by the application of some alkaline or calcareous
matter.

On all land it decomposes nutritive matter,
which may be supposed to lie otherwise in an in-

ert or apparently insoluble state: it is advantageous
on sands, because, so long as it remains^well
mixed with the soil, it attracts moisture li-om the
air, which prevents them li-om burning; and if
applied to clays, or other deep soils on which no
calcareous manure has been previously laid, it

renders them less cohesive, and more easily pene-
trable by vegetable fibres.* On calcareous soils it

necessarily has but little effect, because it here al-
ready forms a part of the matter of which tfiey
are composed; but when laid on grass-land as a
top dressing, it has greatly improved every species
of soil, and has promoted the growth of the finer
grasses; thus adding to the luxuriance of the her-
bage, and augmenting the productive powers of
the soil when afterwards ploughed for grain. f As
lime however—notwithstanding the tiict which
has been just recorded regarding the similarity of
its effects— whether mild or quick—yet differs ma-
terially in its strength, inquiry should always be
inade on that point previous to its application.
The following general rules may be taken as a
summary of what has been already stated.

1st. Before the application of lime, the land
should be thoroughly drained and laid dry.

2ndly. It may be carried on whenever the teams
are the most at leisure; but summer is the best
season, and it never should be laid upon the land
unless in dry weather.

3rdly. It should be laid on while in a powdery
state—the drier the better-and kept as near the
surface as possible, as then best adapted to mix
intimately with the soil.

4thlv. It may be applied either quick or effete;
but if in the former state, it will have more effect
in the cleansing of the land, and a less quantity
will serve the immediate purpose. It should,
however, be carted upon the land as soon as possi-
ble, and spread directly before the plough, lettino-
that follow so quickly, as that the body of the lime
shall be slaked in the coil; audit must be cautious-
ly applied to light soils.

5thly. As it has a tendency to sink into the
ground, and it is important to preserve it near the
surface, it should be ploughed with a shallow fur-
row.

6thly. When found, after a few years, in
lumps, and much below the surface of the land,

* Those who may wish for further details regarding
these expeiiments are referred to the third volume of
the Farmers' Magazine, pp. 77, 323. The numbers in
this account are not however placed in the same order
as that statement, but are classed according to the par-
ticular nature of the soils.

* Thus, among numberless instances of its effects
upon land of the latter description, one is mentioned
in an account lately published of, a farm in Koss-shire',
which, under former management, produced such
scanty crops of oats, that they scarcely paid the ex-
pense of cutting; yet in the fohowing year, the same
ground—having had 200 bushels of hme applied for
the first time, together with 12 tons of farm-yard ma-
nure-yielded at the rate of 40 bushels of wheat per
acre. This might, indeed, have been ascribed to the
dung, as well as to improved culture; but another field,
ot the same kind of land, produced 36 bushels, solely
with the application of lime, without any dung. Li-
brary of Useful Knowledge, Farmer's Series, No 18
p. 91.

'

t Calcareous soils have also been found to possess
the advantage of guarding the sheep which graze upon
them from the rot; and there can be no doubt that the
application of lime, if accompanied by proper drain-
age, will materially assist in producing properties of
corresponding efficacy. It is hkewise known to be a
great preventive, when lain upon pasture-land, of that
destructive disease the foot-rot,
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it should be ploughed up and repeatedly harrow-

ed, so as to ensure its intermixture.

7thly. Clays and stront^ loams require a full

dose; but tor sands and other liirht soils, chalk, or

a much less quantity oC Imie, will serve—each in

proportion to the strength of the lime and of the

lanil.

8thly. If the land be not supplied with the

same quantity of putrescent manure that is usual-

ly laid upon other soils, the crops will suffer; and

if it be not then laid down to grass for a long

series of years, it will be worn out and exhaust-

ed.

[To be continued.]

DESCRIPTION, AND STATEMENT OP THE IN-

GREOIENTS, OF THE EARTH IMPROPERLY
CALLED "marl" IN NEW JERSEY.

Extract from Medical arid Physical Researches, by Dr. Richard
H.illLAN.

[It is feared that many of our readers think that we
have been disposed to supply them, in unnecessary pro-

fusion, with information on Wlurl, and its use as ma-

nure. Yet, however copious may have been the sup-

plies of information furnished directlj'^ from our own

observations, or gathered from those of others—and

liowever successful may have been, in some respects,

these eflbrts to instruct, there are still other branches of

this extensive subject, on which almost nothing is yet

perfectly understood—and in regard to which most

of the many publications that have been made, have

served to increase, rather than to dispel the obscurity

which envelopes the subject. We allude to the earth

improperly called "Marl" in New Jersey—called

"green sand" by geologists, and to which (long before

we had ever heard of the latter term,) we affixed the

(equally improper) name of "gypseous earth," in

1817, when we discovered its existence in great quan-

tity in the banks of James River, Virginia, and con-

tended for its identity with the earth called "marl"

in New Jersey.* It was not until the appearance of

the first communication on green sand in Virginia,

from Professor W. B. Rogers, (p. 129, of vol. II. Far.

Reg.) that any share of public attention was attracted

to this subject, south of New Jersey. . Since then,

much interest has been felt and expressed, in Virginia

and JMaryland, and much informatiom, scientific and

practical, has been furnished by Professor Rogers and

others: but still we repeat that almost nothing is yet

known as to the cause of the mysterious operation of

this substance—and that much misunderstanding and

delusion have been caused by improperly compre-

hending (in common parlance) this and other very dif-

ferent substances, under the one general name of

"marl.'''' In the Essay on Cnlcareous Manures, much
was said upon the then existing and very great con-

fusion and obscurity caused by this term being applied

to manures of different chemical composition, and

of different modes of operation. But since that work

was published, the confusion of ideas, and of sub-

* See nrticle on the Gypseous Earth of James Kiver, No. 4.

Vol I, Far. Ucg. and p. 105 of JEssay on Cal. Manures, 2d. Ed.

stances of different kinds, has been made still worse,

by the "green sand" or Jersey earth," becoming known,
as existing extensively on Virginia and Maryland, and
by its being also called marl, whether destitute of car-

bonate of lime, or mixed with shells or calcareous

matter. The Essay on Calcareous Manures treats of

that "marl" of which the sole, or at least the princi-

pal ingredient, acting as manure, is calcareous earth, or

carbonate of lime. It mentions other ingredients, and
amor)g them "green sand" as sometimes found in marl,

and adding to their value—but considers these as ac-

cidental exceptionsto the general rule—and professes

neither to explain nor to discuss the mode of operation

of these accidental ingredients.* Still we frequently

find that our correspondents, and other readers of the

Essay, confound the marl there treated of, with the

"green sand," even when the latter contains not apar-

Hcle of carbonate of lime—and more often, they draw
no distinction between the former in a pure state, and

the calcareous marl having a large admixture of the

green sand," and thereby greatly improved in its va-

lue, and altered in its action as manure—though, as

we think, the cause of that action has not yet been ac-

counted for. Professor Rogers, in his several interest-

ing communications to the Farmers' Register, on this

subject, seems to attribute the wonderful effect of this

manure principally, if not entirely, to the potash which

it contains. This inference (from the analysis there

stated) is plausible, (as there is no other knoivn fertil-

izing ingredient,) and would be conclusive, if potash

was always present, and in sufficient quantity. But

-we more than distrust this explanation—because, ac-

cording to our personal experience, the green sand,

though sometimes producing wonderful effects, has

generally been but of transient and light value—ana

never worth using, except on soils made calcareous at

the same time,- or previously. Our distrust is strength-

ened by the following extracts from the lately publish-

ed work of Dr. Harlan. , By the analyses here stated,

neither of the specimens of the two great classes of the

"Jersey Marl" contain any proportion of potash.

They also furnish new evidences (in addition to the

many exhibited before in this journal) that the value,

as manure, is not attributable, in any degree, to lime—
for there is but little more than 1 per cent, of lime in

the specimen of what is called "fertilizing marl," and

not a trace of it in the "non-fertilizing."

We are very far from meaning to speak slightingly

of the "green sand marl" as manure. Its effects in

numerous particular cases (though far from universal-

ly,) have certainly been not only highly valuable, but

wonderful—and the investigation of the mysterious ac-

tion of this manure strongly invites the continued re-

searches of scientific men—and from the result of such

researches, we may hope for most valuable instruction

to farmers, and much improvement and profit to agri-

culture. But we maintain, that no satisfactory expla-

nation of these effects has yet been given—and we
warn our readers against confounding the effects and

mode of operation of calcareous marl, as manure, with

those of the green sand, whether alone, or combined

by nature, or by art, with calcareous manures.]

*B3say on Cal. Manures, 2d. Ed. pp. 48, 49, 68 and 92.
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The following extracts form a part only of a longer

commtinication to the Academy of Natural Scienceshy

Dr. Harlan, on the Fossil Remains, and Geology of

New Jersey, and which we have first seen publislied in

his late and splendid work.]

At various times there have been presented to

the xlcadeniy specimens of.fossil bones, principal-

ly ti-om the state-oi' New Jersey ; which have not

been hitherto described or noticed. I have under-

taken to describe such as are most rare and inte-

restinsr, and whose characters remain, in some de-

gree, undelaced.
It will be necessary, in the first place, to offer a

few remarks concerninii; the formation in which
these fossils occur; in doinij which, I shall content

myself with the bare mention of the fossil tesia-

cecB, some of which occur in immense numbers.

For a knowledge of these, I am indebted to a

gentleman eminently qualified to do the subject

entire justice, and from whom we may anticipate

I hope, very shortly, a full and accurate descrip-

tion of these very interesting remains; it is almost

unnecessary to state, the naturalist alluded to is

Mr. T. Say, who, together with Mr. T. Peale and
myself, have lately returned from a short excur-

sion to the marl-pits of New Jersey.* We were
much assisted in om' investigations by Dr. Samuel
L. Howell, of New Jersey, who politely offered to

accompany us, and whose knowledgeof the coun-

try w^as peculiarly serviceable.

All that part of the state, denominated West
Jersey, and which is included between Trenton

and the Delaware Bay, on the north andisoulh,

and between the Atlautic ocean and Delaware
river, on the east and west, is of oceanic or se-

condary formation, interspersed with patches

of tertiar3^ The surface is composed chiefly of

sand, occasionally of gravel, and very seldom of
clay; not unfrequently of all three mixed.

This circumstance, in connexion with.a know-
ledge of the nature of the substance improperly

termed marl, will explain the vague and contra-

dictory opinions of the farmers, respecting the ma-
nuring qualities of this earth; some of whom in-

formed me, they considered a load of this marl
equal to a load of dung. Oihers thought, that al

though the marl enriched the land, and made it

more productive the first year, it subsequentlv pro-

duced an impoverishing effect on the soil. Others

again declared, that though they had frequently

made the experiment, they alwaj's found the

marl absolutely injurious; and this depends, in

fact, on the quality of vnarl used.

The fact is, that this earth possesses no more
claim to the title of marl, than any other earth in

which fossil testaceaB abound; generally speaking,

it is little more than a ferruginous sand. Quanti-
ties of pyrites are also found to exist, almost uni-

versally; sometimes constituting the casts of shells,

at others, fillinfr the cavities of bones; and to the

prevalence of which may be attributed the imper-

fect state in which the organic remains are gene-

* Since Mr. Say first commenced the description of

the New Jersey fossils, numerous investigators have
entered this field of science. The communications of

Messrs. Vanuxem, Conrad, Lea, Morton, Van Renscl-

laer, Dekay, &c., in the Journal of the Acad. Nat. Sc.

and N. York Lye. of Nat. Hist, will be consulted with
interest. The present essay was originally communi-
cated to the Acad. Nat. Sc. Philad. in May, 1824.

rally discovered,, and the very great rapidity with
which they decay on exposure to the atmosphere
unless ihey are varnished, or other means are used
to prevent, the access of the air.

It is, further, to the prevalence of pyrites we
must refer the injurious effects of the "w2orZ,"
when spread too thick upon the soil, when, on the
other hand, if mixed sparingly with new soil, it

destroys or reduces to earth the fibrous matter,
and thus proves highly beneficial as a manure.
Should the soil be composed almost entirely of
loose sand, (as it frequently is) the clay, which is

a principal constituent of some of the ''marl-pits'''

will give consistency to the soil, and enables the
vegetables to take root; in wliich sense it may be
said to act as a raanui'e.

Not unfrequently whole strata or beds of this
marl will occur without a single fossil, of a loose
friable structure and moist nature, more or less

granulated, and of various colors, but most com-
monly of a dark slate-black or greenish color; and
has been by some supposed to consist chiefly of

decomposed organic remains—but how erroneous
is this opinion, will be clearly comprehended by
the analj'sis of this earth, furnished some years
ago by Mr. Henry Seybert of this city. (Vid.
Cleaveland's Min.- and Geol. 2d ed.)

- Silex, - - . . 49.83
Alumine - - - - 6.00
Magnesia - - - . L83
Potash - - - - 10.12
Water - - . . g.sQ
Protoxide of Iron - - 21.53
Loss - - - - 69

100.00

This specimen of ^'-green eartW'' or the supposed
Marl, was fiom Rancocus creek; the quantities of
its constituent parts, no doubt, vary with the loca-
lity.. It constitutes, in almost every instance, the
matrix of the fossil reliquis", of which the Tere-
bratula and Ostrea occur in the greatest profusion,
sometimes commingled, at others in nearly dis-
tinct beds, as at Mullica hills and Blackwood town
mills. At the county poor-house we examined a
creek, at the bottom of which were beds of fossil

Ostrea;, and a few rolled specimens of Favosite and
Fisiularia, together with broken Belemnities; oc-
casionally we observed some of the beds com-
posed of Ostreas, Belemnities, Terebratula, &c.
heaped together in every direction and position,

conglomerated toojether by the green sand, and
quartz pebbles, scarcely any of the remains pre-
served entire.*

I have been indebted to Mr. A. Seidler, an ex-
perienced operative chemist, for an accurate ana-
lysis of the fertilizing and non-fertilizing varieties

of "marl," the former of which is now extensive-
ly used in.New Jersey as a manure.

Chemical Analysis of the green Jertllizing marl
from New Jersey, dugfrom Leioellyii's Pit. By
A. Seidler. November, 1835.

This mineral appears as a greyish-green granu-
lar mass, in which, by aid of the lens, small parti-
cles of a shining lustre are discernible. By ex-

* The "marl" from Rancocus creek has been ascer-
tained to be of the non-fertilizing species; the fertiliz-

ing variety, or sh^:!! marl, does not occur at that loca-

lity.
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posure to a moderate red heat, it loses ils greenish

colour, together with a part of its weight, and the

former is chanirod into a lip-ht brown, intermixed

with grey. With iiorax, belbre the hlow-pipe, it

melts into a blackish slagijy frlobuie of considera-

ble hardness. It docs not ctlervesce with acids;

its specific gravity is 1.485.

Experiment, No. 1.

Five hundred grains of this mineral were care-

fully heated in a small glass retort until red hot;

its colour changed ns above stated, and after bav-

ins cooled, its weight amounted to lour hundred

and eighty grains. During this process no gas

(carbonic acid) was disengaged, but in the tube of

the retort and the adopter a quantity of water was
condensed, whose weiijht nearly corresponded to

the above loss. We may, therefore, consider this

mineral as a hydrate, or a compound of hydrates.

Experiment, No. 2.

The above four hundred and eighty grains, fine-

ly pulverized, were boiled in a matrass with a long

neck, for several hours, with nitro-muriatic acid,

consisting of five parts muriatic acid of fifteen de-

grees Baume, and one of nitric acid of thirty-five

degrees.*

Again.—A considerable part of the mineral

was dissolved, but the brown colour had not dis-

appeared; the solution was set aside for twenty-

four hours, and the yellowish solution decanted

from the sediment and again treated for several

hours with a new addition of nitro-muriatic acid.

The color of the mineral had disappeared consi-

derably more, but was not altogether white: there-

tore, it was set aside again for twenty-four hours,

and then decanted, a new portion of acid added,

and treated again as above.

After one hour's boiling, the colour had com-
pletely changed, and appeared perlijctly tohite.

The matrass was removed from the fire, and the

liquid allowed to subside; after having decanted

the same, the residue was washed with distilled

water until perfectly insipid; the residue, gathered

on a filter and well dried, at 170 degrees, weighed
277^ grains, and proved to be silex.

Experiment, No. 3.

AH the clear decanted solutions of experiment
No. 2, which vv'ere of a yellow wine colour, were
heated gently in a matrass, arul then saturated

with caustic anmnonia: a copious and voluminous
brown precifiitate issued; which was brought on a
filter and perfectly edulcorated with warm distilled

water.

This precipitate (anticipating that it consisted of
alumina and oxyd of iron) was boiled in a silver

vessel with five hundred grains of potash, and af-

terwards gently evaporated to dryness and ex-
posed to a moderate red heat, re-dissolved and
filtered. The brown residue on the filter copious-

ly washed with distilled water, and dried at 170
degrees of heat, weighed 134 grains, and proved
to be pure oxyd of iron.

Experiment, No. 4.

The alkaline solution of the foregoing experi-

* These acids, as well as all other re-agents employed
in this analysis, were chemically pure.

ment was saturated minutely with muriatic acid,

and a voluminous white precipitate was formed,
which proved to be pure alumina; after washing
it copiously and drying, it weighed 62 grains.

Experiment, A^o. 5.

The remaininn; solution precipitated with nm-
monia in ex|'eriment No. 3, was examined fur-

ther, antl bv adding oxalate of ammonia, a preci-

pitate was fl)rmed, which, after it had been well

washed and dried, weighed 14 grains, and showed
all the properties oi" oxalate nf lime, which, ni\er

destroying the acid by exposure to heat, left 6

grains of pure lime, which corresponds exactly

with the proportions of this salt given in the che-

mical works.

Experiment, No. 6.

As it is a known fi^ct that matrnesia forms a tri-

ple combination with muriate of ammonia, which
cannot be decomposed by potash, unless the

ammonia is driven out in a higher temperature,

the solution from which the oxalate of lime had
been obtained, was mixed with a sufficient quanti-

ty of pure potash, heated and finally evaporated
to dryness. The dry mass being now deprived of
all the ammonia, was re-dissolved, but no precipi-

tate made its appearance, even after standing over
night: therefore it contained no magnesia.

Co7iclusion.

According to tlie foregoing experiments, this

green marl is composed of

277.50 grains of Silex. Experiment No. 2.

234. " Oxvdoflron. "
3.

62. " Alumina. " 4.

6. " Lime. " 5.

20. " Water. "
1.

.50 " Loss.

500

Analysis of the non-fertilizing green marl from
New Jersey, by A. Seidler.

The external appearance of this mineral is of a
dull olive green, granular, or rather consistinij of
crummy masses; which, by exposure to a slight

red heat, loses its green color, and part of its

weight, becominir of a blackish brown. It does
not effervesce with acids: belbre the blow pipe it

melts, with borax, into a slaggy globule. Specific

gravity, 1.566.

Experiment, No. 1.

Five hundred iirains of this mineral were heated

in a small glass retort, lontj enough to change ils

color entirely; a quantity of water was condensed
in the tube of the retort and adoj)ter; it lost by
this process thirty-one grains, the loss correspond-

ing with the evaporation. The remaining 469
grains were boiled repeatedly in a long-neck glass

matrass, with a mixture of five parts muriatic acid

of 15", and one part of nitric acid of 35°, Baume,
until its colour had entirely disappeared. The in-

soluble white residue, after copious washing with
distilled water, and being well dried, weighed 277^
grains.
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Experiment No. 2.

All the acid solutions ami washings obtained in

the Ibreijoinfif experinienis, were n)ixed together

and saturated with pure ammonia. A vohiminous
brown precipitate ensued, and alter it iiad been se-

parated by the filter and well wasiied, was boiled

in a silver vessel with 500 grains ol' pure potash
dissolved in a sufficient quantity of water, and
afierwards evaj)oratL*d to dryness, and exposed to

a gentle red heat lor half an hour, and then again
boiled with water repeatedly in order to dissolve

the alkaline mass; then filtered; the brown insolu-

ble residue on the filter being well washed in hot

water and dried, weighed 135 grains, and proved
to consist solely of oxyd of iron.

Experiment No. 3.

The neutral ammoniacal solution of No. 2,

which remained aller having separated the preci-

pitate, was further examined, in order to detect

lime, if any existed : a sufficient quantity of oxa-
late of ammonia was added and strongly agitated,

and exposed to heat lor half an hour; no precipi-

tate was formed, even alter repeated agitation, and
twelve hours repose; the same result followed af-

ter adding phosphate of ammonia: consequently,

lime ibrmed no part of the mineral.

Experiment, No. 4.

The clear alkaline solution obtained in experi-

ment No. 2, after the separation of the oxyd of
iron, was accurately neutralized by pure muriatic

acid: a white gelatinous precipitate was formed,
which, after separation by the filter, and beinir

well washed and dried, weighed 52^ grains, and
proved to be pure alumine.

Experiment, No. 5.

To the remaining solution of experiment No. 3,

after having tested it for lime, a suilicient quantity

of pure potash was added, and the whole evapo-
rated to dryness, by which process the ammonia
was completely expelled. The remaining saline

mass was re-dissolved in water, and appeared per-

fectly transparent; no trace of an insoluble sub-
stance could be discerned, even after twelve hours
repose:— it consequendy contained no magnesia.

Conclusion.

These experiments exhibit the following consti-

tuent parts of this non-fertilizing marl, viz:

Experiment No. 1, 277.50 Silex

2, 135. Oxyd of Iron.

4, 55.50 Alumine.
31. Water.

Loss,

499
1

500

Besides the Ibssil reliquice above named, we
may further add Ammonites, Rostellaria, Turbi-
nolia, Area, Pyrula, Pecten, Donax, and numer-
ous others, together with the bones or teeth of ce-

tacea, sharks, crocodiles, turtles, mosasaurus, &c.,
lignite, amber, phytolithites, roots of trees encrust-
ed with pyrites, &c.

Vci.lV-12

This very extensive formation, of which we are
now treating, lines the coast for several hundreds
of miles, commencing at the northern extremity
of Ijong Island, and extending as far as the Gulf
of Mexico; and borders immediately the primitive

rocks on its northern and eastern limits.

DIFFERENCE OF THE GROWTH, CULTURE, AKI)
PROnUCT OF GRAPE VIIVES, IN THE UNITED
STATES, A.vr> IN EUROPE. OSAGE ORANGE.

Letter I.

To tlie Editor of llie Fanners' Rcgislcr.

Columbia, S. C, Jpril 29ik, 1836.

If you tlfmk the following is sufTiciently inter-

esting lo fill a page of your excellent periodical,

have the goodness to honor it by giving it room.
The comparing of the various objects of agri-

culture in diflerent countries may lead to reflection

and elicit improvements in the culture and mode of
management. I was led to think on this subject
by reading a very good book—"Journal of a recent
visit to the principal vineyards ofSpain and France
&c., by James Busby, Esq."—This gentleman
has visited those countries like a man of sense,

and his observations are usually correct, as his de-
scriptions of men and things are worthy of the ut-

most confidence. He has visited countries and
persons which I knew well, and it gave me great
pleasure to see him mention so truly, gentlemen
who deserve all the praise he justly bestows on
them. It also gives me irreat pleasure to have
this opportunity to notice here in support of Mr.
Busby's high character of Mr. Delisle, Professor
of Botany, and Director of the Jardin des Plantcs
at Montpelier. This gentleman's urbanity and li-

berality to strangers are above all jjraise, and I

have experienced both. Mr. Busby notices the
very small size of the vines in Burgundy, Cham-
pagne, and elsewhere, and their being planted,

frequently as near as from 15 to 20 inches apartj

and ev^en closer in some instances. This I knew
perfectly well; but it nevertheless seems very
strange when compared with the growth and large
size of our vines in this country, even in very poor
sandy soil. To show this more satisfactorily, I

shall here give a rough description of the vines in

my garden. My grape-vines, which I use chiefly

lor wine, cover one sixth part of an acre. They
are 45 in number, viz. 37 of my Madeira, 6 of the
Lenoir, and 2 of the Bland, all made into wine
separately. They are trained so as to cover the

flat top of a trellis 8 feet from the ground, and they
very fully cover it, none of the foliage or fruit be-

ing allowed to grow below the top of the trame.

The olc'est of these vines were planted as cuttmgs
27 years ago, and some of them are very large.

The largest of them covers almost entirely a space
of 48 feet by 30 feet. Just above the ground it di-

vides into 5 branches of the fJiIlowing respective di-

mensions in circuailerence: 11 inches, 8^, 8, 7-^- and
1), inches. This is of the kind known as Herbe-
iiiont's Madeira, and is, most undoubtedly, an
European vine. It is, by some persons in Charles-

Ion, called Burgundy grape, and is one of the

principal vines cultivated in the French province

of this name, as also in Champagne, &c. I think

it is there called Pineau or Morillon, and is tlie
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greatest bearer 1 ever have seen, and its fruit is

equalled by few, and surpassed by still fijvyer, as a

delicious grape for the table as well as for wine.

This, then, is one of the vines ,which, in those

provinces are planted as near as 15 or 20 inches

from each other ! W hat can cause this enormous

difference in the growth of tbe same plant ? It

cannot be richness of soil; for in parts of France

and Spain tlieir vineyard? are highly manured,

and grow in a more genial soil, being highly cal-

caraous. My soil is very light and sandy, and al-

though the vines alluded to, as growing in my gar-

den, '^nre occasionally manured, yet it is by no

means very rich; and at my farm, Avhere the vines

have only been manured at the time of |)lanting

them, and the soil there is very poor and sandy,

they grow nearly as large as in n)y garden. 1 have

noticed strangers sometimes look at the soil and

the vines alternately, in the utmost surprise,, not

being able to realize in their minds, such a growth

on such a soil. Thisis most certai"nly very strange,

and we can scarcely conceive that such must be

the sole effect of climate. Can it be really the

effect of climate, or is there some other cause that

we have not yet found out? It could not v.'ell be

attributed to the mode of culture and trainmg; for

my first efibrts were to cultivate and train the vine

low as is done in France, allowing them more
space, however, than is done there, for I expected

a larger growth on account of the climate. I soon

found it impossible to keep them down, for when
they were from 6 to 12 years old, th-^y would put

out shoots in one summer 20 or 30 leet long, or

even more. I was, therefore, obliged gradually to

adopt my present mode of traini:g. Wbat can

be the cause or causes of this enormous diilerence

in the growth of the same plant? It must aJso be

noticed there are several other kinds of French
vines, particularly the white grapes, that never as-

sume this great luxuriance. I have another,

which is also said to be a JBurgundy grane by per-

sons who know to a certainty of its having been
imported from France. This vine was called by

a French gentleman, many years since, the "giant

vine," on account of the great vigor of its growth.

It makes a very good red wine; but I do not culti-

vate it much, because it is exceedingly liable to rot,

much more so than my Madeira; thouo-h both are

said to do well in the low part part of this State,

principally in Charleston and Beaufort. If it really

he so, I am much surprised that some one does not

cultivate it on a large scale for wine; for its pro-

duce would there surpass any after production in

profitableness, reaching, or even exceeding, 2000
gallons of wine per acre.

Now to compare the product of our gigantic
vines with the dwarfish ones of France. Their
crops seldom exceed 300 or 400 gallons per acre,
vcr\- rarely, though sometimes reaching, however,
to 1000 gallons. My vines rot much every sum-
mer, sometimes more, sometimes less, accordini>' to
the season. The last was most imflivorable, and
at least two-thirds of the grapes were lost by the
rot. The remaining ones grow probablv the lar-
ger for it, as the latter |)art of the season was very
fjxvorable. Now, notwithstanding all this loss bv
rot, I made from that sixth part of an acre in mV
garden 230 gallons of wine, which multiplied by 6
gives 1380 gallons us the produce of an acre simi-
larly situated. The culture of the vine in this
country is a most interesting subject, that deserves

to be followed up with zeal by wealthy public

spirited gentlemen, or more properly by public aid.

I had intended, sir, to give you the dimensions

of several other of my vines; but my paper is so

nearly filled uji, that I have only room enough left

to tell you that I have tested the truth of the arti-

cle in the last No. of the Farmers' Register rela-

tive to the maclura aurantiaca (osaize orarifre.)

Silk-worms really li^ed freely on its leaves, and I

have grafted it on the Chinese paper mulberry,

{Brousunetia,') and roots of the common mulberry,

with apparent liill success. My good Iri nd, 1'.

S. P. liaving sent me seeds of this valuable tree,

I planted them, and I have at least one hundred of

them coming up finely. This is also a very in-

teresting subject, which deserves the attention

of the lover of his country.

?r. iiKUcnriOKT.

Lktter II.

The subject ol provignage requires some ex-

planation li^r those persons who are not acquainted

with the culture of the vine in France. Provig-

nage is usually nothing more than the practice

known to all gardeners of laying a branch of a

plant for the purpose of making it take root, and
thus multiplying the subject." This word has,

however, besides this, another, tlrough analogous

meaning, among the cullivalors of' the vine in

Europe, and principally in Burixundy and Cliam-

pagne. By it is also understood the singular and
strange operation of laying down in a trench, not

only the whole vine, but all the vines of a vine-

yard, leaving only the summits out of the earth.

The object of this is to renew the vines without

losing time, as the vines bear a crop the same
year that the operation is perlbrmed. By, this

operation, all the vines of a vineyard will, after

a number of years, be very far from the p'ace

where thev were originally planted. I called this

a strange operation; for, where a plant is in a soil

and climate fully suited to its perft-ct success, this

cannot be necessary, particularly for a plant, which'
like the vine, will live and thrive, in favorable cir-

cumstances, lor several hundred years. This pro

vignage, or laying of the whole plant, has been
practised time immemorial; but it was only after a
considerable number of years, when the vines

really needed renewal. JBut it is now done in

some parts of Champagne, as frequently as every

three years. This being a very laborious and
expensive operation, the advantages of it must
have been veiy fully ascertained. The high
prices of the wines produced in that country maj^
warrant this expense; but it certainly would not

do lor the irreat bulk of the vine countiies in

Europe and elsewhere. The vine being there a
very diminutive plant, compared with its natural

exposition in more southern countries, rendeis

this operation ])racticable; but it would be impos-
sible with us, except with very few, if any of the

least vigorous growers. With us, however, it is

not necessary, lor I lee! confident that most of my
vines are capable of living and thriving for seve-

ral centuries, if sufli-red to do so. It would be
a very wrong iden, to suppose that because our
vines here are very extensive and large, that ihcy
must look old and decrepid. They are not at all

so. They are, on the contrary, most luxuriant

and fi'uitful. It is also proper to observe that their

size is no obstacle to their being as closely pruned
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as the short vines of Europe; for the pruning
takes place on the growth of the preccihng y "ar:

• iliis ni ly be cut as short as convenient or suitable.

One of our largo vines that covers a very great

extent ofgrounii, is, in reality, like a great number
of plants of the size ol' the European ones, issu-

ing from the old wood, inslcad of out oC the

ground. If the European writers on the subject

are correct in supposing ihat old vines produce
richer grapes than young ones, and that the sap

becomes better elaborated by passing through the

vessels of old wood, and the leaves of the young,
our large vines must have a great advantage over

the small ones. 1 have great doubt ol the correct-

ness of this principle; for thej' also say that the

nearer (he fruit is to the ground, the richer it is,

and the better it ripens. This, although it ap-

pears irreconcilable with the other proposition,

appears to be a well asc"-rtained fiict, that, in the

colder parts of Europe, where the vine is culti-

vated, the grapes produced on arbors, and high-

trained vines, are poorer in saccharine matter than

those from the low vines of their vineyards. It is

probable that the reason of this is, that, on the low
vines, the heat reflected from the ground has a

greater effect than on the high ones. In our cli-

mate, we have heat enough to reach to any height

to which we may choose to train our vines.

The verv irreat and praiseworthy industry and
ingenuity ol'our E;iropean brothers, in converting

a country most evidently very unfavorable for the

gror^rih of" the vine, into one producing some of the

highest priced wmes in the word, shows that all

Ave need, to insure success, is perscverence, and a

number of experiments to ascertain, not merely

the most suitable mode of cultivation, but also the

most suitable kinds of vines for our purposes, as to

hardiness and richness of fruit. I am now too old

to make many more experiments on this most in-

terest insc subject; but others will f)llow who will

probably be more successful. What v^^ould most
undoubtedly be the very best way, would be to

have those'numeroQS experiments which require

years lo give the results, undertaken at the public

expense. I have long labored in the vineyard

nnaided—but, on the' contrary, discouraged by

Rueers, &c. But yet, if I have not had the most

complete success, I have done something, and my
labors v/i!l not be altogether lost. I shall persevere

as long as I am able.

I continue to feed the few silk worms I hoA'c Vv'ith

the maclura at the same lime as I ijive them also

mulberry leaves, and I find that they feed indis-

criminately on either of these plants. If there be

any difference, it may be tiiat they prefer the ma-
clura. This subject may become very interest-

ing, particularly if it be found that the latter plant

is hardier, and resists late spring h-osts belter than

the mulberrv. n. HERBEaioNT.

From Cliaptal's Cliemistry applied to Agriculture.

GENERAL VIEWS OF THE ATMOSPHERE, COJir-

SIDERED IX ITS EFFECTS UPON VEGETATIOS^.

[Continued from p. 58 ]

Of the Imponderahle Fluids of the Atmo'ipherc.

Besides the ponderable substances Avhichcon-

stitute the atmosphere, and those which are found

in it accidentally, it receives some imponderable

fluids, of which the effects are less known, but

whicii appear to i)lay an important part in the at-

mospheric plienomena: of this number is the elec-
tric fluid.

• 1. Electricity is developed hy friction, and trans-
mitted by simple contact. It is accumulated in
bodies wlien they are insulated; and it is commu-
nicated in the same manner as he it, when bodies
which arc non-electric approach those which are
electric.

The singular properties of electric fluid contain-
fained in the atmosphere, and the frequent va-
riations which it undergoes, give rise to a nume-
rous phenomena, for which observation and expe-
riment enable us to account. When this fluid is

abundantly diffused throughout the atmosphere,
it exercises a powerful influence over vegetation,
excites the action of oxygen, and determines the
condensation of the aqueous fluid. Davy has ob-
served that grain germinates more quickly in wa-
ter charged with positive electricity, than in that
which contains the opposite principle; and that it

is a well known fact, that fermentation takes place
most rapidly during a thunder-storm, and that a
liquid, composed of a variety of principles not very
closely united, milk for instance, is decomposed,
and becomes acid under a highly electric state of
the air.

2. Yfhafever may be the opinion we maj- adopt,
as to the nature of the principle of heat, there can
be no doubt that there exists in the atmosphere,
and in all terrestrial bodies, an imponderable fluid,

unequally imparted to ihetn, and which renders
liieir state solid, liquid, or gaseous, according as

th.e affinity, existing between their particles and
the fluid of heat, is more or less strong. It is this

state which we regard as the natural state of
bodies.

Exposed to an equal degree of atmospheric tem-
perature, all bodies, in their natural slate, are pen-
etrated by unecRial quantities of the fluid of heat;

but as the fluid is in combination with the particles

of the bodies, and thus forms one of their consti-

tuent principles, it does not develope its most im-

portant property, which is that of heat; and in

this state it has been agreed to call it caloric; and
it only takes the name of heat when it is free,

and disengased from all combination.

Caloric, inler])0sed between the molecules of

bodies, tends to separate them fi-om each other;

and when accumulated beyond its natural quanti-

ty, the excess acts as heat; chandng the form of

bodies, and causing them to pass from the solid to

I he liquid slate, or from the last to that of va-

por.

Those bodies which exist naturally in a gas-

eous state, and which are rendered solid by being

brouixht into combination with other substances,

return to tlieir natural state as soon as a sufficient

degree of heat is applied to destroy the force of

the affinity which unites them to their base. But

those which are not originally gaseous in their

form, under the influence of heat pass through all

the degrees intermediate between their natural

state and that of imperceptible vapor; and return

to tlie concrete state, when deprived of the excess

of heat which had been applied to them.

Caloric can be extracted from bodies by percus-

sion or compression, in the same manner as water

is expressed from a substance which has imbibed

it. When a body is deprived of its caloric by

either of these means, the molecules composing it

are brouo-ht closelv to each other, and its porosity.
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and consequently its volume, diminished. The

act of striking, or rubbing hard bodies together,

produces the same effect; tiie portion of caloric,

which is in either case set free, acts as heat.

The temperature of bodies can he lowered, or

elevated, by placing them in contact with other

bodies more or less hot than themselves. Ihe

fluid of heat will pass (rom one to the other, and

produce an equilibrium in their state, according to

their respective capacities for ca!oric,vvhich enable

them to absorb unequal quantities of it.

All bodies in their natural state contain a deter-

minate portion of caloric; but when their densi-.

ty undergoes a change, by the variations of tem-

perature^to which they are exposed, they lose or

absorb caloric, in proportion to their contraction or

dilation. The gases, which become solid by en-

tering into coiTobinations, the vapors which are

condensed, the solids which are contracted, impart

to the air a portion of their caloric, which be-

comes heat; whilst all these bodies, on receiving

heat from the air, are dilateJ.

The phenomena of composition, and decompo-

eition, which uninterruptedly renew the siirtace of

our o-lobe, give rise every moment to the emission

or absorption of caloric. Two substances, enter-

ing into combination, form a compound which

peThaps requires more or less caloric than is con-

tained in the two component principles; and then

either heat or cold is necessarily produced during

the operation. Those gases, wdiich become solid

by entering into combination, part with their calo-

ric whilst undergoing the change, and thus produce

heat. In combustion, where oxygen is the prin-

cipal agent, there is a constant disengagement of

caloric,%ecause that gas, in general, forms solid or

liquid compounds with combustible substances;

and it gives out a portion of the caloric which pre-

served it in its gaseous state.

These principles established, we can easily ex-

plain a part of the effects produced upon vegeta-

tion by the variations of temperature.

The changes of temperature, experienced by the

atmosphere in the course of a year, are so great,

as to cause some liquids to pass alternately either

to the solid or aeriform state, and some solid bo-

dies to become liquid. The natural effect of heat

upon these bodies is, by dilating them, to weaken
the force of cohesion which unites their molecules,

and, by facilitating the action of chymical affinity,

to enable them to enter into combination with fo-

reign bodies. Thus heat renders the juices of

plants more fluid, and facilitates their circulation

through the cells and capillary vessels; and, by
giving activity to the suckers of roots, enables

them to draw from the earth the juices necessary

ibr their nourishment.
Above a certain temperature, heat, by promo-

ting evaporation, causes the juices of plants to

become thickened and dried in their organs, and
thus vegetation is arrested, and lifii sus|)ended.

This effect always takes place during great heats,

when neither rain, dew, nor irrigation can sutii-

ciently repair the loss occasioned by evaporation.

This effect would be more frequent, if provident

nature did not employ means to moderate the ac-
tion of hetit.

The first of these means is the transpiration of
the vegetables themselves, which cannot take
place without carrying off a large portion of heat,
and thus preserving the transpiring body at a

temperature below that of the air. The second
means is found in the organization of leaves,

which are the only parts of a plant where trans-

piration takes place. That sudiice of leaves which
is exposed to the direct rays of the sun is covered

by a thick epidermis, which resists the calorific

rays. In herbaceous plants, as in the stalks of

grasses, this covering is composed principally of

silex. In otlier plants it is analogous to resin,

wax, gum, or honey; vvhilst the epidermis, which
covers the oi)p()si!e sides of the leaves, is fine and
transparent. It is by tiiis, that transpiration and
the absorption of nourishment from the atmos-
phere are carried on. If we should reverse the

order of things, and present the under surface of a
leaf to the rays of the sun, we should very soon
see that it would make great efforts to resume its

natural position.

When a plant is dead, or rather when an annual
plant has fulfilled its desti^ly, giving assurance of

its reproduction by the formation of its fruit, the

action of heat and of the other chymical agents is

no longer modified by any of the causes of which
I have just spoken, and the plant receives their

impression in an absolute and unmodified manner.
When the temperature of the atmosphere sinks

below a certain point, the fluids in plants become
condensed, the movement of the juices is retarded,

the activity of their organs languishes, and is at

length suspended, until restored by the return of
hear. The action of the atmosphere upon plants,

when deprived of its due proportion of heat, is

however modified by the emission or disengage-
ment of caloric, which is always given out when
liquids are condensed, or solids contracted; and
this occasions the temperature of plants, during
the winter, to be always a little higher than that

of the atmosphere.
It sometimes happens that the temperature of

the atmosphere sinks so low, as to produce fatal

effects upon plants, by fi-eezing their sap, and thus

occasioning their death. This effect does not al-

ways depend upon the intensity or degree of cold

to which they are exposed, but upon particu-

lar circumstances. I have seen olive trees resist a
temperature of 22'^.2 Fahrenheit, and perish from
that of 28°.6; because in the last case the snow,
which had collected upon the branches of the

trees during a night, was dissolved the following

day by the heat of sun, and the wet tree was ex-
posed during the succeeding night to the action of
28". 6. There is nothing more dangerous for corn
and grasse.s, than those fi'osts which follow imme-
diately afler a thaw, because the still wet plants,

not being deeply rooted in the ground pulverized

by the frost, have no means of deftjnding them-
selves from the effects of the cold.

3. Sennebier was the first to admit that the in-

fluence of light was hurtful to the germination of
seeds. Ingenhouz confirmed this opinion by ac-

tual experiment; but M. de Saussure, who caused
grains to germinate under two receivers, the one
opaque, and the other transparent, is convinced
that germination took place in both cases at the
same time; but that the subsequent vegetation
was more rapid and vigorous under the transpa-
rent, than under the opaque receiver. It is easy
to reconcile these opinions and results, though ap-
parently so contradictory, by separating the ac-
tion of heat fi-om that of light. As plants trans-

pire very little during their first stage of germina-
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tion, if they are exposed to the united influence

of the two'fluids, that of Iieat will exercise upon
thctii Its lull Ibrce, because there is no evapora-

tion from them to temper its effects, and their del-

icate organs will be withered and dried up. It is

for this reason that gardeners are so carelul to

shelter their nurseries li-om the rays of liie sun,

anil not to expose their plants, till by the devei-

opement of their leaves they are able to moderate

the etPects of heat by tran.s|)iralion.

Though the action of light upon vegetation

does not appear to be so important as that of the

other fluids of which I have spoken, it is not in re-

ality less so. Plants, which are raised in the shade
or in the darkness, are nearly or quite without co-

lor, perfume, taste, or the firmness of texture of

those that are exposed to the direct rays of the

sun; and if the luminous fluid does not combine
with the organs of plants, we cannot deny that

it is a powerful auxiliary in their combinations.

It is generally acknowledged that plants do not

emit oxygen gas, excepting when exposed to the

direct rays of the sun; and it is known also that

flowers rarely produce fruit, if raised entirely in

the shade. According to the observations of M.
Decandolle, the sensitive plant, if carried into the

shade, closes its leaves as during the night, and
re-opens them immediately upon being again ex-

posed to the rays of the sun, or of a lamp.
The grand discoveries of Herschell have thrown

great light upon these delicate questions. That
learned philosopher has proved, that amongst the

various rays constituting a pencil of light, there

are some that possess nearly exclusively the pro-

perty of being luminous, others, that of attbrding

heat. Wollaston and Ritier have added to these

important facts, that there exists a third species of

rays, which appear to act upon bodies as power-
ful chemical agents.

When we reflect upon the influence which the

atmosphere exercises over vegetation and over the
principal operations which are carried on in rural

establishments, such as fermentations, the prepa-
ration of various productions, and the decompo-
sition of some substances, in order to apply them
to particular purposes—we are astonished at find-

ing nowhere any of the simple and unexpensive
instruments which announce its changes every
moment.

I do not propose that delicate or complicated in-

struments should be provided: but I wish to find

on every farm an hj'grometer, to ascertain the hu-
midity of the atmosphere, a thermometer to in-

dicate the changes of temperature, and a barom-
eter to delermine the weight of the atmosphere.
This last instrument would be particularly valua-
ble, as predicting the changes of the weather;
the rising of the mercury announces the return of
dry weather, and its sinking warns us of rain and
storms. We can regard these variations but as
signs; but they are signs much inore certain than
those which country people derive from the
changes of the moon.

From the Hudson Republiean.

A PRODUCTIVE FARM.

To THE EDITOR :—Wilt thou oblige the Ag-
ricultural Society of this county, by publishing
the annexed extract from a letter addressed to
Dr. J. P. Beekman, by Samuel T. Vary, ofKinder-

hook, giving a statement of the products of his
farm.

It will be underslood that tlie account is for sales
actually made, and that he has retained sufficient
grain and provisions f()r the winter's use; and has
besides drawn his livinof from the farm during the
year. The farm has 145 acres of land und.er cul-
tivation. The soil is sand and fine gravel, sand
and loam, and sand and clay.

Sales and products of the farm for 1835.

12 calves, - - . . (^37 gg
196 lbs. butter, at 20 cts. - - "39 20

1442 do. cheese, at 8 cts. - - _ 123 37
30 lambs, at ,§1 87

J cts. - - 56 25
850 bush, oats, at 52"cfs. - _ - 442 00
375 do. potatoes, at 25 cts - - 93 75
20 tons of hay, at .«i 15, - - - 300 00
72 bush, onions, at 50 cts. - - 36 00

500 do. corn, at 82 cts. - _ _ 421 88
220 do. wheat, at igl 50, - - - 330 00

4 cows, beef - - - - 69 00
2 oxen and 2 steers, - - . 130 00
7 shoats, - - . . 17 00

1440 lbs. pork, at 7 cts. _ . _ 100 80
22 wethers, at ^4 . _ . 88 00

Deduct money paid out,

Net profit.

#2,285 13

383 75

•S 1,901 38

If some ofour active fiirmers would keep a sim-
ilar account during the year, and also a written
account of their agricultural experiments, and pre-
sent them to be read at the winter meeting of the
Agricultural Society, it would add much to the in-
terest of those meetings, and verv much extend the
sphere ofthe society's usefulness. Such commu-
nications may be addressed to any officer of the
society, or to

JOHN STANTON GOULD,
Corresponding Secretary, Stockport.

"id month, (Feb.)

From the Journal of Commerce.

IMPORTATION OF AFRICAN ASSES.

Five large Afirican male asses, ofa nearly milk
white color, were on Saturday landed from the brig
Commaquid, which arrived here on Friday from
Gibraltar. These animals are altogether unlike in
appearance to the English ass or donkey, one of
which may be occasionly seen here, and which is

a diminutive little animal, and of very little use as
a beast of burthen. The African ass is, on the
contrary, as large as a middle sized horse, and
has been, as far back as the days of scripture, an
animal nmch prized for its useful qualities in Asia
and Africa. The present importation—although
there are probably asses enough already in the
country—is likely to prove a valuable acquisition.

From the Tennessee Farmer.

GROSS MISCONCEPTIONS AS TO THE NATURE
AND VALUE OF AGRICULTURAL PAPERS.
Among a large portion of those who are engaged

in agriculture, an idea prevails, that agricultural
papers are only valuable as the means ofconveying
to the public that agricultural knowlege acquired
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by their conductors, of which the rest of mankind
are ignorant—Nothing can be more liiiiaciousthan

such a notion, and it is one of a most pernicious ten-

dency to tiie great cause of agricuhural improve-

ment, and, consequently, to the besi interests of

the country. True, the conductor of an agncullu-

ral paper, it a i)raclical farmer, should, and if well

qualified for his task, he will, leel that solicitudelbr

the improvement of his occupation which will in-

duce him, not only to reason and to reflect on the

subject, but often to reduce to the inlidlible test

of actual experiment, the suggestions of his own
mind, as well as those which may be made by oth-

ers. But were the promulgation of the knowledge
thus acquu'ed by a single individual, no matter how
accomplished a farmer he might be, the only benefit

to be derived fi-om the persualol his paper, its ben-

eficial influence would necessarily beconfined with-

in comparatively very narrow limits indeed. It

must be reccollected that there are thousands m
every civilized country on the globe, who are con-

stantly engaged in efl'orts, by the same means, to

acquire a more perfect knowledge of their proles-

eion, and who are every year contributing largely

to the existing stock of agricultural knowledge. To
disseminate as widely as possible, tiot only the new
discoveries thus made by this vast number, both

of scientific and practical farmers, and, what is

perhaps of even still greater importance, to dilfuse

throughout the great mass of larmers the existing-

knowledge, now confined to a few, to illustrate the

benefits, both public and private, which must re-

sult from reducing it generally to practice, and to

urge on all engaged in agriculture the adoption of

such a course, by appeals, not only to their patri-

otism, to their ambition tor distinction in their pro-

fession, but to the still more powerful motive of self

interest in most men. These are the great objects

aimed at by agricultural papers—objects, to the

attainment of which they are admirably adapted,

and objects which they have actually accomplish-

ed to an Immense extent inevery country in which

they have received an extent of patronage in any

degree proportioned to their intrinsic value and

hif^h importance. Were this notoriously correct

view of the subject geaerally entertained, self inte-

rest alone would effectually secure to agricultural

publications, at least among fin'mers and planters,

a far more general and extensive patronage than

they have ever yet received, for it may be safely

asserted, that while they are among the cheapest

periodicals of the day, no farmer ofcommon intel-

ligence can regularly peruse an agricultural paper,

conducted with ordinary ability, without being ac-

tually benefited, even in a pecuniary point ol' view,

to an amount at least tenfold greater than the price

of his subscription—besides the salutary and the

almost incalculable benefit which the farmer's chil-

dren cannot fail to derive from the intellectual and
moral improvement produced by the reading of

Buch a paper. The general circulation of such
works should, therefore, be zealously promoted
and encouraged, not only by the agricultural com-
munity, but by all who feel any interest in the vve!-

lare and prosperity of their country.

REMKDY FOR THK " MURRAIN" OR "CARO-
LINA distemper" in cattle.

Amelia, jjprll \5lh 1836.

Take the boughs or twigs of common cedar,

No. 2

(those boughs having the most berries are to be
preferred,) pack them in an iron pot or boiler as
closely as you can— fill the vessel vviih water and
boil it moderately until about half the quantity of
water is boiled away—then let it stand one hour
to cool. Give one quart of tile tea by drenching the
sick animal as we do a sick horse— repeat the dose
every hall' hour untd it operates. I have tried this
remedy for the above disease, and with confidence
recommend it to the citizens of Virginia where the
cattle are subject to it. It operates as a very pow-
erful diuretic as well as cathartic. I have relieved
horses of violent attacks of stranguary by this ce-
dar tea, when everv other remedy had failed.

il. B.

PROaiPT SUBSCRIPTION TO TIIE EASTERN
SHORE RAILROAD.

"We learn (says the Richmond Compiler) that
all the stock for tlie Eastern Shore Rail Road, has
been taken in Philadelphia. This scheme propo-
ses a connexion of Philadelphia, by means of a
railway through Delaware, Maryland, and the
Eastern Shore counties of Yirginia, with the Ports-
mouth and Roanoke Rail Road. The completion
of this magnificent work will add greatlv to the
trade and travel of the latter road, and will divert
much of it from Baltimore."

This route is, for much of its length, on a ridge,

and is one of many such lines presented in the

tide water region of the Southern States, where na-

ture has executed the grading, and better than art

could possibly have efiected it in any route across

the course of streams. When the immense su-

perior facilities of these level ridge-routes, are

known and properly appreciated, there will be con-

structed on them numerous branch rail roads, any
of which, if named now, would draw ridicule up-

on the proposer. Every ridge between adjacent

streams in lower Virginia and North Carolina, is

almost a perfect level: and for many miles on such

ridges, the wooden railroads, for ordinary wheel car-

riages on Williams' plan, (described in Vol. I. Far.

Reg.) might be constructed with pine timber cut

down along the track, and which would serve to

create means for cheap transportation, v.'here none,

or only the most laborious and cosll}-, now exists,

and thereby would give a new value to timber and

all other heavy commodities, to the lands produc-

ing ihem, and to the business of the railroads, and

to the market towns, to which there^new products

would be brought for transportation and for sale.

Many tributary branches to both the Portsmouth

and Petersburg railroads will yet be opened,

which have not been proposed, and scarcely

thought about.

FOWL LICE.

When confined, or when simply roosting, in an
enclosed house, hens are apt to become infested

with lice, in the warmer months. Dry wood
ashes, put on the ground where thev dust them-
selves, will very soon ti-ec them.
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liEVIKWS OF NEW WORKS ON CAIXAllEOUS
MANURES.

From Silliman's Journal of Science.

JSsffay on Calcareous Ttfanures, by Edmund
RuFFiN. Second Edition. Slicllbanks, Va..

1S35. 8vo. pp. 116.

On the vse of Lime as a Manure, by M. Puvis,
translated lor tiie Farmers' Register. Siiell-

banks, Va., 1835.

There is no one of the useful arts to which the

appiiculion of chemical science may be made of

as much importance as to acjriculture. We can-

not imleed inquire in the minute and delicate pro

cesses by which nature elaborates the inert mat-

ters of the soil, and converts tiiem into the living

plant; but we can examine that organized vege-

table, and find what elements enter into its com-
position, and by a similar examination of soils can

determine whether they contain the substances

from which the plant must obtain its growth, or

not. If they do not, the addition which will be

efficient in promoting the growth bciuir thus deter-

mined, chemical researches will again show the

source whence it can be derived in the most eco-

nomical manner. So also soils may contain com-
pounds which, if the proj^er food of some plants,

may be noxious to othf^rs; chemistry will detect

these, and point out the means of neutralizing

their injurious action.

Instead then of the decreasing fertility of soils

which political economists assume, in o|)pasition

to some well known facts, or which the general

experience of our own country would seem to de-

monstrate, we might infer that good soils could be

kept up to their original state, and inlerior soils

improved until they became equal to the best:

that nothing in fact except climate would op|)oss

a limit to the approach of agricultural product to

the maximum.
Such results, however probable in appearance,

have been fiir from being attained, or even ap-

proached. Agriculturists rarely take the trouble

to learn even the elements ot science, and if the

direct fi)rce of obvious example occasionally leads

to the introduction of new machines and improved
processes which are merely mechanical, those

which chemical science would indicate are reject-

ed as unintelligible and visionary. On the other

hand the student of science can rarely or never
acquire the practical skill, the knowledge of the

mode of performing and directing agricultural la-

bor, on which the practical farmer properly prides

liimsellj and without which the best theory will

lead to no profitable result.

In the aiiplication of chemistry to the analysis

of vegetables, chemists have usually neglected to

examine substances of the greatest importance
which they know to exist in them, but which they
Avere willing to consider as merely adventitious.

Thus the person who reads a treatise on general

chemistry, may rise from its perusal in the belief

that plants contain no other essential elements but

carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen, with the occasion-

al addition of nitrogen; whde a course of actual

experiment could show earthy and saline sub-

stances, of large amount, wholly neglected in the

estimate. Phosphorus too, which forms so large

a portion of the mass of those animals whose
whole subsistence is derived fi-om the vegetable

kingdom, is never named* among the elements of
vegetables, yet it has on some occasions been de-
tected in them, and there can be no doubt that if

it were diligently sought it must be f()und in al-

most every c.ise. When the gigantic bones of
the ele|)hant are known to consist, to so great an
extent, of phosphate of lime, it would be vain to

deny lliat the phosphorus and calcium e.xist in

some slate or other in the herbage he feeds upon,
as well as the oxygen which forms the other in-

ijredient of the phosphate. So fiir in fiict from
those substances which are neglected by chemists
being unimportant in the constitution of plants,

they must modify the manner in which the other
elements combine; and altliough the vital action

,

does in many cases coiniiel 'hem to enter into

combinations in direcit o|)|)osilioii to the ordinary
laws of chemical affinity, we may in many in-

stances safely attribute the great difierence which
exists among compounds, said to he of the same
elements, to fhe very matters that are usually re-

jected in the examination.

"It is said that piitrescpnt manures serve for tlie nu-
trinipiit of plants. But the same might be also stated

in relation to substances which improve the soil,

which furnish to it matters necessary to render it fer-

tile; which impart to vegetabfes, the earth and saline

compounds which enter as essential elements into

their composition, texture, and their products. Such
improving substances well deserve to be regarded as

nutriiive."

"Thus lime, marl, and all the calcareous compounds
employed in agriculture, since they furnish to plants

lime and its compounds, wliicli sometimes form half of
the fixed principles of vegetabfes, ought also to be
considered as aliments, or, which comes to the same,
as furnisliing a part of the substance of vegetables.

Thus, again, wood ashes, pounded bones, burnt bones,
which furnish to vegetables the calcareous and alka-

line phosphates which compose a sixth part of the fix-

ed principles of the stalks, and three- fourths of their

seeds, ought well to be considered, and surely are nu-
tritive."

"What thus particularly marks the distinction be-
tween the manures which impiove the soil {amende-
inens) and those which are alimentary (engrais) is,

tiiat the former furnish, for the greater part, the fixed

principles of vegetables, the earths and salts, the latter

tiie volatile matters which are abundantly ditfused

througfi the atmosph'^re, whence vegetables draw
them by suitable organs: and what is more remarka-
ble, is, that the vegetable by receiving the fixed prin-

ciples of which it has need, acquires as we shall see,

a greater enei-gy to gather for its sustenance, the vola-

tile principles which the atmosphere contains."

—

Pu-

* Probably the author refers to the necessaiy ele-

ments of plants, among the adventitious bodies; we
believe it is usual to name the bodies which ne has de-

signated, e. g.—from a work now lying before us,

take the following passage—"Besides the elements

above named, that are essential to organized bodies,

(carbon, oxygen, hydrogen, and nitrogen,) there are

others, which are present in diiferent cases, in greater

or less quantity: such are phosphorus, sulphur, chlo-

rine, iodine, bromine, potassium, sodium, calcium,

silicium, magnesium, iron, manganase, &.c. but gene-

rally they are in minute quantities," &c. Silliman's

Chemistry, Vol. II. p. 391. Within these remarks,

both organic kingdoms are included.—Er. J. of S.
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"The greater part of improving substances are cal-

careous compounds. Their effect is decided on all

soils which do not contain lime, and we shall see that

three-fourths, perhaps, of the lands of France are in

that state. Soils not calcareous, whatever may be the

culture, and whatever may be the quantity of manure

lavished on them, are not suitable for all products, are

often cold and moist, and are covered with weeds.

Calcareous manures, by giving the lime that is want-

ing in such soils, complete their advantages, renderthe

tilFage more easy, destroy the weeds, and fit the soil

for all products."

"These improving substances have been called

stimulants; they have been thus designated because it

was believed that their effect consisted only in stimu-

lating the soil and the plants. This designation is

faulty, because it would place these substances in a

false point of view. It would make it seem that they

brought nothing to the soil nor to plants, and yet their

principal effect is to give to both, principles which are

wanting."
Thus the main effect of calcareous manures proceeds

from their giving on the one hand, to the soil the cal-

careous principle which it does not contain, antl which

is necessary to develope its full action on the atmos-

phere; and on the other hand, to vegetables,the quanti-

ty which they require of this principle, for their frame

work, and for their intimate constitution. It would

then be a better definition than that above, to say that

to improve the soil, is to give to it the principles which
it requires, and does not contain."

—

Puvis.******
"In the neighborhood of great cities, alimentary

manures being furnished on good terms, may well

vivify the soil; but animal manures cannot suffice but

in a few situations and of small extent, and in every

country where tillage is highly prosperous, improving

manures are in use. The department of the north

(France,) Belgium, and England owe to them in a

great measure their prosperity. The department of

the north (which is, of all Europe, the country where
agriculture is best practised and the most productive,)

spends every year upon two-thirds of its soil a million

of francs in lime, marl, ashes of peat and bituminous

coal, and it is principally to these agents, and not to

the quality of the soil, that the superiority of its pro-

duction isowing. The best of its soil makes part of

the same basin, is of the same formation and same
quality as a great part of Artois and Picardy, of which
the products are scarcely equal to half the rate of the

north. Neither is it the quantity of meadow land

which causes its superiority; that makes the fifth part

of its extent, and Lille, the best Arrondissement, has
scarcely a twentieth of its surface in meadow:
Avesne the worst of all, has one-third. Nor can any
great additional value be attributed to the artificial

meadows, since they are not met with except in the

twenty-sixth part of the whole space. Neither can
this honor be due to the suppression of naked fallows,

since in this country of pattern husbandry, they yet
take up one-sixth of the ploughed land, every year.
Finally the Flemings have but one head of large cattle

to every two hectares, a proportion exceeded in a great
part of France. Their great products are due to their

excellent economy in the use of manures, to the assid-

uous labor of the farmers, to courses of crops well ar-

ranged, but above all, we think, to the improvers of
the soil, which they join to their alimentary manures.
Two-thirds of their land receive these regularly: and
it is to the reci[)rocal action of these agents of melio-
ration that appears to be due the uninterrupted succes-
sion of fecundity, which astonishes all those who are
not accustomed continually to see the products of this

region."

—

Fums.

The agriculture of adjacent parts of Belgium is

even more instructive as an example. Those parts
of that rich country which are now most remarka-

ble for fertility, as for instance the Pays de Waes,
were originally barren hills of blowing sand.
They now yield a greater product than any other
part of Europe. Great industry and labor iiave

no doubt been expended in obtaining andapplymg
putrescent manures, and in this region the clover

husbandry had its rise; but with ail this, no per-

manent fertility could have been given without the

use of lime, and those substances which contain
its compounds. At present a light Iriable mould,
of greater depth than can be reached by the
plough, and which is therelbre occasionally trench-

ed by the spade, covers the whole of the ancient
dunes, and the whole country presents an aspect,

of which no part of ours can even furnish an idea,

with the exception of the garden grounds of the

Shakers at Lebanon.
We fully concur with tiie opinion of M. Puvia

in respect to the importance of earlhy and saline

matter, notonly as tbrming a basis of |3roper char-

acter to support the plant, but as itself forming an
essential part of the Ibod. We on the other hand
cannot but express our dissent from the opinion,

which deriv(^s the other elements necessary to

growth of plants wholly from the atmosphere. If

he mean indirectly, through the intervention of
the soil, he is to a certain extent right, for most of
the water which is the vehicle of all their nutri-

ment, yields at least one of their essential ele-

ments, and is itself incorporated with the plants,

is derived from the atmosphere in the shape of
rain and dew. But the gases it dissolves and car-

ries with it, and which yield the carbon and part

of the hydrogen of plants, are all derived li'om

the decomposition of" organic matter in the soil it-

self When therelbre we can find, in the absorp-
tion of water by the roots— its ascent in the form
of sap— its elaboration in the leaves, where so far

fi-om an absorption fi'om the atmosphere taking

place, oxygen is evolved— in the subsequent des-

cent of the altered sap in the form of gum. resin,

&c. a sulTicient reason lor the supply of the parts

M. Puvis seeks in the atmosphere—we are com-
pelled to dissent from his conclusion. There is

one curious fact in connexion with this suiiject,

that we have never seen mentioned. It is obvious
that while lands still retain a large quantity of ve-

getable matter, arising as it may. from their hav-
ing been for ages in the state of forest, little bene-
fit is to be hoped from putrescent manures, while
there may be earthy substances essential to the

growth of particular plants, which the .soil does
not contain. In such a case earthy manures are

likely to be extremely serviceable.

The practical farmer in some parts of our coun-
try, finding that in a new soil, putrescent manures
injure his crops, carts them out upon frozen rivers,

in order that they may be carried away when the

streams thaw. He thus loses all recollection of
the European tradition of the necessity of re-

storing vegetable or animal matter to the soil, and
continues a cultivation growing yearly more ex-
hausting, until his land will no longer aHbrd him
a subsistence. His successor coming from a
longer settled district, or from an European coun-
try, trusts wholly to putrescent manures, and ia

astonished that they often fail in their effects; but
that an inert earlhy matter should in some cases
be a substitute for organic manure, and in others
should be absolutely necessaiy to make it efficient,

he will not believe, and laughs at the idea of cart-
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ing an absolutely barren soil to an unproductive

field. The earlier settler, who thinks no soil wor-
thy of cultivation, which demands any manure,
would be even more aslonished. were hetoiil, that

by the use of a small quantity ol' a subsiance

which his experience tells him destroys vegetation,

he might have easily maintained his lands in their

origmal fertility, and instead of losing his whole
labor in clearing the soil, have continued to reap

crops equal to the earlier ones, whose prospect

tempted him to that arduous task. Yet these pro-

positions are strictly true.

One only mineral manure has been of any ex-

tended use in our country, namely the sulphate

of lime, usually called plasterol" Paris. This was
luckily (breed into notice by scientific larmers, and
produced such obvious eliects that tlie most skep-

tical could not doubt. Yet th« reasons cf its ben-

efits are not generally understood, the causes of its

failure in some positions not accoimtcd lor, and
the injury that an unskilful use ol" it may produce,

is rarely guarded against.

The agriculture of America has proceeded h-om

thfee distinct centres, and nuiy be divided into

three distinct and separate characters. The set-

tlers o( Now England were thrown upon a bleak

shore, incapable of yielding any valuable agricul-

tural product lor export. They Ibund and adopt-

ed the culture of maize as practiced by the In-

dians; this consisted in planting it in hills, each ol'

which was minured by one or moie fishes; and

unable at first to see its value as a lallow crop, re-

peated it in continual succession upon the same
field. To this they added the culture of Euro-

pean corn of various descriptiotis, Ibllou'ing with-

out alteration the husbandry introduced by the

Romans into Great Britain, and which is de-

scribed almost indenlically in the Georgics ol'Vir-

gil. With a less command of labor, however, the

lallow were less perfect than in En<rland, ;uid pre-

sented rather the aspect of plantations of weeds,

than of the naked pulverized sjil which ought to

characterize them. Wheat was first atteujpied,

but gradually abandoned as unprofitable; rye fol-

lowed, and is still cultivated, while a great im-

provement has taken place in making it, or oats,

follow corn, and thus introducing the rotation of

crops. The failure of wheat was in New Eng-
land ascribed to any thing but the true cause; and

it has been usual to lay the blame to the presence

of the barberry bush. This indeed infests the

fields from which wheat is banished, but is no
more than the natural growth of a soil from which
the earthy matter necessary to the nutriment of

wheat is exhausted. This eastern mode of farm-

ing has derived great imjirovementlrom the intro-

duction of sown meadows instead of naked fal-

lows, and the climate ad.aiits of grazing them with

benefit to the soil rather than injury. At a dis-

tance from the sea, clover has been introduced lor

this purpose, and has by the aid of plaster extend-

ed its beneficial influence along the southern

shore of the great lakes, almost to the JMissis-

eippi.

It is to this lucky accident, as it may in fact be

termed, that it is owing that the more newly
opened regions in the northern states have not de-

preciated as much as those which were cultivated

more early. Still, the habits of the pioneers of

civilization, of eastern origin, are such as to make
ead havoe with the native bounty of the earth.

Vol. IV— 13

The settlers of Virginia, on the other hand,-

Ibund in their soil and climate the capacity of
yielding tobacco, Avhich formed an article of such
value, as to dispense with their raising any other,

for by its sale they coulil proviile themselves even
with bread stuffs. Not only ilid it do away with
this as a necessity, but it furnished them with the

means of purchasing slave labor, by which thev
were enabled to increase the extent of ground
brought into cultivation, in a ratio far greater tluiri

was at first attempted m the eastern states. While
in the latter regions, the settlers were at first col-^

lected in villages and hamlets, around which their

arable lands were opened at the least possible dis-

tances, and every consideration of interest led the
inhabitants to attempt to keep them in tolerable

condition, the settlers of Virginia, after the first

struggle with the natives was over, spread them-
selves in separate jilantations at great distances
from each other. Each planter took into posses-
sion an extensive district of wood-land, of which
he cleared as much as his slaves were able to cul-

tivate. So soon as by a continual succession of
hard cropping with the same article, the power of
raising tobacco was exhausted, new woodland
was cleared and brought into cultivation; and thu.sl

in the older regions there has been no single acre
of land of tolerable promise, that has not at some
period or other been subjected to the plough. The
virgin soil having been thus completely explored,
it remained to abandon the country altogether, or
bring it back to cultivation by enriching manures,
and in the manner of applying, the proposed rem-
edy became almost as fatal as the disease itself.

The putrescent manures furnished by the whole
stock of a plantation v/ere lavished upon a few
acres, and applied to the continual cultivation of
the favorite staple, until they were again exhaust-
ed; and thus in succession, until a se'cond round of
ruinous cropping had been completed-
As the staple fell in value, from the increase^

population employed in its culture, Indian cor„
and wheat became objects of attention; but they
were merely secondary, and did not enter into ro-
tation with tobacco. Were we to hazard an opin-
ion founded upon analogy, we should feel almost
certain that tobacco well manured would form a
substitute for a Mlaw crop, and might, in a well
planned rotation, impair in no degree the native
lertility of a soil. We have ascertained, in fact,
that It is an admirable preparation for v/heat; but
the teiTiptation to continue the tobacco culture ia
such, that it is rarely intermitted until the land
becomes a caput moriuum.
The same system has been pursued in all the

southern states, which may in this respect be con-
sidered as colonies of Virginia, and in all have the
same consequences inevitably followed; immense
products at first, in consequence of the intrinsic
valueof the peculiar staple, whether cotton or to-
bacco; improvident expenditures, arising fi-om the
difficulty of distinguishing what part oflhe annu-
al income was in fact an encroachment upon the
capital; and finally, impoverishment or ruin. To
the latter event the large families of slaves, which
the apparent profits of the earlier culture induced
the planters to acquire, contribute in no small de-
gree, as well as their disproportionate increase in a
state of being free from all care and anxiety. This
state of things is well described bv Mr. Ruffin, ira

one of his notes.
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"A gang of slaves on a farm, will often increase to

four times their original number in thirty or forty

years. If a farmer is only able to feed and maintain
his slaves, their increase in value may double the whole
of his capital originally vested in farming, before he

closes the term of an ordinary life. But few farms are

able to support this increasing expense, and also i'lir-

nish the necessary supplies to the I'amily of the owner
—whence, very many owners of large estates in lands

and negroes, are throughout their lives too poor to en-

joy t'le comforts of life, or to incurthe expenses neces-

sary to improve their unprofitable farming. A man so

situated may be said to be a slave to his ov.'n slaves. If

the owner is industrious and frugal, he may be able to

support the increasing number of his slaves, and to be-

queath them undiminished to his children. But the

income of few persons increases as fast as their slaves,

and if not, the consequence must be, that some of

them will be sold that the others may be supported;

and the sale of more is perhaps afterwards compelled,

to pay debts incurred in striving to put oif that dread-

ed alternative. The slave at tirst almost starves his

master, and at last is eaten by him— at least, he is ex-

changed for his value in food."

The waste of productive capital due to the use
nf .«Iave labor, docs not appear in this statement.

By the estimate of Mr. Rutiin himself^, the annu-
al wages incurred by llic employment of a slave

amount to ,^33; the whole of the expenses to

!B86 50. By the account of one of his southern
correspondents, in the Farmers' Re^rister, an ag-

ricultural hired laborer in the state of Rhode
Island does the w^ork of 2^^ slav^es, and his wages
and food we presume will not cost his enijiloyer

more than ,S1~3. The northern farmer, there-

lore, saves one fiith; but it is, in addition, to be
recollected, that the southern planter must support
the children, the aged, and females who can do
110 work. We therelbre think we are salely war-
ranted in saying, that ever}^ piece of agricultural

labor performed by a slave in a soutljern state,

costs one-half more than if performed in an ea.?t-

ern state by a freeman. The difference, indeed,
would not be perceptible, if they labored side by
Bide, for the freed negro or white hireling would
disdain to work in such a case; but as the compar-
ative result between different portions of ourcoun-
try, it is unquestionable. The effect "Upon the ge-
ueral prosjierity is, however, far greater than
Avould appear fi-om the comparison, for every la-

borer in the eastern Btates saves a part of his

Avages, to add to the national wealth; the children,

the women, find profitable occupations, and thus a
barren county of New England, in which there
may not be a single wealthy individual, may not-
withstanding possess a liir greater collective wealth
than an equal surface of the richest cotton region
in the southern states.

The settlers of Pennsylvania commenced the
cultivation of that state under ditfcrcnt circum-
stances, and with diflerent views from those either
of the east or of Virginia. Penn's plan made-
cities or borouglis, the scats of traffic and mar-
kets of i)roduce, the nuclei of his agricultural set-
tlements, and by a mutual dependence thus crea-
ted, lixed the agriculturist in the neigiiborliood of
the mercliant and maniificturer. The very state
of things which a slow course of events has
brought about in New England, was contemplated
by tiiut enlightened pro|)rietorli-om the first. The
dairy and the beeve were therelbre the staples,

and 'Jther products became the accessories; thus it

has happened, that the farmers of the neighbor-
hood of Philadelphia, are the only settlers of
English blood, who have resisted the migratory
habits of other pans of the country. In that

neighborhood, the original feitility has been kept

up by the manure yielded by the stocks ol cattle

which fiirmed the basis of the system, and that

which is allbrded by the stables and streets of the

city. A .similar dread of change influenced the

Germans, who followed the Quakers, in the occu-

pation of the more remote districts of Pennsylva-
nia; and while bread stufis naturally became the

only profitable objects of culture, they avoided the

exhaustion which their growth produced in other

districts, by a most valuable secret they brought
with them from Europe. We call it a secret, Ibr

those of other blood, who see it used in their pre-

sence, do not discover its value. This is neither

more nor less than the use of lime. By this sim-

ple but efficient aid, the farms of Pennsylvania
have generally maintained their original charac-
ter for fertility, and in some places have increased

in products, beyond the early crops that are given
by the proverbial energy of a virgin soil. To show
how slowly an agricultural process, however val-

vable, passes from one race of settlers to another,

Vv^emay mention what we ourselves saw, during
the last summer, in Hunterdon count}'. New Jer-

sey. The southern part of this county is settled

by Germans, who have entered from iPeiinsylva-

nia; the northern, by those of various races who
have mounted the valley of the Raritan. The
soil, in many places, is to appearance identical,

being formed by the decomposition of the red

shale; the Germans, by the use of lime, raise

from thirty to forty bushels of wheat per acre, and
their other products are in proportion; the settlers

of Yankee and Dutch l>lood, are happy to get
li'om fifteen to twenty. We hope, for the sake of
our argument, that the same German race has
carried the same practice along with it, in its pro-

gress through the valley of Virginia to North Car-
olina; fbr in the last named state we noticed a
contrast even stronger than the one we have
stated. After travelling fbr many miles through
wastes of old fields, we entered the German set-

tlement of Salem, which, without any ];erceptible

change in the original character of the soil, pre-

sented the rich appearance of Pennsylvania.
In the foregoing statement, we have not in-

cluded the settlers of the Dutch province of the

New Netherlands, not because they brought with
them little agricultural skill, but because their ex-
ample has been of little influence upon the present

agriculture of the United Slates. It is, however,
but justice to them to mention, that many of them
being Protestants, expelled from the southern Ne-
therlands by the persecutions of the Spanish
crown, the modes, implements, and practice of
husbandry which they introduced, were the very
best which then existed, and that although part of
these were necessarily abandoned under the new
circumstances in which they were placed, their

implements in particular were superior, if applied

to light soils, such as those of their native Bra-
bant, to any brought to America by other races.

Long Island, to which these were well fitted,

bore, in con.'jcquence, j)revious to the Revolution,

the well merited epithet of the garden of the col-

onies. But the Flemish, Walloon, and Frisian

blood was not excited by the same inventive spirit
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as the Anglo-Norman; and unable to acconmin-

iate tlicinselvcs to new circumstances, the Dutch

ecttlers ol" rocky and rugLnni districts fell behind

the New England yeomanry in agricultural

Bliill.

We have called the use of lime a secret: it was
not only so to the practical farmer, but to the man
ot" science; lor even the researches of Davy, who
was well aware of its imporlance, have not com-
pleted the theory of its action. It is, therefore,

with no small pride, that wc can refer to a coun-

tryman of our own, as having hnishod v\-hat the

most acute researches of European chemists had
left unaccomplished. This credit is due to Mr.
Ruffin, and with him as a guide, and with some
little aid from the article of which he is the trans-

lator, we shall endeavor to exhibit, in a succinct

form, the theory of calcareous manures.
In order to make this complete, we shall be

compelled to stale facts, which to the majority of

the readers ot this lournal will appear trite and
hacknicd. As our main object, however, is to call

to this subject the attentinn of mtelligcnt farmers,

who may not recollect familiarly the elements of

science, our more learned readers must pardon us,

if we devote a lew lines to matters in which they

need no instruction.

Pure lime is so rarely found in nature, that it

may be stated as a general rule, that it can be ob-

lained only artificial!}^, in the process of calcina-

tion, as practiced in preparing limestones for ma-
king mortar. Thus obtained, litne retains the ori-

ginal figure of the stone horn which it is manufac-
tured, is acrid and caustic, soluble in small propor-
tion in water, and possesses alkaline properties,

that is to say, it is capable of neutralizing acids,

and forming with them substances of the class to

which chemists give the name of salts. Of these
salts, those most important to the agricullurist are,

the carbonate, which forms the principal part of
common hmestones, chalk, and the shells of tes-

taceous fish; sulphate of lime, which in combina-
tion with water constitutes gypsum or plaster of
Paris; and phosphate of Ijme, which is the basis
of the bones of animals, and has been found in

the ashes of plants.

When exposed to air, lime attracts carbonic
acid, and jvasses back to the state whence it was
reduced by fire, but loses its figure and fills slowly
to powder. When water is thrown on lime, it un-
dergoes the process called slaking, and falls rapid-

ly to powder, producing a hydrate, which is a
combination with water. This powder, when ex-
posed to the air, also rapidly passes into carbonate
of lime. Both lime and its combination with wa-
ter promote the decomposition of animal and ve-
getable substances, and absorb the gases which
are generated by their putrefaction. The latter

property is also possessed by the carbonate of
lime, when in a state of fine powder, or even
when it merely exposes a large surface to their ac-
tion, and although rarely mentioned by chemists,
and in itself purely mechanical, is of the most fa-

nuliar character, being habitually called into use
in our domestic economv, to correct offensive efBu-
via, and absorb the miasmata which produce dis-

ease.

The two other earths, as usnall}' foinul in soils,

(silica the base of flint and sand, and alnmina, the
base of clay,) appear to possess this mechaifical
property, either not at all or in a very inferior de-
gree.

I Lime, when mixed with these earths, gives

j

them this property, and at the same time modifies

their characters in a most remarkable manner.
Silica, which has no attraction for moisture, ia

rendered retentive of water by lime; and clay,

which forms, with abundance of water, a plastic

paste, and hardens, on partial drying, into a tough
clod, loses its plasticity and is rendered friable.

Lime in the form of carbonate, still possesses

these mechanical properties, and thus limestone,

or shells even coarsely powdered, will absorb the

gases of putrescent bodies, render sand more re-

tentive of moisture, and convert a stiff clay into a
liriablc loam.
The alteration of the mechanical clmracfer of

soils, is the first and most obvious effect produced
by lime. For this purpose, it may be applied
either caustic, as prepared by burning, merely pul-
verized fi-om chalk or limestone, or in the form of
disintegrated shells. The caustic form is more
rapid, but not more sure in its action; and fho
burning of limestone, when this is the object, ia

no more than a cheaper mode of reducing it to

powder, throuffh the intervention of slaking.

When the soil contains inert vegetable matter,
which has ceased to undergo fermentation, caustic

lime v/ill promote the putrefhctive process, and
prepare it lor the food of plants. If the process of
icrmentation has stopped after the acetic stage,
and left the soil acid, either caustic or carbonated
lime will neutralize the acid; it will not only thus
preptire the soil to bear plants, which would not
otherwise grow, but, by removing the antiseptic

action of the acid, permit other vegetable matter
to undergo putrescense, and thus supply an ap-
propriate food for |)lantp.

The principal part of the food of all plants is

derived from the gases and soluble matters fur-

nished by the decomposition of organic bodies.

These gases tend to expand and distribute them-
selvep through the atmosphere, with the excep-
tion of such as are soluble in the moisture of the
soil, or such as the earth may retain by mechani-
cal attraction. Lime and its compounds have bv
far the greatest powers in the last respect, and
thus, if a soil is calcareous, it will retain these ele-

ments of fertilil}', and give them out only as thev
are required by the wants of the vegetables that
grow upon it; it will be but little injured by ex-
posure to the air when uncovered, and will retain

its fertility longer. It will receive a greater quan-
tity of animal and vegetable manure without poi-

soning the plants by excess of nutriment, and the
effects of a given quantity will be longer seiiBible.

If the soil contain no carbonate of lime, this pro-
perty may be given artificially by manuring with
slaked lime, which rapidly becomes carbonated;
with powdered limestone or chalk; with marl in

the proper sense oi' the term; or with recent or fos-

sil shells.

Here it might at first be imagmed, that the more,

free a soil is I'rotn calcareous mailer, the greater
the quantity of carbonate of lime which might be.

applied; but this is exactly the reverse of what \-t

pointed out by experience. We do not consider
that this fact is difficult of explanation. Lime can-
I'ot alter the mechanical texture of soils, nor izive

to the whole mass, the prop,erty of absorbing gases,
except by entering into chemical combination with
their other constituents. Such changes of charac-
ter are not only tlie universal consequence of che-
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mica! action, bat the strongest proofs of its having

taken place. The case belbre us, is therelbre, no

more than one of a large class in chenoistry, where

it is necessary to apply a chemical agent much di-

luted at first, while, alter the action has once com-
menced, the strength of the agent may be gra-

dually increased with advantage; and in the same
way, upon poor and exhausted soils, a large dose

of calcareous matter may produce no benefit, or

even positive injury, while a lighter dressing may
produce immediate good eflects, and prepare the

soil to receive with advantage, larger quantities,

The addition of putrescent manures, enables the

Jands to receive a larger dose of lime even from

Ithe first, and the successive dressings may in like

manner be increased if green crops are ploughed

in, or stable manure added. This is also consis-

tent with theory, for the surplus lime may be ad-

vantagoouslyemployed in absorbing the gases ge-

nerated by the decomposition. Still these are facts

that, although we may explain them in conformi-

ty with cheniical principles, could not readily have
been predicted before hand.
One curious fact was observed by JMr. Rufiin,

in his chemical analyses of the soils of Virginia^

namely, that even in regions where the rock, by
whose decomposition the soil was formed, was
limestone, not only did no carbonate of lime mani-

fest itself by effervescence with acids, but no pre-

cipitate was formed by the tests of lime in the

acid solution. He could not admit that, in such

soils, lime was absolutely wanting, and therelbre

inferred, that it was in such a state of combina-
tion, as to be neither soluble in waier, or decom-
posable by nitric acid. Such a combination is the

oxalate of lime, but as he has made no du'ect in-

quiry into its presence, and some of his correspond-

ents have questioned the probability of such an
union existing, he has, with the true spirit of an
inductive inquirer, modified his assertion until

ikriher proof be obtained. We, however, do not

think that so much modesty Avas necessary, for it

can be shown that the formation of oxalic acid,

and its consequent combination by superior affinity

with lime, whatever may be its previous stale of

combination, are at least probable, if not certain.

The formation of nhric acid in calcareous soils,

by the absorption of its two elements from the at-

mosphere, is not only rendered probable by the

presence of nitre and nitrate of lime in the soils of
many warm countries, but made certain by the

construction of ' artificial nitre beds in France,
when the foreign supply was cut off by the pre-

ponderance of the British navy. When this acid

is formed in a soil abounding with vegetable mat-
ter, not yet decomposed, as is the case with many
of our newly opened regions, oxalic acid must be
formed.

Such then are the properties of lime, considered
as a constituent of the soil: to bring its texture to

that best suited for tillage, and (()r conveying the
moisture, which is the vehicle of the food of plants,

neither in excess or in deli'ct; to condense and
ptore up that gaseous food until needed; to promote
the decomposition of inert organic matter; to neu-
tralize acidily, and coimteract its antiseptic action,

thus removing a noxious principle, and opening a
new supply of vegetable food.

One other use of lime in soils remains to be
mentioned, and this does not seem to have oc-

curred to Mr. Ruffin, but is strongly urged by M,

Puvis, in a passage we have quoted. The ashse
of all plants, when lixiviated, are composed ciihre

of the pure earths or earthy salts; of the latter,

those of lime are by liir the greatest in quantity,

although probably altered by the fire from their

original state. Thus, wood ashes contain the car-

bonate, suljihate, and p-hosphate of lime. In ad»
dilion, the liquor by which the alkaline matter is

separated by lixivialion carries with it earthy mat-
ter, which is rendered soluble by the alkali. Now
it cannot be doubted, that if this alkaline, earthy
and saline niatter is not contained in the soil, the
plant must be stinted iii its growth or actually die.

Thus to many plants, lime, or some of its com-
pounds, Ibrmsan essential article of ibod; it may
be required in less quantity than carbon, hydro-
gen, oxygen, and water, but is not the less neces-
sary to their growth. Now, former analyses did

not show that lime and its compounds are con-
tained in the stalks and seeds of the cereal gra-
mina; but the existence of earthy matter, undis-

solved by water or alcohol, or left as a rediduum of
combustion, was well known. More recent in-

vestigations have shown, that lime is one of the

constituents of this residuum. Silex certainly ex-
ists in the stalks, and particularly at the joints of
the gramina, being in some actually visible to the

naked eye.

It is upon the same principle only, namely, that

it serves as the ibod ol" plants, that we can ac-

count for the efi'ects of gypsum upon certain

crops, which, in any other mode of viewing them,
would appear miraculous. This sulphate of lime,
if merely ground, has no attraction for moisture,

and, if burnt, would rather absorb it from the
soil than the air; it cannot therelbre act. as some
hav'e supposed, to increase the deposite of dew

;

it is so sparingly soluble in water, and so inert,

that it cannot act as a stimulus, nor is it certainly

followed by exhaustion, as all stimuli must he.

But althouglx sparingly soluble, it is still conveyed
by water, into the bodies of plants, although in

small quantities, and as that water undergoes the

chemical changes, which we know are induced by
the vital action of plants, the sulphate of lime
must be deposited in them, injuriously perhaps to

some, but as a necessary food to others. Thus,
it has been found that the ashes of clover,

lucern, and many of those plants whose growth
is known to be most certainly promoted by
gypsum, uniformly contain sulphate of lime

;

it is, therefore, their essential and appropriate

food. Some soils may contain it naturally

—

here an addition will not increase the crop

of such plants; some may contain a substance

which will decompose the sulphate, and thus pre-

vent its action. The earth baryta will separate

the sulphuric acid from lime, and thus may produce
this effect; but this is so rare, that injury from
this cause can hardly be anticipated. Oxalic acid

will separate the lime from the sulphuric acid, and
thus will not only render the application of gypsum
inellicient, but will also set the acid liee to act in-

juriousl3^ But if the oxalic acid has been previ-

ously neutralized by lime, the sulphate remains
unaltered, and is capable of aiding the growth of
clover and other plants of the sort. In confirma-

tion of this view of the subject, we may quote the

experience of Mr. Rulfin. His soil would not

produce clover, even with the aid of plaster; and
this being known, ho did not attempt to use it, un-
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til encourao;ed by a spontaneous and luxuriant

growth of white clover. We may also slate a

fact, within our own knowledfre. It is a general

belief, that in iheneighhorhood of the sea, plaster

is useless, and it has been so Ibund in general on

the Island of New York and in the adjacent coun-

ty of Wesichesfer; yet upon a narrow ridge ol'

nuiijnesian marble, which lies between the lay-

ers'of o;neis3 and mica slate which form the

greater '^lart of this region, we have seen plas-

ter used with great success.* Yet clover, when

allied by putrescent manures, is a successful crop,

on theirnciss, without the artificial aid of plaster;

both tlTis is reaeiily accounted tor, as sulphuret of

iron is not rare, which being decomposed, and

thus yielding sulphuric acid to combine with the

lime of the leldspar, supplies the necessary Ibod of

the plant. In England, too, where a saline air,

prevailing ahiiost universal!}-, is generally sup-

posed toTbrbid the use of gypsum, there are cal-

careous soils on which it is beneficial, as in Kent,

which is as much exposed to the blast of the sea

as almost any part of the kingdom. Among the

many advantages of calcareous manures, then,

may'be mentioned, as not the least, that it will

prepare the way for the introduction of the clover

husbandry, in regions where it would otherwise be

impracticable.

Mr. Ruffin's own experience is limited to the

regions of Virginia within reach of the tide, and

to these his remarks are, with a just philosophical

spirit, restricted; yet his extensive experience and
accurate observation furnish the ground tor a the-

ory which must be useful, if properly understood

and applied, in any district whatsoever.

The soils of this region were, on examination,

found to be wholly destitute of calcareous earth,

except a few isolated spots enclosed within them,

which were observed to manifest, even to the eye,

fragments of shells, and yielded lime on analysis.

These spots were proverbial for their fertility, and

remarkable for the fact, that on some of them
a long continued succession of the same crop had
been annually cultivated, without, absolute ex-

haustion. On a careful examination, Mr. RufRn

found that these shells, supposed to be the relics of

Indian encampments, were the outcrop of fossil

layers, and he succeeded in tracing these layers to

his own land.

"My use of calcareous earth, as a manure, has been
almost entirely confined to that form of it which is so

abundant in the nei<(hborhood of our tide waters, the

beds of fossil shells, together with the earth with

which they are found mixed. The shells are in various

states—in some beds g;enerally whole, and in others re-

duced nearly to a coarse powder. The earth which
fills their vacancies, and makes the whole a compact
mass, in most cases is principally silicious sand, and
contains no putrescent, or valuable matter, other than

the calcareous. The same elFccts might be expected
from calcareous earth in any other form, whether chalk,

limestone, gravel, wood ashes, or lime, although the

two last have other qualities besides the calcareous."

"During the short time that lime can remain quick,

or caustic, after being applied as manure, it exerts (as

before stated) a solvent power, sometimes beneficial,

and at others hurtful, which has no connexion with its

subsequent and permament action as calcareous

earth."

* It has been used, with entire success, on lands

washed by the sea, at Stamford, in Connecticut, by the

late Mr. Moses Rogers.

—

Ed. Journal of Science,

"These natural deposits of fossil shells are common-
ly, but very improperly, call marl. These misapplied
term is particularly objectionable, because it induces
erroneous views ot this manure; otiier earthy manures
have long been used in England, under the name of
marl, and numerous publications have described their

general eti'ects and recommended their use. When
the same name is here given to a ditferent manure,
many persons will consider both operations as similar,

and perhaps may refer to English authorities fbr the

purpose of testing the truth of my opinions, and the re-

sults of my practice. But no two operations, called

by the same name, can well differ more. The process
which it is my object to recommend, is simply the ap-
plication of calcareous earth, in any form whatever, to

soils wanting that ingredient, and generally quite des-
titute of it; and the propriety of the application de-
pends entirely on our knowing that the manure con^
tains calcareous earth, and what proportion, and that

the soil contains none." (p. 34.)

This being his object, he enforces the use of
calcareous manures, both by example and a well
grounded theory.

The comparative edects of the marl in various
proportions, of stable and cow-pen manure, and of

marl mixed with manure, were fairly tried, and
tested with the product of land without addition.

We have not time to enter into the detail of the
operations, and of the several products. It is suf-

ficient to say, that by the mixture of marl and
and manure, the crop of corn was raised from
twelve to thirty-six bushels per acre; by eight
hundred bushels of marl, from twelve to an eve-
rage of twenty-three; by lour hundred and fifty

bushels of marl, from twelve to somewhat less

than twenty seven; that the mixture and the last

named dressing of marl alone, showed a subse-
quent increase when corn returned in a four years'

rotation, while the others showed an average de-
crease; that the wheat crops were increased in

about the same ratio; but that clover, which be-
fore had not grown at all, became a good crop
on the marled patches. This was upon soil which
had before been in cultivation. Similar results

followed upon land newly reclaimed from the
forest. The next important inference to which
we shall refer, is the advantage derived from the
use of gypsum, upon soils which have been dress-

ed with marl. This inference was reached, by
observing the effect of a layer of the fossil shells,

which contained sulphate of lime.

On one point only are we compelled to dissent

firom Mr. Ruffin. He states it broadly as his be-
lief, that a soil may be either so constituted natu-
rally, or so improved by the artificial application

of carbonate of lime, that it shall never thereafter

need a farther supply. There will no doubt be a
limit reached in both ways when an addition of
lime will be injurious, but as this substance is in

fact a necessary part of the nutriment of many
plants, their growl h will slowly remove it, and the

time may at last come when a new supply will be
necessary, to restore or retain the original natural

fertility. But soils, thus prepared by nature or

improved by art, may retain fbr long periods of
time their power of giving value to the original

vegetable matter in the soil, or the putrescent ma-
nures applied, either in the form of green crops or

of stable manure, and the English saying, that

no man need marl his field a second time, is found-

ed on sound observation. Soils of such a charac-

ter, either native or artificial, are to the husband-
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man, what labor saving machines are to the me-

chanic; they are in fact engines by which the

greatest possible return may be obtained by the

least expenditure of labor. No part of the sea-

board of the United States, with the exception of

small and isolated districts, present soils of this

character. It is only after passing the first range

of mountains that a limestone formation is met

with. This, is or was, proverbial for its fertility,

of which the Fishkiil, Swelara, and Shenandoah

valleys,are well known instances. The same for-

mation can be traced to the valley of the Scho-

harie, in New York, and it is recorded by tradi-

tion to have had even a higher character than any

of the others; its glory has however, departed,

and the Genesee, Which is a similar formation,

now holds the rank in public estimation, the Scho-

harie once possessed. Both the valley of the

Schoharie, and the vicinity of Lancaster, Pa.,

were occupied by German settlers; the former

Palatines, the latter of more northern birth. The
former were ignorant of the use of lime, the latter

brought it whh them, and being fortunately no

chenTists, saw no impropriety in applying it in

email quantities, and at intervals, to a soil origi-

nally calcareous. The difference of the results,

is an interesting illustration of the value of this

manure. In the valley of the Schoharie, land

tilled with equal industry and economy, will not

command a fourth of the price of that of the vi-

cinity of Lancaster.

The experiments of Mr. RufFin, were made, as

we have stated, upon the soils of lower Virginia.

He introduces his description of them in the fol-

lowing striking manner.

' "During several days of our journey, no spot was
seen that was not covered with luxuriant growtli of

large and beautiful forest trees, except where they had

been destroyed by the natives for the purpose of culti-

vation. The least fertile of their pasture lands, without

seeding, are soon covered with grass, several feet in

height; and unless prevented by cultivation, a second

growth of trees rapidly spring up, which, without care

or attention, attain their giant size in half the time

that would be expected in the best soils in England." '

"If the foregoingdescription was met within a"Jour-

noy through Hindostan," or some equally unknown
region, no European reader would doubt that such

soils were fertile in the highest degree—and even
many of ourselves would receive the same impression.

Yet it is no exaggerated account of the poorest natural

soils in our own poor country, which are as remarkable
for producing luxuriant growths ot pines and broom-
grass, as for their unproductiveness in every cultivated

or valuable crop. We are so accustomed to these

facts that we scarcely tiiink of their singularity; nor of
the impropriety of calling any lands barren, which will

produce a rapid growth of any one plant. Indeed, by
the rapidity of that growth, (or the litness of the soil

for its production,) we have in sosne measure formed a
standard of the poverty of the soil.

"With some exceptions to every general character,
the tide-water district of Virginia, may he described
as generally level, sandy, poor, and free from any fixed

rock, or any other than stones rounded apparently by
the attrition of water. On much the greater pirt of
the lands, no stone of any kind is to be found of any
larger size than gravel. Pines of different kinds, form
the greater part ol a heavy cover to the siliceous soils

in their virgin state, and mix considerably with oaks
and other growth of clay land. Both these kinds of soils

after being exhausted of their little ferliiily, by culti-

vation, and "turned out" to recruit, are soon covered
by young pines, which grow with vigor and luxuriance.

This general description, applies more particularly to

the ridges, which separate the slopes on ditferent

streams. The ridge lands are always level, and very
poor; sometimes claye}'—more generally sandy, but
stiller than would be inferred from the proportion of
silicious earth they contain, which is caused by the

fineness of its particles. Vv'hortleberry bushes as well
as pines, are abundant on ridge lands, and numerous
shallow basins are found, which are ponds of rain wa-
ter in winter, and dry in summer. None of this large

proportion of our lands, has paid the expense of clear-

ing and cultivation, and much the greater part still re-

mains under its native growth. Enough however has
been cleared and cultivated in every neighborhood to

prove its utter worthlessness, under common manage-
ment. The soils of ridge lands vary between sandy
loam and clayey loam. It is difficult to estimate their

general product, under cultivation; but judging from
my own experience of such soils, the product may be
from five bushels of corn, or as much wheat, to the

acre, on the most claj'ey soils, to twelve bushels of
corn and three of wheat on the most sandy—if wheat
were there attempted to be made.
"The slopes extend from the ridges to the streams, or

to the alluvial bottoms, and include the whole interval

between neighboring branches of the same stream.
This class ot soils, torms another great body of lands

of a higher grade of fertility, although still far from
valuable. It is generally, more sandy than the poorer
ridge land, and when long cultivated, is more or less

deprived of its soil, by the washing of rains on every
slight declivity. The washing away of three or four

inches in depth, exposes a steril subsoil (or forms a

"gall,") which continues thenceforth bare of all vege-
tation; a greater declivity of the surface serves to

form gulleys several feet in depth, the earth carried

from which, covers and injures the ad'acent lower
land. Most of this kind of land has been cleared and
greatly exhausted. Its virgin growth, is often more of

oak, hickory and dog wood, than pine; but when turned

out of cultivation, an unmixed growth of pine follows.

Land of this kind in general, has very little durabilitj';

its usual best product of corn, may be lor a few crops,

eighteen or twenty bushels, and even as much as twen-
ty-five bushels, from the highest grade. Wheat is

seldom a productive or profitable crop on the slopes,

the soil being generally too sandy. When such soils

as these, are called ricii or valuable, (as most persons
would describe them,) those terms must be considered

as only comparative; and such an application of them
proves that truly fertile and valuable soils are very
scarce in Lower Virginia.

"The only rich and durable soils, below the falls of
our river, are narrow strips of higb.lands along their

banks, and the lowlands formed by the alluvion of tiie

numerous smaller streams, which water our country.

These alluvial bottoms, although highly productive,

are lessened in value by being generally too sandy,
and by the damage they snder Irom being often inun-
dated by floods of rain. The best highland soils, sel-

dom extend more than half a mile from the river's

edge, sometimes not fifty yards. These irregular

margins are composed of loams of various cjualities,

but all highly valuable-, and the best soils are scarcely

to be surpassed, in their original fertilit}', and durabili-

ty under severe tillage." (pp. 11, 12.)

"The simple,stateinent of the general course of til-

lage, to which our part of the country has been sub-
jected, is suilicient to prove that great impoverishment
of the soil, has been the inevi^able consequence. The
small portion of rich river margins, was soon all cleared,

and was tilled without cessation for many years. The
clearing of the slopes was next commenced, and is

not yet entirely completed. On these soils the succes-
sion of crops was less rapid, or liom necessity, tillage

was sooner suspended. If not rich enough for tobacco
when first cleared, (or as soon as it ceased to be so,)

land of this kind was planted in corn, two or three
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years in succession, and afterwards every second year.

The intermediate year between the crops of corn,

the field was "rested" under a crop of wheat, if it

would produce four or five bushels to the acre. If tlie

sandiness, or exhausted condition of the soil, denied

even this small product of wiieat, that crop was pro-

bably not attempted; and instead of it,the field was ex-

posed to close grazin;;, from the time of o-athcririg one

This formation, or one analogous in its fertili-

zing character, is however of no frequent occur-
rence; it thereibre remains lor lis to incjuire wheth-
er other Ibrms of calcareous matter'" may not an-
swer the same purpose. Such is the extensive dif-

fusion of lime in nature, that there are iew or no
regions where it cannot be procured. Kvenin prim-

crop of corn, tS that of preparing to plant another,
j

itivc regions, beds or veins of granular carbonate

No manure was applied, except on the tobacco lots; lot lime, are ot occa.^ional occurrence, and in those

and this rotation of a grain crop every year, and 1
which are alluvial, the remains of recent shell fish

afterwards every second year was kept up asj are not wholly wanting. Much, however, will de-

long as the field would produce five bushels of pend, in the success of its application, upon the
corn to the acre. When reduced below that product, miantity which is re(|uired, as it may hapfien that
and to less than the necessary expense of cultivation,

the land was turned out to recover under a new growth

of pines. After twenty or thirty years, according to

the convenience of the owner, the same land would be

again cleared and put under similar scourging tillage.

when this is considerable, the expense ol' transpor-

tation may equal, or more than counterbalance
the benefit it is calculated to produce. This ques-
tion can be solved only by reference to the practice

wli\'"h"would thTn mucTrsooncTcnd aVbeTbre, in ex- i

of those countries, in which lime has been applied

haustion. Such a general system is not yet every

where abandoned, and many years have not passed

since such was the usual course on every farm. How

with success.

In the north of England, and in Scotland, the

use of lime as a manure may almost appear to be
much our country ha? been impoverished during the I excessive. Two hundred bushels per acre are of-

last fifty years, cannot be determined by any satisfac-
|
tg,j applied to sandy soils, and from three to four

Jory testimony. But, however, we may ditfei- on this i j-jy^^jj^g^} oj^ (;].-^^,_ 'Dressings of this amount are-
head, there are few who wdl not concur m the opinion,

1
1,^^^^^^^^ Qj^pg ij^ ^ jg,,^ qC t^yenty one,

that our systenri ot cultivahon has been every year les-
j

^.^j^ j^; ;^ ^^^^, ^^ ^ ijc^tio„ c^t^ild not
scning the produchve power of our lands m general, and

I

•
, ^. ,

''
» i, u-* , i

that no one country, no neighborhood, and blit few par-
(

however be practised upon land not yet habituated

ticular farms have been at all enriched, since their first !

to its use, and would in most parts of the Lniied
States, be too costly to yield any profit.

In England the lime is usually laid in small heaps
on the fields, in its caustic state, and spread as soon
as it becomes air-slaked.

In the department of I'Ain in France, the dress-

settlement and cultivation. Yet many of our farming

operations have been much improved within the last

fifteen or twenty years. Driven by necessity, propri-

etors direct more personal attention to their farms

—

better implements of husbandry are used, every pro-

cess is more perfectly performed—and, whether well
j

j^^ ^,.g .^^}^^^^^ eighty bushels to the acre, and are
or ill directed, a spirit of inquiry and enterprise has

j ^^^^,1^^ ^^ ^ preparation for every grain crop.
been awakened, " which be'fore had no existence

Tiiroughout the country below the tails, and perhaps

thirty miles above, if the best land be excluded, say,

one-tenth, the remaining nine-tenths, will not yield an

average product of ten bushels of corn to the acre; al-

though that grain is best suited to our soils in gene-

ral, and far exceeds in quantity, all other kinds raised.

Of course the product of a large proportion of the land

would fall below this average."

"Such crops cannot in many cases remunerate the

cultivator. If our remaining woodland should be at

once brought into cultivation, the gross product of the

country would be greatly increased, but the net pro-

duct, very probably diminished—as the general pover-

ty of these lands would cajise more expense than pro-

fit, to accompany their cultivation under the usual sys-

tem. Yet every year we are using all our exertions

to clear woodland, and in fact, seldom increase cither

gross or net product—because nearly as much old ex-

hausted land is turned out of cultivation, as is substi-

tuted by the newly cleared. Sound calculations of

profit and loss would induce us to reduce the extent

of our present cultivation, by turning out every acre

that yields less than the total cost of its tillage." (p. 12.)

The lime here, is also laid in heaps in its caustic

state, but these are immediately covered v,'ith earth,

which rem-ains until the lime is slaked, when the
earth and it are intimately mixed, and after hav-
ing rested for a fortnight, are again thoroughly in-

corporated. In this state they remain for another
fortnight, when the whole is uniformly distributed

over the ground.
In Flanders the quantity of lime applied, is from

forty to fifty bushels to the acre, and the dressing
is not repeated oftener than once in ten or twelve
years. The lime is usually mixed with the ashes
of bituminous coal, or of turfj or formed into a com-
post with other manures.

In the department of La Sarthe, the lime is ap-
plied once in three years, and in the form of com-
post.

" For. that, there is first made a bed of earth, mould
or tirrf, of a foot, or thereabout, in thickness. The
clods are chopped down and then a layer of unslaked
lime is spread over them, at the rate of a hectolitre for
twenty cubic feet, or a ton to forty five cubic fett of

^ earth.* Upon this a second layer of earth, of the same
marl ofTMr. Rutfin, are to be found also in Ma-

j

thickness as the first, is placed; on this is laid a second

ryland and in Jersey. In the latter state, its use layer of lime; and the whole covered by a layer of

was commenced as early as 1805, by the Rev. farth- It; the earth is moist, and, the hme recently

The green sand formations which yield the

John Singleton of Talbot county, and has been

continued to the present lime with great success.

His example has been followed by his neighbors

burnt, eight or ten days will suffice to slake it complete-
ly. Then the heap Is cut down and well mixed—and
this operation is repeated afterwards before using the

la.-, uccuiuHuwcu uy 1.:= x.o.^.i..u,^
.manure, which is delayed as long as possible, because

in the same comity, and the practice has expended
^
^,^3 power of the efl^ect on the soil is increased with the

into Queen Ann s; but it does not appear that it

has yet been introduced on the western shore of

the Chesapeake. In Jersey, the county of JMon

pov

age of the compost, and especially if it has been made
with earth containing much vegetable mould."

—

Puvis.

mouth, at one time considered almost irretrievably

barren, has been raised to great productiveness by
the use of this manure.

* These two quantities do not correspond, but as we
have not the original to refer to, we are compelled to

take the translation as we find it.
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The quantity used in La Sarthe is not more

than twelve bushels to the acre, and is laid upon

the land in alternate rows, witii barn yard manure.

Intheopmion ofM.Puvis, this method, altlioujfh

the least expensive, is the best, and it may bcs-aid

to be within the reach of almost every American

agriculturist.

The advantage of the use of lime may be stated

in a lew w^ords;lt is an essential part oi' the seed

of wheat, aud that valuable fjrain will not grow in

any soil which does not contain it. It may, there-

fore, be reasonably hoped that the culture ol' this

plant may, by the aid of lime, in ihiscomparative-

ly cheap mode, be restorod in those districts whence

it has long been banished.

In the United States the use of lime is limited to

the districts into which the descendants of the

Germans, who settled in Pennsylvania, have intro-

duced the method they brought fjom their native

country. It is usual to apply from thirty to liarty

bushels per acre, and in some instances one hun-

dred bushels have been used to advantage. The
limestone, by the analysis of Dr. Cooper, yielded

in some instances as much as 16 per cent, of mag-
nesia. It therefore comes into the class of magne-

sian Hmestones, the employment of which requires

caution, for this earth absorbs carbonic acid from

the atmosphere much more slowly than lime, and

so long as it is uncombined may be injurious to

plants.

The high price of grain in Great Britain, during

the long wars of the French Revolution, acted as

a stimulus upon the use of inferior soils, and these

were rendered arable by the use of lime; but the

improvement thus produced has been permanent,

aud although a liill in the price of agricultural pro-

ducts may have lowered rents, or ruined those

who had contracted to pay high ones, we have

heard of no instance of its becoming expedient to

abandon the soils once brought into tillage by the

aid of lime. The most remarkable fact of all is,

that many of the newly reclaimed lands, in districts

formerly considered as sterile both by nature and

climate, were raised to a higher value than those

of ancient fame for fertile soil and favorable skies.

Thus, twenty years since, the rents of Northum-
berland, Berwick and Dumfries, were higher, per

acre of arable soil, than those of Gloucestershire,

and we were witnesses of the migration of tenanis,

from the northern to the southern region, at the re-

quest of landlords, who wished to introduce the

Scottish husbandry, of which lime is the main sup-

port, into the fertile vales of the Severn.

We cannot conclude, without recommending the

perusal of the works whose titles stand at the head

of this article, to the attention of every American
landholder. A skilful application of ti\e principles

they illustrate, would go liir to check the annual

decrease in fertility, which lakes place in many of

our districts; a decrease which has already made
some of the regions once most productive in bread

stuffs, importers of that necessary element of exis-

tence,and which subjects us most deservedly to

the reproach of being unable to retain the bless-

ings which Providence has showered with a lavish

hand upon our country.

One other important consideration requires no-

tice, and this is the change in healthfulness which
the application of calcareous earth to soils abound-
ing in vegetable matter, is likely to produce. Air.

RufRn cites facts in which he is corroborated by

JVI. Puvis, which would almost warrant the con-
clusion, that this will be an efficient remedy for

the malaria, whose influence is extending itself

over every part of our middle and southern sea-
board. There are indeed causes, such as stag-
nant waters, mill ponds, and rice cultivation, which
are beyorkl its leacli; but there are other cases,

where if there be any reliance on the usual theo-
ry of the causes, calcareous manures ought to be
efficient in checking an infliction, which drives the
white population, during the summer and autum-
nal months, from many of the fairest portions of
the United States, and in others materially short-

ens the average duration of human existence.

From Loudon's (English) Gardener's Magazme.

An Essay on Calcareous Manures. By EdmukU
RuFFiM. Small Svo, pp. 242. Petersburg,
Lower Virginia, 1832.

The object of this Essay, Mr. Ruflin informs us,

is to investigate the peculiar features and qualities

of the soils of the tide-water districts of Lower
Virginia; "to show the causes of their general
unproductiveness; and to point out means, as yet
but little used, for their efl'ectual and profitable

improvement." The sterility of these soils Mr.
RufKn has ascertained to arise from their being des-
titute of calcareous earth, and from their being in-

jured by the presence of vegetable acid.

After two chapters on earths and soils generally,

and on the soils and state of agriculture in the
tide- water districts of Virginia, the author treats

of the different capacities of soils for improve-
ment, and discusses the following proposi-

tions:

—

1. "Soils naturally poor, and rich soils reduced to po-
verty by cultivation, are essentially different in their

powers of retaining putrescent manures: and, under
like circumstances, the fitness of any soil to be enrich-
ed by these manures, is in proportion to what was its

natural fertility.

2. "The natural sterility of the soils of Lower Vir-
ginia is caused by such soils being destitute of calca-

reous earth, and their being injured by the presence
and effects of vegetable acid.

3. "The fertilizing effects of calcareous earth are
chiefly produced by its power of neutralizing acids, and
of combining ])utrescent manures with soils, between
which there would otherwise be but little, if any, che-
mical attraction.

4. "Poor and acid soils cannot be improved durably
or profitably, by putrescent manures, without previous-

ly malcing them calcareous, and thereby correcting the
defect in their constitution.

5. "Calcareous manures will, give to our worst soils

a power of retaining putrescent manures equal to that

of the best; and will cause more productiveness, and
yield more profit,. tlian any other improvement practi-

cable in Lower Virginia." (p. 30.)

These propositions contain the marrow of the

Essay, which is closely reasoned, and, in several

particulars, original. Mr. Ruffin has the merit of
first pointing out that there can be no such thing

as a naturally fertile soil, without the presence of
calcareous earth; but, where this earth is present,

the soil, however exhausted it may have been by
culture, will, when left to itself, after a time regain
its original fertility: that soils which contain no
calcareous earth are never found naturally fertile,

except mosses, or beds of vegetable matter, which
are not properly soils: and that all that art can do
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to them, exclusive of adding calcareous earth, is,

to force crops by putrescent manures; but that,

when these manures are withheld, the soil will

speedily revert to its original sterility. JMr. Ruf-
fin observes that no agricultural or chemical writer

ever denied these lacts; but he asserts, and we
think with truth, that by not one of them have
they ever been distinctly stated. We are not

quite certain as to Grisenthvvaite, but we are so

as to Kirwan, Dundonald, Davy, Chaptal, and
other agricultural chemists of the Continent. Mr.
Ruffin allows that it might be interred from the in-

gredients exhibited by the analyses of fertile soils,

as given by these chemists, that calcareous earth

was an ingredient essential to permanent fertility;

but still none of them have ever distinctly said so.

We shall probably examine the work more in de-

tail hereafter: in the mean time, it is due to Mr.
Ruffin to state it as our opinion that he has per-

formed a very important service to the scientific

agriculturist in this country, as well as in Ameri-
ca.

face of the ground: 1 then ejiread my potatoes
over if, until they are not more than two or three
mches thick: I then cover them with the rich sur-
face soil, just so deep as I think necessary to pre-

vent their being injure*! by light frosts. In this sit-

uation I let them remain until the season for plant-
ing.

Early in the spring I select what I suppose will

be a suitable piece of ground. In making this se-
lection, I chose a piece which lies fliir to the sun,
is tolerably rich, and considerably sandy. 1 break
it up deep, and then let it remain until I wish to

f)lant, which is some lime between the middle of
May and the first ot" June. I then plough again,
and harrow well, so as to make it as n'lellow as
possible. I then take a one-horse bar-share plough,
and ridge up my ground by throwing three Iuito\\ a

together. Ttjis done, I cross it with a single fur-

row at the distance of about three feet. A very-

slight operation with the hoe afterwards prepar.s
my hills, for I do not want them very large, nor
high. I now go to my bed, aiid find my potatoe.-!

are all nicely sprouted, and those nearest the sur-
face are up, and some of them have two and three
leaves; but none, or but (ew, have yet any roofs.

I carefully remove the earth so as not to break the
sprouts from my potatoes—for if they are broken
off, they are destroyed. I put two or three pota-
toes in a hill, according as they are large or small,
being careful always to leave the tops of" the sprouts
out of the ground, or near the surface, as they may
be more or less advanced—so that when I am done
planting, my potatoes are up, or nearly so.

You are now ready to inquire of me what I

have gained by this process? I answer, several
things. First, my hills are now light and mellow
and ready to receive and nourish the young roo!s

when they start—not baked, or rendered compact
by the heavy spring rains. Secondly, I have com-
pletely subdued the grass and weeds, for they all

had started to grow between the time of breaking
my ground and the time of makuig the hills. I

have then avoided all the trouble and labor of
scraping down the hills two or three times before
the potatoes are up, or while they are so small as
not to admit of being hilled with the hoe. Thirdly,
the earth and the season have now become warm,
and my potatoes grow uprapidlv. I work my pota
toes in the following way. When the vines have
elongated half way down the hills, I pass twice
between the hill, each way with a bull-tongue
plough; this mellows the ground. 1 then with a
hoe, cover, say one third of the vine, leaving the

In the cultivation of every thing, we should con-
j

remainder out, but yet so as not to make the hill

sider of what kind it is, to what climate it belongs, I
very large.—This is all the work they require; for

and what kind of soil is best adapted to its produc- belbre the grass and weeds have time to start, the
tion. From a neglect to considerthese things, ma- 1 vines have so covered the ground as to smother
ny unsuccessful efforts have been made to raise the them. T-vo years ajro 1 did not plant my potatoc.si

sweet potato. The sweet potato is a native ofa until the 7th day of June. The season was un-
warm climate, and ofa light sandy soil. We should favorable; yet I made a fine crop, and the largest

then, as far as possible, endeavor to combine these I potatoes of the kind I have ever seen in Tennes-
tvvo things, by a judicious selection of a piece of see

THE SALIVATING QUALITY OF GREEJf CLO-
VER, AND CLOVER IIAV.

To the Editor of tlie Fanners' Register.

May I inquire, through the Register, of you,
or soiTtie of your subscribers, if clover has any in-

lierent property whichcauses it sometimes to sal-

ivate 1 If so, what is it? and how may the cause
which produces thiseflectbe neutralized? When
it salivates in the green state, vA.\[ it always do it

in the dry or cured ?

It was my opinion that clover hay would never
salivate; but my crop of last year, (cut from river

bottom when the clover was in full bloom, cured
in slender tall cocks, or mostly so, leaves and blos-

soms pretty well preserved, and but little altered,)

is almost worthless as a feed for either horses or

catde. Both will eat it well for a few days, then
appear to become sick, and then refuse it altogether

if they can get any thing else. If confined to it,

they become salivated. A part of the crop was
salted when it was stacked, but little or no advan-
tage was derived from it, except that sheep pre-

ierrcd that salted to any kind of^ hay I had.
A SUBSCRIBER.

From tlie Tennessee Fanner.

CULTIVATION OF SWEET POTATOES.

ground upon which to raise them. I will give you
the plan \vhich I have adopted in raising sweet
potatoes, which has been very suceessllil. Per-
haps some who have heretofore failed, may be en-
abled to succeed better, by adopting it.

Some time in March, when I think the hard
frosts are over, I take my potatoes from the cellar,
where they have been kept through the winter. I

prepare a "bed in my garden, bv levelUng the sur-
VoL. lV-14

iJopeioell, Feb. 10, 1S3G.

A SMALL FARJIER.

ON STALL FEEDING.

Extract from a Summary of Practical Farming, a new
English work, by C. Hildyard, Esq.

Stall Feeding, which has now become so much
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more common throi!(Thout the country than for-

merl}^, has had the etlect of making meat, in most

years, as cheap in the spring as in the autumn,

which it used not to be ; consequently, stall-teed-

(lintr, of late, has seldom turned out to be profrta-

bie, but often, as I have experienced, a serious

loss. Meat cannot be laid on lean beasts in the

stalls, to repay the expense of the food they con-

sume ; the only chance of making stall-leeding

answer, is, to put in the beasts which prove to be

only three parts fat at the latter end of autumn,

when grass will no longer improve them, but which

will, in the stalls, increase in their weight, and im-

prove m the quality of their meat ; still, however,

if the price of beel when these beasts become fat

should be the same -as when they were put into

the stalls, the expenses will not be repaid. JMeat

must be a penny a pound more in the spring than

it had been in the autumn, to repay the great ex-

penses of stall feeding. It is carried on to a very

large extent in Norfolk and Sutfolk, and although

from the great expense of oil-cake consumed, the

farmers certainly must lose by every beast they

feed, still they must continue the system on their,

large arable farms, for the purpose of turnmg their

straw into good manure.
On beast's being tied up, white, turnips will do

(or the first week or so ; they keep beasts cool in-

side, but there is so very great a proportion of wa-
ter in them that they are not of half so feeding a

nature as Swedes. Those who have mangel wur-

zel should keep it as a corps de reserve, for spring,

or severe frost, when the turnips are frozen, which
are often given to beasts almost as hard and as

cold as stone, and which, in such a state, cannot.

be good for them. The turnips should be cut

—

there are many machines for cutting or slicing.

The machine I use, andlikebetter thanany I have
seen, I have had five and twenty years ; it was
made at Banbury, turns very easily with a large

fly wheel, and cuts the turnips very expeditiously

into irregular pieces, which I preftjr to slicing them.

My method of feeding, when the beasts have been

up' a little time, and when on what I call full feed-

ing, is thus :—first feed in the morning, half a bush-

el of cut turnips, and afterwards half a bushel of

cut hay, with about a quart of meal in it.

These feeds repeated at noon ; in the afternoon a

feed of turnips, and supped up at night with hay
in the rack, and three oil-cakes in the manger.
Should oil-cake be cheap, give more of it, and less

of meal. The difference of the weekly cost of

my way of feeding is as hereinafter stated.

Oil-cake at £ 12 per thousand in London, with

the cost of about ifp2 per thousand getting home,
will bring the cost of each cake 1o ver)' nearly

three pence halfpenny. At £ 10 10s. to three

pence.

The different weekly cost of feeding for each
beast will be as under

:

s. d.

10^ bushels of turnips,

1| cvvt. of hay

Turnips . . _ .

1^ cwt. of cut and uncut hay

3 6
5 10

9 4

3 6
5

Half a bushel of meal

Half a bushel of linseed

Tlu'ee gallons of meal
1^ cwt. of cut and uncut hay
Turnips _ - _ -

21 oil-cakes, at S^d.
Three gallons of meal -

Cut and uncut hay
Turnips _ - _

s. d.

3
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is said to be about equal to one bushel per weeAi of

of dry wheat. Having lately seen one ox that

was said to have been entirely fed on wheat, leaves

no doubt in my mind that it must be a very nutri-

tious thod for beasts ; I cannot however, restrain

some ftielingsof regret that this grain, intended on-

ly lor the use of" man, should be thiisapjiroprifited.

Most likely, after two more harvests, the price of

beans and barley will correspond, as it used to do,

with the price of wheat, and then it will no longer
be given as food for beasts. After all the great

trouble and expense of stall feeding, this mortify-

ing circumstance has frequently occurred ; the

beasts are sold in the London market at a ruinous

price to the stall-feeder, at less than they would
have made in any other market; the butchers
knowing that the beasts, having been so much
knocked about in Smithfield, could not be turned

out of an overstocked market to come into the

next, have frequently bought them at their own
prices. It will not be thus when the Islington

market is quite established.

I have given rather lengthened details of stall-

feeding, from its having been for some years my
hobby; but I confess rather an expensive one. No
fox-hunter, however, can look with greaier plea-

sure on his stable of fine hunters than I have at

my stalls of fine beasts. I have tied up, several

years, in the course of the winter, one hundred
and fifty beasts; at this time (December, 1835,) I

have only forty, chiefly well-bred Durhams, grazed
in this county, and I never had beasts that im-
proved faster. I have some fine Herefords, bought
gcod nieat at Hereford Ootober Fair, but from the

drift home (as is alwaj's the case,) tliey made lit-

tle progress in feeding in the first three weeks of

their being tied up. If beasts that are ptit up in

warm places to stall feed have a great deal of long
hair on their chines, top of their shoulders, and
necks, it is a good plan to cut it off, for when the

beasts are thriving, they perspire much in their

fore quarters, the longhair consequently gels mat-
ted together, and makes them very itchy and un-
comfortable .Brushing also tends to their comfort
and expeditious feeding,

JVlany beasts are subject to be blown after eat-

ing their green food: in such case let them be kept
moving in a yard till the swelling goes do\yn. Ifcut-

ting to let the wind out be necessary, it should be
done with a penknife on the left side, between the
haunch-bone and the first rib.

It is not very probable that either grazing or

stall-feeding will ever again prove a profitable

concern. Great quantities of fat beasts and pigs
will be imported fi-om Ireland, even should the
condition of the Irish poor improve so decidedly
that the consumption of meat be increased two-
fold; for Ireland vrould still be capable of produc-
ing a sufficient quantity for export to depreciate
the price of stock in this country. Those will

have the best chance of making a profit of gra-
zing who can get beasts forward m winter, and who
have rich grazing land to make them early ready
for market, there being generally a fiur demand
for good beef in the months of July, August, and
September. Times will not admit of givingexor-
bhant prices for fancy breeds; still, however, I

have found that it well answers to give somethinir
more for beasts which evidently show some good
brreeding, as such will fatten much sooner than
mongrels, and, therefore, at less expense; and, al-

though there is not now the same difference as
there used to be in the price of meat of various
qualities, yet the finest is most readily sold at the
top price of the market. There cannot be a ques-
tion l)ut that in the large breeds of cattle, the

competition is between two breeds only—the Here-
ford and the Durham. I retain the same opinion
as to the merits of" these two excellent breeds, as

[ expressed more than twenty years ago. For
grazingj 1 prefer Herefords—for stall-feeding,

Durhams; having found that the latter increase

fitster in weight, and that if highly fed, they be-

come more even carcasses of beefj and are less

likely than many of the Herefords to prove patchy.
It must, however, be admitted, that from their

large frame they consume more food than Ilere-

f"ords. My idea of a good beast is, that it should
have a straight and flat back, projecting hips, deep
fore quarters, wide chine, sloping shoulders, good
head, with prominent eyes, deep and bowed ribs,

projecting bosom, good purse and flank, and not
thin thighs.

From Thompson's Kecords.

KATIVE COUSTRY OF MAIZE.

Roulin, Humboldt, and Bonpland, have noticed
this plant in its native state, in America, and have
hence concluded that it was origmally derived from
that country. IMichaud, Daru, Gregory, and Bo-
nafbus, state, that it was known in Asia Minor be-

fore the discovery of" America. Crawford, in his

History of" the Indian Archipelago, tells us that

maize was cultivated by the inhabitants of" these

islands, under the name of djagniwg, before the
discovery of America. In the Natural History of
China, composed by Li-Chi Tchin, towards the

middle of the sixteenth century, an exact figure is

given of maize, under the title of lachoii-cha; and
Rifaud, in his "Voyage en Egypte, &c., from
1805 to 1807," discovered this grain in a subter-

raneous excavation in a state of remarkably
good preservation. M. Virey, however, refutes

these statements, (^Journal de Pharmade, xx. 571)
by showing that these authors have mistaken the

holcus sorghum for maize, and that the maize of
Riliiud is the holcus bicolor, a native of Egypt ac-

cording to Delile. Where maize occurs in the

east, there is no proof of its having been carried

there previously to the discover)' of America.
3Iaize, (Zea mays) therefore sprung from Ame-

rica; millet, ox couz coiiz, from Afi-ica; rice, (joryza

saliva,) from Asia; and wheat, barley, and oats,

from Europe.

From Jameson's Journal.

PROGRESSIVE INCREASE OF TEMPERATURE
AS WE DESCEKD IN THE CRUST OF THE
EARTH.

For the purpose of ascertaining whether a con-

stant stream of wafer could be obtained by means
of an Artesian well, sunk on the south side of the
Jura mountains, at the distance of about a league
fi-om Geneva, and at an elevation of 297 feet above
the level of the lake, M. Giroud, at his country
residence at Pregny, bored to the depth of 547
feet without success. Despairing of success, he
offered great facilities to any persons who might
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wish to prosecute the enterprise, for the purpose af
ficientific inquiry.

On this occasion MM. Aug. de la Rive, and F.
Marcet made a gnccessflii application to the iViends

of science, and also to the government, and iunds
were obtained sufficient to enable them to continue
the operations during eight months, and to extend
the boring to the depth of GS2 leet. The hole
bored was about four and a half inches in diameter.
Water began to appear in it at the depth of twen-
ty feet; and it is worthy of remark, that the height
at which the water stood in the opening, as mea-
sured Horn the surface, was lower when the great-

est depth was obtaineti, than it was at half the
depth. At 275 feet of depth, the water stood at

14 feet from the surface ; at 509 feet it sunk to 22
feet; at 550 feet, to .35 feet. It then rose. At 595
feet, it stood at 24 feet 6 inches, but at 675 feet, it

again sunk to 35 feet 8 mches. The result of this

praiseworthy eflort must operate as a salutary pre-
ventive from any farther expensive attempts to ob-
tain running fountains, fi'om the theory of an in-

ternal communication with the springs on the sum-
mits of the Jura.
Having attained the extraordinary depth above

mentioned, the experimenter devised the means of
ascertaining the temperature of this opening at

different depths. As the common thermometer
would not answer the purpose, they contrived a
eelf-registering thermometer, constructed on a
large scale, and whose accuracy was subject to

the most satisfactory tests.

The following table exhibits the temperature of
the bore-hole at the depths specified.

(molasse.) Below 120 feet commenced a succes-

sion of beds of marl and soft sandstone, e\' vari-

ous thicknesses, which continued without interrup-

tion to the termination of the boring, 682 feet. At
220 fc^et there was a bed of coarse sandstone (mo-

lasse grosslere) two feet thick, with rolled pebbles,

a remarkable fact, considering the depth. A
strong fetid sulphurous odour was also observed

in the layer of yellow marl mixed with sandstone,

at the depth of" 280 feet, that is near the level of

the lake, and a grain of salt was found in the sand-

stone at this depth. The sulphurous odor again

appeared at 600 feet, without the presence of any
sulphurous compound that would account for its

oriffin.

ON RAISING HAY,

To the Editor of the farmers' Register.

Depths below the
surface in feet.

30
60
100
150

200
2.50

300
350
400
450
500
550
600
650
680

Corresponding
temperature.

8.4 Reau,
8.5

8.8

9.2

9.5

- 10.0
- 10.5
- 10.9
- 11.37
- 11.73
- 12.20
- 12.63
- 13.05
- 13.50

• - 13.80

You will oblige me by inquiring through the

medium of the Register, whether hay has ever

been introduced into a rotation on any large farm

south of Mason and Dixon's line. I refer, exclu-

sively, to upland hay, especially Timothy, and
should be exceedingly gratified to ascertain if it

has been raised for market in the section of coun-

try above mentioned, and the circumstances con-

nected with the raising and marketing.
TIMOTHEUS.

LIMING IN FAIRFAX. KARLY HOUSING OF
CORN,

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Fairfax county, April 12ih.

It thus appears that the increase of temperature
below the depth of 100 feet from the'surface, as far

down as 680 feet, is precisely 0°.875 of Reaumur
(=1°.968 or 2° Fahrenheit, very nearly,) lor

every 100 feet. It will be observed, that the in-

crease, instead of moving joer sa/hmi, as in some
other cases, moves with remarkable uniformity.
This, the experimenters thiid<, may be owing to

the care which was taken in^this^case to remove
and avoid every source of error.

This experiment appears to be the first attempt
to ascertain, wilhjiny accuracy, the temperature
of the earth at considerable depths, among the
mountains of Switzerland. The geological struc-

ture of beds which were bored through on this oc-

casion, was as follows :—Next to the upper layer
of vegetable efirth, sand and gravel, was a gravel-

ly and bjuish clay, mingled with soft sandstone

As cold and obstinate as the spring is, our wheat
and rye looks better than usual, and gives promise

of good return for our labors. Our preparation

for the corn crop is backward. Tired ofthe tedious

process of improving land by plaster and clover,

I have purchased oyster shells, at a neighboring
town, hauled them seven and a halt miles, burnt

them, and strewed 50 or 60 bushels to the acre over

G5 acres of corn land, and shall apply burnt shells

to the checks of 35 acres more. If this last expe-
riment succeeds, I shall thus apply the shells I can
obtain another year, as it is next to impossible to

lime in the broadcast for less than ^10 or $12 per

acre. I have already devoted 36 years to the im-

provement of my farm, without much regard to

expense, or the result, provided I believed my
march was onward. Strange as it may appear,

though some of my fields will produce full ten

times the quantity they did 36 years ago, (and
the fact can be proven in any competent court,)

I could not now obtain for it as much as it could

have been sold for 36 years ago. So much for

"progressive society."

Man was instructed by the great Master of

Christianity through his apostles to "see that noth-

ing was lost." In full respect to this command, I

have been making fcnces for Uvo winters out of

the brush of the pine I have cut for burning shells,

and for fuel ; and I now have miles of it, a good
and secure fence upon the verge of a good ditch.

Under the influence of the same command, in pre-

paring to house my corn last October, I had to take

down a houce which was built of logs sawed out
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of willow oalc, which was built fijll filly years ago.

The lockings, or intersections at the angles, were

rotten : they were cut oil", and a new house built

of the logs, and I have no ii3ar of its not lasting 50

years more. Yet this very willow oak is hardly

worth cuttiag and mauling lor fiirmuig use. JMy

corn houses are built with a view of housing my
corn in October, and I may add, much is housed

in September. They are three in number, built

of logs, resting from 6 to 9 inches apart, and

lathed inside or out. At or about the Equinox, I

begin to gather, husk and loft—taking care to

move from house to house, day after day, until I

am done. The "lofted" corn never injures. The
green and rotten must be watched: but as I leed

12 or 14 horses, 50 hogs, and some beeves, no

verv ofreat store of that is ever on hand.
^ "^

X. Y. Z.

[It may be presumed that the houses of X. Y. Z.

are unusually narrow, to render safe the keeping of

corn put up so early. The last crop of corn (of the

soft kind commonly made in lower Virginia) was so

imperfectly dried at the usual time for gathering, that

many persons, and even those who were aware of the

threatened danger, (and took what were thought suf-

ficient care to guard against it,) suffered more or less of

loss. No other crop of corn has been so late in getting

dry enough to shell, and to remain in bulk for sale,

since that made in 1816. The safety of the crop of

our correspondent, under such adverse circumstances,

causes this part of his communication to be more im-

portant than perhaps he was aware of—and we shall be

pleased if he will add a more particular statement of

the size of his cribs, the kind of corn cultivated, and

also, if remembered, how early he began to put up the

crop, last autumn, and what was its state, as to dryness,

this spring.]

HEALTHINESS PRODUCED BY MARLIPfG. ITS

INTRODUCTION INTO DOMBE, AND OTHER
UNHEALTHY COUNTRIES, RECOMMENDED.

Translated for the Farmers' Register, from the Essai sur la

Marne, of M. Puvis.

The results of marling may be considered in a

point of view more elevated, and still more im-

portant, than that of the lertilily which it gives to

the soil: they may perhaps have much influence

on the healthiness of a country where it becomes
a general practice.

Although it may not have been yet uttered by
others, this opinion appears founded on strong

probabilities, on strong analogies and precise facts,

all of which appear to give it a sufficient cer-

tainty.

It is known that the calcareous principle is one
of the most powerful agents to resist putrefaction.

It is employed to make healthy, places inhabited

by men and animals, in which sickness or conta-

gion is feared ; it serves to neutralize the emana-
tions of dead bodies undergoing putrefaction; it

destroys the deleterious effects which escape from
privies, and which sometimes cause the death of

those who are employed to cleanse them.
It even seems that calcareous countries are

only unhealthy when they are mterspersed by

marshes, or when some causes, foreign to the soil

and climate, determine the unhealthincss, as in
countries on the borders of the sea, where the
flowing of the tide, and the mingling of salt and
fresh waters, inlect the air by the deleterious ema-
nations of their combination. This cause of un-
healthiness is regarded as a certain fact ; for salu-
brity is generally seen to appear whenever this
mixture of waters is prevented.

In the valleys of rivers bordered by calcareous
mountains, which enclose unhealthy countries in
their interior, insalubrity commences there only
as the calcareous soil, which is attached to the
mountain, gives place to silicious soil. In the
same plain, and far Irom a mountain, salubrity is

seen to diminish in the same proportion that the
calcareous soil of the surface does ; and the com-
munes of Bresse, which have an abundance of
marly or calcareous soils, are much more remarka-
ble for their salubrity than those on the white
lands (terrain blanc*). While the ponds of
Dombe, which are on the silicious soil, appeartobe
one of the greatest causes of unhealthiness, those
of Bresse, which are on calcareous lands, do not
show such effects in the country where they are
found: so, likewise, the ponds of the country
situated between the Veyle and the Reyssouze, to

the north-west of Bourg, which are generally on
calcareous soil, do not appear to injure the healthi-

ness of the country in any manner.
For the support of this system, we will also cite

the ponds of Berri on calcareous soil, whose ema-
nations have nothing unhealth}^ ; the laying dry of

the ponds of Parracay, in the canton of Lignieres,

has added nothing to the heahhiness of a calcare-

ous country naturally healthy. And in the same
canton, the pond of Villiers, which is said to be
seven leagues in circumference, does not cause

diseases on its borders. Besides, during the month
of August, the water of the ponds on calcareous

soil does not become blackish, as often happens in

silicious ponds. The water would then be made
wholesome by the calcareous principle, in the same
way as their emanations.

In fine, Dombe, and Sologne, and a number of

other countries are unhealthy, and subject to inter-

mittent levers without being marshy; but their

soil is likewise silicious, and the land moist. Pui-

saye, and a part o( Bresse, in similar land, which
contain little or no calcareous soil, have also many
autumnal fevers.

Without pretending to explain, entirely, facts so

remarkable, we will, however, observe, that the

calcareous element, possessing a great force for

combining with the principles which are encoun-

tered in the soil, may very well hinder the forma-

tion, or hasten the decomposition, in the bosom ofthe

earth, of these substances so little known, which,

having become volatile and breathed by man, or

actintr in every other manner on his organs, dis-

pose him to receive disease.

These deleterious substances, which infect the

* The reader of M. Puvis' essays on lime and marl,

which were inserted in Vol. III., will remember, that

this provincial term, and others (plateaux argilo-si-

licieux, &.C. j are used to designate a peculiar kind of

soil, destitute of calcareous matter, stiff, intractable,

and poor—and which seems precisely of the character

of the poor ridge lands of lower Virginia, to which
calcareous manures are so peculiarly adapted. Ed.
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air of unhealthy countries, can take their rise only

from the (around; lor the soil alone distinguishes

an unhealthy country from the neighboring regions

which -are healthy. All other circumstances of the

atmoBjih(/re, temperature, its variations, and cli-

mate, aw; common to both; the unhealthy country

is constantly exchanging its vitiated air for the

pure air of its neighbors. It follows then, ofcourse,

that the unhealthy exhalations of the soil should

be constantly renewing the injurious principle

which beneficial winds tend to carry elsewhere.

We will add to the foregoing remarks, that this

calcareous principle, possessing a great force of ab-

sorption on the constituent parts of the atmosphere,

may seize on the deleterious principles themselves,

which will have escaped its interior action, and de-

compose them for the profit of vegetation; that

this principle, as we have heretofore seen, by mak-
ing vegetation more active, increases the force of
absorption of the plants, and favors the advance-
ment of leguminous plants wliich live principally

at the expense of the atmosphere; that this vigor-

ous vegetation tends, as it is known, to make the

air healthy; either by emissions of oxygen, or by
the absorption of carbonic acid, or by some other

means, which nature has kept a secret.

We will remark again, that the waters which
spring from calcareous mountaias, and wliich are

more or less charged with the calcareous principle,

conveyed over marshy meadows, invigorate them,
and make legummous plants and grasses grow
there. Calcareous waters, then, make the soil

healthy, and the soil made healthy in its produc-
tions, will be likewise so in its emanations.

Besides, the soil too moist under cultivation, as
we have seen before, is found invigorated by marl;
its products become those of healthy soils: waters
that remain there, are then also modified, as well
as the soil. In moistening the marled soil, these
waters are charged, more or less, with the calcare-
<ous principle, which they transmit with the sap to

vegetables: they are then, themselves, made heal-
thy and capable of giving health, since they be-
<come favorable to vegetation, instead of being un-
favorable, as before marling.
M. Garnier, engineer of mines, in his excellent

work upon the borer and its use, admits, in ac-
cordance with the observations of Lmnajus, as a
principle of experience in the art of the well-borer,
that waters, which run over beds of clay, are
ofien unhealthy or impure, while those which
spring from calcareous beds are light, clear, and
very healthy. A number of reasons, of greater
force, bring us to the conclusion, that waters are
made healthy by the calcareous principle.

In fine, (especially in Dombe,) in driving away
the growth of silicious land to replace it with lesu-
minous plants, the calcareous principle would de-
stroy this plant with the cadaverous odor—this
nialfloiwe which covers and exhausts all the sur-
face of the fields after harvest—which infects the
air with its pestiferous exhalations, and which we
must regard as one of the principal causes of the
sickliness of the country.

It would be an insufficient opposition to say,
that a small addition of calcareous principle to the
soil could not affect the general unhealthiness of
the country: on the contrary, it seems that this
ought to be the most active metuis that could be
employed; for, we have seen before, that the dele-
terious exhalations, which are mixed in the air

that we breathe, and which infect it under the

gaseous form, proceed from the soil; and we ought
to think that it is from the upper or cultivated layer,

because the lower, which the water could not pe-

netrate, could no more give passage to tlie gaseous
emanations.
, Besides, we cannot imagine an action more di-

rect, more close, and more intimate, than that of
marl on ploughed land. One conceives that it

can attack the unhealthy principle in the soil, as

well, and in the same manner, as lime water, or

slaked lime, destroys them, in habitations, on
dead bodies, and in privies. These great efiects

are produced by a single and superficial applica-

tion, while the addition of marl is made, and acts

on every part of the ploughed bed ; and it is m
their own laboratory, before they can be formed,
and even in their elements, that the principles of
insalubrity are attacked.

In short, the calcareous principle which changes
the nature and productions of all the vegetable
mould, ought necessarily to change the combina-
tions, and modify the elements of them. The
emanations of the soil, which are the result of
these combinations, ought then to change also

;

and these emanations ought to cease being un-
healthy, because the general and known effect of
the calcareous principle is to give health.

The opinion, that considers the calcareous prin-

ciple, and consequently marl, as one of the great

causes of health, although it may not have yet re-

ceived its sanction from the experience or discussion

of enlightened men, is, then, not only supported by
conjeclures, which explain and render it proba-

ble, but is also founded on facts, which give it, to

all appearance, a great degree of certainty.

It would be then under the double report of
salubrity and fertility, that we can consider the

introduction of marl into Dombe, or in analogous
countries ; this double end ought to sustain our
efforts, and we would reap, from our labor, a suffi-

cient recompense, if we could aid in inducing the

introduction ofmarl into this important and unlbrtu-

nafe portion of our country.

No one doubts, at the first glance, that marl is

suitable to almost all the extent of the unhealthy
country: its soil is almost all entirely moist and
argilo-silicious in composition, on wh.ich marl
displays the greatest activity.

This country forms a triangular flat, placed be-

tween the Saone, the Ain, the Khone; its two
largest sides follow the direction of the Saone,
the Ain and the Rhone, and its base rests on what
is properly called Bresse. Its situation, near a
great outlet, and on two navigable rivers, seemed
to have destined it for great prosperity; but its

inferior soil, and its unhealthy climate, cause very
little profit to be made from its happy position.

This country could possess all the advantages
of its position, and become healthy and fruitfLil.

For this purpose, we would think it would suffice

to give to the soil the calcareous principle which
it wants. This amelioration is possible, through
the means of marl, for a sufficiently great extent

of this country. We have seen, formerly, that

when marl is found in some parts of a basin, there

is some certainty of its being found in other

parts.

As marl is abundant in the particular valleys of
the Saone, the Ain, and the Rhone, and part of

this country lies in the basins of these three rivers,
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it ought also to be found there. Guided by these

ideas of analogy, I have myself found it between
Chalaniont and JNIcxiniieux, and in the environs

of Chalaniont, JM. Rivoire has sent me some
from Rigneux, which contains 60 per cent, of car-

bonate of lime. It is Ibund in the little valley of

a rivulet which passes St. Eloi: that which passes

Chalamont contains it also in great abundance
;

and it remains proved to me, that the valleys ot

the small tributaries of the three large rivers con-

tain it ill Dombe, as in Brcssc ; that, if there is

no marl yet discovered on the table land, it is be-

cause on flats, much elevated above the course of

the three rivers, it would be perhaps Ibund at a

very great depth, which would render its extrac-

tion difficult enough, on account of the Avater.

which could run in the work. However, there

are no certainties on this point ; and the country-

onght to be explored on the table lands, in this

point of view, where, perhaps, would be found, as

in Bresse, marly veins showing at (he surface of

the declivities. The borer would be very usefulfor

this purpose, taking care to direct it where sand
would be found.

If it happens, which is very likely, that no
marl can be found in the interior on the table

Iand.s, the bottom of the valleys of the three great

rivers which surround this country, and the first

range of hills Avhich border the bpttom of the

basins, contain it in large quantities, and can furnish

continual supplies for tlie interior. Besides, tlie

country is furrowed by small rivers, in Avhose

channels or basins much of it can be seen. With
these resources alone, a considerable part of the

surface could be ameliorated ; and if bad roads,

moist climate, and the craggy soil, prevented the

transportation of marl in the interior, lime, which
is the vivifying principle of marl, could supply
its place. \Ve propose to estimate, hereafter, this

resource, which has changed the ftice of so many
districts of analogous soil in France and other

countries.

We ought not to conclude on this subject, with-

out observing that marl, to diminish sensibly un-
healthiness in the whole of a country, ought pro-

bably to be extended to a great part of its surface.

The marl of each farm would cause a diminution
of unhealthiness, according to what we think, tor

that property itself and its inhabitants : but they
would still suffer fi-om the unhealthy emanations
of the neighboring places, which had not been
marled. Salubrity would increase in proportion

as the general marling would increase ; and when
the whole surface would experience the benefits

of marl, then, with the heaUhiness which would
preserve individuals for labor and increase of the

population, with the fecundity which would offer

the greatest products without being obliged to in-

crease the labor, we would see the country ad-
vance rapidly towards a better future. Then, by
the force of things, and at the same time that the

marling would develope its results, we would
come to the draining of the greater part of these

numerous ponds, which would be the only re-

maining source of unhealthiness. The ponds
Avhich, lor ages, receive, by means of the wa-
ters, the manure of the surrounding land, would
soon be made, some, good meadows, and other.?,

the best cultivated lands of the country ; and
these lands, provided with accumulated vege-
table matter, by receiving marl, would be niade

healthy and fruitfuL This country has very few
marshes. Almost all of the ponds are drained
first to obtain the fish, and then to be cultivated •

and, coilsequcntlj-, they contain no water. The
marshy meadows themselves, which are at the
extremity of the ponds, would be drained and
be made healthy by the draining of the former.

Besides, the table-land, which forms this coun-
try, is very much elevaledabove the valleys, of the
two rivers which border it, and receive its waters;
for the numerous ponds, which succeed each
other, arc the places where the waters meet, and
consequently the lowest parts of each canton.
But those low places have themselves a very great
fiill, as it is equal to the height of their banks,
which are, on an average, ten feet high. The
central part of the country, which separates, (in
o'oing from north to south,) the two fiovvings of
the waters, the one towards the west in the Saone^
the other towards the east in the Ain and in the
Rhone, is then elevated above the countries
which border these two rivers, in a measure at

least equal to the sum of the banks of the ponds,
which would be more than one hundred feet

;

for the number of these ponds is large. The
country has there a considerable declivity, and,

consequently, after the draining of the ponds, the
rain water would easily run off, without forming
marshes.
This country, freed from the greater part of its

ponds, having a large portion of the soil made
healthy, and purged from the infected flouve

which covers it, cultivated by a population more
numerous, stronger, and richer, would advance
rapidly to prosperity, sustained by the market,
which a city of 150,000 souls offers, it would
brinsr, on its own soil, (which would have ceased
to be deadly,) a part of the inhabitants of this

city„ which would also be enriched by the new
addition of commerce. These inhabitants would
come with eagerness to repose in the bosom of
agriculture, in a country become healthy andfruit-

fiil, escaping fi-om the embarrassments and cares
of the earlier part of their lives ; bringing with
them their large capitals, they would draw thither

hands for labor; they would give movement and
life to all around them; they would develope in-

dustry in a country now abandoned, by a greater
part of its proprietors, to the care of a scant and
weak population, without any degree of energy.

From tlie Southern Agiicultiirist.

SALT MARSH GRASS AS FODDER.

James Island, JlprilQth, 1836.

I have frequently wondered that our planters do
not give more attention, to curing salt marsh
[grass] as a fodder for their horses and cattle. This
is the more to be wondered at, when we reflect

that hay is now selling at ^2 per hundred. When
will we begin to supply ourselves with our own
provisions? When will we become independent
of the northern markets? Is it because we have
not the means at hand? I shall show you. Sir,

that in one article at least, we have the means of
supplying ourselves; and that too, not only well,

but cheaply. I mean in the article of salt marsh
[grass] as a substitute for hay.
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For six or seven ynavs back, I have been in the

habit of curing salt marsh [grass] as fodder lor

my horses and cattle. I find that they prefer it

Avhen properly cured, to any other lodder which

vou cun rrivc them. It must, however, be proper-

ly cured, or, like all other fodder, your creatures

will refuse L This (April) and the two commg

months, (May and June,) is the time for cuttmg

the marsh. It is then most tender, possesses

Sost "ce, and will dry best. l^^ring these

*Tionlhs, I keep a boy or two continually cutt ng.

One boy will cut one or two boat loads per daj
,

as the tide suits. As soon as cut, 1 have it well

washed in the salt water; spread it out a day to

dry in the sun; and immediately after, pile it up in

stacks to keep. No apprehension need be enter-

tained of its heating or mouldmg; as the salt m
the marsh prevents every thing o| the kind.

Marsh r"T-ass] thus cured, will keep during the

whole year; and in the winter will allbrd a lodder

that horses and cattle will prefer to all others. Its

advantao-es are many. Cattle that feed upon it,

will seldom, if ever, be troubled with worms or

cholic; since the salt in the marsh total y destroys

the worms, and prevents the choiic. When given

green to your horses in the spring, it will at tirst

act upon them as a gentle purgative, but alter

feedino- with it for a day or two, this ehect will en-

tirely wear away, and it will then prove one of

the most rapid fatfeners.

Few planters plant corn enough to attord them

fodder fbr the cattle throughout the entire year.

Let those who reside in the vicinity of marsh,

cure this article as I have directed; and if they

will take the word of one who has tried it, they

will never want fodder, nor have to eat poor cat-

tle.

TRY IT.

a friend who had a fine row of them, and whose
bushes were early in the season loaded with the

fruit, did not gather one that was fit to eat.

While all admit they are much larger and
fairer, and when free from mildew a most splendid

fi'uit, still to our palate the foreign varieties lack

that condensed richness and fragrance which be-

long to some of ours; and beauty, though a good
thing in itsellj can hardly be considered a fair set,

off fbr flavor when the palate is to be the jud;ffe of

merit. On the table we are sensible a plate of our

half prickly wildwood fruit can hardly compare
with the round plump glossy skins of the English
kinds; yet there are few, who, so far as taste is

concerned, would not resolutely prefer those grown
from our own native shrubbery. That these may
be improved in size we have no doubt, and if it

can be done without sacrificing flavor and richness,

all would hail such improvement; but if this can-

not be done, if each advance in size and beauty
deteriorates them in quality, why then we say
give us our old lashioned berries, smaller m size,

but free fi-om disease, and rich in all the qualities

that constitute one of the most delicious fruits ia

the world.

G.

From the Genesee Fanner.

GOOSEBKRRIES.

Unless we much misunderstand the signs of

the times, the current of public opinion is at the

present moment setting strongly against the im-

ported, or, as they are more generally termed,

JEnglish varieties of gooseberries. There can be

two°reasons assignedfor this state of feeling, one

of which is the great uncertainty which attends

their fi-uit reaching perfection; and the other is the

fact that in richness of flavor they are inferior to

some varieties of our native ones. These objec-

tions in the main appear to be well founded, and

as such, are certainly deserving the attention of

those who wish to engage in the cultivation of

this excellent fi'uit. That the English gooseberry

sometimes arrives at maturity unaffected by the

mildew, is certain; but the chance is very small

that it will do so, and it is extremely tantalizing to

the grower to see the plague s|)ots spreading over

his fruit, and at once placing them beyond the

reach of hope. The attack of this disease, fur

such the mildew is, is the more disagreeable, fi-om

the fact that gardeners have as yet discovered no
remedy in any measure adequate to the evil.

While the native varieties remain untouched, the

foreign kinds, standing near, arc entirely destroyed.

We had a few bushes last year, the fruit of which,
with a few exceptions, was fice from mildew, while 'be kc|tt clean of grass and weeds for a year or

From tlie Genesee Farmer.

CURRANTS.

Among the great numbers of fruit-bearing shrubs

and vines, there are few more wortliy of no-

tice, or which better repay the expense of culti-

vation, than the. currant. It is an abundant bearer;

of easy culture and rapid growth; and whether
dried or fresh, is convertible to a great variety of

uses in culinary operations. In this country we
have three kinds; the red, which is the most com-
mon; the white or rather yellowish, since when
ripe it has a slight yellow hue; and the black,

which is chiefly cultivated and valued tor its medi-

cinal qualities. Of these varieties we much prefer

the white; as the fruit is usually much larger than

the red; it possesses more saccharine matter when
ripe, and is consequently better adapted fbr the

table; and fi'om it a wine, by proper management,
may be produced, superior to many of the import-

ed wines. No man, liovvever smalt may be the

piece of land he owns and cultivates, should neglect

the growth of the gooseberry, currant, &c. as they

occupy little room, and contribute much to the

comfort of a family, besides preventing so far the

thankless business of begging fruit, or saving

many a six-pence in its purchase. Currants are

grown, where the roots are not to bo procured, or

vvhere new kinds are to be introduced, by cutting

shoots of six or eight inches in length, making a
shallow furrow in the earth, and placing them at

proper distances in a slanting position with one or

two buds above the surflice. In this way they will

hardly liiil of growing well. The earlier in the

spring the operation of setting the shoots is per-

formed the bettor; although tliey will frequently

do well until the buds are fully swelled. Goose-
berries may also be propagated in the same man-
ner, though their growth is not quite so certain;

and neither they or currants, when set in this way,
require any other care than that the shoots should
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two. In making selections for setting, none but the

finest kinds lor size and flavor should bo chosen, as

a bush the fruit of" which is small and worthless

will occupy as much room as one which unites ali

the yood qualitcs desired.

G.

From the Genesee Farmer.

THE HESSIAN FLY.

One of our new subscribers in Ohio, has ex-

pressed a wish to see a dissertation on the Hes-
sian fly; and as it may be acceptable to other of

our readers, we shall attempt to furnish briefly,

the most im[)ortant of the information which we
possess respecting it.

This insect belongs to the order Diptera, which
includes all those insects having only two wmgs,
and to the genus Tipuld. The number of species

belonging to this genus are numerous, amountmg
to more than one hundred and thirty of those

hitherto known and described, and as many of

these resemble each other, care is necessary, in

observations on the Hessian fly, that no mistakes

are made in identifying the species.

The following description of the Hessian fly,

(Tipiila vaginalis tritici of Mitchill,) is given by
Dr. Akerly, in the American Magazine and Crit-

ical Review, of August, 1817. "It is a very small

black insect, not so large as the moscheto of this

place,* with two fine transparent wings, from the

roots of which, three ribs diverge, as through the

leaf of a [)lant. The body, when examined by a
microscope, is found to be divided into four seg-

ments, with a icw hairs observable on each. 'J'he

legs are of a yellowish cast, and transparent; the

head inflected, with a sliort proboscis "

This, in common with nearly all other insects,

passes ihrnuo-h four distinct staires of existence:

1, the egg; 2, the larva, or magijot; 3, the pupa,

or dormant state; and 4, the perfect winged insect.

In this part of the country, it passes through
two generations in one season, and attacks the

wheat both in the spring and in the autunm. The
fly, or perfect insect, deposites its eggs in the au-

tumn, soon after the young plants appear above
ground, between the lowest part of the leaf and
tnat part which forms the main stem or straw,

and as near the root as possible. "It resembles,

at first, a very small white nit, and as it grovvs

larger become a sluggish and almost inanimate
maggot, of a white color. In this state, the pro-

per and most natural food is the sap or juice of

that kind of green wheat which has the most del-

icate straw."! It remains in this situation through
the whole winter, apparently in the chrysalis state,

without suffering any injury ii-om the frost or

snow; and in the spring, as soon as the weather
becomes warm enough, and generally about the

lime vegetation has fairly commenced, it is trans-

formed into the fly. In this state it performs the

functions necessary for a continuation of its species.

It lays its eggs between the straw or stem and the

sheath whicli encloses it, as before described, and
dies; and a new generation succeeds.

These eggs are soon hatched by the warmth of
the season; and the young insects may be thsco-

* Its body is about one-ninth of an inch in length,

t Havens on the Hessian fly, in Agric. Trans. New
York, vol. 1, p. 77.

Vcl. IV—15

vered in the form of email white maggots, with-
in the sheath of the straw, and just above the
lower joints. They here continue to feed upon the
sap and tender fibres of the plant, by which it either
withers and dies, or is stunted in its"growth, so that
the grain docs not arrive at maturit}'. They are
changed into the pupa slate before harvest, and at
this season, while the wheat is yet green, their
presence may be readily detected by walking
through the field and pressing the heads with the
fingers; those which feel soft, and unfilled with
grains, are those which have been injured by the
insect; and if tlie stalk be examined, they will be
Ibimd near the lower joints, somewhat resembling
a flax seed, but smaller and slenderer, and of a
diirk brown color. They continue in this state
till after harvest, and may be found upon the stub-
ble in the field. Early in autunm they pass into

their winged state, and lay their eggs in the
young plants of wheat as before described.

When the fly is about to' issue from the pupa
into the state of perfect insect, it disengages it-

self by boring a small round hole through the
brown case m which it is enclosed, and through
the sheath of wheat just opposite to the place
where it lodged, and this hole may be easily dis-

covered as long as the stubble remains entire.

With regard, to the time of undergoing its final

transformation the first time in the season, Judge
Havens observes, "the size of the majigot when
full grown, and >he time necessary to complete its

growth, depend in a great degree upon the quan-
tity of nourishment it may obtain from the grain,

and the number of maggots that may happen to

be on one straw. This, according to the best of
my observations, is somewhere betv\een four and
six weeks, which will bring the time, in which its

growth will generally be completed, to the first

part of June. But here the several causes of va-
riation in the time of its being laid in the wheat,
and of its completing its growth, both conspire to

render this time so various, that some will be
full grown, and others transformed into a chrysalis

[pupa,] Vk'hile others are small; and this circum-
stance has no doubt led many skilful observers to

suppose, that there are two complete generations
of the insect before harvest." The second time
that the fly issues fi'om the pupa, depends also in

a great degree, on circumstances. "It generally,"

says Havens, "begins about the 20lh or 25lh of
August, and continues in a greater or less degree
through the whole month of September; but by
far the greater part of the species are without
doubt transformed into a fly, in the first part of this

latter month."
B)^ understanding the history of this insect, we

are enabled to appljMhe means for its destruction,

or for escaping its rav-ages. As it remains upon
the stubble in the pupa state after harvest, the first

means to be used, is, to destroy the stubnle soon
after cutting the wheat. This is to be done either

by ploughing or by burning. If by the former, the

pupa is buried in "the earth, and is thus prevented
from changing to the fl\'; or if it changes, it cannot
escape. Unless therefore, the stubble be complete-

ly buried, the experiment will not succeed, conse-
quently the deeper the ploughino; the better. If by
the latter, thestubble must be entirely burnt in order

that the destruction may be complete, for, as the

insect lies near the root, it will escape, unless the

fire be well applied.
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But the best method of preventing the miachief

occasioned by it, is to sow so late, that the wheat

will not be above <t!oiuk1, until the autumn fly has

perished. As the fly is in the state of greatest

activity early in September, the wheat which is

up at that season, will be most liable to be destroy-

ed; on the contrary, if the sowmg is dfilerred till

a month later, it will in a great measure escape.

It is supposed that a single li'ost will destroy all the

insects while in the state of the fly, and if the

wheat is not up before such an occurrence, no dan-

ger whatever is- to be apprehended.

In endeavoring however, to escape one calami-

ty it is necessary to avoid the opposite evil. If

the grain is sown too late, there will be danger, as

is obvious, of its sufiering from the ettects of the

Irost o( winter, or in other words, of being winter

killed. Hence a middle course must be adopted.

It may also be observed, that as there is a decided

advantage in early sowing, where wheat is not at-

tacked by the fly," it would not be advisable where

no danger of such attack is to be apprehended, as

is the case in some places, to sow late in order to

avoid its ravages.

The best evidence in favor of late sowing, as a

means of preventing injury from the fly, is expe-

rience. Among other instances, two are related

by a correspondent of this paper in Pennsylvania,

(vol. 3, p,32I,) who waited till tlie first autumnal

frost, when his grain was sowed and covered as

speedily as possible. The result was, that next

harvest he had a good crop of excellent wheat,

while the neighbors on each side of him, who
sowed earlier, did not reap more than one fifth of

the quantity, and that injured by the fly. The other

instance was this:—One halt" of the wheat crop

was first sown, when a heavy fall of rain took

place, which retarded the sowing of the rest until

dry weather with frost; when it was harvested,

the first sown was scarcely worth taking into the

barn, while the latter proved an average crop of

merchantable wheat. In these instances, the ef-

fect of frost in destroying the parent insect^ is ab-

tIous.

Although the autumn fly is considered as- the

cause of the far greater part of the mischiefj much
injury is often committed by the spring fly. This
is more especially the case where the wheat is

Bown too late in the fall, and is not of suflicient

vigor the next season to out-grow the effects of

the injury. This is an additional reason for select-

ing a medium period for sowing.
In conclusion, therelbre, we would recommend,

as the best general rule for escaping the ravages of
the Hessian fly, to sow, if the season and circum-
Btances will admit, immediately afler the first irost,

on ground which has since harvest been kept clear
from all vegetable growth* which might serve as
a refuge for it, and never in any case to sow be-
fore the early part of October. But as additional
facts brought to light by further experiments, can-
not fail to be useful, we shall close this article by
repeating the suggestion of Judge Havens:—"Let
these who may have leisure and curiosity on this

subject, and who reside in diflTerent parts of the

country where the insect may prevail, sow small

patches of different kinds of wheat, as oflen as

once or twice in a nwnth, during the whole sea-

son, adjoining to some field of wheat or stubble,

where the insect may be found in greatest number;

and let its progress be observed on those different

patches of wheat, and the result of the observa-

tions be coIle«texl and compared with each other."

From the Southeni Agriculturist.

ON THE CONDUCT AND MANAGEMKNT OF
OVERSEERS, DRIVERS, AKD SLAVES.

Saniec, jfpril 3, 1836.

Mr. Editor,—r received your letter a month
since, requesting me to give you "my system in

the management of Mr. plantation." Your
letter I would have answered before this; but be-

ing now somewhat advanced in age, and not ex-

acdy in writing order, I deferred doing so until the
present time. However, since you think an ac-

count o( my system of management might ben-

efit overseers generally, I shall comply, even at

this late hour; ibr I do assure you, that nothing
gives me greater pleasure, than to have it in my
power to say or do any thing, however little,, that

will improve overseers in their regulation and
management. Having been an overseer mj'self

(or twenty years, I think, 1 ought to know how
important it is to them to be well informed as to

their duties. But, Mr. Kditor, this is not acting

like a good overseer; I am not writing to the point

in question; so without any more pretiice, I shall

give you as the best outline of my system, an ac-

count of what you desire.

It was fifteen years ago, that I was first employ-
ed to overlook and superintend the plantation of
Mr. ^. As a wise and conscientious man,
Mr required of me testimonials as to hon-
esty and activity of character. When I satisfied

him as to these, he then, in a very explicit manner,
told ine, what would be required of me. Among
an hundred other things, he impressed upon my
mind, that I was to be his representative; to regu-
late fiis slaves in their moral and general conduct;
to sustain my employer's reputation among mer-
chants for the quality of his productions; and to
make his plantation a pattern of regularity and
order to the neighborhood around. When Mr.

began to talk in this way, I at first thought

* It is not probable that this insect attacks any other
than culmiferous plants; it is known to attack rye and
barley, and possibly it may feed upon other plants of
this natural order; if so, these would furnish a habi-
tation for it through winter, unless they were destroy-
ed.

he ivas quizzing me. I had before been an over-

seer, but had never been spoken to in this solemn
sort of manner. With other planters, when I

showed that I was honest and active, that was
enough— I was directed where I was to live, and
my authority as overseer commenced, for evil or
for good, for one year from that date. I say that

when Mr. first began to lecture me as to

what he would expect of me. I thought him quiz-

zing; but I soon changed my mind. I soon dis-

covered that he meant every word he said; and
moreover meant, that it should be attentively lis-

tened to, and executed. He told me that there

was no duty more dilficult than the one I was
about to assume; accordingly, said he, we had
better understand one another explicitly. He
then recounted every thing he would expect of
me; how I should demean myself; how I should
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manage his slaves; nothing was omitted which
he could think of.

Nor was Mr. satisfied here. Most of
my duties he had commmitted to writing, and I

was recjuired to keep them as a constant guide to

me in the management ol' his plantation. Whe-
ther lliey were excellent or not, shall appear,
when I speak of how f managed his estate; tijr

let me assure you, Mr. Editor, that if I have heen
successful as an overseer, 1 attribute all, to the ad-
vice of my employer.
When I connnenced my duties as overseer with

31 r. , I was firmly impressed with the he-

liei; that "knowledge is power." I fell tliat whe-
ther applied to the sciences, or to the pursuits in

which I was emharked, that information of every
kind was useful to me. Without being obtrusive,

therefore, I determined to pick up from every
planter and overseer, what I could learn as to my
business. 1 found that the most ignorant man
could teach me something which I had not known
before. What I learned, I always submitted to

my employer, when I could do so with conve-
nience. Sometimes he would dissent from what
1 proposed; and then I was never ashamed to ar-

gue the point with him, and show him the reasons
why 1 thought myself correct. I pursued the
same plan with the driver. Whatever I was to

do, 1 always consulted him about. This save
him confidence and responsibility in himself, and
character in the eyes of those he had to superin-
tend.

Speaking of the driver, brings me to notice my
management of him more particularly. I always
required of him, that he should dress myself bet-
ter than the other negroes. This caused him to

maintain a pride of character before them, which
was highly beneficial. Indeed, I constantly en-
deavored to do nothing which would cause them
to lose their respect for him. With (his view, I

made it a rule never to scold or lecture my driver
before the other negroes for any inadvertence or
fault. If he did any thing which was out of the
way, I took him by himself and lectured him se-

verely. If the fault was of a flagrant nature, as was
once the case with him, I publicly flogged him be-
fore the other negroes, and disgraced him b}- ap-
pointing another in his place. I would never listen

to every tale that the negroes might have against
the driver; but whenever they could urge any thing
which seemed plausible or correct, I would con-
sent to have him tried. At these trials, I would
preside as umpire—would listen to the evidence
for and against, and my decision always awarded
a punishment of some kind to the guilty party

—

to the driver, if guilty, or to the accusers if they
did not make good their charges. Persons might
suppose that the fear of not making out their case,

would prevent the negroes from accusing when
really they had been injured; but I never found a
case of the kind.

Every night, it was my driver's business to en-
quire of me what I would have done the next
day. Although, he frequently had his duties al-

lotted to him for a week ahead, he was neverthe-
less required to do this regularly every evening.
He was also at the same time required to report
the work of the day ended. It will be asked
what was the necessity of all this, when I

superintended every thing that was done my-
self.' I answer, it gave the driver a habit of

regularity, and prepared him for a proper dis-

charge of his duties, should I be sick. The
more the driver is kept aloof from the negroes, the
better. The truth is, he cannot maintain too
much pride in his conduct towards them. Once
let them believe that they are his equals, and all

control is lost.

I have said so much about the driver, that I

have little room to speak of the negroes. Their
proper manatiement constitutes the chief success
of the planter. If he has not a proper control
of them, he had much better give up plant-
ing; for as sure as he continues, they will ruin him.
Having laid down rules for the regulation of

your plantation, the first consideration is the study
of the character of your negroes. This will not
take you long to do; in one month the full charac-
ter of very slave you superintend might be learnt.

For the breach of every rule, certainty of punish-
ment is every thing. If a negro is permitted to

go once unpunished for a fault, he will at any time
afterwards do the same, and risk being flogged.

I have always discovered that where the overseer
is positive, that the negroes are better disciplined,

more mildly treated, and consequently more hap-

py; once, however, a negro has been punished,
the fault should be overlooked, and his spirits

should not be broken down by continually remind-
ing him of his past misconduct. Not observing
this rule, has very often ruined some of the very
best negroes. I have frequently met with negroes,
whom the whip would ruin, with whom a little

flattery could do every thing. I will state an in-

stance of the kind. Ten years ago, I bought, at

auction in Charleston, a stubborn, ill looking fel-

low, sold as runaway. Upon examination, I

found that he had the marks of having been re-

peatedly whipped. I asked the fellow the reason
of this, he said it was because he could not do his

work. I was convinced that Ben, (for that was
his name) had not been properly managed. I

accordingly purchased him, at a reduced price,

took him home, and put him to woik by the side

of some of niy best worker's. I pointed out

what I would require of him; and in a flatter-

ing way, observed to the other fellows, that I was
now going to give them a push. "Now," said I,

"Ben, 1 will expect you to do your best; keep
close to those fellows, and if you fjIIow them up
close, you may feel proml of yourselti" He seem-
ed pleased at my remark, said he would, and com-
menced as if he intended to do his best. I left

Ben to himself, and in a i'ew hours after returned

to where he was working: he was getting on ex-

ceedingly well, for which I complimented him. It

was in this manner that I urged him on through-

out his day's work. That evening he finished

his task, did it well, and went home much
pleased with himself This was the first step to-

wards the reformation of Ben. By following up
my treatment, I so entirely reclaimed him in a k\v
months, that from being a runaway and rogue,

I made him one of my primest and trustiest ne-

groes.

Order should be strictly maintained among ne-

groes. By this, I mean order, in their occupa-

tions and duties. Once or twice in the month, I

made it my business to visit each negro house; I

examined ev^ery thing therein; saw that the ne-

groes permitted no dirt or filth to be collected about

ihem, and as invariably punished them where I
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found they had done so, as if they had omitted to do

their day's work. This plan (?t' supervising your

negro houses, \vor!<s wonderl'ul etiecls upon your

plantation. It keeps your negroes cleanly and

healthy; and prevents the concealment ot all kind

of roguery. If every overseer would follow this

plan, I am convinced thai there would be little use

for patrol laws.

I not only attended to the negroes in the clean-

Uness of their houses, but I also, enjoined the

strictest observance as to the cleanliness of their

dress. If negroes are left ta themselves, they will,

orenerallyspeaking.pay little attention to their dress.

I have seen them on some plantations almost na-

ked from suifering their clothes to remain un-

mended. This can easily be remedied. Make it

a rule to oblige every negro, to have his clothes

mended as soon as yoi; discover them broken; and

if your iorce be large, have some old person to

serve as "general mender" to the plantation, and

you will never have to insult the eye with a set of

raijiied negroes.

Next, to making your negroes attend to the or-

derly arrangement of their houses, and dress, you
should oblige them to attend also to that of every

thing about the plantation. I obliged every ne-

gro on the plantation to superintend every thing

in its place that he finds displaced. If, for in-

stance, a negro passes a fence that lias been put

down; if a rail has been thrown from its place, it

is his business to replace it, or to inlbrm the pro-

per person whose business it is to do so. This
rule I followed when I was a poor man, working
at a salary o! five hundred dollars a year; now
that I can drive my chair, I stick to tlie rule still.

I believe that a great portion of my success in life

depended upon this simple rule, which was first

taught me by my employer. I was riding out
Avith him, a short time after coming to oversee lor

him; he happened to pass by a fence where'one of
the bars had been left down, by which means the
cattle had got into the oats patch. His coach-
man had passed by the fence in that condition
once before that morning. Mr. =-, upon his

return home had his coachman punished. It was
in vain that he said in extenuation of his conduct,
that he had not observed the bar; it should have
been observed by him, as well as by his master;
so he was punished. Though I lived fifteen years
for Mr.

, I never knew his coachman to be
punished for the same thing a second time. Some
persons might have thought Mr. severe
lor punishing a fault so apparently trifling; but as
I have befere observed, it is by the punishment of
Bmall faults that large ones are prevented.
Negroes should in no instance be permitted to

trade, except with their masters. By permitting
them to leave the plantation with the view of selU
ing and buying, more is lost by the owner than he
is generally aware of of! Let each planter have
upon his place, a store of such articles as his
slaves usually purchase elsewhere. These can
be dealt out to them for their corn and such things
as they have to sell. By so doing, your negroes
will be better and more cheaply provided; and be
put out of the way of the temptation to rofuc-
ry.«

* Upon the plantation of Winbon Lawton, Esq. of
James-Island, tfiis plan lias been adopted. The con-
sequence is, Mr. Lawton's neg;rops are considered as
among- tfie most orderly and best disciplined on the
Island.

—

Editor.

1 hold out every inducement to the negroes to

marry among themselves on the plantation; thus
giving them no cause for leaving their homes.
Whenever my employer could do so, he always
purchased the families of any negro he might
own, a.ssi<i;ning the reason I have already given.

But, Mr. Editor, I must conclude: I have alrea-

dy trespassed upon your patience too long. You
will accept my crude reflections, as they are in-

tended, tor the benefit of overseers, who have, as

I have had once, to commence. Should yo.i de-

sire to have fi'om me, more particularity, be pleased

to interrogate me, as to the points upon which you
desire inlbrmation; and 1 shall endeavor to answer
your queries.

Not wishing to intrude my humble name upon
the puilic, I subscribe myself with great respect,

AN OVERSEER.

From the Fanner and Gardener.

AMERICAIV OIL WELL.

About ten years since, whilst boringfor salt wa-
ter near Burkesville, Ky, after penetrating through
solid rock upwards of 200 fijet, a fountam of pure

oil was struck, which was thrown up in a contin-

ued stream more than 12 feet above the surflice of

the earth. Although in quantity somewhat aba-

ted, after the discharge of the first few minutes, du-
ring which it was supposed to emit 75 gallons in

less than a minute, it still continued to flow for sev-

eral days successively. The well beiiiij on the

margin, and nearthe mouth of a small creek.emp-

tying into (Cumberland river, the oil soon found its

waj' thither, and for along time covered its sur-

face. Some gentlemen below, curious to ascertain

whether the oil would fake fire, applied a torch:

quick as a flash, was exhibited the astonishing

spectacle of the surface of the river in a blaze,

which soon climbed the most elevated cliffs, and
scorched the summit of the loftiest trees, to the no
small discomfiture ofsome of the neighbours. It ig-

nites freely, and produces aflame as brilliant as gas.

Its qualities were unknown, but a quantity was
barrelled, most of which soon leaked out. It is

so penetrating as to be difficult to confine in a wood-
en vessel, and has so nmch gas as frequently to

burst bottles when filled and tightly corked. The
color is green, but upon exposure to the air assumes
a greenish hue. It is extremely volatile, has a
strong pungent, and indescribable smell, and tastes

much like the heart of pitch pine. For a short

time after the discovery, a small quantity of the

oil would flow whilst pumping the salt water,

which led to the impression that it could alwa3's

be drawn by pumping. But all subsequent at-

teinps to obtain it, except by a spontaneous flow,

have entirely failed. There have been two spon-

taneous flows within the last six years. The last

conuTienced on the 4th day of July 1835, and con-

tinued about six weeks, during which time ^0 bbls.

of oil were obtained. The oil and the salt water
with which it is invariably combined durin<; these

flows, are forced up into the pump, supposed by the

gas, above 200 feet, and thence through the spout

into a covered trough, where the water soon be-

comes disenaraged and settles at the bottom, whilst

the oil is readily skimmed from the surliice. A
rumbling noise resembling distant thuntler, uni-

formly attends the flowing of the oil, whilst the gag
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which is there visible every day at the top of the

pump, leads the passing stranger to inquire wheth-
er the well is on fire.

From the Cultivator.

CULTIVATION AXD IIAUVESTING OF INDIAN
CO UN.

All, or nearly al!, the nrcounts we have pub-
li.-ihed of irreat products of Indian corn, agree in

two particular?, viz. in not using the plough in

the after culture, and in not earthing, or but

very slightly, the hills. These results go to de-

monstrate, that the entire roots are essential to

the vigor of the crop ; and that roots, to enable

them to perform their functions as nature de-

signed, must be near the surfiice. If the roots are

severed with the plough, m dressing the crop, the

plants are deprived of a portion of their nourish-

ment; -and if they are buried deep, by hilling, the

plant is paitially exhausted in throwing out anew
set near the surface, Avhere alone they can per-

form all their offices. There is another material

advantage in this mode of cultivating the corn

crop— it saves a vast deal of manual labor. See
the communication of Mr. Tomlinson, in to-day's

paper.*

There is another question, of interest to farmers,

which relates to the mode of harvesting the crop;

that is, whether it is best to top the stalks, cut the

whole at the ground when the grain is glazed, or

cut the whole when the irrain has fully ripened.

We have stated the experiments of JVlr. Clark, of

Nortliampfon,t one of the best practical flirmers

of our country, and of other gentlemen, showing,

that the grain sutlers a diminution of six or eight

bushels the acre, by topping the stalks ; and there

seems to be no counterbalancing benefit in the fod-

der, unless at the expense of carrying the stalks

to the borders of the field, that they may be se-

cured before the crop is gathered, and before they

become blanched and half ruined. And it is no

protection against early autumnal frosts, but

rather exposes unripened grain to be more injured.

Hence, so far as regards these two modes, all who
have made a comparison, seem to concur in the

opinion, that stripping the corn of its tops and
leaves, is a bad practice. William Carmichael,

of Maryland, has given us, in the Farmers' Re-
gister, his experiments in this matter, which go
to corroborate the conclusion we have drawn. He
took, promiscuously, one hundred ears from corn

that had been topped, and one hundred ears from

that which had not been topped, growiiifj side by
side. The first weighed, on the cob, 50 pounds ;

shelled, 41 pounds, and measured 21 quarts, 1

pint. The other on the cob, 54 pounds ; shelled,

46—and measured 26 quarts—showing a dif-

ference of nearly one-fifih in favor of the un-

stripped or untopped corn. The fact is, that top-

ping not only prevents the further elaboration of

the sap, which can only take place in the leaves,

and which is necessary for the growth of the corn,

but it deprives the grain of much that is already

* An extract from the piece referred to will follow

this. Ed. Far. Reg.

t Published also in the Farmers' Register, p. 243.

vol. II.

elaborated, and on its way to the grain. If a
fruit tree is deprived of its leaves, befo're the fruit
has attained its growth, or mature flavor, the fruit
will no longer grow, nor will it attain high flavor
for its supply of elaborated (bod, or vegetable blood'
is cut of!' by the loss of leaves. We have noticed
this particularly in the plum. Satisfactory ex-
periments have not been made to determine, whe-
ther it is most advantageous to cut the crop
when tlie grain is merely glazed, or to wait till it

is perfectly ripe. This will depend upon ihe
amount of loss, if any, in the grain, by early har-
vesting—ihe relative value of the grain and fod-
der—and the prospect of both being injured by
early frosts—for neither are liable to suffer fl-om
frost after the crop has been cut and put into
shocks. It i« to be noticed, that, in early cuttinc,
the stalks are succulent, and abound in elaboratwl
sap on its descent from the leaves to the grain,
and that this supply of food to the grain continues
to flow probably tor some days after the corn is in
shook, and if so, the grain itself continues to im-
prove, though we think it likely that the crop un-
derijoes some trifling diminution. But if frost is

likely to intervene, before the complete maturity
of the crop, there is no doubt but the corn will suf-
fer less in shook than it will standing, while the
fodder will be materially injured by frost. Admit-
ting that there is a small loss in grain by early
cutting, though it is undoubtedly less than when
it is topped, the difference in the value of the fod-
der, under the two modes of manao-ement, is

vastly in faver of early harvesting. We do not
pretend to calculate to a nicety, the difference in
nutritous propertie-; of corn stalks cut in a succu-
lent state, early in September, well cured and well
housed, and, those left standing till October or No-
vember in the field, but we should think it fifty

percent. Well cured corn stalks aflx)rd an excel-
lent winter food for neat cattle ; and when fodder
is likely to be in demand, they may be made to
contribute largely to the profits" of the farm. Se-
veral of our acquaintance have kept their neat
stock almost entirely upon this fodder during the
past winter, and we have done the like, having
first cut ours in a cutting machine ; and so far a^s

we can learn, the cattle kept upon them are in ex-
cellent condition.

The preceding considerations justify us in re-
commending, that in the management of the In-
dian corn crop, the following rules be observed, at
least partially, so far as to test their correctness :

1. That the corn harrow and cultivator be sub-
stituted for the plough in the culture of the crop.

2. That the plants be not hdled, or but slightly

so—this not to prevent the soil being often stirred

and kept clean. And,
3. That in harvesting, the crop be cut at the

ground^as soon as the grain is glazed. Ed. Cult.#"# # # # « #

"The two last years, corn has been raised in the
following manner, on the Mohawk Flats, near
this city. If in grass, the land is ploughed and
well harrowed, lengthwis'e of the furrow, without
disturbing the sward. The ground is then pre-
pared for planting, by being marked out two and
half feet one way, and three feet the other. The
last season, the field was rolled after being planted,
with evident benefit, as it made it level. When
the corn is three inches high, the cultivator is

passed through both ways : and twice afterwards
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it is used in the same manner ; no hills are made,

but the ground is kept level. Neither hand hoe,

nor plough are used, after the corn is planted.

Fields, nfanured with coarse manure, have been

tilled in the same manner. Corn, tilled in this

way, is as clean of weeds, as when tilled in the

usual way ; it is no more liable to be blown down,

and tbe protkice is equally good. It saves a great

deal of hand labor, which is an expensive item in

the usual culture of corn. Last October, ten rods

were measured out, in two different places, in a

corn-field, on grass land—the one yielded ten, the

other nine bushels of ears. In one corn-field,

after the last dressing in July, timothy and clover

seed were sown, and, in the fall, the grass ap-

peared to have taken as well as it had done in

adioininf fields where it had been sown with

oats." ° * * * * *

CHARLES H. TOBILIlVSOJf.

NICOTINE,

Mr. Davy described some experiments which he

had made in reference to the relative values of

Virginian and Irish tobacco. He procured nico-

tine^by simply digesting the leaves in potash, and

then distilling. A'liquid, possessing uniform quali-

ties, passed over. The liquid is acted on by acids,

affording salts possessing a sharp biting taste.

The effect of the liquid was tried upon different

animals, and found to be highly narcotic. He
found that one pound of Virginian tobacco was

equivalent to two and one-lhird of Irish tobacco
;

the root containing four or five per cent, of nico-

tine. The usual estimate of the relative values,

Is as one to two.

—

Arcana of Science,

TRIFOLIUM INCARNATUM.

The cultivation of this plant is, we are glad to

hear, spreading rapidly ; and it is in some parts of

the country very generally taking the place of

tares, as it produces a much greater quantity of

food, and does not require much more than a tenth

of the labor bestowed in preparing the ground

and sowing it. It also comes in a ibrtnight earlier,

Loudiui's Gardener^s Magazine.

TENNKSSEE LAND AND FARMING—LIME-
STONE—LIME—LUCERNE.

Columbia, Maury County, Ten.

May 4, 1836.

To Uie Editor of tlie Farmers' Register.

I have, thus far, been very much pleased with

the Register. 1 hope it will continue to be as

interesting as it has been. It might, perhaps, be

rendered more acceptable to your patrons in this

section, if you would devote more space to cot-

ton, stock, and grass. Our climate and soil are

well suited to those subjects, and they engross the

chief attention of our a<|riculturists. We are not

much of a wheat-growing people. Our climate

does not suit it. It freezes out of the ground in

the winter.

While I am writing, I will call your attention

to an article in your last nund)er, of much im-

portance, but which I do not sulHciently under-

stand, and which I will thank you to explain. In

the essay, translated from the Annates deV Agricul-

ture F'rangaise, page 743, is described a sure
remedy for smut in wheat. In describing the
quantity of lime and of sulphate of soda, the
terms " hectogrammes, kihtgrammes, hectolitre,^^

are used, which are not sufficiently explained to

a person who cannot " parlez uoi/s." I will thank
you to give them a more definite exposition in

English measures. One other subject I will thank
you to give us all the information about, you can
obtain, which is of great importance to this coun-
try, and that is the use of lime as a manure or

improver of soils. This is a limestone country.

We have it in great abundance, and no other
kind of stone. But how to use it on our lands, in

what quantities, and how to tell whether our
soils require such improvement, we do not know.
Perhaps you may be able to give us some plain

directions in the particulars. W you can, it will

be very acceptable.

I have but little experience in farming, as I

have but lately turned my attention to it. I will

mention an experiment I commenced last year,
with lucerne. I sowed about one-third of an
acre near my stables last spring, in April, in drills

two feet apart. I commenced cutting it in Sep-
tember, and cut it three times before frost. I

have now cut it nearly over the first time this sea-

son, and where I began first to cut it, it is as high
as when I first began. I work eight plough
horses and mules, and have four other horses that

do not work, and lour milk cows. I give them all

a liill feed of it every day, and they cannot con-
sume it near so fast as it grows. I find it very
valuable. It requires but httle labor to cultivate

it, and contributes greatly to the health of my
work horses. * # * «

[The several articles on lime and cafcareous ma-

nures, recently given in tliis journal, will serve, it is

hoped, to furnish much of the information on that

head, desired by our correspondent. If he had been

a reader of the earlier volumes, he would have seen

that much space has been there given to the sub-

ject of live stock, and tlieir management: and that

more has not been given, and of information more es-

pecially suited to the western breeders of cattle, is

owing to the ciicumstance, that, from their pe/is, this

journal has received scarcely any aid. Let them com-

mence to write—to commmuuicate ever so little that

they Icnoxv of what is useful, in each particular case

—

and to inquire for the much more abundant suppl}' of

information that each writer may need—and it may be

relied on, that the scarcity in this particular depart-

ment of our journal will no longer be a matter to com-

plain of. If a subscriber is anxious to read, and to

learn, on any particular subject, we advise him forth-

with to write on it, as the best means to attain his ob-

ject speedily and effectually. In this manner, our

respected correspondent may help himself, and at the

same time greatly help the Farmers' Register.

With regard to the explanation of foreign weights

and measures, we have given it generally, and also

in reference to particular casas, in several different

parts of this journal, (as at p. 505, vol. 2, p. 745, vol. 3,

&c., 8tc.) Still, as it may not be always convenient

to refer to such foregone explanations, a convenient

abridged statement will be now annexed.]
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FRENCH WEIGHTS AJfD MEASURES, COMPARED WITH ENGLISH OR AMERICAN.

One metre is equal to 3.2809167 English or American feet, nearly three and three-tenths—or three feet and

eleven lines, or 3.078444 of the ancient French measuic.

From the metre, the fundamental measure, all others are formed, either by multiplying or dividing by tens:

thus, in measures of length

—

A Deca-metre is equal to

Hecto-metre do

Kilo-metre do

Myria-metre do

Deci-metre is the

Centi-metre is the

Milli-metre is the

10 times the metre,

100 do

1000 do

10,000 do

lOlh part of a metre.

100th do

1000th do

The same prefixed syllables, attached to any other measures, in like manner, designate a similar increase or

decrease of amount, always by tens.

The following are some of the French weights and measures, most commonly mentioned, with their equiva-

lents given in English and American, in whole numbers and decimals.

Linear measures.

French

Metre, (as above,) equal to

Deca-metre .

Hecto-metre

Kilo-metre

English or American feej.

,. 3.2809167

32.809167

328.09167

3280.9167

Deci-metre.

Centi-metre

Milli-metre

Centi-are, (or square metre,) equal to

Deci-are . .

• •

Are

Hect-are ('100 ares)

Square, or land measures.

Inches.

3.9371

0.39371

0.039371

Square feet English.

10.7644143923

107.644143923

1076.44143923

107644.143923, or

2.473614 English acres, or nearly 2^.

Measures of Capacity.

The unit, both for liquid and dry measure, is the litre which is equal to a cubic deci-metre, ov 1.760773

English pints, or not quite 1^",^. The Winchester bushel, (the English and American measure,) contains

2150| English cubic inches.

French.

Litre, (as above,) equal to

Deca-litre

Hecto-litre »

English or American.

61.028

610.28

6102-8

Cubic inches,

or pints, 1.760773

or gals. 2.2009667

or gals. 22.009667

Weights.

15-438 grains Troy.

... .
- - - 2.68027 pounds Troy.

or, 2.20548 pounds avoirdupois

A more full list of French weights and measures, and an account of the plan of their arrangements, may be

seen at p. 505 to 508, Vol. III.

The gramme is equal to

Kilo-gramme
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REPORT OK TIIE SURVEYS FOR
POINT RAIL ROAD.

THE CITY

To Messrs. G. TV.. Harrison, A. B. Spoorier, J,

JJ. Townes, Patrick Durkin, William Robert-

son, E. James, and John Jl. Peterson, Commis-

sioners under the jJct of Assembly, incorporating

the City Point Pail Road Company.

The follovvino; report of a survey made by your

order, is respectfully submitted.

After an examination of the country, between
Petersburg and City Point, two routes presented

tiiemselves, and as tlie decision of the question of

preference between them, may involve considera-

tions of private interest, it was thought most pru-

dent and advisable to survey and report both, and
leave the decision of the question of preference to

those most interested.

When we speak of two routes, it is not to be
understood, that there are two separate and dis-

tinct routes throughout the entire line. From the

topographical features of the country upon the line

of the contemplated improvement, it was found

that a portion of the distance intermediate between
the extremes, admitted of being selected as a route

common to both lines. This, it will at once be

perceived, naturally divides our work into three

parts. The first division extends from Petersburg

to a point about one half mile east of Mr. Pey-
ton Mason's house, where the two lines unite

;

from which point, the common line, which forms

the second division, preserves a perfectly straight

course, to a point within one mile of City Point,

very near the forks of the road leading from that

place. The portion from this point, lor the sake ol

convenience of reference, may be called the third

division. With these preliminary explanations, we
can now proceed with greater facility to a more
particular description of the two lines of the sur-

vey.

For the sake of distinction, I have called the

two routes by the names of the northern and
southern routes.

We will now commence with the northern

route, which begins at Bollingbrook Street, and
continues along the margin of the Appomattox Ri-

ver, to the lower end of the plantation of A. B.
Spooner, Esq.—from thence, it pursues a straight

line through the flat lands of Mr. Nath. Friend,

Mrs. Jordan, and Mr. Knox, and ascends the

ridge, by a branch to the left of Mr. Peyton Ma-
son's, where it curves gently to the right for one
half mile, and irom thence, pursues a perfectly

straight line to City Point, and communicates with
the river at the steamboat wharf. Upon this

northern route, there need not be an inclination

greater than 20 feet per mile, and but four

curves, of a radius exceeding two thousand feet

each.

The southern line commences at the depot of
the Petersburg and Roanoke rail road, and pas-
sing along in the street leading from the same,
crosses the run between Petersburg and Bland-
ford, and continuing on in the same straight line,

leaving the New Market race course to the left

hand, crosses Skipper's run—here the line ascends
the ridge by fbllowmg a hollow or ravine near to,

and lying southward of Mr. Nathl. Friend's
house, by an inclination of25 feet per mile. From

this place, it is a straight line to where it joins the
former line at the point already designated. From
this to the other point, one mile fi-om City Point,
designated as the termination of the second di-

vision, the two lines are common to both surveys.
From this last point, it curves to the right, and com-
municates with the James River at a point 3500
feet below the communication of the other line

with the river.

The following statements, in tabular form, will
show the undulations, or grades of ascent or des-
cent of the two lines, which are remarkably
favorable to the application of locomotive en-
gines, as is also the direct course those lines pur-
sue.
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Miles. Yards.
8 1335

The distance in a right line from
Bollirigbrook st. to Ci(y Point,

The distance in a ri<jht line from
Petersburg and Roanoke rail

road depot to City Point, is 9 445
Length of the nortliern line 9 484
Length of the southern hne 9 907
From which it does appear that the northern

line exceeds a right Hne between its two extremes
by 907 yards.

And the southern line exceeds a right line be-
tween its two extremes, by 462 yards.
And that the southern line exceeds the northern

line by 403 yards.

Estimate of the cost of the two lines are asfollows:

NORTHERX LINE.

138,752 cubic yards of excavation, at

12^ cts. per yard
184,811 cubic yards of embankment,

at 15 cents per 3'ard

1,284 cubic yards of masonry, at

.^5 per yard
850 cubic yards ofmasonry for cul-

verts, at ^3 per yard
800 cubic feet Jbr dry walling, at

82 50 cts. per yard
Three miles of grubbing, at ^300 per

mile

Nine miles, 1453 feet of superstruc-
ture, at 84j000 per mile

817,344 00

27,726 60

6,420 00

2,550 00

2,000 00

900 00

37,101 08

SOUTHERN LINE.

170,942 cubic yards excavation, at

12^ cents per yard
44,500 cubic yards embankment, at

20 cts. per yard
113,759 cubic yards embankment, at

15 cents per yard
1,800 cubic yards masonry, at $5

per yard

1,000 cubic yards for culverts, at

#3 per yard
Four miles grubbing, at .^300 per mile
Nine miles 2721 feet superstructure,

at 84,000 per mile

894,041 68

^21,367 75

8,900 00

17,063 85

9,000 00

3,000 00
1,200 00

38,061 76

898,593 36

The following estimate of machinery and fix-

tures is to be regarded at the least with which the
Company could conveniently commence operations
with any degree of efficiency; after which, the in-

crease of business upon the road will indicate the
necessity of a gradual increase in the quantity of

machiner}'.

2 locomotive steam engines, at 86,000
each 812,000

12 passenger cars, at 8750 each 9,000
20 burden cars, with springs, at 8300

each 6,000
And for depots at each end of the road,

eay 85,000 each, 10,000

837,000

Before closing this report, I think it proper to re-
mark, that in case it should be determined to ap-
proach the James River at the lower point, I am of

Vol. IV._16

opinion that an improvement in the line might b^
eiicctcd by a change of the route more southerly,

which would aviod some deep excavation througli a
ridge at the corner of Weston fields. The esti-

mates submitted comprehend a proper allowance
fJir contingencies. I herewith hand a map of the
survey.

JOHN COUTY,
Civil Engineer.

For tlie Farmers' Register.

SURPLUS REVENUE.

There is no subject which at present seems to

command a larger share of the public attention
than that of our surplus revenue. The immense
moral and political influence which an overflowing
treasury is likely to exert throughout the whole
extent of our wide-spread territory, is a matter of
too palpable and striking a nature to escape the
public view. The consequences of this character
are really alarming, and calculated to inspire the
patriot with serious apprehensions for the continu-

ance of that virtue and political mtegrity in our
people, which Montesquieu has but too truly as-

serted to be the vital principle of republicanism.
1 have not taken up my pen, however, to portray
these effects. Others, tar abler than myself, with
all the power of their elotpience to sustain them,
have forced the public mind into contemplation of
the subject under this particular aspect. Besides,

an agricultural journal is not, perhaps, the proper
receptacle for discussions of this character.

There is one view, however, of this important
subject, (ofa politico-economical character,) which
seems, as yet, to have made no serious impression
on the public, though certainly I think of the

highest moment. It is this : that a large surplus
revenue must necessarily keep the lohole monetary
system of our country in a constantly unsteady and
deranged condition; and this, too, in spite even (fall
the eforts of government to prevent it.

The modus operandi is easily explained. Every
one <it all acquainted with the complicated concerns
of trade, knows the vast importance of the cur-

rency to the harmony of all its operations, and at

the same time, the extreme sensitiveness of this

important portion of the capital to every thing
which affects either its quantity or the velocity of
its circulation. Of all the parts of the currency,

none is more important than the money. This is

[jcculiarly important as a general measurer of va-
lue throughout the country. Now, that which in-

creases or diminishes its quantity, all other things

remaining the same, must necessarily raise or de-

press prices, and a continuance of such vacillation

as this, throws thccoimtry into the utmost confu-

sion and disorder, and seriously deranges all the

operations of trade.

Our surplus revenue does, and must inevitably

continue, to produce such disorder and vacillation as

I have just spoken of Mr. Gallatin, some years

ago, estimated the money in actual circulation in

our country at about 8 120,000,000. Now, suppose

our surplus revenue to be 840,000,000, and of

course, liable to be collected in money. Here,
then, we have the government in possession ot

one-third of all the money in the country. Sup-
pose that government should suddenly collect the

whole of this revenue, and lock it up, ifyou please,

in the strong boxes of the treasury, what would
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be the consequence 7 Why, one-third of the mo-
ney is suddenly abstracted from the circulation, and

the consequence would be a pressure in the money
market, as sudden and terrible as an earthquake.

Destroy one-third the corn, wheat, or meat, now in

use, and we all know what would be the dreadful

result. This abstraction ol'tlie currency is precise-

ly equivalent to a destruction of one-third ol' the

money of the country as long as it is withheld

ti'om the circulation. How would this pressure be

relieved ? By gradual importation of specie from

abroad, and by gradual extension of bank issues.

until the deficit occasioned by the abstraction of

15^40,000,000, was supplied, and the trading com-
munity were again in possession of ^120,000,-

000, the sum necessary for the functions of cir-

culation. Suppose, now, the government should

determine to disburse the money, no matter

in Vv'hat manner, which has been for a time

wiihtlrawn, what would be the effect? You
would then have the money of the country sud-

denly raised to sB 160,000,000—$40,000,000 beyond
the usual amount. The eflect of this would be, a

sudden elevation of prices, soon followed by a rage

for speculation, finally to be cured by large and ex-

travagant importations from abroad, which would
create a money balance against us, and drain us

of specie, and force a system of curtailment on the

entire banking system throughout the country. In

the mean time, the accumulation of another sur-

plus would force the country through the same
melancholy routine of grinding pressure and bloat-

ed prosperity, equally hostile to a pure and sound
state of morals, and to a steady and constant ac-

cumulation of wealth. But I have said this effect

Avould be produced by a large surplus revenue, in

spite even of all the eflorts of government to pre-

vent it. In our country, the revenue is deposited

in certain banks chosen for the purpose; and where
the revenue annually collected is annually dis-

bursed, there is no danger of a pressure ft-om this

cause, because the deposites of the government
are made and withdrawn with some degree of re-

gularit}^, and the deposite banks can easily conform
their operations to those of the government with-
out any detriment to the public. But when a sur-

plus revenue of !§40,000,000 is deposited in a cer-

tain number of banks, the case is far, very far dif-

ferent. The expenditure of such a revenue is a

very uncertain event. It may be demanded of
the banks tomorrow, or it may not be tor years.

To-day, Congress is not in session, and there is no
dantrer of an appropriation. The consequence
will be, that the deposite banks will er.large their

issues, and flood the country with paper. To-
morrow, Congress is convened, and apprehension
is entertained that this enormous surplus may be
called for. The consequence is, the deposite
banks must place themselves in a position of safety;

they must curtail theirissues; gather togethertheir
funds in order that they may be ready to obey the
summons of the government. This curtailment,
on the part of the deposite banks, forces a similar
line of policy on the others, and hence a money
pressure. After a short time, Congress either ap-
propriates the money, or rises without any action
on the subject. In either case, the currency will

again become suddenly expanded, because of the
restoration to the circulation of that portion, so
long held in a state of inactivity to meet the public

ealis.

The great pressure now felt in the large cities, is

an exemplification of the views here submitted,

and shows, most conclusively, that while Congress
involuntarily holds suspended the sword of Damo-
cles over the deposite banks, they must and will

produce a money pressure, and a consequent de-

rangement of the whole monetary system. No-
thing but a ffuarantee that (he money will not be
called fur without years of" notice in advance, cin
possibly prevent these disastrous fluctuations in the

currency of our country, as long as we have a
large surplus revenue constituting so very conside-

rable a portion of the circulating medium.
This tremendous, and I may truly say, most

awfiil influence over the whole trade and prosperi-

ty of the country, exerted by the mere existence of
a great surplus revenue, is one of those ov-erwhelm-

ing evils which statesmen scarce dream of before

they happen. I do not recollect ever to have heard
or seen one single prediction of any such calamity

as this, from an o\-erflowing treasury. And even
now I do not think our statesmen seem sufficiently

impressed with the deleterious influence of our

surplus upon the whole monetary system. In fact,

if this view of the subject has been presented to

the public at all, it has not met my eye. Now,
when we consider that the surplus will increase for

several years to come, and that if our government
shall be as economical in its expenditures as it

ought to be, the surplus may amount, before 1842,

to a sum equal to all the money requisite to per-

form the functions of circulation in this country,

the most vivid imagination can scarce conceive

the disastrous consequences of such an accumulat-

ed treasure. The value of every item ofproperty in

the whole country will depend "upon the hazard
of a die.'" The sudden hoarding on the part of

the deposite banks to meet the calls of govern-
ment, would instantly paralyze the whole business

of the counirj', and inflict a death-like torper on all

the operations of commerce. The sudilen abstrac-

tion of so much money from circulation would at

one blow annihilate all exchangeable value, and
leave debtors every where at the mercy of credit-

ors. A sudden restoration, after such an abstrac-

tion, would again restore the currency, raise

prices, blow up the bubble of speculation to burst

once more with the same melanchol}^ consequen-

ces. When we take into consideration, that the

construction of turnpikes, rail roads, canals, the

building of factories, and the forming of joint stock

schemes throughout the country, are rapidly in-

creasing the amount ofstocks ; that all these stocks

are exceedingly sensitive to all the fluctuations in

the money market, rising to-day and falling to-

morrow ; that these fluctuations in the stock mar-
ket generate a gambling spirit, at once destructive

of the morals and religion of the country, and fatal

to the formation of those steady and persevering

habits of industry which alone can insure the stea-

dy accumulation of national wealth. We cannot
but the more lament the existence of a great sur-

plus revenue, Avhich must, of necessity, increase

immeasurably all these evils. These fluctuations

are not matters of chance, or the result of inten-

tional ojipression by the government ; the)' are

the necessary and inevitable results of the surplus

revenue. Dislributions of such revenue regular-

ly among the states, seems to be the only remedy
left, if the tariff compromise of 18.32 is to be con-
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sidered as sacred and inviolable. That would not

perhaps be found a complete remedy, but it is cer-

tainly the best Ihat has yet been oflercd.

If ever the Congress of the U. States was called

upon to settle a dilHcult and momentous subject, it

is this subject ol' the surj)his revenue. I wish that

every man in the United States could be made to

see the truth, that the whole property of the coun-

try is involved in this question of the surplus reve-

nue. If it is suffered to advance until it absorbs

all the money of the country, the value of every

house, of every foot of land, of every species of

produce and property, will be at the mercy of these

fluctuations, occasioned by the contractions and
expansions of the currency caused by the existence

of an overgrown surplus revenue. And all this

will happen, whether the government should wish

to oppress or not. The power of the government
becomes most fearfully great, with a large accu-

mulated revenue, and the best government in the

world, with such a fund, becomes like Ahmed, the

Pilgrim of Love, in the Tales of the j-Jlhivnbra.,

when cased in the enchanted armour, and mount-
ed upon the enchanted steed : an impetus was
given to him which drove him furiously against

li-iend and foe, in spite of" every effort to restrain

himself, until he had prostrated in universal ruin

all who lay before him.

I hope this, my hasty sketch of the influence of

the sur|)las revenue, will at least have the effect of

calling public attention to the subject.

Z. W.

From the Atlieiixum.

RAILWAYS liV PKOGKESS IN EA'GLAKD.

Under the head of railways now in progress of

construction, we find several schemes surpassing

in magnitude any that have hitherto been accom-
plished. Our notice of these must be confined to

the most important : the review of which will most
appropriately commence at the southern extremity

of theirrcat line, proceeding from the shores of the

channel to the north of Lancashire, with the Lon-
don and Southampton railway. This line proceeds

from Southampton, passing near Winchester and
Basingstoke, to the north of Guildlcjrd, by Wim-
bledon, to Vauxhall, London, a distance little short

of 75 miles; lor which, the estimate was, as far as

we can remember, 1,000,OOOZ. From the exces-

sive difficulties of the country, and the consequent

heaviness of the works, we should be inclined to

suppose it will probahlv require at least 2,000,000/.

for its completion. The Act ol Parliament was
obtained in 1834.

A project, under the name of the Great IVcs-

tern Railway, for connecting London with Bath
and Bristol, a distance, by the proposed line, of

about 120 miles, with an estimate of 2.500,000/.,

was first entertained two j-ears ago. The eastern

termination is on the Birmingham line, about 4
miles from the station in London. The Act was
obtained in the session of 1835, after a contest ol

almost unexaiTipled severity; and we perceive that

the works, some of wliich are heavy, including a
Jong tunnel on an inclined plane at Box, are in

progress.

The next in succession, northward, is the Lon-
don and Birmingham Railway, passing by the val-

ley of the Brent, Watford, Berkhampstead, Fen-

ny Stratford, near Northampton, Daventry, Rug-
by, and Coventry, to Birmingham, a distance of
111^ miles. The estimate lor this line, which,
li'om the nature of the dis'rict traversed, must be
expensive, is two millions and a half; and flie

whole distance will, probably, be completed in the

course of the year 1838. Tlie works are proceed-
ing with great activity, and, at each end of the

line, a certain number of miles will be opened this

year, as we learn. There will be several tunnels

required to carry the line through the difiiMcut

ridges that cross its course : one oi' these, at Wat-
lord, will exceed a mile in length: an objectionable,

but, it is said, inevitable iealure of this railv.ay—
the chief dependence ol which must, of course, be
on passengers. By this means, however, good
levels have been secured, and the distance will ea-

sily be performed in five hours and a half

From Birmini'ham, the line is continued north-

ward by the Grand Junction Railway, proceeding
from the London Railway by Wolveihainpton,*
Penkridge, Stafibrd, to the west of Newcastle
and the Potteries, through Cheshire, to Warraig-
ton; at which point it takes up a branch rai/way

already made, and ['ursues it to Nev.'ton, a point

on the Liverpool and Manchester RuiKvay, equi-

distant fiom these town^-. The total Icr.iiih, in-

cluding the Warrington and Newton line, is about

82 miles; the estimate of its cost, 1,100,000/. : it

will probably require, including the expenses of a
carrying establishment, a million and a half. The
district traversed, presents, in general, fewer ob-

stacles than are niet with on the London line, and
will require no tunnels ; there are, however, some
works of great magnitude at different points,

among which may be named the great viaduct

across the valley of tlie Weaver, in Cheshire, con-

sisting of twenty arches, of sixty feet span, and
more than sixty fiiet above the level of the

valley. The works are rapidly advancing, and
the road, it is expected, will be opened, throu<rh-

out its entire length, in the summer of 1S37.

About four hours will be occupied in traversing it.

At Newton, another branch line, formerly known
as the W^igan Railwaj^, has been incorporated

with one at present in progress, which will com-
plete the entire distance of 21 nules, from Newion
to Preston, under the title of the North Union
Railway. The cost of this, including the improve-

ments which must be made in the Vvigan and
and Newton division, will not be much less than
500,000/. : the works have already made some
progress, and will, it is expected, be completed in

1S33. There are a few heavy excavations on the

line, and a viaduct, now building across the valley

of the Ribble, at Penwortham, which will be a
handsome but expensive vv'cik.

* It is intended to carry this railway over the valley

of the rivers Tow and duse at Wolverhampton, by a
viaduct consistinjj oi 6 elliptical arches, each of CO feet

span, with piers of 10 feet thickness. The arches will

spring at about 21 feet 6 inches above the general level

of the ground, and the line of the surface ol the rails

will be about 49 feet above the same surface: il'.e width
between the parapets will be 20 feet clear. The abut-

ments will be finished in front with pilasters; the wings
will have arched openings, and the extremities of the

wings will be finished with pilasters. The ri\ers will

be turned under the arches in a paved channel.
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We find, at the northern end of the North Union
Railway, the Preston and JVyre Railwa}', for

which an Act of Parliament was obtained last

year. It is connected with a proposed extenaion

of the Harbour of VVyre, at the southern side of

Lancaster Bay, where, it is hoped, a port of some
consequence may s[)ring up: the distance maybe
about five miles. This short link completes the

communication between our northern and southern

waters—a lentjth of nearly 800 miles, the expen-

difure on which will exceed six millions sterling.

Returnino; to London, we discover, at the toot of

London Bridge, the commencement of the Lon-
don and Greenwich Railway; a singular work, con-

ducted, throughout its whole length of 3;^ miles,

on a succession of irregular arches, the ground be-

low being already appropriated. The number of

these arches will be from 900 to 1,000. averaging

22 it;et in height from the ground; the longest

structure of the kind, we believe, in the king-

dom. The estimate is 400,000/.; the works were
begun in 1834, and are now far advanced.

From Loudon's Gardener's Magazine.

A TREE DAHLIA.

In the beginning of August, 1835, I went to

Liverpool. At the old botanic garden there I saw
an arborescent dahlia growing : it is a cutting, re-

sembling a middle-sized trunk, or small stem, of

an elder birch, as thick as one's leg, and fully as

woody as the elder. The plant is said to grow
forty Itjet high in Mexico. It was throwing out

leaves very like those of our herbaceous species.

From tlie Londovi Mcclianics' Magazine.

SUGAR FROM INDIAN CORN.

M. Pallas lately presented to the Academie des

Sciences of Paris a sample of this substance, ex-

tracted from the stem of the plant, which has been
found to contain nearly 6 per cent, of sirop boiled

to 40 degrees, a part of which will not crystallize

before fructification; but it condenses and acquires

more consistency fi-om that period to the state of
complete maturity. The most favorable time to

obtain the greatest quantity of sugar, is immedi-
ately after the maturity and gathering of the fruit.

The matter left after the extraction of the sugar, is

capital to feed cattle, or to make packing paper.

From Burnett's Botany.

NATURAL HISTORY OF RICE.

The rice, (oryza sativa,) if estimated by the

proportion of food it contributes to the sustenance

of man, is the most valuable of all the grasses,

and perhaps the most useful vegetable grown; as

the unnumbered millions of the east are supported
almost wholly on this corn, for the growth oi' which
the extensive swamps of those hot countries, and
their unrivalled means of irrigation, are so pecu-

harly adapted. Rice is the staple corn of the

tropics, as the oat is of the northern, and wheat of

the temperate regions. The culture of rice is an
exceedingly unhealthy occupation; for the fi-equent

flooding of the fields keeps them constantly in a
ewampy state, and favours the production of ma-
laria. Rice has been raised in England on the

banks of the Thames, a crop having been once
tried and gathered in near Windsor. In Italy it

is cultivated with success: but artificial irrigation

has been carried there to a higher degree of per-

fection than in any other part of Europe. Still it

shrinks into insignificance if compared to the gigan-
tic labors of the east, as will appear from tlie fol-

lowing account.

Between the fort of Nundydroog and the rising

ground on which we stopped to view the prospect,

tliere extended a valley some six or eight miles

across, the whole bottom of which was marked
with a succession of artificial tanks, used for irri-

gating myriads of rice fields lying below the level

of these reservoirs.

The table-land of Mysore, which is several

thousand feet above the level of the sea, is not
strictly a flat plain, as the name would imply; nei-

ther is it mountainous, nor even very hilly: and yet
the surface is extremely uneven, being moulded
into gently sloping ridges, which form between
them a succession of long valleys slightly inclined,

broad and shallow, and winding about in all direc-

tions. Across almost every one of these vallej's,

the natives have thrown embankments, some of
them of very ancient date, though some of them
are even so recent as the dynasty of Hyder.
These walls, or bunds as they are called, are made
of considerable strength, and when they are small

generally curve upwards, so as to ofitr the convex
side to the pressure of the water; but if they be a
mile, or several miles in length, the embankments
assume a waving snake-like shape; I suppose
from some idea of strength. One valley was
pointed out to me about a mile broad and forty

miles long, from end to end; this included between
thirty and fortv tanks, some large and some small,

every square yard of the intermediate space be-

tween the bunds being richly cultivated, while the

surrounding country appeared to be condemned to

nearly perennial sterility. I believe that the whole
rice crop of Mysore is derived from irrii'ation.

This vast supply of water is gained partly by
the method of the tanks just described, and partly

by tapping the Cauvery and other rivers by means
of subaqueous dams built, during the dry season,

diagonally across the bed of the stream. The
efTects of these dams is to direct a portion of the

river into lateral trenches, stretching far and wide
over the country. From these it is again drawn
off to water the rice fields. I remember hearing
a traveller describe the mode in which the great

river Indus is tapped or drawn ofi' in this manner,
to the right and left, for the purposes of agriculture,

until the unhappy stream is fiiirly exhausted, and
its channel left dry. One is so much accustomed
to consider the mighty mass of water, forming a
river of any magnitude, as something beyond the

power of man to control, that it requires good evi-

dence to satisfy our credulity on this point. But
if the Indus, in the districts alluded to, resemble
the Mississippi and many other streams flowing
over extensive alluvial countries, there need be no
difficulty in conceding such a transfer of the whole
of its waters, fr-om the ordinary bed of the stream
to the fields on either side; because rivers which
traverse deltas almost invariably flow along the

summits of ridges somewhat higher than the ad-

jacent country. These ridges, it is true, are so

wide and flat, that their elevation, at most places,

can scarcely be detected by the eye; but still the
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inclination of their sides is abundantly sufficient to

admit of water draining away from, instead of

flowing toward?, the river.

But as such rivers are liable to overflow their

banks during the rainy season, it becomes neces-

sary, in order to prevent the country being inun-

dated, to raise walls or embankments to confine the

streams. These being raif*ed a little higher than

the surface of the river at its highest, confine the

stream within proper limits. But as the floods of

each successive year bring down a prodigious

mass of gravel and sand, the wear and tear of the

mountains, fields, and forests, through which the

tributary streams have passed, a certain portion of

the largest and heaviest of these materials must
subside, and remain at the bottom when the river

reaches the low grounds, where its rate of motion

is much diminished. This addition, though it be

small in any one year, gradually raises the bed of

the river. If this rise were not carefully met by a

corresponding annual elevation of the artificial

embankment, it is obvious that the water, in the

course of time, would periodically overflow, and
inundate the country. The consequence of these

alternate struggles between the waters trying to

escape, and man insisting on confining them, has
been to lift the whole body of the Cauvery, in its

passage across the Carnatic, several feet above the

highest level of the surrounding country. The
supply of water so curiously raised into the air, is

exclusively appropriated to the irrigation of the

country.

In the upper lands of Mysore, the peasants are

dependent chiefly on their tanks for moisture, as

the rains are uncertain in quantity, and transient

in their effects. The stock of water collected in

these numberless and extensive tanks, many of

which well deserve the name of lakes, is capable

of being distributed to the precise quantity and at

the precise times required. I have been often

amused at observing with what scrupulous care

the persons appointed to distribute the water, let it

off from these magnificent reser\'oirs. The thirsty

soil of the Mysore, parched and riven by heat,

drinks up the fluid with a kind of relish—a sort of
animated enjoyment, at which I was never tired

of looking.

In describing things which lie so much out of
the ordinary course of observation, one becomes
sensible of the poverty of languige. Thus the
word tank suggests, to most people, the idea of a
common cistern attached to a dwelling house, and
filled with rain water from pipes along the roof
The word pond, again, recalls images of muddy
water, draggled post horses, rank weeds, and a
combined fleet of ducks and geese engaged in

common warfare airainst frogs and worms. To
call the tanks of Mysore by the name of lakes
would be near the mark, for many of them well
deserve that appellation. The Moola Talou, or

rich tank, for example, near Seringapatam, I un-
derstand, is nearly thirty miles in circumference.
I never saw that particular sheet of vvater, but
many of the artificial lakes which I did examine,
measured six, eight, and ten miles round; and so
vast are their numbers, that I remember counting
considerably more than one hundred at one view
from the top of Nundydroog; nor do I believe that
the least of them could have been less than two or
three miles in circuit.

Dr. Buchanan, in his journey through those

countries, made by order of Lord Weliesley, in
1800, shortly after the capture of Seringapatam,
describes minutely the fbrniation of these tanks.
The Saymbrumbacum Tank, not far from Madras,
he says, is eight miles in length, by three in width,
and is sufficient to supply with water the lands of
thirty-two villages for eighteen months, supposino-
the usual rains to tail.

Rice being a water plant, renders these exten-
sive means of irrigation absolutely necessary.
The ground requires to be moistened before it can
be stirred to receive the seed. When sown, it is

roughly covered, trodden in by the feet of cattle
driven forward and backwards over the field.

When sown, the ground is immediately flooded,
and durin;^ its growth is never suffered to be dry
till it is ripe. The thrashing floor is a circular
trench sunk on a dry spot near the field. Into this
the crop is thrown as it is brought from the field,

and as soon as there is a layer four or five feet
thick, three or fciur bullocks or buffaloes are led in,

and driven round and round upon the straw inces-
santly till the whole crop has been trodden, or until

the cattle can no longer be kept in the trench.
The straw is then shaken out and removed; and
the grain is found in the bottom of the trench
mixed with chaff', stones, and earth, which causes
a great deal of labor in winnowing, to get it fit

for use or market. The grain, when thus freed
from the straw, is called paddy, and afler being
shelled by the action of a large pestle and mortar,
is then fit for use under the name of rice. It is

cooked by plain boiling, and eaten with the fingers.

Salt is always added ; and those who can afford it

flavor it with spices.

Rice is imported in large quantities into this
country, both from the East Indies and America.
The Carolina rice is said to be the produce of a
small bag, given as a present, by Dubois, the trea-
surer of the East I-^dia Compan}', to a Carolina
trader; and in 1698 sixty tons were sent home.
Upwards of 100,000 bags of rice are now annually
imported, and the quantity is gradually increasing.
The Canada rice, Zizania fluilans, although

not yet much cultivated, has all the natural capa-
bilities to become a valuable corn. Its grains are
large, and replete with a fine bland farina or meal.
It grows abundantly in the shallow waters of

North America, and has been acclimated here: it

grows freely both in Middlesex and Rosshire.
Attempts are being made, which, it is to be hoped,
will be successful, to cultivate it in Ireland. Pink-
erton says, "this plant seems to be designed by
nature to become the bread corn of the North."

From the West of England Jonrnal.

VICTORIA WHEAT.

Experiments have lately been made in the is-

land of Jamaica, under the scientific auspices o
the philanthropic Dr. Bancroft, with wheat sent by
Sir Robert Kerr Porter, first to England, from Ca-
raccas, and thenceto Jamaica, the results ofwhich
experiments are stated as follows

:

''The Jamaica Agricultural and Horticultural
Society have received samples from three or four
different places, of the wheat produced there, all

of which appear to be of a favorable sort.

"First, from the mountains of St. Anne's, where
the seed had been sown the latter end of January^
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and the corn xvas ripe the latter end of jipr'd. In

another part of the same district, the dates of sow-
ing ditiered li-om the above, but the wheat ripened

m nearly the same period.

"Ne.xt ironi the mountains ol St. Andrew's.
On one properi3'. Fair Hill, (about 2,000 feet above
the sea) the sowing and the ripening happened at

Khe same dates as in the fust mentioned case. Of
this corn, one grain produced twenty-eight ears,

contaming altogether fifteen hundred grains, (be-

ing an average of fifty-three grains for each ear.)

Notwithstanding this apparent success, the pro-

prietor of the place thinks it unlikely that planters

would grow the Victoria Wlieat in preference to

the Great Corn, as it is called here, i. e. Zea 3Iays.

On another plantation again, Ch;u-lottcnberg,

(about 4,000 feet above the level of the sea,) the

seed was sown early in March, and received a top

dressing: in the course of a lew da3's it had alrea-

dy sprung up three inches above ground; and, as

lavorable moderate ruins contmued to fiill subse-

quently, the corn throve well, and rij)cned in the

early part of June, producing abundantly, grain of

a larger size than the parent seed; the ears being

large and full. Six of these, lor instance, yielded

three hundred and thirty-six grains, iveigliing three

ounces, making an average offifty- six grains, iveigh-

ing halfan ounce, to each eai. Mr. W. B. King,
an assistant Judge o^ Assize, and member of As-
sembly, has since sent me two bundles of the ears of

his wheat, and I intend to inclose one or two of
them as a specimen of the produce of the Victoria

wheat here. From the trial just made, Mr. King
has no doubt that this grain could be cullivaled in

many parts ot this island, and that it might be-

come a profitable resource."

The wheat which was the subject of these ex-

periments, was of that kind cultivated in the en-

virons of La Victoria and San Matheo, sj)oken of

by Humboldt, in the fourth volume of his Person-

al Narrative, as being sown there in the month of

December, and the harvest reaped on the seven-

tieth or seventy-fifth day, an interval correspond-

ing with singular accuracy with the account given

above by Dr. Bancroft. Of this wheat Humboldt
says, that its grain is large, white, and abounding
in gluten; having a thinner and solter pellicle than

that of the wlieat raised on the cold table lands of

Mexico. He states the produce of an acre (arpcnt

des eaux et forets, or legal acre of France, of

which 1.95 make an hectare, being equal to about

one acre and a quarter English,) as amounting
usually from three thousand to three thousand two
hundred pounds weight, being at the rate, tor an
English acre, of from two thousand one hundred
and sixty, to two thousand five hundred and sixty

pounds; the growth of what we may conclude to

be an alluvial soil, fi-om what Humboldt says, at

page 101, of the aspect of the situation of Victo-

ria, the ajiproach to which was marked by the
ground becoming smoother, and looking like the
bottom of a lake, the waters of which had been
drained off, while the neighboring hills, only one
hundred and forty toises in height, were comjjosed
of calcareous tufa; their abrupt declivities project-

ing like promontories into the plain, and seetiiing

by their Ibrm to indicate the ancient shore of the
lake. The elevation of the cultivated crouud is

fixed by Humboldt at from 270 to 300 toises

rabout 1726.51, to 1918.35 English leel) above
the level of the sea, an elevation from 81.Go to

273.49 English feet below that of Fair Hill, in the
mountains of St. Andrews, Jamaica, where a sin-
gle grain yielded, Irom twenty-eight ears, a return
of fifteen hundred for one.
The seed was obtained direct from Caraccas,

where Sir Roberc Kerr Porter procured it from the
place of its growth, and was transmitted a second
time across the Atlantic, to Dr. Bancroft; hence
no doubt can be entertained of its being the genu-
ine wheat spoken oi'by the illustrious traveller from
Prussia.

C03IMEUCIAL REPORT.

The commercial transaction.s of the present
month have exhibited little activity, and there has
been a decline in almost every article of fijreign or
domestic produce. If no other cause existed to
produce these effects, the pressure for money
might be adduced as quite sufficient. Without
any important change in foreign markets, ours
(which had been higher than those warranted,)
have declined to rates more nearly proportioned to
those markets, and are still such as amply to re-
munerate the grower.
Tobacco commands .§5 to .^11, not includinfr the
extreme rates of the worst and the fancy qualities.
Cotton 15 to 17 cts.—Flour (country) i^6\.

Bank stocks have declined aboijt 1 per cent.,
although the period for declaring dividends is

nearer at hand, and large ones expected. In rail
road and other stocks, there is no variation.
The distribution of the P^-ench and Neapolitan

indemnities to our citizens for spoliations commit-
ted many years ago, will add some millions to the
active capital of the country; but the amount is in-
considerable compared wit"h that which has accu-
mulated in the depositories of the national trea-
sury, the expenditure of which to useful purposes,
or its distribution, is anxiously desired bv many.
To what extent the disturbances with the In-

dian tribes on the southern frontier may afii?ct

agriculture, and consequentlj', commerce, re-
mains to be ascertained. X.
May 25.

THE SILK BUSINESS BEGINNING IN PETERSBUEO.

A company has been very recently made up in this

place to begin the business of mulberry and silk culture,

as soon as the proper season arrives; and from our
knowledge of the individuals who have commenocd
this enterprise, we can safely predict, that there will

be nothing wanting to insure success, if zeal, cnorgy,

intelligence, and the investment of sufTiciont capital

can command it. We rejoice most heartily in this

movement—and consider it as the germ of future re-

sults of incalculable value to this region,. In all our

many efforts, made through this publication, to urge the

commencement and zealous prosecution of silk cul-

ture in Virginia, we have not pretended to have any
personal knowledge of the particulars of the business,

or the grounds on which to estimate profits. Eut we
have assumed this general position, which we think

cannot be shaken

—

that if sillc culture is profitable in

New England, (as it undoubtedly is,) much more pro-
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fitabh must it be, in lower and middle Virginia. We
have superior advantages, (for this purpose,) to our

northern brethren, in our warmer cHmatc and longer

summers—the very low prices of lands —and also in

a large amount of labor, altogether suitable, and which

yields nothing for other purposes. Lands in the central

region, exhausted and hilly, but well suited for the

growth of the mulberry, may be now bought at $2 or

$3 the acre. For land of much less value for silk cul-

ture, the silk companies of the north seldom pay less

than $100 the acre. So great is the difference in these

respects, that we have long entertained the opinion, that

by far the best course that a northern silk company

could take, would be to establish its operations on a

large scale on lands in Virginia.

There is an establishment already existing in Pe-

tersbur"-, which is admirably suited to be devoted in

part to raising silk. This is the Poor House Farm.

This establishment is unusually well regulated, and

has already every thing necessary to carry on the silk

business on a large scale, except the mulberry trees,

and a cheap additional building for a cocoonery.

There is enough and good land to plant—plenty of suit-

able labor, there being usually 30 or more young or

infirm paupers, most of whom are fully competent

to attend to this light work, and whom it is impossible

now to employ, profitably, if at all; and moreover,

there is already existing, that constant and excellent

supervision and strict attention, which is indispensa-

ble to the success of the silk business, and which it

would be both cosUy and diflicult to obtain for a new

establishment. Nor would the adoption of this sug-

gestion create a rival to the silk company just formed.

On the contrary, every like experiment would serve to

aid and increase the lights, and to lessen, by sharing

the losses, caused by inexperience, of every other new

establishment. There is no danger of overstocking the

silk market, e\en if silk was cultivated on every farm

in Virginia, between the falls of the rivers and the

mountains.

In all the Northern states, individuals and societies

are every where going into the silk business. Many

and large capitals are already invested—and every

week there are annunciations of other new undertak-

ings. No one there expresses even a doubt of the suc-

cess and profit of the business: and it should be re-

membered that silk culture has already been carried on

profitably for more than half a century in Connecticut.

Wherever the white mulberry tree grows, (no matter

of what color the fruit may be,) proprietors ought to

save the seeds of the present crop, as largely as possi-

ble. There can be no crop planted that will yield more

profit, for sale, than the young trees, unless it be of the

still more valuable Chinese mulberry. The white

mulberry grows abundantly along the shores and banks

of James River, and probably on all our tide waters.

So much of the eastern half as is favorable to

wheat, (and all the soil may be made favorable,)

produces that jirain in the greatest perfection, and
of which the Hour is the best suited lor preserva-

tion and use in tro[iical cIlMintes; and no wheat can
now be advantageeusiy raised tartlier south, 'i^ the
tide-water region ot' ihe United Slates. For the

latter reason, our wheat is the earliest matured
that can possibly reach the Northern Atlantic

cities—consequently, nature gives us a monopoly
ot'the best markets Ibr this product, and which are

yearly and rapidly increasing in their demand.
Another advantage we share with our adjacent
sister Slates. It is, that owing to the nature and
varied times of our harvests, our land can never
be visited by the horrors ofliinune—which no de-
gree of fertility of soil, or of industry of the culti-

vators, can elsewhere always guard against. In
the greater part of Europe, and in many other
countries, all the great crops for the food of man,
are matured nearly at the same time; and a very
destructive season for one of them, is likely to in-

jure all, in a considerable degree. A general fail-

ure, or gr'^at deficiency of crops, is therefore not a
very rare event—and when such scarcity occurs,

an' entire year must pass before another harvest

can bring relief Hence, under such circumstan-

ces, no amount of national wealth, and no foreign

aid whatever, can prevent famine in a populous
country, if even one-third of the usual means for

subsistence should be wanting. Here, our most
abundant crop, Indian corn, is fully matured at the
commencement of cold weather, and its consump-
tion is not generally begun sooner. But if pre-

vious scarcity require, its use for food may be
commenced two or three months earlier. Our
wheat and other small grain crops are reaped
early in summer—and by enlarging the seeding,

they may be increased to any desirable extent be-

yond their usual quantity, if re(|uired by the de-

ficiency of the previous crop of corn. The value
of this security against famine, is not the less a
blessing, because we have not appreciated it, and
have scarcely imagined the possibility of the oc-

currence of such miseries as often afflict other na-*

tions. « # * *

PECULIAR ADVANTAGES OF VIRGINIA IN AG-
RICULTURAL, PRODUCTS.

To tlie Editor of tlie Farmers' Register.

* * * * Virginia possesses some
Rgricukural advantages peculiar to her position.

From tlie New England Farmer.

ATLANTIC SILK COMPANY.

Extract of a letter from Col. Gardener, of Nan-
tucket.

We shall commence manufacturing silk goods
in two or three weeks. We have one invoice of
India and one of Naples silk on hand, and we are

daily expecting an invoice from Smyrna, and have
also sent orders for a large amount, which will ar-

rive in the country in July, or the first of August
next. We have had a piece of handkerchiefs sent
us (rom the Spitalsfields weavers, and we trust be-

fore long to have the pleasure of exhibiting it in

Boston with a piece of Nantucket, made from
precisely the same stock. In the mean time indi-

viduals have commenced setting trees on their

own account. I shall put on my farm this spring

about eighteen thousand trees, including about
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twenty-five hundred of the Moras Multicaulis.

My friend, S. B. Tuck, will set about as many
more. We iiave no doubt at all of the success ol

the Morus Muhicaulis, but we have found it im-
possible to procure them at any price. As many
of our white mulberries are small, our present in-

tention is to engraft tiiem anotlier year.

TO READERS AND CORRESPONDENTS.

Owing to a combination and succession of losses

and mishaps in the printing department of our business,

(a department of which we have been compelled, and

with as much reluctance as unfitness, to Assume the

personal and immediate direction,) the May No. was

not issued until the 12th, instead of the 1st of May

;

and to make up for the lost time, and to return to the

usual and regular time of issue, it was necessary to

print the present No. in half the usual time. This

will, in pari, serve to account for the circumstances

that No. 1, which was six weeks in going through the

press, was very largely supplied with original mat-

ter, and No. 2 has a supply unusually small. But it

is only in part, that this explanation serves—for, in

truth, the aid of our correspondents is furnished very

irregularly ; and it has so happened that there has been

but little received within the last month. It is hoped
that this cessation is but temporary—caused, probably,
by the recent fine and growing weather, which has

given to every farmer abundant and interesting em-
ployment in his fields ; and tliat, from all such peisons,

the Farmers' Register will, at least, have the benefit of
some of the leisure time afforded by rainy days in

summer, and the long and tedious nights of winter. In
the meantime, we are persuaded that the present offer-

ing of original matter will not be found deficient ex-

cept in quantity—and the defect, in that respect, has
permitted the insertion of some long and interesting

selections, which, otherwise, would necessarily have
been deferred, or excluded.

ERRATUM.
To the Editor of the Fanners' Register.

If I am not mistaken, you have omitted a part
of my communication, which appears in tlie first

number of Vol. IV of the Farmers' Kejiister,
viz. " I beg leave to bring before your readers,
an old theory on the generation of plants," &c.
The omission would induce the reader to believe
the theory advanced to be one of my own, which
is not the fact. The theory and opinions are
drawn irom Richard Bradley's old treatise on gar-
dening, published more than a century past,

GALEN,
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system of farming. According to Chaptal, gyp-
sum acts only as a condiment—a spice to excite

the digestive organs of the plant ; and clover and

corn being among those plants upon which it acts

most powerfully, iis ejects upon the alter produc-

tion of both, should have corresponded. If, more-

over, the effect of the stimulus be to make the

crop more luxuriant, and thus draw more heavily

upon the nutritive principles of the soil, then your

correspondent using clover as an alternating crop,

would return to the soil an immense addition of

vegetable matter—which has been shown, under

the tour shift system of Shirle}', and Wcstover,_

under the five, and six, and seven shift systems of

Messrs. Craven and Rogers, of Albemarle, and

under the infinite variety of systems in which plas-

ter and clover are used in rotation, throughout

Pennsylvania, Jersey, New York, along the broad

belt of red land at the base of the Blue Ridije, and
the coterminous calcareous region of the Valley of

Virginia—to be attended with progressive and per-

manent improvement.
I have amplified, I fear tediously, upon this sub-

ject, because I consider the doctrine advanced by
your Maryland correspondent, the most danger-

ous which could gain ground among the desert

wastes, which disfigure Eastern Virginia. And
because it has already gained foothold with other

gentlemen, who, like yourintelligentcorrespondent,

have yielded at the first failure, and abandoned,

what I am sure, has done more to repair the rava-

ges—the murderous cut-throat system of our fii-

thers—than all other agents united.

Your Charlotte correspondent, J. F. E., tested

by the same authorities, would be adjudired equal-

ly exceptionable upon this point; and from the

sound sense which his remarks respecting putres-

cent manures indicate, he will probably have as

many converts as your Maryland correspondent.

If these gentlemen have not read Chaptafs book,

1 will take the liberty of reconunending it to their

perusal, in the confidence, that I offer them a rich

banquet, where they may resale themselves with

pleasure and profit, and in the further confidence,

that they will rise Irom its perusal, advocates of

gypsum and clover, and even more zealous than

tliey are now, for putrescent manures. They will

think, with the learned Frenchman, "that the use

of plaster is one of the most important improve-

ments that has ever been made in agriculture"

—

"that dunghills are the riches of the fields;" for,

"without dung, there is no harvest."

WM. M. PKYTON.

P. S. Chaptal states, in his treatise near the

bottom of page 75, that 300 parts of water will

dissolve oneof gypsum. This differs so materially

from Sir Humphry Davy, and other chenfists,

that 1 have been induced to suspect that it was an
error of the printer; but there being no other pas-

sage in the work by which it can be tested, and
there being no other copy in the neighborhood,
I must beg the fiivor of you to compare it with
yours, and inform me whether they correspond.*

* The figures above referred to are corrcctlj' given

in our correspondent's copy, (the American transla-

tion,) as we have ascertained by examination of the

orginal work, (Paris edition.) Chemists ditl'er grcallv

in their reports of the degree of solubility of gypsum iri

water.

—

Ed. Far. Reg.

In publishing some hasty remarks, appended to a
letter of business, which 1 addressed you last

month, (your polite answer to which, I received

as I commenced this sentence,) you committed se-

veral typographical blunders, such as ''greatly un-
dilatiiig lor "gently undulating"—"immediately"
for "irremediably," &c., all of which, I have no
doubt, are justly chargeable to the indistinctness of

my hand writing.

W. 31. P.

From the British Farmer's Magazine.

spade husbandry.
Sir,

I beg leave to call the attention of your readers

to a recent experiment of spade husbandry in the

neighborhood of Eastbourne, which fully proved
that digging land is cheaper than ploughing it.

Ten sur|)lus laborers petitioned to dig a quantity

of land "at iweniy shillings per acre, which is fully
equal to three times ploughing, which costs thirty

shillings per acrey Some of the respectable ag-
riculturists of that neighborhood have made the

experiment, and it has also been practiced in Scot-

land: it will not, therefore, be unreasonable to

hope, that, if it be so much cheaper than plough-
ing, and advantageous in other ways, the practice

may become general.

It is admitted hy those conversant with the

farming business, that it never was in a more de-

pressed state than it is at present ; and, conse-
quently, that it needs the utmost economy in ex-

penditure, the most judicious application of labor

and skill, and, indeed, every other aid which can
be called to its support. It is on this account that

I would urge the necessity of every farmer making
a trial of the spade, in place of the plough. The
experiment is simple, requires no additional study
to comprehend it, and its rusults are certain.

They may do this without the trouble of analy-

zing soils, or burdening their memories with a
knowledge of chemistry, or laying out large sums
in certain profitless pursuits : in fact, by such a
course, they may cultivate their farms at a less ex-
pense, augment their profits, and improve the con-
dition of their laborers.

If digging were extensively practised, it would
furnish employment for thousands of men, able and
willing to work, who are now unemployed ; and
much of that degradation and crime, the concom-
itants of idleness, which has been manifested
amongst the agricultural laborers, would thereby
be curtailed. It is ofien the case, too, that the

farmer is the sufferer by such crime ; tor, though
he may feel sorry tor the wretched men, yet he
has not always the means of relief in his power;
nor, fi-om the places in which his produce is de-

posited, is he able to protect it from those who
may wish to appropriate it to their own uses.

Misfortune often compels men to do what they

woukl shudder at the thought of in opposite cir-

cumstances, and it is said that "hunger will break

through stone walls ;" therefore, they may be

tempted to plunder the potato-hog or the barn, to

obtain a meal lor their starving tiunilies
;
poaching

necessarily accompanies such condition; one
crime is followed by others o 'greater magnitude

;

they thus become amenable to the law ; are pro-

secuted; and their families have to be maintained

—still out of the farmer's means. In such a etate

of thingSj if any plan can be found which will ben-
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efit both Ihe fctrnier and his servant, it ought to be
j

irrew in tufts, rather than in a thick close sward.

ado|)ted. Spade husbandry has been tried, and it , Tliat it can ever be profitably introduced on lands

is asserted that by it the workiiiir of the land is

better pertbrnied, and is much cheaper, than when
done by the plou<^h : the tanner could thus give

employment to many deserving horieat men, and

afl'ord them means to rear their fiimilies in a com-
fortable manner. It is, therefore, desirable, that

every well meaning man should give his attention

to the subject, and endeavor to promote its exten-

sion, thus holding out a "helping hand" to those

who so much need it. T. C.

From the Genesee Farmer.

ORCHARD GRASS.

Next to the clovers, red and white, herds grass

and timothy, the grass that appears best to repay
cultivation in the northern states, is the orchard
grass of the north, orcocksibot grass, as it is some-
limes called in the middle states. lis valuable qua-
lities consist in its early growth, the rapidity with
which it ."springs up when fed or cut down, the

quantity it produces on light soils, and the cover-
ing it affords soils which are apt to suffer after

mowing from exposure to the sun. When al-

lowed to become old and dry, it does not appear to

make as good hay, or be as palatable to horses or

other stock, as the first mentioned grasses; indeed,

to derive the full benefit of orchard grass, fi-eqnent

mowinsr, or constant cropping, is requisite. For a
second mowing, or crop of rowen, the orchard
grass is unequalled.

Orchard grass is excellent for sowing with clo-

ver on all soils, hut especially on dry ones, as

when mown with the oiher it springs up so rapidly

as to preserve the clover roots ti'om drying up, as
they frequently do, and thus prevents the retarda-

tion in growth, or death of the plants, that so oiten

ensues. Judge Peters of Pennsylvania, one of
the first agriculturists in this country, says, "that
on uplands it is preferable to timothy, and that

when sown with clover, it endures in uninterrupted
vigor and usefulness, when the latter in dry sea-
sons is burned or shriveled.''' W. H. Johnson, of
the same state, and a practical farmer, says—"^s
a pasture grass it is loithoiit arivaV Unlike timo-
thy, or herds, or clover, when cut, its growth is one
continued effort of vegetation. The new shoot
springs immediately out of the blade, and with
such a rapidity that I have known in a rich soil,

during eleven or twelve days, an average growth
of more than an inch per day. Of all the grasses
with which 1 am acquainted, it is the first to grow
in the sprinir, and continues to flourish the last in

the fall. It is soft, sweet and nutritious, and when
growing with other grasses, it is observed that
stock most generally give it a decided preference.
We have for a number of )-ears been in the ha-

bit of cultivating this grass, and can cheerfully add
our testimony to the above statement of its good
qualities, and would further add, that, as its name
imports, it is superior to any other grass for orch-
ards, groves, or fields containing great numbers of
shade trees, as under such it flourishes nearly as
^yell as in the open air. The only serious objec-
tions we have ever known made to its use were,
that by being sown with or without clover, it

would form an obstacle to the usual rotation of

on which it is intended to raise a crop of wheat as
often as once in three years, we do not imagine;
in such cases, clover, and nothing but clover, should
be used, as on this the fertilizing powers of ma-
nure and plaster can be most profitably exerted.

But there is on almost every farm, fields that can-
not and ought not to be subjected to the rotation

system, and here the orchard grass may be inval-

uable. On farms, too, intended for grazing, the

orchard grass will ])rove a most important auxiliary

and one which we think will be more valued and
appreciated the more it is used and cultivated.

The rapidity with which it throws out new leaves

after cutting, is almost incredible, and should be
witnessed by all who would understand the vege-
tative powers of" plants. As to its growing in

tufts—this is true, as it is generally sown, but the

dillicull}', we think, lies in not having a sufficient

quantity of seed put on an acre. If put on thick

enough, it grows no more in tufts than the

other grasses, and spreads in the same manner.
When thinly sown with timothy or clover, it grows
so much more rapidly after cutting than the others,

that a field necessarily assumes a tufted appear-

ance; but this produces no injury whatever, and
is indeed beneficial to the grasses with which it is

associated.

Orchard grass seed should be cut rather early,

and carefully dried, as otherwise it is apt to fall

out and be lost. Where it is intended to be mown,
the seed when ripe may be cut clean with a cra-

dle, and thus secured, and the bottom then cut

with a scythe, as usually performed. The seed is

quite light, not often weighing more than 14 or 15

pounds to the bushel; and should be sown in still

weather, that the action of the winds in unequally

scattering it, may be prevented. It has been as-

certained that for seed lots, two bushels should be

sowed to the acre; and for the scythe or for pasture,

the mixture should be one bushel of orchard grass

and one of timothy seed, sown either in the

spring or fall, and over which should be scattered

four quarts of^ clover seed in the month of March.
G.

TO PREVENT TIMBER FROM ROTTING.

[We have published before an account of this im-

portant discovery of Mr. Kyan's, but this is a later

and, in some respects, a more explanatory statement,

—Ed. Far. Reg.]

from the New Bedford Mercury.

Mr. Lindsey:—If you think the following de-

scription of the method of preserving timber from
rot, insects and worms, now universally adopted in

England, is of importance to the public, you will

confer a favor by giving it an insertion.

The writer of this is personally acquainted with

the ingenious inventor—has attended the lectures

in London on the subject, and is satisfied of the

elTlcacy of his plan.

The material employed by the inventor is cor-

rosive sublimate, long known as a great preser-

vative of animal substances from decay. The
timber to be prepared must be placed in a tank or

vessel, from 40 to 80 feet long, 4 or 5 feet deep,

and about the same width. A solution of the
crops adopted in our wheat growing sections, and

|

corrosive sublimate is then thrown upon it unti!

that when sown on our lands) it too frequently
i
covered; the proportion, according to the inventor,
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is 1 lb. of corrosive sublimate to 5 gallons ol' water

—but individuals who have tried it, say 1 lb. to 10

gallons of water. Pine plank are saturated in 48

hours. An oak stick, 40 feet long and 1 foot square,

requires three \veeks—during which time it be-

comes effectually seasoned, and will not contract

or shrink, even on exposure to the highest tempe-

rature of a tropical climate. The corrosive subli-

mate has a strong affinity lor the albumen or vege-

table juices generally called sap, combines instan-

taneously with it, and forms a new chemical com-
pound which is solid, insoluble, and will not at-

tract moisture. The efiicacy of this invention hafi

been tested in the most extraordinary manner.

Pieces of the timber prepared with a solution of

the sublimate, and unprepared pieces, the latter

well seasoned, were placed m the ^'Rotten Pit,''''

at the King's Dock Yark, Woolwich, in 1828.

In 1831, the writer of this was present when they

were withdrawn. The prepared timber was per-

fectly sound—the unprepared, although of the best

English oak, was a mass of rot and decayed ve-

getable matter.

The prepared sticks were left on the ground in

the open air six months, and then again placed in

the Rotten Pit, with other pieces of well seasoned

timber. At the end of two years, the prepared

timber was found quite sound—the seasoned very

rotten.

The Rotten Pit, at Woolwich Yard, is a cave
under ground, 80 feet long by 20 feet, and built by
order of government, for the purpose of testing

the efficacy of the various proposed nostrums lor

preserving timber. The pit is lined, top, bottom

and sides, with vegetable matter in the worst pos-

sible stage of corruption—very damp and lull of

carbonic acid gas—it is a perfect hot-bed—a can-

dle will not burn it in a minute, so foul is the air

of this subterraneous chamber. In fiict, no limber,

although thoroughly salted, docked, or seasoned,

will resist three months the powerful decomposing
qualities of the Rotten Pit. The specimens were
placed on the bottom of the pit, and half buried in

the putrid vegetable matter with which the cave
is kept supplied. This experiment seemed so con-

clusive, that Government immediately paid the

inventor £ 10,000, and advised him to take out a
patent. He was ordered to .construct tanks at all

the Dock Yards, and the government timber was
immediately prepared in the above manner. Pre-
vious to this, individuals had fitted tanks, and two
Avhalemen were built entirely of timber and plank
prepared with the solution. House builders are

also using it very generally in London. The
sleepers, or foundations for railways—staves for

oil casks, canvass, rope, and all vegetable matter,

may be ])reserved by its use. It is found that a
cubic foot of oak, will absorb three pints of the

liquid, which will cost at the present price of quick-

ailver, T^ cents per cubic foot; a mere trifle com-
pared with the immense advantage of having a
material not liable to be destroyed by rot, worms,
or insects of any kind. Tiie objection urged
against this material, is its poisonous nature. JBut

it has been proved, by careful experiment, that

corrosive sublimate, when it combines with the
sap of wood, forms a compound perfectly insoluble,

and (juite innocent—in liict, a complete chemical
change takes |)lace in the poisonous nature of the
niixture by this combination.

The writer has seen experiments tried upon

canvass and rope, which were immersed in the so-

lution, and placed four months in a dunghill : the

unprepared pieces were destroyed—while the tex-

ture of the prepared specimens was not weakened
in the slightest degree. Any one can try this by
using the above proportions.

Satisfactory accounts have been received by
Messrs. B. Rotch and M. Enderb\', of London,
from the captains of the whale ships constructed

at their instance, of timber prepared as above

—

testifying that the crew were remarkably healthy,

although they slept actually in conlact with the

ceilmg plank thus prepared, through all chmates
and changes of temperature.

It is well known to practical men that salt is not
an effectual preservative—as many ships, salted on
the stocks, have been found rotten the first voyage
—one instance, the Enterprise of Nantucket. The
Golconda, of New-Bedford, has had a new wind-
lass three voyages in succession, and the lower
masts of ships very quickly decay. These parts

of a ship it is impossible to salt. In the British

navy, the use of salt has been discontinued, as it

is found to corrode the iron rapidly, and it also

keeps a ship in a very damp state.

From the Cultivator.

PRESERVING BUTTER.

Believing that butter may be kept sweet and
good in our climate, almost any length of time, if

|)roperly mantactured, and well taken care of, in

order to test the validity of this opinion, we had
two pots put down, in June, and the other in Au-
gust, 1834, more than twenty months ago; and on
jjrobing them with a tryer, while penning this ar-

ticle, the butter is Ibundpertectly sweet, and seems
to retain most of its original fiavor and fi-eshness.

We design to send both pots to Boston next fall,

with a view of having its mode of manulacture,

and method of preservation, judged of by the but-

ter tasters of that notable city.

In the manufacturing process, no water ispermitted
to come in contact with the cream or butter—because
it is believed that water, and particularly soft wa-
ter, dissipates much of the fine davor that gives to

butter its high value. The Orange county dairy
women say, " give us good hard water, and we
will make good butter"—tor the reason, probably,

that it abstracts less of the aroma from the butter

than soft water. The temperature of the cream
may be regulated by cold or hot water put into a
tub, in which the churn may be plunged. If the
cream is clean, it needs no washing; and if the
butter is dirty, water will never clean it.

Nothing but good well pulverized salt is used in

preserving the butter; this is a/Z mixed, and all dis-

solved, in the mass, before the butter has its sec-

ond, thorough and final working with the butter

ladle, and which is not finished till all the butter-

milk is expelled.

To avoid all taint from the butter vessels, and
the better to exclude it from the air, which soon
injures it, the butter is packed close in clean stone
jars, and when nearly filled, is covered with a
strong brine, rendered pure by previous boiling,

skimming and settling. In twenty months this

brine has been twice renewed, on the appearance
of a film upon the surface of the old pickle. To
preserve butler, air and vvater, and heat above 65

J
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or 70 derfrees, are to be guarded against as much

as possible. The brine upon the surface does not

penetrate tlie mass, nor while sweet taint it; but

it thoroughly excludes the air.

From the Now Engliiiul Farmer.

DEMAND FOR COCOONS.

If farmer^- have any doidits remaining with res-

pect to the demand for cocoons, or raw silk, they

will be removed on seeing markets opening Ibr

them in all directions. The manufacturing com-

panies already formed, will require more of the

raw material than will be grown in this comitry

for the next quarter of a century. Many of these^

companies are incorporated for the purpose of

growing, as well as manutiicturingsilk; on account

of the necessity which they will be under for years

to come, of producing their own stock. This union

of both branches of the business is not a mat-

ter of choice, but of necessity. The manufacture

of silk is a distinct branch of business from its cul-

ture, and it would be desirable to keep it so, were
it practicable; but until farmers engage in the bu-

siness with spirit and activity, manufiictures must
rely on their own resources to furnish their own
stock.

From the New England Farmer.

TRANSPLANTING EVERGREENS.

It IS generally recommended in transplanting

evergreen shrubs and trees, to do it in winter, or

when a large frozen ball of earth can be removed
with the roots, which prevents any exposure of

them to the air, and the necessity ofapplying new
earth to them. But it frequently happens, that

circumstances render this method very inconveni-

ent, or impossible. When this is the case, they
should be transplanted considerably later in the

spring than common deciduous trees. The best

time is when the buds are beginning to swell, or

when they are passing from a quiescent state to

that of active vegetafion, as it is then that they
are best prepared to supply, by new roots, any loss

(sustained in their removal.

disturbed; for dung undergoes a fresh fermetation
every time it is moved and then leil in bulk: if it

lies spread evenly over the surface however, its

strength is carried into the soil by the rains.'"

The above suggestions appear reasonable; and
whether the experience of others will accord with
.these results or not, we think his suggestions are
worthy of careful examination. The experiments
can be easily repeated; and we hope that farmers
will not prejudge the case, but patiently examine
for themselves. Well directed attention to matters,

often deemed trivial, like the diligent hand maketh
rich.

From tlie Genesee Farmer.

TWO CROPS AT ONCE ON THE GROUND.

Three years ago, I was persuaded to plant po-
tatoes between the rows of Indian corn. The
field had been well dressed with both lime and sta-

ble manure, and the ground well cultivated: yet the
result was less than half a crop of either corn or

potatoes ; and my maxim has since been one
crop at a time. It is all that we can reasona-
bly look for; and so far as my knowledge has ex-
tended, every attempt at double cropping has end-
ed in disappointment.

From the Genesee Farmer.

SPREADING STABLE MANURE.

" I cannot subscribe to the doctrine of hauling
out stable manure, and leaving it in heaps until

we are ready to plough it under. It will ferment.

The sooner it is spread after being disturbed, the

better; and from often repeated experiments, my
best crops have uniformly beeri where the dung
was spread as fiist as it was hauled, though it lay

exposed to both sun and rain for some days,—in

a tew instances for several weeks before it was
ploughed under. The same kind of manure which
lay in heaps unspread till the day it was ploughed
under, produced a very inferior crop. I have not
been able to discover that manure when spread a-
broad ready for the plough, sustains any great loss

from evaporation—or at least not so much as from
fermentation while lying in heaps after it has been

THE CONNECTICUT SILK FACTORY.

[So great is the interest at the present time to

our country in the culture and manufacture of silk,

that almost anything relating to the subject is sure

to attract attention. We doubt not therefore that

the following Report will be highly acceptable to

our readers. It will be gratifying to the public to

learn, that the encouragement afforded by the le-

gislature to this important department of industry,

has been attended with such beneficial results;

and to our citizens especially it must be a source

of pride and satisfaction, thai so useful and well

regulated an establishment as that described in

the report, is located in our cit)^]

—

Con. Courrani.

The Committee appointed by the ''Hartford
County Silk Society,''^ to examine into the present

condition and progress of "the Connecticut Silk

Manufacturing Company," have attended to the

duty of said appointment, and submit the follow-

ing report.

On going into the establishment of said com-
pany, the Committee could not avoid expressing
their satisfaction at the good order, neatness, and
comfort, which every where appeared among its in-

mates. The weaving room contains about 100
looms, about 60 of which were occupied by neat,

industrious looking young ladies, apparently from
12 to 20 years of age, and while their la-

bor, that of weaving a fi\bric from two to four

inches wide, appeared exceedingly light and pleas-

ant, there was a general contentment and satis-

faction exhibited in their countenances, or by the

singing of some sprightly air.

The charter of the silk company provides that

the said company shall instruct one person to be
named by each of the county silk societies, in the

art and mystery of reeling silk, without expense.

But the Committee learned, with great satisliiction,

that the President of the Manufacturing Compa-
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ny, Mr. Colt, the present director of the establish-

ment, is willing to instruct every one who ofiers,

not only gratuitously, but will pay them a reason-

able compensation for their services, to the number
of two hundred, at least. It is understood that

all applicants shall bring evidence of fair moral

character, and that their ages shall not be under

15, nor over 40 years.

As the process of reeling the silk from the co-

coons is performed only during the summer, those

who apply for instruction in this part of the man-
ufacture only, must of course come at that season

of the year. But those who remain through the

winter will also be instructed in the art of weav-
ing Tuscan straw, and a variety of other liincy ar-

ticles.

With respect to the time and labor required to

learn the various arts carried on in the establish-

ment, the Committee saw two young ladies who
had been only a day or two at work, and were
surprised at- the facility with which tliey produced

the finest fabrics.

The prices paid per yard for the fibrics, depend
upon the ease, or difficulty, with which they are

produced, so that with equal industry there is but

little dilference in their earnings. On inspecting

the day book, the Committee found that 50 cents

per day is nearly the average sum paid those

who had been in the factory for a i'cw weeks.
It is the wish and desire of the Silk Company

that the farmers should raise the silk, their daugh-
ters reel it, and sell it in the raw state to the man-
iifiicturer. After the art of reeling has been ac-

quired, the Committee see no difficulty in this ar-

rangement, since the reel is a very simple and
cheap instrument, and may be had of the compa-
ny at five dollars each, and requires no more room
or skill to keep it in order than the common house-
hold reel, so universally in use.

The Committee would therefore recommend
that every farmer who raises only a few bushels

of cocoons should have them reeled in his own
house. This will be found by far the most profita-

ble method, since the difference of price between
the cocoons and the reeled silk will much more
than pay for the reeling. Tliis difference is so

considerable, that even when the farmer raises

only a iew pounds of silk, the expenses of a reel

would every year be saved by having the reeling

done in his family.

The chief business of the Silk Company at the

present time is the manufacture of Tuscan straw
into fabrics for hats and bonnets; and the Com-
mittee were particularly interested in some esti-

mates which the president of the company had
made on this manuliicture in a national point of
view. If we suppose there are three millions of
females in the United Ststes, who purchase each a
Tuscan hat annually, at the price of two dollars,

then the cost of this single article to the country
will amount to 6 millions per year. Taking the
last three or four years as examples, it is thought
that this estimate is not far from the truth, for it is

known that there are upwards of 6 millions of fe-

males in our country, and we think that common
observation is sufficient to show,that, in the Atlan-
tic States at least, one-half of them have worn
Tuscan hats within the last year or two; and judg-
ing from the known contagious nature of limiale

fashions, we may fiiirly conclude that a similar es-

timate may be made with respect to the interior

states. But since it takes two or three years for a
fashion to pass from one end of our country to the
other, it may be objected that our estimate is too
high, as not all the females who wear Tuscan hats
purchase them in the same year. But it must be
remembered that two dollars is probably behind
the average price of the article in question, and
that the more common price has been from five to

ten dollars. It must also be remembered that our
estimate with respect to the number of females
who wear Tuscan hats is probably much below
the truth, so that we beUeve our estimate cannot
be far out of the way.
Now taking for data certain facts presented by

the Silk Company, the Committee are Avarranted in

believing that the three millions of dollars, ex-
pended for the article in question, may all be earned
by the females in this country.

In behalf of the Committee,
J. L. COMSTOCK.

EXPLANATORY REMARKS ON THE ACTION OF
CHEJIISTRY ON AGRICULTURE.

By James Renwick, LL. D. Professor of Nat. Exp.
Philosophy and Chemistry m Columbia College, N. Y.

[A pubHc-spirited agriculturist, in the western part of

the State of New York, who is ready to devote a por-

tion of his wealth, as well as the energies of his mind'

for his country's improvement, some months ago asked

our leave to have re-published, for distribution in New
York, the translation of Puvis' Essay on the use of
Lime as Manure, which was prepared for, and first

appeared in this journal. Of course, the permission

was most readily accorded. Professor Renwick con-

sented to carry the plan into effect: and this second

edition of the translation has recently been published

in a neat octavo pamphlet, and is preceded by the in-

troduction, which will be inserted below. This piece

is especially valuable as applying chemical science to

agriculture, in popular and perspicuous language, ac-

cording to its author's design, and suitable to the ob-

ject of the publication, and the class of readers it was

particularly intended to benefit; a most desirable and

important matter, which is too generally neglected, if

not contemned, by other men of science. But though

a proper "introduction" to the work of Puvis, this is

also a distinct, substantive essay, entirely fit to be pre-

sented alone, as it will be given here, and to furnish

instruction to all who need it, on the elements of agri-

cultural chemistry.]

The chemical facts and principles which are ap-

plicable to agriculture are neither numerous nor

complex. They are, however, to be Ibund only

in works on general chemistry, in which they are

intimately associated with laws and phenomena
of" a more abstruse description, and in connexion
with which they constitute a science of which the

most learned are still students, and to attain which
in its existing form, may require years of close and
attentive study. The language, too, of chemistry,

which, to those who study it in a regular course,

serves as an artificial memory, and single words
of which call up long trains of thought and exper-

iment, presents to the uninitiated all the difficulties

of a foreign tongue.
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Yet it cannot be doubted, that the practical

farmer may derive important benefit ii-om acquir-

ing so much of this lanijuage, as will enable him
to understand the chemical explanation of the nu-

n)erous changes which are continually taking

place in the natural actions which it is his high
privilege to call into his service, to direct in part,

and modify in degree. So also are there certain

chemical elements and compounds, with the pro-

perties of which he ought to be acquainted if he
wish to be able to direct his practical skill with
more etTect, even in circumstances tamiliar to him,
hut which may be absolutely necessary, or will at

any rate save waste of labor and loss of time,

when the knowledge acquired by practice, in one
place, is to be employed in a new situation, and
under a change of" circumstances.

It is -he object of this introduction to exhibit,

in such form as may be intelligible to those who
have not made general chemistry an object of stu-

dy, a concise view of such of the laws and facts

of that science, as are absolutely necessary for the

agriculturist who may wish to improve his prac-

tice, and which are more |)articularly required by
those who wish to avail themselves of the know-
ledge contained in the subjoined essay. To do
this has been found no easy task. It would be in

itself difficult, but to the author of this introduc-

tion has been more particularly so, as he has for

years been in the habit of imparting instruction to

those whose habits of life ami thoughts are as re-

mote as posssible fiom those of the practical

fiirmer; persons to whom the particular language
of chemistry is an aid, instead of" an impediment;
and who, with ample time at their command, have
an opportunity of pursuing the study of the sci-

ence, step by step. Fully aware of these difficul-

ties, both general and peculiar, this attempt would
not have been made, and certainly not persisted in,

had it not have been for the instances of an intel-

ligent, scientific, and successful farmer, who has
urged the completion of the task as an object

likely to be beneficial to those, who, with perhaps
equal zeal and native powers of mind, have not

enjoyed, like himself, the advantages of a scien-

ific education.

The atmosphere which surrounds our earth is

the first object to which our attention should be
directed. This is the vehicle of the moisture,

which, whether it fall in the form of rain or dew,
run in streams, or issue from springs, is abso-

lutely essential to the success of the farmer's la-

bor. It is also, as we shall presently see, impor-
tant to him on other accounts.
The greater part of the atmosphere is made up

of a mixture of substances, each of which has the

same mechanical properties as the whole mass.
These air-like substances are known to chemists
by the name of gases.

Of these gases, two make up by fiir the greater

portion of atmospheric air, and exist in it in the pro-

portion of about four to one. That which is the

largest in quantity,and makes up nearly four-filths

of the whole atmosphere, is called in the Essay of

M. Puvis, by the name of Azot, but is more
usually known in English by the name of nitro-

gen.

This substance, although in the largest propor-

tion, is the least important of the gases in its chem-
ical eflfects. It does not aid in supporting the life

of animals, nor in maintaining the burning (com-
hustion) of inflammable bodies.

The part of the atmosphere which is absolute-
ly necessary for these purposes, is called by the
name of oxygen, and nearly makes up the remain-
ing filth part of the atmospheric air. In its sup-
l)ort of lif(3, it Jilways, and in maintaining combus-
tion often, unites with a chemical element, which
is called carbon. This is familiarly known aa
forming the principal part of charcoal. In its

union with carbon, oxygen forms a peculiar gas
known by the name of carbonic acid.

Carbonic acid is always found in small quan-
tities in the atmosphere, to which it is furnished by
the breath of animals and the fijmes of burnrno'
bodies. It is, when in con,«iiderable quantities,
fiUal to the life of animals, but is prevented from
accumulating to an injurious extent, in conse-
quence of its being taken up by water; it is there-
fore dissolved, in proportions about equal to those
in which it is formed, by rivers^ lakes, the ocean,
and the moisture of the soil.

Water exists in the atmosphere in the form of
vapor. The great source of this vapor is the ex-
tended surface of the ocean; and it is governed
by a mechanical law, by which it is continually
tending to distribute itself uniformly over the
whole surface of the earth. It may thus exist in

as large quantities over the surface of the dryest
land as over that of the ocean itself". This ten-
dency to equal distribution is continually counter-
acted by the changes in the sensible heat (temper-
ature) of the atmosphere, and of the surfiice of
the earth, which follow the alternations ofday and
night, and the vicissitudes of the seasons. By these
alternations and changes, the vapor is caused to

fall (precipitated) in the form of rain, snow, hail,

dew, or white frost, according to circumstances.
As such changes of temperature are more fre-

quent on the land than on the ocean, the Avater

which falls on the former, in either of these forms,
is greater in quantity than that which falls on equal
surfiices of the latter. Thus, by a wise and be-
nevolent provision of Providence, the water of
the ocean is continually furnishing vapor, which
is precipitated on the land for the support of vege-
taiion and the supply of springs, and whose ex-
cess is poured back into the ocean in streams and
rivers.

Water has been found by chemists to be a com-
pound substance, made up of two elements. One
of these, which forms eight-ninths of its weight,
is the gas already mentioned under the name of
oxygen; the other, a pecuUar gas, known by the
name of hydrogen.

Hydrogen, when free, is the lightest of all

known bodies, rising and floating in atmospheric
air; it not only combines with oxygen, to form
water; but with carbon to form a great variety of
compounds—gaseous, liquid, viscid, and solid. It

also combines with nitrogen, and forms a gas
known by the name of ammonia, which is well

known by the peculiar smell it gives to spirits of
hartshorn (liquid ammonia.)
Hydrogen also combines with sulphur, forming

a gas known by the name of sulphuretted hydro-
gen; this exists in the atmosphere, but in such
small quantities as only to be detected by the
nicest chemical tests. It combines in like manner
with phosphorus, forming phosphoretted hydro-
gen gas, whose presence in the air is occasionally

perceptible.

Oxygen, as we have seen, unitea with carbon
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to Ibrm a gas which we have called carbonic

acid.

This receives the latter part of its name from its

similarity in properties to an extensive class of

compound bodies, known by the name of The

Jlc'ids. The greater part of these, like carbonic

acid, are combinations of inflammable bodies with

oxygen. The most important of these, in refer-

ence to our present object, are the sulphuric and

phosphoric acids: named li-om the two substances

(sulphur and phosphorus) which are their bases.

Muriatic acid may also be mentioned here, al-

though its composition is of a different character.

Oxygen unites with other bodies to form a class

of compounds known under the name of oxides.

The acids unite with earths, alkalis, and me-
tallic oxides, to form a class of compounds known
under the general name of salts. These are

named from the two substances which enter into

their composition: thus, the salt Ibrmed of sul-

phuric acid and the earth lime, is called sulphate

of lime. The substances which unite with acids

to form salts, are called the bases of the respective

ealts.

Of these bases, the alkalis and earths are the

most important. Of the alkalis, it is only neces-

sary to know the names of two, namely potassa

and soda, and to be aware that their distinctive

properties, are—to possess an acrid taste, a caus-

tic operation, to render oils capable of mixing

with water, and to neutralize the properties of

acids.

The earth which chemists call by the name
of silex or silica, is found almost pure in flint and
rock crystal; it is also almost pure in sharp color-

less sands, and is by far the larger juirt of sands of

every description. 80 far as the tiirmer need
know its properties, it is hard, rough to the touch,

has no attraction for water, which it permits to fil-

ter through, or evaporate from it, with the greatest

ease. It is capable of uniting Avith the other

earths in compounds which are called silicates, and
is the only earth which enters into the formation of

fioils uncombined with the others or with other ele-

ments. I

The earth which chemists call by the name of

alumina, is so named because it is obtained by
them in a pure Ibrm fiom the well-known salt call-

ed alum, of which it is tlxe basis. Its most marked
characteristic is plasticity: (hat is to say, it may
be formed into a paste with water, will then easi-

ly receive any form which may be given it, and
retain that form unaltered, even by violent heat.

It never exists in soils unmixed, but in intimate

association, or more probably chemical combina-
tion with silica, it is the well-known substance call-

ed clay, or argillaceous earth. White clayrj are this

combination nearly pure, and colored clays oltcn

contain it wiili no other addition than metallic co-

loring matter. Clay retains the ])lasiic property
of alumina; it thereibre causes soils to be reten-

tive of moisture; and, when they dry, makes them
form tough clods or crusts, similar in character to

sun-dried brick.

Soils which contain claj^ are oflen also mixed
with sand, or with an excess of silica in grains,

which does not enter into composition of the clay.

Such a soil is less liable to Ibrm a tough crust than
a pure clay, but it will refjuire a very large pro-

portion of sand to destroy this property alto-

gether.

Clay mixed wilh sandy soils renders them more
retentive of moisture. Sand and clay have there-

ibre been used as manures fbr each other; but it

may reasonably be doubted whether all the ad-

vantage that has been anticipated by some ironi

this process, can be realized, as such a mixture
will be merely mechanical.
Loamy soils are generally said to be mixtures

of sand and clay; they undoubtedly usually con-

tain both these earths, and even sometimes a large

excess of sand. But we shall give reasons lor

believing that loams owe their peculiar value to a
combination of clay with another substance, by
which a change is produced in its chemical char-

acters.

Lime is familarly known to farmers by the same
name that is generally used by chemists. It is

obtained by the aid of heat from rocks which go
by the name of limestones. These are combina-
tions of lime with carbonic acid, which is fixed in

them by chemical attraction, but which, when
driven off by heat, takes the same form as the air

of the atmosphere, or becomes a gas. This gas

from this circumstance has been called fixed air,

by which name it is often known when causing

the sparkling and li'oth of cider and beer. The
principal part of limestone is therefore called by
chemhts carbonate (]f lime. Carbonate of lime is

also found in shells, both of those of living ani-

mals, and those which exist in the ground in a fos-

sil state. In the fbrmer it is mixed with animal

matter, which is more or less separated fi'om the

latter according to the time which has elapsed since

the death of the shell fish.

Marl, in the sense in which the term is used by
chemists, is a mixture of clay with carbonate of

lime. The English writers on agriculture have
not observed this distinction, and the term is some-
times a|)p!ied by them to a decomposed chalk,

which may contain little or no clay; and some-
times to clay which contains no carbonate of lime.

In fact, the name is frequently applied by them to

any earthy matter found below the vegetable soil,

which is capable of increasing its fertility. From
this misapprehension, the substances whch go by
the name of marl in New Jersey, Maryland, and
Virginia, do not correspond with the chemical de-
finition, but are generally beds of fossil shells,

mixed in various proportions with earthy and sa-

line matters of various kinds.

Lime is a substance very different in its charac-
ters fi'om the two earths of which we have pre-

viously spoken. When prepared by heat from
any of the original fbrms of its carbonate, it re-

tains their shape unaltered, but may have its color

changed, and always loses considerably in weight.
It is now acrid, caustic, and corrosive, and has
some properties in common with potash, which
are therefore alkaline. Of these the most im-
portant is, that it unites vvtlh acids to form com-
pounds included in the general class of salts. Of
the salts of lime which are important to (he farm-
er, the three principal are—the carbonate, wU'n-h,

as we have stated, is found in limestone, chalk,
shells, and marl; the sulphate, in which lime is

combined with sulphuric acid, and which, in com-
bination with waler,is the substance so well known
to our liu-iners under the name of plaster of Paris,

or less familiarly by that of gypsum; \he phos-
phate, which constitutes a large part of the bones
of animals.
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Lime wlien exposed to the air, attracts carbonic

acid, which is ahvays to be found in the atmos-
phere; it thus passes back to the state of carbonate,

but in so doing gradually tails to powder, and is

then said to be air-slaked. It" slaked with water,

it also falls to a powder, which still retains the caus-

tic character of the burnt lime; but this powder,
when exposed to the air, unites wiih carbonic acid

more rapidly than when in mass.
Lime, in its caustic state, has the property of ra-

pidly decomjiosing vegetable and animal sub-
stances, thus hastening the )iatural processes by
wliich they are finally destroyed; or, to speak-

more properly, have their elements resolved into

new combinations. The oliensive and unwhole-
some gases, which are given out by this composi-
tion, are absorbed by the lime, and prevented liom
mixing with the air. The same property is pos-

sessed in a less degree by the carbonate of lime,

and probably by its other compounds; but in order
that either this earth or its comjiounds shall man-
ilest this property, they must be in small iiag-

meats, or, which is better, in fine powder.
Wet sand and plastic clay, and those soils to

which they give their characters, also possess the

property of absorbing gases; but they liave this

in a very inferior degree to lime and its compounds.
As the gases generated by the decomposition of
vegetable and animal substances Ibrm a large part

of the necessary Ibod of plants, it is obvious that
a soil which contains the carbonate of lime, may
retain and store them up for use, while they will

. be lost ill soils of a different character.

Carbonate of lime may also be made a most
important article in the preservation of the most
valuable p?r!s of putrescent manures, until they
can be applied to the soil. In this way marl is

applied to a great extent in China; the night soil

of their numerous population is there Ibrmed into

cakes like bricks, with marl, and thus loses its of-

fensive smell;- but when these are applied as ma-
nure to the land, they give out the gases again, as

they are required, for the nourishment of plants.

So also in Norfolk, the sjte fordunghills is prepared
by a layer of marl, vvhich is incorporated with the
manure from time to time, and retains the gases
which would be otherwise lost.

Lime may therefore be applied in its caustic
form in some cases in agriculture, for it will has-
ten the decomposition of animal and vegetable
matters which might otherwise be inert; it will

also neutralize acids, which experieneed farmers
well know to exist in many soils, which they in

con-scquence call sour. But the latter purpose
will be answered as well by the carbonate of lime,
which may be applied as it exists in marl or shells,

or as it may be prepared by grinding limestone.
Caustic lime is also dangerous in its aisplication.
for it will corrode and destroy living vegetables, and
hasten the decomposition of the vegetable matter
of the soil to such a degree as to injure its fertility.

Except upon turf-bogs, and land loaded with tim-
ber not wholly decompqsed, quick or caustic lime
ought not to be used; but to burn lime, and then
by slaking to reduce it to the form of fine powder,
which is speedily carbonated by exposure to the
air, is amore ready, and generally a cheaper mode
of obtainino- the carbonate in a convenient form,
than to grind limestone to powder in mills. Yet
for many of the most valuable uses of lime in ag-
riculture, the latter method, if as cheap, would
answer as well.

Vol. IV— 18

I

Lime slowly combines with the earth silica, and
produces a compound very diOerent in character

from either. It is this, to cite a fact in proof of

our statement, which gives the hardness and so-

lidity to ancient mortar. The carbonate of lime
will serve to ibnn this compound; and thus, when
it has had time to act upon sand, it renders a sili-

cious soil more retentive of moisture; while if ap-

|)lied to clay, by combining with its silicious mat-
ter, it renders it more friable; and it is to the for-

mation of this compound by slow degrees, that

we are inclined to ascribe the valuable mechani-
cal properties of loamy soilfj, and the gradual ame-
lioration produced by the use of lime, marl, and
shells as manure.

Besides silica, alumina, and lime, an earth call-

ed magnesia is likewise found in some soils. It is

also, in the form of carbonate, a frequent constitu-

ent of limestones. This earth has many proper-

ties in common with linle; like lime it is capable of
neutralizing acids; and when deprived of carbon- -

ic acid by heat, corrodes vegetable substances. It

probably also hastens putrefaction, and both it and
its carbonate are capable of absorbing the gases
let loose in that natural process. It is, however, of
little interest in agriculture, except as a part of

some of the limestones which are used as manure.
These, if applied 'in large quantities, are some-
times very injurious to vegetation; the reason of
this is, that magnesia does not rejiass to the state

of carbonate as rapidly as lime, and therefore re-

tains its corrosive quality long after the lime has
again become mild by its union with carbonic acid.

In less quantities, however, the magnesian lime-

stones may serve as a manure, but their applica-

tion requires great caution, particularly when the

quantity of magnesia amounts ro 25 per cent.

All of the simple substances we have mention-

ed, except perhaps the last, either separate or in

various states of combination, exist in plan's.

The manner and character of the combination is

influenced by the vital action of the plant, which
causes them to form compounds, ofien in direct

opposition to the maimer in Avhich the ordinary

laws of chemistry would direct. It thus happens
that so soon as the plant ceases to live, these

chemical laws, being no longer impeded, begin to

exert their influence; and if it be in such a state as

will admit of the several elements acting readily

upon each other, a decomposition, more or less rca-

pid, of the vegetable structure ensues. It is a law
of chemistry, that its action is always aided by the

bodies being in a fluid state; and the action is often

impossible when the bodies are perfectly free from

moisture. Hence the direct chemical action, and
consequent decomposition, takes place with great-

er certainty and more rapidity in green juicy and
succulent vegetables, than upon those which have
been deprived of moisture either naturally or ar-

tificially. Thus grass, if heaped up in a recent

state, decomposes, and if but partially dried, is

heated, and may even take fire, by the chemical

action of its elements; while, if dried by exposure

to the sun and air, and then laid up in a dry place

in the form of hay, it is almost indestructible. A
moderate degree ol' heat and access to lur are also

necessary to promote the chemical action by
which decomposition is effected. This decompo-
sition is often attended with motion among the

parts; and always, if the mass has a liquid form,

as in the expressed juice of vegetables, or in the
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steeps employed by distillers and brewers; it

goes in general terms by the name of lermenta-

tion. When the vegetable matter abounds in

starch, the first change is the conversion of this

principle into sugar. Sugar, if thus lormed, is

next converted into alcohol; as it is, if it previous-

ly existed in the plant. The presence ol' alcohol^

gives the liquid in which it exists the character of

vinous liquors, and if these are permitted to re-

main in a turbid state, a farther fermentation con-

verts them into vinegar; and finally vinegar is

farther decomposed, and the vegetable matter,

giving out an offensive smell, is said to putrefy.

If the substance be not an expressed juice, or liquid

steep, these several stages of fermentation ensue

with rapidity, may be going on at the same time,

and are sometimes so speedy in their course, that

no other action but the putrefactive fermentation

can be detected. Animal bodies are subject to the

same laws, and go through the same stages of

fermentation, but the rapidity which they run into

putrefaction is even greater; still there are some
cases, as in that of milk, where the vinous stage

can be occasionally, and the acetic distmctly, ob-

served. Thus, a vinous liquor is prepared in some
countries from milk, and the sour taste which ap-^

pears in it when kept, arises from the presence of

vinegar.

In the several stages of fermentation, parts of

the vegetable assume the form of gas or vapor,

and are given out to the air. The gases which

have been detected, are carbonic acid, a gaseous

compound of carbon and hydrogen, and in some
instances ammonia. The vapor is that of water,

which escapes in greater quantities than it would

under ordinary circumstances, in consequence of

the heat with which the process is attended. If

exposed to rain, soluble salts, with earthy and al-

kaline bases, are washed from the mass. Finally,

a mass of earthy consistence alone remains, which

on examination is found to be made up of earths,

insoluble salts, and carbon, being, in fact, identical

with vegetable mould.
We may hence infer that the following elements

exist in vegetable bodies:

1. Oxygen, developed in the carbonic acid and
water.

2. Hydrogen is in the water and carburets of
hydrogen.

3. Carbon.
4. Earths.
6. Alkalis.

6. Nitrogen, occasionally developed in the form
of ammonia.

7. Acids, remaining in the insoluble, or washed
away in the soluble salts.

The chemical examination of vegetable bodies
ought of course to lead to similar results. This ex-
amination has been conducted in three different

ways.
1. With the view of discovering the nature of

the compounds, called vegetable principles,

which exist ready formed in plants.

2. For the purpose of discovering the chemical
elements contained in these princi|)les.

3. By the destructive action of heat, under
which some of the elements are wholly sep-
arated, and others enter into new combina-
tions.

In the first of these methods there have been
detected:

I. Certain peculiar acids, of which Ave may
cite

(1) Acetic acid, which, mixed with water,

forms common vinegar;

(2) Citric acid, which is found in the lemon
and orange;

(3) Malic acid,"\vhich exists in the apple;

(4) Tartaric acid, in the juice of the grape;

(5) Oxalic acid in the wild sorrel.

II. Certain substances of alkaline character,

found principally in medicinal plants, to

which they give their peculiar virtues.

III. Gum, resin, oils, sugar, starch, and two sub-

stances approaching to animal matter in

their characters, namely, albumen and
gluten; the former of these has a resem-

blance to the white of eggs, the latter to

animal jelly or glue.

Many other principles are separated by the same
method in difierent plants, but need not be enume-
rated by us.

The basis of this method consists in acting upon
vegetables by water, ether, or rectified spirits (al-

cohol,) and the principles above enumerated are

either simply, or in the state of combination in

which they exist in plants, soluble in at least one
of the liquids we have named.

In all cases some insoluble matter is left, and
this is known by the name, of the woody fibre.

When these principles are treated by the second
method, oxygen, hydrotren, and carbon, are the

uniform results, but in different proportions in the

dilierent cases; nitrogen is also detected in someoT
them, as, lor instance, in the alkaline principles,

and in gluten. T4iis method does not appear to

be adequate to determine whether earths and al-

kalis are, or are not, parts of these vegetable prin-

ciples. From the very remarkable fact, that some
of those substances, which are very dissimilar to

each other, yield exactly the same proportions of
oxygen, hydrogen, and carbon, we may fairly con-
clude by chemical analogy, that one or the other,

or perhaps both, contain some substances which
have escaped the analysis. As an instance, we
may cite starch and sugar, whose characters are
so dissimilar that no danger can exist of mistaking
the one for the other; and yet their analysis by the
second method gives identical results.

The third method may be understood by conrr-

paring it with the process used in making charcoaT.

If this be so far altered that the heat employed
shall not arise li'om the combustion of a part ofthe
substance to be examined, but from one merely
used as fuel, and if the matters which escape in

smoke are condensed and collected, we shall have
that employed occasionally on a large scale by
operative chemists. In this way, coarcoal will be,

as usual, obtained in the solid form. The fconden-

sible products will be water, tar, turpentine, or re-

sin; and the acid which gives that character to

vinegar, but which, in the present case, in union
with the tar and water, is calletl pyrolignous
acid.

If the charcoal be burnt in a current of air, all

its carbon is converted, by union with the oxygen
of the atmosphere, into carbonic acid, leaving a
residue fiimiliarly known as ashes. The ashes
are made u|) partly of soluble and partly of insol-

uble matter. The soluble matter is separated by
the familiar process of making lej^, and the ley, if

evaporated, leaves the Bolid eubetance bo well
known as potash.

J
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Potash is principally composed of a carbonate

of potassa, but contains, besides, silica, rendered

soluble by the alkali, sulphate and muriate

of potassa, and a peculiar acid known by the

name of ulmic, which is a compound of carbon,

hydrogen, an(i oxygen. The insoluble part is

made up of carbonate of lime, sulphate and some-
times phosjihate of lime, silica. The carbonate

of lime has probably in no case existed in the liv-

ing plant, but.arises from the destruction bj^ heat

of the peculiar acid of the plant; as, lor instance,

the citric, the oxalic, or the tartaric ; all of which
are by fire converted into carbonic acid.

The quantity of ashes is extremely various, as

is their proportion of the several soluole and inso-

luble substances, we have mentioned. Thus the

ashes of the stalk of Indian corn yield 12^- per

cent, of ashes, while the soft woods do not furnish

more than two parts in a thousand. The propor-

tion of the sulphate and phosphate of lime is even
more various. Thus, in some cases the presence

of the sulphate is hardly perceptible, while of the

ashes of clover it forms a large proportion of the

whole weight. Phosphate of lime is found in the

proportion of fifteen per cent, in the grain of wheat.
Water is not only one of the principal compo-

nent parts of all plants, but is also the sole vehicle

of their nutriment. At each extremity of the

small fibres into which the roots of plants are di-

vided, is an opening through which that fluid en-

ters ; and it appears that, except in the case of a
plant having lost its vigour by continued drought,

it is only through this channel that water can en-

ter. By a powerful action iidierent in living ve-

getables, water, which, with all the matters it is

capable of holding in solution, becomes the sap,*

is raised to the highest parts of the plants, and
forced to their most distant extremities. It has
been ascertained that plants do not possess the

power of rejecting even those substances which
are most noxious to them; it is therelbre probable,

that the character of the fluid admitted, is the

same in all the plants which grow upon the same
soil. Whether it undergoes any change in tlie

root does not appear certain; but it has recently

been maintained that every description of plant

throws off by the surface of its roots such mat-

ter as, it retained, would be injurious; but this

opinion does not appear to be well established.

The sap, when carried up to the leaves, under-

goes an important chansre; principally owing to the

action of solar light. When exposed to light, the

leaves of plants give out oxygen in considerable

quantities. This proceeds Irom a decomposition

of the water und carbonic acid, the remaining ele-

ments of which two substances, and a portion of

their oxygen, enter into new combinations. These
combinations have different characters in different

vegetables, but are most flimiliarly known in the

shape of gum and resin. These still contain the

earthy and saline matter carried up by the sap,

and after they are formed, return downwards to-

wards the roots. In their descent they deposite the

several parts which minister to the growth of the

plant—the leaves, the bark, and the woody fibre.

They also appear to be forced with powerful ener-

gy into the flower and the growing fruit, and in

these a still more important action is carried for-

ward, by which the reproiluction of the species is

ensured.

* SeeRopret's Bridjrewater Treatise.

The matters which the water that enters by the
root may hold in solution, are either derived "from
the atmosphere or from the soil. In its |)assage
through the air it will carry with it a considerable
proportion of carbonic acid, and all the sulphuretted,

hydrogen it meets with. It will also take up a
small quantity of oxygen, and of carburetted lay-

drogen, and a still less quantity of nitrogen.

From the soil it will take all the more soluble salts,

small quantities of sulphate, phosphate, and car-

bonate of lime, provided they be present, and sili-

ca. So also if the soil contain animal matter, or
vegetables of which nitrogen forms a part, the
ammonia generated by their decomposition will

likewise be dissolved by the water. In like man-
mer. the carbonic acid, which has arisen from the
decomposition of vegetable or animal matter, and
has not yet escaped, and the soluble compounds
of carbon, oxygen, and hydrogen, which are ge-
nerated by the same process, will have been taken
up, and carried by the water into the root of the
plant. It will thus appear that, contrary to the
opinion of Mr. Puvis, the atmosphere furnishes

but little of the fixed elements of plants, with the
exception of sulphur and carbon ; and that even if

the growth ol plants were to depend wholly upon
the carbon obtained in the form of carbonic acid
from the atmosphere, their growth must be slow
and feeble. It will also appear, that if lime do not
exist in the soil, but i'ew plants can find nourish-
ment; and that for the ripening of the seeds of
grain, phosphorus must be furnished also. The
latter substance may be absorbed in small quanti-

ties from the phosphuretted hydrogen, which is

occasionally present in the atmosphere; but a more
certain supply ousht to be sought in putrescent

manure, and particularly in that of animal ori-

gin.

The uses of lime in agriculture, as will appear
from the foregoing remarks and the reasoning of
the essay, al-e as follows:

1. When a soil contains inert animal or vege-
table matter, their decomposition may be promot-
ed, and it may be rendered fitfor'the food of plants,
by the addition of caustic lime.

2. If the soil contain acid, that maybe neutral-

ized either by caustic or carbonated lime, and be-
sides, the organic matter whose decomposition
may have been prevented by the acid, will be per-

mitted to putrejy.

3. Soils containing too much silica, or in other

words those which are sandy, are made more re-

tentive of moisture by the addhion of hme or its

carbonate.

4. Clays, may be rendered less retentive of
moisture, and more friable by the same means.

5. The gases which escape when vegetable or

animal matter putrefy, are retained in the soil by
means of lime or its carbonate ; and thus a given
quantity of manure, or the original vegetable mat-
ter of the soil, will retain its efficacy longer. By a
recent discovery, it has also been ascertained that

the decomposition of plants yields a peculiar acid,

called the humic, which forms Avilh lime a salt

paringly soluble in water. The generation of this

salt also serves to render the nutriment contained

in the soil more lasting.

6. Lime and its compounds are absolutely ne-

cessary, as constituent parts, to the growth of

many plants. The sulphate is essential to the

growth of clover, and the phosphate to that of
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wheat. Hence the efficacy of plaster of Paris and
crushed hones as manures.

7. If lime or its sulphate be empioj'ed as the

means of raising- ^reen crops, which have but

small exhaustini^ powers, the iertility of a soil

may be maintained by ploughing them in, or in-

creased by using them to feed cattle whose ma-
nure is applied to the ground.

ON THE RAIT^ ROADS OF N^ORTII CAROLINA,
AKD OF THE SOUTH GEAERALLY.

Rakigh, May 25, 1836.

To tliG Editor of the Fanners' Kegistcr.

Your friend G. L. C. may he surprised to see

me still alive. I attribute my miraculous escape

to the fact that his first shaft has never reached

me. He alludes to a '' partial reply" which he

had before made. This communication must have
been sent to some other paper, or it must have
been lost on its way to your's. I will hope the

last, as I am not so magnanimous as to wish, with

Dogberry, to see myself "writ down an ass;"

and, perhaps, G. 1j. C. may spare me a repetition,

when he sees how penitential I am under thecas-

tigation already received. If this reply has ap-

peared in the columns ofsome other paper, I must
apologize (or not having seen it, by mentioning
that the nature of my occupation prevents me
from reading newspapers with any regularity.*

It is evident that G. L. C. has misconceived me
entirely. I attempted to offer him some friendly

advice, and he meeis me Vv'ith the front of Mars.
I wished to admonish him of some of his ibibles,

and to persuade him to examine a little more
closely into the subjects upon which he writes.

I hinted, as gently as possible, that he gave his

thoughts too wide a range, and thus subjected

himself to tlie imputation of being desultory. I

looked, Mr. Editor, to receive some thank's for my
^ood advice, and to witness signs ofimprovement.
Imagine my disappointment, then, when I found
my advice construed into an attack ; and I saw
your correspondent unchanged in his dictatorial

manner of settling questions, and holding fist to

his old habit of touching upon every thing at the
same time.

Mark the forcible style of reasoning. To prove
that he was right in the plans which he advo-
cates, he says, " It is now tully seventeen years
since I imbibed the idea of the possibility of
making the Chesapeake the great mart of Amer-
ican commerce, and Norfolk, the great gate
through which it must pass." * * *

* * G. L. C. imbibed an idea, seventeen
years ago—and, therefore, he must be excused for

considering it perfectly orthodox, and for looking
upon every thing which opposes it as founded in

"local interests, local prejudices, and local par-
tialities."

It is proper to state, in explanation to both our cor-

respondents, tliat no previous reply of G, L. C. was
received ; and that we had supposed, honi the manner
in which it was referred toby liiin, that some such pre-

vious piece had been inserted in some other publica-

tion. Ed.

" O wad some pow'r, the giftie gie u?,

Toseeoursels asithers see us."

We shall see, presently, whether G. L. C. has

any of these local interests, prejudices, and par-

tialities. I will not dwell on his fear ofthe " Empire
State,"nor onhisideaof bringingthe whole Amer-
ican commerce through Chesapeake Bay, lc)r the

good and valid reason that he thought of it seven-

teen years ago. I will take, lor my purpose, an
opinion clearly -expressed in the former communi-
cation to the Farmer's Register, and which I

understand G. L. C. as alluding to in the " trust"

appended to his congratulations on the success of

the subscription to tlie Raleigh and Gaston road.

I mean the notion of ^Ve^don being the only place'

on the Roanoke wdiere a road li'om Raleigh should

termmate. Can any one shov/ me a more rank
local prejudice ? I can give reason upon reason, to

prove that this is a prejudice, i(>undedin no just

reasoning. But permit me to return to the text.

G. L. C. laughs at my speaking of " those who
have long and zealously labored to promote a fa-

vorite scheme," (speaking of the Raleigh and
Gaston Rail road ;) and he taunts me with the

silence of the Raleigh papers in time past. Now,
your correspondent lias yet to learn that there is

a zeal which does not display itself in newspaper
essays, and county meetings. I ask no stronger

proof of the previous existence of such a zeal, than
the success of the project when it was brought
before the public.

But G. L. C. must not suppose that my ideas

are confhied between the Roanoke and Raleigh.

When I speak of a favorite scheme, I regard

the Raleigh and Gaston road as a very small hnk
in a vast chain of public works, extending from
the northern to the southern extremity of our
Union—a chain of conmiunication passing through
the interior of the country, and connecting all the
most important cities and towns of our land.

When I speak of those who have long and zeal-

ously labored to protnote this scheme, I speak of

all tiie distinguished men, as well as the humble
unknown, throughout our country, who have, at

any time, contributed to this noble and gigantic

scheme. I would ask G. L. C. if even his pen
can stop the march of this work. Already has
this line been completed, (with the exception of a
few short gaps, which will soon be filled up,) from
the city of Boston to Gaston, on the Roanoke.
And two years will scarcely elapse before this line

is extended to Raleigh. Nor do we propose to

stop here, nor even at the Pee Dee, which our
fiiend " trusts" we will reach. No one, who has
waiched the course of events, can doubt, for a mo-
ment, that the scheme will reach its original desti-

nation. It there has been a scarcity of newspa-
per flourishes, about this scheme, it can scarcely

be said there has been "apathy" in prosecutinnj

the work. Will G. L. C. take his map, and
stretch a silk thread from Boston to Washing-
ton City, fi'om Washington City to Petersburg,
ii-om Petersburg to Raleigh, and fi'om Raleigh,
through Cohind)ia, southwards I I may salely-

leave him to tbilow out the thoughts which will

be suggested by this experiment. I will aid him
with one remark. Does Gaston appear to be too

high up the Iloanoke for a rail road between Pe-
tersburu' and Raleigh to cross that river at ? Or,

does Weldon seem to be nearer the proper point_?

J
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Ji'et him examine his map, and answer this ques-

tion.

(J. L. C complains ol' my want of confidence

in ihe sfock of the Wiimin<j;ton and llaliliix road.

Jle puii'jrests ihata line from J)arlin^ton and Ilar-

h>esvilie, S. C to Fayeltoviile, to Halifax, via

Wa\'ncsborouii'h and Tariioiou<xli, &c. &(;., would
7nai<e travellers lbro;et that Raleigh was in exist-

ence. I will readily ffrant that this line would not

secure the travel, it' it were not extended south

from Raleiirh ; and if, at the same time, the line

he suijijests were completed. But suppose the

Raleiyh route extended south—suppose both the

conjectural lines finished, which, by the bye, is

an exceedingly liberal supposition.^ I will again
ask G. L. C. to ajiply the thread to the map which
is lying at his elbow—for, without a map always
at hand, no human memory could retain the names
of all the towns, villages, rivers, &c. which are

mentioned in his essay. I ask him to view the

two routes, and weigh their merits strictly, but

candidly.

Consider the superiority in direction of the

route via Raleigh. The adv'antage of passing
through so many towns: (three cities which this

line passes through, and which are .missed by
the other, are the capitals of North Carolina,

V^irginia, and the United States.) Take into ac-

count, also, the healthy country through which
this line passes ; and then let him recollect the

voyage across the bay—which, though often

pleasant, is frequently disagreeable, and some-
times dangerous. I hope that he will, then, give
up his local prejudices, and cease to oppose such
a liberal and extended plan. Indeed, Mr. Editor,

I cannot persuade m3-self that any rational man
can examine the map, and not see the striking

advantages of the Raleigh route, unless he should
be blinded by those sectional prejudices which G.
L. C. so much abhors.

Your correspondent prides himselfon Col. Long's
having recognized the route he prefers. What
mark of recognition Col. Long bestowed on this

route, I do not now remember, not having the
report b\" me. I apprehend, however, that, since

the funds have been provided for making a rail

road from Raleigh, to meet a road fi-om Peters-
burg, at the Roanoke, the opinion of Col. Long
would be materially afl^ected by the change of
circumstances.

The last notice taken ol P. Q., in this miscel-
lany, is a reference to a certain project which he
mentioned in his former communication. Now, it

\vas particularly cruel in G. L. C, under existing
circumstances, to pretend to understand me as se-

riously proposing to confer the powers described
in the paragraph alluded to, on any body of men.
I thonght I had sufficiently guarded myselfagainst
such a construction. I said that there were cer-
tain objects to attain ; that I saw no feasible plan
for attaining them : but that I would endeavor to

describe what end I thought desirable—leaving to

himself among others to suggest some plan to se-
cure the good, and shun the attendant evil. In
short, 1 pretended not to give a practicable scheme
at all, but merely to throw out hints to set more
competent minds to thinking. The whole of the
paragraph which follows the one just referred to,

commenting on what G. L. C. calls my heterodox
notions, is a tissue of false reasoning, supported
by an example of the merits of which I cannot
judge, for want of information on the subject.

How are rail roads to be made, if individuals
are to reali:^c no profits fi'om them? JVIust o-o-

vernment make them ? I believe that it is a \vell

established fact, that works made by government
are far more expensive than those niade by indi-
vidual enterprise. It follows that a government
ought to en(leavor to siimulate private enterprise,

rather than to embark its own funds. If G. L.
C's ideas have been running on these subjects,
seventeen years, he ought to have found out that
there is no disposition among men to incur ex-
pense, for the mere pleasure of " indirectly adding
infinitely to the wealth of the community." If he
feels any ambition to act |in such a disinterested
manner, he is in a fair way of having abundant
opportunities, in some of his own pet schemes.

I am sorry to see a man of such extended
views, echoing the demagogue's cry of " odious
monopoly." I grant that no greater monopoly
should be allowed than would be sufficient to draw
out the capitalists, and induce them to invest their

money. But, without a reasonable degree of pro-
tection, it would be in vain for a state to hope that
her own citizens, or others, will invest money
within her limits.

You will perceive, Mr. Edjtor, that I have not
followed your correspondent through all his ram-
blings, but have only endeavored to reply to the
few casual notices with which he has honored me.
I confess, however, that it was sometimes difficult

to tell what was intended for me, what for Mr.
Editor, and what for Congress, and the various le-

latures. I regret that the piece was not divided
into chapters, and each of our shares put under
separate heads.

P.Q.

SKETCH OF THE AGRICUI>TURAL AND ECO-
NOMICAL LABORS OF SIR JOHN SINCLAIR.

[It is from a biographical memoir of this distinguish-

ed man, of considerable length, and which is not yet

concluded, that we extract this sketch of his labors as

an improver of the soil and the wealth of his country

—labors, which though highly advantageous in their

results to his own private interests, were immeasurably

more beneficial to Great Britain and to mankind. His

biographer says that "from the days of Cato the Cen-
sor, down to those of Curwen of Workington Hall,

there is no greater name in the annals of Agriculture,

than that of Sir John Sinclair." This may, or may
not, be exaggerated praisp; but it is certain that no agri-

culturist has ever been directed by motives more purely

public spirited and philanthropic, and none has met
with more distinguished success, or gained so much
celebrity.

In making these extracts, we have passed by all of

Sinclair's public life that was not connected with agri-

cultural and economical improvement. But there re-

mains another portion, to which the memoir has not yet

jeached, which, if well treated, will deserve a place in

this journal. This is the founding of (he British Board

of Agriculture, and the commencement and progress

of the county surveys and reports, and other impor-

tant measures instituted and effected by the Board

—

the whole of which produced as much benefit to the

agricultural interests of Britam, as the plan, and its

execution, reflected honor on the distinguishedfounder.]
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Extract from the auarterly Journal of Agriculture.

On his return to his native country in 1787, Sir

John commenced those improvements on his own
estates, which have tended in a gi'eat measure to

give a new |)hysiognoniy tothe shire of Caithness.

In a paper, drawn up by himself at a subsequent

period, he well remarks, "That it is a peculiar dis-

advantage attending the cultivation and improve-

ment of a remote and neglected district of a coun-

try, that every thing is to be done, and that a great

variety of new and important objects must be at-

tended to at one and the same time. Those who
live in a part of the island, that has already made^

considerable progress, can hardly form an idea of

the difficulties which must be surmounted, when^

towns and villages must be erected, as centres of

communication and business; when roads and

hart)ors must be made, for the sake of domestic

and of foreign intercourse; when manulactures

nmst be established, to provide employment for

the surplus population, which an improved sys-

tem of agriculture, and the enlargement of farms,

necessarily occasion; and wiaen new breeds of ani-

mals, new instruments of husbandry, and persons

skilled in new modes of cultivation, must be intro-

duced from distant parts of the kingdom.^ If it is

possible, however, by the application of a great

capital, and ofgreat attention, successfully to carry

on these objects together, the one has a tendency

to promote and to encourage the other; the spirit

that is excited for the improvement of one article,

rouses a similar spirit of energy in regard to ano-

ther; and a new race of people is in a manner
formed, who, from a state of torpor, ignorance,

idleness, and its concomitant poverty^ are animat-

ed to inquiry, roused to exertion, and impelled to

obtain by their industry the acquisition of wealth."*

Nothing can be conceived more unpropitious, in

an improveable light, than the estate, as it origi-

nally passed into the hands of Sir John Sinclair.

It was situated in five parishes, Thurso, Halkirk,

jReay, Wick, and Latheron; comprehended 100,000

acres, or more than a quarter of the whole surface

of the county of Caithness; and was estimated at

nearly a fourth of the whole rental. Excepting a

few large farms, or what are called Plains, it was
at that time occupied by a number of small farm-

ers, to the number of eight or nine hundred, hold-

incr their possessions in what are called rig and
rennel, or intermixed with each other,; and, beyond
the outer fence of this motley farm, were nothing

but wide unenclosed commons, free to all the neigh-

boring proprietors. A moieiy of rent was paid

in money; but by ilir the larger jiortion of it in

grain, lamb, poultry, and other articles of produce.

Sir John found it, in the first place, necessary to

establish some large farms, with a view of indu-

cing persons of a competent property, to direct their

attention to agricultural pursuits, as a suitable

means of employing capital. As an incentive to

ofhers, he took into his own hands the farm ol"Stone-

field, originally possessed by eight of the small

tenantry; yet, deeming that a mixture of small

farms is advantageous in a thinly peopled country,

he encouraged them to settle in towns or villages,

or in what have been since termed cottage farms.

Having brought it into a proper state of cultiva-

tion, he let it at a very moderate rent, so as to in-

*See Sketch of the Improvements carrying

Sir John Sinclair, Bart, printed anno 1803.

duce the tenant to build a suitable house, and com-
plete the improvements which had been com-
menced. To insure this, certain stipulations were
entered into, by which the tenant was obliged to

go on liming and marling to a certain extent every
season; as, without this agreement, it was quite
evident that the improvements would neither have
gone on in the same degree, nor with the same
rapidity.

To give the new system a fair trial, regular
plans were drawn up of the difiijrent farms, by
vvhich it was ascertained how they could best be
distinctly divided, and in what situations the houses
and offices should be built. Services ofevery kind
were abolished, as also thirlage, or restriction to

particular mills. The miller was made a separate
prolession, whose care it was to bring the corn to

the mill, and to carry it to market. The tenants
were tied down to a regular rotation of crops, until

the advantages of an improved system of husband-
ry should be made apparent to them; and every
assistance was given them in procuring proper
seeds, especially clover, rye-grass, and turnip.
The selling of peat was prohibited, as an obstacle
in the way of the tenants for collecting manure
for their farms; and the burning of coals for fuel

was recommended, principally with the view of
keeping their whole attention directed to their farm
management. Every facility was at the same
time given them of purchasing marl; and lime was
delivered to them at Thurso, at the lowest price at
which it could be imported. Small premiums
were also distributed, as an encouragement to in-

dustry. Many judicious hints were also at the
same time distributed among the farmers. They
were recommended in the taking of land to have
sufficient capital at starting, and never to depend
on credit; to study their profession carefully before
commencing it on their own account, and rather to

cultivate fifty acres well, than a hundred in a slo-

venly manner; to endeavour to raise the best grain,

to keep the best stock, and to cultivate the ground
at the least possible expense.*"
By Ibllowing out this system of improvement,

in a short time 2181 Scotch, or2617 English acres,

were brought under its operation—1046 as pas-
ture, and 1135 as arable land; the (iirmers them-
selves contessincr, that they had themselves been
amply remunerated, wherever they had rigorously

followed out the chart prescribed for them.
A plan was also laid down for letting the hill

farms on Skinnet and Leurary. It was suggested
that they should consist, as nearly as possible, of
twenty-five acres each, with an acre for house,
garden, and offices, while the remaining twenty-
four should be subdivided into fields, each of lour

acres, calculated tor a rotation of six years. The
leases were to be for twenty-one years, and from
one to five shillings an acre as rent for the first

seven years, with a gradual increase during the

remainder of the lease. On entering upon his

lease, each tenant, on finding security lor his lay-

ing out the same properly, was to get a sum of

money to assist in building operations, and, at its

expiry, a certain additional sum was to be allowed

him. according to the value of the premises -erect-

ed. The position of the house and garden was to

be under the direction of the proprietor.

on by * Vide Appendix to Henderson's General View of

the County of Caithness, p. 42-46.
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It was stipulated that twelve acres should be

put into a state of cultivation within the three first

vears, and four acres every year alter, until tlie

whole were broujrht under the plough. The sub-

division ot'this part of the arrangement was, that,

after the first seven years, the tenant should have

eio-ht acres in corn, eigiit in pasture, four in green

crops, and four in sown grass, either cut green, or

made into hav, and the rotation was to be thus—

1. ilUlow, or "green crops; 2. grain, with grass

seeds ; 3. grass, either made into hay or cut green;

4. pasture ; 5. ditto ; and, 6. oats; and so on till the

expiry of the lease. The tenants were also to be

allowed at entry a sum of money for enclosing, on

finding security for executing the same, according

to a pfan laid down; and sheep, being so destruc-

tive to hedging, planting, and similar im])rove-

ments, it was stipulated, that none should be kept

^Yithout the express leave of the proprietor.

In a short time no less than fifty fiirms on this

plan were laid down, in addition to the tract bor-

dering on the old arable fields. Great exertions

were^nade to bring this extensive tract into culti-

vation; and, even within the first year, considera-

ble progress was made. The greatest ditHculty

the settFers experienced, consisted in the provision

of hay and straw lor their cattle and horses, until

they could raise those necessaries themselves. In

cultivating extensive wastes, it is tor this reason

necessary^that there should be some arable land

in the vicinity; and, Ironi this circumstnnce not

being sufficiently attended to, many attempts at

improvement have been entirel-y frustrated, which

niisht otherwise have proved successful.

The improvements in the parish of Wick and

the lower part of the parish of Lat heron were, at

the same time, carried on vvith great energy and

success by Captain Brodie of Hopeville. Houses

were built, mosses drained, villages planned,

wastes inclosed, harbors cleared, and roads made.

On the grounds of Wester Clyth and Roster, great

attention was also paid to the fisheries by Dr. Hen-
derson. Where only one boat had been'employed

in the herring-fishery, he, in a short time, increas-

ed the number to thirty, exclusive of a number of

small ones ; and the produce of one year was three

thousand barrels of herrings.

The improvements on the estate of Langwell

were on a still more extensive plan, and were car-

ried into effect vvith even still greater success.

Besides theenclosure of arable, and the improve-

ment of waste lands, it was resolved to raise the

value of that extensive property principally by con-

verting it from cattle into sheep farms. The great

difficulty at the outset arose from the estate being

occupied by not less than eighty small tenants,

whose united rental did not exceed two hundred

and fifty pounds per annum. Nothing was bred

but a few cattle, and nothing fed but some wander-

ing red deer, on the upper part of the property.

Humanity, however, required that five hundred

ofi'enceless individuals should be provided for; and

this was done by adopting the plan of cottage

farms, each consisting of two acres of arable land.

In reference to this property. Sir John Sinclair has

well remarked, that "of' all the means of bringing

a mountainous district to a profitable state, none is

so peculiarly well calculated for that purpose as the

rearing of a valuable breed of sheep. A small

proportion alone of such a description of country

can be lit for grain; and, in regard to cattle, for

every pound of beef that can be produced in a hilly

district, three pounds of mutton can be obtained,

and there is the wool into the bargain. Besides,

wool is an article easily transported, of essential

use, for which there is in general a regular demand,
and which is capable of great improvement-
Sheep, also, generally sell with less variation of
price than cattle, and are easily driven to market.*"

In a pecuniary point of view, the advantages
which resulted fiom these improvements on the

estate of Langwell were very great, and within a
few years raised the rental from under three hun-
dred to above sixteen hundred pounds per annum;
and, in a moral point of view, were of incalculable
benefit to the natives of the district. A spirit of
industry and emulation was introduced, and the
women had spinning-wheels distributed among
them by wheel-wrights, who were set up there

for that purpose. Nothing, at first sight, could be
more forbidding, more complicated, and operose,

than this sj'stem; and yet, by perseverance, it was
made to answer beyond the most sanguine expec-
tations. A rude, was converted into a civilized

district, and the country was improved, without be-
ing depopulated.

In connection with the estate of Langwell, it

should be mentioned, that at the time when Sir

John purchased it, he had commenced his plans
tor the imp/ovement o( British wool; and it oc-
curred to him as a most proper place, to ascertain
whether a certain breed of mountain sheep, to

which had been given the name of C/icviot, would
thrive in those more northern districts. Alike in

Northumberland and in Caithness, the idea was
scouted as visionary. Among the northern moun-
tains, sheep had never been kept during winter,

except in houses; and it was thought impossible to

make them brave the boreal storms. Sir John,
however, was determined not to abandon the at-

tempt without trial; and knowing that, if he made
it on a small scale, and trusted the sheep to the

care of native shepherds, they would be allowed to

perish, he sent north a flock of five hundred at

once, accompanied by the most experienced shep-
herds. The succeeding winter happened to be a
stormy one, with great falls of snow; yet the flocks

prospered, and few suffered either from disease or

want. The principal loss arose from the attacks

of foxes in spring on the young lambs; and it re-

quired great vigilance to keep that nuisance under.

In a short time it was found, that instead of pe-

rishing, the Cheviot sheep throve fully better in

Caithness than even on their native hills, and their

numbers had increased to six thousand.

When Sir John purchased the estate of Lang-
well, the rental was only £282, and he bought it

for £8000; but so much had he increased its value

by improvements of every kind, that when he was
subsequently induced to sell it, it brought him the

sum of £40,000—an increase quite unprecedent-

ed in the annals of buying and selling.

Having thus described, in a general way, the

plan of agricultural improvement introduced by Sir

John Sinclair into Caithness, both as adajjted to

the valley and mountain districts, we cannot do
more than merely allude to the concomitant im-
provements accomplished, in the way of forming

* Vide Appendix to Henderson's General View of

the Agriculture of Caitliness, p. 58.
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roads, raising plantations, working mines, estab-

lishing inns tor the accommodation of travellers,

constructing harbors, and opening up nevv chan-

nels tor the extension of commerce and manufac-
tures.

Great difficulties were at first experienced in

improving the roads in the county of Caithness, the

soil being either of clay or peal, and the materials

for making or mending them of a softish quality.

Sir John, however, got Government interested in

the undertaking; and perhaps the greatest exertion

ever made in road-making in Scotland was when
he had 1270 irien em|)loyed at one time, along the

side of the hill of JJennichiel, and laid down six,

miles in one day. Nor was the situation of Caith-

ness more favourably adapted Jor the growth of

plantations, being a promontory, two-thirds of

which are surrounded by the sea, whose spraj^ is

so injurious to the growth of trees. Add to this,

that the soil of a great part of it lies on a fiat rock,

preventing the roots from penetrating to a proper

depth. Attempts were however made, with con-

siderable success in many places that seemed of

little promise ; and, in the parts adjoining Suther-

land, on the eastern coast, not less than 320,000
Scotch firs, besides 22,000 larches, ashs, mountain
ashs, elms, and sycamores, were thriving in situa-

tions which at one time appeared destined to per-

petual sterility and bleakness.

In the fisheries, a new source of wealth and in-

dustry was opened up to the inhabitants ; and they,

to this moment, continue, as all know, in a most
thriving state. Indeed, no district in the British

dominions is better calculated for that branch of

commerce, there being above forty different varie-

ties of fish, either in the fresh waters of the county
or in the adjacent seas. The greater part of the

cod with which the London market is supplied, is

taken almost within sight of the town of Thurso,
and the fishing-snmcks employed for the purpose
rendezvous at Scrabster Road, in its immediate
neighborhood. The most important branch of the
fishery, however, is that of herrings, which are

cured for home or foreign consumption. Sir John
Sinclair early foresaw the extent to which these

fisheries might and would be carried; as also their

vital importance to the prosperity of Caithness.

So early as 1787, he induced the Messrs. Fall of
Dunbar to re-establish the cod-fishery, which had
been nearly abandoned for many years; and he
furnished capital to John Sutherland of Wester,
and to John Anderson of Wick, to enable them to

commence a herring-fishery on the east coast,

which ultimately proved so successful as to liave

yielded, in one year, above 200,000 barrels.

Sir John also procured public aid for increasing
harbor accommodation; and, at the expense of
£12,000, that of Wick was completed. An act

was also obtained for constructing the harbor of
Thurso, which if completed vvoulil prove so bene-
ficial to the neighborhood. From the sale of the
surplus produce of the farmer, an incitement was
given to commerce; and while he wa* accumulat-
ing capital wherewith to improve his stock, the
quality of his grain, and his implements of hus-
bandry, as well as increase his domestic comforts,
his intercourse with the trader tended to mutual
prosperity and enlightenment. The commerce,
which had hitherto been insignificant, and consist-
ed chiefly of grain, cattle, and fish, rapidly increas-
ed; and a trade has been opened up, not only with
the Baltic, but with the West India Islands.

Tanneries have been erected, bleachfields laid

down, and woollen manufactories established.

Impressed with the idea, that wherever a num-
ber ol inhabitants are collected together, they fur-

nish a market for agricultural produce, which of

.course increases with the demand. Sir John used
every exertion to enlarge the town of Thurso, at

that time containing sixteen hundred inhabitants.

It was, however, very irregularly built, and in

some parts so crowded as to be jirejudicial to the

health of the people. He therefore resolved on
Jayihg down the plan of a New Town, to be built

regularly, and in which he consulted both beauty
and convenience. How well this has succeeded
the reader need scarcely be reminded. Its situa-

tion lor commerce is admirable, being within a tew
hours sail of the German and Atlantic Oceans;
and nothing can surpass its convenience for fishe-

ries, that great source of northern wealth. It is

pleasing to think, that almost by the unaided en-

terprise of one mind, what was in the memory of
man the bare bank of a Highland river, is now a
flourishing town, with its churches and market-
places, its boarding-schools and academies, its

shops and warehouses; that the silence and the

solitude is now filled with the hum of human life,

and that elegance and comfort have taken the

place of those necessities, which chained down
man to an estate so much beneath his physical ca-

pabilities, as well as his immortal destiny.

Such is a meager and general outline of the

improvements which Sir John Sinclair planned,

attempted, and successfully carried into execution,

in the shire of Caithness. Let it be remembered,
that when he succeeded to his estate, the whole
county might be said to be in a state of nature.

The tenantry had not a single cart in their posses-

sion; and, even if they had, there was not a single

road anywhere. Fvery article, not exceptincr ma-
nure, was carried on horseback, and the ground
was almost everywhere cultivated on the common
field, or alternate ridge system. So numerous
were the disadvantages under which his improve-
ments— by many they were considered mere in-

novations—were commenced, that they would
have daunted and cooled a spirit of ordinary' ener-

gy and enterprise. He had not only to arrange
plans, but he had to provide the adequate capital

tor carrying these into execution. He had not

only to procure from other districts the hands re-

quisite for various branches of the intended sys-

tem of improvement, but he had to overcome the

prejudices, many and deep-rooted, of the natives

themselves, and stimulate them to worth}' exer-

tion. All this wav carried on in the midst of a fo-

reign war, which diminished the number of labor-

ers, cheeked circulation in the remote provinces,

and augmented public burdens, already but too

severely lelt. How successfully, however, may
be attested by comparing the population census of

the kingdom in 1810 with that of 1820. It will

there be seen, that the proportionate increase is

greater in Caithness than in any county in the

British empire; and not only was the population

numerically greater, but one of a very difli^rent

kind, from what had inhabited these shores in

previous generations. Enterprise, industry, mo-
rality, and religion, went hand in hand together.

The coasts were occupied by extensive fisheries
;

and the soil, allowing lor difli'rence of climate, ex-
liibiled as excellent, and as skillul management,
as the most celebrated districts ol the Lothians.
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Pope, however, has well remarked, that "envy
will Ibllow merit like its shade." INlany minds
were incapable of lakinij in the extent of opera-

tions, which to their feeble comprehensions seem-
ed theoretic and Utopian. Tliere was too mnch
uprootintr ofold prejudices not to excite detraction

and invidious surmises; and these feelinfrs were
necessarily asirravated by the circumstance of its

beini'- requisite to reu)ove many fi'om their humble.
and rude, and unambitious, yet ancestral dwellinfjs,

to give scope lor what sceptics set down as mere
experimental speculations. Attacks, on this score,

were made upon Sir John, even in some of" the

Enslish newspapers. But to more than counter-

balance the iirnorance and ingratitude regardino;

the character of a great man, which these mani-
fested, he was presented in 1811 (when his plans

had received "ample room and verge enough"' for

practical application,) with an address from the

Magistrates of Tinirso, "acknowledging with gra-

titude, that, amidst other pursuits of a more ex-

tensive tendency, the improvement of his native

county had been the peculiar object of his care and
attention." Previous to this, the Lord Lieutenant

and Freeholders o( Caithness had tendered him a

vote of thanks for having carried through so many
measures, which had proved "a solid foundation

for the future prosperity of the county." Before

leavmg this part of our subject, it is pleasing to

add the testimony of one of the great living orna-

ments of the Scottish bar, to the merits of the

eubject of this bioijraphy. Mr. Forsyth, in his

dedication to Sir Joim Sinclair of the fifth volume
of the Beauties of Scolfand—that containino; the

Account of Caithness—eulogises him in the fol-

lowing terms:—"Sir, this volume is respectfully

addressed to the distinguished promoter and patron

of the important art to which nations owe their

subsistence; of whom, in future times, it will be

said, that he found means to diffuse among man-
kind a larger portion of useful knowledge than had
been accomplished by any individual of his own,
or ofany former age." VVe make no commenta-
ry on these sentiments so true in themselves, and
so simply, yet beautifully, expressed. On the one
hand, it must have been delightful to know, that

the merited subject of such a panegyric was of his

own nation and generation; and, on the other, it

must have been no small gratification to be thus
made aware, that the philanthropic labors, in-

tended for the good of all mankind, were at least

appreciated by the wise and good among them.

Prom the Arcana of Science, for 1836.

CHE3I1CAL COMPOSITIOIV OF JBUOTIIS.

The erroneous notions entertained bj^ many re-

specting the administration of soups and broths, as

articlesof nourishmentto uivalids, mayderive some
corrections from such investigations as the follow-

ing:—Five hundred grains of meat, deprived of

bone, fat, and tendon, were put into a litre and
half of distilled water, and gradually brouglit to

the boiling point, and continued so for five hours,
renewing the water as it evaporated. The decoc-
tion had the odor of soup, an agreeable taste, and
j-ellowish color, contained 12 parts in 1,000 of ani-
mal matters, and 3 parts in 1,000 of inorganic :

spring water, containing sulphate and carbonate
Vol. IV.-19

of lime, afforded a broth of less odor, and inferior

taste. VVhen the meat was put into boilinnr water
at once, the proportion ofanimal matter in solution

was les^, ami the broth inferior to that obtained by
heating gradually. The dificrence in flavor of
broths appears to depend more upon the nature
and proportions of the saline than the animal in-

o-redients. In boilin<T meat in the usual manner,
the albumen is partly dissolved before the temper-
ature is raised to the degree at which it coagu-
lates, when the remaining portion is partly coag-
ulated, rises in scum, and partly dissolved in the
water ; the cellular membrane is partly dissolved,

but some of it remains in a more or less indura-
ted condition. The fibrine of the muscle is har-
dened, but none of it is dissolved, and if it was not
for the cellular membrane, albumen, and oil be-
tween the fibres, would prove a refractory article

of diet. The fat remains partly entangled in the
meat, and partly floats at top ; the flavor of broths
arises from it in a considerable degree : much
change is effected by evaporation, decomposition,
and new combinations, during protracted boiling,

and volatile parts upon which the flavor princi-

pally depends bring dissipated. These experi-

ments were instituted to determine the nature of
the peculiarities of broths obtained from the dried

extracts of meat, called portable soups ; and from
the results, as well as from common experience, it

may be inferred, that the most palatable and suit-

able broths or soups for convalescents, requiring

oreat care as to delicacy of diet, may be obtained
by soaking the meat for some time, at a low tem-
perature, and setting aside the solution, to which
should subsequently be added the stronger broth
obtained by adding fresh water to the meat, and
continuinff the boiling; or palatable broths may
be made with little delay by macerating the meat
for a short time, in warm water, and adding jelly,

previously prepared, in such quantity as may be
advisable.*

From tliO Arcana of Science.

METHOD OF DESTROYING MICE, &C., 1^' THEIR
LURKIKG PLACES.

M. Thenard, in 1882, submitted to the Aca-
demy of Sciences a plan for destroying noxious
animals, when they have taken refuge in their

hiding places. The instrument of destruction is

su!j)huretted h3-drogen, which he had remarked to

be peculiarlj' deleterious to animal life. Animals,
when allowed to breathe the pure g^s, fall down,
as if struck wi'h a bullet. Even when considera-
bly diluted with atmospheric air, the efl'ects are
deadly. A horse dies in less than a minute, in

air containing ^W of this gas. A dog of mode-
rate size is speedily killed in air containing j-^rn^,

while a greenfinch expires in a few seconds, in

air possessing y^^Vo of sulphuretted hydrogen.
Influenced by these facts, the French chemist pro-

posed the employment of this gas to several indi-

viduals for the purpose of extirpating: noxious ver-

min, but his suggestions beinir treated with indif-

fcence, he determined to put the method in prac-

tice by his own experiments.

* From a report of M. Chpvreul to the Royal
Academy of vSciences, noticed in tlie Journal de Phar-
macie ; and translated in the Dublin Journal, No. 23.
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His first trial was in an apartment infested by
rats, wliich sliovved themselves occasionally during

the day, and at night were actively engaged in

plundering a chest of oats, to which they had
access through an aperfure of their own ibrma-

tion. The holes by which they retreatetl amount-
ing to 18 in number, Thcnard adapted to each

of them ui succession retorts capable of con-

taining half a pint measure, by introducing the

beak ol'the retort, and filling up the interval round

its neck with plaster. Sulphuret of iron was de-

posited in the retort, formed ii'om a mixture ofiron

filings, sulpher and water, and dilute sulphuric

acid was introduced by means of a tube placed in

the tubulure. The sulphuretted hydrogen was
disengaged with great rapidity, and in a lew min-

utes not a rat remained alive in the building.

His next experiment was in an old abbey, where
he was equally successful, and having opened up
part of the Avail he found many dead rats. He
recommends the application of this method to the

destruction of moles, foxes, and all animals which
cannot be extirpated by the usual means. Then-
ard then gives popular directions for the formation

of the materials recjuired to produce the gas.

Mix 4 parts of iron filings, 3 parts flowers of

sulphur in a mortar with a pestle. Place the mix-
ture in a convenient vessel, and moisten it with

4 parts of boiling water, stirring it with a piece

of wood or glass. Add gradually, afterwards, 4
parts more of water, and introduce it into the re-

tort. Pour upon the mixture common oil of vit-

riol, diluted with five times its volume of water,

and continue to add it gradually till the efferves-

cence ceases. Should any of the gas escape into

the apartment, and occasion inconvenience, it may
be removed by droppinga little sulphuric acid upon
bleaching powder. The holes should be closed
immediately, to prevent the disagreable effects of
the putrefaction of the carcasses of the animals
which have thus been destroyed.*

EFFECTS OF GYPSUBI AS MANURE NOT LES-
SENED BY ITS EXPOSURE TO THE WEA-
THER.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

jilbemarle, May 26, 1836.

Volume 2, No. 10, of the Farmere' Register,
contains some " inquiries and remarks on the ef-

fect of exposing gypsum to the weather," with
your reply thereto. Having made the inquiries, I

feel it my duty to report the result of my experi-
ments, with the gypsum which was the subject,
of them—and have the pleasure to inform you
that it is entirely satisfactory, and corroborates
your own views in relation to the gypsum, to wit:
" that it was not altered in its chemical character,
nor materially injured," by the causes mentioned.
It had sustained a tour of the seasons—had been
under water several times, in a partially pulver-
ized state, on the margin of James River, and
when I moved it fr-om thence, was hard frozen in
the hogsheads. The lumpy parts were easily re-
duced to powder, by beating in a trouo-h, with
wooden pestles, rendered the more so, nS doubt,

* Annales de Chimie, translated in Thomson's Re-
ords. No. 1.

by the transitions of weather, through which it

had passed. The ensuing spring, it was applied
to wheat and clover, in the usual manner, and upon
corn, after it came up. In the latter case, the ef-

fect was very distinct at the distance of 300 yards,
on the 4th of July, and the rows counted, (^after

dinner too,') by irentlemen who were not informed
in what part of the field to look for them.
The effect on clover is equally apparent at this

time, and is proven by beds left un plastered

through the field in different parts. On these, the
clover is thin, and of a pale, sickly hue, whilst on
either side, it is a luxuriant mowing crop. One
experiment was made, with a mixture of ashes,

in the proportion of one half; here the deficiency

of plaster is visible. Eut the most striking and
valuable part of these experiments, is the effect of
plaster on top-dressing. Several adjacent beds
were top-dressed, with half-rotted stable manure,
and one of them unplastered ; this exhibits but
litde improvement—its neighbors showing a very
high degree of it. This, I know, is nothing new;
still, I believe there are many liirmers so extrava-
gant as to practice top-dressing without plaster.

All these experiments establish the stimulating

property of gypsum, which, by a mysterious ac-

tion upon the organs of the plant, imparts vigor
to its growth. Here, I take it, some inherent

quality of soil is a necessary principle. The last

decides its quality as a septic, and it is in this

mode of its action, I presume, that its absorbent
power is useful. This power would be of but little

value, I imagine, without the subject for it to ex-
ert itself upon, no more than the evening dews.
To the young experimentalist, it is extremely dis-

couraging to be told that there are certain soils to

which the God of Nature has denied the aptitude
for gypsum, that "sweet restorer:" but how
ought his hopes to revive, to know that its action

is alike upon leaves, straw, stalks, and all putres-

cent substances ; which at last are the media of
all permanent improvement. So flir, all n)ay have
its beneficial effects ; anJ, so fiir, I feel authorized
to add my testimony to the present mass, that the
cost will be repaid, with handsome profit, upon
any land.

C. H. H.

From the Horticultural Register.

REPORT MADE TO THE SOCIETY FOR THE
ENCOURAGEMENT OF NATIONAL INDUSTRY.

By Mr. Soulange J3odin,

IN THE NAME OF THE COMMITTEE OF AGRICULTURE.

On an experiment in breeding silk-worms, made, in
1835, by 3fr. Camille Beauvais, on his estate of
Berberies de Senart, near Montgeron, in the de-
partment of the Seine-et-Marne.

Gentlemen : You have referred to your Com-
mittee of Agriculture, the examination of a letter,

which was addressed to you, on the 20lh of June
last, by Mr. Camille Reauvais. It calls your at-
tention to one of the most important subjects of
agricultural and industrious economy which inter-
ests the age in which we live.

Indeed, gentlemen, among the thousand various
branches of industry, encouraged and rendered
fruitful by your institution, a certain number of
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which gradually attain perfection in each 3fear, and
which you are anxious to verify, reward and ren-

der profitable to ail, there cannot but be perceived

the iiivorable indications and antici[)ated resuhs of

that great phenomenon, which characterizes mo-
dern society,

—

Progression. Every thing ad-

vances and is elevated, under the same secret im-
pulse—individual benefit, towards the same ap-
parent end—the public good; and in this univer-

sal mo\-cment, which is governed by an exalted
pliilanthropy, each receives quietly, in his turn, the

reward of his etTorts, under the common banner
of circumspect emulation, which neither contains,

or occasions the least germ of dissention, or active

opposition.

But it is different, when one of those bold, ex-
clusive, and innovating ideas, which are occasion-
ally advanced, by ardent minds, and who^^e natural

enthusiasm is sustained by profound conviction,

which astonishes the multitude, and tends to dis-

place some ancient order of things. These com-
manding ideas, necessarily, disconcert inveterate

habits, as to the correctness of old o|)inions, and
excite ajjfainst them precedents, which are en-
veloped in the legitimacy of time. A conflict of

opinions is then produced, during which the hu-
man judgment Jong combats natural fixcts, a)id

truth, on whichsoever side she may j)reponderate,

will, sometimes, be very dilatory in her triumphs.
It is, gentlemen, a spectacle of this kind which

is now offered for }'our consideration, by an able

agriculturist, who has established himself within
a i'ew j-ears, near Paris, on an indifferent, refi-ac-

tory and arid soil. It has been said, that this man
only wished to put his foot upon our land; that to

advance, he calculated but little on the profits of
the plouirh, and that he only sought a spot, where
he could realize the treasure, which, as yet. ex-
isted, but in his head.

This treasure, which Mr. Camille Beauvais now
offers to j'our inspection, was not, in fact, gentle-
men, but an abstraction, which lie could thus have
stated:

''To lay the foundation of his own fortune and
increase that of the nation, by an improvement,
which will certainly promote the cultivation of'

silk, in the centre and in the north of France."
After many experiments, he believes, that he

has, at last, caused a new fountain of private and
public wealth to arise, out of his own arid land,
and far from desiring to engross it, for his exclu-
sive benefit, he invites us to draw fi-oin this foun-
tain, which will be inexhaustible, if his zeal lor the
public good, has not greatly deceived him.

Mr. Camille Beauvais belongs to the South: he
had only to establish his niagnanery* in the South,
and to manage it, in conformity to "the system with
which he was already familiar; he knew the efforts
which had been vainly attempted in preceding
ages to breed silk worms in the North. Every
thing attracted him on one side, while all was re-
pulsive on the other; but he said to himself:
"Every branch of industry is advancing; why

does that of silk always remain, very near what it

was, when it passed fi-om Italy into I'Vance? The
sciences, as physics and chemistry—the recent dis-

coveries in which have been so remarkable, and
whose aid can be invoked, were then scarcely

* The name given to the apartment in which silk-

worms are bred.

known to the husbandman; why then should this

branch ol' industry remain irrevocably confined to

its ancient cradle ? Should the losses, which have
sometimes been so discouraging, be attributed,

rather to the constitution of the precious insect, by
which this culture is maintained, than to the insal-

ubrity of the situation, and the variations of the
atmosphere, which have such a powerful influence

upon a file, at the same so full and so brief ? They
cannot be imputed to the north, where the silk-

worm is not now bred, when they so cruelly afilict

the delightful climate of the south, which is re-

puted to be exclusively pro[)itious to them.

—

V/herevcr the mulberry tree grows and prospers,

ihe worm which liieds u|)on its leaf, ought to be
able also to grow and prosper. Do not perpetually

neglect the accidental conditions ofbeings 1 Why
cannot I create, under the shelter, where this

worm accomplishes its destiny, an isolated climate,

free from all local influence? I can, in fiict, more ea-

sily protect them from the less sudden changes of

the intemperate climate, ol the north, than they
can be screened from the capricious temperature
ol" the south. What do I say ? There is no lon-

ger either north or south ; for I perceive that it is

possible to command and combine, in their confined,

asylum, fire and water—those two great promoters

of all organizations, and to imitate for them those

winds, which maintain without, the salubrity of

the air, and scatter to a distance deleterious efllu

via."

I have put these words in the mouth of Mr.
Camille Beauvais, gentlemen, not to extol or over

estimate his theory, but because they express the

bold and profijund thoughts, which must have
presided at his esiablishment, and contain the

principles upon which all his labors were prose-

cuted. It was at his own expense, and his own
risk, that, under the influence of his own convic-

tions, he, lor seven years, put these principles in

practice, with continually increasing results, with-

out being discouraged by a few mistakes which he
nobly confessed without being intinudated by the

inquietude of his friends, or the doubts which he saw
arise, like clouds, ready to obscure the brilliancy of

his first successful experiment, and to blast, perhaps
forever, his fondest hopes.

It would be superfluous to enter, here, into the

general details of^ cultivation, vvhich every friend

of agriculture is invited to examine, at the estab-

lishment of Bergeries. They have been described

elsewhere; and that is not now the subject of in-

quiry; it is sufficient to say, that it is upon 67,000

mulberry trees, of the best species, and of the

most luxuriant growth, among which are to be

seen a great number of the Morus multicaulis,

that Olr. Camille Beauvais principally founds his

hope, of a second annual brood of silk-worms,

which he proposes to undertake. These trees, in-

cluding nurseries and established plantations, con-

tain sixteen hectares and a half of land.

The establishment, in its present condition, is ca-

pable of rearing annually the number of silk-

worms which are produced from one hundred and

filty ounces of eggs. During the five last years

the mean product of an ounce of eggs in the es-

tablishments of the south, has not exceeded from

fifty to fii'iy-five pounds of cocoons, that is to say,

only about 10,000 silk worms out of the 42,000

egfjs, which an ounce contains, reached that last

period, which unites a simple worm to the enjo}--
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ments of a refined civilization. On the contrary,

Mr. Camiile Beauvais' first brood, gave him sixty-

seven pounds of cocoons, for each ounce of ego-s.

He has been constantly progressing, during the

years 1830, 1831, 1832 and 1833; in 1834, he ob-

tained 10 1 pounds ot cocoons. Ail these liicts are

generally linown. His last brood gave him 137

pounds; this brood was fi-om eight ounces of eggs,

and the worms were kept in a temj)erature equal

to from 18 to 20 degrees of lieat according to Reau-

mur's thermometer—[equal to 72 and 77 of Faren-

lieit.] They continued their labors tor thirty-seven

days, and consumed 16,830 pounds of leaves, llie

product of trees, halt" ot" which were gralled, and

the other half seedlings. They yielded 1,101

pounds of cocoons, of the most beautiful quality,'

large, firm, and of an adaiirable whiteness. It

does not appear, that such a result has been ob-

tained anywhere else, in any large establishment;

nevertheless, Mr. Camiile Beauvais, is the first to

inform you, that one of his pupils, Mr. Henry
Bourdon, who had recently left the Polytechnical

School, and is a proprietor at Ris, terminated an
experiment, in which the proportional product,

amounted to one hundred and seventy pounds of

cocoons, to an ounce of eggs.

We have seen that an ounce of eggs produces

42,000 worms; Mr. Camiile Beauvais employed
eight ounces of eggs ; he should, therefore, liave

had 336,000 yilk-worms. He actually realized

1,102 pounds of cocoons; it requires, at Bergeries,

but 360 cocoons to make a pound; he has then ob-

tained only about 286,520 silk-worms. He lost

4,000, when they began to rise, to form their co-

coons, by the bad arrangement of" the lieaths, or

twigs, and an imperfect ventilation. He has then

lost in the first ages, including the eggs which did

not hatch, 45,480.

It results from an analysis, which Mr. D'Arcet
has been so kind as to communicate to me, that

the air ot the magnanery of Bergeries, during the

Iburth age vvas slightly alkaline. Tlie water,

Avhich was there condensed, by means of a globe

filled with ice, and which was found to be as limpid

as distilled water, wag slightly alkaline. The ni-

trate of silver did not form a precipitate at the

moment of admixture, but it immediately af"ter as-

sumed a fiiint brownish red color. At this period

of the brood the ventilation was well regulated.

The air was so little altered, that it was difficult to

discover carbonic acid upon the tub of" water, and
ediometrical experiments made with this air, either

by phosphorus or deutoxide ot azote, indicated as

much azote and oxygen as the atmosphere; it con-

tained very feeble traces of ammonia, combined
with carbonic acid.

At the period the worms began to ascend, the
ventilation, as has been stated, was interrupted

and in part suppressed, by the heath; the air of

the magnanery ceased to be pure. Mr. Henry
Bourdon, who made the analysis of" the air, found
it to be composed of

Azote and carbonic acid 82,57 parts

Oxygen 17,43

100,00
It is known that atmospheric air contains 79

parts ot azote and 21 of oxygen. It is apparent,
then, that the air bail become very much vitiated.

At this period the water in the magnanery, and
which was condensed, by the means of ice, was

limpid; it had neither odor, nor savor, was alkaline,

and not rendered turbid by the addition of nitrate

of silver; but almost immediately assumed a faint

brownish red color, and that there was suddenly
formed, an abundant brownisii red precipitate,

which did not appear to have been perfectly de-
fined.

An opinion can be formed of the effect produced
on silk-worms, which are constantly confined in

the magnanery, which is not properly ventilated,

by the fbllowing experiment, which i\Tr. D'Arcet
made upon some udiich were reaching their last

state, anil wliich were bred in a pure air; he con-
fined twelve large silk-worms taken in their fourth

state, in a quart bottle, in which had been placed
some mulberry leaves; at the end of twenfy-lbur
hours, the air contained in the bottle had diminished
in volume, was alkaline, and contained.

Azote 79,11 parts

Carbonic acid 17,50
Oxygen, 3,39

100,00
The air, therefore, in the bottle, was almost com-
pletely vitiated, one of the worms was dead ; the
others were shortened and shriveled, and of a dir-

ty greenish yellow color, and scarcely moved;
three died soon alter being placed on fresh leaves;

the eight others ate but little, three only made a
small (luantity of silk before they died, two
changed into the chrysalis state, without spinning,
and three died without spinning or chaniring.

I have belbre stated, that Mr. Camiile Beau-
vais should have had 336,000 silk-worms, fi'om his

eight ounces of eggs. He then realized f"rom one
hundred eggs only 85,27 cocoons, and lost 14,73
worms and eirirs, which did not hatch. By ad-
ding to the 286,520 worms which spun, the 4000
which died, at the time of" ascension, we have
290,520, which completed their growth. These
worms consumed 16,830 pounds of leaves. Fresh
leaves contain, of

Dried vegetable matter 32 parts

Water 68

100
Each silk-worm, then, had eaten, in the whole
course of its liftj, 29 grammes of fresh leaves, or

6,28, g. of dry vegetable matter.*

I have, gentlemen, pronounced the word Pu-
pils. Mr. Camiile Beauvais defines himself to be
a man of conviction and progression; but that con-
viction, that progression and his ardent and disin-

terested zeal loyally seeks to establish an empire,
an extension, in which their influences shall inde-
finitely increase. To attain that object, he has
gratuitously opened a school of theory and prac-

tice, whither resort the young projirietors from all

parts of France. This year they hurried—that is

the word, to his establishment, to the number of
fifteen. Among them are to be found, with Mr.
Henry Bourdon, the pupils of" Roville, the Mar-
quis Amelot, a large proprietor in Gatinais, the
son of Baron Mallet, who has an extensive sugar

* Mr. D'Arcet has ascertained, that there are 5,oS
parts of azote in 100 parts of the dry vegetable mat-
ter of the leaves. A silk-worin, then, does not find in

all the leaves it eats during its whole life but 0,518, g.

of azote. Snic contains 11,33 parts of azote in 100.
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refinery at Choisy-le-Roi, Mr. Bella, son of the

director of the model-farm of Grigaon; Mr. Bay-
nard, late prefect of the Haute-Alpes, and of

Maine-et-Loire, who is now cstablisiiing mulberry

plantations near to Bergeries. Afler having em-
ployed a part of their time, m attending to the

breeding of the silk-worms m all its minutest de-

tails, and assisting with their own hiuids, in the

cultivation and management of the mulberry tree,

under the direction of a nursery man of the south,

who is attached to the establishment, their worthy
master assembles them, for two hours in each day,

for the purpose of instructive conversation, when
they recapitulate, or compare all the observations

of the day, or discuss all the advantages, which,

from their elevated point of view and their social

condition, they are enabled to perceive, their coun-

try will derive, from the interesting subject of their

studies and experiments. What truly logical

ideas, what lights without shadows, what germs
of amelioration, rendered fruitful by this powerful

reconciliation of observations and facts, have al-

ready been produced by those young and studious

citizens—the legitimate hope of Agriculture and
the State ! To present to you, gentlemen, in a

single word, their deep conviction of the advanta-

ges they have gained, from their connexion with

Mr. Camille Beauvais, and the sentiments, which
his generous attentions had excited in their hearts,

I should inform you, that before their departure,

they unanimously voted to present him a gold

medal, as a brilliant testimony of gratitude, the

most sensibly felt and the most worthily merited.

This medal has been struck at Monnaie, but the

resolution is yet unknown to Mr. Camille Beauvais.

A great number of persons have already made ap-

plication to him, to be received at his establishment

the approaching season.

One of these pupils, Mr. Peycams, nephew of

Mr. Caussade, Col. of Artillery and proprietor of

an estate in Guadaloupe, has paid particular at-

tention to the management of the_/i/(rfitre. He is

going to tliat Island, at the request of the jirincipal

planters, to instruct the black females, in the reel-

ing of silk, from the cocoons; for this purpose, he
will take with him the complete apparatus for a
filature. But Mr. Camille Beauvais acknowledg-
es, and has published in terms which at the same
time delineate his character, his gratitude and his

love fbr truth, that for the pleasing results which
he has obtained this year, and which were chiefly

produced by his own intelligence, the lofty reach
of his genius and his determined perseverance, he
is incontestably indebted to the apparatus for ven-
tilation, which Mr. D'Arcet has already made
known to you, which was applied to Mr. Grimau-
det's very complete magnanery, and the jilan and
description ofwhich, the Society for the Encourage-
ment of National Industry has published in its

Bulletin, under the name of Salubrious Magnane-
ry, which Mr. D' Arcet had given to it. After va-
rious experiments, Mr. Camille Beauvais says,
this simple and cheap apparatus has finally prov-
ed, what he had conceived might possibly be at-

tained, and what he had fbr a long time sought;
an equal temperature and a pure air constantly re-

newed : conditions, which joined to caretid atten-
tion and cleanliness, approximate as nearly as pos-
sible, the artificial breeding of silk-worms," in those
limited apartments; where it is necessary to confine

them in Europe, to the most favorable condition
in which they have been placed by nature.*
The first application of Mr. D'Arcet's system

of ventilation, at the establishment of Bergeries,
has, at once, imperliict as must yet be an opera-
tion, which, fbr want of time, could only be con-
sidered as an experiment, had a success, which
cannot fiul to interest every enlightened mind.
God forbid, that what remains for me to say,
should diminish the merit of the applicator, and
his right to your respect! On the contrary, Mr.
D'Arcet has himself declared that it was Mr.
Camille Beauvais, who communicating to him an
opinion which that learned man had Ibrmed in
travelling,through the south of France, on the cul-
ture of silk-worms, and had requested him to con-
sider the subject, ami make a plan of a masmane-
ry. French agriculture will please then, I hope,
to unite in the same sentiment of esteem, the
learned and the practical man. I say French ag-
riculture, fbr it should not be doubted, if the inte-
resting experiment which has been submitted to

your consideration, should have such an impor-
tant influence on the production of silk in the cen-
tral and northern parts of France, how much more
elEcacious still, will it be in ameliorating the cul-
ture of the South! Will not the most cautious
men—those ancient agriculturists, who have so
great a right to intrench themselves behind that
prudence which we respect in them, and which is

the treasure of their lilij, wish at least, that such
experiments be repeated and extended? But the
subject is so important, and the inquiry so grave,
that I request, gentlemen, your permission, to en-
ter into some details, previous to presenting a
short summary of the essential conditions, fbrl,he
proper management of silk-worms, and the means
which are now employed, to render the air of the
magnanery salubrious.

If the organization of the silk-worm is carefully
examined, and it is found that they respire only
by their stigmata,t and if the gas they expire, es-
pecially during the period of their last change, is

analyzed, no one can fiiii of being convinced of the
iinportance of a gentle and continuous circulation
of air, in an apartment where millions of these lit-

tle insects are assembled and extended on frames
which emit deleterious exhalations.
On attentively observing the continual exertions

which are made by these small animals, both by
dilation and contraction, and which are repeated
without cessation, especially at the moment of
moulting, it will be seen that all their functions are
in operation with greater or less activity, according
to the heat, to which they are subjected, and it

will be readily perceived to what danger they are
exposed, fi'om sudden changes of weather.

Great humidity in the magnanery is of itself

fatal to silk-worms, while it produces a fermenta-
tion.in the vegetable and other matter which col-

lects on the frames where they are fed, and thus
vitiates the air they breathe; tlierefbre, cultivators

* There is in China, a wild species, whicli feed in
the open air on the mulberry trees of the country, and
which have not yet been domesticated.

t The silk-worm, and the larva of other insects, in-

stead of breathing through the mouth, like other ani-

mals, breathe through the spiracles or stigmata, which
are holes in the rings on each side.
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dread, especially in the fifth state, the cold and
damp winds of the south. Besides the exterior

humidity, a great quantity is developed in the

niagnanery, from the leaves and from the worms
themselves.

The dryness of the air, besides being essentially

injurious to silk-worms, as to all otJier animals,

even when in the greatest possible purity, withers

and crisps the leaves; and the worms, instinctl}'

perceiving that the>.y require a certain quantity of

water in their food, reject the leav^es as soon as

they wither; there is consequently the sufTering of

the worms, as well as the loss of leaves.

All intelhgent cultivators know, from their own
experience, how important it is to fulfil all the con-

ditions of a continual renewal of the air, a uniform

temperature, and an invariable humidity; but from

a want of the means for doing this properly, they

are compelled to guard against the injuries which

may arise as well as they can, and to this end,

they are m the habit of burning in the apartment

aromatic plants, boiling vinegar with cloves in it,

sprinkling the worms with chloride of lime, &c. &c.

But the inefficiency and even danger of these ex-

pedients is readily perceived.

Dandolo, the distinguished cultivator of Pied-

mont, delayed not in ascertaining that these means
were detrimental to the silk-worms, and immedi-
ately and completely reformed the art of man-
aging his establishment. To purify a magnanery,

he made holes in the floor, ceiling and lateral walls,

for the admission of fresh air, and the escape of

these fumigations, which he had ascertained were
dangerous; and in the magnanery, constructed on
his plan, and called Dandolories, the proprietor ob-

tained fi'om 100 to 110 pounds* of cocoons, instead

of from 50 to 60 for each ounce of eggs; but his

imitators, un;brtunatcly, are but few, in conse-

quence of the want of encouragement in Pied-

mont. Here is the subject presented lor conside-

ration in France, where encouragements are not

wanting.
Nevertheless, the system of Dandolo is yet de-

fective; he established his fireplaces or furnaces in

the magnanery, and the immediate action of the

heat which is developed, and the exhalations which
arise Irom the combusUbles, cannot but be inju-

rious to the silk-woi'ms. Besides, his means are

often inetf(2ctual, specially in lowery and stormy

weather, when the air does not ii-eely circulate,

and when it is necessary to have recourse to fumi-

gations of chloride of lime, the application of which

it is far from being practicable at all times to make,
with the desirable exactness.

ft is necessary, then, to employ more powerful

and infallible means, lor illustrating tlie principles

of sanitory purification developed by Dandolo: it is

thus that science assumes its control over the sub-

ject, and completely annihilates the action of exte-

rior inlluences, removes the source of heat beyond
the magnanery, and is enabled to realize, simul-

taneously, the ibur conditions so essential to suc-

cess in the management of silk-worms.

In the system of D'Arcet, the magnanery is in

the second story, and the furnace or calorilery, is

in a small apartment in the lower story, which is

called llie air chamber. The air issues from this

chamber into pij)es, which extend the whole
length of the floor of the magnanery, and from

*The pound of 16 ounces. I

which it issues through circular holes of various
sizes. In the ceiling, are made a number of con-
duits and openings, perfectly sj'mmetrical with
those below, and it is by these superior openings
that the air escapes through a funnel into the

chimney of the furnace, which receives the pipe of
the calorilery, after having been introduced into

the magnanery, by which a continual warmth is

kept up.

It is only necessary, then, that a proper tempe-
rature and humidity should be maintained in the

apartment; and this result is easily obtained, for,

by the aid of a furnace, ice, moist cloths, and dise-

cating substances, there can be produced heat,

cold, humidity and dri^iess.

In the month of April, 1833, Mr. D'Arcet sent

to Mr. Camille Beauvais, his plans of a "Salubri-

ous Magnanery," and as the period of breeding
the silk-worms was near, the application of the

system and a knowledge of the result, would be
postponed lor a year if it was suffered to pass, Mr.
Camille Beauvais was impatient to test this scien-

tific theory by an experiment, the success of which
was guaranteed by his experience in the manage-
ment of silk-worms. In a month he constructed a
new magnanery, which was so judiciously arrang-
ed, as to insure to him all the advantages which
could be derived from the proposed improvements.
He corrected, as soon as possible, such imperlijc-

tions as necessarily arose fi'om the novelty of the

system applied to the rearing of silk-worms, and
the precipitate manner, in which the work was
executed.

Mr. Camille Beauvais, immediately found in the

interesting and successful result which he obtain-

ed, the prize of his assiduity and his devotion;*

and has the gratification of liaving demonstrated
more clearly than had before been done, that a new
era may be commenced in the culture of silk

—

thanks to Mr. D'Arcet's system of salubrity, for

the application of which, it only requires a careful

and attentive workman to execute the instructions

which he has given, in a perfect manner.(i)

Still, gentlemen, if the important fiict which has

been established near the capital of the empire,

seems to countenance those bright hopes which
numerous enlightened men have entertained, it is

proper to declare—it is |)roper to repeat, in the sin-

cerity of truth, which repulses all equivocal tri-

umphs, that whatever confidence this remarkable

experiment merits, and has already obtained, it

*TIie current price of raw silk, was at tliat time,

twenty-live francs per half killogram, and Mr. Camille

Beauvais sold his for fifty. It was produced by that

beautiful race called Sina, which Louis XVI. obtain-

ed from Canton in 1784, and was by degrees changed,

in consequence of the negligence and avarice of the

first culti\ators of this species of silk-worm; but Mr.
Poidebard has been enabled, by lon^ and assiduous ef-

forts, to regenerate it in a remarkable manner, and J\Ir.

Camille Beauvais has endeavored to restore it in all its

primitive beauty.

(1) It is highly probable, that the apparatus for

heating green houses with hot Water, or tlie cockle or

furnace for warming private houses and public build-

ings, may bo advantageously substituted for Mr. D'Ar-
cet's method. If the theory of Mr. Beauvais shoidd

be deemed worthy of ado])tion in this country, the in-

genuity of our enterprising citizens will, beyond a
doubt, discover some simple, cheap, and better mode.
— Tianslalor.
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only appears as yet but as an isoIaTed and very

recent result, and is at present deprived of that in-

fluence, vvhicli can only be obtained by its repro-

duction by different persons, under other circum-

stances and in other jilaces, ami it sliould also re-

ceive the sanction of time. The author of this

experiment merits encouragement without doubt;

the attention ofthose who are interested in it ought,

at the same time, to be roused, and possibly re-

strained; new trials appear desirable to the true

frientis of our prosperity—that is to say, gentlemen,

to you all, it is important that those trials be con-

tinued, lor that which attracted your attention, has

also attracted the attention of the able cultivators

of the South—strangers to all prepossessions, su-

perior to all prejudices, they await new trials with

an eagerness the more leiritimate, because they

well know, that the experiments which are now
making in the North, cannot but be advantageous
to the South, which is ready to receive with grati-

tude new methods of culture which appear to them
sufiiciently well tested; they know that the indus-

try on which large fortunes are founded in the

South, will be able without injuring them, to cre-

ate like fortunes in the North, and gradually re-

lieve the common country from the tribute of forty-

five millions of francs, which it annually pays to

foreigners for raw silk; and which the agricul-

turists of the North, herealter the emulators and
not the rivals of those of the South, will be able,

in a quarter of a century, to divide with them, as

brothers, the ever increasing fruits of their own in-

dustry.

From these various considerations, gentlemen,
your Committee on Agriculture has charged me
with the honor to propose to you, that this report

be inserted in the Bulletin, and referred to the

Commissioners on medals.
Approved, at a meeting held on the 30th of Sep-

tember, 1835.

SOULANGE BODIN, Reporter.

Extracts from the Journal of the Franl<lin Institute.

LIST OF PATENTS ISSUED IIV OCTOBER, 1835,

FOR IMPROVEMENTS OF MACHINES, &.C. TO
BE USED IN AGRICULTURE.

IVith remarks, by the Editor of the Journal of the

Franklin Institute.

For a machine for Thrashing and Cleaning
Clover or Rice; Mo~es Davenport, Phillips, So-
merset county, Maine, October 6.

The machine here described consists of a long
trough, containing the feeding, rubbing, and other

apparatus. It is too complex for verbal descrip-

tion, but its characteristic feature appears to be,

the passing of the seed between rubbing boards,

covered with perforated metal, or otherwise made
rough, the lower board being stationary, and the
upper one, as it vibrates, bearing on the seed in

one direction only, it being raised in the return
stroke.

For an improvement in the mode of Rearing
Silk Worms; Gamaliel Gay, Poughkeepsie, Dutch-
ess county, New York, October 6. (See speci-
fication.*)

* The specification of the improvement which is

given afterwards at length, describes merely one or

I

For a Chaffing Thrashing Machine;- Russel
Bradley, VVilliston, Chittenden county, Vermont;
October 6.

We cannot afford more lines to this apparatus
than there are pages in the specification of it.

The unthrashed straw is to be laid lengthwise in

a feeding trough, where it comes into contact vvilli

a revolving cylinder, carrying circular saws, at

short distances apart, serving to cut the whole
into chaff'; it then descends to a thrashing cyhn-
tler, and thence passes through a winnowing ma-
chine of the ordinary construction. The claim is

to the application of the circular saws.

For a Plough; William Walker, Washington,
Columbia county, Pennsylvania, October 6.

The claim is to "the peculiar formation of the
sheath, or standard, and the projections on the in-

ner side of the mould-board, which give them
sheath, or standard, a leaning position, and cause
the plough to take land."

For a Horse Power; Moses Davenport, Phil-

lips, Somerset county, JNlaine, October 10.

The claim under this patent is to "the method
of construction, or combination, by wdiich the se-

veral parts of the jointed platform are put together;

of the cylinder heads, and of friction rollers."

This combination in most of its parts, exists in

numerous other endless platforms; the peculiar-

ities of the one before us, ought, therefore, to have
been pointed out, as upon these alone could any
valid claim be founded.

For a machine for Hulling and Cleaning Clo-

ver and Timothy Seed; Asa Burgess, and Herman
Baldwin, Washington, Litchfield county, Connec-
ticut, October 10.

Ten pages are devoted to the description of this

machine, but our remarks upon it will be as brief

as the specification is prolix. The leed is to be

regulated by sliding boards, not differing essen-

tially from such as are already in use. The seed

is to be rubbed out by a revolving cylinder, flir-

nished with points, or teeth; and below this there

is a fan, so enclosed and constructed as to blow the

chaff' and dust away, without annoyance to the

operator. The claim is sutTiciently comprehensive,

extending to many points m its construction, and

also the situation in which it is placed in a build-

ing, for the purpose of blowing- the chaff entirely

out of it.

For a Gravitation Churn; Asahel Bacon,

Windsor, Broome county, New York, Octo-

ber 10.

There i« to be a weight wound up as a main-

taining power to a pendulum, a train of wheels

more revolving aprons of cloth, something like those

of net work, which are sometimes used to convey the

straw from a thrashing machine—these being to work

under the hurdles on which the silkworms feed, and to

convey away the litter which falls through. To our

humble comprehension, it seems unaccountable why

tliis invention should have passed without a sarcastrc

comment from the editor, or why the specification of

so triflng a matter should have been afterwards inserted

in full.—Ed. Farm. Reg.
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and pinions to regulate the same, and there is a

claim to '"the propelling of vibrating or dasher

churns, by means of a weight, or weights, attach-

ed to a gearing of cog, belt or band wheels, or all

of them."

For a Turning Lathe, to turn Rake Slaves,

Hoe Handles, Sfc, James Haven, Newport, Sulli-

van county. New Hampshire, October 14.

If there is any thing really new in this lathe,

the patentee has not enabled us to discover it; the

object proposed, that of varying the form of the

handle, or other article turneJ, according to a pat-

tern, is a thing well known. The specification,

without the aid of a good drawing, is insufficient

for the intended purpose; and thatVhich is called

a drawing serves only to "make darkness visible."

At all events, a lathe, which would turn such han-

dles most perfectly, may be constructed without

violating the rights of any one.

For a Plough; Junius S. TefTt, Amherst, Erie

county. New York, Octeber 17.

The claims are to "the manner of constructing

and using the standard; of applying the landside

plate, and the general combination of the parts."

For a Machine for Propelling Machinery; Da-
vid Russell, Tuscumbia, Franklin county, Ala-

bama, October 27.

This is called "Russell's Power Motion Ma-
chine," and we suppose that it is intended to gain

power, in some vvay, but how, we are not told,

and cannot discover. A circular platform of wood,
which is a flat ring, two feet wide , twenty in diam-
eter, and four inches thick, rests upon steel springs;

upon this platform, a heavy wheel is to roll, having
a horizontal shaft geared into a vertical centre

ehaft, in the manner of some bark, drug, and other

mills. The magic is, no doubt, in the springs,

but we have no seer by us to unbind the spell.

The combination and arrangement are claimed,

and we are t^ld that "this machine may be used
to propel all kinds of machinery, and may be

propelled by steam, horse, water, or manual pow-
er."

For a Portable Saio Mill; David Russell. Tus-
cumbia, Franklin County, Alabama, October 27.

Strange as it may seem, this portable saw mill,

although invented by the patentee of the machine

for propelling machinery, is to be driven by a horse,

geared to a shaft, in the usual way. A frame is

made, which is to be moved about upon wheels,

and is to sustain the various parts of the mill,

which has nothing peculiar in its construction, ex-

cepting it be that the sa-v is not to be strained in a
frame, but the upper end of it is to be acted upon
by springs, which are to aid in raising it, in con-

junction with the operation of the crank at its low-
er end. Respecting the use of" springs, we refer

to No. 8, p. 327; this application of springs is not

claimed, nor, indeed, is any thing, excepting "the
combination and arrangement of theseveral parts,"

which, when there is no novelty, is a convenient
mode of slurring the matter over.

For a Cotton TVhipper; Lucian Osgood, Pom-
fret, Windham county, Connecticut, October 27.

"What I claim as my improvement, and by
which the whipping machine for cotton is llicilita-

ted, and rendered more effective than heretofore,

is the placing the whip shafts of such machines
obliquely, so as to form an angle with the hori-

zon, of twenty-five, or such other number of de-
grees as may be preferred."

For an improvement in the Machine for Hul-
ling Cotton Seed; Anderson Miller, Washington
county, Mississippi, and Thomas Laws, Jetierson
county, Kentucky, October 27.

This machine is said to be an improvement
upon that of Follet & Smith, but the whole ar-

rangement of it is described, without any attempt
being made to distinguish between the improve-
ments, and the original machine. Much stress is laid

upon the frame being of cast-iron, the gudgeons
running in brass boxes, and all the parts oif" the
machine being firmly made; there is also an ec-

centric roller described, by turning which the feed

can be regulated. It should be recollected by the

patentees, and purchasers of machines, or rights,

that, excepting under the authority of Messrs.
Follet & Smith, there can be no valid conveyance
of the improved machine, any more than there

can be of my house by a tenant, because he has
improved it.

For an improvement in Making Ploughshares
and Coulters; Samuel A. Sperry, Ann Arbor,
Washtenaw county, Michigan, October 27.

The iron is to be rolled, as nearly as may be,

into the proper shape: it is then to be converted
into steel, and the shares, or coulters, are after-

wards to be forged into such forms as may be
wanted. The right to do this is claimed, which
claim is one of a very questionable character.

For a machine lor Crushing and Grinding
Corn; Anderson P. H. Jordan, Madisonville,

Monroe county, Tennessee, October 28.

The crushing to be efi'ected by a twisted bar of
wrought iron, operating like that described by
Oliver Evans, as used in mills lor grinding plaster

of Paris; from this twisted bar, the corn is to pass
between a conical nut and shell, of the ordinary

form. "The improvement consists in the uniting

of the nut to the twisted bar, and upon this union
the patent is claimed;" a union which may very
well be dispensed with.

For a Horse Ponier; Asa Trahcrn, Henry He-
beriing, William E. Lukens, and John Heber-
ling, Short Creek, Harrison county, Ohio, Octo-
ber 28.

This horse power is of the well known kind
in which the animal, walking in a circle, is geared
to a lever extending from a vertical shaft; at the
lower end of this shaft is a crown, or bevil, master
ivheel, gearing into a pinion, or wallower, on a
horizontal shaft, even with the ground. We can-
not find any thing new in the atlair; but the pa-
tentees claim "the eye of the master wheel and
shaft, and the moving pinion, by which means,
wood, pot metal, and iron, 'and consequentl)-, cost,

are saved, and its utility greatly increased, whilst

it is rendered much more portable." We are told

that the master wheel "has a round eye, and runs
on a round shaft." And tlic pinion by which the

power IS communicated at the outer end of a ho-
rizontal shall, runs in a ii'ame which may be
moved round, so as to cause it to stand on any
part of the periphery of the wheel which drives it.
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These, we suppose, are the things intended to be

claimed by the jour improvers of the'horse powen

For a Hill Side and Horizontal Plough; John
W. Jordan, Lexington, Rockbridge county, Vir-

ginia, October 28.

Tlie clann made is to "the combinalion and ar-

rangement of the parts of the described plough,

but particularly the form of the mould-board, and
the manner of reversing it, though no claim is

made to the principle of revolving mould-boards,"

As respects "the Jbrtn of the mould-boards," it

is said to resemble "two moutd-boards ol the

M'Cormick pattern, (a right and a left hand,)

united by their upper edges." Tht,re are nume-
rous points of detail, showing, by relerencc to

drawintrs, the particular manner in which the pa-

tentee constructs and connects the various parts of

his plough; but nothing which bespeaks it supe-

rior to other hill-side ploughs, many of which have
been patented.

From the Quarterly Journal of Agriculture (of March 1836.)

THE CULTURE OF ASPARAGUS.

By J. Towers, Author of the Domestic Gardener's

Manuel, &c.

jisparagiis is a native of the sea shores of Bri-

tain, though, according to Dr. Hooker, it is rarely

iound in Scotland: it is worthless in its native ori-

ginal state, but, as every one knows, is susceptible

of the greatest improvement by culture, and be-

comes highly luxuriant in a richly manured, light,

and mellow loam. The young sprouting stems,

as they emerge from the soil, are used for the ta-

ble; and these, if suffered to grow, and become
fully developed, form one of most graceful among
the productions of herbaceous vegetation: the nu-

merous branching lateral stalks, produce innumer-

able lulled, minute leaves, of the most lively and
delicate green; at the angles (axillcB) of the smaller

branches two or three pendulous flowers are situ-

ated; they are greenish, bell-shaped, and without

any particular odor. Each flower consists of a
calyx of six deeply cut segments—six stamens

—

one very short style, and its stigma cut into three

divisions and a germen, becoming a scarlet globu-

lar berry, which contains one or more perfect seeds

in its three cells. This plant forms, with others of

the same genus, one of the families of the Aspho-
del tribe, 2/sphodelecB of the natural system. How,
and at what period, the plant was brought into

cultivation, it would now be vain to inquire; but

it appears probable that, in England, it was little

known before the.seventeenth century.

The modes of cultivation practised with a view
to bring the vegetable to the highest state of per-

fection, in the different countries of Europe, are

too numerous and complicated to be now alluded

to, much less described. It will be my aim to

point out two processes by which fine highly-

flavored shoots may be abundantly produced. I'lie

one is not so much in fashion as formerly, but it

posse-sses great convenietices; the other is more
novel, and perhaps more scientific, as it may be

made to coniform to the hypothesis of radical exu-
dation. The physiological reader will readily per-

j

ceive, that, by adopting it, he can introduce other
i

veiretables between every row of his asparagus,
\

Vol. IV-20

and thus avail himself of the nutritive niattera
wliich their radical processes yield to the soil:

However, I s-hall simplity my directions, and con^
fine them to the jjroccss oi'forcing early aspara^
gusi These will be brought under one view in tha
succeeding notice of sea-kale.

Culture in Bedf.—This is the method that hag
been adopted (or a number of years, and recom-
mended by most writers; but there exists great
diflerence of opinion as to the way in which the
beds ought to be Ibrmed. Much of the perma-
nent success will depend upon the nature of the
staple soil; and I hesitate not to say, that, unles.s

the garden afford one which is light, loamy, and
tree Irom stones of any considerable size, to the
depth of two led at the least, the whole plot

ought to be formed artificially, and the best mate-
rial for the work is the thin turf of a meadow of
short growing grass, or that of a common, where
sheep abound. Such a soil is replete with vegeta-
ble, decomposable matters; and. in fact, Is very
suitable to the cultivation of every product of the

garden, unless it be that of a few vegetables

which prefer a stiff soil, or one of an entirely oppo-
site description, and approaching to the nature of
sand.

Turf may, however} prove a defective material,

if it be produced upon clay or stifl' loam; but, in

in ordinary cases, that of a common, or sheep-
walk is of a medium texture, and breaks down
into a rich light earth, which, while it can be dig-

ged and pulverized with freedom, is also suffi-

ciently compact in texture and retentive of mois-
ture. If a store of turf, an inch and a half in

thickne-ss, could be readily obtained, I should pre-

fer it to any other species of earth whatever. Au
asparagus bed is not the work of a day; if well
laid out and properly planted, it endures for years,

and repays any Ordinary cost and exertions; but it

would be better not to undertake it at all, than to

perform it in an unskilful and slovenly manner. If

the soil of the plot selected be already free to the

spade, deep, and equable, it may be brought into

a state nearly equal to good natural turfy loam, by
the liberal addition of a well reduced and black leal-

mould. Having thus premised, I would recom-
mend the formation of two beds by the process
now to be described: the one will exhibit the pro-

gress of the plant from the seed, and perhaps will

f()rm the most perliict plantation; the other will

con)e into full bearing at an earlier period, but not;

by any means so much so as many persons are

apt to imagine.
Preparation of the Beds.—Select a piece of

ground of about thirty f(;et long, ten feet wide,
and open to the full south sun, so that its rays may
(ivil in the direction of the length of the beds.

Open a trench, two feet wide at one end, and wheel
the earth to the opposite end, or rather to a spot

two or three feet beyoml it: this implies that the soil

is good, otherwise it should be wheeled or carted

away, to be em|)loycd for other purposes. Have
ready, and close by the plot, six cart-loads, at the

least, of well-wrought leaf-soil, sea-weed, or, in

default of either, of perfectly good spit-dung. If

fine turf be eniployed, one-half of the above
quantity of the enriching substances will be sufli-

cient. The first and every succeeding trench is to

be digged and cleaned out at the bottom, to the

depth of two feet or more, as the good soil may
indicate. It has been recommended to trench lour
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and five feet deep, with the assurance that a pro-

portionably great and permanent crop of the as-

paragus would be produced. I have tried two
feet, and thirty inches, and believe tliat a perfectly

well enriched soil to that extent, will be more effi-

cient than six feet of a dead, cold substratum. At
all events, a good six-inch layer of rich manure
should be laid at the bottom of each trench, and
the first being cleared and so prepared, the soil and
a due proportion of the manure are to be put into

it, and mixed as equally as possible, till the earth

be raised at least six inches above the old surflice

level. Tiius the work is to proceed, trench after

trench, until the entire plot be filled up with tho-

roughly moved and incorporated materials; the last

trench must be filled wilh earth out of the first.

At this stage of the work it will be found tliat the

reserved earth will be insufficient to complete the

plot: in order, therefore, to equalize the surface, it

will be prudent to dig the bed again in a contrary

direction after an interval of a week; and pre-

vious to this operation, I Avould recommend that

about a gallon of common salt be regularly sprin-

kled over the whole surface; it will tend to bring

the bed into that chemical condition, which a
constant dressing of sea-weed would induce.

Having thus described the preparation of the

bed, I observe once for all, that if turf be in plenty

It cannot be made too deep; and this will hold

good in the preparation of all garden plots where
vegetables alone are to be grown. For fruit-trees,

I believe that eighteen inches of ])ure maiden
turfy loam, without one particle of animal ma-
nure, over a six-inch stratum of coarse stones,

brick-bats, rocky fragments, or the like, would, be
a more fertile medium of growth, and one infi-

nitely more conducive to the health of the tree,

than double the depth of a highly enriched gar-

den soil. This digression will be permitted, as it

includes a general remark applicable to culture in

most departments.

The bed thus double-digged will be ready for

cropping, and though it might be as well to have
thus prepared the soil during the dry weather of
the winter, it will yet be in good time if the work
be accomplished during the month of March.
After the ground shall have settled for a week,
two beds, each three feet wide, should be marked
out, and this width will admit of an alley between
the beds, and one on each side of them, more
than a foot in breadth. To form these, strain a
line on the outside of the beds, and two down the
middle space between them, so as to mark out the
limits of the beds, throw the earth out of the alley

upon the beds, that their surfiice level may be six

inches above the base of the alleys. If turf be at

hand, it would be riHit to place three inverted well

cut turfs the whole length of the alleys, and thus
to form good and solid walks; a dressing of salt

should then be sprinkled over the turf to prevent
the growth of the grass. Some persons use a
deep layer of ashes; but whatever be the material
employed, the beds ought to be raised a few inches
above the walks, not, however, to provide for

drainage, but to render the future culture conve-
nient, and to give a finished appearance to the
plantation.

Sowing Seed.—Early in April and in fine

weather, stretch a line three times up and down
the bed, by means of stakes driven info each end,
exactly one foot apart, and the like distance with-

in the sides; draw three drills an inch and a half

deep, with the angle of a hoe, and make the bot-

tom of each drill even, by pressing into it lightly

a straight even pole, like the handle of a long'

rake. Scatter asparagus seed as regularly as pos-

sible along the drills, or if the the seed be known
to be good, three or lour seeds may be carefully

dropped at inch distances, in spaces nine inches

apart: the ultimate object is to obtain one good
plant, at every space of nine inches, therefore the

good sense of the gardener will guide him so to

manage the seed-sowing, as to combine economy
of seed and time wilh security of result. Bad
seed taken out of very old berries may perhaps
scarcely produce one jilant from twenty grains,

though the seeds will remain good for three or four

years.

When the young plants germinate they should

be permitted to grow to the height of three inches,

or till the leaves become perfectly developed, and
it appear which plant Avill prove strong. If two
,arise clove tog-ether, one should be removed as

soon as possible, by means of a flat, sharp-pointed

stick, and the whole should be thinned out early,

so that there may be a space of two or three

inches between plant and plant. The spaces be-

tween the rows must be kept clean by passing a
flat or Dutch hoe cautiously over the surface, and
as the plants acquire strength, they may be thinned
out to tour inches apart; but it would be rather
imprudent to attempt a more severe thinning-out
during the first year, and till the winter pass over,

as it will be impossible to decide to what extent
extreme moisture of ground, frosts, snow, and
other enemies, may prove destructive during the
torpid season. If the plants stand the winter well,

the supernumeraries may be employed to great
advantage; but of the use to which they may be
turned, and, indeed, of the treatment of the seed-
bed during autumn, nothing need now be said.

Planting Asparagus Beds.—This is the method
usually adopted, and plants two years old from the
sowing are generally recommended. I believe that
the age is of" little consequence as far as security
may be considered; and that three or four year
old plants may be employed, when it is the object
to obtain produce within the period of twelve or
fifteen months. Yearly plants are safe also, and
these may be planted four inches apart in shallow
trenches, or open drills cut with a spade aIon»
lines stretched very fight, and at the distances
mentioned before. The plants should be placed so
deep as to permit the crowns to be covered with
two inches of fine earth, and the roots ought to be
let down to their fiill extent into the ground in a
rather open and expanded order, and be perfect-

ly coated, and in contact with the soil. Dry
weather at the close of March, or eariy in April,
should be chosen; because the earth, when it is in

a free and open condition, may readily be made to
fall among the stringy processes of the roots; buf
when planted, each row should be liberally wa-
tered once, to fix the plants securely, and to ena-
ble them to start into growth without any loss of
time. The routine culture of the beds will be in
all respects similar to that before described; and
if blanks occur in consequence of the decay of
some of the mots, they may be filled up with
young growing |)lants, as late even as the middle
of .Tune; provided that each be raised from the
seed, or nurejcry-bed, without injury, and be set
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immedialely during cloudy weather, or in the

evening, and copiously watered. The second

method of planting, with a view to ibrcing, will

be described hereafter. I deler any farther obser-

vations lor tiie present, as respects the general

routine culture, merely reniarlcing that, from seed-

beds, in carefully prepared ground, 1 have cut very

good asparagus in two years, that is, in the third

season alter the sowing.

From the Farmer's Magazine.

MKTIIOD OF ASCERTAINING TIIE RICHNESS OF
MILK.

Many considerations render it a matter of great

importance, in rural economy, to ascertain the

richness of milk with facility and precision. The
richness of this fluid de()ends principally on the

quantity of oil or butter, and curd or cheese, which
it contains.

The relative quantities of these valuable ingre-

dients, in the milk of differont cows, may be dis-

covered, with an accuracy more than suffiiient for

all useful purposes, by ascertaining the specific

gravity of the milk, in different states. The beads
invented and manufactured by Mrs- Lovi, of Ed-
inburgh, aflord the readiest way of trying these

specific gravities; and the method of using them
is the f()liowing:

Pour Iresh drawn milk into a glass vessel, and
as soon as its temperature falls to the 60th degree,

as shown by a thermometer plunged into it, dis-

cover, by trial, a bead which will remain sus-

pended in any part of the liquid. For this pur-

pose, first introduce number 24 ; and if it rise to

the surface, remove it, and try 25 ; if it swim, try

26, and so on, until a bead is found which does
not rise to the surface, nor yet sink to the bottom,
but continues stationary in any part of the liquid.

The number upon that bead denotes the specific

gravity of the milk, and is to be carefully noted.

A quicker way consists in throwing all the beads
at once into a larger vessel of the milk

;
probably

some will sink, and some swim. The. one which
remains suspended, indicates the specific gravity.

If none be in that situation, then observe the last

bead that swims ; and the first which sinks, and
the number intervening between them, is the spe-
cific gravity. Thus, if 25, 26, and 27 swim, and
28, 29, 30, &c., sink, 27^, which is the number
intermediate between 27 and 28, expresses the
specific gravity. Next, allow the milk to stand for

24 hours, or till all the cream has risen ; after re-

moving it, bring the skimmed milk to the tempera-
ture ol" 60*^, and ascertain its specific gravity in

the manner already described.

As the oil, which has separated in the form o
cream, is the lightest ingredient, the specific gra-
vity of the skim milk will be found greater than
before ; and the larger the quantity of cream, the
greater will be the difTerence of specific gravity.
This ditlerence, therefore, affords a sure indica-

tion of the relative quantities of oily matter or
butter.

Thus, if entire milk possess a specific gravity of
29, arid the skimmed milk, on one occasion, have
a gravity of 35, but on another of 32 only, the dif-

ference, in the first case, amounts to six degrees,
andj in the second, to three degrees; and the milk

of the first example will aflfbrd nearly twice as
much butter as that of the other, and so on, in
every other proportion.

Or, if one milk at 30, have its specific gravity
increased to 34, by the removal of the cream, and
another- at 28 rise to 32, then, as the differences

are the same, the quantity of butter which they
will afford, will be nearly the .same.

In this manner, the relative quantities of oil,

contained in milk, is discovered; and, to ascertain

the proportions of the curd or cheese, curdle such
a quantity of the skimmed milk as will afford a
sufficient quantity of clear whey ; then bring it to

the temperature of GO degrees, and ascertain its

gravity.

As the curd is a heavy ingredient, the specific

gravity of the whey will be found to be less than
that of the skimmed milk; and the larger the

(luantity of the curd, the greater will the decrease
be.'

The -difference, consequently, in the gravities,

affords an indication and measure of the relative

quantities of curd.

Thus, if skiratned milk stand at 36, and the

whey in one instance at 32, and in another at 34,

it may be interred that the first will yield about
twice as much cheesy matter as the second, and
so in all other proportionst

It is most accurate to try the specific gravities

of the milk, in all its states, at the temperature of
60- But, if any circumstance prevent this being
done, and they are tried at any other temperature,

then, for every lour degrees of d(?viafion from the

60th degree of temperature, make an allowance
of one degree of specific gravity ; and, if the tem-
perature be above 60, add the allowance to the

nutiiber actually found ; if the temperature be
below 60, deduct it.

Thus, if the milk possess, at temperature 68°,

a specific gravity of 28, as the excess of tempera-

ture above 60'^ amounts to 8 degrees, or twice 4,

make an allowance of two degrees on account of

the temperature, and add them to the 28; conse-

quently, 30 will be the number of expressing its

specific gravity, at the standand temperature of

60°.

Again, if the trial be made when the milk is at

temperature 52, and the specific gravity be f(jund

to be 32, make the allowance of two degrees, but

deduct them fi-om the aiDount found, and the re-

mainder, or 30, will denote the specific gravity.

It has been found, from experiment, that the

Beads applicable to the different kinds of milk

examined, are thefollowing.

Womens' milk, from - - 30 to 38

Cows - - - - 24 to 34

Asses' - - - - 34

Goats' (house-fed) - - 34

Cows's milk, when the cow was fed

on grass, before being creamed,

was 32; after the cream was taken

olf - ... - 40

The milk of ewes, also grass-fed,

was 36 bel()re it was creamed
;

and afler the cream was taken oil',

it was - - - - 48

Marcs' milk was found to be - 36

Note.— It appears that womens' milk, and asses'

milk afib'rd scarcely any cream.
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Jldvantages of the beads,

Tlis advantatres to be obtained from this mode
of discovering the richneps of milk, ure so obvious
as scarcely to require enumeration.

Isl. It alfbrds an easy method of estimating

the vakie ofa milch cow. By taking into view the

quanlity of milk, and its quality, the meriis of the

animul may be justly determined.
2\. It alibrJs the best means of judiringot the

fitness of a covv, (bra butter or cheese tlairv.

2d. It aHbrds ready means of tryinir iii« cffecls

pi' particular kinds of tbod upon the milk of cows.
4th. It affords means of determining the value

of particular pastures,

5th. It affords excellent checks upon the fidelity,

f}3 vyell as the skill and attention, of the dairy ser-

vants,

N. B, It is proper to observe, that these beads
indicate the real specific irravities, and are made
to speak the common language of science, by
adding 1000 to each number; thus, a specific

gravity of 30, as expressed by these beads, means
1030 in reference to the gravity of distilled water,
taken as 1000,

From tlie Fanners' Maijaziiic.

ON REAPING COUN [wIIEAt] AT DIFFERENT
STAGES OF MATURITY.

The reaping of corn at diHerent stages of ripe-
ness, has lately excited a good deal of discussion
amongst practical farmers

; and Ihc subject is of
so much importance that it is no wonder it should
have done so.

An innovation upon long-established custom is

seldom popular. And, from the history of fallow—the two-horse plough—the thrashing machine

—

and the scythe-hook— it would appeal that there
IS something either in the existing state of society
amongst farmers, or in the peculiarities of their
profession, which renders the introduction of an ac-
ricuhural change slow and dillicult.

Although the utility of reaping corn before it

attains full maturity has at present a host of oppo-
nents, yet, if it is founded upon just principles, it

will ultimately prevail. Indeed, the practice .has
been slowly gaining ground for many years past;
and it may be predicted, without pretending to the
gift of prophecy, that the practice will soon become
general in all our best cultivated districts.
The two principal objects to be attended to in

the reaping of corn, are the quantity and quality
of the produce

; and, Avhen endeavoring to point
out the proper stage at which corn ouoht to be
reaped, my observations are intended chiefly to
bear upon these two objects, and, if iwssible, to
connect them together.
As culmifi;rous crops approach maturity, their

grains shrink and become hard, loose in the chafi,
and apt to drop out upon the slightest a<ntation;
the straw stiff, white, and sapless, wilirthc ear
curved towards the earth. And when these
clianges have taken place, the crops are said to be
completely ripe; and in former times they were sel-
dom reaped until arrived at this state of matura-
tion.

In opposition to the ancient practice, a modern
one is reeoRjmcnded, called green cutting, the ad-

vantages of which arc numerous and important'

The term green cutting, however, must be used in

ares?tricted sense, as it is obvious there is a certain

stage of maturity, previous to which it must be in-

jurious to reap corn.

Corn is said to be green cut, when the straw is

full of sap, of a greenish hue, except the part im-
mediately below the ear, which is commonly yel-

low: the grain soft, but not milky ; and the whole
plant is per!i>ctly pliant. However, corn ought
sometimes to be reaped before the straw immedi-
ately below the ear becomes yellow; because in

cold and cloudy weather, the circulation of the
juices is often stopped, even when the straw ap-

pears green; and the proper stage at which corn
oufjht to be 'reaped, now and then depends upon
difl'erent circumstances, such as situation, state of
the weather, time of the J'ear, &c., a knowledge
which can only be acquired in the school of prac-

tice.

All practical farmers agree that our common
culmiferous crops die downwards; indeed, a care-

ful examination of the plants, during tlie latter

stages of maturation, will convince any rational

individual of this truth. The ear, which is the
extreme part of the plant, first assumes the hue
that indicates decay ; then, that part of the stalk

immediately below the ear; and the change gra-
dually proceeds downwards. The curvature of
the ear, or inclination downwards, which the plant
invariably assumes when it has reached maturit}^,

is alone decisive that the plant dies downwards;
because, if the under part of the stalk ripened firsf,

it would first become weak, and consequently un-
able to support the heavy unripened ear. The
wisdom of Nature is beautifully displayed in the
dying of the plant, and curvature of the ear. By
the plant dying downwards, the lower extremi-
ties retain sufficient strength to support the curved
ear until the grains drop out and replenish the

earth. Were the under part of the stalk first to

'die, the ear would fiill prostrate and prematurely
to the ground, and the grains would perish in the
chaff. It therefore appears, that the grains of cul-
miferous crops have reached maturity before the
curvature of the ear takes place; and all that is

obtained by waiting until the appearance of this

symptom, is the ripening of the straw.
Since corn dies downwards, it is clear that, as

soon as the circulation of juices ceases in that part

of the stalk immediately below the ear, the grains
cannot derive any benefit from the rest of the
plant, far less from the earth; consequently, to do-
lay reaping corn when it has arrived at this state,

is certainly losing time, and unnecessarily expo-
sing it to the vicissitudes of the weather, without
obtaining any advantage whatever. Nay, corn
may even, with propriety, be reaped four or five

days before reaching this state, because, during
the time in question, the ]uices are scarce, and
their circulation languid. Besides, when corn is

reaped stored with juices, the process of matura-
tion goes on for some time afier; a fiict which
may be supported by many illustrations. The
flower of red clover, alier it is cut down, long re-

mains li-esh when kept in the shade, and during
moist weather seems even to flourish. Every
species of fiuit ripens, as well as matures its seeds,
alier being plucked before it has reached maturity;
and corn is not an exception. Experience has
fiilly convinced me, that the process of maturation
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goes on after corn is cut clown in a green state,

and that the color of the grains is never injured

thereby, though sometimes, ti-om being bound to-

gether, and excluded h'om light and air when in a

green state. Practical iarmers, who are gifted

with observation, must frequently have witnessed

a whole district apparonily unfit for the sickle, be-

come, in the course of four or five days, perfectly

dead ripe through the agency of" good weatlier.

Surely such corn might have been reaped with

safety at the commencement of'so rapid a change.

All who have reaped corn when it was com-
pletely ripened, and those who have superintended

the reaping of" it, must be well aware that many
of the best grains drop out in handling the corn

during the cutting process, as well as in the after

operations, which is entirely owing to the open-
nesg of the chart'; that it is ditHcult, if not impos-
sible, to prevent many stalks and ears from falling

to the ground and beinglost, which isowingto the

sfilT sapless state of the straw ; and the finer the

quality of the grain, the greater the loss fiom
these two circumstances. Indeed, after an early

harvest, such as that of 1821 or 1822, the loss be-

came manifest from the grains vegetating upon
the ground. The grains of completely ripened

wheat and potato-oats are extremely apt to drop

out; and the ears and stalks of ripe barley are

most liable to be lost in cutting ; and probably the

late varieties of oats suffer least from being allowed
to stand until perfectly ripe. But corn of every
description suffers a diminution of produce from
the effects of over-ripeness.

AVhen corn is reaped before it arrives at matu-
rity, the swollen state of the grains, and the close-

ness of the chaff, prevents any loss during the

reaping process, as well as in the after operations;

while The pliant state of the straw enables almost
every stalk to be collected by careful reapers.

Though, if corn is allowed to be completely ripe

before it is reaped, there are few inferior grains;

yet a loss is generally sustained by good ones drop-

ping ont; and if corn is reaped before it has at-

tained full maturity, there is no loss of good grains,

but a considerable increase in the number of in-

ferior ones ; so it would appear that there is not

much ditltirence, in point of good grain produce,
between ripe and green reaping; but that there

is a quantity of inferior grain in favor of green
reaping; and should a gale of wind intervene be-

tween the time of green and ripe reaping, the ad-
vantage, in point of produce, would be greatly in

favor of early reaping.

I believe Mr.'Coke was the first individual who
maintained, that to reap wheat before it reaches
maturity, actually improves the quality of grain;

and the reason assigned by him lor doing so is,

that as soon as wheat arrives at a certain stage of
ripeness, part of the nutritious qualities goes fi-om

the kernel to the formation of bran. So, accord-
ing to Mr. Coke, completely ripened wheat has
more bran and less flour, than that Avhich has
been cut in a green state. This theory is certainly

ingenious; but my want of experience as a manu-
facturer of flour and bread, prevents me from giv-
ing a decided opinion upon the subject. Were I,

however, to judge flom the impression which the
external appearance of the grams convey, 1 would
say, after having carefully examined the produce
of" a variety of experiments, that the difi'erence

of quality between wheat that has been complete-

ly ripened, and that which has been reaped twelve
or fourteen days before that stage, is fi-om one to

three per cent, in favour of ripe wheat; and when
there is six or eight days between the time of
reaping, there is no difference of quality. JJut

instances frequently occur in which green cutting

certainly improves the quality of grain, or at least

prevents it from becoming worse.
When wheat is much lodged, and overgrown

with grasses, or excluded from the influence .of air

during a continuance of damp weather, it is apt to

become discolored, and even to sprout. In such
cases, early cutting speedily removes the ears from
their perilous situation, and exposes them to a free

circulation of air, which is always attended with
good effects.

It is well known, that during damp weather,
matured grain sprouts even when standing erect.

And from the experience of sowing, it has been
ascertained, that dry matured grain sprouts sooner
than that which is damp and unmatirred. Then
early cutting has a powerful tendency to prevent
sprouting ; and it is possible to cut down wheat,
and, with the aid of a favorable day, to secure it

in a stack before it has arrived at a state liable to

sprout.

Green reaping certainly improves the nutritive

qualities of straw; and by enabling farmers to ex-
tend the time usually devoted to reaping, it would,
if the practice was pretty generally adopted, en-
able them to do with fewer reapers, which would
consequendy lessen the harvest expenses.
From the foregoing observations it would ap-

pear, that by reaping corn eight or ten days pre-

vious to its becoming perfectly ripe, the quality of
the grain is not injured—the quantity of gram is

increased—the grain in some degree secured from
the efl'ects of wind and rain—the straw improved
in quality—and the expense of harvesting les-

sened.

If the sun, wind and rain, were under human
control, and all the ears of corn could be plucked
from the straw and gathered together by the hand
alone, then I would be m favor of allowing every
species of corn to reach full maturity before reap-
ing it. But when the variable and uncertain state

of Britisli weather, as well as the enumerated ad-
vantages attending green reaping, are taken into

consideration, I do not hesitate to recommend the
practice of green reaping to the serious attention

of all practical agriculturists.

C. C.
3d June, 1834.

From tlio Quartcily Journal of Agriculture.

THE CULTUUE OF RHUBARB.

By J. Towers.

My notice of this exquisite vegetable shall be
comprised in a i'ew lines; but these, 1 trust, will

avail to extend its culture more and more; lor any
thing more productive, salubrious, profitable, and
expressly suitable to the purposes of the cottager,

can scarcely be found in the entire list of vegetable
productions. A few years only have elapsed since

the rhubartic hybrid, g^rce/i rhubarb, was cultivated

for tarts, and held in very slight estimation; but

since the introduction of the larger (giant) vane-
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ties, the demand has increased with surprising ra-

pidity, or the two sorts which I earnestly recom-

mend, one is called, if 1 mistake not, Radford's

Scarlet Goliah; and the other is a small red varie-

ty, which is crimson throughout when boiled or

baked. These will supply the table from April to

August, and suthce for every purpose.

Culture.—\^Qi the ground be ])repared precisely

as for asparagus beds. Select clean oHsets, with

two or three l)old eyes: the first week in March is

a very suitable season. The ej'cs or buds of the

Goliah will be of a deep, rich red, hence its name:

the leaves, however,. and stalks are green, though

of different hues, and the latter are spotted and

streaked with red. In the smaller pink variety

the red tint prevails throughout.

The plants of the gre^t Goliah should be set

firmly in the soil, five feet apart, or five feet one

way and lour feet another; the smaller kind may
be set three feet asunder, plant from plant, giving

a free watering to each to settle the soil among
the roots; Dry weather, an open condition of the

ground, and a temperate, unfrosty state of the air,

should be preferred. When the growth becomes

established, the ground must be kept free from

weeds; and if dry\veather supervene, water ought

to be freely given around the roots, two or three

times, with intervals of lour or five days.

Not a leaf or stalk ought to be touched during

the first year; and in autumn, when the leaves are

all decayed, they should be laid in little trenches

formed along the centre of the spaces between the

rows, sprinkled with a handful or two of salt, and

covered witJa the earth that had been digged out.

Thus the plant will itself furnish a portion of the

manure that will annually be required. As win-

ter approaches, a coating of well decomposed sta-

ble manure or leaves, or a mixture ol both, two or

three inches deep, should be laid round each plant,

to the extent of two feet; and in the open weather

of February, the whole bed must be forked over.

As a proof of the excessive productiveness of

ihe Scarlet Goliah, I need only mention, that, in

ihe second week of March, 1831, twelve plants

were set in ground prepared lor asparagus. In

June, the leaves met, and the whole plot was co-

vered. In 1832, the plants yielded profusely,

man}' leaves measured above a yard and a half

over the surface, the footstalks being an inch and

a half broad, and from two to three feet long. The
outside leaves were, as required for use, stripped

off by an oblique pulK not cut; the family was am-
ply supplied till July and August,' and yet the

plants increased; the neighbours also were furnish-

ed with h'aves throughout the sunnner, and with

offset plants in the succeeding spring. During
the two past seasons the root stocks increased to

such a size, that, when it became needful to re-

move some, it required a barrow to contain the

weighty mass that was raised, after great labor,

from the soil. If any one try the experiment in

fiivorable soil, and with any thing like judicious

management, he will scarcely fail to discover that

the growth and production of the plant will exceed
every demand that can be justly made upon it.

From the Uuiuterly Journal of Agriculture.

CULTURE OF ARTICIIOKKS.

By J. Towers.

jlrtichoke ( Cynara Scolymus) Syngenesia Po-

lygamia jEquaUs (CI. xix. ord. 1.,) Linncei; tribe

CARi>uACi!:iE; among the Compositce or the com-
pound flowers of the natural "Jussieuan''' system,
is, as the tribal name implies, nearly related to the

thistles; the observant natural physiologist must be
aware of this tioni the imbricated order of flower-

ing, and the dense close head which contains the
bluish flowers, and the seeds surmounted by a fea-

thery down (pappus.) In England, the full heads
only are eaten boiled; these heads consist of a
fleshy receptacle, on which the flowers and their

bristly appendages are based; and of an alternating

series of scaly bracteas or floral leaves (involu-
crum,) that are furnished with a pulpy substance
at and above their point of union with the base.

Culture.—All that has been previously said as
to the i^reparation of the ground for the asparagus,
will apply to this valuable autumnal vegetable : it

delights in a rich and light soil; therefore a sandy
turf will supply the appropriate medium of growth.
It is propagated by suckers or ofiisets taken from
old plants, and planted in March and April, either

in a bed of three rows, lour or five feet asunder,
the plants three feet from one another, or in single

rows between other vegetables. The soil ought
to be previously digged and laid even; and the
line, being strained very tight, each sucker should
be planted by the dibble or garden trowel, and fix-

ed securely in the soil. Nothing tends so effectu-

ally to promote the growth ofany sucker or offset

as to place its base, and the lower parts or joints o(

its stem, firmly in recently moved ground. The
vital principle thereby becomes stimulated, and, to

speak chemically, is acted upon by the electro-

gaseous products of the soil at the moment of their

developemenl. Water, if the weather and soil be
dry at the time of planting, ought to be then freely
given around the plants, and, subsequentlv, more
than once, in order to fix them in the soil, and pre-
vent stagnation of the vital fluids.

The subsequent culture consists in keeping the
ground clean and moderately open; and, at the ap-
proach ol'li'osty weather, to draw earth about the
stems, as in landing up celery, but not bringing it

to so acute a ridge at the top. Artichokes may
be abundantly produced in the autumn of the first

year; some plants wiU not, however, be prolific.

The fruit ought always to be gathered, and the
stems cut close off prior to the winter earthing up.
In the second season the plants will become abun-
dantly more prolific, and great care should be ta-

ken to preserve them from extreme frost by straw,
haulm, or ever<^reen boughs, laid upon the ridges
of soil so as to form a sort of roof over the herbage;
but these coverings should be removed in rainy
weather. The heads may be preserved through-
out the winter and early spring months, by insert-

ing the lower ends of the stems in sand, under
shelter of an oat-house, or cool dry cellar.

The artichoke plant produces abundance of

suckers, which ought to be detached in March-
not in the torpid season, and of the best^of these,

fresh jjlaiitations may be formed. We sugijeet,

on the ground of the doctrine of radical excretion,

that, if the plants stand in single rows widely
apart, between which a rank of potatoes, beansj
or peas, be grown—the new suckers be planted on
the site of such crojis, in order to reap the benefit

to be derived ii'om the matters ejected into the
soil by their excretory organs, and by the actual

deposition of detached vegetable fibres. .
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Thus artichokes and annual crops may bd made
every two or three seasons, to alternate or "rotate'-

with each other.

From the Quailcily Journal of Agriculture.

THE CUr^TURE OP SEA-KALE.

By J. Towers.

Sea-Kah ( Crambe marithna) \3 found on our

sea-coast; it belongs to that natural order which
inchide? all the crucilbrm flowers ( Cniciferai:') tiie

stamens are six in number, two of" which are

shorter than the others; hence the plant is classed

in Tetradynamia, and is found in its first order,

Siliculosa; the seed vessel or "pouch" is round,

smooth, and about the size of a bhick currant.

The root of the native plant—according to Sir J.

E. Sn)ith—is large and fleshy, much divided at

the crown. Herb very glaucous (^sca-grecn,^

smooth, rather succulent. Stems several, from
one to two feet high, branched, spreading, leafy.

Leaves stalked, spreading, or deflexed, large, un-
dulated, and toothed, of a leathery (^''coriaceous)

texture; the lowermost somewhat lyrate; the

rest roundish acute." /^/oit^ers in dense terminal

clusters, milk-white, yellowish in the centre, fra
grant. This description accords sufficiently with
the appearance of the cultivated plant; and in

fact, it IS known that the inhabitants of the coun-
tries where it grows wild on the shores, have al-

ways been in the habit of observing the first pro-

gress of the young shoots as they emerge from
the sand, and of cutting them under the surface.

In this state they are merely a species of green
kale; but by culture, the shoots become a most
delicate vegetable, which, while it precedes as-

psragus, combines much of its peculiar flavor with
that of the best borecole, or choa de Milan. Sea-

kale was introduced to the gardens about seventy
years ago; it is now found in all the _best estab-

lishments; and its culture, though peculiar, is as

easy as the plant is prolific. It can be raised from
seeds, and be brought to the table early in the se-

cond year. By transplanting, and division of the

shoots and roots, it may be propagated abnndant-
ly, and at any season of the year, and is so hardy
as to withstand any common degree of frost. The
soil, as indicated by its native situation and habits,

should be light and sandy, with a slight addition

of mild lime, muriate of soda, and wood ashes.

The beds ought to be prepared as for aspar-

agus; and of a light sandy turf, with a natural

manuring of sea-weed alone—or artificially, with
one-fourth of a compost consisting of perfectly re-

duced fern, or leaf-mould, nine parts—wood-ashes,
one part—and about half a pound of common salt

to every barrow-load of the compost. This last

chemical compound contains a large proportion of

the components of sea-water, and the wood ashes
yield carbonate of lime in its most effective stats,

also some carbonate of potassa, and fine silex.

Three barrows of light sandy turf, and one bar-

row of the above compost, give proportions which
promise to yield a medium of growth of the most
permanent and effective character. In it sea-kale

and asparagus might be grown for forcing, either

side by side, or in separate plots: the treatment of
the one would be applicable to the other, and
therefore one description will tuit both. 1 only

observe, that, if neither turf nor sea-weed can be
obtained, good kale can be produced in any light

garden soil, trenched in the manner before de-
scribed ((jr asparagus beds, and manured copiously
with wood (not coal) ashes, and the prescribed
quantity of common salt. All the difierence in the
two beds is this, that tor sea-kale, or forced aspara-
gus, the plot of ground should be large enough to

permit the plants to stand in single roius three or
four fliet apart. The rows may be of any required
length according to the quantity likely to be con-
sumed. Supposing that six or eight rows, each
twelve feet long, be required, then the ground is

either to be trenched twenty inches deep at the
least, or digged out and replaced with the enriched
turf; and the work ought to be completed before
March, so as to become settled by the middle or
latter end of that month. Between every row
there should two stakes be set up at each end, two
feet asunder; these will mark the beds and the
spaces between them; thus there may be eight beds
and nine si)aces or divisions. At the time of sow-
ing the beds— (I greatly preler seed to plants)—
leave a space on the outside of two of the outer-
most stakes, and strain a garden line exactly along
the middle of the bed immediately within, and
next to it; and beginning at one end of the line—but
a loot v.'ithiu it—make a small ring or circle. with
the finger, an inch deep, and three niches wide; or
what is better, force a circular piece of iron or
wood into the ground to the required depth, and
drop tlii-ee seeds in the ring so formed, equidistant,

and at right angles with one another. Form and
sow the rings about fifteen inches asunder—cen-
tre from centre, the whole length of the line; then
cover the seeds to the siirfi^ce depth with sand,
and pat it to a level with the flat of a spade; one
row or bed will thus be sown. Leave the adjoin-
ing space of two feet vacant; and proceed to the
bed or division next beyond it: sow that, and pro-
ceed in the same alternate order till the plot be com-
pleted; when a space exterior of the last sown di-

vision must be left, and it will then be found that
whatever be the number of divisions sown, that of
the unsown spaces will exceed it by one. The plan
thus laid down is grounded upon the practice of
the celebrated Bath cultivators; and nothing can
exceed it for the facility it affords to good tillage,

and orderly, convenient forcing. It must be appa-
rent to every one \'ersed in horticulture, that as-

paragus can thus be sown or planted, and be cul-

tivated—^or forcing—with every advantage af-

forded to sea-kale, as will be further shown in the
detail.

If the seed be good, the season propitious,

warm, and moist, germination will rapidly advance,
and when the plants appear, they maybe secured
from vermin by sprinkling around and within them
a good covering of wood-ashes (three parts,)

blended with soot and powdered lime, of each one
part. If weeds arise and threaten to surmount
the plants, they must be kept under by surfiice-

hoeing to the depth of an inch, with the "Dutch,"
or thrust-hoe. Perhaps three plants will rise from
each ring, and these, indeed all that grow, must
remain till they begin to interfere with each other;

then, one only, the strongest, must be left, and the
others drawn, or raised up; so that a complete row
of single plants, from 1 foot to 15 inches apart, fi-

nally remain. The young supernumeraries may
be set out in rows, to grow for succession, or be
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thrown away if no more stock be required. Tlie

plants in the rows will grow luxuriantly, and be-

come very large, so much so as, in all probability,

to come in contact, forming one connected line of

sea-o-reen foiiasre. All the culture during the sum-

merlind autumn, will consist in keeping the beds

clear from weeds, and in digging alternate spaces

two or three times, to the dej>th of 9 inches, so as

to pulverize and render the soil as fiiie as possible.

At the two last operations (say in July and Octo-

ber,) it would be as well to incorporate with the

soil a two-inch layer of decayed leaves, mixed with

one-fourth- part ot pure wood-ashes.

The reader will be very carelul to avoid sea-

coal, or even pit-coal ashes. It formerly was the

custom to cover sea-kale with conical hills of those

ashes during winter, and one out of three or lour

plants perished, the damage being ascribed to niice_,

or moles. I never have lost a plant since I lef'

off that acrimonious chemical compound, styled

ashes, nor could I, by any means keep my bed en-

tire, while I employed it. Its destructive influence

has at length been admitted, and sea-kale now en-

joys a regular growth, and repays its cultivator.

Noforcing ought to be attempted during the first

Avinter; but it would not be amiss, after clearing

off all the old leaves, to stram a line along the

edges of the beds, and cutting the earth by it

three inches deep, to mould up the two-feet beds

with the earth taken to that depth from the inter-

mediate spaces. A tall marking stick should, how-
ever, be placed near the centres of the plants.

After the "earthing up," a blanching-pot, wooden
box, or old bee-hive, is to be set over every plant.

A straw-hive is indeed an excellent material. It

is sufficiently strong, warm, and impervious to light,

even when used alone, without leaves, lor blanch-

ing. A small, or even a very tolerable gathering

of"'fine white kale will be the result of this treat-

ment, earlier or later, according to the season and

climate; and, in cutting it, the knife should be

passed below the surface of the stratum of soil that

was added, so as to bring up each full-sized shoot

in a compact state, and not in detached leaves.

The smaller sprouts ought not to be cut; and,

when all the large ones have been taken, the su-

perposed soil should be drawn back into the spaces,

and the whole plot reduced to an even surface-

level. This work will, it is presumed, be perform-

ed about mid-April, and then a knife, or very

sharp-edged spade, should be passed through the

shoots, so as to cut off every one that rises above
the original level of the bed. This cutting will

induce the plants to send forth a number of Iresh

shoots, and prevent, in a degree, the protrusion of

flower stems. The routine culture of the second

season will comprise iceediag with a Oat hoe, dig-

ging and enriching of the spaces, as belbre direct-

ed, and the immediate excision of every flower-

stem that may be sent up.

Forcing.—(These directions will apply equally

to asparagus in single rows, by the second method.)
After the leaves of the sea-kale, and stems of asj^a-

ragus have become inactive, remove the former,

and cut oli the latter. Mark each sea-kale plant

with a tall stick, dig and mould up the beds with
fine earth from the spaces, as in the previous sea-

son; but now, and in each succeedmg year, dig
out, and remove to a spot at hand (as convenience
may point out,) the earth of each space, on the

sides of those rows which are to be excited, so as

to leave trenches one foot deep. The plots ought
to be so contrived as to furnish three distinct

forcings, \he first to commence late in November,
to be cut at the close of the year; the second about
the first week in January; and the third early in

February. A fourth reserve ought to come in at

the natural season, blanched, but not forced, in

April. The trenches are to be filled to tlie level of
the tops of the line of pots or covers with tree-

leaves, blended, if possible, with one-third part of
fresh stable manure. When this level is attained,

the pots, and spaces between them, must be cover-

ed to tl'.e depth of two feet with the same mate-
rials: but for asparagus, which can ha.ve no pots,

leaves alone are recommended to the depth of 18
inches. If shallow boxes or troughs, l!)nned of

three strips of boards fastened together, and five or

six iriches deep, could be inverted over the whole
line of asparagus, the mixture of dung and leaves

might be safely employed.
The bed offermenting material, in either case,

ought to form a compact mass of etjual depth; and
this it would be advisable to cover wilh straw, hur-
dles, or thatch, to keep out excessive rains, and to

retain the developed heat. Trial-slicks should be
thrust deeply into the masses; and if these, on be-
ing withdrawn, feel gently warm, the work of for-

cing will proceed regularly; and kale and grass
will be procured in succession from Christmas to

the end of March; to be succeedl^d by the crops

from the unexcited bed. After forcing, and clear-

ing ofl the leaves, &c. the trenches are always to

be filled up, and the surface-level restored. The
slight difference to be observed in treating these

two delicious vegetables, will soon be sufficiently

obvious to every cultivator of discernment, and
need not be alluded to at this time*

From tlio Farmor's Ma3;a7,ine.-

SIR jOTiiv Sinclair's code of agriculture.-

A new edition, being the third, of this work,-

has just appeared, which, at such a time as thisi,

when agriculturists of all descriptions are so much
depressed, is a proof of the high estimation in

which it is held by the public. The present edi-

tion will be found still more valuable than either

of the former. It is improved, both by what has
been withdrawn, which indeed is not much,' and
by what has been added; while the whole work
has been carefully revised and corrected, both in

its doctrines and its reasonings. Sir John, we
perceive, is now almost, if not altogether, an en-

tire convert to the sentiments of i\lr. Coke and
some others, in regard to the drilling of corn of all

kinds, and, with a few exceptions, upon all soils.

On this point, perhaps, his opinions may not be
assented to by many intelligent fanners in Scot-

land, who, though they would not object to the

general principle, slill do not think, that, in our
climate, and especially upon strong clays, drilling

can be adojited so advantageously as upon the

liijcht soils, and with the earlier seasons of Norfolk;

or that it can ever be generally subsiitnted for

broad-casting in this part of the island. It is cer-

tainly true, however, on the other hand, that it

might be carriml much farther than it has ever

been with us, with a fair prospect of ample remu-
neration for the additional expense required, par-
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ticularly on lands much infested with annual
weeds, and on such as are to be sown with jjrass

seeds. As the subject has been much discussed

of late, and is in itself of no small importance, we
shall give the worthy Baronet's sentiments on it,

as they appear in this edition of his work; and we
can assure our readers that he has taken great
pains to procure the best information.*

DRILLIIVG COUK loU "WHEAT, &C;;] AVITH
OBSEUVATIONS OX THE ROW CULTURE, FOR
CROPS OF GRAIX.

The question, whether it is most expedient or

profitable 1o raise culmiferous crops according to

the broadcast or drilled system, has agitated the
agricultural world fir a number of years; and as it

is a pomt respecting which there still exists a great
diversitjr of opinion, it may be proper here to de-
tail "the argiunents on both sides, that the reader
may be enabled to form a decided opinion, which
outrht generally to be preferred; and ia what par-
ticular cases either the row, or the broadcast sys-
tem of culture, ought to be adopted.
The arguments against drillinij are, 1. Thdt it

is not likely to be profitable on a srriail scale, on
account of the expense of the mach'nery for the
different operations of sowintr, hoeinir, &c.; 2.

That these operations rriust often occasion delays
incompatible with the hurry of an extensive au-
tumnal or sprino; sowing—at least in wet seasons
and on wet soils, however little it may be felt in

|

dry seasons and on dry soils; 3. That the drill ma-
|

chine does not answer where the soil is too full of
|

small stones to allow the coulters to sink to a j)ro- I

per depth, and, of course, that the seed is not suf-
j

ficiently covered to produce an abundant crop:§ !

4. That it is not so well calculated for steep lands;f
^

and, 5. That the grain is more liable to be shaken
i

by winds, and the harvest to be later on drilled

fields, than on those which are sown broadcast;

and consequently, that is not so well calculated
for a windy and a northern climate.

Some other objections Avere formerly urrred

against drilling, which the recent improvements in
\

the system have effectually removed. For in- !

stance, it was anciently the practice /o earth vp the I

plants; the consequence of which was, that, in rich
j

soils, the viiTor of the soil was exhausted on the
stems or foliage, instead of the fruit; and though '

the straw was strong and abundant, the grain was
often defective in quality, or greatly diminished in

quantity; whereas, now, it is a maxim in the
school of Ilolkham, 'That white stran) crops will

'be injured, ifearthedup upon dny soil.^\

Having the 5th edifon of the Code' of Agriculture

before us, it has been used in part, as rnore full than

the 3d edition, to copy the following article.

—

Ed. Far.
Reg.

§The use of ' The Lever DrVV removes this objocfion.

tThisobiection is obviated by an addition to the ma-
chinery. The seed-box is fastened on a pivot, or by a
screw; and the position of the box is adjusted to the
ascent or descent, without any difficulty.

tCominunication from Mr. Blaikie at Hollcliam.
Yet, in very poor soils, it may be expedient to try the
effect of earthing up, with wider intervals, so that the
hoeing will not injure the surface roots. In rich soils,

it would be decidedly injurious. It was only on that
point that the author entertained any doubt as to the
utility of drilling, which the new practice, of avoiding
earthing up, has removed.

Vol. IV—21

It is likewise urged, that it might not be practi-

cable, in many districts, to find a sufficient number
oflaborers to hoe the drills, were all the crops on a
firm to be subjected to that process. But, in the
present state of the country, with an overflowing
and unemployed population, a new source of occu-
pation to the peasantry would be most desirable,

provided their emplo3'ers were remunerated for the
expenses they incurred;* and, where there is a
scarcity of male laborers, women and boys havej
in many of the agricultural districts, as in Glouces-
tershire, been laught the art, and have been found
most expert at hoeing.

It has further been urged against the use of the
drill machine, that where seed has been steeped^

and encrusted Avith lime, as a preventive of the
smut, the hme destroys the brushes, and impedes
the regular delivery of the seed. But this objec-

tion io easily removed, by using cups instead of
brushes, or by steeping the seed in a solution of
the sulphate of copper, in a manner to be after-

wards described.** The seed, in that case, might
be sown in a (ew hours after the solution has been
nppWed, without lime, and with a certainty of pre-

venting smut.
The introduction of the drill system is, by num-

bers of the most distinguished agriculturists, con-
sidered to be the most important of all modern im-
provements, and to be well entitled to universal

adoption. It is principally recommended on the
following grounds. 1. That the broadcast sys-

tem is a less perfect, and a less economical mode
of cultivation than that of drilling; for the seed can
neither be depof^ited in the soil with the same ex-
actnef?s, in regard to depth, regularity, or propor-

tion,t nor be so placed that the crop can afterwards
be improved in its progress to maturity.tt 2. That
in Wiihl soils, drilling has the important advantage
of giving the grain a good hold of the ground, and
of giving all the seed the same depth of soil, J by
which tiie frost is prevented from throwing out the
plants in spring, or the wind from loosening the

roots,, after the stem gets high, or when the ear is

filling. 3. That by the improved practices in

drilling, the use of manures is both encouraged
and economized, so as to diminish the quantity

necessarj'', and to increase its powers, by bringing

it into immediate contact with the plant;§ and that

a heavy crop of drilled corn, where the weeds are

thoroughly destroyed, will be found much less in-

* Remark by Edward Burroughs, Esq.

*Inserted in Farmers' Register at p. 337 vol. III.

—

Ed .

fit is a great advantage to place the seed at a proper
depth, so as to sfcure a sufficient degree of moisture to

promote germination, and to make this deposition uni-

forin, that tiie grain may spring and ripen more equally.

fl Dickson's Husbandry, vol. i. p. 466.

JThis is an advantage peculiar to drilling; for, when
crops are ploiigkcd in, some of the seed will go to the

bottom of the furrow, some will be left half way, and
some will evpn be left at the top. In fact, the depth of

seed, when ploughed in, unless well executed, is often

more irregular than when harrowed in.

§0n a field sown in drills 12 inches apart, which
received one hoeing in spring, a niore productive crop,

and by far more valuable grain was raised, than on a
broadcast crop, which had received three times the

quantity of dung. The manure for the drilled crop of

wheat, was appli'f'd in drills made by the plough, the

seed sown, and then harrowed down.
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jurious to the fertility of the soil, though raised

with less manure, than the same crop grown
broadcast, with a greater quantity of manure, but

incumbered with weeds. 4. That it gives an op-

portunity for cleansing the ground, even when the

crop is growing—of completely extirpating annual

weeds—of checking the growth ol root-weeds

—

and of preventing weeds in general trom being in-

jurious to the crop. 5. That ifthe land is not hoed,

but hand-weeded, less damage will be done to the

crop, by the weeder's feet passing 6c/ wct'/i the rows

of plants, than by treading upon thcin, as must
inevitably be the case when working promiscuous-

ly over the ground. 6. That the progress of the

grain, after the scarifier has worked upon the soil,

is attended with the most beneficial effects.* 7.

That drilling is peculiarly calculated for inferior

soils, and brings their produce more nearly on a
footing with that of fertile land, than coulil other-

wise be obtained.! 8. That the |)ulverization of

the soil between the rows of autumn or winter

sown wheat, is of the greatest benefit to the clover

seeds sown in spring; and that the admission of

air between the rows is of use to the corn crop,]:

as well as to the grass seeds sown with it. 9.

That drilled crops of w^hite corn, from the greater

strengtli of their straw, are less apt to lodge, or to

be beaten down in wet seasons;§ and are much
less subject to other casualties, in particular to the

diseases to which wheat is unfortunately liable.

10. That the expense of cutting down a drilled

crop in harvest, is uniformly less than that of one
which is sown broadcast, since three reapers will

do as much work in the former case, as four in the
latter. 11. That drilled crops are more equal in

growth, and, in general, better in quality than the
broadcast. And, 12. That drilling may be of use
in regard to the grub and other vermin. The
hoeing in spring may assist in destroying them; or,

at least, by the treading of the hoers, and the stir-

Communications from J. C. Cur^en, Esq. M. P.

tMr. Blaikie at Holkfiam states, that it is no uncom-
mon circumstance to have from inferior land in Nor-
folk, rented only at from 15 to 30s. per acre, as much
produce as from land that, in other districts, pays from
£5 to £6 per acre, from land of an inferior quality,

paying only 20s. for rent, and 5s. for tithe, 41 bushels of
wheat per acre have been obtained, under the drill

system.

Jit is absurd to suppose that the access of «jr, go es-
sential to the growth and health ot plants, should not
be of service to the roots of plants, if means could be
contrived (as is the case under the drill system) by
which its access can be obtained.

Where soils are venj poor, the plan adopted in the
cultivation of turnips ought to be extended to grain,
that of placing the manure in the centre of a drilT, and
sowing the grain above it.

§This has been doubted; but the drillists are, in this
poiut, supported by respectable authority. The Rev.
Adam Dickson, in his Treatise on Agriculture, vol. ii.

p. 61 and G2, remarks, 'That weeds, keep the air from
'the roots of corn, and thereby expose it to be lodged.'
He observes, in another place, 'That when corn is sown
'in rows, with intervals, the admission of air strength-
'ens the stalks, which prevents the corn from lod"-ing.'
vol. i. p. ,526. Besides, it is well known that, when
corn is lodged, it sutlers less, if it has been drilled, than
the broadcast, there being, between the rows, an ad-
mission of air which tenuis to dry the stems, and to ren-
der it sooner fit for being harvested.

ring of the soil by the hoes, a check may be given
to their depredations.

In regard to anysaving of seed, which by some
is considered an advantage, Mr. Coke of Holk-
hain is decidedly of opinion, that such an idea is

founded on erroneous principles, and that any e-

conomy of that sort ought notto be attempted. It

is indeed of use to have the roots malted together,

if there is substance enough in the soil to nourish-
the plants; and it is found, that wheat thrives best

on a firm and compact bottom, which prevents the
roots from being long and straggling.

Innumerable instances might be brought for-

ward, of heavy crops having been produced under
the drill system, by those who have bestowed
much care in trying the experiment; and it has
often answered, even on a ijreat scale, when pro-

perly executed. "But its success must depend up-
on the intelligence attention, perseverance and cap-
ital of the farmer.

As it has been carried to the highest perfection,

and cultivated to the greater extent, on the farm
and on the estates of that distinguished agricultu-

rist, Mr. Coke of Holkham. it may be proper to

give a short account of his practice. He uses the
Rev. Mr. Cooke's drill which is drawn by a sin-

gle horse, and sows six rows at a time, and an a-
cre in an hour. His wheat he sows at nine inches
asunder, his barley at six inches three quarters.

The quantity of seed which he sows per acre, is

three bushels of barley, and six of oats. In re-

gard to wheat, the average quantity Avhich he
prefers, is four bushels per acre. By depositing

such a quantity of seed, there is no occasion to

earth up the plants, lor the sake of promoting til-

lering. On rich soils, it is the practice, to draw
the drills from north to south, because the rays oi

the sun, when in his greatest altitude, striking di-

rectly betvveen the rows of corn, have a powerful
effect in strengthening the straw, and by absorb-
ing the damp from the earth, become a poweriul
auxiliary in preventing mildew. On poor soils,

on the other haml, the lines should be drawn from
east to west, if the nature of the ground will ad-
mit of that plan being followed. Cooke's fi.xed

drill-harrow, is used once in spring, the hand-hoe
is used twice, the land is cleared of weeds, but the
soil is not earthed up, nor accumulated against the
corn. The hocings cost about twerTty pence
each, per acre. The largenes of the crops, par-
ticularly of barley, and oats^ raised even on poor
land, under this system, is hardly to be cre-
dited, and they are sometimes also of a superior
quality.

A great improvement has recently been made
in drilling, by the inlroduction of "The Inverted
Hoes," invented by Mr. IJIaikie. They consist of
a pair of blades, for each interval, going one be-
fore the other, and each having the AfcZTurned to

the row. This disposition of the blades prevents,
1. Cutting the plants, or their roots;—2. Mould-
ing lip;—and 3. Clogging. They may be used,
though the rows of corn are only nine inches dis-

tant from each other; and it is found, that the oc-
casional trampling of the horse on the young
plants, is not attended with injurious conse-
(piences.

It was formerly believed, that drilling was only
applicable to light soils; but in Suffolk, strong or
heavy land is now cultivated for spring crops, in

drills, in a most perfect manner. Tiie ridges are
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all carefully ploughed in autumn, or early in win-

ter, to the exact breadth, wliich suits either one

movement of the drill maciiiiie, or two. In the

spring, the land is only scarifii'Ll or liarrowed, as it

has been rendered thoroughly friable by the win-

ter's frost, and the corn is drilled, without a horse's

foot treading any where, except in the furrows

between the ridges. Unless tliis practice is adopt-

ed, it would be dilHcult, in very wet seasons, to

carry on the operations of the drill system, on hea-

vy soils, with the regularity and exactness that arc

necessary.

In other parts of Enixland, as in Kent and Ilcrt-

fcrdshire, the drilling of strong lands is practised,

for winter as well as spring crops; and Mr. Childr,

in Shropshire, drills all his crops, on the most ml-

liesive clay, and in a liilly country, with the great-

est success.

The propriety of drilling in Scotland, shall be
discussed in the Appendix, as, owing to the pe-

culiarities of the soils and climate of that country,

it is necessary to enter more into detail, than with
reference to England.

Jiesides drillinir, &c. as above described, there

are other modes by which grain can be cultivated

in rnws. Sometimes, by means of a drill-roller, a
number of ruts are made at the distance of from
eight to ten inches apart, over the whole of which,
the seed is sown broad cast, and swept into the
hollows by a brush-harrow. In this way whear
has been raised on light lands, where otherwise it

would have been impracticable.

There is another mode of cultivating wheat in

rows, called "r(W(/ig-," which is much jiracticed

in Northumberland. As soon as the ground is pro-

perly prepared, it is made up info small ribs, bj' a

single-horse plough. The seed is tlven sown,
broad-cast among the ribs, or a person with a bar-

row-drill, goes along every rib, and drops the seed
along the bottom, which is covered by a light

harrow, drawn straight up and down the ridge.

In either case, the plant makes its appearance
nearly at the same lime above ground; nor is there

any difference, in this respect, between the two
systems. The mode of ribbinsc is a simpler process
tlian that of drilling; it may he executed in worse
weather; the expense' of a drilling machine is

saved; and the crop may have all tlie advantages
of hoeing, as if it had been drilled. Hut it does
not suit all soils and rotations, or previous crops;
for in.?tance, strong clayey soils cannot be suffi-

ciently pulverized for that purpose, nor can rib-

bing be successfully adopted with clover ley, un-
less it be tvvice ploughed, and thoroughly harrow-
ed.

To these however, who are accustomed to plough
m their seed, the drill barrow, either attached to
the plough, or fiillowing ii in the furrow, pushed
on by a boy, would at once establish the row-cul-
ture, without difficulty, and with little expense,
over an extensive tract of cultivated land in

England. The advantage of this simple im-
provement, can hardly be sufficiently appreciated.
Jlnmial weeds would be extirpated, and root
weeds checked: and without dwelling on flie im-
mediate advantages of tjie system, the observa-
tion is perlL'ctly well founded "were it even ad-
mitted, that drilled crops are not at first superior to
the broad-cast, (the contrary of which has been
found in numerous instances,) yet in a successsion
of years, the progressive effects of constant hoe-

ing, will render the drilled ones greatly superior."
The cultivation of culmiferous crops in rows,

maytherelore be justly accounted, the best method
liiiherto known, of raising crops of corn; and by
promoting at the same time, the destruction of
weeds, of preserving the fertility of the soil.

It is an additional reason for recommending
drilling, that it would lead to habits of accuracy
and neatness in all the other branches of arable
culture; whereas broad-cast sowing, encourages
those slovenly i)ractices, which still prevail but too

generally in farming concerns. There is every
reason indeed to believe, that the system -would
become general, where it once admitted to be an

j

entahl'ishcd maxim, (which the information above

I

detailed sufficientlyjusiifics,) that drilling corn, like

drillino; turnips, is superior to broadcast. Farmers
would then prepare for it, by flirnisliing themselves
with the necessary implements, and by dressing and
cleansing the, soil, with peculiar and minute atten-

tion. There might still be some excej)tions, as on
very strong clays, or in very unfavorable seasons;

but tliese exceptions, as in the case of drilling tur-

nips, would become every day less numerous. Our
fields would then be cultivated with the same reg-

ularity and neatness as our gardens, and would
become equally produaiive.

On the whole, such is the importance of the
drill s}'stem, that its general adoption ought to be
promoted as liir as is practicable. JNIodels or en-
gravings of" tlie simplest, and best machines, and
directions for their use, ought everywhere to be
circulated, and liberal encouragement given to

those, who will prove, by accurate experiments, in

districts where it is at present either entirely un-
known, or but little practised, the utility of the
system, and the profit to be derived from it. Ey
(he extension of drilling, inferior soils might soon
he rendered nearly as productive as those natural-

ly more fertile. In many cases also, by the intro-

duction of this system, naked fallows might be
abolishi''d, where at preS'ent they are unnecessa-
rily pnl-.lised; and by these means, a treasure of
solid and permanent wealth, in useflil and valua-
ble produce, might be rapidly spread, over the
whole surllice of the countiy.

Frnm tlie [Eiliiiljiii-gli] Fanner's Masazine.

ox THE MAKING AND CURING OF BUTTKR.

Extract from an Essay by William Aiton, Esq.

The directions giveii by 3'our correspondent as
to mil1c-houses, appear to me to be correct; and I

humbly suggest, that the proprietors should pro-
vide their tenants in proper milk and dairy-houses,
I see no reason, however, for placing such houses
far from either the kitchen or the byre, or entirely

separated from the other buildings; provided that

the effluvia from the byre do not re;\ch the milk-
house. When at a distance from the byre, the
milk may be injured by exposure to the weather,
in passing from the byre to the, milkhouse. The
milkhouse ought fo be screened as much as possi-

ble from the heat of the sun, to be roofed with

turf and thatch, and by no means with slates or

tiles. The rays of the sun should never be al-

lowed to enter the milkhouse.

Your correspondent observes correctly, that the

cream and milk should be passed through a sieve
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or search. But I would have that done when the
cream was about to be churned, and the milk
when ready to be coagulated lor cheese. If it is

strained when newly drawn ti-oni the cow, the
milk is hurt by auitation, and more exposed to the
pir than is necessary; and every chemist, as well

as every dairywoman, will attest, that the cream
always rises better when the milk has been least

ajrita'ted, and the troth raiseil in milking preserved.
The frolh raised on the milk by a good milker,

spreads over its sur)ace in the coolers (provided
the milk has not been much agitated,) and prolects

the aroma and most valuable qualities of the milk
irom the exhaling powers of the atmosphere; in

the game way that ale and porter throw up a sort

of cream, to protect themselves fi-om atmospheric
influence. On that accoimt, no skdful dairymaid
will either pass the milk through a search until it

has cast up the cream, nor yet use a pail in

taking the milk from the byre to the coolers.

The more milk is agitated, and especially when
warm from the cow, the sooner will it sour, and the
n^ore rancid will the cheese and butter become.
I would, therefore, have the milk emptied from
the milker's cog into the coolers, and searched
when about to be churned, or the curd set. One
fjf the advantages derived from young animals be-
ing suckled, instead of being fed from a dish, is,

that none of the aroma, or most volatile qualities
of the milk, are lost.

Your correspondent also recommends, that the
milk shall, ' lohcn cool, be |)ut into sweet well-sea-
soned qaken cogs, keelers, or milk-pans.' Bpt,
xwith submission, I would recommend to |)lace the
pnilk in these coolers or stand-vats whenever it

comes trom the cow, and before it has awlcd. If
the milk remains in the milkers cofjs, which are
,deep and narrow, till it cools, and is then turned
over into the milk-pans or coolers, it will be much
longer in cooling, and more agitated, than when
placed in the "coolers at once. And if it is put
into one vessel to cool, and into another to cast up
the cream, the injury will be still greater. The
fiooner that the milk is cooled after coming from
the cow, and the less it is agitated, the better. In
well-managed dairies, and when the weather is

hot, a small quantity of cold spring-water is put
into every one of the coolers, in order to cool the
milk the Sooner, and make it cast up the cream

;

(or when milk is strong and thick, it does not cast
up its cream so well as when it is thin, though the
cream of thick milk is richest. To obtain the
richest butter, the first drawn milk should be laid

aside, ami only the cream tliat rises first churned.
The coolers may be made of oaken wood, or

earthern ware well leaded; or, what is still better,

they are now made of iron, well tinned in the in-

side, and with a sort of paint on the outside, that
prevents them from rusting. Mr. Bainl, a( Shotts
Iron-work, has manufactured great numbers of
these iron coolers, and they will soon supersede
the use of those made of wood. The iron ones
are only about the same price as those of wood,
and they are more casiiv cleaned, cool the milk
sooner, and will last 'far longer than wooden
dishes. If the paint on the outside, or tin within,
should fail, they can be replaced at a small ex-
pense. The milk ought to be placed about three,
or not more than four inches deep in the coolers,
and to stand from twenty-four to thirty-six hours,
if the whole cream is wished for. In the dairy

districts, the milk is now generally placed into

stone cisterns, so large as to hold the whole milk-

ing; and the milk is let out by a trap-hole at the

bottom, and the cream received into a separate dish.

Bui these cisterns are not suited to small dairies.

Your correspondent also directs, that the cream
should always be churned when it is [fresh.'' To
this I object ibr two reasons. First, it is only in

very large dairies that the cream can be churned
while it is li'esh, The milk must stand from twen-
ty-four to thirty-six hours in order to cast up the

cream, and filter that is removed from the milk, it

will be dithcult to keep the cr^am fresh twenty-
four hours more; so that to churn it fresh you can-

not gPt niorethan two days cream into the churn
at once; and in most of the dairies I saw in Aber-
deenshire, the cream of two days collection would
not fill a water-stoup; and not a. few of them
would require a churn still smaller. This would
greatly multiply th^ labor for no usefijl purpose.

But, second, if churning the cre^m fresh were
more easily accomplished than it is, it can serve no
good end to practice it, Sour cream makes as

good butter as that which is churned fresh. In
fact it is quite imjiossible to make butter from cream
till it is soured. You may commence the opera-
tion of churning Avhile the cream is freeh, but it

will, and must be sour before the butter is formed;
and it is better to allow it to sour in the natural

way, than to force on acidity by agitation in the
churn. Natural souring does no injury to the but-

ter, but improves it; while rendering the cream
hastily sour, by severe agitation, softens and in-

jures the butler by too much heat. In the im-
proved butter and butter-milk district round Glas-
gow, the whole milk as it comes from the cow is

churned, and the greatest pains are taken to have
the whole milk and cream soured and coagulated
(lappered, as they call it) some days before it is

churned; and the butter in that district, and made
in that way, is, ceteris paribus, equal to the best in

Britain. No dairy farmer in that district would,
on any account, admit a single pint of milk into

the churn that had not been soured and coagulated
lor some days. Neither would they allow it to

sour otherwise than in its natural course. When
fresh or sweet niilk is churned, an unnatural \'ei-

raentation is forced upon it, and that leads to putri-

dity much sooner than when the souring is

is brought on in the natural way. I agree with
the directions given in the communication referred

to, that milk yielded by cows during the two first

days after calving, should not be mixed with other
milk, or churned. The first drawn milk after the

cow has calved will, no doubt, yield three times as

much butter as ordinary milk. But that milk is

so much disposed to pulridit)^ that even tlie but-

ter extracted from it cannot be wholesome. And
it has such a high red colour as to render other

butter freckled when mixed vvith it.

T surveyed last summer many dairies in the
counties of Dumfries and Cumberland, where vast

quantities of butter of the greatest celebrity is

made for the London market, and I did not find

one fiirmer who churned his cream fiesh. They
all collect their cream in earthern-ware [litchers.

or wooden coolers, ibr at least a week, and some
ten days and more. Some of them stir the cream
once a day or two ilays, with a wooden spurtle, to

keep it from clotting and throwing off the serum,
and others do not stir it at all. Either way may
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do, but I am rather partial to the plan of ptirring,

it" the cream is not cliurncd soon ai\er being taken
li'oiii the niilix.

Tlie (hrections given by your rorreppondent for

churning, washing, and salting the butter, seem to

mo to be correct; only I would recommenil, by all

means, to inix in the salt soon after the butter is

churned and well washed, and, at any rate, before

it becomes quite firm. If once butter has consoli-

dated, it is nuich injured by being again beaten

or trodden soft, or baked into a paste; and even
when that is done, the salt cannot be so easily and
comitletely mixed with it as it would be when it

has been merely cooled a little, but not become
firm. If the salt is not con)plctely and equally

mixed through the whole mass, the butter becomes
darker in colour where the salt rests, and whiter
and rancid where it has not reached. This is

termed pyotij butter, which always sells at an in-

ferior price.

Mixing old and new butter together, or even
that of diflerent qualities, or from many different

dairies, some of it good and some of it inferior, is

bad management, as that of the worst quality will

contaminate the bf^st. A little leaven "will in that

case leaven the whole lump.
Your correspondent wishes the salt to be kept

dry till it is used, but not to be placed nearthe fire,

lest it should become tinged with smoke; but I do
not know how salt can be kept dry without artifi-

cial heat: And I must enter my protest against
placing new lime under or near the butter, as he
directs, or even in the same apartment with it.

I concur in opinion with your correspondent,
that cream should not be scalded; but as, in mak-
ing butter (as in every other chemical process)

the utmost attention should be paid to temperature,
I beg leave humbly to offer my opinion on the de-

grees of heat that I conceive to be proper for milk
in all its stages, from the time it is taken from the
cow till the butter is churned and salted.

W bile milk is in the coolers to cast up the cream,
it should be kept as nearly as possible in a tempe-
rature of about 50 or 52" degrees on Fahrenheit's
scale. In summer it may sometimes be difficult

or even impossible to keep the milkhouse at a
temperature so low; but great care should be ta-

ken, by excluding the sun and hot UMuds, fre-

quently washing the floor with cold water, &c. to

keep it cool. When the pavement is washed, it

should be w^ll dried with a cloth, so as the milk
may not be injured by the exhalations from the
wet flour. Rut too much heat, at this stage of the
process, ought not only to be avoided, but great
care should also be taken to prevent the milk liom
being at any time too cold. If the milk is kept
too warm, it does not cast up the cream, and soon
becomes putrid

; and when it is kept too cool, the
butter is white, and of inferior quality, with little

flavor, and neither unctious nor rich. It is not
enough that the temperature of cream be raised
betbre or during the operation of churning; it

ought to be kept at all times in a moderate degree
of heat, and, if possible, in an equal temperature.

If the cream is in about 54 or 56 degrees of heat
when put into the churn, it may be churned with-
out any application of artificial heat, and the agi-
tation in churning will raise it to the temperature
of 70 or 74 degrees, at which butter is formed.
But if the cream is colder than 54 degrees, I

would advise the application of artificial heat to

raise it to about 56 degrees, or nwre. This may
be done by placing the cream over night in a
warmer atmosphere, or by mixing into it a portion

of hot water. But the most proper course is, to

prevent the milk and cream from ever becoming
too cold. If" hot water is mixed into the cream to

raise its temperature, it shnidd be poured in by one
person, while another is churning, so as it may
not mek the cream. Hot water so ap|)lied has
been objected to, because it was thought to impair
the color and quality of the butter. 1 would, not

pretend to say that the water can improve the but-

ter. On the contrary, the butter is often of too

white a color where much hot water has been
put into the churn. But this does not proceed so

nmch li'om the water so apjtlied, as from the milk

or cream having been previously too cold. If the
temperature of the cream were to be raised, by
placing it near a fire or otherwise, without any ad-

mixture whatever, or by long and severe agitation

in the churn, still the butter would be white, brit-

tle, and of inferior quality. The manufacturers oi^'

butter and sour milk in the vicinity of Glasgow,
instead of raising the temperature of the milk and
cream (for they churn both togetlier) by agitation,,

uniformly raise it from the temperature of" the milk

houseto nearly that at which the butter is formed,

by the application of hot water; and yet their but-

ter is of the very best quality, and of good colour.

When the milk or cream is too cold at the time of

churning, it emits a hard rattling sound Avhen agi-

tated, appears of a white color, and throws up^

innumerable while bubbles. But as it acquires

more heat, either from agitation, or from whatever-

cause, the sound becomes softer and more soughing,

the milk or cream assumes a darker, yellower

color; and as the butter begins to form, and ta

rise to the surface by churning, which brings on a
fermentation of its own kind, the whole mass ac^

quires a yellow color.

It is necessary, however, to guard against rais-

ing the temperature too high, during the opera-

tion of churning, otherwise the butter may be
much injured even by agitation alone. The pro-

cess of churning should be conducted slowly; and
the more so, if" the temperature of the milk or

cream has been much above 55" when begun to

be churned. In that case, and where but a small

quantity is churned together, the churning should

not be carried on more than three or liiur minutes
at a time, so as to occupy nearly two hours in

churning even a small quantify, and still longer

where the quantity churned is large.

Whenever the butter is comi)Ietely formed, it

ought to be instantly turned into fresh and cold

spring- water; and alter being slightly stirred or

mixed into the water with a large wooden spoon
or skimming dish, so as the whole butter may be

reached by the cold water, and part of the milk

may be washed out, the butter should remain in

the water about ten or fifteen minutes, so as it may
become somewhat firmer before the operation of

wiisliing. I say somewhat firmer, but not by any
means to become completely cold and firm, till it

i

has been well washed and salted. It would be
wrong to beat or knead the butler too much while

it wa.« very sofi; but as it can neither be properly

washed, nor the salt well mixed into it, except

when it is soft, there can be no propriety in mak-
ing it cold and firm, by long immersion in cold

water, and then to soften it for washing and salting.
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by tramping or baking, or otherwise. It is much I ertion; but it has no small share in the money-sav-
betfer to finish these processes befc>re the butter ing operations. The accumulation of estate may
has beem completely hardened. Three or lour

j

be more dependent on agriculture, but our comtbrt

changes of water, with a small quantity of salt in

each, arc necessary to separate impurities from the

butter; and the butter must be well siirred and

rjinutely mixed with a wooden spoon into the wa-
ter, to render it clean; but it should not be beaten

by human hand or toot.

The butter, whenever it is dulj^ washed, shoukl

be instantly salted, the salt well mixed equally into

every part of the mass; and whenever that is done,

the butter should be conq)actly kneaded into a cask,

and covered over on the surface with a wet cloth,

jf the cask is not full.

As I write this from memory, and at a distance

from my notes, I cannot well say what quantity, aid them in subduing so loul an invader of their

-of salt ought to be ap])lied to a given weight of

butter. So tin" as my recollection goes, half an
ounce of salt, two drachms of sugar, and two
drachms of nitre, to 16 ounces of butter, is the

proper mode of curing. The sugar improves the

taste, and the nitre the color ot the butler; and
both of them act with the salt in preserving the

butter from becoming rancid.

If the butter is churned, washed, salted and
stored in the manner I have pointed out, and brine

kept in the casks, it will remain free of rancidity

for nearly twelve months; whereas the Aberdeen
butter generally becomes rancid by the month of

January after it is made. The Irish butter is in

good condition till the month of May, and well

cured Scots butter still longer.

All these processes are so simple and easy that

every tenant in Aberdeenshire may understand
them, and by reducing them to practice, they may
both make and cure their butter as well as the in-

habitants of other districts; and by doing so, the

article would come to market much improved,
•jvhile the farmers would draw the whole profits

tiiemselves, instead of sharing them with the

,curers. The curing of the butter is one of the

.easiest operations ot the dairy. If a person can
wash butter, they may also salt it; and if the but-

ter is not washed till it reaches the curers, a week
or more after churning, the milk and nnpurities

must have by that time contaminated the butter

to such a degree that no after-washing can com-
pletely remove.

is more involved in housekeeping. The gold of

mountains, the pearls of oceans, will not compen-
sate for the loss of that domestic comfort which is

the result of neatness, order, and taste, which is

displayed by the wifi?, whose "price is far above
rubies." Compared with these industrious, useful,

and dignified matrons, how little are the vain
and idle butterflies of flishion that are continually

buzzing abroad in the siunmer's sun of foil}', and
dissipation. But to the point.

As dust is one of those anoyances, against which
every neat woman has declared war, in whatsoever
shape it may come, I herein offtjr my services to

For Uie Fanners' Register.

ROME OBSERVATIONS ON HOUSEKEEPING

—

THE DUST REMEDY.
JFardsfurk, Charlotte,

As the housekeeping department has- been
rather too much overlooked of late, and of course
the ladies slighted, I have chosen a subject which
the fair reader may find interesting and useful.

Housekeeping is the twin sister of agriculture,

and so much alike, that you can hardly tell one
from the other. The greatest distinction between
these fair goddesses, is, that the men in all civilized

times have payed their homage to the one, while
the women have bowed subraissicn to the other.

As housekeeping is the sphere allotted to these
fair ones, and as this is the principal theatre upon
which they display their excellencies and virtues,

surely it should be celebrated in the annals of hus-
ban(hy. Tis true that mere housekeeping does
pot claim such a portion of themoney-makmo-ex-^

peace and happiness. Many schemes have been
devised, in all times and places, by the heroines
contending for the palm of neatness; but the mott
successful has not been able to rout this vile in-

truder from the parlor. Hewed timbers, brick and
stone walks, shoe-scrapers, mats and millstones,

have all had their day, but all have proven una-
vailing. With great pleasure I announce to the
public in general, and to the ladies in particular,

that the subtle toe is at length vanquished by most
simple measures; for which discovery I expect to

be much honored by the good housewives, which
I think more of than the highest praise that could
be bestowed on me by all the host of politicians of
either party, for any political achievement. The
discovery is just this : Fill the walks leading from
your styles, garden, kitchen, to the dwelling liouse,

with saw-dust of heart pine, about four inches
deep. Its sponginess will keep it dry; it will rea-
dily take the mud from the shoe, and every rain
will wash the deposite through the mass of saw
tlustto the bottom, keeping the top clean, and it

will last (or years. In this way you get rid of
dust in the' house; for observe, dust gets into your
house, first in the form of mud conveyed in on the
shoe. There is only one inconvenience attending
it: some of the saw dust will find its way into the
house, but it is much more easily and pleasantly
removed than dirt. It looks clean, and has an
agreeable smell when fi-esli. What great labor
it saves in the articles of rubbing and scouring,
and prevents, in a great measure, the confusion in

flying from dust every morning, whenever the
broom is touched, or be stifled to death—and then
the bad couii'hs, and consumptions it prevents, and
cashes improperly called cases ol poison. I venly
beliexe, many people die of dirt. I have gone to

places belbre now, where, on retiring to bed, and
lifting the coverlet, I have been nearly thrown
into a quinsy, by rousing the sleeping dust which
had gathered about the bed. And what clouds rf
dust arise fi'om moving a carpet ; and when cau-
tiously removed, you may write your name with
your finger on the floor off of which it is taken.
This is all brought about by not guarding the out-
posts of the chamber by suitable walks, "such as I

am recommending. What scoldinijand bawling,
and rattling of bells, and flutteringof turkey wings,
it would save, (if those simple means were used,)
which are almost as bad as the dust itself! For no
decent woman can hold her peace while her ej'es

and nose arc weeping and sneezing, from beino-

filled with dust; and no man can be easy while his

wife is in pain. And, alas ! the poor servant maicj
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that is doomed to the broom, every morning of her

life, she seems in some son to be fuKilling the de-

cree, 'dust thou art, and to dust thou shall return."

Every ladv, of improved mind, sets a liigh value

on her library: how can she endure to have her

neatly bound volumes soiled with dust? But the

gilded cover, the elegant type, and the purest sen-

timent, are not secure liom the intruihM", and even

the family bible is not e.xempt from its all-defiling

approaches. Tiie waxed floor, the bright furni-

ture, the washed apparel,, are all in their turn as-

sailed by this enemy of neatness, so that it may
be considered as the most formiilable impediment
in the way of comtortable housekeepiiii;', and tlie

greatest pest of the well-bred lady. Now the saw
dust which I am recominoiuling, spreads an air of

The Royal Institution, of which Von Thaer is

the director, and which occupies a considerable
portion of his extensive buiUUngs, has three Pro-
ll^ssors besides himself! One lor JVIathematics,

Chemistry^ and Geology; one f()r V^eterinary

knowledge; and a third lor Botany, and the use
of" thedinerent vegetable productions in the Ma-
teria Medica, as well as fur Kntoaiology. Be-
sides these, an experienced agriculturist is en-
gaged, whose office it is to point out to the pupils the
mode of" applying the sciences to the practical bu-
siness of husbandry. The course comnjences ia
Septendjer. During tlie winter months, the time
is occupieil in mathematics, and the first six books
of Euclid arc studied; and in the summer, the ge-
ometrical knowledge is practically applied to the

neatness, purity, and brightness, through every
j

measurmeiit of land, tind)er, buildings, and other

department of the mansion house, dispels many
|

objpcts. Jl'he.first principles of clicmistry are un-

an angry look, promotes health, cherishes love—in

short, it imparls new vigor to all the domestic vir

tues.

I. R.

A NEW MODE TO DESTROY CATERPILLARS.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

A Yankee friend, mentioned to me a mode he

had adopted of destroying caterpillars, that he
found effectual, which I thought might be new to

some of the readers of the Farmers' Register. It

is, to blow up the whole colony with a gun loaded

with a light charge of powder, choosing such

times as they are in their nests. lie says, it is

sport for the boys, who are willing to do the shoot-

ing, he finding the powder. The muzzle being

put close to the nest, not one escapes.

W.

From Jacob's Travels in Germany.

AGRICULTURAL ESTABLISIIMENT AT MOEGE-
LIN, IN PRUSSIA,

About twelve or thirteen. years ago, the King of

Prussia, who like his uncle, was always anxious

to extend and improve the agriculture of his do-

minions, invited Von Thaer, who resided near
Lunenburg, and whose celebrity was even then

great, to settle in his kingdom, to assist in difi'using

agricultural knowledge, and, by his management,
set an example to the other great landed proprie-

tors, which might stimulate them to adopt similar

improvements. His majesty also wished him to

conduct a seminary, in which the knowledge of

the sciences might be applied to husbandry, lor

the instruction of the young men of the first fam-
ilies.

The estate of Moegelin was given to him to

improve and manage, as a pattern farm. It con-
sists of eighteen hundred Berlin morgens, or

about twelve hundred English acres. At that

bided. By a good, but economical apparatus, va-
rious experiments are made, both on a large and
snrall scale. For the larger experiments, the
brew-house and still-house, with their respective;

fixtures, are lijund highly usefld.

Much attention is paid to the analyzation of va-
rious soils; and the diilercnt kinds, with the rela-

tive quantity of their component parts, are ar-

ranged vvith great order and regularity. The
classification is made with neatness, by havino-
the specimens of" soil arranged in order, and dis-

tinguished by different colors. Thus, for instance,

if" lite basis of the soil be sand}', the glass has a
cover of yellow paper; if" the next predomina-
ting earth be ctdcareous the glass has a white
ticket on its side; if it be red clay^ it has a
red ticket; if blue claj', a brown one. Over these
tickets, others ot" a smaller size indicate, by their

color, the third greatest quantity ol" ihe particular

substance contained in the soil. This matter may
appear to many more ingenious than useful, and
savoring too much of the German habit of gene-
ralizing. The classification of Von Thaer is, how-
ever, as much adopted, and as commonly used on
the large estates of this country, where exact sta-

tistical accounts are kept, as the classification of
Linnaeus in natural history is throughout the civil-

ized world.

There is a large botanical garden, arranged on
the system of the Swedish naturalist, kept in ex-
cellent order, with all the plants labelled, and the
Latin as well as the German names. An herba-
rium, with a good collection of dried plants, which
is constantly increasing, is open to the examina-
tion of the pupils, as well as skeletons of the dif-

ferent animals, and casts of their several partsj

which must be of great use in the veterinary pur-
suits. Models of agricultural implements, espe-
cially of ploughs, are preserved in a museum,
which is stored as well with such as are fiimiliar in

German}', as with those used in England or other

countries. I remarked the absence but of" two im-
plements used in this country, viz. the moletime the annual value was estimated at two thou

sand rix-dollars,* but is now supposed to be worth i
plough, and a new machine recently invented ff>r

twelve thousand; but some part of" thai increased sowing small seeds. The first of these would
value must arise f"rom the buildings that have been
since erected. The principal improvement, tjiat

of the soil, has arisen from the large flocks of
sheep, which in summer are folded on the land,
and in winter make abundant manure, in houses
constructed for their lodging.

* A rix-dollar is a snmll fraction less than Ss.

certainly be of little use in most parts of Germa-
ny; and the other is so new, that, excellent as it is,

its adoption is by no means general, even in Eng-
land.

The various implements used on the farm are

all made by smiths, wheelers, and carpenters, re-

siding round the institution; the workshops are

open to the pupils; and they are encouraged, by at •
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tentive inspection, to become masters of the more

minute branches of the economy of an estate.

It appeared to me, that there was an attempt to

crowd too much instruction into too short a com-
pass; for many of tlie pupils spend but one year

in the Institution; and thus only the foundation,

and that a very slight one, can be laid in so short

a space ot time. It is however to be presumed,

that the young men come here prepared vviih con-

siderable previous knowledge, as they are mostly

between the ages of twenty and twenty-lour, and

some lew appeared to be still older.

The sum paid by each pupil is four hundred rix-

dollars nnnually; besides which, they provide their

own beds and breakfasts. In this country, such

an expense precludes the admission ot all but

youths of good ibrtune. Each has a separate

apartment. They are very well behaved young
men; and their conduct to each other, and to the

professors, was polite even to punctilio.

As I have not had an opportunity of visiting

Ilofwy], and have met with no account of that

Institution written by any person who is well ac-

quainted with many details on the subject of its

agriculture, I caiuiot make a comparison between
that widely-blazoned establishment, and the unos-

tentatious Institution of Moegelin. I wag indeed

told that the plan and effects were far inferior; but,

as my informants were Prussians, I make Some
allowance fjr the national vanity, which felt itself

piqued that the establishment in Switzerland
should be praised most highly, and their Royal
Foundation be unknown beyond the boundaries
of the kingdom to which it belongs.

From the Silli Culturist.

FEMALE INDUSTRY APPLIED TO SILK CUL-
TURE.

The following facts are not only creditable to

the female industry of the country, but conclusiv^e-

ly prove that female labor, when judiciously ap-
plied, receives its full reward. Last summer a
venerable matron of Franklin county, Pa. seven-
ty-six years of age, with the aid of a girl, in five

weeks made and sold silk to the amount of $60,
besides attending to the ordinary duties of her
household. Two young ladies in the same coun-
ty, in about six weeks, made silk, sufficient for

4000 skeins of sewing silk, which at five cents a
skein, amounted to ,f 200. There are growing in

the town of Hebron in this state, eight white
mulberry trees fi'om ten to twelve years old, ii-om

which silk was made the last summer by two
young ladies of Mansfield. They spent five or

six weeks in Hebron, and, after paying all expen-
ses of board, &c. carried home .'jJGO. Another
young lady in Mansfield made silk the last sum-
mer at the halves. (She made and reeled in nine
weeks twenty pounds, worth at least .^4.50 a
pound. By this it will be seen that her share a-

niounted to $4:5, and that she received $5 a week
for her labor.

We might go on and state facts of this kind, ad
infimhim: but these are sufiicient to prove that fe-

male labor, when a|)plied to profitable objects, re-

ceives a liberal remuneration. Philanthropists
have expatiated at great leiigtb, and with much
good feeling, on the deplorable condition of fe-

males on account of the de[)resscd price of their

labor—they express, and no doubt feel, a tender
sympathy for females dependent on their labor tor

support; but, like most others who make less pre-

tentions to S3'nipathetic benevolence, are prone to

suffer their commiseration to evaporate in prayers
and good wishes lor an amelioration of iheircondi-
tion, instead of prompting thern to laborious exer-
tions in devising and maturing plans lor their re-

lief. It is true, female labor, when compared
with male, receives a small compensation; but at

the same time it must be admitted that it will al-

ways command an equivalent lor the value of the

services rendered. This disproportion in price

grows out of the nature and profits of the object

on which labor is bestowed, rather than the a-

mount of skill or jihysical power rendered; The
value of skill and strength is materially diminish-

ed by its being inappropriately applied. The skill

of a miniature painter would be worth but little if

applied to the tarring of fruit treps to prevent the
ascent of insects, or the strength of a Hercules, if

devoted to embroidery or other needle work, re-

quiring mere dexterity and skill. The only way
in which females can increase the value of their la-

bor, is by seeking out objects, on which to bestow
it, which yield to themselves and their employers
greater returns of profit. Among these, the cul-

ture and manufacture of silk, is a prominent onCi

The services of a healthy female in rearing the
silk worm and reeling silk, are worth as much, .and

will command as high a compensation as those of
the most athletic male; but their labor would com-
mand but a small price if applied to bullJing stone

wall in New England, or clearing the forests of
the West,—and for the best of all reasons, it

would be misapplied and consequently worthless.

The secret of rendering male or female labor val-

uable and ensuring it an adequate and equitable re-

ward, consists in applying it to objects, not only
valuable in themselves, but which are capable of
being made the means of accumulatinji wealth;

From tlie Silli Culturist.

ENCOURAGEMEXT OF SILK CULTURE AND MA-
NUFACTURES IN THE NORTHERN STATES,
RY LEGISLATIVE BOUNTIES;

The act lately passed by the legislature of Mas-
sachusetts, giving a bounty of jB2 on every pound
of raw silk grown and reeled within the common-
wealth, is one of those master pieces of state po-
licy for wliich her legislators have long been dis-

tinguished. Though it is highly creditable to the

intelligence of the members, and the amount dis-

bursed under its provisions will bring forth its

"hundred ll)ld; " yet there are probably some, ma-
king high pretensions to a thorough knowledge of
political economy, who will consider it a profuse, if

not a wanton and wasteful, expenditure of public

treasure, and be disposed to censure them for a
reckless disregard of" the public interest. A narrow
and shortsighted policy would doubtless condemn
the law, and all appropriations made under it, as

a profligate expenditure of the people's money-
while at the same time the poliiuuil economist,

who takes an enlarged and enlightened view of
the conse(|ueuces which must inevitably result

li'om it, will pronounce it the perft^ction of politi-

cal wisdom. A detail of the circumstances under
which the law was passed, and its elliicts upon the
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agricultural and other interests of the stnte, will

show that we are not mistaken in our ideas con-
cernino; it.

The culture and manufiicture of silk has f^)r a
time been engrossing the attention of most of the

Slates in the imion, several ol" wiiich have been
enileavorinir to introduce and Ibster it by legisla-

tive bounties. In this new enterprise Connecti-

cut led off, by otfering a bounty of !§! on every
hundred mulberry trees, and 50 cents on every
pound of reeled silk. This gave the business a
little start, and made Connecticut the most Ijivora-

ble State lor engaging in it, on account of the

bounty, all other advantages being equal. Mas-
sachrisctts ibllowcd, by offering the same bounty
on every pound ol" reeled or thrown ^ilk. Ver-
mont, seeing Connecticut imd Massachusetts fill-

ing up with mulberry trees, and inviting the grow-
ers of silk to settle within their limits and avail

themselves of their liberality, endeavored to at-

tract their attention towards her genial soil and
climate, by olFering them a still more munificent

bounty. An act giving a bounty of 10 cents on
every pound of cocoons made within the State,

was passed at the last session of the legislature.

r»laine, also, finding that her soil and climate

were adapted to the cultivation of the mulberry,

and rearing of the silk worm, and not being con-

tent with the avails of her hmibcr and granite, in-

vited the silk grower to visit her, and as an induce-

ment, in addition to the low price of lands, offered

him a bounty of 5 cents a pound upon cocoons.

New York was also enticing the Yankees to leave

New England and settle in some part of her vast

dominions. Wiih theseotfers befijreihem the silk

grjwers were balancing in their minds the com-
parative advantagt's and disadvantages of these

respective States, when Massachusetts magnani-
mo isly comes forward, and offers them ^2 a pound
for every pound of silk they will grow, reel and
throw, within her jurisdiction, during a period of

seven years.

This ofi'er v/ill settle the question, unless the

other States pursue a policy equally liberal, and
present inducements equally flattering. Without
these, Massachusetts will become the great silk

growing and manufacturing district of the United

States, ajid wealth will flow in upon her with a

flood tide. The bounty will pay all the expense of

making the cocoons and reeling the silk, and leave

the S-i 01" 8-5 a pound, for which it is readily sold,

nett profit to theo;rov/er and reeler. With this en-

couragement in Massachusetts, what company or

individual will even think of purchasing land in

atiy other State for a plantation ? But the conse-

quences will be favorable in other respects. In

the first place it will enhance the value of real es-

tate. All lands exclusively devoted to the culture

of silk, will be so nmidi withdrawn from other ag-

ricultural purposes, and leave the remainder at a

proportionably increased value. The manufacture

ing popniaiio'n of Massachusetts is sustained, at

least in part, by the products of her soil; and as

this is circumscribed in its limits, its value per acre

must rise in the same proportion; and hence

every farmer will leel the beneficial influence of

the law, though he may never engage in the cul-

ture of silk.

In the second place it will increase the popula-

tion of the State. The liberal provisions of tlie

law will have an irresislable tendency to call in

Vol. IV—22

silk growers and manufacturers from States that
pursue a more penurious policy. These emi-
irrants will be found of a very different character
from tho=e fi-om the "Emerald Isle." They will

bring wuh them a spirit of industry and enterprise

—habits of teinpetance and economy, and a love
of morality and good order—they will cheerfully

contribute their proj)orlions of money for the sup-
port of the government, and deposite their influ-

ence in the common stock in support of the laws
and institutions of the State.

THE HKSSIAN FLY SUPPOSED TO HAVE EXIST-
ED IN FRANCE.

To the Editof of the Fanners' Register.

A \'e\w days ago, I accidentally found an extract,

which, twenty years affo I had made ii'oin an ag-
ricultural work which I happened to open. Ii ig

as follows :

"There is a small kind of worm, which gets into

the roots, chiefly of oats, and, working upwards, de-
stroys all the inside of the plant, v/hich perishes soOn
after. I suspect it to have been an insect of this kind
that destroyed so much wheat ni the neighborhood of
Geneva, and which M. de Chateau-vieux describes

thus: 'Our wheat, in the month of May, 1755, sus-
' tainea a loss, which, even that cultivated" according to

'the new husbandry, tlid not escape. We found in it

' many little white worms, which afterwards became
' of" a chesnut color. They post themselves between
' the blades, and eat the stems. They are usually found
' between the first joint and the roots. Every stalk
' which they attacked, grevi^ no more, but became yel-
' low, and withered. The same misfortune happened
' to us in the year 1732. These insects appeared about
' the middle of JMay, and made such havoc, that the

' cropwas almost destroyed.'
"

[Duhamefs Husbandry, page 86.

Sow, sir, was this insect the Hessian fly I If

ii clearly was not, please throw this communica-
tion into the fire. But if it is either certain, or

probable that it was, the publication of my extract

may be valuable. In the first place, it seems to

me'important to preserve every liict illustrating the

history of this scourge ol American agriculture.

To ascertain and record facts as to the history, na-

ture, and habits of this insect, would probably af-

ford to some inquiring mind, a hint which might

lead to the discovery of some means for its extir-

pation. But, in the second place, if the Geneva
insect be the Hessian fly, should not our intelli-

irent agriculturists seek for a more full and de-

railed account of the facts stated by M. de Cha-
teau-vieux ? Might not such an inquiry result in

bringing to light the usual modes of agriculture,

or the sT)ecial means used on those occasions, by
virtue of which, the visits of the insect in ques-

tion were -so pronq:)lly arrested? Could not the

Editor of the Farmers' lleaister avail himself of

his correspondence with French agriculturists to

cram this information? Or, if that correspondence

is not yet sufficiently general, might not the dis-

tinguished Viririnian who represented our country

at tiie French court, and who has in the incjuiry,

not only the general interest ol an American

patriot, hut the more special and persona! interest

of an Albemarle liirmer—might not heinstitute

that inquiry with as bright a prospect of success

as would be open to any one at this late day? If

in this way the interests of American agriculture
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could be promoted, it would doubtless gratify him
highly thus to benefit his country.^

A. B.

Although it was long the prevailing (and scarcely

questioned) opinion, that the Hessian fly was of Eu-

ropean origin, and was first brought to America in the

straw beds of the Hessian soldiers employed in the re-

volutionary war, that opinion seems to have yielded to

one entirely opposed, namely, that this insect was al-

together unknown in Europe. This last opinion seems

sustained by strong indirect testimony, in this respect,

that if the fly existed in Europe at all, its ravages

would certainly have been heard of, and to great ex-

tent—whereas, no such evil is mentioned by authors,

among the many to which the wheat crop is usually suo-

ject. This objection to the existence of the fly in Eu-
rope is not removed by the quotation furnished by our

correspondent: but it must be admitted that the des-

cription agrees so closely with that of the Hessian fly,

that if taken alone, there could be but little doubt as to

its being the insect tliere described. The passag-e is

at least curious and interesting—though it had escaped

our observation in a former perusal of this work, and,

also, probably the observation of other farmers, and has

been first noticed by our correspondent, who has no

practical acquaintance with farming.

But though we shall rejoice to have agricultural in-

quiry in general extended, and consider the exchange

of information between this country and Europe es-

pecially wanted, it is not believed that any inquiry as

to the disappearance of this insect could lead to any va-

luable result—or that it could compare in importance

with hundreds of other matters on which information

might be obtained, but for the want of suitable inter-

course. The plagues of different insects have prevailed

to great extent, at many times, and have afterwards

ceased, as suddenly, and as unaccountably, as they first

arose and spread. Such a case occurred in the alarm-

ing numbers and ravages of the chinch bug, some dozen
years ago in part of Virginia, which, by their increase,

threatened destruction to the crops of both corn and
wheat—but which disappeared after two or three years.
Another case is presented in the next succeeding pao-e

of the work which our correspondent quotes from, in a
passage which shows very clearly, (notwithstanding the

ignorance of facts, or false reasoning displayed,) that

the common moth-weevil of Virginia was once very de-

structive to wheat in France. Yet that insect is not

known at most times as a cause of injury in Europe;
and within the last two years, the same scourge has
again appeared, and seems to be considered (under the

name of aluate des grains) as a new foe to agriculture

—and the investigations of agricultural societies, and
their offers of premiums, have been directed to obtain

knowledge of the habits, and to stay the ravages of this

insect. Seeing that the description, in recent French
papers, agreed fully with the moth-weevil, and believ-
ing that the articles on that insect in vol. I. of the Far-
mers' Register, were both correct and convincing, as to
its propagation, and the means of preventing its°'rava-
ges, we attempted to convey these papers to the Cen-
tral and Royal Agricultural Society of France : but

whether they were never received, or were deemed of

no importance, there has been no notice taken of them

in the proceedings of that Society. But this is a di-

gression from what was designed—which was to copy

from Duhamel the evidence that moth-weevil, former-

ly existed in France, and was very destructive. The

passage which follows, is part of a letter to Mr. Du-

hamel, from a gentleman of Angoumois.

'' 'The great loss, which we have suffered in this

" province in our corn, and especially our wheat, for

" seventeen or eighteen yeais past, has put us upon
" making strict inquiries into the causes of a corrup-
" tion with which our grain is infected. The common
" opinion is, that when the corn is in bloom, that is to

" say in the month of June, small white butterflies lay
" their eggs in the flowers. When the grain is ripe,

" the eggs are enclosed in it. As soon as the corn is

" laid up to be kept, it is found to ferment. This fer-
" mentation raises a heat, which hatches the eggs,
" whence little worms proceed, which are transformed
" into chrysalides, and tliese are afterwards metamor-
" phosed into little gray butterflies, or moths. In this
'' state they quit the grain, which is then void of flower.

"This insect not onlyspoils the grain in which it is hatch-

"ed, but likewise communicates a most disagreeable

"smell to all the grain near it; a smell which is sometimes
" so strong and nauseous, that fowls, and even hogs,
" will not eat the grain.

" Others impute it to the maize, or Turkey wheat,
" which is sown in great quantities in this jirovince,
" and which spreads its roots so far, and so impover-
" ishes the earth, that other corn sown affer it, in the
" same ground, can find no nourishment. This is not
" probable: for it could only alter the quality of the
" grain, but not bring on an entire putrefaction.—The
" two following experiments were tried to prevent
" it.

" A farmer had three or four acres of land which
" had been under grass for more than sixt}' years. He
" had ploughed and dunged it well. He had his seed
" from Poitou; and, in short, took every precaution to
" guard against this contagion. The wheat ripened
" and was very good. He cut it down in a dry sea-
" son, thrashed it in the open air, and cleansed and win-
" nowed it very carefully. It was laid in a granary
" which had no communication with any other, and
" which had an opening to the north. The farmer or-
" dered it not to be laid above three inches thick on the
" floor, and to be turned twice a day. Four days passed
" before the least heat was perceived ; but on the fifth
" day, it began to grow a little warm ; and from that
" time the heat increased, notwithstanding every means
" that had been, and still continued to be used. All
" that could be done, was, to prevent its being so much
" spoilt as corn in general was that year.

" The other experiment succeeded better. As soon
" as the wheat was thrashed, well cleaned and win-
" nowed, it was put into an oven heated to a certain
" degree. The floor of the oven was covered with
" wicker hurdles, on which the corn was spread four
" inches thick : the door of the oven was then shut,
" and remained twenty-four hours without bein"
" opened. JVfany have followed this example. Their
" grain has not changed : only its color is not so
" bright. Care must be taken that the oven be not too
" hot: otherwise, the bread made of this flour will have
" a burnt taste. It is likewise necessary to cover the
" bottom of the oven, lest the wheat should comunicate
" its taste to it.

" I confess that this operation is long and trouble-
" some, where a great quantity of corn is to be pre-
" served; for only ten or twelve bushels can be put in-
" to the oven at a time: and besides, it must be done
" the moment it is thrashed; otherwise it will infallibly
" spoil.'

"
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Extracts from tlic Philadelphia Agricultural Memoirs.

WOOr-LEX RAGS AS MANURE,

*' Tlic roots of i-,lftnts naturally popsess to a
consiilerablc degree the power ol' proilueing de-
composition, as I liave had occasion niore^than
once to observe in the case of piantino; potatoes
with woollen rags instead of dung. I have seen

was ojaining ground, and he would meet with plen-
ty of fresh customers, which was the case; and
this last year was his best. He drills wheat, bar-
ley, and oats, fi-om five to seven inches asunder,
at two shillings per acre; beans, peas, &c. at
twelve inches, at one shilling per acre; the fiirmers
finding a horse, and a boy to lead.

I have at this time an enclosed piece of strono-
fine crops of potatoes raised by dropping a small I

""'^y land, of four acres, in a high state of cultiva-
piece of woollen rag not larger than the hand, in '""'") that has been alternately wheat and vetches
the furrow along with every set of the potatoes |

''^i' ten years. It joins my farm-yard; and I be
when planted; and F have observed, when the po
tatoes were gathered in the tall, that in every in-
stance where a potatoc plant had failed to vege-
tate, the rag was turned up entire, very little daTri-
aged by being buried under ground; whereas on
llie other hand, not the smallest vestige of the
rags were to be seen in any part of the ground
where the plants had succeeded and grown to per-
fection.'"

" Before the revolution war, I collected many
rart loads of tailor's rags, chieily woollen. Some
I had cut in small pieces; others' were ploughed in
as they came fi-om the shops, after having been
scattered by hand so as barely to cover the surface
of about three acres of loamy land, much worn.
I had a remarkably fine crop of potatoes, succeed-
ed by a great crop of wheat. On this clover was-
sown. It lay for many years without other ma-
nure except plaster, in green grass after the clover.
The effect of the rags continued longer than that
of any manure I ever experienced-

Vmm the Fancier's Magaiiine.

Orf DRILLING CORN [OR WHEAT.]

Letter from Mr. Checketts of Belgrave-Hall, near
Leicester, to the Right HonorabJe Sie John Snv-
CLAiR, Bart.

February, 1821.

Sir: In answer to your letter, lam happy to
inform yon of ray success in drilling. If I were
to deviate li-om this system, [ could not withstand
the bad times that the farmers no"V experience. I

drill every kind of irrain; and have drilled Swedish
turnips, for the last' five years, on ridge.^:, in the
manner you pointed out; but, owing to the late dry
summers, I have been under the necessity of work-
ing the ridges down to a flat surface with my horse-
hoe which keejia the moisture from evaporating
more than the high ridges. The greatest weight
I ever grew with the drill on ridges was twenty
five tons per acre; and at the same time, in the
pame field, broadcast, fifteen tons to the acre. A-
bout the time I last wrote to you, my neighbours
were beginning to follow my system of drilling.

At the present time, every firmer near me drills

his corn, (rows from five to seven inches,) even
those that were i>rejudiced against the system be-
fore they tried it.

The man whom 1 set up with a drill, continues
to go fi-om village to village with the drill, to many
different farmers, to drill their corn, by the acre.
The third year he saiil he would sell it, for every
village at which he drilled, the wheelwrights and
blacksmiths were taking patterns from the drill, for
the purpose of making others; and that he should
meet with no employ the year ensuing. I desired

|
a narrow walking horse, or pony, works the horse-

him not to sell it, for that .showed him the system ' hoe between the rows, to clean and pulverize the

n-e I could not put it to a better purpose. The
vetches are always carted into the farm-)'ard in a
orecn state, for the farm-horses and others; at the
same time keeping the yard littered with stubble,
or what 1 can spare for that purpose. The wheat
and vetches are alwavs drilled, and well hoed in

jMarch and April. The wheat I always harrow,
and hoe in thirty bushels of soot per acre. In the
year 18-20 it was wheat; and the four acres produ-
ced four loads of wheat in the sheaf to the acre,

each sheaf one yard round at the band; each load
10 threaves of 24 sheaves to the ihreave; and
each fhreave produced one bushel;—which is five

quarters to the acre. The four acres are at this

Time drilled with vetcl-.e^, and in spring will un-
dergo the former process; and as each land is clear-

ed of the vetches in summer, it will be ploughed
up to prepare for wheat,

I have at this time a great quantify of soot in a
•lood dry shed, for which 1 gave 5s per quarter.

If gains strength by keeping in a great bulk; more-
over, it sells for 8s. a quarter in the spring. This
is a sufficient inducement to lay in a slock in the

autumn and winter.

1 grow the email Heligoland beans in prefer-

ence to the Inrse sort. They are tougher in the

stem, snd will allow the horse and hand-hoe to

be worked better amongst them. They also pro-

duce more quarters per acre, are harvested sooner,

atid allow the land to be sooner ploughed up for

wheat; which is a great advantage for the ensu-

ing crop. I was successfijl last year in growing
Talavera wheat; drilled the latter end of Febuary,
after Swedish turnips drawn ofl'to the grass land,

—a great and good crop, full six quarters to the

acre. In December, 1818, I drilled Talavera
wheat after Swedish turnips. I had upon this an
amazing crop of straw, seven feet higli, and little

good corn. I now sow the Talavera wheat on
my weakest and dryest soils.

I employ ten regular labourers on my farm. I

allow tliem, according to their families, a propor-

tion of land (that I intend drilling wheat on at

Michaelmas), upon which they grow potatoes

enough for their winter consumj)tion. The pota-

toes are planted in drills, in the same manner as

turnips on ridges. It is a pleasant scene of indus-

ry to behold the men, their wiv-es and children, on

the day of planting: Every one gets his potatoes

cut for that day; the double shieldboanl plough

opens the ridges; the carts brins the manure; all

flock to assist in depositing it; all join to help each

other to drop the potatoes on the manure; the men
follow with a large hand hoe to cover it and the

potatoes; thev thus proceed to another lot of ground,

till all is finished. This is a great assistance to

thenr, for in this village, garden land is scarce.

When the potatoes grow high enough to be seen;
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soil; and the hand hoe follows, to clean in the rows

between each plant. Alter a time, the clogs are

put on the shares of the horse-hoe, to mould them

upwhh the fresh soil.. I know of no way so

cleanly and good to o-row this uselul and valuable

root; and under this system the land is krpt clean

from weeds, and well pulverized, and will produce

a o-ood crop of wheat equal to a dead fallow.

1 never knew a farmer leave ott dnllino; who

placed his rows near enough together, and allow-

ed plenty of seed to the acre.

There is no machine deserves encouragement

more than the drill, tor many reasons. It encour-

a<'-es industry; it grows a iirealer quantity of corn

to the acre, of better quality; it emplojs the poor

in the spring, and the extra produce of the crop

pays them; no weeds are allowed to seed and fall

to the ground, nor to grow so as to impoverish the

land. 1 am certainly of opinion that one crop of

weeds exhausts the land more than, or equal to,

throe crops of white straw.

The price I pay for hand-hoeing is 43. per acre

for wheat, 3e. 6d. for barley and oats, and 6s. lor

beans; the wider in the rows, the more it is worth

for hoeing. The hoes cost 2d. an inch.

To encourage the drill against broadcast, I have

offered the farmers to divide a field of clay land

into two equal parts, and that I would drill in the

enclosures where wood and stone are either too

costly, or not to be had : and the South Carolina

"Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge,"

in the 3d vol. Farmers' Register, No. 8, also re-

commend pise as a mode of constructing houses

and fences. I shall not pretend to question such

hijrh authority— still less should I be inclined to

adTl any thing to the much that has been written

upon pise, a mode of building which is s:ud to have

its oriyin iraccalilc back to the days of Rome and

Greece, and which is said in the address of the

South Carolina Society, above alluded to, to "be

"the subject of a full article in a work of great au-

"thoritv,"'the Cours Complei d'jfgricidture, by the

"Abbe Hozier, assisted by some of the most scien-

"tific inen in Europe," and by Mr. llerberiiont

himself, that "there is a full description of the

"manner of buiUhng pise houses and walls, to be

"Ibund in one of the volumes of the American
"Farmer of Baltimore, and in Rees' Cyclnpoedia.

"It may also be probably found in several other

"books"" I have mentioned these authorities

upon the subject of pise, chiefly that the subject

may be the more readily investigated by those

who desire to compare it with what I shall call

mud i«a//s, and I would invite this comparison, es-

pecir.lly by those who have read Mr. Ilerbcmont's

article in the Register above refi^rred to; because I

cronand hoe it' at my own expense; and that I I think he has there, in his zeal lor pise, opposed

would have p.othing but the extra produce for my the influence of his name too hastily to the intro

trouble and expense. My offer has never been

accepted. I have therefore never had the pleas-

ure of a trial, except on my own farm, which is

good wheat land; and, on the averace, produces

one quarter to the acre more than broadcast.

I am, &,c.

TIIOS. CHECKETTS.

ON THE VALUE, AND MOKE OF COXSTRUCTION,

OF MUD WALLS, FOR FARM BUILDINGS AND
ENCLOSURES.

To the Editor of the Fanners' Register.

Surry, Va., May 31, 1836.

I believe no one has given to your very valua-

ble publication, any account of the mode of con-

structing mud wafls for fences and houses; and as

I am at this time constructing half a dozen houses

Avith such walls, for negro quarters, upon the place

of my present residence, and having also seen

much of this kind of building, I have thought that

a short sketch of the plan of such houses, the mode
ol constructing them, together with some account

of the results of experiments made some eight or

ten years since in this kind of structure, might
serve to call the attention of the public to it, as

something novel indeed in this country, but at the

same time as affording for permanent enclosure, in

the absence ofordinary materials, one ofthe cheap-
est and most durable substitutes; and for farm
houses perhaps the very best material that can be
found to fulfil at the same time all the conditions

of fitness, durabilitj-, cheapness, ami appearance.
I will premise, however, that I am not going to

speak oi' pise or dirt loulls, of which the public
have heard so much. Mr. Ilerbemont of South
Carolina, has given in the 1st vol. ofthe Farmers'
Register, a high commendation ni'pise as a mate-
rial for constructing houses and fences, but he
seems to recommend pise chiefly for permanent

duclion of the more simple and humble, but not

the less useful system of "mud walls," when he

says, "this mode of building (pise) must not be

"confounded with what are called 'mud houses,'

"and which are inferior in every respect"— if in-

deed Mr. Herbemont meant here to refer to the

kind of mud wall which 1 shall describe.

I have been unable to ascertain the origin ofthe

mud wall mode of building. _ Rees' Cyclopcedia is

silent upon the subject, with the exception of the

following remark under the head of "Walls."

"Rammed earth walls, as well as those formed of

"muddy clay, answer very well in some intentions,

"being very close, compact and warm." Loudon
in his "Cyclopcedia of Cottage, Farm, and Villa

Architecture, &.c." p. 77, gives tlie mode of build-

ing; the mud walls of cottages in Cambridgeshire,
En<j!;land, but this process is totally different from
the one I shall describe. General John H. Cocke
of this State, constructed the first mud walls for

houses and enclosures which I have ever seen or

heard of in this country, and in answer to some
inquiries lately made of him upon this subject, he'

writes: "I know of no person in our country who
"has built mud walls but rnysclf. It was not an
"original conception of mine, it having been in use

"for centuries in Europe. I was put upon it from
"reading of it in agricultural and rural economy
"books; and finding a Welshman in my neighbor-
"hood, 15 or 16 years ago, who had been accus-

"tomed to making walls of that description in

"Wales, I made mj' first expermient with his as-

"sistance, shortly after that time, upon a farm
"yard wall, which is now as firm as it was the day
"it was put up." So you see, Mr. Editor, 1 shall

be unable to attribute to my mud walls tlie anti-

quity of Greece or Rome, or to recommend fhcm
to the public notice by citing any learned trea-

tises upon them by learned men. I regret indeed

that they have no such aid, for I verily believe

they merit this last as much as pise—or if they
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have any such aid, that my ignorance renders me
unable to adduce it. But be all this as it may, I

will now proceed to state the results ofsome expe-

rimsnts \vit!i mud walls for houses and lencos,

and then exjjlain the mode of const nici ion, so that

an intelligent public may judge ii" there be really

any thinij valuable in this mode ol" biulding, and

that those who choose to practice il, may have the

iiiw simple rules rcijuired to guide them.

The liu-m-yurd wall mentioned above in the ex-

tract trom Gen. Cocke's letter, forms three sides ol'

the enclosure of a barn yard upon the Bremo es-

tate. It was put up about the year 1S20 or 1821,

is based upon a rouiih stone Ibundation without

mortar, or upon what is called dry masonry—the

foundation wall being about 20 inches wide, and
rising 6 inches above the surfiice of the earlh.

The wall is about 7 ieet high, and covered with

common pine slabs nailed ui)on a rough frame in

the form of a root". This wall is perhaps more
pertect than it was when first put up, having be-

come harder with the la|)se of time. I have never

known a mud wall built without a stone or brick

foundation, but I am decidedly of opinion, that one

would stand well without any such expensive aid,

if built upon a tolerably dry locality, nor do I think

the wood capping or covering by any means es-

sential to that degree of preservation which sim-

Fle utility (and not appearance,) would require,

state these opinions, however, raiher to shew my
conviction of the durability of this kind of wall,

than from anv desire to have them acted upon.

In truth, I have in this instance given my opinion

when I had only intended to state facts. I hope
they will not be confounded. Gen. Cocke has

also a stable and a quarter at Bremo with mud
walls, which have been standing several years,

and are found to answer every expectation. He
has also enck)sed a lot and house in the village of

Charlottesville with a mud wall, which has been
standing eight or ten years without injury.

Upon my lour plantations in the county of

Brunswick, there are r'pwards of thirty mud
houses, (each double 19 by 30 feet, with a stone

chimney in the middle,) li^)r negro quarters, be-

sides overseer's houses of larger size. These
houses are however all plastered on the outside

with lime mortar. The first of them were built

about eight years ago, the others successively

added until they were all completed about the year

1832. None ol" these houses have since required

any repair—the walls promising to stand as long

as the roofs are kept upon ihem. They consti-

tute, I venture to say, the handsomest improve-
ment in the way of (arm houses, to be found in the

State of Virginia, and cost the estate not the out-

lay of one cent, except for the trifling article of

nails, and have been found to reduce, for several

years past, the doctors bills to a most felicitous

caput mortuum. In building these houses, a good
6tone mason belonijing to the estate constructed

the chimneys and foundations ol" s/one, an abun-
dance of which was found at hand; and with his

aid and under his direction, the ordinary planta-

tion hands put up the walls, a coarse negro car-

penter executing the wood work. Sheer truth and
justice, however, require me to state, that all these

improvements were made under the eye and su-

perintendence of the very intelligent and enter-

prising steward of the estate, Mr. Richard D. Pow-
ell, according to instructious given him.

A suitable soil is a prerequisite to the use of mud
walls; any suil, however, will do for this purpose
which will make pise, or brick. A pure clay will
do, but this is not so good, being liable to crack in
in drying. A soil of clay and sand in pro|)or-
tions of one of the ibrmer to two of the latter, is I

think the best. But lest some imaginary difficul-

ties might arise here in the minds of some as to

the necessary qualiiies of ilie soil to be used, I will

slate it as my belief, resulting from experience, that
almost any soil will answer well which will make
a good stiff' mud, such as is every where known to

be used by ne<rroes in daubing or chinking li.eir

houses, and which may be (bund upon most plan-
tations in ninety-nine places out of a hundred.
When a mud wall is lo be built, nfoundation of

dry masonry or brick must be previously |)repared
by any rough mason, rising six inches above the
top of ihe ground, and as<leep below as the nature
of the soil may require. The Ibundation wall will

usually be 20 inches thick. At a distance of three
feet from the outside base of the foundation wall,

draw a line parallel to the wall, and throughout
its length; lay off six feet from this line and draw
another, parallel to it upon the ground. The space
included between these two lines is to be spaded
up to the depth of 9 inches; and then, after a good
rain, or after adding water, hauled if necessary for

the purpose, the earth must be worked up into a
stiff mortar or mud, by treading it with oxen.
This done—which indeed may be considered well
done when the mud would be thought half pre-

pared even for coarse bricks—the three men who
are required in the operation, each with a spade
makes a layer, a spade full thick, of the mud upon
the berm, or margii! next the wall. As soon as
this is done, one of the men with an arm full of
sound wheat straw, begins at one entl of the layer
and spreads the straw before him upon the mud,
walking upon it as he passes along, and having it

just thick enough to prevent the mud sticking to

hi; feet as he passes on. A second layer of mud
is next piled upon the straw, then a layer of straw,
then mud, &c. until the mud first prepared is laid

in a pile upon the berm, with the straw distributed

through its mass in the manner just described.

The next operation is to commence the wall. For
this purpose, two men are provided each with the
common manure fork of iron with three prongs,
and a handle of (bur or five feet. One of these
men stands upon the pile of mud, the other upon
the wall—the first with his fork places the mud
upon the wall in reach of the man there, who with
his fork takes it up and throws it strongly into its

place. This process is continued until the wall is

raised about three feet, and extended some three
or four feet in length, when another man with a
common spade, ground to an edge, cuts off the
mud which overhangs the foundation wall, making
the corners of the wall square and plumb, and the

sides plane. Should it be desired to give the wall

a smooth surface, a second trimming with the
spade would be advisable after it has had time to

(iry a day or two, when it would be found to trim

much more evenly; and the man who trims should
be ffuided by a plumb and straight edge.

The first course of the wall being thus finished,

it must be left a few days to dry, and become hard
enough to hear the superstructure. In the mean
time, the mud may be prepared in the same place

and as before, and the process thus continued until
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the required heifrht, is attained) raisino; the wall

at each layer about ihreP. feet. Some little expe-

rience will be required, to teach the proper degree

of stiffness to be given to the ndud to prevent its

slipping v^hen first put upon the wall, and that it

raay be cut easily by the spade.

Mv quarters are, [ think, of a good size, and of

•an economical form—each roof covering two tene

iTi6nts; these last having each an interior space of

16 by 13 feet ; a brick cliimney in the middle

giving a fire-place to each room. The houses are

generally placed with their gables to the east and

west, with a door to the south, and windows in the

north side, the better to exclude the sun and let in

the air in summer. They are placed on a street

100 feet wide, and the houses upon the same side

of the street 69 or 70 feet apart, as a security

against the progress of fire. They have all plaidt

floors, which certainly contribute to health when
a marl floor cannot be had. AH my houses are

plastered on the outside, but I am perfectly satis-

fied that this is unnecessary except (or appearance

sake; and perhaps whitewash occasionally applied

would be all that is necessary even to secure a

good appearance. In putting the roof upon a piud

wall, a plate of timber 5 by 20 inches should be

first placed upon the wall, properly framed at the

corners, upon which the joists are to be placed,

and then the roof constructed as usual, taking care

ro have an eave of about 1 fbct projection. The
do v and window frames are made of three mch
plankj havinii the width of the wall; and framed to

the proper size. These are placed on as the wall

progresses, and the mud built up to them.
PHILIP ST. GEO. COCKE.

Sarry, Va., May 3 Is/, 1836.

Extract from the Ediiiburgli Review, of Jan. 1836.

PROGRESS AND PRESENT STATE OF AGRICUL-

TURE IN GREAT BRITAIN.

» # # * *

It results from the previous statements— 1st,

That the population of Great Britain has been

considerably more than doubled—that the prodi

gious number of nine millions of individuals have
been added to it, in the interval between 1755, or

1760 and 1831. 2J, That the supplies of corn,

and other raw produce obtained from Ireland, are

quite insufficient to provide for the increased num-
ber of horses kept in the country at present, over

and above those that Vv^erekcpt in 1760. 3d, That
the population is now, and has been for some
years past, incomparably bettor fed, consuming a

much greater quantity of whcaten bread and of

butchers' meat, in proportion to its amount, than

in 1760, or at any other period of our history.

And 4ili, That the ports have been shut during

the last four years: and that consequently, the vast

additions made to the populution, and the signally

improved mode of living, have both been provided

for by the extension and improvement of British

agriculture. There is not one of these propositions

liable to either cavil or dispute—they are all bot-

tomed upon unquestionable evidence. And, having
established them, we shall now briefly inquire into

the nature and infiuence of the more prominent
of those agricultural improvements, the result

of which is, in the aggregate, so astonishingly

great.

1. Enclosures are, probably, entitled to rank

amongst the first of these. The extent of land
occupied by wastes, commons, and common fields,

about the middle of last'century, was surprisingly

great, and was, indeed, a standing reproach to the
country. So late as 1770, fully three-fourths of
the surface of Bedfordshire consisted of common
fields, and of common or waste land, and yet it

was not, in this respect, at all in a worse condition
than many other counties. Wastes and commons
are not cultivated; fields are, it is true, subjected
to the plough, but property in them is so much
subdivided and intermixed, that it is altogether im-
possible to cultivate them to any good purpose.
But since the conclusion of the treaty of Paris in

1763, awonderiiil prosiress has been made in wi-
ping of}' the stain on the rural economy of the coun-
try; and in nothing, indeed, has the progress of
improvement been more remarkable than in this

particular. The first enclosure act was passed in

the reign of Charles II. Fmm the revolution to

1797, the progress was as follows:

Acts passed. Acres enclosed.

Queen Anne's reign, 2 1.439

George I., - . - 16 17,660
George II., - - - 226 318,778
George III. to 1797. 1,532 2,804,197

It appears from this statement, which is taken
from the Report of the 'Commons' Committee of
179S, on Waste Lands,' that each enclosure act

that passed during that period of the reign of
George III., which terminated with 1797, en-
closed at an average, 1830 acres. Now, the offi-

cial returns show that from 1798 to 1832, both in-

clusive, 2103 enclosure acts were passed; and sup-

posing each to have enclosed, as before, 1830
acres, the total would amount to 3,848,460 acres;

making when added to the quantity enclosed pre-

viously to 1798, an aggregate of no less than

6,652,687 acres enclosed since the accession of
George III. in 1760. But as it seems probable

that the earlier acts apjilied to a larger extent of
land than the later ones, we may, perhaps, esti-

mate the total extent of land enclosed and subdi-

vided by act of Parliament, from 1760 to 1832, at

6,000,000 acres. And it may be safely affirmed,

that, in consequence of its enclosure, the produce
of this immense extent of land has been increased

at least from eight to tenfold.

2. The instoduction of falllows between succes-

sive corn crops, was a very great improvement on
the previous practice; but the substitution of green
crops for fallow, on -all but stitl' clay lands, has
been the greatest of all improvements ever made
in agriculture: and has effected as great and ben-
eficial a revolution in it as the introduction of the

steam-engine and of the spinnintr-fi'ame hai5 done
in manuliictures. There is abundant evidence to

show, that the culture of turnip, as a field crop,

was carried on to some extent in several English
counties, in the latter part of the 17ih century.

But the practice spread only by very slow degrees;

and it was not till its introduction into the county
of Norfolk, in the reigns of George I. and George
II., when it was prosecuted on a large scale by
Lord Viscount Towiishend aiid others, that its

siirnal importance became obvious. At the period

refi?rred to, the whole northwestern part of that

county, which has long been one of the best cul-

tivated districts of the empire, consisted of mere
sandy wastes, sheep-walks and warrens, worth
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little or notliing. These Averc converted into

highly productive arable land, by enclosing, marl-

ing, and the aid of turnip-husbandry, which is, as

it u'erc, the corner stone of the ISorlollc, or im-

proved system ot husbandry. The same practice?

that iiad produced such s|)lenilid results in NorlblU

— I hat had made sandy wastes yield the most

luxuriant crops of wheat and barley—have been

gradually extended, with similar effects, to many
other parts of the kingdom. The |)roduce in corn

of the light soils, in all the n)oderatcly wcll-cuiti

vated districts of the empire has, in consequence,

been more than trebled; at the same time that a

vast supply of green-food has been obtained fur

the feeding of cattle and sheep, and the produc-

tion of the most valuable manure.
3. But signal as has been the impipvement in

arable husbandry since 17(30, the improvements

made in stock-husbandry, or in the breeding and

fattening of cattle, have" been still more considera-

ble. No efforts tor this purpose seem to have

been made with judgment, and proper |)crseve-_

ranee, till afier 1750, when Mr. Bakevvell, of

Dishley, in Leicestershire, began his career. Mr.
Culley, of Northumberland, .soon after entered on

the same course; and the signal success by which
their efforts were attended, roused a spirit of emu-
lation in a host of others. But the ra|)id increase

of manufactures and commerce, and, consequent-

ly, ot the town population, after the peace of Pa-

ris, in 1763, by creating a corresponding demand
ibr butchers' meat, gave the principal stimulus to

the improvements that have since been made in

stock-husbandry. It is not easy to over-rate their

importance. We have already seen that, at an

average, the weight of cattle and sheep' has been

a good deal more than doubled since about 1750;

so that a stock of 5,000,000 head of cattle, at pre-

sent, would be more than equal to one of 10,000,

000 at that epoch. But the number, as well as

the weight oi' cattle, having been very mateiial-

ly increased in the interval, the supply of butchers'

meat must have increased in a corresponding pro-

portion, or been at least trebled. There has also,

owing to the same cause, been a very great in-

crease in the product of wool. The supply of the

latter article, produced in England and Wales, in

1800, was estimated at about 384.000 packs, of

240 lbs. each. But owing to the increased size of

the animal, and the greater weight ot the fleece,

the same number of sheep that produced 384,000
packs in 1800, were estimated by the best intbrm-

ed wool-growers and wool-staplers, to pix)duce

463,000 in 1830, being an increase, in the interval,

of no less than 20 per cent.* It is true that the

quality of the wool has rather deteriorated, lor it

seems to be impossible to procure both a heavy
and a fine fleece. Taking, however, the increased

weight of the carcass, and the increased weight
of the fleece into account, sheep are believed to be

more profitable at present, than at any former pe-

riod; and (or the last three orfour years, they have
been the most productive species of stock kept in

the kingdom.
It would be curious to trace how, in husbandry,

as in other things, one improvement grows out of,

and is dependent on another. The grand im-
provement in modern agriculture—that by which

* Mr. Luccock's Tables, revised by Mr. Hubbard.
See the Report of 1829, on the Wool trade.

it is mainly distinguished from the old—the uni-

versal introduction and superior management of
green crops, may be in no considerable degree as-

cribed to the anxiety of" the farmers to procure an
abundant and suitable supply of food for their

Block, the increased demand for the latter being
as already stated, occasioned by the wonder-
lul ijrowth of commerce and manufactures.

The superior attention paid to stock husbandry,
in England niay, also, it is probable, be to some
extent ascribable 'to the circumstances of the
Tithe pressing with comparative lighiness on
pasture land; whilst it (iills with its full weight, on
arable land, and operates powerfully to prevent
the outlay of capital upon it. But however ac-
counted for, there can be no doubt, that in all that

belongs to the breeding and and rearing of cattle,

horses, sheep, and pigs, the English are, at pre-

sent, superior to the Scotch, and to every other

people.

It may be worth v.-hile to remark, that much
injury has arisen fi-om injudicious attempts to im-
|)rove native breeds of catde. This has generally

been occasioned by prematurely endeavoring to

increase their size, which is always determined by
external causes, such as the climate, the quantity
and species of food the animals can readily obtain.

&c. It is to the immensely increased su|)ply anti

better quality of food, that the increased weight ol

our cattle is principally to be ascribed. An im-
proved system of breeding would have improved
the symmetry of the cattle, and increased their

aptitude to fatten; but, without an increase of food

it would not have materially added to their size.

In point of liict. too, the latter is an inferior con-
sideration. The iirand object that the prudent agri-

ulturist should keep steadily in view is the obtain-
ing of the greatest possible return lor his outlay;

and he will prefer that kind of stock, and that

breed, of any kind, that will pay him best for the
food consumed. The value to which an animal
may ultimately be brought, is a subordinate con-
sideration; the profits of breeding, as of every
thing else, being determined, not by the absolute
price of the produce, but by its price as compared
with the expenses incurred in bringing it to mar-
ket. Mr. Cuiley's opinion is, that of all animals,
of whatever kind, those which have the smallest,

cleanest, and finest bones, are in general the

best proportioned, and covered with the best

and finest grained meat; I believe they are, also,

the hardest and healthiest, and most inclina-

ble to feed; able to bear the most fatigue, while
living; and worth the most per pound, dead.* It

is certain that animals, whether too large or two
small, will gradually accommodate themselves to

the size best adapted to their jiastures; but while

the larger animal becomes unhealthy, and degen-
erates in its form and valuable properties, the

smaller animal increases in size, and improves in

every respect.

The preceding remarks apply exclusively to

England and Wales. But though the progress

of agriculture there, since the middle of last cen-

tury, has been exceedingly rapid, it has been slow
compared to its progess in Scotland. Previously

to the peace of Paris, in 1763, agriculture, almost

every where in Scotland, was in the most barba-

rous and depressed state imaginable. There was
no rotation of crops; fallows were unknown, ex-

* Obiervations on Live Stock, p. 222.
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cept to one or two counties; the process and im-
plements were alike wretched: great numbers of

cattle perished every spring; the occupiers were
in extreme poverty: and famines were every now
and then occurring, that sometime laid waste ex-

tensive districts. At the beginning of last centu-

ry, and for long after, lands, even in tbe Loihians.

were uniformly divided into infield and outfield.

The whole manure made on the fiirm was laid on

the former, whicli was i)loughed and cropped

without intermission, so long, atr least, as it would
bear any thing. Neither turnips, clover, nor potatoes

had been so much as heard of] but corn followed

corn in an unbroken series. In the Countryman^

s

i?i/rf(?;ie;!ts, written by Lord Belhaven, and publish-

in 1723, we are told that the infield of East Lothian,

where wheat is sown, is generally divided by the

tenant into lour divisions, or breaks, as they call

them, viz. one of wheat, one of barley, one of peas,

and one of oats; so that the wheat is sown after the

peas, the barley after the wheat, and the oats after

the barley. Here we have a rotation with three

consecutive corn crops, and a crop of peas once
every tour years. As might be expected, the re-

turns were about three tunes the seed. It is of im-

portance, too, to observe, that this triflmg re-

turn, was obtained at a great comparative expense.

At this period, and for about half a century after,

there was no instance in Scotland of a plough
being drawn by fewer than tour horses. Most
commonly it was wrought either by six horses, or

by four horses and two oxen; and in some of the

most backward districts, a still greater number of
animals, sometimes as many as ten or twelve,

were yoked to it. This was ascribable partly

to the awkward and clumsy form of the imple-
ment itself; partly to the weakness of the cattle,

their diminutive size, and the improper maimer
in which they were yoked; and principally per-

haps, to the ignorance of the cultivators. On the

whole, however, the work was at once very ex-
pensive and very ill performed; the ridges were
crooked and twisted, and so much heaped up in

the middle, that a great deal of land in the hol-

lows between them was lost to any useful pur-
pose.*

About the middle of the century we begin to

find symptoms of amendment. In Maxwells
Practical Husbandry, published in 1756, an im-
proved system is laid down and inculcated. He
pronounces it to be bad husbandry to take two con-
secutive corn crops; and he informs us, that the

best farmers in East Lothian after fiillow take a
crop of wheat, after the wheat, peas, then barley,

and alter that oats. This is still very bad; though
a material improvement on the practice described
by Lord Belhaven. It shows, too, that down to

1757, neither turnips, potatoes, nor any sort of
cultivated herbage, formed any part of the system
even of the best farmers in East Lothian. The
famous Lord Stair is said to have been the first

who introduced the turnip culture into Scotland;
havinir raised turnips on his estate of NewListon,
near Edinhurirh, al)out the midille of last century.
But Mr. William Dawson, tenant of Erogden, in

Roxburghshire, has an un(iuestionable titTe to be
considered as the real hither of the improved
Scottish husbandry. Being a farmer, and cultiva-

ting for profir only, his example had infinitely

more influence over his neighbors than it would
have had, had he been a landlord. He com-
menced raising turnips at Frogden, in 1759. They
were at first sown broad-casr, but he set about
drilling on a large scale in 1763, and his success

stimulated others to adopt the same system. Mr.
Dawson was also the first who introduced, not

long after 1760, the practice of ploughing wilh two
horses abreast without a driver; nor is it easy to

exaggerate the obligations the agriculture of

Scotland owes to his sayacity and enterprise.* But
even in the Lothians, the four-horse plough contin-

ued in general use till about 1780; and it was not fi-

nally superseded by the two-horse plough for sev-

eral years after. In the other parts of the coun-

try the former kept its footing still longer than in

the Lothians. Nothins}; contributed more to pave
the way for this important revolution in the meth-
od of ploughing, than the signal improvements
made upon the construction of the plough by
Small about 1770.

From the close of the American war, the pro-

gress of improvement in Scotland has been rapid

beyond all previous examjjle. This has been
owing to a variety of causes; but principally to

the extraordinary progress made in commerce and
manufactures, since that period. In the distracted

state in which Scodand was formerly placed, there

could be no considerable progress; but, after the

battle of Culloden had extinjjuished the hopes of

the Jacobites, and the abolition of hereditm-y ju-

risdictions had paved the way for the introduction

of a regular system of government, a spirit of" in-

dustry and enterprise began to be diffused on all

sides. A good many branches of trade and man-
ufacture carried on in England were introduced

into Scotland soon after the peace of 1763; and
not a few of them were prosecuted with much
success. Their progress was checked lor a while

by the American war; but after the treaty of Pa-
ris, in 1783, they acquired more than their former

vigor: others were introduced, and all of them
haA^e since continued, with few, and those but

transient interruptions, to advance with a rapidity

that could not previously have been supposed pos-

sible.

This unprecedented extension of manufacturing

and commercial industry, occasioned a correspond-

ing increase of wealth and population, particularly

in towns and villages. Improved accommoda-
tions of all sorts began to be in universal demand;
and, besides the greater cjuanlity of the inft-rior

sorts of food required to supply the increasinjj pop-

ulation, a novel, or at least a vastly increased mar-
ket was opened for wheat and butcher meat.

These circumstances had the most astonishing in-

fluence over agriculture. The new, and constantly

increasing markets, establishctl at their very doors,

stimulated the farmers to put forth all their ener-

gies, and to avail themselves of discoveries and
practices to which they had hitherto been total

strangers. !n a few years the fiice of the country

was completely changed; and its productive capa-

cities increased in a deuxec that the most sanguine

projector of any jirevious period could not have
conceived possible.

The following statement of the comparative

weight of the |)roducc annually aflbrded under

the system of farming followed in East Lothian,

* Rural Recollections, p. 196. * Survey of Roxburgh, pp. 69 and 90.
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as described by Lord Belbaven, and tbat which
is now ibIloweJ, is taken from a paper by Mr.
Oliver of Lochend, near Edinburgh, one of tlie

most intelligent practical farmers in the empire.

'The mode of cropping at the former period (172.3)

was first, psas; second, wheat; third, barley; fourth,

oats; the produce bf?in^ about three seeds, but to pre-

vent all civil, siy four seeds. This, taking the seed

for each acre* at one bon,t over a farm of 100 acres, is

400 bolls. The quantity of straw for each boll of

such a crop could not exceed fifteen stones; whicii,

on 400 bolls, give 6000 stones, or forty-two tons, fif-

teen and one-fourth cwt. of straw to be consumed by

the stock, and returned to the land in the shape of ma-
nure. But, upon a farm of 100 acres, cultivated as at

present, viz. a fourth turnips, a fourth wheat or barley,

a fourth clover or rye-srass, pastured or made into hay,

and consumed on tiie spot, and a fourth oats or wh^at,

the account would stand thus:—fifty acres of wheat,

barley, and oats, at eight bolls an acre, which is not

above the average of the crops of the best district of

East Lothian, and such only was cultivated when
Lord Belhaven wrote; this, allowing, as before, fifteen

stones of straw for each boll, gives 120 stones per acre,

which, over fi(ty acres, makes in all 6000 stones of

straw, being equal to the quantity produced by the

whole 100 acres under the old system. Now, suppose

that the twenty-five acres of clover and rye-grass are

made into hay, which, however, is not the best mode,
nor that usually followed, and that each acre yields

20:) stones, the total quantity will be 5000 stones, or

thirty-five tons, fourteen and one-tenth cwt.. and add
to this 509 tons turnip, being the produce of twenty-
five acres at twenty tons per acre, which is by no

means above a fair average crop. Upon these data,

the weight of the materials produced annually, as

food for cattle and manure, under the old and new sys-

tems, will be as follows*

—

6,000 St. or 42 tons 15 1-4 cwt.

6,00;) 42 15 1-4

Hay, 5,000 35 14 1-lOth.

Turnips,70,000 500

'Thus making the weight of materials for food and

manure under the new system, in round numbers, 577

tons, while, under the old system the quantity is only

42 tons, leaving a balance in favor of the new of 533

per annum, being more than twelve times the whole
quantity produced under the ok'I Nothing more is ne-

cessary to show the superiority of the new system,
in so far as keeping up the fertility of the soil is concern-
ed; and upon this depends the progress of agriculture.

As to the question of comparative profit, it would be

easy to sliow, from unquestionable data, that the new
system is superior to the old in this respect, as it is in the

supply of manure; but this must be abundantly ob-
vious to everyone who contrasts the almost impercep-
tible advances made hi ag.iculture, and the accumula-
tion of agricultural capital, for many centuries, with
the extraordmary progress during the last fifty or sixty

years, or since the new system began to be intro-

duced.'

We have thus endeavored, fir.^t, to sliow, by
ths increase of population and otherwise, thai

there must have been a very extraordinary in-

crease m the produce of the soil since 1760; and,

in the second place, we have endeavored to point

out the more promment of the modes in which
this increase has been brougdit about. But, be-

fore noticing the, present state of agriculture, it

Old System, Straw,
,. ( Straw,New *

System,

* The Scotcli acre, equal to 1.231 imperial acres, is here re-
ferred to.

t An East Lothian Itoll of wheat is equal to near four busli-
eU; a boll of barley to near six bushels.

Vol. [V—23

may be right to say a few words in reference to a
statement ofien made, tliough really destitute of
any good foundation; that is that the wondorlul
improvements to whicli we have adverted, were
almost wholly owing (o the liigh prices of the late

war. But those improvements began both in

England and .Scotland about 1755 or 1760, and
they had been generally introduced, and had made
a great progress, belbre prices sustained the small-
est advance. Thus, we have already seen, thai
no fewer than 2,804,000 acres were enclosed in

England and Wales between 1760 and 1797; that
that also was the era of the great improvements
made in sitock husbandry by Bakewell, Culley,
&c.; and that during the lapse of the same ppriod,

the culture of turnips, potatoes, clover, and artifi-

cial grasses was introduced info Scotland, four-

horse ploughs discarded, and the mo.st signal

revolution efit?cfed in the rural economy of this

part of the empire of which histor}' has preserved
any account. Now, it is of the utmost importance to

bear in mind, that, wdiile all this was going on,

from 1760 dotvn to 1795, prices continued almost
stationary. Thus, taking the Eton market for a
standard, the price of wheat, per Winchester
quarter, fi-om 1755 to 1795, was as lollovvs:

At an average of ten years, from
1755 to 1765, wheat £ 1 19 3 1-4 per quarter.

1765 to 1775, wheat 2 11 3 3-4 per quarter.

1775 to 1785, 2 7 8 1-2 do.

1785 to 1795, 2 14 3 3-4* do.

And had 1795 which was an extremely bad
and dear year, been excepted from the average of
the last decennial period, prices in it would have
been as low as in the preceding. It appears, there-

lore, from evidence, which is beyond all question,

that there was no rise of prices during the thirty

years ending with 1795; and yet during that pe-
riod, abo\-e 2,200,000 individuals were added to

the population, and agriculture made an as-

tonishing progress. This would have proved
conclusively, even though it had not been cor-

roborated by the experience of the last twenty
years, that an increasing price ol corn is not in

anj' respect indispensable to ensure the continued
and rapid advance of agriculture. All that is re-

quired to ensure this, is a regularly increasing de-

mand for the products of the soil; and this wa.s af-

Ibrded between 1760 and 1795 by the growth of
population, especially in towns and villages. It

should also be remembered thai, towards the mid-
dle of last century, there u'as, owing the misera-

ble state of the roads, and the ditticulty of commu-
nication, a great dillerence in the prices of corn

and other farm produce in different parts of the

country. But the construction of new and com-
paratively smooth and level roads, canals, &c..

did much to annihilate this diflerence in the rate

of prices; and conferred on the more distant parts

of the country advantages that had been hitherto

entrrossed by the districts in the immediate vicinity

of large towns. A spirit of emulation and im-
provement was in consequence universally dif-

fused; routine practices were thrown aside; and
all classes began to make the most astonishing

efforts to outstrip each other in the career of im-
provement.

See Table of Prices at Eton, in M'Culloch's Com-
mercial DicfJonnry, Art. "Corn."
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ft is unnecessary for our purpose to enter into

any statements Avith respect to the causes of tlie

hiirh prices that prevailod during the greater part

oi' the late war; and, particularly, during the half

dozen years ending with 1814. They no doubt

g:\ve a povvertui stimulus to agriculture; its pre-

vious progress being not merely maintained, but

eonsiderably accelerated.

The heavy i'aU of prices that took place conse-

quently to the opening of a renewed intercourse

with tiie continent in the autumn of 1814, was as

Budden and severe as it was unlooked lor by most

persons. In the first, instance, it was productive of

much distress, of the ruin of many landlords in

embarrassed circumstances, and of multitudes

of tenants paying money rents, calculated oti the

footing that the prices, that had been realized

during the proceding SIX years would be perma-

nent. This, however, was not the situation of

the great body of the agricuhurists, by whom the

fall was comparatively liUle (elt. It was, indeed,

supposed by many, that agriculture would cer-

tainly retrograde; that a great deal of inferior

land would be thrown aul oi' cultivation; and that,

unless prices rose again to something like the war
level, we should be dependent on the Continent

and America lor a large portion of our supplies.

We question whether any individual had sagacity

at the outset to foresee what has actually taken

place. There is an elasticity about the industry

of a great nation that enables it to recover from

the rudest shocks. No inconsiderable portion—we
believe we may safely say the greater part

—

of the wonderful progress made in manufactures
and commerce since 1814. is clearly ascribable to

the subsequent iail in the price of corn and other

articles of Ibod. Bnt it is quite impossible that

agriculture can be long depressed, where manu-
factures and commerce are flourishing; and, in no
very lengthened period, it began to revive. The
property-lax, which pressed heavily on the land,

was struck oil; rents were reduced; and the farm-

ers exerted themselves to meet the new order of

thmgs by fresh efforts of skill and industry, and by
proscribing useless expense. We do not pretend

to say tliat this has been the case in all districts;

but there is incontestible evidence to prove,

that, taking Great Britain generally, agriculture

has been astonishingly improved since 1814. How
else could the extraordinary increase of population

that has taken place in the interval be provided
for? We showed, in an article on the 'Report of

the Agricultural Committee of 1833' (No. 118,

Art. 1,) that there was either no increase, or none
worth mentioning, in the quantity of foreign corn
retained for home consumption during the ten

years ending with 1839, as compared with the
previous ten years; and yet the population in

creased during that interval from 14,391,000 to

16,539,000. Now, it is impossible that a result o(

this sort could have taken place without either a
very great increase of agricultural produce, or a
8trii<in<r and almost unprecedented falling off in

the demand for corn. But the latter suppositiorr
is out ol question. Instead of there being any de-
cline in the consumption, the statements previous-
ly made show, that the fact is comjiletely the re-
verse; and that the consumption of wheat and
butcher's meat is decidedly greater at this moment
than at any Ibrmer period; a result inexplicable
©n any other hypothesis, save that of a vast im-

provement having taken place between 1820 and
1830.

Still, however, the Agricultural Committee of

1833, and by lar the greater number of witnesses

exannned belbre it, labored hard to prove that ag-

riculture was in a depressed and declining state;

that the capital applied to the soil was rapidly di-

minishing; and tliat a great diminution of supply
might be confidently expected. We endeavored
to show, in the article referred to, that the com-
plaints in question were ceiiainly very much ex-
aggerated, if not altogether unfounded. The ex-

perience of the two additional years that have
since elapsed has more than verified our state-

ments. The increase of population in Great Bri-

tain (iom 1800 down to 1830, has been at the rate

of about 15 per cent each ten years; or of 1 1-2

per cent per annum, A rate of this sort is not ea-

sily changed, and there is no reason to think that

it has been sensibly alTected since 1830. Now,
1 1-2 per cent on the population of 16,539,000
(population of Great Britain at last census,) gives

an annual increase of no less than 248,000 indi-

viduals; so that it may be concluded, that there

are at pre.=*ent (JanuaVy, 1836) about 1,200,000
persons in Great Britain more than were in it

when the late census was taken; and about
500,000 niore than when the Committee of 1835
Iramed tlieir Report. And yet veiy little foreign

com WHS imported in 1832, whilst in 1833, 1834,
and 1835, the ports were all but hermetically seal-

ed to the foreigner. It is ol importance, too, to
observe, that, notwithstanding the sini-ster augu-
ries of the Committee, and notwithstanding the
greatly increased demand lor corn, evinced by the

rapid increase of population, the sup|)ly has been
increased in a still greater ratio. This is evident

from the decline of prices, which have sunk from
58s. 8d. in 1832, to less than 383. at present I

This wonderiid result, so different from was ex-
pected, is partially, no doubt, a consequence of
the unusually productive harvests of the last two
years; but it is ascribable, in a Uir greater degree,

to the influence of improvements. With the ex-
ception of some counties in the south and west of
England, which continue in a comparative!}' sta-

tionary state, improvements have been every
Avhere carried on with extraordinary spirit. Among
the principal of these may be specified improved
drainage, a better rotation of crops, the general
use of bone manure, and the opening of new
channels of communication by steam-boats and
otiierwise. Drainage lies at the bottom of almost
every amelioration; and it is prosecuted to an ex-

traordinary extent, with surprising success. The
practice of lurrow draining is now widely diffused

over the north and cast of England; and it has
been introduced, within the last half dozen years,

into this part of the country, and is carried on
upon a scale that will hardly be believed by those

not acquainted with the liicts. Landlords and
tenants are every where availing themselves of
this new discovery. Perhaps, however, Ayrshire,

is at present, in this respect at the head of every
county in the empire. It has a great deal of wet,

clayey soil, suitable for this employment; and so

well is its value understood, that many millions of
drain tiles are now annually manuliictured in the

neighborhood ol Kilmarnock and other parts of
the count}-, though this supply be still unequal to

the demand. The Duke of Portland and some
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other landlords drain for their tennnts on their pay-
intz; an extra rent of 4s. and Ss. an acre; and this is

said to bo decidedly under the additional value

given by the drainage to tiie land. The practice is

rapidly extending iu Lanarkshire, Dumtiiessliirc,

and other Scotch counties, and has already had,

and, no doulif, wiil coiitinue to liave, an astonish-

ing influence ov-er their productive capacities.

A better rotation of crops is also every where
in the course of being adopted. 'J'he Jiigh prices

of the war tempted the (arniers to sow wheat too

fi-equendy, and wiiiiout proper preparation; the

fertility ot" the soil being, in consequence, mate-
rially impaired in manj^ districts. Tliis was par-

ticularly the case in the Lothians. Bat this de-

fect in tlie management is now nearly obviaicd.

Clover and artificial grasses are kept longer dovvn;

barley is sometimes sui)slitute(i lor wheat. Tlie

fertility of ihe soil is preserved; and taking even
the best of the old improved land, it now produces,
at an average, a larger amount of tbod.

But of all the recent improvements in agricul-

ture, the introduction and genera! use of bone ma-
nure is perhaps the most important^ It first be-

gan to be employed on a large scale in Yorkshire
and Lincolnshire; and, in the latter particularly,

its influence has been all hut miraculous. Most
part of the Wolds of Lincolnshire, an extensive
tract of C9nntry, stretching li-om Spilsbury north

lo Barton on the Hund^er, consisted, when Arthur
Young wrote his survey of the county, of mere
wastes, occupied I)y rabbit warrens. Could he
row revisit the Wolds, he w^ould hardly recognize
a single ffeature of their former state. The wai*-

rens have disappeared, and in their stead we find

some of the finest farms and best managed land
in England. This signal improvement, though
it did not begin, hns been carried to its present
pilch of perle-ciion by the use of bone manure.
We are inlbrmed, iu the late elaborate report oC
the Doncaster Agricultural Association on this

manure, that before bones were generally ussed

with turnip-seed, many thousand acres ("in the
Wolds of Lincolnshire and Yorkshire) were an-
nually sown for that crop without any manure
whatever, from the impossibility of getting fold

manure for more than a third or a fourth part of
their fallows. The turnips upon such unmanured
land were consequently very indifferent; and the

benefit of such feeding upon their tops, for bot-

toms they seldom had any, was very trifling.

Since the use of bones has, however, become ge-
neral, the turnip crop, has been in many instances

tiii-fold, and in i'ew, less than jf(iur or five-fold its

former bulk. All the succeeding crops of grain
and seeds have been amazingly increased; and,
upon the four or five-shift system, there is no doubt,
the land will go on progressively improvintr, re-

!

quiring a less quantity of bones annually, from its
j

increased fertility and power.
{

This, be it observed, is the testimony of prac-

tical men, well acquainted with all the circum-
j

stances; and it is decisive as to the extraordinary
|

value and importance of bone manure nn light
]

chalky soils. A single firmer in the VVolds of,

Lincolnshire (Mr. Dawson of Withcall, near
j

Louth,) has generally about 600 acres of turnip,
]

dressed almost entirely with bone manure They i

arc excellent, and furnish a vast supply of food

for cattle, and of manure for other land, be- I

side? preparing and fitting the ground for bear-
'

ing the most luxuriant crops of wheat and bar-
Icy.*

In Scotland, the introduction of bone manure is

more recent; but here, too. it has alreudy had a
suprising infiuenco. It is every where in fact— in

the Lothians and Berwickshire, as well as in the
most backward districts—working wondors. From
the comparative liicility with which it is convey-
ed to ruirgi'd hilly tracts, it enables estules to be
improved and fi^rtilized that must otlierwi.«e have
remained in a state of nature. Besides large

(]uantiiies of bone dust imported, bone mills are
now constructed in the vicinity of every conside-
rable town in Scotland, lor the preparation of this

most valuable manure.
We have previously noticed the influence of

new roads, and other improved means of commu-
nication, on the progress of improvement, during
die first thirty-five years of the reign of George
HF. But during the last few years, there has
been, in this respect, a still more astonishing
change. The application of steam to navigation,

has giv^en to a voyage by eea the expedition, and
almost the cert.iinty, of mail-coach travelling, at

coniparatily little cost; and steam-packets far the
conveyance of bulky and heavy articles, as well
as passenn-ers, are now established all along the
coast. The markets of LondoJi and Liverpool
are thus brought, as it were, almost to the door ot

the occupier in the remotest districts. Formerl}',
it was the practice for farmers in Scotland to send
up cattle and sheep half fed to the Norlblk fiiirs,

where they were bought by graziers to fiitten for

the metropolis. But this practice is already much
fiillen off, and will, at no distant period, be known
only by report. Cattle and sheep are now fatten-

ed at home: and are sent up from the eastern
ports, either alive or slaughtered, to Loniion by
steam. The advantages of this are great. The
crops of turnips acquire a new and greati}- in-

creased value, and their culture is, in consequence,
much extended. Nor does the cost of convey-
ing the full-fed animal to its destination amount to

a fourth part of what it formerly took to convey
the half-fed animal to Norfolk. All the ports of
any consequence on the western coast of Scotland
are now almost v/eekly visited by steamers from
Liverpool; and such has been the influence of this

newly opened intercourse, that we are well as-

sured that, in the extensive tract of country,

stretching from Greenock round by the Mull of
Galloway to the Cumberland border, lo the dis-

tance of ten or fifteen miles inland, the turnip cul-

ture has been increased in a ten-fold proportion

since 1S20. This siimulus will, it is probable,

be still fiariher augmented by the formation of
rail-roads. It is clear indeed, that contiguity to

market has already become of comparatively little

importance. Atjio distant period, means will be
afforded for bringing the most remote and secluded
districts faidy into competition with those that are
most favorably situated. The productive energiea
of both v.'ill, in consequence, be more fully devel-

oped; nor is it easy to conjecture what the result

may be.

it is notwithstanding, supposed by several, that

if prices should decline still further, or even if

they continue at their present level, production

* Kpnnerly and Grainger on the Tr-nnncy of Land,

vol. i. p. 2G9.
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will be seriously chet-kod. But the previous slale-

ments show that there is really Moiliinjr to war-
rant, any sufli coiicluson. Hitherto, despite the

heavy la!l o(' prices, improvements have been pro-

secuted on the most stupendous scale; and the

litir^presutTiption is, speal\in<z;^enerally, tiiat, they

will continue to be prosecuted even tiiouuh prices

should iii'l slili lower. It is difficult to csiiraate

the influence that necessity and a desire to [:re-

serve one's place in society have in making' men
inventive and economical; or to specify the point

at which production v/iil be contracted by a low-
ering of prices. In 1823 and 1S24, when upland
or bowed GeorLna cotton brou<i'ht in Liverpool
fi'om 6 l-4d. to 10 l-2d. per ib., many of the n)ost

inleHigent persons, both in this country and in

America, were, firmly of oj)inion that the price

would not indemnily the planter, and that the pro-

ductiun of cotton would certainly decline. This
notion was, in lac.t, at the bottom of the great cot-

ton speculation in 1825. Experience has since

shown the utter groundlessness of the opinion;

or though tlie price of cotton has not risen, ex-
cept now and then, for a short time, during the in-

terval, the exports of cotton wool Irom the United
States, which, in 1824, amounted to 142,369,663
lb?,, had increased in 1834 to 334,717,907 lbs., e>'-

clusive of a greatly increased quantity used at

Of course we do not mean to say that the prices

may not fill so low as to check improvement; but
certainly there is no evitlence to show that they
have already touched that poin', or even come very
near it. It should also be recollected, that, not-

vyilhstandino; all that has l>een dime, there is still

a vast field lor agricultural improvement in Bri-

tain. ^Ve showed in a former article (No. 120,
Art. 6,) that it was the opinion of jjractical men
of the highest respectability, and intimately ac-
quainted with the state of agriculture, that the
raw produce of the island might be well nigh
doubled without any greater proportional expense
being incurred in its production. And any one
who has ever travelled through the country, or
has compared the state of the Lothians, Northum-
berland, Lincoln, Norfolk, and other Avell-iarmed
counties, with very extensive districts in the south
pnd west of England, and with Wales, will be
patisfied that the above is any thing but an exag-
gerated statement. It is singular indeed how very
backward many districts are, as compared with
others. In numerous counties, four and five
horses and two men are still employed to do that
which is better done in others by two horses and
one man; and in many parts the drill husbandry
can hardly be said to be introduced. This shows
that we are possessed of vast capacities not yet
brought into activity, and that the career of im-
provement may be continued fo. an almost indofi-

pite [jeriod.

PI.AVERY IN VIRGINIA.

Extract from Slavery in the Uaited States—by J. K.
Paulding: boins; ;i letter to the author from a
fanner of lower Viri^inia.

Dear Sir—As regards the first query, which
relates to "the rights and duties of the "slave," I

do not know liow extensive a view of this branch

of the subject is contemplated. In its simplest as-

pect, as understood and acted on in Virginia, I

should say that the slave is entitled to an aliun-

dance of good plain Ibod; to coarse but comlbrta-
bie apparel; to a warm but humble dwelling; to

protection v.hen well, and to succor when sick;

and, in return, that it i.s his duty to render to his

master all the service he can, consistently with
perfect health, and to behave submissively and
honestly. Other reuuuks suiigest themselves, but
ihey will be more ajspropriately introduced under
different heads.

2d. "The domestic relations of master and
slave." These relations are much misunderstood
by many persons to the north, who regard the
terms as synonymous with oppressor and oppress-
ed. Nothing can be farther tiom the fact. The
condition of the negroes in this state has been
irreatly ameliorated. The proprietors were for-

merly fewer iind richer than at present. Distaiit

quarters were often kept up to support the arislo-:

cratic mansion. They were rarely visited by
their owners; and heartless overseers, frequently
changed, were employed to manage them for a
share of the crop. These men scourged the land,

and sometimes the slaves. Their tenure was but
for a year, and of course they made the most of
their brief authority. Owing to the influence of
our institutions, property has become subdivided,
and most persons live on, or near their estates.

There are exceptions, to be sure, and particularly

among wealthy gentlemen in the towns: but these
last are almost all enlightened and humane, and
alike liberal to the soil, and to the slave who cul-
tivates it. I could point out some noble instances
of patriotic and spirited improvement among
them. But to return to the resident proprietors:
most of them have been raised on the estates;

fi'om the older negroes they have received in in-

fancy numberless acts of kindness; the younger
ones have not unfrequently been their plaVmates,
(not the most suitable, I admit,) and much good-
will is thus generated on both sides. In addition
to this, most men feel attached to their property;
and this attachment is stronger in the case of per-
sons than of things. I know it and feel it. It is

true, there are harsh masters; but there are ako
bad husbands and bad fathers. They are all ex-
ceptions to the rule, not the rule itself. Shall we
therefore condemn in the gross those relations,

and the rights and authority they imply, from their
occasional abuse? I could mention many in-
stances of strong attachment on the part of the
slave, but will only adduce one or two, of which I

have been the object. It became a question whether
a faithful servant, bred up with me from boyhood,
should give up his master,or his wife and children,
to whom he was afi(?ctionately attached, and most
attentive and kind. The trial was a severe one,
but he determined to break those tender tics and
remain with me. I left it entirely to his discretion,
though I would not, from considerations of inter-
est, have taken for him quadruple the price I

should probably have obtained. "

Fortunately, in
the sequel, I was enabled to purchase his ihmWy,
with the exeepiion of a danohier, happily situ-
ated; and nothinjj- but death shall hencelbiih part
them. Were it put to the test, I am convinced
that many masters would receive this striking
proof of devotion. A gentleman but a day or
two since informed me of a similar and even
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stronger cass, affortled bj' one of ihe slaves. As
the revvari.1 of assi;liioiis and delicate attention to a

venerated parent, in her last ilhiess, [ [>ropn!=?d to

purchase and liberate a heahhy and intelligent

woman, abojt tliirt}- years of ajje, the best nurse,

and, in all respects, one ot Ihe best servants in the

state, of which I was only part owner; but she

declined to leave the family, and has been since

rather better than free. I shall be excused for

Etatinfj a ludicrous case I heard of sometime afjo:

A fiivorite and indulged servant requested his

master to sell him to another gentleman. His
master refused to do so, but told him he was at

per.ect liberty to go to the north, it he were not

already free enougli. After a while lie repeated
the request; and, on being urijed to give an ex-
planation of his singular conduct, told his master
that he considered himself consumptive, and would
soon die; and he thought Mr. B was better

able to bear the loss than his master, fie was
sent to a medicinal spring, and recovered his

health, if indeed he had ever lost it, of which his

master had been unapprised. It may not be amiss
to describe my deportment towards mv servants,

whom I endeavor to render happy while I make
them profitable. I never turn a deaf ear, but
listen patently to their communications. I chat
familiarly with those who have passed service, or

have not begun to render it. With the others I

observe a more prudent reserve, but I encourage
all to approach me without awe. I hardly ever go
to town witliout having commissions to execute
for some of them; and think they prefer to employ
me, from a belief that, if their money should not

quite holdout, I would add a little to it; which I not
unfrequently do, in order to get a belter article.

The relation between myself and my slaves is de-
cidedly friendly. I keep up pretty exact disci-

pline, mingled with kindness; and hardly ever lose

property by thievish, or labor by runaway slaves.

I never lock the outer doors of my house. It is

done, but done by the servants; and I rarely be-
stow a thought on the matter. 1 leave home pe-

riodically for two months, and commit the dwell-
ing-house, plate, and other valuables to the ser-

vants, without even an enumeration of the arti-

cles.

3d. "The duration of the labor of the slave."

The day is usually considered long enough. Em-
ployment at night is not exacted by me, except to

shell corn once a week for their own consumption,
and on a few other extraordinary occasions. The
people, as we generally call them, are required to

leave their houses at daybreak, and to work until

dark, with the intermission of half an hour to an
hour at breakfast, and one to two hours at dinner,
according to the season and sort of work. In this

respect I suppose our negroes will bear a favora-
ble comparison with any laborers whatever.

4fh. "The liberty usually allowed the slave;

his holydays and amusements; and the way in

which they usually spend their evenings and holy-
days." They are prohibited Irom going ofi" the es-

tate without first obtaining lea\e; thouixh they
often transgress, and with impunity; except in fla-

grant cases. Those who have wives on other
plantations, visit them on certain specified nights,
and have an allowance of time for going and re-

turning, proportioned to the distance. My ne-
groes are permitted, and indeed encouraged, to

raise as many ducks and chickens as they can; to

cultivate vegetables for their own use, and a patch
ol' corn for sale: to exercise their trades when they
possess one, which many do; to catch muskrats
and other animals for the fur or the flesh; to raise
bees, and, in fine, to earn an honest penny in any
way which chance or their own ingenuity may
offer. The modes specified are however, those
most commonly rcsoi'ted to, and enable provident
servants to make from five to thirty dollars a piece.
The corn is of a diiferent sort li-om that which I

cultivate, and is all bought by me. A great many
fowls are raised: I have this year known ten dol-
lars worth sold by one man at one time. One of
the chief sources of profit is the fur of the musk-
rat; for the purpose of catching which the marshes
on the estate have been parcelled out and appro-
priated from time immemorial, and are held by a
tenure little short of fee-sim[)le. The neirroesare
indebted to Nat Turner* and Tappan lor a cur-
tailrnent of some of their privileges. As a sin-
cere friend to the blacks, I much regretted the
reckless interference of these persons, on account
of the restrictions it has become, or been fliought
necessary, to impose. Since the exploit of tim
former hero, they have been forbidden to preach
except to their fellow-slaves, the property of the
same owner; to have public funerals, unless a
white person otTiciates; or to be taught to read
and write. Their funerals formerly gave thein
ixreat satisfaction, and it was customary here to fur-

nish the relations of the deceased with bacon,
spirit, flour, sugar, and butter, with which a grand
entertainment, in their way, was got up. We
were once much amused by a hearty fellow re-

questing his mistress to let him have his funeral
(luring his lifetime, when it would do him some
good. The waggish request was granted; and,
I venture to say, there never was a fiineral, the
subject of which enjoyed it so much. When per-
mitted, some of our negroes preached with great
fluency. I vvas present a tew years since wdien an
Episcopal minister addressed the people, by ap-
pointment. On the conclusion of an excellent
sermon, a negro preacher rose and thanked the
gentleman kindly for his discourse, but frankly
told him the congregation "did not understand his
lingo.'''' He then proceeded himselfjwith great ve-
hemence and volubility, coining words where they
had not been made to his hand, or rather his
tongue, and impressing his hearers, doubtless, with
a decided opinion of his superiority over his white
co-laborer in the field of grace. My brother and
I, who own contiguous estates, have lately erected
a chapel on the line between them, and have em-
ployed an acceptable minister of the Baptist per-
suasion, to which tf.e negroes almost exclusively
belong, to afford them religious instruction. Ex-
cept as a preparatory step to emancipation, I con-
sider it exceedingly impolitic, even as regards the
slaves ttiemselves, to permit them to read and
write: "Where ignorance is bliss," "tisfolly to be
wise." And it is certainly impolitic as regards
their masters, on the principle that "knowledge is

power." My servants have not as long holydays
as those of most other persons. I allow three
da3^s at Christmas, and a day at each of throe

* The leader of the insurrection in Lower Virginia,
in whicli upwards of a hnndred white persons, princi-
pally women and chUdren, were massacred in cold
blood.
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other periods, bcsids a little time to work their

patches, or, if very busy, 1 sometime prefer to

work them myself ' Most of tiio ancient pastimes

have been lost in this neigliborhood, and reliifion,

mock or real, has succeeded them. Tl>e banjo,

their national instrument, is known but in name, or

in a tew ol" the tunes udiich have survived. Some
of the younjer net^roes sinjx and dance, but the

evenings and holydays are usually occupied in

working, in visiting, and in prayinir and singing

hymns. The prinntive customs and sports are, I

believe, better |)reserved farther south, where
Blaves were brought from Alr-ica long alter they

ceased to come here.

6th. "The provision usually made for their

food and clothing; lor those who are too young or

too old to labor." iMy men receive twelve quarts

ot Indian meal (tlie abundant and universal allow-

ance in this state,) 7 salted herrings, and 2 lbs.

emoked bacon, or 3 lbs* of pork a v/eek; the other

hands proportionally less. But, generally speaking,

their ibod is issued daily, with the exception ot'

meal, and consists of fish or bacon lor breakfast,

and meat, fresh or sailed, with vegetables, when-
ever we can provide them, for dinner; or, for a

month or two in the spring, fresh fish cooked with

a little bacon. This mode is rather more expen-
sive to me than that of weekly rations, but more
comfortable to servants. Superannuated or in-

valid slaves draw ther provisions regularly once a

week; and the moment a child ceases to he nour-

ished by its mother, it receives 8 quarts of meal
(more than it can consume,) and A lb. of lard. Be-
sides the food furnished by me, nearly all the ser-

vants are able to maUe some addition from their

private stores; and there is, among the adults,

hardly an instance of one so improvident as not to

do it. He must be an unthrifty fellow indeed who
cannot realize the wish of the lamous Henry IVth
in regard to the French peasantry, and enjoy his

fowl on Sunday. I always keep on hand, lor the

use of the negroes, sugar, molasses, &c., which,
though not regulaaly issued, are applied for on the

elighfest pretexts, and frequently no pretext at all,

and are never refused except in cases of miscon-
duct. In regard to clothing: the men and boys
receive a winter coat and trowsers of strong cloth,

3 shirts, a stout pair ol' shoes and socks, and a pair

of summer pantaloons, every year; a hat about
ever}' second year, and a great-coat and blanket

every third year. Instead of great-coats and hats,

tlie women have large capes to protect the bust in

bad weather, and hankerchiefs for the head. The
articles furnished are good and serviceable; and,
Avith their own acquisitions, make their appearance
decent and respectable. On Sunday they are even
fine. The aged and invalid are clad as regularly

as the rest, but less substantially. Mothers re-

ceive a little raw cotton, in proportion to the num-
ber of children, with the privilege of having the

}"arn. when spun, woven at my expense. I pro-

vide them with blankets. Orphans are put with
careful women, and treated vviih tenderness. I am
attached to tin; little slaves, and encourage liimi-

liiirity among them. Sometimes, when I ride near
the quru-ters, they come running after me with the
most whimsical requests, and are rendered happy
by the distribution of some little donation. The
clothing described is that which is given to the
crop hands. Home servants, a numerous class in

Virginia, are of course clad in a different and very

superior manner. I neglected to mention, in the
proper place, that there are on each of my planta-
tions a kitchen, an oven, and one or more cooks;

and that each har>d is furnished with a tin bucket
for his food, which is carried into the field by little

negroes, who also sujply the laborers with water.

7. "Their treatment when sick." My negroes
go or are carried, as soon as they arc attacked, to

a spacious and well-ventilated hospital, near the

mansion-house. They are there received by an
attentive nurse, who has an assortment of medi-
cine, additional bed-clothing, and the command of

as much liixht food as she may require, either from
the table or the store-room of the proprietor. Wine,
sago, rice, and other little comforts appertaining to

such an establishment, are always kept on hand.
The condition of the sick is much better than that,

of the poor whites, or free colored people, in the

neighborhood.
8. "Their rewards and punishments.' I occa-

sionally bestow little gratuities (or good conduct,

and particularly after harvest; and hardly ever re-

fuse a favor asked by those who faithfully perform
their duty. Vicious and idle servants are punished
with stripes, moderately inflicted; to which in the

case of theft, is added privation of meat, a severe

punishment to those who are never suffered to be
without it on any other account. From my limited

observation, I think that servaints to the north

work nmch harder than our slaves. I was educafad
at a college in one of the free states, and, on my
return to Virginia, was struck with the contrast.

I was astonished at the number of idle domestics,

and actually worried my mother, much to my con-

trition since, to reduce the establishment. I say
to my contrition, because, after eighteen years

residence in the good Old Dominion, I find myself
surrounded by a troop of servants about as nume-
rous as that against which I formerly so loudly ex-
claimed. While on this subject it may not be
amiss to state a case of manumission, which oc-

curred about three years since. My nearest

neighbor, a man of immense wealth, owned a
favorite servant, a fine fellow, with polished man-
ners and excellent disposition, who reads and
writes, and is thoroughly versed in the duties of a
buffer and housekeeper, in the performance of
which he was trusted without limit. This man
was, on the death of his master, emancipated, with
a legacy of SG,000, besides about §2,000 more
which he had been permitted to accumulate, and
had deposited with his master, who had given him
credit for it. The use that this man, apparently
so well qualiged for freedom, and who has had an
opportunity of Iravelling and of judging for him-
self, makes of his money and his Time, is some-
what remarkable. In consequence of his exem-
plary conduct, he has been permitted to reside in

the state, and tor very moderate wages occupies

the saaie situation he did in the old establishment;

and will probably continue to occupy it as long as

he lives. He has no children of his own, but has
put a little ijiil, a relation of his, to school. Ex-
cept in this instance, and in the purchase of a few
pliiin articles of furniture, his freedom and his

money seem not much to have benefited him. A
servant of mine, wlio is intimate with him, thinks

he is not as happy as he was before liis liberation.

Several other servants were fi'ccd at fhe same
time, with smaller legacies, but I do not know
what has become of them.
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I do not regard negro slavery, however miti-

gated, as a Utopian system, and have not intend-

ed so to delineate it. But it existp, and the difli-

culty of removing it is lelt and acknowledged by

ail save the liinatics, who hke "ibols, rush in where

angels dare not tread." It is pieasiing to i<now

that its Imrdens are not too heavy to be borne.

That the treatment of slaves in ihis state is hu-

mane, and even indulirent, may be inferred from

the fiict of their rapid increase,and great lonsevily.

I believe that, constituted as they are, morally and

physically, they are as hajjpy as any peasantry in

the world; and I venture to aflirm, as the result

of my reading and inquiry, that in no country are

the laborers so liberally and invariably supplied

with bread and meat as are the negro slaves of

the United States. However great the dearth of

provisions, famine never reaches them.

P. S.— It might have been stated above, that on

this estate there are about 1(30 blacks. With the

exception of infants, there has been in eighteen

months but one death that I remember, that of a

man tlilly 65 years of age. The bill for medical

attendance li'om the second day of la^t November,
comprising upwards of a year, is less than Ibrty

dollars.

upon the Useful Mosses by M, de Brebisson,
which has been announced for some lime, this
botanist states tliat a pond in the neighborhood
of Falain having been rendered dry during many
weeks in the height of summer, the mud, in dry-
ing was immediately and entirely covered, to the
extent of many square yards, by a minute, com-
pact, sxreen turf, l()rmed of an imperceptible moss,
the Phaseum axillare. the stalks ot which were so
close to each other, that upon a square inch of this

new soil, might be counted more than five thou-
sand individuals of this niiimte plant, which had
never previously been observed in the country.

THE "JOIIX FUAXCIS" LETTER.

We have learned that the letter signed "John Fran-

cis" from Prince Edward county, which was published

in No. 1, was a specimen of what is called in polite

language, hoaxing—but what some plain speaking men

might deem more correctly designated as a lie sup-

ported by forgery. The manner in which the decep-

tion was practiced, shows that the unknown author

possesses a considerable share of the particular kind of.

talent that is necessary for success in sustaining fraud,

and making falsehood appear as truth. If he is still

young enough to cultivate, and give the proper direc-

tion to this talent, we doubt not that he will yet cut a

distinguished figure at the bar—but whether before or

behind it, we venture not to predict.

From tlie Arcana of Science and Art, for 1836.

SPONTAIVEOUS PLANTS.

Few tilings are more extraordinary than the un-

usual appearance and developement of certain

plants in certain circumstances. Thus after the

great fire of London in 1666, the entire surface ol

the destroyed city was covered with such a vast

profusion of a species of a crucileroL;s plant, the

Sisymbrium irio of Litma?us, that it was calcu-

lated that the whole of the rest of Europe could

not contain so many plants of it. It is also known
that if a spring of salt water makes its appearance
in a spot, even a great distance from the sea, the

neighborhood is soon covered with plants peculiar

to a maritime locality, which plants, previous to

this occurrence, were entire strangers to the coun-
try. Again, when a lake happens to dry up, the

surface, is immediately usurped by a vegetation

which is entirely peculiar, and quite different from
that which flourished on its former banks. When
certain marshes of Zealand were drained, the Ca-
rex cyperuides was observed in abundance, and
it is known this is not at all a Danish plant,

but peculiar to the north of Germany. In a work

TO MAKE STAKCH.

To tlie Editor of tlie Farrnp.rs' Register.

Through the medium of your valuable paper,
I wish to communicate to the household econo-
tnist, an article of knowledge recently obtained,
relative to siarch-makiag.
The common tedious process of soaking and

rotting the wheat, is subject to many inconve-
niences, such as the temperature of the weather,
the labor of heathig and rubbing the grain, and
not hast, the very offensive and unwholesome
odor arising irom the fermentation; which last, is

entirely obviated by the method I would propose
for adoption.

Have the wheat first ground in a common corn
mill, then sift the bran from the flour, and put them
both into separate tubs of water. After the expi-
ration of twenty-four hours, change the wattr to

the bran, and rub it very well, tor the superfine
starch is obtained chiefly Irom the particles at-

tached to the bran; then strain the water ofi' through
a fine hair sieve into the vessel which contains the
flour. This also should be strained through fine

muslin, but a small blanket washed nicely is most
to be depended on. The water should be chang-
ed twice a day, and the vessel set in the sun.
This should be continued until there is no yellow
appearance in the water; then the starch is per-
fectly bleached; and when it is well settled, drain
off the top, which is of inftjrior quality, and tie it

in a bair to dry. The pure and superfine starch

will adhere closely to the bottom of the tub: break
it up and put it in dishes to dry. The chief econo-
my of this plan is, that any spoilt flour, unfit for

bread, can be converted into the useful article of
starch.

It must by no means be permitted to ferment,

for this would prevent the separation of the two
qualities, and can easi.'y be prevented by changing
the water as above directed. This process will

yield a greater proportion of starch, and of better

quality, than can be obtained from the soaked
wheat. " ."

ox THE BIANAGEMENT OF THE TOBACCO
CROP.

[Continued from page 3, vol. IV.]

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

30<A May, 1836.

Afler an absence of a month from home, I find

in your May No. a request, that, in addition to my
former remarks on the preparation and management
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of tobacco plant beds, I will "furnish all the de-

tails of the usual, most laborious, and costly ope-

ration of burninjx patches lor tobacco plants."

Aller rakin<j!; oli'the leaves, the whole length of

one side of ihe patch, skids of about 4 inches dia-

meter are laid, and 3 or 4 leet apart. Wood is then

laid across ai)()ut4 or 5 feet broad, and raised near-

ly, or quite, tiiree feet high, inlennixcd with dry

wood, and battered to a narrow space at the top,

and the leaves thrown on to start the fire, which is

kindful at short intervals Ironi one end to the other.

When it is burnt down sufficiently low, long green

poles (say about 10 feet) with a strong hook at the

end, are applietl by two men to each log, and it is

hauled back another breadth of the fire, or nearly

so, hauling back the leaves, and renewing the skids

as occasion requires, and piling the wood on, as at

first, but dispensing with the dry wood, if you
choose, since any wood will burn after the heat be-

comes strong. Thi.i operation goes on till the

Avhole patch is burnt over. When this strong

heat is created, it is unwise, if it can be prevented,

to let the fire go out till the work is finished; con-

sequently, it is beuun many hours beibre day, and
perhaps, kept up till after night comes on again.

This is done at the proper season for sowing Ihe

seed, say January, February, or March, if the

ground is nor, dry enough before. It is then dug
with hoes, taking care to draw them out without

turning in the surface of the earth. Work it over

and over till it is quite fine. Rake it nicely with

hand rakes, and take ofi' the roots which are

gathered. Mark it with a stick about four feet be-

tween the marks. Something less than a level ta-

ble spoonful of good clean seed is suliicient for a

hundred square yards. Measure half the seed,

and mix them well in a liberal quantity of ashes,

(say about a quart to the spoonfiji.) Walk be-

tween the marks, sifting the seed through the fin-

ders,, from mark to mark, going over the whole
patch. Then go over it again upon the marks,

reaching half way to the neighboring mark on
each side. In these two operations, but half the

number of seed should be sown. Then mark
across, mi.K the other half the seed, and go over in

like manner. This particularity is not observed by
all. The practice, lor the most part, is to go over

once each way. I3ut when it is recollected that

every plant which does not attain a proper size is

lost, and, consequently, every part that is sown too

thick is thrown away, it will readily occur to the

tobacco maker that this little additional pains is

well bestowed. It is then trodden close, each
hand going sideways, and one governed by the

track of another, till the whole is gone over

—

then cover nicely with naked brush. This process

of hauling Ihe fire is very distressing, particularly

when the wind shifts, which sometimes makes it ne-

cessary to move the fire to another side of the

patch. For this reason, as well as because the

heat all operates togelhcr, I now generally pack it

as mentioned in my former number, and burn for

immediate sowing. But in this case, it is abso-
lutely necessary to procure a great deal ol seasoned
wood and brush, to mix with the green, otherwise

it will not burn out clear, and of course the land
will not be well bm-nt. It requires more too than
upon the plan mentioned in my former number:
because, in that case the fire must be put to it

when it is quite dry, and of course before the winter
begins.

This description is given, Mr. Editor, for those
who are novices in the business. And I will here
take occasion to repeat to my brother planters, that

what 1 have said, and may say, is not intended
for those who know as much or more about it than
I do. It was my intention to give some hinis about
the manner of manuring, hilling, &c., but they will

be too late for the present cron. Nevertheless, I

will briefly remark, that care should be taken to

manure verv regidarly, so that the crop may be
uniform. For the same reason, and others, it is

important always to make the hills when the
ground is in a moist condition, but not wet, (lor no
operation should be perlormed when the soil is at

ail too wet— it is nuich worse than hard croppiniT))

and a hill should neverbe cut ofi' till there is a plant

ready to put into it immediately. Because, if it is

cut off beibre the rain fills, upon which it is planted,

a crust is formed, the rays of light and heat are re-

flected, and the leaves of the plant parched;

whereas, the friable surface of the hill freshly cut

off, imbibes more freely the atmospheric influence,

which communicates more readily^ wiih the mois-

ture below, so that you will often find it quite moist

in the morninsr, when that which has a crust on it

is dry. If rain falls on it after it is planted, be it so;

it is better than beibre. When the hills are put

up with a "season" in them, we cut them ofi and
plant without rain, as fist as the plants are large

enough, faking care to draw them in the morning
when the dew is on, and keeping them covered

with wet bushes, till they are dropped and planted,

without allowing \hem to foil (or wither.) The
operation of the sun upon the lo[) of the leaf afier

it is planted, is less injurious than may be imagined
by those inexperienced. I last year planted an en-

tire crop onaiarge plantation, without a "season,"

and it stood unusiudly well. Here, let it be re-

marked, that a plant should not be drawn, if it can
be avoided, till it is large enough, and has A good
root.

It may sometimes happen, that the hills dry

through, so as to make it necessary to cut them off

in order to have them made wet by a rain. But
this is an evil that ought to be avoided if it can.

This happens when the plants are late. For thia

cause, 1 have been compelled to put up the hills

later than I would wish. And when there is

much to be done, I have found it necessary to pre-

pare the land well, lay it in beds with the plough,

check it at the proper distance, and leave it in this

rough state till it rains, so that the hands will

round up 4000 each, per day, before it gets dry,

and thereby preserve the season in the hill. In-

deed I have, in this way, when the plants had at-

tained a proper size, levelled the surface, clapped

it with the hoe, as usual, and planted without hill-

ing. Let it be observed, that the first plant that

is put in, stands abetter chance to live, than any
that is afterwards put in by replanting. And it is

all-important to have an even crop, because in all

the after operaiions of topping, siickering and cut-

ting, more business is done at each operation, and
of course a larger crop can be managed with the

same nimiber of hands.
Referring to the business of burning patches, I

have no doubt, as fuel becomes more scarce, other

rneans will be adopted that wdl effect a still greater

saving, particularly by resorting to standi ngjiatchee,

which, as they become older, require less burning.

But it will be found that these must be surrounded
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by woods, if possible. For the insect, tribe which
is multipiyinnj upon us at such a prodigious raie,

commit niucli greater ravages in places exposed
to the winds, and the grass and weeds in winch
tliey take shelter, than in the woods. Tliis grow-
ing evil is one cause that drives us to the culture

of" tobacco for our profits, which would otherwise
be derived in much greater measure li'om vviieat.

This crop is now the most uncertain of any we
make, which was once our principal staple in the
country I inhabit.

I should have mentioned above, that every plant
should be primed and topped as soon as it is large
enough. It is a practice with some planters not to

prime at all; but I do not approve of it. This ope-
ration requires more judgment than is generally
believed; because, it depends upon the sirenirth

of the land and the growth of the plant, how hiirh

it should be primed, and how many leaves it should
be topped to, so as to make the most of it. The
best general rule I can advise is, to prime up to

the largest and most promising leaf, and top to

eight leaves. This will generally be found about
six to eight inches above the top of the hill, ac-
cording to the strength of the land; in poor land,

not so much. Where the land is rich, it will bear
as many as ten leaves—very rarely more. The
top leaf, when it comes to maturiij', ought to be
as rich as any on the plant: if it is not, it is a proof
that it has not been well managed, or that the sea-

son has not suited it. Deep cultivation is essen-
tial during its growth; but when it is near to ma-
turity, it is sometimes necessary to give it super-

ficial working, as well because it is too large to

plough, as because it is wrong to cut the roots

when it is about to make itself, and come *o the

knife. But I sometimes plough when some of the
leaves are broken off by the horse, under the be-

lief that more is gained than lost. In this case a
stretcher should be used to draw by, instead ot the

bar.

I may perhaps, in due time, trouble you wilh
some observations upon the process of curing,

which may throw some light upon this very im-
portant branch of its management, although I

must assure you, it is my unfeigned belietj that

many modern planters understand it better than
1 do.

PeriT.'t me now to return my thanks to the edi-

tor lor the handsome compliment bestowed upon
me in his last number. I must, however, express

my very sincere regret, that the subject upon
which 1 have treated is so little calculated to ad-
vance the permanent interest of our exhausted
country. It would be far more gratifying to me
if I could give encouragement to the business of

(arming. Let it not be understood by my brother

planters that I am altogether inattentive to the im-
provement of my estate. I did, I must confess,

exhaust the tract of land I becnn with; but I anj

now comforted with the belief, that each yearfinds

it a little more fertile than it was at the beginning
of the last. The profit of the tobacco crop enables

me to purchase clover seed and plaster, -which I

make considerable use of And a good portion of

the fall and winter is employed in collecting leaves,

corn stalks, &c., fi-om which I raise as large a mass
of manure as possible, till the time arrives for mak-
ing the necessary preparation for the summer's
work. Yet it must be confessed that the tobacco
crop costs too much labor to leave as much time as

Vol. IV--23

ought to be employed in improvement. The
amount of tobacco land which is rich enough with-
out dung, and other circumstances which the ju-
dicious cultivator must decide upon, must deter-

mine the question how far he is justified in con-
sulting immediate, rather than ultimate profit.

A PLANTER.

COLD VVKATHER—FLORIDA SOIL AND "lTME-
STONe" SEA CUE AND OTHER MANURE,
&C.

To the Editor of tlic Farmers' Register.

Old Point Comfort, \
June, 2d, 1836. 5

I am sitting by a cheerful Lehigh coal fire, and
do not know how I can better employ my time,

than by throwing together, for your journal, a
few promiscuous facts and refieclions connected
with agriculture.

The fact already announced of the comfort of"

a good fire in June, is, in itself, worthy of record,

and forces us to the conclusion, that our climate is

undergoing a decided and progressive change.
What effect this is to have upon our general agri-

culture, lime alone will develope. Last winter,

nearly every orange tree in Florida was destroyed.
1 saw trees, known to be 40 years old, killed to the
ground, and could but admire the philosophic con-
fidence of an old gentleman on the St. John's,
nearly 80 years of age, whose grove I visited, and
who, when I wished to sympathize with him on
his loss, coolly observed, "it can't be helped—if I

have good luck, in ten or twelve years, it will be
as productive as ever."

I was apprehensive I had noticed a flict in Flo-
rida, which might tend, insome degree, to weaken
the established theory of the operation of calcare-

ous manures, on soils producing acid plantsj in

which class the pine has been included.

An attempt had been made, 3 or 4 years ago, to

sink a well in the pine woods near Fort King. At
the depth of 6 or 8 feet, a stratum of very rich

carbonate of lime was found : it was thrown out,

and formed an embankment around the mouth of
the well, from 1 to 3 feet thick. On this embank-
ment, I discovered a luxuriant growth of young
pines, some just emerging from the lime. The
natural conclusion was, that the pines received
their nutriment f"rorn the lime ; but I was not dis-

posed to concede the point without fiirther inves-

tigation. I returned to tlie spot the next day, and
after a careful examination, discovered that the
roots, in every instance, were deeply imbedded in

the sand below, and not a solitary fibre was found
penetralingthe lime.

On another occasion I visited a spot, also in the
nine woods, where the lime for the use of the Fort
had been burned for two or three successive years.

Tiie refuse of" the kilns was scattered over a space
of about thirty yards square. The young pines

were springing plentifully all around the area; but
v.'iihin it, there was not one to be seen. The only
growth on it was the worm seed, (^Ariemesia San-
loniciirn,^ and this, though most luxuriant, was
found no where else in the neighborhood. May
not this fiict be of" importance in directing the ap-
plication of lime as a manure '? for it may turn out,

on investigation, that this plant will not thrive on
a soil devoid of calcareous matter.
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The country about Fort King is called a lime-

etone country. The pine lands, which constitute

four-fitlhsof this region, to all appearances, are

very little more than barren sands, producing scarce-

ly any undergrowtii but rank grass, and interspers-

ed, in every direction, with what has been called

rotten limestone, containing the impression of va-

rious marine shells. Pursuing still the inquiry

how such immense forests of pine should grow in

a soil evidently calcareous, I concluded to analyze

ft, and to my surprise, (bund it did not contain one
particle of carbonate of lime. This appeared the

more extraordinary, as the rotten limestone was
all around me in large masses, as well as disintegrat-

ed. I then undertook to ascertain what proportion

of the carbonate was contained in this rotten lime-

stone; and to my still greatersurprise, could not de-

tect the existence ofthe minutest quantity. I made
the analysis wilh the best nmriatic and sulphuric

acids; besides, submitting many specimens to an in-

tense heat. Thefactis, it was nothing more norless

than an agglutinationofsilicious and aluminous mat-
ter, forming a specit?s of sand stone, and serving

as a matrix in Avhich the shells had been deposit-

ed. So perfect were their impressions, that no
one, for a moment, could hav'e doubted their actual

presence; but all traces of lime had entirel}' disap-

peared. Whether it had combined with humic
acid, or formed some other compound. I cannot
undertake to decide.

There is one singular fact, however, in connec-
tion with these Florida lands; to all appeanmces,
they are as barren as the lands from the seashore;

yet, (or one or two successive years, they yield to-

lerable crops of corn or cotton.

We have been made fully acquainted, through
the Register, wilh the value of sea ore as a ma-
nure. I can bear testimony to all that has been
said in its favor. I haveemployed it to advantage
on corn, but with much more success on wheat
and oats. My attention was first directed to it

three years ago, by finding on the beach bordering
my firm, at high-water mark, a luxuriant bunch
of wheat, in full head, growing out of a mass of
sea ore: there was no soil within ten yards of it.

In the spring of 1834, I covered a small part in-

tended for oats and ploughed it in: the oats were
harrowed in. They turned out decidedly better

than the remainder of the field. There was one
particular sjjot, where the growth was so rank as
to be a matter ofobservation to every one passing.

On examining this spot, I found them growing out
of a pile oJ" the sea ore which had apparently
been thrown up in the operation of harrow-
ing.

About the same time I top-dressed a small strip

of wheat wilh sea ore. The good eflects were
very soon dtscemabie, and the place could be point-

ed out, any time before harvest, as far as the
wheat could be fairly seen.

I lliink the best ^vay ot applying the sea ore, is

fresh troni the beach. lis iertirizing property
r^ems to depend chiefly on the saline and trelatin-

ous matter wilh which it is incorporated, and
these are materially changed by its decomposition
in the farm yard.
The objeciion to its use in this neifjhborhood is,

that it makes the wire grass grow. This I conceive
to be its highest culogium

; (or what will make
grass grow, will assuredly make wheat and corn
grow.

A great deal has been written, but not enough
yet, on the subject of making manure. No part of

our country abounds with greater facilities (or this

purpose, than ihe tide water region of our Slate.

We have only to say to our cartman, "bring a load

of manure," and it is brought; yet how (ew will

ever give this simple order. The excuse is, the

hands cannot be spared from the fields, or they are

mauling rails, or catching oysters. Now the re-

medy is a simple one: make your fields smaller,

and you will have more leisure for your hands in

summer, and fewer rails to maul in winter; or, if*

you are determined to be an oysterman, then give

up farming altogether.

But, says one, "my fields are already so small, I

can hardly make corn enough to live on." Now
this brings us to the gist of the matter. Make
manure, and my life upon it, you will make more
corn from one acre, than j'ou did from two before.

It can be demonstrated, as plainly as that two and
two make four, that the amount of labor bestowed
on a twenty acre field to produce sixty barrels of
corn, if applied to making manure and manuring
ten acres, will, on these ten acres, produce more
the first year than the twenty acres did. Now,
carry out this principle, and by the time you have
manured your remaining shitis, in the same pro-
portion, and to the standard of productiveness at-

tained by the first, you will be enabled to dispense

with one half of your original labor, and obtain

the same results you did from the whole; because,

it is just as easy to plough good land as bad, and
a judicious system of cultivation will enable you to

keep your land to the point of fertility it has now
arrived a*, to say nothing of your diminished ex-
penses in tean), harness and agricultural imple-
ments.

I hear some of my friends say, -'Good preach-
ing this, neiirhbor—but have you practiced whait

vou preach?" I have, and know it to be true.

But if you ackno^vledge the preaching good, it

ought to satisfy you, and you should practise it

whether I do or not. I have this year manured
all my corn land wiih good stable and (arm yard
manure. On eleven acres, I spread and ploughed
in 400 single cart loads; the remaining sixteen I

manured in the hill. These 27 acres received the
year before last, a dressing of burned oyster shells

at the rate of a hundred bushels to the acre, and
were seeded in wheat and clover. I intend, if

possible, always to manure every acre I plant in

corn. I have never seen any high land too good
to be benefited by it.

I am decidedly of opinion, that the best way of

covering corn when planted by hand is with the
harrow. Besides the advantage of expedition, it

gives a good Avorking to the land. But there is

still another, paramount to these: it protects the
corn (roin the crows: they do not know where to
look for it. Now in the usual way of covering
with the hoe or the ibot, the hills are distinctly

marked; and a crow will march with as much pre-
cision from one to another, as a well-drilled soldier.

My expfcrience this year has fully satisfied me of
this fiict. A part of my com was planted in drills

and harrowed; the remainder in squares and co-
vered with a hoe: the first required scarcely any
replanting, and I was (breed to replant fully one
half of the latter. I found a narrow board tied

diagonally across the harrow to two of the teeth, a
great improvement: it performed the oflicc of a
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scraper, and greatly facilitated the operation of
covering.

I have used for eight years past an ox-cart,

which, fonts simplicity, convenience and economy,
I can safely and confidently recommend. The
body or irame consists of two well seasoned oak
rails, about three inches thick and six wide, cou-

pled together by four cross bars, as in the ordinary

cart, and mortised through the flatside of the rails:

the sides, v?hich consist of boards of the desired

width, are supported by three moveable stancheons
on each side of the cart, confined each by two sta-

ples, the lower one driven into and near the bottom
edge o( the rail, and the other, in form of a clamp
Jet into the fop edge and securely nailed or screw-
ed down. These stancheons are so formed, us to

give a considerable spread above to the sides of'

the cart. The sides are kept from slipping back-
wards "and forwards, by batons corresponding to

the position of the stancheons, and the front and
tail-boards slide between batons, nailed on the

inner face of the sicles, and thus prevent the sides

from falling in ""

formed of boards batoned together, the batons

corresponding with the cross bars of the body, to

prevent slipping back or forth. The description,

1 think, is sufficiently explicit to a general under-
standing of the plan. Should any of your corres-

pondents wish a more detailed account, I will fur-

nish it with pleasure. I have had one of these

carts in constant use for four years, without any re-

pairs, and to all appearance it is as good as ever.

The advantages of this cart, besides its cheap-
ness, is, that you may dispense with that part of

it which is not immediately required: for instance,

m hauliuir wood or rails, you take off the sides and
bottom, leaving only the stancheons: this is a con-
siderable advantage, for all are aware of the se-

rious injury done to the sides and bottom of a cart

by pitching wood into it: and I am sure my oxen
have thanked me a thousand times for relieving

ihem of this unnecessary weight; and m hauUng
straw or hay, you unship the stancheons and in

their stead use poles. u. archer.

men have written, it would be fourtd tliat they had beea
disseminating and establishing much more error than
truth. No traveller yet has paid any attention to, even
if one has possessed any knowledge of, the chemical
composition of soils, and their consequent fitness or

unfitness for particular productions, and particulai-

modes of treatment: and for such a one, there are

mines of usefuJ discovery and of knowledge yet to

open, in scientific and practical agricultural researcli.

RECENT AND CURIOUS FACTS AND QUES-
TIONS, RESPECTING PLASTKR BEDS IN NEW
YORK.

To the Editor of the Famicrs' Register.

Geneseo, IV. V., June 3, 1836.

I refer you to a copy of a communication I have

The bottom is moveable, and i'"'' ""'.l'^^!"
professor Silliman. Can you clear

away the tog which you will perceive surrounds
us? Is it possible that the simple operation of
pulverizing will add ten-fold to the efficacy of your
ehell-marl?

We owe thanks to the writer for this letter of scraps,

each one of which is interesting or useful. As to the

supposed change of our climate, we have no faith in it,

as either general or progressive. The observations

and novel facts as to the non-calcareous nature of what

has been universally termed limestone of Florida, are

to us particularly interesting. We have heretofore

been much puzzled by the accounts of pine forests

growing on soil evidently and highly calcareous—

a

state of things which our doctrines as to calcareous

manures and soils, would pronounce to be impossible.

But not knowing the facts, we could not undertake to

deny what was so confidentl}'^ and generally asserted

—

and could only, in silence, await their further develope-

ment. Our correspondent, if judging merely by the

eye, and by generally existing opinions, might well

have added his testimony to that of all previous travel-

lers; but by resorting to an easy chemical test, he was

enabled to pronounce safely that neither the "limestone

soil" or the "limestone rock," was in the slightest de-

gree calcareous. If we could have similar observa-

tions and actual tests applied to the agricultural parts

An 'additional fact in relation to the fertilizing

quality of lime seems to be rendered very probable,
if not certain, by some experiments which have
been recently made in this town. A Mr. Moore,
in digging a well, hit upon a formation of soft or
fritdjie limestone combined with fossil shells of
great diversity of formation. Specimens were
sent in different directions, and there was but one
opinion, among those who tested them, that it was
a limestone formation. A bed of gypsum is verv
valuable. Mr. Moore and his neighbors appeared
determined to believe that they had discovered a
valuable gypsum formation on their farms. They
sent waggon loads to plaster mills, and grist mUls,
and caused, what they pronounced gypsum, to be
spread on a great number of fields, during last fall

and this spring. The result has been, in every in-

stance, that the clover, wheat and sprmg crops
have been essentially benefited by the application;

and Mr. Moore and his neighbors still believe the
substance which they are selling as gypsum, sur-

passes in efficacy either the Wheatland or the Ca-
yuga plaster. That this formation is equally effi-

cacious with the plaster which is generally used in

this section of the State, there seems no reason to

doubt; and that it Ls a limestone formation, is be-
yond the possibility of a doubt.

Is it possible that the mechanical operation of

grindingor pulverizing crude or unburnt limestone,

renders it equally fertilizing with gypsum? It ap-
pears difficult to avoid this inference. Mr. JVIoore

has erected a windmill—is digging and vending
what he calls plaster in great quantities ; and the
fiirmers, from hundreds of experiments, entertain

the most entire confidence in its efficacy.

With a view of obtaining some additional facts

on this subject, which, in its present stage, is a lit-

tle perplexing, a person called on Mr. Moore with
a vial of muriatic acid in his pocket. Mr. Moore
howed him specimens of Chillenango, Cayuga,

of all the books of travels that either learned or literary
|
Phelpstownand Wheatland plaster—each ofthese
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specimens effervesced on the application of the
acid. This Ihct geems to add to the perplexity of
the suhject, and would appear to indicate tiint we
are using (and certainly derivingg-reat benefit fi-oni

the use) a certain description oi' liineptone, hut

which is not gypeum. It' this is a fiict, it goes to

confirm the idea, that limestone, in a pulverized
state, is equally fertilizing as gypsum.
The subject is important to the farming interest,

and certainly merits further investigation. It

would not be ditficult to erect machinery which
would crush the hardest limestone and prepare it

for grinding in a common plaster mill.

The facts presented above, and the qiiei5tions grow-

ing out of them, are curious and interesting, and well

worthy of the investigation which it is hoped will be

bestowed on them. But altliough it seems sufBcisntly

proved (supposing the specimens to have been fairly

selected) that the plaster of N. York (or what is called

plaster) generally has a natural admixture of carbo-

nate of lime, it cannot be possible that it is wholly of

the carbonate—or that it is 7iot gypsum, but a lime-

stone formation. It is sufficiently lemarkable if the

admixture of carbonate of lime, if in considerable pro-

portion, should to this time have escaped the observa-

tion, not only of the plaster dealers, and of the intel-

ligent agriculturists, but also of the chemists and geo-

logists who have examined this extensive and valuable

formation. The doubts suggested on this head, will,

doubtless, serve to bring forward early and satisfactory

explanations. The description given of the substance

sold by Mr. Moore for plaster, in addition to the test

of the acid applied producing effervescence, leaves no

doubt of its being principally composed of carbonate

of lime: but with all our confidence in this form of

lime, as a manure—and deeming it, when applied in

sufficient quantity, far better as an improver, than gyp-
sum—still we cannot believe that it can produce, in

such very small quantities as gypsum is given, effects

that could be mistaken for those of gypsum—or indeed

any effects that would be certainly perceptible. Pul-

verization would greatly aid the immediate action of

shells, or limestone, by enabling every atom to operate

at once: but even with all this aid, the effect of sow-

ing a bushel of pulverized limestone, or shell marl,

could not be mistaken for that of gypsum. Our infer-

ence is, that, Mr. Moore's limestone (or marl) contains

a large proportion of gypsum, or of some other fertil-

izing substance than merely the carbonate of lime.

If we have not misunderstood the words of the pri-

vate letter which accompanied the foregoing article,

the writer had sent the same to the Journal of Science,

and in that case, the subject will, doubtless, be pro-

perly attended to by Professor Silliman. Though not

authorized to use the name of the writer of this com-
munication, we can say that none would be better au-

thority.

MACLURA FOR SILK WORMS.
J'o tlie Eilitor of Uie Farmers' Register.

In one of your late numbers I noticed an arti-

cle translated li-om a French worlc, giving an ac-
count of the discovery that the Madura, or Osage
Orange, is a valuable lood for silk worms. I have
not the No, of the Register to refer to, but the ar-

ticle, I think, attached great importance to the dis-

covery, and awarded very considerable credit to

the dicoverer, claiminfr both liar the credit of
France. Now the fact is, this discovery is purely

Jimcrican, and was made as long ago as 1829.

The suggepiion, that the Madura would be pro-

per lood for silk worms, was made by Wm.
Prince, ^sq., of the LinuEsan Botanic Garden,
Flushing, N. Y., who requested General T. M.
Forman of Cecil county, Maryland, to make the

experiment. Gen. Forman's letter to ]Mr. Prince,

giving the result of the experiment, was jjublished

in the American Farmer, vol. XI. p. 179, August
21, 1829, and I extract fi-oni that letter the Ibllow-

ing.

''July loth, 1829.

"From the worms in their earliest stage, after

'• being hatched, I selected a parcel, and imme-
" diately commenced feeding them with the Mac-
•' lura, while all the others were fed with our na-
" tive mulberry with which our country abounds.
" Perhaps the Madura worms were rather better

" attended to; if so, it was accidental, and not in-

" tentional. I can, however, assure you, that they
" grew faster, and completed their cocoons from
" ten to fitteen days before the mulberry worms.
«# » » » Be assured of this, that if the qual-
" ity [of the silk] is equal [to that from the mul-
" berry] the Madura is the plant to cultivate; it

" cannot be injured by clipping; the size of the
" leaf is a strong recommendation; it is infinitely

" the handsomest, and willmakelhe most impen-
" etrable hedge, or ornamental standard tree."

General Forman sent the cocoons to Mr.
Prince that the quality of the silk might be ascer-

tained, and Mr. Prince sent them to me. I care-

fully examined them, and found them equal, in all

respects, to those made from the mulberry, the

silk being equally strong and lustrous. So far,

the Madura seemed fully equal to the mulberry,

and in some respects, far superior; hut one objec-

tion could be found to its use, and that was insur-

mountable. The Madura is armed with very

strong and exceediuiily sharp thorns, which render

the gathering of the leaves very difficuh, and even
dangerous.
So much for this great French discovery. It is,

however, hke many other discoveries made in

France and other parts of Europe. They seem
extremely loath in the old countries to give the

young giant genius of the new that which be-

longs to it. It is a singular fact, that already the

United States have made more improvements in

the silk culture and manuli:icture, than have been
made in all Europe lor a century, and yet we can-
not be said to have become a silk producing jieople.

I mean that we, although in the infancy of the

business, have out-stripped all Europe in the im-
provement of it. I will not pretend to describe

all our improvements—are they not the burden of
all the newspapers in the country? But I will

call your attention to one other improvement made
in the United States, and also filched from us by
France. In 1829, a memoir was read before a
learned society in Paris, detailing the discovery

that chlorine was an elft^ctual preventive and cu-

rative of the tripes in silk worms (a disease ana-
logous to the plague in the human species.) The
memoir set ioith various experiments, and ex-
tolled the discovery- as of immense importance, as,

it uiliict is, and congrutnhiting the silk interest in
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France, on their ability, thereafter, cfTectually to

avoid the loss which they had been theretofre an-
luially subjecled b}^ tiiat disease. The lact was,
that the discovery was made by the writer of this

article, and published in the American Farmer
long before its pretended discovery in France. I

had saved my silkworms, and those of several
other establisiiments by the aid of the chloride of
lime. I pidilished an account of it in the Farmer,
(vol. XI., pp. 124, 383,) and the American Far-
mer was then rerrularly received in Paris. The
most singular part of .this story remains to be lold.

When thediscovery of the Madura (or silkworms,
and of the chloride for the tripes, were published
here, they were scarcely noticed by the newspaper
press; but no sooner did these same discoveries
come to us from France, than the whole newspa-
perpre.ss in the country seized upon them, and sent
them to all the ends of the earth.

Excuse me lor thus troubling you. 1 have no
other excuse than a desire to see my country pos-

sess that which belongs to her. I cannot patient-

ly see her thus filched of her good thin<Ts.

Yours, &c.,

GIDEO^^ B. SMITH.

For the Farmers' Register.

CLOVIJR AFTER CORi*.'.

In the early part of July, 183-5, when giving my
corn its last ploughinir, t sowed clover seed on

about half an acre, inunediately after the plough-

ing. I did not see the land until September, and
then ob erved that the seed had been sown very

irregularly, or had not stood well, if they had been
distributed with regularity. Some parts were
well covered with plants—but generally they were
too thin, and many small spots were bare. I then

supposed, and still believe, that the fault was in

not sowing regularly. The land was too light for

clover—was originally very poor—but had been
well marled, manured slightly, and I believe, was
afterwards plastered. The place Avas again ob-

se^^'ed on June 14, 18.36. The clover was of the

sapling, or late kind, and was just getting into

bloom, and of course had not reached its full

growth. Still it was so luxuriant in the best spots

as to have been partly lodged by the rains—and
though most of the growth in other spots, was infe-

rior, the whole was full as good as I could have
expected on the like land, it sown in clover on

wheat (as usual) in the early part of 1835, half a

year in advance of this sowing.
I was much pleased with this result—supposing

it to prove the certainty of getting a good and full

crop of clover, the next year afler corn; and I de-

termined to sow 20 acres or more of my present

corn crop. But my ardor was somewhat mode-
rated by hearing fi-om a very trustworthy and re-

spectable overseer of" one of my neighbors, that he
also last summer had tried the same experiment,

and that though the seed came up well, they near-

ly all died in August. His sowing was in June

—

and the seed raked in on halfthe ground for a better

trial—and for both these reasons, I should have
supposed, his clover had a better chance to live

than mine. But without knowing the cause ofthe
difference of result, I state the facts as I have ei-

ther seen, or heard them.
It; (as I would have inferred from my own ex-

periment alone,) a good crop of clover could be

counted on from this mode, as surely as after wheat,
the adoption of the practice would promise consi-
derable advantages to both the three and the four-
shift rotations— serving to free both from the
strongest olijeclions to which they are now liable.

I will now merely allude to some of these, hastily

and concisely, and request that they may be con-
sidered by any of my brother farmers who will

repeat my experiment of sowing clovei on corrj

this summer—as I shall do, and report the success,
or the lailure, next year.

If the usual three-shift rotation of 1. corn, 2.

wheat, 3. clover, could, by adopting this practice,

be changed to 1. corn, 2. clover, 3. wheat on clo-

ver lay, (or fallow, as it is commonly and impro-
perly termed,) it seems to me that the following
benefits would be found.

1. The usual and remarkable superiority of
product of the wheat crop upon a good coat of
clover, ivell turned in, over that of wheat after

corn on the same land, would be gained. This is

often equal to 100 per cent.

2. The corn, by following wheat, would proba-
bly be less in average product, than if after clover
—but probably the diminution would be' much les3

than the gain in the wheat: and this diminution be
compensated by the advantages of ploughing
clean stubble land, instead of land foul with clover

and weeds. The previous growth of wheat, (es-

pecially if thick,) would not only clear the land
of obstacles to good and easy tillage, but also of
the cut-worm and other insects which the clover
nourishes, and which are destructive to corn cul-

ture in proportion to the prevalence and the suc-

cess of the improvement by previous clover ma-
nuring. One of the greatest recommendations of

a crop as the precursor of another in a rotation, is

that it deslrojs the insects that would prey on the
succeeding crop. I think that this good efl^ect for

corn is ])roduced by its bemg preceded by wheat—

•

and also to wheat, by its being preceded by a hea-
vy, smothering crop of clover, well and deeply
turned in: and that the corn crop does not do any
such service to a succeeding crop of wheat—and
that clover actually breeds devourers for a suc-
ceeding crop of corn.

In the four-shift system, still greater, though dif^

lerent benefits, would be found, by changing any
of its present forms to 1. corn, 2. clover, 3. wheat
on clover lay, and 4. clover after wheat—and
then recommencmg the rotation with corn on clo-

ver as now practiced, where two years in clover

(or clover and weeds) are allowed. But I have
already said enough in anticipation of sufficient

and satisfactory experiments of the foundation of

these plans, namely, making clover to succeed
corn, E. R.

THE SEASON AND STATE OF CROPS.

From all the accounts before us, public and private,

it is inferred that the wheat crop throughout Virginia,

will fall short of half of an average crop—and that the

whole wlieat crop of the United States will be not

much better than that of Virginia alone. We subjoin,

in extracts from private letters, many of the facts that

have reached us: but none of these, except the one

from Halifax, Va., even refer to the latest and worst

calamities, caused by the inundation of most of the
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rich and extensive river bottoms of Virginia and North

Carolina. The great source ot injury to the wheat,

and which was anticipated as far back as last October,

and expected then to be unusually destructive, was

the Hessian fly. In addition to this, and to other mi-

nor evils, the very wet season latterly has done great

damage, either by filling the soil with water, or entire-

ly overflowing its surface. In the latter part of May,
andfirsthalf of June, there were 21 days in succession,

on which more or less of rain fell—and some of these

rains came in floods: and even since the close of this

uninterrupted series, there has been an unusual quan-

tity of raui. On high land, the usual estimates of

crops expected, vary from one fourth to three fourths

of an average. In some fewer cases, they are worse

and better than these ordinary extremes, varying from

nothing worth reaping, to nearly a fair product. Of

the latter cases, very few have been heard of—and

those not very lately. From the newspapers, we learn

that in Buckingham and the nearest adjacent counties,

the wheat was tolerably fair, and near Wheeling, still

better: if so, these are the only parts of Virginia as

much favored, of which we have heard. On our own
farm, we cannot estimate the crop of wheat at more

than the fourth of what the land could produce: and

where the damage from the fly was the least, and the

general growth the best, there the damage was great-

est from scab, or empty or dead parts of heads. The
quality of the grain will be very bad.

But the rich bottom lands on our rivers have sufl^er-

ed most. These have all been covered by freshets,

and to very unusual depths. The Roanoke bottom

lands have suff"ered most. The wheat there is almost

entirely destroyed, as well as all other crops—and the

soil itself, in many parts, has been carried ofl" by the

floods, so that the damage to tlie land is even of more

amount than the entire loss of the year's crops.

Two more days (the 2oth and 26th) have passed

since the foregoing remarks were written, and on both

rain has fallen profusely and heavily; the consequent

increase of damage to the wheat will be necessarily

great. Where ready for the scythe, it must be much
beaten down and tangled by the heavy rain of last

night; and where still green, there is danger of the

rust coming to destroy much of the quantity and value

of the small product previously expected.

June 27th.

about in the same proportion. Notwithstanding
these Iiigh pricep, there is no appearance of scaj-

city in the country.

The wheat crop got a good start last fall, and
is now promising.

Rockbridge, May 24th, 1836.

We have had delightful weather in all this

month (May)—warm and moist enough for grass
and wheat, and yet I hear that in many places

the latter crop is declining rapidly irom the efTects

of the Hessian fi 3'. The cut-worm, too, is depre-
dating extensively on the 30ung corn, as is almost
always the case in grass, and especially clover

land, when not broken up in the fall or winter pre-

vious to planting.

EXTRACTS FROM PRIVATE CORRESPONDENCE.

Albemarle, May 25, 1836.

I regret to state, that the farmers are again like-

ly to experience another disappointment in the
product of the growing crop of wheat. Our pros-

pects until the latter part ofthe winter, were unu-
sually promising. The frequent and severe frosts

in the month of March, were very injurious to its

growth; it afterwards recovered very much, and at

(he commencement of the present month, the
prospect was flattering; but we were not lone per-
mitted to enjoy the pleasing anticipation of reap-
ing an abundant harvest. The ravages of the
Hessian f5y commenced, and it is believed at no
former period have they produced in the same
time greater devastation. I also learn that the
crop of wheat in the valley coimties beyond the
ridge, have suHered severely. The weather has
been very fine for the last eight or ten days, and I

yet hope a great iniprovement from present ap-
pearances may be realised. From the remarka-
ble late and cold spring, our corn crop is very
backward. The season of late has been favora-
ble for oats and clover, and both promise well.

Campbell, May 5th, 1836.

Clover and plaster produce most salutary effects

on our lands, and by judicious management, I

think will reclaim them at a reasonable expense.
Whether they can be made to retain the fertility

thus acquired without additional aid, remains to be
proven.
Our winter has been severe, and cut deep into

the spring, but the warm weather for the last ten

days, has pushed vegetation lorvvanl with im-
mense rapidity. The mercury stood at Q2'^ last

Saturday, and was only a iiiw degrees lower seve-
ral other days.

Corn is worth ^4, fodder, hay and sheaf oats

$125, and butter 25 cents, and other articles
i
for something like two weeks

Go( chlaad, Jane 1, 1836.

I regret to say that I am doomed to lose my
fourth crop of wheat in succession, (and all I have
ever cultivated.) The fly has devoured fully one
half of it, and the residue is now threatened with
serious injury by the ''strut," owing to the heavy
rains breakinnf off the blonm or farina, and pre-
venting the heads from filling. This is poor en-
couragement for a young farmer. So far my corn
and oats are promising, and I trust the tobacco
crop will succeed well, for after all, I find that is

the only tolerably sure crop with us.

Hanover, June 13, 1836.

This is the first time in upwards of 20 yeara
farming, that I have ever been doubtfid whether
I would cut wheat that was top-dressed, i have
often succeeded well by manuring in that way.
We have more cheat than usual, and more than
[ can well account lor on any other supposition
than that some came fi'om defective wheat, or
wheat injured by the Hy.

Charlotte, June \5th, 1836.

We have been completely drenched with rain

during which time,
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but little has been done towards forwardinfj; our

crops. The wheat crop in this section of the

country, is materially injured by the Hessian fly

—

many "lots totally destroyed. The tobacco crop

unpromising—much, very much, has been wash-

ed away—no small portion of the crop, especially

on the river and smaller watercourses, yet to plant

—and in consequence of contmued rains, our corn

crop I Jear will be overrun with grass.

Halifax County, June I9lh, 1S36.

What shall I say to you of the farmer's pros-

pects in this county? Hard rains and swollen

water courses have nearly ruined us. The corn

on the hills, sobbed by 'he wet, is small, and sickly,

and languishing—on the creek and river bottoms,

killed or washed away. 'J'he soil is deadened, and
seems to withhold its nutriment li-oin the vegeta-

bles growing in it. We have but little early corn

to re-plant with, and the late cannot come in time.

The wheat crop is destroyed on the bottom lands

by the li-eshets; on the hills, it has been attacked

by the fly, the rust and the scab. None has es-

caped all of these enemies—the crop, therefore,

will fall to a third of an average one at the high-
est. In the midst of the desert produced by the

fly and the freshets, the oat crop stands as the

only oasis, a green spot on which the eye rests

with pleasure. But that crop is too chally and
deficient in grain, to avail us much in warding ofl'

famine—and let me tell you, that a very dry sea-

son from now out, would come very near produ-

cing that horrid calamity. All of our expensive
bridges are gone. Banister river was higher by
4 feet than ever known before; carrying away
4 bridges, 2 cotton machines, 2 saw mills, and
doing besides, immense mischief in the destruc-

tion of crops. I expect you have similar reports

from most of your correspondents, and I will not

dwell on a picture too old for novelty, and too

gloomy /or pleasure.

Permit me in conclusion to say to you, that

every day furnishes fresh evidence of the great
utility of the Farmers' Register. As a farmer and
a Virginian, I feel my obligations to you. You
have made that a pleasing science which was be-

Ibre a despised art in Virginia.. You have digni-

fied the profession of the farmer and its professors.

The only reward which a patriot can secure in

this country for his labors, is the gratitude and
respect of his fellow-citizens. You enjoy these

without an exception that I have heard of, and
none feels them more, or takes more pleasure in

expressing them than myself.

jilbemarle, June 15, 1836.

The prospects of our wheat crop in this neigh-
borhood are good upon good land and timely seed-
ing—the late and early seedings being very much
injured by fly. My own crop is one of the most
promising I have ever had. Much alarm existed

at our June court (1st Monday) on account of the

open mesh, (or cell,) and certamly then entirely

without cause, ibr the wheat was just in the bloom
and that defect can not be perceived. The open-
ing of the mesh and its empty and transparent ap-
pearance is the result of a vigorous growth, the

germ of the grain being in high condition to re-

ceive the fructifying influence of the external
bloom, and the grain cup or chaff" opens witle to

receive it, closing again upon it as soon as the
fructification is com|)leted. In every case where
a grain forms, this external bloom is detected, de-

posited upon the germ within tlie grain cup. The
open mesh, or failure of the grain, to form caimot
be detected, I think until the period has arrived at

which the grain should havciijrmed.

Aam Arundel co. 3Id. June 6, 1836.

There will not be half a crop of wheat made
n this state, and the rye crop is very indifferent.

By general consent farmers here will abandon corn-

trround wheat.

Matthews County, June 17th, 1836.

The distress produced by the long spell of'rainy

weather, accompanied with high winds which we
have lately experienced in this section of country,

is shocking indeed. It is thought, and verily be-
lieved, that not one firmer in ten will make seed
wheat. The cotton is nearly in whole destroyed

—

the corn seriously injined, and in fact the entire

crops ofall descriptions have suffered much. About
the latter part of May, 1 would not have taken
less than §500 for my wheat crop; now, I am cer-

tain a purchaser of it as it stands, would have a
hard bargain at .^200. Living on a high land
farm, my corn is not as nuich injured as many
others. Under all these disadvantages, we may
cheer up our spirits with the expectation of good
oat crops, for which, I have never seen better

prospects.

From tlie Genesee Farmer.

STATE OF THE "WHEAT CROP IN WESTERN
NEW YORK.

The season is noiv so far advanced that a tole-

rable conjecture may be formed as to the state of
the wheat crop, and the effect produced upon it by
the past winter. From our limited observation,

and from what we have been able to learn fi'om

various authentic sources, it appears that in what
is called Western New York, which is emphati-
cally the wheat district of the state, the wheat
has suffered to an extent quite equal to what was
at first apprehended. The western counties ex-
tending to Wayne and Seneca may expect a me-
dium crop—in Wayne, Seneca and Cayuga coun-
ties there is much wheat that promises well, but
as a whole, it has been a good deal thinned, and
many pieces entirely destroyed—while farther

east, in Onondaga, Oswego, Madison and Oneida
counties, the wheat has suffered still more exten-

sively. In the most favorable sections of Onon-
daga, where the crops have rarely if ever failed,

but few first rate pieces are to be seen; while in

the less favorable sections hundreds of acres have
been totally destroyed, and have been ploughed up
for spring crops. The same remarks, but in a
greater extent, are applicable to Madison and
Oneida.

For the farmers' Register.

COiM31ERClAL, REPORT.

The pressure for money, and high rate of inte
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rest which has prevailed for some time in the

northern cities, is now gradually diminishing.

Considerable relief has been derived from ihe re-

commencement of active operations by the U. S.

Bank, under its renewed charter as a State insti-

tution, and by the establishment of its agencies in

Boston. New York, and other places. A conside-

rable sum of money arising fl'om the French in-

demnity, has also been |)ul into active use, and
the distribution of the surplus revenue, will hereaf-

ter keep the resources of the country more active.

x\t this season of the j'ear, the commercial trans-

actions are generally more limited than at any
other, and consequently less money is required in

regular business; but such large sums have been
invested in western lands, city property, rail road

and other stocks, that the existing capital of the

country appears to be inadequate to meet all the

demands on it. The same remark may be ap-

plied to the laboring resources ol the United States,

the insufTiciency of which is proved by the very

liigh rates of wages in every branch of employ-
ment.
Of our domestic products, tobacco is the one

which at this season attracts most attention. The
demand for particular sorts has recently improved;
say, the low qualities and the choicest for manu-
facturing, but good qualities for exportation are

low compared with last year's prices. The gene-
ral sales range ti'om ^6 to i^lO. The inspections

in Virginia to this time, are less than last year's,

but the crop in Kentucky is much greater, and ex-

ceeds that of any former year.

Flour has advanced about 50 cents per barrel,

and canal brands are now quoted at §i6.75. No
price is yet named for new wheat—the injury to

the crop in most parts of the country, is reported

to be great beyond precedent, and so far (iom lur-

nishing a surplus tor exportation, it is apprehend-
ed that the crop will prove insufficient to meet the
demand fur home consumption. The rains which
have prevailed with little intermission for a month
past, have destroyed a great portion of that which
escaped the ravages of the Hessian fly. Such an
inundation has not been known for many years
past, and the injury or destruction on the low
grounds has been immense. Large importations

of grain from Europe, have been made lor some
months past, and supplies ii-om the same quarter

will no doubt continue if they can be furnished.

The operations in cotton have been moderate,
with little change in price. A decline in most of
the European markets, has not very sensibly af-

fected those in the south and west. Price in Pe-
tersburg, 15 to 16^- cents—in New Orleans, 13 to

19 cents.

There has been little variation in the prices of
stocks in Virginia. In the northern cities they are

advancing as money becomes more plenty.

The extension of rail roads in Virginia and
North Carolina, is now :n regular progress. All
the works required to connect Fredericksburg with
Raleigh, are in hand and urged vigorously. V^a-

rious others are in progress or about to be under-

taken. X.
June 25.
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become many shades darlcer on the surface, al-

ON THE CULTURE OF WHEAT. though exposed to tlic scorcliiniT rays of a suni-
nier's sun, and prior to a renewed ci-rovvth of ve<re-ByTH. J. Randolph. tation upon ihem. Whilst it k-ss ffequenlly occurs

Read before the Agricultural S^r-c/e/y of^Zftemor^e, |"" ''^°^® ™''^'*^ '" Seriendjcr, and on tho^e in Oc-

and ordered to be published in the Farmers' i2e-|'," .^^ "^'"' ^'"' "*^^' ^^*"*'''"' vegetation being

gistcr.
drier, less succulent, !ia da' s sliorter, the nights

, ,',.
, , ,. r.i • c- • .

longer and cooler, and every circumstance less fa-
in obedience to a resolution of tins Society, ap- Lorable to a rapid decomposition in these months

pointing essayists at their October meeting, ,n A similar process ha., taken place on the corn land
18.35, I have the honor to submit the (ollovvmg after the cultivation of the corn has ceased and
communication upon the culture ol wheat. ke/bre seed time. The tertile appearance of these
Although deep culture is important it not mdis- lands atthat time is familiarto everyone [a^ This

per.sable with all plants, to permit their roots to
| recently fbrmed and Ibrmin.^ soil, my experience

penetrate the soi treely in search ol food and i has convinced me, is the proper suilace lor whear
moisture, and to allow the water in heavy rams toj A second ploushing, or lallow, intermixes it with
subside without abrading and gulleyin^Tundulatmgl the inleriors-il,' and the useof the laro-e plough on
lands, or drowning those that are level, it may be

j

corn land produces the same effect. llbrmerly be-
doubted whether it be proper to effect this by Ire jjieved two ploughincrg necessary as a perlect pre-
quent ploughing, and intermixing too perfectly the jparation for a wheat crop. When pressed for
Burlhce with the mienor soil or cay. Nature, in [time, I used heavy harrows as a substitute for a
all her operations, manures on the surlace, and second plouffhinir, ot'ten where there was a strono-
forms there the soil which is best adapted to ihelgrowth of summer grass: such portions have al'
growth of vegetation; and if this is inverted by

the plouyh, she reinstates it in its original position

as soon as the land is permitted to remain undis-

turbed a sufficient length of time, by a process

more rapid in warm weather, and on rich soil,

where there is much vegetable matter; and slower

where the land is less lertile, and the weather

colder. This is strikingly exemplified by a fact

well known to most farmers, viz: that when good
land (particularly clover laml) with a distinctly

marked surface of dark soil is lallowed tor wheat,

sown with the harrow upon one
j

I )ugl i ig, and
permitted to lie a year or two m clover, after the

crop of wheat, the dark soil is found again fl)rmpd

upon the surface, occupying the position in which
the clay WIS left by the previous ploughing and
the clay, that which was occupied by the inverted

soil: a change of clay into soil, and soil into clay.

A question naturally arises, what good results

from forcing the land to this double process? I

ways produced more grain, though perhaps less
straw, than that which had been twice plouifhed.
f once fallowed twenty or thirty acres of land in
February, ploughed it with a two horse plou<rh
whenever the grass and weeds grew in the sum-
mer—it was ploughed, in all, five times before
seeding on the first of October, and although it

suffered from no disaster, it produced a v»'refched
crop for the year and the land. I have occasionally
coultered and harrowed small pieces of land, and
prepared them wiihout turnino; the surface with
the plough; and have, nnifbi-mly, found the straw
brighter, and the wheal more in perfection, than on
the adjacent land v.'hich had been ploughed, and
the surface inveitevl, although both were very fine.

In 1822, on four plantations then under my direc-
tion, the corn crop beinf? very forward, about half
of it was removed in September, and the land
ploughed with tfiree-horse ploujihs. The [irepa-

ration appeared to be y.eri'ect, the earth lisht and
should think, none. Economy of labor, however,

[

thoroughly pulverized,and the "/rass entirely rotted:

requires this to be done, as an expeditious mode of

disposing of the vegetable matter, by burying it

with the plough; but with one ploughing, the ne-

cessity ceases for that crop.

I have said that this process was more rapid on

the land was harrowed and then sown, and the
seed harrowed in. In the mean time, the grass
had continued to grow on the portions of the field

not plouifhed. When the seeding of the first was
completed, the rest was sown among a heavy crop

rich soils where there wasnjuch vegetable matter, i of grass, with scoops, merely scarifying the sur

and in warm weather, than on poorer soils and in [lace, for nothing more could be done: the whole
cold weather. 1 suppose it accomplished by the

i
process was tedious and unpromising, yet the

gases evolved in the decomposition of the vegeta-
1

perfect preparation by which the soil had been in-

ble matter turned under by the plough. If the
|

verted by the large plough, prnduced a much in-

weather is warm, and the vegetation green, succu- lerinrcrop to the other: the result was the same at

lent and abundant, the decomposition is rapid, anil leach plantation. In puttinff in wheat on corn

the quantity of gas disengaged is great. Of
these, the carbonic is deemed the great stimulant

of verjetable lile; and beincr heavier than atmos-
pheric air, but liirhter than the soil, it rises to the

surface, insinuating itself into the interstices of the

clay brought up by the plough, saturates it, and
accomplishes the first process of its conversion into

soil. Hence, the cause of a well known fact, that

fallows made in June, July, and early in August,
Vol. IV—2o

and with small ploughs, I have often laid them
aside lor the large plough on account of the hea-
vy coats of grass on rich s[^ois, old tobacco lots,

&c., resuming the small plouoh ayain on passing

them. The product and appearance of those spots

of better land thus prepared were always inferior

to that of interior land [
loiighed v/ith the small

plough. 1 could add many instances of a Kimilar

kind with similar results.
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From my observations and experience, I deduce

the following conclusion.

1. Th3.t to insure the best crop, lands should be

fallowed early, viz: before the middle of August.

2. That the surface acted upon by this process

of a re-lbrmaiion of soil, is the proper one into

which the grain should be put.

3. That a second ploughing wiih a large plough

ari ng corn land tor

Nature, in both in-
in tallows, and its use m prep

wheat, is disadvaiitagous. T

stances, has prepared a better surlace than can be

prepared by art.

4. That the mixing the newly formed soil, tully

saturated with carbonic gas. with the inferior soil,

prevents as quick and vigorous growth ot wheat,

and as earlvand as perfect maturiry.

If the ild'lows have been ploughed early, and a

crop of summer grass has grown upon them, they

may be stirred with the small plough or coulter, if

hard, or harrowed, if mellow, so as to pulverize

and smooth the surtace, without regarding the

grass and the wheat sown among it. The first

frost kills the grass, and it acts as a beneficial co-

veringto the wheat. [&] When the fallows arepre-

pared^ and the corn crop sufficiently forward to

take off in September, the corn laud may be

ploughed with the small plough, and harrowed

ready for seeding, and thus enable the farmer to

put all his teams to the harrow, and sow a large

crop in a few days. Selecting his own time for

seedinff, he may hope to escape the dangers ol'

early and late fly, and do much to insure a fniv

crop fi-om his land. In anticipation of this, it is

desirable to plant a corn which will mature itself

somewhat earlier than vhe kinds now cultivated.

We have a corn in this neighborhood well adapted

to this purpose, which yields well. If the corn is

too late to commence removing in time to prepare

your land in September, the balks can be broken

before the corn is taken off. You will then, upon
removing the corn in the latter end of the month,
have only to plough the list and harrow the land,

to be ready for seeding. If a proper seed bed is

prepared, one harrowing is sufficient to cover the

grain. [c] In the October of IS33, I had sown m
this manner 300 acres in four days and a half^ em-
ploying eight harrows with two horses each, and
two with a yoke of oxen each; in all, ten harrows.

The teams were never hurried until the last day
lor a few hours, when there was an appearance of"

rain. The same hands and teams were closely

employed the next four days in putting in forty acres

of rough corn land. This present month (October,

1835,) six days have been taken, to put in three
hundred and forty acres of land, eighty of which
were rough with stone and slumps. The team
employed the same.
When tobacco is cultiv^ated as a mixed crop, the

early corn ought to be planted. It does not attain

Buch size of stalk, and can be removed with less

labor, severing it at the ground, and stacking it on
the field without pulling the Ibdder or cutting the
tops. Enough hay should be made to serve the
farm, and the time given to tobacco and other ope-
rations which is usually spent unprofitably about
the fodder. I am satisfied that corn is less injured
to be cut up, Avith the fodder and top on, than to tak-e
them off and leave it standing in the field. In the
first place it cures; in the latter, it withers. I

have heard a judicious fiu-mer estimate, as fair
work, 200 lbs. i>er day, the average of hands em-

ployed in gathering and securing fodder; of hay,

1000 lbs. The use of the revolving horse-rake on

smooth land would much increase the latter ave-

rage. I am aware, that in recommending the

slacking of corn on the field, I am running counter

to the oi.Miions of some of our best liirmers. I

would not recommend it where the corn could be

housed; but when it cannot be done, from atten-

tion to the tobacco crop, lateness of ripening, or

deficiency of labor, I deem it belter lo lose ihe

(jround covered by ihe stalks, than the greater

loss from late seeding. The injury of runrung

your teams and carts over the fields in dry weather

afier the wheat is sown and up, in removing the

corn, I estimate very lightly.

Note [a]. That this process must be effected

by the action of the gases, is proven fi-om the uni-

fijirm f(?rtility of grave }'ards. Here the bodies do

not come in contact wiih the surffice. It must be

by the generated gas forcing its way through the

fresh dry earth. Would a culture of several feet

make poor land rich? I think not. Manures
never sink. Upon light, sandy soils, with too

small a portion of clay to imbibe and retain the

gases, they penetrate easil)', and escape rapidly;

such require frequent applications of manure, but

in smaller quantities— it acts promptiv, but evapo-

rates with the culture of a crop. Stifi'clays, defi-

cient in aperient particles, are not sufhciently per-

meable to the gas; (he particles become compact-

ed together by rain so as to expel it before it can be

sufliciently imbibed. They close so completely

over manures as to exclude the air, and arrest their

decomposition. Upon such soils, manure ploughed
under may be found, two or three years after, re-

taining its original appearance, but its fertilizing

principle gone; for such, straw, halfrotted manures
that act as a temporaiy aperient, are best. Sand,
or some substitute for it, is necessary for its me-
chanical effects as an aperient to every good soil.

Its excess makes a quick soil soon exhausted; its

deficiency, a stiff, slow soil. In addition, there

are, no doubt, chemical combinations in all soils,

rendering some capable of lertilit}', others not.

The sterility of any soil may be temporarily over-

come by the application of animal or vegetable

manures. But, quare: Will not an originally

poor soil, if made ever so rich by manures, left to

itself without cultivation, lapse into its original

sterility ? and wilt not one, originally fertile, when
exhausted, become rich if left undisturbed long
enough ?

[6]. Blue grass fiillows will probably require a
second ploughing to destroy it. The first plough-
ing on this grass should alwaj's be made befiire

the grass seeds, as the plants are easily destroyed

if disturbed about the time of their seeding. If"

fallowing is postponed until July or August, the

crop becomes veiy precarious. It will most frequent-

ly happen, that altermuch lime and labor has been
spent, it will be injured or destroyed by ihe turf,

li'such lauils cannot be ploughed in May, or early

ill June, this grass may be destroyed, or cri|ipled,

by hard grazing fi'om spring until Juneor Jidy—it

being a grass without altermath, or ground leaf^

each spire is a seed-bearing spire, and the grazing
necessarily confined to these; and if it is not per-

mitted to seed, it perishes. It is a grass never
found upon commons, or on road sides, where it is
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perpetually grazed. It will probablj'^ be found,

that, grasses bear ffrazing in proportion 1o the

quantity of ground leal' they put forth.

[c]. Some persons object to the harrow, ns

not cov-ering the grain deep enough. If a irrain of

wheat is buried over 2 or 3 inches deep, it forms a

joint near the surface from whence (if the plant is

sown early, and the fdl growth vigorous) it puts

fortli roots, and the spire and roots below tliat

joint perish that fall, and the plant tiirives by these

sur/iice roots.

on the subject, I can produce any, even theslightest
improvement in the quantity or mode of prothicuig
an article, which may properly be deemed one of
the necessaries of life.

From the Repository of Patcnl Invcutioiis.

OBTAUVING CRi:Aar FRO^r MIT.K.

A process of divesting milk of its component
portion of cream, to an extent hitherto unattainable,

has been effected by Mr. George Carter, of Not-
tingham Lodge, and is thus detailed by that gen-
tleman, in a paper presented tothe Society of Arts:

A peculiar process of extracting cream from milk,

by which a peculiar richness is produced in the

cream, has long been known and practised in De-
vonshire; this produce of the dairies of that coun-

try being well known to every one by the name of

''clotted," or "clouted cream." As there is no pe-

culiarity in the milk from which this fluid is ex-

tracted, it has been frequently a matter of sur|)rise,

that the process has not been adopted in other

parts of the kingdom. A four sided vessel is

formed of zinc plates, twelve inches Ions, eight

inches wide, and six inches deep, with a fiilse bot-

tom, at one half the depth. The only communi-
cation with the lower compartment is by the lip,

throuijh which it may be filled or emptied. Hav-
ing first placed at the bottom of the upper com-
partment, a plate of perforated zinc, the area of

which is equal to that of the false bottom, a gallon

(or any given quantity) of milk is poured imme-
diately when drawn fr-om the cow, into it, and
must remain there, at rest, for twelve hours; an
equal quantity of boilmg water must then be poured
into the lower compartment, through the lip ; it is

then permitted to stand twelve hours more, [i. e.

twenty-lour hours altogether,] when the cream
will be found perfect, and of such consistence that

the whole may be lifted off by the finger and
thumb. It is, however, more effectually removed,
by gently raising the plate of perforated zinc from
the bottom, by the ringed handles, by which
means, the whole of the cream is lifted off in a
sheet, without remixing any of it with the milk
below. With this apparatus, I have instituted a
series of experiments; and as a mean of twelve
successive ones, I obtained the following results:

four gallons of milk treated as above, produced
in twenty-lour hours, four and a half pints of clot-

ted cream, which, after churning only fifteen

minutes, gave forty ounces of butter—four gal-

lons of milk treated in the common mode, in earth-

enware pans, and standing forty-eight hours, pro-

duced four pints of cream, which, after churning
ninety minutes, gave thirty-six ounces of butter.

The increase in the quantity of cream, therefore,

is twelve and a half per cent. The experimental
farmer will instantly perceive the advantages ac-

cruing from its adoption, and probably his* atten-
tion to the subject may produce greater results. I

fihall feel richly rewarded if, by exciting an interest

From tlie Britisli Farmer's Magazine.

HISTORY OF THE NUTMEG.

Tlie tree called myristkha moschata by botanists,
grows naturally in a group of islands forming a
part of the JMoluccas, called the Isles of Banda,
in the Indian Archipelago : a cluster which seems
to have been thrown up by the sea in some volca-
nic effort, as theie is now upon one of them,
named Gonong Api, a volcano, constantly emit-
ting smoke, and often flames. The first island,

BandaNiera, is the chief settlement, and contains
two forts : its harbor is spacious, but difficult of
access. The second is Banda Lantoir: the third
and fourth in importance are Puloway and Pulo-
vun. These lour islands were the only places
where the cultivation of the nutmeg was allowed
by the Dutch, but there are several others under
the same government. What these islands pro-

duce in superfluities, they want in necessaries.

The soil is a rich black mould, but it produces no
corn, the natives subsisting chiefly upon sago.
The nutmeg tree grows like a pear tree in form
and size ; its leaf resembles that of the laurel, be-
ing of a bright green color on the upper surface,

and grayish underneath : when bruised, it diffuses

an aromatic perfume. The flowers are white,

small and scentless. The fi-uit is similar to a wal-
nut in form, but more fleshy and full of juice.

The external pulp dries up to a crust of a deep
yellow color, which, opening at one side, discloses

a membraneous coat ofa beautiful red tint, known
to us by the name of mace, which lies immediately
over the thin and brittle shell of the nutmeg. This
is the time te gather the fruit ; if left longer on the

tree, the mace would get loose, and the nutmeg
would lose that oil, which preserves it, and which
is one of the great excellences of the fruit. The
nutmegs, which are gathered before they are per-

fectly ripe, are preserved in vinegar or sugar.

The tree yields three crops annually, the first in

April, which is the best, the second in August,
and the ihird in December, yet the fruit requires

nine roonihs to ripen it: thus the tree is constantly

bearing flowers and fi'uit at the same time. After

the fruit is gathered, the outer covering is stripped

off, and the mace being carefully separated from

the kernel, is laid in the sun to dry. Tlie nuts

require more prepararion; they are spread upon
hurdles, and dried for six weeks, before a slow fire,

in sheds erected for the purpose. After this they

are separated from the shell and thrown into a
strong mixture of lime and wafer, which is a ne-

cessary preciuition to preserve them from worms :

with Ihe same intention the mace is sprinkled

with salt water. After this process, tlie fruit is

cleaned, and packed up for exiiortation.

It appears, from experience, that only one-third

of the nutmeg trees bear fruit, but this cannot be

discovered until the twelfth or fourteenth year of

their growth ; therefore, they must not be cut

down at an earlier age. The fruit-bearing pro-

perty is of short duration, as the tree Avill yield

only from the twelfth to the twentieth year, and

generally perishes at the age of tAventy-four
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vears. The nutmeg tree delights in a dannp soil,

overgrown with weeds, and even shaded wilh

large' trees, prjv'ded it be not stifled with them.

Under the shelter of the canmnrhim commune (?)

it thrives very well, and iiears 'he cold of the tops

of the mountains. The Irnit dirTer in qualify ac-

cording to the age of (he tree, the soil, and the

method of culture. The round nutmeg is pre-

ferred to that which is ohionir, though they are

specifically the same. It ought to be li-esh, moist,

heavy, of a good scent, and an agreeable, thougli

bitter riavor, and it should yield an oily juice when
pricked. The islands are divided into a number of

plantations, under the management of a mixed

race of Europeans and Indians. The Dutch made
use ot" many illiberal means to secure to them-
selves the exclusive possession of these valuable

productions ; many trees they destroyed, reserving

only sufficient to produce a certain quantity of nut-

megs; but finding the climate of Banda very

unhealthy, and that a great number of their ser-

vants telf victims to it, they attempted to transfer

the culture of this spice to Amboyna; these ex-

peri nienffc have, however, proved unsuccessful.

In 1774, the English navigalor, Forrest, found

in a small island near New Guinea, called Ma-
nasvvary, a nutmeg tree, the fruit of which was
of an oblong shape, but well flavored. This en-

terprising man plucked up about a hundred stems
of the tree, and planted them in 1776, on the

island of Bunwoof, which had just been ceded to

him lor the East India Company, by the Sultan

of Mindanao. Bunvvoot is situated lo the north

fiast of Borneo, and is a healthy spot, covered with
beautiful trees.

Libilliadiere also found the nutmeg tree upon the

little isI;iM(l ofCocos, near the northern extremity

of New Ireland. The fruit, when he saw it. was
unripe, and of an oblong Ibrm. The island is co-

vered with evergreen trees, among which the

Barringfoiiia speciosa is conspicuous. It extends
its branches laden \v\\h flowers horizontally a great

way over the sea.* There are few cocoa-nut
frees, but raan}^ figs of different kinds. Fruits ol

eeveral species of the screw pine, of the Barring-
tnnia, and of the Ilerltiera, which trees stretched

their branches and even their trunks, in a very re-

markable manner over the sea. It is thus, no
doubt, that the seeds of plants are conveyed from
one island to another without the assistance ofman.
Where there are no rills to carry fruits to the sea,

the want of moisture prompts these trees to bend
over the ocean, and obtain from its evaporation
the nourishment they require.

The principal of the Molucca islands are Am-
boyna, noted for the cultivation of the clove-tree;

to which may be added Ceram, Ternate, Tidore,
and Batchean. Ceram is a large island to the
north of Amboyna. Several chains of mountains
run parallel to each other in a direction from eas-
to west, and separated by fertile vallies contain-
ing luxuriant vegetation. In ancient times the
peninsula of Hoewamocliel produced large quanti-
ties of nutmegs, but the trees were extirpated by
the Dutch about the year 1697. At present it i"-.-

covered with satro trees (cycas circlnales.) The
wood usually called Amboyna, and the Salmoni,
both of which are exported fi-oni Amboyna for

*Tfiis circumstance is remarked by every voyager
passing througfi among these islrinils.

the purposes of ornamental cabinet work, are

mostly the productions of Ceram. Along the

shores of this island, uncommonly fine shells are

found.

Ternati is only about twenty-f(:>ur miles in cir-

cumference. Larger nutmeirs are found in its

woods than any procured at Banda: but the cul-

ture of them is discontinued.

Tidore, the next of these islands, lies to the south
of Ternate, and, like that island, is mountainous,
and well watered by streams from peaks which are

generally capped with clouds. In 1521, Juan Car-
vallo, one of the surviving companions of Matrel-
lan, arrived at Tidore, where he was well receiv-

ed, and allowed to load two ships with spices for

Spain. The Portuguese and Spaniards after this

traded to the island. In 1579, Drake arrived there

and began to gather spices without having per-

mission from the king, who was at first g-reatly

incensed, but was afterwards appeased by pre-

sents. The inhabitants of all these islands are

Malays.
The Chinese landing upon the Moluccas were

the fi.'-st discoverers of the clove and nutmeg.
These new acquisitions were soon admired all

over India, whence they were conveyed to Persia

and Europe. The Arabians repaired to the islands

but were driven out by the Portuguese, Avho, in

their turn, yielded to the Dutch in the year 1621.

Alter being alternately in the possession of their

conquerors and the English, they were finally ta-

ken possession of by the latter in 1810. I have
named those of the Moluccas only which are noted
(or their spices. Amonir the numerous small
islands comprehended under the same govern-
ment, are several producing various articles of ex-
portation.

When we reflect upon such productions of na-
ture as those of which I am treating, we must ad-

mire the beneficence of the Almighty, in having
provided us with the means of varying, according
to our particular taste, the flavor of the food ne-

cessary to our sustenance: how much more grate-

ful ought we to be for those higher blessings of

intelligence and industry, without which the trea-

sures of the east would have remained confined to

the distant spots where they grow. We import
from these and other lands, luxuries, which by
constant use almost become necessaries to us: we
ought at least to bestow in return, the blessings

and virtues of civilization. Many Europeans
have and are attempting this, but it is to be feared

that, until by some great revolution in the moral
world, the degrading traffic in slaves be entirely

abolished, civilization will make but slow progress

in the three quarters of the world thus disgraced.

We are assured that the "knowledge of the Lord
shall cover the earth as the waters cover the sea,"

and although we shall not see that period, we must
trust that it will arrive; and that then the gentle

Hindoo and the savage Malay, shall be united in

the bonds of Christian peace and brotherly love.

—

Magazine of Domestic Economy.

From the Arcana of Science and Art, for 1836.

EFFECT OF GASES ON VEGETATION.

M. Macaire introduced some plants of Eu-
phorbia, Mercuriidis, Sonecio. Sonchus, &c. into

vessels along wilh chloride of lime in the morning.
When evening arrived the plants had not sufiered,

'
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and the odor of the chlorine was as strong as at

first. Next moriiinir 'hpv were Ibiind withered,

the smell of chlorine hail disappeared, and was re-

placed hy a very disaixreeahle acid odor. The
same residt was obtained on repealing the experi-

ment several limes.

Nitric acid withered the plants dnring tlie nicrht,

but in the day time merely rendered some of'them

brown colored.

Sulphuretted hydrogen produced no aheration

when liffht was present, but destroyed them in

the night, by the absor|)tion of the gas.

Muriatic acid gas acted in a similar manner.

From tlie New England Farmer.

TO KBEP BUGS FROM VINES

A correspondent of the Maine Farmer says, I

last year planted my cucumbers, &c. near where
grew some tansy at one corner—soon after up, the

"striped jackets"' attacked them, except those in

the immediate vicinity of the tansy. Observing
this, I put around each hill some sprigs of tansy,

which caused the bugs to leave them, and by a
few applications, so as to keep it somewhat green,

were kept off, as the scent is strong and I believe

not agreeable to them.
C. D.

East TVinthrop, Mmj, 1836.

It is said that branches of elder laid on each hill

will keep bugs from vines.

DEFECTS IIV THE EXISTIJVG LAW AND PRAC-
TICE IN REGARD TO THE ISSUING OF PA-
TENTS.

Extract from the Report of the Committee to Congress.

[The following extract embraces all the material part

of the recent report of the Committee of Congress

"appointed to take into consideration the state and
condition of the Patent Office, and the laws relating to

the issuing of Patents for new and useful inventions

and discoveries." The draft of a bill accompanies the

report, which is designed to remove the numerous ex-

isting defects of the system. This extract will be

enough to show that the present system, instead of

serving its intended purpose of rewarding inventive

talent, and of sending abroad for general use, real and
valuable inventions, serves rather to reward impostors
and violators of patent rights, and to defraud both in-

ventors and the public, by aiding and encouraging
falsehood and delusion.

—

Ed. Far. Reg]

The first act of Congress on the subject was
passed in 1790. It authorized the Secretary of
State, Secretary of War and the Attorney Gen-
eral, or any two of them, on application, to grant
patents for such new inventions and discoveries as
they should deem " sufficiently useful and impor
taut.''' Under that act the board so constituted
exercized the power of refusing patents lor want
of novelty in the invention or of sufficient utility
and importance.—This act extended the same
privilege to aliens as to citizens. In 1793, it was
repealed, and another act passed, authorizino- pa-
tents to citizens ol the United Slates only to be
granted by the Secretary of State, subject to the

revision of the Attorney General. In 1800, the
privilege to takeout patents was extended to aliens
who have resided two years in this rountrv, and
made oath of llieir intention ol' becoming citizens

of ihe United Slates.

Tlie act of 1793, which is still in force, gives,

according to the practical construction it has receiv-

ed, no power to the Secretary to refuse a patent
for want of either novelty or usefulness. The on-
ly inquiry is whether the terms and Ibrms prescri-

bed are comjdied with. The granting of patents,
theretore, is but a ministerial duty. Every one
who makes application is entitled to receive a pa-
tent by j>aying the duty re(iuired, and making his

application and specification in conlbrmity with
the law. The necessary consequence is, that pa-
tents have, under the act of 1793, been daily grant-
ed, without regard to the question of novelty, or-

even utility in the ordinary sense; for it has been
settled that the term useful, as used in this statute,

is only in contradisiinction to hurtful, injurious, or

pernicious. This construction (that no right is

conferred to refuse a patent ) has been given to

the law by the Department charged with the du-
ty of granting patents, not so much probably Irom
any necessary and unavoidable import of Ihe
terms of it, as from a disinclination to exercise a
power of so much importance, in cases where it is

not clearly and distinctly jrranted. And it may be
reasonably doubted whether it was the intention

of Congress to confer such a power on the Secre-
tary of State alone, since no provision is made
for an appeal or other remedy lor an incorrect de-
cision adverse to the applicant. Besides, any per-

son occiipyinnr that station might bo supposed as
little qualified by an acquaintance with the appro-
priate branches of science or of the arts, to decide
such questions, a* any other officer o( the Govern-
ment. And were he to undertake the task of
such an examination as would be necessary to a
decision in each case, he would have little lime
for other official duties.

Under the act referred to, the Department of
State has been going on for more than Ibrty years,
issuing patents on every application, without any
examination into the merit or novelty of the inven-
tion. And the evils which necessarily result from
the law as it now exists, must continue to increase
and multiply daily, till Congress shall put a stop
to them. Some of them are as follows:

1. A considerable portion of all the patents
granted are worthless and void, as conflicting with,
and infringing upon one another, or upon public
riijhts not subject to patent privileges; arising ei-

ther from a want of due attention to the specifica-
tions of claim, or from the ignorance of the paten-
tees of the state of the arts and manufiictures, and
of the inventions made in other countries, or even
in our own.

2. The country becomes flooded with patent
monopolies, embarrassing to bona fide patentees,
whose rights are thus invaded on all sides; and not
less embarrassing to the community generally, in

the use of even the most common machinery and
long-known improvements in the arts and com-
mon manufiictures of the country.

3. Out of tliis interlerence and collision of pa-
tents and privileges, a great number ot lawsuits
arise, which are daily increasing in an alarming
degree, onerous to the courts, ruinous to the par-
ties; and injurious to society.
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4. It opens the door to frauds, which have al-

ready become extensive and serious. It is repre-

sented to the committee that it is not imcomnion
for persons to copy patented machines in the mo-
del-room; and, having made sonie sliijht immate-
rial alterations, they apply in the next room for

patents. There being no power given to refuse

them, patents are issued of course. Thus pre-

pared, they go Ibrth on a retailing expedition, sell-

ing out their patent rights for States, counties,

and townships, to those who have no means at

hand of detecting the imposition, and who find,

when it is too late, that they have purchased what
the venders had no right to sell, and which they
obtain thereby no right to use. This speculation

in patent rights has become arenrular business, and
several hundred thousand dollars, it is estimated,

are paid annually ft»r void [)atents, many of which
are thus fraudulenti}' obtained.

In this collision and interference of patents, the

original and meritorious inventor sees his inven-

tion, to the perfection of which he has devoted
much tmie and expense, [)irated from him, and he
must forego tlie reward which the law was intend-

ed to secure to him in the exclusive right it grants;

or he must become involved in numerous and ex-
pensive lawsuits in distant and various sections of

the country, to protect and confirm his rights. If

he be wise, he will generally avoid the latter, and
submit to the former alternative ot injustice, to

which the Government, as the law now is, makes
itself accessary. The praciice is scarcely less rep-

rehensible, of takingout patents for what has been
long in public use, and what every one has there-

fore a right to use. The patentee in such cases
being armed with the apparent authoritv of the
Government, having the sanction of its highest
officers the seal of state, scours the country, and
by threats of prosecution, compels those who are

iound using the thing patented, to pay the patent

price or commutation tribute. This exaction, un-
just and iniquitous as it is, is usually submitted
to.

The extent of the evils resulting from the unres-
tramed and promiscuous grants of privileges, may
be imagined, when it is considered that there are

now issued, since this year commenced, at the rate

of more than a thousand a year; a considerable

portion of which are doubtless void for want of
originality in the inventions patented, either in

whole or in some of the parts claimed as new.
A necessary consequence is, that patents even

for new and meritorious inventions are so much
depreciated in general estimation, that they are of

but little value to the patentees, and the object ol'

the patent laws, that of promoting the arts by en-
couragement, is in a great measure defeated.

To prevent these evds in future is the first and
most desirable object of a revision and alteration

of the existing laws on this subject. The most
obvious, if not the only mnans o(' affecting if, ap-
pears to be to establish a check upon the granting
of patents, allowing them to issue only fijr such
inventions as are in fact new and entitled, by the
merit of originality and utility, to be protected by-

law. The diirii-olty encountered in eflecting this,

is in determining what that check shall be; in

whom the power to juilge of inventions before
granting a patent can safely be reposed, and how
its exercise can be regulated and iruarded, to pre-

vent injustice through mistake of judgment or oth-

erwise, by which honest and meritorious inventors

might sutler wroiio-.

It is obvious that the power must, in the first in-

stance, be exercised by the department charged
with this branch of the public service. But as it

may not be thought proper to intrust its final ex-
ercise to the department, it is deemed advisable to

provide for an occasional tribunal to which an ap-
peal may be taken. And as a further security a-

gainst any possible injustice, it is thought proper

to give the applicant in certain cases, where there

may be an adverse parly to contest his right, an
opportunity to have the decision revised in a
court of \i\w.

The duty of examination and investigation ne-

cessary to a first decision at the Patent OlTice is

an imt)orlant one, and will call ti)rthe exercise and
application of much scientific acquirement and
knowledge of the existing state of the arts in all

their branches, not only in our own, but in other

countries. Such qualifications in the officers

charged with the duly, will be the more necessary

and desirable, because the information upon which
a rejection is made at the office, will be available

in the final decision. It becomes necessary, then,

to give the Patent Office a new organization, and
to secure to it a character altogether above a mere
clerkship. The competency and efficiency of its

olficers should correspond with their responsabili-

ty, and with the nature and importance of the du-

ties required of them. When the existing organ-

ization was adopted, the granting of patents was
a matter of little importance, compared with what;

it now is. The arts in this country were but little

understood, and but little cultivated. Agriculture

and commerce constituted our principal business.

We had fl^.w manufactures, except those of a do-

mestic character, adapted to ordinary domestic

wants. Our work-shops were in Europe. .En-

terprise, in this country, ran in other channels.

The war of 1812 gave it a new diiectfon, and a
new impulse, by creating an occasion for work-
shops of our own. Necessity became the mother
of invention, and American manulactures sprang
into existence as by enchantment. Their rise and
progress may be dated from that period; and a
more rapid advancement in the arts, and a more
astonishing development ofhuman ingenuity, have
never taken place in any other age or country.

This remark will appear far from extravagant to

every one who will take the trouble to examine the

subject. This awakening of dormant genius to a
practical and active existence, next to the arousing

of the political and patriotic energies of the Union,

was one of the great results of that contest.—It

opened to the country a new era. The nation en-

tered upon a new existence. And since that pe-

riod, American iu'lustry and enterprise, guided by
American ingenuity and intellect, have achieved

what would have taken Europe a century to ac-

complish. She has become all at once a manulac-
turing, as well as an agricultural and commercial
nation. The useful arts have been cultivated with

a success before unexampled, and have contribu-

ted, in no small degree, to the wonderdd improve-
ments which have spread themselves over our

whole country. Who can predict the results, even
in a li'w years, of that spirit of enterprise which
pervades the Union, when, aided by the Genius of
Invention, and propelled onward by powers which
she alone can bring into exercise? The very el-
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ements are submissive to her will, and all the end

less combinations of nnjchaiiisin are subservient

to her purposes. She participates in almost eve-

r}' business and em|)l()yment of man. Auricu!-

ture itself miirht as well dispense with fertility of

soil, as with her aid in its cultivation.

The jrreatly increasino;nun)berof patentsgrant-

ed, affords some indication of the improvements

Avhich have been ^f)in(T on in the useful arts li-om

year to year. The averaije number issued annu-

ally, from 1790 to 1800, was but 2G; from 1800 to

1810, the average nnmb;ir was 91; from 1810 to

1820, it was 200; and, lor the last ten years, the

average number has been 535. Durinc^ the last

year, there were issued 77G; and there have been

granted in the first quarter of the present year 274,

being more in three months than were issued in

the whole of the first period of ten years. In the

22 years preceding the war of 1812, the average

annual number was 73. The first quarter oi' the

present year indicates an ag'Tregate ibr the year,

of 1,00(3; the amount of the duties on which, will

be upwards of ^32,000. The whole number is-

sued at the Patent Ollice, nutler the laws of the

United States, up to the 31st of March last, is

9,731. This is more than double the number
which have been issued either in England or

France, during the same period. In England lor

ten years ])receding 1830, the average number ol'

patents granted in one year was 145

Whoever imagines tliat, because so many in-

ventions and so many improvements in machine-
ry hav^e been made, their remains little else to be

discovered, has but a feeble conception of the in-

finitude and vastness of mechanical powers, or of

the unlimited reach ot science.—Much as has

been discovered, infinitely more remains unreveal-

ed. The mgenulty of man is exploring a region

without limits, and delving in a mine whose treas-

ures are exhaustless. " Neither are all the myste-

ries of nature unl()lded, nor the mind tired in the

pursuit of them.

"

The first conceptions of ingenuity, like the first

suggestion of science are theories which require

something of experiment and practical exempli-

fication to perfect. Mechanical invenfions are at

first necessarily crude and incomplete.—Time is

required to develope their imperfections and to

make the improvements necessary to their adap-
tion to practical uses. Inventors generally obtain

patents before they venture upon those experi-

ments which only can test their inventions. They
are apprehensive oi being forestalled in their dis-

coveries, and see no other means of protecting

themselves against piracy and fraud, than bysecur-
ing patents aT once.

A remedy for this may be easily had in a pro-

vision authorizing caveats to be filed in the office,

giving securit}' to tiie right of discovery Ibr a time
suflicient for making the necessary experiments,
inquiries and miprovements.

Heretofore aliens not resident in (his country,
have not been admitted to the privileges of our
patent laws. But, as Amerit-an citizens are allow-
ed to take out patents in England and in other
countries, a principle of reciprocity would seem to

require that foreigners should have similar privile-

ges here, on paying a similar duly or amount of
fees that is exacted of our citizens abroad. The
lees payable in England, on takin"; out a patent,
amount to $585. If a patent be taken out lor the

three kingdoms of England Ireland, and Scotland,
thev amount to ^1,680T— In France thev are $309;
in Spam .'r;292; Austria, *B208.
A power in the Commissioner of the Patent Of-

fice to reject ap[)lications for want of novelty in

the invention, it is believed, will have a most isen-

eficial and salutary efiljct in relieving meritorious
inventors, and the community generally, fi-om the
serious evils irrowinir out of the grantitiij!; of patents
for every thing indiscriminately, creating interfer-

ing claims, encouraging fraudulent speculators in

patent rights, deluging the country with worthless
monopolies, and laying the foundation for endless
litigation.

In nineteen cases out of twent}', probably, the
opinion of the Commissioner, accompanied by the
iutbrmation on which his decision is founded, will

be acquiesced in. When unsatislactory, the
rights of the applicant will find ample protection

in an appeal to a board of cxammers, selected for

their particular knowledge of the subject-matter
of the invention in each case.

By this means, without danger to actual and
honest inventors, the number of patents would be
somewhat diminished. But there would be more
confidence in those which should be granted, and
as those which have been fierelofbre issued, should
be daily expiring by their limitation, the connnu-
nity would begin to feel and realize the advanta-
ges of such a change. The present law waits

till infringements and frauds are consummated—
nay, it even aids thern; and then it ofi'ers an inade-

(piate remedy for the injury, by giving aa action

lor damages. It ought, rather, by refusing to

grant interfering patents, to render prosecution.^

unnecessary. Instead of sanctioning the wrong
b}' granting the privilege to commit it, it should
arrest injury and injustice at the threshold, and put
an end to litigation before it begins.

Important and interesting as the Patent Office

is now considered, it is believed that, under such
new organization as is contemplated by the bill

presented here-wilh, it will contribute largely to

the great interests of the country, and bear no
small part in elevating our national character,

American ingenuity has obtained much consider-

ation on the other side of the Atlantic. Even the

manufactures of England are not a little indebted

to it for some of their most valuable improvements.
Her woolen manufactures, especially, have, with-

in a few years, undergone an entire change, by
the adoption of American inventions, by which
wool has been made as yielding and submissive to

the power of machinery as any material whatever.

Cotton machinery has also been greatl)^ improved
in the hands of our mechanics; and while Eng-
land receives from us three fourths of the cotton

she uses in raw material, we furnish her also with

?ome of the most valuable improvements in the

means of manutacturing it. Indeed, what mech-
anism or manufacture has, for the last twenty
years, been brought across the Atlantic, that has

not, on being returned, borne the distinguished

marks of the superior ingeimity of American me-
chanists? Formerly, we borrowed and copied

much that was valuable from Europe. Now, Eu-
rope is borrowing and copying, with no little ad-

vantage, from us; and she must not be too much
surprised if she shall soon find a formidable bal-

ance aizainst her.
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Frorti the Eastoii Whig.

No. I.

ON THE F.A.STER1V SHORE RAIL ROAD.

To the People of the Eastern Shore.

On the (iiiy the. Leiri-slature ailjourned. I wrote

a note to two e.litors of newspapers, iiidicatirij; a

desire to 'rouble their types a little, as soon as I

returned home and conhl find leisure, on the sul)-

ject of the proposed Eastern Sk'ire Rail Road

;

but although the balance of that letter was pub-

lished, I am not aware the only part which I de-

sired should me<Uthe public eye was ever published,

and that was t()r an invitation speedily to take up

the subject tor their sage consideration. 1 ant

aware that those ot' our countrymen whose vision

has been bounded by the sensible horizon which

surrounds their own domicils. or whose indolent

thoughts have not been permitted to wander be-

yond the circle of their every day employment, or

every day enjoyment, regard this scheme as one

which could only have found birth in the feverish

brain ofsome moon-struck visionary. What, say

they, "a Rail Road through the E. S. Peninsula I

and to be a part too of the' great national works to

afford rapid travel between the North and South?

preposterous ! monstrous !"

In the oatset I profess a want of sufTuient time

to do justice to this important subject in hasty

essays, and above all, want of time will preclude

me from obtaining authentic proofs of some facts,

which, nevertheless, certainly exist, and which are

essential to render the case I am supporting, per-

fectly clear and obvious to the most incredulous;

but if such of our countrymen as are now scepti-

cal on this subject will have pntience to come along

with me, I will promise at least to make him
doubt in his disbelief of this scheme, if I do not

convince him unconditionally of its practicability

at a cheap rate, advantaires to the whole Sliore,

and profit to the stockholders. It will not be my
purpose to attempt to show that there is at this

time travel and commerce enough on this shore to

justify fi-oin its resources the making a rail road, al-

though I will say, chat the existetice of a rail road

for a term of fifty years would create in that time

the necessary travel and commerce; but I propose

to show diat there is foreign travel from the south

to the north, now in readiness to support this road

by its means alone, and independent of the funds

to be derived from the liberal and enlightened plant

of the general government which proposes to

make the rail roads the exclusive carriers of the

mails. While the government will save money
and have the mail carried with more certainty and
despatch by their plan on rail roads, it will be seen
that the ainount received by the roads for this pur-

pose will be nearly entirely clear gain to them.
On casting the eye over the map of our penin-

sula, it will be seen that we not only have the
most favoured spot, that perhaps nature in her
bounty ever created on the face of this globe, l()r

the projection of a rail road; but besides this we
have a beautiful spot of earth, bearing other char-
acteristics. It has come from the hands of its

creator, with alniDst the same smooih finish which
it could have possessed, had it been under the
graduation of a corps of engineers, employed from
tlie days of Father Noalf to the present time.
Our soil is emphatically fertile, and not an inch of
it but may, by tlie use of lime, be made first rate

land, equal in its general productiveness to any
land in the country. Our whole shore has been
overspread and shaded by rich and heavy forests

large portions of which particularly in the interior

still remain to attest iis native origin and feriility;

we are nearly surrounded by two of the noblest

bays in the worlil, and we are cut up and intersect-

ed by naviijable rivers and creeks, to an extent

unlike all other spots on the liice of the Globe; af-

Ibrding navigation tiir transportation from almost
every iieiijhborhood; these natural highways, ma-
ny of them do not go far into the interior, and
whilst they give us transportation fi'om place to

place, give us a number of luxuries for our diet,

which go to supersede one-half of the labor neces-

sary for sustenance, and exceeds perhaps in its va-
riety, abundance, and excellence, the supply af-

Ibrdeil by any other place on eartli. It is to those

extraordinary and wonderfully advantages more
than to any thing else, that may be ascribed, extra-

ordinary as it may seem, the inertness, the indo-

lence and supineness, which has caused our popu-
lation to retograde in numbers as our lands fiave

retrograded in qua'ity—no pxiom is more true than
that which alleges that men work and improve
their soil, just in the ratio of the difficulty of ob-

taining subsistence from it. When we gain sub-

sistence with very little labour we soon become im-
patient of any labour—when men are compelled
to work hard every day to gain there daily siibsis-

tsnce, labour becomes habitual, and habit makes it

pleasant.

Our shore from these very causes, strange as at

first view they may seem, has fiillen into neglect,

and many of our most enterprising citizens are

annually leavinir us. The spirit of public Inter-

nal Impriivements, so rife in the country, has oc-

cupied the thoughts of all our people or emigra-
tion, believing that we were without those natu-

ral and incidental advantages, which could lead to

similar improvements on this Shore, and that we
must therefore remain forever stationary.

A brighter day is undoubtedly dawning on this

Eastern Shore, and one that is to bind her citizens

to her from one extreme of our bounds to the oth-

er, a day that is to bring, and speedily, a great in-

crease to her population, and to make the Eastern

Shore that which nature intended it should be, the

garden spot of the country.

Whilst there is a vigorous efibrt now progress-

ing along the line of our exterior water courses to

improve the soil, the interior of the Shore is every

day becoming thinner of its inhabitants, and
every day brings an increasing number of old

fields turned out to run into wilderness or waste

land. How long I would ask. would it require for

the improvements now going on upon the naviira-

ble water courses, chiefly by means of calcareous

manures, to reach the interior of the Shore with-

out the aid of a rail road through it, with laterals

to every convenient navigable point on both the

waters of the Delaware and the Chesapeake? A-
sres might be re(]uired, whilst by the operation of

the railroad, fifty years woulil not be required to

place it completely on a footing- throughout, with

the most fav.ired and most improving portion of

the Uniied Slates.

It will be borne in mind that the rivers, and

creeks of our shore take their rise near the centre

of the peninsula, fall to the east into the Delaware,

and into the Chesapeake in the west. If yon
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draw a line through the centre, it will be found to

pass throughout our table lands, and cross cuts

through more than two or three of those waters
Rs low as navigable points. Our shore may be
likened to a comb laid directly north and south,
with a bar in the middle ol' the"^ table land, resem-
bling the teeth of the comb. By a straight line

rail road, on this table land, as may be seen by the
Tiap, the distance will be only a fraction over one
'lundrod miles, and on this rail road, by a locomo-
tive, you may run a passenger from one extremity
of our part of the shore to tiie olher in three hours
and a half! Then the lateral roads would throw
all the meats raised on the interior of the shore to

the navigable depots for tlieir natural market, the
city of Baltimore; whilst on the other hand the
wood, the li-uits, the vegetables, to be passed on

|

this road, would go to the depots on the Delaware
to seek their natural market in Philadelphia and
New York. As return cargoes, lime, plaster and
merchandize would come from both sides for dis-

tribution down th-e mam stem of the road.

Let me ask you to allow this essay to serve as
the rough outline of the plan of the Eastern
Shore Rail Road, and in my next I will enter into
some calculations which, although rough and has-
ty, will I am sure nearly a|;pro:\imate to truth to

say this road can and will he supported alone by
the Ibreign travel on it; independent both of the
mail appropriation which it must and will have,
and of the trade furnished by the country through
which it passes. I will take leave to say, that, in

the consideration of this subject, so vitally impor-
tant do I consider to the Eastern Shore, it is to be
devoutly hoped, that the narrow minded and jeal-

ous bickerings of party politics, will be whollj- ex-
cluded and discarded.

I therefore hope this article will forthwith find a
place in every newspaper on this Shore, as all

other articles should do on the same subject, whe-
ther they be tor the road or against it. Let all

light be shed upon the subject. No time is to be
lost, as this subject should be considered by the
people, and understood by them, as well as their

representatives, in time lor the necessary action

at the May session.

TIIOS. EMORY.

From the Richmond Whig.

PASSAGE OF THE aiARYLANI) IXTERNAI. IM-
PROVEMEKT BILL.

An extra session of the Maryland Legislature
was called, some weeks since, to consider the

gi-and improvement bill !or the completion of the

Chesapeake and Ohio Canal, and the Baltimore
and Ohio Rail Road. The bill passed the lower
house on Friday, by a majority of nineteen, and
had but two dissenting voices in the senate. The
funds of the state are |)ledgcd for the completion
of these works. This law, says the United States

Telegraph, makes Maryland the great thorough-
fare of the commerce of the West, and makes her
the heart ot the Union. The news of its passage
was received in Baltimore by the firing of cannon,
the ringing of bells, and the shouts of joyous tri-

umph!
We take the following suminar}- of the provis-

ions of the bill, from the Annapolis Republican ot

Satnrdav mornin"".

Vol."IV—26
^

"The law appropriates three millions to com-
|)lete the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal to Cumber-
land; three millions to continue the Baltimore and
Ohio Rail Road to the Ohio; one million to con-
struct the ruil road running down the Eastern
Shore from Cecil county to Pocomoke bay; half a
million for a canal to connect Baltimore with the
Chesapeake and Ohio canal 'bj' the most northern
route;' and half a million to connect Annapolis
with the Chesapeake and Ohio canal. It provides
for a loan at six per cent, redeemable in filly

years, for the above purposes, upon which loan not
less than twenty per cent. ])reniium 7tmst be ob-
tained, amounting to one and a half million, which
will constitute a sinking fund adequate to I'edecm
the principal in years, all the profits of t lie sev-
eral improvements being pledged to the State for

the payment of six percent, interest upon the sev-
eral sums received by them, after three years from
their receivintj the same."

ANSWER TO QUERIES RESPECTING HOUSING
CORN or THE LAST CROP.

To the Editor of the Farmers" Register.

Fairfax, June 1th,

Under fictitious signatures I have attempted to

throw my mite into the Register, and as far as
was within my very humble power, make you
some return for the many good things I have re-

ceived. If I aspired to the station of a public

benefactor, I should have given you my proper
name; but, sir, I am willing to pass through lifii

so that my "right hand shall not know the doings
of my left." If I give you brass, as brass let it go:

if I.give you gold, surely sir none will require that
* * * or "the government" should be ira- .

pressed upon it to give it currency. Rest assured

that when I stale any thing as a fact, I shall be

ready to make the proof; as for ojjinions, they may
and should only pass for what any may think them
worth.

You ask for particulars in relation to my corn

cribs (at page 109, vol. 4.) The largest is 22 feet

long, 16 feet wide, and 12 feet high. It is framed
strongly, and lathed Inside with | plank, split into

slats 3 or 4 inches wide. The other two are of

logs resting upon each other with spaces as wide
between the logs as we could contrive, and are 20
feet long and 14 feet wide—lathed upon the out-

side. My memorandum book informs me that

upon the 2nd day of October, I began to husk and

loft corn;'upon the 8ih, I had 250 barrels lofted,

and that upon the 30ih, one house was filled; upon
the 20th November, I find this memorandum: "750

barrels of corn now lolled, 180 rejected and devot-

ed to immediate use, and 20 barrels good, disposed

of—making a total of 950 barrels." You also ask

what kind of corn I plant. lean only answer that

it is the best I have been able to find in 36 years:

the ears are large, grains deep and hard, and ma-
tured 3 weeks sooner than any other corn 1 have
planted; the stalk is strong but very short, and the

shoot is low. I always plough seven-eighths of

my corn stalks under, in making ready for seeding

wheat: if they were large, it could not be done.

IMy corn kei)t well— liir' I am puzzled to get as

much bad corn as will lecd my hogs.

Our wheat crop is much injured by (he fly. My
Kindcrhook, however, has escaped, and thus far
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promises well. It was the only wheat last year

that escaped the fly.

The rye crop is now of little value—the oat,

though late seeded, is very good—clover will be

short, but timothy is very promising—corn may
be said to be in chancery—good counsel and hard

work may produce good results.

Lime! lime! lime! is now my only cry.

I cannot get shells; my only chance is down the

canal to bring the rock and burn it myself. In my
single glass of wine, I drink "a calcareous resur-

rection to Virginia:" she will then cease to be old

Virginia. * * #

[The early ripening of the kind of corn made by

our corresponaent, and probably the greater hardness

of its grain, (as the early kinds are always the hardest,)

served to make safe his early storing in such large

cribs. The ordinary corn of lower Virginia, in the

last very peculiar season, could not have been kept in

good condition under like circumstances.]

ON THE NATURE, FORMATION, PROPERTIES
AND PRODUCTIONS OF ARGILLAC KOUS SOIL.

By M. Puvis.

Translated for the Farmer's Register, from the Jiu
nales de V^griculture Francaise.

EDITORIAL, REMARKS.

It is but little more than twelve months since we first

met with one of M. Puvis' publications—which one

(the Essay on Lime) was the latest which he had then

sent to the press. Since, we have devoted many pa-

ges of the Farmers' Register to translations from that

and other of his pieces, some of which were of much
earlier date, but which did not come under our view,

and probably had never reached this country, until

brought by our special order, and in consequence of

the high opinion formed of the author's later writings,

which had been seen in the last Nos. of the Annales.

In presenting these several pieces, it is hoped and be-

lieved that we have both gratified and informed

thousands of readers, (through the various re-publica-

tions that have been made,) and have done much to

diffuse the knowledge of the value of lime as manure,

and to encourage and promote its extensive application.

While we have heretofore frankly stated some strong

objections both to the matter and the manner of M.
Puvis' different essays, we think that all of them are

interesting to investigators of the nature of soils, and (he

action of calcareous manures, and highly valuable to

those who are but Uttle informed on those subjects,

and are seeking all the instruction that they need to

direct their practice. As to the main and most im-
portant opinions of M. Puvis, we could not do other-

wise than approve them—for it is remarkable how
closely they agree with our own, first advanced and
maintained (so far as was then known,) in the Essay
on Calcareous Manures. The two writers separated

by the ocean, and ignorant of each other's labors, and
even existence, were during the same course of lime
engaged in investigating the stime class of subjects,

and arrived (though often by different proofs, or trains

of reasoning,) to the same results. The entire defi-

ciency of calcareous earth in natural poor soils—the

certainty of improving such soils by its application

—

and the impossibility of enriching them profitably with-

out—the ucidily of such soils—the effect of liming or

marling a country to lessen or remove malaria, and its

consequence, autumnal diseases—all these views are

maintained by both writers—and each maintained

what he then thought was as novel and unsupported

by other testimony, as it was important to be made

known.

The following piece of M. Puvis, though the latest

to reach us, in fact preceded most of what we have

heretofore had translated; and this piece, it seems, is

but an abstract or new form of an earlier publication,

which has not yet been seen. But though our read-

ing and publishing of the several articles has thus

been in nearly a reversed order to that of their original

appearance, the injury thereby sustained has not been

considerable, owing to a peculiarity in the manner or

form of all these several publications, which is

in general a great fault, but which in this case,

(and very often in other agricultural writings,)

is of much use to readers, however offensive to the

critic's eye. It is the repeating, in diflerent kindred ar-

ticles, the same descriptions or opinions whenever the

same subjects come under view. Thus the i)eculiar

qualities of the "argilo-silicious" soils, which are the

subject of the following article, have been described in

the Essay on Lime, and elsewhere, with sufficient dis-

tinctness to enable us to know them. Our inferences

in regard to them were stated in a note to the Essay on

Lime, (page 363, vol. III., Far. Reg.,) and this entire

article shows that those inferences were correct. In

fact, if M. Puvis had been investigating the nature, and

treating of the improvement, of the "ridge" lands of

lower Virginia, he could not have more correctly des-

cribed them, than he has done in describing soils in

Fi-ance. The dividing ridge or level between every

two rivei's, or tributary streams, in lower Virginia, is

precisely like the "argilo-silicieux plateaux" of M.
Puvis: remarkable for the same general features of

sterility—deficiency of calcareous earth—peculiar fit-

ness for calcareous manures

—

and for being more or

less subject to sickliness in autumn. As examples ex-

hibited are more impressive than general description,

it may be observed, that the stifiestkind of M. Puvis'

''argilo-silicious" soil, (precisely the soil of ^'tristc So-

logne'"— ) is presented in the body of land in Prince

George county, which lies between Powell's Creek

andWard's Creek, both flowing into James River: that

most of the neighboring level ridge lands between
other streams, (and through which the mail road pass-

es) are examples of the medium texture : and that be-

low, in Surry, the ridges are more sandy, indeed very

light, yet still exhibiting the same general qualities.

Every county in lower Virginia (if not elsewhere)

will furnish abundant specimens of all these varieties

of texture. Tliough varying greatly as to the predo-

minance of sand or clay, there is, throughout, the same
general character. We were, long ago, forcibly struck

with this very uniform character of a great extent of
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our country, (as described concisely in Essay on Cal.

Man. p. 40, 2d Ed.) and tlience supposed that there

had been a similarity of geological i'ormation, different

from that of the lower and more fertile lands intersect-

ing this steril region, and different from that of any

other region ever heard of, until we recently met with

the writings of M. Puvis, and his description of pre-

cisely similar lands in France. We are rejoiced to be

enabled to call his support to the aid of improvement

in Virginia and other Atlantic States: for all that he

says, in this article, is as applicable to our country as

to France. Whether his geological views are plausible

ox not, we are not qualified to decide: but at any rate,

tliey, and the facts by which thev are supported, are

curious and interesting.

The classifications of soils by writers on aajri-

culture seem to have been hitherto of little utihty.

Till now they iiave aimed to class them by means
of their texture, or diHerent degrees of consisten-

cy; and this method has brought together soils

different in nature, properties and composition.

Hence it has resulted that the classification, in-

stead of simplifying matters has only rendered
them more complicated; and in this instance, as in

some others, science, by a classification at variance
with nature, has retarded, rather than advanced
practice, and has introduced a vexatious confusion
into agricultural works and theories. This serious

inconvenience would not have occurred if lessons

had been taken Irom practice in this question.

Every where experience has taught the husband-
man to divide the soil into two classes, distinct in

their nature, their composition, their properties

and productions: it is this unscientific (empiriquc)
classification which should have been followed;

and then we sliould not have been lost among the

English "Zoaws" of which we cannot ascertain the

exact quality, now the "free lands," (tcrres fran-
ches,) nor "iat clays;" (hits gras,) of our French
writers, wliich also occasion misinterpretations in

each country.

The great author of all things, in his supreme
wisdom has fortunatefy varied the comparison of

soils but little. AiTiong the vast multitude of sim-
ple substance ot which the globe is composed, he
has scarcely admitted more than three to form its

surface—that part destined to support its inhabi-

tants: these substances are siiex, alumine, and
Time. A greater number of component parts, by
diversifying the nature of the soil, would have
made agriculture much more complicated—and it

is already, in the actual state of things, so difficult

an art! If it had been necessary to practice hus-
bandry upon a soil composed of numerous ele-

ments, it would have been almos't entirely above
human intelligence.

Among these three earths, the two first, silex

and alumine, form almost the whole mass of the

upper stratum, and exclusively compose more than
half of it. The silex is found in the form of sand,

and the alumine is scarcely ever met with alone,

but it exists in the soil under the name of argil [pure

clay] day, always mixed, or rather combined with
particles of silex very minutely reduced.
When lime, or rather the carbonate of lime, is

found mixed in a greater or less proportion with
the two first earths, it modifies their nature
in whatever quantity it may be found mixed with

them: the compound then lakes the name of cal-
careous soil, and its properties are changed in a
remarkable manner.
Sometimes the lime is mixed with a little mag-

nesia, which then changes all the characters of the
calcareous soil and most frequently renders it barren.

With these three principal constituents there is

fijund mixed more or less of vegetable mould, (hu-
nnis,) the decomposed remnants of preceding ve-
getation, or additions made by man to increase
fertility; and, finally, a small portion of oxide of
iron is very often met with, which does not seem
to act an important part in vegetation.

Practical agriculture has learned in each country
1o divide the soil into silicioiis, and calcareous lands.*
In Ain, Saone-el-Loire, and Jura, and in a great
l)art of France, the argilo-silicious land, (^terre ar-

gilo-silicieuse) bears the name of terre blanche
and the calcareous lands receive names wliich dis-

IniL'uish them from it completely; in the south the
argilo-siliceous lands are called boulbenses, and the
calcareous lands tei-res fortes, in Yonne they are

distinguished as terre de puisage and fortes terres,

in Aveyron the one has the name of segallas, and
the other that of causses; in Berry and the Gatinais
the first is called tcrres de Sologne, in Belgium and
the north it is called terres a bois, terres elytres.

In fine, practice has every where given a distin-

guishing name to this nature of soils, which every
where offers the same composition, the same pro-

perties, the same productions and the same diffi-

culties in its cultivation.

It is this classification, this distinction of prac-

tice that 1 propose to examine particularly. So
long ago as 1811, struck with these two great na-
tural and practical divisions, I published a me-
moir on this subject. Since then I have felt more
and more the great necessity of it, and my pre-

sent work, which is the study of the first class of

soil, of the soils composed of silex and argil will

be, in some sort, a developement of facts in sup-

port of my work of 1811. Hereafter we shall be able

to return to ihe study of calcareous soils.

Our subject will lead us to some details of agri-

cultural geology, a science yet in its birth, for which
as we proceed, we shall collect some materials.

I. Tlie soil of which we are going to speak is

not to be confounded with the granitic or schistous

soils which cover the most elevated parts of the

globe. These last soils offer indeed an analogy of

composition and productions with the former; they

are also composed of alumine and silex—but they

abound in granitic or schistous fragments of various

magnitudes, which are not met with in like man-
ner in the nrmlo-siliciouB plateaux; they produce, as

these last, the heath and broom, but the fern does

not grow abundantly on them. Their formation

is not the same, the exterior characteristics and

the sub-soils are different; the granitic or schistous

soils seem to have been owing to decompositions

of granite or schist on the same spots by meteoric

influence; at other times they have been produced

by the movement of partial waters in the interior

of basins.

* Here and elsewhere the author uses the term "sili-

cious soils" in contra-distlnction from "calcareous"—or

to designate soils which are not at all calcareous. We
have elsewhere used the term "acid soils" for the same

seneral class.

—

^Ed. Far. Reg.
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The art^ilo-silicious soil, on the contrary, be-

longs, as we shall see hereailer, to a great deposite

which seems to have been general; but which,

however, did not rise to great heights. It covers,

in France and elsewhere, vast extents, and it com-

poses at least three fourths of our tbrest lands in

ihe plains; the great Ibrcsts in the neighborhood ol

Paris anil those of Normandy are almost entirely

com posed of it. It is the only great shade of soil

which is produced every where with striking an-

alogies in its soil, its sub-soil, its properties, its ad-_

varTtages and its defects; while other natures of

soil ofler great disparities among themselves in

the different positions in which they occur.

Its composition, in the first place, as we have
previously announced, is completely identical, but

it varies much in consistence, and in the taculty

of retaining water, according to the greater or less

quantity ol" clay which it contains, and as the si-

licious sand found m it is in a state of more or less

minute division; for the experiments of Thacr,

Schubler, and Cadet Gaussicourt, have proved

that the stiffness of a soil and its impermeability

(impenetrability to water) depend on the minute-

ness of division of the silex, as well as on the

proportion of clay that it contains. Silex in the

form of coarse sand takes only one fourth of its

weight ol" water, while reduced to an impalpable

powder, euch a» is obtained Irom clay, it retains

nearly three times its weight; which explains, on
the one hand, the great humidity of argillaceous

soils and on the other the great contraction that

clay suffers either by drought in agriculture, or by
heat in the arts.

li. The color of the surface of this soil, when
it lias been long exposed to the air, is white, which
has given use to its name of white lahd, (terre

blanche, terrain blanc.)

What characterises this soil particularly is that

when it is dry, it is easily enough penetrated by
water, but when once saturated, it admits no
more; the water which then falls upon its surface

remains there without being able to penetrate it;

this property has caused it to be called impermea-
ble soil, because in fact it does not permit the water
to pass through to the lower strata.

One of the worst results of this impermeability

of the soil is the unhealthiness which is experienced
in a greater or less degree wherever this soil oc-

curs: the intermittent levers wliich are observed
more or less on the borders of stagnant waters are

very frequently endemic on the argilo-silicious

plains, although they may present neither marshes
nor ponds.

This unhealthiness, it appears, may be explained
in a plausible manner.
The water with which (he soil is inundated, not

being able to escape in any direction, remains
there in a state of stagnation, the general principle

of the corruption of water. It forms then in the
soil a kind of interior marsh; the sun and the dry-
ness of the air exhale a part. Tliese waters, mo-
tionless, diminished, heated by the sun in the
warmth of the long summer's days, ferment, he-
come altered, and are sometimes so much corrupt-
ed as to become black; they are then an unwhole-
some drink for men; and at the same time the ex-
halations of a soil impregnated vvith corrupted wa-
ter become unhealthy, as those of the borders of
marshee, of ponds, and of all lands temporarily
inundated, and which the summer's sun strikes

upon, after the waters are drawn off. Then among
the inhabitants of a district, in the midst of an at-

mosphere mixed whh deleterious exhalations, nu-
merous intermittent levers occur, without any ne-

ces.sity Ibr the appearance of marshes or ponds in

the country,
III. Almostalwaj'sunder the white [or light co-

lored] upper soil, a sub-soil is found of clayey sand
{sable argileux) reddish and shaded with gray, or

more rarely with red veins.

Its color may enable us to form a judgment of its

degree of impermeability, and consequently of the

degree of humidity of its surface: when the whole
mass, soil and sub-sod, is gray, it is more imper-
meable, and its upper stratum is more wet: when
the inferior stratum is reddish or veined, the soil

allows the surface water to penetrate a little more,
and the upper layer is better drained; it is then re-

markable that the gray veins which it contains

are more moist than the rest of the mass. The
gray color, doubtless arises from the greater abun-
dance of clay, and the red announces a greater

proportion ot sand, colored by the oxide of iron.

Nevertheless in all its varieties, this stratum re-

tains the water on its surface in a greater or less

degree, and allows scarcely any to penetrate into

the interior of the soil.

IV. The argilo-silicious formation covers vast
extents of the two grand divisions of which France
is composed, the basin of the Mediterranean, and
that of the ocean. In these two positions, so differ-

ent,although near,we are unable to assign to the de-
posites of this stratum shades of difference which
may very sensibly distinguish them. That which
covers a part of the basin ot the Rhone, the only
basin of France which declines towards the Me-
diterranean, presents, then the same characteris-

tics as m the other parts of this country which de-
cline towards the ocean. Nevertheless, in the ba-
sin of the Rhone, the alluvion may be more clay-

ey, a property which it shares with all the diffier-

ent strata of the surface of the soil in this ba-

sin.

The cause of this may be attributed to the nu-
merous fiirmations of gray clay, which we shall

call granitic clay, that are found in this basin; and
besides, to this circumstance, that the river which
occupies the bottom of this basin having a mucii
greater descent than those which ffow to the
the ocean, (since Geneva is 300 toises above the
level of the sea, consequently in a course of 120
leagues the river fiills 300 toises,) the soil there
has been more profoundly agitated, the plastic clay
has been dissolved in greater masses, and has given
more stithiess to all tliese strata of the basin, and
first to the argilo-silicious formation.

V. This formation, generally, covers the pla-

teaux, [ridges, or table lands] which separate the
basins of great rivers, whenever they are not di-

vided by elevated mountains; and when moun-
tains divide them, this formation often rises

on their slopes to very considerable height.-'.

Thus it is found on the first steps, or as-

cent, of the mountains of Autumnois; it is

found covering the granites of a part of Haut-
Charolais, of the mountains of Forez, and rising

to almost equal heights on the two slojjes of those
mountains which decline, on the one side to the
Loire, and on the other to the Rhone—that is to

say, to the ocean and to the Medeitcrranean. But
then the difference of stiflhess is sensible between
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tlie tbrinatioii on the side of the ocean, and that

on the .siJe of the Mediterranean.
It is found at an almost equal height in the en-

virons of Lausanne hi Switzerland, of Thonon in

Savoy where it rises above the alluvions of the

borders of the Lake of Geneva. The great ar-

gilo-silicious table land of the basin of the Rhone,
which from the gates of Lyons, covering a |)art of

tire departments of Ain and of Saone-et-Loire,

reaches to the middle of that of Jura, rests on el-

evated chaussees of the granites of *

near Lyons: and what is very remarkable, is that,

as we have said elsewhere, the general declivity of

this plateau lies in a direction contrary to the

course of the rivers which border it; that it goes
on increasing in this direction for the 20 leagues of

its length, so that the plateau towards the heights

of
'- * ends by rising nearly 100 toises

above the course of the rivers which bound it on

the two sides.

VL The li-agments of rocks which this forma-

tion contains, are always pieces more or less

rounded by the movement of waters, and the

largest are generally found at the greatest depth.

The strata are always h.orizontal, the sand is al-

most always coarser in the inferior strata, and its

grains are successively finer up to the surface, where
they are very minute. All these circumstances

evidently indicate successive precipitations fiom a

liquid, in the bosom of which the suspended earthy

particles have been at liberty to obey the law
of their gravities. It is then an aqueous deposite

which has extended itself over vast surfaces. Nev-
ertheless, it is not to be believed that this deposite

has been lor a length of time carried along by the

waters before its precipitation, for it frequently con-

tains fi-agments whose angles s'ill remain and
which have not been rolled long enough to be-

come round. In the basin of the Seine the

flints of chalk beds, which are there met w^ith

with still preserve, in part, their native forms; and
the fragments of mill-stone (silex carie) w4iich

are found in Sologne are not yet rounded, although

they have been rolled; and finally the rolled flint-

stones which are found in the argilo-siliceous de-

posite of the Rhone belong to the ancient alluvions

of the basin, and have not received their form in

the various movements of the deposite in| which
they now occur.

VI}. Every where'this stratum covers the great

formations and is no where covered by them; it is

then evidently the last of the great alluvions 'of

the last great revolution which has^ agitated__ the

surface oi" the globe.

VIII. It'does not appear possible to attribute it to

fi'esh waters, to the formalions,always partial, of ri-

ver waters, which take a distinct character in each
basin, and generally occupy its bottom. We do not

find in it the fresh water remains so numerous in

marls, as well the stony, as the earthy kinds;

and, besides, when the basins of rivers are not

separated by mountains, this formation, occu-

* These blanks occur in the French publication and

probably were made necessary by the illegibility of the

manuscript. In |the several pieces by M. Puvis, as

published, there are numerous indications of mistakes

of the author's words; and sometimes others of liis

meaning—so manifest, that the translator has ven-

tured to alter them.—Er.

|)ies the whole extent of the intermediate ridges or
table lands. Finally, the alluvion placed in the
basin of the ocean rises on llie slopes of the moun-
tains to the same relative height as that placed in

I he basin of the Mediterranean; and where these
mountains are depressed, the strata of tins alluvion
unite, and are counlbunded.
This stratum of identical composition which co-

vers such vast extents in countries distant from
each other, which has risen above the basin of
rivers, which unites the basins of seas, can, it seems
only be owing to the last phasis of the movement
of great waters, of the movement of seas them-
selves confounded together.

It is true that few marine remains are met with
in this stratum: the lew i)etrified sea-urchins, which
are found in Salogne may there be contemporary
vvith the beds of mill-stones which crop out
through the argilo-silicious stratum, and the for-

mation of which rises far beyond that of the de-
posite by which it is covered.

IX. This stratum must then have been depo-
sited by the water over the v/hole surface; and it

would not be difficult to explain how, while con-
tinuing to cover the ridges and table lands, it may
have disappeared from the bottoms of the basins

which it covered. When, by a course of which
we are ignorant, the level of the inferior waters
was lowered, currents were formed in the interior

of the basins of the rivers which terminated in the

great reservoirs; the waters quitted the highlands,
to collect together in the basins, their natural bed;
the waters of the elevated parts of the table lands,

to reach their respective basins acquired but little

rapidity in their courses of short extent, and only
carried ofl' more or less of the last deposite, which
was not altered in its composition. Eut it was not

the same in the bottom of the basins; there, rapid
currents of great length were established; and im-
pelled by the waters above, they swept off the

last deposite and mingled its elements with the de-
posites of the inferior strata.

When the waters became less rapid, the frag-

ments which they carried along, were successive-
ly deposited, commencing with the heaviest; and
as the}' approached a state of repose, the minute
particles which the waters retained in suspension
were precipitated, and formed the upper stratum,
which has become the vegetable stratum [or

mould] of the lower part of the basins, and which
is composed of fragments of all the formations

carried off by the the waters, the latest as well as

the most ancient.

X. This is the place to remark that the argilo-sili-

cious deposites which cover the plateaux, generally
increase in stiffness as they approach the sea; thus,

in the basin of the Loire, the sands of the Sologne
are lighter than the same kind of table lands of
La Sarthe; so also, in the basin of the Seine, the

table lands of the Gatinais, and of the forest of
Fontainebleau, are less stift' than the analogous
ones of Bernay, and of the forest of Larche in

Normandy.
The causes which have brought about this state

of liangs may be conceived: the sandy parti-

cles must have been first deposited, and have
formed the alluvions of the more elevated parts

of the basins; the waters on retiring have left them
successively exposed, and the fine and clayey par-

ticles, remaining last in suspension, have been
progressively more numerous in the deposites as
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they approaches tlie sea, and conpequenlly have

rendered the alluvions more stiff, more clayey.

Thus the soil of the horders of the Seine which

often shows little stitihess at Paris, acquires more

as it approaches the sea: und in like manner the lit-

toral soil of the three rivers, the Riione, the Saone,

and the Aisne, is lighter before their confluence,

than that of the Rhone in Comtat, and that of

Comtat is less clayey than that of the great plain

of Aries: these facts are explained in the same
manner as the preceding.

XI. Finding myself involved in the great ques-

tions of the formation of soils, I shall not hesitate,

at the risk of digressing from my subject to collect

here many important facts in agricultural geology.

The argilo-silicious deposite has been very evi-

dently the last of the great deposites which have
covered vast surfaces: it is, in some sort, the last

phasis, or general movement of waters, on the

surface of the earth; but since then, partial revo-

lutions seem to have taken place in the basins of

large and small rivers; there are even some to

which we seem able to assign an era, and which
do not go beyond the historical ages. Thus many
positive and very remarkable facts may induce an
opinion that in the basin of the Rhone a great

movement of waters must have taken place

since the establishment of the Roman dommioh in

this country. When wells are dug at Marseilles,

water is found under a stratum of gravel about 20
feet thick, at its junction with another flirmation on

which wc meet with traces of habitation, roads,

Roman, Phoenician and Gallic medals. This level

of the soil has then been inhabited, two thousand
years or more ago, and consequently the stratum

of gravel more than 20 feel thick which covers

these parts of the basin has been brought into

them since, by a movement of vvaters which no
historical recollection recals.

But if we remark further that in ascending the

basin of the Rhone to Aries, to Orange and V^a-

lence, to Nimcs, to Lyons, the traces of Roman
inhabitation are evey where covered with a stra-

tum of gravel many feet thick—that at Bourg,
situated in the same basin, are found medals, in-

struments of a contemporary date and of tlie same
sort as those met with at Marseilles, and every
thing wliich characterizes an ancient level of ha-
bitation between two strata of gravel analogous
to those which cover them elsewhere—we shall

have good reason to believe that the stratum above
the medals which have been found, must be owing
to the one same revolution, which consequently
must have changed the whole face of the lower
part of the basin of the Rhone.

This stratum at Marseilles, and in the greater
part of the places where it occurs, cannot be owing
to the Tuins of habitation, to the rubbish of destruc-
tion, which raises the inhabited surface in popu-
lous cities; for the traces of habitation, the medals,
the roads, mould (humus) bricks and pottery, in

angular pieces, would be found througiiout the
whole thickness of the stratum, whereas this is

composed without mixture o( r->l!ed pebbles of si-

licious gravel of the same kind, covering calca-
reous gravels disposed in horizontal strata, identi-

cal in thickness and in composition, which could
be owing only to a natural formation deposited
from the bosom of the waters.

But still farther traces of this inundation are

found. At the junction of the basins of the Ainand

the Rhone, there exists a great plain which bears
the name of Valbonne, (rullis Bona;) a name
evidently given by the Romans, and of which the
soil is now composed of an arid stratum of silicious

gravel like that which is found all along the basin
of the Rhone; but we should consider as certain,
that this stratum did not cover the valley when it

received the name of VdUis Bona; it may then
be believed, tjiat the alluvion of good quality
which covered this valley, was carried off by the
great flood which has thrown over a great part of
the surfiice of this large basin, all those increments
of gravel which have covered and devastated the
inhabited surface. In support of this conjecture,
we find in Bas-Bugey at Mcximieux, and in Dau-
phiny, at Saint Priest, opposite the plain in ques-
tion, a stratum of calcareous soil of good (}uality,

which often rises many feet above the alluvion of
gravel, this stratum, which at several points bears
traces of having been torn away, rose, it may be
believed, above the boi\lers of the Ain and the
Rhone; it covered, consequently, the plain between
Meximieux and Montluel, and gave occasion to

its name of ValUs Bona, which was preserved to

it after the waters had deprived it of its qualities.

An aqueous revolution then has taken place in the
basin of the Rhone; this revolution must have
been subsequeiU to the establishment of the Ro-
man power, and to this revolution the stratum of
silicious gravel succeeded, which from the bor-

ders of the lake of Geneva, to those of the sea, co-
vers such vast extents.

We shall not continue farther the discussion of
this important question of agricultural geology, for

fear of exceeding the proper limits of this journal.

X!i. In all movements of great waters which
have taken place, each basin of a river has formed
a new upper stratum which has become the vege-
table stratum (or surface soil;) and this is distin-

guished by shades of formal ion which are pecu-
liar to itsclfj and which it has received from the
fragments of the mountains which border upon it,

from those brought by the waters of its confluents,

mixed with the great general deposites. Thus are

explained those analogies of soil and of formations

which are found throughout the whole extent of
any one basiU; and in the secondary basins them-
selves.

We have designedly gone back to the origin of
these analogies of soil, that we might recur to an
important idea in agricirltui-e. It is this: that the

formations in any one basin being composed of the

same fragments, and owing to the same revolu-

tions, the soil of these basins presents throughout
their whole extent a great analogy, and conse-
quently, the practices of agriculture which have
succeeded in one point, may be aj)plied, the diffe-

rence of climates excepted, to the analogous for-

mations; agriculture perfected on some ])oints of a
basm, may give lessons almost certain for its

whole extent.* Thus the study of agriculture, to

*It may not be useless to all readers to say, that by

the "basin" of a river, the author does not mean mere-

ly the valley or lower lands through wliich it flows,

but the whole area, high and low, which lies within,

or is intersected by, all the tributary streams of the

river. Thus the basin of the Mississippi takes in tlie

immense area from the summits of the Rocky Moun-

tains to those of the Alleghany.

—

Ed.
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become more profitable, instead of being made ac-

cording fo a political as.?ociation, by Departments

for example, ought to be made by the basins of

rivers; it would give rise to many lewer mistakes,

and consequently, to much more success. The
rules and successful practices of a basin, should be

studied anew, if we wish to make an application

of them to another basin in which the composition

of the soil is owing to difi'erent circumstances.

XIII. This caution, this fear of mistakes, ought
to have its full efli^ct when agriculture is practiceJ

on the great argilo-silicious ileposite which covers

such vast extents, and presents every where tlie

greatest analogy. The practice c^f agriculture on
this deposite, might then have general rules which
it would be very important to collect; but it must
first be well characterized, in order that it may be
every where known. We shall therefore resume
the course of our observations.

The soil and the subsoil of this stratum, calthough

of different shades, appear to be ol" identical cosn-

position, as experience daily proves in a slrikinir

manner. When by any circumstance the whitish

stratum of the surface is removed, so as to leave

only the reddish stratum of the sub-soil, some
years of cultivation and manuring, or even of
spontaneous vegetation without culture, are sufli-

cient to give to This reddish sub-soil the gray color

of the rest; and, in the same manner, when this

reddish earth is carried out on a cultivated soil,

the shade which it gives quickly disappears by
mixture with the rest, and by the effect ofcultivation.

The proof of this identity is still .more complete,

if we remark that in digging into the lower parts

filled up by the tailing of more elevated portions of

the soil, we find the red soil shaded with gray, or

the gray shaded with red veins in the middle ofthe

rubbish; which proves the new increment, with
all the characteristics which it has elsewhere, its

stiffness and its impcrmeahility.

The sub-soil and the stratum of the surface, are

then nearly identical, its formation throughout its

whole thickness is therefore the production of the
same aqueous revolution; only the oxide of iron

which colors the sub-soil, loses its color by culti-

vation.

XIV. The effect of frost upon this soil charac-
terizes it in a peculiar manner; the water at the
surface when it is in no great quantity, often fi'eezes

in vertical threads which sometimes rise six inches,

and resemble a vegetable growth. But what is

still more remarkable, is, that the soil rises up by
freezing much more than the greater part of cal-

careous or alluvial soils. New vegetables, plant-
ed, or even sown, are torn out of it in a manner
truly astonishing; plantations of wood of that year,
or even of the year preceding, were torn out at two
different times by tlae freezing without snow, in

February, 1831; and sowings of sea-pines, (mari-
times,) made the year before, were thrown out of
the soil. It is therefore prudent to wait till the
end of winter to make plantations in such soils,

and not to dig the holes beforehand, that water
may not get into them and remain; and as the ef-

fect of frost is less sensible on the parts covered
with turf; the little holes, after planting, should be
re-covered with turf, to prevent as much as possi-
ble new losses.

The rising of this soil from freezing, occasions
besides the great inconvenience of much deeper
roads than on calcareous soil.

These effects are explained in a plausible man-
ner from the nature of the soil itself. This soil con-
tains much silex in a state of very minute division,

either free or combined with the clay; this silex as
we have seen, takes a greater quantity of water
than other descriptions of soil; the water which
penetrated this soil expands, as we know, by
freezing; it expands then at the same time the soil

which it penetrates; the expanded soil rises up,
and raises with itself the plants and their roots

when they do not reach to great depths.

The surface of the soil in thawing first, and
losing a part of its water by evaporation, is con-
tracted and sinks upon the rest of the soil, and
leaves expo.-ed a part of the roots which cannot
descend again with it because their extremities
are fixed in a soil still frozen: the next day this

effect is renewed, and the plant is soon pardy or
entirely out of the ground, according to the length
of its roots.

The rising of the soil is greater in proportion as
it is more clayey, because then it contains more
silex in the state of impalpable powder, or it ab-
sorbs more water; it is greater than in the ordinary
calcareous soil, because carbonate of lime receives

only 85 per cent of water to 100 of impalpable
powder, while silex takes 280 per cent. There
are, however, some calcareous soils which also

greatly expose the roots of vegetables; these are

the marly {vxarnevx) calcareous soils; thus, in the

freezings without snow in February last, our calca-

reous soils of the plateaux, whether terres-mares,

or our marled lands, had more plants thrown out
than our common while lands, (terres blanches.

J

We attribute this to the fact that our ierres mares
are nothinij more than a mixture of the argilo-

silicious soil of the plateaux with the inferior marly
stratum; but our marl which contains commonly
40 per cent, of carbonate of lime, has 60 per cent,

of clay or very fine silex, while our white lands

contain a great deal of silex in the state of sand.

Our terres mares and our marled lands, contain

then, relatively, more fine silex than our ordinary

ridge or table lands, and for this reason may ex-
pose the roots of plants still more.
XV. But with the same sub-soil, almost al-

ways clayey, the surface varies much in stiffness

and tenacity: it passes from a state the most tena-

cious, and the most difficult to work, to the light-

est sand, which is carried off by the wind; and yet

under all these diversities of soil, there is found
almost every where the impermeable red sub-soil.

When the upper soil is clayey, it is then acci-

dente, formed of a collection of small basins or

ponds, which serve to drain it; the waters have not
levelled the surface, or rather after having levelled

it, thej^ attacked it in places, and formed in it ba-
sins or hollows which receive the water of the sur-

face, and without which it would be impossible to

cultivate it.

In this case, it may be conceived that the soil

and the sub-soil are in their nature clayey, of an
impermeability almost absolute; this soil is also

very wet, since it contains a great deal of fine silex,

which absorbs 280 per cent, of water, and to de-

rive advantage from it, the cultivator is obliged to

add to its natural declivity by artificial beds or

ridges by the plough. Wheat, rye, and most ag-
ricultural productions, succeed more or less upon it

when the drawing off ol' the superabundant water

has been effected.
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The dog's-tooth grass, (chiendent,) agrosLis

stolonifera, herbe trainasse, the little motherwort

(matricaire) prey upon this land and impose on

it, as an absolute condition of production, the ne-

cessity ofa very careful cultivation; such is, mostly,

the great plateau, which extends from the gates of

Lvons into three departments, the Ain, Saone-et-

Loire, and Jura; such are nearly, also, Puysaie in

Yonne, a part of the plain of Forez in Ilaute-

Loire, and the part of Sologne in the Cher and

Loire, where fish-ponds are found.

But if this soil, to yield produce by cultivation,

requires to be carefully drained, the necessity for

this is almost as great to produce woods with ad-

vantage, especially in the most clayey variety;

without this, on its surface covered with little

pools, without mellowness and without strength,

the greater number ol" large vegetables languish;

the oak. particularly, is frozen on it almost every

year. Then it becomes necessary that ditches,

judiciously placed, may collect and carry off the

superabundant waters of the surfice: with this

care, the aspect of the soil changes, large vegeta-

bles grow with natural vigor, and are no longer

subjected to any other than the great general ac-

cidents depending on temperature and climate.

XVI. The elevated parts o? e^oh plateau , '-vhen

the waters have had less etiljct, are generally ofa
level and sandy soil on the borders, the lower parts

are the most accklentees and of stiffer soil. Thus
in the great plateau or basin of which we speak,

Bresse is more moist, more clayey, move accidentee

than Dombes, which is at once more elevated and
more sandy than it; and it is the same case else-

where in the same soils.

But this irreat plateau which belongs to the ba-
sin of the Rhone, appears to be the most wet of all

those of the same nature which are met with on
the French soil; novvhere is it necessary, as with
us, in order to derive a profit from the soil, to cut

it by perpendicular ditches into small pieces ridged
in the middle, to increase thus the natural declivity

by artificial slopes, and finally, to add to all these
labors, cultivation by bedding or water-furrows.
But what increases still more in our country the
difficulties of cultivation, are the rains, amounting
to 45 inches annually, which keep the surface ofa
soil, that does not allow the water to penetrate to

the interior, in a state of inundation, unless the
flowing off of the moisture is hastened by artificial

means. And what is very remarkable, is, as we
have just said, that the soil is more clayey in the
low parts of the plateau, where the waters appear
to have carried off a greater thickness of the strata.

Thus, the soil of Bresse is more clayey and more
troublesome, and dilffcult to cultivate than that of
Dombes; in Dombes artificial ridging is less ne-
cessary; ploughing in raised beds is generally suf-

ficient to drain ofl' the water; and sheep succeed
there, while they perish almost every year in

Bresse.

Fish ponds succeed well only in this clayey va-
riety of soil; the greater part of those which were
in a calcareous soil, are now dried, and yield a pro-
duce in grain and Ibrage much superior to what
they did in fish.

XVII. Two conditions are absolutely necessary
for this manner ofemploying land, (for fish ponds,)
and these are l()und unliod only in the clayey va-
riety of this soil. The first condition is a very
great slope, and (he second, an impermeable sub-

soil. For a good pond of some extent, there
should be 8 or 10 feet of water near the dam, and
consequently, at least 8 feet of slope in the surface,

fr-om the commencement of the pond to the dam; a
slope certainly very great, and which is hardly to

be found except in the beds of torrents.

To keep the pond full during the summer,
when there is little rain, which is absolutely neces-

sary for the preservation of the fish, it is in a man-
ner indispensable, that the inferior soil should re-

tain the water, and should, consequently, be im-
permeable.

XVIII. Most frequendy, when the soil is light,

the surface is level, it is hardly ever inclined :

there is only a slight slope on the nearest water
courses; consequently, in such places, there are no
fish ponds; the soil, indeed, still rests, almost al-

ways, on the impermeable stratum ; but it is often

at so great a depth, that the surface which suffers

from wetness in rainy weather, suffers also from
drought in dry, warm seasons.

These two varieties of land, the clayey and the
light, although of the same nature and of the same
formation, may be distinguished from each other,

the first by the name of argilo-siliciovsj and the
second, by that of silicio-argillaccmis soil.

Fish ponds in the plains of the light or silicio-

argillaceous lands, are evidently impossible, unless
they could be established on the water courses
which traverse them; which would destroy all the
resources of the country in forage, by covering all

the meadow lands.

It is of this variety of soil that is formed, in part,

the plateau which separates the basin of the Seine
from that of the Loire, which contains such vast
extents of wood, and some cultivated parts; on
this plateau are found the forest of Fontainebleau,
and that of Montargis.
Such is also the part of Sologne, in the basin of

the Loire, fi-om Gien almost to Bourges, and
which separates the Cher fi-om the Loire: it forms
a great plateau, which rises on one side above the
vale of the Loire, and on the other, above the ba-
sin of the Cher; such are all the landes [sandy
plains or deserts] of Bourdeanx, and a great part

of those of Bretagneand of Maine. In this kind
of soil, rye, buckwheat, and some fields of pota-

toes, are almost the only productions of the culti-

vated lands.

Sheep, which succeeded ill. or not at all, on the

argilo-silicious lands, are often in the silicio-argi-

laceous lands, the only means employed to derive

a profit fi'om the soil. On these, the oak often

succeeds well, and suffers less than on the other va-
riety of soil, but the chestnut is the preferable

tree.

XIX. On all the varieties of this soil, provided

it is drained, resinous trees seem to become natural-

ized, and often grow even more riq)idly than in the

mountainous countries where nature seems to

have placed them exclusively. In this soil, where
the richest harvests are refused to the cares and
labor of man, all the liunilics of resinous trees oflen

prosper better than in our gardens The larch and
the f()rest pine (sylvestre) the sea-pine and the

laricio grow vigorously over the whole extent of

this soil, when it is laid dry, and the pine du lord

seems of all to be that which best withstands the

wetness. These make an excellent alternation with
the deciduous (yeM?7/t;s) trees. A single genera-

tion of these large trees, after having enriched

J
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man with its productions, often suffices to accumu-
late upon the soil many inches of protluclive

mould.
1 shall not repeat here the observations whicli I

have already made elsewhere upon this soil, the

nature and properties of which, appear to have
been hitherto so little attended to; however, it is

necessary to repeat that in consequence of the ini-

permeabilitj' of tjic soil, the plateaux which are

ibrmed of it, centain but flnv springs; because, in

the first |)lace, the rain water cansiot penetrate in-

to the interior to Ibrm and maintain reservoirs to

supi)Iy them; but especially, moreover, because
the interior waters cannot, but with great dilRcuItj-,

escape through the impermeable stratum, to ar-

rive at the suriaco. It is probable that in this soil

which confines the water. Artesian wells, to give
it a passage, would have a better chance of suc-
cess than elsewhere.
These table lands, having in general some de-

clivity, enoug'i of rain water rests on the Purtace
|

to injure vegetation, but not enough to form marsh -

CF. jNliirshes j.-roceeding irom interior water

—

ti'om waters below the impermeable stratum, are

then also very rare, and can only be met with in

this soil, when the impermeable stratum in the

bottom of the basins happens to be rnixed in pla-

ces witii gravel, which cenders it permeable.
The small number of marshes which are found

in this soil, are placed in the basins of water
courses where the imperiTieable stratum has been
diluted or modified in its nature

;
.they are of small

extent, and could be easily drained, because the

plateaux themselves have, generally, a very sensi-

ble slope.

These water courses, destined to receive the

xvater fi-om rains, and especially fi-om the springs

of a district, are then also very rare in tliesc lands

without springs; and those which are met with,

are rapid, and have hollowed out deep valleys; be-

cause, the bottom of these valleys tends to come
upon the level of the great rivers which flow at the

foot of the plateau, and because the plateaux most
frequently rise several hundred feet above the le-

vel of the rivers, the argilo-siliceous alluvion of

these basins has been often entirely carried off.*

XX. When the argilo-siliceous alluvion is left

to itself, the herbage, which elsewhere cov^ers the

soil with a close and lasting carpet, comes up upon
it weak and thin; and when the surliice is badly

dramed, its wetness isliivorable to carex and other

species generally of little substance, and even
these grow badly and slowly; they are often found
accompanied by a variety of moss, which covers

the surface, and still more the subsoil when nalced

and exposed, with its whitish Ibliagc. When the

soil is better drained, heath, broom, (genet) sheep
fiorrel^ spuny, (^spergule) fern, the peculiar and ex-

clusive vegetables of this soil, take possetssion ol"

the surface at the expense of other growths.
Sheep are here supported better than on the poor

* And with it, the beds immediately beneath, which

have not offered resistance to the flood—such as the

marly beds. The surface soil, or mould, of the bottom

of the valley, rests then upon plastic clay—a bed more

firm, which is not washed up by, and^its particles sus-

pended in water, and which has therefore better re-

sisted its force, than tlio beds of other earth that were

super-imposed.—Er,
Yo,.. IV—27

herbage of welter soils; other cattle also feed and
live upon it nearly throughout the summer. The,
soil derives remarkable advantages from these ve-
getables which it nourishes: man believes that he
has a right to complain of them, because they pre-

sent obstacles to its cultivation; but these species,

Iar<ier than the feeble grasses of turfj leave more
dead remainsorlitleron thesoil, andby ahappyfbre^
sight of nature, these remain.sare decomposed with
dllTiculty in this inert soil, assume the charac-
ter of acid mould. {hu7)ius acide,') and form fiiture

resources lor this unfruitful land.* The plants, of
the production of which we complain, are then of
great benefit to this soil, or rather to us: they have
changed the nature of the soil, they have furnished
to it the mould (/^i/??^ws) which alone distinguishes

it fi'om its arid sub-soil, and have rendered it at

last capable of producing the larger vegetables

—

the trees which cover it in a great many places.

But in a few generations, when the previous

growth of heath, or of other plants natural to this

suH, has not accutnulaled great resources, this suc-
ceeding growth of trees is soon exhausted. It

happens, then, often in this soil, which receives ibw
of the principles of vegetation from the atmos-
phere, that the whole growth of woods languishes
and disapjiears quickly from the surfiice; then re-

appears the alternate cover, or shifl (assolemeni^
of small plants, the producers of acid mould—and
the soil, by these means, stores up new powers for

* Instead of the plants above named, (which, except

sorrel, are not indigenous, and perhaps not known
here,) let the reader suppose to be substituted the

names of our broom grass, the povertj^ (or hen's nest)

grass, pine leaves, and whortleberry shrubs, and the des-

cription and the general remarks will suit well for our

poor ridge lauds, either in woods, or cleared for tillage

and again "turned out." These poorest of our natural

soils alone, of all in this region, present an accumula-

tion of vegetable matter, so great as to be even injuri-

ous to cultivated crops—and which, in that respect ex-

hibit many points of resemblance to the ])eat soils of

Britain, which are unknown in our warmer chme. But
it is not merely because the vegetable products above
named are slow in decomposing, that they are thus ac-

cumulated on our author's "argilo-silicious" lands, or

on what we have elsewhere termed "acid soils." The
acid ingredient, or property, ofsuch soils, is itself anti-

septic, and therefore tending [to preserve from decom-

position all vegetable matter in contact. Soils made

calcareous, of course lose all acid quality, and the de-

composition of these, or any other vegetable remains,

proceeds i-apidly. Possibly, this action of calcareous

earth is not merely negative—that the effect is not

caused merely by its neutralizing and destroying of the

antiseptic acid—but that calcareous earth may also pos-

sess a positive septic action, which serves to aid and

hasten the decomposition of vegetable matter. Many
persons, who have not been guided by reasoning, che-

mical knowledge or research, have formed this opin-

ion, from observing the rapid and entire disappearance

of the fallen leaves on the rich limestone forests, com-

pared to the great and permanent accumulation on the

poor wood lands of Virginia. See Essay on Calcareous

Manure!!, 2d Ed. p, 31, and Ch. 8 throughout.—Ed.
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new productions. In this great rotation of Na-
ture's crop.?, the ag^es of man count but as years.

Among these soils there are some, however,

more happily endowed. The natural rotation

then takes a different character: the larger plants

continue to live upon them; different characters of

thct^e plants only, arc replaced by others, and the

difl'erent families succeed each other. Thus on

good mountain soils we see the beech and the re-

sinous trees succeed each other in turn, as on good
soils in plains we see the birch replace the oak,

which soon reappears itself after one generation of

the birch.

XXI. With this great analogy in all the princi

pal points which distinguish these soils, wilh their

identity of composition and of production, we still,

on each particular body of table land, or ridge,

(^plateau') meet wilh circumslanccs vv'hich appear
])eculiar to each district, and Vv4iich it is perhaps
important to remark. Thus on the (Treat argilo-

silicious plateau of the basin of the Rhone, as it

rises towards the south and apprnaclmH l.yona, it

loses the name of Bresse to receive that of Dom-
bes; its soil becomes more sandy, ligliter, and less

wet, on a great extent of soil. In the most sandy
and least wet parts, one of the grasses, the anthox-

anlhum odoratum takes possession every year
among the rye, and covers the earth like a carpet.

Aller harvest it blooms, and its numerous heads
exhale a cadaverous odor which inlects the atmos-
phere. Some persons are inclined to regard this

odor as the principle of the endemic fever of the

country; but the fevers prevail where the soil is

not covered with the anthoxanthum.
Is this anthoxanthum the same variety as that

of the botanists 7 The heads, the flowers and the
leaves have a great resemblance, the odor of the
two plants when bruised, is little different, the
smell of the flowers even has some suiiilarity: yet
there would be, apparently, good reason to doubt
their identity. The plant so called by botanists,

is one of the earliest blooming grasses in the
spring, and that of Dombes blooms at the end of
the summer: that of the botanists has an odor
which is in request to give a perfume to hay; its

stalks and leaves often rise above a foot; that of
Dombes only covers the soil, its flowers rise scarce-
ly 6 inches, and give out a smell almost intolera-
ble to those not habituated to it. Finally, that of

the botanists appears to be long-lived, while that
of Dombes can hardly be biennial, for it cannot
establish itself in the soil in the course of the year
preceding the rye during the fallow- ploughings; it

must spring up, at the earliest, in October, ^with
the rye itself, and last three months longer than it,

for at the end of October its plants are''almost all

dry.

If there are two different varieties, it would be
Elill uncertain whether the smell of that of Dom-
bes were natural to il, or arose from the climate
and soil which produced it. Could this soil, in
which the interior waters are corrupted at the time
of the flower's blooming, injure also the odor of
the plant? If the two plants belong to the same
variety, the question would be decided; the altera-
tion of odor would be owing to the state of the
soil at the end of summer.
XXII. What particularly distinguishes the am-ilo-

eihcious soil from alluvial soils, and others of (7ood
nuality, is, that the sub-soil, which, as we have seen
does not difller from the upper straium, is entirely

without vegetable matter, while we see in alluvial

soils, and even in calcareous soil^!, mould occurring

below the soil, or vegelablesurface stratum. Here,

there is only a barren clayey sand. Also, while in

other soils, vegetables sink their roots to seek nu-

tritive juice below—in this soil the roots run with-

out sinking, because there is nothing to be found

below the stratum exposed to the atmospheric in-

fluences. This circumstance explains, in a plausi-

ble manner, the quick exhaustion of the surface in

trees on white land, {terrain blanc) and conse-

quently their disappearance after a longer or shorter

period of vegetation. It is for this reason, that,

while in go'od soils trees often do little injury to

crops, and sometimes even afford ihcm advantage-

ous shelter; in the soil of which we speak, they
consume the resources of the surfiice, starve the

surrounding vegetables to some distance, and
wither them up, especially during the heats of

summer. It is thought suflicient to account
for this, to say, that "the shade burns.'''' Yet,
this ought to have quite a contrary effect, since it

evidently shelters from tlie beat of the sun. But
if we remark that this effect takes place in ail ex-

posures, that it is more sensible on the south side

of trees Vv^hcre the shade does not fall, than on the

north, which is often shaded, and that this eifcct

does not occur in deep soils into which the roots

descend, while it exercises all Its ravages on shal-

low soils, where the roots run far to draw from the

surface; if, lastly, we remark that the evil is much
greater during droughts, that it shows itself much
sooner on these points than elsewhere, that the
evil is seen in the withered leaves of the vegeta-
bles, and with all the sj'mptoms produced by
drought, we should necessaril}' conclude that this

effect is owing to the absorption of the humidity
of the soil and of some vegetable principles, by the

spreading roots of the tree at the expense of the

crop covering the soil.

But a very conclusive fact confirms this expla-
nation, already so plausible. A row of poplars

planted on the edge of a field damaged the crops

very much. I caused a ditch to be dug so as to cut

the roots of the poplars; the following year, the

crop of wheat on one part, and of clover on the
other, Avas finer in that portion of the field which
the trees generally starved, than on all the rest of
the field. It must, therefore, have been the roots,

and not the shade, which injured the crops, and
the roots, therefore, absorbed the humidity much
sooner than they consumed the vegetable juices of
the soil. Yet, I would not admit that the nutri-

tive juices could have accumulated in the soil

which had to nourish, at the same time, the trees

and the crop; butl think that the decaying remains
of the roots, having become a vegetable nutri-

ment, gave the advantage to those portions of the
field which they formerly injured.

XXIII. This kind of soil, it cannot be dissem-
bled, requires great intelligence and constant labor
to render productive. It is for this soil that the
proverb was made, "/«/(< vaut Vhomme, iant vaut
la terre,^^ (as man is, so is the earth;) but with
great care, much labor, and abundant manures,
(engrais) it may be raised to a jiroduction which
compensates the trouble and the outlay.
What particularly distinguishes the argilo-sili-

ceous soil fi'om calcareous soils is, that in these
last, crofis without (alimentary) manure (fumier^
grow, feebly it is true, but without appearing to
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exhaust the soil in a sensible degree; in the other,

without manure they will scarcely grow at all.

To make this soil productive, ihcrc is absolute

need of a stimulant to dcvclope its vegetable pow-
ers, and the efTect of the (alimentary) manure
consists as much in stimulating tiic soil and the

vegetable organs, as in supplying them \vil!i nu-
tritive juices. When an equal quantity ofmanure
is given to these two soils, so different in their na-
tures, that its effect on the calcareous soil is per-

haps twice as great as on the silicco-argiiaccous

soil; whence we should naturally conclude that the

fi^culty of imbibing, the principles of vegetation
from the atmosphere, is much more powerful in

the calcareous soils, and the vegetables it produces,

than in the argilo-siliceous soil, and it is thai

which constitutes their greatest dili'erence.

XXIV. But this important ficulty, which na-
ture seems to have refused to this soil in its forma-
tion, man, by a happy compensation, may giv^c to

il, with all tiie properties and all the advantages i

which distinguish calcareous soils. If he covers
I

this soil with marl, if he applies to its surface a
|

certain quantity of lime, or sprinkles it with ashes,
or even confines himself to burning its surface, ,

then the nature of the soil is changed; an unusual i

fertility appears— (alimentary) manures act upon
,

it with more effect, and the soil receives that hap-

py impulse which, Avhen it is extended over the
whole surface of a country, changes its entire as-

pect, and produces in it agiicultural wealth, the

assured source of prosperity, strength and popula-
tion. Lime, and the substances which contain it,

would then be a very powerful means of vegeta-
tion on a soil which does not contain them; spread
so as to form scarcely a two-liundredih part of the

•cultivated stratum, it increases ^vith the ordinary
quantity of manure all the productions more than
50 per cent., during a period of more than twelve
years. The calcareous particles which il furnishes

to the vegetable texture, are not a millionth part

of the product itself, since lime does not form a
moiety of the weight of the vegetables reduced to

ashes. This surplus of production which is not

furnished at the expense of the soil, (since at the

end of tv/elve years it v\'ill still be richer than be-

fore the application of the alunentary manure,)
and which does not come from the very small por-

tions of the substance of the lime, (which docs not

form a millionth of the production,) comes then
from the atmosphere. The soil and the vegeta-
bles which it supports, have then received from
the lime, and from its mixture with the vegetable
stratum, the faculty of imbibing from the great
reservoir of vegetable elements, carbon, azote,

oxvijen and hydrogen.
We shall not now expatiate fiu-ther on the sub-

ject of improvements by calcareous substances:
they demand a loufjer and more particular expla-
nation which will find another occasion.*

XXV. Let us return to our principal subject.

As we have said elsewhere, by a fortunate and
beneficent harmony, the formation on which the

argilo-siliceous soil rests is calcareous, and con-
tains marl in great abundance; there is not within

our knowledge an argilo-silicious plateau in which
marl has not been found at a greater or less depth;

* And which has been already presented to the

readers of the Farmers' Register in Vol. Til. in M.
Piivis' essays on lime and marl.—En.

! generally, it is found where the ridge or table land
1 ends on reaching the alluvions of tlie basins, and
. in the inflexions of the soil where the waters have
I carried ofTa considerable part of the deposite.t

j

On a great portion of the surlace of the terres d
bois, terres ehjirei of Belgium, and of the Dcpart-

I
inent of the North, marl has been found. In Pi-
cardy, it is brought up from some depth; on the
tablelands of the three Departments of ancient
Normandy, it is sought at a depth of 100 ftjet,

even of 200 i'c&t from the surface; Puisaye obtains
it on the surface (in out-croppings) and Dauphiny
at a slight depth.

Our great plateau which extends into three Dc-
i partments, shows it on the borders and in the ba-

i

sins of the streams which water them. On most
I of the great plateaux wlu('h border on the Loire,
and which form a great part of the soil of a dozen
S^epartments, marl is frequently met with, and is

i

in many places successfully employed. The boul-
i bins of Toulouse have it also, and make use of it

I with great advantage.

I

Finally the plateau which forms the Gafinais
and Soloirne, which declines partly to the Seine

I

and partly to the Loire, rests every '(vhere upon cal-

careous deposiles. Marl is found either on the edge
of the plateau, or at a little depth in its first por-
tions, or finally in the basins of the streams which
water them. We may then regard it as certain,

that generally, there prevail under the argilo-si-

licious deposite a calcareous formation and de-

posites of marl, which when brought out upon the

surlace may give it a fertility almost equal to that

of the most favored soils.

Nevertheless, sufficiently numeious observations
have often shown me a stratum, not calcareous, but

resembling, in its exterior characters, the earthy
marl, on the nature of which chemical tests alone
have been able to undeceive me. This stratum,

which is nothing else than what we have distin-

guished by the name of plastic clay, is met with
It-om time to time on the table lands, and in the spots

where we may expect to find marl; but it is still

more frequently found at the bottom of brooks, where
it serves as a sub-soil to poor meadows. I have
found it sometimes in cysts (sacs) with marl, and
by its side. I have never met with it upon the

marl, but often below it: the plastic clay should

then be subordinate to the calcareous stratum, as

this last is to the argilo-silicious stratum, and we
should hence conclude that where the plastic clay

is met with, the calcareous stratum is wanting

—

has been carried off—and consequently marl will

not be found.

fEven in this important respect, the resemblance

holds between the argilo-silicious lands of the author,

and the "acid" ridge lands of lower Virginia, and pro-

bably of Maryland and North Carolina. Though not

the marl described by M. Pnvis, a calcareous stratum

of fossil shells underlies, at various depths, nearly the

whole of this vast region: and though it has as yet been

reached for use only where its out-croppings show at

the surface, in future times, when the value of this

improvement will be properly understood, this bed

will be found and obtained by deep pits, almost in every

neighborhood, and for the use of large spaces which

are now considered destitute of, and entirely debarred

from this manure.—Er.
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If this law of super-position exists, as is pro-

balile, it may be of great use in searching for

marls; but observe, that the clay does not exclude

the marl, except upon the spots where it is tbund;

and that it is no proof of exclusion on llie neigh-

boring portions. The earthy strata oi" the suriace

have been greatly warped {tourmenlccs) and

displaced; ihe.y are, therefore, even in the same
district, iar Ironi occupying the same level, and

jrom being regularly met with at the same dejjths;

nevertheless, in this disorder, great as it doubtless

is, the law of super-position which we have no-

ticed does not cease to exist.

XXVI. Marl and lime are powerful agents of

fertility in this kind of soil; but for both, and parti-

cularly for lime, it is necessary that the soil sliould

be drained, or they must be applied to it in quari-

tities resembling those of the English. With this

condition ot the soils being invigorated [by drain-

ing,] these two agents have already changed the

liice of extensive districts, which have been dou-

bled by their means in wealth and population.

An age ago, Norfolk", now a county of classic ag-

riculture, was covered with heath; it is marl which
has rendered it capable of bearing that succession

oi' crops which makes it rival the most lixvored

.soils in (ertiiiy, One-third jjerhaps of the culti-

vated soil of England and Scotland has received,

and still continues to receive, fiom lime, an impulse

flf fertility which raises the mean product of their

fields to, at least, a half more than the same soil

produces in France. Marl and lime, in Germany,
have changed the aspect of whole provinces. It-

p,ly, by lime, has improved the culture of large wet
plateaux. America renews by lime the exhausted

fertility of vast plains, from which cultivation had
demanded too much without returning to ihem a
sulRcioncy of manure.

In France, La Puisaye in Yonne, has been
trebled in value by marl: half the territory of the

Departrnentof the North owes its classiccultivation

to marl and lin]e; many cantons of Normandy,
the ^rrondissament of Bernay, the environs ot

Lisieux, seek for marl at a depth of 200 feel; and
linally in Sologne the use of marl has already im-
proved great extents, but unfortunately it is more
rarely found there than in other places.

Lime in the three Departments of Normandy
has produced effects more numerous, more ex-

tended, but yet more recent than marl; a mine of

coal (homlle) of middling quality, worked during

the last i'aw years, there furnishes fuel fbr a great

number of lime-kilns, three-fourths of the product
of which are employed in agriculture. La Sarthe,

Maine-et-Loire, which have employed lime for less

than forty years, see their agriculture enriched in

proportion as its use is extended.
The Department of Landes, with its barren

aands, is covered with harvests by the application

of lime to its soil: there is not perhaps an argilo-

silicious plateau, in France, on which trials of

marl and lime have not been made with success.
We are far, it is true, from a commencement of ex-
periments in their use on a large scale, but it is al-

ready a great point to have begun.
Nevertheless, as it appears, scarcely a fourth

part of the argilo-silicious soil can have been im-
proved by cither of the means; if they wore ex-
tended to the other throe-fburlhs, it is not believed
that there is any exaggeration in saying that there
might result an increase of an eighth in the whole

production of the French territorj-; an immense
result, doubtlcs?, and which would not be the only
one; fiir a nndtitude of" observations and argu-
ments, as well as the actual healtluntss of the

lands where lime and marl have been largely

used, should induce a belief that on this soil, im-
proved by the calcareous principle, the salubrity

which it wants would re-aopcar with the iijrtili-

XX'^ II. W hen marl and lime are wanting, or

are at too great a distance, or too dear, their place

may be su|)j)lied, and, on this soil which requires

to be stimulated, an impulse of fertility may be
given analogous to that produced by the calcareous
agents. Faring and burning is a resource always
certain for these soils; there is then a production
of lime in tlie calcined vegetable particles. The
vegetable powers produce potash and lime even
in soils which appear to contain none; paring and
burning brings into play these active principles of
vegetation, which although in small proportions,

exercise all their influence on the soil; and more-
over the clay undergoes a modification which
seems to produce upon the soil an effect similar to

that of lime, and, like it, to develope, in a high de-
gree, the faculty of imbibing from the atmosphere
the elements of the growing plants.

ANALYSES AKD QUALITIES OF JMAGNESIAN
SOILS.

By M. Puvis.

Translated for the Farmers' Reg;ister, from the Annales
de VJigricuUure Francaise.

[The following extract is taken from the Excursion

Jg7wnoniique en Gatinuis, of M. Puvis, his publica-

tion which next succeeded the foregoing article, and

part of which is suited to follow in connexion. We
shall present such parts as may throw light on the

other communications of this writer, or otherwise, may
seem likely to furnish agricultural instruction.

This part is selected as presenting specimens of a

new class of soils, those containing magnesia—and to

whieli ingredient, the autl-or attributes their sterility.

The facts presented are novel, (at least to us,) and

also interesting: but the author's deductions fiom these

facts, we dissent from altogether. Our ^'iews, in con-

tradiction to our author's, will be postponed until his

opinions have been presented.]

Plateau of Gatinals.

At some distance from Paris, when we leave
the valley of the Seine, after having ascended a
hillof considerable elevation, we find on the sum-
mit the silicio-argillaceous plateau; a great part of
the forest of Foutaineblcau is situated upon it, as
is that of Montargis; this jilateau sep;n-ates the
basin of the Yonne li'oni that of the Seine. Silex
jjrevails there in the state of sand; these sands
serve as materials for the brown free-stones {nux
gres d cement calcaire ct a cement siliccux,) which
are met with in only one part of the plateau; but
when the free-stone is wanting, there is always
found a great number of flints, wliich by their form
and ('overing greatly resendde those belongim'- to

chalk, which are tbund so abundantly in the basin
of the Seine as far as the coasts of the sea. Chalk
is found on the surface in many places below Pa-
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ris; but above, it is most lre(iuently covered witli

many otlier strata whicli keep it li-oni tlic surlace
;

aiKi neverlhelcss, flirils are very nunierous in the

soil of the plaiean. In the same manner, in those of

i>oml)es and JKresse we find the rolled pebbles of'

the Rhone, so numerous in all the tbrmations of

llie hasin; so tlie argilo-silicious plateaux almost

always contain trairmcnts peculiar to the Ibrmation

of the basins wliich they overlook.

The fragments of the lower parts of the basin

which are found in the argilo-siliceous alluvion of

the plateau, would prove, if t!iat hail not been al-

ready established, tliat this Ibrmation is the most

recent, that it was general, and that it took its ele-

ments even from the bottoms of the basin, and

that it covered these bottoms as .well as the high

plains, or ridge land.

Hit Estate of Barres.

At some leagues irom Montargis, beyond No-
gent, we reach Barres, the proper!}^ of M. Vilnio-

nn.
This property, which he purchased thirteen

years ago, contains 600 hectares (1,200 arpents.)

Mis agricultural experiments, his desire to under-

take great improvements, were too much confined

in the neighborhood of Paris. To be successful

on a soil of good qualitj^, was not enough for his

activity and his desire to be useful; he therefore

made a purchase here on. a soil of little fertility,

and in his hands, this property has become (juite

an experimental farm. It could not have been
better chosen for this purpose, because the land is

composed of the two kinds of soil which form the

district.

I'he property' is divided into two parts by a small

valley, containing 50 arpents of pasture, meadow
and marsh, which are divided between the two
domains; the eastern part belongs to the calcareous

plain which unites with the calcareous plains of
Yonne, without, however, being of the same na-

ture as they: it composes two thirds of the proper-

ty, that is, 800 arpents. The western part, which
is more elevated than the eastern, belongs to the

argilo-silicious plateau of the Gatinais; of the 350"

arpents which compose it, 150 arc sloping, and
form the passage fi'om the plateau to tlie valley.

These 150 arpents partake of the two natures of

soil; they are of good quality. The remainder,
200 ar|)ents, belong entirely to the plateau, and
are composed of sandy sub-soil mixed with angu-
lar flints of chalk.
This properly oflers greater resources in forage

than most of" the neighboring estates: besides the
meadows of the valley, just s|)oken of, it has some
of considerable extent on the Vcrnisson, a brook
which waters the country.

I. The calcareous soil of the plain rests some-
limes on a white, granulated marl, which is easily

crumbled, and sometimes on a hard rock, which
resists the atmospheric influences; it seems to make
an exception among those of its class and appear-
ance; its exterior characters would cause it to be
esteemed fertile in a great part of its extent; it

shows a sufficient stiffness, a dark color which an-
nounces a sufBciently strong proportion of mould,
and often even the chestnut color, the ordinary in-

dication of a good soil.

It is especially in spring crops that this soil

*In tfie original, this is misprinted as 250.

—

Tr.

shows its inferiority; oats, barley, and sprino"

vetches come up well enough alter sowing, but
ihey are without sfrcngth at the time of heading.
Clover, lucerne, and sainfoin, take well when sown
in the spring; at harvest, the cereal plants cover
them; they are vigorous enough, and preserve a
good appearance even during autumn and winter;

but when the time lor shooting arrives, they put
uj) only a small number of stalks.

When this soil remains uncultivated, it is badly
covered with turf, produces thistles, euphorbia,
and other plants of no use or advantage to the cat-

tle that run upon it. It sutlers from wetness.
Sheep upon it take the rot; but it suffers still more
from drought, which seems to render the stalks of
plants stationary upon the coil.

II. The calcareous plateau of which we speak
here is very extensive: it reaches from JMontargis

to beyond Barres, more than 10 leagues in length.

This kind of soil appears to be peculiar to this

part of the basin of the Seine; the neighboring
calcareous soils which appertain to the basin of
the Yonne, present entirely different characteris-

tics; they are dry, it is true, but with a vegetable

stratum, they become covered with wild legumi-

nous jiJants, easily produce clovers, sainfoin, lu-

cerne, and in wet sjjrings, spring crops succeed
upon them.
These soils have then something peculiar in

their nature which makes them a troublesome ex-
ception in the class to which by their composition
they naturally belong: they present an agricultu-

ral question of great importance to stud)', and al-

most new, and they are applicable to sufficiently

great extents of soil, since they occupy more than
ten leagues in length.

The analyses made ofthem by JN'I. Henry, at the

request of M. Vilmorin, are very interesting, and
are as follows

:

No. 1. A coarse gray land, the earth of the sur-

face composing at leastthree fourths of the plough-
ed soil of the plain.

10 s;rammcs of this earth gave :

Silex, ----- 2.45

Alumine, - . . - 0.35
Carbonate of lime, - - - 3.85

Sub-carbonate of magnesia, - 0.23
Per oxide ol iron, - _ - 0.41

J J < Soluble, 0.12 >
, COHumus, < T 1 1 1 1 ^n ? - 1-82

' / Insoluble, l./O 5
Water, - - - - 0.58

Loss, ----- 0.31

' 10.00

The IS per cent of hum\is, soluble and insolu-

ble, which this analysis gave, may cause a suspi-

cion that the sample furnished contained more of
it than an average of the soil. The proportion of
humus would be quite extraordinary, since lands

the most fertile contain scarcely 10 percent: and
there are hardly any except marsh or alluvial

lands which contain it in that proportion; it is ne-
vertheless established by this analysis that this soil

contains a great proportion of humus, especially of
insoluble humus.
No. 2. Represents nearly a fourth part of the

extent—the portions where the vegetable stratum
is very thin, where it is not ploughed on account
of its deficiency in fertility, -and is used as a sheep
pasture.
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10 Grammes gave:
Silex - - - 1.80

Alumina - - - 0.20

Carbonate of lime - - 0.90

Sub-carbonate ol" magnesia - 0.47

Oxide of iron - - 0.27

Oxide de magnesie*^ [manga-
nese?] a trace - - 0.00

Water - - - 0.20

Humus, soluble - - 0.05

Loss, and charcoal of insolu-

ble humus - - 0.11

10.00

This earth, the least fertile of all those analyzed,

contains twice as much carbonate ol' lime and of

mao^nesia as the former; the color also is whiter.

It appears to receive its change of color I'rom the

detritus (or broken down fragments) of the friable

rock on which it is based; its composition is almost

identical with that ol' the sub-soil No. 4, of which
we shall give the analysis below.

No. 3. Sandy eartli of the calcareous plain be-

longing to those portions of the plain, which, in

the revolution that carried off the silicia-argila-

ceous stratum, preserved a part of it now mixed
with the soil of the plain.

10 grammes of this earth contain:

Silex - - - - - 7.90

Aluminc . _ - - 0.67

Sub-carbonate of lime (rep-

resented by c/iZar»rc, 0.18) - 0.16

Sub-carbonate of magnesia - 0.02

Oxide of iron _ - - 0.47

Oxide de magaesic* [manga-
nese?] . - . _ 0.03

Humus, soluble . _ . 0.15

Water - - - - 0.35

Loss and charcoal of insolu-

ble Humus - - - - 0.25

10.00

This earth presents a great difference in com-
position from the preceding, since it contains SO

per cent of silex and scarcely 16 thousandths of

carbonate of lime, and 2 thousandths of carbonate

of magnesia. Yet its properties, its productions

and its defects, are nearly the same as those of the

preceding numbers. On the other hand, it would
seem by its composition to be almost confounded

with the sandy sub-soils of the plateau lying on

the other side of the valley; but it produces nei-

their heath, broom, nor sheep sorrel, &e.; plants

characterizing these sands—and it agrees, as to

cultivation; with Nos. 1, and 2, and hke them,

spontaneously produces euphorblia, thistles and
other plants useless to cattle. It possesses then

those common properties of an active agent which
must be common to both, which makes them a

distinct class; and this agent can be nothing else

than the mixture, or |)erhaps combination of the

carbonates of lime and magnesia.
These two ))rinciplcs, therefore, have a very

great effect upon vegetation, since 16 thousandths
of carbonate of lime joined to 2 thousandths of
carbonate of magnesia are sufficient to change
entirely the nature and products of the soil. But

let us pursue our analyses before making a deduc-
tion of all their consequences.
No. 4. Sub-soil of the plain. Its color is red-

dish, as is that of many calcareous soils of good
quality; but having been neither affected nor mod-
ified by the waters of the last revolution, in con-
sequence of the shelter given it by the upper stra-

tum; ami not having been exposed to the atmos-
pheric influences, it may be regarded as the type
of the deposite which "forms the soil of the plain,

the deposite anterior to the silicio-argilaceous for-

mation.

10 Grammes of the sub-soil of the plain gave:
Silex

Alumine - . _

Carbonate of lime (repre-

sented by chlorurc, 8.20)
Carbonate of magnesia -

Oxide of iron

Oxide of magnesia
Water - " -

Humus, soluble

Loss - _ _ _

0.39

1.27

10.00

So in the original.

—

Ed.

This soil is a species of marl which contains 74
per cent of carbonate of lime, 4 ol" magnesia and
12 per cent of alumine: its composition is quite

similar to that of the analysed soils of the plain.

III. These analyses may afford us important
inferences.

These soils evidently make, as we have seen, a
distinct class of the .silicious soils. Their proper-

ties seem to differ at least as much from those of
calcareous soils, properly so called, which pro-

duced spontaneously the small sppcies of clover,

on which leguminous plants of different species

succeed easily, and manures a'most always se-

cure good crops. It is not then to the carbonate

of lime that they owe their inferiority: its action,

on the contrary seems, to be nullified, since the

characteristic properties of calcareous soils appear
no longer to exist in these. Nor is it more to the

silex, the alumine, nor the oxide of iron, which
are I'ound in abundance in all good soils, that this

difference can be atmbuted. Then, of all their

constituents, there remains only the magnesia to

which can be owing the characters which distin-

guish them from their analogous soils.

It has been already fully admitted in principle

that magnesia is unfavorable to veselalion. The
English chemist Tennant formed tliis conclusion

from the analysis of a lime which struck with

sterility all the soils to which it was applied. In

America the use of a magnesian lime quickly

wore out (fdtigne) the soil; and Davy has admit-

ted it as a truth. Some trials on a small scale have
shown me that while in a calcareous soil, beans,

when sown, sprouted soon, and came up vigorous-

ly, in the same soil modified by an addition of

magnesia, germination was refardeded, and the

stalks especially had only a feeble and lardy

growth: Yet That'Tcall into question the soil being

made steril by magnesia; and opposes to the con-

clusions of Tennant, that lOinhoif has analyzed a

very fertilizing marl which contained 20 per cent

of magnesia: and farther, it results from a careful

analysis, that the mud of the Nile, which we know
to be so fertile, contains a large proportion of mag-
nesia. From these last facts it mav be concluded
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Ihat the magnesian mixture in the soil may in-

deed, uiuler certain condilions yet unknown, not

he injurious to li'rtility: hut there still reumin mul-

liplieil (acts, and the results of ohservations, of

wliich our whole plain presents us with a new and

<rroat example, that nuuiy magnesian soils are un-

productive.

Eut how docs magnesia occasion harrcnncss in

a soil? This prohlem is doubtless ofdiliicult solu-

tion, but very important, since it seems probable

that if we knew the causes which render magtie-

sia unproductive, it would pei'haps be possible to

remedy them; we shall attempt to point out some
data which perhaps may indicate the course.

And first we will remark that the m;ignesian

mixture takes from the soil all its characteristics ol'

calcareous soil, deprives it of all the advantages

which always accompany the unadulterated mix-

ture of the calcareous principle, and gives it a cha-

racter peculiar to itself, which clistinguishcs it whe-
ther by its mode of acting on vegetation, or by the

vegetables which it spontaneously produces, to

the exclusion of those produced by the calcareous

soil.

Still farther, it would seem, that magnesia takes

from the carbonate of lime the property which
eminently distinguishes lime and all its com-

i

l)ounds; that of rendering hitmas soluhle, and that it

tends on the contrary to render hiinim insoluble,

in proportion as it is accumulated hi the soil by
cultivation. In fact, the great proportion of inso-

luble humus, which the analyses have found in the

soil which composes three-fourths of the cultivated

plain, although a part might have been owing lo

an accident, could not proceed irom spontaneous

vegetation in this soil which is almost always un-

der the plough, and which produces few plants.

It proceeds then from cultivation: but cultivation

does not furnish insoluble humus; the humus of the

manures, then, have passed into this state in the

soil. Now, it is not the lime, the action of which
consists in rendering humus soluble, that can have
produced a contraiy etfecl; neither is it the silex

nor alumine to Avhich it is attributable; it must
therefore be charged to the magnesia alone, ami
to this circumstance we may ascribe the unproduc-
tiveness of magnesian soils, in which manures, in-

stead of benefiting the plants cultivated on the
soil, pass into the state of insoluble humus.
The carbonate of magnesia has, besides, the

property of retaining more water than all the other
earthy combinations. According to the experi-

ments of Schubler of IlofTwyl, it receives and re-

tains four and a half times its weight. It may
be possible that it communicates to the soil in

which it is found, the property of retaining a quan-
tity of water, which at first ^vould be injurious to

vegetation. This would explain the cause of the
rot among sheep on this soil; but this water, after

having injured vegetation, would not continue
in the soil, for it suffers much from drought in the
spring.

In this state of affairs, and in a question so im-
portant, on which doubts are accumulated, and
facts and opinions are arrayed in opposition, it is a
great and noble agricultural problem, that the pro-
prietor has proposed for himself to subdue (his re-

bellious soil and force it to yield good crops; we
shall see hercaller that this object has been, in a
great measure, obtained.

IV. After this long diacussion on the magne-

sian soil of the plain, we come to the soil of the
plateau: this kind of soil composes a great part of
the arrondissemcnt ol"Montargis, especially in the
south and south-east portion; it covers besides al-

most the whole extent of the arrondissenient of
Gien on this side and beyond the Loire. This
soil has received the name oi' terre de Solagne; the
only differences which characterize the parts slop-

ing towards the Seine and those which slope to

the Loire, are the chalk flints in the basin of the
Seine and the fragments of different varieties of
silicious rocks in the portion of the plateau which
slopes to the Loire.

The soil ot'lheplatcau ofBarres offersevery where
a pure clayey sand, which contains in great quan-
tity the chalk flints ol' the basin of the Seine, and
varies little. Yet it is dry or wet according to the
sub-soil on which it rests; when it is based inmie-
diately on the calcareous rock of the plain it is dry;
and it becomes wet when its sub-soil is tlie reddish
silicio-argilaceous stratum which does not allow
the water to pass tliroiigh, and consequently pre-
serves the moisture of the surface.

This soil, compared to that of the plain, is not of
difficult cultivation. Rye, potatoes, and buckwheat,
grow well enough upon it; with manures, artificial

meadows succeed; and trees of every kind, leafy

(feuillus) nnd resinous, shoot up vigorously. On
the whole, this portion of soil which touches the
calcareous /j/a/eait, on which besides it rests, is su-
perior in quality to the parts of the plateau which
are more distant from it. It is even of more easy
cultivation, and oilers especially more resources
than the magnesian soil; nevertheless, it contains'

no calcareous parts, heath, broom, and wild sorrel,

which every calcareous mixture puts to flight,

are met with on this soil in all parts of the 20(>

arpents of it which are lef^t untillcd.

V. I'he rest of the soil, under the pliugh, oF
which the property in composed, presents a gentle
slope, on which the owner's house is situated.

This slope forms the passage from the plateau to

the plain, going along the valley; it offers 150 ar-

pents of pretty good soil, suitable for all produc-
tions, for wheat, artificial grasses, trees, and espe-
cially for oaks; this soil is due to a mixture of the
soil ol the plateau and of the plain, but the mixture
is not uniform.

VI. Lastly, it remains for us to speak of the
little valley which separates the two parts of the

property.

This narrow valley receives the waters of the

plain and the plateau; it contains a great number
of springs, which are doubtless the filtered waters
of the two plateaux which have no visible springs.

It is very remarkable that the springs come almost
all of them fi'om the side of the calcareous plain,

the silicio-arffilaceous plateau with its impermea-
ble sub-soil, has scarcely admitted any filtration,

so its side furnishes few or no springs in the valley.

A great part of the bottom of the basin is

marshy, requires draining and seems to us very
susceptible of being drained; one part is in pretty

good pasture, another in tolerable meadows, and
tlie rest in marsh, which is mown for litter.

The calcareous rock shows It-self from time to

time at the bottom of the valley. The upper stra-

tum o^ the soil, belongs rather to the magnesian
soil of the plain than to the silicious soil of the

plateau. It is firm in all the parts which the inte-

rior waters have not diluted. Works judiciously
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made in the marsh have commenced its draining,

the resuhs obtained and a sulRciently great slope,

promise, as we shall see hereafter, success to the

undertaking. Vegetation in this valley is active,

the trees are fine, and if the magnesian principle,

as is probable, occurs there, it does not seem to

injure vegetation; in this inundated soil, some prin-

ciples probably exist which neutralize the destruc-

tive enect of the magnesia. * * *

RE3IARKS.

It Seems a singular and illegitimate conclusion of

the author, that the sterility of the soil of "the plain"

is caused by the small quantily of carbonate of magne-

sia contained. It would have been much more plausi-

ble, if the very large proportion of carbonate of lime

contained had been considered as the true evil. The

soils giving the analyses 1 and 2, are stated to be spe-

cimens of the whole calcareous and magnesian plain

—

and No. 4 shows the sub-soil common to both, and to

the whole plain. In these two varieties of the same

rreneral kind of soil^ the proportion of carbonate of

lime is 38 per cent, in the first, and in the second, 69

percent.—and the sub-soil of both, (No. 4,) has 74

per cent. Surely these large proportions of carbonate

of lime, are sufficient to account for sterility, after the

continuance of exhausting and bad tillage for time im-

memorial, without looking for that cause in the presence

of carbonate of magnesia, which these same three

specimens contain respectively in the very small

proportions of 23, 47, and 41 thousandths—or less than

the half of 1 percent. We do not believe that this

earth (in much larger proportions,) is injurious to soils

but infer the reverse, from the great similarity of its

chemical qualities to those of carbonate of lime—ami

from some of the richest soils in the world containing

carbonate of magnesia. Thus M. Puvis himself states

that it is in the soil of the rich valley of the Nile—and

we have found it in the celebrated alluvial soil of the

Red River. The authorities brought to sustain the

position that the magnesian ingredient is injurious to

fertility, if examined, are worth as little as the reason-

ing. Tennant, it is true, attributes injurious elfects to

the magnesia contained in certain limestones; but it is

to magnesia brought to its caustic slate, by the burning

ofthe limestone, and so applied to the soil. This may
well be the case, and all the injurious effects of such

manure, referred to by our author, may be true, and

yet the mild carbonate of magnesia, as it exists natu-

rally in soil, may be either harmless or beneficial.

Still less does Davy's view su.stain this opinion of M.
Puvis. That great agricultural chemist quotes Ten-
nant's discovery and statement, but without seeming to

concur entirely in the asserted ill effects of even caustic

magnesia—and he certainly contradicts the notion

that a natural and small proportion of the carbonate is

injurious, by referring to the valuable qualities of the

Lizard Downs, which have that rare ingredient.

But putting aside M. Puvis' deductions, the facts as

to the presence of magnesia, and the prodigious amount
of calcareous earth in this poor plain, are sufficiently

worth attention. We cannot, however, presume to

reason with regard to facts which arc so concisely and

imperfectly presented, or to explain away difficulties

which oppose any general and uniform deduction.

But we will venture to hint our opinion, that these

highly calcareous plains of France, were at some far

remote period immensely rich /;ra?rics like those of Ala-

bama and Arkansas: and that the latter, if e.vposed to a

similar long course of exhausting tillage, will hereafter

be as poor, and as difficult to be improved, as these

calcareous plains of France, or the chalk downs of En-

land.

From llic Arc.ma of .Science.

PniCKLY COMFREY A IVEW SPECIES OF FOOD
FOR CATTTE

Symphytum Aspcrrimum, a hardy perennial of
gigantic growth, introduced fiom Caucasus, as
an ornamental plant in 1801, by Alc.^srs. Lo('-

digcs, of tlockney, as specdied in Curtis's Ba-
ianical Magazine, where it is figured, No. 929.

Horses, cows, sheep, pigs, and geese may he led

with it; and as it is of wonderful growth, and, may
be cut successively from April to October, it may
be cultivated to great advantage. For horses, to

Jse put in the racks, spread on pastures, or the
green stalks to be cut witli chaff, it will be linrnd

most usefuh Two out of three will lake it at once,

the others will soon follow, and when once the

taste is acquired, they will never leave it. Coii s

do not take it at first so freely as the horse, but
soon take it, and are eager lor it. For sheep or

lambs it is very good; they will take it freely, the
latter before they are a month old. it is a very
early plant, and immediately lollows the turnips.

The first crop of leaves to he fed off before the
flowering stalks rise, care being taken not to feed

too hard, so as to damage the crowns of the f)Iants.

Spread on pastures, put in racks or folds on lallows,

it will be found of great service. For nigs it is

very uselul; they eat it fVeel}- and do well. Geese
will eat it, as soon as hatched. It will grow in all

soils and situations, superior to any oiher plant,

and may be jdanted by the sides of ditches, in any
waste corner, fields, orchards, gardens, &c., where
only useless rubbish grows. The only expense
is, the purchase of a tew in the first instance, as it

may be increased to any quantity, and, once es-

tablished, will last lor ever. I know some that

have stood more than twenty years, and are as full

of vigor as they have ever been. It is now rea-

dy for cutting (J\iarch 31st). I have cut it when
more than seven loot high, and as thick as it could

stand on the ground. I once cut and weighed one
square rood; the average was seventeen tons, three

cwt. per acre. I have no doubt hut that in the
course of /he year the produce would have been
thirty tons. 1 cannot say what effect continual

cutting may have on this plant, or on the land, l()r

many years together; but as far as 1 have experi-

enced, it does not weaken the plant. I have cut

it three times in one year, and liiund it equally

stroniT the lollowing spring. The proper distance

for planting it is li'oin two to five feet square, ac-

cording to the quality of the land. It may bo
planted at any time of the year, but, like other her-

baceous plants, is best Avhen in a growing state.

—See a letter to Lord Farnborough, signed Dr.
Grant, in the Nnrthompton Herald and General
Advertiser, Saturday, October 10, 1835.
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From the Baltimore American.

CULTURE OF THE TEA PLANT IN OHIO.

The geographical positinii of China and the

United States is similar, both being situated on

the eastern side of their respective continents, and
lying between nearly the aamc latitudes.—Hence
there is, it is said, gi'eat resemblance and corres-

pondence between them in climate. Our attention

is called to these circumstances at the present mo-
ment by seeing the annexed account of the suc-

cessful culture of the tea plant in this country.

The plant tlourishes in China as high north as the

fortieth degree of latitude, although the other

kinds grow in the more southern provinces of

China. Unsuccessful attempts have been made in

variou.s parts of the world to rear the tea plant,

but this we believe is the first in our own country.

We see no cause why the jilant should not flour-

ish in this climate, and a knowledge of the art of
curing it can be easily attained.

^Mr. John Plait of Marietta, Ohio, advertises

in a paper of that place, that he has succeeded in

cultivating the genuine Tea Plant of China. He
has, he sajT, raised the plant for ten years past at

Marietta, and after a scries of expensive experi-
ments has been fully successful in discovering the

tirt of drying and ttianufacturing the leaves into

tea of a quality quite equal to nnported Young
Hyson. He ofl'ers gratuitously to (tarnish fresh

'seed of the last year's growth to any gentleman
desirous of pursuing the cultivation. "

in it a little less than five minutes, afier which they
are to be washed witi\ fresh river water, and to be put
into a vessel for keeping. Leeches that have been
used are likewise served in this manner.

iYom t1ic Dutilin Journal of Alcd. and Ghem. Science.

pRESERVATIOiV OF LEECHES.

A. Voget. in a notice inserted in the Pharma-
ceutische Zeitung, observes, that he has been in

the habit of adding a small quantity of powdered
-crab's eyes, to the water in which he keeps leech-

es. This powder of course sinks, forming in the
bottom of the vessel a thin stratum, in which the
leeches seem to take the greatest pleasure, creep-
ing about on it, and thus cleansing the surftice of
(heir skins, and getting rid of the mucous threads
and flocculi, with which they.^oon become cnciiin-

bered, when in a state of captivity.

Cavaillon, Chevallier, and Moreau de Jones,
liave all borne witness to the good effect of mixing
charcoal with the water in which leeches are
transported fi-om one distant place to another. In
cases where it is necessary to carry them durino; a
long sea voyage, the inside of the ve.'^sel should be
well charred, and some very finely powdered
charcoal should be added to the water. Cavaillon
prefers for this purpose animal charcoal, as it pos-
sesses much stronger antiseptic powers than the
vegetable. It was by means of charring the casks
and adding some charcoal to the wafer, that the
French succeeded in conveying, in health and
vigor, a considerable number of the fish called go-
rana, from the isle of Bourbon to Martini(|ue.

Doctor ICIuge, of the Charite, in Berlin, made
some interesting experiments, on the best means
of preserving leeches.—From his researches. Dr.
Heyfelder has been led to recommend a mixture
of three parts of rectified spirits, four parts wine
vinegar, and twenty-lour parts water. The leech-
es are to he placed in this mixture, and are to be M\

Vol. IV—28

From Jameson's Journa).

RESISTANCE ON RAIL ROAF/S.

At the late meeting of the British Association,

Dr. Lardncr made the following observations on
rail roads. He stated that every road oilers a sen-

sible resistance to traction, but this on a rail road

is less, because the surface is more uniform. The
resistance on a rtail road to the power of Iraelion is

always the same, as the resistence produced by
ascending an acclivity, rising one foot in 2.50; that

is, supposing the rail road to be level. Supjio-sc a
rail road rising 1 foot in 250, resistance to traction

then proceeds from tAvo causes,—the resistance on
the level, as already explained, and the resistance

offered from the actual declivity. The resistance

to be overcome on the level is equivalent to nine

pounds per ton; and on the road ascending 1 foot

in 2-50, it would be eighteen pounds per ton; and
thus it is seen that, in the latter case, the drawing
power must exert twice the force necessary on the

level. If the road rose 2 feet in 250, the drawing
force would be twenty-seven pounds to the ton.

This view of the subject is confined to ascents, but

it should not be forgotten, that when a rail road is

worked, the transit is from one end to the other.

It is necessary, in estimating the merits of rail

roads, to consider their action dovvnwards as well

as upwards. In coming down a steep no force is

required to impel an engine, and the gravity re-

stores that force in going down which it has robbed
from it in the ascent. You have to provide in an
ascent of 1 foot in 250, for a resistance of eighteen

pounds to a ton, but in descending, no fierce is re-

quired. If it was desired, to stride an average be-

tween the ascent and descent, the road would
present asurfiice which would be equivalent to a
level. This i:;oint, respecting ascent and descent,

struck the House of Lords, before which he gave
his opinion, as a paradox, but it was one only in

soitnd and not in realitv. Dr. Lardner remarked,
that these observations referred to ascents not more
steep than 1 \hnt in 2.50; but supposing the rise to

be 3 feet in 250, and where the strain would be,

consequently, ihirly-six pounds in each ton, would
aravity give this back in the descent 1 It was true

that no power was required in descending, but
while only nine pounds were gained in the descent,

twenty-seven pounds were lost in the ascent. Be-
sides, the loss of power, there was also the danger
resulting frnni the too great velocity occasioned by
sudden descents. In one of the lines of rail way,
for which a bill had been applied to the Hoyse of
Lords, tiiere was aslope of" 1 foot in 106, in a de-

scent of two miles and a hallj and the velocity

niven to an engine on arriving at the loot of the
slope could not amount to less than seventy miles

an hour. To mitifjate defi»cts arising fi'om these
abrujit descents, breaks were applied, but not al-

ways with success. The break is a jiiece of wood,
pressed against the tire of the wheel by a level,

and if it acts with full effect it ought to prevent ac-

celeration. 1 le had seen several cases in which it

had totally failed, and one instance which occured.

he would detail. Alone of the slojies between
Manchcsler and Ijiverpool, he was descending
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with a loaded train of 150 tons. The operative
engineer, whether through a desire of dif>y)Iaying

the engine's movements, or through negfcct, for-

got to apply the break at the commencement of
the slope; vvlieu lialf-way down, the velocity be-

came so great, that he requested the breaks to be
applied, but on doing so, they were instantly burn-
ed. The train went down at a tremendous speed,
although the supply of steam had been cut off.

When the train had been slopped, it was found
that the wheels ot" one ol' the wagons which re-

volved "'ith the axis, had been broken, and yet,

notwithstanding this accidental drag, the speed
amounted to at least fifty miles. It was object ion-

aijle to have any slope exceeding 1 in 250, for

whcnti'ie excessive natural powers cA' gravitation
were resorted to, control over its movements was
impossible. The concFasion to be anived at, al-

though it ajjpears paradoxical, is, that you may
construct two rail roads, say of 100 miles in length,

one level, the other going over mountains, and yet
the two rail roads may be worl<ed by the same
mechanical power. Suppose in the one you as-
cend 1 in 250, and descend in the same ratio, a
pull of eigiiteen pounds to the ton is required only
fifty miles, and on the other half you descend by
inertion. On the level road, a pull of nine jjounds
to the ton is required, from the entire distance ol

miles, and thus the extent of exertion is equalized.
It was not, however; to be forgotten, that they
should have a regaixl to the power used. If the
power to be used was that of animals, then it

might happen that the hilly road would be better
than the^evel; tor nothing was better understood
than that a dead and unvarying pull upon the same
set of muscles, would have the eflect of causing:
the labour to be more severe, while a varying puil

would alternately give quiescence and exercise to

the muscles. If the tine was so disposed as to

throw the whole ascent in one spot, the advantage
would be gained of having the rest ol the road
nearly level. But the cost of attaining this advan-
tage should not be forgotten. Steeps of this de-

scription requireil an increased power, and the en-
gines capable of working on the general line of
road would not he capable of exerting an increas-

ed force. There were only two ways of" ascend-
ing sudden ascents, one by the agency of an addi-

tional engine, and the other by having the whole
train pulled up by means of a rope. The addi-

tional engine would occasion much additional ex-
pense, for the supply of them would always be
preserved, and the men should be paid their wa-
ges whether wanted or not. The use of the rope
would occasion an enormous waste of power; and
he mentioned the ins-tance of a place, where on
ascent of 1 foot in 106 occurred. The rope was
five miles long, and its weight was 60,000 pounds.
Dr. Lardner next referred to one point on which
he seemed to consider that engines generally
were at variance with what was correct. He con-
tended, that the heat of the fire is directly propor-
tional to the quantity of the steam allowed to es-

cape in a definite time into the liue, and conse-
quently that half the number of blasts of steam
projected into the chimney in an engine going up
a hill, would have the same effect in exciting-^the
fire as double the numberof blasts of half the con-
densation, when the engine was running on a lev-

el plane.

From llie Baltimore Americaa.

TKADE OF THE UIVITKD STATES

The annual statement of the Commerce and
Navigation of the United States lor the year end-
ing SOth September, 1835, lately laid before Con-
gress, presents the following general results. They
are derived from that document by the Washington
correspondent of the New York Journal of Com-
merce.
The imports during the year, (ending 30lli Sepk

last,) amounted, in value, to ,f 149,895,742, oi

which there was imported in American vessefe

.$135,288,865, and in fcreign vessels #14,606,877.
The exports during the same year amounted to

,f 121,693,577, of which ig 101, 189,082 were of do^ ,

meslic, and §(20,504,495 of foreign articles. Of
the domestic articles, .$79,022,746 were exported
in American vessels^ and $22,166,3.36 in foreign
vessels. Of the foreign articles, ,$15,112,445 were
exported in American vessels, and $5,392,050 m
foreign vessel's. Of American shipping 1,352,853
tons entered, and 1,400,517 cleared from the ports
of the United States. Of foreign shipping 641,
310 tons entered, and 630,824 cleared.

The n-reatest imports in any previoua yea^r,

were in 181G, at the close of the war, when they
amounted to $147,103,000—being .$2,792,742 less

than fast year: and the greatest exports in 1807,
when they amounted to $108,843,150, or $12,-
850,427 less than last year. Of the exports iw

1807, only $48,699,592 consisted of domestic ar-

ticles, whceas last vear the domestic export.?

amounted to $101,189,082. [The year in every
case unless otherwise specified, ends SOth of Sep-
tember.] In 1834 the imports amounted to .$126,-

521,332, being $23,374,410 less than in 1835; anti

the domestic exports to $81,024,162 or $20,164,-
920 less than 1835.

The tonnage which entered the ports of the
United States in the year ending SOth Sept. 1835,
was 1.993,963 tons, as stated above, being a great-
er amount by 351,241 than entered during the
previous year. Of this increase, 277,983 Ions

were American shipping, and 73,258 tons foreign

shipping. Showing a comparative gain in favor
of American. The same remarks, with some
slight variations, are applicable to clearances.

The statement of actual tonnage owned in th«
United States, indicates a corresponding increase.

The returns lor the year ending December 1834,

show a greater amount than in any former year.

From tiie N"cw Eiiglaiul Farmei;.

PREairUM ON DRAINING AND CULTIVATING
SWAMPY LAND.

At the late annual meeting of the Agricultural

Society, JMr. William Clark, Jr. of Northampton',

presented his claiu), and obtained the Society's

highest premium, oti'cred "on the greatest quantity

of land reclaimed and crops therefrom, accompa-
nied with a written description of the manage-
ment, condition and worth of the land, before and
since reclaimed." The Executive Committee
have the ;)rivilegc of presenting a detailed ac-

count thereof, and would be very happy for the

opportunity of oxiiibiling many other similar ex-

periments made by our enterprising liuniery. JVlr.

Clark also obtained the Society^s highest pretui-

i
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um for the greatest quantity of Inriian corn raised

tlie past year upon another tract of land.

2^0 the Executive Vommitlee of ihe Hampshire,

Hampden and Franklin y/gricuUural Society:

Gentlemen—In llie spring of 1S34, I com-
menced ploughing for a crop of corn, a field of

about fourteen acres. In various part^ of the

field were swales, wet, springy places and swamp
holes, some parts of which were covered with
water most of tlie season, some with moss and
s:mall bushes, and others with sedge and course

jjrass, amounting in all to four or five acres. Tiie
best part of this wet land wns mown in 1S33, and
gave of poor ha}- but little more than enough to

pay the expense of gathering; the remainder was
entirel}^ unproductive and probably ever kad
been.
As it was desirable that these places should be

{?0mething more than mere nuisances, and if pos-
sible, the whole field wear the appearance of civi-

Jization, it became a question for consideration,

whether it could be done in such a manner as that

the produce would pay the expense. After a
careful view of the ground, it was thought that

the plough would be the readiest and least expen-
sive instrument for draining off the water as well
as subduing the wild grass and shrubs.
A long swale running nearly through the lot

Nvith a moderate descent, gave a good opportunity
to drain with the plough, not only the water that

was oozing out over its surface, but also that from
the springs and wet lands on either side.

The largest basin, or swamp hole, amountinir
to about half an acre, including the belt of small
hushes and balk around il, and situated near the
highest part of the lot, was laid dry by an under
or covered drain of about six rods in length, cut
through the rim of the basin, previoui? to [ilough-

ing; the other parts were drained ol" the surfiice

water without the use of the spade, by drawing
the first furrow, when striking out the lands or
ridges, at such places as would cut oil' the springs,

and in such directions as would give sufficient fall

to the water, and lead it into the main furrow in

the long swale. Considerable care was necessary
to strike out the ridges, so that when the plough-
ing was finished, the furrows should not only
have a good descent, but lead ofl" the water with-
ont further labor in opening communications fi-om

one to the other.

After the superabundance of water was thus
taken off, and the ground became so solid that it

could be ploughed, which was in a day or two,
the whole was turned over; care being taken that
none of the former growlh should be left on the
surface, but all turned under to the depth of five

or six inches; if possible, without bringing up
much of the poor subsoil. And to drain the
ground yet more perfectly atler it was ploughed,
the furrows were deepened by running the plough
through them a second time, and the loose earth
hauled out upon the ridges. After it became suf-

ficiently dry to work, it was rolled, and about 20
cart buck loads to the acre of horse manure, was
spread from the cart over the surfl^ce and harrow-
ed in.

The other parts of the field having been treat-
ed in the satne manner, except the draining, the
whole was planted with corn, in rows without re-

gard to furrows or drains, except not planting in
them. When harrowing the corn, particular
care was taken not to disturb the sod, and at each
time of hoeing the ground was kept as level as
possible, except the water furrow.s or drains were
cleared of the earth that the liarrow in crossinrr

them had hauled in, and a free passage for the
water at all times maintained. At the last time
of hoeing, the whole field was sown with grass
seed, and also with about lialf a bue.hd of plas-
ter to the acre. The whole crop of corn, as as-
certained by the admeasurement of the ears, was
aboi5t thirty bushels of shelled corn per acre, and
had probably suffered a diminution of about twen-
ty-five per cent, from the severity of the drought
at the time tlie corn was filling out.

In the wet, or those parts of the field more par-
ticularly under consideration, the crop of corn on
an average was light, perhaps not over two thirds

the average of the whole field, or twenty bushels
to the acre, altlsough in eome places where the
draining was the most f)erfe^,t and took effect ear-
ly in the season, it was very good.
The grass seed took well, and after the corn

and stalks were cleared off, the field contrasted
finely with its former appearance. The brown
and sere plain, the mossy hog, and heathy knoll,

were clothed in green. No cattle were allowed
to go on it, nor was it fed at all, except a little by
trespass.

In the spnng of 1835, after the ground was set-

tled so as not to poach, il was rolled to re-set the
grass roots that might be partially thrown out by
the frost, crush the corn stubs, and level for the
scythe. Having a preference for early cut clover,

it was mown in June, part of that on the reclaim-
ed land having begun to lodge, ahhouffh the field

in general was backward, not in full bloom, and
according to common usage, not ready to cut.

The reclaimed land suffered the least from the
drought, and gave an average of about one and a
half tons to the acre, while that of the whole field

wiis about one ton. The hay was a fair mixture
of clover, herdsgrass and redtop.

Immediately after the first crop was off, half a
bushel of plaster was sown to the acre. The se-
cond crop was principally clover, and the reclaim-
ed land at this cutting also gave much the best
grass, probably an average of not less than two
tons to the acre. The average of the whole field

was something over one and a half tons, as as-

certained by the actual weight of about twenty
tons sold from the field. One of your committee
went over the ground and viewed the crop at the
last cutting. If is impossible to state precisely the
expense of removing the stone and stumps, and
that of ploughing, cultivating, and gathering the
crops of tlie reclaimed land, or the value of its

products separately, as the labor was performed
in connexion with that of the whole field, and no
separate account was kept with any given part

of it.

I will, liowever, submit the following estimate,

as being in my opinion not far from correct, ta-

kuig the average of the reclaimed land, or that

part of the field which before give no valuable
product.

One acre sivamp.

1834. Dr. 1834. Cr.

To clearing for I^v 20 bu. at 75c, $15
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1

$16

835

#51
4S

i«i3

plough, 83 00 Stalks,

To ploiioliing, 3 00
To 20 loads manure, 20 00
To I'ollinir, harrow- /

iiiij; and clearing

drains, 2 00

To planting and cul-

tivating corn, 6 00 1835.

To seed corn, grass By 3h tons hny
seed, and plas- sold in the field

tcr, 2 50 at SfilO per ton,

To harvesting, 2 00

S3S 50

1S35.

To rolling, clearing Balance creditor,

drains and plaster-

ing, 81 50
To cutting and ma-

king two crops hay
at 8-1 the cut, 8 00

9 50
38 50

^48 00

The profit, thus far, if it may be called a profit,

is small, but that the land is as thoroughly sub-

dued and well fitted lijr future profit, as it would

have been, under the usual three years' siege of

plougir an(l drag, and at very much less expense,

I think will not be questioned. From the most
worthless and barren, it has become the most va-

luable and productive part of the field, and the

crops in two years, to say the least, have paid the

expense of the improvement. The crop tlie com-
ing year, other things being equal, will undoubt-

edly be as profitable as that of the last year, and
probably valuable crops will be taken vvith little

more than the expense of gathering for several

years to come. And when it becomes necessary

to turn under the present sod, it can be done at

much less than half the expense of the former
operation.

Respectfully, your most obd't serv't,

WII^LIAM CLARK, jr.

Northampton, March, 1836.

07f MIXING OTHER GRASSES WITH CLOVER,
TO PREVENT ITS SALIVATING THE HORSES
FED ON IT.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Perhaps the following hints on soiling horses
with green clover, may be useful to "A Subscri-
ber'" in the last No. of tlie Register. That "clover
has an inherent property which causes it some-
times to salivate," cannot be doubted; what that
inherent properly is, I am not sufficiently skilled

in chemical knowledge to determine; but from ex-
perience, I am convinced its salivating property
may be in a great measure if not altogether neu-
tralized. Having had an opportunity when on the
opposite shore of the Atlantic of seeing the prac-
tice of soiling with green clover, and tlie benefits
resulting from it as practiced in Great JJritain,

where the majority of the farmers are in the con-
stant habit of giving it to their working and other
Jiorscs during the spring and summer moiil lis, not
only without injury, but with great benefit to the
teams so fed—from a very free and liberal use of

green clover in that country, I never knew saliva-

tion caused to any serious extent, orfor any length
of time, fn this country I have found, and I be-

lieve it is very generally admitted, that a very mo-
derate use of green clover olientinies bring on sali-

vation to an alarming extent. What causes
should operate 1o produce this difference in efi'ect,

r cannot probably satisfactorily explain. It is not
improbable that a ditfcrencc in climate might in

some mensxire tend to produce a difference in ef-

fect; but from my own observations in the country
above alluded to, (and under more than usually
litvorable circumstances for such observations,)

and from my own experience in this country, I

should almost unhesitatingly attribute our want of
success in this mode of feeding or soilingourhorses,

to our nearly universal practice of giving clover to

our teams in a pure or unmixed state, and loo

ofien immediately after being cut, and without the

benefit of a partial curing. In Great Britain, it is

generally considered that clover alone, either in a
green or perfectly cured state, is an unhealthy ar-

ticle of food for horses; to remedy this, it is the

common practice v/hen clover is intended for green
soiling or for hay, when sown to be mixed with a
large proportion of the seeds of other less succulent

grasses. For this purpose, the lulium perenne, or

perennial rye-grass, is the grass generally, though
not exclusively preferred, sown at the rate of about
a bushel of grass seed to the gallon of clover seed.

When intended for any length of time for pasture,

different sorts of grasses are included in the mix-
ture. The above named grass when in a green
or growing state, contains nearly as much soluble

or nutritive matter, and nearly double the quantity

of insoluble matter or extract, that is contained in

clover; and the probability is, that the greater

quantity of the latter ingredient acts as a correc-

tive to the salivating property of the clover. An
instance occurred last season within my own know-
ledge, which goes far to support the above suppo-

sition. On a farm, where I had an opportunity of

almost daily observation, it was found absolutely

necessary to commence soiling the teams with

green clover at a very early period of the season.

The clover was pure or unmixed, and the conse-

quence was, that the whole of the teams speedily

became salivated to an alarming extent. Various

supposed remedies were tried without any appa-

rent good eflcct. After the horses got much re-

duced and had become extremely weak, they

were, as a last recourse, turned out to pasture for

an hour or two at night, on a piece of ground hav-

ing a good cover of grass free from clover, partly

mixed with timothy and tall meadow oat grass;

and though in the meantime their racks were kept

plentifully supplied with green clover, in two days
salivation was entirely stopped. A wet spell

shortly after occurred, when it was found inconve-

nient, or considered imprudent, to tend the horses

l!)r that spell after dark, and it was consequently

for some nights discontinued, when salivation again

relurned, but was again immediately stopped on

a return to pasture. A sprinkling of salt on green

clover, is generally considered beneficial. Dry
wheat straw (that which is sound and sweet,)

freely mixed vvith clover used green for soiling,

(such as in this section of country is generally

used,) I have found atlendod with great benefit,

and if properly attended to, would, in my opinion,

founded on the present as well as former years'
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e.vperience, fully counteract the salivating property

oithc clov(^r.

As "A Siibgcriber'" rcmarlcg, I liavc found horses

tired of. and sonielinic.-j aho^jethor rollipc pore clo-

ver hay; but I never knew such to be the case

when properly mixed with other crraf^s*?*?- When
clover is sown (or the sole [lurpose of improvinix

the soil, probably sowing it unmixed may be best;

but when intended either for soilinof or lor hay,

much and decided advantage would be derived

from a free mixture ol other grasses.

In Great Britain, the term clover hay is applied

to all hay sown, when so much mixed as to con-

tain ti'om one third to one half of its entire bulk of

other grasses, and in many cases, even more.

N.L.

Form the Ilorticuluiral Register.

FACTS IN REGARD TO THE GER3IINATION OP
SEEDS.

* * * * At one of their meetings.

Count Sternberg offered some information on the

sprouting and gro\vth of grains of wheat which
had been found in the cases of Egyptian mum-
mies. The first attempt to vivily the wheat by
previous immersion in weak acid failed, owing, as

it appeared, to great age having rendered the out-

side skin of the grain so tender, that the floury

portion of the seed soon liquified; and water alone

produced the same effect. The next trial was
made by dipping the grains into oil, and then
planting them pretty deep in the garden pots

placed in a saucer partly filled with water; this

was successful, and two plants were produced, one
of which was placed in the open ground, the other

received the protection of the greenhouse. Of
course much curiosity was excited on the question

of the species of wheat common in those early pe-

riods. The plant exposed in the open air was
much injured by frost and hail, but late in the sea-

son produced a lew ripe ears. That in the green-
house flourished and produced several heads whicfi

underwent minute examination, and proved to be
what is now called Talavera Wheat; its botanical

character is Triticum vulgare—spica loxa, mutica,

alba, glabra. It was incidentally mentioned that

grains of Indian corn had been fijund in the tombs
of some of the Incas of Peru, which had been
brought to vegetate.

The conversation subsequently took-a very in-

teresting turn on the subject of the powers of ve-

getation of seeds, particularly of the grasses gath-
ered in an unripe state. Dr. Kurr of Stuttgardt,

stated that he had succeeded in sprouting seeds of

\vheat gathered immediately after the blossom
was over.

Professor IMohl repeated the observation of De
Candolle, that in these cases vegetation took place

quicker, as the process of the return of the floury

part of the seed into a saccharine state was there-

by rendered unnecessary. To iniderstand this ob-
servation, it is perhaps necessary to state, that pre-
vious to ripening, the seeds of most grasses are
milky and sweetish; the act of ripening changes
this milk into a farinaceous or floury substance,
destitute of sweetness but fit for food. Just be-
fore the seeds which are committed to the earth,
sprout, this farinaceous substance again becomes
sweet, and it is probable that this saccharine juice

is the first food of the young shoots. The opera-

lion of making malt for the brewer, is the actior*

of producing this last change—the barley is soak-
ed ur.til it just sproutSj tlie farther vegetation is

llien stopped by a drying heat, the floury part of
the grain becomes saccharine, and when steeped
in hot wat«r produces a sweet liquor which lee--

nients, and is beer.

From Loudon's Gardeners' Magazine;.

CRIMSON CLOVER TRIFOLIUBI INCARNATUM.

The cultivation of this plant is, we are glad to

hear, spreading rapidly; and it is in some parts of
the country very generally taking the place of
tares, as it produces a much greater quantity of
fijod, and does not require much more than a tenth
of the labor bestowed in preparing the ground
and sowing it. It also comes in a ftirtnight ear-
r
Iter.

From the Yankee Farmer.

THE MAGIC ONION.

It is sometimes called the Canada, sometimes
the-tree, or top onion. This is a singular plant,

and deserves cultivation, not ordy lor its domestic
use, but also as an object of curiosity. All other
plants raised in the garden are oviparous, or in

other words, re-produce their species from seeds

or eggs, but this alone is viviparous, and brings

forth its young alive; in clusters of lour or five,

around the parent stalk. These continue to en-
large, until their weight brings them to the earthy

where if not prevented, they take root, and the-

maternal stalk now becomes useless, dries oflj

and the next season, these in their turn be-
come parents, and re-produce a numerous proge-
ny.*

Tliis species of onion is raised with less art than
the other. If you would them in perfection, make
your ground ready as for the other kind; then
stretch a line ten inches from the alley, and with
a small Iroe make a furrow two inches deep; in

the bottom of this place set the top bulbs, or infant

onions, five or six inches apart with their points or
heads uppermost; then fill up the drill with the
hand or broad hoe. This done, reniove the line

back a foot, and in the same manner plant as

many as you please. In setting out these bulbs,

you should not |)lace the large and small ones pro-

miscuously together, but separate the large Iroia

the small, and plant them in different rows; lor

the largest will generally become breeders, this

season, while the small one will enlarge and
swell into beautiful onions, fit for any use in the
kitchen.

The magic onions intended for seed, or breed-

ers, should be two years old and the largest and
best of their kind. They must on no account stand

near the other species of seed onions, for they will

degenerate, and a mongrel race ensue.

* This curious manner of being propagated is not

peculiar to this onion. It is possessed also by that pest,

the wild garlic, in addition to the increase of the latter

by new roots (or tubers) which commence their

irrowth under £rround.

—

Ed. Far. Reg.
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From the Horticultural Register.

MR. VAN MONs' METHOD OF RAISING GOOD
TRUIT TREES PROM THE SKED.*

Translated from the French, by H. A. S. Dearborn.
Extractfrom the translator's introduction.

"In the whole history of discoveries, there is no
one who is entitled to Jiio;her commendation, for

the attention and industry hcstowed, as well as

lor that remarkable fidelit}' of desinjn, devotion ol

purpose and indomitable perseverance, which
Avere evinced. A Tone, unaided, unpatronizcd, and
in fact discouraged—if it were possible to discour-

age such a man—by the total absence ol liivor

and protection, tlie prejudices and customs of the

enUghtened as well as the ignorant, and the ap-
palhng disasters he encountered, still he nobly
sought to establish a theory, which if even found
correct, was not of a character to produce imme-
diate eclat, or affluence; and would require a pe-

riod probably greater than Avas consumed in the

experiment, to give general publicity to his fame.
He appears, in the course of his arduous and pro-

longed researches, like the incarnation of wisdom
awaiting, with cool, collected, and determined re-

solution, lor the recurrence of results, which, when
obtained, atlorded no other compensation or honor,

|

than the enjoyment which a groat mind derives

from the discovery of a new fact, or the correct-

ness of a hazardous conjecture.

"The theory and experiments of Mr. Van Mons
have established a most important era in the his-

tory of pomology. Il has resolved a question

which, if ever even proposed, had bid defiance to

all preceding ages. The comparatively small
number of the varieties of each kind of fruit, were
considered as the product of some other clime
than that where they were commonly cultivated,

or the accidental and mysterious present of for-

tune, in one of her sportive moods; but the success

which has attended the experiments of the Bel-
gian philosopher, has disclosed the ])roccss, by
which nature accomplishes her wonderful work in

the creation ofnew fruits, and has enabled man to

avail of the secret, in such a manner, as not only

to replace those which are necessarily extermi-

nated by age, but to multiply the varieties to an
illimitable extent.

"After the lapse of half a century, the great

merit of Mr. Van Mons begins to be properly ap-

preciated, and he has Ibrtunately lived long enough
to reap the only reward he desired, the gratitude

ol the world. There have been a combination of

*This article is not only valuable and interesting as

throwing new lights on an important branch of a^ricul-

lural science, over vviiich total darkness has heretofore

prevailed—but there is another source of interest pre-

sented in the detail of the long and untiring labors of

Van Mons, under the greatest discouragements—and

the successful results of his long course of experiment.

In this point of view, M. Poiteau supplies for our

journal part of the series of notices of distinguished

agriculturists, which we have promised and already

commenced, and which we hope hereafter greatly to

extend.

The length of the account given by M. Poiteau, for-

bids copying (as above) more than a small part of the

translator's introductory remarks.

—

Ed. Far. Reg.

circumstances, Avhich liave iiad a most propitious
influence, in giving notoriety to his highly com-
mendable efforts. The rapidly increased taste for

gardening and all branches of tillage, within the
last thirty years, throughout western Europe and
this country; the establishment of horticultural

societies, and extensive nur.series; the attention

which learned and eminent men have bestowed on
usefld and ornamental planting, and the nume-
rous publications which have appeared for difius-

ing intelligence on all these subjects, seem to have
been simultaneously brought in aid of the great la-

bors of Mr. Van Mons; and to render them pecu-
liarly interesting and acceptable. He has been
fortunate, too, in the acquisition of such illustrious

friends and colaborators, as Soulange Bodin and
Poiteau, to comprehend and make known hi.=!

valuable researches and precious contributions of
excellent fruits. Those enlightened and gene-
rous heralds of his deeds, have rendered the name
of Van Mons as familiar and dear to every intelli-

gent cultivator of the earth, as those of a Cato, a
Bacon, and a DuHamel."

"But there are unfortunaiely dark and odious
incidents in the history of his country, and which
have too often been the reproach of most nations

—neglect and ingratitude towards one of its most
illustrious men and greatest benefactors. Instead

of being cheered on by public countenance and ap-
probation, he received neither direct assistance or

encouragement. Kven protection from outrage
was not afforded him; and three times Avere his in-

valuable nurseries exterminated under the sanction

of the go\-ernment. Still, m defiance of all the dil-

flculties which he was compelled to encounter, he
has triumphed gloriously.

"It is much to be desired, that Mr. Van Mons'
theory should be adopted in this country, and more
especially, as his process can be commenced at the

point, which he was only enabled to reach, after

extending his experiments through a period of
forty years. It was not, until in the fourth and
fifth generations of his trees raised fi'om the seed,

that fhej' began to yield good and excellent fruit.

He Avas obliged to begin with seed produced by
wild trees; but in this country a great number of
superior fruits have sprung ufi, as was predicted

by Poiteau, from the planting of the seeds of suc-
cessive generations of natural fruits. This has
arisen from the manner in Avhich our wide spread-

ing population has been extended, Avhich did not

allow of that attention to the selection and propa-

gation of the best varieties offruits, by scions and
buds; and nurseries are of verj' modern establish-

ment, even in the oldest and nio.st densely inhabit-

ed jiortions of the union. Besides the general ina-

bility to purchase and transplant to a great dis-

tance, valuable trees, the whole attention and la-

bor of^the pioneers of the wilderness, were required

to procure the means of subsistence; and the luxu-

ries of an orchard and a garden could not be ob-

tained, until the necessaries of lile Avere first se-

cured, and even tlien fruit could only be generally

multiplied, like the other products of agriculture;

consequentl}', most of the trees have been raised

from the seed, and ha.vingbeen commonly left in

the natural slate, their seeds have been again
planted, and so on, from generation to generation,

until we now find those superior kinds ol fruit ap-

pear, in various parts of the United States, Avhich
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Mr. Van Mons produced in the fifth generation.

Such arc many of our most celebrated apples,

plums, cherries, pears, nectarines, and especially

pear.?. The Andrews, Blouilgood, Cushing, J)ix,

Gore's Ileathcot, Harvard, Lewis, Prince, Seckcl,

Wilkinson, and many others, may be classed with

some of the best old, and newest European varie-

ties.

Here then is an advanced position from whence
to commence the experiment which IMr. V^an

Mons has so long and siiccesslully |)rosecutcd.

Let the seeds from the fruit borne on tlie parent

trees of those choice varieties be jilanted, and it i.-;

more than probable, all the trees thus obtained,

would produce as good, and many of them supe-

rior fruits, to those of the originals; and their seeds

being again planted and continued liom genera-
tion to generation, the limit may be ascertained

beyond which nature will not go, in the process of

amelioration. At all events, taking Mr. Van
Mons' theory as the basis oi' the c.xt)erimentj we
have the advantage of the generations which pre-

ceded, and may obtain results, in fifteen years,

equal, if not superior to those he has only been
enabled to reaeh in fifty years. We know not

what is the generation of those extraordinary na-

tive trees. The ancestors of all the species of ap-
ples, pears, cherries, plums, and peaches which
exist in a natural state, in this country, must have
been generally grailed or budded trees, brouglit

from Europe, and ten generations or more may
have succeeded before they appeared in the per-

fection in which we now enjoy them, or not more
than (bur or five."

THEORY OF VAN MONS, or an historical account

of the means which were employed by Van J\/ons

to obtain excellent fruit from the seed.

By A. PoiTEAtr.

The great number of good and excellent new
pears with which Mr. Van ftlons has enriched

Europe and North America, within the last forty

years, seems to clearly prove, that the method he
adopted to obtain them is superior to all others, as

no one has obtained so many. Still although he
never concealed his process, but published the
principle with his catalogue of fruits in 1823, there

has not been, within my knowledge a single nur-
seryman, or an anmteur in France, who "has at-

tempted to practice it, either from a reliance in, or
to verify the result.*

In 1833, the Royal and Central Agricultu-
ral Society of the Seine, offered a prize for good,
and perfect new fruits; but the programme which
was published by the society for that purpose, did

not even name Mr. Van Mons's theory, or indi-

cate any new method of arriving at the desired
end, and left the competitors to the vague routine
of sowing at hazard, and waiting until nature per-
formed a miracle, in producing one good fruit

among a thousand bad. Time will make known
the result of the competitors; I shall therefore say
nothing upon that subject at this time: but I can-
not but regret, that in an age, when philosophers,

* I honorably except Mr. Bonnet of Boulogne-sur-
Mar,an enlightened poinologist, who went several times
to Louvain,to examine Mr. Van Mons' nurseries, and
who has within three years sown seeds, according to
the principles of that great master.

chemists and physiologists are directing all their
efforts to discover the process, or what ia vulgarly
called the secrets of nature, the Royal and Cen-
tral Agricultural Society of the Seine, has not
named Mr. Van Mons'a theory—a theory which
is now supported by so many repeated experi-
ments, as to place it among the number of de-
monstrated truths.

I have said that in 1823 Mr. Van Mons publish-
ed in a Ihw words, the principle of the meana
which he had employed to obtain good new fi'uitR.

h\ 1828 I gave an account of some of these means
in (he "Considerations of the process ivhich is em-
ploycd byiiarfterymen to obtain new ameliorated
fruits, .^T." pubiished in the ^'j/nnals of the Hor-
ticultural Society (f -Paris,'''' Vol. III. pa(re 288.
Now I call the principle of these means Van
Mons' Theory, and my object is to indicate its ori-

gin, to develope it and to support it by reasons and
facts, to attempt to demonstrate its solidity, to
cause it to be adopted, and to present it as one of
ihc most learned and most useful discoveries which
genius and reason have made towards the close of"

the eighteenth century.

Mr. Van Mons, could most as.'?:uredly present
and explain his theory infinitely better than it ig

possible for me to do; but liiaring that his nume-
rous occupations, and above all his modesty might
prevent him, I hope, at least, to be able to give a
sufficiently clear idea to excuse the audacity of
writing upon the useful and important discovery
of that learned and venerated professor: and, be-
sides, the fearl entertain that Mr. Van Mons will

not publish his theory, I believe I shall render an
essential service to the history, and chronology of
fruit trees, in fixing the epoch of the origin of this

history, as well as of that of those numerous good'
fi-uits tor which we arc in debt to him. We should
at this time be very grateful to our ancestors, if

they had left us a greater number of data, on the
epochs and the circumstances attending the ap-
pearance of the fruits which they have transmit-
ted to us, and which will probably disappear in the
hands of our offspring; we should have had a fix-

ed basis to calculate their longevity, the degrees of
their infirmities, and their deterioration, subjects
which have now acquired great importance and
which it is difficult to deternune, because man does
not live sufficiently long to ascertain the phases of
the deterioration of fruits. Still as this deteriora-

tion, soon or late, is certain, we are very much in-

terested, not to trust to chance, the replacing of
the old fruits, in proportion as they deteriorate, by
new fruits, at least as good if not better than the
ancient, which we are fiued successively to lose,

in conseqiience of their great age, the feebleness of
their constitution and the diseases by which they
are attacked.

In this state of tidngs we should consider the
theory of Van Mons, as a very precious discovery,

as it not only enriches us with new fruits, the
greater part of which are superior to those which
we possess, but gives us the certainty of being
able to replace those which are inferior, or which
have deteriorated, by new varieties of excellent

qualities; it is applicable to the renewal of stone
and seed fruits; but it is in that of pears we have
the most numerous examfdes of its efficacy, Mr.
Van Mons being more particularly attached to this

kind of fruit, (without however, neglecting the

others,) as superior, not merely liom its qualities,
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but from the length of time which several of its

varieties may be kept.

Origin and Developement of the Theory of Van
Mans.

Mr. Van Mens, a professor of chemistry at the

Univei-sity of Louvain in the Kingdom of Bel-

gium, since 1817, was born in Brussels in 1765.

To the most precious gifts of nature, by v/hich he

was lavored, was added a good education. The
study of physic, and chemistry early accustomed

him to carefully examine whatever came under his

observation, and to seek the cause of every effect

which he saw. From the age of fifteen years,

his ideas were fixed on tlie natura rerxim, and
since that time his meditations, his researches, and
his continual experiments, far from producing a

change, have but tended to confirm them. A
taste for labor which he has never lost, and an ar-

dent desire for the acquisition of knowledge, ena-

bled him at the age of twenty years, to be re-

ceived as a pharmacopalist, to write and speak ail

the languages of Europe, and to correspond with
the learned men of all nations.

Although Mr. Van JNlons commenced his po-

naolo^ical experiments when a youth, and has not

ceased to continue them, his vast capacity was
not filled; he studied medicine to extend his know-
ledge, wrote a thesis on physiology, a subject

which was much agitated at that time, and re-

ceived the degree of Doctor, in Paris. He was
'born with such strength of mind, that he wrote
and now does, on the gravest subjects, m the
midst of noise, in the company of persons who
talk loudly on frivolous subjects, and takes a part

in the conversation without stop])ing his pen.
Mr. Van Mons enjoyed the reputation of a su-

perior man. and the consideration due to his tran-

scendent merit, when the revolution of 1788 burst

forth. Belgium was immediately incorporated
with France and Mr. Van Monsvvas chosen a
representative of the people. His great perspi-

vCacity enabled him to discover the labarynth with-
out end, in which public affairs were involved, and
he wrote a treatise on political philosophy, in

which he stated that the continuance of our dis-

sensions was the only way in which that true and
solid peace could be found, which we might in vain
seek m any other manner.

It is necessary for me to recal these circum-
stances in relation to the youth of Mr. Van Mons,
to induce the reader to think, that when a man of
such a temperament, establishes a theory on ihe
regeneration of fruits, after having practised his

experiments during fifty consecutive years, it will

be received with much greater confidence, as it

quadrates with the course of nature.
At the age of fifteen Mr. Van Mons sowed,

in his flither"s garden, the seeds of perennial flow-
ers, roses and other shrubs, with the design of

observing the developement, the successive gen-
erations and the variations which might thus be
produced. To these he soon added seeds and
stones of the well known fruits, and remarked that
of all his young plants, the pears were those
which least rescinbled their parent. He searched
the gardens, nurseries, markets and neighboring
provinces, to confirm or rectify his first ideas, on
the causes of the variation in the flowers and
fr-uits.

At the age of 22 years the basis of his theory
was fixed, and he was established as a pharma-
copolist. At that time he had a gardener named
Meuris, in whom he discovered a disposition for

observation; he initiated him into his pcmological
views, and in a short time Meuris v^as capable of
laboring with success, as well alone as with his

master. In their journeys they bought every
where, wild and free stocks of fruit trees, which
had a favorable appearance. They were so fami-

liar whh the characteristics, which the aspect, and
the wood furnished, that they could purchase as

well in the winter as in the summer. When their

explorations were distant they took v.y> the trees,

which they obtained even in miusummer, and re-

moved them immediately. By means of these

acquisitions and their repeated sowings, Mr. Van
Mons had, in a short time, 80,000 fruit trees in his

nursery, which enabled him to make his experi-

ment on a large scale and to more prom[)tly obtain

results.

Here is an example of the rapid conceptions of

Mr. Van Mons. At the commencement of the

French emigration, the properties of the Rush
toxicodendron, being so much extolled in Belgium)
a leaf of this plant sold for from 6 to 7 sous at

Brussels; Mr. Van Mons planted cuttings in his

garden for this use of his phramacy; and going
one day to see his young plants, he noticed a
gardener who was pruning tlie trees without re-

gard to any principle. He immediately hastened

to find Mr. Villebon, who was the phuenix of hor-'

ticulturists at that time, and asked him what were
the rules for pruning fruit trees; the reply was,
"you are too old to learn them." '-In two years,"

replied Mr. Van Mons, "1 will teach you, in a book,

which I shall publish." He then began to consult

the French, English, Dutch, Russian and Ger-
man works, and found that everything was to be
verified and rectified. His correspondence has
proved to me, that he immediately became, him-
selfj the best book to consult, not only on pruning

fi'uit trees, but on an infinity of operations in cul-

ture.

His repeated sowings, without interruptron from

parent to son, of aniuial flowers, and perennial

shrubs which grew and fructified in a short time;

his new excursions, which were longer than the

preceding, to observe the wild types of our fruit

trees, in places where they grew and reproduced

in a state of nature; his new generations, which
were obtained from wild and free or natural stocks,*

as well as from the first sowings in his nursery;

and his thousand upon thousand of divers obser-

vations collected from every quarter, have enabled

Mr. Van Mons to cstablisli a law, which admits

of fewer exceptions; this law is, that so long as

plants remain in their natural situation, they do

not sensibly vary, and their seeds always produce

* I have observed in Mr. Van Mon's corrospondence

with me, tiiat he does not use the word free or natu-

ral, but tiiat term with liim is synonymous witli varic-

ly. With us a tree is called free or natural, which is

produced from the seed of a domesticated fruit, and in

(act all trees which have not been f^raftcd: thus we
say a free or nalural Rose, Camellia, Majjiioiia or

Pear, when they are produced from the seed, cuttino^

or layers; and we ])articularly apply the epithet wild

to ]u<ars aud ajipies, whicii f:c'ow naturally in the

woods, and whose fruit is not eatable.
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the same, but on changing their climate and ter-

ritory, several among tiiem vary, some more and
others less, and wlien tliey have once departed
from their natural state, they never again return to

it, but are removed more and more therel'rom, by
successive generations, ami proiluce, sulliciently

often, distinct races; more or less durable, and that
finally iC these varieties are even carried back to the
territory of their ancestors, they will neither rep-
resent the character of their parents, or even re-

turn to the species from whence they sprung.
Mr. Van Mons has introduced wild pear trees,

into the middle of liis nursery, of tiie best perfected
varieties; these wild trees, or subnatural species,
as he calls them, have not varied and continued to

yield poor acid fruit; the seeds of this bad fruit have
been sown, and they have always produced wild
trees, and although these wild trees flourish in the
midst of the perfected varieties, the seeds of both
being sowed neither produced any hybrids, from
Avhich, Mr. Van Mons concludes, that there can-
not be a cross fecundation between a natural
species and a variety. He docs not deny that the
species can be mnfually fecundated, or that the
varieties can also be in like manner fecundated;
but he maintains, tliat the |)lants which are the re-

sult, never oiler an appreciable resemblance, either
to the father or mother. The origm, therefore,

which Linnaeus lias given to the Datisca cannbina
may be considered fabulous. Besides, he does
not believe that hybrids are so frequently produced,
as has been alleged.

Mr. Van Mons has been the first to ascertain
and assert, contrary to appearance and com-
mon opinion, that double flowers are not a vari-

ation, but rather a sign of what he calUfiehleness.

This assertion, which may be consiilered bold

lor the age, has since been ranked among the
number of truths ti-om the fiict, that it has been as-

certained, there is less solid mailer in all the su-

pernumerary petals of a double llower than there

would have been in the seeds, if the flower hud
not been double.

But there is a point on which all will ag.cc willi

Mr. Van Mons, which is, that the varietit's ol the

most delicate li-uits, are those which are the short-

est lived, all things besides being equal; ami from
experiments which he has mude, full credence will

be given to the assertion, that a scion taken from
an apple grafted on a paradise stock, or from a
pear grafted on a quince, does not succeed Avell

when placed on a free stock. Experiment, in fact,

proves, that if the paradise and quince render the

grafts more precocious, and give a grenter volume
to the fruit, they impair the vigor of the tree, and
abridge its litl^?, by not furnishing sufficient nourish-

ment; and it is eas}-, therefrom, to conclmle, that

a scion taken fi-otn such a tree, has already been
impaired. From these facts, Mr. Van JMons not

only recommends that scions he always engrafted

on fiee stocks, but that those individuals be select-

ed which appear most to resemble in vigor and
physiology, the varieties which are to be engrafted

upon them—a condition very much neglected in

sale nurseries. In those establishments, a subject

having the appearance of a Beurre, or a D' Arem-
berg, there is gralted upon it a Bianquet or an
Aurate, if it is found in the row destined for Blan-
quets and Aurales.
As I shall often have occaoion to use the word.?

fk^encracy and dHsrioraHnir. or their derivatives,

Vol. IV—20

it seems necessary that I should here fix the sense
in which I employ them. Degeneracy, in cul-
ture, is applied to the seeds of fruits and flowers,

which have been improved by variation. Seeds
degenerate, or have degenerated, when the plants

which are j>roduced li'om them, no longer present
certain qualities, which are found in their prede-
cessors—qualities which they have acquired by
variation. Philosophically, this is not a real de-

generacy, but, on the contrary, a quality, a return

towards the state of" nature. As civilians, we say,

that a man degenerates, if he abandons the social

state, and the advantages, whether real or not,

which he has acquired, at the expense of his li-

berty, and goes to enjoy his independence, and all

his liberty, far fi-om the chains of society, while
philosophy says that this man resumes his rights,

and re-enters into a state of perfect nature.

Deterioration, in pomology, applies to fruit trees

and their fruits; a tree is deteriorated by age, dis-

ease, a poor soil, bad culture, an unfavorable ex-
posure, the weather and adverse seasons, &c.;
fruits are deteriorated by the same causes, except
the old age of the tree which bears them, wliich

old age, when it is not too far advanced, general-
ly improves them.
The degeneration of the seeds of fruit trees in a

state of variation, being the pivot of fhe theory of

Van Mons, it is necessary that it should be clearly

presented.

As long as plants in a state of nature remain in

their natal soil, they produce, during their whole
lilii, seeds which do not degenerate. Seeds taken
fi-om a Baobab that was two thousand years old,

produced trees like itself, quite as well as those

which it had borne at the age of twenty years.

Wild pear trees, in a state of nature, and in their

native soils, always reproduce seeds, without any
sensible variation. It is not the same with plants

born in the slate of variation, either in consequence
of having changed the climate, the territory, or

from some other unknown cause. The seeds

wliich a domesticated pear—that is to .say, one
which has been fiir a longtime in a stale of varia-

tion—yields at its hundredth ii-uclification, produces

trees not only very different fi'om itself in conse-

(jiience of its being only a variety—and the bounds
of variation are not known in descending from pa-

rent to son—but still very different from the trees

which have been produced from the seed of its first

fi-uctification; and the older a domesticated pear

becomes, the nearer do the trees produced from its

latest seeds, approach to a state of nature, without,

nevcrthcle.'^s, being able ever to return to it, aa

Mr. Van JMons affirms.

Now let us examine how the annual culinary

and ornamental plants are governed, which have
been for a long time in a state of variation. The
seed are annually sown, and whatever be the va-

riation, wliich the new generation undergoes, it

preserves the principal characteristics of its parent,

and scarcely an individual is discovered, which ex-

hibits a tendency to return to a state of nature.

When beautiful balsams, and excellent lettuces

are once obtained, they are easily preserved as

sucii, and their variation seems, sufficiently often,

rather an effort to become more beautiful, than a

disposition to return to the wild slate of their an-

cestors.

From these two extreme facts, and an infinite

number of others which are intermediary, Mr.
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Van Mons has arrived at this conclusion: that as

the seeds of the first fructification of an annual

plant, in a state of variation, produces plants,

which may vary without removing far from the

etate of their parent, while on the contrary the

seeds which are yielded by the hundredth fructifi-

cation of a domesticated pear of excellent quality,

or for a long time in a state of variation, produce

a great variety of trees, which neither resemble

their parent, and whose fruits almost always de-

testable, are more or less, near to a wild state; this

diHerence should have its cause in an unli^vora-

ble modification

—

in a degenaracy which the seed of
the pear undergoes in consequence of the age of the

varietij which bore it.

Having arrived at this conviction, Mr. Van
Mons has said: by sowing the firpt seeds of a new
variety of fruit tree, there siiould be obtained trees

always variable in their seeds, because they can

no longer escape from this condition, ami which
are less disposed to return toward a wild state, than

those produced from seeds of an ancient variety;

and as those which tend toward a wild stale have
a less chance of becoming perfect, according' to

our tattes, than those which are in the open field

of variation, it is in the seminary of the first seeds

of the newest varieties of fruit trees, that we should

expect to find more perfect fruits according to our

tastes.

The whole theory of Van Mons is contained in

the above paragraph; it was to verify it, and put

it in practice, that from that period he collected in

his nursery young wild trees, young free stocks,

and sowed large quantities of the seeds and stones

of various kinds of fruit trees, in order to iiave

their first fruits, and to sow their seeds in turn to

obtain a generation, of whose novelty he was sure,

and to take it as a point of departure for his expe-
riments. Although Mr. Van Mons operated on
thousands of various kinds and ditferent varieties

of trees at the same time, I will assume, in order

to render what I say more clear, in explaining his

progress, that he made his experiments on a single

variety of pear.

As soon as the young pear tree with which he
began his experiments, produced its first fruit, Mr.
Van Mons sowed the seeds. There resulted a
first generation, the individuals of which, al-

though of very difierent kinds, did not resemble
their parent. He cultivated them with care, and
endeavored to hasten their growth, as much as
possible, by all the known means in his power.
These young trees yielded fruit, which were gen-
erally small, and almost all of them bad. He
sovved the seed of these and obtained a second
generation Avithout interruption—which is very
important—that were very difli^rent in kind, but
did not resemble their parent, although they had
a less wild appearance than their predecessors.
These were cultivated with equal attention, and
they fructified earlier than had their parent. The
fruits of this second generation, also varied as
nmcli as the trees which bore them, but part of
tlumi; appeared less near the wild state than the
preceding; yet only a lew possessed the requisite
qualities to entitle them to preservation. Con-
stant in his plan, Mr. Van Mons sowed the seeds
and obtained a third continued generation, the
greater part of ihe young trees of which, had a
;)/tasts of good augury, (hat is something of the
physiognomy of our goad domcsticuleil pear trees,

and they were consequently less various in appear-
ance. Being carefully cultivated, as had been the
preceding, these trees of the third generation, fructi-

fied still earlier than had those of the second gene-
ration. Several of them produced edible fruit, al-

thoufrh not yet decidedly good, but sufficiently

ameliorated to convince Mr. Van Mons that he
had discovered the true path of amelioration, and
that he should continue to follow it. He also re-

cognised, with no less satisfaction, that the oflener

the generations succeeded each other, without in-

terruption, from parent to son, the more promptly
did they fructily. The seed of the fruits of this

third generation, which had a good appearance,

were sowed, and the trees managed as carefully as

the preceding, and produced a fourth generation,

the trees of wliich were a little less varied, and
nearly all of them had an appearance of favorable

augury; they fVuctified in a shorter time than the

third generation; many of the fruits were good,
several excellent, but a small number still bad.

Mr. Van Mons took the seeds of the best kinds of
these |)ears, sowed them and obtained a fifth gen-
eration, the trees of which were less various than
the precediuL'', fructified sooner, and produced
more good and excellent fruits, than those of the

fourth.

It was after the result of this fifth generation,

from parent to son. that Mr. Van Mons made
known the process which I have explained. Al-
though having arrived at a most happyjconclusion,

and where others in his situation would have stop-

ped, I know that he continued his experiments to

1834, and that he now does, and has reached the
eighth generation, without interruption from pa-

rent to son, and that at each remove he always
obtains fruits more and more perfect.

Mr. V^an JMonsmade the same experiment upon
almost all the other kinds of fruits. The apple
yielded no other than good fruit in the fourth gen-
eration. The stone fruits, as the peach, apricot,

plum, and cherry, became perfect in a still shorter

time; all of them produced good and excellent

fruits in the third generation; which should be the

case, for our stone fruits always reproduce more or

less good without any particular attention, and
therefore they should with less difficulty and in a
shorter time, arrive at a perfect state of ameliora-

tion.

After having presented in a succinct, but I hope
a clear manner, the theory of Mr. Van Mons, and
the means which he employed to put it in prac-

tice, it is proper that 1 should say a word as to the

time which is required to obtain good fiuit, in order

that any one who wishes to verily or adopt it, can
proceed according to liis principles.

The first thing which preoccupied the attention

and excited the anxiety of Mr. Van Mons, in the

commencement of his experiment, was to ascer-

tain how many years it required to arrive at the
result which he sought to obtain; how many gen-
erations would be necessary, and how many years
each generation would require to produce its first

fruit. This first consideration, appalling to ordi-

nary men, did not arrest Mr. Van Mons in his

course. He put his hand to the work, and learned

(hat three or four generations, without interrup-

tion, (i'om parent to son, and from twelve to fifteen

consccudve years, were sufficient to obtain no
other than excellent fl"uit from the stones of
peaches, apricots, plums and clicrries: that to ob-
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tain no other than excellent apples, only four suc-

cessive and uninterrupted generations, from pa-

rent to son, and about twenty consecutive years,

were required. As to the pear, the dillicuity was
greater, but not insurmountable, as we shall see.

At first, Mr. Van Mons was unable to procure the

seeds ot" varieties very recently procreated; tiie

seeds which he was obliged to use to commence
his experiments with, were obtained from ancient

varieties, whose age, although inicertain, was
luuch advanced, which from experience tended to

retard the Urst fructification of his j-oung trees.

Nevertheless, Mr. Van ]Mons has been able to

ascertam that twelve or filleen years was the mean
term of" time which evolved from the moment of

planting the first seed of an ancient variety of the

domesticated pear, to the first fructification of the

trees which sprang from them.
The trees from tlie second sowing of the seed of

tlie first generation, have yielded their first fruit at

the age of firom ten to twelve years, as the mean
term; those of the third generation, at the age of

from eight to ten years; those of the fourth gen-
eration, at the age of from six to eight years; and
finally, those of the fifth generation, at the age of
six years. Mr. Van Mons being actually at the

eighth generation, has informed me that he has
obtained several pear trees which fructified at the

age of lour years.

From this decreasing progresson, it may be
seen that the fear of a lengthened experiment
ought to decrease in proportion as it advances, and
that adding the requisite years in the first five gen-
erations of the pear, a point is reached where
none other than good and excellent pears are ob-

tained, at the end of forty two years. But if in

each generation, as has been shown, there are al-

ways several trees which do not await the mean
term named for their fructification, the time may be
estimated that thirty-six years for obtaining fiom
the pear, in five uninterrupted generations from pa-

rent to son, new trees and fruits, all of which arc

of excellent quality. The time can still he more
abridged; for in one of his last letters, Mr. Van
Mons intbrms me that from two of his first sow-
ings of pears, there were trees produced which
fructified at the age of six years.

I have collected much of what I have stated,

and what I have yet to relate, in the nurseries of
Mr. Van Mons, at Louvain; but it is from the cor-

respondence of that venerated professor, that I

have obtained the groundwork of my discourse;

and as* that correspondence had for its object my
sole instruction, and not that of guiding me in a
compilation which I had not contemplated, it fol-

lows that what I have still to communicate has
not that natural connexion which I desired it

should have assumed, and will consequently ap-

pear, to a certain extent, as detached articles.

When Mr. Van Mons commenced raising trees

from the seed, he had already seen in other nurse-

ries, that the seed of the varieties of the pear ge-
jaus reproduced neither the characteristics of the

tree, nor those of the fruit from which they sprang;
therelbre, he was not restrained, as may be said,

to raise by species. Dut he had gone fixrthcr ar'd

ascertained that the ten seeds of a pear produced
ten difierent trees, and ten diflereut li'uits. Still

his manner of sowing is very near that of all nur-
serymen. He left his plants in the seed bed two
years; he then took them up, and part of them h;?

threw away as worthless, and transplanted the
most vigorous at such a distance one fi-om the
other, that the}' could thoroughly develope them-
selves and fructify. lie considered it best to plant
them sufliciently near, in order to force them to
run up tall, and to form pyramidal tops, without
pruning; this hastens, he states, their fructifica-

tion. 1 have seen squares of pear trees in his nur-
sery at Louvain, at the epoch of their first fructifi-

cation, and they appeared to be about ten feet apart.
While waiting for the young trees thus planted to

fructify, there is afforded an opportunity of study-
ing their form and physiognomy, and to establish
I lie prognostics of what they may become, from
their different exterior characteristics.

iMr. Van Mons has ascertained that it is scarce-
ly before the age of four years that young pear
trees develope their characteristics; and that be-
fore this age, it is rarely possible to presume what
each individual may become. It is not until the
second or third year after the seedlings have been
transplanted, that Mr. Van Mons begins toexam-
iiie them for the purpose of ascertaining the prog-
nostics of each individual. In the commencement
of his experiments, it was sufficiently easy for him
to recognise as good auguries in those young trees,

which showed from their form, wood and leaves,
a resemblance to our good ancient varieties. But
as he obtained a great number of excellent new
li'uits, which presented new characteristics, some-
times analagous and sometimes opposed to those
of our good old varieties, it was much more diffi-

cult to establish the data for ascertaining what the
young trees raised from the seed may become; for

he obtained excellent fruit from trees of a very
bad appearance. Still from long continued obser-
vations, he has established the following prognos-
tics:

1. Prognostic offavorable augury. A good
form, a smooth and slightly shining bark, a regu-
lar distribution of the branches, in proportion toThe
height of the tree; annual shoots bent, striated, a
little twisted, and breaking clean without splinters,

thorns long, garnished with eyes or buds, their

whole, or nearly whole length; eyes or buds plump,
not divergent, red, or grizzled; leaves smooth, of
a mean size, crimped on the sides of the middle
nerve, borne on petioles rather long than short, the
youngest, in spring, remaining a long time direct-

ly against the bud, the others, or the inferior, ex-
panded, hollowed into a gutter from the bottom to-

wards the top^ but not their whole length.

2. Prognostics of bad augury. Branches and
twigs conlijsed, protruding like tlaose of the hom-
beain, or broom; thorns short, without eyes; leaves

averted from the bud, fiom their first appearing,
small, round, terminating in a short point, gutter-

ed their whole length. These characteristics in-

dicate small fruit, flesh sweet and dry, or baking
fruit and late.

3. Prognostics of early fruit. Wood large,

short; buds large and near.

4. Prognostics of late fruit. Wood slim,

branches well distributed, pendent, the dioots a
little knotted, generally denote late delicious fruit;

with leaves round, point short, stiff, of a deep
green, bnrne on petioles of mean length, are ana-
lagous signs, but less sure.

I wish much, that Mr. Van Mons had indicated,

by what sign v/e could determine, when a young
|)ear tree promised large fruit, but he has been si-
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lent upon this subject, whilst he has given, as the

characteristic of good augury, an annual twig,

which breaks cleanly and without splinters.

I have stated tiiat Mr. Van Mons does not agree

in opinion with those, who attribute the deteriora-

tion of ti'uit trees to their multiplication by repeat-

ed ingraliing; now I recollect that Mr. Knight has
Avritten, that if the parent tree of an ancient vari-

ety i? found, it can be regenerated, by lal<ing sci-

ons from it. This expresses with sufficient clear-

ness that Mr. Kniglit, the most learned pomologist
in England, thinks fruit trees of free stocks, or na-
tural trees, deteriorate much less rapidly than those
multiplied by grafting, whichaccords with the opin-
ion of Mr. De Murinais, and Mr. Bonnet. Mr.
Van Mons, on the contrary, maintains, that free

stocks or natural and grafted trees, deteriorate in

the same manner and with the same rapidity, in

consequence merely of their age; and that it is age
alone vvhich causes our fruit trees to deteriorate,

and their seeds to degenerate. The following is

an example in support of his theory. lu the
course of his pomological experiments he discov-
ered in an old garden of the Caiuichins, the pa-
rent tree of ourBergamote de la Pentecote, which
is at this time a sufficiently old pear, and all the
trees t^rafted from it, are affected with cank'er in

slightly moist land, aud the fruit is small, cracks
when growing in the open air, is covered with
black spots, which communicate a bitter taste to

the flesh, and finally it no longer succeeds, but
when trained as an espalier, along a wall. Very
well: the parent tree of this Bergamote, Avas in-

iected with all the evils which are lound in those
grafted from the same variety; Mr. Van Mons de-
tached rooted suckers or sprouts, and at the same
time took scions which he grafted on other stocks,

and the trees produced from both, were neither
more or less deteriorated, than those of our gardens,
which have been fora longtime, multiplied by the
graft. Therefore, it is age only, to which should
be attributed the natural and gradual deterioration
of our varieties of fruit trees, as well as the equal-
ly gradual degeneracy of their seeds. I say nat-
ural and gradual deterioration, for Mr. Van Mons
is not ignorant that there arc certain morbific traits,

which are communicated from the stock to the
grafl, and from the grafl to the stock.

The subject of deterioration naturally leads to
the inquiry how many years a variety of pear mav
jive. Mr. Van Mons estimates that it may live
from two to three hundred years, and that if at
this age it is not exhnct, its fruit is so deteriorated,
that it no longer merits being cultivated; conse-
quently he does not believe in the anticputy of fruits

which, it is said, have been transmitted to us from
the Romans.
Mr. Knight is of opinion, the deterioration is still

more rapid, and assigns a shorter term to the ex-
istence of our varieties of fruit trees. This author
even asserts, that it is not long since our old fruits
were still better than they now are. But it is

doubtful whether Mr. Knight can furnish the
proof
The thorns, with which the greater part of

young fi-ee f)ear slocks are covered, disappear with
age; but the tree can reproduce them in an advan-
ced age, if a sprout is developed on the trunk, or if
its vigor is augmented. Tims have I seen, in Mr.
Van Mons' garden, pear trees renew their thorns,
9.1ler having ceased to produce them. In Paris it

is only necessary to head down a large orange tree?

without thorns, to see it throw out new branches
covered with them.
There are free stocks of old varieties of pears,

which have the power of causing the fi'uiis which
are engrafted upon them, to grow to an extraordi-

nary size—double, says Mr. Van Mons. It is a
quality which the free stocks of new varieties do
not possess, and which Mr. Van IVIons cannot ex-

plain. In fact we often see trees which constantly

yield fruit larger than others of the same variety,

all things, in other respects, being equal. An in-

verse appearance, is often presented, to the florists

of Paris; there are lemon trees, whose slocks be-

come diseased, and cause the oranges which have
been budded upon them to perish, in four or five

years.

V/hen the young pear trees, procreated from
parent to son by uninterrupted generations, begin
to produce edible fruit, tiiey are generally summer
fruits. It is necessary that the uninterrupted gen-
erations be more numerous, to obtain winter fruits,

or sucli as keep long.

In proportion as the uninterrupted generations

are multiplied ii'om parent to son, the great differ-

ences which are first observed between the trees

and their fruit, diminish in an inverse j)rogression;

wild forms, or appearances are no longer seen; all

of them have sn air of civilization, and their fi-uits

no longer deviate from ffood. In the last package
of fruit which Mr. Van Mons sent me, a consid-

erable number of the pears naturally fake rank
among our Beurres and Doyennes in form, volume
and quality, and all these fruits lo the number of
sixty varieties, were the firstof a sixth generation,

without interruption from parent to son.

Mr. Van Mons remarks, that among the new
pears, he has obtained, there are some vvhich were
several years in taking a fixed form; that several

did not assume one, for from twelve to fifteen years,

and that others never did. Our old varieties, with-
out doubt, have been in the same situation, and he
gives as an example of pears, which have never
assumed a determinate form, our Bon (Jhretien

D'Hiver; still it is a pear the most easily recogni-
sed, notwithstanding the variation of its form and
size.

Mr. Van Mons considers it an invariable prin-

ciple, that a graft does not bloom sooner than the
parent stock fi-om which it was taken. Neverthe-
less, a contrary opinion universally prevails among
nurserymen. They often graft scions taken from
young trees, in the hope of hastening their flora-

tion, and sometimes succeed; but, in this case it

may be said, that the scion taken was predisposed
to bloom, and that it would equally as soon have
done so, if it had remained on the parent tree. It

is the same with regard to buds. The first ihlra-
pam pendtila, which bloomed in France, was a bud
taken from a stock in the Garden of Plants, which
did not begin to bloom, until several years after.

Finally, there are so many accidental causes,
which advance or retard the floration of grafts and
their parent stocks, that it is difficult to ascertain
whether they should bloom sinudtaneousl}', or one
after the other, while numerous facts attest, that
the mulli|)!ication, repeated by bud, accelerates
the floration and diminishes the volume, in a great
number of sj)ecies.

Mr. Van Mons has ascertained, that it is ad-
vantagCQus to collect the fruit a little before it is
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fully ripe, from which it is desirable to obtain seed

for plantiiifr, and to leave it to become |)erlectly

iiu'Iiow, and reach a stale of decay, helbre extract-

ino- the seeds or stones. lie admits, with Mr.

Kniuht, that the apple deteriorates less rapidly,

and lives lontfcr, than the pear. This cannot be

doubted, when we compare the facility of rearing

apple trees in almost any kind of soil, with the

difHculty of finding one, which is suitable for the

pear.

The learned professor much prefers the white

thorn, Mespiliis uxijacantha, to the quince, as a

stock forgraftingour ancient varieties of pears up-

on. Pears grafted on a thorn, he says, grow
liigher, have a more perfect pyranfidal form, and

produce their fruit nearer the trunk. I agree en-

tirely in opinion with IMr. Van Rlons; first, because

the pear takes perlectly on the thorn, which is an

indigenous tree, rustic, not ditficult to cultivate, and
of easy multiplication from the seeds; and second-

ly, because complaints begin to be made of the

quince, not only on accoiuit of its three varieties

giving dlferent results, but in consequence of its

being deteriorated by its extended multiplication

by suckers and cuttings; and because it docs not

succeed well, in all kinds ot land. As to the

choice of the best variety, an error, committed in

this respect, in the nursery of l^uxembourg, has

excited great complaints on the part of those who
have obtained pear trees from that establishment,

which has proved for the thousandth time, that the

(]uince tree ol' malformed fruit, is not so good fi)r

slocks, as that vvhich yields pyramidal fruit. As*

to the superiority of the white thorn over the

quince, it is a question which will soon be settled

with us; lor when the Horticultural Society of Pa-
ris received the collection of pear scions, which
was sent by Mr. Van Mons in the spring of 1834,

there were not asulTicicnt number of quincestocks,

at command, for all of them, and Count De Mu-
rinais caused a portion of them to be placed on the

thorn : they have taken perfectly well, grown ad-

mirably, and give the most favorable indications of

a fortunate result.

From the data which Mr. Van Mons has given,

we are induced to think, that the pears which do

not succeed with us, unless trained as espaliers,

against a wall, have not always required that fa-

vorable position,—that they are now irreclaimable,

on account of" the weakness of old age, the dete-

rioration which they have sustained, and the de-

crepitude which threatens them, and that finally,

a time will arrive, when in spite of our cares, they
will no longer be good even as espaliers, and will

be abandoned and become extinct. To illustrate

the principle of that able pomologist on this sub-

ject, 1 will add, that when a variety is enfeebled

l)y age, or its temperament exhausted, it is best to

graft it on a (luince, in order that it may receive

only a moderate nourishment, and should never be
put on a fi"ee stock, whose too copious supply of

aliment would hasten its destruction.

Mr. Van Mons has remarked, that the new va-
rieties of pears which he obtained by repeatedly

planting the seed from generation to generation,

without interruption from parent to son, neither

possessed the rusticity or the longevity of old vari-

eties, and that those whose fruit was the best, were
also those which indicated the shortest term of
longevity. All this is in conformity to the course
of nature, and it is proper that we submit to it,

Mr. Van Mons has given the explanation of this
(act. When there is no interruption between the
generations of our varieties of fiuit trees, nature
cannot reclaim her rights; she has not time to mod-
ify the seed according to her manner, to make
them resume a part of their old wild character,
but ifa space of fifty years is left between two gen-
erations, the individuals of the second, bear the
marks of rusticity, and a tendency towards the
wild state, which nature had developed jn the
seeds of their parent during those fifty" years.
This in fact, happens, when the seeds of an old
variety of a fi'uit tree are sown.
Here 1 am bound to attempt to present the opin-

ion of Mr. Van Mons without alteration, and to
add thereto my reflections, and some adverse
views whether well or ill established; but finally

it is time that I leave him to speak for himself and
express in his own cogent style, his manner of ob-
serving the progress of deterioration and decrepi-
tude in our varieties of fruit trees.

" I have remarked, " he says, " that the most
excellent beyond all others, least resist the ravages
of old age, and become sooner old than the varie-
ties whose birth preceded them; they cannot attain

an age of half a century, without manifesting
symptoms of decrepitude. The first of these
symptons, is that of bearing less constantly and
the fruit ripening later. 'I'he decay of the wood,
the loss of the beautiful form of the tree, and the
alteration of thefi-uit follows at much later periods.

The varieties which have existed but half a cen-
tury do not sufiijr from the canker at the ends of
the branches, nor from diseases of die bark; the
fi-uit does not crack, is not filled with a hard sub-
stance, covered with knots nor insipid or dry; the
alternates, are but a yenr : these varieties can still

be grafted on other trees, without their infirmities

being augmented. It requires half a century more
to end their suffijrings, and the general destruction
of the varieties is the only remedy which can be
api)lied to its diseases. It is painful to think, that
soon the Saint Germain, the Beurre Gris, the
Crassanne, the Colmar and the Doyenne [St Mi-
chaels] must submit to this destruction. None of
these varieties any longer succeed with us [in Bel-
gium] except when engrafted on the thorn and an
espaliers; but this success is at the expense of their

commendable qualities. During my youth these
varieties in my father's garden, presented superb
trees, in good health, and rarely was there any
imperfection in their fruit. O quantum distans ah
illis ! What a loss in a time so short—in the
space of sixty years ! I repeat, the advantage of
youthllil variation, is being without any imperfec-
tions."

I ask permission of Mr. Van Mons fo doubt, a
little, such an alarming rapidity in the enli^eble-

mentof our varieties of" Pears. I well know that

almost all those, with which I have been acquaint-

ed for fifty years, are affected with diflcrent mala-
dies; that in passing through the nurseries, trees

are seen, which have been grafted from our fine

pears, in the bark of the stocks of which, are nu-
merous defects; the branches are cankered, the ex-
tremities of the young twigs are black and they
lose their leaves before the natural epoch,—all dis-

eases, which Count Lelieur places among the
number of those that are incurable; but the au-
thor, although very particular, has nevertheless,

found here and there trees upon which he did not
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discover any disease, and which he allowed the

gardener of the Emperor to introduce into the

gardens of the Crown. I am well persuaded, that

our varieties of fruit trees, considering their origin,

cannot have the tenacity, the indefinite lite of the

natural species; but I also believe that there are

imperfections, individual maladies, which do not

equally attack the whole variety; that the variety,

for example, we call Beurre Gris, which is in a

state of decrepitude, is extinct in some places,

while it still exists in others. Mr. Van Mons him-

self affirms it, in saying, that in Belgium, there

are varieties, which no longer succeed, except as

espaliers trained against a waH; and finally, I be-

lieve that, if scions had always been taken from

the most healthy individuals to perpetuate the va
rieties, we should not have seen so many trees af-

fected with diseases, which abridge their existence

and which also contribute, lor the same reason, to

shorten that of the whole variety. If now then,

it is adopted as a principle, never to take scions

but from young and healthy trees, and to insert

them only on vigorous free stocks, the varieties will

he longer preserved in a healthy state, than is the

case at the present time.

Still, whether the deterioration of our fruit frees,

be naturally slow as I think, or rapid, as Mr. Van
Mons and Mr. Knight have asserted, it is not less

certain, and it is well to think of some method for

replacing them. Our manner of sowing the seeds

and trusting to chance, lor obtaining a good new
fruit, is not certainly the best, as experience has
sufficiently proved. Besides, chance does not

merit the confidence of a reasonable man, especi-

ally when the probabilities are adverse. It is ne-

cessary then to have recourse to science, which is

founded on reasons deduced from particular facts,

and from whence flows that vvhich is called a prin-

ciple; and when this principle agrees with the

jcourse of nature, and is not contrary to any known
fact, it seems to me, that it should be adopted as

a truth, and be employed with confidence.

Such is, in my estimation, the theory of Mr.
Fan Mons, and it is to be considered as the best

and most prompt means of regenerating our fruit

trees, that is to say, of replacing the old deteriora-

led varieties by new varieties, which are perfectly

healthy and bear excellent fruit. I have present-

ed, as clearly as was in my power, the process em-
ployed to put it in practice, to induce the friends of
our country to naturalize it; and in order to inspire

more confidence, I have dared to say a word on
the transcendent merit of its author, lor which I

ask a thousand pardons of his modesty,
I might yet add to this corollary many remarks,

made by Mr. Van Mons on fruit trees and their

culture, for his correspondence is very copious in

facts; but I believe I have said sufficient to support
the theory of this learned professor. I therefore,

hasten to complete my memoir, by fixing the

epoch of the removal of his nursery from Brussels
to Louvain, and giving an idea of the incredible

obstacles vvhich he was obliged to encounter, in his

pomological career, instead ol the encouragements
which were due to him, and shall finish, by a de-
scription of some of the excellent fruits obtained
by Mr. Van Mons, and few or none of which are

yet known in France.
After Mr. Van Mons had been a distinguished

professor of physic and chemistry for seven years

in the central school of the department of Dylc,

and aller the fortunes of war had separated Bel-
gium from France, King William rendered justice
to his merit, by naming him prof(5ssor of the same
subjects in the University of Louvain, in 1817, six
months even before that University was re-estab-
lished. Louvain being only about six leagues dis-

tant from Brussels, Mr. Van Mons could at the
same time perform his duty as professor, superin-
tend his nursery, and pursue his experiments. He
was then at the apogee of his pomological career;
he had more than 80,000 trees in his Pepiniere de
la Fiddite [Nursery of Fidelity] the greater part
of which were pears raised from the seed; several
compartments were in their fourth, fifth, and sixth

generationswithoutinterruption,li-om parent to son,
and produced delicious fruits. He had for several
years sent scions to Germany, England and the
United States of America; nevertheless, except
his friend Bosc, Mr. Vilmorin, Mr. Leon Leileric,
and Mr. Bonnet, there was scarcely an individual
in France, who knew that Mr. Van Mons existed;
such is the empire which routine and apathy has
among us. The English and American cata-
louges are filled with Mr. Van Mons, fruit; and it

was not until 1834 that we find a ^ew of them de-
scribed, in the new edition of Mr Noisette's Jar-
din Fruitier.

To decide upon the character of these new
fruits, Mr. Van Mons assembled three or four
friends who were superior judges; they tasted
them, wrote down the qualities of each, and Mr,
Van mons preserved only the trees that produced
fruit which was decided to be good and very good;
the same proof was repeated two, three, and four
times in succession, and it was not until after these
repeated trials, that he decided to take grafts from
the trees which bore them. On this subject, I

should here make a few remarks, to dissipate the
doubt which some persons still entertain, on the
care which Mr. Van Mons took to propacrate only
excellent fruits. In the first place, it should be
observed that every year is not favorable to the
perfljct development of the good qualities of fruit,

and that if a fruit generally delicious, is tasted for

the first time, in an unfavorable year, an inferior

quality may be discovered. It was thus that in

1833 I did not find in several samples of Poiteaii's

pear those excellent qualities, which Mr. Van
Mons had recognised during four successive years,

and which had determined this learned man. from
motives of friendship, to honor me by affixing to

it my name. In the second place, it was always
impossible for Mr. Van Mons to collect the scions

liimself, as he was too much occupied, Avhich ex-

plains why it sometimes has happened, that an
indifl'erent variety has been received, instead of a
kind worthy of propagation. It was evidently

from an error of this kind, that Mr. Vilmorin re-

ceived, under the name of Beurre Fourcroy, a

Pear tree of a very late kind, the fhiit of which
had no merit; for Mr. Van Mons had tasted the

Beurre Fourcroy several years in succession, and
had found it worthy of being dedicated to that

most learned chemist, who had accepted the ded-

ication, a little time before bis death.

Mr. Van Mons fully enjoyed the result of his

long conliuued experiments; he was happy in dif-

fusing with real disinterestedness, and the greatest

coni|iiaconce, his new fruits, the greater part of

which were superior to those with which we are

acquainted, when in 1819. exahrvpto, the land on
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which his Nursery of Fidelity was located was

decided to be indispensable for streets and building

lots, and he was siuiinioned to vacate it in the

short space of two months, under the penalty of

seeing all his trees cut down and thrown into the

fire. °Such an injunction would have been lata! to

nianj' persons, other than such a man as Mr. Van
Mons; he was sensibly allected, but not frustrated;

his noble character, his prolbund knowledge^ ol'

men enabled him to surmount this reverse of for-

tune and disposed him calmly to seek elsewhere,

another place (or his establishment. As professor

in the University of Louvain, he resolved to trans-

port his nursery to that city, that he might have it

under his management, without leaving the Uni-

versity; but the period assigned lor evacuating the

land was unlortunately, that of mid winter,—from

the first of November to the last of December.
Mr. Van Mons had at his disposal, only a part

of Saturday and Sunday in each week, when he

could go to Brussels; to collect the scions, to mark
the most precious trees and give the requisite or-

ders for the others, was all that he could do him-

self: and another garden as extensive as that

which he evacuated, was required for the recep-

tion of his trees. His loss was consequently great

and irreparable, from the unfortunate position in

which he was placed, being obliged to confide

nearly the whole of the care and labor ofremoval, to

persons not well qualified, and who were incapable

of comprehending the deep interest which he fi-;lt

lor the preservadon of his trees. It was with

great difficulty that he saved a twentieth part of

his nursery, and this twentieth consisted only of

scions for grafting. The remainder were sold or

given to whoever would take them. After such

a catastrophe Mr. Van Mons considered it neces-

sary to guard against being ever again exposed to

such a calamity. But incapable of distrust, he
hired a piece of land in Louvain, which unfortu-

nately belonged to the city, as a receptacle for the

ruins of his tmrsery at Brussels, and continued his

sowings and experiments.

Except, having a great number of young plants

broken down and drawn out of the ground, by the

masses of ice which were left on the ground for

several days, after a great freshet in the river

which passes through Louvain, occasioned by an
unusual thaw in 1830, and which overflowed his

nursery to the depth of seven or eight feet; if, I

say, we except this flood, Mr. Van Mons enjoyed
more or less quietly his new location, during thir-

teen consecutive years. His correspondence was
renewed and extended, his losses were replaced by
new acquisitions, the mass of his observations

were augmented, and he continued to introduce

into his nursery good new fruits, obtained by other

amateurs, such as Messrs Coloma, Capiaumont,
D'Hardenpont, the Abbe Duquesne, Gossart,

Wirthum, Derlenfcourt, Did, Liart, Knight, and
an hundred others, and he distributed scions of

these good fruits simultaneously, with those of his

own; for his sole end has always been to multiply

those which were good, and to enable the whole
world to enjoy them. But he never sacrifised an.^

trees raised from the seeds, to receive the scions

which were sent to him li'om all quarters—even
from North America, before the chavacter of its

fruit had been decided: he therefore annually pur-
chased stocks lor the reception of the grafts, which
were sent to him and for [irescrving his own vari-

eties, that he might more liberally disseminate
them. For this purpose, he adopted, in his nur-
sery at Brussels, a kind of grafting which he calks

graft by copulation, and he continues to practise it

at ijouvain with great success.

Until 1823 Mr.' Van INlons had not distributed
any of his trees or scions, without numbers being
attached to them, which corresponded with simi-
5ar numbers affixed to the parent-stocks in his
nursery, that enabled him to answer all the quer-
ies which might be addressed to him, by the per-
sons to whom he sent scions. At this period, hav-
ing been confined to his bed by a severe wound,
he compiled from his registers and published a
catalogne, in which we find about 2000 varieties
of fruits, in which the names are placed opposite
the numbers of those fi'om which scions had been
taken and distributed, makes known the principle
of his theory, describes some of the details of his
culture and his manner of making experiments:
there are also in it some remarks on the causes
which compelled him to abandon his nursery at
Brussels. There arc several things worthy of at-

tention in this catalogue; first, the interruptions in

the series of numbers; for example, in the second
series we find number 850 immediately after 840,
which indicates that nine intermediate numbers
were attached to nine trees of llivorable augury,
but whose fruit had not j'ct been decided upon as
to quality : second, the names followed by the
words by its naturally indicate that the varieties

thus designated have been produced from the
seeds by Van INIons; third, when the name is fol-

lowed by the words by its patron, they indicate that

the name of the variety is that of the person who
has obtained it fi'om the seed. But there is one
very important thing which Mr. Van Mons did

not think of, and which would have been very
usefijl in the history of fruit trees, especially to as-

certain the course and progress of their deteriora-

tion, this was, to have fixed the year of the birth

of each of the new varieties, designated in his cat-

alogue. Mr. Van Mons was alone capable of do-

ing it : when I spoke to him about it, he replied

that his intention had not been to establish a sci-

ence, but rather to do a good act. which would be
immediately useful by the dissemination of good
fruits; still he regrets having left this hiatus, which
his notes do not now enable him entirely to fill

up.
As I have before stated, Mr. Van Mons enjoyed

his fifty years of experiments, in enriching us
with good excellent fi-uits; but pithlic utility had
sworn that she would finally embitter his old age.

In 1831 we besieged the citadel D'Anvers, and
although Mr. Van Mons nursery was fourteen

leagues distant from the army, the engineers
could not find a more commodious place than that

nursery, to bake the bread of the soldiers in; con-

sequently a great part of Mr. V'an Mon's trees

were destroyed, having constructed their ovens on
the ground where they grew, and the fruit of the

others tvas exposed to pillage. Still the philoso-

phy of Mr. Van Mons sustained him in this unex-
pected devastation; he hired two other tracts of
land, into which he removed his young plants of
the seventh, eighth and ninth uninterrupted gen-
eration, from parent to son; he was consoled be-

cause he had time to collect, although it was in

the summer, scions of the trees which were sacri-

ficed to afford a place for the erection of ovens;
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but public utility had not yet exhausted all her se-

verities against him. Unfortunately tliere was not

a Chaptal in tlic council of the prince, and the en-

gineer, seeing nothing, decided again in 1834, in

the name of public utility, thnt Mr. Van Mons'
liUrsery was the sole and only point on the globe,

proper ibr the establishment of a gas-house for

lightning the city. Heaven grant that these gen-
tlemen may be enabled to see better for the future;

but it is not in their power to prevent the true

friends of intellectual light, and of public prosperi-

ty, from regarding their decision as an act of igno-

rance and the grossest vandalism.

JVlr. Van Mons is actually seventy j'ears of age;

he has consecrated his whole, all his life, a larger

part of his fortune to public utility, and yet it is

the name oi' public lit ility, that they have slain

liim, assassinated him ! O age of light, how darK

thou art.

In the cortlmenrement of September, 1834, Mr.
Van Mons, on sending me a box of pears which
were the first of a seventh generation, observed in

his letter, "when you taste these pears, the trees

which bore them will no longer exist." In fact, I

learned a few days after, that the destructive axe
had prostrated these trees and many others, that

the nursery was dishonored, lost, and Mr. Van
Mons frustrated in his dearest hopes, wliich were
to send us the products of his labor.

It is impossible to foresee, or rather I dare not

express my fears as to what will become of the

ruins of an establishment, which wanted encour-
agement, which was of a nature to elevate the
glory of an empire.*

Note by Mr. Poitcau.

Count Leiieur of Ville-sur Ance, believes with
Mr. Murinais and Mr. Bonnet, that the stock has
an influence on the seeds of the graft. During his

residence in North America, he saw in the environs
of New York a red and a white peach which
perpetuated their stone without variation; but
when he had budded the red on the while and the
white on the red, they neither produced fruit per-
fectly red. or periiictly white, the two colors were
mingled.

ken with clover: a sprig here and there seemed to

struggle for a feeble existence. This clover was
never fit to make hay, and hence was never cut;

but it was grazed by calves each year. In the
summer of 1835, this lot was fallowed and broken
from 9 to 11 inches, and in October, sown in wheat:
as tlie clover was too thin it was again sown in

clover this spring, and the clover seed was har-

rowed in with a two-horse harrow with wooden
teeth. The crop of wheat that is now on it is re-

markably luxuriant, and most of it having fallen.

Could this great improvement have proceeded
from the deep fiillow, or Irom the harrowing of the

wheat this spring ? It must have proceeded from
one or both of these causes, as no other means
have been used, except the plaster in the spring
of 1833. The soil is a deep stifi'red clay. This
fact is communicated with the hope, that, by com-
paring it with the observations of others, it may
assist in discovering the best and most efficient

means of improving our land.

W. H. G.

Germination of wheat in ice.

To the Editor Of the Fanners' Register.

Cumberland cnvnty, 7

June 23d, IS36. 5

I covered my ice last winter with straw contain-
ing nmch loose wheat. In the month of JNlay the
grains of wheat which hajipencd to come in con-
tact with ice, vegetated; and the roots extended
into the body of the ice, from four to six inches,

having a most beautiful white, thread-like ap-
pearance. The grain seems to have gcrmmated
after forming a bed in the ice: each grain was sur-

rounded with a small quantitj' of water.
The stalk was bleached an inch above the snr-

fiice of the ice, the top green and healthy. I make
this comnuinication without conunent, and am
now convinced that grain germinates at 32° of
Fahrenheit scale, which has b6en denied by
many.

WILI.IASI C. SMITH.

FACT STATED OF REMARKABLE IMPROVE-
MENT IN LANIJ.

To the Editor of the Fanners' Register.

Amherst Co., Jane 23th, 1836.

As one of the advantages of your valuable jour-

nal consists in collecting the ILicIs which may fall

under individual observation, and thereby arrang-
ing the data on which to form correct opinions, per-
mit me to communicate allict which has fallen un-
der my observation.

In 1832, in extending a clover lot, I included
about three acres of a poor ridge, which I planted
in the common corn field pea, for the purpose of

clearing it of grass, &c. This crop scarcely re-

turned me the seed. That fill it was sown in

wheat, and in the following spring it was sown in

clover and plastered. The crop of wheat was
scarcely worth cutting, and the land was badly ta-

* I have learned that Mr. Van Mons has been order-
ed to evacuate tiie whole of the land before the end of
Febriiaiy.*

* As the above was wrilt-eii in IS.'il, the nursery
must have been destroyed in 1835.—Translator,

GENERAL DIRECTIONS AND REMARKS WITH
RESPECT TO MULBERllY AND SILK CUL-
TURE.

l^xtraclfrom the Silkworm.

The first step of the silkgrower is io prepare
food for the worms; and the first in this operation

is to select a proper location and soil, and to make
choice of the kind of tree which is to produce the

leaves.

The best location for any kind of mulberry to

feed silkworms is on a moderate declivity lacing

the east or northeast—the worst exposure are to

the south-west, the south or the west, because
The danger, if any, of llioir being winter killed

arises fi-om their growth being prolonged, and
their substance remaining soft till kUe in autumn.
The southwestern, southern and western expo-
sures continue their growth later, because they
are warmer than the eastern and northeastern,

and the fi-ost takes them before the wood is hard-

ened. AVheu the wood is matured there is no
dunger of winter kiUing.

The soil most suitable ll)r the nursery is a mod-
erately rich sandy loom, mellow, dry and friable.

For the trees, when, transplanted for feeding, a
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dry, gravelly or somewhat sandy soil; better two
poorlhaii too rich; not that the trees will flourish

better, but the leaves are more nutritious and
health}'' for the worms, and cause them to make
better silk: no matter how stony if the trees can
have room to grow
The natural food for the worms are the leaves

of the mulberry tree. There are several species

and numerous varieties of the mulberry, the leaves

of most, if not all of which are eaten by the silk-

worm; the most common are the black, the pur-

ple, the red and the white. Tlie worms will feed

on the first three, but the silk they produce is com-
paratively coarse. The white, or as it is fre(}uent-

ly but improperly called, the Italian mulberry, is

that on which worms have been hitherto chiefly

fed, in Europe and in this country; but these now
bid fair to be superseded by others recently import-

ed from Asia, the chief of which are the Brusa
and the Chinese, or mi)rus tnulticaulis.

The Brusa is a hardy tree, far superior on ac-

count of the size of its leaves, to the White mul-
berry, but the Morus multicaulis, of which there

have hitherto been some doubts respecting its har-

diness, has now been fairly tested, and no reason-

able question remains as to its taking place of all

others. It is fully ascertained that it can be
brought to feed a stock of worms in half the time
of the White mulberry—that a given space of
ground will produce from twice to four times the

weight of foliage—and that a child can gather as

much weight of leaves in a given time as two men,
and that a given weight of leaves are worth a
quarter more than those ol the White mijlberry:

and besides all these advantages it is stated on
respectable authority that it is more congenial to

the health of the worms, and proJuces better

silk.

The Chinese mulberry is at present chiefly pro-

pagated by layers and cuttings. The former motlc
is perhaps preferable for propagating on the same
ground, the latter is best calculated lor transporta-

tion. But little of the seed has yet been produced
in this country, but will probably be plenty in a
few years. W'hen the trees are to be nudtiplied

on the same ground by layers, they should be set

so far apart as to leave room to extend the layers

between them. When this is not intended, there
should be room enough fijr them to p:oduce their

full growth of leaves without matting or choking
each other. If the trees are set 19 8-lOtii inches
apart, there will then be ten trees in a rod in each
row, and when they get too large for that distance
every other one can be taken up for sale or for

transplanting, leaving five trees in a rod. The
distance of the rows may be varied as fancy maj'
dictate. If it is intended to pass between them
with a cart or wagon, half a rod, or eight feet and
six inches will be a convenient ilistance. To pas=!

between them with a hand cart, the rows may be
five feet six inches apart, which will give three
rows to a rod. By the first plan, an acre will con-
tain 3200 trees, and when every other one is taken
out 1600. By the second plan the acre will con-
tain 4800, and when thinned out 2400
The mode of preparing the ground, sowing the

seed, setting cuttings and layers, will be found in

the preceding numbers. For setting trees with
roots, the best method is that proposed by Mr.
Bestor which is given in the preceding number.
If the business is commenced with the Chinese

Vol. IV—30

mulberry, most of the branches may be cut down
in the fall, and separated into cuttings to set the

next spring. The young shoots will produce
leaves enough the first seascm to feed a small stock

of worms, sufficient to procure eggs for the sec-

ond season. By these fi;w worms, a sufficient

knowledge may be acquired to manage with a
degree of safety the second year—when calcula-

tions may be made on some profit from the silk.

The few worms fed the first year may be kept on
rough boards covered with papers; but this is too

slovenly a practice to be extended. Those who
wish to proceed systematically, and who do not

choose to build a cocoonery for the second year,

are invited to call and examine the portable frame
and hurdles which I have constructed, and
which, if a little more expensive than rough
boards and papers, will be found extremely con-
venient.

The plan of a cocoonery will be found in No.
7, which though it may be varied as fiincy or con-

venience may suggest, will at least assist the con-

structer as a starting point from vvhich to vary.

But the general plan of feeding the worms on hur-

dles of net work, with some kind of slide un-
der each to receive the refuse and filth, to be re-

moved without disturbing the worms, will be
found of indispensible necessity to any one who
wishes to conduct the business with any regula-

rity.

Various statements have been given of the
quantity of silk which may be calculated on at

difl'crent periods from the commencement, all of
which are from, jxood authority, founded on actual

experiments. But as these experiments have
been made by difl'erent people, the statements giv-

en of their results, as may be expected, difler al-

so. As every person who goes into the business,

will wish to form some estimate of Avhat can be
efiected, to save my readers the trouble of search-

ing the preceding numbers for data in scattered

items, I will here give a statement, which, if the

business is conducted with any degree of correct-

ness, cannot be liillen short of.

I shall, in the first place, suppose the business
to be commenced with the Chinese mulberry, and
suppose an acre to be set with young trees or cut-

tingsin rows five feet and six inches apart, or three

rows in a rod, arul nineteen and eight-tenth inches

apart in the rows or 10 trees in a rod, giving of

course 4800 trees. It has been ascertained that

these young trees will yield half a pound of leaves

each, the first season; but as I intend in this calcu-

lation, not to approach near the utmost limits, I

will suppose them to afford only a few leaves to

feed the small stock of worms necessary for eggs
for the next season, which need not be over one
thousand. I s.hal! suppose only half a pound of

leaves from each tree the second year, though it

h IS been ascertained that they will yield a pound.

[ suppose the third year every other tree to be

transplanted out, which will leave 2500 trees, from

each of which I calculate a pound and a half of

leaves this year, three pounds the fourth year, five

pounds thefifih year, and seven pounds "the sixth

year.

It has been stated by some experienced feed-

ers of silkworms, that 80 pounds of Chinese
mulberry leaves will produce a pound of silk:

the account, then, for six years, will stand

thus.
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Years.

1st

2d
3d
41h
5th
6th

Trees.

4800
4800
2400
2400
2400
2400

Quantity oj

leaves each.

8 ounces.

Impounds
3 do.

5 do.

7 do.

N'o. ivorms.
Quaniy of

silk.

72,000
108,000
21(3,000

288,000
264,000

none.

30 lbs.

45 do.

90 do.

120 do.

210 do.

If the rows of trees are set 8 feet 3 inches apart,

giving two rows to a rod, the quantity of leaves,

worms and silk will consequently be one third less.

All the difference in advanta<2;e will be, that by the

latter mode po.ssib]y a little labor may be saved by
collecting the leaves in a cart or wag-on drawn by
a horse, and in the former they will be taken in a

band cart or in baskets.

Respecting the white mulberiy, the reports from
full grown trees average from Ibrty to sixty pounds
of silk, and this not till twenty years old. Who
then will depend on the white mulberry to feed

silkworms, and wait 20 years to obtain forty to six-

ty pounus of silk to an acre^ when the Chinese will

yield profit the second year, and 200 pounds or
over in six years.

As there are several varieties of breeds of the
silkworm, it will be of importance in procuring the
eggs, to select and sort them, so as not to have two
kmds together; not only on account of having
them hatch and pass through their various changes
at the same time, but also to have the silk they
produce of uniform quality, as that produced by
ditterent parcels of worms often varies in color, in
fineness, and indeed in all its qualities. Respect-
ing the choice of any particular variety, it would
be impossible to give, in the present state of know-
ledge of the subject, any decided preference, pro-
vided they are kept separate.
There is another |)artof the subject which has

yet to be decided by farther experience, and that
is the question whether it is best to confine the bu-
siness to one crop, or to extend it several in a sea-
son. There are some worms which complete their
whole course of operations in about four weeks,
and others which require six. But even with the
six- weeks worms there will be sufficient time du-
ring the summer in any part of the United States
to produce two crops. The only advice I shall
venture to give in this case, is the same I have
given in former cases, to proceed sparingly and
cautiously in all new operations. On thatground,
I should judge it most expedient to begin with one
crop at first, and when experience shall have ren-
dered the business familiar, the young silkgrowcr
will be enabled to make his own "calculations.

TO PROMOTE THE EARLY REARING OF THE
AFFILE AND FEAR.

John Williams planted seed in pots, in Novem-
ber, 1809, transplanted after midsummer in the
ibllowing year, into the open ground—transplant-
ed again in the autumn of 1811, six feet apart

—

pruned away every winter the trifling lateral shoots,
leaving the larger laterals at their full length to
the bottom ol" the plants, and .c^ave a good expo-
sure to the sun. At the height of sTx feet the
branches ceased to [)roduce thorns. One yielded
fruit at four years old, and several at five and six

years.— (/?epo/ ^r<s, 1819, p. 175.) Repeated
transplanting retards the growth of wood, and in-

duces premature maturity in the plant—it con-
verts,for wantof abundant nourishment, wood buds
into fruit buds. It is calculated to produce early
bearing, but not to produce stalely long lived trees.

Precocity in vegetables, as in animals, is rather

indicative of short life. Frequently transplanting

is often resorted to by the florist, in order to induce
plants to produce double flowers, or to produce an
abundance of flowers, and it is found highly effi-

cacious in the balsam, coxcomb, &c. It deranges
the natural organization of plants, and produces
monsters, a term aj>plied by botanists to double-

flowers. It is by a process like the one pursued
by Williams, that Knight so early obtains fruit

from seeds, the blossoms of which he fecundates
artificially, and it is to this that we are probably
indebted lor many ol' the fiue fruits that enricfi our
tables, and for many of the gay flowers that em-
bellish our ffardens.

From the Farmer and Mecliaiiic.

VEGETABLE DYES.

There is a species of lichen, growing on trees,

of a greenish color, which the country people
gather, under the name of moss, which dyes a
permanent orange color on wool. It may be
gathered by bushels from the oak trees, hanging
in bunches from the limbs. Lie or potash, we be-

lieve, is used to fix the color. The acrid herb
called smart weed, or biting knot grass, is said also

to dye a brilliant and unfading yellow. If these

dyes are unknown to chemists, we think they
ought not to be; and the scientific should not un-
der-value an important principle, which their

science may render five times more valuable,

merely because they owe the discovery of it to the
ignorant.

RULE FOR DETERMINING THE
HAY.

WEIGHT OF

Hay in the field rick, says Low, weighs some-
what better than 112 lbs, the cubic yard; alter

being compressed in the stack, it weighs from 140
to 180 lbs., and when old, 200 lbs.

From Paxtoii's London Horticultirral Register.

ON THE TENDENCY OF PLANTS TO REPRO-
DUCE THEMSELVES.

It is a general law of nature obtaining in both
the animal and vegetable kingiloms, that, in or-

der to perpetuate the species, each individual or
pair of individuals, are so constituted, that by a
union of their powers respectively, progeny is pro-

duced.
It is remarkable that in both those kingdoms the

manner of production is similar. The eggs ot"

animals are very similar to the seeds of" plants;

and the bulbs, and tubers, and suckers of plants

bear a strong resemblance to the viviparous young
of animals. Increase by division also obtains in

both: the dividing of the polypi is exactly like the
production ami separation of the sporules of fungi

and other inferior orders of plants.
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But vegetables are endowed with greater pow-
ers of re-production tiian animals. The latter

have only one manner ol re-production, fi-oni

wiiich there can be no departure. Oviparous an-

imals cannot bring torth young vivi[)arously (ex-

cept in a tew instances among insects,) nor vice

versa. Whereas among plants we find man}- that

can re-produce themselves in three dili'erent ways,
namely, by seeds, by offsets, or by suckers; and
what is very remakable in such cases, is that

whichever of these take the lead in productive-

ness, the other two are neutralized or nearly so;

and this versatility of" character may be made so

subservient to the i)urpose3 ot the manager, that

he may have whichever of the three he may
choose. If offsets be wanted from a bulb or tuber,

or from a fibrous rooted ])lant, the llower stems

must be cut off; and if seeds be the object, then

every new offset or tuber should be displaced as

soon as it makes its appearance.
We have been led to make these remarks from

having observed (die first time in our lile) in the

Chelsea Botanical Garden, the flowers oi" the Je-

rusalem Artichoke (Helianthus tuberosus) nearly

expanded. This is a circumstance which but

rarely occurs m this country, owing, no doubt, to

these plants being cultivated in rich soil, which in-

duces the production of tubers rather than flow-

ers.

But this last summer has been remarkable for

its great heat and long continued droujrht, and
consequently, the soil being exhausted of that de-

gree of moisture necessary to the production of tu-

bers, and extraordmary eflbrt has been made by
the plants to reproduce themselves by seeds, and
which is quite conformable to the general law of
vegetable developement, as instanced in other
similar cases.

The ingenious T. A. Knight, Esq., S. H. So-
ciety, has founded a rule in practice on this very
circumstance, as applicable to the potato. The
greater number of the varieties of this useful

plant re-produce themselves by both seeds and tu-

bers at the same time. But it forcibly struck the
inquiring mind of that gentleman that no plant

can produce both in such quantity or perfection as

one of them only. And lie also knew that, by
defructifying the top, additional energy would be
given to the underground offspring." This wa.s

sound philosophy; and the results of manifold trials

have been to confirm his doctrine-

On the same principle, other practical experi-
ments are based. Both Dutch and other florists

not only prevent their budding bulbs from flower-
ing, but mutilate by cutting off the upper half of
their bulbs, to cause an extra ejection of offsets.

And our own exotic |)lant growers find it difficult

to propagate some of the African bulbs without
having recourse to the same manoeuvre.
There are several other plants which show this

property of re-production by other than the ordi-

nary modes. Wheat, which is either an annual
or biennial according to the time of the year at

which it is sown, will, if repeatedly eaten or cut
down, continue to produce side shoots, and ripen
seed in the third year. The strawberry, if divest-
ed of its first flowers, will produce others and yield
fruit in the autumn. A filbert tree, surrounded by
a great number of suckers, seldom bears many
nuts. Horse radish, whose growth is chiefly to-

wards enlarging the root, seldom flowers or bears

seeds; and many other similar instances maybe
adduced.
The knowledge of this power or faculty of plants

IS necessary to the practitioner, whether in garden-
ing or farming. The first by directing the vigor to

the useful members of the plant, may have them
in greater perfection; and the second, by mowing
his thin crops of grass early in the season, will

much sooner' obtain a thicker sward.

Extracts from the Journal of the Franklin Institute.

PATENTS FOR AG UICULTUR AI^ IMPI-EJIliNTS,
&C., ISSUliD ITS NOVEMBER, 1S35.

IViih remarks, by the Editor of the Journal of the

Franklin Institute.

For a Machine for cutting Straw, &c.; Henry C
Jones, Salem, Warren county, Ohio, Nov. 7.

There is nothing in this cutting machine to dis-

tinguish it from a score or two of others, and of
this the patentee seems to be aware, as he says
that "this machine is operated somewhat similar
to other straw cutting machines;" at'ter wliich he
proceeds to claim certain things which are of little

or no importance, and some ofthem, withal, not new.

For a Conical Arch Charcoal Burner; Ezra B.
Gilbert, Ephratah, Montgomery county, New
York, November 7.

The claim made is to the before described coni-
cal arch charcoal burner, for manufacturing char-
coal. Excepting in shape, we do not see in what
particular this kiln differs fi-om that patented by
JMr. Doolittle, in 1829, and described by him in the
seventeenth volume of" Silliman's Journal, p. 396.
We have long had by us a model of a charcoal
kiln, exactly in the shape of that now patented.
The person who sent it proposed obtaining a pa-
tent, but declined doing so when informed that
there was not anything new in the principle of it,

or in his mode of application.

For an improvement in the Horse Rake; James
Pudney, Stanford, Delaware county, N, York,
November 7.

Two bars, each about seven feet long, are to

have rake teeth fixed into them, at suitable dis-

tances apart, and about two liiet long. These two
bars are to be framed together by timbers at their

ends, so that the two bars may be about two and
a halfj or three feet apart. The teeth are to point
in opposite directions, thus, a

"^

where a a shows the points b
of the teeth, oand 6, thetim- ^^__^
bers by which the two rake heads are framed to-

gether. VVhen the rake is drawn forward, one
set of points is on the ground, the others serving
as handles, by which to guide it. When the rake
is full, the upper ones are pushed forward by the
person who guides it, and the rake rolls over, de-
positing the straw, grain, &c. The horse is geared
to a frame, allowing of this rolling over, which
frame is attached to the rake by headed pins, that

pass through a slot in the timbers, 6, which are

double.

The clami is to the manner of using two heads,
or rakes, and the self-adjusting slide, or groove, as

the ends of the head bars.

For a Machine for Culling Straw; Ashman
Hall, Kent, Putnam county. New York, Nov. 7,

There is to be an angular knife, something like
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an inverted V, and this forms one of the claims; a
claim is n)ade, also, to a board, which ia to gauge
the length of the straw, and, lastly, to a spring to

raise the sliding board; the angular knilb is not

new, and boards for gauging have been often used

in a, sintiilar way.

For a Grist Mill; Philip Hauser, Cincinnati,

Ohio. An alien, who has resided two years in the

Unitfed States; November?.
The grinding part of this mil! consists of a com-

mon conical shell and nut, like those of the ordi-

nary cofl'ee-miil, without a single feature of no-

velty either in form or substance. The claim is

to "the general arrangement and combination, but

not to the parts, taken separatelJ^" It is one
among those gross pretensions at invention which
would e.xcite much surprise, were they little more
rare.

For a Smut Machine; John Tuck, Columhus,
Pennsylvania, November 7.

There is astationary cylinder of sheet-iron stand-

ing on a suitable frame, its axis being inclined at an
an;^le of about ten degrees with the horizon.

Within this cylinder there is a second, which is

made to revolve, the two being about three-fourths

of an inch apart. They are both punched, grater

fashion, their rough surfaces being towards each
other. Within the inner cylinder there is a re-

volving fan wheel, extending its whole length.

The grain is fed in at the upper end, between the
two cylinders; the revolving of the inner one rubs
the grain, whilst the wind from the fim. blowing
through the apertures, discharges it, together
with the cheat and cockle, the openings in the
outer cylinder being made large enough lor that

purpose. The claim is to the machine generally,

and "particularly to the shaft and spirally ar-

ranged wings for causing a current of air within
the revolving drum."

For Preparing Extracts of Bark for Tanning;
Otis Batchelder, Bedford Hillsborough county,
North Carolina, November 7.

The following is the recipe: "Put such quan-
tity of the extract of the bark into the vat as may
be required; then put upon the extract, vinegar,
or some other acid, in the proportion of about two
gallons of vinegar to the hundred weight of the
extract; after that, put on water, cold or warm,
in sufficient quantity to cover the extract; then pul-
verize and mix well, and then add such quantity
of water as may be necessary, and the liquor is fit

for use. What he claims as his improvement, is

the method of dissolving in cold or warm water,
with the addition of acid, instead of boilinir, as has
been heretofore done."

For a Revolving Screen for Cleaning Grain;
Edward P. Fitzpatrick, Mount Morris, Livingston
county, New York. An alien, who has resided
two years in the United States; November 14.

Instead of using woven wire, in meshes, as is

usually done, the screen is to have wires running
straight along it; of these there are to be several
sections in the length of the screen, each section
extending from one rim to another, which is fas-
tened upon tlie axle for that purpose. The screen
is to be inclined, and the grain fijd in at the upper
end, m the usual way; the wires in the fiist sec-

tion are to be so close together as to allow only

dust to pass; the next is to allow cheat to escape;

the next small wheat, and the last large wheat.

Between the last it is proposed to form the cylin-

der of sheet metal, instead of wire, and to punch
it full ol' smooth round holes, large enough lor the

discharge of cockle.

The claim is to the placing of rods, or wires,

lengthwise ol' the cylinder, li-om one groove circle to

the other, at suitable distances apart for cleaning

grain; instead of woven coverings, with numerous
openings.

For an improvement in the Smut Machine; Ed-
ward B. Fitzpatrick, Mount Morris, Livingston

county. New York, November 14.

This smut machine is to consist of an outer sta-

tionary cylinder, standing vertically, its periphery,

being formed of longitOdmal rods or wires, placed

so close together that grain will not pass between
them, whilst the dust from the smut will es-

cape readily. Within this there are to be re-

volving beaters formed by extending square
iron rods fl-om one set of cross arms on the lower
end of a revolving shaft, within the cylinder, to

other similar cross bars near the upper end of the

shaft, and close within the heads of the cylinder;

these rods are to be made ragged at their edges,

and placed near together on cross arms, extending

from the shaft, to the periphery of the cylinder.

They are not to run directly along with the cylin-

der, but spirally, just as they would stand suppo-
sing them to be put in straight at first, and one of
the sets of cross arms to be then turned half way
round, thus giving a spiral direction to the rods.

The grain is to be fed in through the upper head
of the cylinder, and to escape through an opening
in the bottom head; but in passing down it is

driven forcibly about by encountering the spiral

beaters, the shaft of which revolves with great

rapidity, and by this means, it is said, the smut is

efitjctually removed.
The claim is to the above described manner of

constructing a smut machine.

For a Cheese Frees; William C. Greenleaf,
Andover, Oxford county, Maine November 23.

A follower is to be forced down by a toggle joint,

the pressure being continued by hanging a weight
to a lever, or arm, attached to the joint. The pa-
tentee says, "1 do not claim the original invention

of the toggle joint, but I do not claim as my inven-

tion its application to the purpose of pressing

cheese." Independently of the toggle joint hav-
ing been previously used for the purpose, such a
claim we esteem as altogether worthless, for if a
claim to the "application" is valid, there may be
as many patents for one press as there are articles

to be pressed. The law grants patents for any
"new machine."

For a Mortising Machine; John M'Bride Rich-
mond, Wayne county, Indiana, November 26.

In this machine, the chisel is made to advance
upon the piece to be mortised, instead of causing
the piece to move under the chisel. The chisel

is to be acted upon by two compound levers, one
of which is to be moved up and down b3Mlie hand.
The fulcrum of the lever to which the chisel is

attached; is on a kind of slidCj which is caused to
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progress forward by a pall falling into a rack. The
precise way in which this is efliicteJ is not clearly

shown, and, indeed, there is considerable obscuri-

ty in the description of the machine in general, so

that a workman could not undertake to make it

from the intijrmation furnished. The claims would

not serve to convey any definite idea of the things

which are the subjects of them.

For an improvement on Tab Water Wheels;

Edward Newnam, Hendricks county, Indiana,

November 26.

This is a poor contrivance, poorly described, and

as poorly represented. The design, however, ap-

pears to be to double the power of the water, by

letting it on at opposite sides of the wheel. The
affair is without a claim, and is not worth one.

For Hulling and Cleaning Cotton, and other,

Seeds; John Ambler, Jr., city of Philadelphia,

November 26. (See Specification.)

For an improvement in the Hydrant: Sater F.

Walker, city of Baltimore, November 26.

Tlie claim under this patent is to "the mode de-

scribed of constructing and using the ascending

tube, so as to discharge the waste water at jjlea-

sure, either above or below the surlace of the

ground; the mode of preserving the distance between
the valve seat and screwed nut at the top; and the

making a waste cock of metal with a wooden key,

and leather interposed." It would require con-

siderable space to explain the arrangements refer

red to, and as we understand that Mr. Walker is

about to apply for a new patent for certain modifi-

cations of this apparatus, we shall wail until these

come under our notice.

For an improvement in Grist Mills; Samuel
Hyde, iVIalone, Franklin county, New York, No-
vember 30.

This appears to be intended for a portable mill,

although no dimensions are given. Both stones

are to revolve in the same direction, the lower with

a slow, the upper with a rapid motion. The low-

er stone is fixed upon a hollow shaft, and the up-

per upon a spindle which passes through it. The
shaft of the lower stone runs upon "bead rollenj,"

that is, upon round balls retained in a groove.

The gearing we shall not attempt to describe, as

this might be varied by any competent workman.
The running both stones in the same direction,

with different velocities, is claimed, and for aught
we know, this claim may be sustained; but we
are uninformed respecting, and cannot perceive,

any advantage which can result from this con-
struction, whilst it is open to the objection of com-
plexity. The "bead rollers," at the bottom of the

exterior shaft, are claimed, but they ha\e repeat-

edly been applied to shafts, although soon aban-
doned, as they are theoretically and practically

bad.

For an instrument for Cutting Wood; John
Ruthven, city of New York. An alien, who has
declared his intention to become a citizen; Novem-
ber 30.

This instrument is to be used as a substitute for

mill, cross-cut, circular, and other saws. The
cutting part consists of two steel edges, which are
to operate like a paring chisel, taking ofl[' a narrow

shaving, instead of tearing the wood by numerous
points. A mortise is to be made on the edge of a
blade, such a blade, for example, as would be fixed

in a frame, in the place of a mill saw; and in this

the cutlers are to be secured, one edge pointed in

either direclion, so that the cutting may be effect-

ed both by the up and <lown strokes, the feed of
the log, in this case taking place at the termination
of each stroke. In the circular saw, the cutters

will, of couse, all stand in the same direction, and
the feed, we suppose, will be continuous.

When used for cross cutting, there are to be ad-
ditional lateral cutters, to cut across the grain, like

the fore iron in a cut-and-thrust, or a plane for cut-

ting grooves across boards.

The claim made is to "the instruments de-

scribed, and the method of cutting wood by
them."
We very much doubt the general applicability

of this method of cutting wood, instead of sawing
it; a good mill saw may be fed half an inch at

each stroke, whilst cutters, such as those de-

scribed, cannot be allowed to cut more than an
eighth of an incli, making a quarter in tlie double
stroke. Tliere will be a difTicult}', also, in holding
down the log in the up stroke, and the stuff will

spole when the cutters arrive at the edges of the

boards. The kerf, also, we apprehend, must be
made thicker than with a good saw. The cross

cutting appears to present other objections, which,
with those already enumerated, we shall be glad

to hear have been practically dissipated.

For ?i Kiln for Drying Grain; Thomas Crook,
New Hope, Bucks counlv, Pennsylvania, Novem-
ber 30.

This patent is taken lor an improvement upon
a kiln for the same purpose, patented by Benja-
min Parry, in the year 1810. In this kiln, it ap-
pears that the grain was fed into an inclined pan,
contained in a chamber healed by a furnace and
flues, the pan being agitated by a roller to cause
the grain to descend regularly along it. The pre-

sent patentee uses two pans, one above the other,

and inclined in reverse directions, the grain falling

fiom the first into the second; he suspends his

pans by chains, and agitates them by a roller in a
more convenient manner than heretofore. The
claims made are to "the manner of arranging a
second pan under the first, for the purpose de-

scribed. The manner of strengthening the pans,

as above, and the method of supporting them at

the outside, by swing chains, instead of a roller."

For a Machine for Cutting Straw; John Wirt,

Evansham, Wythe county, Virginia, November
30.

The whole of this apparatus is confessedly old,

with the exception of "a cog wheel on the shaft of

the cutting and fly wheel, working in the teeth of

;
the crown wheel, on the end of the lower feeding

roller, for feeding the machine." Tlie same pur-

pose has been effected by similar means, and that

forty years since.

OIV THE ECHELON CULTIVATOR AKD EXPAND-
ING HARROW.

To llie Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Jfpril 22d, 1836.

I now send you the long promised drawings of

my Expanding Harrow and Echelon Cultivator.
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The delay has been caused by my wish to give

both a fair trial before I made any public commu-
nication for your journal in regard to them. But
as yet, I have only been able to do it with the cul-

tivator: for the supply of intelligent workmen falls

eo far short of the demand for them, in my part of

the countrj', that 1 could not get any of the har-

rows made in time far corn planting. A more mi-

nute description, therefore, of their operation,

must be po-tponed for another opportunity.

In recommefidation of the -Echelon cultivator,

although it is my own contrivance, I think I may
venture to assert that, Avhere\-er the soil is tolera-

bly friable, and fi"ce from stumps, roots, and stones,

having first been broken up, as usual, with a double
plough, this implement will certainly save at least

half the time and labor of after culture. More-
over, it may be set to run as deep as single ploughs
commonly do: it will answer equally well too for

cultivating any crop, the rows of which are wide
enough for its passing to and fro between every
two: it will throw the earth either to or from them,
according as you turn the right or left end of the

diagonal bar next to them; and in clean land, it

will cover small grain effectually, in half the time
of a single plough, and at a more uniform depth.

Another advantage in using it is, that the only
irons about it which are exposed to be worn out by
the soil, are the cast iron points, and these admit
of being twice worked, by turning end lor end, be-

fore new ones are required.

Scale half an inch to the foot.
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References to the figures. No. 1., the ex-

panding harrow, here represented at its great-

est expansion of 5| feet, a, a, a, a, Eye-bolts
to hold together the two middle pieces, which
are rounded on the inside, to admit of the side

pieces rising or sinking with the inequality of

the surface, b, b, Iron tenons passing through the

middle pieces, and playing on pins to admit the

contraction of the side [tieces. c, c. Small iron bars

also playing on the pins h, h. By moving the in-

ner ends of' these bars to the holes rf, d, d, d four

contractions are effected, each less by 6 inches than
the proceeding, e, e, Head of the central iron No.
2, which is so fixed as not to hinder the rising and
sinking ot" the miildle pieces of tiie harrow, f, f,

f, f, Mortices for the handles, g, Coupling iron ibv

the 2 clevaccs.

No. 3, cast iron to fiislen on No. 2 by means of

the dove-tail groove behind. This, when the

first point is worn out, affords a fresh point by be-

ing reversed; but is not large enough (or opening
the furrows to plant corn. To eft'ect this, I intend

to use a cast iron formed something like Sinclair's

double mouKI-board plough, having also a dove-

tail groove behind, to fit the same iron No. 2. The
form, I presume, will readily be understood with-

j

out a drawing. I

No. 4. This represents the Echelon Cultivator;
I

No. 5, the wrought irons fastened in the diagonal
bar, and No. 6, the cast irons, each of which has 2
dove-tail grooves in the under surface, by means of

which the points may be reversed. I must apolo-

gize for this drawing, as the teeth or cultivating

irons have not the proper draft, or pitch, (I know
not which to call it,) and the lower end of the

handles ought to be represented as being fastened

together by one staple on the upper surface of the

beam.
Permit me, while writing of my own inventions,

or improvements of agricultural implements, to say
a word or two in favor of one, which, although
long m use near Richmond, wherein it is made,
was not known until 12 or 18 months ago, even to

myself, whom many of my acquaintances accuse
of being somewhat hobby-horsical on this subject.

I mean the corn-sheller of Mr. Jabez Parker, ma-
chinist, whose manufactory of agricultural ma-
chines and implements is on the Main street, in

Richmond, the next house below the Union ta-

vern. There is abundant certified proof, in addi-
tion to my own experiments with this very valua-
ble implement in a corn-growmg country, to satis-

fy even one of Dr. Doubty's breed, that it will

shell out ten barrels of corn per hour, if the grain
be dry and perfect. It requires only two hands, of
medium strength, to turn it with perfect ease; one
to feed; one occasionally to haul away the cobs,

which pass out unbroken andapartfrom the gram,
(the two last mentioned hands to spell the two first

at distant intervals,) and two or three of the
youngest hands to supply the corn when near at

hand; and it occupies little more s])ace than a cut-

ting box; of which, (by the way,) Mr. Parker
sells one that will pay any purchaser much more
than compound interest on "the first cost. His corn-
sheller, if geared to a wheat machine, has been
certified to shell out at least one hundred and eighty
barrels per day. The only possible objection I

can see to it is, that a small portion ot the grains
of corn will be cut, unless they be of the hard,
flinty varieties. This would be no objection where

the corn was soon to be ground; nor can I see wliy
it should be so when it is shipped, unless for a long
voyage. In a word, it is the best corn-sheller,

among six or eight varieties, that I have ever seen;

and I take this occasion to recommend it, not only

in the hope of encouragnig a worthy man, highly

useful to agriculturists, but of stimulating our

brethren to exert themselves more than they ever

have done, in searching out and examining for

themselves the numerous agricultural machines
and implements invented or improved by the me-
chanical genius of our countrymen, and whose
great utility is thoroughly established with all who
have tried them, although utterly unknown, proba-
bly, to three-fourths of our profession. This is the

case, not only in regard to IMr. Parker's corn-sheller

and cutting-box, but likewise with Fox & Borland's

very superi )r portable wheat machine, also made
by him,|with a much improved horse power, which,

I believe, is not made by any machinist in Virginia,

but himself
The truth is, and it ought not to be concealed,

nay, it should be exhibited in its strongest colors,,

that, in regard to all such matters, we Virginia

planters and farmers too much resemble the inhab-

itants of a country called "Lubber-land,''^ des-

crilied by a writer in that excellent periodical "The
World." These he represents as laying on their

backs with their mouths wide open, expecting it to

rain fat pigs ready roasted for their special use.

Now, although laziness cannot be justly charged
upon us as a characteristic vice, yet the good-

enough-palsy, (if I may call a very old disease by a
new name,) prevails, I believe, more among our
order, than in all the other orders of society put

together. Its invariable "diagnosis," as the doc-

tors would say, is an utter contempt, manifested by
looks, vvords and actions, for every imaginable

thing called a discovery or invention. Its effects

are perfectly congenial, and flow necessarily from
their parent cause ; for they preserve all upon
whom they operate—all stultified by their paralytic

influence, in a situation which an old Quaker friend

of mine, formerly in Congress, used to call "<Ae

state of statu quo. To use an old adage, they are

"gum against thunder;'''' and although surrounded

by agricultural neighbors who have long judicious-

ly availed themselves of every new thing really

beneficial to themselves and their profession, these

ineffably self-satisfied planters and fiirmers, tri-

umphantly persist in believing that "the grand

march of mind," ^«oad agriculture, had reached its

"neplus ultra'''' in the days of their fathers, and of

course, that any departure, however small, from

the course which they and their fathers and grand-

fathers had pursued, would be downright rebellion

against supreme ancestral authority.

Believing you to be somewhat of a radical in

such matte'rs, I venture to address these remarks

to you, with a request that you will indite us a ho-

mily upon the good-enough-palsy. If you will take

the assurance of a friend who has never been a

flatterer of any man, however idolized, you are

able to do it with some effect; nay, if persuasion,

and coaxing, and wheedling will not do, I know
that you have caloric enough to clap the coal of

fire, (if nothing else will ans^wer,) on the backs of

our terrapin agriculturists, that, when forced to

poke their heads out of their shells, they may have
at least a chance of hearing something f)r their

own benefit. It will be, I confess;, rather a dis-
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couraging, ifnot a perilous undertaking; for many
of them are testy and combative, as well as big-
otted, and consequently obstinate ; but I believe
you have both the personal and moral courage
suited to the occasion, and, at the same time, a wil-
Hngness to receive aid, even fi-om the niost feeble
of your true and sincere friends. Let me add,
therefore, that, if "clappino- on the back" by a wil-
ling coadjutor in this vital cause, can be of any
service to you in making battle for it, you have
only to call for such service, and it shall be, at all

times, most cheerfully rendered without regard to
personal consequences, by

Your old personal, political and
agricultural friend,

JAMES M. GARNETT.

not have exceet^ec^ five barrels, before the clover
was sown.

M. D.

For the Fainiers' Register.

FERTILIZING EFFECTS OF CLOVER.

In 1835, S. M., in the county of Campbell, made
14 2-5 barrels (72 bushels) of corn to the acre on
land, a hill side, which had been improved only
by clover and plaster.

The seed was sown in 18.32, and the clover,
without being mowed or grazed, was permitted to
rot on the ground three years. The owner thinks
the product would have been larger if the corn
had been planted closer, and that The crop would

MINERAL MANURES.
Extract from No. 46 of the Farmer's Series of the
Library of Useful Knowledge first published in London,
Nov. 15, 1833.

Lime Kilns.

The calcination of lime is an operation so gene-
rally understood in every part of the country where
it is commonly found, that it scarcely requires to
be described. Its effective burning "is however a
point of some difficulty, and the "construction of
kilns has occasioned much discussion. They pos-
sess various degrees of merits, but thffir descrip-
tion would occupy more space than can be afford-
ed to the subject in the limits of this publication.
We however extract the account of one designed
several years ago by the late Bishop of Clogiier—
or, as other accounts say, bv Mr. Rawson, of
Cardington, in the county of Kildare*—which has
since extended to several other parts of Ireland,
where it has been found of the most essential ser-
vice in the improvement of the moors and bogs,
and is so simple as to deserve to be more o-eneral-
ly known.

'^

"^-if--

:-;m.

^ti^ ill
, I

,

It is partly an inverted cone, and partly a cylin-

der, of which the annexed cut will afford an eleva-

tion.

The dimensions of the conical part are 8 feet

high, and the diameter at bottom about 18 inches;

the cylindrical part of the same height as the cone;

rr.aking altogether 16 feet; though it is observed

by the'reporter that 20 feet in height—namely, 11

for the cylinder and 9 for the cone—would be pre-

ferable. The diameter of the cylinder, and of

course also the largest diameter of the cone, is 8

feet. The kiln is to be fed through an iron door,

and, when filled, should be shut close: a metal

plate with holes, or a close grating, is placed al

the bottom to give air to the fire, and two Hues

should be carried through the wall at about S feet

from the eye of the kiln, in order to add to its force.

It is also recommended that an oulside wall be
slightly raised at such a distance as that about a
couple of feet of yellow clay may be closely packed
between it and the inner one, a.s a precaution
against its splitting, and the fire thus becoming ex-
hausted. The llicl used is turf, and, when well

attended by a couple of men and a boy, will turn

out about 50 barrels of rochc-lime in the twenty-
lour hours.f This kiln, together with an attached

* Surveys of Tyrone, p. 113; and of Cavan, p. 68.

Soe also a Prize Essay on the Construction of Lime-
kilns, by Mr. Menteath, of Closeburn, in the Transac-

tions of' the Highland Society of Scotland, N. S., vol.

ii. p. 127; and various remarks upon the construction

of kilns, with explanatory engravings, in Malcolm's
Coinp. of Mod. Hush., vol. i)p.

58—73.
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four hours.* This kiln, together with an attached
]ime-house of 40 feet by 20, wilh walls 14 feet

high, and a slated roof, only cost 60 guineas at the

time it was erected. It would now probably cost

considerably more; but still, when divided amongst
a number of even middling farmers, the benefit

which they might derive by its use would be con-
siderable; for they appear to pay dearly at present

for lime, and the sorry pot-kilns by which it is man-
ufactured are so badly managed, (hat the use of
it as a manure, though limestone is plentiful

throughout the country, is yet upon a compara-
tively limited scale. Added to this, it has been
broadly asserted, as a complaint that is not uncom-
mon in England, that the professed lime-burners

have their bushel measures made of basket, which,
as soon as they wear away at the rim, annually

thickness of the parings, in the centre of which
begin to form a funnel, or flue, of furze, encircled
t>y peats, and around this lay about 6 or 8 inches
deep of limestone, broken in small pieces. Then
carry the flue up a couple of feet higher than the
limestone, adding afterwards another layer of flirze

and parings about one foot deep, and then lime-
stone, layer after layer of each, but still continuing
the flinnel; observing, however, that the circum-
ference of each layer is to be lessened, until the
whole assumes the form of a cone, or sugar-loaf

J

with the flue for its apex, or point. When this is

done, brushwood, furze, heath, or any combustible
matter, must be piled around, with peats to keep
all together; and if the soil contain clay, clods may
be added. Then set fire to the furze at tlie top or
point of the ffue, and the whole heap will burn

diminish in size; so that carriages that formerly
i
down to the bottom with such effect, that within

were known to contain only a certain measure
now carrj' considerably more.f
Although a kiln, such as that described, is com-

paratively cheap, yet there are many parts of the

kingdom where the consumption of lime 's not
sufficient to induce the erection of permanent
works by dealers, notwithstanding its use might
be very advantageous, especially in bringing waste
hind into a state of cultivation. Even where coal

is not found, yet, as such soils generally abound
with peat, lime may be economically burnt upon
the land wherever there is limestone within a
convenient distance; of which an account has been
lately published by Mr. Wallace, of Wigton,
from which we extract the following particulars.

If peat be used, it should be first pared and dried.

The site on which this substitute for a regular kiln

is to be formed should be circular—say five or six

yards in diameter: the soil should be dug up from

off the subsoil; and then the operation of burning
is to be performed in the following manner:—!n

the bottom of the pit lay a large quantify of fiarze,

heath, or ling, upon which place about 2 feet in

* It is said 'that limestone can be burnt to better pur-

pose, and at less expense, with peat, or turf, than with

coal. "When coai is used, the limestones are apt, from

excessive heat, to run into a solid lump, which never

happens with peat, as it keeps them in an open state

and admits the air freely. The process of burning, al-

so, goes on more slowly with coal. No lime can be

drawn for two or three days; whereas, with peat, it

may be drawn within twelve hours after the fire is put

to the kiln; and in every succeeding day, nearly dou-

ble the quantity of what could be produced by the use

of coal. The expense too, is comparatively trifling, as

a man and a boy will dig as many peats in one day as

will burn 180 bushels of lime; and the expense, includ-

ing drying, is not calculated at one-half that of the coal

necessary for burning the same quantity of lime.'

—

Farm. Mag., vol.iii. p. 4S3.

t Kent Report, 2nd edit. p. IGl. We also learn

from Mr. Rawson—as a hint which may prove useful

to extensive farmers who have occasion to prepare

large quantities of steamed food for cattle—that he has,

for several years, made use of a small kiln, constructed

adjoining to his kitchen. The kiln-fire communicates
with flues which heat all the necessary cooking appa-

ratus; and thus dinner has been frequently dressed for

fifty persons. A cowl over the chimney carries off the

steam and sulphur; and there is a stage over the kiln

for drying corn. Were the lime sold, it is calculated

that i't would more than pay for the whole charge of

fuel and attendance.
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twenty -four hours the limestone will be complete-
ly calcined. If clay be added, it will also become
sufficiently hardened to be easily reduced to pow-
der, in which state, as we shall hereafter see, it

may be converted to valuable manure; and the

ashes may also be used as a dressing.* This
method of burning lime has also the further advan-
tage, that these pits may be dug on every part of
the land where it may be wanted, as they may be
filled up with the sod previously taken out of ihem;
or if it be also an object to burn clay, the operation

can be performed at the same time, and a great
portion of the expense may thus be saved.
The kilns employed for agricultural purposes in

this country, are generally placed against a high
bank for the greater convenience of charging.
Tliey are mostly built with brick, but are common-
ly so ill construc*ed that they allow a great portion

of the heat to be lost, consequently occasioning the

loss of a great quantity of fuel—which usually

consists of faggots and furze—and burning the
lime imperfectly. There is, however, an economi-
cal mode of burning lime in stone-pits—or pye-
kilns, as they are in some places called—detailed

in the Survey of Derbyshire. It is in use by some
farmers solely for their own land, but care is re-

quisite when the process is performed by unprac-
tised persons, as lime—particularly of the hot sorts

—if burnt with too violent a fire, is apt to melt and
run together, in which state it will not slake, and
becomes useless, or what is termed over-burnt,

and, in some places, dead-lime. \ The fuel there

used is coals; and it is calculated that about 25

tons will make 2400 bushels of good lime.

Compost.

Independently of the mixture of lime with the

soil in the manner already stated, great advantage

may also be gained by making a compost of lime

and earth, which has been found to possess more

Icrlilizimf properties than when it has been laid

naked upon the land; and a far less quantity is

found to answer the purpose. The great objec-

tion rsiaed by most farmers, is the heavy expense

of Jabor, and also cartage, which is, in many situa-

* Quart. Journ. of Agric, vol. i. p. 187.

I Derb_vshire Report, vol. ii. pp. 415, 440. See also

otlier modes of burnhig lime with peat, as detailed in

the Annals of Agriculture, vols. xxiv. p. 8, and xli.-p^

318.
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tions, BO great as lo prevent the operation. It

should, however, be observed that the compost is,

in many cases, chiefly composed of the scourings

of ditches, and of pond-mud, m which instances

the charge of labor must necessarily be incurred,

and a great portion of the cost is thus saved.

Another mode of reducing the expense, is also to

plough up the headlands of fields in which the

compost is intended to be laid. This is effected

by ploughing the land as deeply as it will admit;

and if tjie subsoil be not of such a quality as to

occasion sterility, this mixture of fresh earth

along with the surface-soil and lime, will prove

highly advantageous. Virgin earth, indeed, if not

in itself a manure, readily unites with lime, and
richer composts are thus made, than with earth

taken from the surface: the expense, too, is less,

for a smaller quantity of lime can be made to an-

swer the purpose. The lime should then be laid

on in the state ol' shells, before it is slaked, and
ploughed well in, to ensure its complete combina-
tion; the loose earth which escapes from the side

liirrows should then be shovelled up and thrown
over the heap, after which a fermentation takes

place within a very short time, if the weather be

damp and warm; and the compost should be im-
mediately laid upon the land, in quantity accord-

ing to the quality of the soil to which it is to be
applied. From 40 to 50 double cart-loads have
been found a full dose, to ordinary land, of which
only one-seventh part of the compost was quick-

lime, which was considered equal in force to one-

third of that which had been slaked. Nothing,
however, can be more uncertain than the quantity

of lime required, fbrit depends both upon the qual-

ity of the lime and of the earth with which it is to

be mixed, as well as the state of the weather; but,

from trials which have been frequently made, it

would seem that two bushels of lime-shells will be
sufficient lor a cubic yard of earth of average
quality; and 64 cubical yards of the compost

—

when properly prepared and applied to the soil

—

may be deemed a moderate dose for an acre of
land; indeed, 40 have been con-sidered a good
dressing for light land, though more might unques-
tionably be, in most cases, laid on with better ef-

fect.* A dressing of this kind has been frequently
found more effectual than one of farm-yard dung,
which has been proved by such numberless expe-
riments, that it is only necessary to mention the
following:

1. The headlands of a strong sotl^ far from
being of good quality, and the scourings from the
bed of a small stream, having been collected and
ploughed up, lime was mixed in a compost to the
extent of about 96 bushels per acre, and laid upon
a summer-fallow: the remainder of the field was
dunged; but the superiority of the compost was
evident, especially after the first crop. Ti le effects
of the dung also sooner ceased; and the o-round
where the compost was used was more "^pliant,

* Brown, of Markle, vol. i. p. 409. 'if Se cubic
yards are considered to be a p;ood medium dressing for
a Scotch, or 64 for an Eni^lish acre, ICO bushels of
lime-shells will be sufficieiit. Now, the length of a
liead-ridge opposite to four ridges of IS feet is 72 feet,
and its breadth 18 feet. If this space bo ploughed 10
inches deep, it will produce 40 cubic yards of earth at
each end of the ridges; while the wiiolo work may be
executed by horse-labor.'—Gen. Rei). of Scotland, vol
ii. p. 519.

and easier wrought, than where it had been omit-
ted.

2. Some old yards, of a soft and sandy loam,
were ploughed up with a deep furrow, and suffi-

ciently harrowed, in the beginning of winter. Lime
was then added, and turned in by the plough di-

Vectly, in which state the ground remained till the

spring, when it was ploughed and harrowed again,

and carted to the field in the month of April, pre-

paratory to barley being sown. A succession of
good crops, of the same superiority, was the con-
sequence.*

It would from this appear that, whether the
compost consists of lime in a hot, or effeie state, it

will act effectually, provided the condition. of the
ground upon which it is to be used be such as to

render a calcareous application beneficial; though
there can be no doubt that the action of the for-

mer would be the most powerful. It must also be
observed that, if the compost be composed of allu-

vial soil from the scourings of ditches, or pond-
mud, orfi'om peat—which substance will be sepa-

rately treated of—perhaps three-fourths of the
quantity already mentioned may be found suffi-

cient. In contradiction to which, we extract, how-
ever, 'the following account of a trial made by Mr.
Bailey

:

3. This compost was of lime and decayed vege-
table matter cut out in draining a bog, the site of
an old pond of thirty-two acres: when mixed and
mellowed, after frequent turnings for two, three, or
five years—for some was not ready till then. It

was chiefly applied on the fallows of old worn out
tillage land, of a light nature, in one field of which
the ridses were covered with the compost, and
then missed alternately; and about 30 loads were
also spread pretty thick on a sandy-soiled grass-

field: but all without any apparent effect.!

Upon which it may, however, be observed, that

the lime, if in a large quantity, may have been
improperly laid upon 'worn out tillage,' and that

the site of the pond, although described as consist-

ing of decayed vegetable matter, may have also

contained noxious substances which did not fall

under the notice of the surveyor.

We cannot close this chapter without also ad-
verting to the very just opinion generally enter-

tained, that 'soi7s ought to be crossed;'' or, in other
words, that composts, of which clay is the basis,

should be administered to light soils, and the re-

verse. A petition has, indeed, been lately pre-

sented to the House of Commons, stating, 'that

there are a i^ew districts of the kingdom, however
steril, which may not be brought to a successful

imitation of naturally fertile soil by a ivell-propor-

tioned ynixture of day, sand, and limcfl and there

can be no doubt that this amelioration of" the soil,

by the addition of earth of an opposite quality to

that of which it consists, will, where such improve-
ment is rerpiisitc, be found of great benefit to the

land, for ench acts as an alterative, and imparts
pro[)erlies in which the soil was previously defi-

cient. The expense is, however, in most cases,

so enormous, in consequence of the vast quantity
which must be laid on to produce any sensible ef-

*Fanners' Magazine, vol. iii. pp. 328, 329.

t Survey of Durham, p. 219.

I Petition of Edw. J. Lance, Surveyor, presented on
the 29 th of February, 1S32.
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ect, as selJom to leave any profitable result.

When the earth which is required to be added is

to be found in the subsoil, then, indeed, if it be not

at too jrreat a depth, it may perhaps be dug, at

those seasons in wliich labor is cheap, at a mode-
rate expense; but those uistances arc rare, and the

charge of cartage from a distance must prevent it

from being undertaken by any man, although the

owner of the land, who is not posse^ssed of large

disposable capita!, or by any tenant' who cannot

secure the return of the outlay within the currency

of his lease. Composts, however, may be very

advantageously Ibrmed in the manner we have
stated—by a mixture of lime whh the earth on
trhich it is to be laid.
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Is a compound calcareous earth found in most
parts of the world, and has been extensively used

tliroughout this kingdom, where it i.s supposed to

have been known to husbandmen at a very early

period of outr history. There are, indeed, leases

on record, granted in the reigns of Edward I. and
II-, which compel the tenants to make u.sc oi" it;t

but, though still employed, it has been a great de-

gree superseded by the more recent introduction of

Ij.rae, of the properties of which it in some mea-
sure partakes. The term denoting it was former-

ly used in a very vague sense, for it is a substance

consisting ol' various materials, and it has conse-

quently happened, that what has been supposed
to apply to one species, did not hold good when
afiirmed of another. Although principally deem-
ed valuable on account of the calcareous matter

which it usually contains, still its composition dif-

fers so essentially, that its influence as manure is

but imperlectly understood; yet theoretic writings

abound in general directions for its use, Avhich are

frequently found not to answer in practice, i'or their

rules are drawn either from statements which
liave been made of the effect of its application on
particular soils, or from analyses of its qualities,

which, as these vary in innumerable instances,

frequently lead farmers astray. lis real value can,

therefore, be only ascertained throun-h the pracii-

cal experience of those who have cither actually

tried its clHcacy, or who have witnessed it in their

own neighborhood.

This ignorance of the distinguishing properties

of marl has necessarily led to many mistakes in

t The Charta Forestce, passed in 1223, mentions the

right of sinking marl-pits; and Dailies Barrington gives

a quotation from Pliny (lib. xvii. c. vi.,) in Avhich he
mentions a substance used in Britain and France as ma-
nure, called marga, which he conceives is a mistake for

marla. And in the Statutum Wallicc, 12 Edw.
I., the sheriff and coroner are directed to inquire as to

marl-pits adjoining public roads, s'.iowing its then com-
mon use. The uses of marl and lime are indeed men-
tioned in a treatise on rural economy written in the

Welsh language, and supposed to be from three to four

hundred years old; of which a translation has been
given by Mr. Davi-, in his Survey of South Wales. It

contains mmj'- curious and valuable remarks, which
show that ignorance on the subject of agriculture did

not prevail at that timi to the extent which is generel-
})' imagined.

its application, which have occasioned the variety
of opinions that are entertained regarding its use.
In most jilaces where it was anciently emjjloyed,
and where its fertilizing influence was discovered
to be eminently great, it was thought by many
liirmers that it could be made to supersede" the use
of dung; they, therefore, in many mstances, sold
tiieir hay and straw, and although, notwithstand-
ing this reduction of the quantity of putrescent
manure, they still tor a time obtained large crops,
yet, eventually, the chemical effects of the marl
exhausted the land. No second mariing could
operate upon it until it had been renovated by re-

peated applications of dung; and thus has arisen
the old saying, cited by Eurnaby Googe, who
wrote so long ago as the middle of the sixteenth
centur\', that Hhne and marl arc goodfor the father,
but bad for the soj?.' In this manner, also, some
valuable discoveries in agriculture have fallen into

disuse through their mistaken application, when
governed by local circumstances which were ill

understood; wdierever marl of a kind adapted to

the soil has been applied, and that a judicious sys-

tem of culture has been pursued, without either

over-cropping, or neglecting the use of putrescent
manure, the proverb is so far from being well

founded, that the contrary may be safely affirm-

ed.

The common dcjinition of marl given us by the
bcot writers on fossils, is—thqit it is composed ot'

clay, sand, and lime, very intimately, but une-
qually mixed, slightly coherent, not ductile, but
stiff, or viscid, when moist; most easily difl'usible

in, and disunited by, water, or even by exposure
to the air, and by it reduced to a soft, loose, incohe-
sivc mass—for the most part composed of nothing
more than calcareous earth—in which its chief

value consists—combmed with a Utile mineral oil,

clay, and sonsetimcs with ochre, or iron. It is

also generally considered as a characteristic of
mad, that it effervesces with acids, though to that

various exceptions have been discovered-, from
which it has been supposed that, when deprived

of that test, it contains no calcareous matter, yet

it is found to produce ameliorating effects upon
the soil.* Notwithstanding this summary descrip-

tion, its appearance is, however, as varied as its

properties, being of color nearly pure wdiite, to the

darkest shades of brown and red, interveined with

blue and yellow. It also exists in different kinds

of land, is seldom found as a stratum of much
length, but generally in detached masses at va-

rious depths, sometimes in wide and dense per-

pendicular layers, at others in streaks, running in

lines parallel witli the horizon, or again intersect-

ing each other at right angles, usually resting on

sand or gravel, and is classed, according to its

qualities, into the following distinct species.

}.' Clayey marl, which improves sandy land,

and seems to act as clay in changing the nature^

of the soil. In land consisting of a mixture of

sand and loam, or of sand and gravel, then, the

* A bluish marl much used in some parts of Ireland,

and long celebrated as a manure, makes no ebullition

with acids; neither do seveial of the red marls; yet

many of them are known to be productive of great

improvement to land. See Dr. Rutty's Essay on the

Natural History of Dublin, appended to the SiuTcy of

the County; and also Holland's Survey of Cheshire,

noJe, p. 225.
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application of this marl has been found peculiarly

fidvanta^eous: and on all poor and thin sandy soils

there is this lijrther advantage in its iise—that,

li'om the large proportion of clay which it usually

contains, it adds to their bulk and firmness, and

thus has a tendency to bring them to that medium
state which is the most favorable to the purposes

of vegetation. It is more soft and unctuous than

clay; indeed, upon slightly cutting it, it becomes
so flexible, that it may be kneaded like dough, or

pasie, though, when the moisture evaporates, it

falls into pieces: it therefore blends easily with the

soil, and partaking more laigely of calcareous

matter, its effects, though slow, are in all the latter

cases more fertilizing.

2. Sandy marl, which is far more frequent in

Ireland than in any part of England, and is com-
monly found in pits of limestone-g-ravel, whence
it is in that country usually called limestone-sand.

It is seldom clammy or unctuous, like the clay

marl, nor does it adhere to the tongue, but crum-

bles between the fingers, and feels gritty; when
exposed to the air and moisture it slowly chips

and moulders; and it partakes of some extraneous

mixtures. Its color is sometimes hke that of lead,

or brown.approaching to black, and at others blue.

As implied by its name, 4t contains an excess of

sand over that of clay; for, upon analyzing it, the

proportion of the former has, in most cases, been
found to be from 60^0 80 percent.; and it does
not effervesce with acids so quickly as the calca-

reous marls, It possesses but a small degree of

tenacity, and it has proved an excellent manure for

claj'ey soils, mellowing their stiffness, and render-

ing them easier to work.
3. Slaty or stony marl, to which class, also, pro-

perly belongs that which is called rotten limestone,

is chiefly applied to heavy land. Its operation is

kIovv, but very lasting; land, forty years after it

has been laid on, having been found to bear a
closer and a better crop of grass than that which
had been recently applied.

4. Shelly marl, which is evidently produced by
the remains of testaceous fish, which, dying in

their shells, become, in process of time, converted
into calcareous earth, and their bodies, when de-
composed, furnish a kind of mould composed of
animal substance, which is no doubt analogous to

the effect of dung. It is, therefore, highly ferti-

lizing when judiciously applied to soils of every
kind, which are either in themselves dry, or which
have been properly drained.

Such are the most common denominations by
which marl is usually distinguished, though it is

susceptible of many subdivisions by those who af-

fect to treat the subject scientifically. It is, how-
ever; more fi-equentiy classed under the sole char-
acters of siliceous, argilaceous, or calcareous, ac-
cording as sand, clay, or lime predominates in its

composition; but, for all practical purposes, it may
be suflicient to divide it into earth-marl and shell-
vmrl.

Earlh-marl.

The former, though in substance, as we have
already seen, somefimes principally formed of
sand, is yet, m most cases, chiefly composed of
clay, and of the carbonate of lime, ultimately
combined, but mixed in very different proporlions,
by which its properties arc necessarily varied. It

acts as manure physically, or substantial!)', through
the effect of the clay, in rendering soils tenacious;

and chemically, by ihe operation of lime, in the

manner which has been explained in treating of
that fossil. These two substances are so com-
pletely amalgamated, that it is not possible, either

by the eye, or even by a microscope, to distingush
the constituent particles of the one or of the other;

the fiict can, therefore, be only ascertained by
chemical analysis, and the means which nature
has employed in thpir combination is yet unknown;
lor although it might be supposed that mixtures
of clay and lime would produce the same eflect as

marl, yet they will not fall to powder in the same
manner when exposed to air; and it contains some
other fertilizing qualities with Ihe powers of which
we are unacquainted. Thus, in the improvement
of Chat Moss, in Lancashire, if a piece of marl
was suflered to lie a few months upon the ground,
it was found, on raising it up, that a considerable

quantity of the moss adhered to it; and if the in-

termediate substance was examined, it appeared
to be a mixture of marl and peat, formed into a
mucilaginous mass of a dark color, and as soft as

soap.*

Although it is very generally thought that ex-
treme accuracy in philosophical experiments is use-
less in the practice of agriculture, yet it is particu-

larly necessary to ascertain the precise difference

between these modes of action; for, of course,

either one or the other prevails, according to the

greater or the less quantity of clay of which the

marl is composed. Thus, to produce the first

named, or jjhysical effect, a much larger amount
must belaid upon the land than when the second
is the object; for clay can only be advantageously
employed in that view upon soils that are too light;

and consequently the marl must be laid in pro-

portionate abundance, or it will not improve the

condition of the ground; whilst a clayey soil

would, on the contrary, lose some of its good qual-

ities by the addition of marl, after the effects of
the lime were exhausted. The intimate combi-
nation of these two substances in the composition
of marl aflbrds it, however, this advantage—that

it divides, and falls to powder, with greater ease
than can be effected by any artificial mixture, and
therefore unites more readily with the soil.

On the other hand, if the calcareous matter in

the marl be combined with sand instead of clay,

or that there are, as in many instances, veins of'

calcareous sand intermixed, then it suits a clayey
soil. The proi)ortion in which these substances
are combined is, however, so different, that they
often vary in the same vein, and it is generally

found that the bottom partis more calcareous than
the top. From 15 to 40 per cent, is not unfre-

quently the portion of calcareous matter found in

clay; that of" a sandy nature generally contauis a
larger proportion.!

* Communications to the Board of Agriculture, vol.

vli., art. xliv. See also Stevenson's edition of Dick-
son's Survey of Lancashire, chap. xii. sect. 3.

t Argilaceous marl usually contains from 68 to 80
per cent, of clay, and from .32 to 20 per cent, of cal-

careous matter: but it has been found composed of 70
per cent, of calcareous, and 8 to 10 of sand, with clear

signs of some iron.

Siliceous marl very often contains above 75 per
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The stone marl of liilly countries is fi'cquently

slill more abundiint in calcareous substance; but it

also, in many other places, contains such large

quantities of extraneous matter, that it may be pro-

jjerly considered as belonging to the earthy spe-

cies, and has, in some instances, been laid upon

tlie land to the extent of 400 to 600 single horse

cart-loads per acre, which heavy labor renders

the use of lime more economical, altliough carried

from a greater distance, except in cases where the

chief object is to loosen very stiff clays, on which

it acts with considerable effect.

The origin of earth-marl is a subject of curious

inquiry. It is an object, however, of only secon-

dary importance to iiirmers; but we rcli^r those

who feel interested in it to an ingenious treatise,

which may be found in the Appendix to Holland's

Survey of Cheshire.* Those kinds of which we
are now treating are often found at the base of

chalk hills, or in the valleys formed between them,

and have probably arisen from the chalk which

has been washed down by the rains, together with

the vegetable and animal matter of various de-

scriptions which collect and combine together; for,

on analyzing them, they are found to contain clay,

sand, loam, and chalk, and in proportion to the

quantit}' of other substances with which they are

combined, they are either saponaceous and clam-

my, or crumble if largely mixed v>ith calx. Earthy
marls are, however, found in beds of such distinct

substance, that a body of sandy marl has been

known with a regular bed of limestone under it,

and a stratum of day-marl under that; in Avhich

case it is evident that the clay at the bottom, if it

was not the native soil, must have formerly formed

some pari of the hill towards its base. The color

of marl is thus occasioned by the nature of the

mixtures of which it is composed; for pure calx, or

chalk, being white, necessarily imparts a similar

hue in proportion to the quantity of calcareous

matter which it contains; while the red tinge so

perceptible in much of the clay-marl is a strong

evidence of the existence of iron. There is also

a sort of clay which, from its soapiness. is often

mistaken for marl, though differing essentially in

its requisite properties. This earth appears to be

impregnated with sulphur, and other mineral sub-

stances injurious to vegetation, which renders it

expedient that farmers who are not already well

acquainted with its nature should either use it at

first cautiously, or have it carefully analyzed by

Bome competent chemist.

j

cent, of sand, consequently chalk and sand are the

predominant inj^redients. Kirwan on Manures, p. 13.

The analysis made by Von Thaer, of a quantity

dug out of pits at Oldenburgh, in Germany, showed it

to contain in 100 parts

Of fine sand - ... - 36
Clay of a soapy kind - - - 44
Mould 5

Carbonate of lime - - - - 14

Gypsum ------ 1

—Principes Raisonnes (TJIgricullurc, 2de ed. torn.

Xi. p. 423.

* On the nature and origin of marl, by J. J. Stan-

ley, F. R. and A. S.

t See Malcolm's Compendium of Husbandry: Anal.
of Main., vol. ii. p. 70—85.

.Shell-marl.

Shell-marl is usually of a bluish color, soft to the
touch, and somewhat resembling potters' earth;
hut when exposed to the air it crumbles, and fidls

into a powder, nearly in the same manner as lime
does in slaking.

The' natiu-e of this marl is very different from
those of earth or stone; for it contains both stimu-
lant and fertilizing properties which do not belong
to the former, and from its effects upon the soil it

has been classed among animal manures, though
it more properly resembles a compost formed of
earth and lime, with animal and vegetable sub-
stances, lor which reason it is justly considered pre-

liirable to the others. It exists at the bottom of
most lakes, and under bogs and morasses, or other
|)ieces of stagnant water which have been drained,

and might, no doubt, be found in every place where
water has originally rested; though, as it is usually
under other la^'ers of earth or peat, its depth below
the surfiice is oi'ten too great to admit of its being
searched for with advantage. Every farmer
should, therefore, carefully examine the sides and
bottoms of his ditches and ponds, for, by doing so,

he may often find appearances of marl in places

where it was not suspected, and large beds of the
most valuable sort have been in that manner dis-

covered, which might have remained unnoticed for

years.*

It is chiefly composed of those myriads of small
shell-fish which, with other iiy and insects, usually
procreate wherever there are pools of water, and
the remains of which have, in the course of past
ages, been deposited along with sand and decayed
vegetables, or other matter swept from eminences,
or by the decomposition of aquatic plants. This
process of alluvion has, in the lapse of time
produced those masses of shell-marl which display

the most striking effects when employed as ma-
nure; for the shells, when decomposed, are con-
verted into lime of such purity, that some moss-
marl, examined by Dr. Coventry, was found to

contain 84 per cent, of pure chalk—which is more
than is generally possessed by the purest lime

—

and the mould formed of the other substances
must be very rich.f It may, therefore be convert-

ed into quick-liaie, by burning, or it may be used
in its natural state; but then it is not so minutely
divisible, nor so soluble in water, and is of course,

more tardy in its operation; its effects, however,
continue longer, and it is apparent that, as it con-
tains more calcareous matter than the common
qualities of lime, it may be used in smaller quali-

ties. When spread upon grass, or clover, it is

found to promote the growth of the herbage, for

it partakes of the nature of pounded limestone,

and possessing none of the caustic properties of

* Malcolm's Compendium of Husbandry, vol. ii.

p. 85.

f Farmer's Mag., vol. iv. p. 156. By other experi-

ments made by Sir G. Mackenzie (ib. vol. v., p. 271,)

it appeared that some shell-marl was composed of

Lime - - - - 41 25^
Carbonic acid - - 32
Silex - - - - 14

Argil - - - - 4 )-in 100 parts.

Oxide of iron - - 2 5 |

Inflammable matter - 2 j

Loss . - - - 4 70j
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quick-lime, it may be used without hazard as a
top-dressing. It also occasions heavy tillage crops;

and if the land be not over-cropped betbre it is re-

turned to pasture, the turf is f)und to be closer,

more plentiful, and sweeter than before; but on
cold damp soils, which have been heavily worked,
<he crops of grain have proved later, and the corn

lighter than on land which has been limed.*

3Iarl pits.

The common mode of searching for this, and
every other kind of marl, is, by the boring-irons

used in seeking coal, and other mineral substances.

It may, however, be easily effected by any farmer
who has reason to suspect its existence on his own
land, by using a long pole, furnished with an iron au-
ger fixed at its end; but if tliis does not reach the

marl within about twenty fiiet below the surface,

the sinking of pits, unless the quality be very su-

perior, will seldom be found to answer the purpose.

The pit is usually opened by digging a ditch of
four to six feet broad, by twelve to twenty long,

the surface earth being generally thrown on one
tside, and of the sub-soil, or virgin earth, on the

other. The marl is then extracted in square pieces

with a small cutting spade, either to its full depth,

or to that to which it Clan be taken without danger;
for care must be observed in preventing it fi'om

falling in, by which serious accidents have very
ii-equenfly happened. The pit is then either so

fiir filled up as it will allow, with the clay rubbish,

or other earth of the sub-soil, covered by that of
the surface; and if it be not of great depth, it may,
with a little attention, be easily brought to a level

with the rest of the field: if not, it is in other
places formed into ponds; but in that case, or if

left in open pits, the precaution should be ob-
eervcd, of either fencing them round, or sloping

their sides, so as to guard against accidents.

In those places where marling is regularly car-

ried on throughout the year, it is generally man-
aged by persons who make it their sole business;
but when the farmer's teams must be employed,
it can be only done from .the latter part of autumn
until the commencement of the spring sowing, or
during the intervals of other work, though it may
be carted upon the land at all times which may be
found convenient. The expense depends upon a
great variety of circumstances, but chiefiy upon
the depth from which the marl is dug, and the
distance to which it is to be carried. The nature
of the surface-soil, and the charge of removing it—the tenacity of the marl, and the quantity of
water with which it may be covered—all vary ac-
cording to the locality: then the carriafje, particu-

larly of clay-marl, is so heavy, that unless it can
be found nearly adjoining the fi^irm, it will rarely

pay the cost of removal; for the work is so severe
that, even in the slack time of winter, the cattle

will require better food than is usual at that sea-
son, and the wear and tear is also considerable.
All weighty considerations, which, Avhcn com-
pared with the tenure of the land, deserve ma-
ture consideration before the improvement be at-

tempted.!

* Reports of Roxbur
407.

ishire, p. 135. Forfarshire, p.

t The price of good marl, when raised by contrac-

tors, is charged at such various prices in dill'erent I

Tenants should, therefore, be cautious how
they undertake it, unless backed either by the se-
curity of a long lease, or by entire confidence in
the estimation of their landlord; for a very con-
siderable period may elapse before it incorporates
with the soil, and, consequently, before any bene-
fit can be received from it. Of which, that able
farmer Mr. Macro, of Sufiblk, gives an instance,
in 120 square yards having been laid upon some
very poor soil at an expense that would have pur-
chased the fee simple of the land; yet no visible

improvement was effected in cornparison with
other ground which had not been marled, until
very long afterwards, but then it evidently obtain-
ed an advantage, which it maintained altera lapse
of twenty years. f.

[To be continued.]

From the Genesee Farmer.

LAMPAS OF HORSES.

As the season of the year is now approaching,
when some people commence one of the most cru-
el and barbarous practices ever retained by any
people, pretending to be civilized—viz: that, of
burning out the lanq:)as from the mouths of young
horses, we cannot refrain from making a few re-

marks upon that subject.

We are sensible, that some of our most enlight-
ened readers, will say that this article should ap-
pear under the head of vulgar errors; but yet we
have what we consider a reasonable excuse tor not
putting it there. Most of the articles which have
been placed under that head, in our paper, are ra-

ther innocent delusions, than partaking of the bar-
barous; rather superstitious rites and ceremonies,
appertaining to property, than any retained usages
of the dark ages of barbarity. At what time or

with what people this practice originated, we will

not pretend to say; but there is one nation, who
should either discontinue the practice, or else say
less of the general diffusion of useful informationj

that is America.
The idea that the enlargement of that part of

the roof of a horse's mouth, is a disease, has long
been exploded by all veterinary surgeons. All
horses are subject to it, between the ages of three

places, that we should probably mislead some of our
readers if we were to state them. It is computed at

separate sums for groundage, digging, and spreading
upon the land; but independent of tlie cost of carriage,

which is to ba added. We may, however, observe
that, when taken from tlie wastes or commons, it is the

practice of some landlords to charge 5s. an acre for the

land marled; others 2d. per farm-horse load; and in

some parts of the nortli the expense has been thus cal-

culated: paring the marl, say of 3 feet of superficial

soil, 12s. per cubic rood of 64 yards; getting and fill-

ing the marl, 12s.; loading it, supposing the pit to be
at the distance of 100 or 150 yards, 21s.; and spread-

ing, 4s. per rood.—Chesliire Report, p. 223; Steven-
son's Lancashire, p. 496. In Hampshire, the total

charge of marling, when done by the farmer's men
and teams, at an average distance of 80 rods from the

pit, is stated at £3 10s. per acre, presuming the quan-
ty laid on to be 30 cartdoads of lA ton each; that is,

taking cammon laborers at 2s., and fiorses. including

wear and tear, at 4s. per day.—Vancouver's Hants, p.

337.

\ Annals of Agi'iculturc,vol. i. p. 286.
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and five, more or less; and in many cases, this soft

spongy enlargement, descends to a level with the

fore teeth, yet upon examining it, there will not be

found any marks of tenderness or inflammation

indicating disease; and if lelt to the operations of

nature will disappear, and the horse will have a

sound and healthy mouth. Not to speak of the

danger of bleeding the horse too Ireely, by open-

ing the palatine artery, the manner of performing

the operation, is shocking to the feelings of hu-
manity, as well as painful to the animal. It is un-
called lor, and must be considered a j)iece of wan-
ton cruelty.

From the Frcdoiiia Courier.

FREXCIl IIAY.

Many of our readers, at least, will be surprised

to learn that hay Irom France has been imported

into this country. A cargo lately arrived at

Charleston, (S. C.) and sold" for .«jl 62 per hun-
dred. A cargo of American hay, which arrived

about the same time, from Portland, (Me.) sold

lor ^2 per hundred.

From the New England Farmer.

BEET ROOT SUGAR.

It is stated in papers in the northern parts of

France that large orders have arrived Irom the

United States lor supplies of beet root sugar.

FACTS AND ESTIMATES RESPECTING BEET
SUGAR.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Columbia, S. C, July 1, 1836.

In the February No., 1836, of the Journal cles

Connaissances Usuelles, for which I subscribe with

much satisfaction, I find an analysis of a treatise

on Beet Sugar, by M. Mathieu Dombasle, 1836,

chez Hazard a Paris, 1836, prix 1 1-2franc, 2nd

edition.

The facts, in brief, are these

:

1000 kiliogrammes of beet root, will yield, to a

careful manufacturer, 6 per cent of good merchant-

able brown sugar, or 60 kiliogrammes: which can

be refined into excellent loaf sugar by the usual

process.

1000 kiliogrammes of beets can be purchased by
the manufacturer for 16 francs.

By careful and accurate analysis,, 10 per cent of

such sugar can be extracted from beets; but six

per cent is the usual quautity, and improvements
are contemplated that may produce 8 per cent.

The expense of manufacturing 1000 kiliogram-

mes of sugar from beet root, is calculated at 12

francs.

The residue is worth 3 or 4 francs as food for

cattle.

Put this into English.
A kiliogramme is 2 1-5 lbs. averdupois: 1000

kiliogrammes will amount to 2200 lbs. : and 60
kiliogrammes to 132 lbs. averdupois.
A franc, in merchants' accounts, here in Ameri-

ca, is ctdculated at 20 cents, though hardly worth
19.

A sous is the 20lh part of a franc, or one cent-
or one halfpenny English. The cost of beet root
and of manipulation lor 132 lbs. of brown suo-ar
will be 28 francs: from which, deduct s'^lbr
the residue, and there will remain 25 Irancs, or 500
cents, the price at which 132 ibs. of sugar can be
manulactured, not quite 4 cents per lb.

The French reviewer of the book, calculates
the expense at 5 sous per lb. French, which is

either 7561 grains English to the lb., or 7717
grains, for both these numbers are found on good
authority. The latter I take from Kelly's Cam-
bist. The English lb. averdupois is 7000 grains

;

hence, there is but little variance between my cal-
culation and that of the French author.

I con(l3ss I was astounded at these facts. Sugar
from beets at 5 cents per 112 lbs., when cane suo-ar
is nearly three times the price to the consuraerin
this country.

As to the value of the beets. I think we could
afford them as cheap here. I am sure they could
.be raised for less in the confines of New York
and Pennsylvania, where they grow with very
great luxuriance.

I lived some years a mile and a half Jrom Alt-
ringham in Cheshire, (England.) At Altringham,
(a sand hill,) they grovv carrots thus. They ma-
nure at the rate oi' 10 lbs. sterling per acre, every
3 or 4 years, purchasing horse manure at 4s. 6d.
per three horse load at ]\Ianchester. They haul the
dung ten miles. They plough with 4 horses as
deep as possible. They sow their carrot seed by
rubbing together one-third carrot seed, and two-
thirds sand, broadcast. They hoe with a ten-
inch hoe, leaving the roots' about a foot apart.
They get from 12 to 16 tons per acre. Arthur
Young somewhere talks of 19 tons of carrots per
acre. I used to buy them laid down at my door at
4s. 2d. per 250 lbs. weight, not washed. I fed my
horses chiefly with carrots, when they were in sea-
son.

Pray think a little on these facts. Has not every
larmer on rich, light land, a sugar plantation at
his door ?

THOMAS COOPER, M. D.

For the Farmers' Register.

NOTICES OF THE SEASONS IN OLDEN TIMES.

The extraordinary winter which has not long
since left us, has caused me to examine into the
slate of the seasons and weather at the earliest pe-
riods of our histor)'. It has long been the opinion
of the writer, from facts gathered from the diffe-

rent histories of the country, that the common idea

about a permanent change of our climate from
cold to a warmer temperature, is a mistaken one.

I will not undertake to say, that the clearing up of
the woodlands of the country, and the draining of
immense swamps and marshes, have no effect in

the average temperature. But it seems to me,
that proof is wanted to substantiate such a posi-

tion. It is probable, that no one doubts, that the

climate is improved in health by the clearing and
draining of the country. Until within five or six

years, very fiiw, it seemed to me, doubted that the

climate of our country was moderating, and had
been gradually moderating in temperature, from

the first settlement of the country. Is this sol I do
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not, for one, believe in the opinion, but will give

facts as stated by our historians, and let every one
form his own opinion. In referring to these, it

will be more interesting to give extracts, and not

to be studious about a logical arrangement ofmat-
ters. Let us proceed and see if the weatlicr 200
years ago was not, for a series of years, about the

same kind of weather which we have had for the

last 25 years. The Ibllowing account of our cli-

mate about the year 1608, is given by Smith.
The first permaneiit settlement of Virginia was in

1607. "The summer is hot as in Spam : the win-
ter cold as in France or l]ngland. The heat of

summer is in June, July and August, but com-
monly the cool breezes assuage the velK^mency of
the heat. The chief of winter is half December,
January, February, and half March. The cold is

extreme sharp, but here the proverb is true, that

no extreme long continueth.

In the year 1607 was an extraordinary frost in

most ot Europe, and this frost was found as ex-
treme in Virginia. But the next year for 8 or 10
days of ill weather, other 14 days would be as
summer."

—

Smith.
This Avinter (1607) was extremely cold in Vir-

ginia, and It was likewise remarkable for an extra-

ordinary frost in Europe.— (Stith's History.) This
was the winter in which Capt. Smith was taken
prisoner in a swamp on the Chickahominy, by
Opechancanough.
This winter (1607) is noticed in the life of Gor-

ges, to have been dreadfully severe in New Eng-
land.—(Belknap's Life of Sir F. Gorges.)

It may not be uninteresting to remark here, that
the year 1607 was a year in which Halley's comet
returned, in its revolution of about 75 years. The
appearance of the same comet last fall, was the
third appearance since 1607. The same comet
appeared in 1682. On the 11th December, 1681,
the Delaware river froze over at Chester; yet Wm.
Penn, in a letter written in 1683, says that the win^
ter of 1681— 1682, was mild, scarce any ice at all.

The winter of 1682—1683, was his first winter in

Pennsylvania, and he sa3-s it was the coldest the
oldest liver in the province could remember. "From
December to the beginning of March, we had
fiharp, frosty weather—asky as clearas in summer,
and the air dry, cold, piercing and hungry." He
intimates that the great Delaware was fl-ozcn up
lor a few days; but he does not speak of extraordi-
nary cold weather. (Mr. Penn's letter to Free
Society of Traders.) I find but few notices of the
winter of 1759, the next appearance of Halley's
comet. On the 6th December, 1758, the weather
was cold and the ice run violently in the river at

Pittsburg— it snowed—22nd, cold and stormy

—

27th, it snowed the whole day—28th, do. 3rd

January, 1759, it snowed, freezed and rained—9th

January, the Susquehannah was crossed on the

ice.—(Journal of C. F. Post, 1758—9.)
The winters of 1779—80, 1782, 1791, were very

severe in Virginia. It is asserted by Burk in the
1st chapter of his history of Virginia, that it is

known by actual observation and experiment, that
the climate of Virginia has perceptibly changed
within the last 30 years. The winters are neither
so long or severe as formerly, and there is a pro-
portional abatement in the heat. He imdertakcs
to state the causes of the supposed change of cli-

mate. This was written about 1801. Now it

seems to me if Burk had experienced our climate

since 1829, he would not have entertained longer,

or hazarded such o[)inions. It seems to me, that
this alleged change of our climate is altogether
ideal, and has no foundation in fact. Judging
from historical data, we have in these days the
same kind of seasons experienced here 230 years
ago. Some winters were uncommonly cold—some
very inoderate. So has it been of late years. But
so far li-om the winters being shorter and less se-

vere than formerly, I do not believe it can be shewn
by recorded f icts, or by the memory of man, that

there ever was before in this State, a succession of
such severe winters as have occurred since 1829.
F can find a record of no such winter as the past.

By referring to the recorded facts in other States

relative to the climate, we find the same evidence
as to the similarity of the seasons many years ago,
and (or a few years past. We find it stated in

Pennsylvania in 1760, that the winters there were
longer and more severe than in England—the
summers hotter and dryer—the springs very short

—the autumns long and mild. The snows are

frequently very deep in winter, and the frosts so

intense, that it has not been very uncommon for

the large river Delaware, even where it is near a
mile broad, to be frozen over in one night so as to

bear people walking on the ice in the morning

—

which river sometimes in the winter season for

several weeks together, even opposite Philadel-

phia, is as much frequented with loaded carriages

as any part of terra firma. They had their warm
winters at that remote period, as well as cold ones,

and the following account of the weather in Penn-
sylvania written in 1729, more than 100 j'ears ago,

although written in poetical lanfruacre, is doubtless

accurate. It was written in Philadelphia by Tho-
mas Makin.

"Yet oft tho' warm and fair the day begun,

Cold storms arise before the setting sun,

Nay oft so quick the change, so great its power,
As summer's heat and winter in an hour!

So violent the wind, that ofl the ground
With rooted trees is covered wide and round;

Sometimes the ice so strong and firm is found,

That wagons pass as on the solid ground.

But yet so temperate are some winters here,

That in the streams no icy chains appear,

And all the season boats and shipping may
With oar and sail divide the liquid way:
So various and uncertain is the clime.

For heat and cold extreme in little time."

Such being an account of the seasons 100 years

ago in Pennsylvania, it seems not difficult to form

an opinion as to the alleged change of climate,

from our own knowledge of the climate the last

few years.

Samuel Williams, a very able man and former-

ly Professor of Natural Philosophy in Harvard
College, takes, in his History of Vermont, the same
ground as Burk, relative to a change of climate.

This dissertation on climate is long and learned,

and contains some tables of meteorological obser-

vations made by the Doctor himself in Rutland,

Vermont, in 1789—90—91. The greatest height

of Farenheit's thermometer during that period, in

latitude 13 degrees 36 minutes, was 93.^ degrees.

The least was 27 below 0. The mean heat was
43J, degrees from all the observations. The tem-

perature of the water in dccj) wells in the same
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place, without variation m summer or winter, was
the same 43^ degrees.

Dr. Williams wrote his history about 1794, and
he says "the cold of the winters decreases—the

rivers are not Jrozen so soon—so thick or so long,

as they formerly were. A remarkable change o("

this kind has been observed in all the settled parts

of North America. The bays and rivers in New
Kngland are not trozen so hard or so long as they
were at the first settlement of the country. At the

first settlement of Philadelphia, the river Delaware
was commonly covered with ice about the middle
of November, old style. It is not now covered
with ice till the middle ofJanuary." Dr. Williams
for the last assertion, refers to Kalm's Travels.

Kalm travelled in Pennsylvania about that pe-
riod, and the Delaware might on one or two occa-

sions have been covered with ice about the middle
of November; but the assertion in its broad sense
is evidently incorrect. We consider the account
given by Penn at the very period, and on the spot,

and the account given by 3Iakin in 1729, 46 years
afterwards, as much more entitled to credit than
the researches of a passing traveller. It is well
known, that for the first 150 years or more after

the settlement of this country, no particular or mi-
nute accounts of the weather appear to have been
kept. It is very certain, that notices of the cli-

mate, or weather, anterior to 1750, are exceedingly
scanty. But scanty as they are, they furnish
strong if not conclusive evidence, that the major
part of the winters for the first 150 years after the
settlement of the country were moderate, equally
60 as the winters of modern times. After the ex-
tremely severe winter of 1607, we find very rare

notices of severe winters up to the commencement
of the present centurj'—mild winters would of
course pass without recorded notice. Immediate-
ly succeeding 1607, it is fair to infer, that for many
years the winters were mild— it is fair to draw
such an inference from a perusal of the events and
circumstances of those periods, and in the absence
of all notice of severe weather.
Kalm travelled in this country in 1749. It was

from theoW Germans in Pennsylvania, that he de-
rived the information of the change in the winter
seasons, from cold to more moderate. And the
ancient people at Quebec, in 1749, informed him
that the winters in Canada were formerly much
colder than they then were.' The Baron Lubantar
put to sea from Quebec the 20th November, new
style, in 1690, the like of which he says was never
seen before in that place

;
yet we well know, that

at that period it was impossible to obtain inll)rnia-

tion at Quebec of the actual state of the climate
there, for many years anterior to 1690. In 1794,
Dr. Williams says that the St. Lawrence is 7inw,
not frozen over till the latter end of December or
beginning of January. If Dr. Williams had expe-
rienced the last six winters, it can hardly be
doubted, that he would have changed his opi-
nion as to the gradual moderating of our win-
ters.

We have satisfactory evidence, that (he infor-

mation given to Kalm in 1749. that the Delaware
was fbrmeriy frozen over by the middle of Novem-

i

ber, is wholly devoid of foundation. The follow-
|

ing notices from the jjazettes of the periods, v/ere
collected by Samuel Harvard, Esq. They are in-

j

teresfing, and do not occupy much space. I give,
however, onlv a few—such as are conclusive to

1

Vol. IV—32

prove the incorrectness of the information given to

Kalm.
1681, December 11th. The Delaware fi-oze

over that night. 1704. Snow fell one yard deep.

1714, February. Flowers seen in the woods.

1720, December 20. Our river is full of ice

27th December. The river is now clear of ice.

1721. The river is full of ice. 26th December.
The river is locked up. January, 1722. Vessels
get up to New Castle. February 6. Vessels
cleared and entered.

1723, January 1st. Weather is yet moderate
and our river open. 6lh, do.—and free from ice.

December, same year. Vessels enter and clear

through the month. 1724, January 18th. River
free from ice. December 22. River full of ice.

29. Some driving ice. 1725, 3rd March. /A
snow 2 feet deep, which had not been known or
some years. 1725, December 21. River fiill of
ice, but not closed.

1726, January 18. Kntries and clearancef.

December. Do. through the month. 1727, Feb-
ruary 14. River not closed. 1728, 23rd January.
River frozen up—very hard weather for a Ibrtnight

previous. December 31st. 36 vessels, &c. frozen

up at docks. 1724, Feb. 17. Entries and clearan-

ces. Dec. Do. through the month. 20th Jan. ]730.

A very deep snow—river full of ice. 27th Jan. A
vessel cleared. Dec. 29th. Entries and clearances.

1731, December 14th. River full of ice. 21.

River a little opened. 1732, December. Entries

and clearances. 1733, January 18. Great snow
at Lewes. December. Entries and clearances.

1734, January 1st. River continues open, and
even then very moderate—winter hitherto as mo-
derate as for many years past. December. River
free from ice—weather fine and open.

1735, 16th January. River open and weather
very moderate. December. Entries and clear-

ances. 1736. 6th January. River is fast and full

of ice. February 5th. Arrivals. 25th. Two
whales killed at Cape May. December. Arri-

vals and clearances through the month.
1737, January 20th. Weather very cold—per-

sons frozen to death—river frozen up. Decem-
ber. Entries and clearances through the month;
also through January and February, 1838. De-
cember, do., till the 18ih. 1739, 25th January.
River clear of ice. December. Entries and clear-

nnces. 1740, January 10. No entries, &c. till

21st Februar3^ March 15th. Ice broken up in the

Delaware. December 19th. River frozen up till

13th March. From Lewes- it is all ice toward.^

the sea as far as the eye can reach. Tuesday and
Wednesday are thought to have been the coldest

days fiir many years.

.5th March. The severity of the winter com-
plained of throughout the country—cattle dying
from want of fodder—many deer fijund dead in the

woods, and some came lanmly to the nlantations,

and fed on hay with other creatures. 13th March.
River navigaljle—the winter extremely long and
severe. 19th. River now quite open—vessels

daily come up.

April 19lh. We hear from Lancaster county,

that during the great snow, which in general was
more than 3 feet deep, the black inhabitants suf^

li-rcd much for want of bread, &c. &c. The In-

dians fear a scarcity of deer and turkeys. Decem-
ber. Entries and clearances. 1742, January.

Do. 22nd. Conicl visible for some time. Feb-
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ruary and March. Entries, &c. December. Do.

No mention of ice. January, 1743. Do. 1744,

3rd January. River full of ice. 19lh. Arrivals.

December. Entries and clearances. 1745, Jan-

uary, February, March, and December. Entries

and clearances—no mention of ice.

1746, 28ih December. River frozen up for a

week. 1747, February 24th. First arrivals since

22nd December. December 15. River full of ice.

1748, January 12th. Entries and clearances.

December. Do. Through the month.

So much for the information of the old German
inhabitants to Kalm. The above noiices are from

actual data printed at the limes spcciiied. There
is not a siniile instance noted of the river being

frozen up in November, and but few instances in

the month of December. Here arc authentic no-

tices of the climate of the Pennsylvania winters,

as far back as 16S1, 70 years anterior to the visit

of Kalm. Philadelphia was then a wilderness,

and no permanent settlement had been made in

Pennsylvania, on the Delaware, except at Chester

in 1675.

There is abundant reason to believe, that the

accounts given in other States of the great severity

of the winters in olden times, are equally devoid

of correctness. It is probable the moderate win-

ters were forgotten, and the very cold ones made a

lasting impression on the memory. VVe know,
that in ancient history, we have no record of con-

sequence of events in times ol' peacej we read only

of wars.
Mr. Jefferson in his Notes on Virginia, written

in 1781, refers to the change of climates, &c. and
seems to agree with what is said by Dr. Williams
and others.

He says : "A change in our climate, however,
is taking place very sensibly. Both heats and
colds are become much more moderate, within the

memory of even the middle-aged^ Now those who
have experienced the cold of the last iew winters,

and the heat of the summer of 1834, will not hesi-

tate to believe, that Mr. Jefferson and the middle-
aged of that period, drew wrong conclusions, and
if now alive, would not entertain such notions.

He speaks of the long and cold winters of olden
times, on the authority of the elderly, and they
were as much mistaken, it seems to me, as the old

Germans who undertook to inform Kalm. "Snows
are less frequent (in 1781) and less deep. They
do not often lie, below the mountains, more than
one, two, or three days, and very rarely a week."
They are remembered to have been formerly fre-

quent, deep, and of long continuance. The elder-

ly inform me, the earth used to be covered with
enow about three months in the year. The rivers

which then seldom failed to freeze over in the
course of the winter, scarcely ever do so now."—Jef. Notes.

In remarking on these observations, it will be
evident to all, tliat Mr. Jefferson in 1781 describes
a milder climate, much, than we have experienced
of late years. We have had more freezes and
more snows which continued lor moderate periods,
than he describes. But when were those winters
with deep snows, and of long continuance—with
the earth covered with snow about threu months in
the year? In 1781, the elderly speak of them.
Their memories are proven to have been faulty
by recorded fiicts. We have seen th;it, at the first

eettlenicnt of the country, the winter of 1607 Avas

excessively severe here and in Europe. We hav^.

Smith's history from that period to about 1630.

During that period, he mentions no other severe
winter, and it is clear fi-om his detail of events,

movements and operations, that they had during
that period none of the long freezes and snows
spoken of by the elderly in 1781. It is true we find

but tew notices of the weather, earlier than the

notices aforesaid, commencing with 1681. But it

can hardly be doubted, we should have had them,
if instances of extraordinary severity had occurred.

We think it also ftiirly inferalh, that those win-
ters of three months snow, never had an existence

here, from the facts, that the events described in

our history could not well, if at all, have happened,
if such had been the weatlier. From 1681, we
know such winters had no such existence liere, ex-
cept, perhaps, the winter of 1741 and 1780. We
can fairly say we know this, because if no such
winters happened as far north as Pennsylvania,
no one can believe they happened here. We
have brought the notices down to 1749. By re-

ferring to the diary after that period, we find that

the weather for the next 30 years up to 1781, was
very similar to those years noticed above. There
was but one winter of three months cold weather
in Pennsylvania, and that was 1780. The Dela-
ware was not generally, and in fact but rarely fro-

zen over in the month of December. It may not,

however, be amiss to remark that from the record-

ed noiices of the weather before referred to, there

seems to have been more cold winters from 1750
to 1780, than f>om 1720 to 1750. On the whole,
it seems that there is not proof, that the winters,

one or two hundred years ago, were generally

colder than the winters since 1800. An examina-
tion of the recorded notices of the winters up to the

present time, will clearly show, that the winters

have become neither milder or shorter than they

were at the first settlement of the country.

The want of leisure, at present, prevents me
from referring particularly to meteorological tables

to substantiate the view above taken. Bnt there

is little doubt, that such tables, for the last 80 years,

would show that there has been no abatement in

the average temperature. Perhaps the subject

may be resumed hereafter. The subject, of what
winds were most prevalent on this continent 200
years ago, would also afford much curious specu-

lation, and would doubtless be interesting. For
the last k\Y years, many have been the complaints

that the easterly winds had much increased of late

years. It will be found on examination, that pre-

cisely the same comj)laints were made sixty, if not

100 years ago. S.

From the Cultivator.

BEET SUGAR

We have received a communication from a
friend, soliciting our co-operation with the friends

of improvement in Pennsylvania, in furthering

the culture of the beet, and the manufacture of su-

<jar fi'om this root. Some gentlemen in Philadel-

phia, impressed with the importance of the sub-

ject, have patriotically sent Mr. James Pedder to

France to acquire the knowledge requisite to the

culture and manufacture. Our correspondent

says, "I have seen samples of the sugar made from

the beet root, equal to the finest loaf I ever saw, and
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which only cost nine cents per pound in France.

Vvhen I return, I will furnish 3^ou with the sam-
ple. France Jast year manufactured eighty mil-

lions pounds."
Had our correspondent examined our last vol-

ume, he would have seen that we had anticipated

his request. At tlie suggestion of a correspond-

ent in the far west, we gave a summary of the

mode of culture and manufacture, from M. Chap-
tal, than whom no one was more competent to in-

struct, as he conducted the business on a large

scale for twelve years, and was withal, one of the

best chemists of the age. This summary will be

found in pages 85, 86 and 114.—The whole pro-

cess is minutely dettiiled in Chaptal's "Chemistry
applied to Agricultiire." We stated that beet su-

gareould besuccessfullycultivated in France, when
foreign sugar did not compete with it in the mar-
ket at a less price than ten cents per pound. We
did not then consider, nor did our readers probably

understand, that the remark then had reference to

refined sugar. The fact nowseems to be this, that

beet sugar, equal to our double refined loatj which
now sells in the New-York market at eighteen and
twenty cents per pound, can be profitably sold in

France, by the producer, at nine cents per pound,

or at half the price of cane sugar. It follows as

a matter of course, for bating the difference in la-

bor, we can produce it here as cheap as they can

in France, that the culture of the beet, and the

manufacture of beet sugar, can be rendered a pro-

fitable busiiiesi in this country. Our soil and cli-

mate are well adapted to the beet; and in the inte-

rior, in particular where the price of foreign sugar

is enhanced by the charges of transportation, beet

sugar must ere long be among the staple products.

As^an offset to the difference in labor, we have an

advantage in the cheapness of land. Chaptal's

estimates are predicated on a rent of 40 francs

(iR7.60) per acre.

Chaptal states his average product in beet roots

at 40,000 pounds the hectare (which is 2 acres 1

rood 35 perches English) ; that in his establish-

ment he operated upon 10,000 pounds in a day;

that this quantity (10,000 lbs. roots) produced of

1 Refined susar, 187 lbs. worth ----- - 210 franos.

•2 Middling do. 67 Ihs. ivoitli ------ 67 " .50 c.

3 Trimmings, 1,000 kilogiaRiines, (fed) worth 2 " 50 c.

4 Mash, Cfed to stock) 1,950, worth - - - - 30 "
5 Molasses, 130, worth ---------12 "

322 francs.

equal to about §61 on the products of one-fourth

of a hectare, or something more than half an acre

of land. The expense of cultivating an acre is

stated at 133 fl-atics, about $25, which includes

40 fr. for rent, and 10 for taxes, and leaves about

^15.75 for cultivating, digging, transporting and
storing the crop. He states the expense of culti-

vating and manufacturing 10,000 lbs. roots, inclu-

ding all charges, at 192 francs, about 36 dollars,

leaving as a profit on this quantity of roots, about

$25, say ^35 the acre, clear profit. Upon 1,200,-

000 lbs. of roots, the average produce of three

hectares, he estimates a nett profit to the manu-
facturer, after deductiucr interest on capital, repairs,

&c., of 6.650 francs, about .91,260.

After peunino; the above, we received the inter-

esting letter of M. Le Ray de Chaumont, which
will be found under the head of correspondence,
showing tiie importance of beet sugar as a house-
hold manufacture.
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ANTICIPATED CHANGE IN THE AGRICULTURE
OF THE UNITED STATES. SII.K, AND BEET
SUGAR.

Some considerable time has now passed since we
yielded, slowly and with difficulty, to the belief, that

tlie introduction of silk culture in this country would

be extended widely and profitably: and since adopting

that opinion, we have made continually repeated ef-

forts to impress on the pEople of Virginia, and the other

southern states, the superiority of their facilities—in

better climate, cheaper land, and surplus and now ex-

pensive hands—for carrying on this new business,

over those of our northern countrymen, who have al-

ready proved the advantages to be derived, and are in-

vesting large capitals in numerous adventures for this

objpct. In New England, where most of these efforts

are making, there is no superfluity of labor. Fortu-

nately, every poor female, and all persons infirm from

either tender or advanced age, may be, and annually

are, employed profitably, according to their measure of

bodily power. Yet still it is considered profitable to

dii^ert much of this labor to the silk business: and that

too, in a climate so rigorous that artificial heat must be

used frequently in reaiingthe worms, and the best kinds

of mulberries are often greatly injured, if not killed to

the ground, by such severe winters as the last. In Vir-

ginia, there is no difficulty as to climate—thousands of

now unemployea and expensive hands might be given

to the work—and lands, now unprofitable or neglected,

and at very low prices, would serve as well for plant-

ing, as those selling ten or twenty times as high in New
England. Putting all views of greater pecuniary pro-

fits aside, if the silk culture could be established in

Virginia, without any absolute loss to the undertakers,

a great moral and political benefit would be gained, in

giving the bread oi independence, and of honest labor,

to thousands of destitute females, who have now no

resource but to live on the charity of others, or to

starve on their own ill-paid labor of the needle.

Another new kind of industry now seems likely to

be introduced, and established with profit—and which,

in a different manner, offers great benefit to the agri-

culture of a large portion of the United States. This

is the making of sugar from beets. We readily con-

fess, that until very recently, we considered this

scheme worthless, and absurd in every country that

could freely import sugar produced from the cane—and

that this species of industry, which could not be estab-

lished by the iron despotism of Napoleon, and the protec-

tion afforded by his "continental system," could not ex-

ist in times of peace and of comparatively free trade.

But we have been forced to yield the opinion to such

facts as are presented in the letter of Professor Cooper,

and other pieces in this No. which are but specimens of

many that have recently appeared. If, as seems to be

undeniable, beet sugar can be made cheaper than that

of the cane can be bought, there is an end of all ques-

tion and doubt as to profit. There is also an agricul-

tural benefit to be expected from the new culture of

beets, for sugar, that is very important, and that is an

addition to all the pecuniary profit expected from the

sale of su"-ar, and the profits of live stock fed on thfi
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pulp loft after tlie saccharine mutter has been expressed.

This is the introduction in our farming of what is so

greatly needed, an increased extent of culture of roots,

or green and meliorating crops, to take the place of our

too extensive grain culture. The culture of beets for

sugar, and the use of the pulp as food for cattle, must

necessarily make the rotation of crops more mild, and

add greatly to tlie improvement of the soil—and by

this means, would ultimately add very far more to the

fertility and wealth of a country, than as much grain

culture, even though the pecuniaiy profits to the far-

mer, at first, might be no more. The same important

consideration applies also, though in a different manner,

to silk culture. Thus it may well happen, that the

introduction of these two new kinds of culture, even

though not attended with greater pecuniary profits, (or

not much greater,) at first, would be productive ulti-

mately of far greater to each individual farmer, as well

as of greater moral and political benefits to the nation.

This important consideration of the advantage of

beet culture to a rotation of crops, is properly appre-

ciated in France. The latest French article on the

subject that we have seen is from the pen of M. Sou-

lange Bodin, and appeared in the Annales de V./lgncul-

ture Francaise for April, 1836. We ofler a transla-

tion ot a passage on this head.

"The Viscount Morel de Vinde, in these Memoirs,

has then presented the sugar beet as being the best, or

rather the only kind of tilled plants which, in the four-

shift rotation can usefully be substituted for the year of

naked fallow [to prepare for wheat;] and he thus con-

siders as connected the universal perfection of our agri-

culture, loith the manufacture itself of sugar from beets:

a manufacture which, by its indefinite extension, and

demand continually renewed, ought to give greater

encouragement to the culture of this plant, which is

susceptible of having, from this moment, a general use,

and a certain sale. Indeed, he says, the [making per-

fect the] four-shift rotation, consists in finding a plant

that is not exhausting to the soil—of which the tillage

is confined to one year, and serves well to cleanse and
to pulverize the soil—and of which the products, not

yielding a kind of food for men before indigenous, or

belonging to the country, shall however be in general

use, and command a certain and ready sale. The beet,

applied to the making of sugar, fulfils perfectly the

conditions of this problem." * * * "H may also

be observed, that the plant which by the production of

this sugar, renders possible the universal improvement
of agriculture, furnishes besides, by its remains, [as

food] the best of all manures from cattle. This plant

fulfils so completely all the conditions required from

tillage crops, that it would be necessary to substitute it

for the naked fallows, even though it should not yield

otherwise [and at firsf] such rich or important pro-
ducts."

In a report of the Council of Agriculture, Manufac-
tures and Commerce, which was also published in the
Jlnnales, it is stated by the Minister of Commerce
(presiding at the meeting) that the manufiictoiies of
France in 1835, yielded 25 millions of kilogrammes
of beet sugar, of the value of 35 francs the quintal,

which is equal to one-third of the annual consumption

of the kingdom; that 50,000 hectares of land were

then subjected to the culture of the plant; and that in

those parts of France where the culture was estab-

lished on a large scale, the value of the lands had been

increased, and in many cases even had been doubled.

According to the present imperfect lights on this

subject, we fear that the beet culture will not suit a re-

gion so warm in Eastern Virginia. But its introduc-

tion will be a benefit sufficiently important, even if

confined to the regions lying more north and west. It

is probable that the fanaticism of the "abolitionists"

may be mingled with the motives to spread this culture

in the north—and tha^ one of the results may be an ef-

fort to lessen the consumption of sugar from the cane,

as being a product of slave-labor. Be it so. This fa-

naticism cannot exert any part of its tremendous force

more harmlessly to the south, or more beneficially to the

north, than in promoting the extension of this new
culture.

From the Northampton Courier.

SOIL AND CLIMATK FOR THE SUGAR BEKT.

A friend who is conversant Avith the cultivation

of the beet root in France, has flirnished us with

the following interesting outlines.

Of the seven varieties of the beet root usually

cultivated, the white (beta alba) is preferred by
the experienced manulacturer, as it is found to

contain a larger proportion of the saccharine mat-

ter to a given weight of the root, than any of the

others. Though this plant will grow in almost any
soil, it prefers a deep loose loam, in which its

long and tender fibres may penetrate and the root

devolope itself without obstacle. It follows that

a stiff compact soil should be avoided, and still

more a low damp situation, where the root be-

comes so impregnated with aqueous parts, that the

difficulty and expense of separating these would
in most cases be far from remunerated by the pro-

duce. In high ground the beet succeeds well, if

the season is not too dry, and in these situations

(ceteris paribus) is more productive in sugar than
elsewhere.
As to climate, a northern latitude is found to suit

this plant best: the north of Germany, Prussia and
Silesia, the countries where this new application

of it was first made, are more favorable to it than
even the northern departments of" France, as ex-

periment has amply established, and the trial of

it in the south of France has constantly failed,

though it was at first supposed that this root, fa-

vored by the genial sun of that climate, would, as

vvell as its other productions, contain a larger pro-

portion of the saccharine principle than those of
ctjlder countries. This hypothesis, founded on a
mistaken analogy supposed to exist between plants

growing above and below the soil, proved,as might
have been expected, completely fallacious, and
the culture there is now given up.

THE MARLY, OU GYPSEOUS EARTH OF GENE-
SEO, N. Y.

The July No. of Silliman's Journal of Science, con-

tains the article which was before published in our last

No., (at page 187) describing a bed which the writer

considered as simply an impure limestone, or a kind of
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hard marl, but which was sold and used as gypsum,
and which, in fact, was found to produce similar and

as remarkable effects as gypsum. In addition to the

piece as sent to us in manuscript, and as published,

this has another paragraph, which will be here inserted.

"Mr. Moore's limestone formation is on a hill about
five miles north-east of this village. In digging his

well, the fust three feet was common soil; the next
three feet shelly, thin limestone, (this is a common
covering of beds of gypsum;) from six feet from the
top to twenty feet, which is as far as he has dug, it has
the appearance at a short distance, of blue clay; it is

brittle, and easily dug up with a pick, and consists of
fossils in vast abundance, which would seem to have
been interspersed originally with blue earth, which
became indurated, and finally limestone. Among the
specimens is a large piece of the blue clay limestone.
Almost precisely similar formations have been found
on several farms. I have never seen any thing similar
to it, but am not enough of a geologist to describe it

more minutely— one thing is certain, which seems to
comprise the main chance, it is equal to the best plaster
in its fertilizing qualities."

We had entertained and expressed the hope, that

Professor Silliman would be able to dispel the mystery
in which this interesting discovery was enveloped.

But the strangeness of the facts does not seem to have
excited much attention, and there is nothing added by
the editor, except two short marginal notes—the first

of which merely states of the shells found in the earth,

that they are "chiefly iercbratula of great distinctness

and beauty"—and the other is in reference to the earth

being described as effervescing with acid, and is as

follows :

—

"Owing to a mixture of carbonate of lime with plas-

ter of Paris, it is not uncommon that the latter efferves-

ces. It is not difficult to decide which prevails. The
substance being pulverized and mixed with diluted mu-
riatic or nitric acid, will dissolve entirely, if it is a pure
carbonate of lime; if there is a residuum, it may be
plaster of Paris, or something else not soluble in the
acids. The specimen sent to us by our correspondent
was so treated, and indicated about half of carbonate
of lime, without plaster of Paris, but with a large clayey
residuum.

—

Ed."

The only light thrown on the subject, by this note,

is, that the gentleman to whose observation the public

are indebted for this discovery and communication,

was right in his opinion, that the lime in this formation

was (not only principally, but) entirely, in the state of

carbonate, and not of sulphate of lime, or gypsum, as

supposed by others, and as its practical efiects would
seem to confirm. According to the constituent parts,

as reported in the note copied above, the earth is sim-

ply a calcareous clay marl—and not even uncommonly
rich as a marl. But there is no attempt to account for

the wonderful fact, that this substance, used in the very

small quantities usual with plaster, (say one bushel to

the acre,) should produce as great effects, and so as to

leave no doubt on the minds of those ignorant cultiva-

tors who judge merely from appearance, that this earth

is truly gypsum, and of good quality. Increased im-

portance is given to the subject by this expression of

Prof. Silliman's opinion—whether it is considered as

estabhshing the strange (and to us, incredible) fact,

that this high fertilizing power is caused simply by
carbonate of lime, and of course would be exerted by

every calcareous marl similarly applied—or as other-

wise, by showing that no gypsum is contained, that

some other substance must be present, as yet undisco-

vered, which exercises the remarkable and peculiar

powers of gypsum. The subject still needs, and well

deserves, the most careful investigation by men of sci-

ence. To our understanding, the matter is now darker

than at first. With all the high opinions entertained

for carbonate of lime as a fertilizer, we have not the

slightest faith in its producing such effects as these

—

and according to the analysis of Prof. Silliman, there

is not even the smallest ingredient of gypsum present,

to which, (belore his report, and without having seen

a specimen of the earth,) we had attributed the effects

produced by the application. We trust that the gen-

tleman who has commenced this investigation will per-

sue it, as he is well able to do, or to have done. What-

ever may be the results, they will scarcely fail to lead

to important agricultural profit, as well as knowledge.

EXTRACTS FROai PRIVATE CORRESPONDENCE.
Greene Co., yila., Jan. 7, 1836.

I could say much of the value of your views on
soils and calcareous manures, especially in this

country, where poor sandy land is so indented by
the lime land, and where it is quite common to

find a single acre of prairie (always resting on the

rotten limestone, at a few feet below the surface,)

surrounded by those poor lands. These little

prairies are frequently found interspersed at inter-

vals of half a mile or a mile apart through these

poor tracts of country, destitute of lime. What a

field for judicious industry !

] did intend to communicate many facts re-,

spccting the black lands, but I find that you are as

well acquainted with them as I am, by means of
your correspondents who have anticipated all that

I could say upon this subject.

Nashville, (^Tenn.,) May 20th, 1836.

Though I have not yet perused completely your
work, I have learned already so much from it, as

to be convinced of its great utility for our agricul-

turists, and having lately travelled amongst them,
I have not neglected to recommend it to those

whom I found intelligent. I have particularly

been pleased with the improvements of' the farms

in East Tennessee since they have commenced to

use the plaster of Abingdon freely. I do not recol-

lect to have seen the plaster of that part of your

State mentioned in your works. It occurs near

the salt-works of General Preston and King, and
is of a better quality than any imported from Nova-
Scotia or France. I was astonished that it was
not in such general use in that part of Virginia

which borders on Tennessee, particularly in Pow-
ell's valley, where the soil seems so well adapted

to it.

[In the first published No. of the Farmers' Register,

there was given a concise editorial notice of the purity

and value of the gypsum of the region of Virginia above

named, and other incidental references to it have since

been made in several other articles. Still, for a matter

so important to the wealth and improvement of Vir-

ginia and Tennessee, the subject has been much neg-
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lected, and it is not known to many of the people of

Virginia, that so rich a mineral treasure exists within

the State.]

WHEAT CROP IN THE NORTHERN NECK.

Westmoreland, Va., June 24th, 1836.

In making out your usual report of the state of

the crops, it'^may be useful to know, that in this

region the wheat has entirely failed. 1 have seen

no" field that will return the seed and defray the

expense of harvesting. One ofmy neighbors, on

a small, but very productive fl^rm, on which he

has usually made upwards of 1000 bushels, now
ofTers his standing crop, from 87 bushels sowed, tor

50 bushels of wheat. Another, who sowed 90

bushels on a very fine field, offers the crop for 40

bushels. My own crop, on land that has been

highly improved with clover, sea weed, &c. is not

inli much better condition. The severity of the

winter and the ravages of the fly, had been very

destructive, although where the land was highly

improved or freshly manured, the wheat had in a

great measure recovered; and my own crop would

have been fully an average one, but for the late

devastating rains, which have brought on mildew

in its most fatal form. In the language of the

Edinburgh Review, it has attacked the vvheat

with the violence of an apoplectic stroke—and
scarcely one head in a hundred has escaped the

paralysis. The weather for the last month has

been precisely such as to produce mildew in its

most aggravated form, and I am very confident

that the disease is not local, but has extended to

every part of the Union that has been reached by

the late excessive rams. The author of the article

on agriculture above quoted, in speaking of the

failure of the crop in England in 1808, says if he
had been in the West Indies, and had been in-

formed that it had rained at a critical period of the

season for nearly four weeks, he could have pre-

4iicted with positive certainty the destruction of the

wheat by mildew. The rain commenced here

more than 4 weeks ago, and with the exception of

a very few fair days, we have had almost constant

rain since. The wind is now at N. E. accompa-
nied with a heavy mist. Last night the rain

poured down in torrents. The corn crop is of

course in a very backward state, and upon wet
lands, the prospect for a crop is gloomy indeed.

These few lines are written just before the close

of the mail—and are not intended for publication

in their present form, though ihe information con-

tained is much at your service.

[The foregoing letter was received too late for our

Jast No., and is now inserted, though "out of date," be-

cause its details and its reasoning serve to throw light

on the general and disastrous circumstances of the pre-

sent wheat crop. Though contrary to the writer's in-

tention, we have preferred giving his facts in his own
words : and though not at liberty to give the signature

to a private letter, there could be none tliat would car-

ry with it more respect and authority than that of our

much esteemed correspondent.]

THE SEASON, AND WHEAT CROP.

We might fill pages with statements extracted from

other prints, serving to prove the general failure of the

wheat crop, in the greater part of the Atlantic States,

and confirming, to the fullest extent, the view and an-

ticipations presented at the close of our last No. as to

the crops of Virginia. But it is unnecessary thus to

occupy space, where there remains so little difference

of opinion. There is now no doubt that the statement

of general deficiencies then presented, before the wheat

was reaped, was even more favorable than the crops

of Virginia will realize. The gross product of the en-

tire State, will not exceed (if it even equals) the third

of an average crop, in quantity—and of that the quali-

ty is so inferior, that a new and important difficulty on

very many farms, and in many entire neighborhoods,

will be to obtain enough of sufficiently good seed for

the next crop. It may be computed that one ninth

part, at least, of an average crop would be required for

seed—which will be equal to one third of the crop of

the present year: and as the best grain must be saved

for that purpose, the balance for the farmers' home

consumption, and for market will be only two thirds of

the present crop, or two ninths of an average crop

—

and that of the basest quality of what this crop offers.

The wetness of the season has been favorable only to

oats on high land—but destructive even to that cjrop,

which requires so much moisture, on low grounds,

usually the most favorable to its growth. Neither corn,

tobacco or cotton in Virginia, can be conceived in as

good as an average state—and every thing (except

our land, and the natural and neglected resources for its

improvement,) is high priced, whilst the amount of ag-

ricultural products furnish most scantily the means for

purchasing.

COMMERCIAL REPORT.

The month of July is usually the commence-
ment of the dull season, which continues until Oc-
tober. The tobacco trade is, in Virginia, the only

active one at present, and this does not exhibit its

usual animation in the extent of competition and
wide range of prices. The dull state of European
markets, which has prevailed during the year,

somewhat depresses the spirit of speculation; but

the market has been steady at prices which amply
remunerate the planter. The lowest sort o^refused

and lugs continues brisk at 5^ to 65, and passed
commands 7^ to 10 for export, while fancy quali-

ties go considerably higher, but do not admit of
quotation. The quantity now offering for inspec-

tion in Richmond is very large, and until the close

of next month, it will be difficult to draw a parallel

between the crops of the past and preceding years.

At present there appears a considerable deficiency

in Virginia, compared with the inspections of last

year, and an immense increase in Kentucky is al-

ready ascertained.

The reports from various parts of the United
States, generally agree in representing the wheat
crop as having sustained more or less injury—the

extent of which appears to be greatest in Pennsyl-

vania, Maryland, Virginia and North Carolina

—

approaching in some parts of the country to almost

a total failure. In New York and the western
states, the injury is saiii to be less; but until the

harvest is gathered, it will be difficult to judge cor-
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rectly, if appearances are as deceptive there as

here, where in many places the straw was luxu-

riant but the head grainless. The harvest in Vir-

ginia is certainly the least productive that can be

remembered. No new wheat has yet been brought

to market, nor can any price be quoted. So much
of it will be lighter than the standard of merchan-
table wheat, that prices will probably appear low

where the quality is not known. Flour has ad-

vanced to $7\ to 7-^-, and would be higher but for

ihe risk of keeping it through the summer. The
mills near tide water in Virginia, must obtain sup-

plies from abroad if they be kept long at work.

The cotton crop is nearly all at market. A few
hundred bales per week arrive at New Orleans,

and scarcely any at other ports. If the statements

published be correct, the crop of last year will prove

to be about 1,330,000 bales, or 75,000 more than

the previous one. There is, however, an annual-

1}' increased quantity taken into the interior for

consumption, which cannot well be ascertained,

and which would add to the quantity reported as

manuflictured in the United States. Prices in

England declined in May and June. In this coun-

try they have advanced, particularly for fine quali-

ties. Sales in Petersburg 14 to 17 cts.—In New
Orleans 10 to 20 cts.

Money is not plentj', and stocks are low in Wall
Street, the great theatre of operations, where the

brokers play their game. Exchange on England
keeps down to 7^ per cent, premium
The money market is no doubt somewhat affect-

ed by the recent treasury circular requiring pay-
ments for public lands to be made m gold and sil-

ver. Whether any and what effects will be pro-

duced on the currency, and general interests of^lhe

country, by this new experiment, remains to be
seen : so.mething will no doubt depend on the ex-

tent of the evasions which may be contrived.

July 23rd. X.

ACCOUNTS AND COLLECTIONS.

When the second No. of our current (4th) volume

was issued, bills were sent to all subscribers who were

indebted for one or more previous volumes—and not

to any one (unless on account ofsome mistake existing,)

who owed only for the current volume. At a later

time, all the same bills, which still remained due from

subscribers in Virginia, have been placed in the hands

of collecting agents, who will not be able to present

them all, until nearly another year has passed. Expe-

rience had proved the propriety of making no excep-

tions to the general rules adopted in those respects

—

and therefore, bills have been sent by mail, and may
be afterwards presented by a collector, to many indi-

viduals who certainly do not require such applications,

and whose payments, heretofore usually most prompt,

have been now delayed, merely from inattention. Our

excuse to all such subscribers will be presented in the

manifest necessity of pursuing the same general rule

to all persons who are more than a year in arrear,

without regard to the difference of causes.

The sending these bills has also served to make known,

and to lead to our ready correction of some errors and

over-charges which from several causes had existed in

our accounts. Though we have not been able to avoid

making mistakes and omissions in this respect, yet the

plan of printing receipts monthly, affords to every sub-

scriber a ready and sure mode of detecting and estab-

lishing errors: and whether made known by that or any

other means, we will at all times thankfully receive no-

tices of errors, and will readily correct them.

To subscribers at a distance from the limits of Vir-

ginia, it has not yet been in our power to make per-

sonal applications for payments of arrears: and no con-

siderable inconvenience has thence arisen, inasmuch as

our most remote subscribers, in the general, are the

most punctual payers on the list. Against the very

few among them who have not pursued this course,

we have almost no remedy. Theirs are simply debts

of honor. It is not probable that any other obligation

can be brought to bear on them.

These remarks are designed more to explain our

usage, and to prevent giving offence by its application

in particular cases, than to quicken payments. Though
the subscriptions for each volume, according to the

published conditions, are due in advance, we are quite

content if they are received at any time during the

publication of that entire volume; and no bill is ever

designed to be sent to a subscriber who is not more

than a volume in arrear. But when bills must be sent,

they are made to include all that is actually due, and of

course embrace the current volume.

To the great majority of our subscribers we owe
thanks for a remarkable and unusual degree of punc-

tuality and promptness in their payments, in addition

to all other evidences of their favor and kind support.

It is believed that no other journal in the United

States is better paid for, according to the number of

subscribers, than the Farmers' Register. Many read-

ers, not acquainted with such details, will be surprised

to hear that a loss of at least one fourth of all subscrip-

tions, is usual, and as little as most publishers can ex-

pect to meet with: and our brother publishers would
be as much surprised to know how much better has

been the character of our list. More than 1600 sub-

scribers have either taken the first volume, or com-

menced in part of it: and of that number there remain

less than 40 names of those who have not paid. Yet

the work was sent to all applicants, without distinc-

tion as to their locality, and in far the greater number

of cases, without payment being made at the time of

subscribing for the work.

REMARKS ON THE PROPAGATION OF HYRRID
ANIMALS.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

In the first volume of your work, page 193, is an
article on the influence of parentage on offspring

in breeding animals, written by myself. While
writing that article, I was much tempted to ven-
ture considerably larther into the regions of specu-
lation. In concluding to do so now, I plead the

apology contained in the first sentence of that com-
munication: "The prejudice against speculation

maj' be carried too far, in matters which have not

attained to perfection." It was maintained, that,

in order to form a new race of animals, the indi-

viduals composing it, must, from each of their pa-
rents, inherit the blood of two existing races.

Many new races have, most probably, been thus
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formed, without regard lo the principle on which

success depends. A ram, for instance, of good

breed, may have been introduced to a flock of a

different one, and after several generations, allow-

ing opportunity i()r both sexes to possess some of

his blood, it may have been found, that distinctive-

ly a new race has been produced, essentially dif-

fering, both from the first progenitors, and the first

direct or mongrel cross. If the principle be true,

its benefits might be obtained, in most cases, with-

out the liability of incurring the evils of breeding

in and in. And the proper commixture of the two

races experimented on, could be better settled by

skill in the breeder, than when left to accident.

But my object at this time is to make some re-

marks on the subject of hybrids. It appears to

have been ordained, that, as a general rule, these

should not breed. The wisdom of this law of na-

ture—as it prevents the extinction of original spe-

cies and the filling the world with monsters—will

be readily perceived. I can, however, see nothing

outrageous in the supposition, that many new spe-

cies may have been formed since the creation, and

that many more may be formed. Economy in the

use of means, shows so conspicuously in all the

works of nature, that it requires no stretch of ima-
gination to suppose, that the many species ofplants

and animals would hardly have been directly

formed, when, possibly, the whole of them miiiht

be produced imm two species of each genus. We
find that hybrid animals discover no defect of sex-
ual desires, and I do not think it violent to suppose,
that these might lead to the production of offspring,

were it not for some modification in the structure

of their sexual organs, which might require pecu-

liar circumstances to effect such an object. These
circumstances I have supposed simply to be, that
such animals should come into company with
others similarly descended, but Avith parents of
opposite sexes. I think it highly probable that

procreation would ensue from an association of the
itJraale mule with the male hinny, and vice versa.

We have mdubitable evidence that hybrids do
sometimes breed, and that Mr. Kilby of Nanse-
mond ha? a mare mule which has produced two
colts. (See vol. III. Farmers' Register, page 440.)
Now, suppose this gentleman were to put the mule
to an ass, and it should produce a colt differing in

sex from the one now living, there is much reason
to believe that a continuation of the mule as a dis-

tinct and independent species, might be kept up
from the two colts thus produced. If Mr. Kilby
should think proper to raise more colts from his

mule, I think it probable that he would find them
more hardy and serviceable vvhen produced from
the ass, than from the horse; the hinny—the pro-

geny of the horse and the she-ass—being said to

be a very delicate and useless animal.
Having tailed in my attempts for many years,

from a variety of accidents, to test the principle on
which the foregoing speculation is founded, by
using the different species of ducks, and finding

that Mr. Kilby has it in his power to make a fair

experiment, I have determined to submit the no-
tion to you, to him, and, if you think proper, to the

public, and am, sir.

Most respectfully,

Yours, &c.
A. B. C.
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EDMUND RUFFIN, EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR.

CLINE ON THE FORMATION OF ANIMALS.

To ihe Editor of the Fanners' Register.

Sir: It is notlonn; since I rcturnow from nn agri

cultural excursion throuji'li some of the most inte-

restinfj portions ofEngland and Scotland. Being

at Holkliam, NorlblU, the seat of Thos. Wm.
Coke, Esq. I met a large party ofagricnlturists

whose attention was much devoted to the im-

provement ot stock. Mr. Coke distributed in small

pamphlet form, a concise statement of the general

prniciples by which he had (or years been govern-

ed, in the selection and breeding of his stock

—

which is acknowledged to be among the finest in

that country.

I was not so fortunate as to obtain a printed co-

py of the pamphlet, but subsequently procured a

manuscript copy which I place at your disposal,

hoping you will give it an insertion in (he Regis-

ter, if you deem it worthy of being laid before your

readers. P. II.

July Uth, 1S36.

The form of domestic animals has been greatly

improved, by selecting with much care the best

formed for breeding; JDUt, the theory of improve-

ment has not been so well understood, that rules

could be laid down for directing the practice.

There is one point |)articularly, respecting which,

the opinions of breeders have much varied, which

is, whether crossing the breed be essential to im-

provement.
It is the intention of this communication to as-

certain in what instances crossing is proper, and in

what prejudicial; and the principles on which the

propriety of it depends.

It has generally been supposed that the breed of

animals is improved by the largest males. This

opinion has done considerable mischiefj and wouKI

have done more injury if it had not been counter-

acted by the desire of selecting animals of the best

form and proportion, which are rarely to be met
with m those ol' the largest size.

Experience has proved, that crossing has only

succeeded in an eminent degree, in those instances

in which the females were larger, than in the usual

proportion of females to n)ales; and that it has usu-

ally failed, when the males were disproportionally

large.

The infernal form of domestic animals has been

much studied, and the proportions are well ascer-

tained. But the external Ibrm is an indication on-

ly of internal structure. The principles of improv-

ing it, must therefore be f()unded on a knowledge
ol the structure and use of internal parts.

The lungs are of the first importance. It is on
their size and soundness, that the health and
etrength of an animal principally depends: their

power of converting food into nourishment, is in

proportion to their size. An animal with large

lungs, is capable of converting a given quantity of

food into more nourishment than one with smaller

lungs; and therefore, has a greater aptitude to fat-

ten.

Vol. IV-33

The Chest.

The external indications of the size of the lungs,
are the size and form of the chest, the Ibnn'^of
which should approach fo the figure of a cone,
leaving its apex situated between the shoulders,
and its base towards the loins.

The capacity of the chest depends on its form
more than on t'he extent of its circumference, for
where the girth is equal in two animals, one may
have much larger lungs than the other. A circle
contains more than an ellipsis of equal circumfer-
ence, and in proportion as the ellipsis deviates
from the circle, it contains loss. A deep chest,
theref()re, is not capacious, unless it is proportion-
ately broad.

The Pelvis.

The pelvis is the cavity formed by the junction
of the haunch-bones with the bone of the rump.
It is essential that this cavity should be large in
the female, that she may be enabled to brmgTbrth
her young with less difficult}-.

When this cavity is small, the life of the mother
and her offspring is endangered.
The size of the pelvis is chiefly indicated by the

width of the hips, and the breadth of the twist,
which is the space between the thighs.
The breadth of the loins is always in proportion

to that of the chest and pelvis.

The Head.

The head should be small, by which the birth
is much fiicilitaled; the smallness affords other ad-
vantages, and generally indicates that the animal
is ot a good breed.

Horns are useless to domestic animals, and they
are often causes of accidents. It is not difhcult to
breed animals without horns.

The breeders of horned cattle and horned sheep,
sustain a loss more extensive than they may con-
ceive; for it is not the horns alone, but also much
more bone in the skulls of such animals to support
their horns, for which the butcher pays nothing;
and besides this, there is an additional quantity of
ligament and muscle in the neck, which is of stiiall

value.

The skull of a ram with its horns weighed five
times more than another skull which was hornless.
IJolh these skulls were taken from sheep of the
same age, each being four years old. The great
difference in weight depended chiefly on the horns,
tor the lower jaws were nearly equal; one weigh-
ing seven ounces, and the other six ounces and
three quarters, which proves that the natural size

of the head was nearly the same in both, indepen-
dantly of the horns, and the thickness of bone
which supports them.

In a horned animal, the skull is extremely thick.

In a hornless animal, it is much thinner, especially

in that part where the horns usually grow.
To those who have not reflected on the subject,

it may appear of little importance whether sheep
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and cattle have horns or no; but on a very mode-
rate calculation it will be found that the loss in

farming stock, and also in the diminution of animal

food, is very considerable, from the production of

horns and their appendaires. A mode of breeding

which would prevent the production of these,

would aflord a considerable profit in an increase ol

meat and wool, and other valuable parts.

The length of the neck should be proportioned

to the height of the animal, that it may collect its

ibod with ease.

Hie Muscles.

The muscles, and tendons which are their ap-

pendages, should be large, by which an animal is

enabled to travel with greater facility.

TTie Bones.

The strength of an animal does not depend on

the size of the bones, but on that oi' the muscles.

Many animals with large bones are weak, their

muscles being small.

Animals that were imperfectly nourished during

growth, have their bones disproportionately large.

Ifsuch deficiency of nourishment originated from

a constitutional defect, which is the most frequent

cause, they remain weak during life. Large bones,

therefore, generally indicate an imperfection in the

organs of nutrition.

On the Improvement of Form.

To obtain the most approved fbnn, two modes of

breeding have been practised; one by the selection

of individuals of the same family, called breeding
in and in: the other, by selecting males and fe-

males from different varieties of the same species,

which is called crossing the breed.

When a particular variety approaches perfection

in form, breeding in and in may be the better

practice; especially for those who are not well

acquainted with the principles on which improve-
ment depends.
When the male is much larger than the female,

the offspring is generally of an imperfect form. If
the female be proportionably larger than the male,
the oflspring is of an improved form.
For instance, if a well-formed large ram be put

to ewes proportionably small, the lambs will not
be so well-shaped as their parents; and if a small
ram be put to large ewes, the lambs will be of an
improved form.

The proper method of improving the forms of

animals, consists in selecting a well-formed female
proportionably larger than the male.
The im|)rovement depends on this principle, that

the po'-ver of the female to supply her offspring

with nourishment, is in proportion to her size, and
thepowerof nourishing herself from the excellence
of her constitution.

The size of the fojfua is generally in proporhon
to that of the male parent, and therefore when the
female parent is disproportionably small, the quan-
tity of nourishment is deficient, and the olfsprinfr

hfis all the disproportions of a starveling.
But when the female from her size and good

constitution, is more than adequate to the nourish-
ment of a foetus of a smaller male than herself^ the
growth must be proportionably greater.

The larger female has also a greater quantity of

milk, and her offspring is more abundantly supplied

with nourishment after birth.

To produce the best formed animals, abundant
nourishment is necessary, from the earliest period

of its existence until its growth is entire.

It has been observed in the beginning of the pa-

per, that the power to prepare the greatest quantity

of nourishment from a given quantity of food, de-

pends principally on the magnitude of the lungs

to which the organs of digestion are subservient.

To obtain animals with large lungs, crossing is

the most expeditious, because well formed females

may be selected from a variety of a large size, to

be put to a well formed male of a variety that is

rather smaller.

By such a method of crossing, the lungs and
heart become proportionably larger, in consequence
of a peculiarity in the circulation of the foetus^

which causes a larger proportion of the blood un-
der such circumstances, to be distributed to the

lungs, than to the other parts of the body, and as

theshape and size of the chest, depend on that of

the lungs, hence arises the remarkably large chest

which is produced by crossing with females that

are larger than the males.

The practice according to this principle of im-
provement, however, ought to be limited; for it may
be carried to such an extent, that the bulk of the
body might be so disproportioned to the size of the
limbs, as to prevent the animals from moving with
sufBcicnt facility.

In animals where activity is required, this prac-

tice should not be extended so fiir as in those

which are intended for the food of man.

On the Character of Animals.

By character in animals is here meant those ex-
ternal appearances by which the varieties of the
same species are distinguished. The characters
of both parents are observed in their offspring, but
that of the male most frequently, predominates.
This may be illustrated in the breeding of horned
animals, among which there are many varieties

of sheep, and some of cattle, which are horned.
If a hornless ram be put to a horned ewe, al-

most all the lambs will be hornless, partaking of
the character of the male, more than of the fe-

male parent.

In some counties, as Norfolk, Wilkshire, and
Dorsetshire, most of the sheep have horns. In
Norfolk, the horns may be got rid of by crossing
with Ryland rams, which would also improve the
form of the chest and the quantity of the wool.

In Wilkshire, and Dorsetshire, the same im-
provement might be made by crossing the sheep,
with Souih-dovvn rams.
An offspring without horns might be obtained

from the Devon cattle, by crossing with the Iiorn-

less bulls of the Galloway breed. This would
also improve the form of the chest, which the De-
vons are often deficient in.

Examples of the good effects of Crossing the

Breed.

TIic great improvement of the breed of horses
in England arose from crosses with the diminutive
stallions, Barbs, and Arabians; and the introduc-
tion of Flanders mares into this country, was tlic
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source of improvements in the breed of cart

horses.

The form of swine has also been greatly im-

proved by crossing with the small Chinese boar.

Examples of the bad effects of Crossing the

Breed.

When it became the fashion in London to i\nvci

Jarge bay horses, the farmers in Yorkshire put

their mares to much larger stallions than usual,

and thus did infinite mischief to their breed by

producing a race of small chcstetl, long legged,

large headed, worthless animals.

A similar project was adopted in Normandy to

enlarge the breed of horses there, b}' the use of

staLimis from flolstein; and in consequence, the

best breed of horses in France would have been

spoiled had not the farmers discovered their mis-

take in time, by observing the offspring much
inferior in form to that of the native stallions.

Some graziers in the Isle of Shepley conceived

that they could improve their sheep by large Lin-

colnshire rams, the produce of which was howe-
ver much inferior in the shape of the carcase, and

the quality of the wool, and their flocks were
greatly injured by this attempt to improve them.

Attempts to improve the native animals of a

countrj-, and by any plan of crossing should be

made with the greatest caution; for by a mistaken

practice extensively pursued, irreparable mischief

may be done.

In any country where a particular race of ani-

mals has continued for centuries, it may be pre-

sumed that their constitution is adapted to the food

and climate.

The pliancy of the animal economj^ is such, as

that an animal will gradually accommodate itself

to very great vicissitudes in climate and altera-

tions in food, and by degrees undergo great changes
in constitution; but these changes can be effected

only by degrees, and may oficn require a gi-eat

number of successive generations for their accom-
plishment-

It may be proper to improve the form of a na-

tive race, but at tlie same time it may be a very in-

judicious attempt to enlarge the size.

The size of animals is commonly adapted to

the soil which they inhabit. Where produce is

nutritive and abundant, the animals are large,

having grown proportionally to the quantity of

food which for generations they have been accus-

tomed to obtain. W here the produce is scanty the

animals are small, being proportioned to the quantity

of food which they are able to procure—of these

contrasts the sheep of Lincolnshire, and of Wales,
are examples. The sheep of Lincolnshire would
starve on the mountains of Wales.

Crossing the breed of animals may be attended

with bad effects in various ways and that even
when adopted in the beginning on a good princi-

ple; for instance, suppose some larger ewes, than
those of the native breed were taken to the moun-
tains of Wales and put to the rams of that coun-
try—if these foreign ewes were fed in proportion

to their size, their lambs would be of an improved
form, and larger in size than the native animals;
but the males produced by this cross though of
a good form would be disproportionate in size to

the native ewes, and therefore, if permitted to mix
with them^ would be productive of a starveling

informed progeny. Thus a cross which was at

first an improvement would by giving occasion to

a contrary cross ultimately prejudice the breed.

The general mistake in crossing has arisen from
an attempt to increase the size of a native race of
animals, being a fruitless effort to counteract the

laws of nature.

The Arabian horses are in general the most
perfect in the world; which probably has arisen

Ir-om great care in selection and also from being

unmixed with any variety of the same species; the

males there(()re have never been dieproportioned

to the size of the females.

The native horses of India are small, but well

proportioned, and good of their kind. With the

intention of increasing their size, the India com-
pany have adopted a plan of sending large stal-

lions to India. If these stallions should be exten-

sively used, a disproportioned race must be the re-

sult, and a valuable breed of horses may be irre-

trievably spoiled.

From theory, from practice, and from extensive

observation, which is more to be depended on than
either, it is reasonable to form this

Condusion.

It is wrong to enlarge a native breed of animals;
for in proportion to their increase of size they be-

come worse in form, less hardy, and more liable to

disease.

From t!ie Silkworm.

SILK CULTURE PUOPOSED AT CAPE FLORIDA.

Cape Florida Light-House, jjpril, 15, 1836.

Sir,—I have lately seen a publication entitled

the Silkworm, published under your direction; and
supposing you interested in the successful cultiva-

tion of the article to which it is directed, I take
the liberty, although a stranger, to address you a
few lines—not for tfie purpose of furnishing you
with any additional information on the subject

—

but merely, through your paper, to call the atten-
tion of the public (or that portion of it who feel

an interest in the manuflicture of Silk) to Cape
Florida, as a part of our country best calculated

lor the production of this article. I have, for the

last eleven yeais, resided at this establishment, as
keeper of the light-house and revenue or custom-
house ofncer for this collection district. I have it

therefore in my power to speak correctly, as to the
climate, the lands in the neighborhood, and their

fitness for the propagation of the silkworm, the

rearing of the Mulberry trees, and the manufac-
ture of silk.

IVIy present residence is on an island, near Cape
Florida, distant six miles fi'om the main. The
soil is altogether sand and gravel, on which no
vegetable can be raised.* My family, amount-
ing to near twenty, have for the last eleven vears

been altogether strangers to fevers, or disease of

any kind; indeed, I may with truth assure you that

there is no spot in America, where a settler can
with more certainty calculate on the enjoyment of
uninterrupted health, than at this place, and the

* The next paragraph shows that the writer meam
the smaller veg'^tabK-s, and not trees.—Ed. Far Reo.
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immediate iiciiphliorhood. During the period

nicnlioned (say yince 1825) I have never seen a

Irost on tiiis island. I liave around my dwelling

near twenty mulberry trees, which iiave grown to

a large size. I have also several young trees ol"

the niorits muUlcaulis, which appear so little al-

tected by the winter that tliey do not even cast

their leaves. 1 liavo on the main, immediately

opposite this place, a farm on which I have col-

lected a number of tropical fruit trees. There are

now on it 1000 banana and about 500 plantain

trees in hill bearing; and with the excei)tion of the

winter of 1834, they have never been aiiected by

the cold. At this place the morns muUicaulis has
been planted, and thrives well; and I will venture

to assert that their growth has been flir more rapid

than it would have been in a more northern situa-

tion. As a proofof this, allow me to stale, that on

the 23d of December last, I cut off si.K small

limbs or twigs, from a tree of the mvlticaulisj they

were stuck into the ground, and were not agam
seen by any one, until last week. I then found,

notwithstanding the lateness of the season, that

they had taken root, and had become thriving lit-

tle shrubs and full of leaves.

I have thought it necessary to enter into these

details for the purpose of bringing the question

fairly before you, and by this means submitting it

to the consideration of those men at the north,

who are disposed to enter into the manufacture of

silk, whether it cannot be attempted with more
certainty of success at Cape Florida than in any
other part of the United States. I am myself dis-

posed to enter into the business, and would wil-

lingly join any gentleman possessed of a small
capital. My lands and fences are now in a situ-

ation to receive the trees for planting. 1 have on-

ly one doubt on the subject, and I will candidly
state it. I have never been able to obtain any oi

the ecgs of the silkworm, and therefore cannot de-

termine myself whether the moschetocs, which
swarm here from the first of May to the first of

November, will or will not kill the worms. Our
trees and shrubs during the summer are covered
Avith small worms : on these the moscheto has no
effect; and I am disposed to believe that sufficient

precautions could be used for their preservation.

It will afibrd me pleasure to give all the informa-
tion in my power to any one feeling an interest in

the subject.—Letters directed as below will be at-

tended to.

In conclusion, allow me to enquire, if the citi-

7:ens of the north can with any prospect of suc-
cess embark in the manuflicture of silk, and in a
country where the worms cannot live or be propa-
gated for more tlian lour months, how much more
profitable would it be at Cape Florida, where the
winters are sufliciently mild to allow the trees to

retain their leaves through the year, and when the
worms would be raised every month in the year.

If you can do it I should be glad if you would
send me a few of the eggs as a trial.

Very respectfully, sir,

Your most obedient servant,

JOHN UUBOSE.

rice IS quite swelled out; you may add a tea-

spoonful or two of sugar, but it will do well with-
out. Feed them three times a daj', in common
pans, giving thrm only as much as will quite fill

them at once. When you boil fresh, let ihe j.aiis be
set in water, that no sourness may he convoyed to

the fowls, as that prevents theinfi'om liutening.

Give them clean water, or the milk of rice, to

drink; but the less wet the latter is when perfectly

soaked the better. By this method the flesh will

have a clear whiteness which no other food gives;

and when it is considered how far a pound of rice

will go, and how much time is saved by this mode,
it will be found to be cheap.

From tlie New England Farmer.

TO FATTEN FOWLS OU CIIICKEKS IN FOUR OK
FIVE DAYS.

Set rice over the fire with skimmed milk, only
as much as will serve one day. Let it boil till the

THE BEE iMAUTIN AND HAWKS.

Extract from the Genesee Farmer.

There is another class of birds, such as the

Martin and Kingbird, which have been generally

placed among the depredators, and warred upon
accordingly. The complaint against these is not

that they destroy the corn, or infest the grain fields

or fruit orchards of the fiirmer, but that they des-

troy the honey bee. It has been the opinion of
some writers on natural history, that this was not

the fact; they have believed that the kingbird, [bee

martin] for instance, fed only on the drone; but

since the subject was agitated in the Farmer a
year or two since by Thomas and Allen, we have
shot some for the |)urpose of examination, and
found that, though the contents of the stomach
mostl)' consisted of the large ox and horse fly, and
the drone, there was now and then a real working
bee that had fallen a prey like the others. This
fiict however has not satisfied us that he should be
proscribed; on the contrary, we think these birds

do fiir moie good than hurt, and are worthy of pro-

tection. So far as we are concerned, they are wel-

come to now and then a working bee, so long as

they will make such havoc among the drones and
the ox or horse fly; and we are always glad when
we see the kingbird constructing his nest on the

premises, considering it a proof that no hawk will

be allowed to forage around the barn-yard with im-
punity.

Although as a farmer we have placed a black

mark on the hawk family, we consider the scale

of good and evil nearly balanced in their case; and
think that the loss of a stragling chicken now and
then is nearly or quite compensated by the slaugh-
ter of some scores of weazels, snakes, and mice,

in the course of the year. We accordingly treat

the hawk on the let-us alone principle, rarely put-

ting ourselves much out of the way to kill them,
so long as they pursue their legitimate Avaj' of get-

ting a living, and do not become intrusive.

IMPROVEMENT OF WORN LAND.

To Uie Editor of tlie Farmers' Register.

I submitted some reflections on the improvement
of worn land some time since, with the determina-
tion that 1 would persevere in the attempt to im-
prove n;y own farm, one of the first settled in my
county.

I have advanced, as I said F would, step by step.

The thin land, such as would produce not more
than a barrel of corn to the thousand hills, I have
been manuring for tobacco, and last year made a
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respectable crop on such land. It is a soil free

land, ami sasC(|iptible ofiniprovcrnent. At the fall,

the kuul was sown in wheat, and in Febrnary, in

clover; the crop of wheat is good and the clover

ver}^ proniisinii'.

A piece of land adjacent mana£fed in I he same
way the vear before, a part of which was very much
exhausted, has produced an excellent crop of clo-

ver, much mixed with herd's grass, (the product

of seeds brought in manure from the stable.)

I am now jjerfectly satisfied that our exhausted
lands may be restored to their original fertility; and
so confident I am in the success of the undertak-

ing, that it is a matter of choice to pitch a part of

my tobacco crop in such land every year. Indeed,

if we were to change our system, and cultivate all

of our highly manured tobacco lots in grain and
grass, we should do what is but sheer justice to our

native land. Tobacco mainly killed the soil, and
tobacco is justly chargeable with the expense of

restoring it.

The improvement of land for corn to much ex-

tent, is not to be expected in the present circum-
stances of the country. Tobacco is the staple

crop, and all the manure that can be raised is in

requisition for the tobacco land. Now, if the thin-

ner land is manured, and cultivated in tobacco. I

feel no hesitation in saying (preposterous as the

advocates for manuring the richer lands may think

it,) the product will be in favor of the poorer land.

The tobacco will be respectable, the wheat and
clover following luxuriant, and the land raised in

value 200 per cent.

The manuring of such land should commence
. early in the fall, covering the land with leaves, or

such litter as can be conveniently had, in addition

to which, the stable or farm-pen manure is indis-

pensable. The first manuring will then be effec-

tual, putting the land in heart for what is to fol-

low.

In these remarks, I wish not to be understood as

recommending the improvement and cultivation of

the most exhausted land, to the neglect of a better

subject for improvement. Any lands that are

turfed and would produce more than a barrel to

the thousand hills, would certainly be preferable,

requiring less manure. The opinion is fast gain-

ing ground, that lands that have long been aban-
doned as commons, and grown up in pines, &c.
if taken up and judiciously managed, produce the

finest tobacco. The reason is obvious; these lands
were originally the richest; our fathers cleared

their best lands first, and as in all new countries,

supposed they could not injure them by cultivation.

The same system is progressing in Mississippi,

and the same result may be expected.
Several of my neighbors have tobacco in lands

that produced little or no corn when last cultivated;

the lands have been manured by no means heavi-
ly, and ti-om present prospects, the tobacco promi-
ses to be good. They covered the land with
leaves in the fall and winter.

The improvement of land will advance with the
facilities of intercourse; roads, canals and the navi-
gation of the rivers, are now receiving more atten-

tion. The public highways are under the manage-
ment of the county courts, and to improve them sys-
tematically, thfe Legislature has wisely thrown the
responsibility on each county to make such im-
provements on such roads as they may think pro-
per. May we hope they will use the power grant-

ed for the good of the Commonwealth? Will the
[)cople shrink from a public duty wisely imposed
on all males of sixteen, and under sixty? I cannot
think they will.

V^irginia i)rcscnls a wide field for all the im-
provemcnls of the day. It is a dear land to all her
sons. The traveller to the distant west, can tell

his own feelings best, when after a lon<r and wea-
risome journey he enters on the Old Dominion,
his YirgiJiia feelings are awakered, his attach-

ment is renewed, and all his speculations become
insignificant, when he thinks of having to leave
his native land; but restless spirits must and will

go—"there is much land to possess," the land was
made to be peopled, and so let it be.

Cut to the question. What is gained by remo-
val to the west? A man who has a large and ex-
pensive family, desiring to settle his children, may,
for the sake of them, meet the sacrifice of the con-
veniences of an oldercountry, his own comfort, and
go. But can he look at the expense of building

such houses as he will leave, and clearing the hea-
vily timbered lands of the west, and not see that

the same amount expended in improving a good
old Virginia estate would be as profitable? It is

estimated to cost about ^10 to clear an acre of
land in the west; add to this the lowest price per

acre, ^1 25, and tlien erect such houses as a per-

manent settlement requires, and you have the cost

of a western estate.

Has it occurred to many readers of the Register,

that it is about as easy to improve an acre of land
as to clear one? The felling of timber, grubbing
the undergrowth, mauling rails to fence the land,

the coultering and putting in order new land for a
crop, consumes more lime than to litter the same
quantity with such means as may be had on most
fi;irms. It is worthy of experiment.
The friends of agriculture have much to encour-

age them; they should renew their diligence and
utterly disregard the sneers of those who ridicule

all improvement. The grand canal ofNew York,
with the able (Jlinton at the helm, was considered

a most preposterous undertaking. Clinton was dri-

ven fi^om the distinguished station of Commissioner,
but the work went on, was accomplished, and
serves as a monument to perpetuate the fame of
its projector. Yes, a more durable monument
than the pyramids of Egypt, or such an one as is

proposed to honor the immortal Washington; a
structure to look on, rather than to answer any use-

ful end, more to signalise the folly of the people,

than to honor him who has all honor, who will live

forever in the memory of a grateful people, with-

out the adventitious aid of a sculptor or painter.

A system of improvement simple and practical,

the community demands; and if, sir, the Register

should be the instrument of setting in motion, (as

I believe it will,) the real improvement of this once
fertile Old Dominion, the state will remember the

efforts on your part to accomplish the end in views
S. D. M.

MIIVERAL, BIANURES.

[Continued from page 249.]

jlpplicaiion of marl.

Many farmers either lay marl upon land sown
with tares, thus making a bastard fallow; or they
apply it to grass land, or to a clover ley, to be bro-
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ken up in the following vear. The latter is cer-

tainlv the preferable, as well as the most general

practice, (or it not alone produces an abundance of

good pasture, but it affords time for the season to

operate in bringing the marl into a fit state for fu-

ture tillage crops, which cannol be done in the com-

mon course of cropping, because it becomes buried

by the plough belore it is properly mixed with the

soil, especially if turned in deep the first earth. It

should, therefore, be allowed sufficient time to

sink, and eat itself into the the surface, before it is

ploughed up. This, however, i*s by some persons

carried to an absurd length, as they occasionally

spread a coat of marl upon the green sward, and

leave itthere unploughed for manyyears, in which

case the grass receives considerable detriment, for

the marl Ihen sinlcs downwards in a body, without

incorporating with the soil; though, when it has

lain a long tune in this state, the subsequent crops

of corn have been found to be enormous*. If laid

upon grass, it may be carried out during all periods

of the'^year in which the crop is not in a forward

state of growth; but if applied to arable land in-

tended lor immediate cultivation, the months of

June and July,or soon afterthe autumn seed-time,

are considered the best for its application. If laid

on a short time previous to winter, its effect is also

generally prompt, because, except it be of a very

tenacious kind, the action of the cold and rain com-

monly divide it in time, to be thoroughly amalga-

mated with the soil by the tillage of a summer liil-

lovv. If however, it "be only applied during the

spring months, this cannot be so properly carried

into execution, for it requires the winter's rain and

frost to crumble it, and it consequently has but lit-

tle power upon the year's crop. A complete sum-

mer fallow is, undoubtedly, the best mode of

bringing it into perfect operation : but not only is

the expense often objected to, but there is also a

strong prejudice entertained by many persons

against liillowing—into which it is not our present

object to inquire, although we necessarily shall

have occasion to notice it hereafter.

It is almost superfluous to add, that, m what-
ever manner it be applied, it must be equally spread

over the land; and if' there should be any large

lumps remaining, these should be broken with mal-

lets, or clotting-beetles, in the same manner as

chalk, before it is ploughed in. This, however, is

not usually done until the marl has partaken of

both one sununer's sun and one winter's frost;

and should the previous season have proved unfa-

vourable to the reduction of the marl to small par-

ticles, the process, in some cases, costs so much,
that, when laid upon grass or clover, it is often

found more advisable to leave the ground unbro-

ken during another year. Then, when well

crumbled, dry weather should be chosen for rol-

Img and harrowing it—a first time with heavy
rollers and drags, and a second, after it has been
exposed to rain, and has been again dried : in short,

until it has been rendered as small as possible; af-

ter which it should be lightly ploughed m, again
harrowed, and receive from two to four plough-
ings, according to the condition of the soil. The
intermixture of the marl with the earth cannot, in

fact, be too complete; for whatever proportion re-

* Dickson's Original Report of Lancashire, Steven-
son's edit., p- 490

mains uncombined with the soil, will not alone fail

of producing the intended effect, butjvill have one
of an opposite and prejudicial tendency.
The quantity of marl which it may be prudent

to apply to the land depends entirely on the nature

of the soil, and the properties of the marl: the

more calcareous is the latter, the greater is the

effect which it will produce, as a stimulant; and
shell marl possesses, besides, the additional power
of nourishing the soil by the vegetable and animal

mould with which it is combined. This species^

was formerly profusely used on every sort of

ground, but at present the average amount applied

to land of the medium kind is from 30 to 40, or, if

it be very lifrht, only 25 cartloads, of 16 cubic fiiet

per acre. Land of the latter quality may, indeed,

be readily over marled; as by repeated marling, in

large quantities, the suriace'of poor ground may
he rendered so loose that, in some cases, it has not

afforded a sufficient hold to the roots of corn and
grass*. Double the quantity may, however, be

laid upon strong cohesive soils, for it is not so easy

to give them too large a dose; but if cold, wet, or

moorish, great circumspection is requisite in the

application of this marl, for if the land be not pre-

viously well drained, it will only increase its tena-

city.

The earthy marls, if much mixed with clay, are

only fit for light soils; and, if applied to them, the

quantity must be increased in proportion to the

deficiency of calcareous matter. When of good
quality, containing about 20 to 25 per cent, of cal-

careous or chalky substance, they are commonly
laid upon such land to the thickness of an inch;

which will require 135 cubic yards, or about 200

single-horse cart-loads per acref- sandy marl,

though generally more calcareous; yet being dug
up with less labour, is often used upon clays with

greater fr-eedom; and we have already seen the

great extent to which stony marl is sometimes ap-

plied J. In many parts, however; where the ef-

fects of marl have been extensively experienced,

these quantities have been diminished one-halfj

with nearly, if not entirely, the same immediate

effect upon the crops, though its power has been

less durable, and has in most cases altogether

ceased at the end of at most a dozen years; but,

then, it admits of the following advantages—

a

fiirmer may be able to afford half the expense,

when the whole amount may be beyond his means;

or, at the same time, he can marl double the ex-

tent of land, and he can reap all the probable ben-

efit within the term of a moderate lease. Nor is

this all; for, supposing him to have the freehold

—

it has been found, tJiat when large quantities of

* Perth Report; and Appendix to that of Chpshire,

No. 3-

f Clay-marl is not iincommonly laid upon light soils

to the extent of two roods, eacli containing 64 cubic

yards; but on lieavy land, half tliat quantity per acre is

considered a good covering.—Chesfiire Report, p. 222.

\ See p. 30S. Throughout many part? of Scotland it

is applied at the rate of 200 to 300 small cart-loads per

Scotch acre,—equal to 160 to 240 per imperial acre.

It is there commonly applied to grass land, and allow-

ed to remain one or more winters on the surface, until

completely reduced by the frost.—Survey of Moray-
shire, pp. 21-320; Foriaishire, p. 407.
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marl have been laid upon the land, though its ef- 1

fects last longer, yet, unless cultivation be carried

on with great intelligence and care, these are at

length worn out, and by severe cro|)ping to repay
!

the expense, large tracts ot" mailed land have been

much exhausted. In such cases, too, a second

application has been attended with very little ben-

efit; whereas, when it has been laid on in moder-
ate quantities, a second and further applications

have been successful; the reason of which evident-

ly is, that, in the first instance, the fertility of the

mould was either exhausted by the chemical effect

of the marl, or that, the soil being of a heavy
kind, and the marl containing too great a propor-

tion of clay, this addition became injurious; while,

in the second, dung had been applied in aid of the

marl, or, its earthy properties bcinff of a nature op-

posed to those of the soil, assisted in its ameliora-

tion. The latter of which suppositions is, indeed,

supported by the fact, that when a second applica-

tion of clay-marl has failed, lime has been laid up-

on the same land with sensibly good effects*.

It has also been observed, in those places where
marl is applied to the land in small quantities at

stated distances of time, and where a sufficiency

of dung is likewise used, that when weeds of any
peculiar species push forward with extraordinary

vigor, marl, if accompanied by a clean fallow,

not onl}' destroys them, but produces better corn

than when dung has been laid on alone, though
also upon a fallow, and instead of marl: which has
been thought to be accounted lor by the exuber-

ance of the weeds proving that the soil is already

abundantly furnished with nutritive matter lor the

promotion of vegetation, but that it is more appro-

priate to the production of the weed with which
the ground is covered, than to cereal crops:

whence it has been inferred, that the chemical ac-

tion oi" the marl probably changes the nature of
the mould.

t

The durability of the effects of marl necessarily

depends upon its power over the soil. A very
large dose of argilaceous, or clayey marl, amelior-

ates sandy soils to such a sensible degree by the
consistence which it affords to the land, that, ifpro-

per attention be paid to its complete combination
with the surface, and to the prevention, by careful

culture, of its sinking to the subsoil, as well as to

the employment of putrescent manure, the im-
provement thus effected will be found permanent.
When laid on in smaller quantities, its effect and
duration will, on those light soils, of course, be
proportionate; but on clays, as its chief power con-
sists in the calcareous matter which it contains, its

greatest effect is apparent when the land is brought
into the second course of tillage, after which it

gradually begins to decline, and after six or eight
crops have been grown, it usually ceases to operate.
No rule can therefore belaid down for its value
among tenants upon a change in the occupation
of the land, and it can only be estimated by the
opinion generally prevalent throughout those parts
of the country where it is used.

It is extensively employed throughout Cheshire,
Lancashire, Shropshire, Staffordshire, and most of

the midland counties, in almost every part of

which it is found, but in the greatest abundance
where the prevailing soil is a clay, or a clayey loam.

It is there generally red, dark brown, or bluish-gray,

intersected with veins of light yellow, of a greasy

touch when moist, and friable when dry : the land

where this species of marl forms the subsoil is like-

wise very commonly found to be of first-rate qual-

itv. There is also an excellent kind of marl some-
times met with, which is vulgarly called dove-dung,

from resembling that of pigeons. Under sandy or

mixed soils it is also very frequently met with, but

usually at a more considerable depth. It is some-
times laid on the green sward in winter; and after

being acted upon by the frost, is ploughed in the

! f]jllowing spring, usually for oats. If, however, al-

lowed to lie for twelve or eighteen months, it will

have a still bettereffect; for the successive changes

of the atmosphere moulder it down, and the roots

of the grass combine it with the surface of the

I irround, by which means it becomes more benefi-

I

cial to the following crop than if stirred immedi-
i ately bv the tillage of a fallow*. Marling on ffil-

! lows is^ however, practised to a very considerable

[

extent, and is there found generally productive of

irreat benefit to the soil. It is spread, immediately

after being carted, upon the land, but its pulveriza-

i
tion is leftalmost entirely to the atmosphere. Some
kinds are much more easily reducible to a powde-

ry state than others, and the difierence determines,

in many instances, the propriety of their respective

{

application. On the stiff clfiylands, or where im-

j

mediate crops are the direct object of marling,

j

those marls which pulverize with the greatest ra-

pidity on exposure to the weather contain the lar-

1 eest portion of calcareous matter, and are, there-

j

fore, found the most beneficial. On light sandy

I
soil, or Avhere marl is employed with a view of

producing durable effects, the more tenacious kinds

may also be used with even greater advantage.

Under the latter mode of application, the effects

produced on the soil are not, indeed, evident until

afier repeated ploughings, and they frequently

continue to manifest themselves during a long pe-

riod, f

There is, however, a bad sort of red clay-rnarl,

as well as a kind of brown shining clay, sometimes

mistaken by farmers for marl, which, having been

dug out of almost every field, and laid during ma-
nyliges on some heavy soils, has increased their

tenacity, and rendered them less fit lor the pur-

poses of agriculture. Its effects are, indeed, so

apparently unfi^vorable, that its further use has

been prohibited to the tenantry on the estates of

the Duke of Sutherland, in Staffordshire and Sa-

lop, and a distinct line in the appearance of the

crops now points out with precision the land which

was formerly so treated. Of this fiict all the intel-

liffent part of the tenantrv are themselves convin-

ced, though some are still so wedded to their old

customs, That they lament the regulation which
excludes its usej.

Marl is, also, t'enerallyused in Norfolk, in which

* Berwickshire report. Naismith, on Manures
Gon. Report of Scotland; App. vol. ii. p 75.

t Thaer, Principcs Raisoniics d'Agriculture, 2de ed.
torn xi. p. 415.

* Arthur Youns's Essay on Manures, in the Papers

of the Bath and West of England Society, vol. x., p.

106,

t Holland's Survey of Cheshire, p. 233.

\ Loch's Account of the Improvements on the Es-

tates of the Marouis of Stafford (now Duke of Suther-

land), p. 190.
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county it is found of better quality, and of easier

access, than in most other parts of the kingdom.
By Mr. Blaikie, it is described as having a hard,

dry, and slaty appearance, when first dug from the

pit, and possessing about the same proportion of

lime as the Norfolk clay, which contains a large

proportion of calcareous earth; the only difference

between them seeming to consist in the one being

a little more friable than the other; so that they

are very commonly confounded,— ' one practical

man calling that substance clay, wnich another,

equally conversant in such matters, terms marl*.^

By other persons, another species is mentioned as

a white, pure, calcareous substance, like chalk,

though sometimes streaked with yellow, but tat

and unctuous. When found of any other colour,

it is, indeed, said that fixrmcrs can scarcely be per-

suaded that it is marl; but although this kind pos-

sesses greater purity than the former, yet there

are many other sorts of very strong quality. On
its first discovery it was seldom laid upon the land

at a less rate than from 80 to 100 loads, each con-

taining as much as a wagon with three horses

could draw, and its effects were found to last, on

some soils, full twenty years. This system has,

however, been latterly corrected, and the quantity

now laid upon the land does not usually exceed

40 to 50 tons per acre. It imparts tenacity to the

soil, and where that is composed of a mixture of

sand and loam, or of sand and gravel, it causes

great improvement; but on land of so loose a tex-

ture as to consist almost wholly of sand, it has

been found, in the course of years, to form a reten-

tive subsoil, which has proved injurious. It has.

indeed, been shown, in some instances, that on

land of the latter description, clay has had a better

effect.

In the earliest stages of improvement in the

Norfolk husbandry, some farmers, from experien-

cing the evils of a want of firmness in their poor

sands, marled at the rate of 120 to 150 cubical

yards per acre; the consequence of which was
what they call setting: the firmness was produ-

ced, but at the expense of the friability of the soil,

which was thus rendered too tenacious, so that it

is at present found preferable to give a moderate

dose at first, and to repeat it at a future period.

This prejudicial effect, arising from marl, is very

remarkable; for the clay, sand, and lime of Avhich

it is composed would not. if thrown promiscuously

over a field, produce the same eflects; and when
laid upon the land, they indicate no improper pro-

portions, nor any which are not found in very rich

soils. It may, therefore, contain other ingredients

which have not yet been detected by chemists; and,

as has been imagined—perhaps not unjustly—by
Arthur Young, ' it arises from the addition not be-

ing so well assimilated with the sand, as in soils

of a natural texture it is rather a mixture than an
incorporation. 't There is, indeed, reason to sup-

pose that marl derives much of its beneficial qual-

ities, as a maimre, rather from the complete amal-

* Treatise on Mildew, 2d edit. p. 26. 'Tfie sub-
stance called clay, in many other districts, contains a

larg;er proportion of alnmen, or clay proper, with a ve-

ry limited quantity of lime, and is, consequently, not
adapted for husbandry purposes; at least, not upon te-

nacious soils.'

t Papers of tlie Bath A^^ricultural Society, vol. x.

p- 108.

gamation of the various substances of which it is

composed, than from any other cause.
Mr. Marshall, in his Rural Economy of Norfolk,

enters into a chemical investigation of the nature
of the marls, which, though too long for insertion

here, is well worthy of attention; in which he des-
cribes that of the white, or rather yellow kind, as
one of the best and most lasting species of fossil

manures. Twelve cart-loads—according to his

account—change the nature of the land in the se-
cond year after it is laid on; and most of the ex-
hausting weeds which impoverish the soil, and
choke the corn in its infancy, being effectually des-
troyed, it consequently has a great tendency to

keep the land clean; also bracing the pores of the
earth, and increasing its fertility to a surprising de-
gree. Its benefits, hesays, are felt throughout full

thirty years; when a second marling of about half
the origmal quantity may with propriety be used;
but it has been found, by experience, that it does
better the second lime, if applied as a compost
with earth of a sort different from that of the .soil

on which it is laid; or with mud, and more especial-

ly with dung. To this it may also be observed,
that lime is not unfrecjuently ^dded; though, as
lime and marl both partake of the same properties,

the mixture of the former only has the eflect of

strengthening the compound.
It thus appears that not only do the >spccies of

marl vary in several parts of" the kingdom, but in

some parts there are kinds which, though seem-
ingly quite distinct from each other, ha\e yet been
found, on trial, to possess precisely similarqualities;

for we learn that experiments on a considerable
scale have been tried in the New Forest, in Hamp-
shire, on three different sorts, dug out of the same
pit, namely,—yellow, at about four feet below the
surface, blue in the middle, and shelly-marl under-
neath; and yet, although from all the accounts
which have been received of the latter, its proper-

ties are superior to those of the two former, still,

in these instances, no other ditierencc was obser-

vable in the crops during many years, except that

the «hell-inarl rendered the land rather the most
friable*.

That marl materially benefits land on which it

is judiciously used, admits of no kind of doubt.

Much difference of opinion is, however entertain-

ed respecting the manner in which it operates,

—

most ftu'mers conceiving that its only value con-

sists in the calcareous matter with which it is com-
bined; others, that its principal advantage arises

from the bulk and consistency which it imparts to

the ground; and some, that the improvement which
it occasions is chiefly owing to its mechanical ac-

tion on the texture of the soil. Upon an attentive

consideration of the subject, it will, however, ap-
pear, that a ccrlain portion of its utility as a ma-
nure is derived from each of the throe sources

which have been assigned. With regard to the

calcareous earth of which it is partly composed, it

clearly possesses, in extent equal to the pro-

portion which it contains of that substance, the

same power that would be produced by the

direct ap|)lication of a similar quantity oT lime.

It is however, apparent that some descriptions

of marl, though advantageously employed on
most soils, do not contain any, or only a ve-

* Communications to the Board of Agriculture, vol.

vi., art. o.

J
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ry small portion of the carbonate of lime; its effi-

cacy tiierefore cannot be solely attributable to that

cause*, and it must possess some otlier property

(i-om which its influence upon the land is partly de-

rived. This may consist either in the chani^e

which its application produces in the texture of the

p;round throui^h the mere increase of its bulK',

which, by i(s dense and unctuous quality, also adds
to the consistence and value of all lio-ht soils; or,

by the more perfect combination of the particles of
which it is formed, by which its powers are brought
into full action, and lime, sand, and clay are each
made to bear against each other, and thus aid its

mechanical operation on the land. All marl, ex-
cept those species which are combined with large
portions of iron, sulphur, or deleterious mineral
substances, also of ilself affords nourishment to

corn and veaetablcs; it must, therefore, be consid-
ered as a soil, and when laid upon the land, this

addition must necessarily yield a more abundant
support to succeeding crops.

If this view of the subject be correct, it may be
assumed, that all kinds of marl which abound in

calcareous matter may be considered applicable to

every soil to which lime is beneficial; subject, how-
ever, to the efiecl which may be also produced by
the other portions of their substance when applied
to land of a peculiar nature. Thus—as we have
already more fially stated in the preceding part of
our observations—on light, sandy, and gravelly
soils, an advantage is gained by the largequanti-
ty of clay which the marl appropriate to such land
tisually contains, by rendering ihefti more stiffand
impervious to the rain, and therelbre stronger: on
wet and heavy lands, on the contrary, as it renders
the soil more retentive, unless very great care be
bestowed on their drainage, it may occasion per-
manent injury; but shell and stone-marl occasion
it to become loose and friable. Attention should
therefore be paid, not only to the nature of the marl,
but to that also of the soil to which it is to be ap-
plied; and when a choice of marl can be procur-
ed, its earthy portion should differ as widely as
possible fiom tliat of the ground upon which it is

intended to be laid.

In fine, marl may be considered as an improver
of the soil under so many different circumstances,
that it can hardly be recommended m too sfrono-

terms; for if it be used with judgment, it adds sta-

ple to the soil, improves its quality, and renders the
application of [lutrescent manure more effectual.

The use which some farmers make of it, however,
deserves the highest censure,— ' many of them ta-

king repeated crops of crats in the interval of one
summer-fiillowfor wheat, by way of cleansino; the
land; after which, barley and oafs a^ain, as long
as the land will produce anvthinir, until it is at last

laid down with ^veeds and conch-cjrass. Such is

the view taken of their conduct by the surveyor of
Lancashire, where it is very extensively employed,
and in which opinion he is b}^ no means singular.

* Out of twelve specimen? of marl submitted to the

inspection of Sir Humphry Davy, eleven were found
to contain calcareous earth in various proportions; but
the result of many other trials of marls, procured from
diflferent parts of the country, and found by farmers to

produce an amelioratinf^ effect upon the land, yet
proves them to be, in many instances, wliolly deficient
in that substance. See the section on 'Marl,' in Hol-
land's Survey of Cheshire.
Vol. IV—34

The rotation which he recommends—with refer-
ence, of course, to land that is not too strong—is

to take one crop ot oafs the spring subsequent to
marling; plough the stubble immediately, in order
to expose the marl again to the iuHucnce of the
frost; fallow, with manure, for turnips—a crop
which, under this management, is never known to

tail; then barley, clover, wheat, turnips led ofl'

with sheep, and barley again, with well-dressed
hay seeds, and white clover and trefoil (or a peren-
nial ley, or at least lor some years*. Under which
manaiiement, poor land may, when properly tilled

and duly supplied with putrescent manure, he ren-
dered highly exuberant without being in the least

degree harassed.

Jlaalysis of Marl.

The value of marl, as a manure, must of course*,

be referable to the nature of the different kinds
employed. It is, indeed, evident that, being in-

tended to correct or improve the soil, its constitu-

ent parts should be known, and their qualities ex-
plained, before any use can be rationally made of
it; and, therefore, the more accurately its proper-
ties are ascertained, the more confidently may the
propriety of its application be determined. Farm-
ers, indeed, cannot be expected to be suflicienfly

acquainted with chemistry to be able to analyze if,

though the most calcareous sorts may be known
by means of acids, as applied to lime; or, the
common earthy kind, when put into water, will fall

to pieces, allowing a considerable portion of sand
tofiill to the bottom of the vessel: bj'' which sim-
ple tests, they might often derive considerable ad-
vantage. Its qualities are, however, more gener-
ally taken, by mere practical men, more upon trust

derived from the experience of their neighbors
than from any actual knowledge of its properties;

but although, when thus guided, thcj' cannot go
far wrong, yet they may be misled by circumstan-
ces of slight a])parcnt diflerence, and, in cases ot

new pits being opened, no certain estimate of its

eflect can be formed until a complete analysis has
been made. This should, indeed, be done in all

such instances; for it costs but a trifle, is easily per-

formed, and without liaving recourse for the pur-

pose to a regular scientific chemist, the object may
be attained by application to any intelligent aj^otli-

ecary, by furnishing him with the following account
of the modes of procedure:

—

The ingredient of marls, on which their fitness

for agricultural purposes depends, is the carbonate
of lime. It is owing to the presence of this earth

that marls effervesce on the addition of acids,

which is one of their distinguishing characters: to

ascertain which

—

' Let the marl l-.e put into a glass partly fiilled

with water, which will expel a portion of air con-

tained mechanically in the marl, and thus obviate

one source of fiillacy. Wlicii the marl is thor-

oughly penetrated by the water, add a little muri-

atic acid, or spirit of salt. If a discharge of air

should ensue, the-marly nature ol" the earth will

be sufficiently established.'

Then, to find their composition

—

' Pour a few ounces of diluted muriatic acid in-

to a Florence flask, place them in a scale, and let

them be balanced. Then red i]ce a few ounces of
dried marl into powder, and let this powder be

* Dickson's Lancashire, Stevenson's edit., p. 491.
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carefully and gradually thrown into the flask, until,

after repeated additions, no further eflervescence is

perceived. Let the remainder of the powdered

marl be weighed, by which the quantity projected

will be known. Let the balance be then reslored.

The diff'erence of weight between the quantity

projected, and that requisite to restore the balance,

will show the weight of the air lost during the ef-

fervescence, and will stand thus,

—

'If the loss amount to l^per cent, of the quan-

tity of marl projected, or from 13 to 32 per cent.,

the marl assayed is calcareous marl, or rich calca-

reous earth.
' Clayey marls, or those in which the argilla-

ceous ingredient prevails, lose only 8 or 10 percent.

of their weight by this treatment; and sandy marls

about the same proportion. The presence of

much argillaceous earth may be judged by drying

the mart, after being washed witli spirit of salt,

when it will harden, and form a brick*.

From tlie New York Farmer.

EI^CTRICAL. SHOCK FROM A SHEET OF PA-
PER.

Place an iron japanned tea tray on a dry, clean

beaker-glass, then take a sheet of foolscap writ-

ing-paper, and hold it close to the fire until all its

hydrometric moisture is dissipated, but not so as to

scorch it; in this state it is one of the finest elec-

trics we have. Hold one end down on a table with
the finger and thumb, and give it about a dozen
strokes with a large piece of India rubber from

the left to the right, beginning at the top. Now
take it up by two of the corners and bring it over
the tray, and it will fall down on it like a stone;

if one finger be now brought under the tray, a
sensible shock will be felt. Now lay a needle on
the tray with its point projecting outwards, remove
the paper, and a star sign of the negative electri-

city will be seen; return the paper, and the posi-

tive brush will appear. In fijct it forms a very
good extemporaneous electro phorus, which will

give a spark an inch long, and strong enough to

Bet fire to some combustible bodies, and to exhibit
all the electric phenomena not requiring coated
surfaces. If four beaker-glasses are placed on the
floor, and a book laid on them, a person may stand
on them insulated; if he then holds the tray ver-
tically, the paper will adhere strongly to it, and
sparks may be drawn from any part of his body,
or he may draw sparks from any other person, as
the case may be; or he may set fire to some in-

flammable bodies by touching them with a piece of

ice.

I beg to remain,
Yours, &,c.

G. DAKIN.
Oxford, March 20, 1836.

From the Cutiivator.

DIFFERENT KINDS AND QUALITIES OF THE
MULBERRY.

No litftle confusion and perplexity prevail.s as to
the distinctive names and synonymes of the differ-
ent kinds of the mulberry, and as to the relative
qualities of each for producing silk. The kind

specifically known as mvlticaulis, has been equal-
ly well known under the synonyme of Chinese,

Seed has been recently vended in our market, as
Chinese, at the enormous price of ^5 the ounce,,

declared not to be the multicaulis, and believed
not to be a species ever grown in China. The
red of America has been confounded with the
black of Europe. We hear of the Dandolo,.

Italian, Brussa and Conslantinopolitana; and of
the rough, dwarf and Pennsylvanian—the firs6

four of which, we suspect, are identical, and the
latter perhaps only varieties of the red, as neither

Beck nor Eaton make mention of any American
species hut the red. Yet we have had forwarded
to us, by a friend, three impressions of mulberry
leaves, said to be indigenous, growirrg wild in

Ulster, which seem not to belong to any of popu-
lar species, and two of which, at least, appear to

be dissimilar. Upon these, our correspondent sue
cessfully fed the silkworm. Two of these leaves

are 10| inches long and 8 broad, the other is 8
inches long and broad; and we are told of indige-

nous kinds bearing both red and white fruit. If

our friends will furnish us seeds of indigenous
kinds, other than the red, they will confer on us
a favor, and perhaps do a public benefit.

In the mean time, though we cannot promise to

clear up the matter, we will endeavor to throw
upon it all the light in our power.
We will in the first place, show, from three

modern authorities, all the species of the mulberry
which have been described. Kenrick, an Ame-
rican authority, names five species, viz:

—

* Henry's Elem. of Exper. Chem., vol. ii. chap. xv.
sect. iii. See also Kirwan on Manures, p. 12.

Botanic name. Common name.
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discovered in Valy in 1815, of great promise, and
is probably identical with the Italian of Sweet,

(No. 8,) and possibly with those ti-om Constanti-

nople, &c. Its qualities lljrsilk arc not fully known;
but we believe it to be more hardy than even the

common white, if, as we suspect, we have a plant

of it in our grounds.

5. The nrulticaulis, we are obliged to persist in

saying, is too tender lor our climate, north ol 42'-'.

We believe all attempts to cultivate it here, will

end in disappointment. The white and the black

suffice in the great silk countries of Europe. Gen.
Tallmadge tells us, after he had traversed Italy

and France, and made silk the subject of special

observ^ation and inquiry, that "we have more of
the Chmese (multicaulis,) growing than France
and Italy together;" and that though the silk trom
the multicaulis was finer and more delicate, it re-

quired more skilful and delicate work to wind and
work it.

6. and 8. Of these we know very little, except
the latter should be the Dandolo; and? is emplo}--

ed merely as a dye-wood.
9. We believe to be the same as the Brussa,

which is cuhivated in Asia Minor, and seeds of

which have recently been introduced from Constan-
tinople, by Mr. Rand. Great hopes are enter-

tained that it vvill be found useful and hardy,
though these hopes remain to be confirmed

—

the seed not having been sown, we believe, till

1S34. ''

The next three named, (10, 11, 12,) which pur-

port to be American species, are not recognized,

as we have before observed, by American bota-

nists; and yet we think that on examination, it

will be found, that we have more than one indi-

genous species.

Having alluded to the letters of Gen. Tall-

madge, we make from them the following extract,

tor the benefit of our silk growers:

—

"Finizio is an extensive manufacturer of sew-
ing silk; he makes about 3,000 pounds a week,
which is mostly sent to the New York market.
He is an mtelligent man, and I found him willing

to answer my inquiries; as also were several other

establishments, and which mostly confirmed his

statement. The sewing silks of Naplesare mostly
made from the silk grown in Calabria, where the
worm is fed principally upon the black mulberry,
and which makes the strongest and best for sew-
ing silk. Finizio stated that the worm fed on the
black mulberry made the strongest thread; that on
the lohite mulberry, finer and better for fabrics;

that on the Chinese mulberry still finer and more
delicate. When asked if the cocoon from the
Chinese mulberry required more skilfid and deli-

cate work to wind and work it, he said it did, and
immediately produced two skeins, one of which
he said was from the black mulberry (from a bush,
perhaps, eight or ten feet in circumference,) the
other from a bush about four feet. The lesser

bush, he said, was less liable to break the thread
in winding from the cocoonj and was used in finer

silks for fabrics. The black mulberry produced a
stronger thread, and would bear the larger reel,

and was prmcipally used in that business. The
silk here is mostly made in the country by fami-
lies in detail, and much of it reeled there, and in

this condition it is brought to market. For sew-
ing silk it is doubled as often as required, and
twisted as much. This process is wholly in a

dark room. The silk is worked wet, and for this

purpose, to preserve a uniformity, the atmosphere
is kept damp, the day-light excluded, and the
work carried on with small hand lamps. The
machine was turned by men harnessed like mules.
I have since been out about twenty mileis to the
silk factory of the king, wliich is worked by water
power, and by which the cocoons are also reeled.

I stated to Finizio, as also the king's factory, that

the Italian sewing silk was sold in the American
markets by its weight, while the American sew-
ing silk was sold by the skein; and that one pound
of the Italian would have perhaps 250 skeins,

while one of the American silk would have about
350 skein.s. The cause of this difliercnce of
weight, or why the American sewing silk has a
tendency to curl or knot, they could not explain
without a sample, but said the weight of sewing
silk could be diminished or very considerably
augmented in the dyeing, and that good dyeing
required the silk to be well bailed in soap, alter

which it was put into an acid, and was there, pre-

pared for the process of" the dj'e, according to the
color, as desired. The gloss, or dressing, seems
to be produced by beating and twisting on a post,

which, with the manual labor put upon its finish,

it is supposed, prevents its tendency to knot.

"I asked if the color of the cocoon, yellow or

white, gave any difference of value, or indicated

a sickly worm, and the answer was that the color

was casual, and the value the same; that a selec-

tion of white or yellow cocoons from which to get
eggs would probably produce a like color; and
Mr. Finizio, said he had some customers who had
so selected and brought him cocoons entirely ?«/t(7ey

and that for white ribbands or fabrics, they com-
manded a greater price of from three to five per
cent, though otherwise of equal value."
While on the subject of the mulberry, we will

mention a new mode of profiagating or growing
it, related to us by a gentleman from Michigan.
It is to lay the entire plant, while a seedling, in the

fiirrow, lengthwise, at a proper distance, and to

cover them with the plough. The plant sends up
a number of shoots, and if lett to grow, forms
what is technically called a stool. We understood
our informant to say, that he nad eight acres

growing in this way. The advantages which this

mode promises, are, first, the plant is rapidly mul-
ti|)lied; second, the leaves are gathered with
greater facility, from the dwarfish habits of the

plant; and third, and we deem this a very impor-
tant advantage, if the wood is killed by the win-
ter, and this is sometimes the case, even in Michi-
ijan, and often here, the roots are preserved, the

dead wood may be readily cut off with a bush
hook, and new and vigorous shoots, spring up
from the base. We believe this mode of growing
might be profitably adopted in regard to the mul-
ticaulis.

From tlie Transactions of tho Massachusetts Agricultural Soci-
ety.

EEET ROOT SUGAR.

Roxbury, June 15, 1S36.

The Hon. Thomas L. Winthrop,

Sir— INlr. Isnard put into my hands a fi^w days
since a memoir "On Indigenous Sugar, and the
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Actual Situation of that industry in France, &c."
It was pub!i:^Iied in the early part of this year in

Paris, by M. de Donibasle. That gentleman
was for many years concerned in a large establish-

ment, for the manufacture of beet sugar, but he is

now the Superintendent of the National Experi-

mental Farm, which is a highly valuable nppen-

ilage to the Royal Agricultural Society. He has

long been well known, as one of the ablest writers,

and most intelligent experimentalists, on rural af-

fairs,of modern times; being equally as conspicuous

lor his practical illustrations, as for his great scienti-

fic attainments, in whatever relates to the advance-

ment of the useful arts, and the tillage of his

country.

I have made several extracts from his very in-

teresting and instructive work, with the view of

presenting, in a succinct manner, the progress

which has been made, and is now making in Fu-
rope, in this important branch of industry.

it appears, that the manufacture of sugar, from

the beet, was first attempted in Silesia, by Mr.
Achard, in the early part of the present century,

but was soon abandoned. In 1810 successful ex-

periments were made in France, by MM. Andre
and Isnard, which having been made known to

the Emperor Napoleon, under the auspices of the

radiant and mighty genius of Chaptal, lie issued

an imperial decree, for encouraging the manufac-
ture, on a large scale, and establishments were
commenced at the village of" Point-a-Mousson in

Lorraine, in 1811 and 1812. It is not a little re-

markable that the first was erected under the su-

perintendence of Mr. Isnard, and is still in full and
successful operation, after a suspension of q, year
,or two,

M. de Doinbasle observes, '-This industrj', al-

though so powerfully favored by the imperial go-
vernment, seemed to expire with it; and it was
not until 1820, that but very ihw people believed

the manufacture of sugar from the beet, was any-
thing more than a ridiculous attempt to achieve
what u'as impracticable, and had been induced by
the long and rigorous continental blockade, which
had enhanced the price of sugar to 90 cts. per

pound. Still the sparks of this industry were pre-

served in France; it has maintained its position

amid moderate duties, which were imposed on
foreign sugar, for the mere purpose of revenue.
So that, in truth, it may be said, that it has pros-

pered, not only without the aid of the govern-
ment, but in spite of it; for nothing is more re-

markable tljan the disdainful manner in which it

was treated, until 1830, by the national adminis-
tration. It appeared that the Bourbons could not
jlbrget the stigma of its imperial origin. At last

);he government has been compelled to notice its

existence: for it has become so important, fi'om the

great results which have been produced, that it

can no longer be disregarded. From the ten to

twenty millions of pounds of sugar, which were
brought into market, some five or six years since,

the quantity which will be made this year, will

amount to 60,000,000 of pounds."
"To judge properly of the importance of an in-

dustry, which has for its end the creation of a
product, Avhich has hitherto been furnished by our
colonies—to appreciate the degree of encourage-
ment, which it merits, on the part of those public

men, whose province it is, to watch over the pros-

perity of their country, and to hasten the increase

of national wealth, it is necessary to glance at the

situation, in which France is now placed, with
respect to her colonies. The present generation

are the observers of a most grave and important

spectacle. It is that presented by the I'all of the

gigantic colonial edifice, which the Europeans had
reared in the new world. The English colonies

of North America commenced the march of this

grand trans-atlantic revolution; and France, her-

self, by aiding them in their separation from the

mother country, laid the axe at the base of the

colonial structure; for it was easy to foresee, that

as soon as a single one of the xVmerican nations,

broke the fragile bonds, which placed a whole
country under the dependence of a government
situated in another hemisphere, all the moral pow-
er of the colonial system was annihilated; and the

independence of all the other colonies would soon

be the inevitable consequence."

"The enfranchisement of all the people on the

American continent has now been consummated.
Can it be seriously believed, that a few Islands, sit-

uated in the vicinity of that continent, will long

remain dependent upon the people of Europe. In

the slave colonies, a very evident cause has tend-

ed to retain the people as dependent upon the pa-

rent country. There, no revolution was possible

in favor of the whites, and if any occurred, it must
be like that of St. Domingo. The colonists, there-

fore, dare not attempt any enfranchisement, in fa-

vor of themselves, in the West Indies, for their

only reliance against a servile revolt and war, was
on the parent country. But now the parent coun-
try has commenced the abolition of slavery, in

those countries, and it is very certain, that the

emancipation of the blacks, strikes a fatal blow to

the cultivation of sugar, and will ultimately ex-

tinguish it. This is a truth, which no one can
doubt; and it is highly probable, that if no ac-

cidental cause strips us of our West India colo-

nies, we shall soon be obliged to forego their pro-

ducts of sugar; for it'cannot be reasonably believed

that France can long maintain slavery in her colo-

nies, when the blacks are emancipated in the

neighboring English Islands.

"It is under these circumstances, that Provi-

dence has ofTered us the means of replacing the

richest product of our colonies, by a vegetable of

our own country, and which at the same time in-

troduces into our agriculture a plant, whicli favors

its progress in an eminent degree, as it forms a
most productive element for fattening cattle, and
enriching the land."

M. de Dombasle, is of opinion, that in the

Biitish government, there Avas a profound priciple

of political economy concealed under the apparent
spirit of philanthrophy which sanctioned the abo-

lition of slavery in the West Indies. That it had
in view, the ultimate monopoly of the sugar trade

of the world, as her East India colonies could sup-

ply the entire demand of Europe at least; and her

policy has ever been to favor her vast oriental pos-

sessions, at the expense, and ultimate destruction,

of the West India planters.

Mr. Isnard has submitted to my examination,
some preliminary observations and calculations,

on the establishment of a beet root sugar manu-
fiictory in this state. He has given the details of
the expense and estimated net income, on a given
capital, by which it appears that from 25 to 75 per

cent, may be realized. I hope, some of our en-
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terprising capitalists will be inducecl, to undertake
the experiment; for that it must uhimately become
one ol" our great branches of imlustry, scarcely

admits of a doubt.

I do not know any subject so worthy of the con-

sideration of the Massachusetts Agricuhural So-
ciety, as this new culture. It will render our cli-

mate independent of the tropics, and introduce a

great valuable staple for our iarmers, which has
been much required, to elevate them to the level

of other more naturally favored portions of the

union. We have no distinctive crop, to which
our land owners can direct their attention as a con-
stant and certain source of profit. Kvcn Indian corn
is not always to be relied upon, and our soil is not

generally congenial to wheat. We arc too fiir north
to enter into the lucrative culture of tobacco and cot-

ton, and are compelled to confine our labors to the

rearing of an infinite variety of small articles, or

to grazing. Butter, cheese, pork and beef are our
chief products, which are raised at a vast expense,
lor our winters require such immense fields to fur-

nish hay for the stock during that long protracted
and rigorous season, that the farmer is precluded
from acquiring a fortune, which he is so deserved-
ly merits, from his arduous and patient industry,
and for which all the other classes of society are
emulously striving, and which they can, more cer-

tainly attain. By labor without end, it is true, the
farmer can live comlbrtably, but seldom is it, that

he reaches a more happy condition. This is to

be lamented. In other states the owners of land
are in the high road to affluence, and why should
not a mighty effort be made to ameliorate the con-
dition of the virtuous, hardy and intelligent hus-
bandmen of New England.
The quantity of flour and cereal grains—as

wheat, corn, rye, barlc}^, and oats, animally im-
ported from the middle, southern and western
states is enormous, and is a sufficient commentary
on our soil and climate, for the culture ev-en of

bread stuff; and we export, of agricultural products,

but little. This discouraging aspect of our agri-

culture, has induced hundreds of thousands of our
active and vigorous young men. to emigrate to

other sections of the United States, where the soil

and climate are less adverse to the hopes of the
farmer. But if the culture of the sugar beet is

successfully introduced, the ultimate benefils which
will result, may be anticipated, from what has
been accomplished in France, within the brief pe-
riod of fifteen years. I confidently believe, tliat

the culture of silk and the sugar beet will eflcct

such a salutary chance, in the condition of the
farmers, that they will present as much prosperity,

independence of circumstances, and aflluence, as
the cultivators of the earth in any portion of the
globe.

Germany, Prussia, and Russia, have recently
entered, with zeal, into this favored branch of rural

economy; and even England, where there has,

hitherto, been such an indifference to the subject,

if not amounting to contempt, I perceive, by the
very last arrival from London, has at last awaken-
ed from her stupor, and a company was about be-
ing organized, under the name of the United King-
dom Beet Root Sugar Association, with a capital
of 1,000,000 of dollars.

Mr. Isnard having first aided in introducing the
manufacture of sugar from the beet, in France,
and having kept himself constantly informed of

the various improvements which have been made
since, may well be confided in, as an able pioneer,
for this industry in the United States.

In Philadelpliia, eflbrts are being made, by a
company, to commence the culture of the beet
and to manufacture sugar in Pennsylvania. An
agent has been sent to France to collect informa-
tion; and from the measures which are in train
there is very prospect of a fiivorable result.

From your long and meritorious services, as an
officer of the Mass. Agricultural Society, and
your known patriotic disposition to advance the
best interest of your country, by all the possible
means within your power, I am fully persuaded,
that this very interesting subject will receive from
you and your highly respectable and public spirit-

ed associates, all that consideration, countenance
and encouragement, which it appears so pre-emi-
nently to merit.

With sentiments of the highest respect,

Your most ob't scrv't,

II. A. S. DKARBORX.

From Uic Mechanics' Magazine.

STEAIM, versus WATER.

Few persons even in this age of inquiry and im-
provement seem to be aware of the vast superiori-

ty of steam over every other form of motive pow-
er. Many are still, by this assertion, reminded
of the anecdote of the famous Brindley. In
giving evidence before a Committee of the House
of Commons on the subject of canals, he spoke of

their superiority as a mode of communication in

such decided terms, that a member asked for what
he thought rivers were intended? lie unhesita-

tingly rcphed, "/o feed canals.^'' Now, though
we say that the manulacturer will one dfiy "feed

his boiler from the falls," we think that the asser-

tion is not a bold one, and that it does admit of

proof.

Some time ago, our attention was directed to a
comparison of the expense of the two forms of
power in the village of Lowell, possessed of the

best water power in the union. The expense of
steam to water was said to be as 100 to 125.

We have since oflen had this subject in mind in

refijrence to the more improved use of steam, and
particularly to the economy of the rotary engine of
Avery.
Pursuing the comparison, we have collected

some of the more prominent disadvantages of the

usual hydraulic system, and the corresponding ad-
vantage of steam power.
The first item of cost is that of the water-right,

over and above the value of the ground as in-

creased by any other advantages of locality. This
expense is in no case trilfing, and sometimes is po-

sitively enormous. There is, of course, no corres-

ponding item of expenditure in the use of steam,

an engine working as well on the top of a liill as

in the bottom of a valley.

2d. The outlay upon wheels, dams, and other

hydraulic works. This is often much greater than
would be necessary for the average pressure, pro-

vided it were constant— that is, we are to erect

works to support mucli more ^vater than we have
supplied through three quarters of the year.

Freshens, &c. are to be provided against, at an in-

creased cost. It is well known that in soiqe loca-
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tions the provision for such contingencies is no
small portion of the whole capital employed.

It is this expense, other things being equal, that

is to be compared with the. cost of an engine, and
the comparison is favorable to the latter.

3J. Aherevery precaution, damages from floods

are of constant occurrence, and their repair is ex-

ceedingly costly.

4th. The delay caused by freshets, &c., produ-

cing a stoppage from the too great supply of pow-
er.

5th. The delay in seasons of drought, when the

supply is insufficient.

These last are most vexatious occurrences, pre-

venting work olten times when most is to be done,

and the uncertainty arising from the possibility of

such delays and accidents, is a constant care to

the manager of such an establishment, whereas
to the consumer of steam, the perfect certainty

of the amount and regularity of the supply of

power is a great auxiliary in conducting busi-

ness.

For a steam engine, (he only use of water is a

sufficiency for the boiler; and in these days of econ-

omy of heat and steam, a very small quantity of

fuel is used, and but little water. We have seen

a rolary engine, estimated at 15 horse power, eva-

porating but 40 gallons per hour.

6th. Delay in winter, and in our uncertain cli-

mate this may sometimes be considerable, and
in an establishment of great extent perhaps fa-

tal.

To balance all these expenses, pecular to the

use of hydraulic power, there is, as far as we can
recollect, but one peculiar to that of steam, name-
ly, fad. Now in saw mills this expense is no-

thing, and in all instances much less than former

Our persevering countryman. Dr. Nott. has al

ready succeeded in greatly reducing this item of

cost—and he does not yet appear to be satis-

fied.

As regards fuel, Avery's engine has immense
advantages over others, inasmuch as the quan-
tity of water used is less than in any other case.

The elasticity of the steam operates more advan-
tageously than in any other construction, the

small quantity of water used being a proof of

this.

In the engine above referred to, the cost for coal

was rather less than .^1 for ten hours.

It is almost needless to observe that, in many
large eslablishmenis, manufacturies, &c., the ap-
plication of a portion of the steam to heating, &c.,

nearly, if not quite, compensates the cost of fuel.

Tlie certainty and uniformily of this method of
drying goods, have lully established its superiority.

Indeed, in Ihe art of dyeing, certain colors owe
their brilliancy to the ra[)id and high heat of

steam, ami they could be produced in no other
way. While speaking of this use of steam, we
must notice an engine erected in the Astor Hotel.
This is a small engine of 5 horse power; its use is

to pump water from the dilli-rcnt cisterns to all

pans of the house—supply the baths with hot
and cold water—clean knives—brush shoes—roast

and grind coffee; and ihe steam cooks the various
dishes in the kitchen, and also dries the clothes,

which by this nuMliod of proceeding, are ready for

use with unprecedented despatch. To these and
numberless other uses is this engine turned, saving

an immense number of servants, a great quantity
of fuel, and a vast deal of time.

(The exhaust steam pipe of this enjrine is over
300 feet long.)

One of the greatest advantages of steam pow-
er, in many cases, is, that it admits of change of
locality, without injury to the machinery, and often

with benefit to the employer.
In this respect again Avery's engine stands

pre-eminent. The machinery is bcautifuily com-
pact, and consequently portable. An engine of
15 horse power is hardly a load for a horse, the
whole weighing less than 600 pounds.
Let us suppose, that a man purchases a piece of

timber land, of prime quality, but unfortunate-
ly (as is thought) away fi-om any water course.

Let him procure an Avery's engine; and this,

connected with his saw mill, can be placed upon
wheels and moved, by the engine itself, if he
pleases, to any part of his land. (Mills capable
of such an arrangement, and very compact, are
now easily to be procured.)
Let him locate his mill near a spring, and com-

mence operations. The waste and rubbish, that
in most cases is a drug, is entirely consumed by
the engine; the ground is cleared, and nothing is

to be removed but the perfectly formed timber.

Among other useful applications of such an en-
gine, in the forest itselfj no one can be equal in

beauty of operation to the valuable stave machine
of Philip Cornell, N. Y. This machine promises
to be of great service. With such an arrange-
ment as that of the saw mill above mention-
ed, nearly if not quite double the usual number of
staves can be cut from the timber before transpor-
tation, and these are already dressed, and ready for

use, either for liquids or solids.

These are only a ^q\v of the very maily useful
applications of this sort of travelling machines.
Others will suggest themselves to our readers.

It must be very evident, that whatever brings
into use property of little or no value, enabling the
produce of such land to compete successfully with
that of much better, must add to the Avealth of
the landholder, or timber merchant, a sum equal to

the cost of the best land.

Thus a greater uniformity of value would result,

and of consequence a more equal competency to

those on or away from great water courses and
canals.

Our object is to draw attention to this question,

and we should be much gratified if any of our
fi-iends would furnish us with such information on
the subject as they may have at their com-
mand.
This information from various quarters when

collected, might furnish results equally useful and
interesling—and we shall feel most happy in be-

coming the medium of their communication to the

public.

From tlic Silk Cullurist.

PllICE OF CIIINESK MULBEKRY.

The great advance in the price of Ihe Chinese
mulberry during (he i)ast year, liu-nishcs us wi(h

satisliictory evidence of the estimation in which it

is held, and of the eagerness with which the peo-

ple of this country are embarking in the culture of

silk. Last spring we purchased a few, which had
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endured the severity of the preceding winter, at

ten cents a piece, and thouglit we paid the full

value of them. The same sized trees are now
selling at thirty cents by the thousand, at the nur-

series. We are also credibly informed that the

demand in France is so great that they have risen

near fifty jicr cent. The value of this tree is not

as yet duly appreciated, but should it become tho-

roughly acclimated, of which there is now but lit-

tle doubt, it will soon become the pride of Ameri-
ca as it has long been of iV^ia. The high |)rice

of the tree ought not to discourage farmers from

procuring a few for the purpose of propagation.

It will be many years before the whole country

can be supplied from the seed, and whoever pro-

pagates it by cuttings, layers, or inoculation, will

he abundantly recompensed for his expenditure

and labor.

From the Rail Koad Journal.

MARBLE CKMEXT.

An important improvement, which has been for

"several years in progress, is about being intro

duced to the more general notice of the public,

and we believe into extensive use for building pur-

poses. It is a composition, or cement, of which
the principal ingredient is marble or limestone,

which, when applied to the inner or outer walls

of buildings, presents the appearance of polished

marble, of the various hues and qualities which
distinguish the beautiful material imitated. What
would be thought of" a magician who possessed

power of changing the sombre brick and stone

walls of the buildings of a city, in one week, into

substances resembling the most beautiful Grecian,

Italian, Egyptian or Verd Antique Marble, or por-

phyry, like the rock of Gibraltar? Yet all this

may be done by this invention of an humble citizen

of Orange county, in this state. This cement has

been sufficiently tested by experiments on build-

ings, to satisfy practical men of its decided superi-

ority over any other cement, stucco, or other hard
finish for walls, hitherto known. In our next

number we expect to be able to furnish the public

with some interesting particulars, on this subject;

and in the mean time we can state, that a compa-
ny has been formed, in this city, to carry on the

operations connected with the manufacture of this

new cement, and its application to buildings.

Those who are curious in these matters, may obtain

further information in relation to it, by applying at

this office, or at the office of Edwin Williams, over

Leavitt, Lord & Co., Broadway.

From the New York Fanner.

NEW MODE OF OVERCOMING STEEP INCLINED
PLANES ON RAILWAYS.

I witnessed at the capitol with great pleasure

on Monday last, Mr. Smith Cram's (of the city

of New York) invention for overcoming an eleva-

tion in rail road transportation of 440 feet to the

mile. It was performed with expedition by a sin-

gle stroke perpendicular engine, which, in point of

power, sutlers much in comparison with a double
stroke locomotive engine.
His plan a.y exhibited, puts ut rest all doubt as to

the practicability of ascending and descending
hills from 450 to 600 feet to the mile, with certain"
ty and security. As to the certainty of overcom-
ing elevation and inclination, the cog-wheels and
ratchets as arranged satisfactorily show. As to
the security, it is to be found in the introduction of
his hydrostatic cylinder attached to the car which
is designed to check the train of cars in ascend-
ing, should any accident befal the engine, and to

regulate their velocity in descending, or check
them altogether. The accuracy of the principle
in both cases is perfectly clear, and promises to be
of incalculable value in the present age of im-
provement; and I doubt not it will be generally
adopted upon the score of economy as to time and
money; but above all, the preservation of human
life, which his plan so effectually guarantees, in
comparison with the present mode of overcom-
ing a triflng elevation by stationary power, com-
mitting our lives to the hazard of a single rope.

FULTON.

From the Southern Literary Messenger.

ADVANTAGES OF MANUAL LABOR SCHOOLS.

Extract from an Address delivered by the Rev. B. F.
Stanton before the '-Literary Institute" of Hamp-
den Sydney College.

* * .

* * « T'l^e following im-
portant positions, however, in regard to the sub-
ject, may now be considered as established. Con-
stant habits of exercise arc indispensable to a
healthful state of the body. A healthful state of
body is essential to a vigorous and active state of
mind. The habit of exercise should commence
with the ability to take it, and should be continued
with that ability through life. Of the ditlerent

kinds of exercise, as a general rule, agricultural,

being the most natural, and to which the human
consTitution is best adapted, is the most unobjec-
tionable; ?nec/m/!;'caZ is the next; and walking and
riding are the employments Avhich follow in the
rear. The exercise most profitable, for the most
part, will be that which is most useful. The ne-
glect of exercise, with sedentary men, has occa-
sioned fearful havoc of health and life; and the wil-

ful neglect of it, with those who have had an op-
portunity to be enlightened with respect to its ne-
cessity and value, is a species of suicide, and,
therefore, an iinmoraliiy. The connection of via-

nual labor establishments iviUi literartj institutions,

has been found to be greatly conducive to health
and morals, as also to proficiency in the various

departments of human learning; and as far as ex-
perience has gone, the promise which they give of
success is all that their most sanguine projectors

had anticipated.

On the subject of manual labor schools, a deep
interest has within a few years been excited in va-
rious parts of the Union. Like all other enter-

prises which aim at the accomplishment of exten-

sive good, it has met with opposition and discour-

agements; but originating in the principles of true

wisdom, and supported by arguments and fiicts

which none can gainsay or resist, i's ultimate tri-

umph may safely be predicted, and confidently

anticipated.

Whether the system of physical education
shall receive the countenance, or is suited to the

peculiar circumstances of the southern country,
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may with some be made a question; but we are

ready to hazard the assertion, that whatever ob-

stacles of a pecuhar nature may here He in the

way of reducing it to practice, if properly consid-

ered, they must be seen to be in truth the most

powerful inducements that can be urged for its

adoption.

The country in which physical education can-

not prevail, in the onward march of improve-

ments for whicli the present age is distinguished,

must necessarily be destined to be outstripped in

the pursuit of those objects which constitute the

felicity and the glory of a people. That this coun-

try is to fall behind, and to be contented to remain

there, is to suppose an event too disreputable for

tolerance, and too much opposed to a laudable

spirit of emulation to be cheerfully acquiesced in.

The south needs men of vigorous constitutions

for professional avocations and other purposes, as

well as the rest of the world, and if she has them,

must obtain them by the same process. Trained

on a different plan, her sons, in comparison with

others, will be effeminate and inefficient. Many
of them, as has happened with others in past

times, Avould become the prey o( incurable dis-

ease, or fall the victims of an untimely grave.

According to the most accurate investigations

that have been made, at least one-fourth of the

individuals who, for several years past, have been
educated in our American colleges, have been
completely prostrated in their course, or have sur-

vived only to drag out an existence rendered bur-

densome to themselves and unprofitable to others.

The voice of warning on this topic, while mourn-
ful and alarming, is as ''the voice of many waters.''''*****

In opposition to the system of education which
we would defend, a voice of objection has been
raised, to which it may not be improper to pay a

passing regard.

It has been preferred as an objection to manual
labor schools, which we shall assume, are, on the

whole, the most unexceptionable expedient that

has been proposed for connecting exercise with a
course of literary training,* that youth xoho have

been unaccastomcd to maniuil labor, and who have

been permitted to indulge in idleness and sportive

amusementsfor the purpose of recreation, willfeel

an insuperable aversion to the toils and restraints

which such a revolution in their habits, as the one
contemplated, will impose on them.

The process of taming, though quite essentia!

to the unruly, to "flesh and blood" is never "joy-

ous, but rather grievous." The objection started

is something like that whicli the celebrated Rush,
in some of his original effusions, has observed is

met with in the case of certain morbid patients,

whose weak stomachs refitsc milk ns a diet. The
food itself, in the judgment of the acute physi-

cian, is of the most simple, inollensive, and invig-

orating character; and thefact that it is rejected is

the proofthat it is needed. The intemperate can ill

brook the privation of alcohol; the ejiicure and de-
bauchee will not relinquish with good will the gra-
tification of inordinate appetites; nor will the sloth-

ful, who turns himself in his bed as the door on
the hinges, give up with cheerfulness the luxury
of laziness. But the true and proper question for

Gymnastic exercises arc botli dangerous ami (Vivo-

lous.

determination is, would it not be doing to loun-
gers and profligates themselves, as well as to

others, a kindness, to put them upon a course of
regimen, (provided it can be done without too
great an exertion of violence,) which should
bring them back to nature, and constrain them to

a just and proper observance of the salutary laws
of industry, sobriety, and temperance? With
such an authority we think that the parents and
guardians of youth every where shoidd be invest-

ed; and those who should manifest a spirit of in-

subordination against its exercise, if that spirit

could not be quelled by a temperate yet firm resis-

tance, would exhibit the proof of a temper that

ought to be regarded in a young man as a posi-

tive disqualificationfor receiving an education.

In our apprehension, it is by no means among
the most trivial considerations that recommend the
manual labor feature in a system of education,

that it furnishes an admirable test by which to try

the spirit of a pupil, as wall as a choice expedient
to invigorate his health, and inure him to habits ol'

diligence and sobrietj\ A young man whose
aversion to a manual labor school is so strong that

it cannot be overcome, when the subject has been
fairly presented to his mind, it may safel}' be taken
for granted, is not worth educating. The com-
munity would lose nothing by the operation of a
system which should exclude him from the ranks
of its literati. Especially would the tost in ques-
tion operate favorably in the education of the bene-

ficiaries of the church, whom she is at present
somewhat extensively engaged in patronizing, and
preparing for her fliture ministry. Great as we
conceive it, and great as the history of past ages
has proved it to be, is the hazard which the church
runs of rearing an impure priesthood, by propos-

ing the gratuitous education of all the professedly

"indigent and pious" who will apply fijr her boun-
ty. The tempation to insincerity which is thus
held out is too powerfid to be resisted by depraved
human nature. The church for safety in this res-

pect must raise munitions and throw up her ram-
parts, to guard against the admission of unhallow-
ed intruders. And what better defence, vvc would
ask, could the ingenuity of man have devised for

the prevention of the evils adverted to, than that

the entire amount of contributions which are made
for the education of candidates for the ministry,

should flow to them exclusively through the inanual

labor channel? An inspired Aposde has said,

that ifany man will not work, neither shall he eat

:

and in perfect accordance, as we think', with the

spirit of this declaration, we would unhesitatingly

affirm, that if any man, who has the ministry in

view, when the opportunity is fldly ])resented, will

not enter a manual labor school, and labor, work-
ing with his own hands, i'or at least a part of his

support, neither should he eat the bread ofthe church,

nor be fostered by her charities to minister at her
altars.

To say that students for their recreation need
something more amusing and sportive than the

useful and sober exercises of agricidtural and me-
chanical employment, is to say that the propensity

of young men to levity and liivolity is so powerfid

that it cannot be, and ought not to be, controlled
;

that to aim (o instil into them the habits and senti-

ments of gravity and sobriety, is an unnatural and
impracticable undertaking; and that it is more ad-

visable to fr«at them as merry Andrews, than as
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possessing the dignity of rational, immortal and

accountable creatures.

Let a system of education make provision for

nothing but what is elevated and useful, and still

space enough will be leli for all the frivolity and

sporting which any can deem to be absolutely es-

sential. These thmgs will take care ofthemselves,

and will inevitably come in, on any plan that may
be adopted, to secure all the advantages vvhich

they arc capable of affording.

Another objection which has been preferred to

manual labor schools is, Vutt they contribute but

little or nothing to the support of the student.

The truth on this subject, as could be satisfacto-

rily shown is, that, as miglit naturally be expect-

ed, manual labor schools, being a novel experi-

ment in this country, have had to struggle, as do

all similar enterprises of benevolence at the outset,

with formidable obstacles; and in some ins'tances,

through injudiciousness in their location, or mis-

management ill their arrangements, have either

been abandoned, or have failed to fulfil the expec-

tations of their projectors. Mercantile and other

adventurers often fail in their plans. At the same
time it is undeniable, that some institutions of this

sort have succeeded beyoml all previous calcula-

tions, and the students that composed them have
not only enjoyed better health than others, and
made more rapid advances in knowledge, but a

portion of them have, by the avails of their labors,

defrayed thi whole of their expenses; a few have
done more; and a aiajority have diminished them
about one-half. Manual labor establishments,

therefore, wilf do sometJiing (we ought not to ex-

])ect them to do every thing,) towards cheapening

education, even in the infancy of their existence;

and the thought can hardly fail to be cheering to

American re|)ublicans and patriots, that in the full

tide of successful operation which we believe will

attend their maturer age, "lull man}' a flower"

which but lor ihem would be "born to bloom and
blush unseen,"' will shed its "sweetness on" Co-
lumbia's "air."

But admit for a moment that manual labor

schools are an utter lailure as regards the pecunia-

ry ddvantagss which they afford. Admit, it you
please, that the manual labor feature is an expen-
sive part of education, and that to comply with it,

an education will cost more than on any other

))lan. The argument for their utility remains alike

unanswered and unshaken. Is not the education

thus obtained a more perfect one? Is it not im-
mensely more valuable? Are health, morals, use-

ful habits, vigorous intellects, and life, worth no-

thing? Is money expended for the improvement
and preservation of these thrown away?

If manual labor schools increased the expenses
of education fourfold, they would stilt deserve the
warm patronage of the public, and all who have
the ability should send their sons to them to be
educated, in preference to any other institutions,

even should thc.y have as many ol tliem as the patri-

arch, or be endowed with the riches of Crcesus.

It is an ill-judged economy which saves money
at the sacrifice of lite, health, and morals. Let
this subject be widerstood by an intelligent and
Christian community, and manual labor schools
will not be left to languish and die without endow-
ments, while on other institutions of less substan-
tial claims, they are lavished with a princely mu-
nificence.

Vol. IV—35

In this place, it may not be amiss to attend for

a short time, to the testimony of some of the pu-
pils and superintendents of manual labor schools,

who have detailed the results of their observation
and experience, and which is strong and decided
in their favor.

In one instance the pupils say, that "believing
the results of experiment weightier than theory,
we beg leave respectfully to express those convic-
tions respecting the [)lan of our institution, vvhich
have been created solely bj' our own experience
in its details. L We are convinced that the gene-
ral ))lan is practicable. 2. That the amount of
labor required (three hours per day) docs not ex-
ceed the actual demands of the human system,
3. That this amount of labor does not retard the
progress of the student, but by preserving and
augmenting his physical energies, does eventual-
ly facilitate it. 4* That the legitimate cflect of
such a system upon body and mind, is calculated

to make men hardy, enterprisiuir and independent;
and to wake up within them a spirit pcrseverering-

ly to do, and endure, and dare. 5. Though the

experiment at every step of its progress has been
seriously embarrassed with difficulties, neither tew
in number nor inconsiderable in magnitude, aa

those know full well who have experienced them,
yet it has held on its way till the entire practica-

bility of the plan stands embodied in actual de-
monstration. In conclusion, (they add,) we deem
it a privilege, while tendering this testimony of
our experience, to enter upon the record our un-
wavering conviction, that the principle which has
been settled by this experiment involve.? in its

practical developments an immense amount of

good to our world; it is demanded by the exi-

gences of this age of action, when ardor is breath-

ing for higher attempt, and energy wakes to

miohtier accomplishment."
On a subsequent occasion another set of pupils

belonging to the same instiiution, express their

convictions in a similar tone of approbation.

"The influence of the system," llicy say, "on
health, is decidedly beneficial, as all of us can tes-

tify who have pursued it for any length of time.

We can pursue our studies not only without inju-

ry, but with essential advantage. Not only is our

bodil}^ power increased instead of being diminish-

ed on this plan, but the powers of the mind are

aufrmented, while moral sensibility is not blunted

by hours of idleness and dissipation. V/e suH'er

no loss of time, as no more is spent in labor than
is usuallj' spent by students in recreation; ;ind we
are taught to improve every hour. Our opinion

is, that intellectual progress is accelerated rather

than retarded by this .system. In its success, Ave

are convinced, is deeply involved the pro.'^i)erity

of education, and the great work of evangelizing

the world.'"

The students of Cumberland Colledge in the

State of Kentucky, say, we beg leave to state the

results of our own experience. Having been for

a considerable time, members of a manual labor

institution, we have had an exhibition of its prin-

ciples and efficacy continually before us; and we
are convinced that labor, fov two hours or more
each day, is essential to the health of all close

students, and equally necessary for the develop-

ment of the mind."
The young men in the theological institution

at Hamilton, in the State of New York, say,
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•'we feel the fullest conviction that every student

who neglects systematic exercise, is effecting the

ruin of his physical and moral powers. Nor is

ihe influence of this unpardonable neglect less

perceptible or deleterious, as it regards his moral

feelings. Without it, however pure his motives,

or ardent his desire to do good, we have but faint

hopes of his success. Such habits as he would
inevitably form, we believe, would ruin all the no-

bler energies of his nature. We think three

liours appropriate exercise each day will not even-

tually retard progress ni study. We must say,

from five or six years experience in the institution,

we have not teamed that any close student has
ever completed an entire course of study without
serious detriment to health. We hope, however,
our present sj^stem of exercise will soon enable us

to exhibit a diflerent statement. In the preserva-

tion and improvement of health, wc have found
an unspeakable benefit arising from systematic

exercise. Without it, we deem it impossible for

the close student to preserve his health."

The supermtendents of a kindred institution, in

a document which they have laid before the public,

declare, that they ''have great satisfaction in be-

ing able to state that a strong conviction pervades
the minds oC the young msii generally, as well as

their own, that laborious exercise for three hours
per day does not occupy more time than is neces-
sary for the highest corporeal and mental energy;
that so far from retarding literary progress, it great-

ly accelerates it; that instead of finding labor to

encroach upon their regular hours of stud}', they
find themselves able, with a vigorous mind, to de-
vote from eight to ten hours per day to intellectual

pursuits; that under the influence of this system,
mental lassitude is seldom if ever known; that

good health and a good constitution are rarely if

ever injured; that constitutions, rendered delicate,

and prostrated by hard study without exercise, have
been built up and established; that this system,
with temperance, is a sovereign antidote against
dyspepsia and hypochondria, with all their innu-
merable and indescribable woes, that it annihilates
the dread of fixture toil, self-denial, and dependence;
secures to them the practical knowledge and bene-
fits of agricultural and mechanical employments;
gives them fiimiliar access to and important influ-

ence over that g^reat class of business men, ofwhich
the world is principally composed; equalizes and
extends the advantages of education; and lays
deep and broad the foundations of republicanism;
promotes the advancement of consistent piety, by
connecting diligence in business with fervency of
spirit, and will bless the church with such increas-
ing numbers of ministers, of such spirit and physi-
cal energy, as will fit them to endure hardness as
good soldiers of Jesus Christ.

We are every day more and more impressed
with the importance and practicability of the man-
ual labor system, as the only one by which the in-

creasing hundreds and thousands of the pious and
talented sons of the church can be raised up with
the enterprise, and activity, and power of endu-
rance, which are indispensable for the conversion
of the world to God.
To these statements the individual who has col-

lected them, adds his own testimony in the follow-
ing language: " I have been for three years and
a half a member of a manual labor school. The
whole number of my fellow students duriuv that

period was about two hundred. I was personally
acquainted with every individual, and merely
" speak what I know," and " testily what I have
seen," when 1 state that every student Avho ac-
quired a reputation for sound scholarship during
this time, was a fast friend of the manual labor
system. The most intelligent, without a single ex-
ception, were notonly thoroughly convinced of the
importance of the system, but they loved itwith all

their hearts. They counted it a privilege and a
delight to give their testimony in its favor, and they
did it in good earnest. Their approval of the sys-

tem rose into an intelligent and abiding passion;

and it is no marvel that it was so; for they had
within them a permanent, living consciousness of
its benefits and blessings. They felt it in their bo-

dies, knitting their muscles into firmness, compact-
in'j' theirlimbs, consolidating their frame work, and
thrilling with fresh life the very marrow of their

bones. They felt it in in their7?u';?rfs, giving tena-

city to memory, stability to judgment, acuteness to

discrimination, multilbrm analogy to the suggestive
fiiculty, and daylight to perception. They felt it

in their hearts, renovating every susceptibility, and
swellingthe tide of emotion. Itistrue, withafew,
a very lew of the students, the system was unpop-
ular, and so were languages and mathematics,
philosophy and rhetoric, and every thing else in the

daily routme, save the bed and the dinner table.

Such students were snails in the field, drones in the

workshop, dumb in debate, pigmies in the recitation

room, and cyphers at the black board.
" fn every n)anual labor school which I visited

in my tour," he continues, "it was the invariabfe

testimony of trustees and teachers, that the talent,

the scholarship, the manliness, the high promise
of all such institutions, were found among the pu-
pils who gave the manual labor sytem their hearty
approval; whereas if there were among tlie stu-

dents brainless coxcombs, eighing sentimentalists,

languishingeffeminates, and other nameless things

of equivocal gender; to prostitute their delicate

persons to the vile outrage of manual labor, was
indeed a sore affliction!"

We shall close these selections by adding to

them the testimony of" an individual* of distin-

guished literary attainments, whose advantages for

obtaining correct information on this topic, asweH
as many others, have been of the most favorable

kind.
" The God of nature," he observes, "has de-

signed the body lor action; and all efforts fo coun-
teract this design, end of course in disappointment,
sooner or later. The same God has designed that

men should cultivate their minds; and I never can
believe that this is deleterious in itself; it is so on-
ly when we neglect what he has bidden us to ob-
serve, i. e. daily discipline and effort to preserve
health.

" Students want vacations, journeys, remission
from employment, &c. &c. and this at a great ex-
pense of lime and money. Why 1 Because they
will not be fiiiihful, every day, to watch over their

health, and to use all the requisite means for its

preservation. Why should the f'lrmer, the ma-
chanic, the merchant, the physician, the lawyer,
support a never ceasing round ol"en)ploymcnt, and
the student not '? Is there any curse laid by heav-
en upon study 1 No; it is inaction—laziness—that

Prolessor Stuart.
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makes all the mischief, and occasions all the ex-

pense. This is my fiji! persuasion from thirty

years experience, and somewhat extensive obser-

vation."

To these selections others of similar interest and

importance might be added from the Report fi-om

which they have been derived, particulaily the nu-

merous and harmonious opinions of literary men,
on the necessity and utility of regular systematic

exercise to the student; but our time tbrbids the in-

dulgence, and the maxim of Festinaad finem ad-

monishes us to cut short this address.

From the view that has been taken, we perceive

then, with a clearness which cannot be mistaken,

that the marmal labor system of education is ap-

plauded by '-'a cloud of witnesses,'" and commended
to our patronage and aMeniion by arguments and
/acts immmerable, palpable, and unanswerable.
Will the inquiry be misplaced, when we ask, Shall

it here, (on this consecrated ground, this literary

high place, which is destined to send ibrth a migh-
ty stream of influence for good or ill, to an extent

which no arithmetic can calculate,) shall it here

receive the countenance and patronage which it so

richly deserves 7 Manual labor schools are already

in success/ul operation in this southern country,

and the prosperity that has attended them has been
such as to silence the cavils of opposers, and re-

move the apprehensions of the distrustful. With
all enlightened and candid persons there can be
but one mind respecting their practicability and
their pccaZi'ar importance in this southern region.

It is the very section perhaps, of all others, within

the hraits ol our republic, that is best adapted to

their growth, both on account of its soil and climate,

and in which, from its peculiar situation, their in-

fluence is most imperiously demanded.
Again, then, I ask, will "the ancient and honor-

able Dominion" consent to be outstripped by her
neighbors in an enterprsie of so much grandeur
and promise I Will parents, instructors, and pupils,

repose in inglorious ease, and cry a little more sleep,

a little more folding of the hands to sleep, while
others in the race of competition press forward and
bear off the prize 7 Will the young men ofHamp-
den Sidney and Union Seminary sit still; or will

they "awake, arise, and put on their strength ?"

Interests that are dear as honor and life; are sus-
pended on the praciicaZ reply which this inquiry re-

ceives.

It is stated, as is probable on good authority,

that in years that have gone by, "some of the
Virginian philanthropists offered to educate some
of the Indians, and that they received fi-om the
shrewd savages the following reply." (He that

hath ears to hear, let him hear what the savages
have said to the civilized!)

"Brothers of the white skin! You must know
that all people do not have the same ideas upon
the same subjects; and you must not take it ill that

our manner of thinking in regard to the kind of ed-
ucation which you ofTer us does not agree with
yours. We have had in this particular some ex-
perience. Several of our young men were some
time since educated at the northern Colleges, and
learned there all the sciences. But when they re-

turned to us, we found they were spoiled. They
were miserable runners. They did not know how
to live in the woods. They could not bear huntrer
and cold. They could not "build a cab'n, nor kill a
deer, nor conquer an enemy. They had even for-

gotten our language; so that not being able to

serve us as warriors, or hunters, or counsellors,

they were absolutely good for nothing."
The calamities which are here set forth in such

graphic terms have by no means been confined to

the fathers and the eons of the Jbrest. The white
young men of Virginia, in great numbers, have
since been educated in like manner " at Northern
Colleges," or nearer home: and when restored to

their parents and guardians have been found, for

the most part, like the sons of the red men, to be
^^ absolutely good fir wf/t/rtg." They have pro-

ved to be "miserable runners." Not one in twen-
ty of them has risen to eminence in professional

life. They could "bear neither hunger nor cold."

They were practically ignorant of mechanical and
agTlcultural employments, and strongly averse to

them; too high minded and indolent to labor, and
too weak and effeminate to " serve as warriors, and
hunters and counsellors." Will Virginian parents
learn a lesson from their own past experience and
tliat of their savage predecessors ? The correc-

tive which we propose for the evil complained of,

(and it is too serious for merriment,) is the imme-
diate introduction of the manual labor systeifl in-

to all our institutions of learning. If this feature

is introduced and kept up in them, with a promi-
nence proportioned to its importance, our youth,
who are educated in them, if not fitted lor useful-

ness and distinction in the departments of law,

medicine and theology, will not be utterly "spoiled"

as the sons of the red men were; but will be good
" runners," useful and respectable laborers, me-
chanics, planters, and farmers. This after all, is

the population, of which, more than any other,

Virginia needs an increase. The low state of me-
chanic arts and of agriculture among us, or rather

the prevailing vice of indolence, is the true source
of the present disasters which are so often made
the theme of popular declamation by stump orators

and upstart politicians. It is indolence, more than
an}- or every thing else, that checks the spirit of
enterprise; that covers this fairest portion of our

contment with sackcloth; and spreads over it the

sable shroud of desolation. Let then a revolution

be effected in our system of education. Let our

youth be trained for the duties of practical life.

Let them be instructed in what is useful, as well as

ornamental; and let them bring minds stored with
the riches of learning and science, to bear and act

on the subject of most absorbing temporal interest to

the American people, I mean the neglected subject

of agriculture, and all will yet be well. The citi-

zens of the south will then be independent indeed,

and not in boast. Labor, like "marriage," will be
"honorable in all." The work which misguided
abolitionists are laboring with a zeal that would
be becoming in a better cause, to perform by a
meddlesomeand violent interference, will be effect-

ed by the gradual and voluntary agency of her own
inhabitants. Herpopulation will multiply. Com-
merce will thrive. Barren fields will be clothed

with verdure. The productions of the earth will

be increased. Crowded cities and smiling villages

will spring up. The halls of legislation will be

occupied by the hardy and virtuous cultivators of

the soil, the men of all others the most safe to be

entrusted with the enactment and administration

of laws. Colleires, acndoniies, and schools, will

prove the nurseries of enlightened, healthful, in-

dustrious, and happy lii^eman; ajid Christianity,
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untrammellod by the obslacles that now so power-
I'ully inipcdo its progress, with a field wide and wa-
viniT with a luxuriant harvest open and inviting be-

fore her, will send abroad her genial and regenera-

ting influences, and render this the Paradise of

lands.

DIFFERENT KFFECTS, COMPAnEP, OF THE
GHF.EN SAiVD, CALCAREOUS MARL, AND
THE MIXTURE OF BOTH,

[We are much gratified in being able to present the

ibllowing practical statements upon a subject which is

not only mysterious in itself, and has as yet been inex-

plicable, but which has been rendered still more ob-

scure by all the mass of writings on the subject. Im-

perfect and defective as are the following statements,

if considered as dala on which to found a theory of the

action of green sand, they are the first which we have

seen, of undoubted authority, which throw much light

on the subject. Our correspondent generally and cor-

rectly discriminates between what are indeed three

manures of very different kinds, viz. : Green sand alone

—calcareous marl alone—and any mixture of the two.

These have been so generally confounded under the

one general name oi marl, that facts have been miscon-

strued, and therefore false deductions necessarily made,

even when there was no other cause for error. Our
general views on the difficulties of tliis subject, were

stated at page 86, vol. 4, and therefore will not be here

repeated. We will oidy request of our correspondent

that he will refer to those observations, and state what-

ever his experience may offer in confirmation, or in

contradiction, when he writes his promised continua-

tion. Almost every thing is yet to be learned respect

ing "green sand."

It is inferred, from our correspondent's remarks, that

in all the extensive marlings on the borders of the Pa-

munky, the green sand has been largely intermix-

ed with the calcareous matter. On the contrary, all

the marlings referred to in the Essay on Calcareous

Manures, or that had been then executed or known by
the writer, were of calcareous marl alone, with the ex-

ception of the small portion mentioned (p. 48 2nd ed.)

as being dressed with what was called the "gypseous

marl" lying under Coggin's Point—which marl was
there treated as a substance of rare, peculiar, and val-

uable qualities, and which in fact is rich eocinc mail,

containing green sand as well as gypsum.]

To tlie Editor of tlio Farmers' Register.

Chericoke, King William Co. June 9lh, 1836.

Dear Sir : In your favor of the 24tli ultimo, you
request that I will give you my views respecting
green sand marl, for jmblication. As upon the
score of giving and receiving agricultural informa-
tion, and particularly upon Ihe subject of marls. I

am much your debtor, 1 feel disposed to comply
with your wishes: ifj indeed, any thing I can have
to say, may be thought worthy of the public no-
tice. And, indeed, 1 should not iiave waited your
request, had I thought that the results of my ex-
perience in the use of marls, would have at all been
interesting to any one, or have made one convert
lo its use—as there is no one more alive to the in-

terest and welfare of his country than I am, or

more anxious for its agricultural improvement

—

nor can any one be more satisfied of the utilitj^,

nay, the necessity there is, of the use of calcareous

manures with our soils, to enable us to arrive at a
profitable, much less a high grade of agricultural

improvement.
Your views (as contained in your Essay on

Calcareous Manures,) respecting our soil, and the

nature of putrescent manuries, entirely accord with
my experience: and practical results, I look upon
as the only sure test of all theories. There is cer-

tainly no abiding principle of fertility in putrescent

manures alone, nor do I believe land can be car-

ried to more than a certain degree of fertility by
their use; but by the addition of calcareous matter,

1 think it would be difficult to affix limits to the de-

gree of iiroductiveness that may be arrived at.

You will doubtless say I am an enthusiast: well,

perhaps I may be somewhat sanguine in my tem-
perament, but zeal I think is a good fault in a far-

mer, particularly where it is tem[)ered with reason

and experience—and I shall say nothing in which I

am not warranted by my own observations of
cause and effect. And certain it is, that unless

agriculture can be carried to a much higher grade
of profit, than it has hitherto attained among us,

the Old Dominion mu.st be abandoned, sooner or

later, by at least the present occupants. But I

find I am fi\st getting off from the subject of your
inquiries, and must therefore rein in my pen. and
come back to the starting place, which was, I think,

my experience, or rather views, respecting the
green sand marl.

JMy experience with the green sand is limited,

perhaps too much so to say any thing about it; but
the green sand marl I have been using for 4 or 5
years; indeed, all the marl on this river (Pamun-
ky) is of that character; different locations dificring

greatly, as to the quantities of the different ingre-

dients. Some of the locations contain a large per
centage ofgypsum ; some are ofgypsum and green
sand. Some contain the two former, with lime in

a goodly ratio. Some, perhaps much the largest

deposites, contain no gypsum, but about equal
quantities of green sand and lime, say 34 or 35
parts of each. What Professor Rogers calls the
pure green sand, contains but little lime, and no
gypsum; but you find interspersed among it all, as

li\r down as I have gone into the lower, or third

stratum (reckoning downwards) of the tertiary for-

mation, more or less of shells, and differing from
the stratum above it in the shells being generally
whole, but easily broken with the fingers. Some
very large and perfect specimens of the cardiia

planicosta, and many very minute shells of a (Wfl'e-

rent species, but also perfiict—whereas the stratum
above it is exceedingly rich in lime, containing
perhaps 60 or 70 per cent, of shells, almost all de-

composed, or in a state of lime, with much green
sand. In the most abundant deposites, above re-

lerred to, containing about equal parts of green
sand and lime, the jiarticles of green sand are about
as large as fine gunpowder, which when taken on
the point of a knife and marked on the nail, pro-

duce a fine verdigris color; whereas in the higher
<]ualities of green sand, the particles are too fine to

detach. The former, I suppose, is what is called

the "gun-powder marl."

I met lately with Professor H. D. Rogers of the
Pennsylvania University, at one of the banks on
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this river, and he fold me that this was identically

the same with the New Jersey green sand, that it

appeared there in all the varieties it did here, with

and without lime, but that some ol" the Jersey
green sand was richer than any he had met with

liere. But the green sand of Jersey difi'crs from
ours in a geological point of view, being ofthe se-

condary foimation, and therelbre the shells dilf'er

from those of the deposite here, as to kind, but

agree as to quality.

As I belbre observed, my experience with the

green sand proper is limited. I had never heard of

the name, much less know the value ofthe article,

until last winter 12 months, when I met with Pro-
fessor Rogers' paper on the subject in the Far-
mers' Register, previous to which, 1 had always
rejected the green sand, when Ave came to it in

working our banks : hn ving tested it by analysis, as

regards lime, and finding very little, I rejected it

as altogether worthless. Since knowing its char-

acter, 1 have used a good deal of it; but do not

think we have had time enough, yet, properly to

test its merits: however, as far as we can judge,

so far, its efl'ects are flattering; indeed in some
instances very remarkable. The finest celery 1

ever saw grow, was in trenches half filled with
green sand, and no manure; it was doubly as good
as the rest ofthe square, (winch was also good,)
cultivated in the usual way, the trenches well ma-
nured, but without green sand or marl. I also

tried it on a galled knoll, where the soil was en-
tirely washed off. The land was lightly sprinkled

with straw, a part was dressed with marl, contain-

ing a goodly portion of lime, and some green sand

—

good marl, but not the best quality. The other

part was dressed with green sand, both at the rate

of 200, or 250 bushels to the acre. Where the
;

first was applied, the land gave some signs of vi-

:

tality, (the whole piece being planted in corn.)-;

Wliere the green sand was applied, there was a
smart growth of corn, with pretty good ears, the '.

other producing none. But the most decided
[

proof of its beneficial efli^cts, Avas evidenced on
j

cotton. 1 selected, as I thought, the poorest spot ,

on the farm where I reside, the spring of 1835,
j

(being a part of one of those cattle-starving, com-
j

fort-killing appendages, called a standing pasture,)
and fiillowed up a fisw acres which I put in cotton;

I

the whole was manured in the drill with coarse
litter. On about 3 acres, the litter in the drills was
top-dressed with green sand at about 100 bushels
to the acre; but I should observe, that this green
sand was of an inferior quality to that used with
the celery and corn, not being from the same de-
posite, and beinir the upper, or overlying stratum
of the tertiary formation, containing about 30 per
cent, of green sand and 5 of gypsum, most of it

having no lime at all. On another acre, old ashes
in about the same proportion were applied, in the
same way, and the cultivation was" precisely the
same on these 4 acres, as on the rest ofthe patch.
Where the green sand and ashes were put, I could
see no difference : but between that, and where no
marl or ashes were put, it was as five to one or
more. Where the green sand and ashes were ap-
plied, the cotton was of fine size, and as well
branched and boiled, as I ever saw cotton, while
that of the other was small and trifling—scarcely
worth any thing. The green sand first spoken of,

as being used with the corn and celery, I also used
with cotton, upon land that had never before

brought cotton, although frequently fried, being
very light and sandy. It was used in the same
way as the other, in the drill, with coarse litter :

the crop was very fine for the year, maturing very
early, and the staple good; it was decidedly the
best cotton I saw last tall, and it was all open be-
f()rc the first li-ost. This piece of land, though, had
been previously marled, and therelbre I cannot
say how much the green sand is entitled to claim
lor the crop. I tried the green sand also on cim-
lins the last year, but could see no efl'ect; those on
which none Avas put, being as good as where it

was. They were all good, but I could ascribe
nothing to the green sand.

Rly next experiment at home, AA'as Avith turnips,

both ruta biiga and common Avhite, (lor here I

have only been using marl since last summer.")
The Ian. I Avas prepared as for the cotton, except
that the litter Avas not so good, the drills lour feet

apart, the manure spread m time and top-dressed
with green sand marl, being about equal parts of
green sand and lime, say 34 or 35 parts of each, at

the rate of 100 bushels to the acre; the land was
then bedded on the litter, and the turnips sowed on
the top of the beds. This was ordinary land, not
good for more than 3 to 4 barrels of corn to the
acre; it Avas forgotten to leave out any rows Avith-

out marling. The fall Avas said to be a bad one
hereabouts for turnips, but the Avhole crop was ex-
cellent, perhaps the best I ever had. The only
difficulty Avith them Avas, that the marl fbrAvarded

them rather too much for Avinter keep.

In September and October, I marled about 50
acres of clover flillow for Avheat at the rate of 200
bushels per acre, the marl being that last spoken
of, equal parts of lime and green sand. So far the
wheat promises well : Avithout additional disasters,

or an increase of the strut, Avith which it is seri-

ously affected, it will probably make 20 or 25 bush-
els per acre.

The eff(3ct, or supposed efl'ect, of marl on this

wheat, I should not have mentioned, as the land
was in good Iiear-t, and had a good groAvth of clo^

A'er on it, but lor the fact of the field, (which is all

light land,) having several sandy knolls in it, Avhich

had no clover on them, and Avhich I scarcely CA'er

saAV bring Avheat or corn; and I can noAV see but
little difference between tliose spots and the rest of
the field: that certainly proves something. The
land was fallowed Avilh three- horse, or rather 10

inch Davis ploughs, the marl then spread, and re-

ploughed Avith smaller ploughs as shalloAV as pos-

sible, the Aviieat then sowed and dragged in both
ways, so as to mix the marl as perfectly as it could

be effected.

On the plantation Avhere I commenced marling
4 or 5 years ago, all has been realized that the

most sanrruine could ha\'e anticipated. The open
land will be nearly finished this year once going
over, at about 250 bushels to the acre; and the farm
now presents an entirely neAV face. Where three

years ago there Avas a sparse growth of hen's

grass, now is the most luxuriant cloA'er. The first

land I marled there, was a very poor piece ofhen's

grass indeed; the next year it came into corn,

Avhen it received a light dressinf; of coarse manure.
I'he corn Avas good, say 6 or 7 barrels at least; it

Avas folloAved by wheat, Avhich Avas also excellent,

and the clover is now, I dare say, as good as any I

ever saw. I find the deep blue marl, or having
that appearance in the bank, containing most green
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sand, decidedly more benefioial than the lighter

colored or gray marl, containing flilly as much
lime, but less green sand—as will the green sand

marls generally on the river, producing a much
more prompt and efficient action than the white,

or miocene marls of the iorest, although the latter

contains a much larger amount of lime, than any
of the eocine, or green sand marls. Eut it all

repays the farmer, with compound interest, for its

use.

As far as my experience goes, I find that with

all marls, or rather calcareous matter, such as we
call in this country marl, it is time thrown away,
or worse, at least ("or the time being, to apply marl

without vegetable matter of some sort. Stable

and farm pen manure, and clover, of course are

best to use with it; but I find any vegetable mat-
ter answers well in sufficient quantity. From my
present experience with the use of marls, I cer-

tainly preler the mixture of the green sand and
hme, or what we call the green sand marl, to

either green sand or lime alone. The green sand

marls seem to exert a wonderful effect on clover,

and all grasses with which I have tried it. It cer-

tainly forwards to maturity too, all crops with

which I have used it; cotton, I think, 2 or 3 weeks
at least. The fallow wheat to which I have refer-

red above, is now at least ten days forwarder than

any in the neighborhood of the same kind. I

have found the only vvay to marl efficiently, was
to have a detailed force, set apart from the crop,

and kept constantly at it. We never stop our
icarts when the weather will permit hauling, ex-

cept in harvest and seed time.

A good many are now beginnin<T to turn their

;attention to marling in the forest, and some on the

fiver; and in every case where it has been judi-

flciously applied, the same good results have attend-

ed. And I see no good reason to doubt, why the

fondest anticipations of the patriot and philanthro-

pist should not be realized, as regards the tide-

water section of Virginia—if the people will only

shake off that lethargy and inaction which it seems
BO easily besets them, and use the means aright

with which nature has so abundantly supplied

them.
My views and experience upon the transporta-

tion of marl by tide-water, as well as the utility of
a rail road, intersecting the heart of the eocine

district, across from Richmond to the Rappahan-
nock, &c. &c. I must defer for another communi-
cation, if you think them worth notice.

I have now, sir, given you a crude synopsis of

my experience with the green sand marl, and
somewhat, my views respecting its use. Should
you be able to winnow any wheat from the bulk of
chaff, which you may think would add to the
general fund of agricultural information, or at all

interest or benefit any of'j'our readers, it is at your
service to dispose of as you think proper—to give it

to the public, or throw it aside as worthless.

C. BRAXTON.

From the Cultivator.

ON THE MANUFACTURE OF BEET SUGAR IN
THE UNITED STATES

Paris, Jlpril 15, 1836.

My Dear Sir—A long space of time has
elapsed since my last communication to the State
Agricultural Society. Meanwhile I have not had

a moment out of mind the promise I made in it (o

resume the pen as soon as I should have some-
thing worthy of" being recommended to their at-

tention. It is long since I have been convinced of

the vital importance for France of" raising the beet

root and manufacturing it into sugar. Some time
after my last arrival in the United States, some of

my friends wanted me to encourage it in America;
one of them, chiefly, who had seen my successful

establishment at my estate in France, and who
knew I had received from the French jrovernment
the gold medal offered for the best making of the

beet sufjar; but I could not recommend it lor the

United States, when I had witnessed how few had
succeeded in this country, even during the reign

of Napoleon, when sugar was four times the price

it is now. Indeed, after that time the working of

the beet sugar was entirely given up in Europe,
except in France, where even I was almost the

only one who would not give up so easily the hope
of the great advantages that discovery was to of-

fer one day or another, to a great part of the

world. The benevolent monarch who succeeded
the great emperor, was soon persuaded that there

would be a great benefit for France in encouraging
this new branch of agricultural industry. How-
ever, nothing more was found necessary to ac-

complish the object than a simple honorable re-

ward for the most successful; f "or if the making of

beet sugar was really useful, it would soon be pro-

ved by the benefits the manufacturers would make.
The price of sugar had fallen more than one-half

and many persons who had invested great capitals

in the undertaking, met with very serious losses.

However, several continued, and new improve-
ments were keeping pace with, and even overbal-

anced the disadvantages of the constant lowering
in the price of sugar. But, sir, I could not give

any encouragement in the United States to similar

undertakings before the improvements in the man-
ufacturing of beet sugar were made. lam per-

suaded that it would have been the cause of com-
plete failure in the attempts made by any one till

very lately, though it has given great profit to

some great establishments in France for a few
years past. This I will demonstrate when I enter

into more detail.

For the present moment, what I have said

above will be sufficient to answer the double pur-

pose of justifying my reserve upon this, so interest-

ing subject, and deserving at the same time the

confidence I wish to attain now, when I recom
mend the cultivation in the United States of the

sugar beet, without any further hesitation, for the

purpose of manufacturing it info sugar. I am
convinced that it will be a very advantageous ag-
ricultural pursuit in all parts of" the United States,

and chiefly, in the middle and northern states.

The great difference in the price of labor between
France and America, which in the account of pro-

fit and loss, has produced a balance against the

United States in the contemplation of this opera-

tion, is now overbalanced by the new discoveries

and improvements in the fiibrication of the beet

sugar. To them, add in fiivor of the United
Slates, the cheapness of the soil lor the cultivation

of the beet, and of the fuel for manufacturing the

sugar. Those advantages are to be found in all

(he new states, and some considerable par(s of
Ponnsyh-aniaand New- York. There, also, they

will have on their side, in uncommon abundance,
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the fine water powers, which more than any thino;

else remedy the difference in the price of handwork
between Europe and America.

But, sir, while I was admiring here, in the

splendid establishments of this new industry, their

fine machinery and their improved chemical pro-

cesses, I was lamenting that the small proprietor

or the larmer could not employ directly his produce

by manufacturing himself. I am but just now
perfectly satisfied that he can do it, and that with

very inconsiderable expense, and without hiring

any help; but simply with that of his family. I

will quote the particular instance of a farmer in the

north of France, (near Valenciennes.) who has

received a medal from the Royal and Central Ag-
ricultural Society, for havig established on his larni

one of the first small beet sugar manufactories,

where he makes daily, without any assistance, but

that of his family, 100 pounds of sugar fit for fam-

ily use "'ithout further preparation. The whole
house room consecrated to that purpose, is a room
16 (cet square, and a cabinet 10 feet by 12. Now,
sir, you can undoubtedly appreciate at once all the

advantages that a farmer can reap in cultivating

and manulacturing the sugar beet. It will be
greater yet for those who have, as in the north of

Pennsylvania and New- York, the maple su;gar.

The making of beet sugar may begin in October,

and end commonly in March; it is just at the mo-
ment when the maple sugar is more commonly
made; so that the same implements will answer
for both manufactures, and the farmer will have
employ for his family during the months when
they have most leisure.

The Royal and Central Agricultural Society

have just offered several handsome premiums, for

whoever will communicate within this year the

best methods for manufacturing the beet sugar on
small farms. This has given me the idea of not

waiting for my arrival in America, for recommend-
ing immediately the cultivation of the beet so that

experiments may be made this fall and winter, by
employing some of the best systems discovered

here, and such as the inventive genius of Ameri-
cans will not fail to discover.

I remain, my dear sir, with sincere regard.

Yours,
l,e ray de chaumont.

Hon. Jesse Buel.

P. S. I should have liked to add some notes up-

on silk and mulberries; but Mr. Tallmadge, with

Avhom I am going to-morrow to see one of the lar-

gest establishments in France, will publish some-
thing upon the subject. If beet seed enough can-

not be procured, a pretty large quantity will be

found at Messrs. De Launay, Burgy & Co. in N.
York.

ADULTERATION OF MILK IN THE CITY OF NEW
YORK.

Extract from the New York Farmer.

Of the various animals, whose milk is employed
for human food the cow, both in respect to quality

and quantity, is most generally preferred. Goals',

asses', and mares' milk are used; but for conveni-
ence, nutriliousness, and quantity, the cow is

above all others to be chosen; and as far as food is

concerned, may be considered among the greatest
blessings which Divine Providence lias bestowed

upon mankind. As matter of diet, there is noth-
ing which in proportion to its Aveight contains so
much nutriment; and as a beverage, to a simple
and unadulterated taste none can be more grateful.

In the country, where it can be had pure and in

abundance, it ought to constitute the great article

of Ibod for children and young persons; and the
miserable and pernicious and perfectly innutritions

substitutes of tea and coffee ought to be kept en-
tirely out of their reach. In cities, however, pure
milk is almost as difficult to be procured as pure
water. In New York city, for example, the milk
is first deteriorated, if we may be allowed so to

state, in the cow's udder;—that is, where cows are
led upon distillers' swill, with scarcely any meal,
and with barely hay enough to form a cud, the
milk produced is of a very inferior quality; besides,

with a large proportion of the milk-dealers, though
not with all, it undergoes the ruleable and estab-
lished dilution of one quart of water to four of

milk; in addition to this, if it goes into the hands
of the grocers, as ia general they are too inodest

and humane io sell any thing like strong drink, it

commonly undergoes another ajiplication from the

town-pump. Indeed; we state upon the best in-

formation, that there are grocers in the city, who,
without any aid from the cow, or at least the
slightest possible, have offered the milk-mcn, when
the supplies of the milk-mcn for their customers
fall short, to furnish them from their own (the gro-
cers') resources, what they may need to make
their supply sufficient : that is, they literally man-
ufticture the milk, as we sometimes say, " out of
the whole cloth." The process, we understand,
is this: to take some Indian meal of the white
gourd-seed variety, and pass some scalding water
through it; and this water dashed with a slight

touch of milk, as Bloomfield calls it, " three times
skimmed sky-blue," can be afforded at about five

cents per quart; and at this rate is actually vended
to the poor Jbrlorn wretches, who want their cent
or their two cents' worth for their tea and coffee.

Now whether this be or be not a real Yankee trick

we shall not venture to surmise, but the ingenuity

of its performance belongs to the veritable city of
Manhattan. It is however all of a piece with ma-
ny of the London tricks, which London cream is

readily manufactured out of flour or magnesia, and
milk to a consistence to suit the most fastidious.

The adulterations of human food, however, where
it is susceptible of being adulterated to a profit, are

most obvious and enormous, and it would be quite

Ibrtunate if all of them were as innocent as the

above.

From tlie New York Fanner.

HAY AND HAY MAKING.

The season of hay cutting is just at hand. An
operation so simple as that of cutting and curing
hay every farmer feels that he understands, and
would disdain on this subject any attempt to ad-
vise or instruct him. Be it so; the wise are glad
to examine any subject, on which it is possible

discussion or inquiry may throw some light; cor-

rect prejudices, or suggest new and better means
of management; the wise in respect to any and
every subject are never too wise to learn; and
though our own observations or suggestions on
any subject may have no just foundation, nor rea-
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sonablenessj and no pertinency, they may be use-

ful if they excite the inquiries and elicit the obser-

vations of wiser or more experienced minds.

Hay making must be set down as one ot the

most importani operations in husbandry. Hay
with us is the great means of supporting our Hve

stock. Our straw is ])rincipally used for htter or

the subsistence of our young cattle. Grain and
meal are always given with reluctance, excepting

to iatting cattle; and comparatively no succulent

vefretables are grown for the winter keeping of our

sto'ck. It is hoped in this latter case there may be

a speedy alteration in the habits ol our farmers;

and that it will become as much matter of custom

among our farmers to raise large crops oi" vegeta-

bles, with which to store iheir cellars as large crops

of hay with which to fill their barns. Common
white turnips, though very little in favor with us

are a valuable crop both for sheep and neat cattle.

The yellow varieties are still better, as they are

more solid and retain their good qualities much
longer. The rutabaga is a most excellent vegeta-

ble Ibrsheep, cattle and horses. Potatoes, carrots,

mangel wurizel are all excellent. An agricultural

friend, well qualified to judge, informs me that he

prefers to all others the common blood beet. He
asserts that according; to his own experience, it is

as sure a crop as any other; that it yields as much
to the acre as any other; none will make more
milk, or put on more flesh; none if properly taken

care of will last longer; and none of equal value is

raised with more ease orat less expense. My own
experience in their cultivation and use disposes me
to give almost entire credit to all these statements.

It would seem to be most important to the health

of our animals, especially considering the length

of our winters and the time during which they are

confined to the stall, that they should have green
and succulent Ibod to mix with their dry; and that

dry especially not of the best quality. Certainly

very much of our hay is spoiled in the getting—it

is cut not at the right time. It is made either too

much or two little; so much as to become too hus-

ky and dry, or so little as to be heated and mouldy;
in either case much of its nutritive power is lost;

and though it may sustain life, cattle by the use of

it lose their condition and become diseased; poor,

hide-bound, costive and consumptive.
The time when hay should be cut is a matter

not well settled and in which farmers in different

places difl'er with each other. Different grasses

ripen at different periods; and with some the sea-

son of flowering continues much longer than with
others. It is ascertained likewise by chemical ana-
lysis that grasses at difii^rent periods of their growth
yield more nutriment than all others. What in

some parts of the country is called the English
Bent, a fine and delicate grass, must be cut very
early, or it becomes hard and wiry. Herds grass

or Timothy grass, according to the experiments
of Sinclair, must be allowed to reach an extreme
ripeness in order to yield the greatest amount of

nutritive matter. VVe have some incredulity in re-

gard to the statements respecting this latter grass,

and some hesitation whether these experiments,
though highly exact and instructive, are to be con-
sidered conclusive as to the actual value of these
grasses lor feeding; and should deem some exact
experiments with the cattle themselves made un-
der fiivorable circumsiancos and by .skilfhl and
careful ubservcis, much more decisive.

The time of cutting for most grasses is when
they are in flower. If' cut before this, they waste
greatly and have little substance; and if suffered

to stand long after this, they lose their succulence.

It is advisable in this matter to be early, rather than
late; and to cut before the plant is exhausted by
flowering, or by forming seeds. It is then in the

highest perfection. The time for cutting clover is

longer than of other grasses, as it continues longer

sending out a succession of flowers; but I am de-

cidedly of an opinion that the sooner this grass is

cut afier it conies into flower, the better, as it is so

apt to lodge and to become mouldy at bottom.

On the subject of the time of cutting grass I am
happy to quote the opinions of a very able writer*

"This rule of cuttinggrass, when it first comes in-

to flower applies to ever}' species of herbage, which
is to be dried for winter food; but to coarse hay. the

produce of wet or marshy grounds, it is strongly

applicable; for most of the plants, which grow in

these situations, when they are in full vigor, are as

tender, and contain perhaps as great a proportion

of nourishing juices as any other description of

hay; and when cut at that stage and properly man-
aged aflerwards, fijrm a valuable article of food

both for sheep and cattle; but when the cutting is

delayed, as indeed it veryoflen is, till an advanced
period of the season, when the plants have not on-

ly reached their ultimate growth, but begin to de-

cay, this description of herbage becomes at once

the coarsest and least nourishing of all food. This
opinion does not proceed upon theory; but upon
the solid grounds of experiments carefully made
upon different kinds of herbage, at different periods

of their growth, the result of which establishes a
fact which cannot be two generally known, viz:

that plants of all sorts, if they are cut when in fiill

vigor, and afterwards carefully dried, without any
waste of their natural juices either by bleaching

with rain or exhalation, contain weight for weight,

a quantity of nourishing matter nearly double

what they do, when allowed to attain their full

growth, and make some progress towards decay."

These opinions are stated with great confidence;

and arc entitled to much consideration; and so far

as they apply to our wet meadows deserve partic-

ular attention, since the cutting and cuimg of

these grasses receive very little care; they are left

standing generally until very late in the season;

and the hay from "them commonly is almost worth-

less, excepting for litter.

" In the survey of Perthshire, Eng. it is stated

that as the great object of making hay is that of

preserving as much of the natural sap as possible,

the proper time for cutting it is when the crop of"

grass has attained its highest degree of perfection;

when the plants are in lull blow, and before tlieir

flowers begin to fade. If cut too green the hay
shrivels and loses much of hs bulk; if allowed to

stand till the seeds are ripe, the stem becomes
hard and wiry; the roots lose much of their na-

tural sap; the aftermath is less abundant; and tiie

principal part of the hay is in danger of crumbling

away into short stumps, under the various opera-

tions which it must undergo. Better to be too soon

than too late, especially if the crop be heavy and
in danirer ol" lodging."'

'' With clover the best time for cutting it is when
the llowers are all i'ully blown and the earliest be-

gin to liini brown. If allowed lo stand longer, the

roots of the stalks lose their leaves, and become
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hard and slicky; and the plant is so much exhaust-

ed that it takes a long time before it sends up new
shoot?."

I

With respect to curinghay, il is important to put

it into the barn in as green a state as will possibly

do and a\-oid i(s heating and becoming mouldy.
In this way it best retains its succulence and flavor;

and the nearer in both these respects it apfiroach-

esto grass in its green state, so much better is it

relished by all kinds of stock, and so much the

more nutritious it undoubtedly is. The best farm-

ers, on the ('onnecticut river, and where they are

extensively engaged in the ft:eding of cattle, liave

within a i'ew years been accustomed to put their

hay in the barn in a very green state and after a
slight making. They deem it of the first impor-
tance that it should have no foreign dampness ad-
hering to it eitiier of dew or rain; but they do not

object to its heating slightly in the mow from the

fermentation of its natural juices. They are of an
opinion that this even renders it the more palata-

ble for the cattle; but wetness cither of dew or

rain is altogether injurious to its quality : produces
sourness, and mould, and renders il innutritions,

unfit for the use of cattle, and extremely perni-

cious to horses. The English farmers think their

hay is belter for a slight heat in the slack.

Two things in the curing of hay are to be par-

ticularly attended to. The first is to secure itTrom
wet. The effect of wet upon hay is like the effect

of water upon tea to extract all its strength and
flavor. For this reason the practise of some farm-
ers of mowmg in the rain by way of saving time,

and sulTering the hay to remain wet and entirely

saturated with water in the swath, under the im-
pression that it would suffer no injury though it

should remain so twenty four hours, proceeds on ve-

ry erroneous opinions; and is to be strongly con-

demned. The practice like\vise of cutting grass

when a heavy dew is upon it, is, on the same
grounds to be disapprov(?d, excepting that in this

case that it is verj' soon stirred and shaken. We
should prefer, excepting that we might sometimes
find that it compelled us to the loss of too much
time, never to have a swath mowed but when the

grass and ground are perfectly dry. The grass is

not mowed so easily when dry as when wet. It

requires more strength and the edge of the scythe

sutlers more; but the grass, which is cut when
perfectly dry and the ground under it likewise be-

ing pertecdy dry and warm, is made with so much
more quickness and ease, that this consideration,

which will go fiir to balance the supposed or actual

advantages in the other case.

The second important point is to avoid getting

the hay too dry, and stirring il so much as to shake
off' the leaves. These constitute the most palata-

ble and nutritious part of the hay; and this is par-

ticularly likely to happen in respect to clover, which
if very much dried and shaken becomes little bet-

ter than so many sticks. Clover can be well cur-

ed in cocks, without any turning, but that of re-

versing the heaps.—This method lias been often

tried and with entire success. Salt is always to be
applied in these cases at the rate of a peck to a
load; and to all English hay the addition of salt to

the amount at least of four quarts to the load is al-

ways to be recommended.
Spreading out, as it is termed, is an operation

that should be done by a most careful hand. Clo-
ver hardly admits of "this when green, and, if al-

VoL. IV—36

tempted when dry, the best parts of the hay are
sure to be shaken off. Other kinds of hay howev-
er, cannot afier mowing, be too carefully o|)encd
and too evenly s|M-ead; not a matted hundlijl

should be left that is not thoroughly separated and
shook out. Hay at night, if it can be done, should
never be left in swath or in windrow; but put up at

first in small cocks and afterwards made with no
more shaking about and spreading than is abso-
lutely necessary to dry it. We have already ex-
tended this article beyond our intentions and yet
have not exhausted it. We commend it to our
brother farmers, not presuming that we. can instruct

them; but hoping that we may at least draw their

attention to a subject of great importance in hus-
bandry; but which we think has by no means as

yet received sufficient consideration and care.

H. C.

LKGISLATIVE ACTION REQUIRED TO AID
AGRICUT.TURE.

No. I.

Agricultural Professorship.

To the Editor of ttie Fanners' Register.

y/irficld, Juhj, 1836.

Sir: The devotion ofyour useful journal to "'the

improvement of the Practice and support of the
Interests of Agriculture" has been beneficially felt

throughout the State. The improvem.ent of the
practice embraces an extensive and diversified field;

but the interests of agriculture are, perhaps, more
ramified; since they are, either directly, or indi-

rectly, connected with almost alt the other interests

of society. Is not agriculture the nursing mother
of them all? And have not her interests been, not
only too long neglected, but wantonly oppressed, for

the benefit of others?

May I not ask, what practical, beneficial, and
separate measure has our Legislature ever adopted,

to promote these interests? At the last session

they were asked by an Agricultural Convention, to

make a beginning— 1. To appoint a Board of Agri-
culture for the purpose of superintending and sup-
|)orting these interests and recommending subjects

tor legislative action—2. To estabhsh a professor-

ship of agriculture in the Universitj^, in accordance
with its original design, and the intention of the

ibunders of the Literary Fund— or, 3. To defray

the expense of an agricultural tour through the

Union, for the purpose of inspecting and embody-
ing the most profitable and economical practices,

pursued by the best husbandmen in other States;

to be laid betbre our people lor their information.

Only one of these measures was asked tor at that

session; and it was hoped, that, at any rate, the

least objectionable of them would have been adopt-

ed. Your readers who take a lively interest in

j

this subject know with what indifference the me-

j

niorial was treated. One of the persons designat-

I

ed to sustain the memorial before the "Committee

i
on Agriculture," did not wait on that committee,

i because he had privately understood that nothing

I would be done, and knew, from long experience,

the futility of attempting to overturn settled preju-

dices.

It has been thought (whether justly or not I do

not say,) that this result was mainly attributable

j

to a jealousy of the Universityj as it was appre-

i
bended that any action on either of the alternative
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propositions of the convention, would end in the

establishment of the proposed profepsorrjhip and

experimental farm. It was asked in conversation,

what claim the University had over any of the

other colleges in the Stale"?

Whether agriculture be regarded as a science or

an art, it certainly admits of degrees of skill. The
principles on which its whole theory and practice

depend are to be learned,- for, they are not innate, or

born in us, like the germinating principle in the

seeds we use. Their connection with several of

the sciences is intimate; nay, in many instances,

are borrowed IVom the sciences; and, in all, useful-

ly illustrated by them. The ignorant, but success-

iul farmer owes that success to his industry in imi-

tating others, or, to the knowledge he has acquired

by observation and dearly-bought experience.

It is proposed, by means of a professorship and
experimental farm, to impart to such youths as de-

sire it, both theory and praciice. It would be in

vain for a professor of chemistry or natural philoso-

phy to attempt, usefully and successfull}', to teach

his class either of these sciences by mere oral ex-

planations from his chair, unaided by the dumb,
but more efficient instruction of an a})paratus.

And so it is in agriculture—where experiment is

the great expositor. It is not so important that

we make every experiment with our own hands,

as it is, that we know the principles upon which
each is made, witness, and carefully note the vio-

flus operandi and the results. Few proprietors in

the south till then' own soil; and, if, instead of trust-

ing the mode, &c. of doing it to the presumption

of uninformed, self-sufficient agents, we would
plan every thing and supervise its execution our-

selves, our graineries would be better filled and
our lands rapidly improve. But, what an amaz-
ing difference would exist in our present condition,

if, in youth we had been carefully instructed, both

in the principles and practice of our vocation 1

How many disappointments and bad crops would
have been avoided! How many once fruitful

fields would have been saved from sterility and
abandonment

!

I doubt not but that you have been amused at

the ignorance, curiosity and surprise of a person
with beard on his chin, when he examined, f(;r the
first time in his life, the crops and all the appurte-
nances of a farm. There are many persons in Eu-
rope who have never been beyond the walls of
their native city; and there may be some in this

country who have spent their days in seaports and
at sea. Such an individual may be very learned
and accomplished, if you please; but, with what
profound ignorance would he embark in firming or
planting ! He would have to learn even the names
and uses of every thing. As all would be new to
him, time and study and careful observation and
an imitative talent to boot, would be necessary be-
fore he could make a living. Although few are so
ignorant as this; yet, the majority of the young
men among us are less informed than they mighl
be, about what is passing around them, and whTch
is of the most importance to them in their future
rural pursuits. They have been otherwise en o-ag-
ed, and it has not been fashionable to direct Uieir
attention to any thing eo Iovv and vulgar! I con-
cede it to be true, that every fanner^!? son knows
the name and use of every thing on the firm be-
fore he begins to shave, and can contract with an
overseer and have a crop made in the u^ual man-

ner. But, how many of us have been instructed

in the nature and characteristics of soils—the skil-

ful use of artificial means to increase their fertility

or renovate it when exhausted; lo alternate crops

advvmtageously—to cultivate in the most improv-
ed and profitable manner such as may be best

adapted to the soil and to circumstances: in shorty

how many of us have been taught to apply the

unerring principles of science to the details of our
business, a^nd have been enlightened by the re-

corded experiments and practices of the present

and past ages? Would not a knowledge of chem-
istry, geology, mineralogy and botany have done
us, and through us, oiu' common country, more
substantial good than all the Latin verbs antl nouns
the whole of us ever conjugated and declined ia

our lives]

I am sure there is no Tie plus iiUra to human
genius and enterprise: and, perhaps, you will think
so, if you but contemplate all that has happened
even within your own time. Guided by the in-

creasing liohts of science and the dexterity of art,,

have not the improvements achieved by man, in

nearly all his vocations, outstripped the visions of
credulity itselj? The extension of old, and the
discovery of new principles, with their brilliant re-

sults would astonish the most sanguine, as well as.

the wisest philosophers of any other age, if they
could reappear upon earth. Need I recount the
victories of genius; the wonders of invention; the
splendid, herculean achievements of enterprise

that so signally characterize and adorn the proud
epoch in which we live? It is, indeed, an age o'L

"successful experiment.'" And, shall it continue
to be said, that every other interest but that of ag-
riculture has been fostered and encouraged, as welJ
by legislative action, as by associated wealth, and
is moving onward with constant and increasing
celerity?

In the midst of this unparalleled excitement and
energy, it would have been strange if the impulse
had not been communicated to the agriculturist:

and we see him, measurably, roused from his

letharg}-, both by the novelties of the day and the
increasing demand for the productions of his indus-

try. The operation of this stimulus upon individu-

als of his own profession has produced improve-
ments that are slowly spreading abroad; carrying
conviction wherever they go, that husbandry is

susceptible of a vastly wider range ofusefulncsa
and [trofit; and, if projicrly cherished by govern-
ment, is destined, soon, to occupy the most digni-

fied and honorable place among the pursuits of
man.
The disadvantages under which individuals la-

bor in making the exi;erimenfs necessary to devel-
ope facts and principles, so essential to "the im-
provement of the practice of agriculture;" the tar-

diness with which favorable results become gene-
rally known and acted upon, and the fact that un-
favorable results are hardly ever known beyond a
circumscribed circle, have created in the minds of
many intelligent citizens, an anxious desire that
the Legislature should take "the interests of agri-

culture" under its special patronage and protection.

These considerations induced the meeting of the
convention which assembled in Richmond last

winter: and 1 am gratified in believing that the
subject, though so unceremoniously "laid on the
fable" by our law-makers, continues to occupy its

relative importance, and excites an increasing dc-
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gree of public solicitude. Indeed, it seems impos-

t^ible, but, that, every mind endued with reflection

and patriotism, must participalc in lhi« solicitude;

and, especially, when the wretched condition ol'

our husbandry is compared with its intrinsic im-

portance to every other interest, and witiitheilc-

clining power and glory o(" the commonwealth!
Why is it that such armies of our citizens semi-

annually abandon the land of their nativity and
all its hallowed recollections—carrying with them
that mass of intelligence, wealth and enterprise

which subdues the wilderness and makes it blos-

som as the rose? Is it not because of the impove-
rishment of Virginia, and the neglected and hum-
ble condition of her agriculture? Is there a land

on earth witli a finer climate, or more natural ad-

vanta<res and resources, or with a soil more sus-

ceptible of the highest state of improvement? All

our sta])le;? are of the first importance; and, when
cultivated on rich lands that have never been ex-

hausted, or, that have been highly improved by

the skilful use of artificial means, yield a profit

even greater than is derived from the most Jcrtile

soils of thewc.=;t, except, perhaps, the cotton and
sugar lands. This may be doubted by man}"; but,

ol its truth, I am thoroughly convinced by the re-

sults of actual observation. I am inclined to the

opinion, that, if two farmers, with precisely equal,

but ample, means, were to commence the same
time on equal quantities of land; the one in the

richest woodland of the tccst, the other in any fa-

vorable and improvable part of Virginia, and were
to live for twenty years at the same expense, hoard-

ing the balance of their incomes, tiie Virginian

would have the most money at the end of the time;

provided he adopted the most improved system of

ameliorating his soil and cultivating his crops, &c.

His land would be continually improving, and
would not, in that lime, have reached the highest

state susceptible of improvcmsnt; though its pro-

duction in quantify (which is rather improbable)

might equal, if not exceed that of the other. The
dilTerence in the prices of his marketable articles

and of his necessary purchases would swell the

surplus of the Virginian- Would not; the cost of

moving and making settlements on the new lands

of the west, if wisely expended in improving those

abandoned, make the latter, in most cases, most
valuable and desirable? However, it has been
'•testified'' by the best and wisest man that ever

lived, -'that a prophet hath no honor in his own
country;" and eighteen centuries prove the truth of

the remark. How many migrate under the influ-

ence of this fact, it is unnecessary to enquire; for,

multitudes leave us with no other than a pecunia-

ry object, leaving behind an ample and unoccupied

arena for all their means and enterprise, if they

were only contented, and would believe so.

But, what hope is there of arresting this flood-

tide of depletion, unless the Legislature shall, at

once, take agriculture under its protection, elevate

it to the honor of a place along side of the most fa-

vored arts and sciences? One half of the sum an-

nually wasted by them in listening to the vain and

unfruitful oratorical displays of the young lawyers

among them, would fully meet the expenses of a

professorship and pattern farm. But the execution

of this, and the adoption of such other measures
as may, upon reflection, seem calculated to instruct

lis in the best modes of culture and management,
eoukl not involve an expense worthy of a momenfs

consideration by those to be benefited by them-
II" file fear of incurring the displeasure of the peo-
ple prevented our delegates fi-om "taking the re-

sponsibility"' last winter, they have now time to

agitate the subject among their constituents, and
collect their sentiments. And I invoke j'our aid,

Mr. Editor, and that of every other friend of the

good cause in the State, in rotisingthe public mind
to a proper consideration of this subject, in all its

interesting aspects. I assure you I feel no interest

whatever about it, beyond that which every other

citizen who loves Virginia ought to feel. It con-

cerns us all, no matter oi' what calling; whether
land -owner or not.

The legislative authority of almost every State

in Christendom has been exerted directly in pro-

moting agriculture: and why should Virginia stand,

a solitary exception; and that too, when her hus-

bandly, in all its departments, is comparatively, so

far in the back ground? Most of our law-makers
are, themselves, infcrcslcd in the subject; but no
feeling of disinterestedness or mawkish sensitive-

ness about providing for their oion interests ought
to restrain them; since that interest is common
with that of their constituents. Tlie fear of cen-

sure for expending a fiew dollars in so good a cause

is unworthy of any man who has been honored

with the confidence of the people. Is there a man
among us so contemptibly mercenary as to refuse

to contribute a few cents, (say one or two cents

per head on the population of the .Slate,) to place

the primary interest of the Commonwealth on a

footing of greater respectability and advancing im-

provement?
If it be asked, what can the Legislature do7 I

answer, comply with the request of the memorial

of the convention.* Let them look into the laws

of other countries as well as those of our sister

States—collect all their measures in aid of hus-

handr}'—examine into the results of them—and

adopt such as may be thought to be suited to our

wants and circumstances. Nor would it be una-

vailing, respectfiilly to weigh the merits of every

plan that may be suggested, and expend a small

sum in testing the practicability and utility of tlie

best of them. If I had access to the necessary

books and documents, I would, cheerfully, lay be-

fore your readers, an abstract of what has been

done elsewhere. Perhaps some of your corres-

pondents may be more fortunate in this respect

than myself; and can spare the time to do it.

Many persons would like to see such a statement,

and i't might have some effect in stimulating both

the public mind and the movements of the Legis-

lature. I do not know that the ])ublic libraries ai

the seat ofgovernment and our literary institutions

have been, or have not been, enriched by the

books and documents containing this information.

Il' they have not been, it is a reprehensible omission

that ought to be supplied at once.

But,U has been asked, what superior claim the

University has over the other institutions, to a

professorship of agriculture and a pattern or ex-

jierimental farm? The answer is so obvious, that

the question plainlv indicates an improper jealousy

of that valuable institution. Is not the University

V.'ould it not be well for the Farmers' Register to

re-publish the simple propositions or requests, as set

forth towards the close of the memorial alluded to? See

Far. Reg.-vol iii, pajte 625, February No.
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\he highest school of learning in the Statel Does
it not embrace the widest range of science? Is it

not supplied with the most extensive library, ap-

paratus, &c.? Is it not the resort of the greatest

number of youth, and regarded as best calculated

to add the tvnishing touches of education? And is

not its position most central, as well as in as fine

a section of country as any in the State? Such an

experiment as that proposed, could not, thcretbre,

be so fairly made any where else, if gentlemen in-

sist on calling it an experiment. If local advanta-

ges are to result, they would, necessarily, be en-

joyed at any other place. Though I do not agree

that these advantages will be confined to that

place; ibr, the benefit of them will rapidly spread

to the remotest corners of the State and far be-

yond them. Kvery valuable developement of sci-

ence and experiment will instantly fly through all

the channels of communication, and enlighten the

mind and practice of the husbandman in his rural

and most sequestered abode. The young men
who annually return to the bosom of their families

and friends, will also bring with them liberal and

enlightened views and a cultivated laste Ibr rural

pursuits. Husbandry will be elevated to its just

rank, and the learned professions (gratuitously so

called,) will no longer monopolize so much genms
and talent, nor be the graves of so many of our

young men. Public sentiment will be gradually

turned in favor of the certain profits, the real com-
forts and quiet joj's of agriculture. The streets of

your cities and market towns will be less crowded
by eager and desperate speculators; by gay drones

and fashionable voluptuaries.

When this happy change shall be effected, may
we not confidently hope that the rich resources of

our State; the enviable advantages of our climate,

soil and location will be more justly appreciated

—

that the ancient glory and renown of the Old Do-
minion will be relumed—and, that our society

will find its strongest and most congenial cement,
and substantial happiness, in the dear land of our
fathers.

Yours, respectfully,

CLAIBORNE VV. GOOCII.

No. II.

Board of ^'Agriculture—jJgricultural Tour.

To the Editor of tlic Farmers' Register.

Jlirfield, July, 183G.

The Legislature is asked to establish, u[)on a
plan similar to the one adopted in New York, a
Board of Agriculture. It might consist of one
member from each congressional district; to be
elected for two years, either by the people or the
General Assembly. They ought not to be per-

mitted to serve more than two years at a time; and,
perhaps, it would be best for half of the Board,
annually, to consist ofnew members. This acces-
eioii of fresh zeal every year, to be tempered by
the reflection and experience of the old members,
would be attended with good results. Such a
Board could not fail, at least, for some years, to

be highly beneficial to the interests of agriculture.
It would diffuse throughout the State much useful
information, and inspire a livelier interest in rural
pursuits. It might be the instrument of embody-
mg and disseminating a knowledge of practices

and improvements that too often remain long con-

fined to particular neighborhoods, and dissipate

that cloud of pn-judice in favor of ancient courses,

that so much retard the success, and diminish the

profits of the husbandman. Thinly scattered, as

we are, over an extensive territory, we are, gene-
rally, without the means of comparing principles

and practices, or of learning, in any authentic form,

the results of such experiments as the means and
enterprise of individuals, even in Virginia, enable

Iheni to make. The Farmers^ Register is a val-

uable vehicle for the communication of such infor-

mation, I grant; but, only a few of the more weal-
thy of our population subscribe to that work; and
still fewer employ its columns for that purpose.

And, when they do so, it is too frequently in the

form of anonymous communications, that seldom
coiTimand that attention and credence, due to real

and respectable names.
But, the prejudice agains*^^ every thing new,

however valuable, in husbandry is as deep-rooted

and general, as it is pernicious and ridiculous.

Something is necessary, to exterminate it, if possi-

ble, fi-om the minds of men, and guard those of

youth from imbibing it. Would not the eradica-

tion of this noxious weed be worth all the expense,

both of a Board of Agriculture and an Agricultu-

ral Tour? Those who have the means of making
experiments in a limited way, or step out of the

beaten track of their neighbors are sure to be point-

ed at, as mere bookfarmers, and to lose reputation

for good sense. Should they fail, even in one

among many praiseworthy attempts to improve in

tillage or management, they become, at once, butts

of ridicule; their credit suffers, and perhaps their

solvency is doubted. If they meet with success, it

is ascribed to mere chance or lucky seasons.

When new and valuable discoveries are made,
they are disseminated with such a snail's pace,

that it takes years ibr them to get beyond the

neighborhood.
It is too generally believed that there is no art

or mystery in husbandry; that it requires no edu-
cation, and a very ordinary share of common
sense and intelligence. Nay, more; it is the pre-

vailing impression, and probably with two thirds

of the people, that a well educated man, with a
cultivated and expanded mind, is wholly unfit for

agriculture ! In what can this, most absurd opin-

ion originate? May we ascribe it to the fact, that

all our young men, possessed of these advantages,

have been, hitherto, devoted to other pursuits; that,

when they do settle upon farms, they leave the

management of every tiling to overseers; (who
frequently can neither read or write !) or, if they
undertake tlie management themselves, that, from

not having had their minds, in their youth, direct-

ed to, and instructed in, the principles and practice

of husbandry, they so oflen fail, and have to sell

out; or, at any rate, blunder along, and spend half

their patrimony, before experience teaches them
the ordinary skill, and gives its consequent success?

But, no matter to what causes such an impres-
sion may be owing, it ought to be removed. And
is there any better way of doing it, than, for the

Legislature to take agriculture under its protec-

tion, and elevate it in public opinion? It has been
said, that the character and chief interests and
pursuits of a nation may be ascertained by an ex-
amination of its laws. According to this test,

what sort of an opinion do you think a stranger

would form of us, after having read our code of
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'a\vs7 Would he infer that we were almost en-

tirely an nirricultunil people? or, would he incline

to think us a conununity ofliiigant speculators and
traders?

If our fathers have prodiiiall}" dissipated the ibr-

tility ot" our lands, yet, skill and industry liavo

power to restore if. All the other bountiful j^ifts of

Providence still remain to us; and their great value

is daily made more nianilt3st. Lon": experience

and the example of other communities prove, that

Ihc means and enterjjrisc of scattered individuals

are insutiicienf, promptly, to developc the advanta-
ges of new improvements, and to change, in any
short period, the immemorial habits and practices

of a whole community. Hence, it is very impor-
tant, through the instrumentality of a Board of
j^gricullure, to concentrate, and then difl'use what-
ever valuable systems and practices that may ex-
ist in different parts of the State; and, by means ol'

an jIgricuUural Tour, collect and disseminate a

knowledge of those of our sister States. I grant
that much of this information might be .gathered
from periodical publications. Bnt it exists m such
detached scraps, mixed up with so much other
matter, that, if the materials were accessible to in-

dividuals, it would require much time and great
labor to collate and embody it in a usefiil form.
A Board of Agriculture would bring Avith them

the results of their own experience as well as that

of the most successful husbandmen in their respec-
tive districts. Their own discussions and compa-
rison of opinions would elicit much light for the
benefit of the public; and they would be enabled to

recommend to the Legislature the wisest and most
beneficial enactments, both to "improve the prac-
tice and support the interests of agriculture." In
whatever light such a Board may be viewed, it

ecems to promise benefits that would justify its

establishment. Perhaps it may not be necessary
to keep it in existence more than a few years.
When it shall have stimulated and aided the Le-
gislature in doing something for the drooping inte-

rests of the cultivators of the earth; when it shall
have roused into active being, and given a proper
direction to a becoming zeal in the pursuits of hus-
bandry, its duties may well be superseded by a
State j/gricultural Socielij, under the inmiediate
ptitronage and support of the Legislature. That
each a society should be soon gotten up, need
hardly he here suggested. I think it only requires
to be proposed to ensure its organization the coming
winter. May not the failure of a similar attempt
heretofore, be ascribed to an improper organiza-
tion and the want of legal aid? At that thne the
spirit of improvement in every thing else had not
so far outstripped husbandrj', as at present; nor did
there exist so many urgent reasons to make exer-
tions to increase the respectability and profits of
the land owners, in order to keep them from mi •

grating. At that time we had no public journal
dedicated, like yours, to our uses, and calculated
to keep together and reflect the value of such an
association. When such a society shall be asain
organized, it is hoped that the officers and ma'na-
gers, and even its members will consist only of
actual and practical farmers. To place the chief
coiiduct of its afliairs in the hands of any other de-
scription of persons, however elevated, "by reputa-
tion lor talent, by office, or by private worth, is to
ensure its failure: to kill it, in the very act of its

birih!
^

Let it be remembered that the Agricultnral
Convention wliich met in Richmond last winter,
adjourned to jneei again, on the second Monday in
January next. It is expected that the friends of
this measure will take steps in time, to insure a
full meeting, and to embody as much zeal and tal-

ent as possible; and go prcj)ared to compare opin-
ions and act with union and energy. It ia con-
tended that the fiirmcrs and planters have a rio^ht

to demand that something should be done in their
behalf If the measures, to wliich I have so has-
tily and imperl(2ctly adverted, be not approved,
then, let better ones be substituted, having the
same great object in view. I am confidenTihat
such, when properly understood, will be gratefully
received by the whole agricultural community.
That community cannot be expected to acquiesce
much longer in delay and indifference; nor be sat-
isfied witli the poor excuse, that "nothing can be
done for their interest, more than by measures
that collaterally support it." But my confidence
in the patriotism of the Legislature, and in their

disposition to do any thing for the public good,
when they see clearly how it may be done, is such,
that I am sure the members will, between this, and
the time ol their meeting, reflect seriousl}- on, and
entjuire into, this vital subject, and be prepared to

legislate wisely and efficientl}- upon it.

I am, very respectfijll}', yours,

C. W. GOOCH.

For tlie b'ainiers' Eegister.

ON THE USE OF THE OSAGE ORANGE (mA-
CLURA AURANTIACA) AS FOOD FOR SILK
WORMS.

Some months ago the Farmers' Register con-
tained a translation of an interesting article by JM,

Bonafbus, giving the result of an experiment on
fijeding the silk worm on the leaves of the Ma-
dura. Although the authority of that gentleman
may be regarded as decisive on any matter coiv
nected with the culture of silk, yet as many sub-
stitutes for the mulberry have been successively
used and discarded, it was reasonable to suppose
the Madura might share the same fate. On trial

however, I find it to answer all the purposes for

which M. Bonafous recommended it; and as the
silk business is becoming an important branch of
industry of the United States, I am induced to de-

tail, in corroboration thereof, the result of my own
experiment.

In the month of May, I had a kw thousand
eggs to hatch; and during the three first ages the
worms were fed exclusively on the leaves of the

Madura. At the commencement of the fourth

age, they were divided into several parcels, with a
view of giving to each a separate kind of food.

About one third were condnued on the same—the

native mulberry was given to an equal number

—

a portion of" the balance was fed on the Madura
and Chinese mulberry indiscriminately—and the

remainder on the Chinese mulberry alone. Dur-
ing the pr'cess, I could not perceive that the
worms manifested any partiality between the

leaves of the Madura and those of the Chinese
mulberry: if they evinced any, it was certainly

not in fiivor of the latter. But they greatly pre-

ferred either to the leaves of the red mulberry,

some of which I would occasionally lay on the

shelves, where they would sufler them to remain
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until compelled by hunger to cat. them. On the

contrary, when those which had the red mulberry
leaves assigned to thum, were furnished with a

few of the Madura, they would collect around the

latter, and devour them with avidity, before they

would begin to feed on their accustomed diet.

The relative value however of the Madura and
Chinese mulberry for the production of silk, was
only to be llilly determined after the formation ol

the cocoons, "llmaybe recollected by those who
read the article of M. Bonafous that he regarded

the Madura as chiefly valuable for feeding the

worms during their early age ; that subsequently

they should be supplied wnh the mulberry, their

natural tbod : and that though the former would
produce silk of a fair quality, yet it would be inferior

and in diminished quality compared with the pro-

duct of the mulberry. I find this to be true as it

regards the Madura and Chinese mulberry, so far

at least as it respect the size of the cocoon; but

the Madura is at least of equal value to the red

or native mulberry. The worms fed on the

Chinese mulberry, spun cocoons weighing from
thirty to ibrty five grains—those raised on the Ma-
dura and Chinese mulberry combined, made their

balls somewhat lighter on the average—while the

Aveight ol" those obtained from the Madura and
red mulberry respectively, was about equal, and
still less than either of the preceding. Tlie qual-

ity of the thread tor the manufacturing purposes,

I am unable to pronounce upon, not having yet

submitted specimens to a competent judge. The
cocoons were nearly all of a pale straw color.

If the value of the Madura consisted only in

furnishing food for the silk worm, it might from its

extreme hardiness and consequent exemption from
late spring li'osts, be deemed worthy of planting:

but when to this, other important uses to which it

may be applied are superadded, it appears to pre-

sent irresistible claims to our favor. I may there-

fore be excused for dwelling more at large on its

merits, which have as yet scarcely begun to be ap-

preciated, or even known.
In many parts of the United States the scarci-

ty of timljer has lur many years been sensibly

felt. Still our forests continue to disappear; and
to mitigate the evils of this alarming destruction,

efforts have frccjucntly liccn made to substitute

live ibr dead fences. It is believed however that

hedges have not to any considerable extent an-
swered the purposes of an enclosure. After all

the trouble and expense bestowed upon them,
they have in most Instance*! finally dwindled
avv^ay, and been rooted out. Hence it may be in-

ferred that the plants used in their construction,

have been too feeble in their constitution and
therefore incapable of attaining the necessary
size and developcmenr. A i)lant that would unite

these requisites would be a desideratum. Now it

lias been confidently asserted that the Madura
will make a most substantial and impervious hedge
—a fact which cannot well be doubted by any per-

son who will take the trouble to examine its man-
ner of growth. The branches are thickly set,

and the lateral ones almost unilormly take a hori-

zontal direction: they are moreover armed with a
number of sharp and very rigid spines, which do
not disappear, as has l)ecn stated, after one or two
years, but permanently rem;-iin. The plants grow
with such vigor, that it would only require a lew
years, under careful treatment, to rear an excellent

hedge from the seed. To those who are fond o*"

the ornamental, it may also be recommended for

the lustre of its foliage, and the magnificence of

its Iruit.

Hitherto, the means of propagating the Madura
have been rather limited. It grows but indifl'e-

rently from cuttings, and not with certainty from
slips of the root. The only mode which can be
depended on for extensive increase, is by the seed.

These have been seldom perfected on this side of

the Aiississippi, owing partly to the small number
of trees wliich gentlemen have introduced into

their grounds, and also to inattention to the fact

that they are dioecious. With a knowledge jof

this characteristic, there is no difficulty in having
them to bear abundantly. There is one growing
in my garden, now seven or eight years old, which
has matured its fruit for a year or two past, and
which would have borne considerably earlier, had
not the staminate plant perished, which was or-

dered with it. The one subsequently obtained

was feeble in its growth, and slow in flowering.

Last year the number ol" seeds which ripened,

amounted to many thousands. These readily

vegetated in the spring, and the seedlings are now
growing in nursery rows as finely as could be de-

sired.

1 regret that I have not been able to compress
my'remaiks into a smaller space; but before con-

cluding, I will take the liberty to suggest to some
of" our cnlerpri.^ing seedsmen the propriety of ob-

taining a parcel ot the seed of the maclura from its

native forests. They may be gathered in any de-

sirable quantity on the Red river and in the con-

tiguous parts ot" Arkansas. It is the practice now
to compass sea and land to discov-era new vegeta-

ble lor our tables, or a flower for the parterre; and
while the seeds of these productions meet with a

ready sale, in consequence of the increased taste

for horticultural pursuits, it is not to be doubted

that a considerable demand will also be found for

those of a plant which will equally contribute to

the ornamental and the useful.

T. S. P.

Goochland, 7ih Month, 1838.

FRAGMENTS OF IttY MEMORANDU3I BOOK.

[The following article is formed of parts of the me-

moranda which the writer was formerly in the habit of

hastily noting down, whenever his very limited oppor-

tunities for agricultural observation occurred, and wliich

observations were generally directed to particular lo-

calities more by the compulsion of other circum-

stances, than by the mere object of seeking such facts

and information as v/ere found. The record was com-

menced and kept (in a loose and irregular manner,)

solely for the writer's amusement, and at first designed

to meet the eye of no other person—and the length of

time that has since elapsed will suffice to prove that

publication of these parts was not then designed.

Upon looking over them recently, they appeared to con-

tain nothing that ought to give offence to the individu-

als referred to, and the views, and even tlic mistakes of

the writer, may attract the notice of others to points

deserving more full and correct statements. Several

of the mora important parts of the notes were before

published iji the 1st and 2nd vols, of thi;j journal, un-
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der the signature of "A Gleaner"—and ii' these re-

maining fragments are of no other use, they may sug-

gest to readers who have better opportunities to travel,

and to converse with farmers, how easy it would be for

them to note down more important information, and to

furnish to the Farmers' Register communications that

would be far more interesting and valuable.]

Charles City, November 27ih, 1S3G.

***** None of the farmers, yet

met with, use green rlover in any way as food'for

working horses—and all consider its use would be

extremely injurious fo them. This certainly agrees

with the opinions of my overseers, who have ne-

ver permitted me to adhere long to even the par-

tial use of green clover, though mown 24 hours

before being used. They Avould insist that it

weakened the horses, though their corn was not

diminished, and they still had dry fodder once a

day. I attributed theiropposition to prejudice and
ignorance: but here I find very inlelligent and ex-

perienced farmers all concurring in the same ophi-

ion. Yet il is certain, as we see in Eno:lish ag-
ricultural works, that green clover (aided by tares

perhaps for a short time) is the long food of work
horses as long as the mowing season lasts: and
also that the amount of grain given is diminished
considerably while clover is eaten. Can climate

cause this great difference in practice'? Oris cur's

altogether founded on mistake ?

INIr. W T regularly harrows his corn
field flush, (with a straight toothed square har-

row, such as would cover seed wheat most effectu-

ally,) when the corn plants are high enough to

want the first weeding (say 6 inches.) lie finds

no damage caused to the corn, and its tillage and
cleaning much aided by the operation.

On the 28th, proceeded to Curies' Neck, (Hen-
rico,) a peninsula of very uniform soil and charac-
ter, bounded by James River, and two creeks,' on
three sides. It consists of several thousand acres
of arable land, and is in seven or eight separate
farms, formerly held by as many distinct proprietors.

But, unfortunately for the improvement and value
of the land, and for the public interests, 5 of these'

farms have been drawn into the gulf of a single

rich man's estate. A perfect land-killing business
now must be expected to follow—which was bad
enough durin<!; the owner's life—but will be now
worse, as the whole property (except its profits for

a certain time,) is bequeathed to an infant, and for

nearly 20 years this and all the other lands of this

large estate must be butchered at the discretion of
overseers.* The comfortable and handsome man-
sions are alreadj' going to destruction; and it would
be useless to attempt to save them by repairs, as

the owner can more cheaply suffer useless build-

* In this supposition the writer was mistaken.
Curies' Neck has continued under the general charge
of the gentleman who had temporarily assumed it just
before the time of the above notes, and who is one of the
joint owners of the income of the whole estate for a
limited time, that has not yet expired: and to his sound
knowledge, and skilful management as a farmer, is due
the then unlooked-for result, that the downward course
of the sj'stem of management has not only been stayed,
for a time, but the previous good culture and improve-
ment of soil restored as much as existing circumstances
permitted.

ings to rot, than to preserve them. Our country
presents every where the ruinous consequences of
the division of farms, and the destruction of their

value by being cut up into several pieces, no one
of which is fit to live on: but here is equal destruc-
tion of value, in prospect, from the reverse opera-
tion—the accumulation of a number of fine fiu'ma

in the possession of a single owner.
The soil of the whole peninsula, (or neck, which

is our provincial name for such situations,) with
some exceptions, is a mellow brown loam—a rich

neutral soil, deep enough for ploughing of any
power. It has generally, (since good farming
was commenced here) been ploughed as deep as
the team could effect, say 7, 8 or 9 inches—and
the soil would permit still more. .No doubt the
original fi^.rtility of the soil was v^ery great—but a
long continued course of the common close crop-

ping and grazing, and shallow ploughing, had re-

duced the soil to a low [jroduct, and mean appear-
ance. Some enterprising proprietors began deep
ploughing, and tried gypsum on clover; and found
such remarkable benciitfrom all, that the land was;

rapidly and profitably improved. Now, fhougU
brought by bad management below its best state,

this body of land is certainly the best that I have
seen below the mountains, and of highland: and
in situation and soil, may be considered as among
the most valuable lands in the state. Yet the ave-
rage sales ofthe several tracts last bought were not

much higher than S'^O the acre. I should sup-
pose it well worth ^40.
The rotation generally adopted here is as fol-

lows :

1. Wheat on clover lay, ploughed deep wdien
broken, and again shallo^v before sowing.

2. Corn, for which the previous winter's ma-
nure is all used.

3. Wheat, on which clover is sowed.
4. Clover, not mowed, and but little grazed, and

ploughed in August for the next crop of wheat.

(
This rotation agrees in general with that of

I

Shirley, except the substitution here of corn for

j

oats. Theory seems to approve the different mode
!

of applying the manure, which is heaped and fer-

mented as much as time allows, and carried out
for the corn crop—thus having its benefit earlier

than at Shirley, by one crop in the rotation. But
I was told by Mr. M S

,
(to whom I am

indebted lor most of tlie information obtained here,)

that they would prefer keeping the manure for the

v.'heat, but for the impossibility of providing labor

to apply it during that very busy season. Very
few cattle are kept, so that vegetable manure
passed through the stables and barnyards, or

ploughed in on the fields producing it, forms nearly

the whole means for sustaining and improving the

land under this apparently scourging rotation.

Gypsum aids the growth of clover in a remarka-
ble manner, and has been heretofore used general-

ly, and perhaps every field has at some time had
its aid. But here and elsewhere in lower Virginia,

this manure is more rarely used now than formerly,

which seems to make it doubtful whether the pro-

fit always more than repays the expense.

No lime has been used at Curies' Neck. A
small experiment made with shell marl had good
clfects, as I was told; but I did not see the land, or

the marl. This manure is found in the neighbor-

hood, at Malvern Hills. The best land, fijrming

the greater part of' Curies', is certainly a neutral
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soil, and could derive no benefit from the neutral-

izing power of calcareous manures, which is their

most valuableeff'ec.ton worse soils: but no doubt the

other properties of those manures would prove

highly beneficial here, and on every other soil not

already calcareous.

Twice ploughing the clover lay, produces a bet-

ter crop of wheat than once. This is also Mr.
C 's opinion: but he ih.'nks the sinirle plough-

ing which he adheres to, has more than compen-
sating advantages in better securing the fertilizing

power of the clover turned in. Certainly, sound

theory seems to support this opinion ; and the au-

thorhy of Arthur Young, and the practice of good
farmers in England, had taught me to expect

from the single ploughing, a belter succeeding

crop, as well as more fertilization. Young de-

nounces ploughing clover lays more than once, on

any soil clean and light enough to prepare lor

wheat in that manner.
A singular practice has prevailed here to some

extent. From so lew cattle being kejjt, there is

always a large surplus of coarse tbod and litter,

the only use of which is to be converted to ma-
nure: and to aid this object, the iarmers here often

receive cattle Irom the neighboring poor lands,

and support them free of charge through the win-

ter. As a matter of mere economy, I doubt the

propriety of this practice—as the Ibod consumed
by a cow would have been worth more as manure,
than the excrement left from it, after supporting

the animal with hs nutritious parts.

Heard of no lime having been used as manure,
between Shirley and Richmond, and only one
small experiment with marl, at Curies'. I did not

see the spot, nor the stratum ii-om which the ma-
nure was taken. Saw a fine body of marl, (which
I think is gypseous from appearances) at Evelyn-
ton, on the border of Herring Creek, in Charles

City. No use has been, or will be made of it by
the owner, who however is zealously engaged in

hunting for and digging gold ore, inSpottsylvania.

He will be a lucky miner if he derives as much
profit from his gold, as he loses by neglecting the

marl at his place of residence.
# # # # # ^ #

York county.—The farm called King's Creek,

on York river, and on the creek of the same name,
is the finest and most beautilul body of land in this

part of the country, under the most execrable ma-
nagement. It is 1800 acres : some back land high
and poor—but the greater part, on and near the

river, is a level sandy loam; deep, rich and neutral

soil—part nearest the river bank lughly calcareous,

from the quantity ol' oyster shells which have been
on the surface before the settlement of the country.

We had no means of obtaining any accurate infor-

mation as to products—and the miserable cultiva-

tion of the fields, and the close grazing, forbade our
seeing the full worth of the land. This estate

sold a Jew years ago, for ,*(40,000, in 8 yearly pay-
ments, without interest. It then had a splendid
dwelling home, which has since been burnt. *

* I should giuiss that this land (excluding the
poorer half) would now make 25 bushels of corn,

and 12 or 15 of wheat—and much more if put un-
der a proper rotation, and decent management. It

was supposed that if now sold, tliis place would
command ift25,000. At even ^30,000 I should
consider this estate very cheaj), if it was not in

the oyster country: but ikcrr, where every advan-

tage of good and cheap living is found—good na-
vigation and choice of markets—rich soils, or the
best manures ior improving poor ones—a curse
seem to tall in every fjody, and scarcely a profita-

ble farm, or thriving farmer, can be heard of.

Belfield, below,is another excellent farm, though
inferior greatly to the last. This has 1000 acres,

a dwelling iioiise and farm houses of suificient ex-
tent, and middling value, and sold tor §8,000.
The c|ualiiy and appearance of the land very like

King's Creek, though of less value and fertilh}'.

Here there is abundance of rich marl, which is

used to very good purpose, though not very ex-
tensively as yet. The owner is PtIr. R
M

, a lawyer who resides in Williamsburg,
and gives up the management of his land almost
entirely to his overseer. Fortunately he has a
good one, (from Charles City,) and this farm seem-
ed to me the iiiosl profitable for the investment,
not only in present returns, but in the system of im-
provement, and future prospects, of all that I view-
ed or heard of

Porto Bcllo, the land of Mr, 13 , and the two
last mentioned estates, lie on the best waters of
York river lor obtaining the finest oysters. V^es-

sels are alwa3's waiting (during the season, from
September to May) tor loads, to be carried to the
north, and a number of boats are engaged every
day in catching oysters for their supply. The
great quantity opened for the inland market, on
the adjacent landings, fijrnish lime that is now
used largely to improve the lands j and the "oys-
ter crackings" make a still better manure, which
had accumulated in large quantity, but has latter-

ly been all used. The crackings are the thin parts

of the oyster shells, which are broken in opening
them, and are small enough to be used without
burning, and thus retain all the animal matter
which fire destroys. Lime is aUo used by Mr.
B , and others between Porto Bello and Wil-
liamsburg—and to as much advantage as can be
expected on the three-shift and grazing rotation.

Saw marl on Mr. B.'s land so easy to apply, that

it would be cheaper than buining lime, though the

shells were already in heaps on the field. The
marl certainly was poor and sandy, and therelbre

he had thought it not worth using: but it was so

accessible, and well situated, that after once
opening a pit properl}', a mule could marl the first

30 acres in as many days. 100 to 120 bushels of

slaked lime is considered here (as also among the

good flirmers on James River) a flill dressing, lor

safetj-: but though that opinion is doubtless cor-

rect, as to caustic lime, still that quantity cannot
give half the calcareous matter the soil usually re-

quires, and that 400 bushels of good marl would
give. The lime will therefore need renewal

—

and in comparing the cost of using marl and lime,

perhaps the cost of the latter ought to be doubled,

to be fairly opposed to marling.

Heard that R in Gloucester, the seat of

the late G P is now offered for sale tor

igiTOOO. It has 700 acres of very good land,

and a building which has been the most costly, as

well as largest private mansion in Virginia, but is

now so much out of repair, that it would be cheap-

er to pull it down and build another house out of

the materials.

In Williamsburg, which is half tnu-n, half coun-
try, much putrescent manure is collected fioni the
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streets, principally the pure dung of animals, for

the use of the surrounding farms. Tliis is gene-

rdily "preserved" as it is supposed, or, as I consid-

er, subjected to the greatest possible waste, by

being heaped alone, and exposed to rain and sun,

untirwanted. Under these circumstances, decom-

position, and the evolving ol' the gaseous products,

raust proceed continually and rapidly. The ex-

crement from the Lunatic Hospital has for iialf a

century been thrown into large pits, and never has

been removed, except into the air by decomposi-

tion, and only was covered deep by earth, when
the pits became a nuisance. If the rich marl,

which is on the spot, were used to mix regularly

with these excrementitious matters, they would ne-

ver become ofl'ensivc, and would be preserved as

abodvof the richest manure. If I lived near, I

would" give an annual rent of §50 for the use of

this manure, which nobody will now meddle with.*****
Dr. M ofWe.yanoke has continued for 5 or

6, or perhaps more years to cultivate the same field

in corn—but with peas planted between the rows

of corn. Last year, about 250 bbis. from this field

or (as his overseer thought) about one third of

the whole, was Ibund rotten when gathered.

There seemed to be sutficient reason to believe that

this was caused by corn being so long continued

on tlie same ground. But I have heard of a much
longer uninterrupted succession of corn, on either

very rich land, or where there there was the worst

and laziest farminir—and no such evil was attribu-

ted to the plan. Indeed, I had thought that corn,

different from all other grain, might be cultivated

forever on the same land without diminution of

product, provided the land was kept as rich as at

first.

# # » * *

When passing through the light ridge land of

James City, Mr. pointed out a field

which had been ploughed a number of years ago,

in August, "as deep as two horses could break the

land," and that so much injury had been sustamed,

that the field had never recovered. The soil was
like the neighborhood in general, a poor silicious

sand, on a similar white sub-soil, and not marled.

PISE VERSUS MUD WALLS.

To tlic Editor of the Fanners' Register.

Columbia, S. C, July 30, 1836.

An article in the 3d No., 4th vol., page 172,

signed "Philip St. George Cocke," seems some-

thing like a declaration of war against me ; but as

I arn too old to fight with any prospect of victory,

I must try the power ofmanilestoes and explanato-

ry notes, which, I think, in nine cases in ten, a

much better way than the carrying on vvar in the

usual way. In the negociation for peace thus en-

tered into, I must take heed lest the gnrrulity oi

old age exposes me again to the reproach of wri-

ting too much. Besides this reproach, which I consi-

der unmerited for the reasons which I shall state

in due time, Mr. Cocke adds to all he says, a spice

of irony, which I am not conscious of deserving.

The reason that induced me to write at all on

pise for houses and fence walls, is, that I saw in

your Register that many i)eisonK were at a loss

Vol. IV—37

how to supply the deficiency of v\'ood for lencing.
In the Sta'e in which I live, the use of the common
rail worm-tence is a disgrace to an old, settled, and
civilized country. I therelbre thouijlu I was doin<r

good in showing that ftiuccs of a very supeiior kind
could be made without incurring any great ex-
pense. In doing this, I thought it necessary to

caution the readers of my arlicle on pise, against
confounding it with what are usually called "mud
walls," which I slili think are very inferior to those
made of pise. Hinc dice, lachrymce. I certainly

knew not, at the time, that Mr. Cocke or any.one
else in Virginia had been constructing walls and
houses of mud; and although I find now that his

mode of constructing mud walls is very much like

that ol" Avhich I expressed disapprobation, ii can-
not be said that I attacked that gentleman in any
degree at all. I had heard and read of the mud
houses of the poorest people in Ireland, and had
seen in this place throe or four mud houses con-
structed by an English gentleman. On these spe-

cimens of' the art, I founded my reprobation ; for

the houses did last but a few years, and as they
had been a source of derision, it was most un-
doubtedly not improper in me to stale that pise

work was very different, and superior in duration,

and perhaps neatness of appearance.
Knowing full well how much of the preaching

of religion and morality is practised before the de-

sired effect is obtained, even in these two objects,

on the goodness of which there is no dispute, it

was not very culpable in me to have written as
much as I did on the advantages of pise structures,

particularly as my first piece was not at all noticed.
" But," says Mr. Cocke, "I think he has there in

his zeal for pise, opposed the influence of his name
to the introduction of the more simple and humble,
but not less useful system of mud walls, "&c.
This is a severe cut ; for, so far from making any
calculation on the influence or weight ofmy name,
it must be veiy obvious that I quoted the authori-

ties which 1 did, as well as the antiquity of this

kind of construction, because I was well aware
that my name could not avail much in persuading
gentlemen to try this mode of building; and that

it might, without these quotations, have been at-

tributed solely to visionary and theoretical notions

of mine. But let us not pluck the mote out of our

neighbor's eye before we have taken the beam out

of our own. And here Mr. Cocke uses the

weight of his own most undoubted highly respect-

able name, to which he superadds four planta-

tions, with a number of mud houses and walls, to

which he, without mercy, adds Gen. Cocke, and
the mud walls erected by him. This seems cer-

tainly enough to crush me to atoms ; and notwith-

standing ali this superincumbent weight, I can stir

a little yet.

So far from f>eing revengeful, I will return good
for evil, and heroically help my opponent with

another arm against me. I have read many years

since, but in what book, or of which of the many
travellers in the east, I cannot now remember—but

I certainly have read, that one of these travellers,

on visiting the ruins of the Tower of Babel, found

that it had been constructed chiefly of mud mixed
with straw ; and another states, that the straw was
placed between the difierent strata of mud, mucli

in the same way as Mr. Cocke describes the con-

structing o( his walls. I do not vouch lor the

truth of these travellers' accounts, but only that 1
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read them. Here, then, is an antiquity for the

mud walls established beyond any other mode of

building, in which Mr. (Jocke has greatly the ad-

vantage over me and pise structures.

Notwithstanding all this, I venture to question

Mr. C.'s opinion, that his system of mud walls

"is more simple and not less useful" than that of

pise work. I cannot see how any kmd of con-

struction can be more simple than that which is

made with the earth merely as it is found after

removing a surface of a lew inches. There is nei-

ther water nor straw used in the pise, whereas
both are necessary in the mud structures: besides

which, much labor must be used in the mixing and
properly tempering of the materials. Now surely

a piece of work, formed of one single material,

used without any preparation whatever, but mere-
ly the putting of it into a sort of mould made of

planks, and then beaten with pestles, is more sim-

ple than that which is compounded of earth, straw

and water, which must be well wrouirht beiore the

compound is applied to the intended structure.

Yetl admit the possibility that the construction with

mud thus prepared may not require more work
than the pise, the pounding of which is somewhat
slow. As regards the comparative usefulness of

the two, for durability must constitute a part of

usefulness, I must claim the palm for the pise.

The other contains much vegetable matter, which
must inevitably rot in time, when the walls must
thereby be much weakened, and finally destroyed.
The pise being constructed ot pure earth, clay and
sand, or gravel, is incorruptible; and if well made
at first, nothing but violence can destroy it. If,

with my present experience, 1 had been the archi-

tect of the Tower of Babel, I should have had it

constructed of pise.

In conclusion, I most cordially, and in all since-
rity, offer to JVlr. Cocke, the hand of peace and
friendship, and beg to be considered by him only
as an humble fellow- laborer in the field of useful-
ness; and I am truly glad to learn that so much
has been done towards substituting more durable
materials for fencing and house-building, to the
unsightly and inefficient ones hitherto in use.

N. HERBEMOKT.

[We feel sure that Mr. Herbemont is mistaken as to

the tone, and still more as to the extent of the censure

of his opinions conveyed in the communication of Mr.
Cocke : and if that assurance had not been felt, the ex-

pressions would certainly not have been admitted in

this journal. We are confident that there was no irony

meant in speaking of the weight of the name of Mr.
Herbemont, and that Mr. C, in common with all who
read the Farmers' Register, must feel respect for that

name, even when opposing opinions sustained by it.

Both of our correspondents are aware that all of us

who are considered as "riders of hobbies," however
useful we may be to the public, are sure to be more or

less laughed at by all the world : and those who belong
to that valuable and much slandered class, should not

object to having a little added to the tax which they

thus pay, by their being sometimes laughed at a little

by each other. In this good humored warfare, our old-

er friend has placed himself on equal ground at least;

and it is hoped, that nothing nearer to personal contro-

versy may be oflered, in this or in any other case.]

LIME AND CLOVER IN MARYLAND.
To the Editor of tlie Fanners' Register.

Harford Co., Md., June 26th, 1836.

The farmers in this county are liming their

lands to a considerable extent. The way in which
it improves land, as explained in yourcssay on cal-

careous manures, is understood by very few in

this section of the country. Until I read your es-

say, I used lime as I did my barn yard manure;
and I believe the most of the persons who used if,

have used it as I did, as I see the most of them
take all off, and return nothing to the soil, except
the very scanty allowance of 'heir barn-yard ma-
nure; and the clover roots by those who sow clo-

ver, as they mow or pasture it close, and then
plough for wheat. Indeed, some graze ofT close

in the forepart of the season, [ilough in June, and
re-plough in August and September, which I con-
sider still worse, particularly for a light soil.

Still I am of the opinion, that lime is partially an
alimentary manure lor the most of crops, and par-

ticularly for clover, as I find it will vegetate and
grow on my poorest old fields after they have had
but a moderate dressing of lime, say fifty bushels

per acre, which I consider enough for the first dres-

sing on old worn out lands. Marked spots, where
no corn nor rye scarcely grew the first and second
years after liming, the clover looks as well, or near-

ly so, as on the rest of the field. And I find

wheat to grovv nearly, or quile as well, after turn-

ing in a crop of clover on similar places in other
fields, as in any other part of the field; and thus, I

conclude, that lime will make clover grow without
the aid of putrescent manures, and will be of great
benefit to v/heat when combined with vegetable
matter.

J. R.

MR. GOLDSWORTHY GURNEy's SAFETY ME-
THOD OF LIGHTING MINES.

(From the Evidence taken before the Committee of
the House of Commons on Accidents in Mines.)

Has it ever occurred to you to consider whether
mines might be lit under such circumstances as to'

do away with the necessity of the moveable lamp?
The subject has been one which I have lately

considered a good deal, in consequence of being
engaged again in experiments of a similar kind to

those of 1822; I have recently made a series of
experiments, for the Trinity House, on artificial

light; and the results of these experiments, and
observations connected with them, induce me to

believe it possible to light coal mines without
taking flame at all into mines. In a few words, I

will state, that I think it capable of being done by
reflected light. In these experiments I found ar-

tificial light may be produced, so intense that when
placed in the locus of a parabolical reflector, it will

throw a distinct shadow at the distance of eleven
milcci. Now, as light is capable of being concen-
trated, reflected, and refracted in any angles, or in

any direction, or in any quantities, 1 think it pos-

sible that such light may be reflected into mines,
subdivided, and passed through the galleries, in

sufFicicnt quantities and intensity as to enable mi-
ners to work far better than by lamps of any de-

scription. The light itseKj and the combustion to

produce it, could be placed above the shaft, in (he

open air. Ilj however, from mechanical difiicul-
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ties, such as obstructing parts in the way of its

passage down the shaft, it is possible that the lig-ht

might be placed in some sale jiari of the mine it-

seifj where fire-damp is never found, and from

thence be reflected and refracted through the va-

rious parts of the mine. I have nuideexi)erin:!ents

with tills view, and have found liglit capable of

being rertccted, in various directions, with simplt-

and inexpensive reflectors; the first reflection re-

quires a true paraliolic reflector, but afterwards

plain and simple surtaces will do. Possibly, the

whole mine and galleries may be all lit b}^ a single

light, if not very extensive; but if seven lights of

the first order be placed in ihe tbcus of seven true

1'2 inch parabolas, and arranged \vithin a circle of

3 I'eet diameter, which they may be, I firmly be-

lieve one of the longest min'^s might i)e most ef-

lectually lighted in every gallery. No one can
judge of the power and management ot" this light

wdio has not seen it, or possibly conceive its prac-

ticability to the subject before us. I .need not go
into explanation of the manner of doing it. The
committee will remember that, as the angle of re-

flection is always equal to the angle of incidence,

we may throw the light in whatever direction we
please; by this means we may turn it round a

corner at right angles, or in any angles suited to

the drills the mine happens to be cut into. ,The
practical dilHcultics connected with this plan chief-

ly, I conceive, are those arising from obstructions

in the galleries: one, for instance, is the air-doors,

which are necessarily used for ventilation; there

is no difficulty, however, in such case in placing a

piece of plale-glass in some particular part of the

door, so as to admit the passage of the light

through it, or a second light may be brought in an
opposite direction; again, if the galleries are so

low tha* there is not room f<jr the light, coal wag-
ons or miners, to pass together, it is possible so to <

widen them, or enlarge them, that there would be
i

a sufficient space for a sufficient quantity of light
|

to pass; it may be passed through very small I

openings by strong concentration, and altervvards i

diverged as may be necessary, !

Would it not be attended with great expense"?—
{

No.
j

Less than the ordinary model—I am not pre-

pared to say exactly, but I think it would not he
more expensive than the present mode. In case
the light is not required to be very great, 1 think a

light of less intensity might be used, with advan-
tage, that would be less expensive than the present

oil-lamps. A very simjite but powerful light, is

about to be adopted by the Trinity Board for light

houses, which, by way of distinction, and in re-

ihrence to the place where it was discovered, has
been called the "Bude Light." This light produ-
ces an intensity 140 times that of the present Ar-
gand burner; this ligiit, therefore, may be used
where the ramifications of the mine, or greater
extent, does not require the first order, namely,
the lime light. In some cases, the light from the

common Argand burner, placed in a parabolic re-

flector, may be sufficient, and in that case it cer-

tainly would be cheaper. I am ot opinion, from
the experiments and investigations made at the
Trinity House, that the light from lime, and also
the Bude Litjht, is less expensive than that of the
ordinary light, taking quantity and intensity into

accGuiit, which may be sub-divided to equal inten-
sity with the first; the intensity of the one is 230

times greater than the other, and the intensity of
the second 140; thus one is capable of giving tha
same quantity as 290 Argand burners, and the
other as much as 140.

The term Bude Light has no application to the
pecular manner in which it is produced?— It is a
term simply used todistinguish it.

From what is it derived.^—It is produced by
striking nascent carbon, evolved in the combus-
tion of" oil, resin, or -similar bodies, with oxygen
gas.

You have spoken of difficulties in the introduc-
tion of this new system of liixhting in the mines
of this country; apply your mind lor a moment to

the difficulties which might arise in the mines not
having above two or three feet depth of seam?—

I

tlunk such diiRcuIties are to be overcome by in-

expensive boringor widening to admit the light to

pass; in such a drill; a stream of light, highly con-
centrated, of six inches diameter, would be ample,
and wdiether it passed by the side or the top of
the gallery, it matters not. A large quantity of
light, by simple means, might be concentrated in

such case, and passed along such an opening, and
aflerwards diverged in larger galleres, if such
was indispensable. These are points upon which
I think the committee willl find other persons

more capable of giving information on than my-
self.

Supposing a light is required to be in a straiglit

line lor a mile, there would be no difficulty in ob-

taining a sufficient light at the terminus?—The
light at the distance of a mile would enable 3'ou

to read the smallest print. If it is reflected two or

three times in that distance throucrh a circuitous

passage, you would lose very little, if you use
good reflectors made of specuhiin metal. The
quantity of light lost by such reflection is very tri-

fling.

The question related to the casting of light

upon one object at the distance named?—So I

have answered it; it is of little consequence whe-
ther it be straight ahead, or at the end of a curved

or angular gallery.

In case that light is then to be divided info fifly

difflsreut directiotis, so as to suit different galleries,

what would be the consequence as regards the

terminus?—The result would be, that the light

would simply be reduced fifty times in quantity;

it would be "divided into fifty portions; it would
then be still stronger than the strongest Argand
burners; and I beg to be understood as meaning
the Argand burner used on the tables of private

families, not the little oil burner of the safety-lamp.

I will make an observation here which may lie

important, namely, the stream of light may be

sent through the various galleries, and when it

arrives at the situation v.^here the men are work-

ing, every man, with a little reflector or refractor,

as'may be determined on, may take that portion

of light which may be intended lor liim, and no

more, from the great stream, and thus limit liim

the quantity of light that he may abstract from

the stream; wliich portion he may at pleasure di-

rect wherever he pleases on the work before him;

so that instead of a lamp, he would work with a

little diverging reflector, or refractor, which he

would carry in his jjocket, perhaps of the size of

ha!f-a-crown.

Do you not think that the experiments of sci-

ontillc men might be belter made in the mines
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themselves, ihun thoy could be in their own labo-

mtory?—Certainly; it" a principle is established,

it resis as a matter of mechanical detail, or oi

mechanic d situation and position, to know whe-

ther it can or cannot he applied, practically, with

advantaijp. Sir Gcoro-e Capley inlbrms me that

he used the nrinci|)le of reflection to throw day-

liijhi to sonie men who were working; a deep well.

It'^had a beantifuleflect, and answered the purpose

perfectly. His reflector was nothinji: more than a

piece of tin plate. The daylight is not sufficient-

iv intense; we cannot iiicus it so as to be passed

through the galleries of mines.

In your oi;inion, would the experiment be bet-

ter conducted by placing the liglit above the shaft,

or at the bottom of lhe"shaft?^It would depend

on the depth and .«?ize of the shaft.

Assume 200 yards in depth?—In such case

above; you get at the materials and apparatus for

forming the light better; the distance of 200 yards

has very little effect in diminishing the light; re-

flected light does not obey the same laws as radia-

ted light ; radiated light diminishes as the squares

of the distances, but reflected light does not; this is

contrary to received opinions, but [ am satisfied it

is correct, from the observations I have lately made.
You have not supposed any difficulties in the

application of this light, beyond those already

stated, which the committee understand to be the

interruptions occasioned by stoppings or trap-doors

in the mines, or the extreme sub-division of the

reflected light?— I have: there are othens, but I

think of minor importance, which can only be
justlj' appreciated in practice.

The shafts of the mines are placed at right an-

gles, that is, they are driven along, and they begin

at the furthor end, and then work upwards; is

there any ditficuliyin transmitting the light at right

angles?—Not any dilTiculty whatever; you may
transmit the light in any angle you please; it may
first be thrown down a shaft, and then sent into

any angle, upwards or downwards, or on one side

or on ano'her.

Suppose there be a space of two or three feet

left on one side, or on both sides, of the carriaores

conveying the minerals along the galleries, the
light might be transmitted independently of the
s])ace occupied by the carriages?—Certainly.

Or through a similar space above the cariiages?

—Yes.
And you propose to obviate the difficulty of

passing through the trap-doors, that means in the
mines, by the insertion of glass in those doors;

Avhat is the smallest size you would consider suf-

ficient lor that purpose?— It would depend upon
the situation in which the door was placed in the
mine; If in the first gallery, where you wanted
the fiiU stream or supply of light to pass, you
would require twenty inches diameter; when doors
occur further on, in the division of light, perhaps,
three or lour inches in diameter would be suffi-

cient.

Would that be sufficient to light a gallery at the
distance beyond the door many hundred yards, if

twelve feet wide?—Certainly. There is another
valuable natural fact that I would mention here:

the stream of light, as it passes through the air, is

refhtcted by the atmosphere, and thrown in all di-

rections several yards, wiih an intensity sufficient

for practical purposes. JMy house at Biule has a
long gallery in it; I passed a stream of reflected

light through thai gallery; every bed-rooni enter-

ing into the gallery was sufficiently illuminated in

every part for a person to pick up a pin. The
light in the bed-rooms was refi'acted light, from
the reflected light passing through the gallery. I

conceive that unless men are working at some dis-

tance fiom the stream of light through a gallery,

a reflector would be scarcely necessary for them.
Dust, floating in the atmosphere, reflects a good
deal of light sideways.

Would the accumulation of dust upon glass so

inserted in one of the trap-doors, be a serious im-
pediment to the light?—Not practically, because
it could be easily wiped away.
Are you aware that a boy is generally stationed

to take charge of those doors?—Yes.
And of course, he might have instructions to

keep the glass perfectly clean!—Certainly.

KXTRACTS FROM THE REPORT OF PROFESSOR
DUCATEl's survey of MARYLAND.

Geological Examination of Dorchester, Somerset,

and fForcester Counties, on the Eastern Shore

of Maryland.

These three counties, comprising more than
one-tbird of the territory of Maryland, east of the

Chesapeake bay, though presenting but little va-
riety in their mineralogical and geological fea-

tures, are yet not devoid of interest in ^hese res-

pects, while in others they ofler subjects of consid-

eration of the deepest importance to the prosperity

of the state.

The most prominent geological feature in this

district is a successon of sandy hillocks, in what
are termed the upper portions of these counties,

being a continuation of the ridge dividing the
courses of the waters that empty themselves to

the east into the bay of Delaware, and to the west
into the Chesapeake. These hills of sand are

themselves arranged in ridges, running generally

north-east and south-west, diminishing in eleva-

tion towards the southern extremity of the penin-
sula, forming a curve on its eastern boundary, and
presenting every appearence of a series of sandy
beaches produced by successive retreats of an
ocean. No organic remains of any kind are

known to have been found within this portion of
our territory, excepting a deposite of oyster shells

at the head of Taylor's Creek, two miles above
the fork of the Nanticoke, and ten miles below the
Ibssililerous deposite occurring on the north-west
branch ofthis river, and previously referred to as the

newer pliocene formation. This deposite is over-

laid by soil six feet in depth. The shells contained

in it are much in the same condition as those oc-

curring in the accumulations supposed to have
been made by the aboriginal inhabitants of the

country ; /. e. the valves are separated, and are

not, so far as perceived, associated with any other
marine shells. They are, however, perforated and
covered with serpulm. as if fhey had lain long,

after the death of their inhabitants, at the bottom
of the sea. But they are at a great distance from
any actual oyster beds, and are in a more advanced
state of disintegration than the fossil 03'sters here-

tolbre observed; whilst, on the other hand, thfcy

are covered, as aforesaid, by a thick stratum of
sand, no where else remarked to overlie Indian
banks.
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The lovwr portion of the peninsula lying in

Marylivnil, einbracing Dorchester, Somerset, and

Worcester, is a low level country, mostly a clepo-

site ol" slid' clay, excepting on the margin of the

rivers and creeks, where the country is wavy and

the soil sandy. The sand hills, on the hordt-rs of

the rivers, are always situated on their south or

south-eastern sides, and extend but a siiort dis-

tance inland. In some instances they form dis-

tinct ridges or waves of sand, running in various

directions; sometimes |)arallel with the course ol"

the river, and when occurring at the extremity of

necks, transversely, or across the points. The
intervenmg necks, sloping gently to the south and
south-east, terminate in extensive marshes, which
in high tides are frequently entirely submerged.

Ill the midst of these marshes there are occasional

sand hills, or hummocks ; but rarely of any great

extent.

The sameness in the geological constitution of

the necks of land, just referred to, is evinced in the

digging of wells, from which this section of coun-
try is exclusively supplied with water for domestic

purposes. At a depth of from ten to twelve feet,

penetrating through the stiff clay, there is invari-

ably encountered a stratum of clean white sand,

with gravel, varying from one to two or three feet

in thickness. Out of this an abundant supply of

good water can be obtained ; but beneath it there

is always found a soft black mud, with an ofl'en-

eive odor, and filled with decayed vegetable mat-
ter, composed principally of a coarse grass, similar

to that growing upon the present marshes. In

some places this mud is reported to be of great

depth. It does not appear, however, to have ever

been accurately sounded ; but in one instance, al-

ready alluded to in a |)revious report, at Cam-
bridge, it was traversed, and is stated to have been
found overlaying a fossil deposite, the shells of

which are referable to the older pliocene marls.

Another remarkable feature in the geology of

this country is the occurrence of a ledge of water-

worn stones, composed of quartz and sandstone,

constituting gravel and boulders ol various sizes,

from twenty to several hundred pounds in weight.
These stones were first observed between Todd's
Point and at the head of Little Choptank ; they
were afterwards found scattered over a narrov>f

zone of land, between Monie ('reek and the JVIan-

okin. They are said to occur at the head of Back
Creek, on the south side of Manokin, and were fi-

nally again observed near the mouth of Marum-
eco Creek, on Pocomoke Bay. At this last men-
tioned spot—being a knoll of dry ground in the

marshes, protruding into the baj*—the beach is

coveied with these stones, washed" out of the bank.
All of them are a close grained sandstone, with
email veins of quartz, the sandstone being of the
character of that occurring on the Blue Ridge, dif-

ferent from that constituting the whitu rocks at the

mouth of the Patapsco, but similar to those larger

masses that are found strewed over the surface

in the upper parts of the Eastern Shore of Mary-
land, in Cecil county. These erratic masses form,
with the exception ol" the bog iron ore—which will

be presently more particularly referred to—the
only stony bodies that occur in the three Eastern
Shore coun ties, now under examination.*

* A ledge of submarine rock is said to be oiF Todd's
Point; and another to Benoni's Point, on the Talbot
side of the Choptank.

Such are the great geological features of this
section of country. A more detailed account of
its physical geography will now be given under
separate heads, for each of the three counties em-
braced within it.

Dorchester Coinily, lying between the Chop-
tank and Naiiticoke ri\ers, requires perhaps more
than any other country on the Eastern Shore, the
assistance which would necessarily be aflbrded by
an accurate topograiihical survey, in adopting
measures to bring into operation her natural re-

sources. Placed between two large rivers, her fa-

cilities for sending the produce of her soil to a
market are yet not great, and mostly confined to

the least productive part of her territory. The
central portion of the county, most susceptible of

great and permanent improvement, and even at

this time the most productive, is deprived of an
outlet for her agricultural staples, corn and wheat

;

and the no less valuable source of wealth, which
she possesses, in her magnificent growth of tim-
ber. The natural channels of egress through the
Blackwater and Transquaking have long since

failed to be available in any thing more than a li-

mited degree, these rivers serving now rather to

increase the obstacles to the navigation of the bay
into which they empty. Fishing Bay, their com-
mon estuary, oflisrs scarcely more than five leet

of water, at high tides, over a deep and extensive
mud flat, which it is utterly impracticable to re-

move. The inconvenience arising from this cause
is felt by a large portion of the county, and has
suggested the application to the legislature, for

the opening of a canal communication between
the Blackwater and the Choptank. Such a canal
would but partially remedy the inconvenience,

whilst a more comprehensive view of the benefit

to be derived, points to the practicability ofconnect-

ing the Nanticoke with the Choptank. This is be-
lieved to be entirely practicable, and the advan-
tages to be obtained from the connection of these

two rivers, by means of a canal traversing the

heads of navigation of the Blackwater, Trans-
quaking and Chicamaconiico—a project to be ef-

fected at a trifling expense—are great and obvious.

A communication of this kind would not only fur-

nish an outlet lor the already valuable products of
the county, but could be used as a means of con-
veying to it those materials, such as marl, lime,

&c. (of which an abundance would be thus
brought within a convenient reach.) that are neces-
sary in order to enhance the productiveness of its

soil, and bring it into that state of improvement of
which it is susceptible. Other advantages may
be expected to accrue from the excavation of a
canal in the direction just refi^^rred to; among
which, not the least important would be to render
it subservient to the efl'ectual and thorough drain-

age of a large extent of country, at present uncul-

tivable, and not only itself insalubrious, but the

main cause o1 the unhealthiness of that by which
it is surrounded. It would seem to be at all times a
subject worthy of the attention ofa government that

wishes to increase the quantity of nutriment, as

well as to improve the salubrity of a countrj', and
consequently to augment its population and pros-

perit}', to employ suitable means to efiect a com-
plete drainage of every morassy district, within its

dominion, of whatever extent. In the present

case the proposed improvement forms, however,
only part of a scheme of internal navigation that
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might, il, is believed, be advantageously pursued

for the benefit of a large portion of the Eastern

Shore of Maryland.
In the upper part of Dorchester county the soil

is mostly a sandy loam, well adapted, with proper

management, to the growth of corn, rye, and oats.

This character of soil belongs more especially to

those portions lying on the rivers, and extends,

with veiy lew exceptions over a narrow slip of

land on the Choptank, as far as Hill's Point, on

the bay shore. The neck between the Big and
Little Choptank is a low flat country, mostly com-
posed of a stiff da}' soil, covered with a plentiful

growth of pine, sweet-gum, oak and dogwood, but

suffering greatly Irom a want of convenient drain-

age; an evil that might be remedied, and by

which thousands of acres of land, now of little

value, would be reclaimed and rendered fit for cul-

tivation. With the advantages possessed by this

section of country, in her now extensive deposites

of shells on the river banks, her sea-ooze, together

with her proximity and easy access to the marl

deposites of Talbot county, it ought to become
one of the most productive and flourishing por-

tions of the state.

The necks and islands, forming the western and
south-western portions of the country, liicewise

present us vvitli low and level lands and a stitt' clay

soil, mostly well timbered with pine, white, black,

and willow oak, sweet-gum, &c. The situations

on the islands are delightful and generally reputed

healthy.

Meekin's Neck, on the bay shore, is marshy,
and this is the case of nearly one half of Hooper's
Island, the extent of which is nearly fourteen

miles in length, and from one to two in breadth;

such portions of the island as are arable have a
productive soil. At the head of Honga river and
bay, there are extensive meadows; and where the

soil, also a clayey loam, is cultivated, it Ls said, to

yield abundantl3\ Bishops-head Neck offers the

same character of soil and physical aspect.

Throughout the whole of this district the depth of
wells is rarely found to exceed ten feet, penetra-
ting the clay to sand, from which the water issues,

seldom perfectly clear, and occasionally slightly

brackish.

At the heads of Big and Little Blackwater Rivers
there are also extensive marshes; the country is

very level, low and swampy ; the soil a stifl" clay
;

timber principally oaks and sweet-gum. Between
the. Blackwater and Transquaking, around Bucks-
town, the country is more elevated, the soil light-

er, with a growth of very large oaks and Ameri-
can poplars. The wells here are sunk to the

depth of 12 led, through clay, reaching gravel
and sand.

Towards the head of the Transquaking, and
between it and the Chicamacomico, the soil is a

clay-loam, that v/ould yield very good crops of

grain, if properly improved. Beyond the "Chica-
macomico the country is more uneven, the soil

lighter, sometimes sandy, the level of the country
rising towards Vienna. Wherever the soil is

stiff, it is covered by a heavy growth of oaks and
gum.

Hurley's Neck, along the Nanticoke, south of
Vienna, is a level stifl" clay, well wooded, fi)r the
distance of about seven miles, after which it ter-

minates in an extensive marsh.

No fossil deposites, similar to those occurring so

abundantly north of the Choptank, have been dis-

covered in Dorchester county, that would answer
for agricultural purposes ; but the large accumu-
lations of shells found at Horn Point, at Oyster-
shell Point, and other jilaces, together with the de-

posite on Taylor's creek already relerred to, might
be made emirienily serviceable if' burnt into lime.

The only mineral formations of any value are the

deposites ot bog-ore, at the heads of Transquaking
and Chicamacomico, and on Reedy Creek, in the

vicinity of Federalsburg. This ore is compact,
heavy, free from phosphate of iron, and would
probably yield from 40 to 50 per cent, of good
metal. Some inclination having been manilijsted

by an enterprising proprietor of an extensive de-

posite of ore, on the Chicamacomico, to work it

in place, il was thought more advisable to recom-
mend that it should be forwarded to the Baltimore
market, where it would probably command from
$3 to S4 a ton.

Somerset county presents, in its physical geog-
raph}^, as might have been expected, great fea-

tures of resemblance with the county that has just

been described. Its upper portions are very san-

dy and rolling—a succesion in fact of sand hills,

gently inclining to the south, and terminating in

a level deposite of stiff clay—as if at one time
this part of the country had been a sea beach,

from which the waters have receded to a consid-

erable distance beyond the mud flats that formed
at the same period of time the shallow bottom of
of the ocean, and extended several miles from her
shores. But what is here supposed to have been
formerly an extensive mud flat, is now a populous
country, in many places well cultivated, every
where very improvable, possessing a productive

soil, well timbered, and intersected by numerous
creeks and rivers. These form the necks of the

county, falling by an imperceptible slope into

marshes many miles in extent, with here and there

a hummock, crowned with some lofty pines, or a
herd ot" grazing cattle looming against the hori-

zon, to relieve Ihe monotony of the scenery. The
waters of the sound, by which these marshes are

limited, are not seen, unless perhaps from the top

of some hummock, and are only indicated by the

occasional passage of some skiff, whose white

swollen sails contrast agreeably with the lu.xuriant

dark-green growth of these grassy plains.

Without having reason to believe that the wa-
ters of the Chesapeake bay have absolutely di-

minished, it is nevertheless true that the amount
of dry land is increasing on the Eastern Shore of

Maryland, by the filling up ot creeks, rivers, and
small bays, at the confluence of its muddy streams.

The flats of" Fishing Bay and Pocomoke Bay fur-

nish us with examples of this, upon a sufficiently

large scale, to produce, in no great lapse of time,

very remarkable changes in the geography of this

part of our terrilory.

That portion of" the neck of land lying between
the Nanticoke and the Wicomico, and contiguous

to the former river, is within a narrow stripe, wavy
and sandy, inclining moderately to the S. E. and
terminating in marshes. The intervening coun-
try is level, with a stiff clay soil; this being the

character, as mi'st already have been perceived,

of all those portions of the Eastern Shore, com-
priseil within what are termed the necks. Gene-
rally speaking, the N. and N. W. parts of these

necks, extending along the rivers and creeks, have
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a light soil ; in the central portions, the soil is clay-

ey, and the S. and S. E. extremities are marshy
;

such is the character of Hunofry Neck, between

the Wicomico River and Monie Creek, and the de-

scription will answer for the Manokin Neck;
though in this there does not appear to be the

same uniformity in the character of the clay,

which varies (rom a white and yellow stifl" clay, to

a black clayey loam, equally various in its degrees

of productiveness and in the kinds of crops which
it can be made profitably to yield. The upper

parts of this neck are covered with magnilTicent

oaks, sweet giuns, maples and beech ; the lower

portions support a growth of lolly pines, with an
undergrowth of holly and sweet gimi, and verg-

ing upon the marshes, that extend across the neck

from the Wicomico to the Manokin, the pines are

small, probably a new growth. The soil of the

lands that terminate the neck—Big and Little

Deele's Islands—on the north-west side, is a

sandy loam, very productive in corn and sweet po-

tatoes.

The aspect of the country between the Mano-
kin and Annemessex, presents us with the usual

almost dead level of cla3'ey soil, covered partly

with oaks, sweet gum, maple, &c. the pine pre-

dominating towards the lower end, and on ap-

proaching the marshes, the timber having been
in a great measure destroyed, there remains but a

scanty growth of small pines. The extensive

marshes, called the Jericho marshes, form the ex-
treme end of the necks, on the borders, and in the

midst of which, are some few inhabited spots,

more remarkable for their great salubrity, than, as

might perhaps have been supposed, for the drea-

riness of their situations. To become convinced
that health and comfort are sometimes found
where they are very little expected, it is only ne-

cessary to pay a visit to the hospitable residence

of Capt. Davy, at the head of the salt marshes of
Jericho.

Annemessex Neck, whose soil and appearance
would require the same description as that alrea-

dy given of similar portions of the country, is thick-

ly settled towards the lower end, by a hardy popu-
lation of boat-builders and boatmen ; the latter

supporting themselves principally by the sale of
oysters, clams, and terrapins. These men may
be instanced as further evidences of the healthi-

ness of the marshy districts of country upon salt

water. Whatever may be the influence of these
marshes at a distance, judging from the appear-
ance alone of those who inhabit them, or con-
stantly frequent them, they are not the seats of
disease; for it would be difficult, in any other sec-
tion our country, to find a more hardy and robust
set of men, than the residents on the Little Anne-
messex ; and yet it is not to all that the praise of
unexceptionable habits can be extended.
From the head of Little Annemessex, the eye

looks over the broad expanse of salt marshes,
reaching to the southern limits of our state—Wat-
kin's Point being lost somewhere among them.
Bounding these marshes to the north, there is a
well wooded country, vyith a good soil and hiijhly

iniprovable, extending to the Pocomoke Bay and
River, and comprising the district of Rehoboth.
Marumsco Neck, towards the latter district, is also
well wooded, the country level, and soil generally
clay loam, in some places at the head of creeks
more uneven and sand v.

Such is the account, and it will, it is believed, be
found substantially correct, that may be given of
the lowest portions of Somerset county. It has
already been said, that the northern part of the
country is sandy. It is especially so between Bar-
ren creek, and Salisbury ; but from Barren creek,

in the direction of Quantico, to Whitehaven, the
soil passes from a sandy loam to the stiff clay
bottoms, described as forming the principal soil of
the necks. Along the Wicomico river, on either

side, the soil is mostly sandy. On the eastern

side of this river, and reachuig from it towards the
south, the soil varies from sandy, sandy loam to

clay loam ; and a northerly direction li'om Prin-

cess Anne to Salisbury leads successively over
clay, clayey loam, sandy loam, and through a
swampy district, to the sand ridges of the upper
portion of the county.

The only mineral product of Somerset county
is bog-ore, of which there is an abundant deposite.

of excellent quality, at the head of Barren Creek.
It has been raised in considerable quantity, and
continues to be profitably extracted by Mr. Brat-

tan, who delivers it at Baltimore fbr $*3 the ton.

A large supply of this ore might be obtained from
this and other neighboring localities. It is also

foimd at the heads of Back and Dividing Creeks;

but samples examined from these places indicate

an inferior quality of ore.

The mineral springs of Barren Creek deserve

more attention than they have lately received.

The waters have been analyzed, and were fi)und

to contain oxide of iron, soda, and magnesia, com-
bined with muriatic acid. They belong therefore,

to the class of alkaline chalybeates, are tonic and
diuretic, and ha\"e been found eminently servicea-

ble in bilious disorders. The well known curative

properties of the waters, the comfortable accom-
modations at the springs, with the obliging dispo-

sition of the proprietor, and of the tenant, Mr.
Levin L. Porter, ought to furnish strong induce-

ments to invalids of the Eastern Shore of Marj^-

land, to resort to them now, as they were wont to do
in former times.

No fossil deposites, answering as marl, have
been found in Somerset county ; but a material al-

most as valuable occurs abundantly in various

places, consfituting those accumulations of oyster

shells, believed to have been made on the site of

ancient Indian settlements. The spots upon
which these shells bank were observed, are, on the

Nanticoke, at the mouth of Witipquin Creek, and
at the Sandflea Landing; on the Wicomico, at

Long Point, where there occurs one of the most
extensive banks of the kind known, the shells

therein, being deposited at the depth of from three

to nme feet, extending nearly a quarter of a mile

along the shore, and several hundred yards inland
;

on the Manokin, Maddox island and Fishing island

are covered by similar accumulations ; and on the

Pocomoke, another occurs at Shelltown, about two
miles above the mouth of the river. Banks of the

same kind are found in other places, but of a more
limited extent.

The value of this material has already been
stated in a preceding report, but it cannot be too

strongly impressed upon the iiirmers of the lower

counties on the Eastern Shore of Maryland. It

is the principal agr}cvltural resource which they

possess, by a proper application of which they may
ihv.bh the produce of their lands. In the upper
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counties of the Eastern Shore, where the worth

of the material is appreciated, it is made to under-

go two operations : it is passed througli a coarse

sieve, in order to separate the black highly fertili-

zing mould with which the shells are associated,

and the fine fragments of these ; the coarse clean

shells are then burnt into lime. The sifted arti-

cle readily commands from three to four cents a

bushel : the lime sells at from six to nine cents, ac-

cording to its quality. By referring to the section

"On the comparilive value of shell lime and stone

lime," your Excellency will perceive that the dif-

ference in value, between the two articles, for ag-

ricultural purposes, is very triflng, whilst the dil-

ference in price is considerable. Can any farmer

doubt that the discovery, on the Eastern Shore,

of hmestone quarries even of moderate extent,

and to be used solely for the conversion of the

stone into lime, would be of immense benefit to

the country ? The equivalents of such quarries are

lound in the shell banks that have just been in-

dicated. They should no longer be neglected.

Worcester county has long tiilt the want of some
parental assistance, to enable her to bring fully

into action her natural resources. She has asked
lor three capital improvements, of which two have
been reported necessary and practicable ; viz. the

cleaning out of the Pocomoke river, so as to ren-

der it navigable for flat-boats, at least about fif-

teen miles above where it is now available, or se-

venteen miles beyond Snow-hill, at present the

head of navigation; and a canal communication
between Sinepuxent Bay and the Delaware. To
understand the value ol these improvements, it is

necessary to possess an outline of the geography
of the county.

This county is bordered on the east by the At-
lantic Ocean ; but between this ocean and the cul-

tivable portions of the county there is a prolonged

sandy beach, varying from a few hundred yards

to a quarter of a mile and upwards in breadth, and
extending the whole length of the coast without

a single oiulet to the sea from Indian river, in De-
laware, to the southern extremity of Chincoteague
island in Virginia. Between this beach and the

main land lies Sinepuxent bay, fi-om one to four or

five miles wide, and nearly thirty miles in length.

It is a shallow sheet of water, navigable only to a
short distance above South Point, at the lower end
of Sinepuxent Neck. The entrance to the bay
is reputed to be also very shallow. Sinepuxent
Neck, about ten miles long, lies between As-
eateague or Trap Creek and Sinepuxent Sound,
at the head of the bay. The produce of this

neck, and of country on the Assafeague, which,
comprising the Berlin district, are amongst the

most flourishing portions of the county, has thus

to be sent down a long bay through a difficult en-

trance, to encounter finally the dangers of an
ocean navigation in search of a market, whilst an
easy, short, and safe transportation could be rea-

dily obtained. To effect this latter object, it has
been proposed to connect Trap creek by the St.

Martin's and Indian Rivers, with the Delaware
Bay, inside of Cape Henlopen. The surveys for

this substantial improvement have been made,
and its easy accomplishment, at a moderate ex-
pense, demonstated.
The other improvement, solicited by Worcester

county—the clearing of the Pocomoke—has like-

wise been found to be practicable. Viewed in

connection with the canal communication just re-

ferred to, it acquires more importance than is at

first sight apparent. The Pocomoke river rises in

an extensive swamp, situated partly in Maryland
and partly in Delaware, called the Cypress Swamp,
from the profuse growtii of this valuable limber,

by which it is covered. The bed of the river, now
obstructed by large trees, lying across it in every
direction, passes through the heart of the county,

dividing it into two nearly equal portions. Owing
to the obstacles presented by the fallen trees into

its bed, its downward navigation commences only
a i'iiw miles above Snowhill, after which it is li-ee

for schooners over a distance of about twenty
miles, to the mouth of the river in Pocomoke Bay,
on the Chesapeake side of the county. It has been
proposed to remove these impedients as far up as

the use of the river is found to be impeded by
this cause; and the advantages to be thence deri-

ved are shown to be considerable.— It would fiicil-

itate the access to a vast body of valuable timber,

and to'exfensive deposites of iron ore of good qual-

ity; and by confining the waters of the river with-

in their natural channel, it would effect the drain-

age of a large tract of land, now an almost impen-
etrable swamp, covering doubtless a rich and fer-

tile bottom. These are interesting considerations,

whose importance becomes enhanced by the fact

of the practicability of farther connecting, by a
canal navigation, the head waters of the Poco-
moke with the St. Martin Kiver, and its projected

communication with the Delaware, tlius establish-

ing a complete thoroughliire through the county,
from one bay to the other.

But to render this project of internal navigation
complete, another improvement seems to be re-

quired. Tlie mud flat in Pocomoke Bay, already

alluded to, forms, as is well known, a serious impe-
diment to the free egress from the mouth of the

river, through the sound into the Chesapeake, and
the inquiry has been made as to the possibifity of

removing it. Attention having been turned to

the subject, the removal was concludeii to be

quite impracticable, as well from its nature as from

its extent; being the natural eflect of causes, that,

as /feej/ cannot be removed, would be constantly

giving rise to the same results. Whatever reme-

dy might be partially applied would be therefijre

but temporary, very expensive, and would do but

imperfectly, what, it is considered, can be accom-
plished in a more permanent, less cosll}^, and
more efficient manner, in another direction, name-
ly: by connecting the Pocomoke with the Anne-
messex,—a project which has already met with

the approbation of the Legislature, and for the

performance of which an adequate sum of money
has been contingently appropriated.

As this project was brought forward by an hon-

orable Delegate from Somerset, it shows that this

county is equally interested in it, as she is in anoth-

er direction with the proposed connection of the

Nanticoke Avith the (Jhoptank. Viewing these

projects connectedly, it will be seen that they are

intended to establish an internal communication ol

someextent, calculated to bring into llill operation

all the resources of the country through which it

will pass, enabling it to send its products to a mar-

ket by the shortest route, and fiicilitatingto it the

means of obtaining the materials necessary for its

improvement. Some advantages would likewise

be derived fiom it in case of war, upon which the
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bellicrerent spirit of ihe limes compels us unfortu-

nately to calculate as a possible event, by provi-

ding against the almost total non-intercourse be-

tween one section of the State and another. It

forms a part of the duties of the undersigned to

report to your Excellency, that the geological con-

stitution of the country is highly favorable to the

easy accomplishment of these projects.

Tlie agriculture of Worcester is not in so favor-

able a condition as it might be brought to with a

little more exertion. The soil is alternately sand
and cla}', or a mixture of both in variable |)ro[ior-

tions, and entirely deficient in calcareous matter.

On the western siJe of the Pocomoke, the upper
portions of tnis district that are not swamp\', ex-

hibit a succession of sandy knolls and ridges, with
occasional basins, as it were, of level land, com-
posed of stiti'clay. The growth is principally pine

and sweet gum; but on the branches, and in the

swamps, there is seen a profusion of alder, maple,
magnolia, kalraia, with the cypresses, of which
two species were observed,—one deciduous, called

(he bald cypress, the other an evergreen. Between
the Naseongo and Dividing creeks the soil varies

from almost pure sand to a sandy loam, rarely,

(hough sometimes clayey: the pine and sweet
gum form the principal growth upon it. Along
the margin of the river the soil is very sandy.

East of the Pocomoke the country is more
swampy, the runs that feed the river beinar princi-

pally on this side. It is covered by a heavy
growth of oak and cypress, and when cleared and
dramed shows a stiff clay soil. On some portions

of the newly cleared land a young grovvth of pa-

paw was observed, and in some places the less

auspicious persimmon makes its appearance. Re-
ceding from the river the country is gently eleva-

ted, forming a low dividing ridge between the

feeders of the Pocomoke and the waters of the St.

Martin river and Sinepuxent bay. This ridge-land

runs north and south, in the direction of the main
road through St. Martins, Berlin, and Newark.
Sinepuxent neck is a level tract of land, with a
soil varying from sandy to clayey loam, occasion-
ally passing to a stiff clay. The middle portion of
the neck is tolerably well wooded ; the extreme
end, towards South Point, has been stripped of its

timber. Tiiis, the Berlin vicinity, and the St.

Marlin district, are amongst the most flourishing
parts of the county.

From Newark to Snowhill, on approaching the
river and town, the soil becomes very sandy ; and
proceeding southwardly, as far as Newtown, the
soil passes over a succession of sand hills, barely
possessed of a soil. Towards the extreme end of
the county, continuing along the Pocomoke, the
country is more level, with a more substantial soil,

said to yield good corn crops, and is much better
wooded.

Crossing the peninsula in the direction of the di-

viding line between Maryland and Virginia, the
country, at first level, soon appears gently undula-
tory, with a mixed soil, frequently a stiff clay .to

within two or three miles of the sea side, when it

becomes decidedly hilly; occasionally well wood-
ed with pine, oak, hickory, and dogwood, having
a good loamy soil, that could be made very pro-
ductive in corn and oats. This sea side, as it is

called, is an uneven country, stretching along Si-

nepuxent Sound, descending to it occasionally by
a gentle slope, and sometimes encroaching upon it

Vol. IV—38

in the shape of extended marshes. The ridge-

land, between the sound and river, is more level,

soil more clayey and equally improvable, but no
where in a good state of cultivation.

Smepuxent Bay or Sound, to which reference has
so frequently been made, forms a very important
feature in the physical geography of Worcester
county. The map A. appended to this Report,

and furnished for its illustration by the Topograph-
ical Engineer of the State, exhibits its actual ap-
pearance contrasted with that it bears in the mapa
and charts now extant. Its condition, as a naviga-
ble slieet of water, has been fully described in the

"Report of the Commissioners of the States of
Delaware, Maryland, and Virginia, for the survey
of the sounds between Cape Charles and Cape
Mcnlopen," submitted last year to the General
Assembly of Maryland. For present purposes it

is only necessary to consider it as a narrow and
shallow sea, interspersed with broken marshes and
shoals, composed of oyster shells, mixed with
clam, scallop and olher marine exuviic. It is in-

teresting in a geological respect, and not a little so,

as will immediately be shown, for the agricultural

resources which it actually does and can more ex-
tensively be made to yield.

It is an interesting fact connected with the past
and present condition of Sinepuxent Sound, that
since the closing up of some inlets admitting the
ocean into it, its waters having thus become com-
paratively fresh, the oysters and clams, by which
they were formerly thickly iidiabited, have died,

leaving extensive beds of their exuvife. These
accumulations of shells, or oyster rocks, as they
are here termed, seem to point at the manner in
which similar deposites. now fiir inland, and con-
stituting the shell-marl deposites of other districts,

have been made. They are evidently the quiet
and gradual accumulation of years, covered by a
deposition of sand or mud, varying, according to

circumstances, with the altering condition of the
country where they are now found, and in some
measure serve to explain the mode of formation of
our fbssiliferous beds. At no very remote period of
time, they will probably furnish the prototypes of
a geological formation, hitherto undescribed and
characterized by the presence of a new species of
zoophytes. In their present state, these 03'ster

rocks afford an abundant supply of a very valua-
ble material, already put to good account, but that
ought to be much more extensively employed.
They are now dredged, and their contents, con-
sisting of oyster shells, clams and other marine
shells, incrusted by a zoophytic production which
has received the name of JBunyan, are burnt into

lime. From this source not only an important and
profitable branch of industry is created, but an in-

valuable product obtained for the improvement of
the whole of Worcester county. The question
has been asked, whether ihe lime obtained from
this source is good ? It may at once be answered,
that it is as good as from any other quarter; but a
more satisfactory reply will perhaps be (bund in the
third section of this report. Indian shell banks
also are found on Sinepuxent Neck where they
have been partially applied, and always with the
best results, which ought to be an encouragement
to their more liberal employment.
The mineral product of VVorcesler county is con-

fined to the bog-ore, occurring abundantly on the

Naseongo, where it has been v.'orked \\\\\\ varia-
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ble success, being nnlbrtuimtely too much mixed
!

with phoephiite ol" iron. A depoyite of ore of bet-

ter quality has been discovered on the Pocomoke,
in the Ibrk between this river and Duncan's mill-

branch, and it is again met with in the swamps
around Newtown.
A more general view of the application that can

be made of the knowledge so far acquired, res-

pecting the physical geography of the three coun-

ties just described, remains now to be taken,

^Agricultural resources of the lower counties onthe
Eastern Shore of Maryland

The agricultural improvements of Dorchester,

Somerset, and Worcester counties, fall tar short of
what they might be made to attain, by a better

system of cultivation, and a more liberal employ-
ment ol" the resources which this section of tlie

ptate possesses. But to eticct a thorough improve-
ment, the attention should be first directed to the

congeniality of the soil, in each district, for that

species of growth from which a crop is expected.
Corn and wheat are the staple commodities of the
Eastern Shore, but in the present condition of
things, the latter is so precarious a resource, that

corn may be said to be the principal produce and
fiiain dependence of the lower counties. And yet

their various soils are capable of producinga num-
ber of other crops: rye, oats, beans, potatoes,

^common and sweet,) and the root crops generally,

But it is not only in limiting the variety of their

crops, that the agriculturislsof this section of coun-

try err; they neglect to take into account the pe-

culiar susceptibilities of tlie various kinds of soil,

Jo produce certain crops in preference toothers;

and thus an injudicious system of husbandry is

ibllowed, resulting most frequently in disappoint-

ment. On some of the light soils described as be-

longing to the upper portions of these counties,

wheat cannot be raised, whilst these same soils

ptiay be made to yield profitable returns of corn,

rye, and oats; it is therefore worse than useless to

attempt to raise wheat upon such lands. The
opinion that oats exhaust the soil, is an unfounded
prejudice ; for any system of rotation, with proper
jnanagement, appears to be beneficial. Those
parts, on the other hand, that possess a clay soil,

with variable proportions of sand, admit of the

alternate extraction from them, of corn and vvlieat

crops, provided they be followed up bj^ clover, cut

and turned in, withlime; orif grazed not too close-

Another popular belief, founded upon prejudice,

is, that plaster will not act upon lands contiguous

to salt water. It is not so. Lands, whether near
or remote from the sea, upon which g?//}S)/»i did

not seem to take kindly, have been found, (fter be-

ing marled or limed, to derive the usual benefits

imparted by this valuable material.

In some parts of Somerset, a small portion it is

true, as yet, the crop of sweet potatoes is the main
one, and is found very profitable, as is evident bj'

the thriving condition of the small farms on Big
and LitUe Deele's Islands ; whilst intelligent farm-
ers, in other parts of the county, have turned their

attention advantageously to the cultivation ofbeans,
1)eas, &c. But there is yet another growth that

lids fair to become of great value to the aijricultu-

ral interest of the Eastern Sho-e of Maryland,
namely, the pahna chrisli, or castor bean plant,

sometimes known by the name of mole plant.

An attempt was made in the Report of last year,

to excite the interest ol the farmers of Queen Anne
and Caroline counties, in behalf of this new crop.

It is to be regretted that they have not extensively,

if at all, availed themselves of the suggestion—the

bean liaving increased in value far beyond the most
sanguine anticipations. There ought to be, there-

fore, no further delay to the introduction of this

growth as one of the staple commodities of Mary-
land. Without haviiiiT been as yet able to ascer-

tain the precise cause of tlie extraordinary demand
for this article, within a few years, there is still

reason to believe that the call for it will continue to

be great ; since, notwithstanding its extended culti-

vation in consequence of the high prices obtained

in preceding years, it now commands a higher price

than at any other former period. It has been sta-

ted that the oil expressed fi-om the beans is employ-
ed in large quantity in the manufactories of Eng-
land for greasing tlie machinery by wliicli these es-

tablishments are put into operation.

The culture of the palma christi presents no dif-

ficulties. It is said to thrive best in good corn

lands, yielding, according to the quality of the soil,

from twenty-five to forty bushels per acre. The
land requires the same preparation as for corn ; and
the bean is planted like this grain,—in hills on which
two or three plants arc suffered to grow ; the sub-
sequent tillage being also the same as that practi-

sed for corn. The most tedious part of the man-
agement of this crop is the gathering of the fruit,

which forms a clusterwiih a pyramidal termination;

the lower portion being occupied by the male flow-

ers that yield no seed, and the upper by the female
flowers. In the female flowers, the ovary, which
is roundish and three-sided, supports three linear

reddish stigmas, forked at their apex. The fruit,

properly speaking, is a round capsule, with three

projecting sides, covered with rough spines, and
divided into three cells, each containing one seed.

The flowers appear in July, and the seed ripens

throughout August and September. If suflTered

to do so on the plant, the capsule bursts with con-

siderable force, projecting the seed at a distance,

and scattering it about the field. To avoid this is

the only extra attention required by this growth,
and this is done by anticipating the maturity of the

fi'uit. The directions are,— to visit the plantation

a little belbre the commencement of the ripening

season, removing those clusters that approach to

maturity, (which is known by a change of color,

from grayish green to a light pea green,) and con-
veying them to the drying ground, wh-ere, by the

effect of the sun's heat, they burst, and dislodge
their seeds. The only preparation for the drying
ground is to provide a small place, cleaned and
levelled as for a threshing floor, upon which the

clusters are scattered. It would be advisable to lo-

cate this spot in the neighborhood of the barn, or

near a shed, so as to lacilitate the removal of the

plants, in case of protracted wet weather, to some
sheltered situation. Transient showers of rain do
not, however, damage it, otherwise than by black-

ening the seed, whereby its sale might be injured,

although it does not diminish its productiveness in

oil. The occupation of gathering having once
commenced, it sliould lie so arranged as to visit

each plant twice a week, morning and evening,
until the whole crop has been secured. It may
then be sent to a market, where, at the time of

writing this Report, it commands three dollars a
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bushel ; or, it may be made to yield its oil by the i

follovvina; process, as practised in Northampton
county, Virginia.

The seeds are first to be thoroughly cleaned of

dust, and of portions of the capsules that may
have adhered to them. Tiiey are then intioduced

into shallow iron drawers, arranged on both sides

of a furnace, where they are exposed to a gentle

heat ; the object of this first operation being to ren-

der the oil more easy of expression. From these

drawers they are convej'ed into a powerful screw-

press, by the operation of whicii the oil is obtain-

ed. So lar, however, the oil is impure : It must
now, theretbre, be transferred to clean iron boilers,

previously supplied with water. As the boiling

proceeds, the impurities that rise to the surface are

skimmed ofi", and the clear purified oil finally makes
its appearance, floating on the water. It is now
careiully removed, and a second time subjected to

the boiling process, with a very small quantity of

water, until the latter liquid has been entirely dis-

sipated. This isascerlained by taking out a small

portion into a vial, and observing whether it pre-

serves its transparency as it cools. Some care is

required not to push the heat too lar, as then the

oil would acquu'e a brownish hue and a hot peppe-
ry taste, which would at all events unfit it ibr use
as a rneJicine. One bushel of seeds yields about
one gallon and three-quarters of oil, at an expense
of about 25 cents a bushel, which is re.'unded by
the sale of the /Jitm/ce, found to be an excellent

manure for corn crops. Acknowledgments are

due to Mr. Smith, of Northampton county, Va.
an intelligent and experienced planter of palma
christi, and manufacturer of castor oil, m the vi-

cinity of Eastville, for theinibrmation contained in

the above paragraphs.
It is needless, alter what has just been said, to

expatiate upon the value of this plant. That the

soil and climate of at least the lower portions of
the Eastern Shore of Maryland are congenial to

its growth, cannot be doubted. The praiseworthy
example (crowned, it is believed, with entire suc-

cess) has already been set to the inhabitants of

Somerset, by one of the most intelligent farmers of
the county— Col. Arnold E. Jones.

Persons well acquainted with the cultivation of

rice confidently assert and believe, that there are

many spots on the Eastern Shore of Maryland,
Avell calculated to the production of this important
agricultural commodity. Rice has been raised in

Maryland, in the vicinity of Salisbury, at the head
of the Wicomico, and a promising attempt, the re-

sult of which has not been ascertained, was recent-

ly being made opposite Vienna, on the Nanlicoke.
It would seem desirable to encouragesuch attempts,

as further conducive to the practical illustration of'

the possibility of rcclaimiiiir a vast body of lands
at present of little value. These are the marshes
and cripples that occur on the margin of the large

rivers on the Eastern Shore of Maryland. An
examination o! the actual condition of these marsh-
es justifies the belief that they might, to a certain

extent, be drained; whether sufiiciently to be
made permanently arable, or only to the extent of
serving as more firm and safe pasturages, remains
to be tried. It is thought that the single operation,
though one not unattended wilh difficulties, of di-

vertintf a part of the course of the river so as to

cause it to pass betw'een the marsh and the main-
land, would greatly contribute to their drainage.

This appearsfrom the tact, that their most elevated

parts are those contiguous to the river, inclining

moderately towards the firm land, adjoining which
the marsh is always found to be the softest, and
more liable to a total submersion. i3y insulating

these bodies of land, always more or less miry, and
thus establishing a drainage around them, it is pos-

sible they might eventually acquire sufficient con-

sistence, without having recourse toembankrnents,
to afibrdsafe and valuable pasture grounds. The
cripples seem irreclaimable by -any other means
than by embankments,—an operation deemed
|iracticable by those who have given much atten-

tion to the subject, and who represent them as best

fitted ibr the cultivation of rice.

Such are the agricultural resources of the lower
counties on the Eastern Shore of Mar3'land,- so
fir as the productiveness of the soil, and its sus-

ceptibility of improvement are concerned. It has
already been stated, that the only incidental re-

source possessed by this section of counlr}', is to

be derived from the facilities of obtaining calca-

reous matter (in which the soil is essentially defi-

cient) from the shell banks, oyster banks, and other

sources already referred to. But before any hope
can be indulged, that the inhabitants of this por-

tion of the state will avail themselves of these

means of bringing their lands into a higher state

of cultivation than they seem to have any idea
that they are capable of, it is necessary to remove
a fatal impression, too generally made, that the
lime derived from shells is of but little value. The
result of the inquiries made to disprove this opin-

ion, will be given in the next section ot this Re-
port.

An error equally fatal prevails among the citi-

zens of Maryland, in reference to the counties that

have just been passed in review—that they are as

devoid of the interest as they have been believed
to be of resources. It is hoped that the minute,
and, at the same time, faithful account given of
them—more minute than would otherwise have
seemed necessary—will have a tendency to rec-

tify the false judgment so commonly passed upon
this portion of our territor}'' and contribute like-

wise to cheer those of its inliibitants who have be-
come dishartened at the present aspect of things^

and who are too prone to believe that their indus-
try could be better rewarded at a distance. Indus-
try meets wilh its just reward every where ; but
the assertion is safely ventured, that the same
amount of enterprise at home, would secure more
comfort and happiness, than, under any circum-
stances, can be expected m a newly settled coun-
try, where all that is .obtained is at the cost of
solid enjoyments. The adventurous merchant
and speculator may find a wide field in the "Far
West" to satiate, if possible, his thirst for wealth

;

but the industrious fiirmer, on the tide waters of
the Chesapeake needs no better patrimony than
that which he already possesses. A soil easily

cultivated, and v^ery improvable, having the means
of improvement at hand; the necessaries, and
even luxuries of life in abundance; a temperate
and healthful climate; a free and constant inter-

course with a large commercial emporium, by
means of a water communication reaching to the

very door of his granaries ; surrounded moreover
by intelligent neighbors, and a peaceful and or-

derly population—such are the advantages of
which he can boast, as a set-ofT again.sl those of
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any other section of our country. It is full time
that he should learn to ap[)reciate them himself.

REaiARKS ON PROFESSOR DUCATEL S GEOLO-
LOGICAL SURVEY OF THE EASTERN SHORE
OF flIARYLAND.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Eastern Shore, Maryland, ?

12//i July, 1836. 5

The improvement of our condition, has become
a mailer of very serious import, to the farmers of
the Eastern Shore. Many of us are much dis-

heartened, and we have received no great encour-
agement from the reports of our geologist. Profes-
sor Ducatel. If he be right, that the lands we
have heretofore considered the most valuable, "are
best adapted to the growth of Indian corn," per-

haps emigration to the feilile regions of the far
west is our best plan, though at the hazard of being
taken for abolitionists and gamblers, as we descend
the river, and falling within the jurisdiction of
Judge Lynch, a gentleman whose acquaintance
we do not at all desire to cultivate. Men who ex-
ercise their minds in deep research and profound
enquiry, rarely attend much to the common inter-

ests and concerns of life. The Canon Recupero
passed much of his life on Mount Etna, and had
formed some subtle theories as to its age and (br-

mation; but its capacity and suitableness for pro-
duction, pei-haps never entered into the range of
his speculations. Professor Ducatel's inquiries

were too much directed to the bowels of the earth,

to pay much attention to the sudace—minerals
and marl seem to have been his ruling fancy. A
little attention and a little instruction, of which he
was entirely in the way, Avould have taught him
that much of the soil which stands condemned by
him as unsuitable to the growth of wheat, "and
particulariy adapted to Indian corn," consists of a
fine chocolate colored loam, with a red clay bot-
tom, and when under proper improvement and in

a good state of cultivation, is equally adapted to

wheat and Indian corn. The station of a geolo-
gist appointed by the State, is one of high confi-

dence; lais opinions of the character and capabili-
ties of our country, abroad, hold an official weight,
and ought to have been formed b}^ his own obser-
vation, or the information of men in whom reli-

ance could have been placed. This would have
saved him from the propagation of the error, that
our stiff white clay lands are the most valuable.
The Professor would have found on the Eastern
Shore, a concurrence of opinion, that they are not
naturally fertile, but prone to the production of
what is called here, poverty grass. If lands of
this description be well ditched and highly ma-
nured, in a favorable season, they will produce a
heavy crop of wheat; but they are not kind to the
growth of valuable grasses, which, in all flirming
countries, is the life ot agriculture. The late Col.
Edvyard Lloyd of Talbot, whose memory is dear
to his friends for qualities much higher than " his
elegant hosi)itality, " held a large estate in Miles
Rlvei neck— it is bounded on one side by Wye River.
Chew's Island is directly opposite, and the land
on the river fields of the late colonel's estate, cor-
respond with the soil of Chew's Island. In the
middle of the neck, there is a large portion of
clayey lands, white, etiffj and tenacious: these

lands he brought to a high state of product by lime
and other manures, and extensive and laborious
ditching; but he always esteemed his lands on the
river the most valuable, both lor wheat and Indian
corn. William Strickland, an English gentle-

man, (and I suspect a scientific agriculturist,) in-

tending, in the year 1796, to visit the United States,

received from the British Board of Agriculture
certain queries, which he answered on his return.

He relates, that for one-half of Chew's Island, £7
14s. per acre had been ofiered, and refused ; andy
at that period, he states, the piece of land on the
Monocacy, in Frederick county, now one of the
most valuable districts in Maryland, at £4 14s.

Yet Professor Ducatel esteems the lands on Chew's
Island, and those of the same quality on the

Eastern Shore, as those best adapted to the growth
of Indian corn. When the Professor shall have
mixed a little more agriculture with his chemistry,
he will change his opinion. Chew's Island, and
many other lands of the same quality, had been
greatly exhausted by neglect and imprudent agri-

culture ; but they are indigenous to white clover,

and they are capable of producing red abundantly
with the application of gypsum ; and by the addi-

tion of marl, they can, in a ^e\v years, be brought
into a state of great fertility. On this subject, I

speak from experience.

We have certainly many barren lands on the
Eastern Shore, some ofthem sandy in the extreme ;

but for the extent of country, not greater than the
steril hills and mountains of Lancaster, York,
Cumberiand, and Franklin counties, in Pennsyl-
vania. Those of Caroline, on the east side of the
Choptank, are perhaps among the worst. Yet Pro-
fessor Ducatel found them "astonishingly produc-
tive of Indian corn." He had the rashness to re-

commend the introduction ofpalma christi; had the

good people abandoned corn, and taken to palma
christi, and the crop had succeeded, it would have
deluged Baltimore in castor oil; had it failed, they
might, with good cause, have regretted that Mary-
land had appointed a geologist, fresh from the city;

and some sufierer, smarting under his los?, might
have applied "empirical" to the scheme, a term
equally odious to doctors and philosophers, and
which none but an angry, or disappointed man,
would ever extend to Professor Ducatel. Though
I combat some of his opinions, I do it in the spirit

of kindness : so far from detracting from his merits,

I avail myself of this opportunity to proclaim them.
When he first appeared among us, and we were
told he was our geologist, and had come to dis-

cover the hidden treasures of our country, it pro-

duced that shyness and diffidence which the un-
learned always feel for the wise; but his good
manners and courteous address soon put us at ease.

He talked the language of the country, not of the
schools, and was communicative, liimiliar, and a
little complimentary: he made some valuable dis-

coveries, and excited a spirit of inquiry which has
led to many more ; and I speak the language of
sincerity, not compliment, when I say the Eastern
Shore of Maryland has derived solid benefits from
the labors of Professor Ducatel.

STEAM PLOUGH.

Some experiments were tried on Friday week
at Red Moss, near Bolton, in the presence of Mr.
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Handley, M. P. for Lincolnshire; Mr. Chapman,
M. P. tor Westminster; Mr. Smith of Deanston,

and other members interested in aiiricuiture, with

a complete and very powerful steam plough, con-

structed by Mr. Heathcote, M. P. for Tiverton.

About sixacres of raw moss were turned up in a

most extraordinary style, sods eighteen inches in

breadth and nine inches in thickness being cut

from the furrow, and completely reversed in ])osi-

tion, the upper surface of the sod being placed ex-

actly where the surface had been before. The
possibility of jjloughing by steam has thus been

established, though, as the employment of the

steam-plough, in preference to one drawn by
horses, will depend on the comparative cost of the

two powers, and on that of the two implements

used, and as there are not at present any sufficient

data (or judging what the diffierence of the cost

will be, it is not possible to say how far steam is

likely to be applied to this department of agricul-

ture. The plough of Mr. Heathcote, though a

very powerful machine, appears to us to be much
too complex and costly for common agricultural

purposes, though we have little doubt that it might
be used not only with effect, but advantage, in re-

claiming large portions of moss land—such as the

bogs of Ireland. Indeed, it is the opinion of Mr.
Heathcote himself, that it would not at present an-

swer to employ it in reclaiming a smaller portion

of bog than 1500 or 2000 acres, though it may
probably be cheapened and simplified, so as to make
it ultimately useful on a smaller scale.

[English Paper.

From the Silk Culturist.

AGRICULTURAL, JURISPRUDENCE.

At the late term of the Supreme Court of Er-
rors, in this city, a question of agricultural juris-

prudence was settled, which has often been the

occasion of much controversy, and sometimes of a
total interruption of that social intercourse and in-

terchange of kind feelings and offices, without
which neighborhood ceases to be a blessing, and
actually becomes a curse. The question arose in

an action of trespass for taking a portion of the

fruit from a pear tree. The facts in the case were
these. The trunk of the tree stood about four

feet from the divisional line between the plaintiff

and the defendant, and its roots and branches ex-
tended some distance into and over the defendant's
land. The defendant plucked the fruit from the
branches overhanging his land, to within about
one foot of the line, for which the action was
brought.

The defendant claimed, first, that he was te-

nant in common with the plaintiff, in the tree, and
consequently had a right to take from the branches
on his side of the line. Second, that if he was
not tenant in common with the plaintiff, he was
owner in severalty in that part of the tree which
drew its nourishment from his soil, and that he
had a right to take the fruit from the branches that
overhung his land. Third, that if he was not
owner of that part of the tree which is sustained
by and overhangs his land, still he was entitled to

the fruit growing on such branches. Fourth, that
he had a legal risrht to remove the overhanging
branches and projecting roots, they being a nui-
sance which he had a right to abate.
The court ruled the first three points against

the defendant
J
and decided that the ownership of

the tree was in the proprietor on whose land it

was originally planted, and that he, of course, was
entitled to all the fruit, though the roots and
branches may have extended into and over the

land of' the adjoining proprietor. On the last point

the court decided That the projecting roots and
branches were a nuisance which the defendant

might have abated ; but had no right to appropriate

to his own use.

From the New England Farmer.

TARRING FRUIT TREES INJURIOUS.

I would state a fact, showing, as I suppose the

effect of tar upon fruit trees. My neighbor and I

owned two adjoining orchards : the canker worms
have visited them without mercy tor eight succes-

sive years—my neighbor tarred his trees in the

usual way, mine were many of them large, and
taking into the account the expense and trouble

and chance of injury from the tar itself— I suffer-

ed the insidious invaders to range unmolested.

The last season the worms were thw compared with

preceding years, and many trees were permitted

to produce as they were wont. My neighbor's

trees abreast of mine, of the same age and kind,

bore but sparingly, while mine produced in great

abundance—the tar must have been the cause.

This matter is, no doubt, well understood, but as

it came under my own eye, I pass it to you: it

may notbeusefiil to publish.

YourSj truly,

JOSEPH HARRINGTON.

From Poeppig's Travels,

BREEDING OF CATTLE IN CHILI.

The breeding of cattle is, for two reasons, the
branch of rural economy which is preferred by the

Chilian to every other ; in the first place it grati-

fies an inclination for wild and independent life, and
his love of every thing that is adventurous and
bold, and requires violent, not uniform, exertions.

The best educated men of the larger towns, on an
occasional visit to the country, take pleasure m
pursuing the catde, and participating in the occu-
pation in which the mountain herdsman (vaquero)
is engaged. * * * The Chilian, especially of
the lower class, possesses a wild energy of char-

acter, which was misunderstood by the former go-
vernment, or at least not duly employed, and
which inclines him to such occupations as disqual-

ify him and probably will do for a long time to

come, for a uniform and sedentary employment.
A second perhaps still more important reason is,

that, since the expulsion of the Spaniards, and the

introduction of a free system of trade, the breed-

ing of cattle has proved more profitable than ag-
riculture. * * * The number of animals which
a single land owner possesses, would often appear
extravagant to a European ear. They speak with
great indifference of herds of 1000 or 1500, and
consider a man by no means rich who has three

times that number. The haciendas in the central

provinces often have from 10,000 to 15,000, and
many even 20,000, and the number of smaller es-

tates which have from 4 to 5000 is very great.

Since the revolution, the value of this species of

property has risen in an extraordinary degree ; and
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the owners are very far from doing as they did in

former times, killing the animal for the sake of his

hide, and leaving the flesh to be devoured by the

condors. * * * This branch of Chilian econ-

omy is however not without risks, which are not

indeed frequent, but cause astonishing destruction.

In the years 1829 to 1832, a vast number of cat-

tle perished in consequence of an unexampled
drought, which extended over all the provinces of

Central and Northern Chili. It appears from an
othcial statement, that in the year 1831 alone,

515,326 head of cattle died of hunger in the pro-

vinces of Coquimbo and Copiopo ; of these about
77,000 were horned cattle, l0,000 horses, 23,000
sheep, 211,000 goats, &c. Though the number
may be rather exaggerated, because the land-

owners wished to make their loss appear as con-
siderable as possible, still the injury was very
"leat.

From the New England Farmer.

raising chickejvs.

Mr. Fessenden,
Sir—In one of your late papers I saw mention-

ed a successful way of raising chickens. I have
been in the habit of raising the.n;! for some years,

and if you think favorably of the mode I have
adopted, you can insert it in your valuable pa-
per.

I keep my hens warm under cover during the

winter, and feed them on "Brewers' Grains"
placed in an open box or tub, that they may eat

when they please ,occasionally giving them oats,

corn, and oyster shells pounded fine, and plenty of
water. By keeping them warm and well fed, they
begin laying earlier in the season. I prefer spring

chickens, as they lay earlier than old hens—and
the old hens to set, as they make the best mothers.
I take care the eggs do not get chilled with cold,

and keep them in a warm place in my house.
When three or four hens want to set, 1 put from
thirteen to fifteen eggs under each of them, ac-

cording to size—the day of the month marked on
each egg—and after the hen has set a week or ten
days I examine them by holding the eggs to a
crack or knot hole in a board when the sun shines
through, and if [ discover any rotten ones, I take

them away and replace them with fresh ones
marked as before mentioned. When the chick-
ens are all hatched, I put two or three of the broods
to one hen, in a coop with an opening against an
empty barrel placed on the bilge, and with a little

care, when put in the coop, the hen may be made
to brood them at the fiirther end of the barrel. In
that way the chickens that are not covered by the
hen huddle together around her, and keep each
other warm. The hens from which the chickens
are taken I put into another coop, and in about a
fortnight they will begin to lay again. The hen
being confined in the coop, will leave her chickens
much earlier than if lel>,to run at large with them,
and the chickens will become so accustomed to

going into the barrel and huddling together, as to

be quite contented to give up the hen's brooding
them. After the chickens are two or three weeks
old I remove them with the coops into my garden,
where they feed upon insects, so as to require but
little food—but do not keep them there until

they are large enough to injure the garden.

I feel persuaded that in the way I have pro-
ceeded, our market could be supplied with an
abundance of poultry, and I recommend it with
confidence, if manajred with care and attention, as
profitable to those who may engage in such busi-

ness.

Charlestown, July, 1836.

From the Advocate of Science.

PRACTICAL USES OF GEOLOGY,

So far from being that abstract and speculative

science which those who are ignorant of it often

suppose it to be, geology is full of useful applica-

tion to the common pursuits of life. The agricul-

turist, the miner, the architect—every employment
that has a direct relation to the materials of our
globe, derives advantage from geological know-
ledge. It cannot be otherwise, when geology in-

volves an acquaintance with all the substances

which enter into the composition of the accessible

portions of the earth.

But the most striking and the most beautiful ap-

plication of this science to useful practical pur-

poses, depends on the principles of stratification

hereafter to be explained. For the present I will

only remark, that the superficial portion of our

planet is found to be stratified, or composed of dis-

tinct strata of various materials ; and that these

strata are proved to occupy a uniform position rela-

tive to each other.

JVlineral salt occurs in one of these strata asso-

ciated with gypsum or plaster of Paris. Where
one of these valuable minerals is found, the pre-

sence of the other may therefore be suspected.

But the stratum containing them is superior in its

situation to crystallized limestone, to slate and to

granite. It follows, that wherever the exposed
surface of the earth consists of either of those

rocks, gypsum and rock salt do not exist ; and a
search for them would therelbre be fruitless. In

searching for coal and other mineral productions,

similar principles are called into application, and
prove a valuable aid to the miner. For want of

the knowledge of a few of these elementary prin-

ciples of geology, much time and labor and mo-
ney have been^ wasted in attempting to discover

substances of value in situations where they could

not exist.

Extracts from the Journal of the Franklhi Institute.

LIST OF PATENTS ISSUED IN DECEMBER, 1835,

FOR IMPROVES! t:NTS OF MACHINES, &C. TO
BE USED IN AGRICULTURE,

TVith vcviarks, by the Editor of the Journal of the

i^anklin Institute

For a Machine for Hulling Clover and other

Seedsj George W. Taylor, Bridgeton, Cumber-
land county. New Jersey, December 4.

The rubbing is to be eflectcd by revolving, cast-

iron disks, the surface of which are convex, so that

they are in shape like a double convex lens; the

surfaces having grooves formed upon them, and
which revolve between cast iron cheeks furrowed

in like manner, and embrace about two-thirds of

the disks, the other third being cut away to allow

of the necee.sary space for the feeding and delivery

of the seed. There is to be a feeding hopper above
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the revolving disks, and other necessary appenda-

ges. The claim is to the machine as described.

For a MarJiinefor Ctiittns^ Straw, and Thrash-

ing and IVinnowing Grain; Leonard IMarsh,

Harllbrd, AVindsorcountj^, Vermont, DccomberO.
This is a combined machine intended, in (gener-

al, to cut the straw into lengihs, like an oidinary

straw cutter, and to thrash tlie grain from it, after

which the grain and straw are to be separated by
winnowing, in the usual way. When the grain

IS to be thrashed only, the cutting knives are to be
removed, the thrashing part remaining, to effect

that object.

For an improvement in the Machine for Press-

ing and delivering Bricks; Ulysses Ward, Wash-
ington city, December 15.

This patent is obtained for an improvement upon
the brick machine patented by Natiian Sawyer, on
the 8th April, 1S35, which it is proposed to simpli-

fy by dispensing with the combination of wheels
for conveying the power to the press, and by cer-

tain alterations in the apparatus by which the

pressed brick is delivered. These alterations, or iin-

provements, could not be clearly described without
the drawings; we are informed that the improve-
ments, are really such, as they have been carried

into operation, fiiirly tested and compared with the

original machine.

For a 3fachinefor Cutting or Splitting Laths;
Barnabus Langton, Troy, New York, Decem-
ber 15.

A horizontal bench, or frame, is to be made,
which may be sixteen fi?et long and seven wide;

and at each end of this there is to be a head-block,

against which the laths are to be cut. The cut-

ting is to be made from the edges of boards, saw-
ed of a proper length, there being two cutting

knives at each end of the frame. These cutting

knives meet in the middle of the board, as the lath

is cut, their outer ends working on pins attached
to the head-block or frame, and their inner ends
on similar pins connected with a sliding bar ex-
tending along the middle, and from one end of
the frame to the other. The sliding bar is worked
backward and forward, horizontally, by a crank
motion, so that when the knives at one end are

cutting a lath, those at the other are being with-
drawn to allow the board to descend for a new cut.

The pieces of board are passed into a slot, edge-
wise, at either end of the frame, and descend by
their own gravity, or to a gauge which determines
the thickness of the lath. It is proposed sometimes
to use a single knife at each end, which knifij

must in that case, be the whole length of the lath.

The claim made "in the above described ma-
chine, is the machine itself, and the manner of cut-
ting lath above specified and described."
Such a claim, Ave apprehend, must be un-

derstood to include not only the combination,
but also, the several parts as described; in

which case it is much too broad, as the cut-
ting of laths from the edges of boards, fed to

the knife in a similar way, is not new. In some
instances the knives used have formed a very ob--
tuse angle in the middle, so as to cut first at the
two ends, and this plan we think much preferable
to the jointed knife which is at every mstant alter-
ing its cutting angle. Still, should the machine be-

fore us be preferred, we think that enough of nov-
elty might be pointed out upon which to found a
valid claim.

For a Tobacco Press ; John VV. Weems, West
River, Anne Arundel county, Maryland, Decem-
ber 15.

There is not the slightest novelty in this press,

although such a one may not have been used for

pressing tobacco. The piston, or driver, placed

horizontally, is a rack into which a pinion works,
this pinion being on the shaft of a cog wheel,

turned by a i)inion on the shaft of a drum,
or hand wheel. The hogshead into which the

tobacco is to be pressed is rolled on to the

fi'ame, or ground sills of the press, one end resting

against a head block, and the follower being
brought up against the tobacco contained in it.

The claim is to " the before described press, for

pressing tobacco and other substances."

For a Machine for Cleaning Buckwheat; Dan-
iel T. Laning, Bridgeton, Cumberland county New
Jersej', December 15.

A stationary hollow cylinder is to be made and
fixed on a suitable tiame, its periphery being in

part formed of boards, and in part of woven wire.

An axis passing through the centre of this cylin-

der carries four wings made of plank, which are

caused to revolve by means of a whirl [)laced on
the end of the shaft, thereby agitating the buck-
wheat which is put into the cylinder, and throw-
ing it against the woven wire, through the mesh-
es of which the foreign matter escapes. The claim
is to "the said machine."

For a Thrashing Machine; Moses Davenport,
Philips, Somerset count}'^, Maine, December 28.

The general mode of thrashing by a cylinder

and concave, is employed in this machine, the con-
cave being placed above the cylinder. The claims
made are to a feeding roller with teeth, which takes
the unthrashed grain from a feeding apron, and
aids in conducting it to the cylinder, and to what
is called a separater, which allows the grain to

pass through to riddles and fans, whilst the straw
IS earned off. There is nothing in this machine
that requires particular notice.

For a Brick Machine; Benjamin Hamblett,
Portland, Cumberland county, Maine Decem-
ber 28.

The clay is to be mixed in a box by revolving
arms or knives, in the manner well known, and
from the lower end of this it is to pass out through
an opening to be moulded and struck. The ap-
paratus IS described at great length, and there are
several distinct claims; the machine so nearly re-

sembles some of its predecessors that any attempt
at description and comparison, would demand
much room, and consume more time than Ave have
to spare. The claims alone Avould not furnish a
correct idea of" the things claimed.

For a Thrashing Machine; Amos Hanson,
Windham, Cumberland county, Maine Decem-
ber 30.

This is a machine of the most common construc-
tion, and the claim made is to " the pulleys, bands,
and wooden wheels, and the manner of operating
the same thereby," a claim about as good as any
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that could be made where there is nothing upon
which to Ibund one.

For a Mowing and Reaping Machine; Alexan-
der M. Wilson, Rhinebeck, Duchess county, New
York, December 30.

This, like some other mowing machines, is to

be driven forward by a horse, and it has on its

front a horizontal revolving wheel which carries

the cutlers by which the mowing, &c. is to be ef-

fected. This wheel is caused to rise with the rise

of the ground, by the action of small wheels or

rollers, and is itselfdriven by means of a band
around a drum on the axle of the large wheels.

There are several appendages which it would be
in vain to describe without the drawing. The
claim is to the fly wheel with its knives or cutters,

eubstantially as described, together with the gen-
eral arrangement of the apparatus. Similar cut-

ter wheels have been employed, and we do not

see any thing in the general construction of this

machine likely to insure its operating better than
other mowing machines previously patented in this

country and in Europe.

From Loudon's Gardener's Magazine.

The Use of Crushed Bones as Manure.

By Cuthbert William Johnson, Author of "An Essay
on the Employment of Salt in Agriculture," &c.
Pamph. 8vo. pp. 16; third edition. London, 1836.

The use ofbony matters as manures, originated

in the neighborhood of Sheffield towards the con-
clusion of the eighteenth century; the fi\rmers being
allowed, at first, to cany away the bone rubbish
for nothing; but afterwards, when it was found of

some value, a small charge per load was demand--
ed by the manufacturers, from whom the rubbish
was obtained. The use of bones as manure did

pot become general till the Doncaster Agricultural

Association published a circular letter of inquiry,

about ten years ago, which directed the attention

of the public to the subject.

Such is the essence of the historical introduction

given by Mr. Johnson. He next examines—1.

The composition of bones; 2. The component
parts of bones found in vegetable substances; and
3. The effects of j and the modes ofapplying bones,

either broken, crushed, or in the state of powder,
or bone dust.

1. "The bones of animals do not vary much in

composition: they all contain phosphate of lime,

and carbonate of lime, with a portion of cartilage

or animal matter, with other minor ingredients."

(p. 5.)

2. The cartilage of bones is composed of a sub-

stance nearly identical in all its properties with
Bolid albumen.

"One hundred parts of albumen are composed of

Parts. Parts.

- 15.705Carbon,
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the quantity of bones to be applied per acre, since soil,

situation, and climate, must all be taken into the far-

jner's consideration.

The following facts, however, have been ascertained

by numerous experiments, at some of which I have
personally assisted :

—

1st. That crushed bones remain in the soil for a lens;th

of time proportionate to the size of tlie pieces; the dust

producing the most immediate ell'ect, the larger pieces

continuing to show the longest advantage. On arable

land their good effects continue for four years; on pas-

ture land for eight.

2ndly. On turnips, oats, barley, and wheat, the

quantity applied has been from 25 to 30 bushels per

acre; on pasture land, from 25 to 40 bushels of bone
dust, earl}'' in the spring.

Srdly. The best modie of application is by the drill,

with the seed corn.

4thly. The bones should, when first used, be always
applied, for the sake of correct information, in varying
quantities per acre; and on no account should the far-

mer omit to leave, by way of comparison, a fair portion

of the field without any manure."

Mr. Johnson deserves the thanks of the public

for having produced this useful pamphlet. We
wish we could impress upon gardeners the value
of bones as a manure; because there is not a gen-
tleman's gardener in Britain who cannot command
a certain quantity of them, which are at present

lost for every useful purpose. The hones could be

deposited in the back sheds, and broken by the

men daring wet or inclement weather; and after-

wards fermented in the compost ground with com-
mon garden earth. In the composition of vine

borders, powdered bones, which have been fer-

mented, Ibrm a most valuable ingredient.

From tlie New York Fanner.

AGKICULTURE IN RHODE ISLAND.

A short visit to Newport and Bristol, in Rhode
Island, has given me a favorable impression of their

husbandry; in some cases, I am hall disposed to

call it, gardening. Rhode Island, properly so call-

ed, on which Newport is situated, lies on the eas-

tern shore of the State to which it gives it name,
and stretches from south east to north west a dis-

tance of about fourteen miles, and witli an aver-

age width of three miles. It is surrounded by deep
water ; and has in general a bold rocky shore with
v'cry little salt marsh, and as well as I could judge
no swampy ground in the interior. It lays in the

bay like a large whale reposing on the surface of
the sea, without any great elevation, but gradually
rising on its eastern and western sides longitudinal-

ly to an agreeable and beautiful height in the cen-
tre. It is almost entirely destitute" of any other
than ornamental trees ; but there are a good many
of these, though we regretted among these to see
that the common button wood predominated, as it

is almost as great an imnoverisher of the soil as

the Lombardy poplar. The moisture of the cli-

mate gives to the landscape that bright and beau-
tiful green, which is said to characterize the Brit-

ish Islands, and which the Emperor Napoleon so

much admired. The island seems based upon a
rock, a kind of slaty granite; and the water, which
is easily obtained, is of an excellent quality. In
the north-western part of the island, anthracite
coal abounds ; but the coal is not of so good a kind
as to encourage further operations, and the mine,
at least for the present, is abandoned. In general

Vol. IV—39

the soil is a deep dark loam, in the southern parts
more n)ixed with sand than in the northern, com-
paratively free from stone ; and although it produ-
ces good crops of Indian corn, yet it seems more
favorable to grass, oats, and potatoes. The fences
are in general of stone, high and well built; the
fields, a rare thing in New England, dividing gen-
erally into rectangular lots ; and in the southern
parts of the island, are fertile, richly manured, and
under high cultivation. The farmers are most of
them the independent possessors of the soil which
they cultivate ; and the houses and buildings gen-
erally in the country are remarkably neat; sonis
in the neighborhood of the town are tasteful and
elegant. Without the town I do not recollect a
single house that was in a state of dilapidation or

that looked like the abodes of intemperance and
vagabondage. We may reasonably inler that,

there being among the inhabitants a large propor-

tion of Quakers, vvho are ordinaril}' models of neat-
ness and good domestic management, has had in

these respects a favorable.iiifluence. The climate,

to those who like the proximity of the sea, is de-
lightful in the warm months; it is milder in winter,

and it is much cooler in summer than places more
iidand.

The stock kept upon the island are principally

sheep; and these chiefly of what are called the old

fashioned merino, with verj' little mixture of Sax-
ony ; the average yield of fleece from three to four

pounds; and bringing in the market from fifty to

sixty cents per pound. On land averaging in val-

ue one hundred dollars per acre, and with hay at

fifteen to twenty five dollars per ton, though the
price in 3'ears past has been about ten dollars per
ton, sheep husbandry would seem hardly to be
profitable, though they say that "sheep pay bet-

ter than any other stock ;" as indeed well it may,
as who would think in such circumstances of rais-

ing neat cattle to advantage, when the value of
a yearling would not be so much as that of a calf

six week sold? They are wise in desiring to con-

sume all their hay upon the place, for although the

farms on the sea shore are favorably situated for

procuring sea manure, yet m the interior they re-

quire all the manure they can make on their farms.

I ffot infbrmation of no considerable dairy farms.

Many swine are fatted on the island ; and a very
large amount of poultry, especially geese and tur-

keys, raised. For there a ready market is always
to be found ; but with what profit they are raised

is another matter. As long as the geese are fed

in the highways, the expense is nothing ; but

whoever undertakes to fat either geese or turkeys

at the corn crib, or, as some permit them, to feed

themselves among the standing corn, we advise to

count the cost.

We saw extensi\-e fields of oats, which appear-
ed highly promising; and some most luxuriant

fields of barley already suffering from their own
weight. The crops of barley have for several

years been cut off by an insect, whose depreda-
tions are similar to those of the wheat worm, and
for which no remedy has yet been discovered.

The crops of corn sometimes give fifty and sixty

bushels to the acre, but the average yield is about
thirty. The grass, principally herdsgrass and red

top, which is a favorite grass in Rhode Island,

with very little of clover, under the best cultivation,

j

will yield two and a half tone to the acre ; thougli

!
this would be a very high average. As far as my
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own observation goes, the red-top, though a most
excellent hay for every kind of stock, never yields

a great weight of hay to the acre. The average

crop of potatoes is about two hundred bushels to

the acre. Rhode Island heretofore has been re-

markable for the quality of its potatoes. A kind

called the Elam potatoe, a long, white, kidney po-

tatoe, taking its name from a gentleman who first

cultivated irhere, was a longtime celebrated; but

has given place to the pink-eye and the Chenan-
go. A very great crop here, and one more culti-

vated at Bristol, is the onion. The cultivation is

said somewhat to have declined on this island; the

crops for some cause not having yielded so well as

formerly; but at Bristol, about fifteen miles above
Newport, it is pursued very extensively and suc-

cessfully. The produce of the onion crop last year
in Bristol, I have been credibly inlbrmed, exceeded
tliirfy thousand dollars. The red onion is that

Avhich is principally cultivated, being Ihc greatest

favorite in the West India market. The cultiva-

tion of the crop is simple and well understood.

A good crop will give from four to five hundred
bushels. The cost of cultivation very much ex-

ceeds that of corn ; some give it as their opinion

three times as much labor is demanded on an acre

of onions as on an acre of corn. They are sub-

ject to few casualties, provided the seed is good
;

and the seed is never safe, if more than one year
old. It is a singular feature in the habits of this

plant that it bears planting j'ear after year, with-

out any diminution of the crop, on the same
ground. I saw one field of two or three acres on
which onions had been grown every year for more
than forty years, and with equal success. The
land pays for manuring well; though they are not

particular as to the kind of manure applied, pre-

fering however a rich compost to green manure.
The large sized onions are put in barrels; the smal-

ler sized are strung in bunches; the weight of the

bunches being about three and a hall pounds.

The land is marked out in rows about one foot

wide with a machine resembling a boy's sled with

four runners, making three rows at a time, one run-

ner being kept in the fourth track of the last mark-
ing. The seed is then dropped and covered very

slightly by hand, in hills about six inches distant

in the row; and four plants are generally left stand-

ing in each hill. The great business afterwards is

to hoc them, and keep them fi'ee froom weeds.
Two kinds are cultivated ; an early and late kind.

The ibrmcr are usually ripe in August, and sent

to market as soon as may be after ripening. The
crop is, upon the whole, of easy and profitable cul-

tivation. I was at the house of one farmer on the

island who keeps about one hundred sheep, and
who the last winter applied his onions, which were
too small for the market, to the feeding of sheep

;

and he adds, with advantage to the sheep; a use
of onions, 1 venture to say, altogether novel.

The advantages of obtaining sea manure both at

Newport and Bristol are very great ; but particu-

larly at the former place. Vast quantities are con-
stantly driven upon the shore by winds and fides

;

and much is gathered in boats fi-om the rocks. It

is used in compost and as top-dressing. The eel

grass is seldom used, but in compost; and princi-

pally as litter for swine ; the rock weed has great
effect, when applied as top dressing on grass
ground. Common beach sand is likewise used as

top dressing, and in compost, with advantage. I

I have myself tried it in moist cold soil, in the hill

of potatoes, with success. But one of their princi-

pal manures is the "Manhayden" fish ; a small
fish, in appearance, resembling the herring or ale-

wife. These are taken in great qu aunties, in

large seines ; and are sold at the rate of Iburteen
cents per barrel for manure. They are most fre-

quently spread broad-cast among the growing
corn, and left undisturbed upon the surface; or
they are carried into the barn yard and mixed in

compost. Their effects in either case arc said to

be very powerful. The odor of them, while rot-

ting in the field, is most certainly powerllil.

It is obvious that I could give but a cursory view
of the agriculture of these places. But I can say
with propriety that their agriculture, though ad-
milting many obvious improv^ements, is highly re-

spectable ; and the island, li'om its remarkable sa-

lubrity, the fertility of the soil, and the beauty and
many advantages of its situation, seems destined

to become a favorite place of residence for indus-

trious and enterprising cultivators and improvers
of the soil, and of luxurious resort to the fashiona-

ble and wealthy. The island contains an inex-

haustible sup[)ly of excellent building stone; of
which two large cotton factories, propelled by
steam, have already been erected, and others are
in embryo. The population of Newport, at pre-

sent, is about eight thousand; there is every en-
couraging prospect of its large increase. The pro-

jected and indeed half finished rail road between
Providence and Stonington, in Connecticut, seems
likely to divert the travel between Boston and
New York in that direction.

H. C.
July, 1836.

REPORT ON THE NAVIGATION OF THE UPPER
ROANOKE, RY MEANS OF STEA3IBOATS OF
SHALI>OW DRAUGHT.

Coiiimuuicateil for paI)lication in tlie Faimeis' Register.

Lawrencevilk, June 20th, 1636.

To Col. Andrew Joyner, Superintendent of the Roan-
oke Navigation Company.

Sir—Agreeably to the order of the Board of
Directors, made at their meeting in April last, i

set out, on the r2lh day of last month, to perform
the duties assigned me. The people of Clarkes-
ville, most promptly and liberally responded to this

effort of ours, by appointing Tucker Carrington,
Es(]., to accompany me, from whom I received
much assistance.

From the Hon. Walter Coles, and the Hon. B.
W. Leigh, we obtained every assistance they
could give us in our investigations, by procuring
and giving us letters to all persons in our route
most capable of aiding us in obtaining the infor-

mation we were seeking. These letters enabled
us to make the acquaintance of many persons in

the city of New York, and the Stales of Connec-
ticut and IMassachusetts, best acquainted with the
subject of steam navigation in shoal water. In T.
B. Wakeman, Esq., of the American Institute of
N. York, AUi-ed Smith, Esq., of llartlbrd, Con.,
and Charles Stearns, Esq., ol' Springfield, Mass.,
I iound (rcntlemen well ac(]uainted with the sub-
ject, and who were not only willing, but did put
ihenisclvcs to much trouble and inconvenience to
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oblipfe and assist us in every thing we desired.

And allhougli wc applied to no one who did not

manliest tlie ureafcst u'illinijncss to assist us, yet

I should be doing injustice to myself and to one of

the most valuable and worthy men in New Eng-
land, did I not in a most especial manner acknow-
ledge tiie great kindness and service rendered us

by Alfred Sniith Esq. Mr. S. like all his coun-
trymen, is engaired in business, to which he de-

votes himsell" with great assiduity; and his worth
being duly appreciated by his fellow townsmen,
much of the public business is thrown on his

hands. Notwithstanding ail this—and although at

the time of our visit to Harllbrd, he was superin-

tending the erection of a large public building—he
gave us many hours of his tinie every day, during
our sojourn in that city. He had been superin-

tendent of all the improvements on the Connec-
ticut River, and knew all the facts in relation to

them. He gave me a duplicate of the profile of
the canals and locks around the falls ; and a sur-

vey of the river, made under his direction ; which
I will send you for the use of the Roanoke Com-
pany, by the first ojiportunity.

Ev^ery person to whom we mentioned the object

of our visit to the north and east, invariably di-

rected us to Thomas Blanchard, as the man to be
consulted and employed by us. Indeed the una-
nimity with which all recommended Mr. Blanch-
ard, was astonishing—but when we went to Hart-
ford and Sprintrfield, and saw the steamer Massa-
chusetts, ascending the Enfield fiills, and what he
had done in the United States' Armorj' at Spring-
field, we too, had no doubt of Mr. 13. 's ability to

put steam-boats on the Roanoke, if mortal man
could.

This extraordinaryman was a common artisan in

the United States' Armory at Springfield, and I was
told by Col. Robb, the superintendent, that he had
added improvement to improvement in the ma-
chinery there, until it would seem to be as perfect

as the art and wit of man could make it—the prin-

cipal of which, however, is the machine for /t<rn-

?'»,§• gun stocks, and any irregular figure. But the

improvement for which, perhaps, his country will

be most indebted to him, is his steam-boat for

shoal water— it might be more appropriate to call

it an invention—for it is built on a new princi])Ie.

This gentleman I lost no lime in engaging for our
service

;
provided j'ou should sanction it. By

promptly adding your request to mine, you will

soon have an opportunity of learning from Mr. B.
himself, what he has done, and what he can do on
our river.

I shall now proceed to mention such fiicts as I

have collected, and 1 shall also venture to give
you some conclusions I have d.awn from those
facts. Being, however, entirely ignorant of en-
gineering (never having had my attention direct-

ed to such pursjits,) my conclusions must be re-

ceived with great allowance.
The better to appreciate and apply the facts to

be detailed, some account of the Roanoke, Dan
and Staunton Rivers, will be necessary. The
facts here staled of those rivers, are extracted from
the surveys &c. of INlessrs. Moore, reported after

the death of the principal engineer, by Mr. Isaac

Briggs, to the Board of Public Works. The dis-

tance from Rock Landing to Clarkesville, is GO
miles—from Clarkesville to the highest point of the

the survey up Dan. is 125 miles—and from Clarkes-

ville to the highest point of the survey up Staun-
ton, IS 109 miles. The whole fall from Rock
Landing to Clarkesville, is 1.56.60 Icet—avcran-e
lidl. per mile, 2.61 feet. Whole fall from Clarkes-
ville of the 125 miles survej'ed of the Dan River,
is 277.47 feet—average fall per mile, 2.221 feet

—

whole fall of Staunton, fi'om Clarkesville in the
109 miles surveyed, is 322.61 feet—average fall

per mile, 2.96 feet. It will, from this, be seen, that

the navigation of the Staunton is the most difficult

—and that of the Dan the best of the three ri-

vers.

In one material thmg these sui'vej's are very de-
ficient ; namely, the fall throughout each mile

;

for although a fall of ten feet to the mile, might be
easily overcome, if equally distributed the whole
distance, j^et, as is frequently the case, if the
whole fall, or a large portion of it, occurs at one or

two places in the mile, it might defy all the power
of man or steam. In other instances too, the sur-

vey only gives the fall for two, three, four and five

miles ; and frequently from place to place, so that

the distance cannot be accurately known. This
occurs most fi-equently on the Dan and Staunton

rivers ; on the Roanoke, the fiill in the mile is ge-

nerally stated. The falls in the Roanoke, which
require to be here noticed, are Eaton's, fall in the

mile 11.1 feet—Hamlin's Shoals, fall in two miles

16.11 feet. The next mile above these two, (hav-

iiiir no name to designate it,) fall, 5.98 feet. Pugh's
falls, fall in the mile 5.62 feet. Horse-ford fall in

two miles 8 95 feet—and Butcher's Creek, being

two miles long, fall in one mile 5.60, and in the

other 5.50 feet. On the Dan the only ones I shall

notice, are those of Hyco—they being the only ob-

struction for some 50 or 60 miles above Clarkes-

ville. These falls are about l^ miles long, fall

12.89 feet. On the Staunton, Tally's falls are the

only obstacle to Brookneal—and it is useless to

notice any other on that riv^er. Here, the survey

is too inaccurate to enable me to ascertain the dis-

tance to which is affixed the fall mentioned ; but

as well as I can understand it, the rapids must be

about 1
If
miles—in which distance, the whole fall

is 15.23 feet.

I will now beg leave to conduct you to the Con-
necticut River, and lay before you some minute

statistics. From Hartford (below which, the ri-

ver is free from any obstruction) to the foot of

Enfield falls is 12 miles—fall, not more than two
or three inches to the mile, and the water smooth.

Enfield falls are nearly 5 miles from head to foot

;

with one mile of slack water between the upper

and lower fidls. The lower falls extend nearly 2|
miles (half a mile of which is slack Avater) and

has 20 feet descent—principally, if not entirely,

confined to two miles: within these two miles,

there are a succession of rapids—one or two of

them greater than the others. After the termina-

tion of the lower falls, one mile of slack water in-

tervenes; after which, we come to the upper falls,

being one mile in length, and having a descent of

10 feet—the descent is unequally distributed, being

most of it in three bars, namely—at Enfield bridge

—Mad Tom Bar—and Surf Bar. From the head

of the fiills to Springfield, is 8 or 9 miles—and from

thence to the foot of Headly falls, is about 8 miles

farther; making the distance of 16 or 17 miles,

fiom one fall to" the other—in all which distance

there is slack water, and fall of only a few inches

to the mile. One mile below Hadley falls, how-
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ever, you have Williamansett falls, being not quite

«uch hard water as upp"r Enfield falls. Hadlej"^

ialls have a descent of 50 feet in 2h miles, around

which thereare locks and a canal through which, all

boats and raits are obliged to pass. From the head

of Handley falls to Miller's falls is 35 miles—with
sand and "gravel bars—having by actual admea-
eurement, only between 8 and 9 feet tall in the

whole distance. Above Miller's fiills there is more
rapid water, where steam boats have been tried

without much success—owing, it would seem,

more to the want of employment, than to their in-

ability to navigate the river.

But to return to Enfield falls (where we have
actual experiments and well attested facts for our

guide)—several boats were put on the river and
abandoned, before they got one to succeed. There
are now two passage boats, and I believe two tow
boats. The passage boats, are the Vermont and
Massachusetts—tlie former, intended to run in low
water, is 75 ii^et long—including wheel, 13 feet

wide—draws 19 inches. The Massachusetts is

97A feet long, including wheel (which is in her
etern) 13^ feet wide—draws 22 inches of water
when laden, and has two engines of 17| horse
power, each. Aboard of this boat I passed over
Enfield falls, three times. She can carry 75 pas-

sengers, has no accommodations for night or meals
—but comfortable cabins tor both ladies and gen-
tlemen. In ascemling the lower rapid 2^ miles,

she cleared them handsomely and with ease, in 42
minutes ; and she went up the upper th.\ls (being
exactly one mile) in 23 minutes by my watch,
descending, little or no steam is used—ascending,
the boat is quite obedient to the helm ; but when
the current is extra strong, poles are used to keep
her steady—descendingshe is also steered bj' a tow
oar. She makes a daily trip from Hartford to

Springfield, 26 miles, and back—going up in 5
hours, and returning in 2| hours—has run with
regularity and entire success, for four years ; and
is considered as good property, as any in New
England. She, as well aa the Vermont, was
built by Thomas Blanchard. Her crew consists of
5 hands, including captain and pilot—her ex-
penses are about SlOO a month; and cost about
J^GOOO ; but owing to the advance in labor and
materials, it is probably that such a boat, would
now cost more.
Around Enfield flills as well as the other falls on

the river, there are locks and a canal, through which
the fi-eight and tow boats pass—though the tow
boats have gone up Enfield falls, it is found to be best
to go tlirough the canal. These two boats can carry
150 tons, at the rate of 2h miles an hour—against
the current of l.V miles an hour; but experience
proves, that towing less than that, is much better.

The William Hall, one of the tow boats, has as-

cended a rapid of 9 feet in the mile, towing up 20
tons—her engine is 20 horse power, and she cost
between four and five thousand dollars. At Had-
ley falls, after the freight boats get through the ca-
nal, they are taken in tow by another tow boat, at
the head of the falls, and carried up to Miller's fiills.

Before steam boats were used on this river,

above the fiills, the trade was carried on by means
of freight boats of 25 tons, Avith a sail, to be used
when the wind was fair. When these boats as-
cended Enfield falls, they took in additional hands,
so as to have one hand to the ton, when they were
propelled by polcB; and I was told that it was as

hard labor as men could endure : it frequently con-
sumed the whole day to get one of them over the

falls, 5^ miles. Here, steam has succeeded, both
as applied to passage and tow boats—and it could

seem from this, that where a man can push a ton

up a current, by means of a pole, steam can be
employed with success, profit and regularity.

The Connecticut, upon an average, can only be
used for navigation seven months in the year— it is

ice-bound for three months and a half, (last year
much longer.) and the water is too low for one and a
half months in the summer. I saw Mr. Goddard
in Hartlbrd, who is the proprietor of the steam-
boats on the Altamaha, Ockmulgce, and Ockcnee
rivers, who informed me that they were entirely

successful. I was also informed by Mr. D. Cope-
land, of Hartford, that he had succeeded in putting

a steam-boat on the St. Lawrence, where the fall

was much greater than at Enfield : but I was un-
able to get the particulars in consequence of Mr.
Copeland's being obliged to leave Hartlbrd for N.
York, unexpectedly. Mr. C. is an engine maker
of high reputation, and a man of high standing.

Mr. Blanchard has also succeeded, (though not to

the same extent that he has on the Connecticut,) in

putting steain-boafs on the Kennebeck, Genesee,
and Susquehanna rivers: in the latter, he informed
me that he had ascended some half a dozen mill

dams. This boat, however, did not run long, and
she has not been repaired, or replaced by another.

Here, perhaps, with strict propriety, my commu-
nication should close; but some opinions must ne-
cessarily have grown out of what I have seen and
heard—and I hope I shall be pardoned for expres-
sing a few of them. This, however, considering
the position of things, may do little else than draw
forth a denial of the facts stated, and unfriendly

criticisms on the conclusions and reasons which I

shall give. The improvements made by the Roan-
oke Compan}', have brought into existence so

many rival schemes for monopolizing the trade of
the upper country, that almost any opinion which
may be expressed, will be charitably ascribed to a
wish, to promote one, or put down another. I have
what to me is a considerable interest in the Roan-
oke Company; and I am entirely unconnected with

any other of the various and conflicting interests

on, or pertaining to the river. I have looked at

this subject exclusively as a stock-holder of the

Company—and every thing I have done, and
what I shall say, will have no other end in view,
but the advancement of its interest.

The most important conclusion I have come to,

is, that steam-boats can be put on the Roanoke
and its two principal tributaries, with profit and
success—whether they will be able to navigate

the whole of the Roanoke, Dan and Staunton, re-

mains to be tested by actual experiments; but that

they can be successfully and profitably employed
on a large part of all three rivers, and that too,

without the Company's incurring much expense
in further improvements of the beds of" the rivers,

I have as little doubt as I can have of any thing

not yet demonstrated. The facts above stated,!

think, abundantly warrant this conclusion. There
is but one liiU on the Roanoke o:reatcr than that of
Enfield; there is not one on Dan or Staunton, for

a considerable distance up both streams so great.

Why, then, (it may be asked,) may we not as-

cend our rapids as well as they do those on the

Connecticut ?
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From the head of Pugh's falls, almost to Dan- 1 will engage the attention, draw out the energy,
ville, there is no rapid equal to the falls of Knfield

I and stimulate the enterprise of the enlio-htened

by several feet to the mile—there are but three

which can be considered as opposing any real dit-

ficulty—namely, the Horscford, Butcher's creek,

and the llyco fulls. The llorsefbrd has 8.95 feet

Jail in two miles, Butcher's creek has a fall of

5.62 Icct in one mile, and 5.591eetin the other, and
Hyco has 12.89 lijet fall, in one mile and three-

quarters. The only fall on the Staunton below
Brookneal, of any magnitude, is Tally's (alls,

Avhcre the descent, in one mile and three-quarters,

is 15.23 teet—making in all, only tour places to be
overcome, to render the rivers accessible to steam-

boats (or largely upwards of one hundred miles, on

the Roanoke and Dan, and about fil'iy miles on the

Staunton. If nothing else could be done but to

rescue these portions of the rivers from the state

of comparative uselessness in which they at pre-

sent are, would it be nothing? It appears to me
that these improvements, (if indeed any are re-

quired to be made,) can be done by the company
in a short time, and with but little expense. I am
sensible that tlie Board of Directors, at their last

meeting, directed that the work should be com-
menced at Rock Landing ; but I think the policy

of beginning at the head of Pugh's flills, and be-

stowing the first labor on the Horseford, Butcher's

Creek falls, Hyco falls, and Tally's falls, is so ob-

vious, that you ought to do, what 1 am sure the

Board would do, had they now to decide the ques-

tion again. Our policy is, certainly, to apply our
labor so as to open as much ot the river as we can,

in the shortest time, and with the least expense:

in what other wa}^ can it be done?
Let us consider lor a moment, that these four

obstacles are removed, and sleam-boats can navi-

gate the rivers as above supposed; there would be

an immediate, easy, and expeditious communica-
tion between Danville and the Gaston rail-way,

by running stages a short distance down the river,

from Danville to the boat ; and from the head of

Pugh's falls (about 7 miles) to Gaston. And
there would be nothing to prevent another boat's

running from Brookneal to the same place. I do
not think it improbable, in such a state of things,

that a toll of one dollar for each passenger, would
give the company more revenue, than all the other

tolls put together.

As to die falls between the head of Push's falls

and Rock Landing, and those high up on the Dan
and Staunton, they would be attended to, after

these four places should be put in order I think

it not improbable that the 12 miles below Pugh's
falls, will require more labor and expense than all

the others: if so, the river being improved above,
would give us ample revenue to work on, and re-

move these obstructions.

But suppose we find some place on the river

which steam-boats cannot ascend ? If steam can-
not overcome it, machinery may ; and to view it

in its worst aspect, should we be obliged to change
boats, and have passensers and baggage carried

around such a place, still we shall have accom-
plished much.

All these remarks apply to passage boats: they
are found to be capable of ascending worse ra|)ids

than tow boats. The latter, however, would soon
follow the introduction of the former; and I have
litde doubt they can be turned to good account.
May I not hope, in conclusion, that this subject

and patriotic sons of those lovely and fertile val-
eys'? Ardently hoping it may,

I remain, dear sir.

Your obedient servant,

E. B. HICKS.

For the Farmers' Register.

WHAT IS THE BEST ROUTE, THROUGH CEN-
TRAL VIRGIXIA, FOR A RAILWAY TO THE
SOUTH-^VEST ?

Among the great works for facilitating transpor-
tation, yet to be commenced in Virginia, no one is

more wanting, or will be found, when completed,
more important, than a railway to connect James
Riverand the north and south line of rail ways, with
south-western Virginia—and ultimately with Ten-
nessee and the great railways which will connect
Nashville with New Orleans, and Charleston with
Cincinnati. The vast importance, to Virginia, of
this particular improvement, is strongly impressed
on the mind of every man of observation and
judgment who has given attention to the subject

;

and the discussion of its minor features, has recent-
ly excited warm partizan feelings, and the array of
opposing interests of the towns and other corpora-
tions that hope to have the general scheme made
to bend to suit their difierent purposes, and to serve
their particular interests. As is usually and un-
fortunately the case, the scheme of a railway in
connexion with the south-west has not been viewed,
by the advocates who have entered most warmly
into the discussion, so much in relation to its bene-
fit to the producing back-country, and to the state
at large, as in relation to its bearing on the sepa-
rate interests of the several towns, through or near
which the route may he made to pass. Now, as
the general good is made up of the amount cf bene-
fits derived by the several parts of a country, it is an
important public and general gain, as well as par-
ticular and private, that either Richmond, Lynch-
burg, Petersburg, Farmville, Danville, or Abing-
(lon, should derive increase of trade and wealTh
from such a public work. But I protest, in the
outset ofmy remarks, against the interest of either
of these, or any other towns, being considered of
importance at all comparable to that of the pro-
ducing back-country, and still less, to the general
interest to be promoted by the construction of this

great work. To build up all our growing towns
and suitable places for trade, is highly important
to the interest of the several producing regions

;

and more especially is it important to all Virginia,
that Richmond, her metropolis, and principal com-
mercial town, should be benefited as much as cir-

cumstances will permit, without a sacrifice of ge-
neral interest to that end. Still, it is proper that
all shoidd consider this great work in oiir charac-
ter of Virginians, and not merely as inhabitants or
property-holders of one or other of these several
towns, or of the particular region of country of
which any such town may be the market. What
is wanting, is the cheapest and most perlt?ct-

ly available means for transportation between
tlie tide water of Jf.mes River and the south-
west part of Virginia— and the more towns,
or places for trade, that this route can pass through
or near, or can give benefit to, without damage to
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the great object, so much the better for the com-
monwealth, as well as for those particular places.

So tar I fully and readily yield to the claims ofpri-

vate and separate interests—and not a jot farther.

The scheme which I shall advocate, comes in con-

flict with some of'the private interests, or the more
dearly cherished amimercial prejudices, of every

town east of the JJlue Ridoe, that will be affected

by the improvement: and therefore, thouffh a hea-

vy balance of" advantages may still he otlered to

ail of" them, it is probable that my views will not

be acceptable to an}' one.

There have been two routes proposed for the

eastern pait olMhis railway, (from I'irlimond to

Lynchburir,) and each has been advocated by
friends, and opposed by foes, with that warmth ol

zeal which is kindled by self-interest. These are,

1. Along tlie valley of James River, and of course

along side of the great canal now in the course of

construction. 2. Along the ridge of highland
which separates the waters of the Appomattox
from those of James River.

The capital objection to both these plans, is, that

a railway so near to James River, as either of
these, would be a dangerous rival to the canal, in

which the state has so great a pecuniary interest,

and in the success of which, Virginia at large, and
Richmond in particular, have interests much great-

er than merely the money invested, or hereafter to

be invested in that great work. Tliis objection is

so manifest to the valley route, that we miy safe-

ly assume the position that lhepowerobtainedl"rom
the legislature by the James River Company, to

construct the valley railway, was asked for, not to

effect, but to prevent the construction—to obtain
possession of, and to keep inert and harmless, a
power that would be most fatal if wielded by hos-
tile hands. The only present effect of the exist-

ing charter to construct the valley railway, is to

array another vested right in opposition to a char-
ter for a railway on the ridge route—to which lat-

ter route is also opposed, but with less force, the
objection that it would take away the business and
profits, and thereby hazard the very existence of
the canal now constructing. How far this objec-
tion to the ridge route is justly charged, I cannot
pretend to say, or even to hazard a supposition:
but to that extent, the objection ought to be allowed
its full weight and force, by the Richmond interest,

by the Legislature, and by the peo])le of" Vir-
ginia.

Cannot these objections be respected, and these
opposing interests be reconciled—and yci be ob-
tained, by another route, the great benefits of the
south-western trade and travel, increased, as both
would be, by such facilities? Such a route, free

from all important objections, promising new be-
nefits to all interests, and injury to none, I conceive
is presented on the ridge which separates the wa-
ters ofJames River, from those flowing into Albe-
marle Sound. This route, (which has been recent-
ly proposed in the newspapers,) in connexion with
the Riciimond and Petersburg railway, would still

make Richmond the termination, and doubtless
the principal receiver and outlet of this long line of
trade and travel : and such being the case, Rich-
mond ought not to object to a feature thnt would
surely be beneficial to the country fiirnishing the
supplies of" commodities and of travellers, viz:

that the route would pass tiirou^h anotlior town,
Petersburg, and thereby would permit, whenever

desirable, a different destination to travellers, or to
the products of the country. If this road, on the
whole, was more profitable to the stockholders, and
was not more expensive of time or money to their

customei's, surely it would be highly advantafreous
that there should be two or more markets oflered,

instead of" one only.

But it will be at once objected to this southern
route that it is much longer, and therefore, that a
railway thereon would be much more expensive,
both to construct and to use, than on the ridge
north of the Appomatox. If so, then it certainly
ought not to be adopted, unless, indeed, there
should be other sources ol" additional profit to the
stockholders, and of advantage to the public,

more than equal to any possible increase of cost

on the former route. Such advantages and disad-

vantages cannot be estimated and compared, with
even an approximation to truth, until after a cor-

rect survey of both routes. But with the present
imperfijct light on the topographical features of the
country, it may be well doubted whether Rich-
mond would not be reached as quickly, easily, and
cheapl}', from Abingdon, or f"rom New London, by
passing through Petersburg, as on the ridge north
of" the Appomattox. I ask attention to mj'' rea-

sons from those who may be ready to pronounce
this opinion as not only incorrect, but absurd and
ridiculous.

Let us first consider the comparative facilities of-

fered by both routes for railway construction, and
for the after transportation on both.

The route between the James and Appomattox
being on the ridge which separates the tributaries

of the two rivers, may be supposed to be not very
f"ar from level. But to keep on that ridge, the route
must have many curves—and it would be ge-
nerally within a few miles distance of £!:ood na-
vigation, either on Appomattox, James, or Wil-
lis' river—all being in the same direct ion, and hav-
ing the same eastern termination, with the railway.

It follows, necessarily, that a region of country to

which three navigable rivers, and hereafter the

canal, will be so accessible, will f"urnish scarcely

any country produce to the railway, and will as lit-

tle require its aid to bring back tbreijrn commodi-
ties. This is, indeed, fully admitted by the advo-
cates of" that route, who make use of that admis-
sion as ground to maintain that such a road could

not take away business from, and therefore Avould

not affect the success of the James River canal.

When the improvements of the James and Ajipo-

mattox, (both now in progress,) shall have (teen

completed, no counties in central Virginia Avill be
so well supplied with facilities for transportation to

market, as Chesterfield, Powhatan, Cumberland,
Buckintrham, and Prince Edward, through which
this railway is to pass—and therefore, to aid the

transportation of commodities, the railwa}' is not

wanted, and would be in that respect of no value.'

The ridge south of the Appomattox is remark-
able for its long-continued level, and not far from

direct course, as far west as New Jjondon. Be-
tween that place and Petersburg, if the traveller

will keep on the dividing rido-p, he will not cross a
single stream, a ravine, or a hill. Such is the re-

port of the remarkable features ol" this line by
those who know it best. Such level ridges are not

rare in middle, and are still more frequent in lower

Vn-giuia: but it is seldom that one so long, or so

direct, as this IS found in a similar region. The same
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course conlinucd would still be on a very level

route, by Liberty to Eulbrd's Gap through the

Blue Ridge, direc-tly as can be, and on the best

possible route to JOvanshatn and Abingdon. All

the route, however, west h-oni New London,

would be common to both of the eastern routes

proposed.

it is not to be supposed that a railway could be

kept on the summit ot a ridge, even if the location

ollered a perlect levxl. Tlie interlocking of the

Jiead sjirings of the streams flowing to opposite

sides, would often afiect the straightncss of the

ridge. But these streams, so near tlieir sources,

would not be much below the general level, and
would not be expensive to be crossed by nearly

level construction. Allowing ibr such straighten-

ings in various parts of the line jiresented by the

middle of the riclge, the line would pass li-oin Pe-

tersburg, or (to be more precise,) fiom the Peters-

burg & lloanoke Railway, a llnv miles south of

Petersburg, through Dinwiddle, by Nottoway
Court House, and nearly along the line which se-

parates Lunenburg and Charlotte on the south,

from Prince Edward on the north : and this route

is every where so distant from any existing or con-

templated improvement for transportation, that the

railway would convey all the marketable produce
of the adjacent country, and yet take away no
business or profit I'rom any other road or naviga-
tion. At New London, or before, the two ridge

routes would unite: and therefore the western con-

struction of the railway would be the same lor

either plan.

Next, as to the comparative length of the two
routes for railways. According to Wood's and
Boye's large map, the straight lines from Rich-

mond to Lynchburg, and from Petersburg to

Lynchburg, are very nearly equal—the latter be-

ing 1^ miles the longest; and the straight lines

from the same towns to New London, are precise-

ly equal. But even if the map does justice to the

more southern lines, (which there is good ground
to doubt,) the comparison of the practicable road
routes would be still more iiivorable to Petersburg.
The actual road distance from Richmond to Lynch-
burg, (by mail computation,) is 120 miles: and it

may be presumed, that this is the nearest and best

route, because the road is so .much used, that if

not direct, it would have been made as nearly so

as the nature of the country would permit. On
the contrary, it may be truly said, that there is vo
road from Petersburg to Lynchburg, because there

has been so little trade or travel li:om one of these

towns to the other, that there was no necessity for

obtaining the shortest route. Any one of the
roads by which the traveller could now pass from
Petersburg to Lynchburg, would be made up of
several shorter roads connecting intermediate
places, but each place lying considerably without
the best or most direct route for the entire distance.

Thus by connecting some of these roads, the pre-

sent nearest travelled distance fi-om Petersburg to

Lynchburg, is 117 miles, by received computation :

and persons well acquainted with the whole coun-
try, are decidedly of opinion that the distance could
not exceed 110, if a road had been traced with the
design of passing merely from Petersburg to

Lynchburg. But admitting the uncertainty of all

estimates of distance, based merely on opinion
and computation—and claiming merely equal
nearness from Petersburg to Lynchburg, (which

cannot be questioned,) it will follow that New
Jjondon, which is on the ridge, and in the direct

best route to Abingdon, (and thence to Tennessee.)
IS as much nearer to Petersburg than to Richmond,
as it is more southward in position than Lynch-
burg. The latter town is not only out of the pro-

|)er route, but is surrounded by a very hilly coun-
try, which would make the construction of a rail-

way across the course of the streains very costly

—

though it could be easily reached by a short branch
from the railway, laid on one of the ridges between
two of these streams—and wltich branch would
be necessary, and sufficient, to accommodate the
Lynchburg travel. Besides the advantages gain-
ed, in less distance and more perfect level, by keep-
ing the railway route southward of Lynchburg,
there w^ould be thereby avoided any conflict of in-

terest with the James River Canal—and besides,

the more distant the road from the river, the great-
er would be its use and its profits, in transporting
the produce of the southern counties, which have,
and can have, no cheaper way of reaching their

markets than this railway would oiler.

Now, if the supposition that the length of the
ridge railway route from New London to Peters-
burg would be 10 miles less than the one to Rich-
mond north of the Appomattox—and that the
more perfect level of the former gives it a fiirtlier

comparative advantage of 10 miles—then it would
be clear that Richmond, considered as the ultimate

destination of both routes, would be reached as
cheaply by one as by the other—because 20
miles is precisely the distance from Petersburg to

Richmond—and through which a railway will be
completed before operations are flurly commenced
on the great western route. Tlie line of new rail-

way which I advocate, would join the Petersburg
and Roanoke railway about three miles fi'om its

eastern termination in Petersburg—and if that
route was chosen, the town of Petersburg would
doubtless, if governed by enlarged and sound
views of self-interest, perHKY therailways to be con-

nected, and continued northward, toithout the least

obstacle or detention. Thus 24 miles of what might
be then considered as part of the great south-western
railway, at the Richmond end, would be actually

completed and ready for use, and for that extent re-

quiring no investment to be made, or risk to be en-
countered, by the new company.

But, suppose that I have overrated the balance
of advantages, as to distance and level, of the
southern route—and that 10 miles would be enough
to allow, on either or both grounds, instead of 20
miles. This change would make Richmond 10
miles nearer by the northern ridge, than by the

southern, via Petersburg. Even then the latter

would still be the preferable route. The nortliern

road, though shorter by 10 miles, would have to be
constructed throughout, save about a nii'e next to

Richmond. But of the other, 24 miles would al-

ready have been constructed by other companies,
and would be at once available as part of the great

south-western line: and 24 miles ot completed va'd-

way is not so great an obstacle, as half that dis-

tance requiring construction—unless indeed the

subscription and support were most abundant, and
the profits of the investment great, and absolutely

certain. The company owningthe Richmond and
Petersburg railway, have the strongest induce-

ments to approve and to aid the adoption of this

route

—

as its being made the eastern link of the
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great south western line, would probably double the

trade and travelling that it will otherwise convey.

According to the grounds assumed, it seems that

by this plan the great and indispensable national

object of a south-western railway may not only be
gained for Virginia, but that, with that end, there

will also be secured aid and profit to every parti-

cular existing interest, whether of towns, of back
country, or of public worlis, and corporations own-
ing them.

This rail road cannot abstract the least amount
of transportation from the James River Canal—

a

public work which every Virginian ought to desire

to be treated not only with justice, but with libe-

rality, by the legislature—and neitherto be crippled

or endangered, by permitting the improper rival-

ship of other routes not essential to the public

good. But a south-western railway on some route

the public interestdemands imperiously, andsooner
or later, it 7nust be constructed. This route, there-

fcre, vv'hich can take away no trade from the canal,

but will give to it much, (in commodities to and
from Tennessee, through Lynchburg,) ought to be
viewed by the powerful canal interest, not only

without jealousy, but its adoption favored as the

sure means of avoiding other schemes which
would establish dangerous, if not fi^tal rivals.

An extensive and productive region of Virginia,

which is now wretchedly provided with ways to

market, will be able to use this main railway;

and this supplying region will probably be much
extended by a branch rail road from Danville to

the main line.

Though the route here advocated will not pass
through either Farmville or Lynchburg, yet

branch routes can be constructed to both, that will

probably serve private interests as well, and the
public and general interest far better.

Of the immense amount of new or additional

products, and of travel, which this improvement
would transport fi'om and to the south-west, dif-

ferent parts of the profits would fall into the hands
of each of all the towns that have been named:
and the share of each, would doubtless be much
greater than all that it can possibly now receive

from the same sources. Richmond, owing to her
superior wealth, population, and more fortunate

position, would of course receive much the largest

share—and therefore she would act most foolishly

to oppose this scheme, merely because her's was
not the only market reached, and that her sister

towns would derive highly important advantages.
It is hoped that Richmond has views of interest

sufficiently enlarged not to be governed by any
j)etty and illiberal jealousy of weaker competitors.

If she fears rivalship, let her look to Baltimore:
for if we lose time in disputing about the proper
route, and the proper distribution of profits among
the towns claiming shares, that enterprising city

will extend her lines of trade quite across Virginia,

and tap the very sources of the wealth now offer-

ed to our acceptance, before we shall have deter-

mined through what channel it may be permitted
to flow.

A convention has been called to meet at Char-
lotte Court House on September 5th, for the pur-
pose of discussing the expediency of constructing
a rail road from Danville to Farmville, and thence
to Richmond. It is earnestly hoped that the invi-

tation will not be slighted—that the meeting will

be attended by men of zeal and intelligence, dis-

posed to act and to aid, as well as to propose and
to debate, from all the neighboring counties—and
that, when there assembled, they will give due
consideration not only to the particular scheme to

which their attention was first called, but also to

this and other schemes, for a railway connexion
with the south-west.

It is a circumstance as gratifying as it is novel,

that the people of the country are already moving
in this matter, with zeal and effect. Let them but
continue to exert all their energies, and they will

not ftiil to attain Avhatever object they may deter-

mine to pursue. The country, heretofore, has
done nothing in commencing, or directing the
routes of rail roads. They have been commenced,
and directed entirely by different towns, and sole-

ly with views to their own particular advantage.
Of this we have no right to complain. Those
who plan, and mostly pay for, a great and expen-
sive work, have a right to direct it so as best to

secure their own interests. But if the country
will shake off its inertness on this subject—and
will bring into exercise the dormant forces of its

influence, wealth, and power, this great work will

be so shaped as best to promote the general pros-

perity of Virginia.

To the consideration of the individuals who will

meet lor this purpose at Charlotte court, especially,

1 beg leave to recommend these views.

R.N.
August 7th.

[As the subjects treated by the two foregoing pieces

are now engaging much attention, and the interest felt,

recently as it has been excited, is rapidly increasing

and spreading, we have thought fit to send forth some
extra copies of this sheet, to the towns and counties

most interested in both these schemes of improvement

some weeks in advance of the regular issue of the

Sept. No. of the Farmers' Register. We are willing

to sacrifice something of the novelty and interest of

this No. by thus anticipating parts of its contents, hop-

ing that it may induce earlier reflection, and more deli-

berate action, on these subjects, which are so important

to the welfare of Virginia.

We take this occasion to remind civil engineers es-

pecially, and all other persons who have devoted at-

tention to the subject of canals, railways, and other

public improvements, that the full consideration of this

subject was always one of the objects embraced in the

plan of the Farmers' Register—and has been deemed
second only in importance to matters of instruction on

praclical agriculture. Well digested views presented

in original communications for this journal, on any of

the plans for facilitating transportation, which are im-

portant to the public interest or to particular regions of

considerable extent, will at all times be gladly received,

and given a durable as well as an early place before

the public, by being embodied in this work.

The Presidents of incorporated companies directing

canals, railways, £ic., would aid this general design,

by sending concise statements of the present state of

their several works; and in future, notices of all such

new occurrences, as are necessary to be known, to en-

able us to keep our readers correctly informed of the

progress of all our valuable works for facilitating trans-

portation. Ed. Far. Reg.
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ON CURIKG TOBACCO.

To the Eilitorof the Farmers' Register.

I ought before to have redeemed a pledge I gave
ill a Ibrmer communication, that I would, ni due

time, say something upon the subject of' curing

tobacco. But the great draught on my time,

which is unnecessary here to state in detail, has
prevented it. And, indeed, there are so many
cultivators who eclipse me, and (by close personal

attention, which I cannot give on account of tlie

extent ot'my business,) understand the minutiae of

it better than I do, that [ really feel some delicacy

in the attempt. I will, nevertheless, endeavor to

explain the general principles upon which the pro-

cess oujrht to be carried on, which, in truth, is

nearly all that can be done in the compass ofacom-
munication not too long to be read. It may be of

some use to those who are novices in the busines;^.

In the first place I will remark, that the sap in

tobacco contains more oil than any plant with

which I am acquainted. The whole art, then,

consists in evaporating the water from it, so as to

leave it in the purest possible state, and thegreatest

quantity. To etlect this, it is all-important to let

it be as ripe as possible before it is cu^ I believe

it may be assumed, that nine out of ten cut too

soon, though the nuitiber of them has been di-

minishing, since the dealers in the article have ta-

ken up the habit of adnnonishing them. The firs;

ste|) it takes is to assume yellow spots. This
should begin in the field, if it does not f^re so much
as to malce it necessary to save it from destruction,

and many are mduccd to cut it for this cause,

when perhaps a change of weather, from wet to

dry, might stop it, as it frequently does. But this

question can only be settled by observation and re-

flection. Although it assumes the yellow spots in

the field, it is still proper to let it stand two, three, or

lour days, according to circumstances of heat and
moisture in the atmosphere, when il'it ripened green
in the field, which it will sometimes do, it should be-

gin to assume these yellow spots in the house. The
firing should then commence in a very small way,
and be very gradually increased for several days,

till it will bear such a degree of heat as will cure

the thin parts of the leaf, and the small fibres. It

should then rest a day or more, to allow the stems
and larnre fibres to diffuse the sap which is in them,
and afibrd an opportunity to evaporate the water,

and leave the oil in the leaf, where it ought to be.

But when the process of firing is commenced, the

tobacco should never be allowed to get in high or-

der till the stems are cured. After this is done in

great measure, it is well to let it rest again, and
send out the remaining sap to gain as much oil as

possible in the thinner parts ol the leaf Let
it be noted, that v/henever the tobacco suffers for

want of fire, it will be known by the '•'strutting" of

the leaf, which should never be suffered after it is

first -'limbered" by the sun when it is cut. The
strutting of the stem is produced by the flowing

back of the sap froim the leaf into the stem which
it has a tendency to do when it requires heat. It

is this which inr.poverishes the leaf along the stems.

During the early part of the process of curing,

care should be taken to let it have air, otherwise it

will sweat, and the oil will be cooked in the water,

instead of the water being evaporated from it.

To this end it should be hung thin, say, in large
tobacco, not more than nine plants oil a stick, and

Vol. IV"—40

the sticks 8 or 9 inches apart at least, according to

the size of the tobacco. During the first resting

spell indicated above, if house-room be scarce, it

may be re-hung by putting the plants from lour

sticks on three, or three upon two, as the case may
be. This saves room and fire too.

The reasoning above is to show the necessity of
heat in curing. As fiir as the sun can be substi-

tuted for fire, it is proper to use it, more especially

when it is first cut, when it should be kept on a
scaffold as long as it is sal"e from rain. But when
there is a very lull crop for the hands, it is hazard-
ous to trust too much out at once. The judicious

plainter will regulate (his by circumstances. I

once saw a crop of eight hogsheads sell for nearly
double the price of similar tobacco, because it was
cured by natural instead of artificial heat, in houses
entirely open (as it was said) on the south side,

the weather being favorable lor the object. It is

unnecessary to state that the manufacturers prefer

that which is cured with as little fire as possible.

It is difficult, however, to cure a large crop with-

out a good deal of fire. It may be well to observe,

that tobacco, like bacon, is cured in a variety of

ways, by different persons; while some will be
good in each way.
There is little doubt that the foregoing observa-

tions will be criticised by some who may perhaps
understand the subject better than I do. If so,

my object will be attained by eliciting the practice

of others. Something may be gained by adopt-

ing parts of each, or letting each pass for what it

is worth,
V/hile I have dwelt on the quantity of oil con-

tained in tobacco, I have said nothing of another

ingredient which it contains in large proportion,

viz: saltpetre. Itis very common in rich tobacco,

to see it exude from the stems so as to make it

white with pure saltpetre. This, however, when
it is seen on fine tobacco, is a proof that it was not

sufficiently fired ; because it ought to be expelled

from the stem and circulated in the leaf, where it

should be incorporated in the oil. As a proof of

the quantity of this ingredient, I will mention a
fact within my own knowledge. During the revo-

lutionary war, my lather was in the habit of boil-

ing his tobacco stalks, and pouring the water into

a number of rough traj's, with pens of sticks rising

to the surface of the water, to which the saltpetre

attached itself in delicate spangles like icicles.

This was stroked off' into a dish in its pure state.

In those days, there was more carelessness in cur-

ing than at present, otherwise the saltpetre would
not have been allowed to remain in the stalks in so

larjre quantity.

Before I close this communication, I must warn
such as gave credit to my former communication on
ihesubjectof packingplant land for burning at a fu-

ture day, that in several instances my last effort fail-

ed. In the month of October a rain fell, which wet
the land under the brush and wood more than I had
supposed. A threatening prospect for more induced

me to set fire to them, and several that were wetter

than the rest made apoor turn-out. If I ha<l waited

till November, as I generally do, a dry spell had put

them in fine order. Anolfier evil also attended

them. The unprecedented quantity of niin which
fell during the winter, forbade my chopping them
lightly again before sowing, and the ground be-

came too compact. This would not have been

the case if they had been made rich enough. 1
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shall hereafter endeavor to pen my cattle on them
in the spring before the grass seeds, and betore the

brush and wood is pnt on, or make them much
richer vvilli manure that has no seed in it.

A PLANTER.

REMARKS GST THE (SUPPOSED) GYPSTJI DIS-

COVERED IN NEW YORK, AND THE PROBA-
BLE EXISTENCE OF A SIMILAR SLBSTAXCE IN

WESTERN VIRGINIA.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Big Lick, Botetourt, ^4iig. 6, 1836.

I have met with nothing recently, which has

surprised or puzzled me more than the recent de-

veIoi)ments in New York, re.specling the rock in

Moore's well, and the principal plaster beds in the

State. It brings to lile exploded theories, which,

a few years since, had many supporters in the Val-

ley of Virginia.

There are numerous localities in this country,

where the limestone crops out at the usual angle

with the horizon, but trom peculiar causes, not well

understood, is subject to constant and ra])id disin-

tegration. It is softer, and lioin the inexhaustible

iertility which it imparls to the ground over which
it is scattered, it has been supposed by many, to

possess the virtues of gypsum. By the farmers it

is called rotlen limestone, and some have had it

pounded, ground, and sown, as is customary with
plaster, and claim for it equal activity. The ex-
perience, however, is so limited and contradictory,

and the lights of science so adverse to its efficacy,

that until the arrival of your last No., (3rd,) I

have had no hesitation in attributing, what seemed
to be theeffect of the powdered carbonate, to other

influences. I cannot, for a moment, believe, that

either the carbonate orsulj)liateof lime, sown over
the ground in the usual quantities, can be of any
value, mechanically. Their attraction lor moisture,

when pulverized, has had an importance attached
to it which ignorance alone could have encouraged;
for, aside from their solidilying what they absorb,

how triflingly inconsiderable must be the moisture
attracted by a k\v handliils of dust scattered over
an acre of ground. Gypsum being soluble in from
300 to 500 parts of water, and being found by ana-
lysis an important constituent of those plants upon
which its action is most strikmg, enables science
to unfold its mysteries with tolerable clearness.

But the carbonate being insoluble, seems to cast

an impenetrable veil over its modus operandi if we
admit its influence upon vegetation to be the same
with plaster. We are always backward and un-
willing to admit what seems to be at war vv'ith the
settled principles of science, and yet we are every
day encountering stubborn facts, before which, spe-
culation must give way, and to which, principles,

however revered for their anti(|uity, or stamped
with value by the approbation of the wise and the
learned, must accommodate tltemselvcs. Now, it

has been a received opinion, that the carbonate of
lime is insoluble; the correctness of which, is sus-
tained, not only by the ordinary chemical experi-
ment, but by the liact that the soil throughout the
Valley of Virginia, and other timbered calcareous
regions, even when lymg in immediate contact
with limestone, atfbrds upon analysis, not the slight-

est evidence of the existence of lime. For this

last remarkable fact, we are measurably indebted
to your experiments*. In vegetable physiology
too, it is unquestioned that plants receive their

nourishment, either in a gaseous form, by absorb-
ing it through the leaves, or by imbibing it in a li-

quid state, through the minute spongeoles which
terminate the roots. From all which lacts, viz:

its quality (i. e. the carbonate of lime) o( solidify-

ing the moisture it absorbsj— the absurdity of ex-
pecting a mechanical effect Irom the small quanti-
ty sown over the surflice, its insolubilitv, and the
impossibility of any substance acting directly as n
pabulum, or by stimulating and exciung the diges-

tive organs of tlie plant, which is not soluVjIe, it

Ibllows that the carbonate of lime can exercise no
influence upon vegetation, unless put upon the soil

in such quantities as to change its constitution by
mechanical division. Such is the conclusion to

which the lights of science would seem to lead us.

hi opposition to which, we have the ii\ct before us,

whichever way we turn, that the springs which
rise in, and the streams which flow through that

country, the soil of which affords, upon analysis,

no lime, are strongly impregnated with it, and de-

posite it in the form of argillaceous marl wherever
the stream is small, and exposed by ripples to the

action ot the atmosphere. Even those immense
parapets of travel-tin in the neighborhood of the

Sweet Springs, which excited the amazement of
our U. States Geologist, Mr. Featherstonhaugh,
and which he seemed to consider, in his communi-
cation to you, as almost anomalous, but which are

by no means uncommon, are the undoubted depos-
ites from the streams in their vicinity, which must
have imbibed their calcareous qualities somehow
or other, from the soil through which it percolates

in forming springs. This would seem to say lime
was a constituent of the soil, and without question

exhibits it in a dissolved condition. Whether in

the secret laboratory of nature it undergoes modi-
fications, we cannot detect, or how it happens, it is

* The carbonate of lime—the form, which is pre-

sented in limestone—was found to be almost always

absent, in such cases as are above named—and such was

the novel and strange fact stated in the Essay on Cal-

careous Manures. But lime, in some other combina-

tion than the carbonate, was supposed to be always

present in soils touching limestone.—See pp. 20,21, 2d

Ed. Ed. Far. Reg.

t Water is not solidified, when absorbed frem the at-

mosphere, either by pulverized carbonate of lime, or

gypsum not calcined—as any so absorbed is not che-

mically combined with either. The power of absorb-

ing water, in both, is by such action as any pulverized

matter would exert, and is but feeble, compared to some
other earths, or mixtures oftarth with putrescent mat-

ter. Butpure or quick lime, combines chemically with

a certain and a considerable proportion of water, in

slaking, and solidiiics it, as the slaked lime may be as

dry as any thing can be, and yet hold this large pro-

portion of water. All gypsum is already supplied with

its solidified water—it forming one of its uniform com-

ponent parts. This water is dispelled by calcination,

and would be again absorbed (and in that case solidiiied)

if the calcined gypsum was scattered on the surface of

the earth. Ep.
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impossible to say ; but so it is*. Other facts op-

posed to the scientific theory of lime, arc aflbrtled

by the interestiiiir commnnicatioii alhuletl to in the

first part of this letter, respectinn; the plaster beds

of Chillenaniro, Phelpstown, Wheatland and Ca-
yu<ia, in New York, in connection vvitii the expe-
riments which have been recently made upon the

calcareous rock taken ironi JMoore's well ; facts

which, if true, involve a contradiction, while they
confirm the impression in this nei<Thborhood, that

the rotten limestone is as eiBcacious as plaster.

Your New York correspondent calls upon you
to clear awa}' the funj which surrounds him and his

fellow citizens on this subject. With equal pro-

priety, may we of Botetourt call for aid in this tru-

ly perplexing matter—not onl}^ perplexin<r, but

deeply inlerestinrr; for, if it be true, as your cor-

respondent suggests, " that the mechanical opera-
tion of grinding or pulverizing crude or unburnt
hmestone, renders it equally fertile with gypsum,"
the benefits which will flow to this country, from its

discovery, can scarcely be estimated.

W. M. PEYTON.

P. S. Since writing the above, I have received
your 4th No., and find that the opinion of your
New York correspondent respecting the rock from
Aloore's well, is confirmed by the analysis of Pro-
fessor Silliman. I am surprised that the singular-
ity and importance of the circumstances connected
with his experiment, did not attract his attention.

He has left us, from our confidence in his skill and
science, in a most inextricable labyrinth. He suf-

fers the anomalous character claimed for it to pass
without comment; and proves, by analysis, that it

is not only a mere carbonate, but that it contains
only 50 percent, of lime, the residue bemg an alu-
minous residuum, without the least plaster of Paris.
I hope the remarks in your 4th No. will meet his

eye, and induce him to investigate and treat the
subject with that fulness and perspicuity for which
his abilities and science so eminently- qualify himf.

W. M. P.

August 7th, 1836.

* The carbonate of lime is indeed, as stated by our

correspondent, insoluble imcater—but is soluble in wa-
ter impregnated with carbonic acid. Besides the va-

rious other natural means of carbonic acid being given

to earth and water, all rain water contains some, as it

falls to the earth—and therelore, there are abundant
means thus furnished, by which carbonate of lime,

(then become the super-carbonate, by being combined
with excess of carbonic acid,) may be dissolved, and
held in solution in water. It is in this state that all

limestone water holds lime. And when the excess of
carbonic acid is expelled, (as is easily done,) by heat,

or by exposure to the atmosphere—which last occurs
mostly at the water-falls and ripples—then the lime,

restored to the state of carbonate, being insoluble, is

precipitated, and forms a deposite of soft limestone, or

travertin.

fWe concur heartily in the wish of our correspon-

dent to obtain light from this abundant source. As the

matter now stands, with Professor Silli man's state-

ments of the analysis of the earth in question, the facts

are incomprehensible—and would be to us incredible,

except for the supposition that there are causes of ac-

tion not yet discovered. Ed.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE MtNERALOGICAL SO-
CIETY OK VIRGINIA.

To Uie Kditor of the Farmers' Register.

Ky order of the Mineralogical Societ)- of Vir-
ginia, I send you the enclosed extracts from its

minutes, respectfully requesting that they may be
published in the Register.

Most respectfully

your most obt. &c.
w. s. BioiiTON, Sec.

jlugust IGih, 1836.

At a meeting of several gentlemen, held at

Prince Edward Court House, on Saturday, July
•23d 1836, for the purposes hereinafter mentioned,
!)r. W. 13. Smith was appointed Chairman, and
Dr. B. F. Wilson Secretary.

The objects of this meeting were, to consider, what
measures are most likely to develope an intimate

and extensive knowledge of the mineral wealth of

the state of Virginia, and to put into operation such
means as may tend to render those resouixes avail-

able to the purposes of public good.

E \'ery day adds its testimony to the great amount
of the mineral wealth of this state, both in the
precious metals, and also in those which are more
common, but not the less valuable— as coal, iroa

and copper. In all sections, there are abundant
indications of the presence of rich ores, which
were either formed in situ, or rolled from the high-
lands by water courses. The discovery of gold is

an example, and the careless but profitable man-
ner in which mining operations for obtaining it are

conducted, is an earnest of the value of a more
rigid and accurate survey. All over the country,

tlij inhabitants are continually finding various min-
eral specimens, upon their own estates, and for want
of that species of knowledge, requisite for deter-

mining the composiiion and value of such speci-

mens, they are thrown aside and forgotten, or only
referred to as matters of curiosity. There is no
kind of institution in existence, wdiere such mine-
rals might undergo a faithful chem'cal analysis,

and the owners of" the lands on which they are

found, informed of their real worth.

Geological surveys are for the purpose of defi-

ning the great and more striking features of the

structure of a countr}'. Operating over a large

extent of surface, they are necessarily of too su-

perficial a character to be of benefit to private per-

sons, and the owners of smaller estates. Nor is

it possible, however liigh ma}' be the scientific ac-

quirements cf those who conduct them, that they
should become acquainted with all the minor fea-

tures of the mineralogy of a district, a knowledge
which however is ofIhe greatest interest to indi-

viduals. To obtain an enlarged, and at the same
time, a very intimate knowledge of this kind, every

citizen must become his own geologist—he must
collect the minerals in his own neighborhood—an-

nex to them a clear and distinct account of the

circumstances under which they are found, or their

locality. And the next point in, to have them
identified, or chemically analyzed, and their value

ascertained.

This important point M\ under the considera-

tion of the meeting. Analytical chemistry, which

is the science furnishing the knowledge necessary,

is not taught as a branch of education in any of

the public' institutions of the United Slates, and
those persons who are acquainted with it, have
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almost entirely obtained 1 heir knowledge of it, in

foreign countrief:. The number of such, orcour.'=e,

is very limited, and totally inadequate to the de-

mand. The meeting therefore was fnJIy impressed

with the high importance, to the pubhc, oC provi-

ding ample instruction, by the immediate estab-

lishment of a school of chemical analysis,assaying

of metals, and all those operations whicJi are con-

cerned in the determination of the value of mine-

rals and ores.

The prospects of encouragement for such a

school are not small, because its utility is apparent.

With the more opulent classes, the acquisition of

these arts would besou^^ht, for purposes of private

benefit, and those who might wish to pursue them
as a profession, would be induced by the certain-

ty of a very lucrative occupation. In all parts of

the United States, there are abundant openings for

the enterprise of men who are thoroughly ac-

quainted with mineralogy and chemical analysis,

and at present, from the Atlantic to be^'ond the
Mississippi, they would meet with no kind of com-
petition ; an assertion that can be made of no other
profession. The public benefit too, which must
accrue from the general pursuit of these investiga-

tions as a livelihood, will far exceed that which re-

sults fi'om labors of a few solitary scientific men,
who carry Ihera on, only as a transient occupa-
tion. In other countries, they have been of im-
mense benefit, and scientific chemists of the high-
est reputation, have been brought up in these in-

stitutions. And, if these things have happen-
ed in Sweden and Germany and other parts of

JEurope. where these schools have been publicly

encouraged, and the mineral resources of those
countries thus conducted in a flourishing and pro-

fitable manner, why should not the same happen
in America?

It is hoped by the establishment of a school in

which all subjects in any manner connected with
mineralogy are taught, and especially practical in-

struction afforded in chemical analysis, that ar-

rangements might shortly be made, for a system-
atical analysis of the Virginia minerals. Gentle-
men residing at a distance, and finding specimens
on their estates, might have authentic ini^irmalion

of their composition, furnished from the labors of
the pupils of this school.

With reference to the pupils themselves, no one,
of course, without some previous knowledge of the
general principles of scientific chemistry, vvouldbe
able to commence in this department. Graduates
of respectable colleges, and those who had attend-
ed full courses of lectures, would find their ac-
quirements, in this particular, sufficient as a com-
mencement. To make provision, how^ever, for

such as might be desirous of entering the school
without any previous preparation, suitable ar-
rangements could be made, by which that amount
of preliminary knowledge might be acquired at
Hampden Sidney College.
To that extensive portion of the community en-

gaged in agricultural operations, the establish-
ment of a school of this kind, holds out many
advantages. The planter and farmer, fi-om the
nature of their daily pursuits, have abundant op-
portunities of acquiring a very intimate local ac-
quaintance with the rarer minerals, on their own
estates as well as those of more common occur-
rence. To instruct such, m the mode of ascer-
taining the composition and value of such speci-

1

mens, is to give ihem a source, not only ofpleasant
recreation, but also, occasionally, of pecuniary
profit.

Being impressed with the importance of this

subject, the meeting proceeded to organize itself

into a society, to be known by the name and title

of the JMineralogical Society of Virjxinia. A con-
stitution was adopted, and the following gentlemen
elected officers:—Richard N. Venable, Esq. Pres-
ident ; Dr. W. B. Smith, Vice President, and
W. S. Morton, Secretary.

The Society then proceeded to engage the ser-

vices of John W. Draper M. D. as its chemist
and mineralogist, an appointment deriving advan-
tage from his knowledge of the geology and min-
ing operation of South America. As a very high
assurance of his acquaintance with analytical

chemistry, the following note is subjoined from the

celebrated Dr. Turner, Professor of Chemistry in

the University of London, and author of the work
which is so extensively used as a text book on
chemistry, in most of the universities and col-

leges of "the United States.

"I hereby attest that Mr. Draper assiduously

attended a complete course of my lectures on
Chemistry in this University during the years

1830—31, and at the close of the session gave de-

cisive proof of the success of his exertions, by
obtaining a high certificate of honors, af'er a full

examination in writing. 1 know that lie has like-

wise pursued the practical parts of chemistry, by
private study, and that he is well qualified for any
situation connected with the practical ajjplications

of chemistrv."
B. Turner F. 11 S. Lon. & Edin.

Professor of Chemistry.
(University of London.)

The Society's chemist was then directed to pi'o-

ceed at once with the organization of the school;

and at an early opportunity, to announce to the

public, the particulars.

In reference to the foregoing, we the undersign-

ed, fully and heartily agreeing in the object and
determination of this society, rec&mmend it to the

cordial encouragement of our fellow citizens.

D. S. Carroll, Noble Snell,

Geo. H. Matthews, Saml. C. Anderson,
Wm. A. Hughes, James Madison,
Thos. S. Flournoy, Saml. Branch,
Chs. Smith, Geo. A. Baxter,

F. N. Watkins, Stephen Taylor,

Wm. I. B. Bedford, W. Berkeley,

Saml. R. Simpson, Henry N. Watkins.

[The design set forth in the preceding article is

highly worthy of coininendation—and we earnestly

hope that its results may be profitable, as they certain-

ly will honorable, to the individuals to vvliose public

spirit and intelligence the execution of the plan will be

due. For several reasons, there is no region of Vir-

ginia, which offers more suitable ground and facilities

for these efforts, than the county of Prince Edward.

One most important object, and which offers every

prospect of success, is a proper search for coal. A
thin seam near the surface has already been found—and

as this region certainly overlies part of the great coal

formation, there is every reason to hope that borings

sufficiently deep may reach a scam of much greater
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thickness and value. Such a discovery would not only

exhibit a treasure on that precise location, but would

indicate its far greater extent. Though the proprietor

oC the land first examined might derive the earliest ben-

efit, and therefore ought to bear a large proportion

of the expense of the experiment, the profitable re-

sults would be a thousand times more extensive. Be-

sides the land holders through all the adjacent country,

the Appomattox navigation interest, and especially the

trading interest of the town of Petersburg, would de-

rive mostimportant benefits from such a discovery—and

therefore the persons connected with such interests may

well afford to aid the labors of the Mineralogical Socie-

ty, if directed in part to this object.]

For the t'ai-niers' Register.

ON THE KFFECTS OP LOXG CONTINUED USE OF
CLOVER AND GYPSUi^f, WITHOUT OTHER
MEANS OF IMPROVEMENT.

Mr. Peyton, in his communication to the Regis-

ter, lor July, imputes to me error in relation to liie

long and continued application ofgypsum, unaided

by other manures!. Having observed Irom several

papers in the Register, ihat the writers seemed to

consider gypsum a means of permanent improve-

ment, I thought proper to state what I apprehend-

ed to be the effect on my own lands. I should be

well pleased to find I had been mistaken.

Chemistry applied to agriculture, has been among
tlie improvements of the age, and though men of

science, by analysis, have discovered many of the

elements ol matter. 1 think much has escaped their

searching enquiries, 1 am always willing to pay
tribute where tribute is due, and concur with JMr.

Peyton, that the world is largely indebted to Sir

Humphry Davy, and the Count Chaptal, for their

labors and discoveries; but I have never been sa-

tisfied with the theory ofKnight, though sanctioned

by the Count, that in the districts in England,
where the application of gypsum has been found

to be inert, that it resulted from a superabundance
contained naturally in the soil. If this theory was
right, I should suppose that clover, and other plants

apposite to gypsum, would flourish by its power
eontained in the soil. From one to two bush-
els of gypsum has been supposed, by those who
have been well practiced in its etiects, to be

as efficacious a,s any additional quantity, but I have
never heard that an excess, however great, has
proved deleterious. In this respect it seems to as-

similate to marl. Mr. Rutfin, in his Essay on Cal-
careous Manures, states, as the result ofexperience,
" that clover, red and white, will flourish on spots

most injured for grain crops, by marling too heavi-

ly." Count Chaptal, who seems to have added
practical experience to his theoretical speculations,

asserts that gypsum acts as a condiment, or spice,

to tlie digestive organs of plants. If his theory be
true, and we receive what general expejience
seems to have established, that a redundancy of
gypsum is in no way injurious to clover, when arti-

ficially applied, it may be reasonably inferred, that

it either rejects, or throws ofl[' the superfluity. Ana-
logy to animal economy, seems to ti;ivor this posi-

tion. Medicine is useful in sickness, and Ibod in-

dispensible in health; but the reception of too large

a quantity, instead of imparting convalescence in

the one case, and vigor in the other, will lead to dis-

ease, and sometimes death; and it the organs of
the j)lant be capable of perlbrming this salutary

operation, when an excess of gypsum is artificial-

ly applied, I can see no cause why she should not

exercise the same function where an excess of the

gj'psum exists naturally in the soil.

Lands on the Eastern Shore of Maryland, which
do not profit by the api)lication of gypsum, as iitr

as my observation extends, in their natural state,

are least favorable to the growth of clover, red or

wdiite, or to Indian corn. They are stiflj white,

clayey lands. When highly improved by putres-

cent manures, for a short time they will produce
rich crops of red clover, but it disappears after the

first cultivation, and is rarely succeeded by a
growth of white; and a rich dressing by putres-

cent manure does not seem to bring into action any
property which was dormant in the soil. If, as

Mr. Ruflin alledges, a dressing of putrescent ma-
nures will restore to healthy action lands which
have been surcharged with marl, the same result

might be expected, wdien they hold a surfeit of

gypsum naturally existing in the soil or artificially

applied. If the reasons given by Sir Humphry
Davy for the inaction of gypsum, on soils in Eng-
land, apply to those of America, I doubt its cor-

rectness: nor have I entire confidence in the cor-

rectness of Count Chaptal's theory in relation to

the action ofgypsum on plants.* Tlie speculation

is ingenious, but I think the mystery still remains
unresolved. In stating these causes of doubts, I

hope to escape the charge of presumption. I sa}^,

in truth, that I am an unlearned man. My pur-

suits have led me into paths wide of the delightful

science of natural philosophy. My opinions are

the results of my own crude reflections and a very
limited experience.

I find, by referring to my essay in your No. for

May, that I said, as I intended to do, that though
my crops of wheat were greatly diminished, that

corn grew well and clover flourished; and as Mr.
Peyton suggests, by a more intimate knowledge
of ray course of cultivation he might be able to as-

certain the cause of failure, I will make a state-

ment somewhat more minute. My farm lies on a
salt water river: the soil friable, with a red clay

bottom. Under a high state of improvement, it

will produce from twent\' to thirty bushels of wheat,
and from forty to fifty of Indian corn to the acre.

This I have ascertained from small portions which

*No theor}^ of the mode of operation of gypsum, as

manure, that has yet been published, is at all satisfacto-

ry. But even though the action ofgypsum may continue

to be inexplicable, its inaction may be plausibly ac-

counted for under certain and various circumstances.

As it is well known that only a limited quantity can act

as manure, and that any excess above that quantity

would be totally inoperative, Davy's explanation of its

inertness, on soils known already to possess gj'psum as

a natural ingredient, is amply satisfactory. On the

other hand, our poorest lands, which are totally de-

void both of calcareous earth and gypsum, are as little

benefited by the latter. On the supposition of oxalic

acid being present in such soils, a reason for gypsum

not acting is equally clear, as we have explained at

length elsewhere. See Essay on Cal. Man. pp. 92, 93,

2nd Ed. Ed. Far Reg.
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I have highly manured. I commenced farming
by dividirin; into five fields. I planted one in com,
and prepared a fallow, on both ol" which I sowed
wheat, clover seed in the sprint? on my fallow, and
strewed plaster the two succeeding springs. I

most, generally prepared a tallow of one of" my
clover fields, two or three times perhaps of a stub-

ble field. I had continued this course lor fifteen

years, and had strewed each field four times with

gypsum befijre I began to perceive a diminution

in my crop of wheat, and it attracted my particu-

lar attention. The wheat come up well, and
promised a good crop m the spring; but the stalk

shot up spindling, the blade died prematurely, the

head was short, and the wheat defective when cut.

My system had become, from long practice, easy
and fiimiliar. It was not costly. It had been very

profitable, and was not lightly abandoned; but as

I thought, and still think, fi'om the proof of expe-
rience, not until the good effect of gypsum had
ceased. I am drawing marl at the expense of .^12

per week, and if gypsum would act on my lands,

with its former effect, I should be pleased to save
the cost and trouble. The experience which Mr.
Peyton refers to, in Eastern Virginia, is entitled to

much respect; but I do not attach much importance
to that of Pennsylvania. I liave a personal know-
ledge, that on most of the wheat-growing lands

there, in addition 1o gypsum, they use lime liberal-

ly, and do not neglect putrescent manures; and I

have understood, that in Western Virginia, m farm-

ing, Pennsylvania habits prevail; audit will be re-

collected, that the proposition I stated was, that a
long and continued course of clover and gypsum,
unaided by other manures, would prove injurious

to the wheat crop.

Mr. Peyton apprehends that my doctrines are

calculated to do mischief: if they be so, I have
fallen into a great error. My intention was to do
good. 1 feel a deep interest in the agricultural

prosperity of the country. The old aristocracy is

generally worn out, both in fortune and intellect, and
i deem it most important, that a solid, substantial,

and enlightened class of agriculturists should be
raised up, who may serve to check the inordinate

spirit of schemers, gamblers, and speculators; forit

IS a fact, as lamentable as true, that ev^en in this

land of liberty and equality, few men, however
iiigh their morals and intellectual faculties, can at-

tain and exert their proper influence in society, if

clogged with poverty.
#^*# #***#*

From tlie Slirewsbury, CEug.) Chronicle.

IMPLEMKNT FOR MILKING COWS.

We were much interested laielv in attending a

meeting at W'ithington, near li^ltoxeter, of far-

mers and others, convened by William Blurton,

Esq., of Field-hall, for the purpose of exhibiting
and explaining an invention of his, for milking
cows. JNlr. Blurton is already known as the au-
thor of several useful inventions connected with
liirmingand dairy pursuits : for one of which, "the
swing cheese fi-ame," he received a medal from
the Society of Arts. On the present occasion, a
numerous and very respectable party, from various
districts of the county, and even from Shropshire
and Derbyshire attended. An excellent and sub-
stantial dinner was served up soon after one

o'clock, at the Sadler's Arms. Mr. Blurton pre-

sided at one table, and Mr. Hamp, of Walton-
upon-Trent, at the other. After dinner, Mr. Blur-

ton exhibited the "milking syphon," for which he
has obtained a patent. It is a small metal tube,

with a syphon at the lower end, and on its intro-

duction into the teats of the cow, the milk flows

freely out of the udder, without any manual labor.

Mr. Blurton spoke in aver}' modest and becoming
manner of his invention, wishing its utility to be
proved by experience, rather than be taken upon
the credit of his assertion ; though he expressed
himself rather confidently that, after a trial, most
dairy farmers would preier its use to the present

method of milking by hand. Two objections,

which had occurred to the minds of several, that

the cows might be irijured by the use of the sy-

phon, and that its introduction might cause a con-
stant discharge of milk, INJr. Blurton, met by say-

ing experience had proved them to be groundless.

Mr. Ritchie, a veterinarian surgeon present, gave
it as his decided opinion, that cows would not be
injured by the use of the syphon. Mr. Blurton's

cowman was called into the room, and any gen-
tleman was allowed to interrogate him. He an-
swered many questions, and said that he could
milk 16 or IS cows in an hour with the syphons,
and would much rather milk 16 with them than 6
without them. Several cows were afterwards
milked in the yard with the syphons, and though
on account of the number of persons who crowd-
ed round them, the experiment was tried under
rather disadvantageous circumstances, every one
appeared astonished at the easy manupr in which
the milk was extracted from the cows by this new
process. In consequence of being disappointed

by the manufacturer, Mr. Blurton was unable to

supply the company with syphons : but we under-
stood he would shortly have an ample stock of
them. We do not say that every objection, or

every degree of prejudice, was removed by the

exhibition of the invention in actual operation
;

but it will now have a fair and extensive trial,

which we are disposed to thing will be success-

ful.

[The foregoing article may, perhaps, furnish ano-

ther instance of such facts as our friend, Gideon B.

Smith of Baltimore, recently communicated, and pro-

perl}'^ commented on in this journal—viz: of American

inventions, which had failed to attract notice here, be-

ing re-discovered, (or possibly "pirated") in Europe,

and thence introduced in this country as both new and

important. We remember that the principle of this

invention was announced, and many statements con-

cerning the practice furnished in our newspapers,

years ago. It was then stated to be due to a Yankee

boy, who used such simple tubes as bits of rye-straw

would make. The operation of drawing off the milk

was considered, at first, perfect, and free from all objec-

tion : but subsequently it was found that internal irri-

tation was often produced by introducing the straws.

This ill cfl'ect, however, might well be produced by

the sharp or rough edges of cut or broken rye straws,

and not by the smooth and rounded extremity of a me-

tallic tube : ana this change of material may serve

completely to remove the former practical objection to

the plan.]
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COMMERCIAL REPORT. '

So little business is transacted at this season of the

year, that it is almost superfluous to^say any thing on

the subject. If intelligent country gentlemen would

report the state and prospects of the crops of grain,

cotton, tobacco, &c., such communications would be

much more interesting than any thing relative to the

present course of markets.

Our millers should now be receiving abundant sup-

plies of wheat, but such is the deficiency of the crop,

that many of them are idle, and none fully employed
The quality of the grain is such, that the Virginia mil-

lers cannot expect to sustain the high character of their

Hour, nor to do a profitable business. There will

scarcely bs any surplus for exportation to the northein

and eastern slates, if indeed there be sullicient wheat
to serve the demand at home, and furnish seed for the

next crop. Such a failure has, probably, never before

occurred.

In t!ie western states, and particularly in those

north of the Ohio, the wlieat crop is said to be good.

The price of western flour in New York is, ^7 a T.j

per bbl., and engagements to some extent have been
made for future deliveries of flour in N. York, at about
these rates. In Richmond, a contract for city mill

flour is reported to be made at $8^, and in Peters-
burg, the little good new flour that has been ground,
commanded $9 for home use. The price of wheat
ranges so widely, according to quality, that it can
scarcely be quoted. The best, which in ordinary sea-

sons would be considered scarcely merchantable, com-
mands .$1 50 per bushel, and a very small portion
reaches this standard. The importation of wheat from
Europe, during the present year, may be computed at

a million of bushels, and large supplies are expected
in the next two months.
Tobacco has declined materially during the present

month, and is now 15 to 25 percent lower than it was
a few w'eeks ago, particularly the inferior sorts. The
total quantity inspected in Virginia, is less than last

year, and shipments to Europe go forward slowly.
Prices may now be quoted $i to 9, not embracing the

extremes. There is a prospect of a large and fine crop
of the present year's growth, and a great excess in the

western states. So that low prices maybe anticipated
during the next season.

The receipts of cotton have almost ceased, and the
stock inthe U. States is now reduced to nearly its min-
imum quantity. All markets have recently been dull,

without any considerable variation in price. In Pe-
tersburg, 14 to 17-2 cents have been paid, and the ex-
tremes in the large markets are 12J to 21 cents. The
prospect of the growing crop is reported to be not very
favorable, save in Tennessee, and the extent of it w-ill

much depend on the continuance of wai'm weather
during the next two months.

Considerable pressure for money has continued to

prevail in the northern cities, and most descriptions of
stocks are low. Exchange on England 7^.

August 23, 1836.

WHEAT OF THE LAST CROPS GENERALLY UN-
SAFE FOR SEED.

It is now manifest to all that the unfavorable opin-

ions of the wheat crop, which we expressed in the two

lastNos. were not mistaken or exaggerated, as proba-

bly most readers then supposed them to be. The qual-

ity of the grain, throughout the Atlantic States, is as

defective as the quantity. It is generally shrivelled

and very light, and will yield but little flour, and that

of inferior quality. The few exceptions that exist,

either in entire crops or parts of crops, in which the

grain is of much better quality, are in cases of earlier

ripening, or of some other cause, having prevented

some of the great exposure to wet weather, when in

the growing state. But the very small proportion of

the whole crop that has thus partially escaped the ge-

neral injury, would not suffice to furni.sh good seed to

the country requiring it, even if all could be used for

that purpose : and it will not be sold for seed, to much
extent, because the great demand for good flour will

cause almost every farmer, who has some good or mid-

dling wheat, to sell all except his own seed to the mil-

ler, as the most ready and profitable purchaser. We
all know how inconvenient and unsatisfactory in gene-

ral, to both parties, are purchases of seed wheat—and

every farmer endeavors, as much as possible, to avoid

being either buyer or seller of seed, to any considera-

ble extent. If these objections exist when crops are

generally good, they are magnified an hundred fold

when so little grain can be had that is worth using for

seed. There is then, by the failure of the last crop, a

new and alarming evil, in the want of good seed for

the next: and this evil is of enough importance, not

only to affect the interest of numerous individual pro-

ducers of the crop, but the consumers, and the public.

The evil which we fear and expect is not so much the

great cost and difficulty of obtaining good seed, but in

the loss of crop that will be caused by trusting to bad

seed.

It is true that wheat and other seeds which are much
shrivelled, or otherwise of very base qualif}'^, will

sprout and grow, and their produce may be perfect and
well matured. It is one of the many laws of the

Creator, in wLich a benevolent and preserving care is

manifestly and wonderfully exhibited, that the germi-

nating power is the last to be destroyed by causes that

injure seeds. When they have beeng-athered so green,

or have been exposed to such other disasters as to be

good for nothing else, seeds will yet serve to continue

their kinds in future growths. The moth-weevil that

eats the inside of the grain of wheat until, apparently,

nothing is left but the empty skin, still avoids the

sprout, and leaves to it a power, however feeble, of

producing a living plant. But though the preservation

and continuance of the species is thus well provided

for, it is a dangerous error to suppose (as many practi-

cal farmers still do, as well as mere theorists have done,)

that if seed will sprout, it is sufficient for it to produce

a good crop. The whole interior substance of seeds,

serves for the first nutriment of the young plant, and

is converted into a kind of milky fluid, for that pur-

pose—and no other kind of food for plants, however

rich and abundant, will serve as a substitute for this,

during the early stages of growth. Compared to

spring-sowed seeds, wheat remains very long in what

may be called the first stage of growth—and therefore,

can still less dispense with the store of its first and

proper food which nature has provided in the grain it-

self. The want of this food w'ould be severely felt

even on the richest soils—and far more so on the poor.

I

What then is to be done in the present very general

I deficiency of grain fit to be trusted as seed .'

I
No complete remedy, for the country at large, can

be found. Good seed wheat, not mixed with seeds of

i
weeds, is always difficult to obtain—and still more by
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orders sent to distant places ; and when brought in

vessels, and of course in large bulks, heating could

scarcely be avoided to such extent as would impair

the value of seed. These dangers, still more than the

high price, will forbid importations of seed from Eu-

rope, or from the north-western states, where the crops

are good. Still, in some particular cases, one or both

these means of supply may be advantageously used.

We advise our brother farmers, to buy good seed, if

possible to obtain such of their neighbors, at almost

any price, rather than to sow very bad seed. If none

can be bought that is materially better than what the

farmer has made, his next best course is to separate for

seed the heaviest and most perfect grains of his entire

crop, bj- repeated and very hard fanning. One twenti-

eth, or one tenth, of a ver}' bad crop, thus selected,

may furnish tolerable seed ; and the labor required, and

the injury caused to the sample of the remainder of the

crop, left for sale,will be of but little moment, compar-

ed to the value secured in the next crop.

The next palliative is to be sparing of seed : not by

sowing any land too thinly—but by sowing no more

land than is well worth being put in wheat. Those

farmers whose land, or whose locality, causes the wheat

crop to be generally of little (if any) profit, would do

well to abandon the crop entirely. There is always

much more land put in wheat than ouglit to be: and

many farmers will be profited ultimately by this most

disastrous season, if the loss now sustained should tea,ch

them that wheat is not their proper market crop.

Lime in some form, and to a certain though very mo-

derate amount, is required to produce wheat: and

when a soil is supplied with very little more than the

minimum of lime absolutely lequisite for wheat, the

growth will always be very precarious, and will seldom,

and only in good seasons, return any clear profit. On
good soils, supplied by nature with this valuable in-

gredient, (in some form,) and on the worst soils, which

may be supplied with calcareous matter by the indus-

try of man, wheat will always be one of the most

valuable crops of our countr3^ On lands naturally

poor, (and still more if sandy,) and to which lime will

not, or cannot be applied, the sooner wheat is abandon-

ed the better.

THE SEASON AKD STATE OF CROPS.

Though there has been some suffering from drought

at particular times, the season has contmued to be re-

markable for the quantity of rain. Corn on high land

is better than an average crop—and much worse on

lovvgrounds. The rich and extensive lowgrounds on

the Roanoke, on which the corn was all destroyed by

freshets, have been again planted, as late as in July.

The new growth is good—and promises a large pro-

duct for such late planting, unless cut off by early

frosts. Even half a crop upon such an extensive body

of very fertile land, must have considerable effect on

the profits of that region of country, and on the gene-

ral supply of the corn markets of Virginia and Nortii

Carolina. Tobacco is of average growth—and the

quantity made in Virginia, will be unusually large,

owing to the circumstance that the high price has

caused a great increase of the extent of land usually

cultivated in that crop. Cotton is of good growth, but

is backward, and the entire crop can scarcely mature

w^ell on any land in Virginia.
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BONES AS MANURE.

Bones, alihough of comparatively late introduc-

tion as manure, have yet occupied so niucli of larm-

in<:: attention witljiu these few years, that we have
no liesitation in placing them at the head of" those

miscellaneous substances which are usually em-
ployed for that purpose. They have indeed been
used in some parts of" England for a long time,

and have been extensively imported from tlie Con-
tinent into the town of" Hull, where several ma-
chines have been erected either /or grinding them
into powder, or bruising them into small pieces

;

Avhich motles of application have been found so ad-

vantageous, that they have, within the last twenty
years, excited general attention, and are now in

almost universal use as the principal manure fin-

raising turnip crops on the calcareous soils in York-
shire and Lincolnshire. It is upon this description

of land that they are the most decidedly valuable,

and the testimony of some fiirmers of experience,

jjroves that to mix them witli a portion of" vegeta-
ble or coal ashes, is a profilable a[)plication for the
production of" turnips; as, by this method, the ve-
getation of the seed is quickened, and the young
);lant, getting rapidly into rough leaf, thus escapes
the fly.

Long before the great advantage which maybe
derived f"rom ground or well-crushed bones \vas

generally known, many ])ersons were aware of
their lerlilizing properties. To render them avail-

able, liowever, the wasteful and injurious process
of reducing them into ashes by fire was then com-
monly resorted to ; by which, indeed, a certain de-
gree of benefit was imparted to land uj)on which
.sulpluite of lime or gypsum will have efi'ect, but
could not be so effectual, in point of nourishment,
as bone in an uncalcined state, because the oil and
other nutritive matler which it contains is thus dis-

sipated. In other instances, they were either re-

duced by lime, or laid at the bottom of the farm-
yard, and decomposed by the ellect of urine, and
in some cases were partially broken by the ham-
mer. In these moiles, however, great quantities
were wasted, which is now prevented by the im-
proved method of preparing them by machinery:
it is therefore useless to enter further into the de-
tails of practice which has become obsolete.
When reduced to powder, the bones alone are

ground, being divested bj^ the process of boiling,

not only of every particle of flesh, but also of a
material porfion of" oil which is also extracted ; and
it is only in that state that they can be brought lo

the condition of fine powder. In this state, it is

only reasonable to suppose that they cannot be so
beneficial to the land as when fresh and unboiled

;

yet we find, by the report of" the Doncaster Asso-
ciation "on bone manure,"—to which we shall

presently reler—that they have been found more
effectual alter having passed through the manu-
factories. When not ground completely into pow-
der, they are, however, broken in the machines,
by cast-iron rollers, formed with deeply indented
rims, by which they are first partially 'bruised, and
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then falling down upon other sets of rollers, each
with the teeth more closely fixed, they are in this

manner reduced to various sizes, f"rom one inch to

half"an inch in thickness, and a considerable (juan-

tity of coarse dust is also procured by the process.

These bones are usually sold under the respective

designations of inch, three-quarters inch, hall-inch,

or dust ; but the greatest demand is for those of" the

half-inch size, which contain all the dust which
has been formed in crushing them. The "dust" is

collected in great measure by ridding the inch and
three-quarters inch bones.

When the bones are not boiled, each pair of rol-

lers is furnished with a set of malleable iron scrap-

ers attached below, in order to clear the teeth of

any animal matter which may adhere to them, and
thus the oily substance contained in the bones is

saved*. As bone-mills have been now very ge-

nerally erected, there are few parts of the country
where the manure cannot be procured in a prepared
slate; but when the bones are only to be had raw,
and it is an object with the farmer to reduce them
to a small size, they can be easily broken to pieces

by his own laborers. Several fiirmers have in-

deed erected small machines with two cylinders of
cast-iron, with teeth, which lock into each other,

by which they are broken into small pieces. The
price at the mills varies, of course, according to

the trouble of preparation, the distance of carriage,

I'ov grinding, and the demand; but commonly
averages, for the dust, from 2.s. 6d. to 3s., and in

some late instances even 3s. 6d. have beed paid

—

lor pieces, from 2s. to 2s. 3d., according lo size

—

and Is. lOd. for rough bones, per imperial bushel.

No allowance appears lo be generally made by the

dealers on those which have gone through the pro-

cess of boiling.

Tlie expense of bones purchased in the rough
state, and broken on the farm, is thus stated as an
actual charge incurred ])er acre

—

24 cwt. bones, prime cost - - £2 3 2
Carriage of ditlo, 7 miles - - 7
6i days, man breaking bones, at

Is.'lOd. ------- 11 11

3.Vdo. a girl spreading do. on the

'drills - ------- 2 11

X3 5

JExperiincnls.

Their cfiTects will be best seen by the following

trials

:

On the estate of Garrowby, on the Yorkshire
Wolds, belonging to Sir Francis Wood, the crops

of turnips had dwindled to nothing, and the fill-

lows, though tolerably manured, were covered
only with conmion hemp, nettle, and other weeds,
instead of turnip plants ; but by the use of twelve

* See the Prize Essays of the Highland Society, for

a detailed description, accompanied with plates of a

very complete mill for crnshing bones, elected hy Mr.
Anderson of Dundee.—X. S., vol. i. p. 301. Ibid,

p. 73.
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to twenty bushels of bone-dust in drills, the turnip

crops have become excellent, and the following

crops are very considerably improved*.

At Clumber Park, the seat ol' the Duke of New-
castle, in Nottino^hamshirc, 600 bushels of small

bones were, in 1822, spread upon 24 acres of grass

land, in the dairy llirm, consisting of dry, sandy,

and gravelly soil, which had been laid down about

ten years. Their etfect upon the pasture improved
the condition of the cows so material!}-, that about

twice the quantity of butter was made from them
than trom cows grazed upon land of similar quali-

ty, but not bonedj and this eflect, it is said still con-

linuesf.

Twenty-five bushels of bruised bones, per

Scotch acre, having been applied by Mr. Watson,
of Keillor, near Cupar Angus, to Aberdeen yellow
turnips, on some sharp black land, brought them
above ground on the thiid day, and into rough leaf

on the tenth ; on the fifteenth, they were fit to be
thinned out ; while fl^rm-yard manure, though ap-
plied to the same soil, at the rate of twenty-five

cart-loads per acre, did not bring them up till the

fifih day, nor render them fit for the hoe until the

twentieth. They in this manner manifested the

same superiority until the month of September,
when the weather having set in dry, it was ex-
pected that the crop would cease growing ; which
was the case with that part which had been dunged,
but the bone turnips continued to grow vigorously,

and upon a comparative trial in the middle of Oc-
tober, their produce exceeded those which were
dunged, by six tons per acre : twenty-eight tons to

twenty-two|.
On some land, the quality of which is not stated,

crushed bones were laid by Mr. Falla, of Gates-
head, near Newcastle-upon-Tyne, at the rate ol

100 bushels per acre; the rest of the field being
manured with well-rotted stable-dung, at the rate

of fifteen two-horse cart-loads per acre ; that part
which was boned was superiorto some parts of the
dunged ground, and fully equal to the resl§.

Mr. Graburn, of Barton, in Lincolnshire, has
manured with crushed bones, at the rate of thirty

bushels, and with dung at eight loads per acre, for

turnips, after which the turnips were much later

than the rest. On the second year of seeds, afier

the turnips, he covered the dunged part with yard
manure a second time, and two years afterwards, a
third time; then sowed the land with wheat, and
the boned ground produced rather a better crop
than that which had been thus thrice dunged||.
During the dry summer of 1826, tlurty-four

acres of a siliceous sandy soil, on the estate of Sir
Charles Throckmorton, at Buckland, in Oxford-
shire, half of which had been manured with farm-
yard manure, and the remainder with bones. The
whole was sown with turnips, drilled in the North-
umberland fashion ; and that portion on which the
bones were laid presented a remarkably fine crop,
nearly a fourth part advanced in bulb aboub the
latter end of August, while that part which had
been dunged was merely getting into. leaf The
experiment was repeated in 1827, on green- o-lobe

*Doncaster Report, p. 6.

t Ibid. p. 13.

X Quart. Journ. of Agric. N. S.,vol. i. p. 14.

§ Farmer's Magazine, vol. xvi. p. 330.

II
Lincoln. Report, p. 300.

turnip, sown on the 20th of July, upon similar

land, with the same su|)eriority in favor of the
bones: the succeeding crop of barley also produced
five bushels per acre more than that which follow-

ed the dunged turnips, and the cover was also

heavier*.

The Honorable Captain Ogilvie, of Airlie Cas-
tle, has also applied bone dust, at the rate of 15
and 20 bushels per acre, to a light sandy loam,
with a subsoil of gravel and sand, coming in some
places nearly to tiie surface ; and after the expe-
rience of five years upon a series of trials com-
menced in 1827, he found all the successive crops

of turnips, barley, and grass-seeds so decidedly su-

perior to those which had been previously pro-

duced by other manure, that the Highland Society

last year awarded their honorary silver medal to

fiis Report.

To these flicts in favor of bone manure, others

must, however, be also stated of an opposite ten-

dency, particularly when placed in opposition to

farm-yard manure, to which we wish to call espe-

cial attention in comparison with bones, as being
at the command of every farmer.

On the estate of Mr. Evans, jun., of Dean
House, also in the county of Oxford, bones were
tried lor the wheat crop upon calcareous stony land,

in comparison with stable-yard manure; but the
dung had so greatly the advantage, that the bone
crop appeared but little if any degree better than
that on soil without any manure whatever.!
On the lands of Mr. Hawden, in Kincardine-

shire, turnips were sown in the month of June, on
various soils, in drills laid off at 27 inches apart:

the manure was laid on in single Scotch acres

;

and the produce of the roots, exclusive of tops, ac-

curately weighed, as follows:

—

On a mixture of stifFclay and gravel,

12 tons of farm-yard manure produced 26 tons 8 cwt.

Ih „ bone-dust „ 23 „ 12 „

On a soft sandy soil, naturally inclined to moor,

16 tons of farm-yard manure produced 29 tons 12 cwt.
11 „ bone-dust „ 24 „ 16 „

On a sandy light soil, sown the following year,

16 tons of farm-yard manure produced 25 tons 16 cwt.

1 ,, bone-dust „ 23 „ 18 „
10 cwt, horn-shavings, mixed

^
with 1 cart-load of hen- I

dung and 9 ditto coal-
[

ashes J

It is also remarkable, that although three of
the drills were spread unmixed with the horn-sha-
vings, which are considered as a more powerful
manure than bone, yet they only produced at the

rate ol' 2 tons 13 cwt. per acre.

J

On Mr. Boswell's farm of Kingcaussie, in Kin-
cardineshire, two acres of Norlblk globe turnips

were drilled upon poor high ground, reclaimed
from moor, and

20 cart-loads, or tons, of dung produced 32 tons 14 cwt.
li ton of bones „ 28 „ 13 „

On the same farm, in another year, the season

of 1824 being cold and wet operated very much
against the turnips which were manured with

20

* Prize Essays of the Highland Society, N. S., vol.

i. p. 75, communicated by Mr. G. Sinclair.

t Ibid. p. 77, communicated by Mr. G. Sinclair.

X Prize Essays of the Highland Society, N. S., vol.

i. p. 63.
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bones ; but in that of 1822, those raised with
bones and stable-dunj^ appeared to be equal.*

NotwithstaudintT this evident dillerence against

the produce obtauied by bones, in point ot" weight
it should not, however, escape remark, that the

latter gentleman estimates the vakie of their re-

turn in money as being superior; ibr tite cost of

the two manures is, according to his calculation, as
follows:

—

One acre manured with (arm-yard (Un\5

—

20 cart-loads of dung, including carriage, at

10s. per load £10
33 tons of turnips, at 10s. per ton 16 10

Net return £6 10

£2 12 6

IS
- 3 10 6

14 10

£10 19 6

One acre manured with bone

—

1^ ton of bones, at 42s.

Breaking and driving ditto

29 tons of turnips, at 10s. per ton

Net return

Thus leaving a difference in favor of bones of no
less than £4 9s. 6d.—or what we should in this

country call a tolerably fiiir value, if fed off, fi^r

the produce of an imperial acre : but although llie

price of the turnips is jlir beyond present rates,

and the charge of dung, unless carried to a great
distance, is too high, we yet leave the account as
it stands, as forming a ground for similar compa-
rative calculations.

To this ma\' be added the following particulars
of a comparative trial between stable-manure and
crushed bones, lately made on the property of Sir

William JMaxwell, of Calderwood. The field was
an old ley, consisting of strong loam, on a reten-

tive clay bottom; but having been completely
drained, as well as ploughed and cleared, under
favorable circumstances, Ihe condition of the land

—from which the previous crop of oats had been
taken in 1832—was perfectly satisfactory at the
lime of preparing it for turnips, with various spe-

cies of which it was sown in the following spring;
and in addition to the quantities of manure slated

at foot, 7^ chaldrons of lime were laid per Scotch
acre. Where the stable-manure had been applied,

the plants sprouted more rapidly and vigorously
than was the case with the bones; but ultimately

the latter gained ground, and, if any thing, got
rather the start of the dung, and no part of the
crop suffered in any degree f'rom the fly. The most
accurate calculations were made in order to ascer-

tain the produce of the crops per acre, and the fol-

lowing was the result:

—

Swedish,
30 cart loads of stable-dung per Scotch acre, poduccd29 tons.
60 bushels of crushed bones „ 21

Dale's Hybrid,
30 cart-loads of stable-dun? „ 33
60 bushels of crushed bones ,, 31
45 ditto „ 29

Yellow Bullock,
30 cart-loads of stable dung „ 29
60 bushels of crushed bones ,, 28

The quality of the soil is, however, by no
means particularly well adapted for the turnip cul-

ture, partaking, as it does, rather too much of the
clayey character; and although it was divested
by drainage ot all shperfluous moisture, yet there

can be little doubt that to that cause the compara-
lively unfiivorable effect of the bones may be
chiefly attributed.*

Effects of bone-dust and bones.

Bone-dust is the fittest state in which to lay it

upon grass, for it willnot only take more immedi-
ate eflect upon the crop, but if laid in pieces, it

would interrupt the progress of the scythe. It
should, however, be recollected, that fine powder
can only be obtained from spent bone which has
undergone the process of manufacture. It is,

therefore spread as a top-dressing, by hand; but it

is also very commonly laid in the drills for turnips,
(or which purpose many ingenious machines have
heen contrived for sowing it along with the seed.t
ft is, however, much to be regretted that these

i implements cannot be constructed with more sim-
plicity, for their cost is so considerable, that unless
a man has a very large quantity of land to drill,

I

their purchase would be imprudent, and the hire

I

is generall}' unreasonably expensive.

I

Regarding the quantity of dust, the powdered
bones are dearer than those which are merely bro-
ken small, and although said to be more forcing to
the first crop, on account of their being, when in
the state of powdei', more intimately blended with
the soil, and more directly applied to the seed, yet
they are not found so durable as when they are
laid on in pieces; but it is also true that, in the for-

mer case, they are not laid on so largely, for the
amount depends entirely on the size of the bones.
They have been applied, in the rough state, to the
extent of 100 bushels per acre; but the average
quantity, of all sizes, is stated, in the Doncaster
Report, to be 39 bushels. When the smaller
bones are distinguished from the larger, they, how-
ever, seldom appear to exceed 30 bushels per acre,

and in many cases do not arrive at 20 : perhaps it

may be assumed, as the most general practice,

that half-inch bones are employed at the rate of
25 to 30, and dust at 20 bushels per acre; but a
distinction should be also drawn between the quan-
tity of those which are applied after being manu-
factured, and those which are laid on in a raw state.

The size of the pieces to which the bones should
be broken is also an object of some importance, as
the smaller they are the more prompt will be their

effect : on which, the following observation has
been made by one of the correspondents of the
Doncaster Association: "That if he meant to till

(or early profit, and if he wished to keep his land
in good heart, he would use halt-inch bones; and
in breaking these, he should prefer some remain-
inir considerably larger :" the reason assigned for

which is, " that by using bones of a large size,

with dust in them, there must be sufllcient of the
small particles of the dust to set the turnip crop for-

ward, and sufficient of the large particles of the

bone left to maintain the land in good condition for

the last crop."

* Prize Essay of the Higliland Society, N. S., vol. i.

p. 74.

* Quart. Jour, of Agric.,N. S., vol. iv. p. 839.

t A very detailed description of one of these instru-

ments, along with an engraving, may be found in the

Quarterly Journal of Agriculture, N. S.vol. ii. p. 719.

Another machine for the same purpose, but with a

double hopper, for sowing two drills at one time, is al-

so described, together with a plate, in the Prize Essays

of the Highland Society of Scotland: N. S.. vol. ii.

p. 206.
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Respecting Iheir durability, it has been affirmed,

that the efl'ect will not be increased if they be hiid

on to great amount; for the same produce has been

obtained from tlie comparative application ot 50

and 100 bushels; and an experiment has been

tried by varying the quantity on dirt'crent ridges of

a large extent of ground under turnips, at the rate

of 28, 40, and larger quaniities alternately, with-

out creaiing any visible difference in the crop*.

This, however, may be perfectly correct, so far as

regards one or two crops, for it has been found that,

Avhen used in large quantities, they have rendered

the land extraordinarily productive during a great

length of time, of wliich we llnd the following in-

stances in the IJoncaster Report:
1. On a field, part of which was boned forty

years ago, the crops were, on that part, during fif-

teen or sixteen succeeding years, visibly better

than the remainder, although the land was all of

the same qualitj', and the [tart not boned was ma-
nured with liirm-yard dung.

2. In another case, about three acres of light,

sandy land were dressed, in 1S14, with 150 bushels
of bones per acre; since which time the land is

said to have never forgotten it, but is nearlj^ as

good again as (he other part, farmed precisely in

the same way, with the exception of the one ap-
plication of bonesf.
We learn, also, from experiments at Kew, that

although they yield a certain supply of" nourish-
ment to plants the moment they are capable of re-

ceiving it, yet that is done so gradually as to fur-

nish only a regular and moderate supply: reason-
ing upon which, it is to be presumed, that as a large
quantity does not produce the effect of Ibrcing a crop
in proportion to the amount supplied, neither can it

be so soon exhausted by the gradual consumption of
the smaller quantity. This ap|ilication may there-
fore be perfectly consistent with good husbandry,
if applied to any amount, however large ; though,
as regards the farmer's purse, the expenditure of
the outlay is a different question. The extent of
their fertilizing quality is greater upon grass-land,
under cattle, than upon arable. Valuers estimate
the allowance to a quitting tenant by supposing
the effect of bones upon tillage and meadow-
ground to be exhausted within four years; but on
grass-land depastured it is considered to last during
eight.

f

Expei^ience seems to be in fiivor of laying the
manure in drills, especially when applieil to tur-
nips, although the superiority of the broad-cast

*Quart. Journal of Agric, N. S., vol. ii. p. 108.

t About sixty years ago, a farmer is also said to have
obtained a forty-years' lease of a tract of poor land, in
a high situation near Rochdale, in Lancashire, on which,
after fencing and draining it, he erected a bone-mill,
and be^-an manuring the ground at the rate of 100 to
130 bushels of bones and iliist per acre. The conse-
quence of which was, that in a few years he let off
more land than paid the rent of the whole, and retained
a large farm in his own hand. The Correspondent of
the Quarterly Journal of Agriculture, from whom these
details are taken, says "tliat one acre would summer a
covv of large size, and that some fields were cropped
With oats ten or filteen years in succession; yet that it
IS surprising to see the herbage which the "land still
produces, both as to quantity and quality, near one-half
being white and marl clover.

t Report of the Committee of the Doncastcr Agri-
cultural Association, on bone-manure, p. 14.

"

practice is maintained by some very intelligent

farmers, who hold—that the turnip plant receives

its support principally from the fibres which it

throws out sideways, to a much greater length
than people will believe, and derives more nour-
ishment fi'om them than the tap-root ; and that the

bones being dispersed, the fibres are more likely

to meet with them than when they are accunm-
lated round a tap-root, and that method must be
the best which occasions the greater quantity of
nourishment to be conveyed to the body of the tur-

nip. In drilling the bones, there is also a difficul-

ty found in the after-ploughing, of mixing them
with the soil; arvd ahhougli this may be in some
measure obviated by cross- ploughing the ridges,

yet that portion of the land on which the manure
is thus laid receives more than an equal degree of
benefit. A third mode is hovi^ever acted upon by
others, who sow them broad-cast, and gather (hem
into ridges with a mould-plough.
The time for laying them upon the land, when

applied to grass, whether natural or artificial, is

generally recommended to be earlj^ in the spring
;

but if upon meadow, the growth of which has
been led off, then the moment the cattle are re-

moved. Experience, however, varies upon this

point ; because it has been found to depend ma-
terially upon the season and the state ol" the land,

which, if wet, will be more benefited by delaying
the operaiion until the weather becomes warm
and the ground dry.

When applied in the drills of arable land, they
are of course deposited along the seed ; but when
spread broad-cast, then they are not uncommonly
either harrowed in immediately previous to the
sowing, or with the last ploughing ; though, when
used in a fresh state, without having been sub-
jected to process of manufacture, they should al-

wa3's be laid in sufficiently long before the sow-
ing, to allow them time to ferment, or they will

not take immediate effect upon the rising crop.*

The soils to which they are best adapted are. thosR
of a light and warm nature ; for on wet and cold

grounds they have rarely been found to produce
any sensible benefit. 'I'heir power of" contributinj.''

to lighten strong land, by their mechanical actioi.

upon the soil, and thus rendering it less adhesive
has indeed been vaunted, and, if laid on a very
large amount, there can be no doubt that the bones,

in pieces, would have some such efiect; but the
smallne.?s of the quantity in which they are usual-

ly applied renders their force for that purpose quite
insignificant.

On heavy loams and clays, the accounts of their

operation have been almost invariably unfavora-
ble; and it may bo laid down as a necessary quali-

fication in a soil fit for the application ot" bones,
that it should be dry. This, indeed, has been
contradicted by experiments stated in the Doncas-
ter Report, upon what is described as a wet sand
soil, with an irony-colored subsoil, upon which two
quarters per acre were drilled, and produced an ex-
cellent crop, when manure hail been jireviously

tried without effect. This, however, having oc-

curred in the years lS2(i and 1827. which were
unusually dry, may serve to explain the lact, with-
out alli'cling the principle that bone manure is not
generally l)eneficial to clay lands.

The same Iveport states, ")/;)on very thin sandy

* Doncastcr Report, p. 16.
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land, the. value of bone-manure is not, to be esti-

mated , it is not only found to benefit the par-

ticular crop to which it is applied, but extends

tlirouirh 1 lie whole course of crops ; and even in

the succeedincT courses, its eHocts are visible in the

improved quality of the land, and the efficiency of

a smaller quantity than would at first have insured

a crop. Upon much of the high land about Bab-

Avortli, whi( h is a liijht sandy soil, the crops under

ordinary lUrm manaa'enient were comparatively

unproductive ; but since the introduction of bones,

after haviuij been dressed l()r several fallows with

sixty or seventy bushels per acre, they have not

only become productive, but so nuich improved in

quality as to return an equal crop with a much
liixhter dressinii: of manure or bones throughout

the next couse."

'•On the dry Zmies/one near Doncaster, the same
favorable results have been obtained ; and no fail-

ures, beyond those attributable to peculiarity of

season, are noticed."

On the JVolds of Yorkshire and Lincolnshire,

it also appears, by the testimony of several exten-

sive farmers, that "beRire bones were generally

used with turnip-seed, many thousand acres were
annually sown lor that crop without any manure
whatever, irom the impossibility of getting fold-

manure lor more than one-third or lourth of their

fallows. The turnips upon such unmanured land

were consequently very indifierent ; and the ben-

efit of sheep teeding upon their tops—for ol bot-

toms they seldom had any—was very trifling.

Since the use of bones has, however, become ge-

neral, the turnip crop has been, in many instances,

ten-!bld, and in few less than four or five-fold its

former bulk. All the succeeding crops of grain

and seeds have been amazingly increased, and,

upon the four or five-shift system, there is no doubt

the land will go on progressively improving, re-

quiring a less quantity of bones annually, from its

increased fertility and power."
On light Inams, the return on the Doncaster

Committee give bones a preference to farm-yard

dung. And we learn that, upon the calcareous

soil of the Yorkshire Wolds, heavy crops of tur-

nips have been raised from 16 bushels per acre of

bones, Avhile in the same field, and under similar

circumstances, but manured from the larm-yard at

the rate of from 8 to 10 tons per acre, the turnips

have been of the most interior description.

On peat soils, if previously drained and laid diy,

their advantages are reported to be so striking, that

from fifteen to twenty bushels of dust per acre,

drilled, have been also found to very far surpass

the ordinary dressing of stable-dung, and even of

lime and pigeons' dung.
On gravels, the reports are meagre and contra-

dictory, though perhaps reconcilable in principle,

as it has been justly observed, that "a gravelly

soil may embrace every variety of texture and
quality, from the light dry sand to the water-log-

ged yellow clay—preserving in each the necessa-

ry admixture of stones and crrit." To wet gravel,

their application has been found decidedly unfavo-
rable.*

j^nalysis.

An examination of the component parts of soils,

* Doncaster Report, p. 8.

and of the power ol bones, when applied to them
as manure, would go far to explain the irregulari-

ty of their difierent eflects upon various kinds of
soil. Bone is known to consist of about equal
parts of earthy and anirnal matter ; the for-

mer chiefly composed of gypsum—which is of so
indestructible a nature as to have been termed, by
early chemists, the "earth of bones"—and a small
jiortion of carbonate of lime ; from which we iTmy
conclude that probably half the weij/ht of bones
is in the greater part consumed by plants as direct

nourishment in their state of growth, and that the
remainder is more gradually absorbed by the soil,

as well also as by the plants ; tor lime, though in

small amount, is always present, in greater or less

quantity, in all vegetable substances.

"The quantity of earthy matter varies accord-

ing to the age of the animal ; and, in like man-
ner, the quantity of animal matter varies also

in proportion to the condition of the animal. In
the best kinds of bones for manure, viz., those

li'om fat young animals, perhaps the following

proportions may give an approximation to the rel-

ative quantities of each in 100 parts:

—

Earthy and saline matter - - 40 ^
Cartilage and jelly - - - 40 > parts.

Fatty matter - - - - 20 3

The soft parts thus form, in the best bone, about

sixty, and upon an average, perhaps, amount to

fiity per cent., which are almost entirely consti-

tuted of the same elements of plants, and all of

them, sooner or later, liable to be dissolved and ab-

sorbed by the roots. The cartilage, indeed, when
the bones have been buried in a dry situation, is

very indestructible; but when exposed to the ac-

tion of air, water, soil, and vegetation, probably

pass into the state of jelly, and be dissolved, or

otherwise decomposed, probably at the time when
the fatly matter—the decomposition of which be-

gins almost immediately—shall have been nearly

exhausted."*
This analysis has been taken from an anony-

mous essay "on the action of ground bones on
plants and soils;" the author of which observes,

that "although it be granted that the comjiosition

of bones is thus well calculated to afford nourish-

ment to plants, ii must be admitted that the amount
of their action as a manure still remains in a great

measure unexplained. The quantity allowed per

acre is not usually more than 10 or 15 cwt., of

which not more than a half is eflicient as manure :

and this is but a small fraction of the weight vvhicl

we carry off the field in vegetable produce. Ii

these circumstances, we must either leave tht

matter unresolved, or have recourse to hypothetica

explanation, to be confirmed or disproved by fu-

ture observation." We agree with him in prefer-

ring the latter alternative, as best calculated tc

lead to a discovery of the truth ; and as an inquirj

into the cause of the different results occasioncc

by the specific application of bones to everj

species of soil would only lead us into- a wide anc

probably fruitless discussion, we shall confine our-

selves to an account of the analysis given by Mr-

(i. Sinclair, of the two kinds on which trials are

mentioned by him to have been made in Oxford-

shire.

That on the land of Sir Charles Throckmorton,

* Quart. Jour, of Agric, N. S., vol. i. p. 49
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on which the bone manure had such beneficial ef-

fects, contained in 400 parts :

—

Fine siliceous sand, 167 parts ; calcareous

sand, 43; water of absorption, 99 -

Decomposing animal and vegetable matter, >

destructible by fire - - - 5
Carbonate of lime (impalpable)

Silicia, or the pure earth of flints

Alumina, or the pure matter of clay

Oxide of iron ------
Soluble animal and vegetable matter prin-

^
cipally vegetable extract, with indica- >

tions of muriate of soda - - j
Moisture and loss

309

24

25

23
9

3

400

217

17

That on the land of Mr. Evans, jun., on which
the bone manure appeared to have no beneficial

eflect, consisted ol":

—

Calcareous sand and gravel, nearly pure )

carbonate of lime - - - >

Decomposing animal and vegetable matters, )

destructible by fire - - - )
Carbonate of lime (impalpable) - - 39
Silicia 85
Alumina 20
Oxide of iron ------ 5

Soluble matter, principally vegetable ex-

tract, with sulphate of lime, or gypsum
Moisture, or loss 13

400

On which he remarks, that "the striking and es-

sentia] point of difference between these two soils

consists in the carbonate of Ume. In the soil so

much benefited by the bone manure, carbonate of

lime is deficient, while in the soil so benefited by

it, the carbonate of lime is almost in excess ; at

least, had it not been so much in the form of gra-

vel and sand, the soil would have been what is

termed cold. The differences, also, between these

two soils, in the coarseness and fineness of their

sand and gravel, and the superior quantity of alu-

mina, or clay, in calcareous soil, should not be
overlooked."
The quantity applied to the siliceous sandy soil,

where the bones had such beneficial effects, was
36 bushels per acre, partly supplied from the dog-
kennel, and partly purchased. On the calcareous

soils, they were applied in a large quantity, and
also in a recent state ; on which Mr. S. observes,

that "animal matter being so much more easily

decomposed than vegetable matter, the recent

bones must afford nutriment to the soA very spee-

dily ;'' yet he adds, "that he has always found that

both animal and vegetable matter, before they be-

come beneficial to an immediate crop, require a
first stage of decomposition, and that this degree
of fermentation or decomposition is best effected

before these substances are applied to the land."

This accords with the report of the Doncaster
Association, in which it is said "to be acknow-
ledged by their correspondents to be a prevalent
opinion among intelligent fivrmers, that manufac-
tured bones are equal in their effect to raw bones ;"

in proof of which they instance the following ex-
periments :

—

Twenty-four acres having been boned at the
rate of 50 bushels per acre, [)art with bones which
had the oil stewed out of them, another part

with bones which were fliU of marrow, and a

third part with horses' bones having much flesh

upon them. The crop, which was turnips, was
all good, but the next crop, where the fleshy bones
were laid, was not so good.
Broken bones fresh li-om dog-kennels were

spread on a newly-plouirhed clover ley of high
sand land, at the rate of 80 bushels per acre, and
on the followitig day sown and harrowed in with
wheat; but the crop was bad, and no advantage
was observed to be derived from the bones in the

succeeding crops. The same experiment was re-

peated upon a piece of fallow in BIyth Forest,

sown with turnips, with similar results ; but the

same gentleman having sent bones from the dog-
kennels to be broken, and then laid upon a heap,
and covered with earth, in which state they re-

mained for about a month, after which they were
laid upon turnips : their good effects were visible

on every yard on which they spread, being the

largest and the best turnips in the field, although
the other part was manured from the farm-yard,

where a considerable quantity of oil-cake had
been consumed.
These experiments certainly tend to confirm the

fact, that fermentation is requisite to give imme-
diate effect to bones as manure, which is only in

accordance with the chemical principles applica-

ble to all animal substances ; for we all know, that

although flesh, if buried in the earth, will not pro-

duce any benefit to the land until it is decomposed,
yet that object once attained, its fertilizing powers
are instantly brought into force ; but we cannot
admit that this warrants the conclusion, "that man-
ufactured bones are equal in their effect to raw
bones." They may indeed be superior on a first

application ; and we make no doubt that when
thrown together and rendered putrid, they will be-
come more promptly available than if they had
undergone no fermentation whatever. Yet we
feel persuaded, both from the nature of animal
matter as manure, as well as from much inquiry

regarding the practical application of bones, that

when deprived by manufacture of the gelatin and
oil which they contain, their improvement of the

land will not be so durable as when they are laid

on raw, or after fermentation when collected in a
fresh state.* Many farmers are thus imposed
upon by dealers ; but the bones are sold to those

who are aware of their real value, lor much less

than the price of those from which the oily sub-

stance has been extracted.

Composts.

The fermentation of bone naturally leads to the

consideration of the subject of forming a compost

of bones loiih earth and other substances, by a mix-
ture with which they soon become decayed and
pulverized—a practice which is stated in the Don-
caster report to have been reconmicnded by seve-

ral very intelligent farmers, thirteen of whom,
solely from the result of their own experience, de-

scribe its effects as superior to those of bones used
singly. With some of these, it is the practice to

mix 50 bushels of bones with 5 loads of burnt

* Besides the various modes already in use of draw-
ing oil and spirits from bones and liorn, the cotton

manufacturers in Lancashire are said to have lately

used a glutinous substance, extracted from bones, in

the fabrication of the weft of their low-pnced cloth;

and there are now a number of manufactories of this

newly-discovered matter.
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clay, or good earth, per acre ; by which dressing,

the crops between liiiiow and fallow, excepting

clover, appear to have been increased one-fitth in

value. Others use forty bushels of bones, broken

from two to three inches, in a compost with five

loads of farm-yard manure, and a sufficient quan-

tity of earth, the eH'ect of which has been felt on

the wheat crop at the end of the four-course sys-

tem. Many also mix up dung, root, rape-dust,

and the ashes from weeds and house fires, with

the bones, by which great Iieat, and consequent

fermentation, is occasioned.

The most general practice, however, is to form

the compost entirely of bones and yard muck,
mixed, in various proportions, with

From 50 bushels of bones to 4 or 5 of dung.

20 do. 4 do.

12 do. 8 do.

This, if the heap be well covered, will no doubt

decompose the bones very rapidly ; and one per-

son states, "that he has used as much as 35 bush-

els ot bone dust, per acre, without manure, in the

same field where he laid six loads of fold manure,
and ten bushels of bone dust ; but the turnips on
the part manured with bone dust alone were not

so good as those on the part manured with the

compost and the succeeding crops were still worse
in comparison."

As the great amount of bones now actually

consumed as manure, besides the quantities ap-

plied to other purposes, may reasonably excite an
apprehension that the still increasing dem.and will

soon exceed the supply and consequently raise the

price, a correspondent of the "Quarterly Journal

of Agriculture,"* has suggested the following

economical method of employing them, which he
has used for the two last years, and by which he
states that he has obtained heavy crops of turnips.

He forms a compost, as the manure for one im-
perial acre, of 8 bushels of coarse bone-dust, with
no less than double that quantity of coal-ashes,

which may be generally procured for about 5s. per
ton. The ashes should be carefully collected in

dry weather and placed under cover, in order that

they may be kept free of moisture ; or, if that be
difficult, they may be strewed with a dusting of
quick-lime : after which they are to be riddled as

small as the dust itself, for otherwise, if sown with
a drilling-machine, they will not pass easily

through the hopper. The bones are then mixed
with the ashes ; the mass ferments, and evolves a

considerable degree of heat, when they soon be-
come fit for use.

Turnips raised with this compost, he affirms to

have always possessed the same characters of a
close crop, firm root, and hardiness to resist the
rigors of winter, that turnips raised with bone-dust
alone evince ; in proof of which, he has sold them
for £7 per acre, to be eaten off by sheep. He,
however, supposes that it is the bone-dust alone
which secures to the crop whatever nourishment
may be imparted to it at the future stages of its

growth, in which he is doubtless correct; but in

imagining that he has thus discovered a more eco-
nomical mode of their application in their effect

upon succeeding crops, we imagine that his further

experience will show him that he has been de-
ceived; for although the fermentation of the

* N. S. Vol. ii. No. 20. p. 258.

bones, occasioned by the application of the ashes,
may increase their power upon the actual crop, it

will be proportionahly diminished in those which
liillow, and we think that the instances which we
have already stated must convince practical men
thatthe durability ot theirinfluence upon thesoil de-
pends on the quantity in which they are applied.

j^ppUcation.

Independently of the decided fertilizing proper-
ties of bones, when applied to dry and light soils,

they have the great advantage of being procura-
ble at a small expense of carriage, which dimin-
ishes the labor of teams to a great extent; for one
wagon-load of 100 bushels, broken small, will in

most cases be found equal to 40 cart-loads of yard
manure. They are also capable of being pre-
served during a long time, when kept dry, with-
out incurring damage, and thus may be stored up
during the winter season, when farm business is

not pressing; added to which, they leave the land
ficcr from, weeds than when it is manured with
dung. This, and their suitableness to the drill

husbandry, renders them peculiarly adapted to the
cultivation of turnips—to which, indeed, they
have been the most universally applied ; and we
need not remind our readers, that on the success
of that crop generally depends those of the whole
succeeding course. The instances are also nume-
rous, upon all soils, of turnips being destro3-cd by
the f^y when sown in drills, having had the manure
placed directly under them ; when turnips sown ia

the same field, and on the same day, with bone-
dust, have entirely escaped their ravages. Their
value to the holders of light soils, in thus enabling
them to procure the certain means of improving
the returns from their land, by this increase of
their quantity of nutritive manure, may therefore

be considered inappreciable. It has been stated

as the comparative result of some experiments,
that bone-dust acts in the cultivation of grain, as
compared to the best stable manure, in the follow-

ing proportions :—namely.

In respect to the quality of the corn, as 7 to 5.

In respect to the quantity, as 5 to 4.

In respect to the durability of its effects on the
soil, as 3 to 2.*

We cannot indeed agree altogether in this esti-

mate ot its powers, but it requires no further ar-

guments to press its application upon the atten-

tion of every farmer, who is in possession of ground
to which it is suitable. We shall, therefore, only
add the following summary of the rules for its ap-
plication, as recommended by the members of the
Doncaster Agricultural Association, from which it

appears-^
That on dry sands, limestone, chalk, light

loams, and peat, bones are a very highly valuable
manure.
That they may be applied to grass with great

good effect.

That on arable lands, they may be laid on fal-

low for turnips, or used for any of the subsequent
crops.

That the best method of using them, when
broad-cast, is previously to mix them up in a com-
post with earth, dung, or other manures, and let

them lie to ferment.

' Repertory of Inventions, No. 86.
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That if used alone, they may either be drilled

with the seed, or sown broad-cast.

That bones which have, undergone the process

of fermentation are deciiledly superior (in their

immediate eH'ects) to those which have not done

so.

That the quantity should be about 20 bushels of

dust, or 40 buyhels of large, increasing the quan-

tity if the land be impoverished : and also, ac-

cording to our opinion, il' the bones have been al-

ready nianufvtured.

That upon clays and heavy loams, it does not

yet a|)pear that bones will answer.

On this latter observation, however, a firmer

near Nantwich, Cheshire, remarks, that he "oc-

cupies a firm in the township of Pickmore, the

soil of which is a clay loam, scarcely twelve inches

deep, the sub-soil a grey sand, mixed witli coarse

clay—which the farmers call raminel— on a bed of

good clay marl. Two years ago, ho covered the

field With bone-manure
;
previous to which the

grass was so sour, as not to be worth ten shillings

per acre ;. but is now full of most excellent her-

bage, consisting of white clover and tretoil ;" to

which he adds, that "in another of his fields, with

a clay soil, a sniall portion of it Avas manured,
thirty-two years ago, by a former tenant, with

bones ; and that, although it has been twenty

years in tillage, yet that part still shows a superi-

oritv over the rest."*

From the History of Insects in the Family Library.

NATURAL HISTORY OF ANTS.

Their Industry—AfFection for their Youno;—Courage
—Their Anger—Unite in Myriads for War and Ex-
termination—The Fallow Ants—The Sanguine Ants
—The Legionary Ants—Attack other Ants, and ra-

duce them to Slavery.

The history of the insects now to be described,

presents examples of an industry which has be-

come proverbial, and traits of aflection and ftjeling

Avhich would do honor to our own species. Love
and courage, patience and perseverance, almost

all the higher virtues of human nature, when ar-

rived at the higiiest pitch of earthly perfection,

seem to be the ordinary springs of action in the

ant.

Of ants, as of other social insects, the largest

portion of the community consists of neuters; be-

ings possessing the most exquisite sentiments of

maternity unalloyed by passion ; so that from their

birth to their death they live, think, and act only
for the offspring of another.

The instincts ol' this insect are, indisputably,

more extraordinary than those of any other in the

whole range of animated nature. The ancients

magnified them into iiibalons miracles. Pliny talks

of an Indian ant as big as an Egyptian wolf, of the

color ot a cat, which entered the bowels of the

earth in search of gold, of which I hey are said to

have been plundered during the winter by the hu-
man inhabitants of those regions.

But exaggeration and credulity apart, the real

habits and proceedings of these insects are so ex-
traordinary, that they would stagger our belief,

if not confirmed by such observers as Ilubcr and
Latreille.

* New Fanner's Magazine, No. 82, December,
183y.

Their nests contain tiiree kinds of individuals

—

males; females, which have wings; and neuters,

which are destitute of these appendages.
"In the warm days which occur fi'om the end of

July to the beginning ot September, and some-
times later, the inhabitants of the various species
of ants may be seen swarming with winged in-

sects; these are the males and liimales, preparing
to quit -lor ever the scenes of their nativity and
education. Every thing is in motion ; and the
silver wings, contrasted with the jet bodies which
compose the animated mass, add a degree of splen-
dor to the interesting scene. The bustle increas-

es, till at length the males rise, as it were, by
general impulse into the air, and the females ac-

company them : the whole swarm alternately rises

and fdls with a slow movement, to the lieight of
about ten feet ; the males flying obliquely with a
rapid zigzag motion, and the females, though fol-

lowing the general movement of the column, ap-
pearing sus|)enJed in the air, like balloons ; and
having their heads turned towards the wind."
Sometimes the swarm of a whole district unite

their infinite myriads, and seen at a distance, says
M. Gliditsch,* produce an efiect very much re-

sembling an aurora borealis, when from the border
of the cloud appear several columns of flame and
vapor, attended with a variety of luminous rays

and lines resembling forked lightning confined in

its brilliancy. The noise emitted by the countless

myriads of these creatures is not so loud as the

hum ol a smgle wasp, and the slightest breath
scatters them abroad. In the midst of these num-
berless males the females become fecundated, and
the greater portion of the former sex immediately
perishing, become the food of birds or of fish. So
numerous are they, that Dr. Bromley says they
formed a column on the waterwhere they had liil-

len, five or six miles long, eight or ten feet broad,

and six inches deep.

The lemales which escape are destined to Ibund

new colonics, and at first to do all the work of

neuters; in this particular resembling the mother
wasp : but prior to their constructing a new habi-

tation, they make themselves voluntary prisoners,

by throwing ofi' their wings. So extraordinary a
dismemberment requires to be supported by the

testimony of an eye-witness.

Accordingly, Iluber, who made the experiment,

states, "that liaving induced an ant to mount a
straw, he placed it on a table sprinkled with a lit-

*A species of ant, called by Linnapus the formica
sacchicora, appeared in such torrents in the island ol"

Granada, and destroyed the sugar-canes so completely

by undermining their roots, that a reward of i; 20,000

was offered to any one who should discover an elfuctu-

al mode of destroying them.
They descended from the hills in a flood, and filled

not only the plantation, but the roads for miles. Do-
mestic quadrupeds perished; and rats, mice, and rep-

tiles, were devoured by them, and even birds were so

harrassed when they alighted as quickly to die. No-
thing opposed their march : they blindly rushed into

the streams and were di-owned in such countless myri-

ads, that the aggregation of their tiny carcasses dam-
med up the waters, and formed a bridge ibr others to

pass over. The large fii-es lighted in their paths were
speedily extinguished by the rush of their masses, and

had not Providence swejtt them away in the torrents of

a terrible hurricane in 1780, every thing must have fal-

len before them.

—

Inlroduclion to Etjmolog'j, vol. i.

p. 85.
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lie earth, and covered with a glass bell ; scarcely

did she perceive tiie earth which covered the bot-

tom of her abode, when siie extended her wings,

with some elFort bringing thcni belbre lier head,

crossing thcin in every direction, throwing them
(rom side to side, anil |)roducing so many singular

contortions, that her fonr wings lell oil' at the same
moment, in his presence. Al'icr this change, she

reposed, brushed her corslet, traversed the ground,

evidently seeking a place of siielter; she partook

of the honey he gave her, and at last Ibund a hi-

ding i)lace under some loose earth."

Huber might well be astonished at the coolness

with which the female ant appeared to throw off

her wings : one would have thoiight that as nuich
proportionate sufiering would have been It^lt m her

tiny frame, from the loss of these members, as in

ours fi'om the amputation of all our limbs ; but in-

sects in general do not appear to be sensible of

much pain. A wasp will walk about, and even eat,

after his body has been cut into two, and a dragon
fly will voraciously devour its prey after the remo-
val of its abdomen.
Having cast olfits wings, the fecundated female

begins to prepare a habitation for herself In some
cases, however, the workers do not allow all the
females to quit the old nest; but detaining some
of those which have been impregnated, clip their

wings and keep them close prisoners so long, that

at last they become reconciled to their fate, and
prepare to lay eiigs. As if still afraid that the im-
pregnated female should depart, a single ant is ap-
pointed to watch her rnotions and supply her wants;
no Argus appears to be more vigilant : it mounts
on her abdomen, resting its two posterior legs on
the ground : these sentinels are constantly relieved.

As soon as an egg is deposited, the female be-
comes the object of the tender care of the neuters,
and as a mother she receives those attentions

which she would in vain have solicited as a vir-

gin. A court, composed of from ten to fifteen in-

dividuals. Bays Huber, continually follows her; she
is unceasingly the object of their care and caress-

es ; all are eager to collect around her, oficr her
nourishment, and assist her with their mandibles
in making her way through difficult and ascend-
ing passages; they also lead her through all the
different quarters of the ant-hill. The eggs taken
up by the laborers at the instant of their being laid,

are collected around her. When she seeks repose,
a group of ants environ her; several females live

in the same nest, and show no rivalry ; each has
her court, they pass each other uninjured, and sus-
tain in common the population of the ant-hill ; but
they possess no power, which it would seem is

lodged exclusively with the neuters.

"In whatever apartment," says Gould, "a
queen condescends to be present, she commands
obedience and respect ; a universal gladness
spreads itself throughout the whole cell, which is

expressed by particular acts of joy and exulta-
tion. They have a peculiar way of skipping and
leaping, and standing upon their hind legs, and
prancing with the others. These li-olics they make
use of, both to congratulate each other when they
meet, and to show their regard for their queen

;

some of them gently walk over her, others dance
around her, and she is generally encircled with a
cluster of attendants."

Their affection is extended, it would appear
fi-om Huber, even beyond life; for when a pi'eg-

VoL. IV—42

nant female dies, five or six laborers rest near her,

and for some days lick and brush lier constantly,

either with a liope to revive that little particle of
cherished dust, or as a tribute of their insliuctive

love for the departed.

If we observe the ant-bill, we shall see so many
traits of this affection of the worker towards the

ftimale, as to satisfy us that the imprisonment and
mutilation she had undergone at the hands of the

former are dictated alone by that instinct wliich

prompts the ant to continue its kind. The repub-

lic of ants is not annually dissolved like tliut of
bees and wasps.
Attachment to the female is not the only in-

stance of afiection evinced liy these insects ; ibey,

as well as bees, appear to recognize each other even
afler a long absence. Huber, liaving taken an
ant-hill from the woods, placed it in his glass hive

;

finding that he had a superabundance of ants, he
allowed some of them to escape, and these farmed
a nest in his garden. Those which were in the

hive he carried into his study, and observeil their

habits for four months, alter which period he placed

tb.e hive in the garden within fifteen paces of the

natural nest. Immediately, the ants established in

it recognized their former companions, with whom
they had held no connnunication for tour months ;

they caressed them with their antenn;e, and taking

them up in their mandibles, led them to their own
nest. Presently others arrived in crowds and car-

ried off the fugitives in a similar manner ; and
venturing into the artificial ant-hill, in a few days
caused such a desertion that it was wholly depop-
ulated.

Tlie above anecdote seems to prove that ants

have a language of dumb signs of wliich the or-

gans are the antenna^. As yet the proofs of this

antennal language have been drawn from the af-

fections of these creatures, but more striking ones
are derived from their passions. For there are

lt?w animals in wliich the passions assume a more
deep and threatening aspect; they unite them in

myriads for the purposes of war and extermina-
tion.

It would perhaps be too much to say, that the
warfare which takes place among ants calls forth

bright traits of character, and occasions the exer-

cise of virtues which under no other combination
of circumstances could be exhibited. Yet Latre-

ille, after he had cut off the antennir- of an ant,

saw another approach it as if compassionating the

loss of a member as dear to the owner as the pu-

pil of our eye to us, and afler caressing the sufler-

er, pour into the wound a drop of a liquid from its

own mouth.
The causes which give rise to these wars are,

no doubt, as important to them as those which
urge human monarchs to devastate, and human
heroes to struggle for victory. The ants will dis-

pute furiously about a few square feet of dust;

and such an object is of equal magnitude and im-
portance to them, as a river, or a mountain, to an
emperor. Sometimes a straw, the carcass of a
worm, a single grain of wheat, will cause myriads
to engage in deadly strife, and leave the misera-
ble inches of surrounding earth thickly strewed
with the pigmy dead. Sometimes a nobler aim
will cause them to defentl to the uttermost their

homes and their young, from tlie marauding am-
bition of a neighboring hill. "Alas !" says Bacon,

"the earth, with men upon it, will not seem much
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other than an ant-hill, where some ants carry corn,

and some carry their young, and some go emp-
ty, and all to and fro around a liitle heap ol

dust."

"Il" we wish to behold," says P. Huber, "reg-u-

lar armies wage war in all its Ibrms, we must visit

the forests in which the fallow ants esiablish their

dominion over every insect within their territory :

we shall there see populous and rival cities and
regular roads, diverging from the ant-hill like so

many radii from a centre, and frequented by an
immense number of combatants; wars between
hordes of the same species, for they are naturally

enemies, and jealous of any encroachment upon
the territory which surrounds their capital. It is

in these forests 1 have witnessed the inhabitants

of two large ant-hills engaged in a spirited com-
bat ; two empires could not have brought into the
field a more immerous or more determined body of
combatants.

"Both armies met half-way from their respec-

tive habitations, and the battle commenced : thou-
sands of ants took their stations upon the highest
ground, and fought in pairs, keeping firm hold of

their antagonists by their mandibles ; while a con-
siderable number were engaged in the attack,

others were leading away prisoners; the latter

made several ineffectual endeavors to escape, as if

aware that upon reaching the camp a cruel death
awaited them. The field of battle occupied a
a space of about three feet square : a penetrating
odor exhaled on ali sides; and numbers of dead
ants were seen covered with venom. The ants

composing groups and chains laid hold of each
others legs and pincers, and dragged their an-
tagonists on the ground ; these groups formed suc-

cessively. The fight usuall)' commenced between
two ants, who seizing each other by the mandi-
bles raised themselves upon their hindlegs, to al-

low of their bringing their abdomen forward, and
spurting their venom upon their adversary : they
were frequendy so wedged together, that they feil

on their sides, and fought a long time in that situ-

ation in the dust: shortly afterward they raised

themselves,when each began dragging its adversa-
ry ; but when their force happened to be equal,

the wrestlers remainded immovable, and fixed

each other to the ground, until a third came to de

remainded close to the armies, not a single com-
batant climbed up my legs.

The ordinary operations of the two cities were
not suspended, ami in all the immediate vicinity

of the ant-hills order and peace prevailed ; on that
side on which the battle raged alone were seen
crowds of these insects running to and fro, some
to join the combatants, and some to escort the pris-

oners. This war terminated vvithout any disas-

trous results to either of the two republics; long-

continued rains shorteil its duration, and each band
of warriors ceased to frequent the road which led

to the enemy's camp."
The astonishing part of this singular detail is,

the instinct which enables each ant to know its

own party. Of the same species, alike in form,

size, faculties and arms, it yet rarely happens that

two of the same side attack each other; and when
this takes place, says Ilubcr, "those which are the

objects of this temporary error caress their com-
panions with their antenn;e, and readily appease
their anger." We can comprehend the existence

of an instinct Avhich shall, at all times, cause an
animal to build its habitation after a distinct fash-

ion, but a spontaneous combination of faculties

seems to take place in the conduct of these wars.

The insects march, countermarch, take prisoners,

distinguish each other, retreat ; in short, do all that

man would do under similar circumstances. No-
thing like the fiatality of instinct is perceptible.

These wars were accidental, might never have
happened, and perhaps only happen in one com-
munity out of ten. Neither are they conducted
alike in all cases, but are obviously modified ac-

cording to the varying circumstances of time and
place. These A-ery fallow ants, when they attack

the sanguine ants, for example, adopt a system of
ambuscade and stratagem ; and the sanguine an's,

if too hardly pressed, send off a courier to their

ant-hill for farther assistance, and immediately,

says Huber, a considerable detachment leaves the

sanguine city, advances in a body, and surrounds

the enemy.
That ants, being such determined warriors,

should occasionally have games of mimic war is

is not surprising. "I visited," says Huber, "one
of the fallow ant-hills, exposed to sun, and shel-

tered to the north : the ants were heaped on one
cide the contest. It more commonly happened another, enjoying the temperature of the surface

that both ants received assistance at the same of the nest ; none of them were at work. This
time, when the whole four, keeping firm hold of a immense multitude of insects presented the ap-
ioot or antenna, made ineffectual attempts to win pearance of a liquid in a state ebulition, upon
the battle. In this way they sometimes formed
groups of six, eight, or ten, firmly locked all to-

gether ; the group was only broken, when several

warriors from the same republic advanced at the
same time, and compelled the enchained insects to

Jet go their hold, and then the single combats
were renewed: on the approach of night, each
party retired gradually to their own city.

"On the following day, before dawn, the ants
returned to the field of battle—the groups again
formed—the carnage recommenced with greater
lury than on the preceding evening, and the scene
of combat occupied a space of six feet by two

:

the event remained for a long time doubtful ; about
midday the contending armies had removed to the
distance of a dozen feet from one of their cities,

whence, I conclude, that some ground had been
gained : the ants fought so desperately, that they
did not even perceive my presence, and though I

which the eye had some difficulty in resting : but

when I examined the conduct of each ant, I saw
them approach each other, moving their antense

with astonishing rapidity ; with slight movements
of their fore-feet they patted the lateral parts of

the head of the other ants. After these gestures,

resembling caresses, they were observed to raise

themselves on their hind-legs, by pairs struggle to-

gether, seize each other by a mandible, foot, oran-
tenna, and then immediately relax their hold to

recommence the attack. They fastened on the

thorax, or abdomen, embraced and overthrew
each other, then raise themselves by turns, taking

their revenge without producing any mischief.

They did not spurt forth their venom as in their

hostile combats, nor retain their adversary with

the obstinacy which they manifest in their serious

quarrels. I frequently visited this ant-hill, which
almost always presented the same spectaclej hut
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I never saw any quitting it wounded or maimed :

thus tliere is reason to believe tiiat, industrious as

they are, the ant has its Iiours of repose, and its

season lor cnioyniTit ; its serious duties, and its

pleasurable (rainbols."

Connected with the subject of the wardire o(

ants is the history of a species o(" this insect, not

existing in these islands, called, by liuber, the

Amazon, or Legionary Ant, Formica riifescens ol

Latreille. It is both warlike and powerful, and,

unlike the rest of the tribe, its habits are tar from

being industrious. Enough has been said to show
that the proceedings of some insects so nearly

resemble human actions, as to excile our greatest

wonder : but the habits of the legionary are still

more surprising than the proceedings of the chiefs

which we have just bescribed ; it is actually found

to be a slave-dealer, attacking the nests of other

species, stealing their young, rearing them, and
thus, by shifting all the domestic duties of their re-

public on strangers,escapingfrom labor themselves.
This curious f;^ct, first discovered by Huber, has
been confirmed by Latreille, and is atlmitted by all

naturalists. The slave is distinguished from its

master by being of a dark ashcolor, so as to be
entitled to the name of Negro—an epithet now
appropriated to the Formica fasca, or ash-colored
ants. Their masters are light in color. The ne-

gro, is an industrious, peaceable, stingless insect;

the legionary, a courageous, armed, and lazy one.

The relation between them is not, however, that

which subsists between a task-master and his

bondsman, but a strong attachment is mutually
felt—another instance of the modification of in-

stinct, education obliterating in the ash-colored ant
all is natural antipathy to another species. All
that we know concerning these extraordinary

creatures being derived from Air. P. Huber, the
following is a short summary of his account.

While walking near Geneva, between four and
five in the evening of the 17th of June, 1804, this

distinguished naturalist observed an army of the
rufescent or legionary ants traversing the road.

The colunm occupied a space of ten inches in

length, by four in breadth ; they rapidly quitted

the road, passed a 'hick hedge, entered a pasture-

ground, wound through the grass without break-

ing the line of march, and approached a nest in-

habited by the negro or ash-colored ant. Some
of its inhabitants were guarding the entrance, but

on the discovery of an approaching army, they
daned forth on the advancing party. The alarm
was communicated to the interior, whence their

companions rushed in numbers to join in the de-
fence of their underground residence. The bulk
of the army of the legionaries being about two
paces ofl", now quickened their march, and in an
instant the whole battalion fell upon and over-
threw the negroes, who, after a short and obsti-

nate conflict, retired and took refuge in the lowest
parts of the nest. The legionaries now mounted
the hillock ; some took possession of the principal

avenues, while others effected a new breach with
their teeth, so as to admit the remainder of the
army. Having thus taken the city by assault,

they remained in it only a i'^w minutes: return-

ing by the apertures through which they had en-
tered, each carried in its mouth either a larva or a
pupa, and scampered away without order or regu-
larity. M. Huber followed them for some time,
but lost sight of them in a cornfield. Wishing to

observe the assaulted city again, he retraced his
steps, and saw a small number of ash-colured la-

borers perched on the stalks of plants, holding in

their mouths the few Iarva> wliich they had suc-
ceeded in rescuing from pillage.

The next morning, Huber, taking the same
road, with the hope of once more seeing a simi-

lar scene, discovered a large ant-hill tenanted by
legionaries. At five in the evening, provided the

weather be fine, and the temperature 67° Faren-
hcit in the shade, these sally out. During the

oiher part of the day they appear to do little ; but
at this hour they become restless, assemble on the
outside of the city, move round it in circles: a
signal is then given, which they pass from one to

the other, striking, as they proceed, with their an-
tennae and forehead, the breasts of their compan-
ions ; these in their turn, approach those advan-
cing, and communicate the same signal—it is that
of departure—as the result satisfactorily proves.

Those which receive the intimation are instantly

seen to put themselves on the march ; the column
becomes organized ; and not a single amazon re-

mains near the garrison. There is no commander-
in-chiefj every ant is in turn first, each seeking to

be foremost. A small number may, however, be
observed constantly returning to the rear: this is

probably the means by which the whole army is

governed.
With such dispositions, manoeuvres, and disci-

pline, Huber saw an army of legionaries set out
for a negro city. With their usual impetuosity of
attack, one party soon entered, and returned laden
with the young of the assailed ant-hill ; a second
detachment, not meeting with equal success, sepa-
rated from their companions, and fell on another
negro colony, where they met with ample booty

;

aller which the whole number of legionaries

marched to their nest in two divisions. As they
approached, Huber, saw, to his astonishment, a
great number of the very same species which had
been pillaged, all around the nest of the legiona-
ries. Was tliis a diversion made by carrying the
war into the enemy's territory? No: the return

of the legionaries excited no alarm ; on the con-
trary, the negro ants were seen to approach these

warriors, caress them with their antennee, ofler

them nourishment, as is the custom among their

own species, while the legionaries consigned their

prisoners to them to be carried to the interior of
the nest.

In this way the same negro colony was observed
to be attacked three several times, and each time
with complete success ; the last attack, however,
was made under different circumstances from the

first two : the negroes, as if conscious of their ex-
posed situation, had lost no time in throwing up
trenches, barricading- the several entrances, and re-

inforcing the guard of the interior; "they had
moreover, brought too-ether all the little pieces of

wood and earth within their reach ; with these

they had blocked up the passage to their habita-

tion, in which they had posted themselves in full

force."

"The legionaries at first hesitating to approach,
rambled about or returned to the rear ; they then
on a given signal rushed forward en masse, with
great impetuosity, removing with their teeth and
feet the many obstacles which impeded their pro-

gress : having succeeded, they entered the ant-hill

by hundreds, notwithstanding the resistence of it8
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inhnbitants, and carried off tlieir prize to the gar-

rison."

In these attacks the leirionaries never take the

old negroes prisoners, knowing perhaps that at an
adult age the love of home, with all its associa-

tions, would be sad obstacles to transplantation
;

nor is their contest attended with loss of blood

;

they seek the young, and these being obtained,

they speedily decamp with their booty. Nor do
they ever begin their predatory warfare belbre the

end of May, or beginning of June ; if they com-
menced at an earlier period to purloin the young
negroes, they might secure a large supply of cap-

tives, but then it would principall}' consist of males
and lemales, and these it seems nature does not

permit them to seize: lijr she has ordained that,

in the ant-hills destined to pillage, the males and
females shall be produced earlier than the males
and females shall be produced earlier than the

males and females of the legionaries; and it is

only after their own males and females have un-
dergone the last change, that the instinct which
prompts them to steal the young of others begins to

operate. Hence, Huber has distinctly ascertained,

and Latreille has confirmed the discovery, that the

legionarj^ ant-hill contains male, female, and neu-

ter amazons, together with negro-neuters, but ne-

ver negro males or females. The amazon female,

after having cast ofi' her wings, lays the founda-
tion of lier own nest, and perlorms all the duties of
a laborer. There is no doubt that these creatures

have the ability to work, and do so ; but as soon
as Ihey obtain slaves to do that for them which
they ought to do themselves, they relinquish every
domestic duty, and during the day "tranquilly

wait, at the bottom of their subterranean a-

bode, the hour of departure, reserving their

strength, courage, and the address vvhich they
so well know how to display, for the purposes of
war."
On the negroes reared among them they de-

pend not only for house and home, but even for

food; and these faithful and affectionate servants
begrudge neither labor nor pains, in providing for

their masters. Huber enclosed thirty amazons
with several pupte, and larvaj of their own species

and twenty negro pupse in a glass box, the bottom
of which was covered with a thick layer of earth

;

honej'' was given to them, so that, although cut

off from their auxiliaries, the amazons had both
Bheiter and food : at first they appeared to pay
Korse little attention to the young ; this soon
ceased, and theyneifher traced out a dwelling, nor
took any food ; in two da3's one-half died of hun-
ger, and the other remained weak and languid:
commiserating their condition, he o-ave them one
of their black companions : this little creature, un-
assisted, formed a chamber in the earth, gathered
together the larva;, put every thing into complete
order, and preserved the liv^es of those which were
about to perish.

In order to obtain a more intimate knowledge
of the facts, the same observer of nature opened
and deranged an ant-hill in which the ne-
groes and amazons dwelt together; in doing so,

the aspect of their city was so altered as not to be
recognized by the amazons. and they were seen
wandering at random over its surface. The ne-
groes, however, ajjpeared to be well acquainted
with the new localities of the ant-hill, and relieved

them ti-om their embarrassment, by taking them

up gently in their mandibles, and conducting them
to the galleries already pierced. "An amazon was
frequently seen to approach a negro, and play
upon its head with its antennse, when the latter

immediately seized the former in its pincers, and
deposited it at one of the entrances ; the amazon
ant then unrolled itself", caressed once more its

kind friend, and passed into the interior of the

nest; and then the negro lost its way too, and
wandered about carrying the amazon.

"I observed one," continues Huber, "afier inef-

fectual vvindings, lake the precaution of laying its

burden on the ground: the amazon remained on
the same spot until the negro returned to its as-

sistance, which having well ascertained and ex-

amined one of" the entrances, resumed its load,

and bore it into the interior."

If the entrance to any gallery happened to be
obstructed, the negro, depositing its burden, went
to remove the obstruction, and again taking up the

amazon, introduced it into the nest. It often hap-
pens that the ant-liill is not sufficiently commo-
dious, in this case the negroes alone decide upon
the expediency of a removal, and choose a spot

for the new dwelling ; they set about building, and
as soon as the works are sufliciently advanced,

appear eager to conduct the legionaries to the new
city : for this purpose, each negro takes up an am-
azon, which it cariies to the chosen spot, so that

a long line of these faithful creatures may be seen

extendino' all the way from the old to the new
town ; their charges are then deposited at the va-

rious entrances, when other negroes come out,

welcome their arrival, and usher them into the in-

terior of their new abode.

The negro is not the only species of ant subju-

gated by the legionaries. The mining ants are

attacked for a similar purpose ; but as these are

a much more resolute race than the pacific ash-

colored tribe, the legionaries are obliged to vary

their tactics.

In one of these forays, the amazons," says Hu-
ber, "proceeded like a torrent along a deep dike,

and marched in a more compact body than ordina-

ry, and in a short time reached the nest they pro-

posed to attack. As soon as the legionaries began
entering the subterranean city, the miners rushed

out in crowds, and while some fell upon the inva-

ders with great spirit, others passed through the

scene of contest solely occupied in bearing of! to a

place of safety their larvre and pupa?."

The amazon army was often despoiled of its

booty, but their superiority address and agility at

length gave them the advantage, and in a quar-

ter of an hour they were seen returning home
wards loaded with prey—not, however, straggling,

and a file, as after an assault upon the negroes,

but in a compact mass ; a precaution so much the

more necessary, as the courageous miners disputed

every inch of ground, following and attacking

them until they arrived within ten paces of the

amazonian citadel.

Besides the amazons, there is another slave-

making species, called the yijrmi'm sans;innea ; a
species which has not as yet been discovered in

this island. They are larger than the legionaries :

unlike them, however, they share the labor with

their slaves. Their mode of attack is very differ-

ent from that of the legionaries ; the latter carry

every thing by sheer impetuosity; the former ne-

ver j'our in immense masses, but attack in small
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divisions: they sometimes go one hundred and
filly paces, to attack a negro habitation, and tlie va-

rious divisions succeed each other by means ofcou-

riers, which are evidently sent off to (etch assis-

tance from tlie garrison.

"On the 15th July, at 10 a. m.," says Huber,

"a small division ot sanguine ants was despatched

from the garrison, and arrived in quick march near

a nest of negro ants, situated twenty paces dis-

tant, around which they took their station. The
inhabitants perceiving the strangers, rushed forth,

and made several prisoners ; the sanguine ants ad-

vanced no (iirlher: they appeared to be vvaiting

for reintbrcements ; from lime to time, little com-
panies arrived Irotn the garrison to strengtlum the

brigade : thus reunited they advanced a little near-

er, and seemed more willing to run the risk of a

general engagement ; but in proportion as they ap-

proached the negro dwelling, the more solicitous

did they seem to despatch couriers to the garrison,

who, arriving in great haste, produced considera-

ble alarm, when another division was immediate-
ly despatched to join the army. The negroes took

up a position of about two feet square, in iront of
their nest, where nearly their whole force was as-

sembled, awaiting the enemy." In the interim,

tlie pupa* were removed to the side of the nest

facing the field of battle, so that they might be con-
veyed away at a moment's warning, affording a
trait of what Hnber calls prudence, and certainly

a marvellously singular one it is. When fighting

with the amazons, the impetuosity of the attack

leaves the negro-ant no time for thought, but in

their contests with the sanguine ant, they vary
their tactics so as to meet the new circumstances.

The latter instances being sufficiently reinforced,

make the attack, and band after band pillage and
carry away their booty, not in a few minutes, as is

done by the amazons, but during the whole day
;

and if the pillaged city should suit them belter

than tlieir own, they remove to it on the following

morning ; at least so it appears in an instance ob-

served by Huber. It is rare, according to that au-
thor, that they do not change at least once during
the year. They certainly inspire the negroes with
great terror, for these, once attacked by them, ge-
nerally forsake their nest forever.

"To their own slaves they are much attached
;

the sanguine ants are often besieged by the fallow

ants : on these occasions they carry tlieir servants
to the lowest chambers, and these, as if aware of
the intention of their removal, immediately begin
Itarricading the different entrances, with every
species of material lying within their reach.

"The sanguine ants evince extraordinary fore-

sight ill these engagements ; for while one party
is fighting, another is engaged in bearing away
the negroes, who immediately begin constructing
a new dwelling at a considerable distance from the
scene of combat-"
Such is is the extraordinary recital contained in

that delightllil work of Huber's, every fact of

which has been confirmed by the subsequent ob-
servations of the accurate and learned Latreille.

It would seem that the negro and miner ants are
both occasionally enslaved and dwelt together in

the sanguine ant-hills. And Huber has brought
up legionaries and sanguine ants, which are both
slave-makers, with negroes, in one common dwell-
ing:.

IFrom tlie London Mechanics' Magazine.

THE ICE TRADK BKTWEKN AMERICA AND
INDIA.

The arrival of the Tuscany with a cargo of ice

from America forms an epoch in the history of Cal-

cutta worthy of commemoration, as a facetious

fiiend remarked, in a medal of frosted silv^er. In

the month of May last we received a present of

some ice from Dr. Wise, at Hugil, (whose efforts

have been so long directed to the extension of its

manuflicture by the native process,) as a proof that

the precious luxury might be preserved by careful

husbandry, until the season when its coolness was
the most grateful: little did we then contemplate

being able to return the compliment, with a solid

lump of the clearest crystal ice at the conclusion of

the rains! nor that we should be finally indebted

to American enterprise lor the realization of a
pleasure for which we have so long envied our

more fortunate countrymen intheupper provinces;

nay, even the beggars of Bokhara, who in a cli-

mate at times more sultry than ours, according to

Lieutenant Burnes, "purchase ice for their water,

even while entreatingthe bounty of the passenger."

ProfessorLeslie with his thousand glassexhausters,

and his beautiful steam-air pumps, tantalized us

with the hopes of a costly treat, and ruined poor

Taylor, the bold adopterof his theory; but science

must, in this new instance, as on many former oc-

casions, confess herself vanquished or forestalled

by the simple practical discovery, that a body of

ice may be easily conveyed from one side of the

globe to the other, crossing the line twice, with a
very moderate loss from liquefaction.

We are indebted to Mr. J. J. Dixwell, the agent
of the proprietors, for the following interesting par-

ticulars relative to the Tuscany's novel cargo, and
the mode of shipping ice from America lor foreign

consumption.

The supplying of ice to the West Indies and to

the southern States of the Union, New Orleans,

&c., has become within these few years an exten-

sive branch of trade under the successful exertions

of its originator, Frederick Gudar, Esq., of Bos-
ton, with whom S. Austen, Esq., and Mr. W. C.

Rogers, are associated in the present speculation.

The ponds from which the Boston ice is cut, are

situated within ten miles of the city; it is also pro-

I

cured from the Kennebec and Penobscot rivers, in

[the state of Maine where it is deposited in ice-

houses on the banks and shipped from thence to

I

the capital. A peculiar machine is used to cut it

from the ponds in blocks of two feet square, and

I

from one foot to eighteen inches thick, varying ac-

I cording to the intensity ot the season. If the win-

ter does not prove severe enough to freeze the Ava-

ter to a convenient thickness, the square slabs are

laid again over the sheet ice, until consolidated

and so recut. The ice is stored in ware-houses
constructed for the purpose at Boston.

For shipping it to the West Indies, a voyage
of ten or fifteen days, little precaution is used.

The whole hold of the vessel is filled with it, hav-
ing a lining of tan, about four inches thick, upon
the bottom and sides of the hold; and the top lifts

covered with a layer of hay. The hatches are

then closed, and are not allowed to be opened till

the ice is ready to be discharged. It is usually

measured for shipping, and each cord reckoned at

three tons; a cubic foot weighs 58^ lbs.

For the voyage to India, a much longer one
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than had been hitherto attempted, some additional

precautions were deemed necessary ibr the pre-

servation oi' the ice. Tlie ice hold was an insu-

lated house, extending from the after part of the

forward hatch to the (ijrvvard part of the after

hatch, about fifty feet in length. It was construct-

ed as ibllows :—a floor of one-inch deal planks was
first laid down upon the dunnage at the bottom of

the vessel; over this was strewed a layer, one foot

thick of tan; that is, the refuse bark from the tan-

ners' pits, thorougl)ly dried, which is found to be a

very good -and ciieap non-conductor: over this was
laid another deal planking, and the four sides of

the ice-hold vvere built up in exactly the same
manner, insulated from the sides of the vessel.

The pump, well, and main-mast, were boxed
around in the same manner.
The cubes of the ice were then packed or built

together so close as to leave no space between
them, and to make the whole one solid mass

.

about 180 tons were thus stowed. On the top was
pressed down closely a foot of hay, and the whole
was shut up from access of air, with a deal plank-

ing one mch thick nailed upon the lower surface of
the lower deck timbers; the space between the

planks and deck being stuffed with tan.

On the surface of the ice, at two places, was in-

troduced a kind of float, having a guage rod pass-

ing through a stuffing-box in the cover ; the ob-

ject of which was to denote the gradual decrease
of the ice, as it melted and subsided bodily.

The ice was shipped on the 6th and 7th of May,
1833, and discharged in Calcutta on the 13th, 14th

and 15th, and 16th of September, making the

voyage in lour months and seven days. The
amount of wastage could not be exactly ascer-

tained from the sinking of the ice-guage; because,
on opening the chamber, it was found that the ice

had melted between each block, and not from the
exterior only, in the manner of one solid mass, as

was anticipated. Calculating from the rods, and
irom the diminished draughtof the ship, Mr. Dix-
well estimated the loss on arrival at Diamond
Harbor, to be fifly-five tons; six or eight tons more
being lost during the passage up the river; and
probably about twenty in landing. About one
hundred tons, say three thousand maunds, were
finally deposited in the ice-house on shore; a lower
room in a house at Brightman's Ghaut—rapidly
floored, and lined with planks for the occasion.

The sale has not, we believe, been so rapid as

might have been expected, amounting to no more
than ten maunds per diem, although Mr. Rogers
has fixed the price at the low rate of four annas
per seer, one half of the price estimated for the
Hugil ice, which was calculated to be somewhat
cheaper in proportion than saltpetre. The public
requires to be habituated to it, and to be satisfied

of the economy of its substitution for the long-es-
tablished process of cooling. There may also be
some doubts of the best mode of preserving so
fleeting a commodity; but on this head we cannot
but advise an imitation of the methods pursued
on a large scale on board of the Tuscany. For
the application of the ice to the purposes of cool-

ing, ample directions have been given in the
"Gleanings of Science," vol. iii. p. 120. A box
or basket, or tin case, with several folds of l)lan-

kets, or having a double case lined with paddy
chafij or any non-conducting substance, will pre-

serve the ice until wanted ; and for cooling water

or wine, the most effectual method oi all is to put
a lump of the clear crystal into the liquid. The
next best is to spread fi-agments upon the bottles

laid horizontally, and have them wrapped in flan-

nel for a couple of hours.

So effectual was the non-conducting power of
the ice-house on board, that a thermometer placed
on it did not differ perceptibly from one in tlie ca-

bin. From the temperature of the water pumped
out, and that ol" the air in the rim of the vessel,

Mr. Dixwell ascertained that the temperature of

the hold was not sensibly affected by the ice.

Upon leaving the topic, and running rapidly into

higher latitudes, it retained its heat for some time
;

but aOer being several weeks in high latitudes,

and becoming cooled to the temperature of the ex-
ternal air and sea, it took more than ten days in

the tropics before the hold was heated again to

the tropical standard.

From the Genesee Farmer.

SMALL MATTERS.

These are the very things about which farmers
in general are far too negligent. The great things
are allowed to engross the whole time and care,

while the important facts that every thing great is

composed of parts, is wholly overlooked. If the
parts are taken care of, the whole is salir. ; but a
neglect of items fi-equently causes serious or total

loss. It is the neglect of small matters in farming
that makes such an annual reduction in the profits

of" the farm ; and more agriculturists fail of secu-
ring competence in consequence of this fiiult than
any other, or perhaps all others put together. A
lew kernels of chess, or a little smut in your seed
wheat, are small matters of themselves, but the

influence they exercise on the crop is generally a
serious affair

;
yet too many deem their presence

so small a matter, that an hour or two of fanning
and liming is considered as time thrown away.
A shingle from the roof of the barn is a small

matter, so small that many fiirmers think it un-
worthy of notice; yet that shingle opens a place

through which the rain falls on the wheat or the

hay. and does sufficient damage in the mow to pay
for a thousand shingles, and the expense of putting

them on in the bargain. A rail fallen fi-om the top

of the fence, a board knocked off the gate, a hole

made under the lence by the pigs, are also among
the small matters, that too many fiirmers pass by
as unworthy of notice. Yet when he gets up
some fine morning, and finds his herds pasturing

in his wheat, occasioning the loss of some half a

dozen head—when he sees some unlucky stroller

in the highway take advantage of the defect in big

gate and demolish the remainder—and when he
finds that his pigs have destroyed half an acre of

potatoes, and made a feast of his garden vegeta-

bles, then he begins to think five minutes spent in

preventing such accidents, springing fiom pure

carelessness, would be better than a week spent in

remedying or regretting them. The man who
never pays attention to small matters, is precisely

one of those who suffers most from unruly cattle

and horses, who spends the most money in paying,

and the most time in repairing, damages, and who
will, unless he lurns over a new leaf, most assured-

ly find that the whole cannot be greater than the

parts, and that he is lunning on a rock which has

been the ruin of thousands.
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There are other small matters not so intimately I John Janney, Esq. tlie following resolutions were
connected perhaps with success in farming as those

{

unanimously adopted

we have hinted above, yet which are equally, and

perhaps more indispensable to the real comfort of

the farmer. The mode of life which a man leads

in his (amily—the manner in which the articles

he provides for the use of his family are dis-

posed of—the trainintj and education of the chil-

dren—and the taste he acquires ami cultivates,

may be numbered among these. Separately they

are too generally considered of little conseiiuence,

yet united as their influence is, and must be, to be

right in these things is very important.

The appearance of the larni dwelling, the skill

shown m planning, ami the ta^te in embellishing,

are often ranked among the small matters of the

farmer. Too many seem to unaginc, that the

farmer has no business with any thing but the

plough and the hoe—that it is of no consequence

1st. Resolved, as the sense of this meetino-,
That it is highly expedient and proper to aid and
ciicoumge the introduction and culture of silk

within the county of Loudoun.
2J. Resolved, That as a means of accomplish-

ing this object, the Board of Overseers oi'the Poor
of Loudoun be, and they are hereby requested to

take such steps as they may deem expedient, to

establish a mulberry orchard, upon the poor-
house farm of (his county, upon such a scale as to

them may seem advisable and necessary.

3d. Resolved, That the Chairman of this meet-
ing do forward a copy of the proceedings hereof,
to the President of the board of the overseers of
poor, with a request that he will submit them to

the consideration of that body.
4th. Resolved, That the respective editors of

whether his taste, and his moral and intellectual
;

newspapers in the town of Leesburg, be request
qualites are properly cultivated and trained, forget-

ting that in the farming population resides the go-

vernment—that they in reality make and unmake
governors and presidents—and that as they arc

\vell or ill-inli)rmed, so will their conduct be judi-

cious or injurious.

Planting a tree for ornament or for use—a rose

bush for its fragrance and its beauty—the lilac and
the snowball for their agreeable appearance—the

bed of strawberries for the gratification of the pal-

ate—the training the clematis or the bitter-sweet

over the windows, to temper the light and refresh

the mind by their vivid green and waving foliage,

are all ranked among the small matters by many
farmers, and the few minutes required to accom-
plish all this, is deemed by such time thrown away.
On the contrary, we think these very things as of
great consequence ; every tree and shrub planted

adds to the value of the farm, for there are few
men so insensible to natural beauty as not to be
willing, in purchasing a farm, to pay something
extra for its gratification ; and no idea of agricul-

tural comfort can be formed, in which some, or all

of these things, do not make part. Wealth is

composed of parts of dollars—the longest life of
seconds—happiness of single sensations—and the

prosperity of" the farmer very much depends on
the strict observance of small matters. Dr. Frank-
lin's advice was to take care of the pence, and the

cd to publish the above proceedings.

CuTHKEKT Powell, Chairman.
Thomas M. Colston, Secretary.

[Wc rejoice to see, in the above resolutions, a

movement on the plan which we have before recom-

mended, and still consider one of the safest grounds on

which to commence silk culture in Virginia. Each of

our county and town poor-house establishments fur-

nishes enough of land, labor, superintendence and ca-

pital, for this pupose. Let this most suitable direction

be given (and in proper manner,) to their now wasted

means, and poor houses might perhaps cease to be nui-

sances—expensive, not only of public money, but

of the labor and morals of tlie most destitute class of

society.]

From the Farmers' Magazine of 1812.

ON THE DIFFERENCE IN THE EFFECT OF DUNG
UPON DIFFERENT SOILS AND UPON THE
SAME LAND BEFORE AND AFTER IT HAS
BEEN LIMED.

[ The following communication is from the aged and

venerable farmer who has been sometimes honored,

and not undeservedly, by the name of the " Father of

pounds, as a matter course, would take care of
j

Scottish Husbandry "—and it deserves attention, not

themselves.

G.

From tlie Genius of Liberty.

SILK CULTURE PROPOSED IN LOUDOUN.

At a meeting of sundry citizens of the county
of Loudoun, assembled in pursuance of notice, in

the Court House, on the 8th day of August, for

the purpose of considering the means of uitro-

ducing the culture of Silk in said county—on mo-
tion, Cuthbert Powell, Esq. was caMed to the

Chair, and Thomas M. Colston appointed Secre-
tary.

The object of the meeting was explained by H.
B. Powell, Esq. in a brief and forcible manner,
and further supported by some striking statements
from the Hon. Chas. Fenton Mercer and S. B. T.
Caldwell, Esq. illustrating the great facility of
culture, and the large profits resulting therefrom.
When on motion of H. B. Powell, Esq. and

only for the truth and value of the opinions it conveys,

but for the novelty and rareness of their appearance.

So far as we know, this is the only instance, before the

first publication of the Essay on Calcareous Manures,

(and this was not known until after that publication.)

of its being maintained by any book, or writer, that

natural poor soils cannot be profitably and durably en-

riched by dung alone, until after they have been limed.

The deductions from Mr. Dawson's statements accord

entirely with the opinions maintained in the work re-

ferred to, as to the effects of manure on poor soils.

The concise memoir of Dawson, which will follow,

is from a later volume of the same work, (in 1815)

published after his death.]

That dung produces much greater effect upon
good than upon bad land, when in tillage, is ge-
nerally known, though not so fully attended to as

it ought to be; but the difference in its effects upon
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different kinds of land, wiien in grass, tliough

much more considerable, has been very little ob-

served; notwithstanding it is obvious that the dung
of animals has a great effect upon all pastures

which consist of what are called the finer grasses;

that it has scarcely any upon land that is covered

with bent-grass, or fog; and that it is ol' more or

less value upon pastures, as herbage of the former

or latter description predominates.

As accidental circumstances directed my atten-

tion more particularly to these consequences, it

may be of use to publish an account of them in

your Magazine, so lar as they have been ascer-

tained by my own experience ; since it may induce

some of your readers to communicate other facts

and observations illustrative of this important

subject.

In the year 1754, having occasion to carry a

quantity of very fine black loam from a head-ridge

of old infield land, to give the surface- water a free

passage, it was laid upon outfield benty grass land

adjoining, of which it covered about a quarter of

an acre liilly one inch thick. No grass seeds were
sown upon this new covering; yet white clover,

and other fine grasses, sprung up and gradually

increased upon it; and the bent, upon which the

loam was laid, diminished so speedily, that very

little of it remained in the third year thereafter.

A kw years aller this, having a considerable

extent of outfield land in fallow, which I wished
to lime previous to its being laid down to pasture,

and finding that I could not obtain a sufficient

quantity of lime for the whole in proper time, I

was induced, from observing the effects ofthe fine

loam upon the surlace of similar soil, even when
covered with bent, to try a small quantity of lime

on the surface of a part of this liillow, instead of a
larger quantity ploughed down in the usual man-
ner. Accordingly, in the autumn, about twenty
acres of it was well harrowed, and then about four-

teen Winchester bushels only of unslacked lime

was, after being slacked, carefully spread upon
each English acre, and immediately well har-

rowed in. As many pieces ofthe lime, which had
not been fully slacked at first, were gradually re-

duced to powder by the dews and moisture ofthe
earth—to mix that with the soil, the land was
again well harrowed in three or four days thereaf-

ter. This land was sown in the spring with oats,

with white and red clover and rye-grass seeds,

and well harrowed, without being ploughed again.

The crop of oats was good ; the plants of grass

sufficiently numerous and healthy ; and they ionn-

ed a very fine pasture, which continued good until

ploughed, and j'ears after, for corn.

About twelve, years afterwards, I took a lease

ofthe hilly farm of Grubbet ; many parts of

which, though of an earthy mould tolerably deep,

were too steep and elevated to be kept in tillage.

As these had been much exhausted by cropping,

and were full of coueh-grass, to destroy that, and
procure a cover of fine grass, I fallowed them,
and laid on the same quantity of lime per acre,

—

then harrowed, and sowed oats and grass seeds in

the spring ; exactly as in the last mentioned expe-
riment. The oats were a full crop, and the plants

of grass abundant. Several of these fields have
been now above thirty years in pasture, and are
still producing white clover and other fine grasses;
no bent or log has yet appeared upon them. It

deserves particular notice, that more than treble

the quantity of lime was laid upon fields adjoining
of a similar soil, but which, beinir fitter for occa-
sional tillage, upon them the lime was ploughed
in. These fields were also sown with oats and
grass seeds. The latter throve well, and gave a
fine pasture the first year ; but afterwards, the bent
spread so fast, that, in three years, there was more
of it than of the finer grasses.

In all these instances, where the lime was only
harrowed in, and not ploughed down, the land not
only continued to produce the fine grasses, but the

dung of the animals feeding upon them had the
same effect in increasing the quantity and verdure
of the grass, as it has upon rich, loamy, infield

soils ; of this, the parts of Grubbet hills, above al-

luded to, afford a full proof at this day. Whereas,
wherever the lime was ploughed down, the parts

of the soil at the surface, which were not suffi-

ciently mixed with lime, though sown with clo-

vers, became gradually covered with bent; and
dung of the animals had little or no effect upon
such benty parts. That animal dung has little or

no beneficial effect upon such pastures, is obvious

from this circumstance, thar, in all hilly countries,

there are great tracts of benty grass land, which
have continued for centuries, though constantly

pastured with sheep or cattle, without any visible

improvement ; the animal dung neither increasing

the quantity, nor improving the quality ofthe pas-

ture. But it is still more remarkable that dung
has no permanent effect upon such soils, even
when ploughed down, as appears from the Ibllow-

ing facts.

In the year 175G, about five acres of earthy out-

fielc" benty land, were folded with sod-dikes, and
very well dunged, with the intention of ploughing
it for oats ; but upon determining, afterwards, to

enclose about sixty acres to be continued in pas-

ture, of which these five acres made a part, the

intention of ploughing these folds was given up
;

and the dikes were thrown down in the spring,

well harrowed, and sown with rye-grass. The
effect of the dung upon that land was very consi-

derable the first year, a great deal less so the se-

cond, very little the third, and was not visible

afterwards. Seven years thereafter, it was plough-

ed for oats along with the rest of the field, when
the effects ofthe dung were expected to be conside-

rable ; but the crop was no better upon the folded

part, than upon the others ; nor was it any better

upon the sides of the sod-dykes, where the dung
had been at first fully covered in by the earth of

the sods.

Some years afterwards, about ten acres of benty

outfield was ftdlowed, and intended to be limed
;

but, for particular reasons, no part of it was limed.

One half of it, however, was dunged ii-om the

farm-yard. The whole field was sown with oats

and ryegrass seeds. The crop of oats was much
better upon the part that was dunged, as was also

the ryegrass the first year ; but the bent spread so

fast upon both parts^ that no ryegrass was left the

fourth year, nor was there any greater verdure
upon the part that was dunged than upon the

other part. When the Vv'hole field Avas ploughed
some years after, there was no visible difference in

the crops between the two parts : the crop upon-

both was very bad.

But ii'om the fijllowing facts it appears, that

upon that sort of soil, when properly mixed with
lime, the effects of dung are not only greater, but
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much more pnrmancnt, whether under tillacje or

pasture. Alter layinii: at least fifty bushels of un-

i^lacked hnie upon each Ensflish acre of the dry

bentv land of the farm of Froirden, I cropped it

JH what was thencrdled the NorlJilk rotalion ; viz.

1st year, Turnip ; 2ii, Barley or Oats ; 3il, Grass;

and, 4th, Oats or Wheat. It was expected that

this mode ofcroppinf; would not exhaust tlie land;

but I found, even in the second round, that the

crops were so very much worse oii the tiiin soils,

that it was necessary to allow the land to continue
some years ui pasture to recover its fertility ; and.
for (hat purpose, it was sown with equal quanti-
ties of red, white, and yellow clovers, with a small
portion of rve-grass seeds. As the land had been
twice fallowed, and carried three crops of turnips

horse- hoed alter liminij, and had never been
ploughed deep, the suriiice-sod was well mixed
with lime; and accordingly, the clovers were not
afterwards injured by the nati\e bent. Jjut as (he

land had been exhausted by cropping, sheep were
folded upon it in nets the first summer. Their
dung greatly increased the quantity and ricliness

of the pasture ; and though the efiect was less the
next year, it continued to be considerable, and the
pasture seemed still improving after the third

year- After being six years in irrass, the land was
ploughed up, and produced fidl crops. As the
soil of the fields treated in this manner was in

every respect similar to that of the five acres
which were folded in 1756, and to the soil of the
field of ten acres, hall' of whicli was dunged from
the farm yard, as already mentioned, the very
^eat superiority in the permanencj' of the effect's

of dung in the latter instance, over that in the
two former, can only be imputed to the lime.

From the preceding statement, the following
conclusions deserve (he attention of agriculturists.

1st. That animal dung dropped upon coarse,
benty pastures, produces little or no improvement
upon them; and that, even when sheep or cattle

are confined to a small space, as in the case of
folding, their dung ceases to produce any benefi-
cial effect, after a few years, whether the laml is

continued in pasture, or brouirht under the plough.
2d. That even when land of this description is

'.veil fallowed and dunged, but not limed, though
the dung augments the produce of the subsequent
crop of grain, and of grass also for two or three
years, that thereafter, its eflects are no longer dis-

cernible either upon the one or the other.
3d. That when this land is limed, if the lime is

kept upon the surface of the soil, or well mixed
with it, and then laid down to pasture, the finer

grass 's continue in possession of the soil, even in

elevated and exposed situations, for a great many
years, to the exclusion of bent and fog. In the
case of Grubbet iiills, it was observed, that more
than thirty years have now elapsed. Besides this,

the dung of the animals pastured upon such land,
adds every year to the luxuriance, and improves
the quality, of the pasture, and augments the pro-

ductive powers of the soil when afterwards plough-
ed for grain ;—thus producing, upon a benty out-
field soil, effects similar to what are experienced
when rich infield lands have been long in pasture,
and which are thereby more and more enriched.

4th. That when a large quantity of lime is laid

on such land, and ploughed down deep, the same
effects will not be produced, whether in respect to

the permanent fineness of the pusturc, its gradual
Vol. IV—43

amelioration by the dung of the animals depastur-
ed on it, or its fertility when afterwards in tillage.

On (he contrar}-, unless (he surtlice is fully mixed
with lime, the coarse grasses will, in a \ew years,

regain possession of the soil, and the dung (here-

after deposited by cattle will not enricli tlie land

lor subsequent tillage.

Lastly, It also appears from what has been
stated, that the four-shift husbandry is only proper
lor very rich land, or in situations where there is a
lull command of dung: That by far the greatest

part of the land of this country, requires to be con-
tinued in grass two, three, four, or more years, ac-

cording to its natural povert}' : That the objection

made to this, viz. that the coarse grasses in a few
years usurp j)ossession of the soil, must be owing
to the surface soil not being sufficiently mixed with
lime, the lime liaving been covered too deep by
the plough.

There are other manures besides lime, which
to a certain degree, produce similar ed'ects, upon
which some observations may be offered at a fu-

ture opportunit}'.

I am, sir, yours, &c.
WILLIAM DAWSON.

Edinbars:^ 2(1 March, 1812.

From tlie Farmers' IMag.iziiie of 1815.

ME.irOIR OF WILLIAM DAWSO?f, ESfJ. OF GRA-
i)i;iv.

Mr. Dawson, (he subject of this JVlemoir, was
born at Ilarperton, in Berwickshire, of which his

farther was tenant, in February 1734. He was
sent to England when about IG j'ears of age, for

the purpose of acquiring a more correct know-
ledge of practical a.griculture, than was at that

time to be obtained in his native county, where
modern improvements had not yet commenced.
His first residence was with Mr. Ball, agent to the

Duke of Leeds, near .Sheffield, in Yorkshire,

where he continued three or four years. During
this period JMr. Dawson regularly took a share in

all the operations of a fiirm, and acquired that ex-
pertness in every branch of labor which he found
of so much advantage to him in instructing his

servants, when he came to adopt the same man-
agement on his farms in Scotland. Among other

improvements, it was liere that he first witnessed

the cultivation of turnips according to the best

piactices of those times. His lei.-sure hours were
occupied in extending his knowledge bej'ond the

difierent parts of manual labor in which his time

was principally employed, and particularly in ac-

quiring a coonsiderable degree of skill in the con-

struction of agricultural implements ; in which,

throughout the course of a long life, he made
many useful improvements. From Mr. BalFs

Mr. Dawson went into Essex, and resided some
time on the estate of Lord Fitzwalter, where he

gave his attention chiefly to (he diffierent branches

of grazing ; and he afterwards travelled through
several other counties of England, accurately ex-

amining the best courses of husbandry, and storing

up fijr his own use whatever seemed likely to be

introduced with advantage into his own country.

On his return to Ilarperton he iiumediately be-

gan, with the consent of his father, to make trial

of such modes of cultivation as seemed adapted to

the soil of that farm; in particular, he employed
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clay-marl to a <TFeat extent, at a time when the

use ol" that manure was scarcely Ivnovvn in that

(iistrict; and 'instead of druppijif; the attempt, as
' Lord M into seems to iiave done, he persevered for

' several years, till better access was opened up to

' iime, and till he ibund that, owing to the trouble
' and expense attending marl, he could manure a
'larger extent ol" gmund yearly wiih lime, at a
' cheaper rate.'* But as the soil of llarperton was
not adajited to turnips, he did not commence the

culture of this root upon a large scale, till he en-

tered to the farm of Frogden on his own account,

jn 1759.

The arable laml of the farm of Frog.len is chiefly

of a sandy soil, and was at that time without iences,

and otherwise in a very unproductive state, so that

great exerlions in enclosing, cleansing, draining,

and manuring the land, were required for several

years at the conunencement of Mr. Dawson's
lease. Here lie ern ployed lime to so great an ex-

tent, that the proprietor, afraid of the injurious ef-

lects which had been olten experienced Horn se-

vere cropping after lime, readily agreed with Mr.
Dawson for a lile-rent lease, at a small advance of

rent, in addition to the original one of 19 or 21

3'ears. It is not true, as has been alledged, that

Mr. Dawson used so much lime, because the pro-

prietor had obliged himself to pay its original cost.

The whole expense was incurred by himself,

though his exertions at that time were so extraor-

dinary as to appear to all his neighbors little suited

to the circumstances of a tenant. The lime was
brought from a distance of almost twenty miles,

at first in four-wheeled, wagons, drawn by lour

horses, but afterwards in two-horse carls, to which
he always continued to give the preicrence over
wagons.

braining, wnich was then very little known in

Roxburghshire, was executed by Mr. Dawson
in a very effectual manner ; and, when he was in

want of stones, he had recourse to an expedient
which he had seen adojjted in Essex. With im-
plements contrived for the purpose, the drains were
made wide at the top, of the requisite depth, and
very narrow at the bottom. He then filled them
with broom, placing the bar stalks undermost,
and compressing their bushy tops above, through
which tlie earth can penetrate but a very little

way. Some of them, saj-s Dr. Douglas, | have
lasted upwards of thirty years, without any ap-
pearance of failure.

But that for whicli the agriculture of Scotland is

most eminently indebted to Mr. Dawson, is the
culture of turnips. Before his time, this valuable
root, the foundation of all good husbandry on dry
soils, Jiad been introduced'by proprietors both in
the east and west of Scotland ; but it had made
very little progress, and produced no improvement
in the general stale of agriculture, even in what
were then considered the best cultivated counties.
The farmers of those times, like the lower classes
of the tenantry at present, had an insuperable
aversion to every innovation on their established
routine

; and viewed the attempts of proprietors,
without the least inclination to imitate them. But
when Mr. Dawson, himself a rent-paying farmer,
cultivated turnips upon an extensive scale, his

* Douglas's Survey of Roxburghshire, p. 135.

t Survey of Roxburghshire, p. 131,

practice began to be followed by some of hl.g

neighbors ; and lioin his example, and by means
of the workmen whom he trained, the present

most approved mode of cullivaling turni[ s gradu-
ally spread over all the south-eastern counties.

Mr. Dawson began the cultivation of turnips at

his entry to Frogden farm ; but is understood that

they were raised in the broadcast manner till 17G3,

when he adopted the praciice of drilling. The
first drills v.'ere formea by laying two ilirrow-sliccs

together, loiiving a space untouched between each
drill ; and this firm ground was afterwards raised

by a plough that followed; so that every drill or

ridgelet consisted of four furrows laid together, in-

stead of two, as at present. Mr. D. himself, when
this mode was first tried, held the plough that

formed the two-finrow ridgelets ; and was follow-

ed by hi& best ploughman, who cleaved out the

interval that was leftbetween them. At this time,

though two-horse ploughs were sometimes used,

and always by Mr. Dawson, a driver was con-

stantly employed to guide the horses; but in the

afternoon of the very first day, a trial was made to

dispense with the driver when forming the first

ridgelets or ft^erings; and so evident were the ad-

vantages of the ploughman himself directinfr the

horses, t!uit very soon alierwards all the drivers

were dimissed.
" Mr. James M'Dougal, now ten-

ant in the parish of Dinton, in Tweeddale, was
the first ploughman in Scotland, that ever drew a
straight furrow with two horses without a driver,

and was the first person whom Mr. Dawson em-
ployed to form the ti.irnip drills in the way just

mentioned. The breadth of the drills was at first

3 feet, but after the land was once thoroughly

cleaned, so great a breadlh was found unnecessa-

ry, and they were accordingly reduced to the pre-

sent breadth of 30 or 27 inches. The extent of

his turnip crop was usually about 100 acres yearly.

At first they were consuaied mostly by cattle,

which were sold throughout the winter and spring,

for many years chiefly in Edinburgh market. At
this time very few cattle were fattened in Scotland

after the grass season ; and the profits of this and
other branches of Mr. Dawson's management
were accordingly considerable. Thus, the pre-

dictions of his ruin, which were freely hazarded
by his neighbors, were soon succeeded by an irre-

sistible conviction of the superiority of his system,

and by the inutation of those practices which were
at first very generally ridiculed. Sometiuje after,

however, Mr. Dawson being satisfied of the

great benefit which the land received from the

turnips being eaten on the ground by sheep, gave
up the fattening of cattle ; anel his whole turnijis,

latterh^, were allotted to sheep alone, with the ex-

ception of a small portion carried to his straw-yard

cattle, to convert the straw into manure.
Mr. Dawson, for several years after his entry

to Frogden, adopted what was called the Norfolk

rotation, one-half of his arable land being under
corn, and the other half under clover and turnips,

in equal proportions. But he soon found that his

soil was too weak for this constant tillage ; and
that it was necessary, in order to ensure abiuidant

crops, that his clover division shouKI be left in pas-

ture lor three years or more. This course he ever
aflerwards persevered in, and all his crops were ac-

cordingly most luxurient and productive.

The success which was the just, reward of Mr.
Dawson's judicious and s])irited management, in-
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duced him to extend his concerns bejond the farm

of Frogden ; and he afterwards rented tiie con-

titrnous liirms of iMorhtittle Tofts and Grubbet,

about three miles distant. On these iarms, the

fiirnier of which consists of low lyintr arable land,

the latter chieHy of steep hills, bettp.r adapted for

sheep pasture, iMr. Dawson repeated all hislbrmer

operations ; and the vast improvement efi'ected on

the hillsof Grubbet, by means of lime, are still con-

spicuous ainoniT the pastures of that district, after

111 elapse of upwards of thirty years. Such parts of

them as were too ;?teep to be fi-e(iuently brought
under tillage, were limed on the surface, after

being cleaned by fallow or turnips ; and the lime

was harrowed in with the ijrass seeds sown along
with the first crop thereafter;—a mode of man-
agement by which a small quantity of lime was
found to proiluce very beneficial effects in raising

and maintaiifmir the finer gras;:es, and which, in

such situations, ought to be more generally adopt-

ed.

The consequence of this liberal and judicous ex-
penditure was soon visible in the increase of his

(brtune, wliich enabled him to purchase and im-
prove tlie estate of Graden, an extensive property
adjoining to his farm of Frogden.

During the last twelve or filieen years of his

life, INJr. Dawson retired fi-oui the personal super-
intendence of his fiu'ms, which then devolved upon
fiis two sons, the elder of whom still possesses the
farms of JMorbattle Tofts and Grubbet; and trie

younger remained at Fron;den til! Mr. Dawson's
lease was pi;rchased bj" li\e proprietor in 1812 for

a lile annuity of £890. He spent the last years
of his life in Fdinburghj where he died, after a

few hours illness, on the 29 Jaisuary 181.5, in the
eighty-first year of his age. lie had been occa-
sionally slightlj' indisposed for a year or two l)e-

fbre with the same disease (an ossification of the
lieart) which terminated in death; but the gene-
ral state of his health was good ; and he retained

the full possession of his mental faculties till his

last moment. He married the year preceding his

entry to the fiirm of Frogden, and has left a nu-
merous family in prosperous circumstances.
Mr. Dawson was exceedingly regular in his

habits, and most correct and systematical in all his

agricultural operations, which were not only well
conducted, but always executed at the proper sea-
son. His plans were the result of an enlightened
and sober calculation ; and were persisted in, in

spite of every dilFiculty and discouragement, fill

they were reduced to practice. Everyone wdio
knows the the obstacles that are thrown in the
way of all innovations in agriculture, by the sneers
of prejudice and the obstinacy of ignorance, and
not unfrequently by the evil otiices of jealousy and
malevolence, must be aware, that none but men
of very strong minds, and of unceasing activity,

are able to surmount them. Such a man was Mr.
Dawson; and to this single individual may be
justly ascribed the merit of producing a most fii-

vorable change in the sentiments, in regard to the
trial of new experiments, as well as in the prac-
tice, of the farmers of Scotland. The laboring
classes were not less indcbied to this eminent per-
son for opening up a source of employment, which
lias given bread to the young and feeble in almost
the only branches of labor of which tfiey are ca-
pable in merely rural districts. JMost of his ser-
vants continued with him lor many years ; and

such as had bencfiied by his instructions and ad-
vice, were eagerly engaged to introduce their mas-
ter's improvements in other places. His benevo-
lence, which often sought for objects at a distance
that were not personally known to him, was dis-

played not only in pecuniary donations, while the
giver frequently remained unknown, but was stri-

kingly evinced in tiie aliention which he paid to

the education of the children of his laborers, lor

whom he maintained teachers at his own ex-
pense. If liime were always the rewarii of great

and useful talents, there are (bw men of any age
or country that would live longer in the gratclid

remend)lance of {)osterity than the subject of this

memoir.
In concluding this hasty sketch of Mr. Daw-

son's life, and the improvements introduced by
him, it is impossible not to contrast, with a feeling

oi grateful exultation, the present airricultural state

of Scotland with what it was when he commenced
his operations in Tiviotdale. Did our limits per-
mit, it might perhaps be neither unmstructive nor
inconsistent with the present subject, to carry the
contrast and the inquiry to even more remote pe-

riods ; to trace the fluctuations of that enterprising

sfiirit which, on tlie extinction of the Border feuds,

reappeared under a more benignant aspect, to en-
lighten and fertilize the country its wasteful ardor
had so often disturbed. It woiild be curious, too,

amiclstthose changes to observe what various veins

of intellect the same excitation discloses in differ-

ent individuals, and the mutual influence and re-

lation between the useful and ornamental arls.

But we cannot here enter upon such investigations.

It is enough to notice, that the same remarkable
district, the scene of so many bloody conflicts

—

which trained to war and tumult the turbulent he-
roes of Border story—the Douglasses, and Homes

i

and Scolts—can boast, in our own times, a host of
' names more beneficiently illustrious. The houses
;

of Home and Elliott have produced Lord Kames,
' Lord Heathfield, raid Lord filinto. Of humbler
!

orifrin, Leyden and Park, with all the indefatiija-

1 ble intrepidity of their ancestors, have persevered,

i

and (unhappily for the world) have perished in
' the prosecution of far noble enterprises ; and the
I
parish of Ednam, which gave birth to the Poet of

;
the Seasons, also produced the "hither of Scottish

husbandry"— William Dawson.

From tlie Cultivator.

FUUIT KEPT SOVNT) IX COTTON.
We liave been informed, by a gentleman who

has had practical proof of its success, of a new
mode of keeping fruits fresh for the table, as

grapes, plums, &c. a long time after they have
been gathered. It is simply to alternate them in

layers with cotton batting, in clean stone jars, and
to place them in a chamber secure from frost.

The discovery was accidental. A servant maid
in the llimily of William Morey, of Union Village,

Washington county, about to visit her friends, se-

cured a quantity of plums in this way, to preserve

them till her return. They were found to have
kept in excellent condition, lonir after this fruit had
disappeared in the garden. From the hint thus
aflbrded, Air. Morey, iMr. Holmes, and one or two
neighbors, laid down grapes in this manner last

iiill, and they enjoyed the luxury of fresh, fine

Havored fruit through the winter, until the early

part of March.
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ON THE HABITS OF THE HESSIAN FLY.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Cambridge, Eastern Shore, 3fd., >

j/itgust Sth, 1836. 5

By the late disastrous ravages of the "Hessian

Fly" throughout the whole wheat-growing district

of the United States, and the false notions enter-

tained and circulated of the habits of this insect,

giving astonishing currency to the most futile, yet

strongly vouched remedies, for many years pub-

lished, and yet publishing to the credulous commu-
nity, lately in the "Baltimore American," lormer-

ly in the "American Farmer," and also in the "Far-
mer's Register," vol. I., p. 351, (in which latter,

I am happy to see m a note appended, you dissent

from the hypothesis to which I particularly allude,)

I am led to offer a ihw remarks in opposition to the

"prevalent and deleterious doctrine"—"the erro-

neous principles on which it is founded," and the

consequently "erroneous prescription of the much-
extolled specific."

An apology cannot be required for discussing one

of the mast interesting questions that is, or ever

has been, before the agricultural community—"a

preventive for the ravages of the Hessian Fly."

It is not that I am enabled to settle this mooted
point of vital importance that I make this commu-
nication, but it is in the hope of approximating the

truth, by the detection of error : and it is thus,

'Hnstar omnibus,'''' that man, with his finite capa-

city, must approach andinvestigate the mysterious

modes and results of infinite wisdom. And for

the sn>all contribution I now offer to this point, if

it meet your approbation, I ask the favor of^a space

of your "Farmer's Register," where zeal is sanc-

tioned by example, and confidence promoted by li-

berality.

The author of the communication, lately in the

"Baltimore American," signed "Maryland Agri-

culturist"—"others also to the same effect," re-

marks, "it," (the Hessian Fly,) "is either generat-

ed in the grain of wheat, similar to the bug wlrich

infests the pea: or, the insect, when in its winged
state, deposites an egg on the surface of the grain,

when in the ear ; and thus, when the wheat is

sown and begins to vegitate, the egg vivifies, and
the destructive worm is formed."

He adopts the latter opinion, and makes it the

basis of his remedy.

His reasons for the opinion are, 1st. "That the

insect releases itself by bursting the blade that

covers it, when the head is forming, and assumes
its winged state, and deposites its egg on the

wheat when filling and coming to perfection."

2nd. "That with the aid of a microscope, the

egg is discernible in the form of a glutinous mat-
ter."

Hence he deduces the remedy which he earnest-

ly recommends to the notice of the farmer, viz:

"to pass the seed, through brine or pickle, wash-
ing it well, and then roll it in lime."
By what means he does not inform us, he has

arrived at the conclusion of this alternative, for the
parental selection of a nidus; nor why he rejects

the possibility of some other part of the plant be-
ing the chosen spot.

Indeed, the hypothesis adopted by this gentle-
man, and lor many years, by others, so ardently,
and no doubt so honestly pressed upon the agri-
cultural community, rests upon a concatenated

string of errors in fact, "false principles" and
"false conclusions," and will lead, if practiced, to

infallible disappointment.
It is not a fact, "that this insect releases itself

'by bursting the blade that covers it, when the
head is forming, and then assumes the winged
state' from which the writer inters the deposite ot

its eggs, when the g;rain '\s filling.
"

It is a fact, well known, I had supposed, to every
wheat grower in the United Slates, who has no-
ticed the habits of the He.«sian Fly, that they have
at least two broods m the year, the fall and the
spring brood, and probably more; the two are
well known^ because of iheir efleets upon a valua-
ble crop; others are not generally known.
The first of" the two is deposited (or, I will say,

"appears,'''') as every o^ne knows, on 'he young au-
tumnal wheat, where, it reslsat the ba.'c of the blade^

till the vegetable juices have nourished it, and the so-

larbeams have matured it, which, in g^eneral, doesp

not occur, at least in the climate of Maiyland, until

between the first and tenth of the following "il/c/t/,"

when they are seen, on the wing, over the
wheat fields, though in a momentary period, per-

petrating their appalling deeds of miscfiief,. by thai

almost incredible mulliplrcation and celerity of per-

formance, which all thesmallerand ephemeral in-

sects are capable of. Their progression, then,

from the en-g to the ''larva,''' the ''chrysalid,^^ ami
the parent, or winged state, is more or less

rapid, as the weather is favorable.

I would ask those numerous arKl respectable en-
tomologists, and fctrmers, who contend that the
grain is (he medium through Avhich the parent
transmits the neio progeny 'intoWi'e, "what becomes
of those whose destinies have fJxed their first

stage upon a period when the grain is notformed?
set. the "spring," or the "•May" brood. Will
they say that one brood adopts the grain, and
another the blade for a nidus? This contrariety

of habit in the same insect is seen no where. It

would be repugnant tothe "known laws ofnature,"

to "analogy," and to the "character of instinct,''''

which is notoriously immutable. Will they unite

with us in the apostrophe

—

''Naiura ! quam ie coli-

7mis inviti qvoque'''

From the difficulty ofaccommodating this ''May
brood," then, it would seem to be deducible, as a
matter of necessity, " as they must be accommo-
dated, and a priori'''' in a similar manner as the

fall brood; and there is then no grain accommoda-
tion lor them, there being no grain formed at that

time; and yet they continue t heir procreation, "that
the numerous and respectable entomologists, and
fiirmcrs, who advocate the deposite on or in the
grain, are '^quoad hoc'" in error; and their reme-
tly, consequently and absolutely erroneous, and
wholly inefficacious.

It is certain that the deposite must be made upon
a part of the plant already substantial, visible and
tangible at the time, but the "May" deposite finds

no grain in this condition ; and the dogma, "that

it?/f(/s/ be on or in the grain, must be abandoned
as wholly untenable ; and some other part of the

plant must be sought as the selected spot of the

dep().sit(\ I will presently show that this part is

the blade.

2nly. The writer says, "if I had any doubts on
this subject, (hey would be removed by the fact,

that with the aid of a microscope the egg is dis-

cernible in the form of a glutinous matter."
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What egg? I would ask. He has not attempt

ed to shovv or to make it probable that the egg ol'

the Hessian Fly has ever been seen on the grain

oC wheat, or on any other grain. If it can be

shown that the grain waa ever its resort, then it

Avill be conceded, that it always tvas and always

ivill be its resort ; if the blade, the same: reason

may be variable, but insiinct never changes—the

^'cnrculuP^ will take his fniii, the "aphis'''' his

leaf—tiicy will |)erish rather than violate the laws
ol their nature, their |)!iysical and innate charac-

ter. The eggs seen may have been the eggs of
other insects. I have lor some years observed a

small, gaunt blue fly, very simiiar to the house
fly, but much smaller, operating upon the head of

wheat when nearly ripe, and apparently depositing

cgff?. I have found upon these heads, afterwards

examined, and within the capf^ule, small larva-

which had consumed a portion of the grain. These
are, possibly, hum the fly the northern States

are complaining of; and the eggs the gentle-

man has seen on the grain, may have proceeded
from the same source. They have never appeared
here in sufficient numbers to excite alarm, and
ihey certainly are not the product of the Hessian
fly. Having already shown that the head, or

gr.ain of the wheat cannot possibly be the place of
deposite lor the Hessian fly, I will proceed to veri-

fy "ly promise in a manner which I hope will be
satisfactory to make it conclusively certain, that

the blade of the plont is the place of deposite for

the egg. I shall annex the authority, because
thereby aresponsibilit}' is offered; and consequent-
ly, an additional sanction given to the verity of the
facts. This is the more necessary, because of the
importance of all lads, regarding this important
subject matter; and especially such as may pre-

serve the farmer fi-om a fallacious confidence in a
proposed remedy, which must inevitably disap-
point his hopes, lull him into false security, and
possibly suspend his further enquiries into a sub-
ject, whose vital importance requires incessant and
united prosecution.

On the seventh day of "Maif^ last, (a warm
day, so noted on my agricultural diary,") I observed
in an outer corner of one of my wheat fields, a
cloud of insects, on the wing, swarming like bees,

over a spac^ of a few acres of the young wheat.
Attracted by their dense and glittering appearance,
increased, no doubt, by the bright solar rays re-

flected from them. I rode up to the swarm, whose
elevation reached from the ground to about fifteen

feet. I caught several, and found them to be the
Hessian fly. On that day week, (also a warm
and bright day, the intervening days had been
generally, cool,) I took a microscope to the field,

and pulling up several bunches of the wheat with-
in the sphere of their flight, I discovered on many
of the blades of every bunch, and on their upper
surface, and a few inches from their insertion into

the stem, airglutinated eggs, and larva? invisible to

the naked eye until the point was indicated by the
instrument, when they might be seen in diflerent
stages o( forwardness or progression to maturity

:

some white, in which no insect could be discerned
upon breaking thein—some yellow, in which in-
sects were found—and others, from which they
Avere recently released, and lying at the mouth of
the shell, yet motionless, apparently, and with
their heads turned downwards, as if to make their
way as soon as they could move to the base of tiic

blade, at which, finally, the loo visible fiittened,

and grown larva, and chrysalid, give woful eviden-
ces of the source of their lile and nutrition, and of
the decline and death of the great object of our
care and attention.

Having made these observations, I extended
my researches through the apparent sphere of
their operations, and found it equally infested:

these few acres became entirely naked ; and it is

remarkable that no other part of ihejfield aflbrded

any vestige, then or afterwards, of the fly. Upon
the remainder, I grew a heavy crop of straw—the

grain was destroyed by the general, and subse-

quently disastrous scab. Many of the chrysalids

I have brought to maturity, leaving no doubt of
the identity of parent and offspring.

From the whole premises—"from fiicis"—"fi-om

reason"—Irom "analogy" it is clear, that the leaf
of the plant, and not tlie head or grain is the fit

and actual nidus of the Hessian fly—it is there

that it is deposited, hatched and matured: and
[)robably in several successive generations from the
first suitable stage of the autumnal wheat, until,

by its growth it is rendered too coarse for the func-

tions of the tender ofl'spring, when, no doubt, they
renew their deposites, perhaps sparsely, on other

tender plants, their next preferences, till tlieir favo-

rite growth of the coming autumn, shall complete
the cycle.

The general character of the instinctive flicuify,

in other insects, better known, for the preservation

of their broods, under the influence of which, they
seek a nidus, in or near which, their progeny,
when hatched, may be nourished—the fad, ne-

ver I believe denied, that the larva of this fly has
always been found at ot near the base of the leafy

and never on or in the grain, or the head—the
fact, that the grain or head does not exist at the

time of the "il/a^" deposite—the fact, that the
larva of this fly does not consume anj' part of the
grain or head, nor leave any trace of even a tran-

scient existence in that portion of the plant—the
fact, that if the egg were deposited there, the

grain, when thrashed, undergoing its necessary
heat, would, "as with the moth" or wheat weevil,

vivify its incumbent, occupying so delicate a shell,

which is alledged by these theorists to be after-

wards brought to life by a less degree of heat, in

the earth, after the cool season of seed lime—the

fact, that ifdeposited and hatched on or in the grain,

it must in its tender larva stage feed there or perish,

and the fact, that it does not feed there and does not

perish; all thesefacts undeniable, together with those

stated, as coming under my late observation, can
leave no reasonable doubt, that the place of depo-
site for the egg of the Hessian fly, is the leaf—and
not the grain or head, and demonstrate the abso-

lute futility of the brining and liming remedy, so

confidently and earnestly relied on, and recom-
mended for many years ; and to the present mo-
ment reiterated with ejaculations of surprise, "that

so simple and infallible a remedy, (see Farmers'
Register, vol. I.,) should not be generally circu-

lated and adopted (or the good of mankind."
Finally, I may remark, that I used this process

of brining and liming for three years, not lor the

"fly," but for the smut (Ze charbon') a stinking,

contagious pest, very different from the black

head, {la nielle,} which latter is, withus, generally

and improperly called smut: of the Ibrmer, we
have hud but lillle

;
yet, lor a few years, by some
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unknown cause, it was introduced among my
wheat. I ibund this remedy unavailing als^o lor

this disease; and my crops were not relieved until

I purchased a new stock of seed wheat and .?coured

my granaries. In one of these years, it happened,

that my crops, thus treated, suli'ered as much, per-

haps more, than in any previous season: and li'om

these experiments, (which were fully and liiithllilly

executed, and on a large scale, because 1 enter-

tained saniruine hopes oi' success,) I am under the

fullest conviction, that the germinative principle is

enfeebled by the process, ani the plant rendered

thereby an easier prey to the fly, or any other in-

vading insect.*

I liave, my dear sir, lar exceeded the limits of

my design in this communication; but really, the

question of a remedy for the Hessian fly is so inter-

esting—the detection of a prevalent error in respect

to it so essential to its true solution—the chief re-

medy oHered is so confidently pressed upon the

public, and so palpably worse than nothing, inas-

much as it holds out false views, and obscures the

path of research, coming too under the sanction of

many and highly res])ectable sources, from New
York to Virginia, inclusive—these considerations

make my apology tor the zeal which I iiaveevuiced,

and the freedom which has been taken, by
Yours respectfully,

JOSKl'ii K. MVHE.

ON THE RAIL-ROADS OF XORTH CAROLINA,
AND THE SOUTH GENERALLY.

To tlie Editor of tlie Fanners' Register.

To the fact of my not having, until nearly hall

August had expired, seen the reply of P. Q., [in

No. 3, vol. 4, of the Farmers' Register,] must
be attributed my silence on the subject. I really

did not intend to be harsh or unpleasant. The pa-

per was written currents calamo, and jierhaps,

rather severely expressed ; if so, it was owing to

my having been charged, in imagination, with
"dealing damnation'" around me, when as to the

WUmington, &c. road, in reality P. Q. was in a
similar m.anner, doing the very saaie. The paper
alluded to was sent to Wilmington with a view,

I candidly confess, of counteracting his maledic-

tion. Whether it appeared or no, I am ignorant.

The Rip-van-Winkle presses are strangely con-

ducted, and, as well as the good citizens of Wil-
mington, _/ear/'«% inspired. They will understand,

if they see this.

I plead guilty to the charge in his 3d paragraph;
and, considering the actual condition of the south,

and the attempts of Baltimore, &c., &c., to convey

*rrom our experience of brining and hming seed

wheat, to prevent the smut, we have arrived at a dif-

ferent opinion from Dr. Muse—as we have never

known that disease to occur after the preventive pro-

cess had been "fully and faithfully executed." Still

we admit that such negative proofs, are not conclusive,

as possibly some other unknown causes may have

checked or prevented the disease. In another opinion

expressed above, we are much disposed to concur

—

that is, that the process of brining and liming, (at

least as usually, and perhaps carelessly, executed,)

serves to weaken the germinating power of the seed,

and thereby enfeebles the plants. En. Far. Reg.

the produce, and carry on the commerce of the
west, to the Patapsco, the Delaware, the Hud-
son, and last, but not least, the St. Lawrence, still

think the "prejudice" with which i am charged
justifiable, and rather a subject of congratulation
than of condemnation—certainly now in Virginia,

eventually, with Rip himself.

We agree as to the "vast chain of public works;''

and I repeat it, I still rejoice in the success of the

Gaston Rail Road—for, such 1 presume, is the

result, but I will candidly confess I have not yet
learned the road is in progress, which, possibly

would have been the case, if the subscription had
been completed. I am necessarily ignorant of
what is going on, in either North Carolina or Geor-
gia, as it" most especially suits the Charleston—in

fact, the only presses of South Carolina—to keep all

that those slates do, or attempt to do, perfectly out
of sight—always excepting when it affects the in-

terest of the "Emporium of tlie South" that is to

be

P. Q. asks mc, if "ever my pen can stop tlie

march of the work," the great rail roatl to the

south? In reply, I would ask him when and
whether the road is to be continued to Fayette,

&c., &c.; and if continued, is it likely to be as

soon in operation, as the road from the Tennessee
line, &c., to llaltimore. In this state of things, I

cannot argue the matter; but notwithstanding hia

argument is so plausible, I still believe, that a
"line from Darlington, &c., v/ouid make travellers

forget that Raleigh was in existence." P. Q.
'•supposes''^ the Raleigh route extended south, and
then asks rny opinion as to the comparative merits

of the two routes. I reply, that the Wcldon, Ha-
lifax, and Waynesborough. is yet my favorite route.

The road through Raleigh, Fayetteville, Cheraw,
Camden, Columbia and Augusta, cannot be made
at any thing like so cheap a rate, or acconmio-

date any thing like so wealthy and wanting a
country, as that pointed out by Col. Long. The
one will suit pedlers, the other planters. Fxcept
on the river banks, in this Carolina deseria route,

there is no valuable cultivation. Above and be-

low it, there is very much. P. Q. speaks of "the

frequently disagreeable and sometimes dangerous

passage across the Chesapeake." This will vanish

when the road is made, down the Eastern Shore,

to the point opposite Norfolk. It will give an
agreeable variety, and make Philadelphia, &c. &c.,

as accessible as Richmond or Wilmington. It is

to the former the multitude will direct their stejis.

I have not your Register by me, and with a hail

memory am unable to get at (he jioint of P.

Q.'s last paragraph. It should seem my object

was general. It was written under a strong fiiel-

ing that something should be done, and "done

quickly." The north has capital, can command
nerve, and possesses energy. Louisville is unit-

ing with Baltimore, and N. Orleans with Louis-

ville; and, if the Planet, with her wrought iron

rimmed wbeels, is to carry a load of 333,000 lbs.,

I have no hesitation in saying, that the cotton of

Tennessee, and upper Ahxhdnm certainly, and that

of Louisiana ;>08s/6/)/, is destined, ere long, to find

its way to Baltimore, Phdadelphia, &c.—indeed,

already have 100 bales, in one ])arcel, Ibund their

way to the latter ))Iace, by way of the Schuylkill

canal. And. if, as in the case of flour, &c., John
Bull will receive thecolton of the west as Colonial,

receiving vice the duties, the advantage of the ex-
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cUisive carriaire, much of it will reach Liverpool,

via the St. Lawrence.
If ''there's on cnrik the man I hate,'''' it is a dom-

nrTotfup. It is one of that 'hnaligimm owigus,"

Vvhotii I abhor. Himicp, I must only slate my re-

a'ret that P. Q. should have so expressed himself

as to make hiai think my expression tended to sup-

port such a mockery of patriotism and common
stMiso. He seems to believe he had "sufiloienlly

•juarded himsell""—perhaps he did—iCso, and in-

deed m any case, I can only pirad (luilty and claim

his excuse. Ot" monopolies and joint stock com-
panies 1 have a horror, so perfect as to be prevent-

ed speakintr of them with patience; but, sustained

as they are by wealth and influence, and cramped
arf is the press by that wealth and mfluence, it is in

vain now to say a word. However, I apprehend the

subject will be given its veal importance and a fair

liearing at the next New York Legislature, when
the bank-restraining act will come into discussion,

and its principle combated by the report of the

practical benefits to be derived from the only true

joint stock system, as successfully adopted and
used in England since 1825.

That with Col. Long's Report before it, and an
overflowing treasury, some measure founded on
the report was notproposeil in Congress, surprised

me. The result of a rail road made on the route

and in the manner he proposed, would have saved
hundreds and thousands of dollars, and hundreds
ol' lives in the late Creek business. I should like

no better witness tlian General Scott on this sub-

ject. * # « * A rail road fi'om north-east to

south-west, would convey tiie United States mail

troops, &c., &c., h'ee of charge—a consideration

fully entitling its proprietors to a fair claim to a con-

struction of two-fiths of it by the government:
thus adding to the convenience of the government,
and in such a manner and extent, as to give it no
pretence for interfering with its management, or

expecting to participate in its profits—moreover
lessening its influence.

G. L. C.

[We regret that, in addition to the delay of the fore-

going piece caused by the reasons stated by its author,

at its commencement, it should have been still longer

kept back, by want of room in the last No.—the pages

of which were either then filled, or engaged by other

matter, when this communication was received. By
such long intervals occurring between difierent pieces

of the same series, whether by the same writer, or by

opposing controversialists, much of the interest is ne-

cessarily lost. To lessen this effect as much as possi-

ble we shall commence in the present case a course

which will be continued hereafter, whenever circum-

stances require and permit it to be adopted—viz. to

send a sheet containing any matter of controversy, as

soon as printed, to both parties—and thus to afford ear-

lier opportunity for reply.

We have before stated our desire to receive commu-
nications of the class to which these (on both sides)

belong—that is, statements and arguments in explana-

tion or support of any of the schemes of great and val-

uable public works for facilitating transportation. But
at the same time we must remind oar correspondents

of the necessity of confining themselves to the dis-

cussion of the subjects undertaken—as well as of

choosing subjects of sufficient importance to interest

a considerable portion of our readers. The conflict-

ing claims oC both the great lines of railways advoca-

ted respectively by P. Q. and G. L. C. are certahily

of high importauce : and if our correspondents choose

to continue the discussion, we recommend to them to

commence a new series, in which they may set forth

fully their views on the general subjects, and avoid, as

either unnecessary or improper, all minor or irrelevant,

and especially all personal matters. For the purpose

of having a full exposition of the subject, and render-

ing justice to both sides, we shall give in the following

pages the views of the proposed Wilmington and Hal-

ifax railway and its general route, as presented in the

Engineer's Report, just published.]

From tlic Kitiimoiid Wliig.

COPPER IX VIRGINIA.

The copper region of our stale is beginning to

excite a great deal of interest throughout the

country, and it is a subject well worthy the atten-

tention of scientific and practical men. The im-
portance of this subject will readily be perceived,

when we recollect that the demand lor copper is

almost unlimited, and constantly increasing, ari-

sing from the new uses to which it is almost daily

being applied, and that cop|)er mines are among
the most certain and profitable of all mines. Tlie

last annual report of the consolidated mines in

Cornwall, states the value of the products of that

mine, lor the last year, to be (£152,000) one
hundred and fifty-two thousand pounds sterling

:

they employ three thousand five hundred laborers,

and steam power equivalent to seven or eight

thousand horses, and are now working at the

depth of more than 1600 ftjet below the surface.

The average yield of the ore fiom that mine is

between 8 and 9 per cent of copper. The analy-

sis of the copper ores of this stale show them to be
much richer, and lying nearer the surface, they

can certainly be worked to much greater profit.

There are two copper mines in this state, one call-

ed the United States, situated in Orange county,

and the other the Phcenix Mine in the county of
Fauquier, which are attracting considerable no-

tice. There has as yet been but little work done
at the United States, but a company has been re-

cently organized and will speedily commence op-

erations, under what are believed to be very favo-

rable auspices. The Ph(pnix iMirie was worked
to considerable extent, many years since, by an
English company and a large quantity of ore

taken from the mine, and shipped to Europe.
That company were forced to abandon the enter-

prise owing to the impossibility of keeping under

the water with the imperlc'ct machinery of that

early day. A party of gentlemen have recently

undertaken to work this mine. An engine has

been erected to li'ee the mine of water, which it

easily accomplishes: skilful miners have been em-
ployed, and it is hoped the work will be prosecu-

ted with vigor. The ore taken from the mine
since the present company have commenced op-

erations, is very rich and beautiful, and the pros-

pects on the whole are very flattering. They have
unwatered the mine, and ascertained that the vein

is of regular formation and sulTiciently lar^e.

We have seen in this city specimens of the ore
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of the Ph(Pnix Mine, and Ihcy arc of extreme
wealth undoubtedly. They are now undergoing
analysis by Dr. Johnson, and we may state the

result at an early day.

The early hit:tory of the Ph(Enix Pi'Iine is cu-

rious. It was worked some 15 or 20 years before

the Revoluiion, and the ore sent to Entrland to be

smelted, its richness may be conjectured horn its

bearing transportation across the Atlantic, and still

paying profit.

There is, we are happy to say, a deep interest

beginning to be taken in the mineral wealth of
Yirginia,and a spirit of active enterprise displa3'ed

in developing it. For the gratification of the cu-

nous,and in the hope ol impelling Ibrward the spirit

now awakened, we throw together the ibllowing

dnla as indicating the value of the Phoenix copper
mine. They have been prepared on careful in-

quiry, and we believe may be received with con-
fidence.

1. It is proved that there is a regular well de-

fined vein, the absence of which, it is believed,

has prevented the success of any copper mine j^et

undertaken in America.
2. This vein is from two to five feet in width,

which in Cornwall would be considered very con-
siderable.

3. The vein cuts the formation at a high angle,

and when that is the case, it never gives out in

depth.

4. No reliance can be placed upon any mine,
however favorable the superficial indications,

when the existence of a regular vein cannot be
demonstrated.

5. The vein is not only free from any admixture
which might injure the copper, or render its reduc-
lion difficult, but actually contains an abundant
quantity ol' limestone, the substance employed for

its flux.

6. The ore is exceedingly kindly and rich, and
will bear comparison with specimens from the fa-

mous mines of Cuba and Chili.

7. Considerable quantities of ore have been
taken from the mines and shipped to Europe, as is

proved by the refuse left on the surface, and the
testimony of numerous traditions.

8. In England, kw copper mines are pro-
ductive for the first few hundred feet, whereas
this one has yielded nmch fine ore about that of
fifty.

9. The present formation, which is intersected
by the vein, is superficial. This is the opinion,
expressed with great confidence, of Professor Ro-
gers, who states that the copper has come irom
beneath where the regular mineral formation will

be found alter penetrating through the upper iiori-

zontal strata.

10. The vein is probably of desirable length, as
specimens of ore have been found upon its course
at a considerable distance in both directions.

11. The property includes nearly a mile upon
the supposed course of the vein.

12. The existence of a branch at the depth of
fifty feet makes it probable that there are other
veins—parallel veins. It is rare that a single iso-

lated vein is found.

13.^ The mine is but 25 miles from tide water,
and four from a canal now in process of conslruc-
struction.

14. There are roads and settlements, and above
all, abundance of wood in the neighborhood.

15. The mine is in actual operation—a steam
engine and ample minnig materials are upon the
spot, and an opportunity wjll soon be furnished

of obtaining any additional machinery of the
most improved kind in the immediate neighbor-
hood.

From tlie Genesee Farmer.

STACKING IIAV.

The plan of stacking hay is one which is not to

be commended in itselfj and which should be
avoided by every farmer as much as is possible

with the other arrangements of the farm. The
reasons which to us are conclusive against stack-

ing where it can be avoided are these: The out-

sitle of the stacks, forming no inconsiderable part

of the whole, by exposure to the weather becomes
utterly worthless as fodder—in feeding it out, much
of the iiay is blown away, or trodden down by the

stock, and is thus lost, that would be saved were
it fed from the rack or in the yard—the manure is

not at the command of the farmer, and of course

cannot be applied to those parts of the farm that

most require it, and to those crops that would be
the most benefited ; and when the stacks are made
in the meadow, as they most generally are, the

turf all around them is poached up by the li^el of
the cattle, and the surface rendered uneven and
unfit for mowing. Besides, hay fi^d out at the

stack will not go near as far as when fed in stables

or warm yards, nor will the stock receive tlae same
benefit.

Still, stacking hay to a considerable extent must
be practiced for the want of barn room, and where
it is thus necessary, the best means of doing it

should be adopted. If it is intended that the hay
shall be sold, the larger the stack is constructed the

better, as the surface ,exposed is always less in

proportion to the size. If it is intended to be fed

out where stacked, smaller stacks will be prefera-

ble, as the loss from injury by the weather will be
more than compensated by the greater distribution

of the manure, and the less permanent poaching
of the ground. The better way of making these

ordinary sized stacks, is co lay up a square pen of
sound rails to the height of six feet ; on the bottom
tier of rails let others be laid across at little dis-

tances to serve as a flooring for the stack ; let the

top rails be well secured at the corners by notch-
ing or otherwise; a pole of suitable height, if de-

sired, planted firmly in the centre, and the pen is

fit for use. If the stack is well laid up, it will pro-

ject over the rails all around, to the distance of two
or three feet, thus entirely scieening the lower and
more solid part of the stack from the influence of
the weather, and is at the same tune completely
fenced against cattle and sheep. Such a stack

may easily be made to secure three tons of hay,
which is as much as can be beneficially fed out at

one place, to an ordinary stock. After a stack is

laid up the requisite height, and topped ofl, great
care should be used in throughly smoothing and
raking the surface downwards, so as to prevent
the action of rain and weather in the best manner.
We have seen stacks so constructed, that the rain

was thrown ofl" with almost as much certainty as

from a shingle roof; and others, the outside of
which was so arranged as to invite the moisture
to enter, instead of warding it ofl". In stacking hay,
English farmers generally show more skill than
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American ones. This skill ami care, derived from
custom ami experience, it would be well for us to

imitate.

G.

From the Silk Culturist.

AGRICULTURAL JURISPRUDEIVCE.

In the case of Greenleaf vs. Francis lately tried

and decided by the Supreme Judicial Court of

Massachusetts, a quesiion of agricultural jurispru-

dence was presented and settled, which ought to

be known to every fiirmer. The defendant sunk
a new well in his own land, but so near the land oi'

the plaintilFas to draw away the water from his, the

plaintiff's well, for which the action was brought.

It appeared in evidence, ihat the plainlilPs well had
been supplied b}' a natural subterranean current,

or spring in the defendant's land, and that by dig-

ging the new well, the defendant had diverted it

from its former course. The court decided the de-

fendant had a right to diir a well on his own pre-

mises, and if the plaintiff's well was injured there-

by it was a damage Avithoutany injury.

From the Genesee Fanner.

DRINKS IN HARVEST.

One of the greatest triumphs of the temperance
reform, and one, the beneficial influence of which
is most ielt by the farmer, has been achieved in

the harvest field. Where spirits have been ban-
ished, we no longer see such shocking work made
by the sows and pigs, (as a fiicelious farming
friend, strongly attached to the sickle, persists in

calling the cradle,) among the wheat, and the

greater quantity of grain saved, and the superior

neatness of the work done, should induce every
farmer to exclude alcoholic drinks at once from
his fields. We have seen the time, when about
four o'clock some of the laborers might be seen
snoring under the corners of the fences, or the
shadow of a wheat rick, laid by, by the spirit of
rum or whiskey; and (hose who continued their

operations went whooping and hallowing through
the field, throwing the grain about at such a fear-

ingredients, are easily made, and make excellent
drink. JMilk and water is preferred by manj^, and
combines in a good degree the above desired quali-

ties; water to which a small quantity of oat meal
has been added is used in Scotland to some extent,

and its use has been introduced into this country;

but perhaps the drink most profitable to all,

the most effectual m quenching thirst and the

least liable to ))roduce injurious eflects, is cold wa-
ter made sufTicienlly sweet with molasses— maple
is the best—a little ginger of good quality stirred

in, and a little acid of some kind, lemon juice, or

even common vinegar, added to suit the taste.

This makes a pleasant and healthy drink, worthy
of trial

G.

REPORT TO THE THIRD ANNUAL MEETING
OF THE STOCKHOLDERS OF THE RICH-
MOND, FREDERICKSBURG AND POTOMAC
RAIL ROAD COMPANY.

June 20, 1836.

In conformity to the act incorporating the stock-

holders of the Richmond, Fredericksburg and
Potomac Rail Road Company, the President and
Directors who were appointed on the 20th day of

June, 1S35, render the following account of their

proceedings to the stockholders at their annual
meeting, on the 20th of June, 1836.

In the last annual report of the stockholders, it

was stated that a line of railway had been located

between Richmond and the JVJattaponi, superior

even to the sanguine anticipations of the board,

and the execution of which it was ascertained,

would be effected at a considerable reduction from
the first estimate of the engineer. _ The hope was
expressed that ihe examinations then making be-
tween the ]Mat!aponi and Fredericksburg would
result in improvements equally important, in which
case it was confidently anticipated that the whole
expense of the work to Fredericksburg, including

tlie cost of depots, warehouses, and water-stations,

locomotive engines, cars and carriages, would
not exceed an aggregate sum of ^650,000 in-

stead of !g763,182 21 cents, the first estimate.

The hopes of the board as to a diminution of
ful rate, that had Israelitish damsels been glean- expense in the location of this last portion of the
ing after them, wheat enough in a day might
have been gathered, not only to have clothed the
lair gatherers in fine Hnen, but jiurchascd hus-
bands to boot.

But in ridding ourselves of one evil, we must
be carellil not to run into another. Because we
have become temperate in the use of spirits, that

is no reason why we should become intemperate
in the use of water; and there is reason to appre-
hend, from the frequent injuries sustained by drink-
ing too much cold water in very warm weather,
or when the body is overheated, that such is the
fi:ict. Men who labor hard, and sweat freely,

must have the means of sustaining perspiration,

or nature soon becomes exhausted; they must

ine were realized only in part, and since the last

meeting of the stockholders, a great enhancement
has taken place in the prices of labor and provi-

sions in every portion of the country. This en-

hancement has been probably less felt in Virginia

than elsewhere, but it has still existed to a sufficient

extent to make it necessary to add to the contract

prices of much of the work. From the above
causes, the whole expenditure for a rail road and
for moving power, whilst it will still be considera-

bly within the first estimate of the engineer, will

exceed what, at the last meeting of siockholders,

it was hoped would cover it. As far as the board

can now judge, the whole expenditure to Freder-
burg will not vary materially from an aggre-

drink and drink freely, and it would be well if
I
gale sum of .-RiTSOjOOO.

something could always be taken which would
j

On the 13th of February last, the road being
not only assuage the thirst, but afford permanent i then ready for transportation from Richmond as
benefit. If some little pains, or a little expense, far as South Anna River, it was thought expedi-
is necessary to accomplish this, the farmer will ' ent to open it for use to that point. The whole of
find hiniself, in the end, well rewarded. Good
beers, of which hops and molasses are the active

Vol. IV—41

the first division, extending to the North Anna has

been in use since the 15th of last month. Within
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a few days past an additional portion has been
completed, and passengers and produce are now
conveyed on tiie road to Chesterfield in Caro-
line county, about half the distance to Fredericks-

burg. The board entertain no doubt that by the

first of August the road will be opened to the de-

pot near the Bowling Green, and confidently anti-

cipate its entiiv, completion to Fredcncksburg in

the course of November.
The advanced state of the work of course

makes it necessary to call rapidly on the stock-

holders. Belbre the date of the last annual meet-
ing onl}^ ;§25 a share had been required. Since

then tJie board by a resolution of the 1st of Sep-
tember, called for ig;25 a share, payable in instal-

ments of $5 each, on the 10th of each of the en-

suing five months. On the 8th March, a iurthcr

call was made of fplO a share, in two instal-

ments, payable on the 15th of the two succeeding
months. And by a late resolution of the 26th of

May, the residue of the capital stock, being -940

on each share, has been required to be paid at the

following times, to wit : $5 on the 20lh of June,
15th of July, 10th of August, 1st of September,
October, November, December and Januar3^
The punctuality of the stockholders, hitherto al-

most without exception, furnishes an assurance
that the late call will be punctually met. As how-
ever it will be desirable that the amounts called

for should be received even earlier than they have
been asked, the board have determined to allow to

stockholders who may anticipate their instal-

ments, interest on the amounts advanced by them
until the periods when the same would be paya-
ble.

Since the last annual meeting, the Board of
Public Works has subscribed to the stock of this

company for the amount authorized and required

by the Act of Assembly, passed January 23d,

1835, and upon the terms and conditions specified

in that act ; and the Board has accepted the sub-
scription so far as it was authorized to accept it.

To obviate all dfficulty arising out of the circum-
stances of the subscriptions by the individuals ex-
ceeding three-fifths of the capital stock by forty-

eight shares, an act of Assemby was passed on
the 23d of March, 1836, declarinnr that the sub-
scription by the Board of Public Works should be
considered as a subscription for forty-eight shares
less than two-fifths of the capital stock : that is to

say, should be considered a subscrij)tion for 2752
shares, and relinquishing all claim of the Com-
monwealth to any greater number of the existing
shares. By the terms of the act which authof-
ized the subscription, the Commonwealth was not
to be called on tor more than ."§110,000, during the
year 1835, nor more than .^ 120,000 during the
year 1836. Consequently, there will be a sum of

$45,200 on account of the Commonwealth's sub-
scription, which cannot be received until after the
first of January next. As before that time the
whole line to Fredericksburg will have been com-
pleted, and the whole capital wanted—the Presi-
dent and Directors think it probable that it will be-
come expedient during the year to make a tempo-
rary loan. From the good standing and credit of
the company, they entertain no doubt at present
that any amount which may be required, could be
obtained on a mere resolution of the board. But
to guard against any difliculty in this respect, it

might perhaps be advisable for the stockholders to

authorize the board to make a loan, and give a lien

on property, if found necessary or expedient, for

the payment of the sum borrowed, and its inter-

est.

An account of the disbursements of monej'',

since the last annual meeting, has been made out
according to the charter, and will accompany this

report. The "^I'reasurer has also been directed to

prepare statements showing the amount of reve-

nue received each month since any portion of the
road has been in use, and the source whence de-
rived, whether for stage passengers, local passen-
gers or li'eight. Such statements, it was thought,
the stockholders would probably desire to have
printed along with this report for their use.

From these statements it will appear that from
the first 26 miles of the road the receipts during
the last month were about ,S3300. It is believed,

that on the portion of the road now in use, being
as belbre mentioned about one halfj tliey n>ay be
moderately estimated for the remainder of the
year at .^4300 a month, or ,^51,600 per annum.
Estimating the expenses of transportation and re-

pairs at 50 per cent, of the gross receipts of the
company, a proportion v.'hich the experience of
the Petersburg and Roanoke Company shows to

be abundantly sufficient, a nett profit will remain
to the stockholders on their present business equal
to an interest of between 7 and 8 per cent, on the

cost of the first half of the road.

The anticipation at the last annual meeting that

it Vv'ould be in the power of the board, if deemed
expedient, to declare a divideml to the stockhol-

ders in little more than twelve months from that

time, may now be considered as realized. It has
occurred to the board, that it would probably best

suit those stockholders in this company who are

also stockholders in the State Banks, to receive

their dividends from this company at other periods

than January and July. They contemplate de-

claring the first dividend on or before the 1st day
of November next, and thereafter semi-annually.

The first dividend, though at the rate before

mentioned on the cost of that portron of the road
which shall have produced it, will be nominally
small per share. It will however be not less than

,^2 on each share. Probably it will be more.
The board now feel that they hazard nothing

in saying to the stockholders that their expecta-

tions of productiveness fi-om the work, at the time

it was embarked in, will be more than realized
;

that instead of a dividend of 8 or 9 per cent, a year

on the cost of the road, at the expiration of the

first twelve months fi-om the period of its comple-
tion, one of 10 per cent, may be confidently reck-

oned on.

Gratifying as those results arc, the prospects of

the company are still more fiattering. It was
mentioned in the last annual report that a branch
rail road had been projected ii-om the neighbor-

hood of Taylorsville to the south-west mountain.

An act incorporating a company for the purpose

of making the road, was passed at the last ses-

sion of the legislature. The board entertaining

the opinion that the construction of this road

would add larirely to both the trade and travel of

the road committed to their charge, deemed it ad-

visable to aid so liir as they could in f(>rwarding

the object. Believing that nothing could be done
better calculated to advance the measure than a

declaration of the course which would be pursued
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by this company in regard to the trade and travel

passing frouj the ont; road npon the other, the

board on tlie 2()ih of April last, came to a deter-

mination on this subject which has iriven general

satislaction to those who were inclined to embark
as stockholders in the Louisa road. The board

declared that npon being informed by the Loui>a

Company of the tolls charged upon the Louisa

road, it would adopt their tolls as the tolls of this '

company li)r the transportation of persons, pro-

duce, merchandize and other goods received li-om

or delis'cred upon liiecars of the Louisa Companjr
at the point ol" connection, and cliaro;e for tiie

same only so much per mile as might be charired

on the the Louisa road, with this proviso, howe-
ver, that tiie rates (ixed by the Louisa Company
be such as to enable that company after the pay-
ment of all necessary expenses and setting apart

a fair and reasonable sum tor renewal and repairs

us required by their charter, to divide at least six

per centum per annum on the capital stock invest-

ed in it Books have since been opened ; more
than enouirh to incorporate the company has been
subscribed ; the president and directors appointed,

and other measures taken for going on with the

work. The accomplishment of this work v/ill

bring upon the road committed to the board not

only the travel between the West and Richmond,
but the travel between the West and Fredericks-

burg, a large amount of local travel and an ex-

tensive trade in produce and return Ireights, all of
which will be sources of profit to the stockholders

in the two roads, and of benefit to the city of

Richmond.
A company has been recently organized to

make the railway between Richmond and Pcters-

burix of which mention was made in the last an-
nual report ; the location of the road is now going
on, and the work itself, it is understood, will he
speedily commenced. The execution of this work
may be expected to add lar^eiy to the amount of
northern and southern travel upon the road under
charge of the board.

In addition to these improvements, another, the
Raleigh and Gaston Rail Road, not contem|)lated
at the last meeting of the stockholders, but which,
ii more remote, will be not less advantageous in

its influence on the improvement committed to

the board, has been lately underiaken.
With these additional and important sources of

profit, it may safiily be presumed that the work
committed to the board, will on the completion of
the roads just mentioned, if not sooner, realize the
maximum of fifteen per cent, allov^ed by the char-
ter to the stockholders.

Viewed in this aspect, the right to increase the
capital stock .§300,000, with the privilege to the
individual stockholders of taking the additional
shares, imparls greater value to the stock now held
by individuals. The company has power to ex-
tend the road, should it deem it advisable to do so,

from its point of termination within the town of
Fredericksburg, to the Potomac River or some
creek thereof. Whilst it may be preferable in one
point of view, to delijr increasing the capital until

the present stockholders, general!}', can find it

convenient to avail themselves of the priviieire re-

served to tb.em, it will evidently be desirable to
make the increase of capital soon enough to in-
sure the completion of the road between The Rap-
pahannock and Potomac by the time at which the

improvements above named will probably be in

operation. Before this road can be constructed, it

will devolve on the board to cause two preliminary
surveys to be made, one to Aqiiia Creek, or a
point contiixuous thereto, and the oiher to Potomac
Creek, or a contiguous point. These and some
other preliminary measures the board contemplate
taking during the present j'car. Should the stock-

holders at the present meeting declare that they
deem it advisable to extend the road to the Poto-
mac, the board would probably deem it expedient
prior to the next annual meeting, to increase the

cafiital stock of the company to the extent author-
ized by the charier, as the whole amount will pro-

bably be required lor the purpose of executing the
portion of the road just mentioned, and lor provi-

ding the increased number of locomotives, cars

and carriages which would be required for its in-

creased trade and travel.

Soon after the last annual meeting, an arrange-
ment was made with the Bank of Pennsylvania,
whereby facilities are afibrded to persons residing

in Philadelpha or its vicinity, for making transltjrs

of stock in the mode suggested in the last report.

The Philadelphia stockholders deposite their in-

stalments in the same bank, and will there re-

ceive dividends on their stock whenever declared.

The president and directors cannot close their

report without calling the attention of the stock-

holders to the necessity of a more efficient organ-
ization of the company. As one step towards it,

the office of Treasuier and Clerk has been placed
contiguous to the depot, and the late Treasurer,
not being able, after this change of location, to

continue in the office consistently with the duties

of another station, and having in consequence re-

sitrned, Mr. Hilary Baker has been appointed in

his stead. Another measure of more importance
is deemed indispensable. Relieved, as the pre-

sident, has been, in a great degree, by one of the

directors, who has acted in the country, as
an agent of the company, and by another
director residing in Richmond, who has aided
as far as he couid in preparing business for

the board, and attending to the finances of the

company, the president has still found more of his

time occupied by the duties of his office than he
could con\eniently devote to it, and has been de-

sirous of resigning for some time past. lie has de-

ferred resitrnino; thus long because it was thought
preferable by the other members of the board, as

well as by himself, that the appointment of his

successor should be made by the stockholders ia

general meeting. The board cannot forbear to

mention that while the duties properly devolving
on the president have heretolbre been very consi-

derable, they are still on the increase, and upon
the manner in which they shall be discharged, the

prosperity of the company most essentiaily de-

pends. Necessity therefore exists for adopting

means similar to those taken by the Petersburg

and Roanoke Company, to procure for the office

of president an individual who will be able to give

to the office all the time that will be necessary,

and to dischartre the duties of the station in such a
manner as the interest of the com;iany require.

All of which is respectfully submitted,

B}' direction of the Board.
JOHN A. r.ANCASTER,

President.
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WILMINGTON AND HALIFAX RAILWAY.

Extracts fiofn Ihe Report of Walter Gwynii, Esq., EiiKiiiror,

to tlio President and Directors of tlic VV'iiiningtoii aiul Uuliigli

Kail Road Company.

Gentlemen:— I have the honor to .submit the

results of the rcconnoissances and surveys, iiecces-

saiy for tlie seleciioa oi" the route oi" the contein-

plaleJ tail road between Wilmington and Hali-

fax.

A carefiil examination of the country led to the

adoplon of the following lines for survey;

TVcstern Route.

This route commences at the "Dry Pond," in

the south-east suburbs of Wilmington, thence

running nearly due north to the head of market
street, it takes an easterly direction to a Hivorable

site for crossing Siiiith's Creek at "Love Grove."
After crossing Smith's Creek, the route passes

over a level plain, only broken b}' Prince George's
Creek, which it crosses between Mr. Burgwin's
d'velling and mill-house, to the north-east branch

of the Cape Fear River, near the old bridge. The
graduation on this portion ol the route, consists of

slight excavations and embankments in clean

sand, and will be extremely easy of execution.

From the Cape Fear, it may be run straight forty-

seven miles to Hackleberr^v Pocosin, at the head
of Bear SwaiTip. Within this distance, the route

will cross Rockfish and Stewart Creeks. With
the exception of the bridges and embankments
across these streams, the surface of the ground is

so very level, that the chief work in the road-way
formation, will consist of slight cuts, no where
greater than ten feet in depth, and embankments
from two to three feet in height. The route tra-

verses the ridge dividing the waters of Long Creek
froiTi those of the "north-east," and passes about
two miles and a half to the west of South Wash-
ington ; and about seven miles to the west of Ke-
nansvillc. From the head of Bear Swamp, the
country continues unbroken, until the route reaches
Goshen ; which is one of the head branches of
the north-east. Llere the first undulation in the
plane of the road worthy of notice occurs, a de-
scent and immediately an ascent of 30 feet to tlie

nfile is unavoidable, and some comparatively deep
cutting, and heavy enbankments are encountered.
Immediately on ascending from the valley of

Goshen, the route reaches a dry, level, open woods
through which it passes to Brook's Branch. Tlie
formation of the rail road on this portion of the

route will consist, chiefly, in cutting down the
large trees which overspread the track, and liew-

ing and preparing them tor the reception of the iron

rails. After making a slight undulation in crossing

Brooks' Branch, which is a very inconsiderable

stream, it arrives at the same level, on which it

continues to the head of Yellow Marsh; along
the margin of which, it descends to the valley of
the Neuse River, encountering in its descent, some
heavy cuttings, which consist, however, entirely of
sand. It crosses the Neuse at a very favorable
place—iJUKt below the bridge on the stage road
from Halifax to Ftiyetteville—thence passing near
Waynesborough, the country wearing the same
level aspect, with the exception of the breaks oc-

casioned by the Naidumla, Acock, and Black
Creeks; the surface being almost perli^ctly smooth.

It reaches Contentnea Creek about half Avay be-
tween Woodward's and Rountree's Bridges.
After crossing the Contentnea, until the route
reaches Enfield, the country may be characterized
as bold, compared with the uniform level aspect
heretolore jiresented.

The soil also undergoes some change. From
sand, to a substratum of clay, mixed with sand,
which will be encountered in some of the excavti-
tions. On this portion of the route, Tcssnot, Town
and Cokey Swamps, the Tar River, and Swilt and
Fishing Creeks, are crossed. Tliese occasion a
multiplicity of low summits, and an undulatoiy
profile. The grades are, however, gentle, and the
cuttings and fillings no where exceed fifteen feet.

Afler leaving Enfield, the route gradually de-
scends to a favorable site for crossing Beach
Swamp, just below the mouth of Bear Swamp,
along the borders of which, with very little varia-
tion fi'om a level grade, and no other expense in

the formation of the road-way, than the raising of
a bank t\vo or three li;et in height, the route runs
until it reaches (>)uaukey Creek." Here occurs the
highest embankment on the line of the road. It

is, however, very short. From Quaukey, which is

only a mile from the teriuination of the road, the
route ascends very gradually until it unites with
the Haiilax and Weldon Rail Road, about half ii

mile fi'om Halifax, and seven miles fi'om Weldon.
At Weldon, the Portsmoutli and Roanoke Rail
Road crosses the Roanoke River by a bridge

—

it also crosses the Petersburg Rail Road about two
and a half miles from Weldon, where the two
roads can be easily united ; and thus a connexion
of your road may be formed with the Petersburg
Rail Road, or by the steamboats which now daily-

ply between Weldon and Blakely, they may be
connected. In any event I can see no difficulty in

the way of both passengers and goods, destined
for Petersburg, passing from your road to the Pe-
tersburg Rail Road, with as little delay and in-

convenience, as to the Portsmouth Rail Road.
A description of the line which was run on the

west side of Long Creek to Bear Swamp, and
which will be brought into comparison with that

portion of the western route, from Wilmington to

the same point, will appropriately precede the esti-

mats of the "western route," and will come in here.

This line commences at the timber pens, and runs
upwards along the margin of the river about a
mile ; thence it crosses over and passes along the

dividing ground between the Cape Fear and its

north-east branch, to nearly the head of Long
Creek. The road-bed in this distance will be
formed of alternate excavations and embankments,
consisting entirely of sand. Thence the line will

pass on the dividing ground between Long Creek
and Moore's Creek ; and between Moore's and
.Rockfish Creeks, and throughout to the head of

Bear Swamp, the ground is extremely favorable.

Stewart and Turkey Creeks are the only streams
that are crossed.

Summary of the excavation, cmbankn:icnts, and
superstructure :

69 miles, 1191 feet, at ^433,815 97

From this, there should be deducted the cost of

six miles of superstructure, at $;3,S00 per mile,

this being the reduction which will occur in the

actual loctition; wdiich leaves ^411,015 97, the

cost of this line. This compared with the first

I
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three items in the following estimate of the west-
] the grades, length of curvatures, and straight

ern route, and the result in ilivor of the route on 'lines exhibits also a slight dillerence in liivwof
the cast .«ide ot" Long Creelc to Bear Swamp, will that route. On the eastern route, however, there
be in the first cost, %49,.593 09; and in distance will occur a thousand li^et less bridging, this, in
upon the probable line of location, 4950 feet. A

|

the annual repairs of the road will ()f)erate in its

comparison of the grades and curvatures, results
j

favor, by lesseningthc amount some Iburthousand
in lavor ot the line on the east side of Ijon

Creek. I have, therefore, based my estimates lor

the western route on this line, supposing that the

same reasons which have influenced me in the se-

lection, may also operate with the board in accord-

ing it the preference. I have now to proceed with
the estimates of the

JVestern Route.

Summary of the cost of excavations, embankments,
.siiperstnictme, Locomotive Engines, Coaches, Cars,

Water Stations, Wharves, Shops, Contingencies and
Steamboats :

161 miles—3189 feet of rail I'oad, and 150 miles

of steam boat communication, ^1,500,000.

dollars [)er annum. The superiority of the one
line over the other, in a professional point of view,
is so very slight that an expression of my preli^r-

ence under this head, could not be a decision of
the question of choice between them. The board
may, then, consider that 1 lay the routes before
them as equal under all the aspects in which under
my province 1 have been called upon to vieiv them.
Their familiarity with the resources and interests
of the country bordering on the lines, will enable
them to estimate and compare the amount of
trade on each ; a preponderance of which, may
very justly form the basis of a prefiirence. I would
beg leave, however, to add, that looking to a con-
nection with the works which are contemplated
between the western parts of the state, and the
sea-board, and to the lateral branches which are

Careful and minute enquiries with the view of, authorized by the charter, the western route is de-
ascertamuig the practicability of a route through i cidedly to be preferred. But whether the eastern
Rockymount, and also through Kenansville, by

: or the'western route be selected, I can confidently
Rockford, resulted in the conviction of tlieir being

| assure the board, that no portion of the United
less eligible than either of the routes selected. Jt States, certainly fbr the great extent of country
now remains to describe the character of the embraced, offers so many fiicilities fbr the con-

struction of a rail road. Timber of the best quali-
Eastern Route. [y jg found on everj'part of the line ; the soil con-

sisting either wholly of sand, or a proper admix-
This route pursues the trace of the western ture of sand and clav, affords as good a foundation

route to station No. 176 ;
tjience it takes a more as can be expected f>om earth alone. Granite oc-

easterly direction, and traverses the ridge dividing curs on the Tar River, and on Fishing and Quau-
the waters of the north-enst branch of Cape Fear i ky Creeks ; and will be used in forming the abut-
Riverfrom those of the New and Neuse Rivers,

|

,ijents of the bridges across these streams ; and
until it reaches the Neuse at Rockford. On this

|
for the construction of drains within convenient

portion of the route, we cross Smith's and Prince
j

hauling distance. Where rock is not convenient,
George's Creeks, and several small streams, which wooden structures will be used in the passage of
make in the north-east. The general aspect of

| the water courses and ravines, to be substiTuted
the country is extremely level and favorable to I fierealter by stone or brick, which can be deliver-
the contemplated work. From Rockford to Ed- ed much more economically after the completion
ward's Bridge, where the route crosses the Con- " ' - -.

...
tentnea, there are no difficulties or streams to cross

worthy of notice. From Contenlnea the route

ascends gradually to a level wliich is maintained
fbr several miles ; when it descends to eflect a fli-

vorable crossing of 'I'own Creek ; thence several

undulations are necessary in crossing small streams,

until the route reaches Tarborough. Thence a
level grade may be had entirely across Tar River.

A favorable site for crossing which, is found about
a mile and a half north of Tarborough. Thence
the route alternately ascends and descends to les-

sen the excavations and embankments in passing

of the road. The entire elevaiion of tlie road
above tide water, is 189 feet. This is overcome
by grades_rarely so great as 30 feet to the mile. The
whole length of curvatures on the road does not
exceed thirteen miles ; and in every instance, the

departure fi-om a straight line is eft'ected on curves
described with a radius exceeding a mile. So
slight indeed are the grades and curvatures com-
pared with many other roads in the country, that

yours may be considered as straight and level

;

certainly as presenting every facility for the most
extensive and economical application of swift loco-

^ motive power, to which rail roads owe their unde-
Deep Creek, Connecanary Creek, and the ridges nial superiority ivherever, as will be the case here,
between them, until it enters the western route five

! gravity has but a small share in the resistance.
ryY^Q estimate of the roadway formation, falls

far beneath the average cost of similar works;
while it is believed that the profits will not be ex-
celled by any improvement in the country. For
your rail road, in connexion with the Portsmouth
and Roanoke, and the Petersburg Rail Road at

Weldon ; both of which are links in continuous
lines of railway and steamboat communication to

Boston, must become the great thoroughfare be-

tw^een the north and south ; fbr between the Roan-
oke River and Charleston, or the Charleston and
Hamburg Rail Road, admitting there were any

western route of 12j853 80. A comparison of
j other communication by railway contemplated, its

miles from Haliflix, which it pursues to the Hali
fax and Weldon Rail Road.

Summary of the cost of excavations embankments,
superstructure, Locomotive Engin.'S, Coaches, Cars,
Water Stations, Wiiarves, Shops, Contingencies, and
Steamboats.

162 miles—1504 feet of rail road, and 150 miles
steamboat communication, .91,512,853 80

—

makng the whole line of communication, by
rail road and steamboats, 312 miles.

This shows a diflerence in cost in fiivor of the
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greater length, and what is a matter of deeper I lines of travel in all countries lead through the

consideration, its greater expense, forbids the idea

of rivalry ; and places your road almost beyond

the reach of competition. So that we may say,

in fact, it forms an important, if not indeed, the

most important link in the great line of intercom-

munication between the nortii and the south.

Under this view ol the subject, it is dilTicult, with-

out the appearance of exaggeration, to estimate

the ])robable revenue.

The travel between Charleston and the north-

ern cities by steamboats and stages, may be safe-

ly computed at sixty thousand. This amount
might be greatly swelled by embracing the whole

travel tiom New Orleans ; which we confidently

believe will take the route of your rail road.

Rut we will say sixty thousand travellers at

812 50 each, ^750,000 00

To this we may add for the

transportation of the mail, 50,000 00

Way passengers and freight

on produce and goods, 100,000 00

S900,000 00

Deduct for the repairs and re-

newal of the road and
steamboats §200,000 00

Andit leaves a nett revenue of $700,000 00

Now, although I believe this sum will fall short

of the receipts for the first year, yet, lest we
should appear too sanguine, and to remove all

possible objection, we will deduct from the fore-

going, twenty-five per cent, which reduces the

amount to ^525,000 00, or a dividend of thirty-

five per cent, on the estimated cost of the work.

A rail road which produces six per cent, nett in

the first year of its operation, is considered good
property; for the increase of business which must
ensue, always increases the annual profits in a

great ratio.

While our estimates exceed this per centage

nearly six times, it will be perceived that we have
confined ourselves entirely to the amount of the

present travel ; and this after being taken at a

very low estimate, reduced twenty-five per cent.

J3ut in presenting a view ot the prospects of the

road, we should anticipate the probable increase

of travelling by reason of the increase of the busi-

ness and population of Charleston ; which must
ensue from the great and gigantic scheme which
she has in contemplation, and vvhich she will no
doubt carry into ellect to Cincinnati. And in a

few years the rail road to Hamburg, which is now
being extended to Athens, will be prolonged
Boutluvardly to Columbus ; and thence in contin-

uation with the rail road to Pensacola, complete
the line of railway and steamboats all the way
lo New Orleans. But without any furl her speci-

fication of" the various improvements which are in

contemplation and begun at the south, suffice it to

say, that your southern termination at Charleston,
towards vvhich all these improvements converge,
ensures you immediate, continually increasing and
never failing sources of revenue; and completely
ECts all competition by other and similar improve-
ments, at defiance, l^'or all past experience has
shown that the travel on routes connecting com-
mercial cities, increases in a ratio, much beyond
that of the business or population ; and the great

commercial towns.

Routes p.assing through the interior, with a
view to divert travel, must be regarded as experi-

ments, running counter to all experience, and of

very doubtful success. And I lay it down as an
incontrovertible fact, that those works which will

prove most profitable, and most conducive to the

great and varied interests of the country, may be

classified under two heads. Those which connect

the commercial ciiies, and those which lead from

the commercial towns by the most direct routes to

the interior and western portions of our country.

Eut your revenue will be greatly swelled li-om

other sources, which we have not taken into the

account. All the improvements which are con-

templated from the sea-board to the western part

of your state, must cross the line of your railway
;

and to whatever point destined, will find it to their

interest, to some extent, to pursue it, in order to

make selection of the most favorable location.

Under this aspect, your rail road presents itself to

the stale in a peculiarly interesting point of view.

It traverses it nearly through its entire length from

north to south, antl Ibrnis the basis upon vvhich

the internal improvement scheme of the Raleigh

Convention may be most economically carried out.

For, as I have before intimated, the cheapest route

from any point on the sea-board to the west, from

Beaufort, (or instance, to the narrows of the Yad-
kin, will be found on a very direct line west, until

it falls into yourrail road ; and thence (in this case)

along it to some point south of the Neuse River.

\n a military point of view your rail road, in

connexion with the Portsmouth and Roanoke Rail

Road, and the contemplated rail road between
Wilmington and Charleston, may be regarded as

forming a complete line of defence to the whole
sea-board from Norfolk to Charleston ; for there is

no rail road in the country, upon which so large a
force can be concentrated in a given time ; and
where, perhaps, there would be a greater proba-

bility of its being required. By the Charleston

and Hamburg Rail Road and its connexions; the

Charleston and Cincinnati Rail Road; the Roanoke,
Danville, and Junction Rail Road; the Portsmouth
and Petersburg Rail Roads ; and by means of the

railways to the west within your own state, levies

for troops on South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama,
Louisiana, Mississippi, Tennessee, Kentucky,
Illinois, Indianna, Ohio, Virginia, North Carolina,

Maryland, &c., maybe met from the remote states

in a few days, and in a few hours, from the more
adjacent states, and any number of troops, may
be thrown on the line of your railway ; whence,

by lateral roads and s(eam boats, (down the nu-

merous navigable streams vvhich the road crosses)

in a few hours, or by a march of a day or two,

they may occupy any position on this extended

coast. And in the transportation of stores and
munitions of war, vvhich, under the military head,

is a matter of primary importance, it aflbrds a safe

avenue ; and in time of war, will prove a saving

of millions to the government.*

* Extract from the Report of Mr. Cass, Secretary of
War, on National defence.
" The power of transporting troops ami munitions

of war, has already opcncui new views upon this subject;

and such is the ])roj;res3 and probable extent of (lie

new system of intercommunication, tliat the time will

soon come, when almost any amount of physical force
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As a national work, therefore, yours cannot be

considered as secondary to none in the country.

But one of tiie most happy resuhs of the railway

system in the southern country, and which will be

imparted by your rail road, to that portion of the

state most concerned, is tlie efiect it will have, by
the speedy concentration of troojis to put down, ii'

not entirely suppress and remove all apprehensions

of servile disturbances and insurrections. The
speedy transit of the mail, especially between
commercial cities, is an object of solicitude with

all governments. Your improvement iully meets
this object, and its imi)orlance under this head also,

cannot lail to attract the attention of the general

government ; and also the concentrated concurrent

interests of the large cities at the north. And
having the effect, as we have assertCil, your road

will have, to tiu'n the whole stream of travel be-

tween the north and the south, through Charles-

ton, and on the Charlesloa and Hamburg, and the

Charleston and Cincinnati Rail Roads, she, as well

as those interested in these two great improve-
ments, are deeply interested in your success, and
will no doubt contribute largely towards it ; and
the trade and travel which it will throw on the

Portsmouth and Petersburg railways, will greatl}-

enhance their profits, and advance the prosperity

and wealth of' Petersburg, Norfolk, and Ports-

mouth.
The counties along the line have manifested the

interest with which they regard it, by the hand-
some subscriptions wliich they have made.
The benefits to Wilmington will be immedi-

ately felt in the great increase in the exchange of

commodities, which the increased facilities ofcom-
municating with a rich back country will atlbrd.

And she may be justly proud of the rank to which
she will elevate herself, in having projected and
carried into efiect, an improvement which may be
characterized as a great national and stale work.

All, which is rcspecfully submitted by,

Gentlemen,
Your obedient servant,

WALTER GWYNIV,
Civil Engineer.

Wilmington, Aug. 15, 1S36.

vancingSO 'r. each, have formed a joint capital of
200 fr., and with this they produce between 40
and 50 lbs. of sugar, of rather inferior quality, a
day. They employ currycombs to rasp the beet
roots, which lh(!y put into a napkin press to extract
the juice, and then boil the syrup in common culi-

nary boilers.

We learn from Berlin that the manufacture of
sugar from beet-root has bec^ome cjuite a mania in

Prussia, and that the land-owners Imve given u|)

the cultivation cf potatoes for distillation, and
planted all their fields with the new saccharine
root.

—

\_English pajier.

BEET ROOT SUGAR.

A remarkable proof of the facility with which
beet-root sugar manufactories may be established,
is presented at this moment at Wallers in the de-
partment du Nord.—Four of the villages, by ad-

may be thrown, in a few hours, upon any point threat-
ened by an army. Nashville may succor New Or-
leans in sixty liours; Cincinnati may aid Charleston in

about the same time ; Pittsburgh will require but twen-
ty-four hours to relieve Baltimore ; and troops from
tfiat city, and from Boston, may leave each place in
the morning, and meet in New York in the evening.
This wonderful capacity for movement, increases in
effect, some of the most important elements of national
power. It neutralises one of the great advantages of
an assailing force, choosing its point of attack"^ and
possessing the necessary means of reaching it. De-
tachments liable, under former circumstances, to be
cut off in detail, may now be concentrated without de-
lay, and most of the garrisons upon the sea-board may
be brought together, and after accomplishing the ob-
ject of their concentration, be returned to their sta-
tions in time to repel any attack meditated against
them."

From llic Gmicsec Farmer.

THE PERSIM?,IOX.

( Diospyros virginiana.)

The Persimmon tree perfectly matures its fruit

in the Genesee Country, though we have not seen
it growing indigenously fiirlhcr nurtli than the
banks of the Susquehanna near Catawissy. It is

entirely hardy. The fruit is pleasant, "in form
and bigness like a date, very firm like that fruit

and almost as sweet," and we think it well
worthy of the attention of those who have a taste

for varieties.

This tree belongs to Polygamia Dioecia of the
Linnasan system—the male flower growing on
separate plants, while those which produce the
fi'uit have hermaphroilite flrowers. Botanists have
considered that the anthers of the latter were ef-

fete and useless. On examining both kinds of
flowers however, we discover nothing to warrant
the conclusion ; and we were strengtliened in our
doubt by the circumstance of a large grove ot

these trees, all originating from one root, that

were productive ; while no male or barren tree

vv'as known to exist in the neighborhood. The
case seemed to be nearly analogous to what often

occurs in our wild grape, and in the strawberry

;

and we therefore made the following experiment

:

One persimmon tree had not fiiiled to bear fruit lor

several years. At the distance of twenty feet

from it on the west side, stood a tree which pro-

duced only staminate flowers, and another at

twice the distance on the east side. In the year
18.32, we cut down both the male trees just as the

fertile flow&rs were beginning to open, and imme-
diately removed them so that none of the pollen

could reach those flowers. Ti".e consequence was,
—not a single persimmon loas produced in four
years. Vigorous suckers from the stumps of those

trees however sprung up ; and this spring we ob-

served that one of them had a kw flowers : The
fertile tree is now once more set with fruit.

From this experiment, which we made at our
cost, both nurserymen and customers may learn

the futility of planting out a single tree, far remote
from all others, with the hope of its bearing fruit.

We Iiave seen a tree that was set out when no
other was known to be within hundreds of miles.

Neither the nurseryman nor the purchaser, knew
to wdiich sex it belonged, and it is doubthil if the
proprietor knows at this day, for it has alwa3's
been barren. Our advice to such as wish to cul-

tivate the persimmon, is t]iereft)re to buy trees in

pairs, and to buy them of tliosc who are worthy
of their confidence.
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THE LAW IN REGARD TO DIVIDING FENCES.

Judge Strong, in a recent case in our Common
Pleas, has decided that no one has a riijht, when
making a division fence, to run half of llie same
on the lot of the neighboring owner—but that it

must be wholly on the land of him who makes it.

The case which called forth this decision, was an
action of trespass for ciitting a ditch in a meadow
land, for the purpose of a fence. It appears that

the defendant in this case, cut some five feet wide

on each side of the line, which constituted the

boundary between him and the plaintiff; and the

Judge in his charge enforced upon the jury, that

by no existing statute was the making of a fence

on tlie Jot of an adjoining owner justified ; but

that those constructed half on one side and half

on the other, must be constructed by mutual con-

sent ; otherwise legal measures could be instituted

for damage, &c. The owners of real estate should
recollect this decision, as cases in which it would
be applicable, are not unfrequent in our courts of

justice.

—

Northampton Courier.

From tlie Key West Enquirer.

FLORIDA ARROW ROOT.

The day, we trust, is not flir distant when pre-

judices in favor of the productions of foreign coun-
tries will case to operate to the detriment of the
agriculturists and manufiicturers of our own. We
are sufficiently friendly to the policy and princijile

of tree trade, to allow every man to exercise the
most perfect freedom in the purchase of whatever
he may require, whether the necessaries or luxu-
ries of life, at whatever price he may think proper,

yet we cannot but lament the blindness or per-

verseness that lead any one to overlook an article

of home manufacture supplied at comparatively a
low price, for one of foreign production in no way
superior and truly considered "a dear article."

The arrow root which is the growth of South Flo-
rida, may be considered one of the home produc-
tions which are sacrificed to the undue preference
for those imported. Equally white, equally pure
with that of Jamaca, heretofore deemed the best,

and by many thought to be the most nutritious of
the two, there can be no reason for its not super-
seding the necessity of supplying market with any
of the articles from abroad.

We have no price current at hand giving the
value of the imported article in first hands, but we
are well assured that it cannot be imported at less

than from two or three times the price of that
manufactured in this vicinity, which is from 6 to 8
cts. per lb. With an increase of demand, the aid
of machinery would be required, and diminution in

price might be anticipated ; at present a similar
mode of manufacture to that followed abroad is

pursued in Florida, though it is probable the Flori-

da manulacturcrs possess not all the facilities of
their competitors.

We are not sufficiently versed in botany to pro-
nounce upon the similarity of the Florida root to

that of Jamaica or Bermuda, but there can be no
doubt of their belonging to the same fiimily of
plants. The quantity manufactured is sufficient

lor the present demand, and doubtless will increase,
as the root, is indigenous, and but two or three
planters beinnr at present engaged in the inanuliic-

ture, and that too, in connection with their other
agricultural pursuits.

The low price at which the Florida arrow root
is sold, allows of its being applied to other purpo-
ses than tho.se to which, from its dearness, foreign
arrow root was usually restricted. For instance,
it is used here almost universally, in the place of
starch, and no one can visit Key West without
being posilively satisfied of the fitness of the sub-
stitute. It is so extremely valuable in the compo-
sition ofmany nicitiesof the table (a fact which we
have made known f()r the particular edification of
our fair readers,) and particularly in an imitation
Best Miing. It is used by the planters in some
places as a bread stuff, and was so used by the
aborigines, but do not ask it for so general a use
as to have it supersede the use of cither wheat or
rye.

We shall rest satisfied if our notice secures for

the manufacturers as great a demand as the good-
ness of their arrow root deserves.

From tlie Genesee Farnier.

THE CHINESE MULBERRY.

(JMorus mnlticaulis.)

Last year our Chinese Mulberry produced fruit,

and we have three plants growing from the seed.
One IS eighteen inches high, and all are in thriv-
ing condition. The leaves are as large as those
which grow on layers or cuttings of the same
size ; and prove very satisfactorily to us, that the
tale of such seeds producing the common white
mulberry is all a fiction. The explanation doubt-
less is, that the true seeds were not obtained.

Whether these seedlings will be hardier than
trees from cuttings, or not, we do not know; but
hope they will be so ; and on this account we shall

value them higher than trees from cuttings of the
old kind. Untbrtunately, our tree was so much
injured last winter, that no fruit was obtained from
it this season.

From the Albany Argus.

THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF THE STATE OF
NEW YORK.

It will be generally recollected that the legisla-

ture at the last season, made provision for a geo-
logical survey of this state, including an account
of its botanical and zoological productions. This
important measure was to be executed under the
direction of the governor, by competent persons to

be appointed by him. The outlines of apian for this

work, together with a specification of the objects

to be embraced in it, were submitted to the legis-

lature in an able and excellent report, made to

that body by Gen. Dix, as secretary of state.

This plan has, with some inconsiderable altera-

tions, been adopted by the governor. The state

is divided into four districts, and one principal geol-

ogist and an assistant assigned to each, instead of
two geologists, as suggested in the report made by
Gen. Dix.

It was supposed that it would be necessary to

have a draughtsman for each district, but it is be-

lieved that a change in tliis res[)ect can be advan-
tageously made. The geologist and his assistant

will be able to execute all the ordinary drawings,

and the services of only one draughtsman will be

recjuired to execute the more difficult parts of this
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two thousand dozen of Sea Gulls' eggs. They
sold readily at twenty-five cents a dozen. A por-

lioii of the cargo were to be carried to Boston.

They are the grey gulTs egg, nearly twice as

large as the coiiiinon hen's eij:g, some of them
blue, and some white with black spots. It is said

these eggs are (ound in such large quantities, that

many vessels make a [)rofitabIe business in carry-

ing them to market.

The Portland Advertiser says, that they are the

eggs of a species of bird called the Murrii, that

has, from time immemorial, monopolized the bu-
siness of egg making on the Labrador coast. The
eggs are the size of a large turkey or goose e^g,
in the shape of a bell pear, and of all the colors

that can be found among the latest patterns of
calicoes. They are stowed in the hold of the ves-

sel like common stone ballast, and are selling off

rapidly.

Fxtracts from tbe Journal of tlic Franklin Institute.

LIST OF PATKNTS ISSUED IN JAKUARY. 1836,
FOR IMPROVEMENTS OF MACHINES, &C. TO
BE USED IN AGRICULTURE, OR DOMESTIC
l:CO^"OMY.

TFti'h remarks, hy the Editor of the Journal of the

Franklin Institute.

For an Elastic revolving belt Saw ; Benjamin
Barker, Ellsworth, Hancock county, Maine,
January 6.

The patentee says, "what I claim as my inven-

tion, and not previously known in the above de-

scribed machine is, the elastic revolving belt saw,
and the manner of using the same. I do not
therefore, claim as my invention any of the other

several parts of said machine, nor tlieir particular

combination." If the patentee could have made
any new arrangement of the parts for operating

this saw, he might have claimed such arrange-

ment withsome propriety, but the saw itself which
he does claim is quite an old affair ; it is mention-
ed in Rees' Cyclopipdia ; has previously been pa-
tented more than once in the United States ; has

been repeatedly tried, and as frequently abandon-
ed as worthless in operation ; and such will again

be its fate, should it again be essayed by the pre-

sent patentee.

For a Forest, or Tree Saw; Walter Hunt, City

of New York, January 6,

Considerable ingenuity has been displayed in

the arrangement of' the apparatus described and
figured by the patentee, who has made his inven-

tion lijlly known. The apparatus consists of a
grapple by which the whole is to be attached to

the tree to be felled, by means of a screw, spike,

&c.; the lever, to which one end of, the saw is to

lie attached, and which, by being moved back-

ward and forward horizontally, operates on the

saw ; the saw and a spiral spring by which the

latter is to be kept up to its cutting bearing. The
particular construction of these par;s we shall not

attempt to describe. The patentee claims "the
style of construction, combination, and arrange-

ment of the forest tree saw, as above specified,

&.C." We shall not, as we have said, attempt a
TRADE IN BIRDS EGGS.

pari icular description of the proposed arrangement
The Portland Courier tells us that the schooner of the parts of this machine, but predict that it

Martha Jane, of Fall River, arrived there on
j

will share the fate of other saw machines lor fell-

Wednesday, h-om the coast of Labrador, withjing trees, and be found by far less efficient than

Vol. IV—45

branch of the work. An accurate, minute and

uniliM-m analysis of the minerals, including mine-

ral waters, and of the various soils of the state,

has been deemed of great importance, and will be

of evident utility. To ensure the best result in

this respect, and to prevent the repetition of the

same labor to some extent, at least, f)y each geolo-

gist, this department of the work has been com-
niitled to one person. The governor has, we be-

lieve, taken great pains to secure to the state the

services of persons in all respects well qualified for

the duties assigned them ; and has almost comple-

ted the list of a[)pointmen!s.

JohnTorrey, M. D., Professor of Chemistry and
Botany in the College of Physicians and Sur-

geons, New York, Ulc, is appointed Botanist, and

Ts to execute the botanical department of the sur-

vey.
Lewis C. Beck, Profl^ssor of Chemistry and

Botany in the New York University, &c., is ap-

pointed Mineralogist and Chemist, and has charge

of that branch ol" the work which relates to the

chemical analysis of the minerals, soils, &c.

James E. De Kay, M. D. author of numerous
papers on the Geology and Zoology of the Uni-

ted States, has charge, of the Zoological Depart-

ment.
William W. Mather, for several years Professor

of Aiinendogy and Geology in the Military Acad-
emy at West Point, is appointed Priiici|)al Geolo-

gist to execute the survey of the first district. His
assistant has not yet been selected. The first dis-

trict is composed of the follovv"ing counties—Suf-

folk, Queens, Kings, Rlclimond, New York, West-
chester, Rockland, Putnam, Dutciu^ss, Oranije,

Sullivan, Delaware, Ulster, Greene, Columbia,

Rensselaer, Albany, Schoharie, Schencctad}', Sa-

ratoga and Washington.
Ebenezer Emmons, M. D., Professor of Natu-

ral History in Williams College, has been appoint-

ed Principal Geologist for the second district.

James Hall, instructor in the Rensselaer School

at Troy, is appointed the assistant. This district

contains the counties of Warren, Essex, Clinton,

Franklin, Hamilton, St. Lawrence and Jefiisr-

son.

Timothy A. Conrad, author of a work on the

"fossil shells of the tertiary formations of the

United States ;" Monograph of the American
Uniodea^, &c. is appointed Principal Geologist for

the third district; and Geo. W. Boyd, M. D., cu-

rator of the N. Y. Lyceum of Natural History, is

appointed his assistant. Tins district includes

the counties of Montgomery, Herkimer, Oneida,
Lewis, Oswego, Madison, Onondaga, Cayuga,
Wayne, Ontario, Monroe, Orleans, Genesee and
Livingston.

The fourth district incluilcs the counties of Ot-
sego, Chenango, Broome, Tiogc, Cortland, Tomp-
kins, Seneca, Yates, Steuben, Allegany, Catta-

raugus, Chautauque, Erie, and Niagara. Lard-
ner Vanuxem, late Professor o!" Chemistry and
Mineralogy in Columbia College, South Carolina,
has been appointed Princijial Geologist for this dis-

trict. The assistant has not yet been selected.
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the axe of the woodman. We apprehend that

the patentee has not had much experience in

clearing land, or he would have known that his

wedges and other contrivances would not enable

him to determine the direction in which his tree

should tail, and that the experienced axeman is

sometimes at a lault in this particular, an event

which would be latal to the whole apparatus be-

fore us.

For Separatingforeign seedsfrom Clover Seed

;

James Manning, Lamberfsville, Hunterdon coun
ty,-Nevv Jersey, January 6.

A screen, or riddle, is to be made in the form of

a flour bolt, or otherwise, and this is to be covered

with wove wire, the meshes of which are oblong,

and a little narrower than the diameter of the clo-

ver seed ; the claim is to the " making these aper-

tures of an oblong figure." This patent will take

rank with those which are the least worthy of an
exclusive riivht, for however good such a screen,

sieve, or riddle, may be, it has been so common as

(o render the idea of claiming it as a novclly truly

ridiculous.

For a Washing Machine ; Joab H. Hubbard,
Bloomfield, Harford county, Connecticut, Janu-
ary 6.

By this machine the clothes are to be " pound-
ed" in a box, upon the bottom of which there are

pins projecting upwards ; the pounders, two in

number, having pins on their lower sides which
pass into the spaces between those witliin the box.

The pounders have each a rod extending up Irom
Ihem through the lid of the box, and these being
operated upon by cams and sj^rings, are raised by
the former and forced down by the latter. A hori-

zontal shaft carrying a cog wheel, and turned by
a winch, causes a second shaft, having a pinion
on it, to revolve, this latter, carrying the cams, or

lifters : rather a complicated child of ingenuity
this, and one, which we opine, will not find many
foster mothers.

For a Millfor cutting Grain and other articles;

William Gerrish, Portsmouth, New Hampshire,
January 11.

Two iron plates from six to eighteen inches in

diameter, constitute the cutting, or grinding, part

of this mill. The under plate is to be the runner,
and to be driven by any proper gearing ; both
plates are to be slightly conical. The upper plate

is to have several perforations in it, which are to

receive cutting irons, fixed and operating in the
manner of plane irons. Besides these cutters there
are ridges, or teeth upon the grinding faces. The
claim is to " the cutters and cavities, their particu-

lar arrangements and principle, applied to this

purpose."

For a 3fachine for Planting Corn; Charles
R. Belt, Washington county, District of Colum-
bia, January 15.

There are many patented machines for planting
corn, cotton, and other seeds, so nearly resembling
each other, as to constitute different modifications
only of the same machine, and such is the charac-
ter of the one before us. The claims made are
confined to two particular points in which the pa-
tentee considers liis machine as excelling its pre-

decessors, but its superiority not being apparent to

us, we shall pass on to other matters.

For a Plough; John Dollianer, Canton, Stark

county, Ohio, January 15.

There is nothing claimed as new in this plough,

but the mode in which the parts are fastened to-

gether, so as to give it the desired stability.

For securing JVdls from the influx of Surface
Water; Levi Kidder, city of New York, Janu-
ary 15.

" The principle of this improvement consists in

the construction of hydraulic cement, of a pro-

tecting cover and sides to wells, cisterns, reser-

voirs, and other vessels in the earth, whereby the

water within them will be secured against the in-

flux of surface water, and the intrusion of vermin
in the n>ode and by the means substantially as de-

scribed."

The mode described is to raise a wall ofcement
upon the ordinary wall of the well, to cover this

with a top in the form of a dome, leaving an
opening in the middle for ihe pump body.

For a 3fachinef()r pressing Tobacco in; J. Be-
verly Allen, City of Richmond, Virginia, Janu-
ary 15.

This machine for pressing tobacco in, is merely
a square box, fbunoftlie sides of which are of tin,

the other two being of wood. The patentee says
that " before this box was invented, the n)anufac-

turers of pressed tobacco were compelled to use
oaken boxes, the material for constructing which
has recently become very costly, and difficult to be
obtained. What I claim as my invention, and
not previously known, in the above described ma-
chine, is the use of tin for (bur sides thereof, in-

stead of wood, which was before exclusively

used."

For a Plough; Samuel VVitheron, Gettysburg,

Adams county, Pennsylvania, Januar}' 15.

The whole description is as follows : "The im-
provement consists in placing a roller under the

beam, near the centre of the plough, in or near a
perpendicular position; the roller may be made
plain, ridged, grooved, or otherwise. The use of
the roller is to prevent the j^lough from choaking,

by rolling ofi' the vegetable matter that usually

collects under the beam."

For an jfrf, or method, or process, of lessening

the consumption, and ofincreasing and otherwise

improving i/ie effects offuel; Isaac Orr, Wash-
ington, District of ('olumbia, January 20.

It is not easy from the title, to tell lor what this

patent has been obtained ; whether for a stove of
a particular construction, or for the art of mana-
ging the fuel. The claims however, fifteen in

rnnnbcr, relate principally to matters of construc-

tion, but in a way so general and difl'usive, as not

by any means to enable us to distinguish those

things which are intended to be the subject of the

patent "from all other things before known or

used," as required by the act of Congress. The
principal feature in the stove which The patentee

denominates the air-tight stove, is the so con-

structing, or making, the sliding or other doors

which open into the stove, that when closed they

shall bc; as nearly as may be, air-tight, by which
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means the combustion of the contained fuel, may
be completely controlled, and but little, or no con-

sumption take place, whatever may be the quan-

tity within the stove. That such a stove cannot,

and must not, be made perfectly air-tight, will be

at once adnntted, and we are not aware at what

degree of good fitting, the allair would be entitled

to a patent. We have a stove in which the de-

sign was to make the doors, and the ash drawer,

fit as closely as possible, so that the fire might be

regulated by the drawing out, or closing, of the

latter; this is one of Spoor's, ;ind there are many
others similarly constructed in this respect, and in

which, were the workmanship made a little more
perfect, without any change of structure, all that

Mr. Orr proposes from this arrangement would be

accomplished.
In addition to the close doors, the patentee has

grate bars placed under the fiiel, resembling the

revolving vertical dampers, or valves, used in some
stoves, and consisting of two plates with openings,

which may be made to coincide, or which may be

closed by the unperforated parts. If we do not

greatly err, such a grate will be obstructed by the

coal, and choaked by the ashes. There may be

enough in some of the individual arrangements
pointed out, upon which to found and sustain a

claim, but they are not made to stand alone, and
it is not in our power to put them iu a situation to

do so.

Yor 3. Portable Reflecting Baker; Lorenzo B.
Olmstead, Bintrhamton, Broom county, New
Yoric, January 20.

This tin baker is to be heated by means of a

cylinder of sheet-iron, which is to contain ignited

charcoal, and to pass vertically down through the

back of the box which constitutes the baker. This
latter is a kind of eight sided oven, the top being

ridged like a roof^ and the bottom in the same form
inverted, the back circular, and the front, which
lifls off, being straight ; we mention these things

because the peculiar form is claimed. The arti-

cles to be baked are put into pans, which stand on
wires within the baker, and the fire being kindled,

and the front reflector affixed in its place, we are

assured that the desired operation will be "per-

formed sooner than in any iaiown oven or baker,

with an immense saving of fuel."

For a Thrashing Slachine ; Eleazer Brown,
Chenango, Broom county, New York, Janua-
ry 20.

This thrashing machine consists of a hollow
cylinder about three feet in diameter; its length is

not mentioned, but from the drawing, we should
suppose it to be, at least, twelve feet. It stands

horizontally in a frame, and within it revolves a
shaft, which carries tour, or any other number of
rows of wooden beaters. The grain is fed into

the cylinder through an opening in its side, near
to one end, which is closed, the other being left

open. On the shaft near the closed end are spiral

fan leaves, which force a current of air through
the cylinder. The patentee says that "the rapid

motion of the shaft separates the grain, and the
strong current of air driven through the cylinder
by the fans, carries out the straw and grain."
There is no claim made, the general construction
being probably considered as new, which we be-
lieve it is.

For a Horse-P010er ; Samuel Newton, Dayton,
JMonlgomcry county, Ohio, January 20.

This horse power is one of that kind which re-

ceives its impulse from the walking of the horse,
or other animal, upon an inclined Hoor forming a
chain of slats, the patentee calls it the "Friction
Obviator, or Double Chain Horse-Power," in

which is combined the joint application of two
continuous, or endless, chains. The second of

these endless chains consists of rollers connected
by suitable straps, which sustain the movable
floor by running upon a suitable railway under it,

the part not so employed hanging down beneath
the floor. After a full description of the appara-
tus a claim is made to "the particular manner of

constructing the fi'iction chain," &c. We could re-

fer to several patents taken in the United States, for

a perfectly similar contrivance; but will go farther

back than any of these, and look in the second

volume of the first series of the Repertory of
Arts, p. 366, where we find the same nmchine de-

scribed and figured, having been patented in Eng-
land, in January, 1795.

For a Plough; John P. Chandler and Peter
Ramjer, Wilton, Kennebeck, iVlaine, January 20.

We have, for brevity's sake, called this a
|)lough, but the patentees denominate it a "Ma-
chine for ploughing land," and indeed from its com-
plexity it appears to require some such appellation.

It has an axletree and two wheels, like a cart,

with a frame somewhat like that of a cart body,

sustaining a tongue to which to attach the horses,

together with other appendages. Under this

frame there are to be three ploughs abreast, all of

which are to be managed, by means of levers and
suspending chains, by a person seated on the ma-
chine; the ploughs being so suspended that they

can be raised or lowered at pleasure. The claim

made is to "the using of two or more ploughs at

the same time, and with the same team ; and also

having the plough suspended so as to have the

weiffht of it carried on wheels." The patentees

might, probably, sustain a claim to their own
mode of doing these things, but double ploughs

have of^en been used, and wheeled ploughs are re-

presented in the books, and are common in Eu-
rope.

For a Corn Sheller; Warren Carpenter, New
Castle, Mercer count}', Pennsylvania, January 23.

A plank is to be slid up and down between two
cheeks, grooved for that purpose; into each side

of this plank iron pins are driven, which project

out a short distance. The corn to be shelled is to be

dropped in between this slide, and two pieces of

plank near the lower end of the frame, which are

borne up towards the slides by springs; these

spring pieces of plank are armed with teeth, like

the slide. The slide is to be worked up and down
by hand. The claim made is to "the particular

structure, combination and arrangement of the re-

spective parts."

For a Machine for Packing Flovr in Barrels;

Jonathan F. Barrett, Granville, Washington coun-
ty, New York, January 23.

This is certainly a new, and, we think, a good
machine. The flour to be pressed, runs into the

barrel in a continuous stream, and the pressing

commences at the bottom, and goes on until the
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barrel is fiilotl. The barrel is placed on the bed of
the press, ami above it there is a vertical shaft,

Aviiich is made to revolve by a drum and band,
and is capable of rising anil raiiiny; through the

height of the barrel. At the lower end of this

shait there is what is called a screw, but this es-

sential part is very imperfectly described ; it is

nearly of the diameter of the interior of the barrel,

and appears to he a transverse section, containing

a single thread of a screw, and it has, of course,

an opening from its upper to its lowerside, through
which tlour may pass. The shaft, we suppose,

must revolve in a direction tending to raise this

section of a screw, and the bottom of it, Ibrminga
spiral inclined plane, presses upon the flour as it

passes through the opening, having to operate
upon thin successive strata only, and thus gradu-
ally rising to the top, when the packing is com-
pleted. The shaft is loaded with any amount of
weight which may be found necessarj', and there

is appended to it the apparatus necessary for rais-

ing and lowering the shaft rapidly, when requisite.

The claim made is to the en;ployment of "a
screw on the end of a Aveighted shaft,'" in the

manner described.

The patentee says that about three minutes
completes the pressing of a barrel of flour; the

manual labor, however, not exceeding five se-

conds; that during the operation there is not any
bursting of hoops, or pressing of flour out of the
sides ; that with a machine made to test the im-
provement, one man can readily pack, weigh, and
nail off, about twenty barrels per hour.

For an improvement in the Garden Hoe.: Ad-
na Allen, Ramapo, Rockland county. New York,
January 23.

This patent is taken for the manner of attach-
ing the shank to the i)Iateof the hoe, so as to ren-
der it secure from working loose. The plate or
blade of the hoe, is perforated with a square hole;

the shank is made to fit this hole, and has a collar

formed on it which comes up against the plate; a
second plate, like a washer, passes over the shank
on the face of the hoe, and the whole is secured
together by riveting; the shank is secured in the
handle by a ferule, and fastened by a key driven
through both. The claim is to " the collared shank,
back plate, and rivets, viz : the collar on the
shank, and the principle of attaching the back
plate to the plate of the hoe."

from the oratorical gi-aces in the one case, as is usually

furnished by the reporters in the other.]

Crows and r!inii:;!is that win;
?liow scurce

DEBATK ON THE CROW BILL, IN THE SENATE
OF VIRGINIA, FEBRUARY 9, 1826.

{Reported by a silent member.)

[The subject of the burlesque report which, by re-

quest, is here published, is one of the very few on

which the Legislature of Virginia have acted, for the

purpose of aiding agricultural interests—and on that

account, more than for the importance, or the wisdom
of the action, it may perhaps deserve to be recorded

in tlie Farmers' Register. As to the manner of the

report, burlesqued and changed as was the form, to

suit botli the humor and the metre of the writer, we
can testify that the substance of each speech is at

least as well preserved as in the ordinary ^rose reports

of debates—there having been as little taken away

;
the midway air

Skakspcare.

Mr. M y.

By that bill Mr. Spealcer, 'tis meant to propose
Tlie form of a law for the killing ol crows

;

A county requests us—the county Fair-/«a-,

To place it as one in the list of our acts.

I'm sure Sir that you and that every one knows
How vcnj destructive to corn are the crows

;

There is not, perhaps, any bird. Sir, that hops,

That puUs up as much of the cornplanter's crops
;

They gather by tb.ousands, and tear with their bills

Each plant as it peeps through the top of the hills

;

I see. Sir, tliis subject produces some mirth.

But let not a crow. Sir, remain upon earth.

If the West is to pay for the wolf and-its whelps.
Why may not the East lor the crow or its scalps?

I hope tlien, the Senate will pass, Sir, the law.

We wish not in Fairfax to hear a crow caw.

Mr. R n.

Mr. Speaker, I move to amend the crow bill

By adding to those who have license to kill:

Insert after "Fair.''ax" the words "Isle of Wight;"
"Southampton and Surry" you also may write.

'Tis not that / have—oh no, heaven knows,
A thirst, Mr. Speaker, for blood of the crows,

—

Prince George and the crows are on very good terms;

We want them to eat up that pest, the cutworms.
But some of my counties complain with Fairfax,

And is'uL it rigid they should coine in for snacks?

—

Mr. M y.

With this bill, Mr. Speaker, some wags down below
Are strongly suspected of "jncking a crow.'"'

Against that amendment, I tlierefore shall vote,

We might just as well catch the bill by the throat;

'Twid excite such a laugh in a certain great hall

They'll scout from the House the amenchnent and all

—

I hope, Sir, the bill will be then let alone.

This amendment will cause it to die with a groare.

Mr. P e.

Mr. Speaker ! ! ! 1 [ hope the amendment and bill

Will find in the Senate no jot of good will.

To hold out a bounty in any such case

Is simply rewarding the vagrant and base
;

From labor productive 'tis taking away Sir,

Your hundreds to idle and waste all the day Sir;

Instead of promoting the true icealth of nations

'Tis taking men oti' from their suitable stations.

From digging, from grubbing, and other hard blows,

To shooting their guns at a parcel of crows.

But Sir, I assert it
—

'tis true on my word,
The crow is in fact a carnivorous bird

;

He does'nt like corn sir—he wovld'nt eat grain.

He'd strut by the thing in a fit of disdain
;

If he only could get fiesh enough for his turn,

What you think is his passion, he'd caw at and spurn ;

'Tis mere "Hobson's choice" with him when his scorn

Is seen to relax, and he gobbles your corn.

I would ask too the member who urges this tax,

i f it be not unwise in the county Fair-fax ?

If the end is ed'ected, this crow bill enforces.

What is to become ol' liis mass of dead horses ?

Mr. C /.

It may seem, Mr. Speaker, to some of the counties

To be a small matter, this granting of bounties

—

But long have I thought. Sir, 'twould be very wise
In planters, some plan oF the kind to devise.

The interests of husbandry, calling now louder,

Musthavc something stronger than smell of gunpowder.
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These birds come upon us lilce hordes, Sir, of Huns
And take cave to keep out of range of our guns

;

Some people have triixl a contrivance we know
Which all have consented to call a scare-crow;
liut I've seen them light on il with great iionchalcnce,

And hopping about as if learning to dance.

A plan 7 once thougiit of, I'll freely disclose,

'Twas to grant. Sir, a pension to each of these crows

:

If I gave them as much of my corn as they'd eat,

I thought that to steal it, would not be so sweet;
But alas, Mr. Speaker, they'll just as soon go
To the corn you have planted, as that wliich jou strew.

I own Sir, a farm in the old Northern Neck,
Where crows would outnumber the grains which they

peck,
And unless some provision is made in our laws
I fear Sir, the planter must give up his cause.

Mr. R n.

Although, Mr. Speaker, I moved that three counties

Should also partake of these ruinous bounties,

I did it alone from a sense of my duty,
And not that 7 saw in the scheme any beauty.
What the gentleman said who was last on the lloor,

In the truth of my dogmas, but rivets me more
;

The plan of a pension we've heard him rehearse.
Has proved, like the poor laws, an infinite curse.
Ilis system Sir, failing, conclusively shows
It swells but the number of paupers and crows;
JMalthus and others have proved that such laws
Increase but the cramming of bellies and crcnrs.

I therefore shall vote Sir, against the whole bill.

And I wish that the Senate would help me to kill.

Mr. C. J n.

That bill, Mr. Speaker, proposes to tax
./IHwho reside in that county Fair-fax

—

The grower of corn and he who grows none :

'Tis wrong Sir, injustice like this should b3 done.

Mr. F 7/.

A law about wolves, Mr. Speaker, 's been made,
And a tax on the county requesting it, laid.

The man who grows wool and the man who does not
Are surely involved in a similar lot.

The principle- here is the same. Sir, I trow;
If you tax for the wolf, you may tax for the crow.

Mr. S p.
A single remark, Mr. Speaker,—the man
Who does'nt make corn, eats bread if he can.
The more that is made, the cheaper he buys.
Then does'nt he profit when any crow dies ?

The Speaker arose from his arm chair at last

And ask'd if the bill in his hand should be passed.
And the "ayes" seem'd to have it, he said by the sound.
And the foes ol the crows, how they crowed on the

ground ! 1

Feb. 10.

We hasten to notice an error we fell in

Reporting this bill, as regards Mr. A n.

That gentleman moved an amendment, to wit,

—

"If laws on the subject were thougiit at all fit,

Those laws should be gen'ral, and each county court
In its wisdom, to scalping of crows might resort

;

He thought that a body so grave as the Senate
Should not have a thing like a crow-bill within it;

If the bill should go through with its one-sided features.

Then year after year we should hear of these creatures
;

'Twas best in his judgment to deal such a blow.
As would shut up forever the bill of the crow ;"

And this was the speech which gave Mr. R n
What Fairfax would call a fit of ''humgrvffin."
"He had no objection he said to the bill-
As regards other counties,—enact what you will

;

But as for his county, he warmly protested,

By bell, book and candles, if crows were molested,
The worms there would fearlessly riot and revel

—

All chance of a crop would be sent to the devil."'

ACCOUKT OF A SHEEP OK TWO LEGS.

To the Editor of the Farmeis" KcgUtor.

Crawford County, Pa. July 18, 1836.

As any tiling of interest connected with domes-
tic animals would be gratilying to you to know,
alhjw me to give 3'ou an ai^count, in Tew words,
of a lamh which walked on two legs.

Being on a visit to a friend of mine some short
time since, my altention was directed to a Iamb,
which irom having been brought fijrth unexpect-
edly to the owner, in a very inclement season
early in the spring, lost both of its hind legs very
near the body. The poor animal was suflercd to

live—and when I saw it, it could travel (upon its

two fore legs) as nimbly as any of the fiock, and
that without raising the hind quarters, so that the
centre of gravity should fall upon the fore feet. I

consider the circumstance of a nature most extra-
ordinary, and well worthy to be recorded. The
animal must be endued with extraordinary muscu-
lar power : its hind parts while it is walking, stand-

ing, or eating, maintain very nearly their natural

position—-a little higher if any thing. It sometimes
gets on its knees and eats, without however, touch-
ing any other part of its body to the ground. While
I was observing it, it leaped over a stick without
any difficulty, and lit on its feet. The animal is in

good condition, and likely to live as long as any of
the flock.

JOS. C. G. KKNKEDY.

DEATH OF THE SECOND BlULE S COLT. LAND,
AND OYSTER SHELL BAKICS OF NANSEMOND.

To the Editor of llie Farmcis' Register.

Spring Hill, Nansemond Co., Aug. 26, 1836.

Dear Sir:—Permit me to record, in your Regis-
ter, the death ol my second colt, the issue ol" a
mare mule, by a horse. The colt w'as born in

August, 1835, and died on this day, having been
sick two or three days. Having lost one, I was
desirous of raising this. It was in fine order—the

mother doing nothing, upon a good pasture. It is

true, the mother nor the colt had not been housed
until the night before it was taken sick. 1 had
another colt running in the same pasture, treated

in the sarne way, and is as yet doing well. Every
thing was done for the mule's colt that could be
done, but it suffered nmch and died at last. A
passage could 'never be gotten through it, and
when dead, 1 had it openetl, and all that could be
discovered, was, that every thing that had been

siven it was then in its stomach, and had never

passed on to the bowels. It was blistered on its

forehead—the blister drew well, but in vain : and a
question arises with me—can an offspring deliver-

ed of the body of a mongrel breed, be raised?

That question I should like to hear solved by
those better informed upon that subject than I am.
If it should be thought to be possible to raise one,

I will then try the mare mule with a jack, as sug-

gested by A. B. C. (in No. 4,) whose opinion I

should like to have upon this subject.

Could you not favor us with a visit some time

this full? I should like for you to do so, and to
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examine our mineral resources for improving our

lands, all within the reach of the present genera-

tion—and then stand, j-ourself, in wonder and

amazement, that we should possess so much va-

cant land, and so little improvement. But alas!

the wild western lever is up, and we leave lands

here behind us, as good and as cheap, to go into

a wild s|)eculation. I should like for you, or some
person who is a competent judge, to examine the

lands of our Dismal Swamp. A new discovery

has been made b}' some enterprising gentleman,

who is now making an eflbrt to cultivate a small

portion of it. There is supposed to be a stratum

of marl, or calcareous earlh, Irom two to five or

more feet below the top of the earth, and I am told

that such land (though covered with water in the

winter) is bare of timber, save very small growth.

That the swamp possesses some as fine soil as

ever was, there can be no doubt ; and that a por-

tion of our country now almost deserted, and where
lands is cheap, is as good as ever was, there can
be no doubt. It only wants improvement. As a
proof beyond contradiction, I would refer all who
doubt, to the firm now owned in Nansemond by
Gen. John (J. Crump, who came there last Janu-
ary, (it is true, with a good force.) Land that

never produced any thing before, now has as fine

corn as the western country can produce; and you
would ask how did he do it 7 The only answer is,

that he carted out thousands of loads of calcareous

earth, from what are called the shell banks, and that

has produced it : while the very spot that he re-

moved this earth from, produces belter corn than
previous thereto ; and of this earth, he has more
than can be removed in ages. Not only Gen.
Crump, but hundreds of olhers can do this, if ihey

would avail themselves of the advantages offered.

All we want, are some enterprising people to begin

and go ahead—being first sure they are right. My
wheat crop, this year, has failed, owing to the

rains in May: my corn and oats good; but corn

generally injured by the wet. I hope though, we
shall make average crops.

I am pleased to find that you are, at last, giving
into the opinion that silk would be a profitable cul-

tivation for eastern Virginia. If you will examine
all the country, you will find that the mulberry tree

is easily and quick raised ; and all we want is,

management to give employment to our aged .and

infirm negroes and little children, that generally
include about tvvo thirds of the black fanuly.

JOHN T. KILBY.

For the Farmers' Register.

THE RESPECTABILITY OF LABOR WHO
MOST ASHAMED OF IT.

Wardsfork, Charlotte County.

Labor is of high origin, and of ancient respect-

ability. It is only held in low estimation by the
low-bred and ignorant part of the community. A
young upstart applied to me a few years ago for

an overseer's place : By way of applying a touch-
Etone to his tenets, I told him I should expect him
to work with his own hands: his sensibilities

seemed to be a little touched—and he asked me if

I expected him to work "like a niggerV "No in-

deed sir," said I, "by no means— I would have
you work like a white 7nnn: a negro, sir. requires
an overseer, but you will not." He seemed to be

a little perplexed at the unexpected turn I took
upon him, and appeared ashamed that he had put
the question ; but his prejudices against Iaf)or, I

thiid<, were not removed. Labor has been honor-
ed by the example of the greatest and be?t men
of ancient and modern times. Among the Ro-
mans, says a respectable historian, "the first ma-
gistrates, and the generals of the armies, cultiva-

ted their fields, and thrashed their grain with those
hands which had vanquished the enemy anil sup-
ported the state; and tiie Roman jieople blushed
not to give the command of their armies to those
illustrious laborers, taken fiom the plough. Cin-
cinnatus was found working in the field, by those

who came to salute him dictator ; Marcus Curius,

after having conquered the Sabines and Samnites,
and driven Pyrrhus out of Italy, was possessed of
only one small farm, which he cultivated himself."

A fine example both for Whigs and Jackson men.
Scipio Afi'icanus, after having defeated four of the
greatest Carthaginian generals, and even Hani-
bal himself, took up his spade and ditched—not, I

presume, "like a nigger," but like a white man,
and a great man. He was of a different way oi

thinking from our little overseer, just mentioned.
There is a wandering tribe of work-haters among
us, who are a serious pest to every neighborhood.
They are perfectly acquainted with the minute ge-
ography of every plantation : there is not a grape
or persimmon tree, that is known to the most
aged opossum, but what they are perfectly ac-
quainted with ; they know the negroes, hogs,
and sheep of every plantation, as well as the

owners; they can tell of all the Saturday night
marriages, and the Monday morning whippings,
that are transacted throughout the neighborhood

;

who hath a negro in the woods, and liow many
stripes he gets on coming home ; how old aunt
Sukey tongued the overseer, and uncle Tom es-

caped from his master's cane ; they are famous
for bush caucuses, fence conversations, five-corn

gambling, knife-swaps, and button sales with the
greenhorns among the Cuflees. These arc they,

who are so far below envy, that are so high
above work. I know not such mortal cancers on
the body politic as these. They fiisten more es-

pecially on the property of the virtuous poor, and
suck them to the dregs. They arc ever trotting

from one house to another, and scenting out the

meat which his industrious neighbor has laid up
for his funily, and nothing short of a kick would
drive him home till tifter dinner—and when he gets

seated at table, fairly or unfairly, asked or unask-
ed, he never rises until he sees the end of all

things. They trace their pedigree up to great

granddaddy, and down to the tenth cousin, not af-

ter honorable blood, but to enlarge their range
for sponging : they are going fiom county to coun-
t)', fi'om neighborhood to neighborhood, eating out
their poor kin. and driving them to the west.

These itinerant idlers are roving under the pre-

tence of"getting jobs:" but it is a job of eating, and
not of work, they are after. They threaten wor-
thy characters with constables—talk the loudest of

liberty and equality on court-days and musters,

and swear they are as free men as any—aye, the

very lieest, to be sure, if freedom from Wv^rk con-
stitutes liberty. They abuse the rich for being
proud and aristocratic, because they wont play at

five-corns, and dance a jig with ihem over a po-

tiito cellar,—"how do ye do" with them over a
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cup of villainous wliisl<ey, and acknowledge them
as equals. These are the characters (would you
believe it) that are most ashamed ol' honorable

labor.

I. R.

A PRECOCIOUS HEIFER.

To the Editor ol" the Fanners' Register.

24ih Jane, 1836.

* * * I cannot lose this op-

portunity of informing you of a singular fact which
happened in the vicinity of Hampton very lately.

Capt. Spencer Drummond has a heifer of the Dur-
ham stock, only fourteen months old, which has a

calf about a fortnight old, and is a much fii;er call

than we commonly meet with in this neighbor-

hood, or in yours. I mention this because I con-

sider it unprecedented.

ACCOUJiT OF THE IvATE ROBERT BARCT^AY,
ESQ. OF URY, A CELEBRATED AGRICULTU-
RIST.

Extracted from Mr. Robertson's Agricultural Survej' of Kiii-

cai-diueshire.

But the man who exerted himself most for the

improvement of the country ; the man whose la-

bors in agriculture were the most strenuous and
well conducted ; and whose example had the most
prevalent and most extensive influence, was the

late Mr. Ikirclay of l^ry. His, indeed, were no
common powers. Of the most athletic form of

body, endowed with the most ardent, energetic,

and comprehensive mind, he employed his great

talents as an agriculturist with the most unwearied
perseverance, and to the happiest and most bene-
ficial results. The subject which he had to work
upon and to improve, or rather to subdue, was of

the most obdurate nature, and to most people

would have been unconquerable. But he was not

of a nature to be intimidated. Difficulties tended
only to excite his activity; and, adhering tena-

ciously to his own preconceived and well adjusted

plans, he was ultimately successful.

The estate of Ury, the chief subject of his im-
provements, lies on both sides of the water of

Covvie, and extends from Stonehaven, in a north-

westerly direction', for nearly five miles. The house
of Ury is situated about a mile and a half from
Stonehaven, on the north banks of the Cowie.
This rivulet, whose banks have been destined to

receive so much embellishment from the hands of
Mr. Barclay, is a small trouting stream, in gene-
ral of no great capacity ; but there are times
when the mountain torrents, from which it is

derived, come down so suddenly, and with so

much impetuosity, as to swell it, in some places,

more than twelve feet above its usual level. Hap-
pily, however, at Ury house, where this occurs, it

is confined within strong natural bulwarks of rock,

so as to prevent devastation.

Mr. Barclay succeeded his father to this estate,

in the year 1760. At that time there was, except
a few old trees around the mansion house, scarce-
ly a single shrub of any value on the whole pro-
perty. The Cowie, which runs for above three
miles through the lands of Ury, had, in the lapse
of ages, worn itself a deep channel ; the land on
either hand shelving towards it, in an angle more

or less acute, in proportion as the soil was more
or less adhesive. In general, through the whole ex-
tent of this course, springs of water fi-om the cir-

cumjacent grounds were continually oozing to the
banks, and forming into marshes and quagmires,
which from time to time burst, and were precipita-
ted, by land slips, into the river. Thus, every year
the banks were becoming wider, by the breaking
down from the overhanging braes of some new
piece of land, to be slippecl, in its turn, into the
stream, which, beingperiodically flooded, swept the
whole into the sea. The only product of these banks
was a lew natural alders, of no value whatever,
and a coarse kind ofaquatic herbage, to which cat-
tle had hardly any access, and on which, if they
had, they would scarcely have fed.

The arable land was divided into a number of
small farms, each having a right of pasturage on
the contiguous hills. The tillage was superficially

perlbrmed with very imperfect imjilenients. Al-
most every field was incumbered with obstructions
of one kind or other—such as, pools of stagnant
water—quagmires, where the cattle were ever in

danger of losing their lives—great baulks of un-
ploughed land between the ridges— but, above all,

stones abounded, not merely on the surface, but
through the whole depth of the soil. There were
no enclosures.; no lime was used as a manure

;

and the only crops were bear and oats. There
was no cart nor wheel-carriage of any kind

;

nor was there even a road. In short, no place at

that titne abounded more in the evils attending the
ancient system, nor enjoyed fewer of the advan-
tases of modern husbandry, than the lands of
UFy.

Mr. Barclay, who had acquired his ideas of ag-
riculture on the f(3rtile plains of Norfolk, could ill

brook a state of husbandry like this. So soon,
therfore, as he succeeded to the estate, he set

about its improvement in a style which soon ap-
peared to be neither superficial nor fleeting, but, to

the utmost degree, radical and permanent. For
this purpose, in addition to the lands that were at

all times in the hands of the family, he took into

his own management all the fi^trms in the vicinity

of the mansion, as the leases expired. And as
none of them were of long endurance, he had,
in the course of about 30 years, improved most
thoroughly 903 acres of arable land, besides plant-

ing from 900 to 1000 acres with wood. Of the

above quantity of arable land, there were original-

ly about 300 acres, which were altogether either

marsh or heath. Of the remaining 600, which
were let to tenants, about one-fourth part, or 1^0
acres, consisted of baulks, wastes, marshes, and
pools, interspersed through every field ; the quan-
tity in actual tillage never having exceeded 450
acres. So that, on the whole, Mr. Barclay
has meliorated about 450 acres, and brought
them, from a very imperfect, to the most cor-

rect state of culture ; and improved, fi-om a state

originally of the most barren and forbidding

appearance, about 450 acres more, which are now
in a high degree of fertility.

The means by which all this has been accom-
plished, will fcorm the subject of the following in-

vestigation, and fall to be related under these dif-

ferent heads. 1. Draining. 2. Trench-plough-
ing. 3. Removal and disposal of stones. 4. Ap-
plication of lime. 5. Enclosing. And, 6. Rota-
lion of crops. Plantations will form the subject
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of a separate section ; as will comparative value,

another.

1. Draining.—This primary step towards im-

provement was so indispensable on the lands of

Ury, that oui of 52 fields, into which Mr. Barclay

divided his improved lands, there was only one in

which draining was not reqifired. The sub-soil of

nearly the whole was also of such an adhesive na-

ture, that the spring water could not filter through,

nor draw to any considerable distance. So much
was this the case, that it was frequently requisite to

form the ditches within a few yards of each other,

before the purpose of complete drainage could be

accomplished. One field, consisting of 25 Eng-
lish acres, is, in particular, still pointed out as a

remarkable instance of this. It cost £150 for

merely the opening of the ditches, though these

were contracted for at the low rate of three farth-

ings the ell. This gives 48,000 ells tor the field,

or 1920 for the acre. And if we suppose the

ditches to have been two and a half feet wide,

(and, in such a marshy soil, less would not have
kept them from falling in,) the ground thus cast \\\)

would amount to more than one-third part of the

whole mass ; and the drains mu:-t have been, at

the average, within less than five feet of each
other. To this expense of opening or casting the

drains, there falls to be added, the expense of fill-

ing with stones and covering again with earth.

The filling with stones, at the rate of one cart-

load to three ells, would require 16,000 such loads
;

a large part of which, if not the whole, must have
been brought from a considerable distance, as it is

more than probable the marsh could not, of itself,

furnish such a quantity. This labor, together with
the expense ol laying the stones in the ditches,

and covering them with earth, cannot, on the most
moderate estimate, be calculated at less than dou-
ble the first expense, or £450 for the whole ; thus
making more than at the rate of £20 the acre for

draining alone. The field itself, having been thus
so completely turned inside out, has altered its

aspect fi'om its originally mossy hue, to a pale
white, the color of the clayey sub-soil ; which,
having been thoroughly pulverized by trench-
ploughing, and a copious application of lime, is

now, not merely fully dry, but become considera-
bly fertile. The total expense laid out on this

field, vfould be little short of £40 the acre; for,

independent of drainage, Mr. Barclay's other
means of improvement generally cost him, per
acre, about £ 18. This expense, in the present
instance, would probably do more than purchase
the land after it has been improved, and would
certainly have deterred any common cultivator
from making the attempt. But Mr. Barclay was
not a man to be easily moved from his purpose;
and, having once resolved to bring his whole lands
into a full state of cultivation, this field, which
would otherwise have remained a blot on the sur-
face, would not have been left unimproved al-

though it should have cost ten times the sum.
Mr. Barclay's drains were generally two feet

and a half wide at top, ten inches wide at bottom,
and about three {'c.ai deep. Less dimensions as *o

breadth might perhaps have served every purpose
of draining; but the expense of casting them
would have been very little, it at all, dinunished
by narrower ditches. For in a soil, of which one
half the substance consists of stones and gravel,
and the other half of an adhceive clay intermixed

with these, it becomes impracticable to cast a very
narrow ditch. To this it may be added, that as
the lands of Ury had such a profusion of stones on
the surface, it became a relief, in the trouble of
clearing them away, to have large ditches into

which they might be put.

2. Trench-pl')ughing.—The next operation was
trench-ploughing; and there were two objects in

view from this labor; 1. To acquire a depth of
soil ; and, next, to get rid of stones : and the work
was persevered in till both were accomplished.
Previous to Mr. Barclay's operations, the quantity
of stones upon the lands of Ury was, as has been
already stated, immense, both on the surf\ce and
through the whole depth which the plough had
ever reached. The tillage had been but superfi-

cially performed ; nor, indeed, had the tenants

either skill or ability to perfom it better. But Mr.
Barclay soon made his lands assume a different

appearance ; and li-om being the most incumber-
ed with stones, and from having the thinnest sta-

ple of soil, they became the least incumbered, and
of the deepest soil in the county. This was not,

however, an easy acquisition, nor was it accom-
plished at little cost. With a set of uncommonly
strong implements, and with six, and sometimes
eio'ht, heavy horses in the draught, he made the
plough to descend, in spite of every obstruction,

sixteen or eighteen inches at once ; and, alter car-

rying off the stones, as they were turned up, as

from a quarry, he repeated the operation, till, in

the end, he obtained a free soil of Iburtecn inches
deep, and of a mould fit lor every agricultural pur-

pose. The quantity of stones thus removed was
in general very great, and in some cases, almost
incredible—even to the amount of more than a
thousand cart-loads from an acre. And the sur-

face of the land itself was observed to have be-

come evidently ten or twelve inches lower by the
operation.

3. Disposal of the Stones.—This would have
been ii work of weary labor, had not Mr. Barclay
found out beneficial purposes for almost the whole
The draining, already noticed, consumed them ii

myriads. Perhaps more than 100,000 cart-loads

or 100,000 tons weight, were thus disposed of. Oi
this point, however, one can speak only from pro

bable conjecture ; for, of such a multifarious dis

tribution, no account was ever attempted to bt

kept. But, judging merely from the vast exten
of drains that were made in progress of ihii

branch of improvement, over nearly 900 acres,

and which certaini}' amounted to several hundred
thousand ells, the quantity of stones requisite to

fill these could not be less than as now stated, but
was probably much greater.

It has been already remarked, that when Mr.
Barclay succeeded to the estate, there was not a
road on it. But as he clearly perceived that well

made roads, so essential to all improvement, were
indispensably required at Ury, so he set about
the construction of them without delay, and was
assisted in this useful work by the statute-labor of

that district of the collnt3^ The length of road
altogether, that was thus made through his lands,

with all its ramification.^, extends to about eigh
miles, and consumed, to good purjiose, many thou-

sand cart-loads of stones.

lie had another expedient still, namely, the fill

in/!f up of hollows and pools. This is a branch (

improvcmcul that docis not fall in the way of evei
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cultivator; but Mr. Barclny had it in abundance.
Tiie inequality in tiie surface ot' many of tlxe fields

of Ury is siill very apparent ; but it was much
more so before he dressed them in their present

form. In almost every field there were deep hol-

lows, which in the winter, or in rainy weather,

became pools, some larger and some less, of stag-

nated water. These did not owe their origin at

all to springs, but existed merely in consequence
ol" their situation, incumbent on an adhesive sub-

soil that admitted of no filtration. In the winter

they were always full, but grew less as the season

became drier ; and some of them, in the preva-

lence of the diought of suumier, became, through
evaporation alone, altoirclher dr\'.

It is evident, that whatever might be the pro-

duce of coarse herbage that might occasionally

grow in these hollows, or by the margin of these

jiools, there could be no crop of grain raised from
them. But this was not adapted to Mr. Barclay's

ideas of the use of soil, and he resolved to rid him-
self of them at once. His method was this:—He
first caused a trench to be made, no matter to

what depth, till he laid them completely dry, and
thus got access to the soil at the bottom. This
eoil was generally of a considerable thickness, and
had been lacquired bv a gradual accumulation ot

the finer particles of soil (hat had been washed
down fi'oin the conterminous heights, and had
been renderetl of a still more fructifying nature from

the residuum of the vegetables which, from year
to year, had alternatelv grown up and deca3'ed

upon their margin. This was too valuable to be
lost. He iherelbre caused it to be cut out, and to

he either carted or wheeled out with a barrow, be-

yond the limits of the hollow. The next work
was to cast in stones from the contiguous fields,

and to fill it up, not merely for the space occupied

by the soil now taken out, but to as great a height

as the water was wont to stand in the winter sea-

son. The last operation was to carry back the ex-

cavated soil, and spread it upon the surliice of the

stones. Thus, a noxious pool was converted into

soil the most valuable in the field. I am credibly

informed, that, in many of these old pools, the

quantity of stones carted into them is upwards of

six feet in depth: and that (he number ot such in-

stances of improvement, from that exten* down-
wards to that of two or three feet ol' filling up, is

very considerable indeed.

Aftei all, these three ways of disposing of the

stones, though they must have consumed a quan-
tity almost inconceivable, have not been able com-
pletely to swallow them up; for, so very nmch
did they abound originally, that many thousand
cart-loads are still to be seen, that were tumbled,

as the last resource, over the banks towards the

channel of the river.

4. jlpplication of Lime.—After the various and
expensive operations ot draining, trench-plough-

ing, and removal of stones, immediately tbllowed

the application of lime. Previous to the era of
INIr. Barclay, the use of lime as a manure was, in

this county, very circumscribed, though not alto-

gether unknown in this respect; but, in these days,
its powers appear to have been overrated. This
may be inferred from the practice which then pre-

vailed, of sowing it over the surface by the hand
from a sheet, by which means, a iew bushels were
made to overspread an acre. The eti'ect which
this meagre sprinkling had upon the soil, is not

!
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indeed stated ; but it could not have been consi-

derable. There is, however, more reason to ad-
mire than to despise, in this particular, the exer-
tions of those ancient husbandmen, when we re-

flect on the state of the roads at the time, by which
(he carriage of three bushels in a bag, on the back
of a horse, was a work of greater labor than now
to bring on a cart, three bolls. It maybe remark-
ed also, that the thin staple ol earth which they
had to manure, would require a proportional less

quantity to produce an effect. But, be (his as it

may, the soil tbrmed by Mr. Barclay, being so

much deeper than the general soil of the country,

required a more liberal allowance of lime, and he
gave it a more liberal allowance accordingly. He
never applied less, in any case, than forty bolls of

shells to the acre, but more generally from fifty to

seventy bolls ; so that the average may be justly

stated at sixty bolls to the English acre. In one
particular case. viz. in his garden, which he had
trenched to the depth of five feet, he applied no
less than at the rate of five hundred bolls to the

acre ;—a quantity probably more than enough to

saturate the whole mass; and, of course, a misap-
plication, so far as the excess might extend. The
boll here specified is what is called the water
measure (from being used on shipboard), or

Hionchaven barley measure, of 33 Scotch pints to

the firlot, or 132 to the boll.*

This bountiful application of lime seems to have
had the desired efli^ct ; for, during the whole time

of Mr. Barclay's practice, which extended to a
period of 38 years, he never had occasion to apply
lime a second time, except in two instances, in

which, as the first application did not seem to operate

so powerfully as he expected, he repeated the dose,

i'he lime which Mr. Barclay generally made
use of, was imported at Stonehaven from Lord
Elgin's limeworks, at Charleston on the Frith of

Forth. Stonehaven may be about a mile and a
half, at an average, from the dilFerent fields to

which it was to be applied. This easy distance

of land-carriage was a favorable circutnstance to

his improvements, and almost the only favorable

one that attended them. The price of lime was,

at first, only Is. lid. the boll : it was afterwards

increased to 2s.; from which it rose, penny by pen-

ny, till it came to 2s. 5d., which was the highest

rate that Mr. Barclay had ever to pay. These all

seem moderate rates, when compared with 3s. 8d.,

the present price (in 1807). But this is only a
seeming, not a real cheapness ; for if we compare
the dirt'erent prices cf lime with the prices of labor

or of grain, at the diU'erent periods, there can be
lidle doubt thut 23 pence in 1760 was fully equal

in value to 46 pence in the present 3'ear.

As Mr. Barclay applied lime to 903 acres on
this estate, and limed about thirty acres a second

lime, and ail at the rate of 60 bolls an acre, on an
average, the quantity altogether thus made use of

will be found to amount to 55,780 bolls ; and this,

at 2s, 2d., (he metliiim rate of price per boll, will

amount to 6064/. 10s. as the primecost of the lime.

JMr. Barclay's importation of lime was not, eve-

ry year, in equal quantities. In some years it did

not" exceed 1000 bolls; in other years there were
more than 2000 imported ; and, one year, the im-
portation is stated at 4000 and upwards,—thus

* The boll is rather more than 4 bushels. See Scot-

tish measures p. 93, vol 1. of Far. Reg.

—

Ed.
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varying as the exigency of the case required. In 1

like manner, liis successor, vvlio inherits a goodly
portion of his lather's ardor and energy of mind,
had in one year, laiely, as much land under a
course of improvement, as to require an importa-

tion ot'GOOO bolls of lime-shells at once,

5. Enclosing.—When Mr, Barclay succeeded

to Ury, there was not a single enclosure on the

whole estate. Indeed, in a country where artifi-

cial grasses are unknown, and where the only

pasture among the arable lands consisls of wasies,

baulks, and marshes, scattered in various direc-

tions, oi" every size, and in every kind of irregular

shape, among the different corn fields, enclosures

can niake no p^art of the s3"slem. In jiict, they

could be of no use ; for no beneficial a|)plicalion of

themcoidd be efi'ected, A country enclosed must
always be a country that, in other respects, lias

undergone some degree of improvement.
Mr, Barclay, in the course of improving his

lands to the extent already stated, caused them to

be enclosed, field by field, as soon as the [)revious

meliorations had taken place. The whole estate

is divided into fifty-two enclosures of various sizes,

jrom fifteen to thirty-five acres, with only lour

fields below the first size, and five that are above
the second. The least field is of lour acres, and
the largest of sixty. The fences are almost all of

ditch and thorn hedge ; the one serving as a ready
conveyance to the water, and the other as a shel-

ter for the cattle. Very ftnv of the fences at Ury
are composed of stones, notwithstanding the su-

perabundance of that material, which lay origin-

ally at hand upon every ridge. But the stones,

there, were little calculated for building, being all

round, water-worn bullets, very inapplicable to a
wall of any description, either with or without
mortar. Most of the thorn fences have thriven

exceedingly. They are, in fact, too luxuriant,

some of them being little less than twenty ieet

high. This height gives excellent shelter to the

cattle; but has a bad effect upon the hedges
themselves, as the lower part, being too much
overshaded, becomes open and unfencible, and re-

quires much care, by the application of paling
from time to time, to keep the cattle properly con-
fined. It has been remarked, in general, on (his

branch of Mr. Barclay's meliorations, that his

fences have been more accurately constructed, and
more attention paid to the rearing of them, in tlie

latter part of his improvements, than in the begin-
ning—a circumstance which ought to be expect-

ed, as his hedgers would naturally become more
expert, and perform the operations more correctly,

the longer they were accustomed to the work.
A circumstance in the construction of the gates

is worthy of notice, which is, that the horizontal

bars are set edgeways up and down, and thus af-

ford, by their position, the greatest strength Irom a
given weight of wood. This may seem so obvi-

ously the best mode, as to require no particular re-

mark
;
yet it is astonishing how liltle such minu-

tiae are attended to.

6. Rotation of Crops.— After the lands were
brought into tilth, and had a due application of
lime, Mr. Barclay's first crop was oats ; after

which began his general rotation of a (bur years'
course— 1. Turnips; 2. Barley; 3. Clover and
other grasses ; 4. Wheat ; then turnips as at first.

Though wheat is stated as the last in the course,

1 shall begin with it—as part oi the culture be-

stowed on it, in the course of the rotation, was
preparatory to the crop of turnips wdiich followed.

IVheal.—This was sown on one furrow fiom lea

after the clover, the ground being previously

dunged at the rate of twelve three-horse cartloada

of well made farm-yard muck to the English acre.

I'he time of tillage was from the first of October
to the middle of November; the quaniiiy of seed
nine pecks to the acre, or about two and one third

Winchester bushels. The produce varied consi-

derably, according to the seasons. It was, in

some years, not more tht,n five bolls ; in olhei

years, it was ten : but on an average of yetirs, it

amounted to about six bolls and a half, or twenty-
seven and a half W inchesler bushels, from the

English acre. The measure here understood is

by the Stonehaven peas fiiiot of twenty-two Scots

pints ; being thus about three and a half per cent,

more than the Linlithgow standard. Mr. Bnrc-
la)\ by the time his improvements had extended
over most oi his lands, had, in some years, 130
acres in wheat.

Turnips.—Mr. Barclay having applied the

dung to the preceding crop of wheat, left nothing
to be performed to the turnip land but the tillage

only. This gave him a great advantage in the

operations of that busy seed lime, in which celerity

in the progress is fi-equently more conducive to the

prosperity ol'the crop than any other circumstance.

The ground, being brought into a complete state

of pulverization by fiequent ploughings, was
sown, in the first and second weeks of June, by
broadcast, at the rate of one pound weight of seed
to the acre. This lashion ol'sowing the seed, Mr.
Barclay had learned in Norfolk, and persevered in

it to the last ; and, fi'om the very abundant crops

which he always raised, it has become matter of
doubt with some people, whether to sow broad-

cast, or in drills, the now general practice, be the

most judicious and advantageous method. The
greatest objection, perhaps, to the broadcast sys-

tem, arises from the difficulty, in that mode of cul-

ture, ol' cleaning the land Irom weeds, as it admits
of aid, neither irom machinery, nor from the power
of animal draught, to assist in the operation : but

all must be perlbrmed by manual labor alone.

Mr. Barclay's land, however, was previously so

fully pulverized, and so ii'ee of all weeds, either

from root or by seed, that very little hoeing was
required. The only thing almost to be done, in

his fields, was to set off the turni|)s, by thinning,

to a proper distance; a work, indeed, that requir-

ed no little dexterity. Mr. Barclay, however, had
his people so well trained to this nice operation

(in which he was remarkably expert himself",)

that they could, each of them, go over half an
acre in a day; so that, although he sometimes
had 130 acres in turnips, the work of thinning,

which was constantly done by tlie hoe, was al-

ways accom|)lislied in due season. The crop, in

consequence of thus meeting with no neglect, pros-

pered exceedingly; and the plants set off by three

difierent operations— first at three, then at six, and
lastly at twelve inches distance, turnip lioin tur-

nip—soon filled the whole surftrce, and grew to be
a crop of irom thirty to Ibrty-five tons weight the
English acre. The crop would indeed sometimes
exceed the last, but never fell short of the first of
these (|uaniifies. This vast supply of green food

was consumed in two ways— in the iailening of
cattle, and the ieeding of sheep.
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Cattle.—or cattle, Mr. Barclay had two sets.

One set offrom five to seven years old, and weijih-

ing, each, Irom forty to sixty atones, at sixteen lib.

to the stone Amsterdam, was bonglU in anrmally,

in the months of July and August. The numb'-r

of this class was from sixty to sevent}', which
were picked up in th'? di(l!M-(Mit fairs in the county

or neighborhood, at ti'om 10 to 12/., a piece. They
were first laid upon his clover fields, then on after-

grass from the first cuttinij; and in the course of

the season had also a raniro over the whole stub-

ble land, till about the middle ofOctober, when he
began to draw tue turnips for them, from the dif-

lerent fields or enclosures umler that crop. His
rnetbod was, to draw alternately from one half to

two-thirds of the surfiice on the best of the land,

and to leave the remainder to be eaten on the

ground. On the inferior parts of the field, howe-
ver, he left the whole to be thus consumed by the

cattle or sheep (afterwards mentioned), which
continued on the spot while the crop lasted. Cy
this method, the least fertile portions of the lands

were rendered, for the succeeding crop, nearly as

productive as the very best.

These cattle were never led in houses or in

stalls, but at all times in the open fields, to which
the turnips were carted, and spread over the sur-

face; and there enriched, by the manure dropt,

other parts of the grounds, to an extent equal to

half of that on which the turnips were produced.
This practice, however, is not applicable to every
situation. The general inclemency of the winter
season would render out-doors' leeding impracti-
cable in most cases. But the lands of Ury hav-
ing a hanging exposure, open only to the south,
and intersected by dilTerenf glens or hollows, are

remarkably well sheltered from the storm, from
whatever direction it may come ; and care was
taken to shift the cattle from field to field as the

weather required. The lands, too, are particular-

ly dry ; so that no bad consequence, from poach-
ing, can arise either to them or to the cattle.

This lot of cattle was fattened off in the course
of the winter, and soM, from time to time as they
Vt^ere ready, to butchers from Aberdeen, at from
151. to IS/, each, then weighing from 50 to 72
etones a head. Some of a larger kind, bred by
himself; were, after the turnips were done, kept on
upon the grass till about the end of June, when,
weighing from 80 to 84 stones each, they were sold

at from 20/. to 21/. a piece.

Mr. Barclay had another set of cattle of an in-

ferior sort, which he bought in, in the month of
October yearly, to about the number of four score.

They were generally three years old rising four,

weighed from 30 to 40 stones, and cost from 71. to

8/. each. These were put into the straw yard,
for the pur|)ose of consuming straw and making
muck. They were, however, brought out occa-
sionally to the turnip fields, and had a picking
from those left by the larger oxen. They got from
time to time a larger share, in proportion as the
greater cattle were sold otT; till, in the end, when
the turnip crop was all expended, they were put
on the pastures, and completed their feeding by
the months of June or July, when they weighed
from 40 to 50 stones, and were sold at from ten
guineas to 12/. each.
Sheep— Mr. Barclay bought in about 300 wed-

dere yearly, in the month of October, fi'om the
Highlands of Banffshire, by the water of Avon, in

the parish of Kirkmichael. These were a healthy
and hardy black-li:iced breed, weighed about 12
lib. a quarter, and cost about half a guinea a piece.
They were first pastured upon the stubble grounds
and after o;rass, till they learned to eat furnips,

whicli were daily portioned out to them till they
\rd upon them freely. Alferthis, they were taken
fioni the pastures entirely, and put into the turnip
fields, where they fed in flakes erected lor the pur-
pose, and in which they had a suuill quantity of
hay in racks. Both flakes and racks were move-
able, and were carried liom field to field, and from
place to place in the same field, as occasion re-

quired. These wedders were disposed of from
lime to time, as they got into condition; begin-
ning by the first of January, and continuing till

the first of April; by which time the whole were
sold off. The price was fi-om 14s. to 16s. each,
and the weight from 13 to 14 lib. the quarter ; the

advance upon the price having arisen more from
the rise in the value of mutton in the market,
tiian from any advance in the weight of the ani-

mal.

Mr. Barclay had also a floclc of from 250 to 300
breeding ewes, which he kept generally on the
uniaipi-oved part of the estate, but brought occa-

sional!}', in severe weather in winter, to get a
share also of the turnips. About 60 or 70 of the

oldest of these were kept on the turnips the whole
season over, till they had reared their lambs,
which were in general so early ready, as to be
sold, from the end of March to the beginning of
May, at from 10 to 12s. each—reckoned a high
price then, about the year 1780. His method of
rearing these lambs was somewhat singular.

They were kept constantly in the St raw-yard,among
clean litter, and under the shelter of a shed ; but
the dams were turned out to the fields to pick up
their food among the turnips, from which they
were brought home twice a day, and all night to

give suck. By this means, the lambs were al-

ways kept under shelter fi'om bad weather, which
no doubt contributed to their thriving, and made
them sooner ready for the market. After the tur-

nips were all consumed, these ewes were turned
to the pastures during the sunmier, where they
Sfot fl\t generally by the end of July, or beginning
of A.ugust, when they were sold at about 12s.

each.

The labor reqn.ired in this system of feeding
v.-as wonderfully little. Three men, with two
carts and f()ur horses, served for the whole purpose
of carting off the turnips. One man drove them
oft", with three horses in the cart, to the different

places where they u'ere to be spread. Two re-

mained on the field, pulling the roots, and packing
them into the cart that remained with one horse.

When the carter returned with the empty vehicle,

he left it with the horse in the shafts, to be filled

in its turn, and with the two tracers now j'oked

before the other horse in the full cart, set off, in

fall strength, with the loading. In this manner
they wrought from morning to night ; taking care

always to leave the two carts full at night, to be

early distributed in the morning, before a new
supply could arriv-c. Two men more were suffi-

cient to tend the whole quantity of sheep.

[

Barley.—This succeeded in rotation ; and, from
' the fine order into which the land was previously

i

put, never failed to be a good crop. The quantity

I

of seed was eight pecks (about three and one sixth
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Winchester bushels), nnd the produce about se-

ven bolls (about ibrty-lbur bushels) at an average,

the English acre. The (irlot ll-oni which the bar-

ley bolf is measured, contains, in the vicinily ol

Ury, 33 Scots pints, which is about six per cent,

above the Linlilhgow standard.

It was with this crop that the seeds were sown
for the succeeding clover crop, at the rate of a

bushel of rye-irrass seeds, and Ironi ten to twelve

lib. of the seed of red clover. Such were the quan-

tities used when the land was intended to be one

year only in grass ; but when it was meant to re-

main tor pasture, there was added a portion of

white and yellow clover; together with some rib-

grass seeds.

Clover.—This was the last crop in the rotation.

About two-thirds of the lands thus sown out were
reserved for hay, for which the proportion of rye-

grass sown among it properly fitted it. This was
partly cut a second time in the same season, and
partly pastured after the first crop was removed.

The other third part was pastured from the begin-

ning, as the great nuiTiber of cattle kept on the

lands required to be provided for accordingly.

In this manner, for two or three, and in some
cases, four courses of this rotation, did Mr. Barc-

lay employ his improved lands. At last, howe-
ver, he laid them down wholly in pasture ; in

which they continue to this day, being among the

very best in the county. The pasture grounds are let

from year to year to cattle-dealers, and fetch a rent

of from forty shillings to two guineas and a half
the English acre.

Plantations.—The most brilliant, perhaps, of
all Mr. Barclay's achievements, at least that

which most adorns the face of the country, was his

plantations. These were formed at a moderate
expense, and yet have every ap|)earance of becom-
ing the most valuable part of the property. And
thus combining embellishment with utility^, he ob-

tained, at the least original disbursement, the most
lucrative prospect in future.

Mr. Barclay, from the first, had a propensity to

ornament Ury with growing timber. Even in the

lifetime of his father, he projected and carried into

effect some embellishment of this kind, in the vi-

cinity of the mansion, which was then but scanti-

ly sheltered with wood, while there was not a sin-

gle tree on any other part of the estate. This pro-

ject, however, the old gentleman did not much rel-

ish; partly, because it was an innovation; and
partly from a regard to the welfare of his sheep,
which were thereby curtailed, in some measure,
of their pasture. Young Mr. Barclay, however,
persevered in his inten'ion; but was obliged to

compromise the matter with tlie sheep, by leaving
them free access to the pasture; which put him to

the charge of fencing each tree with three stakes

and connecting paling, to guard it against depre-
dation. This young wood prospered greatly

;

and many beautiful trees in it are still pointed out,

which he planted with his own hands. This hap-
pened about the year 1750.

This successfiil experiment encouraged him to

extend his plantations ; which he did upon a great
scale, when, in a few years, he came to the pos-
ecssion of the estate, and had the means of grati-

fying, uncontrolled, his taste for this ornamental
branch of husbandry. The ground which he first

fixed on for this purpose, vvas the banks of the wa.
ter of Cowiej which^ as already stated, flows for

!
about three miles through the lands of Ury-
Through this whole extent, there is a bank shelv-

ing on each side towards the stream, on an angle
more or less acute, but all too steep lor tillage.

These banks are, in sorne places, thirty yards in

breadth, and in others, one hundred yardsor more,
from the wafer edge to the top of the declivity.

Both sides taken together, will at an average, ex-
lend to about one hundred yards in breadth on the

base; and thus in the course of three miles, will

amount to fully one hundred acres.

The whole of this is thickly planted with deci-

duous trees, or what is here called hard wood ; in

distinction fi'om the evergreens or firs, whose tim-

ber is comparatively softer and of less value.

There are, indeed, a few spruce and silver firs

planted near the upper margin, to afford shelter in

that more exposeo situation. But through nine

parts in ten of the whole plantation, there is only

hard wood, such as oak, ash, elm, &c. These are

abundantly sheltered by the natural warmth of the

hollow, which is rendered still more mild from its

various windings, occasioning one part to be con-

tinually protected under cover of another, from
whatever quarter the wind may blow. Nothing
can exceed the prosperous state ot" this beautiful

plantation. Many of the trees are already nine

or ten inches in diameter, and fi-om twenty to thir-

ty feet in height below the branches ; and there

does not appear to be a iifisthriven one among the

whole ; amounting to perhaps 409,000; but there

is every rational prospect of, at least, one fourth

part coming to complete maturity. The ultimate

value must, be very great ; nor can that prospect

be at any great distance of time. In less than hall

a century hence, the timber wood on this river

side (extending to the moderate quantity of 100

acres) will be worth more than all the contermin-

ous 900 acres of arable land put together;—per-

haps to more than even th« whole arable part ot

the Ury estate. This assertion will not be deem-
ed too rash, when we reflect that hard wood is

now selling at from three to five shillings the cu-

bic foot; and that many thousands of the trees in

this plantation contain already more than ten cu-

bic feet of timber each.

It has already been said, that this improvement
was obtained at a moderate expense. The pre-

cise amount, however, cannot, at this distance of

time, be ascertained ; but it is not difficult to con-

ceive pretty correctly what it might be. The dis-

bursements, which neither included trench-plough-

ing, lime, nor removal of stones, would be limited,

1st, to draining of the swamps that originally ex-

isted in various places in the banks, and which,

from the sloping situation, would admit of great

facility in the ojieration ; 2d, of enclosing with

ditch and hedge ; 3d, of the value of the young
plants ; and, lastly, of the labor of pitting and
planting them ;—all which, at the moderate rates

that prevailed about thirty-five or forty years ago,

may be safely estimated at a sum not exceeding

two pounds the acre, or 200/. in all.

Again ; the annual value of the land thus given

up to planting, tidls to be added to the estimate,

which will be the greatest article in the account.

But this will not, after all, exceed £20 a year, or

•Is. the acre ; whi(di considering the general worih-

lessness of the pasture, conjoined with its general

inaccessibility, will not be deemed too low a rent.

If we take the pains to calculate, on the common
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principles of arithmetic, what all this may amount
to, at compound interest, forborne 70 _vears, which
we mav, from what is already seen, set down as

the period of perfection in the wood— it will come
to.£ 17,S.56. I3ut this sum, considerable as it may
in this view appear, is little indeed, compared with

the value of 100,000 trees, that may then be rea-

sonably expected to have attained to such a state

of maturity as to be worth more than twenty shil-

iinffs each, at an average.
Besides this plantation on the banks of the

Cowie, there are others of hard wood in various

clumps, belts and hedgerows, around several, of

the enclosures. There is likewise a beautiful den
planted partly with hard wood, by a small rivulet

which flows irora the north towards the house of
IJry. Altogether, in this den, and in the diffijrent

clumps, belts and hedgerows, there may be about
sixty acres of plantation; and of this there may
be about one-third part of hard wood, with two-
ihirds of different kinds of fir intermixed. The
whole is in a very prosperous condition; and, besides

being hijhl}' ornamental, and aflbrding much shel-

ter, must ultimately be of great value.

The most extensive, however, of the woods of

Ury are entirely of fir, upon the hill sides and hill

tops of what ma}^ be called the back ground of

the improved part of the estate. There, Mr. Bar-
clay has planted upwards of 800 acres. These
hills, thus clothed with wood, being of considera-

ble altitude and seen from far, have a very happy
effect in enlivening the general aspect of the coun-
try. The wood itself, however, is not all thriving.

In the lower parts of the hills, where the soil is

tolerably good, and where the exposure is not too

severe, the firs are doing well, and have every ap-

pearance of being valuable; but, fiarther up the

hill, they get worse and worse; till, at the utmost
summit, they have nearly failed altogether. This
is owing, in a great measure, to the extreme ste-

rility of the soil on these high and bleak situa-

tions; but in part also, to Mr. Barclay himself
having made an improper selection ol' the kind of

wood. He had an ill-judged partiality for. the

Scotch fir, esteeming it the most hardy of the pine

race, and the most adapted to the climate of the

country. This induced him to plant these more
exposed places, almost exclusively, with this kind.

Time, however, has shown, that the Scotch fir is

not all a hardy plant, but among the most delicate

and fi^eble of the fir species ; and will thrive no
where, unless it be in some favorite situation, such
as in the deep glens in the interior of the high-
lands, where, there can be no question, it grows
to a large size, and is a most valuable timber. In
all plantations, however, along the eastern coast,

the larix seems a much more hardy tree, and bet-

ter adapted for an alpine exposure. Of this there
is a striking example to be met with at Ury itself;

where a small plot, planted with larix on the top

of one of the hills, continues still vigorous and
thriving; while all around, the feeble Scotch firs,

after thriving a few years against the sterility of
the soil, and the coldness of" the exposure, have
dwindled down to the size of juniper bushes.

It may be observed, with regard to the planta-
tions on the hilly parts of Ur}', that although they
cannot be compared with those raised on the low-
er grounds, yet there is still such a considerable
proportion that continue in a thriving condition, as
must make them, on the whole, a very profitable

concern. The original expense of planting would
probably not exceed 15s. the acre ; while the val-

ue of the [lasture on such a wretched soil, can
hardly be estimated at any thing at all. So that
the whole expense, even calculatinir it on com-
pound interest to the present day would not ex-
ceed £2500; a sum far less than the present
value of the thriving part of the plantation, were
it appreciated at only sixpence a tree.

When Mr. Barclay commenced his operations,

in the year 1760, he employed only the people of
the countrj', that were bred on his own lands, or
in the vicinity. At this time the scene of his im-
provements was very limited in extent, and the
number of liis work-people not great. But in

proportion as he acquired the occupation of more
of his own lands, his improvements expanded
more widely; and more people, fi'om the neigh-
borhood, to carry them on, were required. These,
however, were of a cast not altogether to his

mind ; fbr he did not meet with that alert service

from them that corresponded with his own ideas

of activity. This set him upon getting servants

fi'om a more enlightened part of the countrj'; and
accordinixly he engaged some from the county
of Norfolk in England. With the assistance of

these English servants, he set himself to the train-

ing of his own people to a more dexterous habit

of working, and to a more thorough knowledge
of his operations; some of which, such as drain-

ing, hoeing, planting, enclosing, &c. were entirely

new ; and all of them being on an improved prin-

ciple, were of course so far an alteration of the
common practice. His discipline was severe, but
it was very correct. He would admit of no slo-

venly practice—no slighting of the work. Nor
did he require any thing of" his people but what
he could do himself; for while he delivered out
his directions in the most clear and distinct man-
ner, he could, with his own hand, show them the

true mode of performance. He could even en-
i'orce his authority with something more effective

than verbal injunctions ; for it is said that the
clownish obstinacy of his people was not unfre-

quently corrected by manual discipline. I have
indeed met with difl'erent people that confess (and
even in some measure glory in it,) that they had
the knowledge of their work beat into them by
Mr. Barclay. This strict government had the

happiest consequences ; for not a little of the gen-
eral dexterity (to be afterwards noticed) in the
Kincardineshire laborers, is still to be traced to

the original system of their education, established

by Mr. Barclay of Ury. His establishments was
indeed very extensive. At Ury alone, he had, in

general, from 40 to 60 people constantly employ-
ed, either in the common operations of husbandry,
or in the extraordinary work of improvement.
He employed also fr-om 24 to 32 work horses. He
never employed oxen. He could endure no slug-

gish motion ; and his operations were all conduct-

ed in a style of too much celerity to admit of the
slow pace of the ox.

Along with his Englishmen from Norfolk, he
imported several of the Norfolk implements of
husbandry; more especially the wheeled plough,
and the large eight horse wagon. The first of
these, as being unquestionably the most correct

implement of tillage, at the time, met with a fa-

vorable reception in the country, and soon spread

to a considerable distance. The more simple and
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equally effective Scotch plough, improved by
Small, has now, however, almost entirely super-

seded it. The larc^e wacron never came into

general use; nor did it extend its influence beyond
Mr. Barclay's own lands. It is too expensive and
too unwieldy a machine to obtain much looting" in

Scotland.

Mr. Barclay's operations, however extensive on

the lands of Ury, were by no means limited to

that estate. His improving hand was stretched

over a much laro-er expanse of country. On his

other lands of Allardice, Hallgreen and Davo, sit-

uated about ten or twelve miles Ironi Ury, he
made many essential meliorations ; though not to

euch an extent as upon Urj^, which, being his fa-

vorite place of residence, he exerted himself more
etrenuousiy towards the decoration. He had also

diHerent places in lease to which his improvements
were extended.

If we confine our ideas of the benefit conferred

on the county, by JMr. Barclay's improvements, lo

the meliorations which he effected on the lands

actually under his own management, his exertions,

in this respect, must rank him high in the view of

every intelligent and refiecting mind. But his

value, as a cultivator, was not so circumscribed.

There are other circumstances, that, as an agricul-

turist, have extended much further the circle of

his usefulness. Among these may be stated the

happy consequences, arising from his having in-

etructed so many of his laborers in the most cor-

rect mode of cultivation, who, diverging in various

directions, have carried the knowledge, thus ac-

quired, to every ])Iace where they have been era-

ployed. To have been in the service of Mr. Bar-
clay, always was, and still is, a great recommen-
dation to any servant. Some of these have even
advanced themselves into a higher class, and are

distinguished as tenants, by a spirit of industry

and exertion becoming the disciples of such a

great master. His example, all along, had also a
wide and extensive range. The fame of his im-
provements spread far ; and the light thence dif-

fused, has beamed in a thousand directions over
the face of the whole land.

Comparative Value.—What may be the real

value to the estate itself of Ury, from the im-
provments made on it by Mr. Barclay, is perhaps
not very easy to ascertain. The only facts on the
subject that I have to state are, 1st, Tiiat47 years
ago, when Mr. Barclay succeeded to the property,

the rent of all that part of the estate which he
afterwards improved, was £200 a year. 2d,

That the rent now of the pastures, as they come
to be let, year by year, runs from £2 to £2 12s.

6d. the English acre. The quantity of improved
land is 903 acres ; of which about 300 acres were
entirely waste land, and afforded no rent at all.

The improved land, however, is not all in pasture.

There are three farms, comprehending 331 acres,

which are under lease at a rent of from 25s. to

30s. the acre. The rent, however, of the whole
estate, amounts to about £ 1650 a year ; and there
can be little question that, were it now to let, it

would bring £1800, or nine times its original val-

ue. It must not however be disguised, that, ow-
ing to the lidl of the value of money, this proper-
ty would have rented, at present, tliou.'jh there
had not a single improvement been made on it, at

£400 a year. But this, at all events, leaves
£1400 a year, as the increase of rent made by

these improvements alone, on this part of the pro-

perty. Now, thnuch it should be made appear
that Mr. Barclay's improvements should have
cost him even more than a principal equal to the
above £1400 as interest, yet, as there still re-

mains the value of the plantations—a value that

is rapidly increasing—there can be no doubt what-
ever that Mr. Barclay augmented his fortune by
his improvements, very considerably indeed.

Mr. Barclay began his operation in the year
1760; and continued unremittingly to improve
and embellish till about 1795. A year previous to

this, being elected member of parliauient ibr the

county, in the room of Lord Adam Gordon, a slop

was put, in a great measure, to his agricultural

pursuits. He died April Stli, 1797, iif the 67th

year of his age.

From tlie Riclimond Compiler of August 22.

OPirflOWS ON THE PROPOSED SOUTHERN
ROUTE FOR THE KAIL ROAD TO THE
SOUTH-AVEST.

Richmond must wake iip !

The views contained in the article from the

Farmers' Register,* have about them so much
plausibility, and carry with them so great an air of

sincerit}'' on the part of the writer, that for such
reasons they pre-eminently claim attention and
reflection. Richmond is bound, by every obliga-

tion of interest and duty, to scrutinize well the

purport and bearing of these remarks, and not

permit. her strong claims to be postponed or view-
ed as objects ofsecondary consideration. A strong

feeling is at work in behalf of the most southern

practicable route for the rail road ; and unless

we take an active part in the game about to be
played, we muv find that nature has been bounti-

ful in vain. We should at least be represented in

the proposed Charlotte Convention ; and in the

meanwhile our survey or reconnoissance ought to

be made, in order that our delegates may be pre-

pared to demonstrate, with the certainly of math-
ematical truth, every proposition made by them.

Nothing should be left to conjecture or specula-

tion. \Ve have unjust prejudices to encounter.

Let us not iTiultiph.' difficulties by our supineuess.

From tlie Richmond Compiler of August 23.

It will be seen that the rail road scheme to

Lynchburg is beginning to warm up discussion

and invesiigalion ; and well it may, for no subject

is at this moment of more vital interest to Rich-

mond. The writer under the signature of "Gary
Street," has suggested some thoughts which de-

serve deep ant careful reflection; and, with him,

we think it may be well to consider whether our

liberalitj- to Petersburg, in agreeing to go round

in that direction, may not be exercised at rather

too great a sacrifice. Petersburg is but twelve

miles from City Point—Richmond is forty-five.

Produce once at Petersburg, no advantage which
Kichrnoud now possesses, can draw it here, if ca-

[litalists should think proper to locate themselves

at the former place ; and every one knows that "if

the mountain will not come to Mahomet, Maho-
met will go to the mouniain." Carry the trade to

Petersburg, and who will be so silly as to bring it

* See last No. p. 309.
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to Richmond, addincj the freight of iioenty addi-

tional miles on lhe rail road, and thirty on the river?

No one. And Richmond, with all her advantages,
will he thrown in the back ground.
But we have no room to pursue the subject.

The sagacious portion of the cotnmutiity, wliose
interests are in jeopardv, will, we doubt not, he on
the alert. Ft certainly behooves ihem to look well

to the conflict of the surrounding elements.

From Ihc Rich'mond Compiler.

SOUTH-WESTERN RAIL ROAD.

Sir,— I have read with some attention the com-
munication (from the Farmer's Register) in your
paper ot Saturday, on the best route for the above
road, and really the writer appears to advance
strong argiunenfs on good loundation. His facts

being correct, which I have no reason to doubt,
why should not his conclusions be allowed I

It is desirable, [lerhaps necessary, to the speedy
accomplishment of this irrcat and important line,

that a route should be adopted, which will unite

all its friends; but this will not be done until a per-

tinacious adherence to local interests shall be re-

laxed. Let us then be willing to concede to others

a fair proportion of the anticipated benefits, and Qn
together as in the pursuit of a common cause, if it

can be made so.

It should be no serious objection, and ought to

be conceded, that our neio;hbors of Petersburg, if

they can find the best route near them, should
reap a share of its benefits. We of Richmond
would certainly claim the same privilege, in a like

case.

But let us examine what will be the bearing of

this plan upon Richmond, should it be adopted.
The road would be convenient enough lor all who
wish to visit our city, or go thence to the south-
west. On the other hand, we have a line pro-
gressing to the Valley, which perhaps ou irht to pass
through Charlottesville to Staunton; but, if ex-
tended to Harrisonburg, will secure the travel

from the great channel of communication through
Virginia, westward. Between these two, will be
the James River Canal, to convey produce from
both quarters ; and really I. think we shall be pret-

ty well accommodated, and may be satisfied to

yield to the towns on either hand, the share of tra-

vel and trade which will fidl to them.
One consideration to recommend the southern

line is, that it will be far enough from James Ri-
ver to remove, it may be hoped, the opposition of
the Canal Company.

1 have thus briefly noticed this subject, that
eome competent pien may pursue it, and if possi-
ble, reconcile the clashing interests, or promote a
spirit of accommodation which will be ready to

accord to others as much as we claim (or ourselves.
I hope that both Petersburg and Richmond will

be fully represented in the proposed convention at

Charlotte, with instructions to pull together in any
measure where mutual interests can be promoted.
A STOCKHOLDER IN THE JAMES RIVER COMPANY,

AND FREEHOLDER IN RICHMOND.

From tlie Lynchburg Virginian of August 22.

A KEVV SCIIE3XE !

We have received a sheet of the forthcoming
(September) No. of Mr. Puffin's ''Farmers' Rc-

gister," in advance of its regular publication, and
our attention is called to a long and well-written
essay contained in it, professing to inquire,

"which is the best route, through central Vir-

ginia, lor a railway to the southwest ;" but in

reality laboring to show that neither of the two
routes, the advantages of which have been recent-

ly so warndy discussed, is Ihc proper one, and that

both of them ought to be abandoned, for a third,

which the writer suggests. This route lies on the
ridge south of the Appomattox, commencing east-

wardiy at the Petersburg and Roanoke Railway, a
lew miles south of Petersburg, (with which town
it would of course be thus connected,) and passincr

through Dinwiddle, by Nottoway Court-hou.se, and
nearly along the line which separates Lunenburg
and Charlotte on the south, from Prince Ed-
ward on the north, having Lynchburg out of the

line, abovt twelve miles, and going directly on to

New London—and thence westwardly ! The
main arguments urircd in lavor of this route, are
1st, that between Petersburg and New London,
if we keep on the dividing ridge, we shall not
cross a single stream, ravine or hill ; 2dly, that a
road upon this route will accommodate a section

of country, which, at present is without the benefit

of commercial facilities ; and 3dly, that it will be
so far distant from other improvements as to lose

the character of a rival to any, while the distance

will not be at all increased. Richmond is ur<ied

to support this project, by the consideration that

she will siill be the uliimate destination of the
trade, as she will be connected with Petersburg
b}- a rail-road; and Lynchburg is told that she
may have a branch from the main railway, ''which
will be necessaiy and sufficient to accommodate
the Lynchburg travel." And 'his scheme is

warmly urged upon the consideration of the Con-
vention which is to meet at Charlotte court house
on the firstMonday in Ser)tember next.

Is I^ynchburg prepared to support this scheme?
Whether she is or not, we cannot say, having yet
had no opportunity to ascertain the state of public

sentiment in relation to it. But whether she is or

not, should she not send a delegation to Charlotte

court-house, to represent and defend her interests ?

If she is willing to see the great rail road to the

Tennessee line pass 12 miles south of her, let her
say so. II not, let her at once protest against it.

But JRichmond, it seems to us, is vastly more in-

terested in this matter than we are, and she is

much less sagacious in perceiving her interests

than we suppose she is, if she accedes to this pro-

position. True, she may be told that she will be
the "ultimate destination" of the trade and travel

on this route : and she may be so at first. But
how long Avill this state of things continue? No
longer than a rail road could be constructed from
Petersburg to City Point. Who, wishing to ship

his produce to an European or a Northern market,

would send it to Richmond, and incur the delay
of a circuitous route and the expense of tranship-

ment, storage and drayage, when, on its arrival at

Petersburg, they could wheel the cars at once to

City Point, and put it on ship-board ? Men are

not so blind to their interest.

The advocate of this new route, however, en-
deavors to lull the suspicions and fears of Rich-
mond, with regard to the effect of rivalship from

I

this quarter—and tells her. "If she fears rivalship,

I

let her look to Baltimore.^'' Very good advice,
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we doubt not. But in what manner is Richmond
to put down Baliimore rivalry by adopting this

scheme? She may, it is true, check the growing
disposition ot' the people of the south-western

counties to connect with the Baltimore interest at

Staunton—but can she wrest ti'om Baltimore the

trade of the rich Valley of Virginia of which
Staunton is the centre? No. She can only se-

cure the trade holh of the south-west and of the

Valley, by a rail road on the James River route,

connecting with the Valley by a railway from
Scottsville to Staunton.

We repeat the suggestion that it may not be
unimportant that Lynchburg should be represent-

ed at the Charlotte Convention; and we hope,

if our older and wiser heads think with us on this

subject, that measures will bs adopted to appoint
delegates to that body.

From tlie Richmond Compiler.

WATER POWER OF UICHMOXD.

We have been favored with the following ex-

tract of a letter, written by a gentleman well ac-

quainted with manufiicturing operations, having
been engaged in that capacity in Pennsylvania
for some time past. His opinion is entitled to

weight; and we submit it at this moment, in or-

der that it may receive the consideration it merits

by the James River Board, now in session. Eve-
ry one who has noticed our immense water power,
will readily admit that high as it is rated by the

writer, he has not made loo great an estimate.

Every visiter is similarly impressed, and every one
wonders that such splendid advantages are per-

mitted to lie idle. We doubt not the subject will

receive early and proper attention from those who
are now entrusted with the management of inte-

rests so important.

"I took as good a view of the water power as

my limited time would allow ; it is a stupendous
power, and only requires adequate capital and
proper engineering to make Richmond what na-
ture intended she should be, one of the most ex-
tensive and important manufacturing points in the
United States. I should think that the available
water power at Richmond cannot be less than six

times that of the water power at Lowell, which at

present impels machinery that has cost, including
active capital to carry on the works, more than six

millions ot" dollar."^. But it is of the greatest im-
portance that so valuable a privilege should not be
cut up into petty sites. In this, the State of Vir-
ginia, and especially the city of Richmond, has a
deep interest. Measures should be taken to have
a large canal cut on one or both banks ofthe river,

that would command the whole fall, and distribute

the water in the most advantageous and desirable
manner, to at least fifty large manufacturing es-

tablishments of various kinds. The canal should
have a cross section at the water line of not less

than one hundred ^e^t, seventy feet at bottom, and
ten feet depth of water. If this important work
should not be completed at an early date, it is pro-
bable, indeed, certain, that in a kw years such will

be the number of small and conflicting establish-
ments, that no general and comprehensive plan
can be executed, by which the immense water
power you possess can be made available. If you
had such a canal as I have already indicated, and

water power and sites were open to any one that
saw proper to purchase and improve them, you
may be assured that it would not be long before

Richmond would have a manufactiu'ing popula-
tion not far short of her present number of iniiabi-

tants."

[It is indeed both surprising and lamentable that the

prodigious water power of Richmond has ^not been

more used for manufactures, and that the applications

(except for flour mills,) which have been made of it,

have not been more successful. If the scheme of the

writer of the above remarks, was properly carried into

effect, by a large canal through Manchester, tfiat now
decayed and dilapidated village might yet overtake

her flourishing neighbor, Richmond, while giving to her

new sources of vigor and growth. But a master mind

is necessary to give impulse, direction, and success, to

such a magnificent design. The remarkable success

of Petersburg in cotton manufactures, with her very in-

ferior advantages, compared to Richmond, is owing

principally to the genius and energy of one individual,

seconded by the confidence which he has inspired,

the spirit, and the enterprise of his townsmen. Dr.

John Y. Stockdell, as the projector and director of the

most valuable of these establishments, has been a ben-

efactor not only to Petersburg, but to Virginia and all

the South : and if his or similar abilities were called into

action to plan and direct a general system for employing

the far greater manufacturing power of Richmond,

the results might be expected to be increased in value

in proportion to the far greater means that could be

brought into oparatioa.]—Eo. Farm. Reg.

From the Cincinnati Gazette.

INCREASE OF TRAVEL AND TRADE ON RAIL-
WAYS.

Before the Charleston and Hamburg Rail Road
was made, the travel between those places was
by stages, three times a week, and averaging about
four passengers each trip. Now, by rail road, an
average of liliy per day, making a difference of
more than twenty-three hundred per cent 1

The travel between Baltimore and Washington
has increased, since the rail road, from less tlian

fifty, to two hundred and fifty per da}', or upwards
of four hundred per cent. The estimate is, when
this road is completed to the Ohio, it will average
at least one liundred and filty passengers per day,
each way ; this will be itjund to be a very low es-

timate. On the main stem of the Baltimore and
Ohio Road, so lar as made, the travel this year is

double what it was the last, and the freight has in-

creased filly per cent, in the same period.

On the Pennsylvania Rail Road and Canal,
the amount of tonnage that passed oyer Iha moun-
tains, westward, between April 30, 1835, and
May 11, 1836, a period of twelve months and
nineteen days, was over twenty f(>ur millions of
pounds; during the same period,the Iransportalion

cast Vv'as ten millions of pounds, making an aggre-
gate of seventeen thousand tons ; in addition to

this, more than one hundred and filiy thousand
passengers crossed the mountains, exceeding three

hundred per day, and three times the number that

passed the preceding j'ear.
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On (he Liverpool and ManchesU'r Kail Road the

(ravel has increased, iVorn what it u-as before the

road was made, from an averaije of less than one
hundred per day, to the astonishing number of

five hundred thousand in the last year, making
an average of near 1,400 per day.

It is from facts like these that we must estimate

the profits of our great enterprise. At the lowest

possible estimate, there will not be less than one
hundred passengers per day, each v^'ay, the first

year, which, at five cenis per mile, will be thirty

one dollars for each passenger, or six thousand
two hundred dollars per day, forming an aggre-
gate of two millions two hundred and sixty three

dollars per year. Allow half this amount for way
passengers, and 3'ou have an aggregate of three

millions, three hundred and ninety four thousand
lu'e hundred dollars, for passage money only,

making upwards of thirty per cent on the whole
capital invested, which may be taken for clear

jirofif, as the freights will far more than pa}' ever\'

ex pense.

Pitkin gives the number of miles of rail road
now in operation at sixteen hundred, and the cost

at thirty millions of dollars. The number of
miles of canal now in operation is Mo thousand
eight hundred and sixty seven, at a cost of sixty

t'onr millions, five hundred and seventy three thou-
sand and ninety nine dollars.

Fiom the Journal of Commerce.

THE PROGRESS OF STEAM.

From the extent of our coast, the number of

our navigable rivers and lakes, and the "go-ahead"'
character of our population, it is evident that

steamboats have a special adaptation to our wants
;

and as a matter of tact, we are, in this species of

navigation, quite in advance of any other nation
on the globe. Not only are our steamboats, as a
general remark, larger and tnore elegant, but their

aggregate tonnage is greater, lis increase, for

some years past, has been surprisingly rapid. In
1829 the whole steamboat tonnage of the United
States was only 39,419 tons. Atlhc end of 1834,
beyond which the returns do not reach, it had in-

creased to 122,274 tons, and is now doubtless at

least 150,000 tons. This, at an average of 300
tons to each boat, would give a total o\' five hun-
dred steamboats. Their speed has increased al-

most as rapidly as iheir number. If we suppose
each boat to carry on an average 100 passengers,
the aggregate number would be 50,000. About
this number we presume, are constantly afloat in

these moving palaces. In the vicinity of naviga-
ble waters, they supply^ to a great extent, the
place formerly occupied by stages, private vehicles,
and even legs. It may literally be said that where
steamboat navigation is available, no man can af-

ford to go on foot. The speed of the boats has
increased almost as rapitilyas their number. Fif-
teen or sixteen miles an hour is now considered
nothing extraordinary. Places which 25 years
since were considered far distant, are brought so
near together by tins wonderful invention, that
they are almost parts of the same town. The re-

volutions which it has effected in business and
property are very great. By the facility which it

gives in the transportation of troops, ordnance,
and supplies, it adds immensely to a nation's de-
fensive power; and not less perhaps, by the

Vol. IV—47

means it afibrds, of annoyance to a blockading
squadron. It will in fact revolutionize the system
of naval warfare. If tlie progress of steam is to

continue in the ratio of the past ten years, it will
r(>qnire a forest per day to supply the consumption
of fuel. In short, we see not but the expense of
wood and the difficulty of obtaining it, would ulti-

mately become so great as to dimmish essentially
ihc value of the invention. But fortunately, in

this dilemma, we have another resource which is

inexhaustible; the mountains of anthracite coal
with which cur country abounds. In a few of
our boats this article is already used with success,
and from its power of producing heat, we have no
doubt it will ere long be preferred to wood. If
there are any inconveniences or drawbacks attend-
ing its use, the inventive genius of our peo|)le will

find a way to remove them. Much has already
been accomplished in this respect (chiefly by Dr.
Nott,) and the rest will be achieved in due time.

For tlie Fanners' Register.

WHICH IS THE BEST ROUTE FOR A RAILWAY
TO THE SOUTH-WEST?

No. II.

The Charlotte Convention have considered and
rejected the plan of a western railway south of the
Appomattox, as advocated in the last number of
the Farmers' Register; and have approved, and
recommended the construction of railways fi'om

Danville to Farmville—fl'om Richmond to Farm-
ville—from Lynchburg to Farmville—and from Pe-
tersburg to Farmville.

The delegates present, when these decisions

were made, were 35 in number, of whom all but
10 were from the counties of Charlotte and Prince
Edward. Of the other 10, 2 werefi'om Richmond,
1 fiom Amelia, and 7 from Nottoway. The votes

were taken individuallj^, and therefore it is not at all

strange that the plan of the railway route from
Danville to Richniond. passing centrally through
both Charlotte and Prince Edward, should have
been preferred, by a majority of the convention, to

that of a railway for more general objects, from
Richmond through Petersburg, and stretching

westward along the great ridge south of the Ap-
pomattox. It is my present purpose to consider

the plan last named, in the new aspect in which
it is placed by the recommendation of the xnter-

secting route from Danville, through Farmville to

Richmond—supposing that recommendation to be
etfectual, and the railway, as recommended, to be
constructed.

To have the clearest view of results, let us sup-

pose both these great railways finished, and (as

certainly will be, as soon as either,) the western ter-

mination of the southern ridge route extended far

towards, and perhaps into Tennessee. The point

of intersection of the two roads would necessarily

be on the dividing ridge, between Charlotte and
Prince Edward, and between the head springs of
Bush and Bufl'aloe Rivers. On the diverging

ridge between these rivers would be the only very

good route to Farmville. The point of intersec-

tion would be necessarily determined by the meet-

ing of these two ridges, and could scarcely vary

half a mile from the spot which I assume—which
is 29 miles from Nottoway Court House, 20 miles
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from Farmville, and near the main road from that

town to Charlotte Court House. Richmond would
be the eastern termination of'botli routes—and the

western ends of both would be undetermined

—

both being expected to be continued, in distant

lines, far towards the south-west.

From this pnint of intersecUnn to Petersburg,

by Nottoway Court House and Cocke's Road, ac-

cording to long established computation, the dis-

tance is 74 miles ; and continued to Richmond 20

miles farther, would be 91 miles.

From the same point of intersection, by the or-

dinary computation, to f\irmville, the distance is

20 miles—and thence to Richmond by the mail

stage route, (agreeing nearly with, and being lully

as direct as the ridge between James and Appo-
mattox rivers,) the distance is 76 miles, or96 in

all. Thus by the present nearest and best roads,

and by computed distances, Richmond is two
miles nearer by way of Petersburg, than by way
of Farmville.

Again—suppose the rail road from City Point

to Petersburg (for which subscriptions are now in

the course of being received,) to be constructed,

(say 11 miles,) and united with the great north-

ern, southern, and western hnes which will all

meet in Petersburg : then from ihe pnint of inter-

section to City Point, would be 105 miles—and
107 if reached by the lower Appomattox—and by
Farmville, Richmond, and James River to City
Point, the distance would be 146 miles.

Thus, from the common point of intersection, by
the southern route, and through Petersburg, Rich-
mond is nearer by 2 miles, and City Point by 39
miles. If, instead of at City Point, the railway
connexion with .James River is made at Coggin's
Point, (15 miles from Petersburg,) and the north-

ern ridge route continued by railway from Rich-
mond to Westover (26 miles by the present road,)

the comparison would be somewhat varied in fii-

vor of the latter. Still the distance fr-om the point

of intersection through Petersburg to Coggin's
Point (at deep ship navigation,) would be but 109
miles, while through Farmville and Richmond to

Westover, just opposite, would be 122.

For these distances, I have thought it prefer-

able, and nearest the truth, to take the existing

roads, and their computed distances, rather than
straight lines on the map, and any supposed devi-

ation which railway routes might make from
either of the existing roads, whether to seek short-

er, or more level courses. It may be presumed that

the two routes compare fairly in these respects

—

and that it is as probable that one would gain as
the other, in the changes made for proper railway
routes.

Let us now compare the northern and southern
routes, (between Richmond and \he point nf inter-

section,) together with their probable business in

conveying travellers and commodities.
It is admitted by all, that railways cannot com-

pete in cheapness with moderately good naviijation,

whetlier on canals or rivers, lor conveying the ao--

ricultural products of a country, or an"v heavy
commodities, not of great value compared to bulk
and weight. Therefore it follows that a railway
route which crosses navigable rivers, flowing by
good markets, or which plisses parallel and near
to the course of a river, cannot be expected to re-

ceive any such commodities, when near to naviira-

ble water—nor even at a distance, except fur car-

riage to the first place of deposite for the cheaper
water transportation. While the navigation of
the Roanoke and its two great brandies remains as

imperfect as at present, the Danville railway, which
will cross both the branches, may be expected to

bring to market the produce of that rich surround-
ing country—but it will not be so conveyed far-

ther than to be embarked on the Appomattox, at

Farmville. It is not necessary to repeat the rea-

sons stated in my former piece, to prove that for

all the remaining distance, of 76 miles to Rich-
mond, that either the Appomattox, Willis', or

James River, will be sufficiently convenient, and a
much cheaper carrier of agricultural products.

The same circumstances and reasoning will also

show that no bulky or cheap merchandize will be
brought from Richmond by the railwa}-, for such
distances as either of these rivers will serve for the
transportation. Light and very costly commodities
only, or others in case of rare emerirency, or in tem-
porary interruptions of navigation, will constitute

all the freiiiht that can ever be expected for the rail-

way, in either direction, between Richmond and
Farmville.

Between Staunton River and Farmville (about
40 to 45 miles,) and especially while, as now, the

Staunton is scarcely used for navigation, this road
will take much freiffht : and this section of the

Danville Railway, will be the more profitable, be-

cause it also may be constructed on a continuous
ridge, without crossing a stream, or a ravine.

The southern ridge route would convey country
produce, and from a very extensive region, from
the point of intersection to Petersburg—and a large

portion of that produce as far as Richmond, or to

James River. It is true that both the latter ex-
tensions would belong to other companies : but

they will be but diflerent terminations of the same
great route, and it is proper to view the trade and
travel of all the parts, in connexion. Confining the

view, for the present, to the part of the route east

of the point of^ intersection, it will be evident that

it offers the cheapest and best conveyance to mar-
ket for all the products of the counties of Notto-

way and Lunenburg, the greater part of Dinwid-
dle, and smaller parts of Brunswick, Mecklenburg,
and even of Charlotte and Prince Edward—and
without there being any danger of rivalship from
any other future improvement elsewhere. In ad-

dition, some part of the freight from the Danville
road may be expected to diverge to Petersburg,

or to James River, and thus increase the profits of
Petersburg and of the southern route, at the ex-

pense of Farmville and the northern railway. 1

readily admit that when this western railway shall

be continued through Campbell, that the products

received above Lynchburg and Farmville, will di-

verge to one of these towns, and thus balance the

advantage to (he eastern section above mentioned.
The country jiroducts collected above Lynchburg,
and as far as Tennessee, would all leave the rail-

way for Lynchbiirii, and the cheap water convey-
ance on James River. And (his would be an im-
mense and new gain of trade to Lynchburg, and to

the canal—as without the facility of railway trans-

portation, not the hundredth part of the amount
of heavy produce could be brought from the south-

west of Virginia, and from Tennessee.
So much for tiie comparative business of the

two routes in conveying commodities : now let us

compare (he induccinents to travellers.
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There is already a frreat amount of travel in the

route from Danville by Charlotte Court House,
which is divided betvveen tlie load to Uichniond,

and more norihorn dostinations; and tlie nunilicr

of travellers would douhlleps be tripled) or quadru-
pled, by givinir to this long route the speed and
facilities of railway conveyance. The local travel

along the same route, and most of which would
be directed to Richmond, would also be very great

—and, as on other railways, would probably ex-
ceed any previous estimates that would be consid-

ered reasonable. The share ot this travel which
would pass by Farmville to Richmond, and the

share which would diverge to that direction from
the western extension (by New London,) of the

southern route, would constitute nearly the whole
business of the railway from Farmville, besides
its own local travel.

Now what would be the inducements to travel-

lers coming by either of the western routes, to

choose the eastern end, north o( the Appomattox,
rather than that sow/'t ofthe Appomattox ? Even to

all who were seeking Richmond alone, the southern
route would be a little nearer, and theretbre the

choice of the latter would be at least as likely to oc-

cur ; and to all strangers, the passage through Pe-
tersburg would oiler some additionalcause toprefer
that route. All who wished to go to James River,

or to take the steamboat for Norfolk, or for any
northern or southern city, would also find the
southern the nearest route. Those who have bu-
siness in Petersbuig, of course will take this direc-

tion. On the other hand, business in Farmville,
or elsewhere in that direction, would be the only
inducement to choose the northern route. For
these reasons, it seems more than probable that at

least three-fourths of all the distant travel, would
be contiimed by the southern route, either to or

through Petersburg.

The comparison of country products and other
commodities, carried, would show a far greater
preponderance in favor of the southern route.

The service rendered to the public by the two
roads, will be measured by the amount of produce
carried to market, rather than the amount of dis-

tant trav^el : and if estimated by that rule, the
southern route will be found highly beneficial and
profitable to a large part of Virginia which is now
almost deprived of market by its location—while
the northern is not wanted, and would be used, but

to a very small extent, for any such purpose.
Next let the facilities for construction be com-

pared.

In the first place, let it he borne in mind, that 24
miles of the southern route, from Richmond to

about three miles south of Petersburg, will have
been constructed by other companies, and for other
profitable objects, before any other part of the
great western railway will be ready for use. In
this 24 miles, will be embraced all the very diffi-

cult and expensive ground, steep inclinations, and
bridges, that will be necessary in the whole route.

Then the length of railway, on the southern route,

requiring to be constructed by a new company, is

short of the distance from Richmond to the point
of intersection with the Danville railway by 24
miles—and of course rather more than 24 miles
less than the actual length of construction required
for this single object, on the route north of the
Appomattox.
From the point of intersection of the proposed

western, with the Danville railway, to Peters-
burg, and fr-om the same point to Richmond
by Farmville, both routes are on ridges, except
where the latter crosses the Appomattox, and |)er-

haps for some miles next to Richmond : and with
these exceptions, it may be admitted that both
routes are equally suitable for railway construc-
tions, and mile lor mile, would be equally cheap.
Next as to the comparative ability, and willing-

ness, to pay for the const ruction ofthe two rail- wa3"s.

Tliis question has been already, though indi-

rectly, discussed and sutfieiently settled, when
comparing the probable business and receipts, and
probable cost of the two railways. The country
which the adoption of the southern route would
place near to market, together with the town of
Petersburg, can easily and profitably pay for this

road, without aid fi'om foreign capitalists, from the
surplus (lind, or from tlie legislature in any way,
except in the granting a charter of incorporation,

which there can be neither reason nor pretext lor

denying. It is left for others to judge whether the
small interest that exclusicely demands a road on
the northern route, can afibrd to pay the cost of its

construction; and if not, whether from the treasury
of the commonwealth the deficient amount can be
exjiecled, or ought, in justice and propriety, to be
supplied. It is certainly not the great Richmond
interest proper (—an interest which is, and ought
to be, specially guarded, as next in importance to

the general interest of Virginia—) which demands
the use of the northern, in preference to the south-
ern route. That a railway fi'om the south-west
to Richmond is most desirable

—

nay, indispensa-

ble— will be admitted by all. But Richmond,
however deeply interested in obtaining this great
improvement, will not pa7j the cost of an unprofi-

table mode of obtaining it, when one equally ser-

viceable, and highly profitable, is available—and
to which the sole objection (and an objection

which commercial jealousy alone can entertain,)

is, that the route would pass through the smaller
town and worse market (as it is said to be) of
Petersburg: and if Richmond will not pay for a
work which will subserve her interests exclusively,

no considerable aid can be expected fi'om any
other source. If Richmond will, in every way, pro-

fit by the great South-west Railway, (or "James
River and Tennessee Railway," as it may here-

after be truly named,) let her join, and take her
proper share, and exert her proper influence, in the

scheme which promises most profit, and beet to

serve the general interest—and not oppose what
will incalculably promote the prosperity of Rich-
mond, because it will also benefit what mercantile

jealousy considers to be a dangerous rival.

It is scarcely necessary to add that the change
ofcircumstances which the Danville road (if con-

structed) vvill present, promises to make the south-

ern ridge route even more profitable than it other-

wise would be. Its first great section, to the Dan-
ville road, will, by that road, be brought into ear-

lier and more productive use—and the work may
there pause until it is deemed advisable to stretch

farther westward, to join the road fi'om Tennes-
see to Lynchburg, The benefit to be expected
from this connexion with Danville, will more than

counterbalance any diminution of profit caused b}--

the extension of the road from Farmville to Rich-

mond—admitting that extension to be certain to

be made.
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My first article on this subject, tiioiigh received

by the public with Ihr more notice and respect than
I had expected, nevertheless was considered by
each town as hostile to its interest, and as favor-

in<^ what its jealousy dee ned the adverse interest

ol'soine other. Such opinions were at least ex-

pressed in the papers of Riclimond and Lynch-
burg, and were entertained in Farmville. I have
seen a letter from one ot the most considerable and
intelligent capitalists of that sfiirited and thriving

little town, in which, commenting on the argu-

ment ol'Il. N., he says that he considers the wri-

ter's •' aim is to aggrandize liichmondat the expense

of the other towns—." The number and purport

ot these conflicting charges, serve to clear the wri-

ter from all ; and, with unprejudiced and impartial

minds, may perhaps give him the credit he claims,

of laboring to serve no one separate and exclusive

interest, at the expense of the general welfare

—

and he believes, that the adoption of his views
would benefit every town on and near the line of
improvement, though in unequal proportions; and
certainly would injure none. The foregoing re-

marks on Richmond and her proposed northern
route, though strictly in accordance with the views
formerly presented, will probably, by some read-
ers, be considered as indica'.ing hostility to the inter-

ests of that city. This construction, the writer
can only protest against as altogether unfounded,
though he is willing to avow enmity to all narrow
minded commercial jealousies, whether entertained
by Richmond, Lynchburg, Farmville, or Peters-
burg. To the last named town, it may be consi-
dered that these views are particularly, ifnot exclu-
sively, favorable. Nevertheless, an essential fea-

ture of the general scheme would be now consider-
ed by most inhabitants of that town, if adopted, as
operating to remove her trade and her wealth to

Richmond, or elsewhere, and absolutely destruc-
tive to her prosperity. This feature is the perfect

freedom of passage through Petersburg, by con-
necting all the difl^erent railways, and thus per-
mitting all who may desire it, to seek other mark-
ets, with the least possible delay, trouble, and ex-
pense, incurred in passing through Petersburg.
Of course sinailar measures Avould be approved m
Richmond and every other town: but at present
the question will be considered only as it regards
Petersburg.

It is an evident consequence of the positions
which have been contended for, that the promised
public advantages could not be even partially ob-
tained, without the freedom of passage to trade
and to travel; nor could Petersburg "expect the
entrance of this immense and new accession of

travellers and commodities, if she opposed the
slightest obstacle to the departure of either, when
circumstances made such departure desirable. A
close or perfect monopoly, though always injurious
to the public, may bo a very good thing to those
who enjoy the benefit of its restrictions and impo-
sitions on others ; but the attempt to impose such
restrictions, without the power to make them ef-

fectual, serves only to produce irritation and enmi-
ty in the class whom the measure injures

—

and resistance and defeat to the attempt. If a
town opposes difTiculties to the passaije of commo-
dities to another, it amounts to an admission that
she offers a worse market than her neighbor : and
whether such is a fact or no*, those persons whose
commodities are designed to be stopped, will act

upon the admission, and determine to surmount all

obstacles, and proceed to what they will consider
the better market. The prevalence of an op-inion,

even if it be false, that a particular town is a bet-

ter market, tends to make the o|)inion true, by giv-

ing to it increase of trade, and thereby drawing to

it accessions of capital and population, all of which
produce competition, and at the same tune enable
the competing merchants, by increase of business,

to buy at dearer, and sell at cheaper rates, than a
smaller trade would afford. There are plenty of
exisiing difiiculties in the passage from the Appo-
mattox basin through Petersburg to deep tide

water—and yet in spite of these obstructions,

more than half of the tobacco brought down the

canal is sent through that town down the Appo-
mattox, and up James Riverro Richmond—whence
it is to return down James River, to reach foreign

markets. Now suppose it were possible to remove
every such existing obstacle, both natural and ar-

tificial ; would that change cause a greater loss of
trade ? On the contrary, it would greatly increase

the whole amount of tobacco brought to Peters-

burg, from the southern counties that now careful-

ly avoid it ; and though the quantity sent away
would be greater (at least at first,) so would be the

quantity that would find there a market.

So of commodities received by the southern and
vvestern railways. The perfect ease, and small

additional cost, of sending them on to other mark-
ets, would remove all objection to bringing them
first to Petersburg ; and of the new and great sup-

ply thus sent, even though all of it might be de-

signed to be sent farther, ajiortion would certainly

remain—and that portion would increase, as cir-

cumstances served to increase the general busi-

ness of Petersburg, and of course its value as a
market both for purchases and sales.

With regard to travellers by railways, it is still

more absurd to oppose dilTiculties to the transit,

which to make, was their sole object in coming,
and which no one expects to prevent. But s;ill

it is the policy of every town to oppose a little ob-

struction, in delaj^, trouble and vexation, more
than of actual expense, to every traveller who
comes on one railway to pass away upon another.

"Compel every traveller to leave a little money in

the town, if it is only a quarter of a dollar to a por-

ter for carrying his trunk." Such was the jocular

remark which I heard from a merchant of witle and
liberal views in general; and it accords well with

the general opinion as to prohibiting the junction

of different railways, or other lines of travel and
trade. A traveller, anxious to hasten onward, will

scarcely pay less, in detention, trouble and money,
than a dollar, in passing from the Petersburg and
Roanoke, to the Richmond and Petersburg Rail-

way, even though they may approach within half

a mile. This fax is his loss, while scarcely the

eighth of it is the clear gain of the porter, and still

less that of the town. The effect is precisely such

as adding a dollar (perhaps more) to the railway

fare, and to that extent operates as a discourage-

ment to the use of the line of travel, and an in-

ducement to prefer any rival line that is as cheap
in direct expense, if not accompanied by such indi-

rect taxes.

Suppose that the law had given to the town of

Petersburg authority to impose a direct tax of fifty

cents on every traveller who passed through by
railways, and as much on every bale of cotton or
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hog.?heacl oCtobacco that pai=sed by the ?ame con-

veyances to KichtiioiiJ : Would ii bo good policy

to exercise this rij^ht ot taxation? Everyman
would pronounce the imposition to be as impolitic

as illiberal, and tending to drive l)oth trade and
travel H'oni the town, and to injure the railway,

the construction of which has added so much to

the wealth and to the character of Petersburg.

Yet though such a tax in money, which would at

least be so much gain to the to^vn treasury, would
be rejected, a tax equally heavy is indirectly le-

vied, with general approval, and of which nearly

the whole amount is lost to every body. As a pro-

hibition on departure, it is altogether inoperative:

lor no fiirmer will be deterred by such a small ob-

stacle, if he is desirous of conveying his crop to

what he is taught to believe a better market.
These may be small matters—but they involve

important and widely operating general principles.

If then the entire plan of improvement which I

advocate was executed, and the Danville road
brought across it, whether to stop at Farmville, or

to continue to Richmond, I conceive that the ad-
vantages to the several towns would be divided
somewhat in the ibilowing manner.
To Lynchburg would pass,(by the branch rail-

way before proposed,) either to be there sold or to

proceed down James River to Richmond, all the
produce brought from the v^^est by the railway, and
its future extensions towards and through Tennes-
see. The rich supplying back country which
Lynchburg now has in the counties of Patrick,

Henry, Franklin, and part of Pittsylvania, could
not possibly be attracted from the present mark-
et by the great western railway—and would in

some measure be aided by it in getting to Lynch-
burg. The Danville road could certainly take
part of this produce—(and so will the Roanoke
when properly improved— ) but whatever injury

Lynchburg may ultimately sustain in this man
ner, will in no degree be increased by the great

western railway passing in her rear. It is absurd
to suppose that country produce and returning mer-
chandize would prefer railway to canal or river

carriage—and such preference only, could cause
Lynchburg to lose any trade by the plan propos-
ed. Of course, in this as m other cases, the direc-

tion of trade will depend much on the reputation
of the towns as markets. A portion of this rich

country around and near Danvifle, when all these

improvements are made, may choose as a market
either Danville, Clarksville, Norfolk, Lynchburg,
Farmville, Petersburg, or Richmond—the access
to alt these being more or less facilitated.

Farmville would receive all her present trade,

and a great addition, by the new facilities opened
by the western road into Campbell county—and
still more by the new trade brought by the Dan-
ville railway. Farmville reached by the branch
railway, would be 54]miles nearer than Petersburg
—which advantage would surely suffice to enable
Farmville to retain all her present back country
that might use the Danville road.

Petersburg would receive, purchase, and ship
on James River, all the great supplies brought to

that town, of grain, cotton, and all other commod-
ities except tobacco ; and of the latter crop, even
if (as now) the greater part should pass to Rich-
mond, in searcii of better prices, the passage
through would still enable Petersburg to retain it

wiienever circumstances may permit—or to give it

a cheaper passage seaward, by facilitating her
shorter and more convenient outlet by railway to
James River. The mere knowledge of the exis-

i tence of such easy access to the best ship navicra-
lion, would add nuich to the reputation of Peters-
burg as a place of export trade; and together
with the equally free extension of the rail roads
through the town to Richmond, would tend pow-
erfully to invite, by this liberal arrangement, even
more trade than both the great western and south-
ern railways, if they could be compelled by the
spirit of monopoly to terminate there. The trade
ot' Petersburg, as now limited, is offered greater
increase from the adoption of the whole scheme,
than that of any other town—but only upon the
condition that the passage of conimodities shall be
made as free as possible to and from each of the
six inlets and outlets by railways, canal and river,

that would- there centre. However reluctantly,

commercial jealousy and narrow minded cupidity
must yield to this desired freedom of passage. It

is fortunate for the welliire of Petersburg that she
cannot refiise to other markets the main benefits of
this free passage, even if desirous to refuse, [f
free passage through the town is denied, it is per-

fectly easy for the southern, western and northern
railways to unite with the Appomattox canal above
the comporation limits, and for the western rail-

way in like manner to be continued, and on the
same ridge too, to James River. Petersburg wilt

have to choose between the immense benefit of
all these lines of trade, meeting at a common cen-
tre within her limits—and the loss that would be
caused by their passing by, to other destinations.

The share of Richmond of the increase of trade

brought by these improvements, would be nearly all

the products from the remote south-west that would
be emptied into the river route at Lynchburg, and
all that would be attracted through Petersburg—to-

gether with supplying in exchange or return all

the foreign merchandize required tor the same, or

even a more extensive back country.

The distant travel would be divided principally

between Richmond and Petersburg, much the
larger part however seeking Richmond. Though
the profit of carrying travellers is of immense im-
portance to railway companies, their passage
through any town is of very little advantage to it,

unless they stop for purposes of trade. Therelbre,

though the adoption of the southern ridge route

would keep from Lynchburg and Farmville all the

travel not destined for those towns, they would
lose nothing by it worth consideration. If the

main line, in spite of local obstacles, was made to

pass directly through these towns, the long travel

would yield to them no benefit, if permitted a free

passage—and if taxed by detention, would only

give a little profit to tavern-keepers, hack-drivers,

and porters. The commodities for which these

towns would be the best or most convenient mar-
kets, would seek them as certainly by the branch-

es, as the main railway route, if that was changed
so as to pass directly through both.

W the railway from Farmville to Richmond
should be made, in addition to the other lines, it will

not affect the distribution of trade, nor materially

that of travel. But by dividing the travel to Rich-

mond between two railwaj's, that one could as well

convey, the receipts and profits of both would be

diminished—to the great loss, certainly, of_ the

southern line, and to the absolute ruin of the
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northern, the income of that being from travel

almost exclusively.

It is unnecessary to add to these observations, by
considering the two otiier railways recommended
by the Convention of Charlotte—because neither

is demanded by any interest considerable enough
to make the construction probable. The one Irom

Farmville to Petersburg, besides i)eing lar more
expensive to construct, and to use, owing to the

more hilly location, would be so much nearer the

Appomattox that it would accommodate a smaller

producing couutrj', and of course take less trade,

and yield less profit, then the route proposed on

the ridge, with the branch to Farmville which
either scheme offers : and Farmville can suffer no
loss or inconvenience by the preference of the

ridge route, except the adding 20 miles to the

small amount ol" travel passing direct between that

town and Petersburg. No commodities, except

in rare cases, would |)ass the whole distance by

either route, because the Appomattox navigation

when improved and f icilitated, will be far cheaper

than either. As to the railway from Farmville to

Lynchburg, as an extension of ihe northern ridge

route from Richmond, it will never be executed in

the manner recommended by the convention. If,

constructed at all, it will be in furtherance of the

interests of Richmond rather than those of Farm-
ville—and therefore, (as well as for a better loca-

tion,) will be made on the north instead of the

south, side of the Appomattox. The choice be-

tween the southern and northern ridge routes, east

of Farmville, for the great western raihva}', or the

greater success of either, if both are used, will de-

termine which will be the proper route to be con-
tinued to the south-west by Lynchburg. If the

best is chosen for yielding profit on the stock, and
for general accommodation and use, I doubt not
that it will be south of the Appomattox—and what-
ever may be its particular location, it will suit the

convenience and interest of Farmville better than
any she can obtain by leaguing with Richmond.
If able to get the road to Lynchburg, at all, Rich-
mond, will certainly be enabled to prescribe the
the route : and no interest, public or separate, save
that of Farmville, could require a rail wa}', brought
from Richmond through Cumberland, to diverije

to the south of the Appomattox, to reach Lynch-
burg. A branch from the nothern ridge route (as
proposed in the Convention by the Richmond Dele-
gation,) will be all that Farmville can obtain. In
this alliance of Farmville with Richmond, the lat-

ter town can, and will, take the "lion's share" of
the spoil.

R. N.
September llth, 1836.

For tlie Farmers' Register.

ROrOir NOTES UPON SOMK OF THE AGRICUL-
TURAL IMPROVEIttRNTS OF CHARLOTTE,
AND THE ADJACENT COUNTIES.

Charlotte Court House, Sept. tth, 1G36.

A most important system of improvement, both
for private and public interests, is in the course
of execution in this part of the country. This is

the supplying water-power to mills by means of
canals, instead of the ponds which (as elsewhere

in lower Virginia,) have long served that purpose.
One result of this charge is the laying dry, and
cultivating the lands heretolbre covered by these
ponds. A large proportion of the mill ponds in

Charlotte have already been thus laid dry, and in

every case, the canal has furnished a better and
more permanent water-power. For the compar-
atively trivial expense of cutting a side canal, on
a level, leading from the head of' the pond to the
water wheel, there has been gained for culti-

vation, in every case, a body ot' greater or less

extent of very rich soil ; and a relief from the al-

ways impending dangers, and enormous losses, of
broken dams, from floods. But the greatest ben-
efit which may be expected from the general
adojnion of this plan, is the removal of the greatest

cause of sickness which has ever afRicted lower
and middle V^irginia. I have long been of the

opinion that the diseases and deaths pioduced by
the mill ponds of this country were evils so great,

that they were not compensated b}' all the profits

and conveniences of grinding meal by these

means: and that even if we had to resort to horse
or hand-mills, to obtain meal, that it would be a
great public benefit if the dam of every pond-mill

in the country was thrown down, and, no new
ones permitted to be constructed. But luckil}^,

there is no such loss to be encountered by millers,

nor any inconvenience caused to their customers.

Though some mill ponds still remain in Charlotte,

to poison the air and people, I was told that there

was not a doubt left of healthiness having been
already greatly promoted by the drainings which
had been made. Still the improvement has been
very slow in extending—and it is owing to the

fortunate occurrence of some tremendous floods

that have swept away dams that were deemed the

most secure, that many have been induced to ac-

cept the benefit of canals. I found John P. Du-
puy esq: in Nottoway, engaged in constructing a
canal to his mill, in consequence of one of these

fortunate calamities—and there heard of another
having been successfully constructed in his neigh-
borhood. One, still earlier made, and which was
described at p. 579 vol. II. Farmers' Register, has
been tested by time, and found to answer entirely

the expectations of its owner.
One of these ponds on Wardsfork, (and there

were f()rmcrly 4 other mill ponds on that stream,
within the length of 8 miles, of which two still re-

main,) belonging to Henry A. Watkins esq. cover-
ed 100 acres of land so valuable that he was offer-

ed by an adjoining proprietor, and refused, s^200 per
acre for a part of it, after its being drained. From
15 acres of the same, he once sold as much good
tobacco as amounted to .^1500, exclusive of the
"cullings." If it was possible to estimate the
amount of the suffering and loss, in deaths, sick-

ness, and the consequent hereditary feebleness of
constitution, of the generations that lived near
this, any other large and shallow pond, it would
present an awful exhibition of the carelessness
with which we throw away the health and lives

of many, lor the erroneously supposed gain of a
Ccw. Yet the mill ponds of Charlotte were trifling

evils compared to those which are so thickly scatter-

ed throughout the lower and more level country.
V'ery few here are one third of the size of the one
above mentioned. In the lower counties, very
many are much larger. The pond of Tabb's Mill

in Dinwiddle, now drained and cultivated, former-
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ly covered 1200 acres: and several in Prince

George and Surry cover from 300, to upwards ol'

400 acres each. In addition, these very large

ponds are worth but little as water power—and in

the opinion of even the owners, must do much
more harm than good. But tiie little benefit of

each pond goes to one person, and the sickness is

generally divided among his family and many
others. 'J'he land Ibrmiiigthe bottom of the pond
also generally does not belong to him v.dio has the

legal rigiit to keep it worthless by its being cover-

ed by water; and therelbre he has no interest in

laying land dry, that would revert to the posses-

sion of others. This is one of the most stupid and
worst parts of our legal policy.

The Wardsfork lands are the slopes and hill-

sides which lie adjacent, and descend towards that

.stream. There is very little extent of lowground
on that stream—and the good land and good farm-

ing ot" Wardslork, both of which are deservedly'

celebrated, are to be Ibimd on this generally steep

and broken surface. The soil is mostly of red

clay loam of moderate tenacity, and though of

paler color, and oi" interior quality, these lands are

much like those of the South SVest Mountains.
The surtiice of the Wardsfork lands is even more
steep and broken. The soil was originally fertile,

and when greatly imjjoverished and galled, as

nearly the whole body has been, may be brought
back to a productive state by means comparative-
ly easy. Gypsum on clover greatlj^ aids this par-

ticular course of improvement, and is very benefi-

cial on all these lands, on corn and tobacco, but
(as elsewhere) especially on clover. The dear-

ness of this manure, caused by its long transporta-

tion, offers at present the greatest obstacle to the
profitable improvement of the lands.

The distance fi-om market, and the great ex-
pense of transportation, causes tobacco, here as in

all the adjacent country, to be the almost sole crop
for sale. This culture, requiring the richest land,

is not thrown in the same rotation with corn, which
is made on the poorer parts of every farm. The ro-

tation of the tobacco land, usual on the best man-
aged farms, is, 1. Tobacco, 2. Wheat, S. and 4.

Clover not grazed, or mowed—or, at most, but to a
small extent. The other is 1. Clover, 2. Oats,

3 and 4. Clover. Sometimes there is one j'ear

less of clover, thus making either of the above a

three, instead of a four-shift rotation. JMr. Wat-
kins, who has had four shifts both for his tobacco
and corn rotations, is going to have only three for

the corn, in future, as he thinks that giving the

benefit of gypsum regularly, will amply compen-
sate for reducing the manuring by clover to half

the amount, heretolbre given on his highly
improved and well cultivated farm. He has
proved by long experience, (in one field as long as

30 years,) that by using gypsum on clover every
year, and leaving al! the clover to improve the

land, that it will continue to get richer under the

above four-shift rotation, without any other ma-
nure whatever. His tobacco on the piece so treat-

ed for 30 years is always the best of his generally
very fine crops: and the present grade of" produc-
tiveness of this piece, he is certain, is above that

with which the soil was originally endowed by na-
ture, and which had been greatly reduced by culti-

vation, before his course of treatment was begun.
He has also found this very important result

—

that the gypsum, though repeated so often, and

for so many years, has not ceased to be operative;
nor is it known, that its later effects are lessened,
I hope that the details of this very interesting part
of IMr. Watkins' management will be given by
him for publication, and therefore I will say no
more.
The practice of suckering corn has been aban-

doned for two years by boUi J\Ir. Thomas E.
Watkins and by JMr. Uichard I. Gaines, upon
the grounds presented in a communication to the
Farmers' Register, at p. G85 vol. 1. Both of these
gentlemen are perliictly satisfied that they gain
both in grain and forage by omitting this usual
and troublesome part of corn culture. Mr. Wat-
kins thinks that not more than one-fifth of all his

suckers fail to produce ears ; and the ears which
ihey bring are generally perfect in form, and sim-
ilar to those on the main stalks. I had supposed
that they would be mostly produced on the tops,

and be such imperi(?ct ears as late suckers (left

by neglect) often show.
[ saw a piece of low-ground (on Ward's Fork)

belonging to, and reclaimed by John F. Ed-
munds in so perfect a manner, that it was admit-
ted to be by the gentleman who pointed it out, the

most productive land known. But the crop of
corn now on it is very much below what the soil

is capable of producing, owing to the unprece-
dented floods which have this year damaged that,

and ruined the crops of other low-lands less ju-

diciously managed and secured.

With all my confiilence in the several gentle-

men with whom I conversed, it would have been
dilTicult to believe that neariy all the lands on
Ward's Fork, including the richest, (except J. F.
Edmunds' farm, which he cleared himself, and
has never lost its virgin fijrtilit}',) was at some
former time, not only worn to poverty, but so

washed as to exhibit numerous galls every where.
It is difficult to imagine such a state of things,

where the aspect is now so diflerent. But I saw
some land the culture of which had continued to be
as careless and exhausting as all had been formerly,

and of which the soil and surfiice were similar to

the best lands ; and here the poverty, and array of

galls, were fully equal to any thing I had heard of
on the other lands, and such as I would have expect-

ed in my own poorer country, wherever the sur-

fiice is much broken, and the ttirming bad.

The removing the worms li'om the growing to-

bacco is a very troublesome job, and to which there

is no end so long as the plant continues to grow.
The fly lays eggs by thousands, which hatch
speedily, and the worms begin to devour the leaves

as soon as they escape li-om the shell, and when
so small as to be observed with difficulty. Of
course their destruction requires continual atten-

tion, and the handling and examination of every
leaf in the field. The parent fly is large, and may
be easily killed in numbers, as it is attracted by
the stinking flowers of the Jamestown weed, and
of gourd vines. If a i'uvf only of these baits were
permitted to stand on a farm, at one place only,

and the tobacco flies were there watched for at twi-

light, when they come abroad, they might be ea-

sily knocked down with paddles by litde boys. This
is often done, more for amusement than for its use;

but not as a regular and general procedure, which
alone can make it effectual. Every female fly

destroyed, may prevent the having to kill some
hundreds, or perhaps some thousands of its pro-
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geny. 1 askeJ, but could not learn, whether any

one had traced the tobacco worm through its mid-

dle transformation, so as to know what was its

appearance in its dormant stale, previous to its ta-

king wing. This might be easily learned by ob-

servation : and perhaps it would be found that in

that state, it was familiar to our view, but never

regarded because not known to be the enemy in

question. But as the worm does not make a co-

coon on the tobacco plant, and cannot move else-

where for that purpose, I infer that it buries jtself

in the earth—and if so, it could not be easily

found in numbers.
The high jirices of lands, in Charlotte and the

adjacent parts of Prince Edward and Nottoway,
both of the best and the infiirior grades, alone

would furnish sufficient proof of the general indus-

try and economy of the people. The best im-

proved VVardsfbrk flirms, 80 to 90 miles from a

tide water market, and 30 to 35 from Farmville,

their usual place of sale, would sell at j»;20 the

acre. The poorer and generally much worse
managed lands seen in passing from Nottowaj'

Court House to Charlotte, vary in price from ,^12

to 8, few farms being below the latter estimate,

unless greatly injured, or originally of the poorest

quality. All are hilly, and difficult to cultivate

;

and yet the prices are nearly or quite double what
lands of like quality would sell for within a few
miles of tide Avater.

This part of Virginia has derived, and indeed

is still obtaining, immense returns from tobacco

culture. But it is questioned by many of those

farmers who have had good shares of these re-

wards, whether this culture is not altogether ad-

verse to, if not incompatable with good and im-
proving farming. It may be readily admitted that

such is the fact, when tobacco occupies so large a
part of the farm as is usual. But if confined to

smaller spaces, I know no reason why tobacco—

a

green- crop, and the one which gives the cleanest,

and most admirable preparation for wheat—may
not form a valuable part of a well arranged, impro-
ving, and profitable rotation. The abuse is, that

the crops of tobacco receive all the manure of ev-
ery farm, and generally also occupy every spot

that still preserves a large share of natural fertili-

ty. To give all the manure to a crop which re-

turns none, and to deny to the poorer corn lands

at the same lime any other sufficient means of im-
provement, is necessarily a land-starving sj-stcm,

and which, though it may give large present re-

turns, must eventually impoverish those who cul-

tivate the land so treated.

The ridges, and other poorer soils, so far as I

could learn, are very little benefited by gypsum,
and of course are deprived of that great means ibr

increasing fertility. I could learn of but very 'iew

trials on such lands. If I may veiiture to suirgest

new practices for the profit of a region to which I

am so much a stranger, I would advise the adop-
tion ofsheep farms, on a large scale, with perman-
ent, or long continued pastures— and mulberry and
silk culture. Both these would suit well on the
same land, and both would improve the soil by
rest from both the exhaustion and the washing
caused by the use of the plough. Sheep farming
has never been fiiirly tried in Virginia, because it

cannot be done on a small scale, nor on firms of
which every field is frequently and generally in

tillage.

, S-pU Stii.

Lime is the manure most wanted lor all these

poorer natural soils: but with such long and ex-
pensive transportation, any considerable use of
this manure is scarcely to be hoped for. Tlic bet-

ter improvement of the Roanoke and the Appo-
mattox, and the construction of railways, may
possibly yet place this greatest resource within the
farmer's reach :

^- provided always,''' that the com-
panies owning these improvements may acquire

and exercise more common sense than any have
yet exhibited, and may discover that the ulti-

mate profits fi'om tolls would be increased, by en-

coiiragiiig, instead of" prohibiting, by the rate of
the tax, the transportation and use of permanent
manures. Under all the existing discouragements
from long and expensive carriage, I heard of two
very intelligent, zealous, and successtlil practical

farmers, who have commenced the use of lime to

a limited extent, and who are well pleased with
the results. One, of whom I only heard indirect-

ly, and whom therefore it might be improper to re-

fer to more particularly, uses stone-lime (from
Maine) carried up the Appomattox nearly to the

head of navigation, and paying a toll of 25 cents

the cask, (three bushels of stone.) This was used
in compost ; and it was said that the result was
at least not discouraging. The other is Dr. A.
Campbell, of Nottoway, whose farm is 45 miles

from Petersburg, and who draws oyster shells that

distance in the wagons which bring his crops to

market, whenever they would otherwise return

empty. He also has used his lime in compost,
and in different modes—and though never at a
heavier rate than 25 bushels of shells to the acre,

the benefits have been so manifest, and considera-

ble, that he will continue thus to purchase and
draw shells, even if at more than double the price

of 75 cents the hogshead, (18 bushels,) at which
they are sometimes obtained. The other ingre-

dients of the compost, of which the oyster shell

lime formed a part, were leaves li'om oak woods,
and earth scraped from around negro quarters, but

which did not contain any recent ashes, as those

had been previously and carefully saved, and used

separatel)". These scrapings were of but moder-
ate richness, compared to most similar situations

where less care had been used to secure and re-

move the richer accumulations. The compost
heap, so formed, v/as exclusively used to dress one
part (I thmk a third) of the tobacco crop, while

the stable manure, and the farm yard manure sep-

arately applied, covered the balance of the field.

The effects seen on that (the first) crop were
greatest from the stable mn,nure, next l>om the

compost, and least from the farm or cattle yard
manure. But it should be remembered that the

early effects of lime are far from being the best.

The compost was also used not long after it had
been made; and Puvis says that the longer com-
post heaps of lime and earth remain belbre being

used, the better the efiijct as manure. In this ap-

plication, 25 bushels of shells were used to the

acre.

Another mode by which compost was made by
Dr. C. presents fiic^ts well worth the notice of the

chemist, as well as of the liirnier. 'Vwo casks of

stone lime, (about 6 bushels of the stone, before

slaking,) late in March, were mixed with the con-

tents of the winter cattle yard, where 35 to 40 head
of cattle had been kcj)t, '-ind properly littered with
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cornstalks, &c. The stalks being generally large,

and the quantity great, compared to the treading

and animal matter received, they were but little

broken. On this account, the whole yard was
chopped over with sharp hilling-hoes, by which
the stalks were reduced to pieces ol'not more than
8 inches long. The Avhole were then heaped, as

usual, to be brought by termentation to a state fit

for the tobacco land. The heap was examined at

several times, and the heat lound to be more mo-
derate than usual : and when cut down for use,

at a later period of the spring, the manure was in

the most perfect condition—that soft "cheesy"
state, which English farmers call "spit dung,"
from the ease with which a spade cuts into the

heap—and there was not a spot fire-langed, or

showing that white mould which is evidence ol

violent and destructive fermentation.

Now, to mix fresh lime with highly putres-

cent matter, (as was theanimal part of this mas?,)
Fcems contrary to all proper deductions ti'om che-
mical laws. Caustic lime, in sufTicient quanti-
ty, rapidly decomposes and consumes animal or

other very putrescent matter—and fermentation
alone, also decomposes it, and injures its value, or

lessens its amount. Here both these difTerent de-
composing powers were suffered to act together,

and the combined effecis seem to have been highly
beneficial. Can it be that two decomposing pow-
ers, acting differently, serve to counteract, and
lessen the violence of each other, so that the joint

effect of both is less hurtful, or dangerous, than
would be the use of either one alone? It should
be observed that in this case, the proportion of

lime to the whole mass was very small.

The makingofAi7/s for planting tobacco, which
heretofore has been universally considered indis-

pensable, is now abandoned by some planters : in

time, this practice, though more tenaciously ad-
hered to, will follow that of hilling corn, which
formerly was universal, and deemed absolutely

necessary, and which is disappearing wherever
reason and experiment are allowed to operate.

It was a matter both of surprise and regret for

me to hear, on Wardsfbrk, that the value of gra-

duated ditches and beds, to prevent the washing
by rains on hilly lands, was estimated less highly
than formerly, by some of those who used them.
But, upon observation of the existing practice,

and conversing with several who entertained dif-

ferent opinions concerning the proper modes, and
effects, I had no reason to think less highly than
before of hill-side ditches, or beds, as described

and advocated by several writers in the first vo-

lume of the Farmers' Register. The lines for

these ditches are often carelessly and incorrectly

marked off—and in consequence, may do more
harm than good. Besides, none that I saw, even
where most effectual and most approved, seemed
to me large enough to resist the heaviest floods

from falling rain. Another cause of their beinff

considered less important, is, that after the land

acquires a good cover of clover, and it has been
ploughed under, the soil resists washing; so well,

that the farmer is tempted to dispense with a prac-

tice, which, however serviceable, is certainly at-

tended with much trouble, and requires more skill

and care than most overseers can or will exercise.

Though there is far less of hilly land in the lower
country, yet its sub-soil is of less worth, and there-
fore more disposed to be washed into giillevs : and

Vol. IV—48

j

for that reason, I think that this improvement is

j

more wanting there, than on the more hilly lands,
I but better soils of Charlotte. I know, from expe-

I

rience, tfiat horizontal or graduated plouw:hing, in

narrow beds, without the ditches, in the lower
country, causes washing to be even more destruc-
tive than before.

I am sensible that observations made as hastily,

and therefore as imperfectly as these, are in them-
selves but of little value, even if correct ; and per-
haps are incorrect, owing to the haste, and pecu-
liar disadvantages under which the writer was
compelled to make and note his observations. But
if these remarks have ever so little worth, as con-
veying information directly, it is hoped that indi-

rectly, they will promote that end far better. It

has been my object to draw forth from the indivi-

duals whose labors are referred to, as well as
others, more full and correct statements on these
and other interesting subjects relating to agricul-

liu'e ; and if I have made mistaken and erroneous
statements, the corrections can be easily afforded,

together with mucfi more of the interesting and
instructive matter, which very many farmers of
this region can well furnish.

A GLEANER.

For the farmers' Register.

IMPROVEMENT OF THE APPOMATTOX RIVER,

The Appomattox from Farmville to Petersburg,
is but little wider than a first rate canal. It lias

bold high banks, and a very moderate fall, not ex-
ceeding an average of one and a half feet to the
mile, from Farmville, to the head of the canal, near
Petersburg, a distance by the river of ninety-six

miles. The mode of improvement adopted is the
lock and dam ; the effect of which, when comple-
ted, will be to render the bed of the river a perfect

canal, with no more lockage than would be neces-
sary in a lateral canal of the same length—and al-

thongh the navigation of this canal, made of the
bed of the river, will be liable to the difficulties

arising from the freshets in the stream, yet these

disadvantages will be more than counterbalanced
by the cheapness and security of the improve-
ments, compared to a lateral canal. Lateral canah
are liable to frequent breaches in the numerous
embankments, bridges, arches, and tunnels, and
filling with mud, settling from the water flowing

into the canal, and from the hill sides. The bed
of the river is cleared out by the natural process of
the strong currents which occur in freshets—and
it is easy so to secure the locks and dams as to

render them safe against any rise of water. The
tow path of a canal will be wanting to this im-
provement ; but steam which is cheaper and bet-

ter, can be used instead of any other propelling

powerj and it has been generally considered that

steam power would be injurious to canals. The
loclis are constructing of such a size as to admit

of the use of boats of much larger size, than those

at present used, and with a view to the use ofsuch

steamboats as are now used with great advantage

on the Connecticut River, both for passengers, and
for towing freight boats. The work is progres-

sing as rapidly as circumstances will permit, and
will probably be so far completed in eighteen

months as to realize great advantages to the trade

of the river, as well as to the farmers who reside
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in the vicinity ofthe river, yet who have not here-

tofore used it, on account of the imperfect state of

the navigation. It is calculated that freight will

be reduced to half the present rales, as soon as the

works are complete. As far as the locks and dams
have been completed, the improvement meets the

most sanguine expectations, and affords a deep

and safe navigation at all seasons. It had been

feared by the land holders on the river, that the

mode of improvement adopted, wo!ud prove injur.'-

ous to the lands ; but it has not been found neces-

eara to make any dam so high as to overflow or

injure the low grounds, and the experience of near

a century has proved that dams across this stream

do not cause it to fill with sand or mud; as collec-

tions in the bed are swept out by the frequent cur-

rents, and deposited on the low grounds bordering

the Etream. It is believed that the apprehensions
of land holders are generally quieted on the sub-

ject of injury, and that the improvement is a pop-
ular one.

These views and statements are offered to the

public—and particularly to those interested—by
one whose duty requires him to pay some attention

to the subject.

LIMING AKD DUAIIVIIVG.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Fairfax County, September 6lh, 1836.

Your pamphlet upon the use and value of cal-

careous manures is a public benefaction, in as

much as it promises individual wealth. My corn

crop, from its use, is far better than I expected,

and I am now burning shells for 110 acres of fal-

low, and if I am not deceived, the difference in the

crop will more than pay the expense. Be this

however as it may, I shall plough no more land

than I can lime. It inay be well to remark that

no wet land should he limed until well drained, for

upon this materially hangs the result. JMuch has
been said and written upon draining: but one from
the dead would not convince ten men in this coun-
ty so far as to move them to action. i\.ll the fiat

lands orlowgrounds of this county have a tight im-
pervious pan near the surface, which holds the wa-
ter that falls upon it, and subjects it to regular and
perpetual deterioration from the action of frost and
sun.

1 could name farms all around ine upon which
the manner of cultivation has been much im-
proved, yet from having neglected to drain their

land, not more than one third is now made on it

•which was made 40 years ago. I blush sir when
I say that I believe I have defeated my own pur-
pose in agriculture by seeking to force nature.
She will not be forced. Man cannot force her to

grow Indian corn and wheat where she lias re-

solved by unchanging law that the bullrush, wild
oat, and corn grass shall grow.* Let the cultiva-

* We must express our entire dissent to the doctrine

here broadly stated. It certainly is impossible to pro-

duce profitably the vegetables which require a dry soil,

on land imperfectly drained. But there are not many
cases (in this country) in which wet land (not subject

to inundation by tide or floods,) may not be perfectly

drained: and .when that is done, nature readily yields

to the new state of things, and will herself, if man

tor watch the will and purpose of nature: a dry
soil, vegetable matter and lime have made 100
bushels of corn to the acre, and I leave it lo your
readers to say what a wet one has produced.
Have any of your correspondents ever seeded

spring wheat—and if so what was the result ?

Who has cultivated the same land in corn for

ten years and what were the comparative crops?

My small drains are so much deranged by the
corn crop, that I wish to have my fiat lands entire-

ly exempted from the crop.

X. Y. Z.

From the Tenessee Farmer.

THE DIFFERENCE OF EXHAUSTING AND EN-
RICHING TILLAGE.

Grant me space in your columns to communi-
cate to the public the results of my experience in

farming. I have been trying to farm for twenty
years, nineteen of which, I persisted in my own
course, unaided by agricultural papers, or by any
systematic rule ; consequently my improvements
were small. The laat year I subscribed for the

Tennessee Farmer, and searched, read and exam-
ined it, and other authors— entirely turning my
attention to book farming .- and I freely acknow-
ledged, that the improvements I have made during
that period, have far exceeded those of the nine-

teen previous years ; and I return you my sincere

thanks for your aid—though I have not acquired
all my knowledge fi^om your paper alone, yet I

have been materially benefited by it, inasmuch as
it begat in me a sjjirit of enterprise and a desire for

improvement. As I have derived great bene-
fit from the knowledge and experience of others,

I think it my duty in return to furnish them with
the results of my experience, soliciting an enlight-

ened community to pursue an improved and sys-

tematic course of agriculture, assuring them, that

they will find the profits resulting thereft-om am-
ply sufficient to coiupensate them for their labor and
toil. I must, however, confine my remarks to a
few only of my experiments.

In the year 1822, I purchased a farm of 354
acres, 125 of which was cleared. The land was
once good second-rate land, but was now complete-
ly worn out. Being greatly indebted for my farm,

the idea of improving the cleared land never en-
tered into my mind ; but I set to work opening
fresh land, until I had enlarged my cleared land
to 225 acres: this I continued to cultivate in corn,

until a part of it was so far exhausted, that I could
no longer cultivate this crop profitably.

In the spring of 1833, 1 planted two acres of my
land in corn, (this two acres w^as about equal to

the balance of my cleared land) on which I raised

20 bushels to the acre ; the corn was worth 25
cents per bushels, amounting to -910 ; the cost of

cultivating was $1, which lefl me a profit of ^3.
The following year it remained uncultivated. The
next fall I sowed it in wheat. The following
spring I hauled out ten tons of good stable ma-
nure, wltich I spread over one acre. At harvest
I gathered fiom the two acres nineteen bushels of
good wheat, which brought me the sum of ^16,

does not, eradicate the buUrushes and other products

of watery lands, and substitute fhein by grasses which

flourish on dry soils.

—

Ed.
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62|. The cost of llie crop, I estimated at ^6, 62i.
The manure say was worth -iUO, which brings

the account out even. In the spring I sowed orch-

ard grass and clover seed. The succeeding spring

1 sowed over the grass a quantity ol' plaster and
ashes. Tiie result was—from the manured acre

I mowed 5 loads of hay ; from the one not ma-
nured, I mowed 2 loads ; each load was worth at

least ^5 ; consequently, the manured acre yielded

me .$25 worth of hay ; the unmanured acre only
$'10 worth. The cost of harvesting the manured
acre was ^1 50; plaster, &c., 50 cents, making
^2. Profit, 5 loads of hay at §5 per load, .^25,

leaving a clear profit of .923 on the manured acre,

'i'lie cost of harvesting the unmanured acre was
75 cents; plaster, &c.. 50 cents; making .^l 25.

Profit, 2 loads of hay, at ^5 per load, 810; clear

profit on this acre only §8 75. Difference of pro-

fit in one year in favor of the manured acre,

614 25.

I have this year made three experiments in my
wheat field to ascertain what kind of manure is

best suited tor wheat. I applied barn manure to

one spot, barn manure and lime niixed on another
epot, and on a third spot, I applied lime alone. I

have tried other experiments with barn manure,
and from my experience I am fully persuaded,
that, lime or calcareous manure is the best for

wheat. lam about trying the efficacy of clover
and buckwheat, ploughed down, as a manure. I

intend sowing wheat in the clover, and rye in the
buckwheat field.

To furnish putrescent, or animal manures for all

our worn-out fields would require immense labor
and expense. If lime will ansAver the same pur-
pose—and f believe it will—* we should not much
longer complain of poor land ; for, in this country,
we have an abundance of the best lime-stone and
timber—and now, all that is wanting is know-
ledge and industry in the preparation and applica-
tion ot it to our lands; in both of these particu-
lars, we must admit we are sadly deficient. We
have but two alternatives, either to improve our
lands, or to sell and go westward, where Provi-
dence has furnished a richer soil.

Suppose, for a moment, my whole farm to be
as rich and as well cultivated as that one acre,

(and I might have had it so if I had began to im-
prove when I first purchased,) what would be the
profit of it yeariy7 If on that one acre I make a
profit of only .9.30, (and I am satisfied I will make
more when the second crop is taken) my whole
225 acres would then yield me a profit of ^0750,
a sum greater than I can sell the farm for, and
more than I have ever made on it since I owned it.

But suppose a clover crop to be twice as valua-
ble as any other, I would still have S3375. I will

now deduct one-half of that amount for pasture
land and failure of crops, Sec, and I would still

have a profit of ,^1687. I will now suppose that

^687 will be required to delray the expenses of

* We would caution friend Peeples against an exclu-
sive reliance on lime for manure, valuable as it un-
questionably is. Nothing can justify the neglect of
animal and vegetable manures, without the application
of which, the permanent fertility of land cannot be
obtained—but when united with the use of lime, the

effect will no doubt equal his expectation : but in both
cases it must not be forgotten, that to insure profitable !

results judicious tillage is indispensable.

—

Ed. Ten
Far.

the farm, I would still have a veariv profit of
SIOOO. ,

'
'

I will now give you a short account of my pro-
fit and loss for a few j^ears.

Now being able to work myself, and having no
force of my own, I am necessarily compelled to

have my work done by hired hands. After I be-
came unable to labor myself j I found that my iiired

hands were .sinking money for me. I then re-

solved to keep a strict account of all my farming
operations. At the end of the first year, I found,

on balancing the account, that I was 1^16.3 in debt.

I examined the account, and endeavored to ascer-

tain, if possible, where the fault lay. I satisfied

myself sufficiently to make a second trial ; accord-

ingly, I dismissed my manager and some of the

hands, and employed a naore faiihtul and indus-

trious manager, determined, if posssihie, to profit

by );ast experience. At the end of the next year,

when my books were compared, I found I had
made a profit of ^^93, a sum not half sufficient to pay
the interest of the money I had laid out. A third

trial is rsow going on, with the same manager, but
more immediately under my own supervision, aid-

ed by all the knowledge I have been able to ac-

quire from agricultural papers and other sources.

I cannot yet make a fair estimate of the profits,

but from present appearances, I think I shall real-

ize near §500. Is it not astonishing to see the

number of persons wlio subsist by fiarraing entire-

ly, still continue the old land-killing system, when
such profitable results are to be expected from an
improved mode of tillage?

Farming is both a pleasant and profitable em-
ployment, if properly carried on. The expe-

rience of thousands have taught us this, and any
thing I could say, would not make it more clear.

I have been asked by some, "what use have
we for rail roads? our population can consume
all the surplus which we now have." I answer,

if we had rail roads, the amount would be in-

creased to a vast extent; our interest would be-

come more united, and the danger of a disunion

proportionably lessened.

A few words more to my brethren of the plough

in East Tennessee. From the great irregularity

of our surface, we have a great diversity of soils

and climate, requiring the greatest agricultural

skill, to ensure its full developements. Clover and
lime, judiciously used, as a manure, will produce

beneficial results, liar beyond the expectation of

those who have never tried them. Aiousc then,

brethren, to the improvement of your lands, and
be assured, you will reap a rev%^ard, amply suffi-

cient to compensate you for your labor.

WM. PEEPI.ES.

Fi'onitlie Register.

TO CURE THE BIG HEAD IN HORSES.

Take one quart of hog's lard, one quart of tar,

and one pound of sulphur or brimstone
;
put all

toirether in a pot over a slow fire, and boil it till the

brimstone disappears ; then make a mop on a

strong stick, and rub the horse's head from the

eyes to the nostrils once a day, until the mixture

is all gone, and it will make a cure. I have tried

one horse and did cure him sound and well. If

you think the receipt wortliy your attention, you
can put it in your Register, with my name.

RICHARD B. HARRISON^
Dnllcs Co., JJla, .'7pril 19, 1836.
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THE "VVATEUI.00 CJESAREAN EVEHGREEN
cabbage"—ALIAS COW CABBAGE OF JER-
SEY.

The Farmer and Gardener of Sept. 13, introduces

an account of this cabbage (taken from the last No. of

the Horticultural Register of Boston,) in the following

manner.

"We have a few hundred of these plants growing at

our little establishment ; but as the season has been in-

auspicious, and they have not had a fair chance ibr

luxuriant growth, we cannot sav what may be t!ie re-

sult of our experiment. We obtained the seed of Ro-
bert Sinclair, jr. at $0 a pound, those in England are,

or were, held at .'}p5 Ibr 20 seed- The next season we
shall take time by the forelock, and give the article a

more fair and perfect trial. If it should prove by pro-

per test to realize a moiety of what has been said of it,

it will certainly produce a new era in agricultural pur-

suits ; but as the venders of the seed of new things,

are not always the most scrupulous in pronouncing
their eulogies on their virtues, time and actual cultiva-

tion are necessary in order that their capacities may be
properly demonstrated.

In the more southern portions of our country, if this

cabbage should prove as valuable as some of its enco-
miasts have stated it to be, it will, indeed, be a bless-

ing. But of its properties after we have had time to

form a correct practical opinion, we shall speak more
fully."

Though the exaggerations of the English account

given in the Horticultural Register, are partly neutral-

ized by the remarks of its conductor, still there is some

danger that there may spring up and spread over our land

a coio cabbage mama, such as at different times has been

excited by millet, Cobbett's Russian turnips, and Gama
Grass. For this reason as well as for the amusement

of our readers, we republish (from the Aug. No. of

Loudon's Gardeners' Magazine,) this most impudent

pufF, and shameless yet very successful deception.

The nostrums recommended by agricultural quacks

and patent venders, like those of the medical quacks,

are generally the more successful in proportion to the

enormity of the pretension and falsehood.

"An individual in England having shown a speci-
men of this variety of wliat is properly a borecole, to

Mr. Coke of Holkham, that gentleman expressed sur-
prise at its size, &c. Advantages was taken of this to

puff off, as the phrase is, this vegetable under a new
name ; viz. the Waterloo Caesarean evergreen cow
cabbage, and to sell the seeds at the rate of a sove-
reign for a packet containing twenty seeds. The fol-

lowing is an extract from the advertisement:

—

'Patronised by His Majesty. Wonderful production
of nature ! Waterloo Caesarean evergreen cow cab-
bage, of recent discoveey, unequaled in affordin<^ the
most interesting and desirable results to the farmer,
grazier, and manufacturer. This singular and extraor-
dinary species of cabbage, almost unknown in Eng-
land till introduced by the persevering efforts of Mr.
Fullard, three years since, grows from nine to twelve
feet high, and from fifteen to twenty feet in circumfer-
ence. Five of these stupendaus cabbages, now raised
to the greatest perfection in quality as well as size,
have been repeatedly found, by proper management,
an ample allowance of food for one hundred sheep, or
ten cows, per day : and the nutrition thence supplied
by this delicious vegetable will (as experience has al-

ready abundantly demonstrated) speedily produce the
most surprising improvement in the groivth and uHlity
of every description oi cattle. As an evidence of the

beneficial tendency of this cabbage, Mr. F. has the
great pleasure and batisfaction of saying, that shee]i

fed upon it have been found to produce wool of the

finest silken texture, twenty -five inches long; a cir-

cumstance uhich cannot fail immediately to claim the

utmost attention and admiration : as such, the cultiva-

tor of these cabbages will not only realize pecuniary
profit beyond any previous experience, but the manu-
facturer will also obtain a material superior to any
heretofore produced by the most profitable speculation,

the general and extensive demand for which must ex-
ceed all present calculation. The commerce of the

country, as well as the interest and pleasure of the

community at large, will likewise be greatly, if not in-

calculably, enhanced by the cultivation and use of this

improved vegetable production. This Waterloo Cec-

sarean cow cabbage has been pronounced by the fath-

er of the agriculturists, whom, from his well known
experience, w'e are all bound to believe, to be the

greatest wonder tliat ever appeared in the vegetable

kingdom. It was shown to that very highly esteemed
and truly respectible gentleman, T. W. Coke, Esq.,

Holkham Hall, Norfolk, in October last, when he im-
mediately said

—

'Mr. Fullard, you told me, three years

ago, agriculturists u-ere only half way advanced in m-
provement : this cabbage vwkes me say I am bound to

believe you. I do say it is the greatest ivonder the earth

ever jjroduced.' Mr. Coke subsequently introduced se-

veral dukes and other noblemen, to the number of nine,

to view this great production, all of whom expressed

their astonishment, and engaged a part of the seed for

use this year (183G.) These cabbages, if designed

for use in the winter season, can, for convenience, as

well as advantage to the grower, be then removed from
the fields, and will serve to make handsome serpentine

walks in gardens ; or they will form a most excellent

avenue for winter across a field ; or, by setting them
singly, will make a ground, that has not a tree in it, a
park for winter, and may be given to the stock in

spring. To obviate scepticism, and to afford the high-

est satisfaction and confidence as to the perfect recti-

tude of the statements here given, agriculturists, gra-

ziers, and all who feel an interest in the species of

produce, are respectfully requested to apply to Mr.
, wholesale perfumer. No. , , London,

who will, with pleasure, exhibit speciments of the cab-

bage, and also wool of sheep fed with this vegetable

production. Mr. is the sole agent in London for

the Waterloo Ca?sarean cow cabbage seed. All pur-

chasers of it arc particularly desired to sow it at the

proper season (which is in July,) as stated in the direc-

tions which accompany the parcels, price 20s. each.

The plants of this seed, unlike other vegetable produce
for cattle, never fail, either numerically or in quality.

A part of this seed has been engaged by His Majesty,
and forwarded to Norfolk Farm, near Windsor, to be
sown this season ; and the production is already like-

wise patronised by most of the royal family. The
Duke of Wellington, and the following gentleman, are
a few only who have selected the seed for cultivation

this year :—the Right Hon. Dymock, Champion
of England ; Robert Leeds, Esq., Surrey ; Thomas
Back, Esq., Wellesbro' ; Joseph Cowen, Esq., Bla-
denburn ; Sir William Folk, Norfolk ; R. Preston,
Esq., Barrister, Lincoln's Inn; Allington, Esq.,
Little Barford, near St. Neots ; Edward Lindseli, Esq.,
Broon, near Biggleswade ; Henry Walker, Esq., Corn
Exchange

; R. Sutton, Esq., Royal Exchange ;

Jesse, Esq., Hampton Court ; Henry Hills, Esq., Al-
lebury

; Ilenry Handley, Esq., M. P., Lincolnshire
;

Perkins, Esq., proprietor of Islington Market

;

William Shield, Esq., Lincolnshire ; Thomas Hudson,
Esq., York; Hern, Esq., Bury St. Edmonds;

Watkin, Esq., Windsor. It is desirable to re-
member, that these sweet vegetables, when boiled, are
remarkably tender, and in flavor resemble asparagus.
For the table, or culinary purposes, they will ever be
highly appreciated. They grow in the form of a
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tone, and from the thickness of tlieir foliage, and be-
ing evergreen, they will be found ornamental to a
garden. The plants, after two months' growth (saj'

in September,) require to be set out at (lie distance of
two yards and a half from each other. They will grow
on soil of moderate richness ; but their greatest perfec-

tion will require soil of good quality. At any subse-
quent period to (heir being thus transplanted, the}'

may be removed to any other place wliere convenience
or taste may suggest. All letters from the country, re-

quiring a packet of seed to be forwarded, must (to be
attended to) contain a sovereign, or an order for the
payment in London ; and it is requested the name and
address, where it is to be sent, be legibly written.
Caution :—Any packet sold at a less price than a sove-
reign, either in town or country, cannot be genuine.
Observe, also, upon each packet the circular seal, with
this inscription: '

, No. .' It is important to ob-
serve, that none of tlie genuine cow cabbage seed will

be sold after the month of July, for sowing this year
(1836.')

'Fuiiker Parliculnrs.—In reference to the length of
wool produced by sheep fed upon the new colossal ve-
getable, as described in this prospectus, the proprietor,

Mr. Fullard, to prove the fact, has now a lamb-hog,
one year old, to be seen at Mr. , No. ,

,

w-here T. W. Coke, Esq., of Holkham Hall, paid a
visit on Tuesdaj% the IJth instant; and, upon due ex-
amination of the said lamb-hog, he declared, in the
presence of many witnesses, that he never before saw
such a specimen of wool for length and fine quality.

Mr. F. has already been awarded nine premiums, by
the Agricultural Societies, for the superiority of his

sheep and other cattle.

'(Signed) , No. , .,

"The noise made by Cobbetfs Locust was nothing
to this. We are informed, on what we consider un-
doubted authority, that from 30 to 40 sovereigns a day
were taken at the perfumer's shop referred to, for seve-
ral months. The London seedsmen are regularly sup-
plied with similar cow cabbage seed from Jersey

;

which is sold by retail, by Mr. Charhvood, at Is. per
ounce ; an ounce, as we are informed by Mr. Cormick,
containing about 5000 seeds, which would, of course,
produce the wholesale perfumer £250 in i-eady mo-
ney. As several gentlemen have called upon, and
written to us respecting this cabbage, as they did about
the time the Gardener^s Magazine commenced, res-

pecting Cobbetfs Locust (see Jlrb. Brit., p. 616,) we
have thought it worth while to state the above ; add-
ing, that, as we know that our advice was not taken in

regard to the locust, we doubt if it has deterred those
who applied to us from purchasing the Cesarean cab-
bage. The truth seems to be, that there is a portion of
mankind who have a love (or the marvellous to such
an extent, as to become a disease which will have its

course A correct estimate of the real merits of
this cabbage, by Mr. Saunders of Jersey, who supplies
the London trade with their seeds, was published in

the Gardener's Magazine in 1829 (vol. v. p. 440.;) and
it has also appeared in the Encyclopedia of Jgricul-
iure, 2a edit. p. 867."

A L01VD0?f auctioneer's ADVERTISEMENT
OF LANDS IN VIRGINIA.

[The following puff extraordinary, (taken from a

late English paper,) furnishes another evidence of the

system of fraud which is continued to be practiced in

England, in the sale of mountain land in Virginia. As
in a previous volume we commented at some length

on these fraudulent sales, and as it would be to as little

purpose again to endeavor to warn the dupes, we shall

merely insert this advertisement, to amuse our readers

in general, and to astonish those who may reside near

the locality described, with the exalted character which
their lands have acquired across the Atlantic]

In the Stato of Virginia—A most important Es-
tate for (hose of moderate means, and who would
emigrate successrully.—Mr. George Robins is in-

slriu'.ted to ofler to public, competition, at the auc-
tion mart, London, on Tuesday, the 9th of Au-
gust, at twelve, in lots of 1000 and 2000 acres

each. Tlie Freehold Lands included in tliis im-
portant sale, extend to one hundred thousand
acres, situate on the mighty waters of the great
Ohio, in the commonwealth ol Virginia—the
neighborhood of rising towns, good markets, navi-

gable rivers, and national turnpike ronds. There
is a direct communication by steam to New York,
Orleans, Pittsburgh, Richmond, Baltimore, and
Washington. Three vast rail roads have com-
menced, under the sanction of government, who
have contributed fifteen millions ofdollars towards
the completion. In three short years they will be
perfected. The lands are in the counties ofCabell,

Harrison and Giles. They are fertile (almost be-
yond belief,) the soil adapted to the production of
every thing that is uselul. Industry and a little

capital are alone wanting to render this one of the

iiurest agricultural portions of the globe, and in a
climate, it must be reujcmbered, remarkable for ils

salubrity and invigorating powers : besides which
it may be called the land of promise, inasmuch as

the mineral and fossil wealth is no where to be
equalled, and iron, coal, lead, and salt are lound in

all directions in the greatest abundance. From
the minerals on this property a source ofcommer-
cial enterprize may be contemplated. It should
be observed, in conclusion, that religious worship
is unshackled, and there is a total absence of taxes.

It may therefore be staled in great confidence, that

this sale will secure to those of very hmited means,
wealth without risk

;
possessing the only essential

requisites ot industry and talent. A farmer having
saved £100 or £200 from the wreck of his for-

tune here, wall find at this sale, tlie opportunity to

realise all his bright and early anticipations. It is

not a speculation (bunded on theory—experience

has demonstrated that it is a moral certainty; and
consequently, a mechanic possessing £2(30 and
upwards may confidently appear at this auspicious

sale.

Particulars may be had at the Waterloo, Li-

verpool ; the Manchester Times Office, at Man-
chester; the Hen and Chickens, at Birmingham

;

the Auction Mart; and at Mr. George Robins'

Offices, in Covent Garden. The title is clear be-

yond the possibility of doubt."

ON EAISING TWO OR MORE SUCCESSIVE CROPS OF CO-

COONS IN EACH YEAR.

When any culture, or other business, is new in a

particular country, and yet is rapidly spreading, and

employing many heads to direct, as well as hands to

execute, there are sufficient reasons why there should

be many new discoveries, more important than any

which a century had brought to light in countries dif-

ferently situated. In such circumstances, each man
engaged in the business is more or less a learner, and

therefore necessarily an experimenter. Where all are
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novices, he can find no where truths established by ex-

perience, or opinions (true or fiilse) venerable from

age. He is thrown upon his own resources, and com-

pelled to exercise his own reason and inventive genius.

The consequence is, that among many errors and loss-

es, some new and useful truths are sure to be discover-

ed—and these are speedily and extensively made

known, by the universal prevailing desire to seek and

profit by instruction on the subject. Hence it is, that

new as silk culture is in this country, improvements

have already been made, and questionable points have

been brought into discussion, which had scarcely been

thought of in Europe or Asia, where this business has

been pursued, and to great extent, for centuries.

Among these debated points, is the possibility of pro-

fitably rearing more than one crop of cocoons in a

season. The affirmative has been maintained in this

country—but not upon sufficient ground of facts and

experience to command general assent.

But though in Europe, this question had before

scarcely attracted any notice, it is from that quarter

that we are now presented with valuable and con-

vincing experiments, made as their projector and con-

ductor evidently supposes, as to a subject entirely new.

The importance which M. Loiseleur-Deslongchamps

attaches to his discovery, is evinced in the title to his

communication, (published in the Annales de VJ-gri-

culture Francaise, for July, 1836,) which reads thus:

"New considerations upon the means of doubling, in

France, the crops of silk, by making, each year, many

rearings of silkworms," &c. His experiments were

accurately conducted, and are clearly detailed ; and

they will serve to throw much light on, if not to re-

move all doubt from the subject. Passing over his

more general and introductory observations, we pro-

ceed to translate what is material and useful. After

stating the great amount of raw silk annually imported

into France, and the necessity of supplying her manu-
factures from her own products, he proceeds thus ;

" From the moment that I knew of the enormous
quantity of raw silk that our manufacturers purchased
from foreign countries, I had the idea that we might
double the product of the material, in France, if, in-

stead of a single crop of cocoons, it was possible to

have many. JBut I souglit in vain then, in the authors
within my reach, what they had said upon this subject,
I found nothing positive {de bien jwsitif) in Boissier
de Sauvages, in Dandolo, in M. Bonafous, and others,
that I consulted. Sauvages indeed had made some at-

tempts to preserve the eggs of silkworms beyond the
ordinary time, by heaping a certain quantity together,
and covering them with gum : but the trial had no suc-
cess. Without explaining how multiplied hatchings
were made in India, Dandolo and the author of the ar-

ticle "Vera soic" in the Nouvcaa Cours complct d'Jlg-

ricidlurc, say that in certain parts of that country, 12
crops of silk are made every year; but neither of them
indicate in any manner the process necessary to pro-
cure this product. It was necessary th(>n to seek how
to arrive at it: besides, the dilFerence of climate is so
great, that there was no probability that what was
practised in India, would be applicable to France.
"The first trial which I made to procure a second

generation of worms was, by hatching a small packet
of eggs laid during the same season, in July, 1823.
Though kept exposed to the heat of the human body,
from August 1, to the end of Se[)tmeber, none were

hatched : there came out not a single living worm

—

and after the two months of incubation, all the eggs
were shrivelled and dried. It was necessary to have
recourse to other means."

Thence supposing that exposure to the mild tempe-

rature of spring was necessary, after the cold of win-

ter, M. Deslongchamp was led to beheve

—

" that if the eggs of the silkworm could bear, with-
out injury, the temperature of an ice-house, it would
be the sure and easy means of carrying on, every year,

several successive rearings, and consequently of aug-
menting considerably the usual product of silk. In
consequence, in the first days of March, 1834, 1 placed
in the upper part of an ice-house, at the temperature
of zero,* or at most, at but a degree higher, many lit-

tle glass vessels, containing silkworm's eggs. My de-

sign was to withdraw them successively in the course
of the spring and summer, so as to make hatchings

and raisings that would succeed each other without in-

terruption. In order to preserve my eggs from the

great humidity wb.ich always prevails in ice-houses, I

had the vials well stopped, and carefully sealed with
wax On the following 3d of July, I withdrew
one vial from the ice-house ; and for fear lest too ab-

rupt a transition from a temperature of one degree

above freezing, to 17 or 18, (which was then the tem-
perature of the open air at mid-day,) should occasion

some damage to the eggs, I took "them from the ice-

house very early in the morning. Half an hour after,

I placed the vial containing them in a cellar, where
they remained for twenty-four hours : and at the end
of that time, it was removed to the coldest part of my
apartment. In short, I exposed the eggs to increased

heat as gradually as possible, to the time when placed

for incubation—which lasted 8 daj's, and by which,
the hatching was obtained on July 17. I kept all the

worms that left the eggs on that and the next day, and
of them made a raising (education) which lasted a lit-

tle more than 3G days, and from which I took awa)^ a

suitable number of cocoons for a purpose of which I

shall speak hereafter."

In the same manner, and with like precautions, a

second hatching was produced on August 4th. Previ-

ously, experiments had been made by keeping the

eggs altogether in a cellar : but the variation of tem-

perature (from 6° to 9^°) was too great, to keep the

living principle dormant, and thereby preserve it ibr

future action.

"It will sufllce to say, that in 1324, I made, suc-

cessfull}', five complete raisings of silkworms, at the

following times.
" The first was the natural raising—^hat is to say, it

was commenced May 10, witii worms hatched some
days after the opening of the leaves of the mulberry.
The cocoons which it yielded, weighed, on an average,

34 grains each, and 220 made a pound.

f

" The second raising, retarded by means of a tem-
perature of 6°, (above freezing,) commenced May 29

to 30. The cocoons obtained, were weighed too late

to estimate justly their true weight.
" In the third, again retarded by the same means,

my worms were hatched June 20; and they made,
from the thirty-fourth to the thirty-ninth day, cocoons
of which 2:50 made a pound. The lightest of them
weighed 30 grains, and the heaviest 53 grains.

* The Tliermoniotcr rnfurrod to in tliis piooe, is the Centi-

graflo, acc-oiiliMg to tlie scale or which Zero (0^) is the freezing,

and 100'-' the boiling point.

—

Kd. Fau. Ui:g.

f The French pound is heavier than ours by one tenth—92.64

of the former being equal to 100 lbs avoirdupoi3.^ED. Far. Reg.
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"The fourth raising, on which I have sufficiently

explained above, furnished cocoons which weighed

much less than those oi' the three first, since 2S0 to 290

were required to make a pound.

"The product of the fifth was still more feeble, the

cocoons being 350 to SCO to the pound.
" I shall resume my remarks upon the products o(

each of these five crops, made in 1824: but it is pro-

per to mention, first, that after having completed them,

with a success which I had scarcely dared to hope, I

believed that I had made a discovery ; and as I could

not doubt the advantages which silk culture might

derive from it, I hastened to publish it. I read, upon

this subject, a memoir before a learned society : but

to my great surprise, I was listened to with coldness.

Indeed, so little sensation did my memoir produce in

the audience, that it was jilain that nobody had com-
prehended of what importance might be the proceed-

ing, which I had announced
"However, notwithstanding the disregard of the

public, I continued, the ibllowing year, my experi-

ments and observations ; and in the course of the

spring and summer, I made 6 raisings, of which, one

was natural, two retarded by the temperature of the

cellar mentioned above, and the three last, by making
use of the ice-house. These six crops gave (as the

year before,) products more or less satisfactory: but
having remarked that the first were much better than

the last, I limited myself, the two following years, to

making three raisings only, instead of five or six. In

1827, the first raising was begun April 18, and finished

June 16; the second was from May 8, to June 30 ; and
the last, commenced June 1, was entirely finished on
July 15 : so that in less than SO days I obtained three

crops of cocoons. All the raisings have been entirely

effected without artificial heat—which of course pro-

longed the time."

The communication of M. Deslongchamps is mark-

ed to be continued in the August No. of the uinnaUs,

and when the continuation is received, whatever it

may contain, worthy of publication, will be translated

and given to our readers.

The smaller weight and less value of the later crops

of cocoons, cannot be owing to any deterioration of va-

lue in the eggs, nor in the difference of the prevailing

temperature—but most probably to the more advanced

maturity of the leaves, rendering them less suitable as

food.

Since writing the greater part of this article, we
have received Kenrick's Silk Grower's Guide, which

contains much more full and particular information

than we were aware of on this subject, and derived

from facts that have occurred in this country. The
chapter on " Second and successive crops of Silk,"

will be given in the next number of the F-armers' Re-

gister.

shown to us, surpass any that we have seen in the
cabinets of science, and museums of our country.

Its firnmess of texture gives to ihe arti.st the ad-
vantage ol' the highest polish ; and \n beauty and
variety of coloring, it cannot be surpassed.

—

/Ini.

Historical Magazine.

IIAERLEIW RAIL ROAD TUNiVEL.

This stupendous undertaking, it is expected,
will be completed in about six weeks. The tun-
nel is already through the mountain 475 feet on
the north side, and 60 feet on the south, and about
60 feet more remains to be cut before the work-
men meet. This funnel, when completed, will be
the largest, though not the longest, in the world,

and cut through rock of as hard and firm a textuie

as can any where be found. The open cuts on
eiiher side of the tannel are almost terrific to gaze
at from the edge of the summit. They are through
the solid rock, and that on the north side is 55 feet

deep. The work )s prosecuted under the direc-

tion of Mr. Rutter, the able and skilfiil superinten-

dent, night and day. When completed and con-

nccied with the adjoining scenery, it will form one
of the grandest and most romantic sigiits to be

found on the ffice of the globe.

—

N. Y. Times.

We have been informed, says the Pawtucket
Chronicle, that our enterprising friends the Messrs.
Summers, last winter, shipped several thousand
brooms from New Orleans to Boston and realized

a handsome profit by the transaction.

This is reversing the current of trade, and
proves that Southerners can compete with Yan-
kees even at their own doors.

Southern broom corn is very superior to tlie

Northern article, being finer and more abundant

;

as it is free from seeds it offers no attractions to

I

the rats which often make sad havoc with the

northern article.—Would it not be an object for

I

some of our northern broom manufacturers to im-
i port the southern broom corn, as it can be pur-

chased at a cheaper rate than they can obiam the

production of our New England farmers.

—

JR. I.

Journal.

VERD ANTIQUE MARBLE.

A quarry of marble, more brilliant in hue, and
susceptible of a higher polish, than Piuy we have
obiserved, has recently been opened in New Ha-
ven, about two miles from the public square.
The quarry is so located, as to afiord every faci-

lity in access to market. The marble is of the
purest species of Verd /Intique, with golden or
yellow streaks interwove. We know not whether
the "Verd Antique" has been found among any
other marbles than those derived fi-om the quar-
ries ol Egypt. The specimens that have been

THE CORN TRADE.

Bread-stuffs have hitherto constituted one of our
principal articles of export, amounting in 1831 to

within a small fraction of ^12,000,000. In 1835,

(we speak, in both cases, of the commercial year,

ending 30th September,) the quaniity was reduced
one halfj and the value in about the same propor-

tion. In 1831, the value of bread-stuffs imported
Avas only .'§1032, whereas in 1835 it had increased

to .$311,116. The year ending the 30th of the

present month will show still smaller exports of
these articles, and larger imports. And the ensu-
ing year, from present appearances, will verj- pos-

sibly show an amount of imports equal to the ex-
ports. Should the corn crop be cut off in the
northernmost slates, as it is now very Hable to be,

by the early appearance of frost, the extraordinary-

phenomenon will probably occur, of the greatest

grain-growing country in the world becoming de-

pendant upon foreign countries for a portion of its

bread !

—

N. V. Journal cf Commerce.
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IMFORMATION AND AID WANTED, FOR THE PURPOSE

OF PROPAGATING THE BEST NATIVE GRAPES.

A subscriber to the Farmers' Register wishes to ob-

tain, through this journal, information that will aid him

and others in selecting and rearing the best existing

varieties of native grapes. The object of this gentle-

man in this, as in other more important labors of his

long and highly serviceable life, is not his private be-

nefit, but the public good. We know that he has al-

ready done much, though without claiming the merit,

in spreading- the knowledge, and inducing the propa-

gation of some of the most valuable native grapes.

The aid of the readers of the Farmers' Register, if

given to this object in the manner desired, will, easily

and beneficially to all concerned, increase and quick-

en, an hundred fold, the results of such efibrts, as any

one individual, however zealous he might be, could

make foi this purpose.

All wild grapes are seedlings : and as grapes fre-

quently, (though perhaps not generally,) produce

from the seeds fruit quite different from that of the pa-

rent vine, it follows that new varieties may be, and are

thus continually produced, without the design or the

aid of man. Each of our best native kinds, now ex-

tensively known and highly prized, has been at first

obtained from some single seedling, discovered by ac-

cident, and brought to notice by its happening to be ob-

served by some one not so regardless of such things as

most persons are. Many single seedling vines now ex-

ist, producing fine fruit of peculiar kind, and which are

not known except in their neighborhood, and may be

lost entirely for want ot some person's taking care to

perpetuate the kind, by grafts or layers. To bring to

light all such vines, it is requested of our readers to aid

in bringing together the scattered and almost unknown

facts. For this purpose, it is only necessary that any

seedling vine, producing fruit of rare and valuable

qualities, shall be described minutely and fully, so that

it may not be confounded with any different kind—and

its locality particularly stated, so that any persons de-

sirous to propagate such varieties, may be sure to ob-

tain cuttings. If such descriptions, (with responsible

signatures,) are directed to the Formers' Register, they

will be published for general information and use.

The gentleman who has commenced making a col-

lection of the best native grapes, and at whose sugges-

tion we propose this plan of aiding him and others in

such attempts, has already growing, though not yet

bearing, vines obtained from various seedlings of

which he had heard favorable accounts : and he will

furnish his testimony of their value, so soon as their

products shall enable him to give a full and correct

report.
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ON THE IMPROVEMEXT OF TOBACCO LANDS
BY CLOVER.

Addressed to tlm Charlotte Agricultural Societv, at its

Annual Meeting, ticld the 17th Aui^ust, 1S36, by
Anderson C. Morton—and ordered to be pub-
lished in the Farmers' Register.

• The 22d article o( our constitution, makes it the

duty of each member to make a communication at

the annual meetincj, on some agricultural subject.

More in obedience to this requisition, than from

the hope of affording any thing valuable in itself,

or acceptable to the meeting, hav^e I prepared a

sketch, which, if not deserving commendation on

any other account, shall at any rate claim the cre-

dit of brevity.

It is said that every man has his hobby, and
that hobby is apt to be indulged in, at the expense
of every thing else : but this thing of riding one's

hobby, has not unfrequently led to results very
important to the world. Now I shall present to

the Society, a subject which I have more than
once urged, and which, I believe, will go far to re-

store the exhausted soil of our country. It is the

cultivation of the grasses, clover included ; not

the mere seeding, but that earnest, persevering,

skilful cultivation, which will insure success. Too
many of our planters, hearing ol' the success of
those who have resorted to the cultivation of the

grasses, have gone heedlessly to the expense ol

buying seeds and sowing them on lands actually

too poor to grow them ; and instead of seeing
their lands thus enriched, and reaping rich har-

vests, only reap disappointment. If this were not

a very common error, it would be useless to ex-

pose it : indeed, so conmion is it, that it is strange

it does not correct itself. It shows thai grass is

looked upon by some, as the panacea by which
every disease of old mother earth is at once to be
healed, and by which her most barren spots are to

be made to bear abundant crops. There is an in-

fatuation in the minds of some people on this

subject, that seems scarcely to invade them in re-

lation to any other belonging to agriculture. We
should think very strangely ofthe man who should
select his poorest spots lor raising tobacco plants :

yet it requires just as much manure to prepare the

soil for the production ot' a heavy crop of grass, as

ol" tobacco. Grass is, beyond all question, one of

the most powerful agents in promotinar the im-
provement of, and in preserving our land.s, that

has ever been employed ; but like every other

agent, it must be rightly applied. Judging from
actual experiment, I am led to conclude that land

made rich enough to produce a heavy crop of to-

bacco and wheat, will produce heavy crops of

grass, and that such land may be cultivated on the

three-shift system : say, one crop of tobacco, one
of wheat, and one of clover, ad infinitum, without
deterioration, if not with a gradual improvement.
Indeed, I think I am warranted by my experience,
in saying that such lands, if naturally adapted to

the growth of tobacco, wheat, and clover, will, on
this system, rapidly improve, even without the aid

Vol. IV—49

of plaster; and with its aid, would no doubt con-

tinue to advance until it reached the very highest

point of fertility. The best tobacco on my plan-

tation at this time, is on land that has never been
manured, and has been cultivated for nine years on
this plan, and it is the most promising crop that

has ever grown on the land since it has boon re-

tluced from the forest state ; and one heavy crop

of grass has been mowed from it within that time,

though, when ploughed last spring, it was thickly

coated with the last years' growth. It has been
my object, for years past, to get all my tobacco land

under this system. That object was nearly com-
j)leted last year. Nine fortieths of my crop v^-ag

on land that had been put in grass, and after los-

ing two or three hogsheads by the frost, I still se-

cured a much finer crop than I ever made before.

This year, my object had been fully carried intoef-

liict, had I not sold my land ; and 1 should hereaf-

ter have been able, through the aid of clover and
grass, to have carried on the tobacco culture with-

out applying one siuixle particle of manure to it.

And judging from my observation and experience
of the past, I doubt not, that in ten years
more, by applying the manure to the corn land,

ray crops would have been doubled. And in thus

adding to my resources fi^r tobacco, I have also,

in the same pro|iortion, improved my crops of
wheat. Had I remained on the land anotheryear,

the whole of the crop of wheat would have been
on tobacco land, and every part of the land now in

tobacco, seeded in wheat ; and still land enough
in arass, which comes in rotation next year, lor the

whole crop of tobacco.

In recommending this system, I feel the utmost
confidence, ha\ing given it such a test as proves
to me, most conclusively, that when lands are.

adapted to grass and clover, and made rich enough
to produce heavy crops, they may be not only
kept up for tobacco, but improve yearly. And
the same system, if pursued in regard to the corn
land, would give precisely the same results.

In this system, there is nothing fanciful. It ia

based on common sense principles; it is simple, easy
of application, adds nothing to the labor of the

planter, and goes hand in hand with the cultiva-

tion of tobacco. But in order to carry it fully into

etfect, we must have, what is not uncommon in

this countr}', ample space for standing pasture : we
must vary our scene of manuring every year, and
what we do manure, must be made rich. When
there is land to clear, it comes happily to the aid

of this system, as no land ought to be cleared for

tobacco, that is not sufficiently fertile to be kept
up by it; nor need any land be expected to be
made rich by sowing grass, when it is too poor to

produce it. I would not discourage any attempt
to raise grass, but only urge that, to raise it suc-

cessfully, you must give it the means of growing.
You might as well expect to make your stock

thrive without food, as grass grow, when the soil

is too poor to prntluce it. But feed your soil with
manure, cover it with grass, and you may calcu-

late, certainly, on its paying you well for your la-

bor.
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This system requires time, I iinow, as well as

patience and perseverance. But it is completely

within the reach of every man in this house.

There are those who contend thai the cultivation

of tobacco IS utterly at war with the improvement
of our lands, and that to improve at all, wc must
first abandon this crop. But if the sysleni which
I reconmiend be based on true principles; if it be

practicable— if it be in the reach of all—what hin-

ders us from going into it at once? One of our

worthy members, very truly and wisely at the last

meeting, told us, that to abandon our tobacco

crop, would be an abandonment of our country.

What other resource have we'? None. I con-

ceive this doctrine, that we cannot make tobacco

and improve our lands, as fraught with incalcula-

ble mischief: it acts as an extinguisher to every
praiseworthy effort, and a damper to every gene-
rous motive of those who would take up the cause
of agricultural improvement, and urge it upon the

people ; and is prevalence has driven more of our
industrious citizens to emigration than all other

causes combined. But it is a remarkable fact,

that this doctrine is held only by those who have
done nothing for the good cause, either by their

own example, or by encouraging the efforts of

others—those who are not satisfied to receive dai-

ly a golden egtr from the goose, but must rip her
at once. I am, perhaps, too sanguine ; but 1 do
verily believe that this portion of Virginia is as

highly susceptible of improvement as any portion

of the globe : and I as firmly believe, that the

cultivation of tobacco does not (however it ma}',

and does impede our pr .gress,) impose, necessari-

ly, a complete check to improvement. All know
that it requires rich land, and that lots producing
heavy crops of it, will produce heavy ameliora-
ting crops, and by changing the scene of ma-
nuring yearly, you will yearly add to the surface.

Those who choose to make the calculation, may
very easily tell how many years it will require, to

manure a surface sufficiently large to give them a
three shift rotation. The man w'ho cultivates

100,000 hills, can clear and manure 50,000, annu-
ally. Say that he does this next winter, and in the

fall of '37, seeds it in wheat and clover, and soon,
annually adding 50,000 hills to his available sur-

face, he may, in six years, have secured 300,000
hills, which will give him the full amount oi' to-

bacco land; and aiter that, the whole of his ma-
nure may be applied to his corn land. Is there

any thing absurd or impossible in thisl I think

not. So far from being discouraged at this view
of the subject, we have every reason to press for-

ward. Indeed it would not be absurd— it would
not be unreasonable to say, that by a judicious,

economical, and persevering adherence to this or

some other similar system, an ordinary farm may
become one common scene of luxuriance, a perfect

Goshen, or one great tobacco lot—and that in no
great many years. Thus, in a life of thirty years,
the man who annually manures twenty acres,
would see himself surrounded by a plantation of
six hundred acres of land, every acre- of which
would be rich enough for a garden. He would
then have no reason to sever the ties of blood and
friendship, and bury himself and his sons in the
wilds of the west, or the poisoned swamps of Ar-
kansas, or mingle with the mongrel races of
Texas.
Gentlemen, we listen too much to discourage-

ments. Virginia is ruined by ihe mistaken policy

of her sons, and that sad mistake, theit the cultiva-

tion of tobacco is necessarily ruinous. I know
that great popular changes are not often produced
by reason alone ; but here we have interest, love

of country, and vaiious other considerations work-
ing in fiivor of our cause, and strengthening our
arguments in establishing the iiict, that our coun-
try is not doomed to hopeless desolation.

I shall, before your next meeting, in all probabi-
lity have changed my place of residence; but I

shall retain my membership, and gain all I can by
occasionally meeting you here : and should I ever
have it in my power to contribute my mite to the

great cause, either here or elsewhere, I shall be
prompt to do it. JEmigration, legislation, and still

more, reckless cultivation, or rather nmtilation of
her soil, has kept this old commonwealth down,
until many seem to think she is in a hopeless de-

cline ; but though her energies are crippled, she
is yet a noble star of the old constellation. She will

rouse herself. She has materials enough, if her
sons will still remain to maintain her weight.
Her institutions of learning, her agricultural socie-

ties, her rail roads, her canals, must rouse her from
her Rip Van Winkle slumber. She will yet put
on her beautiful raiment, and renew her youth,
and resume her stand among the old 13 : And it

is you, and such as you, that must be the instru-

ments of this new creation. I have the most sat-

isfactory evidence, that this society has alrea-

dy given an impulse that will be long and deep-
ly felt. The people need to be roused. Set them
to thinking, and half the battle is over. But if

you suffer your efforts to be palsied— if you let

this institution sleep the sleep of death, I care not

what may be your individual example, your influ-

ence will be lost.

I hope then, your devotion to the best interest

of your community, as well as regard for your
own, will keep you together as a band of brothers.

I hope that I shall be excused for keeping you
so long with this disjointed sketch, and only regret,

that in return for your patient attention, I have not

given you something to merit it.

From tlie History of Insects in tlie Family Library

.

NATURAL HISTORY OF ANTS.

[Continued from p. 333 vol. IV.]

The wonders of the ant-tribe are far from be-

ing exhausted; we have seen them subjugating

their own species, and reducing them to the con-

dition of domestic slaves. But a more singular

trait in their manners remains to be stated. They
keep and feed certain other insects, from which
they extract a sweet and nutritious liquid, in the

same manner as we obtain milk from cows.
There are tv/o species of insects from which the

ant-tribe abstract this juice— the aphides, or plant-

lice, and the gall-insects. Linnaeus, and afrer

him other naturalists, have called these insects the

milch cattle of the ants; and the term is not inap-

plicable. In the proper season, any person, who
may choose to be at the pains of watching their pro-

ceedings, may see, as LinniBus saj's, the ants as-

cending trees that they may milk their cows, the

aphides. The substance which is here called

milk is a saccharine fluid, which these insects se-

crete; it is scarcely inferior to honey in sweetness,
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and issues in limpid drops from the body of the

insect, by two little tubes placed one on each side

just above the abdomen. The a^^jhidcs insert

their suckers into the tender b:irk o( a tree, and

employ themselves without intermission in ab-

sorbing its sap; which, having passed through tbo

digestive system of the insect, is discharged by

the organs just described. When no ants happen
to be at hand to receive this treasure, the insects

eject it to a distance by a jerking motion, which
at regular intervals they give their bodies. When
the ants, however, are in attendance, they care-

fully watch the emission of this precious fluid, and
immediately suck it down. The ants not only

consume this fluid when volunlarily ejected by
the aphides, but what is still more surprisinir,

they know how to make them yield it at pleasure;

or, in other terms, to milk them. On this occa-
sion the antennfe of the ants discharge the same
functions as the fingers of a milk-maid: with
these orcrans, moved very rapidly, they pat the

abdomen of an aphis first on one side and then on
the other: a little drop of the much coveted juice

immediately issues forth, which the ant eagerly
conveys to its mouth. The milk of one aphis
having been thus exhausted, the ant proceeds to

treat others in the same manner, until at length it

is satiated, when it returns to its nest.

A still more singular fact, connected with thi=

branch of the natural economy of these insects,

remains to be stated. These cows are not al-

ways considered the common property oi'a whole
tribe; on the contrary, some of them are appro-
priated to the exclusive use of the inhabitants of

a particular hill or nest; and to keep these cows to

themselves, they exert all their skill and industry.

Sometimes the aphides inhabiting the branches of
a particular tree, or the stalks of a particular plant,

are thus appropriated; and if any vagrant foreign-

ers attempt to share this treasure with its true

owners, the latter, exhibiting every symptom of
uneasiness aud anger, employ all their efforts to

drive them away.
Some species of ants go in search of these

aphides on the vegetables where they feed; but

there are others, as the yellow ant, which collect

a large herd ol a kind ol" aphis, which derives its

nutriment from the roots of grass and other
plants. These milch kine they remove from their

native plants and domesticate in their habitations,

affording, as Huber justly observes, an example
of almost human industry and sagacity. On
turning up the nest of the yellow ant, this natu-
ralists one day saw a variety of aphides either

wandering about in the different chambers, or at-

tached to the roots of plants which penetrated in-

to the interior. The ants appeared to be ex-
tremely jealous of their stock of cattle; they fol-

lowed them about and caressed them, whenever
they wished for the honeyed juice, which the

aphis never refused to yield. On the slightest ap-
pearance of danger, they took them up in their

mouths, and gently removed them to a more ehel-

lered and more secure spot. They dispute with
other ants for them, and in short watch them as

keenly as any pastoral people would guard the
herds which form their wealth. Other species,

which do not gather the aphides together in their

own nest, still seem to look on them as private
property; they set sentinels to protect their places
of resort and drive away other ants; and, \vl'.d[ is

still more extraordinary, they enclose them as a
farmer does his sheep, to preserve them not only
(I'om rival ants, but also from the natural enemies
of the aphis.

Il" the branch on which the aphides feed be
conveniently situated, the ants have recourse to a
very effectual expedient to keep off all trespas-

sers: they construct around the branch contain-

ing the aphides a tube of earth, or some other ma-
'orial, and in this enclosure, formed near the nest

and irenerally communicating with it, they secure
their cattle against all interlopers.

The brown ant has been observed by Iluber to

build a chamber around the stem of a thistle, in

such a way that the stalk passed through the cen-
tre, so that from their ant- hill they had only to

climb the thistle-stalk, in order to enter this cattle-

Ibld, which was suspended in mid-air. The inte-

rior, smooth and compact, was cnfirel}' formed of
earih; it contained an extensive family of insect-

cows, sheltered from the inclemencies of the wea-
livr, and protected fiom their enemies. These
edifices are not always constructed near the bot-

tom of the thistle-stalk; once Huber saw one at

the height of five feet from the ground. "These
proceedings," says he, "are by no means com-
mon: we cannot attribute them to an habitual rou-

tine." Indeed, the modes of preserving their cat-

tle seem to be as various as those practised by
man. Some ants receive their food fi-om the aphi-

des which suck the juices of the common plain-

tain, and these at first take their station near the

Oower of the plant; as soon as the flowers wither,

these insect-cows take shelter under the radicle

leaves; upon which the ants, which befi)re had
climbed up to them, now surround them with a
mud wall, aud, making a covered gallery by way
of communication between their nest and the

"paddock," extract food from them at their conve-
nience and pleasure.

During autumn, winter, and spring, many spe-
cies of ants keep aphides. Indeed, in winter (hey
would be ex|)osed to the horrors of a famine, did

they not rely for food on their cattle; for though
they become torpid when exposed to intense cold,

yet, for the most part, the depth of their nests

preserves for them a temperature sufficiently high
t.) prevent this contingency. Their milch cows
are then kept on the roots of the plants which pen-
etrate the interior of the nest, and furnish an
abundant supply of liquid in which their keepers,

delight. And not only is the full-grown animal
kept, but its eggs are watched and guarded with
that care which warrent us in supposing that the

ant knows their full value.

It is of real consequence to the ants that the
hatching of the eggs of the aphides should take
place as early in the spring as possible, in order

to ensure an early supply of food for their colony

;

and with the view of hastening this event, ihey
deposite them in the warmest part of their dwell-

ing.

The mode in which the habitations of the

ants are constructed varies according to the species

of this insect. Some excavate their dwellings,

and are hence denominated mining ants; others

build them on the surfice of the ground, and are,

in consequence, termed mason ants; and a third

species take up their residence in hollow trees.

But whatever may be the mode in which they

form their liabitutions, they always contrive to
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ehelter themselves completely from ihe rain. The
longest and luliiest cliamber is placed near the

cenire ol" the nest, and here all the galleries ter-

minate ; the subterranean chambers are horizon-

tal. In the evening, the ajserrure of the nests of

eome anis is always closed, and in the morninir

re-opened ; but accordiny' to Hnlier, the brown ant

has been seen to work durii]g a moon light

ni^hf.

Having in the day time noticed some aphides

upon a thistle, he exan)ined it again in the night

about eleven o'clock, and found his ants busy
niilking their cows. At the same hour, another
night, he observed, on an elder-tree, the little ne-
gro-ant engaged in the same employment.
From the result of then' labors, it might he in-

<(irred that they were actuated by a conmion me-
chanical instinct, yet this is by no means the case :

no two apartments are alike in the same nest;

and no two nests have exactly the same arrange-
ments. Each ant seems capable of conceiving a

a particular plan, which is in some marmer made
intelligible to the rest, and practically executed. If

pieces of straw be ])laced conveniently for its pur-

pose, an ant, after careful examination, proceeds
to make use of this appropriate supply ol" male-
rials. In another case it would have to drag bits

of stubble, then arrange them, and then build.

The operations of these insects v-ary very much
from the beautiful and geometrically precise labor

of bees. Indeed they seem to act so completely
according to the exiQ;encies of each case, that the

moving power which impels and guides their op-
erations approaches so closely to human reason,

that to establish a distinction appears extremely
difficult.

The strength and perseverance of ants are per-

fectly wonderlul. Kirby state, that he once saw
two or three horse-ants hauling along a young
enake not dead, which was of the thickness of a
goosequill. St. Pierre relates, that he saw a num-
ber of ants carrying off a Patagonian centipede :

they had seized it by all its legs, and bore it along
as workmen do a large piece of timber. Nothing
can divert them from any purpose which they
have undertaken to execute. In warm climates
they may be frequently seen marching in columns
which exceed all power of enun>eration ; always
pursuing a straight course, from which nothing
can cause them to deviate : if they come to a
house or other building, the^^ storm or undermine
it ; if a river cross their path, they will endeavor
to swim over it, though millions perish in the at-

tempt.

It is related of the celebrated conqueror Timour,
that being once forced to take shelter from his

enemies in a ruined building, he sat alone many
hours: desirous of diverting his mind fiom hie

hopeless condition, he fixed his observation upon
an ant which was carrying a grain of corn (pro-
bably a pupa) larger than itself, up a high wall.

Numbering the efforts that it made to accomplish
this object, he found' that the grain fell sixty-nme
times to the ground ; but the seventieth time it

reached the top of the wall. "This sight," said
Timour, "gave me courage at tlie moment, and
I have never forgotten the lessen it conveyed."
The Jesuit Dobrizhod'er, in his History of the

Abipones, gives the ibllovving very singular ac-
count of the ravages of anis known in Paraguay.
He furnishes no means of tiscerluining the species

who«e proceedings he describes. "The largest

ants which I had an opportunity of seeing are for-

midable on account of^ their undermining build-

ings. They make burrows, with infinite labor,

under churches and houses, digging deep, sinuous

meanders in the earth, and exerting their utmost
strength to throw out the loosened sods. Having
got wings, theyffy off in all directions, on the ap-

proach of heavy showers, wiili the same ill for-

tune as Icarus, but with this dih^i^^rence, that he
perished in the sea, they on the ground, to whicfi

they fill when their wings are wetted by the rain.

Moreover those holes in the earth by which the

ants used first to pass admit the rain-water, which
inundates the raves of the ants, and underniines

the buildincr, causing the wooden beams that up-
hold the wall and roof, first to give way, and, unless

immediately supported, to liill along with the

house. This is a common spectacle in Paraguay.
The whole hill on which St. Joachim was built

was covered with ant-hills, and full of subterra-

nean cavities. Our house and the one adjoining

suffered much from these insects. The chief al-

tar was rendered useless for many days ; for, it

being rainy weather, the lurking ants flew in

swarms from their caves, and not being able to

support a long flight, fell upon the priest, the altar,

and sacred utensils, defiling every thing. Ten
outlets by which they broke :i'om their caves being-

closed up, next day they opened twenty more.

One evening there arose a violent storm, with
horrible thunder and lightning. A heavy show-
er seemed to have converted our court-yard into

a sloping lake, the wall itself withstanding the

course of the waters. My companion betook him-
self to my apartment. Meantime, an Indian, the

churchwarden, arrives announcing that the floor

of the church was beginning to gape, and the wall

to open and be inclined. I snatched up a lamp
and ran to the place, but had hardly quitted the

threshold of my door, when I perceived a gap in

the earth ; and before I was aware of any danger,

sunk up to the shoulders in a pit, in the very pFace

of the chief altar, but scrambled out of it, by the

help of a churchwarden, as quickly as I had got

in, for under that altar the ants seemed to have
made their metropolis : the cavern was many feet

long and wide, so that it had the appearance of a
wine-cellar. As often as earth was thrown in by
the Indians to fill it, so often was it dug out by the

ants. In this universal trepidation, all the Indians

were called to prop the gaping wall of the church
with rafters and planks. The greatness of the

danger rendered it impossible to remain quiet,

whatever arts were adopted. That same night I

removed from my apartment, which was joined to

the church with the same beams and rafters, in

such a manner, that if one fell, the other could not

avoid being involved in the ruin. I have read that

in Guiana, rocks and mountains have been under-

mined, walls thrown down, and people turned out

of their habitations by ants, which I can easily

believe having myself witnessed similar or even
more incredible events.

"In Parau'uay I was made thoroughly ac-

quainted with the powers of ants. They are weak,
and compared with many other insects, diminu-

tive ; but numbers, labor, and unaumiity render

them formidable, and endow them with strength

superior to their size. In the plains, especially

those near the Paraguay, I have seen ant-hills,
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like stone parymidis, three or more ells high, with
a broad base, and composed of a solid material as

hard as stone : tliese are the storehouses and cas-

tles of the ants, from the summits ol" which they
discern sudden inundations, and saltily behold the

Hoating carcasses ot'less mdustrious animals. Else-

where I have seen an immense plain, so covered

with low ant-hills, that the liorse could not move
a step without stumbling. In the plains you may
olten observe a broad path, throuirh which you
would swear the legions ol" Xerxes might have
passed. The Spaniards hollow out these pyra-

midal heaps, and use them lor ovens, or reduce

them to a powder, which, mixed with water, serves

admirably to floor houses. Pavements of this

kind resemble stone in appearance and hardness,

and are said to prevent the breeding of fleas and
other insects. But hear u hat mischief ants com-
mit within doors. They flock in a lontj and al-

most endless company to the sacks of wheat, and
in a journey uninterrupted by day or night (if

there be a moon,) carry off by degrees some bush-
els. They will entirely strip fi-uit trees of their

leaves, unless you twist a cow's tail round the

trunk to hinder their ascent, and eat away the

crops so completely that you would think they
had been cut with a sickle. Moreover, ants of

various kinds are extremely destructive bolh to

vineyards and gardens, devouring vegetables and
pulse to the very root. Set a young plant in the

yround, and the next day you will seek it in vain.

They refrain from pepper on account of its pun-
genc}''. If you leave meat, either dressed or raw,
in your apartment, you will soon find it blackened

with swarms of ants. They devour all sorts of

trash, the very carcasses of beetles, toads, and
snakes. On returning to my apartment, I found

a little bird which I kept in a cage devoured by
ants. Nor do they abstain I'rom the bodies of

sleeping persons. In the dead ol the night an
army of ants will issue from the wall or pavement,
get upon the bed, and unless you instantly make
your escape, stinir you all over. This happen so

frequently in the Guarany colonies, that we were
obliged to burn a candle at night; for lighted

sheets of paper thrown upon the swarm are the

only means of driving them away. The Portu-

guese have an old saying, that the an's are queens
of Brazil. Certainly we have found them the so-

vereigns of Paraguay. There may be said to be
more trouble in conquering these insects, than all

the savages put together; for every contrivance
hitherto devised serves only to put them to flight,

not banish them effectually."

THE MOST A^"CIE^'T DESCRIPTIOA' OF VIR-
GINIA.

Extracted from "The Trve Travels, Adventvres and Observa-
tions of Cajitaine lohii Smith, in tlurope, Asia, Africlie, and
America." Published London 1621).

The Sixt Voyage, 1606. to anoih&r part of Virgin-
ia, where now are planted our English Colonies,

whom God increase and preserue : Discovered
and described by Captaine Ihon Smith, some-
times Governour of the Chuntrey.

By these former relations you max^see what in-

conveniences still crossed those good intents, and
how great a matter it was all this time to finde but
a harbour, althoujrh there be so many. But this

Virginia is a country in America betweeue the de-

grees of 34. and 45. of the North latitude. The
bounds thereof on the east side are the great
ocean: on the south lycth Florida: on the north
Nova Francia: as for the west thereotj the limits

are vnknowne. Of all this country we purpose
not to speake, but onely of that part which was
planted by the Eiitrlish men, in the yeare of our
Lord, 1606. And this is vnder the degrees 37. 38.

and 39. The temperature of this country doth
aixree well with English constitutions, being once
seasoned to the country. Which appeared by
this, that though by many occasions our people
f(3ll sicke

;
yet did they recover by very small

meanes, and continued in health, though there

were other great cau.ses, not onely to haue made
them sicke, but even to end their dayes, &c.
The sommer is hot asm Spaine; the winter cold

as in France or England. The heat of sommer
is in June, luly, and August, but commonly the
coole breeses asswage the vehemency of the heat.

The chiefe of winter is halle December, lanuary,
February, and halfe March. The colde is ex-
treame sharpe, but here the proverbc is true, that

no cxtreanie lono- coniinueth.

In the yeare 1607. was an extraordinary frost in

most of Europe, and this frost was found as ex-
treame in Virginia. But the next yeare for 8 or

10 dayes of ill weather, other 14 dayes would be as

sommer.
The vvindes here are variable, but the like thun-

der and lightning to purifie the ayre, I haue sel-

dome either scene or heard in Europe. From the

southwest came the greatest gusts with thunder
and heat. The northwest winde is commonly
coole and bringeth faire weather with it. From
the north is the greatest cold, and li^ora the east and
southeast as from the Bermudas, fogs and raines.

Sometimes there are great droughts, other times
much raine, yet great necessitie of neither, by rea-

son we see not but that all the raritie of needful
fruits in Europe, may be there in great plentie, by
the industry of men, as appeareth by those we there

planted.

There is but one entrance by sea into this coun-
try, and that is at the mouth of a very goodly
bay, IS or 20 myles broad. The cape on the

south is called Cape Henry, in honour of our most
noble Prince. The land white hilly sands like vn-
to the Downes, and all along the shores great

plentie of pines and firres.

The north Cape is called Cape Charles, in hon-
our of the noble J)uke of Yorke. The Isles be-

fore it. Smith's Isles, by the name of the discover-

er. Within is a country that may haue the pre-

rogaliue overthe most pleasant-places knowne, for

large and pleasant navigable rivers: heaven and
earth never agreed better to fi-ame a place for mans
habitation, were it fully manured and inhabited

by industrious people. Here are mountaines, hils,

plaines, valleyes, rivers and brookes, all running
most pleasantly into a fiiire bay, compassed, but

for the mouth, with fruilfuU and delightsome land.

In the bay and rivers are many isles both great

and small, some woody, some plaine, most of them
low and not inhabited. This bay lyeth north and
south, in which the water floweth neare 200 myles
and hath a channel), for 140 m3'les, of depth be-

twixt 6 and 15 fi^idome, holding a breadih for the

most part 10 or 14 myles. From the head of the

bay to the northwest, the land is mountanous, and
so in a manner frona thence by a southwest line}
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so that the more southward, the farther ofT from

the bay are those niountaines. From which tiill

certaine brookes which alter come to flue priiicipall

navigable rivers. These run from tlie northwest

into the soutlieast, and so into the west side of the

bay, where the Itill of every river is wilhin 20 or

15 myles one of the other.

The mountaines are of divers natures: for at the

head of the bay tiie rockes are of a composition

like mill stones. Some of marble, &c. And ma-
ny peeces like christall we found, as throwne
downe by water from those mountaines. For in

winter they are covered with much snow, and
when it dissolveth, the waters fall with such vio-

lence, that it causeth (Treat inundations in some
narrow valleys, whicli is scarce perceived being
once in t!ie rivers. These waters wash from the

rocks such glisfering tinctures, that the ground in

some places scemetli as guilded, where both the

rocks and the earth are so splendent to behold, that

better iudgements then ours might haue beene
perswaded, they contained more then probabilities.

The vesture of the earth in most places dolh mani-
festly prone the nature of the soyle to be lusty and
very rich. The colour of the earth we found in

diverse places, resembleth bole armnniac^ terra a
sigillata, and Lemnia, Fullers earth, marie, and
divers and other such appearances. But general-
ly for the most part it is a blacke sandy mould, in

some places a fat slimy clay, in other places a very
barren gravell. But the best ground is knowne by
the vesture it beareth, as by the greatnesse of
trees, or abundance of weeds, &c.
The country is not mountanous, nor yet low, but

euch pleasant plaine hils, and fertile valieyes, one
prettily crossmg another, and watered so conve-
niently with fresh brookes and springs, no lesse

commodious, thendelightsome. By the rivers are

many plaine marishes, contait)ing some 20. some
100, some 200 acres, some more, some lesse. Other
plaines there are few, but onely where the salva-

ges inhabit: but all overgrowne with trees and
weeds, being a plaine wildernesse as God first

made it.

On the west side of the bay, we savd were 5
faire and delightfull navigable rivers. The first of
those, and the next to the mouth of the bay hath
his course from the west northwest. It is called

Powhatan, according to the name of a principall

countrey that lyeth vpon it. The mouth of this ri-

ver is neare three myles in breadth, yet doe the
ehoules force the channellso neare the land, that a
sarce will overshoot it at point blancke. It is na-
vigable 150 myles, the shoules and soundings
are here needlesse to be expressed. It lalleth

from rockes farre west in a country inhabited by a
nation they call Monacans. But where it com-
meth into our discovery it is Powhatan. In the
farthest place that was diligently observed, are
falles, rockes, shoules, &c., which makes it past
navigation any higher. Thence in the running
downeward, the river is enriched with many good-
ly brookes, which are maintained by aii infinit

number of small rundles and pleasant springs that
disperse themselues for the best service, as do the
veines of a nuins body. From the South there
f;\ls into it, first, the pleasant river of Apamatuck.
Next more to the east are two small rivers of Qui-
youghcohanocke. A little fulher is a bay where-
in fiilleth 3 or 4 prettie brookes and creckes that
halfe intrench the inhabitants of Warraskoyac, tiicn

the river of Nansamund, and lastly the brooke of
Chisapeack. From the north side is the river of
Chickahaniania. the backe river of lames Town;
another by the Cedar Isle, where we lined ten

Aveekes vpon oysters, then a convenient harbour
for fisher boats at Kecoughtan, that so turneth it

selte into bayes and creekes, it makes that place

very pleasant to inhabit; their coniefields being
girded therein in a manner as peninsulaes. The
most of these rivers are inhabited by severall na-
tions, or rather families, of the name of the rivers.

They haue also over those some Governour, as

their King, which they call Werowances. In a
peninsula on the north side of this river are the

English planted in a place by them called lames
Tovvne, in honour of the Kings most excellent

JMaiestie.

The first and next the rivers mouth are the Ke-
coughtans, who besides their women and children,

haue not past 20 fighting men. The Paspahe-
ghes (on whose land is seated lames Tovvne,
some 40 myles from the Bay) haue not past 40.

The river called Chickahamania neare 2oO. The
Weanocks 100. The Arrovvhatocks 30. The
place called Powhatan, some 40. On the south

side this river the Appamatucks haue sixtie fight-

ing men. The Quiyougcohanocks 25. The
Nansanuinds 200. The Chesapeacks 100. Of
this last place the bay beareth the name. In all

these places is a severall commander, which they
call Werowance, except the Chickahamanians,
who are governed by the priests and their assis-

tants, or their elders called Caw-cawwassoughse.
In sommer no place afibrdeth more plentie of
sturgeon, nor in winter more abundance of (bule,

especially in the time of frost. I tooke once 52
sturgeons at a draught, at another 68. From the

later end of May till the eijd of lune are taken
few, but yonii sturgeons of two fc;ot, or a yard
long. From thence till- the midst of September,
them of two or three yards long and few others.

And in 4 or 5 houres with one net were ordinarily

taken 7 or 8; often more, seldome lesse. In the

small rivers all the j'eare there is good plentie of
small fish, so that with hookes those that would
take paines had sufficient.

Foureteene myles northward from the river

Powhatan, is the river Pauiavnkee, wiiich is navi-

gable 60 or 70 myles, but with catches and small
barkcs 30 or 40 myles further. At the ordinary

flowing of the salt water, it divideth it self into two
gallant branches. On the south side inhabit the

people of Youghtanund, who haue about 60 men
for warres. On the north branch JMattapament,
who haue 30 men. Where this river is divided,

the country is called Pamavnkee and nourisheth

neare 300 able men. About 25 myles lower on
the north side of this river is Werawocomoco,
where their great king inhabited when I was de-

livered him piisoncr; yet there are not past 40 able

men. Ten or twelue myles lower, on the south
sitle of this river, is Chiskiack, vrhich hath some
40 or 50 men. These, as also Apamatuck, Irro-

halock, and Powhatan, are their great kings

chiefi^ alliance, and inhabitants. The rest his

conquests.

Before we come to the third river that falleth

fl'om the mountaines, there is another river (some
30 myles navigable) that commeih from the in-

land, called I'ayankatanke: the inhabitants are

about 50 or 50 serviceable men.
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The third navicrabic river is called Toppahanock.
(This is navitraltTe some 130 niyles.) At the top

of it inhabit'' the people called iManiiahoacks

amongst the niountaincs, but they are aboue the

place we described. Vpon this river on the north

side are the people Cutlatawomen, with 30 figiit-

ing men. Ilijjher are the iMorauti'htacands, with

80. Beyond them Kapahanock with 100. Far
aboue is another Ciittatawo.men with 20. On the

south is the pleasant seat ofNantan^htacund hav-

ing 150 men. This river also, as the two lornicr,

is replenished with fish and foule.

The fourth river is called Patawomeke, 6 or 7

myles in breadth. It is navigable 140 myles, and
fed as the rest with manysweet rivers and sprincs,

which iail from the bordering hils. These hils

many ofthem are planted, and yeeld no lesse plen-

tie and varietie of ti-uit, then the river exceede'h
with abundance of fish. It is inhabited on both

sides. First on the south side at the very entrance

is Wighcoromocn, and hath some 130 men, be-

yond them Sekacawone with 30. The Onawma-
nient with 100. And the Patawomekes more
then 200. Here doth the river divide itselfe into 3

or 4 convenient branches. The greatest of the

least is called Quiyongh, trending northwest, but
the river it selle lurneth northeast, and is still a na-
vigable streame. On the westerne side of this

bought is Tauxenent with 40 men. On the north

of this river is Secowocomoco with 40. Some-
what further Potapaco with 20. In the east part

is Paraacaeack with 60. After JMoyowance with
100. And lastly, Nocotchtanke with 80. The ri-

ver aboue this place niaketh his passage downe a
low pleasant valley overshaddowcd in many places

with high rocky mountaines; from whence distill

innumerable sweet and pleasant springs.

The flit river is called Pawtuxunt, of a lesse

proportion then rest; but the channell is 16 fadome
deepe in some places. Here are infinit skuls of

divers kindes of fish more then elsewhere. Vpon
this river dwell the people called Acquintanack-
suak, Pawtuxunt, and Mattapanient. Two hun-
dred men was the greatest strength that could be
there perceived. But they inhabit together, and
not so dispersed as the rest. These of all other
we found most civill to giue intertainement.

Thirtie leajjues northward is a river not inhab-
ited, yet navigable; for the red clay resembling
bole Jlrmoniack we called it Bolus. At the end of
the Bay where it is 6 or 7 myles in breadth, it di-

vides it selle into 4 branches, the best commeth
northwest from among the mountaines, but though
canows may goe a dayes iourney or two vp it, we
could not get two myles vp it with our boat for

rockes. Vpon it is seated the Sasquesahanocks:
neare it north and by west runneth a creeke a
myle and a halfe: at the head whereof the ebbe
left vs on shore, where we found many trees cut
with hatchets. The next tyde keepinif the shore
to seeke for some salvages, (for within thirtie

leagues sayling, we saw not any, being a barren
country,) we went vp another small river like a
creeke 6 or 7 myle. From thence returning we
met 7 canowes of the Massowomeks, with whom
we had conference by signes, for we vnderstood
one another scarce a word: the next day we dis-

covered the small river and people of Tockwhogh
trending eastward.
Having lost our grapnell among the rocks of

Sasquesahanocks, we were then neare 200 myles

from home, and our barge about' two tuns, and
had in it but twelve men to perfbrme tliis discovery,
wherein we lay about 12 weekes vpon those great
waters in those vnknowne countries, having noth-
in(>- but a little meale, oatemeale and water to feed
vs, and scarce lialle sufficient of that for halle that
time, but what provision we iiot amonfr the salva-

LTos, and such rootes and fish as we caught by ac-
cident, and Gods direction; nor had we a mariner
nor any had skill to trim the sayles but two say-
lers and my sclfe, the rest being gentlemen, or
tliern were as ignorant in such toyle and labour.

Yet necessitie in a short time, by good words and
examples, made them doe that that caused them
ever after to feare no colours. What I did with
this small nieanes 1 leaue to the reader to iudge,
and the mappe 1 mad? of the country, which is

but a small matter in regard of the magnitude
thereof. But to proceed, 60 of those Sasquesa-
hanocks came to vs with skins, bowes, arrows,
targets, beads, swords and tobacco pipes for pre-

sents. Such great and well proportioned men are
siddome seene, for they seemed like giants to the

English, yea and to the neighbours, yet seemed of
an honest and simple disposition, with much adoe
restrained from adoring vs as Gods. Those are
the strangest people of all those countries, both in

lan<;uage and attire; for their lantjuage it may well

beseeme their proportions, sounding from them, as

a voyce in a vault. Their attire is the skinnes
of beares and woolucs ; some haue cassacks
made of beares heads and skinnes, that a mans
head goes through the skinnes neck, and the eares

of the beare fastened to his shoulders, the nose
and teeth hanging downe his breast, another
beares face split beliind him, and at the end of the
nose hung a pawe, the halfe sleeues comining to

the elbowes were the neckes of beares, and the

armes through the mouth with pawes hanging at

their noses. One had the head of a woIfe hang-
ing in a chaine for a jewel!, his tobacco pipe three

quarters of a yard lono;, prettily carued with a bird,

a deere, or some such devise at the great end, suf-

ficient to beat out ones braines: witli bowes, ar-

rowes, and clubs, sutable to their greatnesse.

These are scarce knowne to Powhatan. They
can make neare 600 able men, and are pallisadoed

in their townes to defend them from the Massawo-
mekes their mortall enemies. Fine of their chiefe

Werowances came aboord vs and crossed the bay
in their barge. The picture of the greatest of
them is signified in the mappe ; the calfe of
whose leg was three quarters of a yard about, and
all the rest of his limbes so answerable to that pro-

portion, that he seemed the goodliest man we ever
beheld. His hayre, the one side was long, the

other shore close with a ridge over his crowne like

a cocks combe. His arrowes were fine quarter.^

long, lieaded with the splinters of a while christall-

like stone, in forme of a heart, an inch broad, and
an inch and a halfe or more long. Tliese he
wore in a woolues skinne at his backe for his qui-

ver, his bow in the one hand and his clubbe in the

other, as is described.

On the east side the bay, is the river Tock-
whogh, and vpon it a people that can make 100

men, seated some seaven myles within the river:

Vv'here they haue a fort very well pallisadoed and
mantelled with barkes of trees. Next them is

Ozinies with sixty men. More to the south ofthat

east side of the bay, the river Rapahanock, neere
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vnto which is the river Kuscarawaock. Vpon
which is seated a people with 200 men. After

that, is the river Tants VViahcocomico, and on it

a people with 100 men. The people of those rivers

are of little stature, of another language from the

rest, and very rude. But they on the river Aco-

hanock with 40 men, and they of Accomack 80

men, doth equalize any of the territories of Pow-
hatan, und sjieake his language, who over all

those doth rule as king.

Southward we went to some parls of Chawo-
nock and the Mangoags to search for them left by
Mr. White. Amonirst those people are thus

many severall nations of sundry lanijuages, that

environ Powhatans territories. The Chawonockes,
the Mangoags, the Monacans, the Mannahokes,
the Masawomekes, the Powhatans, the Sasquesa-

hanocks, the Atquanachukes, the Tockwoghe.=5,

and the Kuscarawaockes. All those not anv one

vnderstandeth another but by interpreters. Their

feverall habitations are more plainly described by

this annexed mappe, which will present to the eye,

the way of the mountaines, and current of the

rivers, with their severall turnings, bayes, shoules,

isles, inlets, and creekes, the breadth of the wa-
ters, the distances of places, and such like. In

which mappe obserue this, that as far as j'ou see

the little crosses on rivers, mountaines, or other

places haue beene discovered; the rest was had by
information of the salvages, and are setdowne ac-

cording to their instructions.

Thus fiaue I walkt a wayless way, with vncouth pace.
Which yet no christian man did ever trace:

But yet I know this notaliects the minde,
Which eares doth lieare; as that which eyes doe finde.

Of such things lohich are naturally in Virginia,

and how they vse them.

Virginia doth afibrd many excellent vegetables,

and lining creatures, yet grasse there is little or

none, but what growelh in low marishes: for all

the countrey is overgrowne with trees, whose
droppings continually turneth their grasse to

weeds, by reason of the rancknes of the ground,
which would soone be amended by good husband-
ry. The wood that is most common is oke and
walnut ; many of their okes are so tall and straight,

that they will beare two Ibote and a hallij square
of good timber tor 20 yards long. Of this wood
there is two or three severall kinds. The acornes
of one kinde, whose barke is more white then the
other, and somewhat sweetish,.which being boyled,
at last affords a sweet oyle, thai they keepe in

gourds to annoint their heads and ioynts. The
fruit they eate made in bread or otherwise. There
is also some elme, some blacke walnut tree, and
some ash: of ash and elme they make sope ashes.
If the frees be very great, the ashes will be good,
and melt to hard lumps, but if they be small, it will

be but powder, and not so good as the other. Of
walnuts tlicre is 2 or 3 kindes; there is a kinde of
^yood we called cypres, because both the wood, the
fruit, and leafe did moat resemble it, and of those
trees tfiere are some neare three fadome about at
the foot, very straight, and 50, 60, or 80 loot with-
out a branch. By the dwelling ol the salvaires
are some great mulbery trees, and in some parts
of the countrey liiey are found growing naturally
in prettic grouee. There was an assay made to

make silke, and surely the wormes prospered ex-
cellent well, till the master workeman fell sicke;
during winch time they were eaten with rats.

In some parts were ibund some chesnuts whose
wild fruit equalize the best in France, Spaine,
Germanv, or Italy. Plums there are of three
sorts. The red and white are like our hedire
plums, but the other, which they call pittchamins*
grow as high as a palmeta: the" fruit is like a med-
ler; it is first greene, then yellow, and red when it

is ripe; if it be not ripe, it will draw a mans mouth
awry, with much torment, but when it is ripe it is

as delicious as an apricot.

They haue cherries, and those are much like a
damson, but for their tastes and colour we called
them clierries. We saw some few crabs, but very
small and bitter. Of vines great abundance in

many parts that climbe the toppes of highest trees
in some places, but these beare but fiiw grapes.
Except by the rivers and salvage habitations,

where they are not overshadowed from the sunne,
they are covered with fruit, though never pruined
nor manured. Of those hedge grapes we made
neere twentie gallons of wine, which was like our
French Brittish wine, but certainly they would
proue good were they well manured. There is

another sort of grape neere as great as a cherry,
this they call messamiris, they lie fi\tte, and the
iuyce thicke. Neither doth the taste so well please
when they are made in wine. They haue a small
fruit growing on little trees, husked like a chesnut,
but the fruit most like a verj^ small acorne. This
they call chechinquamins, Avhich they esteeme a
great daintie. They haue a berry much like our
gooseberry, in greatnesse, colour, and tast; those
they call ravvcomens, and doe eat them raw or

boyied. Of these naturall fruits they line a great
part of the yeare, which they vse in this manner:
the walnuts, chesnuts, acornes, and chechinqua-

mins are dryed to keepe. When they need wal-
nuts tliey breake them between two stones, yet
some part of the shels will cleaue to the fruit.

Then doe they dry them againe vpon a mat over
a hurdle. Alter they put it into a morter of wood,
and beat it very small: that done, they mixt it with
water, that the shels may sinke to the bottome.
This water will be coloured as milke, which they
call pawcohiccora, and keepe it lor their vse.

The fruit like medlers they call putchamins, they
cast vpon hurdles on a mat, and preserue them as
pruines. Of their chesnuts and chechinquamins
boyled, they make both broath and bread for their

chieie men, or at their greatest feasts. Besides
those fruit trees, there is a while popular, and an-
ather tree like vnto it, that yeeldeth a very cleare

and an odoriferous gunuiie like turpentine, which
some called balsoin. There are also cedars and
saxatras trees. They also yeeld gummes in a
small proportion of themselues. Wee tiyed con-

clusions to extract it out of the wood, but nature
allbrded more then our arts.

Ill the watry valleyes growelh a berry which
they call ocoughianamnis very much like vnto ca-

pers. These they dry in sommer. When they
eat them Ihey boiie them neare halfe a day; for

otherwise. the\' diflijr not much ii'om poyson. Mat-
toum growelh as our bents. The seed is not

much vniike to rie, though much smaller. This
they vse for a daintie bread buttered with deare suet.

Persimmons. Ed.
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Durin2^ soiiimcr there are either strawberries,

which rijien in April!, or mulberries which ripen

in May ami lune. Raspises, hurts?; or a fruit that

the inhabitants call maracocks, which is a plea-

sant wholesome li'uit much like a iemond. Man}-
herbcs in the spring are corhtnonly dispersed

throufihout the wood*:, (rood for brothes and sallets,

as violets, purslain, sorrell. &c. liosidesmany we
vsed whose names we know not.

The chiele root they haue ll^r food is called

Tockuwhouffhe. It groweth like, a flaffe;e in

marishes. In one day a salvage will gather suf-

ficient for a weeke. These rootes ixtp much of the
greatnesse and taste of potatoes. They vse to

cover a great many of them with oke ieaues and
ierne, and then cover all with earth in the manner
of a colepit; over it, on each side, they continue a
great hre 24 houres before they dare eat if. Raw
it is no belter then poyson, and being rosted, ex-
cept it be tender and the heat abated, or sliced

and dryed in the sunne, mixed with sorrell and
meale or such like, it will prickle and torment the
throat extreamely, and yet in sommerthey vse this

ordinarily for bread.

They haue another roote which they call

Wighsacan: as th'other fecdeth the body, so this

cureth their hurts and diseases. It is a small root
which 'hey bruise and apply to the wound. Po-
cones is a small root that groweth in the moun-
taines, which being dryed and beate in powder,
turncth red. And this they vse for swellings,
aches, annointing their ioynis, painting their heads
and garments. They account it very precious,

aud of much worth. Musquaspen is a roote of

the bignesse of a finger, and as red as bloud. In
dryir)g, it will wither almost to nothing. This they
vse to paint their mattes, targets, and such like.

There is also pellitory of Spaine, sasafrage, and
divers other simples, which the apothecaries ga-
thered, and commended to be good, and medicina-
ble.

In the low marishes grow plots of on3"ons, con-
taining an acre of ground or more in many places;

but they are small, not past the bignesse of the
top of ones thumbe.
Of beasts the chiefe are deere, nothing differing

from ours. In the deserts towards the heads of
the rivers, there are man}^, but amongst the rivers

Jew. There is a beast they call Aroughcun,* much
like a badger, but vseth to line on trees as squirrels

doe. Their squirrels some arc neare as great as
our smallest sort of wilde rabbits, some blackish or
blacke and white, but the most are gray.
A small beast they haue they call Assapanick,

but we call them flying squirrels, because spreadin.fr

their legs, and so stretching the largenesse of their
skins, that they haue beene scene to fly 30 or 40 ;

yards. An opossom hath a head like a swine, I

and ataile like a rat, and is of the bignesse of a
cat. Vnder her belly shee hath a bagge, wherein

i

she lodgeth, carrieth. and suckleth her young. A I

Mussascust is a beast of the forme and nature of
j

our water rats, but many of them smell exceeding
strongly of muske. Their hares no bigger then
our conies, and ft;w of them to be found.
Their beares are very little in comparison of

^

those of Muscovia and Tartaria. The beaver is

as big as an ordinary water dog, but his legs ex-
ceeding short. His forefeete like a dogs, his'hind-

* Rackoon.

—

Ed.
Vol. IV—50

] Muskrat.

—

Ed.

er feet like a swans. His taile somewhat like the
J()rme of a racket, bare without haire, which to

eat the salvages esleeme a great delicate. They
haue many otters, which as the beavers they take
with snares, and esfeeme the skins great orna-
ments, and all of those beasts they vse to feed
when they catch them. An V'tchunquoyes is like

a Wilde cat. Their foxes are like our silver haired
conies, of a small proportion, and not smelling
like those in li]no-land. Their dogges of that
country are like their woolues, and cannot barke,
but howie, and the woolues not much bigger then
our I"]ngiish fijxes. Marlins, powlecals, weesels,
and minkes we know they haue, because we haue
scene many of their skinnes, though very sel-

dome any of ihem aliue. But one thing is

strange, that we could never perceiue their ver-
mine destroy our hennes, egges, nor chickens, nor
doe any hurt, nor their flyes nor serpents any way
pernicious, whereas in the south parts of America
they are alwayes dangerous, and often deadly.
Of birds the eagle is the greatest devourer.

liawkes there be of divers sorts, as our falconers

called them : sparrow-hawkes, lanarets, gos-
hawkes, falcons, and osperayes, but they all prey
most vpon fish. Their partridges are little bigger
than our quailes. Wilde turkies are as bigge as

our tame. There are woosels or blackbirds with
red shoulders, thrushers and divers sorts of svaaU
birds, some red, some blew, scarce so bigg as a
wrenne, but few in sommer. (n winter there are

great plentie of swans, cranes, gray and white
with blacke winc's, herons, geese, brants, ducke,
win-eon, dotterell, oxeies, [.arrats, and pigeons.

Of all those sorts great abundance, and some
other strange kinds, to vs vnknowne by name.
But in sommer not any, or a very few to be seene.

Of fish we were best acquainted with sturgeon,

grampus, porpus, seales, sfingraies, whose tailes

are very dangerous. Bretts, mullets, while sal-

monds, trowfs, soles, plaice, herrings, conyfish,

rockfish, eeles, lampreys, catfish, shades, pearch
of three sorts, crabs, shrimps, crevises, 03'sters,

codes, and muscles. But the most strange fish is

a small one, so like the picture of St George his

dragon, as possible can be, except his legs and
wings, and the toadfish, which will swell till it be
like to burst, when it commeth into the ayre.

Concerning the enfrailes of the earth, little can
be said for certaintie. There wanted good refiners;

for those that tooke vpon them to haue skill this

way, tooke up the washings from the mountaines,
and some moskcred shii ing stones and spangles
which the waters brought downe, flattering them-
fclucs in their owne vaine conceits to haue beene
supposed what they were not, by the meanes of that
ore, if it proued as their arts and iudgments ex-
pected. O.ieir this is certaine, that many regions

lying in the same latitude, afford mines very rich

of divers natures. The crust also of these rocks

would easily perswade a man to beleeue there are

other mines then yron and sfeelle, if there were
but meanes and men of experience that knew the

mine from sjjar.

Of their planted fruits in Virginia, and how they

vse tlifm.

They divide the yeare into fiue seasons. Their
winter some call, popanow, the spring, cattapeuk,

the sommer, cohattayough, the earing of their
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corne, nepinough, the harvest and fall of leafe,

laquitock. From September vntill the midst of
November are the chiefe feasts and sacrifice.

Then haue they plentie of fi-uiis as well |)lanted

as naturail, as corne, ijreene and ripe, fish, lovvle,

and wilde beasts exceeding liit.

The greatest labour they take, is in planting

their corne, lor the country naturally is overgrovvne
with wood. To prepare the ground they bruise

the barke of the trees neare the root, then doe
they scorfch the roots with fire that they grow no
more. The next yeare with a crooked peece o(

wood they beat vp the weeds by the rootes, and in

that mould they plant their corne. Their manner is

this. They make a hole in the earih with asticke,

and into it they putfbure graines of wheate* and
two of beanes. These holes they make foure

foote one from another; their women and chil-

dren do continually keepe it with weeding, and
when it is growne middle high, they hill it about
like a hop-yard.

In April they begin to plant, but their chiefe

plantation is in May, and so they continue till the

midst of lune. What they plant in April they

reape in August ; for May in September, lor lune
in October : every stalke of their corne common-
ly beareth two eares, some three, seldome any
fbure, many but one, and some none, Es^ery eare

ordinarily hath betwixt 200 and 500 graines. The
Btalke being greene hath a sweet Uiice in it, some-
what like a sugar cane, which is the cause that

when they gather their corne greene, they sucke
the stalkes: lor as we gather greene pease, so doe
they their corne being greene, which excelleth

their old. They plant also pease they call Assen-
tamens, which are the same they call in Italy, Fa-
gioli. Their beanes are the same the Turkes call

garnanses, but these they much esteeme lor dain-

ties.

Their corne they rost in (he eare greene, and
bruising it in morter of wood with a polt, lap it in

rowles in the leaues of their corne, and so boyle it

for a daintie. They also reserue that corne late

planted that will not ripe, by roasting it in hot
ashes, the heat thereof drying it. In winter they
esteeme it being boyled with beanes for a rare

dish, they call pausarowmena. Their old wheat
they first steepe a night in hot water, in the morn-
ing pounding it in a mortar. They vse a small
basket for their temmes, then pound atjaine the
great, and so separating by dashing their hand in

the basket, receiue the flower in a platter made of
wood, scraped to that forme with burning and
shels. Tempering this flower with water, they
make it either in cakes, covering: them with ashes
till they be baked, and then washing them in (aire

water, they drie presently with their owne heat :

or else boyle them in water, eating'the broth with
the bread, which they call ponap. The groutes
and peeces of the cornes remaining, by fanning in

a platter or in the wind, away the branne, ihey
boyle three or four houres with water, which is an
ordinary food they call vstatahamen.f But some
more thrifiie then cleanly, doe burne the corne of
the eare to powder, which they call pungnoiigh,
mingling that in their meale, but it never tasted
well in bread, nor broth. Their fish and flesh they
boyle either very tenderly, or boyle it so long on
hurdles over the fire, or else after the Spanisli

* Indian Corn.—Ed. f Hominy.—Ed.

fashion, putting it on a spit,.they turne first the
one side, then the other, till it be as drie as their

ierkin beele in the West Indies, that they may
keepe it a moneth or more without putrifying.

The broth of fish or tlesh they eat as comnjonly
as the meat.

In May also amongst their corne they plant

pumpeons, and a fruit like vnto a muske mellon,
but lesse and worse, which they call macocks.
These increase exceeding!}^, and ripen in the be-
ginning of luly, and continue vntil September,
They plant also n)aracocks, a wild fruit like a lem-
mon, which also increase infinitely. They begin
to ripe in September, and continue until the end
of October, when all their fruits be gathered.

Little els they plant, and this is done by their wo-
men and children ; neither doth this long suffice

them, for neare three parts of the yeare, they one-
ly obserue times and seasons, and hue of what
the country naturally aflbrdeth from hand to

mouth, &c.

The Cmnniodities rn Virginia, or that may be had
by Industrie.

The mildness of the ayre, the fertilitie of the
soyle, and situation of the rivers are so propitious

to the nature and vse of man, as no place is more
convenient for pleasure, .profit, and mans suste-

nance, vnder that latitude or climat. Here will

Hue any beasts, as horses, goats, sheepe, asses,

hens, &c. as appeared by them that were carried

thether. The waters, isles, and shoales, are full

of sale harbours for ships of warre or merchandize,
for boats of all sorts, lor transportation or fishing,

&c. The bay and riuers have much marchanta-
ble fish, and places fit lor salt coats, building of
ships, making of iron, &c.

Muscovia and Polonia doe yearly receiue many
thousands, for pitch, tarre, soap-ashes, rosea, flax,

cordaije, sturgeon, masts, yards, wainscot, firres,

glasse, and such like ; also Svvethland for iron

and copper. France in like manner, for wine,
canvas and salt. Spaine as much for iron, Steele,

figges, reasons, and sackes. Italy with silkes and
velvets consumes our chiefe commodities. Holland
maintaines it selfii by fishing and trading at our
owne doores. All these temporize with other for

necessities, but all as vncertaine as peace or

vvarres. Besides the charge, travell, and danger
in transporting them, by seas, lands, stormes, and
pyrats. Then how much hath Virginia the pre-

rogatiueof all those flourishing kingdomes, for the

benefit of our land, when as within one hundred
myles all those are to be had, either ready provi-

ded by nature, or else to be prepared, were th.ere

but industrious men to labour. Onely of copper
we may doubt is wanting, but there is good proba-

bilitie that both copper and better minerals are

there to be had for their labour. Other countries

haue it. So then there is a place, a nurse for soul-

diers, a practise for mariners, a trade for mar-
chants, a reward for the good, and that which is

most of all, a businesse (most acceptable to God)
to bring such poore infidels to the knowledge of

God and his holy gospell.

PAPER VEIVEERTXG.

We yesterday examined an elegant piece of fur-

niture veneered with marble paper, in imitation of
rose wood. The imitation was so perlcct and the

J
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veneering so exact, that an experienced painter

was unable to discover that it was not grained

with paint, though he considered it almost impos-

sible to shade and blend colors in such a beaulilul

manner. The paper was from the manufactory
of Messrs. S. C. &. JK. Mann, of this town. They
have brought the manufiicture of colored marble
paper to a higher slate of perlc^ction than any es-

tablishment in the United Slates. This |)lan of

veneering I'urniture, we think, will prove a very
useful improvement. It combines three very de-

sirable qualities—elegance, durability and cheap-
ness. A common pine table can be covered, in

imitation of rose wood, for $1 50, in a style that

would defy the most skilllil painter in the world to

equal. It is the opinion of cabinet makers that it

will wear much longer than common veneering.

A piece o( furniture finished in this style may be
examined at the Norlblk Bookstore in a iew days.—Dedham Patriot.

the finest thread for the construction of veils, lace,
cambric, and will supersede those articles of French
manulLiclure. The texture is most beautiful—we
never saw anything equal to it; and we have no
doubt that, if properly brought into notice, the dis-

covery will prove a national benefit, and introduce
(juiie a revolution in those articles ol trade.

—

Don-
aiater (^Eiig.) Chronicle.

CURE FOU BLIGHT OF PEAR TREES.

The disease, termed blight, which six or eight

years ago, as also in 1802 to 1808, destroyed many
of our pear trees, is again, we learn, making its

appearance. We have been of opinion that the

evil arises Irom a minute insect, which preys upon
the inner bark. An insect of this kind, almost im-
perceptible to the naked ej'e, has been known to

destroy forests of the larch in Germany. Our opin-

ion has been much strengthened by a conversa-
tion with Aaron Thorp, Esq., who finding his

trees aH'ected, lias made trial of various api)lica-

tions, without success, until he has found, he thinks,

an effectual cure, in spirits of turpentine. Heap-
plies it on and about the diseased part, in its una-
dulterated state, with a brush.—iV. JE. Farm.

THE MANUFACTURE OF SILK.

A very important improvement has been made
in the silk-loom at Manchester, which is likely to

o|ierate very ttivorably upon the manufacture of
this valuable article of trade, and may be the
means of transferring a very large portion of it

from France and Italy to this country. It is now
perfectly clear that steam power may be applied
with the greatest advantage to the silk loom,
which has heretofore been worked by hand only

;

and a young girl may weave, with this improve-
met)t, as much silk m a day as can be woven by
two men upon the present plan. The new loom
occupies but little more than half the space requir-

ed by the one in common use, as all the appara-
tus connected with the weights is removed, and a
spring substituted, which performs the work with
much greater precision than can be wrought by
weights.

—

Eng. Paper.

DEMAND FOR RAIL ROAD IRON.

Bills have been obtained this session of Parlia-

ment lor nearly 1100 miles of road, which will re-

quire for rails, chairs, carriages and other works,

at least 220,000 tons ol iron, independent of the

iron wanted for roads, for which bills had been
previously obtained, and which are now in active

preparation, which will require about 70,000 tons,

making a total of about 290,000, which will nroba-

bly be supplied in the next four years. To this

must be added what will be required for several

very extensive ones which are now in course of

survey, and for which bills will be solicited in the

next session of Parliament. When the iron re-

quired for rail roads in this country is added to

what will be required lor rail roads now in actual

progress in the United States, and on the conti-

nent of Europe, we think the iron masters of this

country may liiirly look forward to a greatly in-

creased demand for their produce during the next

few years.

—

English Paper.

NEW DISCOVERY.

We have seen this week at Leeds, a specimen
of bleached flax, prepared by Mr. Harwood, a
chemist, of York, which appears to us as present-

ing a decided improvement in the manufacture ol

that article. It has created a great sensation
amongst the manufacturers, and has been taken
for silk. It is capable of being manufactured into

REPORT ON THE NAVIGATION OF THE ROA-
NOKE.

September 15, 1836.

At a meeting of the citizens of Clarksville, held
this day, Dr. S. H. Harris was called to the Chair,
and Mr. N. C. Read appointed Secretary.

Mr. Tucker Carrington, who had been appoint-
ed, at a previous meeting to examine the Con-
necticut and other rivers in the north, for the pur-
pose of ascertaining the probable practicability of
successful steamboat navigation on the Roanoke,
Dan, and Staunton Rivers, submitted his report.

Afer the report was read, on motion, it was
resolved, that Mr. Carrington be requested to

furnish a copy of his report, and that it be forward-
ed to the editor of the Farmer's Register, with a
request that he would publish it in his paper.

On motion, it was resolved, that the citizens of
Clarksville, tender their thanks to Mr. Carrington
for the prompt and able manner in which he has
discharged the duties assigned him.

S. H. Harris, Chairman.
N. C. Read, Secretary.

The subject of attempting to navigate the Roa-
noke with steamboats of shallow draught, having
been brought before the Board of Directors of the
Roanoke Navigation Company, at their last

spring's meeting, by a delegation of the citizens

of Clarksville—that board very promptly re-

sponded to the application, by ordering an en-
gineer to be employed, who should examine the

river, with a view to the practicability of effect-

ing this important object, and report to them at

the meeting of the directors in November ensuing.

In addition to this highly important step, they ap-

pointed one of the nicmbcra of tlieir own body,
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(Mr. E. B. Hicks of Brunswick,) to visit the

northern rivers, vi'here it was understood these

boats on fhallow'and switt water were in success-

ful operation, to make such examinations, and

collect such information, as would better enable

them to move in this interesting enterprise. That
ofcntlemaii addressed a letter to some of the citi-

zens of Clarksville, sugijesting the importance of

appomfing some one Irom that place, to accompa-

ny and aid him in the laborious work assigned

him. The meeting which was called on that oc-

casion, resulted in the passage of a unanimous re-

solution that tiie appomtment be made, and that

appointment lell on myself We set out about the

middle of June last, and reached I he City of

Washington a short time before the adjournment

of Congress ; there sought and procured an ac-

quaintance with the members from the states of

Massachusetts and Connecticut, and from them,

obtained letters of introduction to all such persons,

on the line of our contemplated travel, as would
be likely to afford us any aid in the business with

which we were charged. Thus prepared, we left

Washington ; and in a few days we were on the

banks of the Connecticut River, which, we were
informed, ofiered Ihe best means of information

on this subject, and which we determined to make
the scene of our examinations and investigations.

My friend, Mr. Hicks, has done no more ihan
justice to the gentlemen whose names he has in-

troduced, in terms of compliment, in a report late-

ly addressed, by him, to the Superintendent of the
Koanoke Navigation Company on this subject.

They received us not only as fellow-citizens of the

same country and government, but with that

liberal spirit of patriotism, and extended useful-

ness, which seeks to shed upon others those high
advantages, and superior lights, which them-
selves possessed. And although every man
eeems to have his business and employment, yet
every thing was made subordinate to the duty of
aflfbrding us that attention which, as strangers,

and that aid which a? explorers, we so much need-
ed. In fact, we too little know, and too little ap-
preciate our Yankee brethren.

Ou reaching Hartford, where the use of steam-
boats of light draught commences, we determin-
ed to remain a few days, and collect, from con-
versation with the intelligent men of the j)lace, all

the information and important facts we could.

Here we made the acquaintance of Alfred Smith,
Esq. President of the (Connecticut Navigation
Company, and who personally superintended and
aided in the surveys ofthat river, and all the works
upon it. Alfred Smith is a man of clear strong
head, of a reflecting and investigating cast of
mind, and well stored with that sort of informa-
tion, which such a mind is apt to acquire—with
feelings which at the same time they do not hurry
him into the incautious extravagance of the enthu-
siast, yet do not suffer him to linger far in rear of
the spirit of the age in which he lives. With a
character stainless and irreproachable, he deserv-
edly stands high in the confidence of his country-
men. From such a source, we could not fail to
learn much that was valuable, and entirely to be
relied upon. From him, we obtained all the in-
formation which could be had h-om mere conver-
sation, and much to aid and guide us in our subse-
quent examinations. From Hartl()rd to Spring-
field, a distance of 26 miles, the steamboat

Massachusetts, of 35 horsepower, daily plies each
way ; descending in the morning from Springfield

to Hartliird, and "returning in the evening to the

former place. It was built by Thos. Blanchard,

about 4 years ago, at his own individual risk ; so

little sanguine were his fellow-citizens of his suc-

cess, that lew or none would join him. The two
great objects to be obtained, in order to secure

success, are the procurement of great power and
shallow draught ; for where the water is rapid and
calls for power in the beat to ascend it, it is usually

shoaly and must have a shallow float in order to

pass without hanging. In the building of craft

of every description, the hull is generally made o£

stronfr,"heavy timbers, it being the fbundation up-

on Avhich all the superstructure rests, and by
which it is supported : and of necessity, if the ves-

sel be of much burden, must sink deep in the wa-
ter. But in the boat Massachusetts, a skill in

construction and design is displayed, which se-

cures a good burden, without fbrliiiting the light

draught. It is built upon the principle of a sus-

pended bridge, in which two stiong arches or cir-

cles of oak timber are thrown over, and the decks,

cabins, and hull, hang beautifully and successfully

upon it ; and thus all the under-works, being sup-

ported, and not supporting, can be made very light

and thin, and secures to the boat a very shallow

draught. This is a design, for which Mr. Blan-

chard has procured a patent ; and to show that no
strength in the boat is forfeited by this construc-

tion, it is only necessary to mention, that it has
been running over rocks, sands and rapids, for four

years, with great profit to the owners, without one
dollar being necessary fiir repairs. This boat is upon
the high j)ressure principle, 97i feet long. 13^ wide,

and draws 22"inches water with a freight of from 40
to 50 passengers, and their baggage. Its travel

being entirely by day light, there are no accom-
modations for lodging ; but two quite spacious ca-

bins, one for ladies, and one for gentlemen, and an
upper deck, where passengers either sit or pro-

menade at pleasure. The wheel is in the stern;

one having been tried with wheels on the sides,

and found not to answer, on account of the nar-

row passes between the rocks, which broke and
displaced the paddles. The cost of the above
boat, was i»5!7000, and the charge for crew per

month, was ^100; fuel would add something to the

expense, but nothing material. Its gross income
is from Jt^75 to ^100 per day, and of course it is

first rate property, as well as a great pubhc conve-
nience.

Having thus given some description of the

plan and principle upon which the boat is con-

structed, it follows in order to give some account
of the water upon which it is used, to enable you
to fi:irm an opinion as to the possibility of applying

such boats to any practical purposes on the Roa-
noke, Dan, and Staunton. Steamboats which
have sufficient size to encounter, with ease and
safety, the swells and storms of Long Island

Sound, come without difficulty to Hartford. From
Hartford up, the navigation is much interrupted

by falls, shallows, and shifting bars of sand, which
entirely l()r!iid the ascent of boats of such burden
as are used below. The distance fnmi HarKiird

to the foot of Enfield Falls is 12 miles, and in all

this stretcli, the river is smooth and gentle in its

current, with not more than three inches fidl to the

mile. From the head of the same fall, to Spring-
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field, a distance of nine miles, the current again
becomes smooth, and unbroken by impediments of

any iiind, wiih about the same tail as below the

rapids above mentioned. Enfield Falls, which lie

opposite the little village of Knfield, and iience

derive the name, are from 5 to 5}, miles from foot

to head ; but there being 1^ of slack water be-

tween the upper and lower fall, the rapid water is

3i miles in extent. This fill is 10 feet to tlie mile,

by actual njeasurement. To the eye, this iLdl is

remarkably well distributed ; but is said to consist

of a succession of pitches or strains, at different

intervals and ol' different strength, and to all of

which, as with us, the boatmen have given some
name, as Mad Tom, &c. Over this fill the steam-
boat JNla^sachusetts passes with the greatest ease,—shilling its direction frequently across the cur-

rent, to avoid the rocks and bars which make their

position known to the practised eye of the pilot

by signs on the surface— in 1 hour and 15 minutes.

The rocks and sand in the bottom of the river, are

visible ti'om the deck of the boat in nearly the en-

tire extent of the fall, and in many places the

stream becomes so shallow, that tlie smallest peb-
ble may be seen with the utmost distinctness.

The velocity of the water on Enfield Falls having
been ascertained by Mr. Blanchard, by actual

ineasuremeut, to be between 8 and 9 miles an
hour, he came to the conclusion, that a super-

vening power of 12 miles an hour (which is the

power of the steamer Massachusetts upon water
at rest,) would overcome it at the rate of 3 miles

an hour. His experiment has demonstrated the

correctness of his reasoning, and displayed a tri-

umph of genius and art over tlie obstacles of na-
ture. In descending, little or no steam is used

:

the progress of the boat on the falls, being as rapid

without it, as is consistent with safety and accu-
rate steering, for which purpose a long bow-oar is

employed, which perfectly commands the direc-

tion of the boat.

I will now proceed to compare the obsta-

cles, which have been overcome by the power
of steam on the Connecticut River, and the dif-

ficulties to be surmounted in the Roanoke, in

order to have the same success. It is unneces-
sary for me to go very minutel}' into details on this

important branch of the subject. The statistics

on this point, have been so clearly set forth in the

report of E. B. Hicks, Esq. to the Superintendent
ofthe Roanoke Navigation Company, published in

the August No. ofthe Farmers' Register, and the
encouraging fact, that success is within our reach,

eo clearly derivable from the premises, that it is

almost needless for me to do more than refer you
to that very clear and circumstantial document.
It will be remembered that the average tail per
mile on the Enfield Falls is 10 feet ; while the
greatest amount of fall in any mile on the Roa-
noke, between Clarksville and Rock Landing, is

11.1 feet, and in no other mile does it exceed 8 feet

and a small fraction. And admit that the greatest

possible success has been reached upon this sub-
ject, (of which, I have no idea,) and that 10 feet

to the mile is the greatest amount of obstacle that
can be overcome by steam—this point, Eaton's
Falls, is below the intersection ofthe Gaston Rail
Road with the Roanoke, and the improvement of

the river, and the consequent use of steamboats to

that point, would immediately result in important
benefits to the valley of the Roanoke, and to a

much wider extent of country which would then
seek the river, as an outlet for their produce. But
I would not stop here : I believe this improvement
is yet in it.s infancy—otherwise it is the first

the world has ever known, which reached its

summit at the first stride. I believe the world
is yet to be farther astonished and improv-
ed, by bolder cflbrts and more complete tri-

umphs of art and mechanical skill. Whether
the power of steam can overcome a current ot' 10
feet per mile, depends much upon the manner in

which that fall is distributed. The report made
by the engineer, to the Board of Public Works of

\nrginia preparatory to the improvement of the

Roanoke is silent on this head; and for the pur-

poses of steam navigation, it is a fact all-important

to know. If a fall of 4 feet to the mile, is. all in

one pitch, its ascent is impracticable for steam-
boats constructed for shallow draught. Whereas
a fall of 10 feet per mile, well distributed through
the mile can be overcome with ease. Wherever
then these hard strains occur, they must be distri-

buted by art, or passed around by lock and canal.

For the purposes of towing freight boats, two or

three steam tow-boats are in use on the Connecti-
cut—that number beinir found sufficient for its

trade. They ply from Hartford to any point up
the river, to which freight is destined. They are

of 20 horse power, and ascend the river at the

rate of 2^ miles an hour, against a 1^ miles cur-

rent, having in tow, 5 ti-eight boats of 30 tons

each. Around Enfield Falls there is a canal and
locks, through which the steam tow-boats and
freight boats pass. At Willimansett Falls, which
is about 8 miles above Springfield, which is a short

fall of about half a mile, the boats are carried up
by the power of horses or oxen, by means of a
windlass, with ease and despatch. The descent

at this point is 9 feet to the mile. We were in-

formed by Mr. Cuvier, superintendent and mana-
ger of the steam tow-boats, that one of the boats

once passed that fall having 20 tons in tow. At
Hadley Falls, the descent is 50 feet in 2^ miles

;

but the fall is chiefly in one pitch, directly oppo-
site the little manufacturing village of Hadley,
affording fine power for driving machinery. Here
again there is a canal with locks, through which
all the freight must pass. From Hadley to Mil-

ler's Falls, a distance of 35 miles, there is but lit-

tle fall ; but the navigation is much annoyed by
shifting bars and new accumulations of sand and
gravelT Beyond this point, the navigation by
steam has never been carried, owing, it is thought,

more to a want of inducement, than any doubts

about its success.

I have thus given you a succinct liistory of

the various obstructions to the navigation of

that river for a distance of seventy miles above
Hartford, and the means by which each has

been overcome. The cost of the improvement
from Hartford to Miller's Falls is said to liave

been between 3 and 8400,000. And if the public

spirit of the little state of Connecticut, with an ex-

tent of territory not larger than the counties

touching the Roanoke fr-om Wcldon to Danville,

with agricultural resources not half equal to the

same district, can accomplish so much, why
should the people of the extended and fertile val-

ley of the Roanoke and its tributaries, remain
longer slothful and inactive? This is an inquiry

which directs itself peculiarly and pointedly to the
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members of the Roanoke directory, to whom is

committed the miportant trust of presiding over
the improvement of that river. Recent move-
ments in this part of the state, on the subject of

internal improvement, should av>ral<en your zeal,

and quicken your etForts. What means the

scheme of constructing a rail road from Evans-
ham to Danville, and thence upon the ridge which
nearly overlooks your river, \o the same jioint of
termination with yourselves? It means, clearly,

that the river in its present condition, and with the

present means of conveying produce to market,
does not meet the puWlir demands. Whnt means
the Rail Road Convention lately held at Charlotte

Court-house, to take into consideration the policy

and practicability of penetrating the Roanoke coun--

try with a rail road, from Petersburg or Rich-
mond to Danville ? It is another voice of discon-

tent, to which you cannot turn a deaf ear, and
which speaks to you in language which you can-
not misunderstand ; and which, if yoii have that

share of public spirit which the place you fill

would seem to indicate, you cannot misapply.
It means that you nmst arouse j^ourselves to more
extended views and bolder reaches lor the public

good, or the share of trade which now descends
your river, will seek a vent, by some surer and
more expeditious route. We, the citizens of
Clarksville, have asked you for an object in which
we have the concurrence of every reflecting man
in the valley of the Roanoke. A member of
your own body tells you, (and we presume from
his opportunities, he speaks understandingly) that
the thing is practicable. You have 40 efficient

hands, accustomed to, and skilful in work of this

Bort; you will find a willing spirit, and a helping
hand, in every stock and property holder upon the
whole line of the Roanoke ; and we have as
strong a claim.upon the surplus revenue, (which
has lately fallen to the share of our state, and
which doubtless will ultimately be distributed for

purposes of this sort,) as any portion of Virginia.
In the full view of means of this sort, why fear,

the effort 7 Think you, if steam boats were ply-
ing, successfully, from Danville to Weldon, and
from the upper regions of the Staunton to the
same [)oint, we should ever have heard of a rail

road from Danville to Weldon, or that a rail road
convention would have ever assembled at Char-
lotte Court-house"? Instead of this, there would
have been rail roads fi-om the Yadkin to Clarks-
ville, from Evansham to Danville, and from nu-
merous other points; all seeking, upon the waters
of the Roanoke, a cheap and easy outlet to the
ocean.

T. CARRINGTON.

From tlie Oliio Fanner.

UAISING CHICKINGS.

The subject upon which I am about to write,
may excite a smile upon the faces of some, but if

I succeed even in rendering a small service to any,
the object will be accomplished. Possibly I

may throw out a few hints that may be useful in
increasing the number and quality of an animal
that is so universally made to conduce to the lux-
ury of the table, and the proper sustenance of the
human system.

In the first place, then, I would advise those in-

terested to procure for themselves a good breed of
fowls. The pair I sent you last fall, I consider

nearer to protection, in all respects, than those of

any other breed. 1 call them the ostrich breed,

fr-om their strong resemblance, when about half

"rown, to that tiimous bird. They are large

—

their habits are very domestic—they lay well—set

well—hatch well—and nurse well—and their fiesli

is very delicious. Have a well sheltered place for

them to roost in, wi!h a sufficient number of places

for them to lay their eggs. Let your box be about

a foot wide, and about fil'teen inches high—with
partitions about ten inches apart. The box to be
enclosed on every side, with the exception of

about six inches of the front, and at the upper
part— place the box enough against the wall to

prevent the depredations of children, &c. The
hen is fond of a small aperture to creep into for

the purpose of laying. At the proper setting sea-

son remove your eggs carefully every night into a
safe place to prevent their freezing or getting

much chilled, which will prevent their hatching.

No "nest egg" is necessary upon this plan. The
nest egg, in my opinion, seldom produces a chick-

en early in the spring, because of its generally

having been chilled.

While tlie laying business is very brisk, pre-

pare as many setting boxes as you may think fit.

Let them be about eigliteen inches square, enclos-

ed on every side, with a loose cover for the top,

not so tight as to shut out the air
;
put hay or

straw enough in to form a nest, in which you may
place about thirteen eggs—put the hen in the box
and lay on the cover, with weight sufficient to

prevent her Irom knocking it off. You may con-

fine her without any injury, lor three or four days,

at the expiration of wfiich time you may take off

the cover, and leave her till she hatches—which,
almost every body knows, will be in exactly twen-
ty-one days from the commencement. The ad-

vantages of the large box are these: It gives

room to move round witb.out breaking the eggs,

and the little ones a chance of coming out without
the danger of their running away. When hens
set on the ground or in unprotected places, they

are subject to be interrupted by animals, and when
two or three chicks are strong enough to run, they
leave the nest, and the mother, Ibllowing them,
leaves the half-hatched to perish. This is a great

loss of time, eggs, and chickens.

As the warm season advances, always endea-
vor to set three hens exactly at the same time

—

they will consequently hatch at the same time,

and you can then divide tfie chickens of the three

between two, and they can generally take care of
more than they can well hatch, if properly man-
aged.

JNlake as many moveable coops as you think

necessary, with a shed roof and slats in front,

which place in some safe place from hogs, in the

sun—the sun is very invigorating to young chick-

ens. The hen and chickens should be fed with
corn meal, wet with water and milk, three times a
da}^, and watered at least once. The hen should

be kept confined in this way at least (or a week, to

prevent her from leading them into the wet grass

in the mornins', which is very prejudicial to their

well beinir. At the expiration of that time, if the

weather is good, you may place a block under one
corner of the coop and let them out ; at night they

will return and take possession again, when you
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should take away the block, and keep them in

aijain uniiitho dew is off" t!ic ijrnss. If the weath-

er i?5 unp'.eiipant keep them in all day.

Wiion liie chick(Mis iictiuirc more size and

strencih they f^hould he led in what is called a

"chicken feeder," wiiich is a covered enclosure six

or ei<xht feet square, wiih slats just close enoujih

toiieihcr to admit the chickens, and exclude the

older fowls.

Each of my hens last year raised to perfection,

on an aver ^ge, at least twenty chickens. They
each raised two broods, and several hatched three

tim^s.

When the chickens are taken from one hen and

given to another, the one li-om v/hich they are

taken should be confined for about a week and

then set at liberty, when she will soon commence
producing another lamily.

From the Journal of Commerce.

AXTHRACITE COAL.

We often hear of the progress of steam, the

progress of improvement, the progress of the age,

&c., but the progress of coal in this country is

scarcely less remarkable ; as will be seen from the

annexed schedule, derived from a more particular

statement in the Philadelphia Commercial List

and Price Current. The first colunm of tons

shows the whole quantity in the Philadelphia

market from year to year—the quantity remain-
ing on hand at the close of each year being inclu-

ded in the stock of the year next succeeding.

Year. Tons in market. Sold. Remaining.

1820 - - 364 - - 364 - - none.^
1821 - - 1,073 - - 1,073 - - none.
1822 - - 2.440 - - - - little.

1823 - - 5,823 - - . . do.

1824 - - 9,541 - - - - do.

1825 - 35,536 - 35,536 - - none.
1826 - 47,545 - 42,546 - - 5,000
1827 - 68,365 - 60,365 - - 8,000
1828 - 90,302 - 72,302 - - 12,000
1829 - 125,815 - 107,815 - - 18,000
1830 - 192,934 - 192,934 - - 40,000
1831 - 214,971 - 214,971 - - none.
1832 - 364,051 - 294,051 - - 70,000
1833 - 560,000 - 425,000 - 135,000
1834 - 514,936 - 394,939 - 120,000
1835 - 680,750 - 677,435 - - none.

rienced the last two years in making the Morus
AfuUicaults stand your winters. This kind of
nuilherry is easily acclimated if a proper mode of
culture be adopted in places where it is planted.

In B 'Igium, the winters, notwithstanding they are
not so severe as jours, otien give us great trouble,

and the influence of the cold was was repeatedly

experienced on these mulberries, which were often

killed down to the roots.

"The late J. Le Condele of Hambeck, near
Brussels, suggested the idea of having difl'er-

ent modes of experiments adopted in distant

places. And the one which proved the most effi-

cient, was to cut down yearly, the Morus Multi-
caulis, in the same manner as is done with wil-

lows in a Salictum, that is to say, at a few inches
above the soil, and to cover the remaining trunk
with dead leaves ; in three or four years, tiie

roots being stout enough, they did not require any
more covering. From the buds preserved on the

plants, fine and hardy shoots came forth, giving
larger and more lively leaves to feed the silk worms
upon.

''It has been stated to me in a letter from Bata-
via (Island of Java,) that this mode of culture is

much in use near Manilla and in parts of China
not on account of the cold, but in order to keep the

Morus in a shrubby state, which aflbrds greater

facility forgathering the leaves in the season when
desired. There the mulberry seems to be planted
in fields as Indian corn is here—in the fall of the

year the plants are deprived of their branches, the

number of which is continually increasing, and
growing in one season from five to eigbt feet,

which growth is fully equalled by our own. I

would advise a similar experiment in this state ; it

might, perhaps, answer well."

From the Silk Culturist.

ACCLIMATION OF THE CHINESE MULBERRY.

The Secretary of the Horticultural Society of

Antwerp, M. Emilien de Wael, now on a tour of

the United States for scientific purposes connected
with entomology, &e., has communicated to the
President of the Massachusetts Horticultural So-
ciety the method of acclimating the Chinese Mul-
berry,as practiced in Belgium, and which we think
would be attended with like success in this

country. We copy the whole letter as presented
to the society, and published in the New England
Farmer.

"Since I have been in this country 1 have heard
of several complaints, chiefly from" the Hartford
mulberry tree planters, of the difliculty expe-

From the Quarterly Journal of Agriculture.

HORTICULTURE—COMMON CABBAGE, EARLY
YORK CABBAGE, LONDON NEW YORK CAB-
RAGE, SAVOY, BROCCOLI, AND EARLY WHITE
WARWICK PEA.

Bv Mr. Towers, Author of the Domestic Gardener's Manual,
&c. C. M. H. S.

The Brassica, or cabbage tribe, presents us
with the most important crops of the season, I

mean the period included between the first of
June and the two succeeding months. It is pro-

posed to select three ofthe numerous species, name-
ly, 1st, Common round-headed or hearting cabbage

—2d, The iSatJcy—3d, Broccoli.

1. The Common Culinary Cabbage, Brassica,

oleracea, Sect. 4. of Decandolle, No. 4. elliptica,

the Early York and particularly that fine improved
variety, now called London New York Cabbage.
All the members of the tribe belong to one family

or genus, termed Brassica: they are Ibund in the

natural order Cruciferce, the leading characters of
which are lour opposite petals, ranged in the order

of" a cross ; there are lour petals or calyx-leaves, six

stamens, two of which are rather shorter than the

other four, and this latter circumstance gave rise to

the name selected by Linamus to designate the
member of his 15th class Tetradynamia, a com-
pound Greek word, which indicates the power of
supremacy offour out of six fertilizing organs. It

may be of some importance to the ftirmer and cot-

tager to be informed that, among all the plants of

this class or natural order, not one perhaps is pos-
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eessed of any really deleterious property. Among
nearly one thousand species, as Dr. Lindley ob-

serves, "scattered over the face of the world, all

are harmless, and man}' highly useful."

The varieties of tiie cabbaije are numerous, but

he tvho possesses the best Early York, has that

which combines most of the valuable qualities ot

that excellent vegetable—compactness of heart,

firmness, sweet flavor, and convenient size and
form ; it is also hardy, of very ready culture, and
occupies but little space. I do not recommend it

merely as a culinary vegetable ; it might, and I

think should, be made to rotate with the crops of the

farm. It is not my desire now to digress, but 1

hope on a future occasion to adduce liicts which
will go llir to prove that every farm throughout the

kingdom would be improved, and the agriculturist

proporlionably benefited, by a greatly enlarged ro-

tation. The land has powers and capabilities to

double its productive return: We southerns are

much indebted to our northern brethren for the

lessens of wisdom which their refined system of

agriculture has already taught us, but these cul-

tivators, skilful and preserving as they have effec-

tually proved themselves to be, may still advance;
and with this conviction before me, 1 hope I may
not be deemed presuming, if, at the earliest oppor-
tunity, I venture to attempt to fulfil the intention

which I have alluded to above, and for which I

am collecting the requisite documents.
The soil lor cabbage should be a sound mellow

loam, of a quality usually termed fat, or unctu-
ous, wherein the silex, which forms its chief con-
stituent, is in a state of extremely minute division,

and united to a greater proportion of argillaceous

earth (alumiac,) than most common, gritty soils

are ; but the chief desideratum of an unctuous
loam is the impalpable state of the silex ; lor I

have analyzed one of the finest loams I ever saw,
without t)eing able to detect in it more than five or

six per cent, ol" clayey substances, and scarcely a
grain of chalk. But the cabbage will do well in

most soils, provided it be exposed to the full influ-

ence of light and air, and be not shaded or stifled

by trees, shrubs, or buildings.

Seed.—This will retain its vegetative power for

three or more years, but it is always better to em-
ploy that produced in the preceding season, or if

two or three year old seed be used, it should
be fried in ircat, sown in a fiower pot: a serious
loss of time may be occasioned by a failure of

the seed-bed. An ounce of seed will sufllce to

sow forty square feet, if scattered broadcast, but
less will be required if it be sown in drills, six or

seven inches asunder ; and this method is always
advantageous, because the Dutch or thrust-hoe
can, at any time, be passed easily between the
rows. If cabbage be cultivated in the field, it is

calculated that half a pound of seed will afford

more plants than will grow on an acre ; and it is

stated, in recommendation of the vegetable for the
purposes of the (iirm, that if the cabbages be cut,

freed from bad leaves, and carried to the cow-yard,
"they are more beneficial than hay, given in any
proportion, when only combined with straw."

In the fatlcninp; of neat cattle, an acre of good
cabbages may be nearly sufficient for three beasts
of from forty to filly stones each, which have been
grazed in the pasture during the summer. A
middle-sized bullock, in general, consumes about

100 lbs. in twelve hours."* "Half an acre will be
nearly sufficient for 100 sheep, when the crop is

good: a sheep consumes nearly 10 or 12 lbs. in

twelve hours." (Baxter's yJgric.^ I have re-

peatedly tried cabbage in cow feeding, and on
every account recommend the substitut'on ol" York
cabbages for the coarser and more bulky varie-

ties.

In garden- cult are, we have to consider the ob-
ject of the cultivator: if spring or early summer
cabbage only be required, one sowing of a single

long row or a small bed will suffice. In the south-
ern or middle counties of E;igland, it is usual to

limit the period of sowing between the 6th and
the 12th days of August;. but in the north, I pre-

sume that the third or fourth week. ot July should
be chosen. Experience has proved that seed sown
early in Julj^, will produce plants which are liable

to run to seed in the following spring; while, on
the contrary, the plants of late sowings rarely ac-

quire strength sufficient to resist the rigors of the
winter. The soil for a seed-bed ought to be light-

er than that used during the future growth of the

plants : it should be moved to the depth of a lew
inches, and made very fine: then, the line being
strained tight, the first, drill is to be cut by draw-
ing the angle of a hoe in the direction of the line,

with its edge resting against it. An inch or less

in depth is sufficient ; butj as all seeds rise better

if they rest upon a true surface, and be closely

embraced by the mould, it will be proper to level

and compress the bottom of the little drill by pat-

ting it with the back of a wooden, round-headed
rake, or by placing a long pole, like the handle
of a rake, into it, so as to form a sort of groove.

In this the seeds are to be scattered as regularly

as possible, after which it would be as well to dust

them over regularly with a powder composed of
two parts (say pounds) of powdered quick-lime,

one part of coal-soot, and one sixteenth part (one
ounce) of flour of sulphur. This mixture is inim-

ical to insects, and does not injure the young
plants. The groove is next to be filled up with
fine earth, Avhich is to be made firm and even, by
pressing it down with the flat of the spade. In

like manner, all the other drills may be made and
finished. If the weather be shower}', and the

ground in a moist state, but still li-ee and open to

work, nothing more need be done. It sometimes
happens, however—as was the case to a very in-

jurious extent throughout the summer of 1835

—

that the soil is found dry even to dustiness. In

that case, as it will not answer to let the critical

period pass over, the intended bed should be wa-
tered copiously for three successive nights, till it

become complely moist, and a mat or two must
be thrown over it during the intervening days.

Seeds sown in soil thus prepared, will vegetate

very rapidly ; for warmth and moisture are the

prime actuating agents of vegetative life, as di-

rect solar light is that of maturation. VV^aterings,

* There must surely be some error in this statement,

of an acre of cabbage being able to fatten nearly three

boasts of from 40 tj? 50 stones each : 100 lbs. of cab-

bage in tvveh'e hours, that is the average number of

hours of day-light in each day, for twenty weeks from
the end of October, will amount only to 6 tons 5 cwt.

Now a middlecl-sizrd ox will, in that time, consume SO
tons of Swedish turnips. Do 6 tons 5 cwt. of cabbage

yi< Id as much nutriment as 30 tons of Swedish turnip?

Ed.
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or rather the ordinary sprinklings, so termetl, will

prove of no avail, il" the seeds have been sovvn in

arid soil, as was latally proved last year. In hot

sunshine, the mat onj^ht to he used till the seeds

veijetate. The seedling plants will be liable to ihe

attack.^ of slugs and other enemies; to guard
against whicli, they may he sprinkled with a iillle

ol" the powder mentioned above ; or the spaces ol

soil between the rows may be covered with dry

saw-dust or chaff; but thick sowing is perhaps the

most cHectual means to secure a sufficient supply,

and it is always prudent to practice h, because
many seeds are inert; and it is belter to displace

the supernumeraries by timely thinning, than to

have a paucity of plants, nine-tenths of which
may perish by accidents. When tlie first true

leaves appear, and acquire a little strength, much
of the danger will be past, and the plants ought to

be. thinned out, so as to stand an inch asunder.

Again, as the}' advance in growth, they ought to

be reduced in number till double that space inter-

vene between plant and plant.

Transplanting.—Some gardeners have attempt-

ed to obviate this operation; but the roots first

produced are few in number, though strong, and
of considerable length: the plants also acquire a
tall and shanky growth ; and above all, it is evi-

dent that, if cabbage plants he made to perfect

their growth on the site where the seeds were sown,
the allotted space must be very great, because
they must be thinned out so as finally to stand

one foot asunder at the least. Transplanting,
therefore, should be practised, and that, too, as

soon as the young plants have become three or

four inches high, and begin to crowd each other.

The operation effects two or three good objects.

It causes the roots to produce a rmmber of short

fibres, or, as it is termed, to become "stocky:" it

dvvarls the plants, and, while making them strong

and compact, secures them to the soil; and it ena-

bles the grower to protect those left in the seed-bed

(as some always should be) by covering of mats
thrown over arches, Ibrmed of hoops or pliable

rods, in the event of very severe weather.

In transplanting, let the bed or plot be a good
firm loam, if possible, pretty well manured, tho-

roughly digged, and in a free, open situation. Se-

lect strong plants of nearly equal growth, and in-

sert them in rows by means of a dibble or

trowel, fixing each firmly in the soil, eighteen

inches apart every ivay, if" the variety be a free

grower; but the small Yorks will do very well if

fhe rows be that distance apart, the plants stand-

ing only twelve inches asunder in the lines or

ranks. It is indispensable that the soil be brought
closely to the roots ; and made to press them firm-

ly in every part ; and should the weather be dry,

much time will be gained by making the holes so

deep as to receive the plant to the tidl length of

the stem of each, and filling every hole brimful of

soft water: then, by pressing the soil laterally and
on every side with the tool, the roots will become
puddled in, and secured at once. The period lor

the work must depend upon the growth in the

seed-bed ; and if the season be early, and the

weather warm and showery, the transplanted cab-

bages may grow so rapidly as to require the check
of a second removal, or at least to be raised up
and re-set ; but in general, and under ordinary
circumstances, it will be sufficient to leave them
undisturbed, as then the crop will be ready for cul-

VoL. IV—51

tare at a more early period of the spring. In the
south, it is no uncommon circumstance to cut fine-

hearted cabbages in April, and very good ones in

May. In the north, the growth must be more tar-

dy in most situations.

The seed-bed will require care and attention. \

have said (hat some plants ought to be left in it

;

and I urge the practice, because, in severe winters,
Ihe entire crop is sometimes cut off. The seedlings
remaining, ought however, to be raised up; the
longest roo:s cut back nearly one-third, and the
plants be re-set in regular order and distances.
Thus, supposing that 200 plants remain in if, and
be made to stand four inches apart in rows v.hich
are six inches asunder, a bed little more thtui

twelve leet long and about three feet wide, inclu-
ding its edges, will contain this valuable stock,
which in severe weather could be covered by three
or four garden mats, and thus secure a pretty am-
ple supply of plants tor the spring. Another pre-
caution may always be resorted to. In transplant-
ing, deep drills or grooves can be formed by the
hoe or spade, and along these the plants may be
set so deep, that the lowest leaves may stand just
above the soil. I adopted a still more efficient |)Ian

of security last October, though I do not recom-
mend it because I think the growth in the early
spring months is thereby retarded. Having a
piece oi' .ground set up in ridges, nine inches high,
and the time pressing, I planted my young cab-
bages in the bottom of the trenches between the
ridges. On three occasions the thermometer fell

twenty-two degrees below the freezing point, and
not a plant has been touched, though no covering
was applied at any period of the winter. My
broccoli, also, has stood in periecl security, in con-
sequence of the stems being lower than the level

of the edges of trenches made expressly for them.
Bowever, as cabbages ought to be hoed freely in

the autumn, and the spaces between the rows
digged once or twice, as soon as the plants re-

sume growth in the early spring, it is evident that

the ridges present an obstacle to these important
operations. If the winter prove mild, the cab-
bages will progress in some degree ; but if by
coid they be rendered torpid, they will start into

ffrowlh with the early return of solar influence : a
few may fly up to seed, but the greater part will

(iarm hearts, and can be cut in succession. In cut-

ting, it will be prudent never to take off the green
and healthy leaves, those that are inert and yel-

low, will scale off of themselves, or with the

sliiihtest effort: but the green and firm ones have
still an important office to perlbm, in perfecting the

auxiliary buds which produce young sprouts.

These secondary cabbages, or "greens," affect an
open growth, and in themselves furnish a delicious

vegetable ; but they may—that is a portion of the

best formed arnonir them—be devoted to another

purpose of considerable utility in garden economy.
The shoots when about five or six inches long, are

to be gently twisted off from the stem, and the la-

cerated heel of each being trimmed perfectly even
and smooth with a very sharp knile. but not short-

ened ; the young plant thus rendered a cutting is

to be very carefully planted in lightish, sandy,

fi-esh moved loam, so deeply as nearly, but not

quite, to include the entire stem. The setting-

stick or dibble is to be thrust diagonally into the

ground in three or four places, in the direction of

tlie heel, so as to fix it firmly in the soil, and then
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a little water should be given to each plant to

wash the earth closely about the stem. Detached
shoots so treated, will frequently produce roots

speedily, and bring a su[)ply of excellent seconda-

ry cabbages, true to the original varieties : seeds

are apt to sprout, owing to cross impregnations.

To sum up the chiei' points of cubbage-cuilure

for spring and summer main crops, it nnist be ob-

served tha\ ;he period of solving should be strict-

ly attended to: the seed-beds are to be slightly

hoed to keep the ranks clear of weeds ; the strong-

er plants are to be timely removed to the final

beds, wherein two autumnal hoeings and a mode-
rate earthing up nnist be given during the progress

of growth. " On the approach of spring, the in-

termediate spaces are to be digged or Ibrked, after

the removal of the inert leaves, and the operation

should be repeated when the plants evince the

tendency to told up their inner leaves for hearting.

By a careful attention to thesti needful processes,

a bed of fine cabbages will, in favorable seasons,

be secured. Having thus dwelt so niinutely upon
the routine culture ol" the cabbage lor the main
spring and summer supply, 1 shall only allude to

that part of the treatment of succession crops,

which refers to tlie summer and autumnal months.

It is usual to give directions ibr sowing the seed

at several distant periods ; but my object is to obvi-

ate trouble, and to simplify operations as much as

possible ; and as I have proved that, by attentive

management, a regular supply of fine paints may
be obtained irom one extra sowing, I shall pre-

sume that an extensive seed-bed or plot exists,

having been prepared late in March or early in

April. The mode ol" culture will be understood

by the directions already given : what, therefore,

remains to be said, will apply to the order of rou-

tine which ought to be observed subsequent to

the first of Jane. At that time, we may suppose

that the greater part of the cabbages have been
cut, the stems remaining being left for the produc-

tion of sprouts. The seedlings of the Aijrii bed

that are in a state to be transplanted, should be

carefully selected, and set in a bed of rich soil, wa-
tered, and attended to in every respect as were
those of the spring crop. This first bed, with the

cuttings of the sprouts and the other shoots yield-

ed by the old stems, will produce an ample sup-
ply of a second crop during July and August.

After the removal ol" the seedling plants, those

which remain in the seed-bed shoulcl be greatly

lif"ted and replaced, but at regular distances three

or four inches apart ; the ground should be
moved, cleared of weeds, made level, and well

watered if" the soil be in a dry state. Should the
plants be very numerous, a hundred or two of the
best might with great advtmtage, be moved to a
succession bed to stand in rows, six inches apart,

plant from plant. Thus they will acquire stocky
roots, and be checked Ibr a time ; while the seed-
lings will gain strength from the additional space
afforded them. If a bed be formed and planted
for cabbaging in June, and thence every two
months; and especially if—as 1 must presume—

a

previous transplantation had already been made
during May, it is obvious that a succession of crops
will be secured during every lavorable season till

the end of October; and I may add, from positive
experience, that if the weather be then fine, and the
succeeding winter j)rove open and mild ("a green
yule,") any remaining stock in the seed-bed, how-

ever long shanked and ungainly they may be, i

set deep in the soil of a well prepared bed, may
make good progress to the end of November, sur-

vive the winter, and produce excellently hearted
and sweet-tasted cabbages in April. Small they
will be, and some perhaps will fly to seed ; but
those which do succeed, will amply reward the at-

tentive care of the grower. My experience ap-
plies, of course, to the latitude of London, though
in a county far westward, and much later in its

|»roductions ; but I presume that in the north also

these hints may be rendered to a certain extent
available.

2. The Savmj. Brssica Oleracea BvUala of De
Candolle—a variety distinguished from all other

hearting cabbages by the puckerings of its leaves.

It is one of the prime winter vegetables, and
well merits the attention of every one who has a
garden or kail-yard. There are three subvarie-

ties—the large yellow, the green, and the smaller

green, which is the hardiest of the three.

The savo)? must be sown pretty early in the

spring, and therelbre I say nothing now of the

early processes of its culture ; but as it will re-

quire transplanting to plots where it is finally to

remain, it will be needful to observe, that, as in all

respects the intermediate culture will, as nearly as

possible resemble that of spring sown cabbage,
the directions above given will apply to it. In

England it is customary to transplant at two or

three periods of July for the winter supply ; but

it will be proper to commence the work earlier in

the no.th, and to finish by the middle of that

month. Tlie ground should be well digged and
pulverized ; the texture rather light, and the qual-

ity rich. Draw drills or shallow trenches about
thirty inches apart ; tread along the drills or press

them with a broad pole, till the soil become smooth
and compact ; then plant the savoys eighteen

inches asunder, filling the holes with water, and
fixing the roots firmly in the soil. After they
have become established, and begin to grow, the

spaces will require the hoeings and diggings which
are so essential to the progress of plants of all the

cabbage famil}-, and have been before alluded to.

As winter approaches, the earth aught to be
brought up to and about the stems.

The planting in open, manured trenches, in dry
weather will not only secure the growth of the

plants, but greatly tend to protect them from li-osts

during winter. Savoys are not considered to be in

perlection, till they have been exposed to a degree

of frost ; and they will subsequently furnish the

table throughout the winter months.
3. Broccoli.—This variety of the cabbage tribe

is divided into a number of subvarieties, all of

which are excellent furniture Ibr the garden. By
Professor De Candolle it is placed in the sixth di-

vision ol his arrangement, Botrytis (Brassica bo-

tryiis) i. e. resembling a bunch or cluster of
grapes, but this grape-like species of variety ad-

mits of another sub-variety, as No. 1 is the cauli-

flower, Chiilijlora, or flowering cabbage ; But No.
2 is the broccoli, and is designated as jJspara-

goides, or asparagus-like cabbage. Though the

similitude ot" broccoli to asparagus may appear
somewhat fancilul ; yet as precision of classifica-

tion is obtained, it will be perceived that it is far

better to enter into minutiae closelj', than to prcsist

in a mode ol" arrangement which is equally ill-de-

fined and uiidi.scriminaling.
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This delicious vegetable is perhaps without its

rival in the garden, and its culture is very simple
;

it is too late, however, in the season to raise it

from seed, and therefore I deler to enter upon a

regular detail till the spring ol" next year. I have,

however, raised some of" the finest Portsmouth
cream-colored, trom seeds sown alter the 10th of

June, which produced compact and exceedingly
large heads in the following April or Alay : it may
therefore be worth while to try a small sowing as

early as possible in June, following the directions,

in as far as concerns, the mode of preparing the
soil, &c., which are given under the article cab-
bage, and transplanting into manured trenches,

six inches deep, and ten or twelve inches wide,

not later, if possible, than the third week of Au-
gust. In the event of fi'osts, before November,
no time should be lost to bring the earth that was
thrown out and lay as a ridge on each side of

those trenches, to the stems of the plants, as is

done in earthing celery.

But if we may trust some modern writers of

new discoveries, broccoli may be propagated by
slips, with the most successful results. Every one
ought to try the method who has in his garden
the stems of plants, the heads of which having

|

been cut show a tendency to protrude sprouts. In
!

the middle of Jane, says a writer, whose article is
j

now before me, (or for Scotland, says as early as
\

possible ill June.) "I slipped off a quantity of
the side shoots, and planted thein. I had them
well watered, and well secured in the soil. They
struck root in a very short tmie, and made stronn;

plants which produced heads of a fine size at the

usual season." "I am persuaded the plan is well

deserving attention, not only with broccoli of the

same kind I have cultivated (late flowering par
pie) hut with many other kinds; thus an excel-

lent variety might be perpetuated without the risk

consequent upon seed."

I have not myself had an opportunity of expe-
rimenting upon this vegetable, since I saw the ar-

ticle quoted from, but have reason to believe the

plan has been proved to be feasible ; in fact, there

is nothing m the analogy of the species with its

type, which is unfavorable to the operation.

4. Peas.—At this season of the year it may
appear almost loo late to speak of the cultivation

of the pea ; but I am inclined to notice it for a rea-

son which will be shortly explained.

The garden-pea, of which there are many va-
rieties, is found in the fourth tribe, Viciem (that is

'

among the vetches) of the great subordei' Papi-
;

lioncecB of the natural order LegamiiwscB, and in
|

the 17th Class, 4th Order of the Linnean System,
|

Diadelphia, Decandria. Every one is aware of!

the peculiar shape assumed by the blossoms of

plants of the pea tribe ; which, it is evident, can
readily be made to constitute the type of a very
natural class, in which most of our esteemed le-

guminous or pulse-bearing vegetables are to be
found.

At some future day, I intend to enter at large
upon the characters of all the favorite peas for ta-

ble use; but on the present occasion I only allu-

ded to one, which is a great acqusition, and ol

very recent introduction, the early white Warwick.
It is adapted to field, as well as garden culture, is

moderately prolific, hardy, extremely early, rapid
in its course of growth, soon ofi' the ground ; and
of a high peculiar tiavorj that to some persons is

extremely agreeable, though others do not afiect

it.

Tlie seed, two years since, was dear, its price is

now reduced ; and it is stated that three crops may
be produced on the same land, and leave it open
for wheat. This, however, I have not seen
proved: but having grown the pea, I can recom-
mend it to every one who wishes a rapid grower.

A crop sov/n in a long drill very early in June,
may be succeeded by another sown in July, with

every pospects ot success. If the ground be dry,

fioin a continuance of hot weather, the best me-
thod to ensure a vigorous plant is to dig a mode-
ra'ely broad trench, to saturate the soil at the bot-

tom with water, to return the earth into the trench,

and make that very wet ; then, after covering the

earth with mats, or green boughs for a day, just

to permit the earth to settle, and so far to drain it-

self as to become in a workable condition, to strike

a (hill three inches deep, to sow the seed along it

pretty thickly, but not in the crowded state too

li'equendy seen ; water should then be poured from
the spout of a pot over peas, and the loose earth

relumed upon the seeds, and pressed or trodeii

firmly over them. One liberal preparatory water-

ing thus given, is of more avail than fifty subse-

quent sprinklings. Mildev) so common on the plant

of autumnal crops, is, as Mr. Knight truly ob-

serves, obviated. He has had perfectly fine peas

on his table in October, and it is certain that where
disease can be prevented, peas in that season are

a delicacy of the first rate excellence. The War-
wick, I think, promises to prove a valuable species

for the purpose of a late crop, because the course

of its entire culture is more rapid than that of the

"frame" or early Charlton pea. "When the plants

rise above the soil one inch, the earth near the

roots aught to be loosened by the thrust hoe. An-
other hoeing must be given when the plants are

three inches high ; and then, after drawing the

lightened earth to the stems, to the height of an
inch and a half^ as a ridge on each side, branch-

ing sticks a yard high are to be applied. Nothing
favors pea culture more than judicious sticking;

the plants are brought to the light, are supported,

and at the same time protected. Mildcio is the

bane of autumnal crops : it seems to be promoted
by a droughty state of soil, high solar heat during

the day, and cold dews at night: rapidity of

growth produced by a deep moist bed, procured by
preparatory and profuse waterings, appears to be

the only effectual security fl-om this fungus.

From the Nuw Vork Farmer.

RELATIVE VALUE OF MERINO AND SAXOBf
SHEEP.

Cortland Village, j^iig. 2S, 1836.

My Dear Sir:—A "raw and gusty day"—cold

enough to make a greatcoat a luxury in dog-days

—drives me within doors, and for the first time

since it was made, I find m^^self at leisure to ful-

fill my long neglected, but never forgotten pro-

mise-

Perhaps I can present nothing at this time, of

greater interest to the readers of the Farmer gen-

erally, than the addition of a little more testimony

in relation to some of those points, so u\armly

mooted at this day, connected with sheep breed-
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iii<^—the several circumstances which determine
the comparative profitableness of the rival breeds.

Ot the coarser wool and heavier carcassed Eng-
lish varieties, I know nothino', and therefore shall

say nothing. My acquaintance has been exclu-

eively with the Merinos and Saxons, and whate-
ver weight my opinions ma}' be entiiled to, on
other accounts, the fact that I have among my
flocks about an equal number of" the two breeds,

or rather, the two varieties ot the same breed,

gives me the liberty of" laying claim to at least, as

much candor, as the mass of" the disputants who
have entered the lists in llivor of one or the other

of iheir respective fiivorites.

The actual dilference between the Spanish and
German families, of this celebrated race of" sheep,

I am convinced has been greatly exaggerated.
When it is borne in mind that only about seventy
years have elapsed, since Merinos were imported
into Saxony, from the mother country, and that

from these, and subsequent importations of the

same stock, the whole Saxon family have descend-
ed, it must require a great stretch of credulity to

believe that dis))arities so great and radical, so

unaccounted for by any change of circumstances,

could be brought to exist during this period, in the

same breed, maintained pure. The only import-

tant causes which have operated to create a differ-

ence, if we except the circumstance of the Sax-
ons being descended fi'om picked sheep— (the o-

riginal importation being a gilt, to wliich even
national importance was attached, from one mon-
arch to another,) are change of climate, and the

neglect which the parent stock suffered in the

long and bloody wars of which Spain has been the

theatre. It is a well established fact, that sheep
changed from a moderately cold, to a warm cli-

mate, suffer a visible depreciation in the fineness

of their wool, and the converse of the proposition

is equally well established. This is doidotlets one
material reason of the superior fineness of the

German Merino, and if we may trust Chancellor
Livingston and Col. Humphreys,* the like effect

has been perceivable in the several countries of

northern Europe, (with the exception ofEngland,
where extraneous causes, necessary here to be
examined, have operated,) into which the Merino
has been introduced. In addition to the loss suf-

fered by the flocks of Spain, in the peninsular
war, by some of the choicest ones being driven

into France by the French generals, and by tens

of thousands being indiscriminately slaughtered
for the subsistence of the conflicting soldiery and
starving peasantry, it must be evident, that

in such a struggle, this as well as every other

branch of agriculture, would be utterly neglected.

Such was tlie case to a most unfortunate extent,

and the Spanish flocks have never recovered from
the shock. On the other hand the Merinos of

Saxony, with the utmost care bestowed on their

breeding and general management, at the Electo-
ral sheep farms of Lohm, Rennersdort", Hohen-
Ktein, and more especially at the celebrated estab-
lishment at Stolphen, (near Dresden) could not, of
course, fail ol' improving, unlei^s the Germans have
been deplorably deficient in even the "outside"
principles of sheep husbandry.

* See preface to Chancellor Liviii!;ston's celebrated
"Essay on Sheep," and Col. Humphrey's " Letter to

the Agricultural Society of Massacnusetts."

The popular exaggeration of the difl^erence be-

tween the Spanish and Saxon varieties, sprmgs,
I have no doubt in a great measure from unac-
quainfance with pure blooded and ivell bred ani-

mals of one or both kinds. The man whose ideas

of pure blooded Saxon sheep, for example, have
been formed on those "long-legged, thin-quarter-

ed, flat-sided, narrow-boned, not sufficiently deep-

chested, and long-necked" animals, which we
daily hear called " pure Saxon," if a decent half

bred Merino, or indeed n decent sheep of" any breed

comes under his inspection, and must of" course

prefer it. I will not saj' that none such are pure

blooded, but I will say, that it is the result of de-

fiiclive breedincr, and not characteristic of the

race—and I will further say, that in nine cases out

of ten, such animals have been produced by a
cross between Saxon tups, (deficient themselves,

because selected, as is commonly the mistake, ex-

clusively in reference to the fineness of the wool)
and native ewes, or at best, half blood Merinos.
The produce of the- fourth cross are paraded forth

to the world, and sold as "pure bloodsP'' There
are those who know, with myself, that the " pure
Saxons" of" a certain county m this state, which
shall now be nameless, were thus bred—that is,

one cross of Saxon with half" blooded Merino
ewes, of Mr. Livinizston's importation. Thus
one-tburth of native blood nu'no-led in their pedi-

gree, yet alas! their sins are all laid at the door of

the "pu'-e Saxons."
There is another class of " pure Saxons," equal-

ly notorious, and equally of"ten quoted When
the " fever" for importing this race, first broke out,

and the sheep sold for such extrordinary prices,

how many vessels freighted to Europe, received

orders to take in cargoes, or partial carflroes of the

wonderful sheen, on their homeward bound pas-

sage ! Let us suppose Capt. Tarpauling acting

on tliese instructions. He sails Icir the nearest port

wiihin the prescribed limits ;
presents his orders at

the commerci-d house with which he has done
business; and Messrs. Van Beest & Van Brug-
gins immediately institute the proper inquiries.

Every sheep breeder within fifty leagues, it is

found, has the "pure bloods,'''' just as they have
in this country, 1o the inquiry of" every one desir-

ing to purchase ! The most ludicrous scene of the

whole, and the next in order in the three, presents

us Capt. Tarpauling, and perchance Mynheer
Van Bruggins, (who acquired their knowledge of

the qualities of sheep, on the deck ol a vessel,

and behind the desk of a Dutch counting-house!)

superintending the selection of these sires and
dams of untold generations of bona fide " pure

bloods." In due course of time, they are landed

at New York or Boston, and sold. That they are

pure blooded Saxon, " every body knows, because

they were imported direct from ScixonyP'' Before

me lies a letter from a celebrated German sheep

breeder and wool grower, who says:

—

* * "From the Royal, and other cele-

brated pure flocks, (in Saxony,) bucks sell from

iS7o, to i^WO per head; and ewes from §50, to

^100—and at these prices, they do hot give any
one his choice."

Add to this the expense of importation, and let

every one Judge for himself", how niany of ihebest

quality oi^Sixxon sheep have been brought into our

country, to be hawked round at S15 or ^25 a

head ! The remark may seem somewhat pre-
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siimptuoup, but I believe it nevertheless true, that

as many as ihree-quarters of the sheep in the U.

Slates, railed, and actually believed to be pure^

are merely the descendaufs of imported German
grade-sheep. The native German sheep on which
the cross was made, did not dilibr (jreaily li-om the

American native. I cannot but smile on raising

my eyes to a German landsca[K', by Berchem,
which han2;s belore nie. to notice the close resem-

blance between his long-legged, lank-sided, thin

wooled quadrupeds, and our native sheep. The
value of the produce ot' such u cross, might be an-

ticipated !

There is a variety of the Meiino, dark colored,

and coated with 'gum'—looking much as if he
had been immersed in pitchmark, and the weight

of whose wool diminishes about half in cleansing,

which differs widely from the Saxon; and it is

from an acquaintance with this variety, probably,

that many have ever estimated the difi'erence be-

tween the two families. But between the most
approved sheep of Spain, and the viost approved

sheep of Saxony, no greater difi'erence exists, than
has been rendered, as I have shown, indispensa-

bly by circumstances, and there is no doubt in my
mind, that these may be almost immediately re-as-

similated, b}^ inverting the order of events which
have wrought the change, or in other words, sub-
jecting the Spanish Merino to the same treatment
the Saxon has received, and vice versa. Further
—take 100 Saxons, " as they run." out of any
large flock, and take 100 Merinos, also indiscrimi-

nately, from a large flock : from the Saxons, select

select 25 of the heaviest and coarsest wooled, and
j

from the Merinos 25 of (he finest and softest wool-
ed : put with each, a buck of their own stamp,
and annually exclude those, fi'om the original

nuaiber, and their produce, which evince with the

least distinctness, the characteristics of their flock:

how long would it be before the Saxons would be
metamorphosed into a flock of "old fashioned Me-
rinos," and the Merinos into a flock of delicate

and fine wooled Saxons ? But, suppose instead of

thus breeding with exclusive reference to a single

point, (' fineness' or ' weight of tlecce,) we, as tra-

ders say, "split the difference." If we find some
of our Saxons getting too delicate and thin wool-
ed, suppose we cross them with a good Merino
buck and on the other hand, if some of our Me-
rino fall below the proper fineness, suppose we
cross them with a good Saxon buck. I have
a buck, which 1 call Rnmbouillet, the pro-

duce of^ a Merino ewe and Saxon buck, (both
however the best of their kind,) whose fleece this

year, weighed 6 lbs. washed, and sold in with my
Saxon, at 80 cents, averaging_/atr/?/ with the lot

—

making the snug litfle sum of $4 80, for a single

fleece! Amongst my Mermo ewes, 1 have a

number whose fleeces I was at the pains to weigh,
and which ranged Irom 4 to 5 lbs. I crossed these

with pure Saxon bucks, which, although young,
exceeded the average of^ 4 lbs. to the fleece, and I

may be permitted to say, as fine as most of their

blood, as in addition to having been selected at

round prices, from the most celebrated flocks,

their wool has been adjudged to staple with some
of the best samples li-om Germany. I am ex-
ceedingly pleased with the produce. The lambs
are generally wooled to their nostrils and pasterns,
and are evidently finer than their dams.
The adventitious difference which has been cre-

ated between the families of the Merino race, is

not without its use. They both have their appro-
pri:ite sjihere. 'i'o the wool ffrowers, the perfec-
tion of the Saxon variety, on the whole, combines
the most advantages: to the farmer, who keeps
but 50 or 100 sheep—who has not the convenien-
ces lor taking mucli care of them—who wants a
quantity of medium wool f()r domestic consump-
tion, and a quick sale of the remainder—the
Spanish varietv is the most profitable. That the
'^perfection of the Saxon'''' is the most profitable,
" lohen properly taken care o/j" I may add to my
own, the testimony of that enlightened genfleman,
who had so often appeared as the chanipion of the
Spanish Merino, in the agricultural papers of this

state, for the last two years. The point he dis-

tinctly conceded to me, but claimed with a justice

which cannot be gainsayed, that " there were very
few such in the United States— not one where it

is pretended there are a hundred." How can it

be otherwise, when new flocks are generally start-

ed on the cullings of the old ones ? The way to

begin, {me judice^ is exactly at the opposite ex-
treme—with the choicest animals which can be
purchased. One had better give .915 or ^20 a
head for a kw, and grow into a flock, than give
fi'om $3 to ^5 for cullings—the scum and refuse

of a large flock. Sucli was the course which I

adopted, and I believe I am reaping the benefits

of it. My grown ewes averaged this year 3 lbs.

|)cr head, and the wool sold readily at 80 cents.

As Ibr shape, all I have to say is, that if any one
who asserts, and there are those who do, that the

Saxons are always deficient in this particular, will

do me the honor to call on me, I will show him
my sheep, and let liim be his own judge. My
Merinoes I thought did well, but they fell behind
the Saxons about 30 cents to the fleece.

One word as to their relative ruggedness, and
capacity of enduring the vicissitudes of weather,
I have done. I lay it down as an axiom, that any
sheep properly shaped and coated, will ensure as
much as it would be either humane or profitable

to expose them to, were their power of endurance
doubled. The quality of the wool is deteriorated,

and a much greater amount of food consumed and
wasted by flocks unsheltered in the winter. A
sheep that is deep in the chest—broad on the

breast, chine and loin—round and deep quartered,

and covered with a thick fleece of wool, ivithfood
and shelter, will stand the winter well enough, be
it Saxon, Merino, or what not. Last winter was
the severest on record

;
yet hundreds, who called

on me, will bear me testimony that my Saxons,
during the intensest cold, stood up to their racks

"uncurled"—fed well—andremained_/o^ I ihink

the Merino would endure the most abuse, but I am
well convinced that either will bear all they ever

ought to be subjected to. Perhaps I may resume
the subject on some fiJture occasion.

I have the honor to be, with great respect, your
obedient servant,

HENRY S. RANDALL.

ECONOMY IN LINEN WASHING.

Afler many experiments made by myself and
others, I find that pipe-clay, dissolved among the

water employed in washing, gives the dirtiest lin-

en the appearance of having been bleached, and
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cleanses them thoroughly with about half the la-

bor, and fully a saving of one fourth the soap.

The method adopted, was to dissolve a little of

the pipe-clay among the warm water in a wash-
ing tub, or to rub a'little of it together with the

soap on the articles to be washed. The process

was repeated as often as required, until the article

washed was made thoroughly clean. All who
tried the experiment, have agreed that the saving

of soap and labor is great; and that the clothes

are improved in color equally as if they were
bleached. The peculiar advantage of employing

this article with the soap is, that it gives the hard-

est water almost the softness ol' rain water.

—

l_Dundee paper.

Fxtracts from tlic Journal of tlie Franlilin In-;titiite.

LIST OF PATKNTS ISSUED IIV FEBRUARY, 1S36.

FOR IMPROVEMENTS OF MACHINES, &C. TO
BE USED IN AGRICULTURE, OR DOBIESTIC
ECONOaiY.

TVith remarks, by the Editor of the Journal of the

Franklin Institute.

For a Machine for peeling Apples and Peeches ;

J. W. Hatcher, Bedford county, Virginia, Febru-
ary 3.

This, we believe, is the sixth peeling machine
that has been patented, and we do not think it any
improvement upon the first, which was that of
Moses Coates, obtained in 1803. The one before

us, has a spmdie, with a fork to receive the apple,

a second spindle with an endless screw, a cog
wheel, pinion, whirl and band, and other appen-
dages for moving the knife , the apparatus for

moving the knife is the only part claimed.

For a Conking Stove; J. R. Cochran, Frances-
town, Hillsborough county, New Hampshire,
February 3.

There is nothing in this stove worthy of special

notice, its virtues depending upon the particialar

arrangement of the passaores for heated air, and
the dampers or valves. The claims are to -'the

form and coastruction of the apertures fijr the pas-

sage of the fire, and the dampers for closing either

of them, or the passage under the oven, and the

division of the passages for fire, by partitions,

whereby the whole volume ol' fire is thrown on
one side of the stove, and a greater heat thus pro-

ducad on that side, and various degrees are pro-

duced in dilferent parts of the stove at the same
lime, suitable for the different processes of cooking,
and with less fuel than in any other stove of equal
dimensions." As one object professed to be at-

tained in a new cooking stove is, in nearly every
case, to save fuel, we shall, by the time we have
another five hundred stoves patented, not only
save the whole, but have some to spare, should
each of them save a little uj)vvards of one five

hundredth part only.

For a Cooking Stove; J)i-miel Williams,
Scaghticoke, Rensselear county. New York. Feb-
ruary 3.

This stove resembles, in form, a number of
other cast-iron cooking stoves, havinu: ti body
nearly rectangular, a fire place llirnished with
folding doors, an oven similarly furnished above it,

and openings towards the back of the top plate,

Ibrcooking utensils. Its claim to novelty consists

in making the fire place a sliding drawer, which
can be brought forward upon the bottom plate;

this drawer has a grate upon which the fuel is sus-

tained, and a top plate, perforated lor cooking
utensils. When pushed in, there is, necessarily,

a double plate between the fire and the interior ol"

the oven.

The claims are to the movable, sliding fire place,

the manner ol" connecting it with the other parts

of the stove, and particularly to the obtaining by
its means, a double bottom to the oven, and there-

by regulating the intensity of" the heat; the provi-

sions lor carrying oti the steam, &,c.

For an improvement in the Cultivator ; James
M. Gamett, Loretto, Essex county, Virginia,

February 3.

This is called an improvement on the X, or

Echelon Cultivator. " It consists of a curved
cast-iron, marked No. 3, having in the under sii'e

two dovetail grooves, which the wrought iron

marked No, 4, [shown in the drawing] is made to

fit, so that when one point is worne out the other

may be turned. Four of these are fixed in a bar

of wood diagonally, at an angle of 45°, to a
straight beam of the length and size of a common
plough beam for a single horse."

For a JSIachine for Shelling Corn; Isaac A.
Hedges, Elmira, Tioga county, New York, Feb-
ruary 3.

This machine in its general principles, resem-
bles the first shelling machine which was patent-

ed. It has a revolving cylinder and a concave,

between which the ears of corn are to be shelled.

The cylinder is to be formed of cast-iron staves,

with spaces between them for the escape of the

grains of corn ; the concave is borne up by
spriuiTs. The ears are to be put into a hopper a-

bovc the cylinder, and to be conducted through a
proper aperture to the shelling part. The claim

is to " the concave cylindrical surface by a com-
bination of staves, with springs attached as herein

described ; aud the application of such surface so

Ibrmed to the purposes of corn shelling; as also

the application of such surface to a cylinder for the

same purpose."

For an Oven to be used over the common Pire
Place ; Samuel Pollard, Orono, Penobscot coun-
t}', Maine, February 3.

This patent is taken for an improvement upon
the oven patented by the same person in June,
1835, and noticed at page 46, vol. XVII. The
sheet-iron oven is placed, as before, across the

chimney, above its throat, and in addition to the

fiue leading to it, about level with the surtace of

the fire, there is a second Hue near the throat of

the chimney, which is closed by a door. A grate

is fixed in the flue to sustain fuel, that a fire may
be lighted there when there is none in the fire

place. The claim is to " the introduction of" (he

second described flue, damper and grate; the out-

side cylinder and the damper above, or on the top

of it, these being the additions now made, as im-
provements." The se(^ond c^dinder forms the flue

aroumi the oven, and is like that in common use

in similar ovens set in jambs.
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For an improvement in Saw Mills; George
W. Black, Montgomery county, Tennessee, Feb-
ruary 3.

The object in constructmg ihii? mill is to apply

the power above the surlace of the ground. The
main cog wheel, driven by any suitable power,

gears in'o a pinion on a pitman shaft above the

sills, the pitman extending thence to a rocking

shall which gives motion to a saw frame, hung in

the usual way. The claim is to the horizontal

pitman and its apurtenances, including " the en-

tire mode of driving the saw, or saws, and the

mode ot ajipljing the power to them," in which
the patentee perceives numerous advantages,
which we apprehend will not be realized m many
situations, and no where, assuredly, where water
power is employed.

For a Straw Cutter; Isaac S. Wright, El-
bridge, Onondaga countj'. New York, February
3. (See specification.)

For a Machinefor Harvesting, Thrashing, and
Cleaning Grain; Eliakim Briggs and George
W. Carpenter, Covington, Franklin county, New
York, February 5.

This machine is to run on four wheels, like wa-
gon wheels, the adhesion of the hind wheels to

the ground carrying revolving scythes, a cylinder

thrashing machine, and other apurtenances. The
apparatus is not fully described, and we are very
apprehensive that it had not been fairly tried be-

fore bemg patented, as we are of opinion ihat its

promise upon paper would not be realized in the

wheat field. Its power, to cut, conve}', thrash, and
clean grain, and the satisfactory concurrent action

of all its parts, would not, we think, have given it

a passport to the Patent Office.

The claim is to ''the manner and principles of
applying the power of a team to cutting, thrash-
ing, and cleaning grain, by moving Ibrward the
machine; of cutting grain, of carrying it to the

thrasher, of thrashing, and of cleaning grain, by
power so applied." This claim does not, with
sufficient distinctness, state the pariicular machine-
ry for effecting the object, refers to no individual

part of it, but appears to relate more to the end
than to the means, whilst the latter is the only
thing patentable.

For a. Horse Rake for Hay and Grain; Joseph
W. Webb, Mount Morris, Livingston county.
New York, February 5.

Behind an axeltree with two wheels, there is a
frame which sustains the rake-franie, and the lat-

ter slides up and down between cheeks, furnished
with grooves for that purpose ; upon the bottom
edge of the rake-frame are teeth, curved forward
and reaching to the ground ; a man stationed on
a platform above the- axel free, raises the rake-
frame by means of a lever, when it has collected
the desired quantit}', and thus depositcs it. The
points of the rake teeth curve back suddenly to

prevent their catching in the ground. The claim
is to "the manner of laising or depressing the
rake at pleasure, by means of the perpendicular
grooves and the lever; and the mannerof curving
the teeth backwards, for the purpose set forth."

For a Machine for cleaning smut from Buck-

wheat and Rice; Samuel Richardson, Elmira,
Tioga county. New York, February 5.

It is very well that the patentee sets forth no
exclusive claim to this niacfiine, as, were he to

do so, he woidd encounter a host of competitors.
The whole consists of a hollow cast-iron cone, in

which runs a conical nut, both properly grooved,
m the well known old coffee mill fashion.

For a Press for Cotton, Tobacco, 8fc.; Azel
IM. McLean, Russelville, Logan county, Ken-
tucky, February 5.

This press consists of a lever working on a ful-

crum t)etween two upright posts, the articles to be
pressed being placed under the lever, and resting

on sills, or a |)lailbrm on the ground. A rack and
pinion below the long end ol' the lever serves to

raise or lower it ; and the improvement claimed
consists in extending the lever beyond the up-
rights, so that it shall have a short arm projectmg
out far enough to press the articles by the eleva-

tion of the loiig arm, as they are pressed on the op-
posite siile by its depression.

For a Horse Power; Dudley Marvin, Canan-
daigua, Ontario county. New York, February' 5.

This machine is, in its general construction, like

many which have preceded it, consisting of an
endless chain floor upon which the animal walks,
which floor is sustained by Iriction rollers running
upon ways, and connected so as to Ibrm endless
chains ; it is the peculiar manner in which these
are put together, upon which the patentee must
depend to sustain a claim, and he says, " I confine

my claim to the particular manner in which I con-
siruct the power chain, and the Iriction chain, as
described, together with their combination with
those accessory parts which are necessary to their

action. I do not claim either of the individual

parts as separate and uncombined."

For a Churn; Hezekiah Roberts, Seneca
Falls, Seneca county. New York, February 5.

A vertical churn is to have the dasher made to

revolve alternately in reversed directions, by
means of a double strap, the two ends of which
are wound round the shalt, and are alternately

acted upon. To produce this motion, the patentee
employs a wheel and pinion, on the shaft of the
latter ofwhich there is a crank and fly wheel. A
pitman from the crank is made to vibrate a wheel
which communicates the alternating revolution by
means of the straps. The claim is to " the crank,

connecting rod, spur wheel, pinion, and balance
wheel." All of which are well known affairs.

For an improvement in the Process of prepar-
ing bark and obtaining the extract therefrom

;

Daniel Williams, Boston, Massachusetts, Febru-
ary &.

We are infJjrmed that the bark is to be first di-

vested of its outer part, after which the inner bark
is to be cut into small pieces, and the tanning
principle extracted thereii'om by boiling, or by
steam ; the water is then evaporated and the ex-
tract fit for use. The thing claimed is the ex-
tracting tannin Irom the inner bark cut into pieces,

instead of grinding or pulverizing it, by which
means, it is said, the extract is more pure, being
free from the admixture of the minute particles
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which remain in it when procured from the ground

materia!.

How many thousand times the chemist has thus

obtained the extract of bark in his laboratory, we
cannot tell, but certainly more frequently than

from the pulverized material.

For an improvement in the Cotton Saw Gin;
William and*James iVrCrei^ht, VVinnsborough,

Fairfield district, South Carolina, February 5.

The gin retains its usual form, but the paten-

tees claim, " first, a movable breast; second, sli-

ding ribs, and third, the centres of the brush, and
the pivots on which they turn," which improve-

ments, they say, render the apparatus more dura-

ble, and more easily kept in order.

"The breast is hung to the front of the gin with

two hinges, and can always be raised so as to get

at the saws," when they require any attention.

The sliding ribs are so called, because they are

made so as to shift, oi slide, and expose new por-

tions of them to the action of the seed, so that they

may be shifted endwise four or five times, belbre

they require to be renewed ; they are confined at

their ends by screwed cleats, which are loosened

when the ribs are to bo shifted. The pivois of

the brush are made of square cast-steel, pointed at

each end, and fixed in a manner which allows of

then* being shifted readily when one end is worn.

For a Bee Hive ; James W. Hubbard, Canter-

bury, Merriraac county, New Hampshire, Febru-
ary 5.

There is not any thing in the contrivance of this

hive which appears to merit particular notice, the

thing claimed is a mere trifiing matter of arrange-

ment.

For a Thrashing Machine; Lewis H. Maus,
Danville, Columbia county, Pennsylvania, Febru-
ary 5.

This is said to be an improvement on James
Parson's thrashing machine. The cylinder and
concave are to be of cast-iron, and the improve-
ment appears to consist in the casting it in parts

more light and convenient than the original ma-
chine; there, however, is no specific claim, nor is

there any thing in the operation of the machine,
as now patented, to distinguish it from other cylin-

der and concave thrashing machines.

For a machine for Planing and Dressing
Boards; Melzer Twells, Milo, Yates county,

New York, February 10.

A flire wheel is to revolve vertically, carrying
four, or any other number of, plane irons, and close

to the periphery are to be cutting bits, or hooks, to

precede the double or single irons in their opera-
tion. The boards are to be held edgewise, rest-

ing against standards upon a suitable carriage,

and held against the vertical standards by dogs.
The plane wheel is to be driven by one band and
whirl, and the carriage to be moved by another.
This comprises all the information given, and
there is not any claim. The plan has nothing in

it having the remotest alliance to novelty, nor
does it, bear those features of maturity Avhich
would lead to the conclusion that it had been tried.

The fact, is that as presented in the specification,

it will not work well, and if it would, a patent
could not be suslamcd for it.

For a Machine fur Shelling Corn; Henry G.
Neale, Poultney, Rutland county, Vermont, Feb-
ruary 10.

A rubbing board, furnished with teeth, or cased
with a toothed cast-iron plate, is made to slide ho-
li/.ontally in grooves, by means of a handle, a
second rubbing being placed under it, and borne
up towards it by steel or wooden springs attached
to the frame. The claim is to the whole machine
as constructed.

For a Machine for cutting Straw, Hay, ^-c. 8f.;

Chauncy D. Skinner and Danna Reed, Had-
dam, Middlesex county, Connecticut, Februci-
ry 10.

The specification of this patent gives a verbose
description of the dimensions of the ditlerent parts

of the machine, and ends by claiuiino: "the com-
bination of the various parts as described." The
material to be cut is placed in a trough in the usu-
al way, and the knile is fixed upon the face of a
wheel revolving vertically ; the shalt of this wheel
has a crank on it, and is to be driven by the aid of
a treadle, in the manner of a foot lathe. There is

no feeding apparatus, or any thing of moment not

pointed out by us.

For a Churn; Lyman Whitlier, Vienna Ken-
nebec county, Maine, February 10.

A churn, in the ordinary ibrni of the vertical

kind, is so hung as to swing backwards and for-

wards like a pendulum, there being a suitable

frame to sustain it. A vertical shaft passes

through the top, and runs in a pivot at the bottom
of the churn ; wings, or dashers, being attached
to it to agitate the cream. A small cog wheel, or

pinion, surrounds the vertical shaft, above the

lid of the rhurn, and the teeth of this wheel
take into teeth on a piece of timber, forming a
rack, and attached to the (i-ame, which, when the

churn is swung, causes the shaft to revolve; the

swinging may be effected by means of a rod, or

other contrivance, attached to it for that purpose.

The claim is to the mode of producing motion by
the action of the cogs.

For a Machine for Cutting Straw; Joseph
Evered, an alien, who has resided two years in

the United States, February 10.

The description of this machine refers to the

drawing throughout, and ends with a claim to

"the finger wheels; the rising and falling of the

rollers ; the compression produced by the lever

and weight ; the concavity of the knives edges ; the

plan of the face of the wheel through which the

straw is drawn ; the centre screw on the worm
and spindle, and its rise." The general form of

the machine such as has been in use for more
than half a century, the straw being contained in

a trough, furnished with fluted f(?.eding rollers, and
the cutting effected by curved knives on the arms
of a fly wheel, revolving at one end of the box

;

these curved knives, it will be seen, are claimed

as new; if the inventor could go back as far as

we can in the recollection of the use of curved

knives, in a manner precisely the same with

their employment in this machine, he would not

place himself among the novelties of the da_v.

There are other thinirs claimed, which are in the

same predicament, and where so m;my individu-^l

things are jiarticularized, it is not easy to avoid
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such an error, as a {ew persona are fully informed

of what has previously been done in tho.we cases

where machines have been long employed, as in

cutting straw.

For a Thrashing Machine ; Thomas Beede,

Sandwich, Statlbrd county. New Hampshire,
February 10.

This is a cylinder and concave machine, with

some peculiarilies about it upon which to found

a claim, but not substantially different from nume-
rous others of the same general construction.

For a Conking Stove; John J. Giraud, Balti-

more, Maryland, February 5.

The main improveinent spoken of in the spe-

cification of this stove, is a box door, which is to

answer the purpose ol' the ordinary Dutch oven,

but what are the peculiarities of its construction

we cannot discover, as it is mentioned in the spe-

cification in the most general way. There is a
drawing, with letters on the respective parts, but

we find no references to thein, and most of the

things represented have no novelty whatever.
The claim is to "the door oven at the front of the

fire place, as well as the general combination and
structure of the entire instrument." The door
oven, which is specially claimed, is to be dispensed
with when the stove is used ibr warming only.

For a Churn; John E. Thomas, Winchester,
Preble county, Ohio, February 12.

The body of the churn i« to be a box, or case,

through which two shafts are to run, llirnished

with slats, or dashers, passing f)etween each oth-

er ; on the outer end of each shaft there is to be a
pinion, which is to be turned i)y a cog wheel ; nu-
merous examples of" this churn exist in the patent

office, and probably elsewhere.

For a Horse Power; Joseph Austin, Franklin
county, Vermont, February 12.

No claim is made by the patentee to the con-
struction of this horse power, and although such
an omission is sometimes to be regretted, it, m the

present instance, will not be produciive of the
slightest loss or inconvenience, a claim having
been made thereto more than forty-one years ago,
and a drawing and description of it having been
given in the second volume of the Repertory of
Arts, published in 1795. The plan is to obtain
power by placing the animal near the top of a
large, revolving drum.

For a Washing Machine; Luther Davison,
Norwich, New London county, Connecticut, Feb-
ruary 12.

A cylinder, the ends of which may be of wood,
and the barrel part of zinc, is to revolve horizon-
tally

; round bars of wood are to reach from head to

head, on its inside, standing at a small distance
from its periphery, and allowing a space between
each of them. A partition is also to extend
across the middle of the cylinder, formed of simi-
lar bars, and dividing it into two equal parts. A
door on the side of the cylinder allows the clothes
to be put into either division of it.

"What I claim, is the arrangement of the bars
in said cylinder, the partition of the cylinder, and
the principle of washing the clothes in two separate

Vol. IV—.52

parts ofthe same." A prina'ple, \he discovery of
which will scarcely confer immortality.

For apparatus for Drying Cotton after it has

been picked, ^c; John Philbrick, Wilkinson
county, Mississippi, February 12. (See Specifi-

cation.)

For a Machine for Shelling Corn ; Ira Smith,
Downingtown, Chester county, Pennsylvania,
February 13.

This machine does its work by means of a ver-

tical revolving plate, constructed in the well

known way of making such plates. The sup-
posed novelty will appear from the claim, which
is to "putting teeth or projections on both sides of
the wheel, instead of on one side, as in the common
method, thereliy shelling twice as fast." It so

happens, however, that this contrivance is old,

having been patented some years since, and sub-
sequently re-invented more than once.

For an improvement in the IVlicat Fan ; Da-
vid Flanders and Calender Rathburn, Fort Co-
vington, Franklin county. New York, Februa-
ry 13.

The general construction of this wheat fan ia

the same as those in common use, and al-

though much pains have been taken to describe

its individual pans, we are not told, and are una-
ble to discover, in what its special utility and no-
velty consist.

For a Ifachine for Cutting Sausage 3feat

;

Ambrose Henkel, Shenandoah count}', Virginia,

February 13.

The general construction of this machine may
be inferred from the claim to "a cylinder with
knives ; secondly, their cutting between bars of
any kind ; and thirdly, the ireneral construction of
the machine." This claim is much too broad,

the two first items in it not being sustained by
their novelty, and not, therefore, sustaining the
third.

From tlic Journal of the Franlilin Institute.

EXTRACT FROM A RKVIE\V OF PROFESSOR DU-
CATELS' LAST REPORT OF Til E G EOLOG ICAl/
SURVEY OF MARY LAND.

[In the following article is presented an abridgment

of the latter part of the Report. So much of the pre-

vious part as is connected with agriculture, was repub-

lished entire in the 5th No. of this volume.]

The report appears fully to establish the exis-

tence of green sand of the age of the New .Jersey

marl, in Kent and Cecil counties, nntl intimates that

ftome of the members of" the same fbiiiuition liave

been discovered in the Potomac counties.

In the belief that the legislature which ordered
the surve) designed it as the means for develojang
all the advantages and riches of the state, for the
benefit of every portion of the population, the ge-
ologist in prosecuting his labors, has endeavored to

embrace in his report every prominent consideration

of practical utility immediately or remotelj' appli-

cable to the various interests of his fellow citizens.

In accordance with ibis understanding of his

duties, he has labored, and it would seem success-
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fully, in demonstrating to the agriculturists of Ma-
rykuul, that they have within their rench the

means of fertilizing and improving their soil to

any desirahle extent. Shell marl, green sand,

oyster shell lime, are all reudily attuinalile in their

respective localities, vviiilst the unusual facilities

of transportation afilirded by the Chesapeake Bay
and its numerous tributaries and inlets, afibrd lo

the farmers of both its shores, advantages, which
are seldom equalled, and probably no where sur-

passed.

The cultivators of the soil are, it is snid, alrea-

dy beginning to avail themselves of what has

been pointed out in the former repoits, and, if so,

their practical experience will soon corroborate

the scientific intelligence, which pointed out to

them the sources of abundance and wealth so di-

rectly at their conunand.
One whole chapter of the report is occupied

with considerations upon the agricultural resour

ces of the lower counties, which is too voluminous
for insertion in your [lages ; I therefore extract

the following very interesting sunmmry of them,
intended by the author to direct the attention of

his fellow citizens to the greater advantages which
present themselves in their own liiir territory, than
may be found in the "far west" whither ihe rest-

less spirit of emigration is fast hurrying a great

amount of the population.

"Such are the agricultural resources of the low-
er counties on the Eastern Shore of Maryland, so

far as the productiveness of the soil, and its sus-

ceptibility of im|)rovement are concerned. It has
already been stated, that the only incidental re-

source possessed by this section of country, is to

be derived from the facilities of obtaining calca-

reous matter (in which the soil is essentially defi-

cient) from the shell banks, oj'ster banks, and other

eources already referred to. But before any hope
can be indulged, that the inhabitants of this por-

tion of the state will avail themselves of these

means of bringing their lands into a higher state

of cultivation than they seem to have any idea

that they are capable ofj it is necessary to remove
a fatal impression, too generally made, that the

lime derived from shells is of" but little value.

The result of the inquiries made to disprove this

opinion, will be given in the next section of this

report.

"An en'or equally fatal prevails among the citi-

j^ens of Maryland, in reference to the counties

that have just been passed in review—that they
are as devoid of interest as they have been be-

lieved to be of resources. Jt is hoped that the mi-
nute, and, at the same time, faithful account given
of them—more minute than would otherwise have
seemed necessary—will have a tendency to recti-

fy the false judgment so commonly passed upon
this portion of our territory, and contribute like-

wise to cheer those of its mhabitants who have
become disheartened at the present aspect of
things, and who are too prone to believe that

their industry could be better rewarded at a dis-

tance."

The immense heaps of oyster shells fiirnish-

ing vast supplies of lime, has induced Prof. Duca-
tel to devote an entire chapter, to a comparison
of the value of shell and stone lime—an opinion
prevalent among Maryland farmers tliat the for-

mer was inferior, f!)r agricultural purposes, to the
latter, .is satisfactorily refuted. The analysis of

the respective kinds of lime, showed a decided
advantage in the employment of equal weights of
lime obtained Ironi calcined shells, over that ob-
tained fi'om limestone.

The annexed extract furnishes a general sum-
mary of the comparison ; it is preceded by a par-
ticular account of the analyses of ten specimens
of limesone, from Baltimore, Harford, and Fred-
erick counties.

"It will l>c perceived that three out of ten are
magncsian limestones ; all of them contain more
silica or sand than has been found in oyster shells,

and one, said to most extensively used in Har-
ford county, contains as much as 11 per cent, of
inert matter. It follows, therefore, that, as oyster

shells are composed nearly of pure carbonate of

lime, they will aflbrd a lime containing scarcely

an appreciable quantity of impurities. If well

burnt, (which is the case when no effervescence

is observed on treating them with a weak acid,")

lime obtained from them may be deemed, with a
fractional ditlerence, etjual, weight lor weight, to

the best stone lime ; and as their chemical compo-
sition does not vary, there is nothing to be deduct-

ed from the value of the product in consequence
of the impurities that exist, as exhibited by the

foregoing table, in most limestones, and that must
necessarily form a part of the residue when these

are burtit.

If the comparative value of the two products be
estimated by measure, a greater difference is

discovered ; but there is at the same time a dispro-

portionate difference in price. A bushel of the

best alum-lime weijjhs from ninety to a hundred
pounds; whereas, the same bulk of shell lime,

unground, weiivhs fi'om sixty-five to seventy-five

pounds, and perhaps when ground would weigh
eighty pounds—a difference of from twenty to

twenty-five per cent. But the former costs from
thirty to thirty-five cents at Baldmore, the most
convenient spot for its delivery on tide-water,

where the latter can be had for ten cents ;
whilst

farmers, conveniently situated on the bay side,

might themselves burn the shells at an expense

not exceedingsix cents a bushel. These remarks

refer to the lime obtained from recent or fresh oys-

ter shells ; but there is little or no difference be-

tween it and that procured by the burning of those

contained in the Indian shell banks, provided pro-

per care be taken to separate theai from the black

mould and dirt with which they are mixed.

It has been supposed, that because alum-lime

has been found to admit of a greater mixture of

sand than shell lime, in the making of mortar, it

was to be inferred that it is correspondingly better,

or, as it is termed, stronger for agricultural purpo-

ses. But this is an unwarrantable conclusion

;

for, as this circumstance seems to depend upon the

peculiar aggregation among the particles of" the

lime, which prevents it f>om setting too rapidly, (or,

in other words attracting water and carbonic acid

from the atmosphere sooner than the wants of the

mason require,) it would appear, on the contrary,

that, if any inlijrence is to be drawn from it, it is

adverse to the conclusion; whilst, on the other

hand, the fiict that shell lime sets very quickly is

favorable to the opinion, entertained by some per-

so'>s, of its superior olficacy in agriculture— it be-

in<r generally understood that lime acts in the soil

in the condition of carbonate of liine. Admitting,

however, that the peculiar arrangement of the
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particles in stone lime which renders it in freneral

coarser than the lime obtained Trom shells, maj'

better fit it as a mechanical amendment to certain

soils, the difference is at most as one to three, ac-

cording to the datum upon which its superiority is

predicated ; namely, that in the preparation ol

mortar, stone lime will bear three times as much
sand as shell lime. But even in this respect the

conclusion is not warranted, except perhaps in

the case of a purely sandy soil, in which lime

alone would, it is believed, prove of lillle ser-

vice."

The discover}' of prreen sand forms an impor-
tant epoch in the a;rricultural history of the state,

on ajifounl of its value as a manure; and a con-
siderable space is devoted to its consideration.

The author combats the opinion expressed in the

Farmers' Register, that the fertilizing properties

oC this marl, are due to the sulphate of lime which
it contains, and attributes them, with much rea-

son, to the potassa found by analysis to exist in it,

adopting thus, the conclusion ol' Prof. H. D. Ro-
gers, in regard to the Jersey green sand. The
geologist's account of this inleresiiiig Ibrmation, as

well as that of the micaceous black sand associated

with it, will well reward a careful perusal.

The greater portion of the report is occupied
with an examination of the three lower counties
of the Eastern Shore of Maryland, but there is a
chapter containing a "Geological Examination of
St. Mary's county, in reference to its agricultural

resources"—and a number of localities of shell

marl or fbssiliferous depositcs are pointed out

which may be made available. The gypseous clay
mentioned in the first report, is also alluded to as

doubtlessly affording a valuable agricultural re-

source. In addition to the marl, St. Mary's c-oun-

ty also possesses the Indian Shell Banks, already
referred to as existing in the Eastern Shore coun-
ties.

Under the title "Progress of the Geological
Survey of the State" the geologist, gives a delud-
ed account of the extent of country visited by him
during his tour of duty. Twelve of the nineteen
counties of the state have been visited, and six of
them, it is said, thoroughly examined so far as

the purposes of the survey appear to re(|uire.

It is believed that this brief slcelch of the con-
tents of the report, will suffice to justify the asser-

tion made at the conmiencement of this notice,

that the industry, skill, and scientific attainments
of the gentlemen eniployed by the state of Mary-
land, are such as eminently qualify them to exe-
cute the task which they have undertaken. And
should the citizens of that state duly appreciate

and employlhe resources at their command, pros-

perity and wealth will abound in situations where
the soil has been hitherto deemetl as of biu little

value ; the same rich treasures being within their

reach which were so long unknown in the state of

New Jersey, and which, since their value has
been known, has caused the wilderness to blos-

som as the rose.

It appears from information Avhich may be re-

lied on, that the able manner in which Prof Du-
catel has discharojed his duty, and the judicious

construction which he has placed upon the inten-

tions of the legislature, have already much more
than repaid the expenses which have or will at-

tend the examination. Lands have risen in value,

new products are beginning to be obtained from

the soil, and instead of exhausting its fertility by
continued cultivation, without the attempt at re-

newing it, the means pointed out have been re-

sorted to, by which it may regain its original vig-

or, and even the "old fields" again become laden
with harvests. From present indications, it ap-

pears almost certain that the splendid schemes of

Internal I(nprovcments, now projected by the state

of Maryland, will be carried into operation at a
very early day, thus affording the means of com-
n)unication throughout the larger portion of her
ierriiory. The fruits of the husbandman's labor,

and the mineral treasures fi'om the mines, with
which she appears to be liberally supplied, will

iluis find a ready market. And we may fairly

hope that when the blessings which must result

li-om such improvements are fully experienced, it

will not be fbrgott«n that a large debt of gratitude

will be due to those branches of science, without
whose aid the hidden treasure would never have
been brought into view ; and that a flourishing

community will, in its turn, contribute liberally to

their further advancement.

Trom the Farmers' Scries of the Library of Useful Know-
ledge.

GREKN CROPS FOR MANURE.

Green manures consist in full crops of succu-
lent [)lan1s^such as buck wheat, rape, tares, and
many others—which are ploughed into the land,

and have been apjilied in many instances with
very singular advantage, more especially on cal-

careous, gravelly, and sandy soils, the fertility of
which has been thus greatly improved. The
practice dates as far back as the time of the an-
cient Romans, and is still continued throughout
Italy, even in places where the dung of animals
can be procured in abundance. The climate of

that country is, however, more favorable than
ours to the system, for the corn harvests are so

much earlier, that they are off the uround in time
for succeeding green crops to arrive at full maturi-
ty ; and it is there thought that nothing tends
more to the improvement of the land than plough-
ing them down.* It has indeed been held by
many intelligent men who support an opposite

opinion, that the land which produces these crops

will be deprived of their vegetative properties in

proportion to their luxuriancy; and, therefore,

that, by returning the crop into the same land, its

fertility only be increased in the same degree as it

was reduced by their reduction. This theory,how-

* In Tuscany, the pkmt wliicli is cliietly sown for

this purpose is the white lupin, a leguminous annual
plant well known in our gardens, which grows in

sandy and loamy soil, to the height of two or three

feet, with a stem of equal strength with the bean,

and bearing somewhat similar blossoms and pods ; but
the produce is so bitter that it is unfit for the noui ish-

ment of eitlier man or beast, until prepared by some
uianufacturing process. It arrives to a considerable

size in the month of October, when it is ploughed into

the soil ; and very extraordinary fertilizing properties

are attributed to its effects, which are ascribed to the

great quantity of gluten which it is known to contain.

Whether it might be brought in this country to a suf-

ficient degree of maturity for that purpose, as a field

crop, we have no means of judging; but it maybe
worth the experiment.

—

Simonde, Tabkuv de VJlgrt-

culfare Toscane, p. 72.
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ever, can only be supported upon the principle that

j)Iaiits are led more by the soil than by the atmos-
phere ; whereas it has been shown, by many cu-

rious experiments, that the air and water are the

chief sources of vegetation ; and it is a I'act, that

poor land, without manure, which by ilie fortui-

tous chances ol' the weather has produced tolera-

ble ffrcen crops, has been found more tcitile after

their production than before.

V/hen plouijhed into the land, they however
often remain for several months, before they de-

cay, for their decomposition goes on slowly be-

neath the soil, and they are therefore (requently

more beneficial to the second than to the first crop.

To turn them in effectually, they should be first

heavily rolled, and then tbllowed by a trench
plough, for the operation cannot be completely
perlbrmed with a common plough; and, if not

entirely buried, their points stick out between the

furrows, by which they are partly prevented fi-om

fermenting, and a portion of their value as manure
is thereby lost.

The time (f the year when they should be
ploughed in, must, of course, depend upon the na-
ture of the crop, which should always be buried

before it arrives at perfect maturity, or otherwise
it will rob the land of that nutriment wiih which
it is intended to supply it. Wost farmers lake the

first growth of tares and clover, which, i( fed off

early, is an economical plan; but if mowed, it is

only doing the business by halves, for the land is

thereby not only deprived of the dung of the cat-

tle,'but the operation is then too long delayed, for

the work should be done in the heat of the sum-
mer, or, at the latest, early in the autumn, ivhile

the sun has the power to forward the fermentation.

The effect, indeed, will greatly depend upon the
season, for the process of fermentation is only
slight when checked by the want of free commu-
nication with the air; and if the weather be cold,

the power of the manure will be in a great mea-
sure lost ; but if the season be moderately moist,

and very warm, the fermentation will be much
promoted, and the crop will be converted, by pu-
trefaction, into a mass of nutritive mucilage. No-
thing short, however, of an abundant crop will

have that immediate eflect, as a large mass de-
composes much more speedily than a small one;
and, if very scanty, the latter perhaps may not
putrefy at all, or its decomposition will be so very
gradual that the land will be very little percepti-

bly the better; but if such a quantity be turned
under the earth as will excite the force of fermen-
tation, there can be no doubt but that it will then
be greatly as well as promptly benefited. Sir

Humphry Davy, indeed, says, '"that this gradual
decomposition afiords a supply of vegetable mould
for several years;"* but although, as a chemist,
he may be right, yet every practical farmer must
know that, with such materials to work upon as
cannot materially enrich the staple of the soil, his

object should be to obtain such immediate effect

as will enable him to put the land into a slate for

growing one good crop, which by its means of
producing manure, will probably fead to others.
If the question whether it be most profitable to
appropriate green crops as the food of cattle, or as
manure, be put aside, and that the sole object is

the improvement of the land by the latter process,

* Elements of Agricultural Chemistry, 4to. p. 244.

then there can be little doubt that the crop should
be ploughed down as soon as it is in bloom, for

the land will thus have its fidl benefit, besides the

partial advantage of the bastard tallow; to which,
however, there is this difficulty opposed—that the

ground cannot be again ploughed until it receives

the seed furrow, and therelbre cannot be cleaned
except b}' the operation of horse-hoeing, or scari-

fying, which, if the soil be foul, we need not say
will prove ineffectual.

The crops which are most generally applied to

this purpose are—buckwheat, winter tares, the se-

cond year of clover, and rape ; which last, from
its oily nature, has been found very effective.

There is, however, a plant which, although but

seldom sown in this country, is very commonly
grown throughout Flanders, for the pasturage of

cows, and is there sown, like brush-turnips, im-
mediately after a crop of wheat, yet in a couple

of months afterwards affords a large quantity of

succulent food. Several trials of it have also

been made with the happiest results in many parts

of Germany, of its efiects as a green manure ; for

it not only possesses the advantage of putrefying

with great rapidity when ploughed in, but also

that of producing a crop by being merely har-

rowed across the stubble, and the seed costs a

mere trifle;* it is called spurry.] Out of a num-
ber of trials which have been recorded in this

country, we select the following from the Essays
of Mr. Burroughs on green crops and on ma-
nures :

—

Experiments.

1. A field of strong clay, containing three acrcp,

on Mr. B.'s own farm, was laid out in the follow-

ing manner. One acre was fallowed during the

summer, and prepared for wheat with sixty bar-

rels of lime, harrowed in ; the adjoining acre was
sown with winter tares, which were once cut, and
the second growth turned into the land when the

blossom appeared ; the third acre was planted

with potatoes, and manured with farm-yard dung.
The entire of the field was sown with wheat the

first week in November, at which time the acre

sown with tares was much cleaner and in better

health than those planted with potato or fallowed,

and the following year produced more wheat, and
of better quality, than either of the former. After

the wheat crop was carried off, the field was im-
mediately ploughed, and in the following May
sown with barley and grass-seeds. The average
of the corn off the three acres was nearly tlie

same ; but the meadow, the following year, pro-

duced more abundantly off that part of^ the field

where the tares had grown, and the land was
much freer from weeds.

f

* Annales de i'Agriculture de Basse- Saxe : 3me
annee, sect. Ire.

t See also Lord Dundonald's Treatise on Agricultu-
ral Chemistry, regarding the cultivation of sorrel in

poor worn-out soils, for the purpose of a green ma-
nure ; in wliich its application to the land along with
lime is strongly recoinmondcd upon grounds which
are well worthy of attention, but too long for insertion

here.

t Essay, No. I. On the Cultivation of Green Crops,

p. 29.

J
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2. After many ineffectual trials made by a very
experienced firmer, in Herefordshire, to produce
a crop ol" wiieat olf a lieid which had been seve-

ral years in culiivalion, he sowed winter lares as

a fallow crop preparatory for wheat. The first

growth of tares was mown for soiling::, and the se-

cond ploui^heil in lor manure
;
yet, even under

this manajrement— of soilin<r, instead of feedinnr

on the land, and of [)Ioujiliiiig in the second, in-

stead of the first, crop of tares*—the wheat af
terwards produced was suf)erior to any corn-crop
he had ever obtained olf the same field.

3. On part of a ley-field, in the country of Kil-

kenny, the tops of a crop of turnips on an adjoin-

ing close were cut off and spread upon the sward
before it was ploughed up, after which the entire

field was sown with oats ; but the crop on that

part of the field where the turnip-tops had been
ploutrhed in was so materially better, that it pro-

duced one-third more in proportion than the rest

of the jjround.f

Mr. Burroughs also says, in a communication
to Sir Jolin Sinclair, "that he has often laid down
land with vetches and grass-seeds, and has not
only observed that they retain their fertility much
longer than when sown with oats or barley lor

that purpose, but that he has known grass-seeds
which have failed when sown with oats, to have
succeeded when sown with vetches :" from which,
and other experiments, he expresses himself sat-

isfied that "the ploughing-in of appropriate green
crops is a cheap, effectual, and profitable mode of
improving exhausted or light soils. "f
On this we so far agree with him, that upon

arable land which, fi'om any circumstance, is de-
prived of the benefit of a due ap|)lication of liirm-

yard dung, or other putrescent manure, there can
be little doul)t that green crops of quick growth,
abundant foliage, and easy decomposition, may be
turned into the land with considerable advantage

;

but we cannot accord in his opinion that they will

be found an effectual mode of improving exhaust-
ed soils, for on such land they grow too feebly to

produce much effect. The ground, to be benefit-

ed by (heir application, should be capable of
bringing them Ibrth, if not luxuriantly, at least with
such abundance as to furnish complete shade dur-
ing their growth, and sufficient vegetative matter
to occasion a rapid fermentation when buried : we
therefore conceive that this species of manure is

niore appropriate lor the preservation of good soils

in a state fertility, than to the improvoment of
those which are impoverished. This probably
will in a great measure account fijr the compara-
tive rarity of the practice on extensive farms con-
taining tracts of poor land, the cultivation ol

which is chiefly dependent upon the fold ; while,
on those of a richer description, it may be fairly

questioned whether the dung made from a large
green crop, when tijd off, or soiled, mny not be
equally beneficial in its effects upon the soil as if

ploughed down, besides the superior profits thus
gamed by its support of the stock.

* It is well known that unless tares are cut at a very
early stage of their growth, there is no second crop.

t Essay, No. II. On Manures, and their Applica-
tion, pp. 35 and 36.

t Sinclair's Code of Agriculture, 3d ed. App. p. 66.

Communicated for Publication in the Fanners' Register.

hussey's grain cutter.

Report of the Board of Trustees of the Maryland
^/gricultiiral, S<icie(y for the Eastern Shore (f
Maryland, on the marhine for harvestins; small
grain invented by Mr. Obed Hussey of Cincin-
nati, Ohio.

The favorable accounts of the operation of this

im|demcnt in several of the western states in-

duced the Board to invite iMr. Hussey to bring
it to Maryland and submit it to their inspection.

It was accordingly exhibited in Oxford, Talbot Co.
on the first of July in presence of the Board and a
considerable number of oilier gentlemen. Its per-

formance may justly be denominated perfect as it

cuts every spear of grain, collects it m bunches of

the proper size for sheaves, and lays it straight

and even for the binders. On the 12th ol July a
public exhibition was made at Easton, under the
direction of the Board—several hundred persons
principally 'ariners, assembled to witness it, and
expressed themselves highly satisfied with the re-

sult. At the Trappe where it was shown by the

inventor on the lollowing Saturday, an equal de-
gree of approbation was evinced. It was after-

wards used on the farm of Mr. Tench Tilghman
where 180 acres of wheat, oats and barley were
cut with it. Three nmles of medium size worked
in it constantly with as much ease as in a drag
harrow. They moved with equal lacihty, in a
widk or a trot. A concise description of this sim-
ple implement will show that it is admirably
adapted to the important purpose for which it

was invented. Resting on two wheels which are

permanently attached to the machine and impart
the motion to the whole, the main body of the
machine is drawn bj' the horses along the outer

edge of the standing grain. As the horses travel

outside ol the grain it is neither knocked down or

tangled in the slightest degree. Behind the wheels
is a platform (supported by a roller or wheel)
which projects beyond the side of the machine, 5
leet into the grain. On the front of the edge pro-

jecting part ol the platform is the cutter. 'I'liis is

composed of 21 teeth resembling large lancet

blades, which are placed side by side and firmly

rivetted to a rod ol iron. A lateral motion is im-
parted to it by a crank, causing it to vibrate be-

tween two rows of iron spikes which point Ibr-

ward. As the machine advances the grain is cut

and fails backwards on the platform, where it col-

lects in a pile. A man is placed on the part of the

platlbrm directly behind the machine, and with a
rake of peculiar construction pushes off the grain,

in separate bunches, each bunch makinir a sheaf.

It may appear to some that the grain will accu-
mulate too rapidly for this man to perform his du-
ty. But upon considering the difference between
the space occupied by the <.'rain when standing
and when lying in a pile after it is cut, it will be
evident that the raker has ample time to push ofi'

the bunches even in the thickest grain, in thin

grain he has to wait until sufficient has collected

to form a sheaf^

The machine [is] driven around the grain, which
may be sown either on a smooth surfiice or on corn
ridges. For the first round, a way may be cleared

with a cradle ; but this is deemed unnecessary
;

for the grain, when driven over, is left in an in
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clined position, and by cutting it in the opposite di-

rection, as much of ii is saved as with a cradle.

Fourteen acres in corn lands were cut between 10

A. M. and 7^ P. M. Tlic hands had never
worked with the machine before, nor was it a

trial day's work. For owing to the shortness of

tile siraw, the machine was not allowed to cut when
passing over the ridges from one side of the ground
to the other, and this time was consequently lost.

From the principle on which the cutting is par-

formed, a keen edge to the cutter is by no means
essential. The toughest weeds, an occasional

corn stalk, or a stick of the thickness of a man's
little finger, have been frequently cut, without at

all affecting its operation: it can be sharjiened,

however, in a few minutes with a file. The width
of" the swath may be increased by having the cut-

ter made longer, and the same machine will cut

a stubble of several didi^rent heights.

There is ample room to make the different parts

of any size, though the strength of every part has
been fully tested. The machine has been often

choked by oyster-shells getting tiie into cutter, in

attempting to cut too low a stubble. The motion
of the machinery being checked, the main wheels
slide on the ground, the strain on every part being
equal to the power exerted by the horses. It can
be managed by any intelligenc careful negro. We
deem it a simple, strong, and effective machine,
and take great pleasure in awarding unanimousl}-
the meritorious inventor of it a handsome pair of
silver cups.

BOBT. H. GOLDSBOROUGH,
SAMUEL STEVENS,
SAML. T. KENNARD,
ROBT. BANNING,
SAML. HAMBLETON, Sr.

KICHL. GOLDSBOROUGH,
ED. N. HAMBLETON,
JAMES L. CHAMBERLAIN,
BIARTIN GOLDSBOROUGH,
HORATIO L. EDMONDSON,
TENCH TILGHMAN.

From tlie Genesee Farmer.

HESSIAN FLY AND WHEAT INSECTS.

Good entomologists are few in proportion to

other cultivators of the sciences. When their at-

tention is directed therefore, to such insects as in-

terlere with our rural economy, and successfully

point out to us practicable methods lor counter-

acting such invaders of our rights, we are always
thankful—though we have to regret that to be use-

ful seems to have occupied less of their attention

than the interests of gardening and agriculture de-

maml.
The following extracts are from a letter which

we lately received, and were written by one who
has looked closely into such matters. We only
add that he is a practical farmer.

"The Hessian fly and wheat insect, both belong
to the same genus, called Cecidmmjia by modern
entomologists. Tipula I believe was the old ge-
nus from which the former was separated.

* * # * #

"The best and most interesting part of the sto-

ry has not been told :—The Hessian fly is destroy-

ed by a minute but formidable enemy, called the
Ceraphron destructor by Say ; and the wheat in-

sect by two enemies that destroy it in the same
manner as the Ichneumon does the caterpillar.

[That is to say, they deposite their eg<rs in the
skin, and the larvas which hatch out from those

egcs, then feed on the living caterpillar, or wheat
insect, till they destroy it.]

"I see no good cause for alarm, either on ac-
count of the hessian fly or of the wheat insect, as
both are are thinned by their winged enemies,
sometimes nearly extirpated. If our winter had
been an ordinary one, we should have had tolera-

ble crops of wheat in despite of the fly. The
more I become acquainted with the habits and
manners of insects, the more I have to admire the

wisdom and goodness of God as manifested in the

creation."

Friiin the New England Farmer.

SILK CULTURE.

From the correspondence of Gen. Tallmadge, it

appears.

1. That one great source ofthe national wealth of
France, is the product of the vineyard, under the

culture of the husbandman—and the silk worm
under the fostering care of the wife.

2. That in Italy, partially, and chiefly in France,
the culture of silk is carried on by private and in-

dividual industry.

3. That a damp climate is injurious to the silk

worm—and that the culture of silk does not pros-

per near the ocean.

4. That France does not produce one half of
the raw silk which she manufactures. Her pop-
ulation is so dense that she cannot furnish suffi-

cient space for mulberry trees.

5. That the warm dry sunnners of the inland

parts of the United States are admirably fiUed for

the culture of silk in families, and that we shall

succeed in it. That when the leaves of different

kinds of mulberries are mixed together, the worms
will select and gather the Chinese mulberry.

6. That in Europe the mulberry trees are cut

off and kept dwarfed, for the convenience of gath-

ering leaves.

7. That although the Chinese mulberry is vast-

ly superior to any other for feeding silk worms,
yet from the inaptituce of French farmers to

change habits, there are comparatively but few of

the Chinese mulberry set out in France. At this

time there are probably growing in America more
Chinese mulberries than in all Europe. Even af-

ter the experience of ages, Europeans are said to

act more ii-om usage and habit, than skill and ex-
perience. The demand for mulberry in America
is so great, that the French this year have sold us

100 trees where they have set out 10 lor their

own use.

From tlie Genesee Farmer.

ACID IN WOOD—ITS EFFECTS ON SALT AND
BUTTER.

It has been frequently remarked by those who
are in thehabitof packing butter, that that kept best

put down in stone, the next best in oak or white ash
firkins, the wood of which had been boiled for se-

veral hours previous to working, and that butter

packed in firkins made of unprepared wood fre-
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quently acquired a strong and disagreeable flavor,

wiiich seriously injured its quality. The reason

of this has not heen generally understood. Mr.
JNIoir, of Scotland, has heen instituting a series ol'

experiuients on the subject, which appears to have
thrown some light on the matter. He tound that

most kinds of wood contain considerable quanti-

ties oi" pyroligiiic acid, which decomposes the salt

with which it comes in contact. The Linden, or

basswood, was the only wood he found entirely

iree, but the other kinds he experimented upon
were easily freed )i-om the acid by boiling three or

ibur hours, well pressed under water. It is evi-

dent that firkins made ol" staves prepared in this

way would be decidedly improved, and as the

preservation of butter in a sweet and pure state

is an important matter to the dairyman, we think

much would be gained by a proper attention to

the vessels in which it is packed.

The fact that wood in ireneral contains large

quantities of pyrolignic acid is no new discovery,

or its injurious effects upon salt unknown. At the

large salt works in the Auslrion Tyrol, the water
as it flows li'om the springs is too weak to be pro-

fitably boiled. To raise it to a proper degree of
strength recourse is had to evaporation. This is

effected in inmiense buildinjjs, very high, and fill-

ed from top to bottom with closely pressed faggots
of fine brush. The water is conducted to reser-

voirs in the top of these buildings, and thence is

distributed in such a manner as to liill through the
whole mass of faggots to the bottom, where it is

received into cisterns or reservoirs, from which it

is conveyed in pipes to the places for boiling. In

this process of percolating through the brush, it is

found to gain in strength nearly one half, or rather

fr-om the immense surfiice of the water exposed
by this method to the action of the air, the evapo-
ration is so rapid that this effect is produced. It

was found that dillerent kinds of brush had very

different effects on the quality and quantity of salt

produced, and some after repeated experiments
were pronounced entirely uiadmissible. Those that

contained the least acid were found universally

the best, and at the present time little besides the

fine twigs of the linden is used for replacing such
faggots as at very distant intervals of time it be-

comes necessary to remove, the salt giving them,
by its constant and thorough saturation, an almost
unlimited duration.

G.

ox THE t.MPROBABir.lTY OF THE LEGISLA-
TURE AIDING THE IMPROVEMENT OF AG-
RICULTURE.

To the Editor of tlie Farmers' Register.

September 20ih, 1836.

Mr. Editor:—Although I was much ^ratified,

upon the whole, by the perusal of Col. Gooch's
two numbers in your last Reirister, and agree with
him entirely, that " legislative action is required,"

(nay, imperiously required,) " in aid of agricul-

ture ;" yet I difler from him altogether, in the

opinions and hopes expressed at the end of" his

second number. To utter this dissent is my pre-

sent purpose, and in a way which, I trust, will not
be displeasing, either to you or himself, however
hardly it may possibly be thought to bear on some

i

others.
j

In speaking of the agricultural community,
C-il. G. remarks. " That community can not be
expected to acquiesce much longer in delay and
indifference," &c. Now, if" coming events can
be predicted, with the least certainty, from those
which are past, an acquiescence which has lasted,

and with the most exemj)!ary patience too, ever
since the government existed, may very reasona-
bly be expected to endure for ever. Sir Robert
VValpole once compared our class to sheep, who
always submitted to be sheared without resistance,

by any wlio attempted it, as often and as closely

as they pleased ; and if ever there was a country
whose acjricultnrists verified the remark, our old

state, (God bless her,) is that one.

In the next sentence Col. G. adds, "But my
confidence in the patriotism of the leffislature, and
in their disposition to do any thing for the public

good, when they see clearly how it may be done,
is such, that I am sure the members will, between
this and the time of their meetinor, reflect serious-

I3' on, and inquire into this vital subject, and be
prepared to legislate wisely and efliciently upon
it."

This kind of confidence is, without doubt, very
comfortable to him who feels it, as well as agree-
able to those in reijard to whom it is uttered. I re-

gret therefore that I cannot conour in it. Nay,
even in Col. G. himsellj I must believe that it ig

prompted rather by long deferred, unfounded, but
still fondly cherished hope, than by any experience
on his part—any recollection of a solitnry enact-

ment favorable to agriculture, passed by a Vir-

ginia legislature, since our separation from Great
Britain. lYo such enactment being in my recollec-

tion, and judginj; of the future by the past, I can
feel no such confidence, and am consequently des-

titute of all hope on the subject of " legislative

action in aid of agriculture."

It is true, Col. G. has guarded himself pretty

well against the chartre of being too sanguine or

credulous in his anticipations of this aid, by limit-

ing their fulfilment to the time "when they,'''' (the

legislature,) ''shall see clearly hnw it is to be done.^^

I also shall expect them to be fulfilled, should this

ardently to be desired "when'''' ever come. But as

clearness of" vision in regard to the great and vital

interests of agriculture seems never to have been
an attribute, either required or manifested in Vir-

ginia legislators, I cannot say more of it, than
that I shall always be prepared to hail it as a God-
send, it it ever should be exercised in our behalf.

Until then, I can entertain no hope, nor even
shadow of" expectation, that the mental eyes of

our law-makers will ever be directed towards the

means of agricultural improvement and prosperi-

ty ; still less, that any laws will ever be passed to

promote them.
In conclusion, permit me respectfully to suggest,

not only to Col. Gooch, but to all the rest of our

brethren, never more to look for legislative aid to

our class, until we can prevail on ourselves to

choose agricultural patriots to represent us, rather

than political party prize-fighters, and makers of

presidents and vice presidents. Never more to ask

any thing for agriculture, until political party bat-

tles and political party victories shall certainly have
ceased to be deemed matters of such paramount,
such very superior importance to the great agri-

cultural and commercial interests of tlie country,

as to render the qualifications for fighting those
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battles and achieving those victories, the only pre-

requisites in choosino; our legislators. It" we de-

mand not good moral character, good talents well

cultivated, and statesman-like (jualities, as indis-

pensable qualifications in our legislators, is it not

something I'ar worse tlian preposterous folly, to

expect salutary laws tirom any body ot'men what-
ever, chosen, if not without anyreference to such
endowments, at least with a public and general

understanding that zeal and skill in parly-wartiire

will bedecmed immeasurably more valuable, than

all other qualifications put together. The natural,

nay, the inevitable consequnce must be, if the

people themselves ivill act upon such anti-patriotic

principles, that their representatives will deem it

both their interest and their duty to pursue a simi-

lar course. Away then—Ibrever away with as^ri-

cultural and all other interests, but those of politi-

cal party, which, from their very nature, must be

partial, monopolizing, and exclusi\e. We have
no middle course between a faithful and undevia-
ting adherence to our own interests, as insepara-

bly connected with those of the American people,

and the demoralizing, distracting, and baneful in-

terests of political party, which, (call it by what
name you please,) will always make the national

interest subservient to its own, although the pro-

motion of the former is ever made the pretext for

the most unhallowed and iniquitous of its own
proceedings. That we never have had any active,

etlicient friends to ao-riculture in our legislature, is,

unquestionably our own fault; and so long as it

remains so, we should blame none but ourselves
for that deplorable neglect and consequent depres-
sion ot all agricultural interests in Virginia, which
is so rapidly desolating every part of her territory,

that those called neighbors, will soon live too far

apart even to hear each others' dogs bark. But
the remedy ibr this shameful, most ruinous legis-

lative neglect, is not any longer to degrade our-
selves by annually begging lor what we have a
right to demand. No, let us never again expose
ourselves "to such humiliation, but endeavor, with
our utmost zeal and perseverance, to devise some
ways and means among ourselves, to resuscitate

our fast sinking agricultural interests, and secure
for them that permanent prosperity, which is in-

dispensably connected with the national wellare
as its most essential procuring cause. The next
Agricultural Convention will furnish a good oppor-
tunity for the incipient steps towards the accom-
plishment of this most desirable object, provided
it be as ililly attended as it ought to be : much
more fully, it is to be hoped, than the first, lor that
proved any thing but encouraging to the true
friends of the cause. By the way, would it not be
better to meet on the 2d Monday in December,
than the 2d Monday in February ? The weather
then, will probably be better; and if any mem-
bers of the Legislature should also be members of
the convention, they will be on the spot to attend,
whereas, before the 2d Monday in February, the
Legislature ought certainly to adjourn—even if in-

stead of taking the ten-hour prescription forofficial

labors, they will work only five per day, in mat-
ters exclusively of legislative duty. This would
be a truly gralilVing spectacle to every real liiend
of the Ancient Dominion; but thatvou, or I, or any
of our descendants to the third and fourth genera-
tion will ever see a Virginia Legislature thus pat-
riotically employed—should public sentiment re-

main what it is in regard to the true and essential

duties of legislators— is deemed an impossibility

—

at least by your old friend

COMMENTATOR.
[Our correspondent is mistaken as to the time for

the second meeting of the Agricultural Convention.

It was appointed to be held on the second Monday in

January ; and we take this occasion to call attention to

the matter, and request all belonging to the agricultural

interest to bear it in mind, and have delegates sent

from the existing agricultural societies, and from pub-

lic meetings where no such societies have been form-

ed.—Ed.]

ON PATENTS FOIl INVENTIONS,

To Uie Editor of the Farmers' Register.

# * # * #

You complain of John Bull rurming away with
American inventions. The okl fellow, as long as

I can remember, has been said to improve, and
to leave to others the trouble of inventing. But,
is it not to be expected that this will always be the
case, when in a communit}' so small as is this,

there should be such a want of community of feel-

ing—a liberality so limited, or rather an ifliberality

so illimitable I And, as I am now on the subject of
improvements, I will just suggest a practical illus-

tration ot what, in my opinion, would be an im-
provement as to new inventions of the lesser,

though not less beneficial, order. The Society of
Arts in London, on condition that the owner ot the
improvement of this class, will forego the patent,

will give him a certificate of its value, and this

giving It a character, is, I think, generally found
to be an equivalent. If the Franklin Institute

were to act thus, the patentees would be exchang-
ed for owners of legitimate and real improvements;
and in such populations, as those in which they
will become popular, will receive a full equivalent,

and the public would be preserved from much
ti'aud—especially in washing machines. The de-
ception in this hoax is enormous ; and, when it is

considered that J. C. Curwen, of Cumberland, as
early as 1802, had all the clothes of his farm steam-
ed without rubbiuff, the trick is still more remark-
able. ( Vide his Agricultural Hints.)

But, by the recent patent law, I see in the tariff

of rates, John Bull is to pay ^500; any other
foreigner ^300; and the citizen but JjJSO. As to

Ibreigneis, they will cheerfully submit; as, if a pa-
tent is not vvorih S500, it is not worth a sou : but
I cannot otherwise than believe that, as the caveat

principle is, I apprehend, for the first time put into

practice, it would be better to charge 8300, §400,
or even ^50Q to every one—especially, if for lesser

objects, the Franklin Institute could be induced to

act, and the owners to acquiesce. The fund cre-

ated by the increased charge, might accrue for the
benefit of distressed, although successful, invent-

ors, (a class too often to be found,) or be di.^posed

ot in any useful manner—to the descendants of
such men as Fulton or Whitney, for instance.

But, as to chargintf forigners more than natives,

it is to me iuexplioablc, except such is the
case in other countries with American citizens.

If it is so, I am ignorant of the fact. How-
ever, I should very humbly think, that where,
as in the case of the Tnitcd States and Great
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Britain a reciprocity treaty existed, 'it was con-

trary to law. An American ship pays the

same pilotage as a British vessel in the United

States—and vice versa : but the amount of the

chartre rests in the breast oftlie proper authorities

in both countries. The pilot charge in New Or-

leans, and in Calcutta, are, I suppose, greater than

in New York and the British channel. Those de-

pend on the local authorities, and these authoiities

do not look to the amount, but to the value ofmo-
ney ; and it would be hard indeed if a Mississippi

or a Hoogly pilot should be compelled to labor tor

the same amount, as his brother in New York or

the channel. In short, equality in charging the

citizens of both countries, is the basis of the treaty;

and how, because Great Britain taxes a patentee

fr-om the United States £100 or 8-lSO, which is

just what she taxes her own, the United Slates,

can acquire a right to create an equality of princi-

ple, I am at a loss to discover. It would be hard,

if the government of the United Slates charged

SIOOO ior a patent to a citizen, that the Britisli

Minister should mereU^, on that account, increase

his $430 to -S 1000.

G. L. C.

From the New Vorlv Journal of Commerce.

PRICE OF BREAD-STUFFS.

Wc would not needlessly interrupt the enjoy-

ments of those who look forward to the next wii -

teras a time of general starvation. But lest their

dreams should be too suddenly broken, we must
call their attention to the facts contained in the

last news (i-om Europe res|)ecting the prices of

bread-stuffs there. We happen to know of an
operation at Liverpool, by which fifty thousand
bushels of wheat are to be immediately forwarded

to this country, and by the prices which are pub-
lished, there is Utile doubt that much larger sup-

plies will be soon forthcoming; for the long con-

tinuance of high prices, the successful issue of the

recent importations, and the fact, well ascertained,

that our domestic supplies are inadequate to our

wants, will give new confidence in fliture ope-

rations. Let us see at what prices we can be sup-
plied.

In Paris the price of bread is about 2 cents, and
in London 3 cents per lb. VVe found a shilling

Joaf in New York yesterday to weigh 2 lbs. 3 oz.

which is 6 cents per lb. The price of wheat in

Paris is 112 cents a bushel, and the price of flour

S5 a barrel. In London flour is ^8 per barrel.

In the ports of the Mediterranean and of the Bal-

tic, bread stufls are much cheaper than in either

London or Paris. The price of good wheat at

Naples is 2s. lOd. sterling a bushel, or 67 cents.

From any one of these places freight might be

obtained at 33 cents per barrel on flour, and r2i^-

cents per bushel on wheat, or about half the rate

charged on transportation of the same articles

from Rochester, and one fourth of what is charged
from Ohio by one house, at a freight of 49 cents.

The duty oa flour is one dollar a barrel, and on
wheat 25 cents a bushel. Wheat, therefore, can
be imported from Naples and laid down in New
York at 125 to 135 cents per bushel, all charges
paid, and a hundred other places at the same or a

less price. Corn and rye are not burdened with a
duty, and may be imported to great advantage.

Vol. IV—53

The countries of Europe and Asia afford stores of
bread stuff's almost inexhaustible, so that the sup-
plies for this country, it they should run to the

highest possible quantity, could only affect prices

in a very slight decree. Free trade will supply
all our wants, and the cost, wilh a little mercantile

profit, will not carry prices above 150 cents for

wheat, 100 cents for rye and Indian corn, 50 cents

lor oats per bushel, and .^7 50 for flour per barrel.

So let the desponding cheer up, for no one who
is industrious and frui^al need starve in 1836 or

1837.

For the Farmers' Register.

PRICES OF GBAIPfj &C. &C.

Sir— I had scarcely read, with a delight that I

am unable to describe, the observations of Taylor
of Caroline, on the effect of the funding system,,

when I encountered the "fi-ee trade" doctrine of
the Journal of Commerce. Its object was, (affer

showing that bread was 6 cents per lb. in New
York, 3 in London, and 2 in Paris, and that wheat
could be had for 67 cenis in Naples,) to prove,

that if "free trade" (and a long south-west wind,

I suppose) was to continue, there would be no
danger of starvation in the cities and rural dis-

tricts of the United States. What is to be done,

if owing to bad harvests, or any other cause, Eu-
rope should become its own consumer, and cease

to be able to export, the sage writer of the para-

graph has not deigned to say. But this language
more than ever convinces me of the utter futility of
the doctrines ofpolitical economy, and the doctrine

so often repeated, and I am almost tempted to say
as often refuted by practice, that things will find

their own level. Let war be undertaken, or fo-

reign dictation tarael}' submitted to, because you
are literally unable to sustain a contest—and per-

haps the corn laws of Britain, and the protection

of the agriculturist, will not appear so absurd.

But what is the cause of this state of things 1

The mania for stock jobbing, for banking, for

speculation—and much of this based, as is now
clearly proved, on fiaud and forgery.

The "empire state" boasts of its progress. Vir-

ginia and the south, lament their relative decline.

Is it to be wondered at, when we see the hot bed
system of the one, and the simple cultivation of
the other? The southern stales are sinking,

when the others are rising. Is th^re no remedy?
There is. And it is to be found in the employ-
ment of such methods as the youthful state of

Georgia has used, in the creation of means,
to place within her borders the arsenal of the

south, and lav down a rail road from the At-
lantic to the Gulf For while the south has been
talking about a scheme, as visionary as its foun-

ders, and as impracticable as it is expensive—the

forcing the port of Charleston into the position of

the emporium of the south—Vvhile this has been
a subject of .^peculation, inquir^^, and declamatory

flummery, what has not Georgia done? She has
'employed a talented and patriotic member ofcon-
fjress to urge her suit—display the advantages of

her patriotism, and has succeeded, comparatively

at a blow, in procuring S2,500,000 from the city

of Boston, for the purposes I have mentioned.

Thus, the name of Thnmas Butler King will be

rendered celebrated, and well worthy of envy and
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admiration : but perliaps no less so than the cap-
italists who have contributed to the fund. Per-
haps the sages who projected the rail road to the

Ohio, from the Atlanlic, and excluded Georgia
from "our charier," will now see their folly, and
lament their stupidity—especially, ifuniiinirin ac-

tion, and avoiding the ditiiculties of complicated
legislation, Georgia, Kentucky, and Tennessee
should combine, and thus producing co-operalion

with Virginia, create two outlets, the effect of

which, will be to exclude South Carolina from any
of the benefits, which, from her language, she so

anxiously desires—and this at the very instant

when the latter has, in Beaufort, a port more ca-

pable of becoming a man of war harbor, and
better situated than any other on the Atlantic,

south of Norfolk. However, I may seem to be
wandering from my subject ; and hence, I am led

to say that, as a road to market will be one of the
best methods to protect agriculture, Virginia,

Kentucky, Tennessee, the Carolinas, &c. &c.
should, if possible, follow t he example of Georgia.
Hence, let agents be despatched to Philadelpihia,

whose intelligent capitalists will doubtless follow

the example of Boston and ascertain whether,
with her present capital, as much could not be
had as would carry the desired objects into effect.

The commercial influence she would obtain vvould

be incalculable. I say her presunl capital, to pre-

vent the necessity of such a redundancy of issue

as has already inflicted so great a punishment on
the country—and on the effect of which, there is

too correct a picture to be found in Col. Young's
reply to those who ask him to become a candidate
for the government of New York. Well, very
well, do his opinions verify the sentiments in, I

think. No. 12 of Taylor's Arator, to which and to

his notes, 1 beg the earnest attention of your read-

ers and yourself. Well does Col. Young observe

—

" Whilstlegislation is directed, as it ever should
be, to the greatest number, laws will be iew and
simple ; but in proportion as it is perverted to the
corrupt subserviency of stock-jobbers, speculators,

and monopolists, will it become more intricate,

protracted, and multilarious. When the imnmta-
ble truth is fully understood, that there is no possi-

ble way ofcreafmg- wealth but by productive labor,

it is perfectly apparent that the gains and specula-
tions of the profits of monopolists are extortions

upon mankind, in which the few participate at the
expense of the many.

Occupied with their private concerns, the cppeat

mass of mankind do not always bestow sufficient

attention to watch the silent operation of laws,

and to trace the connexion of cause and effect.

Little by little the aggressions of power steal un-
perceived upon the body politic, like the debility of

age upon the human frame. Twenty yeais atjo,

the legislation of the last session, if it could not

have been otherwise averted, vvould have roused
the whole community to arms. The undeniable
truth that all men are born free, and have equal
rights in the enjoyment of life, liberty, and the pur-
suit of happiness, was not then forgotten or disre-
garded."
The wise, the intelligent, the provident, in the

large towns of the north, must and will second
you. When they behold a starving populace
calling for bread, (and this, iC such doctrines as
those of the Journal of Commerce to which I

have advened are .sanctioned, they must now in

prospective," aud eventually in /ad will behold,)
they will ofier their aid to stay the plague of such
an excessive issue, and to employ at the same
time, their surplus capital as well to insure the

safety of their property in general, as to open to

their distressed fellows, every channel whereby
provisions can he brought to sustain their families,

and enable their laborers and artizans, in their

turn, to keep society in peace and good order, and
to sustain the general interests and nianufiictures

of the country. For, to suppose any progress in

either art, science, or rrianufiictures, where provi-

sions are so high, as they are even now, is per-

fecily ridiculous—inferior wheat being 170 cents

per bushel, and Commodore Ballard's 215 cents.

In 1800 and thereabouts, if I am not much mista-

ken, the maximum of wheat, in the grazing coun-
ty of Gloucester, Great Britain, was 160s. per

quarter, i. e. 20s. or 480 cents per bushel ; when,
in Norlblk it was about half that price. Now, I

think it is about 6s. or 140 cents in England. If

circumstances of this kind are not calculated to

arouse the torpid and awake those that are asleep,

I know not what will.

I have referred to jfrator. I could hope a new
edition of this admirable work could be published,

with notes correcting the then popular errors of its

truly original author, and demonstrating the cor-

rectness of his views on agriculture and the mo-
netary system. It would, I am convinced, go far

to prove, that if capital is not by the mere force of

public opinion and correction of popular error, ap-

plied to agriculture, that evil, infinite evil must be

the consequence. What have not Sir J. Sinclair,

Coke of Norlblk, Lord Somerville, and Francis

Duke of Bedford—what have not these men done
for the agriculture of Great Britain? And, per-

haps, I might ask what would they, what could

they have done, without the so much despised,

so much abused corn laws ? Laws, which have
now rendered their country independent of others,

and at all times able (lor such I am convinced

will in future be the case,) to supply her popula-

tion with provisions. This leads me to ask if du-

ring some of the discussions in congress, perhaps,

in consequence of Mr. Pinckney's urging the em-
bargo as the means of distressing Great Britain,

MrrJames Llo3'd, then senator from Boston, did

not demonstrate, that all the United States ever

sent to Great Britain did not exceed a fortnight's

consumption for her population? I speak from
memory and may be wrong. Mr. Tracy's decla-

ration on Mr. Aladisoii's Resolutions, I believe,

will not soon be forgotten. ( Vide Marshall.)

G. L. C.

P. S. The remedy, I apprehend, will be found
to be in the joint stock system, and a final termi-

nation to the chartered principle. Charters are

the ofl>ipring of chicaner}', and promoters of pe-

culation. Jf^hij, in defiance of tyranny, corrup-

tion, proscription, whether proceeding from the

state or general government, toill not the bank of
the United States, loith a capital so diffused as ef-

fectually to annihilate all two-penny chartered insti-

tutions, be created a general joint stock company 1

The state of New York has a law restraining

private banking. "\\ here did it get the power to

restrain trade in mouey, any more than it has to

restrict a tralBc in tin kettles? May this domes-
tic despotism soon reach its period !
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REMARKS OIV THE WILLCOX GRAPE, AND
OTHER SEEDLINGS.

To Hie Editor of llie Farmers' Register.

Petersburg, Oct. \st, 1S36.

Observing in the last Recrister the request rela-

tive to native iirape vines, I am induced to send

you a piece ot"the vine of the fVillcnx Grape, wilh

a bunch or two of tlie fruit attached thereto. Ii is

a seedling—and the only vine known to be in ex-

istence, is now growiri!! in the yard in front of the

mansion house, at Walnut Hill, the country seat

of Mr. J. V. VVillcox, near this town. Mr. Will-

cox informed me, that the vine was found in the

woods not far from the house, and he had it re-

moved and planted where it is now growing. I

tasted the fi-uit some years since, when the sum-
mer had been dry, and it was sweeter than the

fruit now sent you. On sending to Walnut Hill

to obtain a specimen of (he fruit to day, what I

send you was all that remained. IMr. W's. ser-

vant had preserved a quantity of them in sugar,

and sent me, he being absent, a tumbler fiill,

which were of very fine tiavor. This variety de-

serves particular attention fi-oni its color, which is

white, and from its sweetness—in other respects

it very much resemliles the wild summer grape,

which ripens first in our woods. It is my opinion
j

this variety would answer uncommonly well to i

put up in cotton, or sawdust, for winter use. I have
made several unsuccessful attempts to propagate
from this vine. Like many native varieties it is

extremely difficult to raise from slips. I have had
the slips sprout and grow till warm dry weather,

and then die. I shall try ingraihng next year.

Among the varieties of American vines describ-

ed by Prince in hisTrealise on the Vine, I find no
variety like this described, and among all the va-

rieties not one in fifteen is white. The vine is

said to have been heavily laden with fruit this

year, and I think, for eating, it is preferable to

Norton's Seedling.

I will add a few remarks as to mv experience

in cultivating a few of the native varieties of the

vine. The soil of my vineyard, on the Appomat-
tox near town, is what is called, in Prince George,
the mulatto soil, and is much stiffer than I would
wish it to be f(>r a vineyard. The white Scupper-
nnng succeeds well and never rots or mildews.
The same may be said of the " Alexander," and in

this respect it seems to me that deserves cullivaiion

in preltjrence to the Catawba or Isabella. The
Alexander is a larsre black grape, and when fully

ripe is an excellent fi-uit. I am trying the experi-
ment of preserving them in cotton for winter use.

The Catawbas and Isabellas have generally failed

the present season in this part of the country, I

presume on accountofthe extreme wet of the sea-

son. Some of the wild grapes in the woods rot-

ted, apparently from the same cause. The Cataw-
bas in my vineyard rolled equally as bad, if not

worse than the Isabellas ; and there were but few
perfect bunches of the fruit of either kind on my
vines. Those on the hill side, with a northern ex-
posure, rotred worse than those on a level. A
few years since, both of these kinds succeeded re-

markably well in this part of the country. It seenis
to me, from rather a slight observation, that the
same weather, which for three years past has
blighted much of the wheat crop in this neighbor-

hood, also produced the rot in the grapes. I have
strong hopes, that when we are again blessed

with a ffood wheat crop, the Catawbas and Isabel-

las will return into fixvor. But it is surely expedi-

en' to cut many of them down, and ingraft on the

slocks those varieties which never fail to ripen

well. The Bland does not generally ripen as well

as the Catawbas, and Isabellas on fi-ames. The
best I have seen this year, and in fact ever saw
grow, are vines which run on trees.

Norton's Seedling is a great bearer, and has not

rolled at all this year in my vineyard. But I con-

sider it infiirior as a table fi'uit. In that respect it

will bear no comparison with the Catawba. Isabella,

Bland, or Alexander. I have them now all ripe

together, and can well form a proper estimate of

ihe flavor of each kind.

I have a ihw more varieties which I have not

te>ted, but they will bear next year. A few vines

in the vineyard of the white, red, and black fox-

grape, common muscadine, black scuppernong, and
Smarl's Elsingburg, bear yearly, but they are in

my estimation, hardly deserving the soil they oc-

cupy.

Feeling a deep interest in the extensive cultiva-

tion of the best varieties of native grapes, you will

probably liear from mo again.

A, B. SPOONER.

From the Gciiesce Fanner.

LIMING DESTROYS BIALARIA.

It has been already shown in this journal, that

one of the most important uses of lime is to absorb
the gases which arise from fermentation, and
which constitute the food for plants. Some of
these vapors are mephitic; and it follows as a ne-

cessary consequence that tlieir absorption by the

lime must render the locality more salubrious

—

converting the poison into aliment, the nuisance
into a blessing. We are not positive, though we
are inclined to believe, that E. RufHn was the

first writer who- brouiiht the subject fiiirly before

the public. It has also been mentioned however,
in an English work, the "Journal of a Natural-
ist ;" and M. Puvis speaks of it in decided terms.

The author of the excellent ''Essay on Calca-
reous Manures," has proposed the inlroduction of
Marl in\o towns and cities, lo purify the streets,

cellars, and back yards ; and in our opinion no pro-

position of more importance has been made in

modern times. There is reason lo believe that

had this measure been employed in 1S32, thou-
sands of our citizens might have been saved from
the Asiatic ('holera. It is well known that a great
disparity in cleanliness has existed between the
difl'erent cities; and a corresponding disparity in

the number of deaths at the time of that awliil epi-

tlemic; yet in no case that we are aware of, have
the sfreels been cjeansed except by water or by
scraping. These methods however are not en-
tirely efUcient. Filth will settle in between the
paving stones, which neither method, under or-

dinary circumstances, can remove; but which
marl, as if by magic, would render perfectly harm-
less. " The Conservators of the Public Health"
possess great power, and ouglil to use it.

" The streets ouixht to be sprinkled with marl,"
says the last mentioned writer, "and as often as

I
circumstances may requiie. The various putres-
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cent matters usually left in the streets of a town
filone, serve to make the mud scraped i'rom them
a valuable manure; yet the principal part ol' the

bulk of street mud is composed merely ol' barren

c'ay, brought in ujion the wheels of wa<xons li'om

the coiuitry. Such a cover of calcareous earth

would be the mostefiectual absorbent and preserv-

er of putrescent matter, as well as the clipapest

mode of keeping a town always clean. There
would be less noxious or offensive effluvia, than is

generated in spite of all the ordinary means of pre-

vention ; and by scraping up and removing the

marl afier it had combined with and secured

enough of putrescent matter, a compost would be

obtained for the use of the surrounding country, so

rich and so abundant that its use would repay a

large part if not the whole of the expense incurred

in its production. After twenty years of such a

course, the surrounding liirms might be capable

of returning to the town a ten-lbld increase surplus

product."

Those who arc habituated to breathe the pure
air of the country, become very sensible of the

noxious exhalations of the streets when they visit

our cities, especially in the morning in hot clear

weather before the wind rises, as it generally lioes,

in the forenoon, ijut some loculilirs are offensive

at all seasons of the year. This is the case with

slaughter houses ; and it would-be no unreasona-

ble stretch of prerogative for our city and village

authorities to insist on the abatement of such nui-

sances by a liberal application of marl or quick

lime. The former is the best tor the following

reasons: "Quick lime forms new combinations
with putrescent substances and in thus combining
throws of] effluvia, which though different tiom the

products of putrescent matter alone, are still disa-

greeable and ofli^nsive. Mild lime on the contra-

ry, absorbs and preserves every thing.'"*

It may now be proper to flirnish some evidence

of the salubrious influences of lime in the soil.

" My principal farm," says E. Ruffin, "until

within some lour or five years, was suliject in a
remarkable degree to the common mild autumnal
diseases of our low country. Whether it is owing
to marling, or other unknown causes, these bilious

diseases have since become comparatively rare. Nei-
ther does my opinion in this respect, nor the facts

that have occurred on my farm, stand alone.

Some other persons are equally convinced of this

change on other lands as well as on mine."
He afterwards says in 1835—"The foregoing

was first published in the Farmer's Register for

July, 1833. It is proper here to add, tliat the two
autumns that have since passed, have brought no
circumstances to weaken the opinions advanced,
and many that have served on the contrary to

Btrengthen them."
A correspondent of the Farmers' Register says,

" The streets of Mobile are generally unpaved
;

and as a substitute for stone oi; gravel, which is

not to be obtained, shells which have long been
untenanted, are strewn over the carriage ways
and side walks to the depth of several inches.

These soon become a firm mass, and form a
smooth surface, so as to resend^le a M'Adamized
road. The shells which are of various kinds and
generally small, are raked up in great quantities

in the shallow lakes, and brought to the city in

Essay on Calcareous Mannres.

large lighters. Mobile is much more healthy now
than it was before this plari of improving the streets

was adopted.'''

Another correspondent of the same paper, sub-

sequently says, " A few days airo I saw a near
connection who has just returned fiom a settle-

ment which he has made on the Black Warrior,
about fifty miles below Tuscaloosa. He spoke of
the fiict that Mobile had become much more healthy

within afeic years, without however assigning any
cause. Jle also represented a very large portion

of that country between Tuscaloosa and Mobile,
as calcareous, and abounding in shell marl or soft

limestone. He says the country, if not more
healthy, is certainly not more sickly than this, [the

middle and hilly region of Virginia.] and that it

appears to be generally understood there that the

marl preserves itfrom disease.''''

If appears from a letter dated at Mobile and
published in the Farmers' Register, that until the

year 1827 it was "counted unheaiihy," not only

because j'cllnw fever had "raged like a pesti-

lence" at difi'erent times, but also on account of

bilious fevers. Va.nous improvements however,
were in progress, such as raising the streets above
high tides, erecting brick buildings, &c. The
writer says, in reference to these improvements,

"Since 1827 the effect on the comfort and health

of the place is abundantly obvious. Every street

is shelled—all the alleys—many of the yards—all

the public ware-house yards, and the tavern yards,

are shelled—several of the streets are Bhelled for

half a mile back, and one that meets a leading

road is shelled over a mile—many of the cross

streets are shelled, and ere long every street in the

city will be shelled— it is indeed the settled policy.

Mobile has been uniformly healthy since 1827.

Last fall and this summer, while the Cholera ra-

ged so fatally in New Orleans, Mobile was visit-

ed with very iew cases, and they excited little or

no alarm. The deaths were four or five."

In another communication to the Editor of the

Farmers' Register, it is said. "There is another

lact connected with this part of the suljject that

strongly corroborates your views regarding the

healthy action of calcareous earths on putrescent

matter. The fact is that the prairies have proved

to be the healthiest part of the state, notwithstand-

ing the water is to all appearance bad, and is very

unpleasant to the taste,"

A correspondent of the Southern Agriculturist,

in rei'eniug to the prairies of Alabama, writes as

follows :
" I think the country more healthy than

South Carolina, owing in part to its being more

high, dry, and broken, and more under the influ-

ence of the strong trade winds ; but there must be

a further reason, because I have seen local causes

enough to produce sickness here, in spite of the

general causes of salubrity. Families reside with

security on their prairie plantations all summer, in

the midst of extensive clearings of rich land. /
think it must comefrom some purification of atmos-

phere arisingfrom the immense quantity of lime on

and near the surface of the soil. The other lands

in that country undoM- similar circumstances, are

not more healthy than in South Carolina."

We shall now" present extracts li-om the " Essay

on the use of Lime as a Manure." After reii^r-

ring to emanations which attack the health of the

inliabiiants," xM. Puvis says, "This unhappy ef-

fect appears almost no where in calcareous re-
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pions : the mars^in of lakes and ponds there siUia-
ted, do not produce the same unheahhiness, and
even marshj' irrnurids there are les^: unheahh}'.

" Linna?us thou<jht that the unheahhiness of
most countries depended on the nature ot (lie wa-
ter, and was owing- to the argillaceous particles
which they contain. Now \hefi(^ argillaceous par-
ticles are always precipitated by the calcareous com-
pounds. For this reason, the waters which stand
u|>on, or run over marl or calcareous rock, are al-

most always limpid and clear.

" We are not Ihr from helieving then, that
throwi no- r/cA marl or lime, into a well of muddy
and brackish water, might have the effect, in part
at least, of clearing it, and making it healthy to

drink.

"Lime in all its combinations, destroys the mi-
asmata dangerous to life. Its chloride annihilates
all had odors, arrests putrelkciion, and in short,
has subjected the plague of Eirypt to the skill and
courage of Paristo, The white-wash of lime up-
on infected buildings, upon the walls and mangers
of stables, is regarded as serving to destroy the
contagious miasmata of epidemic and epizootic
diseases.

" The limed soil then, to the depth it is ploush-
cd, ought to change its emanation as well as its

products; and if the lower strata or subsoil send
up emanations, these effluvia in passing through
the improved layers of the soil, where the calcare-
ous agent is always at work and developinjr all its

affinities, ought also to be modifipd, and take the
character of those of the upper bed. The limed
soil then, it would seem, ought to be made
healthy.

merly it was made in this state for exportation,

but gave place to cotton. The latter is so gene-
rally cultivated now, that attention may be very
profifalily directed again to indigo. When we
abandoned the cultivation of it, some years past,

there was comparatively a small demand for it,

in this country and Europe. A vast proportion of
the goods colored with that die, was imported
ft-om the East Indies; consequently ibe market
for American indigo was extremely limited, and
the planter gladly turned his attention to an ar-

ticle promising as good returns, and more ready
sale. It was certain that cotton manufactories
were rapidly progressing in Europe, and would
consume all we could supply them. We had no
glut to fear: consuming their fiibricks, it was but
natural they should give our raw material the pre-

ference. It is easy to overstock a market with
dye-stuffs, but difficult to do so with the matter to

be colored. This led to the abandonment of in-

digo, and now this country has to import large

quantities for home consumption. We have now
.a home market for the article, with a daily increas-

ing demand. The coarse goods we formerly im-
ported from the East Indies we no longer see.

We substitute European and American fabrics,

which fabrics absorb vast quantities of coloring,

and cause a consumption of indigo unknown in

Europe and America, when that dyeoccu[)ied the

attention of our farmers. The supplies drawn in

those days from North and South America, have
dwindled down to almost nothing. The United
States produce none, and the unsettled ^tate of the
countries formerly under the Sjianish and Pottu-
guese governments, must for many j^ears to come,

'•But what we maintain here by induction, is render supplies from that quarter both partial and
fortunately a fact of extensive experience, j^ninn^
all the countries in which lime has carried and es-

tablished fertility , there is not cited that I know of,

a single one where intermittent fevers prevail—
while they have never disappeared in a country,
even where an active culture draws good products
from the impermeable argilo-silicious soil.

" To extend the great benefit of healthiness to

the whole of a country, it is no doubt necessary
that the whole country should receive this health-

giving agent. On every farm, in proportion as
liming is extended over its surface, the chance of
disease will be seen fo diminish ; and the healthi-

ness of the country will keep pace toith the progress
of its fertility.^''—Far. Reg. Vol. 3.

TO GUAHD HORSES FROM FLIES.

Farmers might easily save the flesh of horses
and cows, and confer great kindness on their ani-

mals, in preventing the usual annoyance of flies,

by simply washing the parts with the extract of
pennyroyal. Flies will not alight a moment on
the spot to which this has been applied. Every
man who is compassionate to his beast, ought to

know this simple remedy, and every livery stable

precarious. It is evident, that while the demand
for indigo on both sides the Atlantic is immensely
greater than it was fifty years ago, the supplies

from all countries upon the ocean north of Cape
Horn, are diminished in the same ratio. As a
home market is open for large (]uantities, I cannot
but believe, many would find it to their advantage
to tubsfitute indigo for cotton. 3Iany years must
elapse, before we can produce more than a suffi-

ciency for home consumption, and again become
exporters. The supply of our own market is, I

think, a sufficient inducement to cultivate the plant.
" The seed may be sown at all times, but spring
is the best, and the species named in this commu-
nication makes the best indigo. It should be
planted in good smooth soil, well tilled and not too

dr}', in furrows about six inches wide, two inches

deep, and twelve apart. It must be kept clear of
weeds. The plant ripens in about two months.
When it begins to flower, cut it with pruning
knives, and again every six weeks if the weather
should be a little rainy. After two years, it dege-
nerates and must be plucked up. The leaves and
small branches should be gathered with great

care, to avoid the shaking off the farina that lies

and country inn, ought to have a supply on^hand «" t^^,™'
'^^'^''J^

'^ ^'^'"^ valuable. Throw them

for travellers.— Yankee Farmer

Fiom the Southern Agriculturist.

IKDIGO.

Indigo is made from the riadigofera tinctoria.

The Spanish indigo is said to be the best in the
world, but it is a fact, American, being produced

into a large tub, or vat, with water, for fermenta-

tion, which will be completed in twenty-four hours

at most. By means of a cock, or spigot, draw off

the water into another tub or vat, called the mor-
tar, or pounding tub. The steeping (or first tub)

is cleared out, filled again, and so on. The salt

of the plant must be separated by agitating the

water in the mortar, by using wooden buckets full

in the province (now state) of Guatamala. For- of holes, fixed to long handles. Be very careful
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in this part of the process. If the agitation be too

soon Slopped, the part used for dj'ing, not being

sufficiently separated from the salt, would be lost.

If agitated too long alter the salt is out, the parts

remaining will form a new combination. The salt

reacting on the dregs, will produce a second fer-

mentation, change llie color and make Avhat is

called burnt indigo. This will be prevented by

close attention to the color, and changes of the

dye, by drawing a little ii'om time to time, into a

clear vessel. When the coloring particles collect,

by separaiino; from the rest of the liquid, quit

using the buckets, and let the dregs settle to the

bottom. Holes in the tub, or vat, at difl'erent, hut

regular intervals of he'ght, previously made and
plugi^ed, must now be opened, and the clear wa-
ter drawn off. See that the water is clear belbre

this is done, so as to secure ever}' particle of dj'e-

Btuff. The dregs remaining are then to be drawn
into the third tub, or vat, which is the settler.

The water floating in this last vat, is to be with-

drawn by means of a small perforation, minutely

made above the dregs. When tliis is done, put

the dregs into sacks, and when the drain of wa-
ter ceases, put the indigo into chests or small box-
es. At the end of three months it will be per-

fectly dry, and ready for sale any where."
"A hint to the wise is sufficient." Indigo re-

quires no expensive machinery to prepare it for

market. Every farmer can purchase a molasses
cask,* and make of it two tubs. Every one who
knows the use of the saw and plane, can make a
vat, perforate and spile it, and then make boxes or

chests, for the indigo. The indigo planter will

pay no toll of 6, 7, or 10 per cent, and his valua-

ble commodity being less bulky, will pay less car-

riage than cotton, rice, or sugar.

From tlie Genesee Farmer.

NOTES OF OUR TRAVELS.

Having lately travelled through several coun-

ties of this district, we propose to detail some of

the observations and reflections which we made
on the journey.

In the valley of Salmon Creek in Cayuga coun-

ty, we observe that the leaves of the Indian corn

had become discolored and sere, in consequence of

frost which happened some time in last month.
In the more open country, however, subject to a

free circulation of air, we saw no such effects ; but

on the morning of the 6th inst. another frost oc-

curred, which we believe has not been equalled in

severity so early in the season, since the year 1816.

The Indian corn and buckwheat in many places,

were nearly destroyed ; and in most places more
or less damaged. The potato tops also in low si-

tuations in the counties of Wayne and Seneca,
were killed to be ground.

This calamity in connection with the light crops

of wheat, will render it the duty of ev^ery farmer
to save every thinji that is suitable for human food,

fattening his pork and beet on such articles as can-
not be kept till next summer; and even then we
apprehend that the poor on tlic rugged sterile hills

and in many of our cities and villages, will be
eul)ji'ct to great privations. Our canals, by fur-

nishing the means of cheap transportation, will do
much towards equalizing the prices of bread-

etuffe; but if tliere arc not provisions enough in

the country to support the inhabitants, as many
persons seriously believe, the calamity will be les-

sened but not entirely removed. We are not

alarmists, but wc think it u'cll to look out ahead.

We have rarely had so good an opportunity to

observe how very unequally the frost has operated

in the same field. In some low grounds where
the corn and buckwheat have been generally kill-

ed, small elevations in the surfi^ce of not more
than a foot or two, seem to havb preserved the

plants in their full state of tireenness ; but on the

contrary, in one potatoe field the higher part was
damaged, and the lower part untouched. On in-

quiring into the jiarticulars however, the same
principle appears to have operated. The higher

part of this field is mucky or spongy, while further

down the slope the ground is dry and solid, show-
ing that more depends on the texture of the soil,

than on its relative altitude. The first case we
have mentioned will not convince but rather con-

firm the opmion, though altitude doubtless, has an
effect ; and in some cornfields extending from the

flats up the hillsides, the greenness Avhich increas-

ed with the ascent, might properly be ascribed to

both circumstances.

But how do these circumstances produce such
phenomenal We presume it will not be difficult

to explain. Frosts which occur near the close of

spring, or the commencement of autunm, are

chiefly owing to tv.^o causes; radiation and evapo-
ration. In some of our earlier volumes, we have
noticed that the heat in a metallic vessel filled with
hot water, may be let off' six times as fast, simply
by painting its surface black. This result is en-

tirely independent of the contact of cold substan-

ces ; and the open ground may freeze when the

temperature of the air only a few feet above it, is

ten or twelve degrees warnier. At present we
shall be brief on this subject. When the heat ra-

diates to a dcttrsky, it is lost in the depths of ether;

and when it is calm, the warmer air above is not

whirled down on the surftice. It is partly owing
to these causes, that frost in moderate weather,

can only occur under a clear, calm sky.

We may take a further view of this matter.

Professor Leslie has shown that surfaces which
most rapidly absorb heat, also radiate it most free-

ly. The properly of black soils in this respect is

well known ; and hence, we may expect them to

be more subject to vernal and autunmal frosts than
pale colored soils.

But the effects of evaporation must also be ta-

ken into the account. Some idea of its amount
may be conceived by those who have watched the

l()g spreading over meadows in a calm evening.
These exhalations rise so much more freely from
black spongy soils, that the depressions of the land
may be traced out by the log that covers them

;

and it is along such winding swales that the corn

and potatoes are most commonly damaged by the

frost. It may be said indeed that log keeps off

llie frost; but the atmosphere is not always in a
slate to condense the vapor which rises, though it

is then invisible, and which requires lor its jiroduc-

tion a large supply of heat. This heat is abstract-

ed fi-om the soil which cools rapidly in conse-

quence.
At Waterloo we listened to a conversation on

I he course which a farmer ought to pursue when
his corn has heen struck by the frost so carlj' in the

season. Had the croo been more mature, all
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would have been in favor of cutting it up without

delay, and setting it in small slooks ; but its green-

ness in the present case, caused an objection. One
old farmer said that corn would ri|)en when de-

prived of its tops by tlie knili', and why should it

not ripen when deprived of its leaves by the Irosl?

Bui not all the leaves were killed, and the pjices

were li-esh in the slalk. He thought the best man-
agement was to let It alone.

We listened without speaking, but we have
since been told by some who have examined ears

oi corn from time to time, that there is a prospect

of its ripening much better than was expected.
We allude to that which remains uncut.
Some farmers however, have tried the experi-

ment of cutting up a part and leaving a part to

stand ; and we hope to be favored hereafter with
the result.

On sbme farms, we observed that the old prac-

tice of topping corn still continues ; but we believe
it is entirely confined to the old fashioned farmers :

such as know too much to need an agricultural pa-
per. We are not ambitious to undertake the task

of inslructing them, but our readers may do well
to remember that exact experiments have shown
a great loss from that kind of mutilation. The
leav^es are a most important appendage to the
plant. In these the so/) is elaborated into ju.? eg;
and fruits deprived of this benefit are general I v,

if not always, insipid or nauseous. Strip the vine
of the leaves and the grape is worthless. Wheth-
er the flavor of corn is materially injured by this

process, or not, we cannot say ; but the loss in

quantity admits of no dispute. Ch. Woodson, of
Virginia, had the tops and blades taken from seve-
ral rows of (nLhan corn, leaving the same num-
ber of rows uniouched ; and discovered when the
grain was harvested that the corn of the nnmuti-
lated part, weighed more than t\p- corn and fodder
put together oC the pan which was topped and
bladed. He says, " the whole labor of gathering
and curing the fodder and tops (no hiconsiderable
item) was entirely lost."

As the sufjject is one of great interest, we
again present to our readers a remark of the editor
of the Farmers' Register which was appended to

the communication: " If the absolute loss of la-

bor in this usual and long prevailing practice of
Virginia, is as great as we have supposed, and
even half as great as may be inferred from the re-
sult of this experiment,—the amount of the tohole
annual loss and tax so paid, if saved, would be
enough to defray the cost ofconstructing all the ca-
nals and railways now in progress in the state, and
the expenses of the General jissembly to boot.'''

From tlie Genesee Farmer.

LOSS OF WEIGHT IN RIPE GRAIN, FROar DRY-
ING.

In the Georgical Essays, it is stated that, from
experiments carefully conducted, it was shown
that wheat, gathered rijic, lost in 49 days nearly
one-tenth of its weight; barley in 40 "days lo.st

one-seventh of its weight. This vvas in Septem-
ber. In October whea't lost in 24 davs 2 lbs. 1 oz.
in the bushel of 70 lbs. Grain stacked till April,
sustained a loss of nearly 35 per cent. The Far-
mers' Magazine states, that Indian corn gather-

ed dry and shelled in October, had lost in the
May following, nearly 7 per cent, in measure.
This was in England ; in this country but few ex-
periments of this kind have been conducted ; and
it is very desirable, in order that all interested in

the selling and buying of grain may fiilly under-
stand the ground they are going u|)on, that this

subject of the shrinkaije of grain should be pro-

perly investigated. Every farmer knows that
grain shrinks rapidly, though the exact amount is

rarely made the subject of calculation.

It' the above estimates are correct, and we know
no reason why they are not, farmers should calcu-
late careitilly the probable chances of a rise in the
price of grain, beibre they conclude to keep theirs

on hand lor any length of time, or over the vi^in-

ter. That the loss, in shrinkage and wastage, in

a lot of wheat kept fi'om September until April or
May, will fully equal 10 or 12 per cent, we fully

believe. In other grains the loss would be still

Greater. Unless, therefore, a farmer has v.'ell

founded expectations of quite an advance in the
spring prices over those of the fall, it is clearly his

interest to thrash and sell as soon as the fall prices

are fiiirly established. The calculation of chances
is, however, rather nice work for the fiirmer, and
the best rule lor him to adopt is, to dispose of
whatever he has to sell, whenever an ofler is made
giving a decent profit on the cost of production.

From ttie Quarterly Journal ofAgricuIlure, for June.

ON PRESERVING POTATOES AND RAISING
TIJE3I FROAI SEED.

By Sir G. S. Makenzie, Bart.

The Highland Society, always anxious to pro-
cure inlbrmation, has ofl'eed a premium for the
best and approved account, founded on experience,
of the most successiul metliod of preserving pota-
toes in good condition, in their natural state, for a
period of not less than ten months from the time
of their being taken up. I hope to be able to give
to the Society satisfactory infbrmatiou on the a-
bove subject, having paid long and particular at-

tention to the potatoe, and to state some circum-
stances which do not appear to be so generally
known as I presumed they were until I saw the
offer above quoted.

Of various methods I have tried for preserving
potatoes from frost, that practised most common-
ly seems to be the best, viz: Making a shallow
pit about a foot and a half deep, on a dry spot, and
heaping the potatoes like a roof to the height of
about four feet. On the heap thus formed, straw
is laid to the thickness of about eight inches, and
over this the earth taken out of the pit—the whole
being beaten firm by the back of a spade. Some
time about the end of February, or beginning of
March, the pit is opened, and the potatoes turned
over, all the shoots being picked off. I may here
remark, that where a few side roots have proceed-
ed li'oin the shoots, I have planted them, and had
almost as large a product as from sets. The mode
of planting them is to cut a drill with a spade so
deep that the shoots may be covered about two
inches. They are laid inclined upwards towards
the soil, covered, and another drill made, and so

on. The only risk is from frost ; for if once nipt

down, their shoots do not recover so readily as
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those from sets. On this subject I beg to add, that

for early potatoes it has long been my praclice to

spread sets on the (loor of a vinery, or on a hot bed
in March, vvilh a little sand over iheni. By the

time there is little risk of Irost, the shoots are long

enough for the sets to be planted out about the

middle of April. I have frequently had the shoots

nipt down, but they alwaj's recover ; that is, new
shoots spring up in a very short time, and I never
observed that this made qny ditlerence in the pe-

riod of the tubers becoming fit for use. The ear-

ly potatoes I use are the London early for the first

crop ; some of my own, which is a little later, and
remarkably mealy for an early potato. After the

heap is turned over, as I stated above, it may be
again covered, and the potatoes allowed to remain
a month longer, after which they should be re-

moved to a barn or shed, and picked. They should
now be frequently turned over, and picked free of

shoots. II the eyes of a potato are scooped out,

it will gradually dry, if properly exposed; and it

may then be scraped into flour, though not very
white. In this state they will keep for an indefi-

nite time : and there is no risk of their becoming
mitey, as flour does. Dried potatoes might be
found useful during long voyages, though potato

flour is better.

It ought to be made generally known that there

are varieties of the potato which, though suffi-

ciently protected from frost, will not keep under
any management, for more than a few months.
Do whatwewill theydecay, owing to theirnatural
constitution ; other varieties again will keep very
long without any trouble. Hence the Society's

proper object is not to offer a premium such as the

one whicii has given occasion iljrihc present com-
munication, but to offer one for raising new varie-

ties, and producing one or more with as many as

possible of the qualities which a pota:o is desired

to possess. The same observation applies to the

keeping of apples and pears, and various fruits

and roots. Long keeping is a particular property
belonging only to some, and not to all varieties.

Some varieties of the potato are best for the ta-

ble early in winter, and others are best in spring.

Instead of having the trouble to raise different

eorts, for different seasons, it is best to sow seeds,

and to procure a number of varieties in this way
for selection. It is now about twenty years since

I first began to raise new varieties ; and I will

now state my mode of proceeding, that others may
follow it if they think fit.

I first noted down the qualities which it was de-
sirable a potato should have. These are, 1, dry-
ness, or mealiness ; 2, agreeable taste ; 3, mode-
rate size ; 4, regularity of shape, not having deep
eyes ; 5, not bursting when boiled ; 6, not having
a tendency to shoot at an early period ; 7, long
keeping ; 8, productiveness. Among hundreds
of varieties I have not found one possessing all of
these qualities, but I do not despair.

Having gathered the apples from different vari-

eties, I keep them till spring, when I open them,
take out the seeils and dry them. A piece of
ground being prepared by digging in some ma-
nure, but s|)aringly, and the snrfiicc being finely

raked, the seeds are drop|)ed thinly into shallow
drills, two feet asunder. When the plants appear,
they are thinned out to eighteen inches in the

rows, and I have usually selected the strongest.

Those taken out may be transplanted to another

spot. As the plants grow, the earth may be heap-
ed round them. I have observed that, with some
exceptions, those plants which flower the same
season seldom produce tubers. My experience
has proved that the produce of the first season is

not to be relied on as an indication of future pro-

ductiveness ; therefore no seedling should be re-

jected the first year. I recollect a y)lant that pro-

duced but one tuber, about the size of a walnut;
this produced the second year, one hundred and
twenty tubers of good size ; but this degree of

productiveness did not attend succeeding genera-

tions. I have observed, in general, that rough
or scaly skinned potatoes are the driest, and often

too, the earliest. 1 plant every tuber produced
t!ie first year, that is not less than a pea—for

should one hit on a good variet}', it is then more
rapidly increased : it is but a lottery, and some
space of ground must be allotted to the drawing
of it. I have had as many as three hundred va-

rieties growing at once. Of course each variety

must be tallied, and a memorandum kept of every

thing connected with each. Each variety should

be tested the second year, at the time it is taken

up, and aixain in the spring, and those that are

good at both seasons preferred for future trial. In-

deed, all may be rejected but the one that has the

greatest number of qualities noted. In this way
every one may procure sooner or later a good va-

riety of potato. It is of the greatest importance

to procure in this way—lor difference of soil, and
even perhaps of situation, seems to have singular

effects—a fine potato in one soil proving bad in

another, and vice versa. I have one variety that

possesses the 1st, 2d, 4(h, 5th, 6lh, and 7lh quali-

ties, which I have cultivated lor about 18 years,

and I have not yet succeeded in raising a belter.

it seldom, hov/ever, yields above twenty bolls an
acre, of old Ross-shire measure, the peck being

fifty-six pounds. Though there are many sorts

more productive, yet this potato, keeping very

long under the management already described,

has brought it into very general use in this quar-

ter. I have had young potatoes of this sort, of to-

lerable size at my table along with tubers of the

previous year. It is ripe by the middle of Sep-
tember. During the two last seasons, the sets of
potatoes decayed in many places. None of my
own were affected, but some of my tenants lost

large patches. I observed a wire worm on some
of the decayed roots, but whether this worm was
the cause of the failure, or the failure of the sets

induced the insect, from whose egg the worm pro-

ceeded, to lay them on the set, I could not ascer-

tain. It often happens that eflects are regarded

as causes in such matters. It is my practice to have
the potatoes cut into sets, and spread out to dry

during ten days, or a fortnight, before planting

them. This serves to prevent the risk of their rot-

ting in the ground. But I have known sets ol'some

varieties rot soon after the appearance of the plant

above ground; and others I have taken up sound
when the crop was ripe. Thus it is clear that

long keeping does not depend on the mode employ-
ed, to preserve potatoes, but on the natural quali-

ty of a variety ; and the varieties ought to be in-

creased from seeds until the qualities I have enu-
merated are found in one, or at least the most im-

portant of them. It is the opinion of some that

the productiveness of potatoes decreases by long

cultivation. I doubt : at least, it has not occurred
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to my ohservation. If" a variety be planted on a

soil tlitiereiii f'roiri that in which it has succeeded,

it may tail, and I have known this to happen.

On the whole, I conceive ihat ihe object of the

Society can be best attained by the recommenda-
tion to every one interested in tlie cuhure of po-

tatoes, to raise new varities li'oni seeds. Seed-
lings rejected, 1 mean the second year's produce,

need not be thrown awaj', but given to cuttle or

pigs, so that the space occupied by the plants can-
not be said to have been misappHed.

Since the above notices were written, extensive

and accurate experiments have been made in the
garden of the London Horticultural Society, in

relerence to the question, wheth'jr it is best to plant

sets or whole potatoes. I had long since found
that sets were best. The first experiment made,
seemed, however, in favor of whole potatoes;
but I pressed a repetition, and also repeated the

experiments myself, and the question has now
been finally decided in favor of sets. It might
perhaps be of use that a well prepared abstract of

the papers in the horticultural transactions should
be drawn out fur the Quarterly Journal. A great

deal of nonsense has been published about the

remarkable failures of the potato crop in different

places. The thing is still a mystery, which may
not be cleared up for some time. It appears that

early planting gives heavier crops than late jjlant-

ing.

TO PREPARE ORCHARD GRASS SEED FOR
SOW^^G.

The best seed is liable to Hiil, and this is the

only difficulty, of any consequence experienced
in the cultivation of this desirable and productive
grass.

It is recommended to prepare the seed for sov/-

ingj so that it will come up, and grow as well as
any other grass seed, to moisten ttie seed before

sowing by spreading it, not very thin, on a floor,

and with a watering pot sprinkle the seed pretty

well, then mix all well together with a rake ; i(

it does not appear damp enough next day, add
more water, the seed being light it will absorb
a good deal ; and immediately before sowing,
spread as much plaster of paris as will bring it lo

a crood state.— Yankee Far.

EXPERIMENTS WITH MIXTURES OF ASHES,
GYPSUM, LIME, &C. APPLIED TO CORN,
WHEN PLANTED.

To the Editor of the Fanners' Register.

October 9th, 1836.

Should the following statement of experiments,
made in jjlanting this season's crop of corn,

(though presenting negative results,) be thought
of any importance to the readers of your valuable
Register, it is at your service.

Experiment 1st.—2 bushels of leached ashes,
and 1 bushel of gypsum.
Experiment 2d.—2 bushels of unleached ashes,

and 1 bushel of gypsum.
ExperimentSd.—1| bushels ofunleached ashes,

1 bushel of gypsum, and 1 gallon of salt.

Experiment 4th.—1^ bushels of unleached n^h-
VoL. IV—54

es, 1 bushel of gypsum, and ^ bushel of caustic

hme.
The above four compounds were separately ap-

plied on a marked length of five rows, at the rate

of a full handful to each hill of corn, previous to

covering, with six rows intervening between each
experiment without any application—the soil of
the whole being of good quality, and presenting a
favorable opportunity for judging of the results.

Experiment oih.— 17?^- bushels of leached ashes,

55 bushels of gypsum, and two bushels of caustic

lime: this mixture vvas also applied at the rate of

a fijil handful to each hill of corn, with intervening

rows without any application.

Experiment 6th.— 16 Bushels of unleached
ashes, 5k bushels of gypsum, and 2 bushels of
caustic lime, applied in the same proportion to

each hill, as in the preceeding experiments, and
also with intervening rows without any applica-

tion.

Experiment 7lh.—20 bushels of gypsum, 2
bushels of caustic lime, and 2 pounds of sul|)hur:

this mixture was applied in various proportions,

from a handful to 2 hills of corn, to the same
quantify on 4. Connected with and forming a
part of this experiment, were 5 bushels ofgypsum
deprived of its water by heating, and a[;p!ied at

the rate of a handful to two hills of corn. A few
days ago when cutting down this corn, I found

that the gypsum, though artificially deprived of its

constituent proportion of water, had on coming in

contact with the water in the soil, re-absorbed it,

and formed into a hard cake, very slightly mixed
with particles of the soil: from this I infer that

nrypsum thut prepared, cannot properly or benefi-

ciallv be applied in such quantities as in the above

experiment. None of the gypsum used in this

experiment without being deprived of its water,

thouErh applied in the samequatitities to each hill,

can now be seen.

These experiments cover a space of ground al-

together, of nearly 40 acres, on soils presenting

considerable difference, and so arranced as plain-

ly to exhibit any benefit which might have been
derived from them, and every care was used in the

due application of the ditlerent mixtures, and not

without hope of considerable benefit: in this,

however, I am disappointed, as not the slightest

apparent benefit has been derived fiom any of
these experiments.

Similar experiments made with ashes and gyp-
sum by others, as reported in the Retrister, and
other agricultural periodicals, present highly be-

neficial results, not only in the increased growth
of the corn, but in protecting it from the ravages

of insects and crows. In this latter supposed be-

nefit, I derived as little apparent good as in the

growth of corn. What causes may have opera-

ted to produce this difference in results, in experi-

ments so nearly alike, cannot probably be accu-

rately known. All of the soil on which the above
experiments were made, had been rendered calca-

reous by the fiee use of marl, which may so far

account for the want of benefit from tlie applica-

tion of the ashes and lime. That no benefit vvas de-

rived from this liberal use of gypsum, I attribute

to the soil already containing a sufficient proportion

of that combination of lime for fertilizing purpo-

ses. In this belief, I am strengthened by having

applied it to clover sown amongst the corn in the

same field, and adjoining these experimenip : a
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Eart of the clover was left unplastered, and exhi-

its no inferiority to that which had gypsum ap-
plied at the rate of 1 bushel per acre.

The expense atfendinfr ihcse experiments was
considerable in point oi" labor—at least dnub!in<j

the expenses of corn plantinu—and in this case,

without any remunerating results: notwithstand-

ing which, I am still of opinion, tliat on soils not

calcareous either naturally or artificially, tliis mode
of applying ashes would be attended with highly

beneficial results, as experience has proved that

sulphate of lime is inert on soils that are not cal-

careous.

N. L.

For the farmers' Register.

FRAGMENTS OF MY MEMORAKDOM BOOK.

[Continued from No. 5.]

January 6th, 1833. At two farms of SI r. G
,

on Chiclcahomony Swamp, and his residence on
the Brook, within Henrico, and about 6 miles from
Richmond. On Mr. G.'s land, and in that neigh-

borhood generally (from 1 to 3 miles of the granite

ridge) there is Ibumi an abundance of fossil shells,

and their remains, in a form and appearance dif-

fenng from all that I have seen. In most of the

ravines may be s-^en a wet blucish clay, which con-
tains no shells, and no calcareous matter—but is

full of the hollow forms or moulds of shells which
have disappeared. In this respect, this day is like

the gypseous earth which I have found (and else-

where described) in Prince George—and from
JVlr. G.'s description of this, presented to me
though the Enquirer, I at first thought it to be

also gypseous earth. But if it is so, it must have
lost all or nearly all the gypsum into which the

shells were changed, as is the case generally in our
gypseous earth on James River—and this loss

seems inevital)le in the Henrico earth, as it is al-

ways found wet. This earth after being dug, and
exposed a day or so to the air, gives out a strong

and offensive sulphureous odor—which is not the

case with our gypseous earth, but is (in some de-

gree) with the marl of Dr. W. Cocke, on Black-
water, in Sussex. Wherever Mr. G. has dug
through this earth he finds that it changes to marl,

or in other words, the shells are found instead of

their empty places. The first shells found where
the change takes place, are more or less colored

brown, like rusty iron. Judging by my eyes only,

I should think this marl poor in calcareous matter,

the only ingredient that I have much experience
of, or have found of much value: but it may be
that the sulphur, or sulphuret of iron which is also

here present, may increase the value of the ma-
nure. None has yet been used for manure, nor

has a sufficient depth been dug, to furnish fair sam-
ples of the body. No attention was paid to the

existence of marl in this part of the country until

very lately: but though none has been tried, it has
already served to raise the price of land.

Chickahomony Swamp here first came undermy
observation. Its growth of timber shows that it

never has been exposed so much to inundation as
Blackwater: though both these, and many other
swam|)R in Lower Vrginia ai^ree in the general
characters of being remarkably flat, and subject to

frequent and long inundation, for want of sufficient

passage way for the water. They also agree in

the ease and cheapness with which they might be
drained by opening ihe main passage throughout

—

the vast quantity of valualMe land that might be
thus reclaimed—and a'so in the strange neglect of
those interested, of this great profit which miffht
be thus obtained at a small expense. This neglect
is the more remarkable here, because a canal 24
feet wide has already been carried through the
swamp at this place, but which was not continued
to the open navigable water of Chickahomony.
This operation has furnished a practical proof of
the importance of continuing the work, not only
for profit, but to prevent increased evils to the low-
er proprietors. The water from the heavy rains,

being now unobstructed, passes dov/n the canal so

rapidly as to inundate the swamp lands below,
where the obstructions remain, much more than
formerly. Yet even this does not cause the canal
to be continued. Where I saw the canal, the wa-
ter passed with a velocity that would not have
been supposed by those who have only seen such
swamps, before any obstructions have been re-

moved. The depth is sufficient for navigation

in flat boats, though no use is made of it lor that

purpose. In dry seasons in summer, it is a mere
rivulet. I have often urged the general draining

of Blackwater Swamp, by a continued central

drain—and have thought that 10 feet width and 4
feet depth might suffice for that purpose, and that

the expense would not exceed 50 or 70 cents the

running yard. Here 24 feet is the widdi, and is not

too much: but the cost was far below my estimate,

having been contracted for at only 25 cents. The
cause of this remarkably cheap price was that the

canal was carried generally along the former

crooked course of the main body ol water, which
being often deep and wide enough for considera-

ble distances toirether, lessened the labor of dig-

ging—though by this plan the course is longer and
more crooked, and the draining less perfect than if

a new and more judicious line had been adopted.

So in Blackwater Swamp, the water in the main
passage is sometimes for hundreds of" yards to-

oether, deep enough for keel vessels, and then is

obstructed and scattered by a raft of fallen trees,

and the rubbish they have stopped. The reclaim-

ing of these swamps would lie as profitable, as it

is otherwise on the tide marshes. Yet the first

has no where been eflected (on a general or pro-

per plan) and the latter is continually attempted,

in spite of all previous failures. The cause of' the

difference is, that it requires the combined efforts of

numerous landholders to drain an extensive

swamp, and a single stupid or obstinate proprietor

may stop the whole work—and our still more stu-

pid laws, (which might be supposed t) be made
bv the enemies of agriculture,) afibrd no redress.

The land of a single minor, or lite owner, lying in

the route of the proposed canal, is sufficient to pre-

vent its being carried into effect. And this sacri-

fice of value, and other like consequences, are ow-
ing to the scrupulous care (so called) which our

law takes of the riixhts of property, and especially

of the property of willows and orphans!

The timber of Chickahomony Swamp at this

place is generally of ash and gum, but is partly of

large willow-oak, which is of considerable value.

The soil is sometimes sandy, and sometimes a

cold stiff clay, neither of which is very rich for

swamp land.' But the mud soil, which forms the
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remaininfr class is remarkably fertile. None of

the main body ofs\vun)[) land on the canal is

fit for grain crops. On tiie outskirts and hi^'her

parts not exposed to inundalion, corn is culiivated

to much advantage. Mr. G. showed me a body

of about 70 acres of a remarkably black rich

though silicioussoil, full of vegetable matter, which
dilfered in appearance, and greatly surpassed in

value, all the adjoining swamp land. This rich

tract lies at the outlet oi' two streams, v\hich must
formerly have overflowed it: and into these two
streams run all the smaller streams and ravines in

which marl has been found.

Mr. G. has found gypsum to have beneficial

effects on clover on his highland surpassing any
I have experienced or heard of on soils of similar

appearance: and indeed he has succeeded in rais-

ing clover without gypsum on land, that from its

appearance I should not think capable of keeping-

it alive. The time of year, and the previous gra-

zing forbade much sJinw being made by the clover:

but its being alive, and well set, proved to me that

the soil of this neighborhood must have been ori-

ginally much better than it now appears. The soil

is a gravelly gray loam, on a red clay subsoil. Its

product Mr. G. has found to be always increased

by very deep ploughing, which he gradually ar-

rives at, by deepening the furrow an inch at each
cultivation. He has been but a tew years in pos-

session.

The land of this neighborhood is high, and much
of it hill}^ Mr. G. uses to much advantage, a

ver)' simple hillside plough, made of cast iron in

part. It is easily and quickly changed, at the end
of each furrow, so as to throw the slice first to the

right and then to the left, and always down hill.

I have seen plates and descriptions of such plouijhs

10 years ago—but it required the sight of the

plough itself to prove to me the property of buy-
ing and using it—which I shall now certainly

doT

My friend J- VV - of Goochland,
whom I met with in Richmond, told me of the

following experiment made by him on summer
covvpens. Through the summer, the moveable
pens for his cattle were made of equal size, and
stood equal times, but varied as follows:

Pen, No. 1. Not ploughed before or afler being
used lor the cattle.

Do. No. 2. Ploughed before using.

Do. No. 3. Ploughed after removing the cat-

tle, and not before.

The next pens, the 4th Sth and 6th, were (rented

in the same manner and order, and rdso the suc-

ceeding pens, until all were together ploug'ied for

wheat the same autumn. The comparative ef-

fects on the \^ heat were as follows: The tallest

andbest wheat was on No. 2, and the pens similarly

treated—next on No. 1—and the worst considera-
bly, on No. 3.

Another comparison was afterwards made be-

tween the plans pursued on No. 2, and No. 3, and
it was seen that a pen standings days on the for-

mer, produced as good wheat apparently, as ten

days on the latter.W informs me that a new practice of ap-
plying manure is extending in his neiixhborhood,
and is sanctioned by the approbation and expe-
rience of R S , one of the best prac-
tical farmers in Virginia. It is to apply all their

farmyard and stable manure (in a more or less
rotted stale) as a thin top dressing to wheat, du-
ring the winter. More benefit is supposed to be
obtained for grain: and another certain benefit ia

found in the remarkable improvement to the clo-

ver sown about the same time. Tiiis practice re-

quires farther inquiry, as it is a very important
improvement, if these opinions are well founded.
Mr. S Col. W and others on James Ri-
ver in Goochland make no corn on their highland,
which is kept altogether for small grain and clover
(as stated in my former memoranda of a visit to

those gentlemen) and cultivate in corn only their

rich river lowgrounds. This peculiar husbandry
may in some degree require their top dressing on
wheat.

April ISth 1834. At B- -, Prince George.
One of the peculiarities of this extensive and val-

uable body of land is presented by the numerous
basin-shaped depressions, which were ponds be-
fore being drained. As they were supplied only
by rain water from the adjacent higher lands, and
have no springs, their draining was a very simple
and easy job. A central ditch leading to some
lower land is all that was needed: and such a ditch

may be ploughed to the edges, and by turning the
furrows outward, leave but little cleaning is to be
done by spades and shovels.

Mr. ri stated that all these former ponds
were very rich except their outer part: and this

always was a belt of poor soil, from the first drain-

inir, greatly inferior to the black loam which form-

ed the central part of the pond, and as much so to

the fine brown loam, which forms the general

body of the higher grounds. These poor belts

must have been continually changing between wet
and dry, or naked in dry seasons, and overfiowed

in wet, when in a state of nature—and the sterili-

t}' must have been caused by the rapid decomposi-
tion of the vegetable matters so exposed.
Mr. H. has a cast iron corn-crusher, v;hich, is

fixed in a very simple manner. The lever to

which the horses are fixed, (as in a thrashing ma-
chine) proceeds directly hum the upright shaft or

spindle of the crusher—no cog wheel or any other

contrivance to give increased velocity. Of course,

the crusher can only turn once while the horses

walk once around their circle. It crushes, fine

enough for food, 40 bushels of ears of corn a day
(cob and grain together,) and will grind as much
gypsutn, aller it has been broken to lumps not

larger than a man's fist. Examined the ground
gypsum. It had been sifted, and the greater part

was as fine as meal. The coarser part, did not

exceed grains of cockle in size. The machine cost

.^60, exclusive of the shed and simple horse pow-
er, and was worked by two horses.

19th, Charles City county. Mr. M 's first

vessel load of marl, from Coggin's Point, in heaps

on his land, presentinir a novel spectacle in this

part of the country. In riding by, fell in with two
of his neighbors to whom I was unknown, and in-

quired of them concerning Mr. M 's scheme
of obtaining marl by water carriage— and contra-

ry to my expectation, found that he was not con-

sidered a fool for his pains. His work was highly

applauded, and the manure was spoken of as even

more valuable than it is in truth. The CeAV loads

of" marl that have been before carried by water

were obtained under all the disadvantages of a
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new business, not intended 1o continue—and of

course attended vvitli more than double cost. Mr.
M. has gone to work like a man of business, as

well as of enterprise—and tliough he also has his

apprenticeship to pay for, I am confident that he

will show the expense of water-borne marl !o be

less than half the previous usual esiituate, and his

operations will extend its use beyond what any
one supposed possible a \'e\v years aijo. No means
yet are furnished for makmg correct estimates: but

I count on the total expense of landing marl 8 to

20 miles from the place at which it is dug, and em-
barked, being within 2 cents the heaped bushel

—

including every part of the labor. When this is

proved to be true, the use will be extended to every
farm on tide water, that has not marl beneath its

own surface.

From the Genesee Farmer.

WHITE RATS.

A year or two since a friend of ours had some
pumpkins late in the fa!!, lying in his barn, and
once or twice he observed among them some
white animal, which he at first supposed to be a

white weasel; but on obtaining a fairer view, saw
it was a rat. Driven to its retreat it was (bund
that a pair of them had taken possession ol' one
of the largest pumpkins, in which they had com-
menced a nest, preparatory to a winter's abode.
They were both killed. There was not we be-

lieve a dark hair upon them, and thouirh not a
pure white, having a slight yellowish tinge, their

appearance was on the whole singular. They
were evidently ^^Ibinoes, having the pink eyes so

peculiar to that race, whether belonging to man or

to the animal. A week or two since we caught
in a trap another, possessing the same peculiar-

ities of color, and the Albino conformation. Se-
veral years since we shot a squirrel, resembling in

size and in every respect one of the common
black or gray squirrels, except that he was of a
pure and beautiful white, and had the pink eyes
BO characteristic of the Albino. He was one of
the finest looking animals we have ever seen, and
there was a feeling of regret, that in order to se-

cure him for a closer inspection it was necessary to

kill him. There was not a hair of any other co-
lor than pure white upon him, and his large bushy
tail, as he frolicked on the ground or playfully
leaped about on the trees, gave him a most ele-

gant appearance. Albinoes exist amontj all races
of men ; even among the negroes of Africa.
Park found one of chalky whiteness ; and wiier-
ever they exist, the striking peculiarity attending
their eyes, serves to render them more observa-
ble, and entirely distinct from any other of the
same race,

G.

From the Farmers' Series of the Library of Useful ICnow-
ledge.

MEADOW.

It has been remarlced by the writers on agricul-
ture, that natural meadows are no where '^to be
found ; because all grass land which is in a
state of nature, neither enclosed nor cultivated, is

universally pasture. Many centuries probably
elapsed before the invention of preserving grass

by drying it into a state of hay ; and this discove-

ry, which gave rise to what we now term mea-
dow, IS supposed to have preceded that of tillage

;

though this may be considered somewhat doubt-
lijl, when we reflect that, in the primitive stute of

husbandry in this country, the cattle which were
intended f()r consumption during the winter, were
slauglitered in the hitter end of autumn, and salt-

ed ihr use. To such ti'actsof ground as consist of
maiden earth, some persons are still disposed to

limit the extent of meadow land; but, generally

speaking, all land that is annually, or even occa-

sionally, mown, is at present known under the de-

nomination. Some considerable tracts of marsh
have never yet been submitted to the plough, and
much land, which, lying on the banks of rivers, is

subject to be occasionally overflowed, is still in a
virijin slate ; but by far the greater part of the up-

land meiulow throughout the kingdom bears evi-

dent marks of having been anciently under culti-

vation.

The general management of meadow land lies in

a narrow compa^^^s

—

little diversified by practice,

except when rendered necessary by difference of
season and quality of soil. As the early vegeta-

tion of grass is promoted by taking the stock soon
off the ground, the uplands are usually "hayned,"
or laid up at Candlemas ; but richer land is often

left open until the latter end of March; some-
times, indeed, particularly if the weather be moist,

even later :* but, if continued too loncj, the hay-
harvest is proportionably reiarded and diminished.

On this subject Mr. Sinclair has stated that a
given space of the same quality of grass having
been cut towards the end of March, and another
space of equal size left uncut until the last week
in April, the produce of each being afterwards

taken at three different cuttings, that of the space
last cut exceeded the former in the proportion of
three or two; and in one instance during a dry
summer, the last cropped space exceeded that

which was cropped [first] nearly as two to one.f

On land of the latter description, care should also be
taken to remove the heavy cattle early in autumn;
for such ground being commonly of a loamy na-
ture, and soon softened by a fall of rain, would
otherwise be poached, and it is well known that

in wet weather the hooves of bullocks form holes

which hold water, and thus render the herbage
sour.

After the hay has been removed, the meadows
are generally shut up for some weeks, until the

grass again springs, when the stock are turned

upon them in such proportion as they appear able

to bear during the autumn ; though light store

s'ock are sometimes turned in immediately to crop

such spots around the margins, and in the water
furrows, as may have escaped the scythe. Other
farmers, however, reserve it during winter, and
then use it in the manner already stated in the
preceding account of fogging. Some, also, who
live in ilie neighborhood of large towns, where
they have the advantage of procuring manure,

* Land of this description has been spring-fed till

the 12th of May, and has afterwards—when mown on
24th of Juno—yielded two tons of hay per acre. So-

merset Rep., .3d edition, p. 179.

t Hort. Gram. Woburn. ; 3d edit. p. 389.
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mow the land a second time some time in the

monlh of August ; but in that case they should

be earlier than usual in the cutiini' of the first

crop. Cowkeepers, indeed, rrequenily cut it two
or tliree times in the summer, as ihey find tliat

rowen hay is of a soft o;rassy quality, which occa-

sions a greater flush of mill< than that which is

first mown, thouirh it does not increase its richness,

and they, therelbre, cut the grass long before the

seed has time to ripen. This frequent mowing,
however, if it does not exhaust the soil, has a ten-

dency to reduce the lierbage:* an injury to which
new meadows are more exposed than such as are

old ; and liiorethre, land recently laid down to

grass, should not be mown, hut pastured with

sheep, or wiih very light stock, during ihe two first

years, as the surer method of furnishing it with

luxuriant herbage.
After the catile are removed, the land is bash-

harrowed and rolled. The bush-harrowing spreads

those small portions of mould which are thrown
upon the surface by the earth-worms, and are, so

fur, an excellent dressing, when the operation is

properly periormed. This, however, is most com-
monly done by interweaving some strong, but
pliant, branches of frees, hedge-row thorns,

through the open squares of a heavy harrow,
which thus forms an efficient brush, and when
drawn over the ground pen'orms its duty perfectly

during a short distance ; but the branches, being
pressed close, and worn by the motion, soon be-

come so flat as not to have the effect of spreading
the earth. The better mode is, therelbre, to fix

the branches upright in a frame placed in the

front part ol the carriage of the roller ; by which
means they can be so placed as to sweep the
ground efl'ectually, and when worn can be moved
a little lower down, so as to continue the work
with regularity. In this manner the bush-har-
row can also be drawn by a single horse and
driven by one man, instead of employing two
horses and two drivers, as is the case when the
land is rolled and harrowed separately. The ob-
ject of rolling is merely to lay the land as smooth
as possible for the convenience of the mowers, for

it is thought by many farmers to retard the pro-

gress of vegetation ; though there can be little

doubt, that if the soil is porous and spongy, the

roll will add to its firmness, and give a more sub-
stantial bottom to the sward. It has, indeed, been
stated, that the operation of heavy rolling has
been found to add six or seven hundred weight of
hay per acre to the produce of the crop.f

It is also generally thought proper to destroy the

moles which sometimes burrow in meadow ground,
for they raise hills which impede the operation of
the scythe, and we shall, therefore, fijrnish direc-

tions for that purpose, under the head of virmin :

but it has been lately much doubted whether the

mischief which those animals do to pasture land,

is not more than counterbalanced—particularly on
sheep pasture—by the benefit derived from the top-

dressing thus thrown up.

* In the Berkshire Report it is, however, said that

—

"the grass beinsf cat when very youn^, the land is less

exhausted, though frequently cut thrice, than with us,

where it remains on the sjround before mowing, till a
considerable number of the plants have ripened their
seeds."—p. 236.

t Derbyshire Report, vol. ii. p. 188.

£,and that is constantly mown must also be fre-
quently manured, or it will be thrown out of heart.

This, however, is very imperlf-cily attended to by
most of those fiirmers whose holdings consist chief-

ly of arable land ; but grass fiirmers are well
aware that if they do not lay a good coating of
rotten dung upon the ground once within three or

l()ur years, they will have but a slentler crop of
hay, even if the after-grass be all pastured. It is,

mdeed, supposed that a perlt!ctly thick bottom
cannot be inaintaineil upon such land, unless it is

manured every second year, and therefore many
of Ihe farmers in JMiddlesex covenant to mow
only once in each year, and to spread on the land
a full coat of stable dung, thoroughly rotten, every
third year, and this management has been found
to support the soil in good heart.* It the weath-
er proves moist, or inclinable to rain, it is usually
laiil on inmiediately after the removal of the hay

;

but if the season is dry, the operation is then de-
ferred untd some time in the autumn, or, more fre-

quentls', until early in the spring.

From tlie Silliworm.

PROFITS OF MULBERRY CULTURK.

A hypothetical calculation appears in the North-
ampton Courier, of August 3, intended, no doubt,

to encourage adventurers in the cultivation of silk,

but which, probably, a great majority of those

into whose hands it may lidi, will (jronounce one of
those European calculations, which figure on pa-

per but vanisli in practice. It is true that many
people have been disappointed and some ruined

by trusting to calculations on paper, without prac-

tice ; but should this happen in the present case,

it must be owing to bad management or to some
misfortune. Facts are certainly stubborn things

;

and there is not an item in the above calcula-

tion but what has been outdone in practice.

The writer proposes to have a poor man hire

an acre of sandy soil, suitable for the mulberry
;

this any honest poor man may easily do : the rent

he estimates at $6—this is certainly enough. He
is to procure 100 cuttmgs of the Chinese mulberry
at ,$6 also; this is one dollar above the common
price. He calculates that, besides the little cor-

ner of his acre which his cuttings will occupy, the

remainder will be worth enough to pay the little

attendance and that his 100 trees the next season
will be worth %25 ; the lowest current price is now
.^30 and in great demand.
For the business of the second year he reckons

1000 trees from cuttings at ^25 per hundred, and
the same number from layers at the same price,

and his hundred last year's trees also at .^25. The
only mistakes in this are, that he should have set

his young trees at ^30 and those of last year at

§40.
At the close of the third year he hypothecates

2100 trees of two years old still at §25 per hun-
dred, and 41000 cuttings ami layers—trees—at

§25. The first should be ^50, and the two others

§30: So that he has in these three items for the

third year, underrated the truth §2155.
To prove the facts, *he following article, from

Mr. Ward Cheney, of Manchester, Ct. showing

Survey of Middlesex, 2ncl edition, p. 287.
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—not what he can do. but what he has done,

and can do again, one mi<rht suppose would re-

move all doubts t'roia the subject.

"To the Editor o( the Nortliariipton Courier:

Manchester, Ct. Augitst 8, 1836.

"In reference to an article in your valuable paper

of August 3 1, in which you inserted a statement

of the profit of the ciiiture of the Ciiiiiese mulber-

ry, from a small beiritininir. under the head of

"VViio would not be a Silk Grower."
To prove that the writer is by no means extra-

valiant in his calculations, I will prove the actual

experiment I have made this season in Manches-
ter, Connecticut.

On the r2ih of Maj^, I set out several thousands

of the Morus Multicaulis, of which, I took for

experiment 300 trees and set them on ten rods of

ground, or one-sixteenth of an acre. Instead of

setting the trees perpendicular, they were placed

horizontally in the ground, forming a continued

row ot trees in the following manner: having

ploughed a furrow five or six inches deep, I laid

the roots and a single sialk in the farrow, so that

the end of the stalk should be covered about two
inches deep. The rows were three feet apart.

From these 300 trees and roots so planted, I now
have 3700 fine trees or shoots, which on the 1st

day of August would average 2.^ feet in height,

with large substantial roots of the size of com-
mon goose quills.

On the ISih ot June I commenced feeding six

thousand worms of the six weeks kind, on the fo-

liage of these 3700 shoots, and on the first day ol

August, tlie 6000 worms were transformed into

three bushels of the finest cocoons I ever saw,

(each of which bushels I presume would reel at

least lilbs. of silk) worth at least $\5. By the

15lh of September I'rom the same trees I shall

have sufficient foliage to feed 10,000 worms, which
would yield three to four bushels more. For the

above three hundred trees, I paid 37^ cents each

last spring, and estimate their product, 3700, will

be worth at least 25 cents each, or .^925, and the

three bushels of cocoons worth .^15, making
8940 00

Deducting the cost of the three hundred
trees, last spring, 112 00

Ditto labor and expense of feeding the

worms, and land, 12 00

Leaving a profit on the two hundred
trees, lor the first year, of 8815 30

Now, if this should be carried out through the

second and third year, as was done in the case re-

ferred to, I think the result would exceed that of

the silk cabinet.

From the experience of the last and the present

year, I consider that good cuttings on good land

will produce at least half a pound of foliage each.

The writer in your last has made allowance for

cultivation, feeding of worms, gathering of foli-

age and other items of deduction, which I do not

think is necessary, and instead of the result triven

for ihe second and third year h'ing excessive, I

must say, that in my opinion, froni the experience

I have had, and experim -nts mad-*, the profiis

might have been greater than there made. I pre-

sume the object o[' the writer was merely to con-
vince the public that the culture of the mulberry
and silk might be made a lucrative employuient,
sufficiently so, to encourage the culture ot" silk to

almost any extent.

I consider it less labor to gather five pounds of
fiiliage from the Chinese or Morus Multicaulis,

than to irather one pounil from the white mulber-
ry. I iiave been eiiiiaged three years in the cul-

ture of the mulberry and manutiicture of silk, con-
stantly making experiments, and am fully satis-

fied that the business may be a profitable one to

be pursued in liimilies, as well as by corporations.

It is my intention to erect a large cocoonery next
fall or spring, upon a new and improved plan of

my own invention, about which you may know
more hereafter.

At my establishment, about 100,000 of the Chi-
nese, or Multicaulis, are under successlul cultiva-

tion, and I am so well satisfied with the results of
experiments already made, that a similar course

will be pursued next year, as the most sure me-
thod for propagating the trees, and increasiug the

quantity of the foliage. I am daily removing the

leaves and topping the sprouts, to check the

growth of the tree and hasten the product of

wood. Some of the sprouts have been cropped of
their leaves three or four times without any injury,

and every succeeding crop of leaves is improved
;

although the size may be less, the number and
weight have been increased.

From mv own experience I am fully convinced,

with Mr. Whitmarsh and Dr. Stebbins of North-
ampton, that the Chinese mulberry ought to be
headed down every year, in order to multiply the

tree and foliage, and that in this way the tree may
be preserved during winter, slightly covering the

stumj)s in the field, and the tops to be used as

cuttinirs the next year. In a large field the stumps
may have a light fiirrow turned over them with

a horse plough. The roots left in the ground will

be considered as permanent roots. Allhoua'h it

may be necessary or prudent for the plants fiom
seeds, cuttings or layer trees, formed by bending
down the side branches, to be removed to the cel-

lar during winter, yet I do not consider that trees

cultivated by burying the root and stalk early in

the spring will need removal, on account of the

early formation of roots, and presume they will

make good standards.

WARD CHENEY."

From tlie Cultivator.

Wilson's eiowiivg and grain cutting ma-
chine.

Among the thousands of labor saving inven-

tions, which fbrin one of the most prominent fea-

tures of the present age, it is natural to expect that

many splendid and plausible plans may prove

abortive, and deceive the inventors, and often the

public, ; and therefore, lew men, if any, are ca|)a-

ble of deciding with cerlninty on the merits of an
invention, until experience shall sanction the de-

cision.

A machine has been recen'ly exhibited in this

city and i's vicinity, hv the inventor, Capt. Alex-

ander M. Wilson, of Kliinebcck, for mowing ixrass

and cutting grain. I will predicate my remarks on

J
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what I saw, and leave time and experience to de-

cide on iis merits.

Tlie itiachine consists of a carriao;e on two
wiieels, (Topelled by one or two horses, oxen or

other beaf^ts of burden, travellini!; in the rear and
puf^liinir ii llirward. In the front, at the bottom, is

a horizontal wheel upon an upriiiht shaft, whicii

shaft and wheel receive a rot-ary motion, commu-
nicated by gear Irom the main axle, which re-

volves with iis wheels, as the machine goes for-

ward. The diameter of this horizontal wheel,

with the addition of the knives projecting from its

edge, measures the width ol' the swath, wliich is

cat with the Unives as the wlieel goes f()rward, re-

volving rapidly and lying close to the ground.

The apparatus which sustains the cutting is so

constructed as to accommodate iis height to any
inequalities in the ground, and to give it any incli-

nation required. The knives are sharpened by
their own operation, without stopping the ma-
chine. There is also attached to the upper side

of the cutting wheel a rim which gathers the

grass as it is cut, and lays it in a swath more
regularly than it can be laid by the scythe.

I saw it in operation, propelled by two horses,

and cutting a swath about six feet wide, as fast as

the horse could walk ; and though the ground
was very uneven, and the grass somewhat dry

and in bad order, it performed the work as well as

it could be done b}^ hand.
I know not what objections experience may raise

against it, but I would venture to say, if this most
tedious and yet most important labor of the hus-
bandman, is ever to be successfully perlormed by
machinery, I think this machine more likely to ef-

fect it than any other plan I have seen. If would
be absurd to expect this or any other mowing ma-
chine, to operate on new and rouirh land, among
stones and stumps— but our countr^'aflords iiutne-

rous large trads ot meadow with fine smooth bot-

tom, and the proportion is rapidly increasing; and
in the great western prairies, such a machine cannot
fiiil to be one of the most useful improvements of

the age. I would therefore advise every agricul-

turist who has smooth meadows, or v.'hich can be

made smooth, particularly those at the far west,

to see this machine, and endeavor to promote its

introduction, so far at least as to give it a fair

trial.

S. BLYDEXBURGII.

Reference made to the patentee, Rhinebeck,
Dutchess Co., or to George Hanlord, No. 409
South Market-street, Albany.

Extract from tlie Cultivator.

THE CUT WORM.

The cut worms are evidently the numerous pro-
geny of some funiliar insect. The queotion arises,

to what species can they be attributed ? Some
are led to conjecture, that these are propagated
by the order Qjleoptera, or beetle : although 1

have examined, witli some care, the several species

of the beetle tribe common in this country, among
which the pellet beetle is most numerous, yet I

have invariably found their larvae of pale yellow-
ish,, or light brown color ; whereas the cut worm
is nearly black, and very different in its habits.

The conjecture that the cut worms are tlie larva?

{

of the beetle, or any other perpetual insect,

should be humbled by the single circumstance,
that the cut worm is periodical in its devastatino"
visitations, tind consequently can be the pronreny
on/i/ of a periodical insect. I know none of that
character l)earing a semblance of" suspicion, ex-
cepting the cicada scptmidecem, of the oidcv hemlp-
tera, genus cicada, and species grilli or grillus of
Liiui. (here very improperly mis-lermed locust,

for those visiting Europe and Africa, whose his'o-

ly present a series of calamities, inspiring all

people vvith suporsiiiious horror.) The Anjerican
cicada is remaikable for its regular and simulta-

neous reappearance every seventeen years, in

countless millions. They appeared here in 1817
and 1834, several years succeeding each of those
dales, have been marked, by the destruction of
the cut worm. And as some of the cicada appear
every year, we also find some however few, of
the cut worm every year. It is ascertained, that
the cicada deposile each from 600 to 1,000 eggs,
fornn'ng of course a numerous progeny.
This conjecture of mine, relative to the cut

worm, although strengthened by observation and
experience, yet should any of your observing and
enlightened correspondence offer an idea more
plausible, the above shall be freely jielded not-

withstanding.

JM any practical f^irmers have prescribed reme-
dies to counteract the ravages of the cut worm,
staling the consummate success of their modus op-

erandi ; but it is matter of reget to know, that an
effectual remedyisslill wanting,to expel ordislodge
them when once in pos.session of the corn hill.

There are, however, preventives, well worthy the
farmer's attention. The most effectual preven-
tion consists in ploughing sward ground intended
lor corn in auamin, previous to j)laruing; but if

this be not convenient, a stubble field should be
chosen, if ploughed in the spring; the rationale

or philosophy of the mode is simply this, the sod
being turned up to the frost of winter, it becomes
so meliorated and consolidated by spring, (if well
ploughed) that there will be no iireen thing
scarcely of vegetable kind left for the larvae of the
insect to subsist upon, and consequently they
either desert the field or perish. The same parity

of reasoning holds good for stubble ground, it

beinir also destitute of food, and thus affording

the grub no harbor. Another method, by means
of which 1 have entirely succeeded the present
season, notwithstanding the adjacent field of a
niMghbor was wholly destroyed, it may not be
amiss to notice. The field was an old sod of tim-

othy and clover. Apprehending the danger of

the cut worm, 1 delayed ploughing until after the

1st of May, to give the grass a start, which grew
strong, anil was ploughed under, designing it as

food for the cut worms ; my expectations were
realized, the corn was scarcely touched by the

worms, and the green grass, consisting almost
wholly of soluble matter, from present appearances,

will be no detriment to the corn crop, but vice

versa.

From tlie London Farmers' Magazine.

COMPARATIVE TABLE OF SPEED.

From the Physical and Chemical Journal of

Science, and the Arts of Husbandry in France,
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we make the following extract, Avhich will be

found no less curious than useful, and cannot tail

to interest our readers :

Feet per second.

The ordinary rate of a man vvaikincp, - 4

Of a gooii horse in hanu'ss, - - 12

(Or 2,000 toises (ya ds) in minutes.)

Of a reinileer in a f?Iedge, on the ice, 26

Of an English race-horse, - - 43

Of a hare, - - - - - 88

Of a man casting a stone with all his

force, 60*

Of a good sailing ship, - - - 19

Of the wind, 82

Of sound, . - . . - 1,038

Of a cannon-shot (24-pounder) - 1,300

Of the air which returns into space so

divided, 1,300

From tlie London Meclianics Magazine.

SOAP FROM FUNTS.

Mr. Sheridan takes the common blark-f]int, cal-

cined, and reduces it to powder by wet-grmding
;

then mixes it with the caustic soda leys, or potash

leys, and boils it till it attains saponification. The
mixture so obtainedt is added to the present soap

materials after the latter have been boiled to that

state when they have become soap, and are ready
to be poured into the li'ames. The mixture, which
has a high detergent quality, requires to be well

crutched along with the soap materials ; and when
thus crutched together, the result is a soap of ex-

cellent quality. The mixture becomes intimately

incorporated with the soap materials, and may be

added in proportion of from 40 to 50 parts of the

mixture to 50 of the soap materials. Thus the

common silex, which is obtainable at a very low
price, takes the place of tallow to the extent near-

ly one-half

From the Rail Road Journal.

MANUFACTURE OF COKE.

Extract from Professor Renwick's ./Ipplication of
Chemistry to the Useful Arts.

Coke bears the same relation to bituminous coal,

which charcoal does to wood, and is, like it, ob-
tained by distillation at a red heat. Bituminous
coal is a compound of carbon, hydrogen, and oxy-
gen, in very various proportions. In the variety

called caniiel coal, the proportion of hydrogen
amounts to 5^- per cent. In the Liverpool coal it

is about 3^ per cent.; and in the slaty varieties

* We believe this calculation to be incorrect. A
stone cast with strength of a man's arm would outstrip

a hare.

t The compound here alluded to is a coraiiination of
silica (silex) and potassa (potash,) and is frequently
called liquor of flints. Silica is a body still pjenerally

ranked with the earths, which it resembles in many
Eoints, but it is, in its chemical relations, an acid, com-
inininp; with alkalis, and forming salts, wliich are

called silicates. It may be considered a curious fact, if

the al)ove statement be correct, that this weak mine-
ral acid should be able to take the place of the weak
animal or vegetable acids united with alkalis in ordina-
ry soapg.

does not exceed one per cent. The quantity of

carbon varies from 75 per cent, in cannel coal, to

90 per cent, in that of Newcastle. The propor-

tion of oxygen in cannel coal is about twice as

great as would suffice to convert the hydrogen into

water; in the Newcastle coal about four times as

great ; and in the slaty varieties, it but hltle ex-

ceeds the proper relaiion.

Coals may be divided into three varieties:

1. Tiiose which contain at least tliree per cent,

of hydrogen, and, at mosr, as nmch oxygen as
will convert half the hydrogen into water.

2. Coals which contain oxygen in such quanti-

ty as to convert two-thirds of the hydrogen into

water.

3; Coals which contain oxygen enough to con-
vert the whole of the hydrogen into water.

The first of these varieties fuses when heated,

and the excess of hydroi:;en uniting with a part of

the carbon, escapes in the gaseous form ; by the
formation and escape of gas, the coke is rendered
light and porous. The second variety fuses also,

but the quantity of gas formed is not suliicient to

render the coke porous; it is therefore compact and
massive.

The third variety does not fuse, and the escape
of the vapor of water reduces the mass to the forra

of powder.
Coal of the first class increases in volume when

it is coked ; the oiher two varieties yield coke in

less volume than the coal employed. In their uses

in the arls, the first furnishes the most valuable
coke; the last that ofleast value.'

Coke may be prepared in iron cylinders or re-

torts, but this is only done when the volatile pro-

ducis are to be collected ; this method will there-

fore be described when we treat of the preparation

of gas lor illumination. Treated in this way, can-
nel coa! yields about fiity jier cent, of coke, and
that of Newcastle as mucli as eighty per cent.

When the distillation is performed at a low
temperature, the weight of coke is increased, but
its volume and porosity are diminished. It is

therelbre advantageous, when the volatile matters
are not the princi|)al object, to effect the decompo-
sition of the coal bv a sudden and high heat.

Preparation.—When coal is rich in hydrogen,
it may be readily coked in heaps resembling the

pits used in preparing charcoal. The coal must
be in pieces having not less than three or four

inches in each dimension. The heaps are conical,

having a base fifteen feet in diameter, and a
height of about thirty inches. The heap may he
best covered with siraw, on which is laid a layer

of moist earth, the siraw being so applied that the

earth cannot enter into the s[)aces between the

pieces of coal. But as the use of straw is expen-
sive, it is more usual to cover the large coal tor

about the height of a foot from tlie ground with
smaller pieces, and the outside with coal-dust

;

the top of the heap is covered with the refuse coke
which is left in the form of powder, in handling
that obtained in previous operaiions. The heap
being finished, a few lighted coals are dropped
into an opening of si.x or eight inches in depth lelt

in the top
; the space is then filled up with frag-

ments ofcoal, and when the combusiion has lairly

commenced, the whole is covered with earth or

refuse ccke. The rest of the [)roce6s is much the

same as that of preparing charcoal, but is easier,

as coal when in mass will not continue to burn al-
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tre the pjaseous matter has escaped, unless new
surfaces lie exposed to air.

In heaps of ijreater diameter and heicrht than

we have described, the combustion would be too

Blow at first to form a porous coke, and so rapi<l at

the end as to render it difficult to extin(i;uish. Yet
RO larije is the quantity of coke which is required

in some insuiuces, and particularly in the manu-
facture of iron, that heaps of so small a size would
be attended with inconveifience. The shape of

the heap is therefore changed in such case from a

cone to a lorifj prism. The breadth oi' this nuist

not exceed fifteen feet, nor its height three feet,

but its leniith may be unlimited. This prism

must be set on fire in the mode we have mention-
ed at several points on its upper ed<ie. In this

way not only may a greater quantity of coke be

prepared at a sintjle operation, but the time is

shortened, the conical heaps requiring three or

four days for their conversion into coke, while the
prisms are finished in twenty-four hours.

The product is usually about forty per cent.,

but some coals, that ofVu'ginia lor instance, yield

filty per cent. If a coal, inconsequence of its con-
taining but little hydrogen, does not burn freelj^, it

cannot be converted into coke in this way. Such
a coal was found in Yorkshire, (England,) in as-

sociation with minerals which would render the

manufacture of iron profitable. In order to apply
it to this purpose, an intelligent manufacturer
(Wiikiiison) imagined the application of a chim-
ney, for the purpose of obtaining a more powerful
draught. This chimney is conical in form, about a
yard in height, and as much in diampierat bottom;

the diameter at t0|) is two ieet ; it is built of brick,

the lower courses of which are laid in such man-
ner as to leave openings. Around the chimney
the coal is piled in n heap, whose radius is about
six feet greater than the outer radius ol'the chim-
ne3^ This heap is composed of allernale layers

of large and small coal, the lowermost layer being
of pieces of the largest size. The surface of the

heap is covered witli ashes or refuse coke, and fire

is applied by throwing burning fuel into the chim-
ney. Wet ashes are kept on hand to close any
cracks which may occur in the cover of the bean.
Dense smoke flows from the chimney, and is fol-

lowed by a blue flame; as soon as this appears,

the top of the chimney must be closed by a plate

of cast iron and the combustion will speedily
cease.

The coal of Pittsburg, Pa. as ihr as we can
learn,, must resemble in quality the coal employed
by Wilkinson; for although tar removed in char-
acter from anthrache, it has not hitherto been con-
verted into coke by the use of the mode first de-
scribed. We cannot but express our belief that

the method of Wilkinson would be found sufficient

for the purpose, and that by its aid the manufac-
ture of iron fi"om the ores might be introduced into

that city, which at present receives almost all the

pig iron used in its extensive foundries and forges,

from the opposite side of the Alleghany range of
mountains.

This method has also been introduced, with
some modifications in Stafibrdshire, where the
coal IS of better quality. Here the coarser coal is

placed in contact with the chimney, and the finer

at the outside of the heap, the whole being cover-
ed Avith ashes, or refuse coke, leaving a few open-
ings lor the admission of air. As soon as the coke

Vol. IV—55

is finished, wafer is poured on the heap to extin-
(jiiish the combustion. In this way the product of
coke is raised from liirty to fifty per cent.

All the methods of which we have spoken re-

fiuire that tfie coal should be principally of that
size which is of most value lor other purposes,

namely, in coarse fragments. Much however of
all good coal is reduced to dust in its extraction

from the mines, and in the handling it must un-
dergo. This, in most parts of England, is totally

lost, and it has even been necessary to burn it in

heaps in order to get rid of it. In France, where
coal is more scarce, and consequently of more va-
lue, it has become an important object, that none
but such refuse coal should be converted info coke,
and the coarser pieces left to be employed fbcother
purposes. This object has been successfully ac-
com[)lished in the neighborhood of St. Elienne.
The heap in which the coal is burnt may have

the form either of a truncated cone, or oblong trun-

cated p3'ramid. The latter form is most easily

constructed, and descrilied. A case of plank is

liirmed, having the desired figure, say a base of
fifty or sixty feet in lenixth by four feet in breadth,

a height ol'Sh feet ; and the planks are so inclined

as to make the dimensions of the upper surface

two feet less in each direction than that of the

base.

The planks which lorm the ends of the case are
each pierced with four holes : one at the base, one
directly over it and near the top, the other two at

half the height of the plank, and in the vertical

plane of the upper edge of Ilie sides. Each side

is also pierced with three ranges of holes, having
the same arranijement in quincunx as those of ihe
ends, and at the same distances.

These holes serve lor the introduction of taper-

ing spars. The spars of the lowermost layer are

passed through the holes in the sides and ends, at

right angles to the respective direction of- these

.=:urfaces, and at the angles where the spars meet
each other, vertical spars are set up. The second
range of spars is inclined to the sides in such man-
ner as to meet Ihe vertical spars; and the third

layer has the same direction as the first.

The fine coal is prepared by mixing it into a
paste with water, by means of a hoe. It is then
thrown into the case, and well rammed upon the
lower range of spars, until a bed has been formed
to receive the second range of spars. This latter

range being placed, more coal is thrown in and
rammed, until the height of the third range of
spars has been reached, and this being introduced,

the rest of the case is filled in the same manner.
In order to lessen the expense of the wood em-

ployed, the heap may be built in successive por-
tions, each ten or twelve feet in length, and wlien
one pttrtion has been finished, the planks and
spars are removed to enclose and form passages
in a second portion. The spars form conical pas-
sages in the mass, by wliich air may be admitted
during the combustion. When the heap has thus
been completed and covered with ashes and refuse

coke, all the wood is removed, and the heap is set

on fire by igniting small heaps of coarse coal upon
ear-h of the openings left in the upper surface bv
withdrawing the vertical spars. It has been found
that in pyramidal heaps, about -^^ part of the coal

to be coked is required for this purpose ; but in

small conical heaps, where a single vertical spar

win suffice no more than % will be used.
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The attention of the workmen must be directed

not only to close the cracks vvhicli may appear in

the cover, but to keep the passages ieft by the

spars open by means of iron rods. The comple-

tion of the process is known l)y the cessation of

the flame. Wa'er is tiien introduced into the

Jovver passaws. whose steam in passintx throuirli

the incadescent hea()is decomposed, and lurnishes

hydroiren which esca|)es in flame. The heap is

then covered closely with earth, and left until it

cools.

In this way coal which would otherwise be

lost, yields fifty per cent, of coke oiexcellent qual-

ity.

When coal of the first variety (with the excep-

tion of cannel coal) is distilled in close vessels, it

yields trom seventy to eighty per cent, of coke, by
the combustion of about ten per cent, of coal. As
the best of the methods we have yet described

yields no more than fifty per cent., and the most
common of them no more than forty, there is ob-

viously a very great waste. In the neighborhood
of coal mines this is more than compensated by
the simplicity and facdity of this process. But at

a distance li'om mines a more economical process

is necessary, unless coke can be transported from
this vicinity, which is by no means easy, in conse-

quence of its friable character, and its being liable

to injury by bemg wet. The best apparatus for

this purpose is called the coking oven. This is

formed of a cylindrical wall about two feet in

height surmounted by a dome, li-om the summit
of which rises a chimney about eighteen inches by
twelve inches, having an iron shutter. The coal

is introduced throucrh the chimney, and spread bv
a rake over the floor, to an uniform depth of about
lour inches. Burning coals are then dropped
through l!ie chimney, and as soon as the iirnition

is fiurly commenced the door is closed. When a
blue flame begins to appear at the chinmev, the

top of it is closed by a plate of iron. In tiiis meth-
od about one-half more coke is obtained than by
the ordinary heaps.

Large spheroidal kilns, and reverberatory furn-

aces have also been Uvsed, but their principal ob-
ject was the preparation of the coal tar. As this

article has not proved to be of any great value,

and is besides produced at gas-works in quantities

greater than can be consumed, it is unnecessary to

describe these kilns and furnaces.

It may be here mentioned that turf or peat may
be carbonized as well as coal or wood. The fuel

thus produced is of very excellent quality, and may
be applied to the same purposes as that obtained
from wood or bituminous coal. Pits, as used in

preparing charcoal, have not been found well
adapted to the preparation of the charcoal of turf.

The little that has been made of good quality was
prepared in iron cylinders, but as this is too expen-
sive for manufiictm-ing purposes, it appears proba-
ble that if it should ever be necessary to carbonate
turf on a large scale it will be done in kilns hke
those described under the head of charcoal.

AGRICULTURAL, CONVENTION.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

October ISth, 1836.

Shall we or shall we not have another conven-
tion'? It' we shall, when will be the best time of

meet? How caira suflicient interest be excited

to secure a numerous assemblage of agricultu-

rists I Which course will he best to pursue—the

hereto'ore niterlv vain ami self-deirrading lieuging

a wilfully deaf legislature to do something for our
liist declininir aoriculture—or, zealously and ac-

tively TO exert ourselves, independently of legisla-

tive aid, for its resuscitation ?

These questions are propounded, at present, in

the earnest hope of eliciting, both li'om yourself
and other good I'riends to the great cause of agri-

cultural improvement, such opinions and sugges-
tions as may, and. I trust, will rouse all the plan-

ters and farme.'-s of our state from their long and
deadly lethargy, to a just sense of their present

condition; and to a unanimous determination no
longer to neglect the means, still in their power, of

arresting the general abandonment of our native

homes, for strange and tar distant lands.

Having taken the liberty to lead the way in

asking the questions, I will also suggest a few
such answers, as I hope will be satisfactory, toge-

ther with some brief arguments in their favor, by
way of inducing others, much better qualified

than myself; to aid in exciting all the true friends

and real lovers of our good old mother Virginia,

to exert themselves publicly, and with effectual

activity to save her from the desolation and ruin

with which she is so seriously threatened, by the

abandonment of her soil and the desertion of her
chddren in her hour of need.

To the first question I answer, aye! a response
which I most earnestly hope will be re-echoed
from every quarter of our state. My argument
for it is, that as all agree in the necessity of doing
sometJiing, there is no better way than to hold a
convention of the friends of agriculture, to ascer-

tain first what is best to be done, and then to de-
vise the ways and means of doinff it, instead of

trusting it to others, who, even if they know how,
have never manifested the slightest inclination to

do any thing in our behalf. The best time to

meet, I should sugijest, is in ten days or a fort-

night afier the meeting of the legislature ; before

the usual party quarrels and buttles get iLiirly, (I

ought rather to say, foitUij,) under way ; for after

that, all matters of internal policy and state-inte-

rest are left, generally, to take care of themselves.

I name not this period from any expectation or wish,

that the convention should ever again apply to a
Virginia legislature—constiiuted as it now is of
agriculturists in name only, and not in principle—
for an)' aid whatever ; but because some members
of the latter, might also be members of the for-

mer, and would have more leisure, and possibly

more inclination to attend, before their minds and
tempers get bedevilled and distracted with their

party conflicts; and in humble imitation of the

highest authority in our country, I name the se-

cond Monday in December for the meeting. If
you also name it, in your Register, I am very con-
fident that it will be generally approved as most
convenient. Another reason is, that peradven-
ture, the convention might resolve on something
which wouki make it necessary to require at the

hands of their honors, at least a naked act of in-

corporation to carry it into efl'ect ; and a first ap-
plication in such cases, has always some advan-
tage, provided it be in regard to some matter
which cannot, by any possibility, be turned or

twisted into a party-question: for if it can, fare-
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well to justice—farewell to truth—fkrevvell to all

the nfreat interests of the strtte. should liiey seem
to conflict with the interests of (larfy. Tliis has
been more or less trne of all the parlies I have
ever known or read of; and therefore, I hope you
will not exclude the remark from your Register, as
contraband.
As to the third question—" Iiow can a sufficient

interest be excited (o secure a numerous assem-
blage" at the proposed convention ? I fear that it

is niiich more easily asked than answered. But
having cnmmHied inyself to reply, I must take, in
making the attempt, the old shooting-match rule,
" stick or go through." Here goes then, at a ven-
ture. I would suggest, that'you yourself, IMr.
Editor, and a few more such good friends of the
cause, should earnestly invite, through the co-
lumns of your paper, every true agricultural son,
both native-born and adopted, of the Ancient Do-
minion, to attend this convention, either in person
or by proxy. The latter might cerlaiidy be done
by all, lor one man might represent a county or
district. I would frirther sugirest that the mem-
bers of this convention should come prepared, nnt
to separate untd something definiiive, and biddino-
fair to succeed, should be determined on. Such
determination might be much facilitated, if you
and your correspondents would avail yourselves of
the numbers of your Register which will come out
before the meeting, to propose and reromiTiend all

such plans as you may deem best to effect our ob-
jects

; and especially such as could be effected
wilhoul troubling our ?/iiS-representatives either
with our wants or wishes—than which, nothing I

think, would be more futile or humiliatinij. More-
over, it would be an act of extreme f()lTy on the
part of the convention : for if we sons of the so'i,

and livers by it, joill so far ii)rgef our own best
interests, as to choose our law-makers solely for
their real and imputed prowess in fighiino- politi-
cal party-battles, we have no imaginable rictht to
expect them, either to know or to care for any
thing else. " Occupet exiremum scabies "—^^ the
devil take the hindmost"—is both the law and the
gospel of all partj'-men, however imposing and
specious their self-assumed titles may be—mid as
agriculture must necessarily be hindmost, where
the victories of political party are the only objects
aimed at, or cared for, by the law-makers of the
land, the agriculturists who knowingly and wilful-
ly elect such men to represent them,' deserve the
worst that can happen to them. They, the elec-
tors who act thus, are in fact, much belter subiects
for a lunatic hospital, and a strait waistcoat, than
agents to exercise the elective franchise for the ge-
neral welfare. The general roelfare ! God save
the mark ! It is the despicable 'lip-eervice o{' the
unprincipled demagogue, at the same time that it

is the heart-felt, the constant rule and guide of the
true patriot, under all real and imaginlihle obsta-
cles; and the fiicility with which the former, the
most despicable animal in all God's creation, can
impose himself on a credulous and confidina' pub-
lic.for the latter, the noblest of God's creatures,
is one of the most disastrous, the most deadly
evils to which our free institutions are exposecl.
This blot, this sligma, this foul cancer on our bodv
politic might forever be extirpated, if the Bound
sense, sound principle, sound patriotism, (of
all which, thank God, we still have a goodly stock
in our dear old state,) would only make common

cause of it, and forever discard both from their

service and confidence, every human being, from
a president of the United Stales to a scavenger in

the streets and sewers of a town, (or, if there i,s

any lower office, even fi'om that,) the individuals
who would sacrifice the general wellixre—the na-
tional good, to parly-inlerests. Poidon me, Mr.
Editor, if my zeal tor agricultural improvement,
which I most conscientiously believe to be the life-

blood of national welliire, has led me a little out of

the track which I had determined, in the begin-
ning of my letter, to pursue. You may castigate

me as much as you please, in your Register, if

you will only permit me to speak for mysellj ^^ ver-

batim et literatim,'''' as I have addressed j'ou. If
any of your readers should be disposed to censure
what I have said, pray turn them over to me, and
if I do not justify every word and sentence of this

communication, let the sin and the punishment be
inflicted, not on ynii, but on myself; for /can tes-

tily, (on oath, if necessary,) that your editorial

privilege ofexcluding altogether, or " expunging,''^

wlien requested, as in my case heretofore, every
thing which you deemed objectionable, has been
exercised with the strictest and most conscienlious

scrupulosity. That you have been, in a few, very

few instances, somewhat too fastidious, according
to my notions, I avail myself of this opportunity
to tell you; but I must say, that, ''take you for
all in all,'''' there is no man on whose taste, and
judgment and principles, I have more reliance as
to all matters to which you have directed your
particular attention. This is no compliment, my
good sir—but the unvarnished truth, and here sta-

ted to prove, as far as one witness can do it, that:

in youreditoral character, you extend neither par-
tiality nor fijvor, even to your best friends.

But let me return to my suggestions as to the

means of exerting sufficient interest among our
agriculturists, to insure a numerously attended con-
vention. In addition to those already stated, let

the Register and its most active correspondents

unite in summoning the agriculturists of Virginia,

to "hasten to the rescue." As a class, we are in

extreme jeopardy ; and it is only by a very gene-
ral and vigorous co-operation, that we can emerge
li-om our present most forlorn and portentous con-
dition. Virginia land-owners and cultivators must,
aye, inevitably must " give up the ship," (to bor-

row a phrase from our nautical brethren,) or sink

with her, unless they will unanimously resoh^e to

do what is indispensable to keep her from foun-

dering, in a sea wherein no true gallant seamen
would ever desert her. This course of action is,

to require, in every case, of those for whom we
vote to represent us, that they shall never (ail to

promote the interests of agriculture, by every fair

means in tlieir power; and that they should ne-

ver again show their i'nces among us, as candi-

dates for re-election, without sufficient evidence

that they have thus exerted themselves. Our con-

slant failure to require, nay, to demand such evi-

dence, is one of the principal, if not the chief cause
of the present depression of Virginia agriculture

;

and in a moral point of view, is little, if any better,

than committing political suicide. "Clod-hop-
pers" we are by name, and the proofs that we are

so, in reality, are stronger than I am able, to en-

counter. Nay, we have been sarcastically, and I

fear jusily, compared to sheep, ready to be shear-

ed, without resisiance, by all who know Ihe value
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of our fleeces betler ihan we ourselves do ; and
the comparison wi!l be perlectiy jnst, until we
learn to claim, as our right, tliat rank in the scale

oi' national value, importance, and respectahility.

to which we are justly enlitled. Never, no never
until then, can we expect to be used or treated by
our <Tovernnienfy, either state or federal, as any
thing betler than insensate tools or instruments to

work with, in promoiing their respective poliiical

parly purposes. IFill you, my friends and breth-

ren, lend yourselves to any such base, selJ-degra-

diner, unpatriotic course? Will you not ratlier

assert your rights, and take tlie only steps neces-

sary to secure, not only their recoo-nition, but ac-

tive and perseverino; elTorls to cherish and promote
them. Those steps are to elect atjriculturisls,

both in prolt^ssion and leofislative practice, to repre-

sent you. In other words, to elect men who will,

at all times and imder all circumstances, deem it

their primary duty to promote Virginia ai'ricul-

lureas the chiel'element— the cardinal principle

—

the only true basis of Virginia welfiire and rela-

tive importance in the union oi' the states, ^'eg^-

lect this duty to ourselves, (I may add to the Vv'hole

American people,) and we may be hugged and
kissed to our hearts' content, so long as we will con-
sent to be used as passive tools for party purposes

;

but we may certainly count on being utterly for-

gotten, and trampled upon afterwards, until wanted
again. Neglect this, and we may whistle or sing,

(as the fit prompts us.) an eternal requiem to our
prolessional claims, our rights, and our just stand-
ing in the community. If is strange, most pnssing
strange, that the ao-riculturists of Viririnia. who
indisputably constitute, at present, by far the most
numerous class inour community, should siili be
so blind, or so wilfully regardless, both of their
own importance, and of the extent of their power
if they would only exercise it as they so easily
and justly might do, (or their own andthe general
good. It is yet more strange, that all the other
classes, althoucrh far less numerous, should con-
stantly act with so much stronger, more efficient,

and more sagacious regard to their own particular
interests: thus palpably contradictinir the common
adage, that the majority always rules. I must
believe, until our national statistics convince me to
the contrary, that the landed interest of Virginia
constitute an inmiense majority of our whole po-
pulation

; and upon the principle just stated, that
interest ought to rule our national councils. But
woful experience testifies to the contrary ; and fur-
nishes ample evidence to prove, that "every other
interest has the advantage in the great and conti-
nual contest for legislative preference. Why it is,

or should be so I must leave to more competent
jndges than myself to decide. But the fact is no
longer doubtful ; lor as far back as I can recollect
any thing of Virginia legislation, it has been utter-
ly negligent of the crreat agricultural interests of
the state, if not hostile to them, at the same lime
that a very large majority of our legislators have
always been ownersj or cultivators, or both, of the
landed property of the state. It has been vul-
garly said, that "it is an ill bird which thnis its

own nest ;" but I may add, that it is a fir worse
bird which causes its own offspring to perish, ei-
ther froiTfi neglect or- wilful mismanagement

; yet
such a bird most aptly represents our class. Shall
this, my brethren, always be true, in retrard to us
agTiculturiets '? .Shall we bo forever justly liable

to the charge of greater ignorance or greater neg-
ligence of our own interests, than any other class

in the community? Or shall we not rather mani-
fest our real strenirth and exert our lull legitimate

power in directing and conlrollinc our state legis-

lation, for the general good ? This question we
must speedily decide, and act upon such decision

with all our numerical and moral force, or patient-

ly suliinit to be '^hewers of xoocd and drawers of
water'" lor the remainder of" our self degrading and
most humiliating existence. Our only escape

from such debasement seems to me, most indis-

putably to depend upon our unanimous, constant,

untiring co-operation as a class; m other words,

upon our making it a rule for ourselves—never to

be departed from, that in electing men to represent

us in a legislative capacity, we should make devo-

tion to the agricultural interest the next most im-

portant prerequisite to moral honesty. Another
rule should be, to encourage more frequent meet-
ings in bodies as numerous as could conveniently

be collected ; call them what you please— agricul-

tural societies, conventions, or any thinff else, pro-

vided always, that mutual concert for inutval go<d,

which must necessarily include public good, be in-

variably the object of all their consultations and
measures. If such a course were steadily pursu-

ed, only for one year, I verily believe that death

itself is not more certain, than would be some le-

gislation in our favor, as well as a very general

improva^ment in the whole husbandry. Let us

meet then, in convention, on the second Monday
in December,, (if you will only divide with me the

responsibility of naming that day,) and make
at least one more efliirt

—

not to petition the legisla-

ture, for thej' have no ears lor us or our affairs, if

we may judge of the future by the past ; but to as-

certain how far it is possible to exert ourselves in

our own behalf. Should we make nothingbut "a
water-haul," (as the fishermen say,) we shall at

least be better satisfied than we can be at present:

and that alone is a boon well worth purchasing at

such an expense as the meeting would cost us.

Now, and at all times your friend,

COMMKKTATOR.

We unite heartily with our corresponcicnt in de-

siring to call attention to the Agricultural Convention,

and to induce the fullest possible attendance, in the

manner pointed out in one of the resolutions of the

former convention, which we shall republish below.

As to the views of our correspondent in regard to the

procedure, or the best means of effecting the great ob-

ject that every member and every individual will

seek—the improvement of agricultural practice and

promotion of agricijjtural interests—we shall now ex-

press no opinion : but invite all to the discussion, in the

hope that the stirring of the question in this manner

ma}'^ cause many to think maturely on the subject, and

lead to a well digested, combined and successful ef-

fort.

In one minor matter, we differ from our correspon-

dent, and must therefore withhold the concurrent ac-

tion which he requests. The former Convention fixed

what was then thought the most suitable time for the

next meeting—and whether it was so or not, its being

so fixed, would make an attempt at alteration inexpedi-

ent, and probably injurious. Independent of this con-
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sideration, we still believe that the time fixed by the

former convention for the meeting ol the next, is on

the whole the best.

Exlracl from the minutes of procceaings of the ^Agricul-

tural Convention, Jan. 13, 1S3G.

" Resolved, That it is recommended by this body,
that an Afjiicnltural Convention shall ajjain meet in

the City of Richmond, on the second Monday in Janu-
ary, 1337, to be composed of delegates from ibe seve-

ral Agricultural Societies in Virijinia, and from any
public meetini^s of members of the ao'riculiural inte-

nst, in countiis and towns where no such societies

have been organized."

Communicated for Publication in the Farmers' Register.

REPORT OF THOMAS BLANCHARD, ESQ. ON
THE UPPER ROANOKE NAVIGATION, IN
REGARD TO THE USE OF STEAJIBOATS.

To A. Joyner, Esq.

Airreeably to your instruction, I iiave examined
the Roanoke River ti'om Rock Landiiiir, ar I he en-

trance of the canal, to Clarksville, in Viririnia, for

the purpose of" ascertainin<f the practicahility of
naviirating the said river between those point?;, by
Eteaniboats, and beg leave to submit the ibilow-

in<f remarks.

The present sluices, or most of them, are alto-

^iher inadeqir.ite !!)r steamboat navigation ; and
in some places the fall of water is too great, to be
overcome without lockinir. I have therelore made
such remarks as I thought necessarj", on tlie liills

and shoals as I passed along, taking the names of

the dili'erent places as given me by the boatmen :

but the distances between the obstructions, I

could not accurately get, and have omitted them
altoijether.

The first rapid shoal that came under my no-
tice, is called the Old House Jjedge. It is a raf.id

of about 30 rods long—the fall of water in the dis-

tance about two l(3et, and the water in the sluice,

about two feet and a half deep. This shoal can
be made navigable for steamboats, by deepening
the sluice at the head, and giving it a more gru-

dijal fall, or inclined plane,

2nd. Eaton's Y-dWs. The fall at this place is

about ten feet, and is overcome by a short canal

arid lock. The latter will admit the passage ol

boats of only seventy feet long. The entrance to

the lock requires straightening, and to be made
deeper : the canal will require to be made straight,

and some wider.

3d. Allen's Falls. The first rapid was aliout two
feet fall in a short distance—was found to have
two and a half feet water in the sluice, and must
be improved. The second rapid, in the same falls,

is much the same as the first, and can be suffi-

ciently improved by sluicing.

4th. Hamlin's Shoals. The first bar is along
side of an island—the rapid is short, and water
very strong. The second bar is a ledge of rocks,

extending the whole width of the river—the wa-
ter in the sluice two fiiet deep, the fall two and a
half, in fifteen or twenty rods. The third rapid is

in all respects much like the second ; the head of
which, is the foot of the fourth sluice, which has
a «ione wall, and is shoal and rapid. The fifth

sluice terminates these rapids. They are about
two miles long, and form a continued succession

of shoals the whole distance—the bed ol the river

being wide, the b'otloni composed of solid rock,

and the fall more than sixteen feet. To make
these shoals navigable, lijr steamboats, locks are

necessary. To improve them by sluicinnr, would
require one regular inchned |;lane over the whole
of them, making a fall of water of about ten teet

to the mile, which is as great a fidi as can be over-
come to advantage.

5ih. Ballard's Shoals. These shoals are thrce-

lourths of a mile long, and about lour feet fall in

two short rapids— the sluices of which are crook-
ed and shoal. They can be improved by extend-
ing the sluices with side walls, and using dams
and making them deeper.

6ih. Pugh's Falls are about three-quarters of a
mile long, having a fidI of six feet. Here are the
ruins of an old lock, which it will be necessary to

re-construct, or build a new one. A short distance
above this place, on the south side of Cotton
Island, is a short rapid of about two feet fall,

bre;iking over a ledge of rock, extending from the
island to the opposite shore. The water is deep
both above and below, and nothing more is want-
mg but lo cut a sluice through the ledge.

7ih. Lizard Creek. There are two rapids at

this place, about one-fourth of a mile long.

The first has a fidI of about three feet in twenty
rods—the second is not so strong, but both will re-

quire in)proving by locks or long sluices.

8th. Collar Bone Falls. At this point the wa-
ter fiills about two feet in thirty rods, and can be
sufliciently improved by deepening the channel at

the head ol the sluice, and making a wall up the

side of the north shore, thus forming a long sluice.

9th. Black Shoals. The fall here is about eigh-
teen inches, in two short rapids, and can be easily

improved hy cutting sluices.

lOlh. Horseford Falls. The whole extent of
these falls, is nearly .two miles, but the greater

part of the fall is in a distance of three-quarters of
a mile, having a fall of about six feet, the whole
fall being eight-feet. The main fiill is over a stra-

tum of rocks the whole width of the river. One
lock of about six feet lift would be sufficient for

these falls.

lltli. Short's Falls are one mile long, and can
be improved by sluicing.

12th. Bug's Island Shoals, require to be made
deeper and sij'ai^ht.

ISth. Butcher's Creek Shoals. These falls are

too rapid to be overcome without lockage—the

most tliificult place is around Eagle Point, where
a wall has been constructed. The sluice is crook-

ed. A dam of five feet lift would raise the water
sufficiently for ll^.e two first rapids; the others can

be improved by removing rocks, and making the

sluice? straight.

I'iih. Johnson's Sluice Shoals, arc more than a
mile long; the sluices are too narrow and crooked;

the turn too sht)rt around the island. The sluices

must be made wider and longer.

1.5ih. Clarksville Falls. At this point there is a
ftill of about three feet. The sluice through the

milldam is too short and rapid for steamboats. As
here is a good mill seat, a dam and lock would be

necessary tor steamboats, and supplying water for

a mill.

The examination I have been able to make of
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Roanoke River between the points already inclica-

ted, (Rock Lnndin<j; and Clarksville,) induces me
to believe that five locks at least are necessary,

and there are not less tlian twenty-five shoal

places where ihe water falls from one to three leet

in short rapids requiraig improvement. Sluices

have been formed through these tails or rapids for

batteau navigalion, but they are generally too

crooked and narrow for steam boat navigation.

In addition to this, between the ponds formed by

the several lidis, there are many secret or hidden

rocks near the surface in low water, which would

be destructive to steam boats, and must be re-

moved. The sluices at places where this mode
of improvemerjt is adopted, must be so extended
as to give the water a gradual tali of not more
than at the rate of ten feet to the mde. This rate

of inclination may be considered the maximum
tall that a steamboat will overcome, taking other

boats in tow. The sluices should be three feet

deep, and not less than thirty feet wide to navigate

them with safety. The kind of boat I would re-

commend for the river is 85 feet long, and 13^ feet

wide, vvilh the wheel in the stern : such a boat, if

built Avith my patent arciies, would not draw more
than 18 iiiches water.

As to the cost of making the necersary improve-

ments on Roanoke River, lor stea.ii naviga-

tion, it would be impossible lor me to iorm any
correct estimate, having no adequate data upon
which to found such estimate for work in this part

of'the country.

TIIOS. BLANCHARD.

MUD WALI.S nEFENDED.

To tlie Editor of the Farmers' Reijisier.

Richmond, ( Ta.) Oct. 23, 1836.

An absence from home during the past sunmier
has prevented my reading,of late, jour interesting

journal as usual, and it is but a day or two smce
accident threw in iny way, the September No. of

the Register, in which I noticed, for the first time,

Mr. Herbemont's reply to my remarks upon Mud
Walls.
Mr. II. sets out by accusing me, (such preten-

sions are never wanting to a warlike enemy,) of
" waging war" against him, and veteran as he
is—always read_v—betakes advantage, anticipates

the offensive, and opens his batteries upon me,
with the most merciless discharge of irony and sa-

tire. Now although my adversary has resorted

so unprovokedly to the "»//mo ratiiP, and thus
placeil matters between us, according to all rule,

beyond the pale of treaty, 1 have still loo much re-

spect for the adage at which he hints, to answer
him in his own way, unless his temerity shall force

the necessity upon me. I even implore a truce,

and shall endeavor in the mean time to covfirm
peace by assuring Mr. H. that I intended no " at-

tack" or '"irony" by my remarks, and that in

speaking of him, and his article upon Pise, I re-

ally intended to do so with the utmost respect and
coiu'tes}^—and if" indeed I have done otherwise, it

is purely attributable to my awkwardness, for I ut-

terly disclaim any "malice prcpense^^ in tlie whole
matter.

Hiving thus made the honorable amend, I can-
not help remarking, Air. Editor, how discouraging
it is, to say the least of it, to liave one's mxiidcn

essay so unmercifully assailed, especially by such a
veteran oi' the pen as my adversary. " J<Jst modus
inrebiis'^— but verily, Mr. Herbemont has forgot-

ten this maxim oi moderation, in his attack upon me,
and what lie is pleased to call my mud walls : for

pushing his advantage to the utmost, he throws back
upon me the whole weight of what he is pleased

to call my "most undoubted highly respectable

name,'''' and not content with this, he proceeds to

infiict the "coup de grace,'''' in the form of the
most merciless irony by the superposition of my
"four'''' poor worn out, old field Virginia planta-

tions I mud houses and all ! I pray my adversary,

have niercj' ! I really never intended to give to

the public an inventory of my old fields: but in

truth, 'twas, indiscreet in me to be talking, ah I

publishing (that''s the rub—) about four planta-

tions, old fields, or what not, in these atrrarian and
democratic days : it is I find, too palpable an inno-

vation upon the delicacy of public sentiment upon
such subjects. Well ! we must all pay for our

experience, and as I am young yet, I shall hope to

grow in discretion as I grow in years. But I must
confess that I had expected a little more forbear-

ance at the hands of a liberal and chivalrous gen-
tleman of South Carolina. But enough ! I now,
in the words of Mr. Ilerbemont, " most cordially

and in all sincerity offer him the hand of peace

and friendship, and beg to be considered by him
only as an liumble fellow-laborer in the field of

usefiilness."

Mr. H. tells us that the Tower of Babel was
built of mud, and that there are sufficient remains
for this fact to have been ascertained by modern
travellers—and Mr. PI. takes credit to himself for

this, his heroic assistance, as he calls it, in enabling

me to establish the antiquity of mud walls. But I

can't say that I am less sceptical about these tra-

vellers'' stories than ]\]r. Herbemont himself. In

short, I am willing to let ihe facts stated by me at

first, stand just as they are—and will not permit

Air. H. or any one else to provoke me into a cru-

sade in their behalf, even to the Tower of Babel.

If the fiicts are wortli nothing let them go for no-

thing.

PHILIP ST. GEO. COCKE.

OBSERVATIOIVS ON ARTESIAN "WELLS, AND
ON THE CAUSES OF THEIR FAILURES.

Translated for th(; Farmers' Register, from the ^nnalcsdc V^g-

riculture trancaise. for August. 1836.

[At various times, we liave, in the Farmers' Regis-

ter, given information of new and important facts in

regard to Artesian, or overflowing wells—and have

urged the extended aj^plication of this important dis-

covery to new locations, and for new purposes, in this

country. In France, the art of well-boring has rapid-

ly extended, and is more and more engaging the atten-

tion both of practical and scientific men. In this

country, it has attracted but little attention, and has

been rarely put to use, except in the calcareous region

of Alabama, where pure, or spring water could in no

other way be obtained, and where the solid and homo-

geneous nature of the soft rock, (through which the

borings penetrate for several hundred feet,) has render-^

cd continued tubing unnecessary, and has made the
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works both cheap and durably operative. But it is not

only wheie tlie want of drinking water compels Arte-

sian wells to be made, that they are wanted, and would

be highly profitable. There are few situations, not

abundantly supplied with pure springs and streams, in

which Artesian wells would not be worth far more than

the cost of construction—and nearly all towns, and all

works moved by watei power in cold climates, would

derive eminent advantages from them. But, besides

the prerequisite of convincing tbe public of the impor-

tant use of these wells, there is needed the aid of sci-

ence to ascertain and make known the laws that gov-

ern overflowing waters, and that would direct where

they may be obtained—and the aid of art and experi-

ence, to avoid errors in the execution of the work.

For the latter purpose, the following ( xtract will cer-

tainly be useful to all persons who may design com-

mencino- such undertakings—and, perhaps, also to

those who have already prosecuted those works with a

satisfying degree of success. Even if the observations

of the author should not induce the use of some

means to avoid the waste of the ascending waters, we

may at least profit by learning from him this impor-

tant and encouraging fact—that a diminution of the

flow of water which had been once obtained, does not

prove a diminution of supply from the source—but

merely tl.at it is wasted in its course, by the operation

of causes which more care would have prevented.

We here shall give only the general remarks of the

writer, and his more particular directions as to the tu-

bing of bored wells. His subsequent statement of the

purport of M. Viollet's memoir we postpone for the

present—and may omit entirely, if the memoir itself

(which is promised in the September No. of the J2a-

nales,) should be more satisfoctory, and is suitable to be

translated for this journal.

We have not stated the American equivalents of the

various French measures of dimensions mentioned in

the following article, because they are not important

except to persons who design to make practical use of

the information, and they can by them and others be

easily estimated, by reference to the explanations of

French weights and measures given at p. 119, vol. iii.

and in other parts of this journal, and various other

works.

—

Ed. Fah. Reg.]

Extract from a Report made to the Societyfor the

Encouragement of National Industrij, by the

Viscount Hericart de Tiiury, upon a Me
vioir oj M. VioLLET, Civil Engineer, at Ihiirs,

concerning the application of observation and
calculation to the dynamic action of ylrtesian

wellsf and upon the heights at which it suits to

take the water, to put to use its entire power.

Gentlenrien :—M. Yiollet, civil engineer at

Tours, and member of this Society, has addressed
to you a memoir upon the principal Artesian wells

of that city and its environs. According to the

manner in which he has treated the various ques-
tions considered in this memoir, a more appropri-
ate title would have been, ^ Theory of the appli-

cation of calculation to the dynamic action of the

water of overflowing wells, and upon the heights at

which it is proper to take the waters, so as to make
use of their whole power.

The memon- of M. Viollet is, in truth, a theory
entirely new, or until now unperceived, and sjjoken

of by no one, helore this able mechanician. To
him, and to M. Saget, engineer ol mmcs in the

l)e])artment ol" Iiuhe-ei-Loire, to whom he sa\s

he was ind(;hted lor the first idea, belongs the pri-

ority: and I do nothing more than my duly in de-

claring, that, during the twenty years in which I

have occupied myself with the art ol" bored wells,

and m 'vhich time I have had communication with
our best mechanicians, ibr the employment of" the

overHovving waters of these wells, no one has
comnmnicated any such theoretical ideas, on the

application of calculation, as has now been done
by M. Viollet.

Olher persons may, with juslice, cluim the in-

veniion of the prior use ol" the overflowing walers
ol" bored wells for wo.-king machines esiablished

in localities which were, uniil then, deprived of
running waters : others will claim the application

of these walers to wheels moved by other water,
to the end that by their warmer and constant tem-
perature they might hinder the formation ol" ice in

winter on (he wheels—and consequenti}", prevent
the necessity of the stoppage ol" the works, which
before was often caused durmg very cold weather.
Other persons may also claim the application oi"

the waters ol'bored wells to the warming of work-
shops and green-houses, by making ihem flow un-
covered through such places, during winter ; and
others have used these waters to make artificial

cress-beds, and for irrigating land, &c. But, I

repeat, no one, before Messieurs Viollet and Sa-
get, had thought of applying calculation, antl alge-

braic formulas, to ascertain the dynamic power of
Artesian wells. To them then, and especially to

M. V^iollet, belongs the first idea ; as it is lo M.
Chanipoiseau, merchant of" Tours, that is due the

honor ol'having o|)ened, in this country—notwith-
standing the risks foreseen and willingly encoun-
tered—of having opened a new career to iiidustr}',

in the employment of the overflowing waters of

bored wells.

Thanks to you, gentlemen, to yourofTered prize,

to your encouragements, our bored wells are ex-
tending more and more. They are now made in

all parts of France—in England, Italy, Germany,
Prussia, Russia—in Asia, Africa and America.
But I will also say, that, in many places where
they are attem|)ted, the trials are made too slight-

ly, and ofien, with an eagerness and zeal too lit-

tle regulated by reason and reflection. It is not

to be believed that all countries present equally

the conditions necessary for obtaining overflowing
walers. No! unhappily.no! Ditlerences and dii-

ficuliies are produced by the physical construction

of" certain regions, the nature of their rocks, and
the mannei of" their position—the raisings, the up-
settings, the breakiuirs, the dislocations, which
the strata have undergone since the information

—

in short by many causes, upon which I cannot now
dwell, and to which I shall return elsewhere, be-

cause it is important to study them, and to know
them well, before the boring for water can be
carried on to the best advantage.
But these causes do not operate in the depart-

ment of Indre-et-Loire, in which Mr. Viollet has
conceived his theory of bored wells, since each
trial there has been crowned with success, and
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the success is so much the more remaikable,

as the quantities of water ohtained successively in

each well have always been increasing since the

firf^t borinrj.

To make borings, to pierce the earth to reach
spoulintT water, is not all that is necessary in con-

structinn; Artesian wells. I'he greatest difficulty

does not lie there. When the ground is liivora-

b!e, and the necessary conditions are presented,

we may easily bring to light, and make overflow

at the surface of the earth, the springs ot subter-

raneous waters : but the great difRculty is to main-

tain and preserve the entire volume and force of

water which the source furnishes, and preventing

any after diminution of its quality, power or ef-

fect. Such is the true difficulty, such is the prin-

cipal rock that the Artcsiaii weil-bnrer can strike

upon. On this account, in my divei's reports upon
the principal bored wells with which I have had
acquaintance, have I always particularly dwelt

upon the necessity of tubing them with the ut-

most care, and through their entire depth. In

truth, earth which appears most compact often

presents numerous fissures, or cavities, or beds

of sand and gravel, of which the boring may not

show the true state, nor the degree of permeabil-

ity. The subterraneous water, in risino;, at first

filters through the passages imperceptibly: but if

this infilteration is allowed to continue, it soon in-

creases : it opens, it rapidly enlarges the at first

small issues, then the waters spread through the

earth; they make way for their passage, and soon

or late, they are lost entirely.

I have often cited examples of excellent bored

wells, which had been the admiration of the coun-

try, which had caused a general enthusiasm to

prevail, to that de^jcree thai none doubted but that

there was under the country a subterraneous sea

ready to rise up wherever the earth was pierced :

every body wanteil to have bored wells, so that

the workmen could not s?rve the demands which
arrived from all sides. But soon this ardor subsi-

ded ; and the admiration ceased almost as quickly,

when it was seen that the overflowing waters ra-

pidly diminished, and soon even C(>,ased to rise
;

and this entirely for want of proper care and pre-

caution in the tubing of the wells. I have even
reported an example perhaps, the most striking,

that of a bored well, the waters of which, as abun-
dant as impetuous, aller having inundated the

garden of the proprietor, who, as he said, only

wished to have a little river and lake, (in the style

of English garden,) but of which the waters,

in their (liry aeknowled<red no dike, no obstacle

able to arrest their course, overthrowing the par-

tition walls, and even overflowing the adjacent

grounds, to such extent that the proprietor, not

being able to govern t-he water, was condemned to

make a subterranean aqueduct, to rid himself of the

excess of his river, and to prevent the occurrence

of new disasters. Eut his aqueduct was not yet

finished when he had the grief of perceiving his

cascades successively to become fi^eble, his river

to diminish, and next even to cease to flow, be-

cause his well had not been tubed its full heii>rht

;

and because, lor mistaken economy, he had besides,

committed the fault of using tubes made of com-
mon sheet tinned iron, which, being quickly de-

stroyed, suffered the rising water to be lost in the

Fandy and permeable beds of earth traversed by
the well.

In Ills communication, M. Viollet says, that

being charired with applying the motive power of
the water of a bored well to a mamjtactory, he
deemed it necessary previously to study the va-
rious bored wells of Tours, in order well to ascer-

tiin the power of the water of which he could dis-

pose, and to assure himself whether the supply
was constant: but tfiat frequent measurement of
the volumes discharged had soon convinced him
of a progressive diminution, which he attributed

to the wells not liaving been tubed through their

whole extent ; that consecjuently they experienced
considerable waste fi-om filtration, and a gradual
decrease, which had not been perceived at first,

because that the wells bored lor the municipal ad-
ministration of the city of Tours, sent their com-
bined waters to different public fountains, through
subterraneous conduits.

It was in studying thus the power of the Arte-
sian wells of Tours and in repeating successive-

ly the measurements of their products, that Mr.
Viollet conceived first the principles of. his theory

—of which the application appeared to him doubt-
ful and uncertain when he had established the

progressive diminution of the power— but upon
the success of which, however, he was re-assured,

when he arrived at the cerlainly that the Artesian
wells always preserved their full power, when they
had been tubed through all their height, and with
proper care and precautions.

The examination ol the memoir of JVl. Viol-

let having led me to speak of the decrease of the

waters of bored wells, in consequence of the de-

feels of the tubing, 1 think it proper to suspend
my remarks fur a mc.metit, for the purpose of in-

troducing some developemenis upon the tubiuff of

wells, one of the most important operations of the

well-borer, since on it the success of" the work
generally depends.

There are used, to tube bored weils, pipes either

of wood, of cast metal, of iron, of sheet iron, of
sheet tin {fer-blauc. tinned iron,) of zinc, or of

copper.

1. Pipes of wood .ire used for wells of no great

depth, or which do not exceed 40 to 50 melrp3.

In Artois, there are wells bored at a very remote
epoch, the affes of which are not known, which
are lined with wood which has never needed re-

pairs, unless at the upper extremity, at the open
air, and which part has to be renewed once in 20,

or 25 years, and often in less time. These jjipcs

are maie hke those for pumps and fountains, of

the wood of alder, elm, oak, &c. The wood of
alder is generally preferred to the two others : it is

easy to bore, is less dear, and is very durable.

They bore these pipes laid horizontally, with an
auger worked either by hand, by horse power, or

by a water wheel. They give to those pipes a di-

ameterofO.lO millimetres to m. 0.20. Thcirlength
is as ijreat as the boilies of trees that can* be had
witl'.out defects. Thejoiningsof the pipes are made
by the end of one pipe being cut to enter in the

end of the next, and the joining encircled and se-

cured by a hollow cylinder (freile,) of metal.

2. Pipes of cast iron are used by difl'erent well-

borers, in preference to pipes of wood ; and yet

they ofler some serious inconveniences, according

to the nature of the ground, and of the gas or

other principles contained by the water. These
pipes unite with each other by the one end enter-'

ing and fitting into the ether, with soldering,''
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brazed, or willi mastic de fontenier. The di-

ameters of the pipes are from m. 0.19, to ni. 0.20.

and even m. 0.30. The.-=e pipes: ure also suh]ect

to the daiiijer of beiiiir sonietiiiies crusheil under

the bh)vvs of the rammer, by which they are dri-

ven down. Still, notwiihstaiidinijtiiese objections,

tabes of cast iron are often used with success in

France and in Enirland : but it is necessary first

to test their streri;Lrth, and to be assured ol the

((ualil^'and nature of the metal belcire they are used.

3. Pipes of sheet iron resist injuries better than

the cas!. None but the thick hammered sheet

iron should be used—not the tole lamiaee. The
thicknoss of the sheets used is from m. 0.005, to

m. 0.008. These pipes are united by brazed sol-

dering, and by bein;!^ fitted in each other and fas-

tened with iron pins, wiiich are coanter-siink, or

lost in the thickness of thesheetiron. The diame-
ters of these tubes are from m. 0.10, to m. 0.20.

These pipes are used with the greatest success,

when sheet iron of the best quality is the material.

Some persons have these pipes tinned, to prevent

their oxydation, and the consequent coloring of

the water. This precaution is very good ; but it

requires much care, and presents difficulties in the

tinning of" the joints. In short, it is important not

to use, for cheapness, sheet iron that is too thin,

because it is decomposed quickly, and when holes

are thus once made, they.suffer the ascending wa-
ter to escape into the permeable earth.

4. Pipes of common sheet tin [that is, of very
thin iron washed with tin,] have been used in

Kngland, and their inconveniencies have been evi-

dent, on account of their weakness, and their quick

decomposition. They ouirht never to be used,

unless as temporary and provisional means, lor

want of, or while waiting for permanent pipes.

Still it is preferable to make use of pipes of thick

sheet iron, well tinned, liaving care that the joints

are again well covered with tin, as it is apt to be

exposed at the cut, or place of contact of two
pieces of pipe: when they receive a double tin-

ning, it is said, they are not liable to any causes

of decay, and are perfectly well preserved. 'I'hey

are from ni. 0.20, to m. 0.25 and m. 0.30 in diam-
eter.

5. Pipes of zinc, from m. 0.10, to m. 0.20 in

diameter, have been used in some bored wells, in

preference to sheet iron tinned, for cheapness.
But these pipes are not always of long duration.

They are subject to be speedily decomposed, and
last but a little time in certain kinds of earth,

which appear to exert upon the zinc a powertiil

decomposing action—or rather, perhaps, from the

effect of the galvanic action which is exercised

between the zinc and the iron of the boring in-

struments. Thus zinc tubes should not be used
except lor temporary purposes, and in that case,

sheet iron tinned would be preferable.

6. Pipes of copper are not so costly as might
at first be supposed. They are not subject to de-

cay or destruction, and are employed with the

greatest success tor the great bored wells of pub-
lic fountains, and of factories. Thus, at St. De-
nis, at Tours, at Elbeuf, &c. bored wells have
been tubed with copper: and as the metal used
is only fi-om m. 0.003, to m. 0.004 in thickness,

the expense of the material has been compensated
by its small degree of thickness, and the advantages
of the unalterability of copper, after its surfaces are
bronzed.

Vol. IV—56

I thiidf that pipes ol wood, alder, ehn, or oak,

may be made use of with success in wells which
are not more than 40 to 50 metres in depth : but
that the preference should be given to pipes of
copper when the wells exceed that de[)th, or

when, from the nature of the ground, there is

reason to fear great difficulties in putting down
wooden pipes: since a well once tubed with cop-

per, will never need repairs.

The prices of tubing varj' according to tlie ma-
terial used. Thus— cast iron pipes, according to

their diameter, are worth from 12 to 15 francs the

running metre : hammered sheet iron, at 2 fi'ancp

the kilooframme, 18 francs the runnin<r metre; and
pipes of red cop(ier, at 4 francs the kilogramme,
are li-om 25 to 27 ti'ancs.

As to the precautions to be taken in placing the

pipes, the most essential, and those which should be
particularly recommended to well-borers, are these:

1st. To put down tubes of ascension (or those in

which the water is to be confined in ascending,)
as low as the deepest hard and impermeable bed
of earth which lies immediately over the water-
yielding bed, fi-om which burst up the overflowing
waters : 2nd. To pour behind the tube of ascen-
tion, whether between it and the earth, or between
it and larger temporary pipes, a cement or grouting
of hydraulic lime of the best quality—which is

strongly objected to by many, even to this time.

One of the best examples of tubing, thus execu-
ted, and which deserves to be considered as a mo-
del, is that which Mr. Degousee has constructed

in tlie well bored under his direction in the jJbat-

ioir of Tours.

For tlie Fanners' Register.

WIIICH IS THE BEST ROUTE FOR A RAILWAY
TO THE SOUTH-WEST ?

A writer over the signature R. N., in the Farm-
ers' Register for September and October, has
hrouirht before the public a plan, or route, for a
south-western railway, a part of which is practica-

ble, and will be usefiil and profitable if carried into

eli'ect. A part I consider badly located; and noth-

ing but actual survey, and mature consideration of

the various interests atrecled by the railway, will

enable the public to determine on the proper route.

Some of the general principles laid down by R. N.
are undoubtedly correct ; but he has not, in my
opinion, in la\ ing out his work, conformed to hia

principles. His views are too general; so much
so as to serve and forward but few particular in-

terests; and if but a small portion of the special in-

terests of the state are benefited, it follows of

course that the general interest is but little promo-
teii. My object however is not to enter into di.=g-

cussion with R. N., but to lay before the public

my own plan for a south-western railway, or rail-

ways; and all I ask for it, is a just decision after

actual survey, and comparison with other routes.

I cordially concur in the sentiment, that public ad-

vantaije and interest ought under no circumstan-

ces to be made to yield to individual interest. In

^=uch a work as a road or railway, however, the

term " public and general interests" must have a

more limited meaning than that which would

make it embrace the whole s*ate of Virginia, the

city of Richmond, the James River and Kanawha
Company, &c. I mean that there are eonie great
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and important improvements that ought to be

made, even though they might not directly benefit

the city oi" Ricluiiond, or promote the interest of

the James River and Kanavvlia Company, or ben-

efTt directly that portion of the slate lying on

James River. I aai no enemy to these great in-

terests: I wish to see Richmond a first rate city,

and think that'ivery one who loves Virginia ouglil

to wish succecs to her great central improvement,
which is progressing under the care of" the James
River and Kanawha Company; and lor the whole
Btate, I am in iavor of a liberal system of internal

improvement. The south-western railway is a

work more particularly for the benefit of southern

and south-western Virginia. Riclimond and Pe-
tersburg as the ultimate markets and shipping
ports for this south and soulh-wcslern country,

have their interests too ; and Petersburg being the

natural market of my part of the country, I shall

discuss the subject more especially with a view to

the interest of that town. As a ijcneral remark,
the trutli of which will bo admitted, no doubt, I

would state as a fact that improved roads to mark-
et, railways and canals, chiefly originate with, and
are made by the enterprise and capital of the

towns; hence it is important to the success of a
great work, that such advantages be offered to the

tiwns as to enlist them in itivor of it, and thereby
get command of the necessary capita! to carry on
the work; and if you by the work improve the

market towns in the line of the Improvement, as a
matter of course you render important service to

the country around about and convenient. A
railway from the tide water of James River to the

south-west, extending to the limits of the state, is

a work called for by the wants of an extensive and
fertile country, is a practicable work, and will be-

yond dispute, pay a good interest on its cost. That
I do not assume too much in this proposition, is

proved by the fact, tliat this exte)isive country is

extensively and profitably employed in making
bulky articles for market, and sending them to

market over the worst and most ocpensive roads
in North America. And surely if it can prosper
under such a system, how nuich more must it

prosper when its burdens are diminished by the
facilities ofa railway, and this railway maintained
by one-lburth of what it costs the fiu-mer to use
the present roads ? To be the most beneficial, this

railway must, as iiir as practicable, pass through
those counties larthest removed from navigation,
and at the same time capable of affording the
greatest amount of tonnage for the road. "The
proposed railway is a great and costly work, and
one which cannot be executed, unless every im-
portant interest can be reconciled and combined,
and be brought to use their power and inflnence
to promote the object. One important matter is

to settle the manner in which this great work shall

connect with the tide water. In this great work,
as I have before stated, Richmond and Petersburg
both have important interests. A large portion of
the interests oj" these two cities can be made com-
mon and the same, in the execution of the great
work

;
but in some respects their interests are ri-

val, and so far each town must provide for its own
Seculiar interest. It cannot be expected ihat
[.ichmond will lend her aid in constructing a rail-

way from Petersburg to the south-west, 'or that
Petersburg would assist in making a railway to

tlie siyuth-west from Richmond, or That Richmond

or Petersburg either would submit to a continu-

ous railway passing through to carry trade

to a rival town. It would be absurd to expect it.

What town or city ever thus acted? Railroads

to Petersburg or to Richmond, must stop at the

respective places and deposites, even though "ta-
vern keepers and hack-men" are benefited there-

by. I lay it down as settled in practice and pre-

cedent. iMy plan is to construct a rail road from
Petersburg to Lynchburg, and li'om Richmond to

Lynchburg, and that as large a portion of this road
be common and the same as the nature of the case
will admit of—and from the point where one road
will cease to answer both towns, let there be two
roads, one leading to each. 1 think if this plan is

adopted in good laith, there need be no money
vested in routes unnecessary and uncalled for, and
the influence of Richmond, Petersburg, Lynch-
burg, and Farmville, and all ihe southern and
south-western counties will be concentrated on the

great woik. The point where the road shall be-

gin to be common and the same for both cities,

must be agreed upon by a iiiendly consultation of
the parlies interested, and surveys on joint account
made to gain all necessary information. This can
be done at once, as a considerable portion of the

amount required to pay these expenses is already
subscribed. The route recommended by R. N.,

from Petersburg to the south-west, may, with
some important variations, be adopted by Peters-

burg as her connecting link with the great south-

western road. The point where sound policy wil!

direct the roads to unite, will be either at Farm-
ville, or on the southern ridge route to the east of
Farmville. It would be a matter of little conse-
quence to Petersburg, whether the branch from
Richmond met the branch from Petersburg at

Farmville or at some intermediate point east of
Farmville, as the improved navigation of the Ap-
pomattox will secure to her more of the trade of
Nottoway and Amelia than she has heretofore en-

joyed ; and as the whole work must be underta-

ken and executed by one company, it will be well

to fix the location of the Richmond branch so as to

insure the greatest profit to the stock holder.

This view I think wouki place the branch from
Richmond, on the ridge between the James and
Appomattox Rivers. This location through the

heart of the counties of Chesterfield, Powhatan
and Cumberland, would leave to this branch ex-
tensive trade and travel, sufficient perhaps to sup-
port it, and pay fairly on the capital expended. No
(lilficuhies present themselves on this route until

the crossing of the Appomattox River at Farm-
ville, and this a sliirht one, as the ground is even
and the slojie iiradual. This portion of the route,

from Raines' Tavern to Farmville, has been al-

ready surveyed and estimated. From Farmville
the route would cross Bufialo River near its junc-
tion with the Appomattox, and by an easy ascent
attain the summit of a ridge which is even and
unbroken to New London. Tliis ridge must be
the location until you approach Lynchburg with-

in a few miles; that town can then he reached by
one ol" the ridges which set oH" at right angles to

the main route. The importance of making
Lynchburg a point on the line, will be readily ad-
mitted by all who will consider that it is one of the
largest inland towns in the state, a place of great
and increasing trade, which is attracted to that

place from north, south, cast and west, and that it

J
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will be probably the starting point for the rail road
to the north-west, extendirij^ to the Ohio, as well

as the siarliiiir point tortile rail road to the Ten-
nessee line. It would be absurd to pass by such
a place as this, if we could do so. It is the point

where we may expect to meet as much trade and
travel as will ijive TuU occupation to those to the

eastward of it, wilh both its branches. There is

another route which has i)pen spoken ol" lor the

confiraialion of the Richmond ridg-e road, that is

tliroui^h tlie comity of Buckinffhani on the north

of the Appomattox. This route olfers too many
difficulties, and no|peculiar advan'aires'as compar-
ed with the route on the south side ot'tiie ri\er, to

be selected. R. N. reconimeuds from Petersburi;

a route on the (jreat ridi^e divi linij!; the waters of
the Appomattox from ihuse Howing into the Albe-
marle soimd, passing by Nottoway Court-house,
Chalk Level, and "around or across the head
branches of Bush and Bulfalo Rivers, and on the
same ridge as it meanders to New London. I

recommend the same route from Petersburg to

Chalk Level or Bark's' Tavern, a distance of (i(ty

miles, from thence to Farmville on a level ridge a

great part of the way, a distance ot filieeu miles,

and the distance by Ihe railway will be near about
the same with the public road, and no difficulty in

this section greater than will befbimd on the other
route. The railway will descend by an easy and
practicable grade along on the east side of Sand}^
River, to the mouth of Bush River. The crossing
will not be difficult or expensive, and thence the
route to Farmville will be quile easy. The dis-

tance from Farmville to Lynchburg does not ex-
ceed fifty miles, making the whole route one hun-
dred and fifteen miles. Great and immediate ad-
vantages are offered to Petersburg by the early
construction of the railway on 'he southern ridge
route. The trade and travel of the comities of
Dinwiddie, Nottoway, and parts ol" Lunenburir,
Mecklenburg, and Amelia, would fall to this rail-

way; and considering the increased tonnage which
would be caused by this improved way to market,
there can be but little doubt that these counties
would support the road, independent of the ton-
nage and travel additional after arriving at Farm-
ville

; and the continued increase as the road ad-
vanced to the westward. All passengers to Nor-
folk, and those preferring the steamboat route to

the northern cities would prefer the southern route,

as well as all who are going north and have busi-
ness in both Petersburg and Richmond. When
the rivers are obstructexl by ice, goods put on the
railroad at City Point would seek this route, as
James River is often closed above City Point
when it is not below. The great general advnn-
tages to be gained by the adoption of such a plan
as this, are, in the first place, the combination of
the influence and enterprise and wealth of all the
towns interested in the southern and southwest-
ern trade, for the execution of the great and im-
portant work of a south-western railway. Second-
ly, the whole south and south-west of the state

gain the advantage ol an easy and clieap way to

market
; and a choice of markets and increased

consumption fir the products of the country. Pe-
tersburg will be particularly benefited, by receiv-
ing a share of the western trade ; and all that part
of Virginia for which Petersburg is the natural
market, will be benefited in proportion as that
town is increased in capital and trade. The Char-

lotte Convention has been brought into the discus-

sion by R. N., not very much to its advantage.
This convention was called by somebody from
some quarter unknown to the writer; widi the

avowed object of considering the propriety of a
survey of a rail road fi'om Farmville lo Diinville,

passing near Charlotte Court-house ; and I think

its resolutions might easily have been construed

to recommend a railway from Petersburg 'by

Farmville to Lynchburg, from Richmond to

3'^armville, and then by a common route to

Ijyuchburg, and a rail road to Danville from

j

Farmville. Il this last should ever be accomplish-
ed, it will afford additional employment f(>r the

i

eastern branches of the great south-western rail

road which ! have endeavored to recommend.
From my acquaintance wilh Farmville and its

people, 1 think I can clear that little town of the

presumption of demanding or recommending that

j

all these great works should pass through her lim-

its. The improvements have been recommended
by strangers as well as friends; and that place

would be strangely blind to its own interests, if it

were to remain indili'erent to such oflered advan-
tages, and to the advantages of location which it

possesses.

It is proposed above that the whole work of

a south-western railway should be done by one
company incorporated for the purpose. If howe-
ver the road from Lynchburg to the l^ennessee

line be secured under its present charter, it will

firm a part of the great soufh-wpstern route, and
ought to be beofun at Lynchburg at the same time
that the road I have recommended shnll be begun
at Petersburg and Richmond. The route fioni

Petersbursr to Lynchburg or New London,
throujrh Farmville, is shorter than the route on
Ihe ridge which ))asses around the head springs of
Bush and Buffalo Rivers ; and ofiers the advanta-
'fps of the trade of Cumberland and Buckingham,
which would be lost to the other routes, as well as

all other trade and travel concentrated at Farm-
ville.

The above plans and routes for railways are

suh.mitted to the p'lblic. The subject is inter-

esting to southern Virginia, and if no other good
is effected, the writer hopes it may cause its fiir-

ther discussion by those who arc mors experi-

enced.

Oct. 3, 1836.
E.

Extract from t'nc (London) Fanner's Rlngnziuc f:)r Scpt-^nilier,

TIIK EFFECT OF SOOT ON WIIKAT.

T had last week an opportunity afforded nie by
a fi-iend who firms on a dry and inferior soil, of
witnessing the effect of the application of soot on
young wheat in the sprinir- The field to which I

now allude, has been partly dressed over at the
rate of thirty bushels of sool to the acre, and it is

quite astonishing to see the benefit; that it has af-

forded to the crop of wheat. Nothing can be
more conclusive as the virtue of this description

of dressing, than the experiment which 1 am now
speaking of. The field was sown with wheat out
of a clover ley, without any manure being laid

on, the whole of the piece having been previously

to this j'ear farmed in an exactly similar manner.
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The fiuld perhaps is seven acres, and about four

ncree (the poorest part ol" the enclosure) were se-

lected lor so\vin<^ the soot on, the retnuining three

acres not haviug any soot applied. [ have no

doubt but that at harvoBt there will be eiirht bush-

els ol" wheat more an acre on the part thai was
sooted, than there will be on the part lo Avhich no

soot was applied. The cost of the soot was six-

pence a bushel, beino- at the rale of fll'teen shil-

Jinfrs an acre for lliitly bushels. The whole of

theexpense attendin<; the dressing vviil not ex-

ceed twenty shillings per acre, the increase of the

value of an acre ol wheat wiii be forty-eight shil-

lings, or eight bushels of wlieat at six shiiiings a

bushel, thus leaving a net [jrofit of twenly-eight

ehillings per acre after deducting the cost and ex-

penses of the soot; and as to any additional labor

brought about by an extra crop, such as reaj-ing,

thrashing, harvesling, Sic, the increased (juantity

of straw will ciitircl}' liquidate.

From tlic [British] Veterinarian.

IiVIPORTA^T TKIAL.

A cause very important to the farmer and tlie

veterinary surgeon was tiied at the Nottingham
Assizes on the 24;h alt. V/e present our readers

with the substance of it.

The plainiifl:', Mr. Jackson, of Stapleford, near

Noitingliam, was owner ofseveral parcels ofmea-
dow land, through which ran a small stream of

water of excellent qualit}'. It was called the Syk
Brook. Near its source is a cromlech in unusual

preservation. It is one of the most perfect Drui-

dical remains which the midland counties possess;

and a legend is attached to the brook, that in days

of yore, the sick used to resort to this spot, and,

after certain Druidical incantations and ceremo-
nies, and drinking of the water which ran beneath

the crondech, they were cured of all their diseases.

However this might have been, these meadows
had been in the possession of Mr. Jackson's fa-

mily for some centuries, and the cattle had always
done well.

Thirteen years ago the defendant, Mr. Hall,

erected some buildings for the manuliicture of

starch near the brook, and above Mr. Jackson's

meadows. No change was observed in the water,

or the condition of the cattle lor the first two or

three years; but at length the water used in the

manufacture of the starch found its way into this

brook in considerable quantities, and then the milk

of all the cows rapidly diminished, many of the

cattle became seriously ill, and in the course of

Borne years no fewer than twenty-six of them died,

and all of a disease accom pained by nearly the

same symptoms, and the fish and the fiogs which
had peopled the brook all died.

In the manufiicture of the starch the wheat
from which it was obtained was first ground. It

was then macerated in waier until the gluten was
dissolved and the starch precipitated, and the bran
was left floating in the tank. It had now under-
went very considerable fermentation, and the

whole mass was in the highest slate of putrefac-

tion, and exceedino'ly olfensive both to the taste

and smell. I'he liquid containing the dissolved

putrefied gluten was now drawn off, and was pre-

served for sale. It was supposed to be an excel-

lent manure, and for a while there was considera-

ble demand for it ; but at length it lay upon hand,
and was thrown away, and took its course down
a ditch into the Syk Dyke, and that, occasionally

in a quantity greater than the original stream.

The bran underwent various washings, and,

beintr sufficiently cleansed, was given to llie pigs.

The starch, however, re(iuired another process

in order to fit it for use. The smell which hung
about it was to be taken away, and the starch was
to be bleached. For these purposes a solution of

the chloride of lime was employed, and when that

had done its duty, it loo was turned into the

stream.

Sulphuric acid was also used in considerable

quantities, in order to perfect the nianuiacture.

That also ultimately found its way into the water-

course.

At length the defendant yielded so far to the re-

monstrances of the plaintiff as to construct a
sough, or circular tiled drain, through the plain-

tiff's grounds, by means of which the empoisoned
water was conveyed to a river at some distance,

the volume of the stream of which was supposed
to be so considerable as not to be materially af-

fected by admixture with these deleterious ingre-

dients.

This being effected, the fish and the frogs be-

gan to return to the brook, and the weeds grew on
its banks, and the mortality seemed to cease a-

mong the cattle ; but the delendant refused to

make compensation for tlie cattle that were previ-

outilv destroyed. In order to recover this compen-
sation, an action was brought,

[The voluminous evidence, we omit.]

Verdict lor the plaintifi, £270 damages.

rroni tlie (London) Farmers' Magazine, for September, 1836.

CULTIVATION OF POTATOES.

Sir:—I observe it stated, that in some counties

there is a great failure of' the f)otato crop ; this, I

think, may be remedied by sowing tfie seed. Sets

will not last above twelve or fourteen years ; after

that time they decline, and hardly return treble

seed. I tried the experiment last year, in a small

wa}', and the produce was astonishing. What is

very remarkable is, that these seedlings produce
potatoes of difierent kinds, and sonietimes new
sorts are procured. It is no difierence whether the

apple comes from one kind or another. I saved
the red rough seed, and I had five sorts from it.

The following is the method [ took, to get them
the size of hen's eggs in one year :—Take a bunch
of potato apples, of any sort, in November, when
they are ripe; hang them up in a warm room
during winter, and at the end of March, separate

the seed from the pulp, by putting them into a ba-

sin of water until they are solt ; squeeze them
with the fingers—gently pour off the water, and
sow the seeds in drills with the feathers of a goose
quill in a good bed of earth. VV^hcn the plants

ai'e about an inch high, draw a little earth np to

them with a hoe in order to lengthen their main
roots: when ihey are about three inches high, dig

them up and separate them caiefully liom each oth-

er in order i'nv planting out in the fiillowing manner.
Prepare a piece of fiesh ground by trenching it

W(".ll, dig up tlie seedling plants as before directed,

and plant them out in tlie'ground thus prepared in

such a manner that there be 16 inches between
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each plant. As they advance in growth, let them
receive one or two earthings np, in order to length-
en tlie main root, and encourage liie shoots under
ground. By tin's management potatoes may be
brouLrht to a ffood size in one year.

Sjuihnioulton, July 19.

EXCKRPTA CCRIOSA.

1597.— In Carrick', are kyne, and oxen, delicious

to eate; hut tlieir (iitness is ol'a vvonderlijil tempe-
rature ; that althougli the fatness of till otlier

comcstable beasts, for the ordinarie vse of man,
doe congeale willi tlie cold aire, by the contrarie,

t!ie liitncsse of these beasts is perpetually li(|uid

hke oile.

1765.—There was in the parish of Braunston,
in the county of Rutland, an ewe which had se-
ven lambs, all alive, within less than a year ; and
when fat, did not weigh above fourteen pounds
and a qnarter.

1705, July 14.—A curious mare, 28 inches high,
from the East Indies, was brought in a coach
Ij-om Gravesend to Leicester Meuse, and after be-
ing curried and dressed, carried in a coach to

Carleton-house, when it was shown to the Prince
of Wales, who soenij^d highly pleased with it;

afterwards it was carried in a coach to the Queen's
Meuse. This was a fine little animal, of a dun
color, the hair resembling that ofa young fawn's. It

was said to be four years old, well proportioned,
had fine ears, a quick eye, and a set of tine teeth

with a handsome long tail, and very good natured.

Qy. Did she breed in England ?

From the (London) Farmers' Magazine.

A NOTELTV IN BREEDING.

It cannot be too extensively known, for the be-

nefit of breeders and fanciers of horse-fiesh in ge-

neral, thai by pursuing the plan of Jacob of old

amongst the flock of Laban, horses may be bred

of any color or possible combination of colors. Dr.
Thomson, of Hamilton, in the case which lately

took the round of the newspapers, actually follow-

ed the suggestion of the Patriarch, and got a ce-

lebrated animal painter to take Batty's beautiful

horse, which painting was placed constantly in the

Btall before the mare during the period of utero-

gestation. We know of seven gentlemen in this

neighborhood (Hamilton) who are following the
same course with their mares this season ; and we
only fear that the mania may extend among the
farmers, and tend to annihilate the celebrated
Clydesdale breed. An animal painter has taken
a residence in town for the purpose of enabling
himself to supply the demand of the country gen-
tlemen forfancy horses.

pense. The construction of this power is very
simple, and its steady operation is quite assured.
lis chief agent is a pair of wheels

; or, if necessa-
ry, a series moving wiih their diameters in the di-

rection of the weight to be raised—say the shaft
of a mine. Tnkuig the one pair of wheels, mov-
ing on the same fixed axis, we find that fiom the
end of a radius or arm in each, a chain descends,
so as to hang on opposite sides of a square pas-
sage. To each chain are suspended, at difierent

but regulated distances, quadrangular frames, to

the upper sides of which, strong projccling iron

rims, moving on the principle of the hinge, are
attached. The boxes, or receptacles for the weight
to be raised, have corresponding edges on each
side. When the wheel above is turned, and a
single bo.x below is placed in connection with the
lowest ft-ame, it is caught by its rim, and with one
revolution of the wheel is sent up as high as the
frame on the opposite side to that on which it is

borne: here it is again caught and sent up to the
apparatus on the op|)osite sic'e again, and so on,

by alternate transmission, it is brought to the top

oi the shaft. The macliine being kept constant-

ly laden below, and its wheel constantly turned
above, it follows that at each revolution of the
wheel a box is delivered : and thus, in an exceed-
ingly short space of time, a vast body of matter
can be carried up through any depth of" shaft. It

is not easy to describe such machines, however
simple they may be, in very simple or intelligible

language, and we have not been much practised

at specifications. We must therefore leave scien-

tific men to understand us through their own quick
intelliirence ; and to all others whom the matter
may concern, we recommend the employment of
their own eyes. The machine could be most hu-
manely employed in great mines in quickly send-
ing the workmen up or down, to save them from
their present tedious and tiresome expedients lor

that purpose. In unlading ships at wharfs its op-

ration would be found amazingly rapid and pro-

portionably convenient. It may be remarked also,

that its operation is wholly unaccompanied by
danger, and that its speed may be accelerated or

diminished, or it maybe stopped altogether at any
moment, with perliict facility and convenience.
On the whole, we must confess that we were struck

with the complete efficiency of this admirable in-

vention, which we are glad to find is protected by
patent.

From the (London) Farmers' Magazine.

MACHINE FOR THE UP\VARD TRANSMISSION
OF WEIGHTS.

A very ingenious machine for the upward trans-

misson of weights ofany description is now on ex-
hibition at the Mining Hall, next Exeter street,

and deserves the attention of mine proprietors,

wharfingers, and all persons who have the man-
agement of extensive stores, as one well calcula-
ted to save a great deal of time, labor, and ex-

IIORSE RACING OF OLD.

The deed is still preserved among our city ar-

chives, by virtue of which the Town Cup is an-
nually given at Salisbury races. It bears date

March 28, 1654, and is a compact between Sir

Edward Baj riton (as the representative of certain

noblemen and knights who subscribed a fund for

the purpose) and the mayor and commonalty of
Salisbury. Under this deed the latter received

£320, and thereupon bound themselves to provide

annually for ever, " a faire cupp of silver gilte with
gould," of the value of £18. Among other curi-

ous regulations to be observed at the race for the

cup, it is ordered, in the aforesaid deed, that the

corporation shall provide j'early " three men with

muskets to be charged with powder, to be dis-

charged as fblloweth—that is to say, one of the

said three men to stand at the first niyles ende
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from the starting place of the said race, and there

discharije his musket as the runninge horses pass-

ed by hym ; one other ol" the said three men to do

the like" at the second myies ende from the said

Btartinge place; and tolher of the said three men
to do the like at the end of the third myie from

the said startinfi;e place." The improvemen s in

the speed and breed of our modern race horses

have long since rendered unnecessary this very

ingenious method of urging them to the goal.

—

(London) Fanners'' Magazine.

For the Farmers' Register.

COMMERCIAL REPORT.

No important variations in the prices of domes-

tic produce have occurred during the past month.
Previous to that time, the current rates of tobacco

liad declined some 30 or 40 per cent, below those

of JN'lay, June, and July. The lower qualities

now command 3 to 8-5 per 100 !bs. ; the better

Borts 5^ to ^7, and fine 7 to S8|, beyond which,
scarcely any is sold. New primings, (a descrip-

tion of tobacco which the manufacturers apply to

some use,) sell at 1 to A2 per 100 lbs. The pro-

duct of tobacco has been greatly and injuriously

increased ol late years, by the practice of bringing

to market all sorts of trash, which formerly served

for manure.
The inspections of tobacco in Virginia, during

the year ending the l^st o( this month, amounted
to 45,445 hhds. and the foreign export to 30,000,
against 47,520 inspected, and 26,000 exported in

1835. Exclusive of the inspections, a considera-

ble quantity is brouo'at to market loose, and sold

to manfacturers. The receipt at New Orleans,

was 49,934 hhds. against 35,890 in 1835, and
24,963 in 1834. A very large increase is expect-

ed in the Virginia and western crops the ensuing
season, and a consequent ovsrstock in all markets.
Some interesting statements of the tobacco trade

have been compiled, by iNlessrs. Mley & Van
Amringe of Philadelphia, from which it appears,

that in the years from 1772 to 1775, the annual
export from the colonies averaged nearly 100 mil-

lions of pounds : during the revolutionary war, the

averaiie was little over 12 millions, and the culti-

vation of it in Europe was then commenced. It

has since been continued more or less extensively,

according to circumstances. France presents a
remarkable instance of increased cultivation under
the inducement of high prices. In 1818, there

was grown 18| millions of pounds—in 1819, 26
millions, and in 1820, 33 millions, equal to 27,500
hhds. of 1200 lbs. each.

The consumption of tobacco in France is now es-

timated by the government at 12 millions of kilo-

grammes, or about 2G millions ofpounds—ofwhich,
about 14 millions is grown in France. The quan-
tity on which duty is paid in Great Britain, lor

home consumption, (of all sorts,) is about 16 mil-

lions of pounds, and in Ireland, between 4 and 5
millions—together producing a nett revenue to the
govermnent ol £3,000,000, or nearly 15 millions

of dollars.

Th(>, export of tobacco from the United States

in 1790, was 118,460 hhds.. and it declined gradu-
ally to 58,000 hhds. in 1797. The price having
advanced as the supply dimmished, a new im-

pulse was given to the cultivation and tlie export

mcreased until it reached 103,700 hhds. in 1801.

The price again declined, and the export varied

from 71,000 to 83,000 hhds. until the interruption

ofcommerce by embargo, and war; since which,

it has been,
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Indies, from whence unusually large supplies are !

arriving in England.
Tlie new crop is later than usual in lliis part of

the couniry—the quality is good, and the present

price, (in Petersburg,) 17^ cents, is such as

should induce the planters to lose no time in send-
ing it to market. The crop in the western states

is reported to be large, and a full one in the south,

so that an increase of 100,000 bales on the pro-

duct of 1835, is the least that can be expected, and
150,000 not improbable.

The apprehended deficiency in the crop of

wheat is realized, and the supplies are so sniall

that scarcely any flour is shipped from Virginia;

and for the first time, the millers of Richniond and
Petersburg are about to obtain wheat fi-om JSu-

rope. Large imporl;ations of foreign wheat con-
tinue to arrive in all the northern markets; but

although the appearance of the grain is fine, it

does not make o-ood flour, wltliout an admixture
with our own. The price of wheat is Irom $;1 75.

to ^2 15 per bushel : ot" flour, 9^- to J^IO, and lor

best family ^12^. These high rates induce the

farmers to hold their corn for a better price than is

now current, say 80 cents per bushel. The crop
on the navigable rivers is a full one. The in-

spections of flour for the quarter ending 1st Octo-
ber, compared with those of last year, exhibit the

follou'ing result.

1835. 1836.

Richmond, 43,069 bhis. 16,133
Petersburg, 9,383 2,536*

An intelligent writer in Philadelphia has pub-
lished an article on the subject of grain, which
com|)rises much information. He says, "this

country has been called the greatest wheat grow-
ing country, for the extent of its population, and
it may have been so forty years ago, when its

population was small and wheat flour constituted

the most valuable article of" export. But that

country cannot be so called which now raises more
cotton, more tobacco, and more rice, for export,

than any other country, and at the same time pro-

duces more Indian corn than of all other kinds of

grain together, and is constantly extending in the

growth ot cattle, sheep and swi.ie, and in manu-
ftictures of every description. In fiict, the growth
of wheat, it is evident, has not increased, pro rata,

with our population."—"The inquiry has been
often made what is the quantity of dilierent kinds
of grain raised in the United States, making a fair

average crop? This cannot be answered with ac-
curacy in the present state of our information on
the subject, but from the best attainable, we have
estimated those crops as follows.

"Indian corn, 100,000,000 bushels.

Wheat, 50,000,000
Rye, 20,000,000
Oafs, 20,000,000
Barley, 1,250,000"

The pressure for money in our creat commercial
cities is almost unjjaralleled. The rate of dis-

count on good paper is as high as 2 per cent, per
month or more. Stocks of every sort have contin-
ued to decline, and are lower now in New York
and Philadelphia than at any previous period du-
ring the year. Even those which divide more

* In I832--3-4—14,500 each corresponding quarter.

than 6 per cent, are considerably below par. The
monetary system of the country is in disorder:

remittances cannot be m.ade with any facility

fiom one place to another—a difl'erence of seve-

ral per cent, is made in internal exchanges—no
currency of general circulation exists—except an
ima<iinary gold one. The large expenditures on
works of internal improvement, and investments

in lands, &c. require 'he active use of all the cap-

ital of the country ; and this is prevented by the

vast accumulation of nearly 50 millions of dollars

in .he government depositories.

The price of labor, of provisions, and ot almost
every thing, has advanced during the current year
—common laborers are hired at double and even
treble the wages formerly paid. The profitable

culture of cotton has attracted to the west a vaf;t

portion of the laborof the southern states—and the

extension of rail roads in every direction calls

tor more labor than can be spared from agricul-

ture.

Looking from general to local matters, we find

the raif roads north and south of Richmond in

progress toward completion. The construction of
the Raleigh and Gaston Rail Road is commenced,
and about one half of the line is under contract.

And no sooner is this work begun than a survey
is undertaken from Petersburg to Farmville, and
proposed to be continued to Lynchburg and Dan-
ville. A conditional subscription is already made,
in Petersburg alone, of more than .«;200,000,

for the stock of such a road, in anticipation of a
charter.

The receipts of the principal articles of produce
at New Orleans may be worth recording.

1834. 1835. 1836.

Tobacco hhds. 24,963 35,890 49,934
Cotton bales, 465,103 531,366 498,895
Flour bbls. 320,660 285,708 287,191
Sucrar* hhds. 29,582 47,018 5,677
Bacon in hhds. 7,318 8,243 7,315

in bulk lb. 615,324 1,519,330 851,263
Pork in bbls. 91,985 93,381 70,816

in bulk lb. 2,603,860 7,160,934 5,416,976
Whiskey bbls. 32,437 36,440 33,193

As the cultivation of articles of food is doubtless

on the increase, particularly in the states border-

ing on the Ohio, it thus appears that a greater

proportion is required for the consumption of the

interior, which maybe readily ascribed to the vast

emifrration to the west.

October, 24///.

X.

FRENCH PRACTICE AS!) OPIIVIOIVS AS TO THE
CHINESE MULBERRY.

The article of M. Loiseleur Deslongcliamps on

successive crops of cocoons, from which we translated

some extracts for the last No. is continued at some

length in the succeeding (August) No. of the Jlnnales

—and its conclusion is yet to come. It consists mostly

of generalities, together with other and more minute

directions for making successive rearings of silkworms,

which would scarcely be now of any value to our

readers. We shall attend to what the future continu-

ation may offer. In the mean time, tlie following

* Shipped coastwise.
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passages are given, as they furnish evidence, from an-

other source, of the great and early productiveness of

the Chinese Mulberry.

"Nothing is more easy now than to multiply plan-

tations of mulbei'ries, as much as may be wished. The
kind known under the name of MuUicauUs, or Per-
rottet mulburry, not only furnishes the means, by the

extreme facility with which it is propagated by cut-

tings, but it also shortens remarkably tiie time which
before its introduction, was necessary for undertaking
the rearing of silkworms. Formerly, with the prevail-

ing usage in planting mulbeiries, it was necessary to

wail at least ten years before begining to feed the

worms : by planting for hedges, or low stocks, as

many now do, this time is reduced to hall'; but still

five years would be required to begin."
"But at this time, with the JMulticaulis, it is

possible, (as I have already announced in a little work
published in the subject,) it is possible, I say, to make
a raising of silkworms lonrteen months after having
planted the slips of this new and precious variety

—

and the leaves gathered from these slips, from the com-
mencement of the second year, will suihce for the food

of a prodigious number of worms. I saw the 1st of

last November (183.5) at Messieurs de Grimaudet and
Latour, at Villemomble, three leagues from Paris,

about an arpent* of land which, in the preceding

March, had been planted with 72,000 slips, at 6 or 7
inches apart, in flat beds of 4 feet vvidth, separated by
paths of 12 to 15 inches. Well; notwithstanding the

dryness, which was so considerable in part of the

spring, and throughout the summer, 60,000 had so well
taken, that one fourth of them had grown to the height
of from 4 to 5 feet—two fourths more to 2 and 3—and
the other fourth, of the most feeble, were at least a
foot high. I have estimated that if these 60,000 slips

were left in place, in the spring of 1S36 they would
have produced 120 quintals of leaves, sufficient for the

sustenance of 250,000 to 300,000 silkworms on the

produce of 5 to 6 ounces of eggs."

"One thing which I have not )'et said, and which
however appears to be important, is that the mulberries
can furnish the means of raising silkworms to tenants

who have leases of no more extent than 12 or 15
years, or even of but 9 years."

ERRATA.

Page 385, line 14 of column 2, for "nhie-foi-iieihs,"

read nine-teiilhs. The error in using this uncommon
fraction, was not caused by the inattention or careless-

ness of the printer, nor without lull consideration and
consultation—but was owing to the indistinctness of
the figure used in the manuscript.
Page 439, line 43, col. 1, for "vol.iii." read vol. iv.

An arpeiit is al)out 1 1-4 acres.

—

Kd. t"AR. Keg.
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From the Farmers' Series of the Library of Useful Knowledge, i The lateness of the crop in some parts of Eng-
land is accounted tor by the freneral coldness ofHAY MAKIXG IJV ENGLAND.

The time of mowinn; and the mode of making
hav of the ditl'erenl grasses— both natural and ar-

tificial—vary not only according to the state of

the weather and the practice of separate districts,

bat also according to the uses to wliich the ha}' is

intended to be applied ; for, although all appropri-
ated to the Itjeding of cattle, it yet differs in its es-

timation for the various kinds of stock ; that of
clover, sainlbin, and tares being chiefly employed
for beasts of heavy draught, and the common pur-

poses of the farm, wliile that of natural meadow
grass is preferred for milch cows and saddle-
horses. Thus, in the vicinity of large towns,
where the color and softness of hay is more
thought of by the generality of consumers than its

nutritive properties, it is mown early, and got into

stack in as green a state as may be thought pru-

dent; while those farmers who expend it in the

support of their own stock are more careless in this

respect, cut it later, and leave it longer in the field.

In some places, indeed, and more particularly in

Ireland, this is carried to so objectionable aleno'th,

by anxiety to procure as large a crop as possible,

that it is by no means unusual to see the harvest of
meadow hay so late as the midddle of August,
and left standing in the rick-yard, or haggard, as

it is there called, until long after that lime, where-
by the crop is considerably injured in quality, and
the intention of increase in the quantity is very
commonly foiled, through the drying effects of the

atmosphere. This mode of making is, however,
justified by some of the ftirmers in the latter coun-
try, as being the necessary consequence of the su-

perior richness of the grass, which if not thus

treated, would be exposed, by its great fermenta-
tion, to catch fire;* for which there may be some
foundation upon strong soils, but it can form no
excuse for the generality of the practice, and it

may in all cases be rendered less requisite by ad-
ditional turning, or by making the stacks smaller.

ihe spnng on the eastern coast, which compels
them to feed their mowmg grounds late.* It is

also thought b}' some persons that if the seeds of
the grass be left to rij)en, the hay will afTord a
greater quantity of nutritive matter than if cut
when in Hower ; but the value of the aftermath
thus lost is often greater than the extra nutriment
gained, for the ripening of the seeds not only
weakens the future growth of the plants, but the
aftergrass- has not sufficient time to acquire
strength. Mr. Sinclair states that he has in many
instances found it reduced to less than one-half in

a given time after the seed crop, than when cut at

the time of flowering ; but he adds, that he could
never observe its bad effects to extend in any de-

gree to the following season.f

Ti7ne of Mowing.

* See tfie County Surveys of Ireland generally

:

Lambert's Observations on the Rural Affairs of Ire-

land, p. 42; and Parkinson on the Management of a
farm in Ireland, p. 109. The latter writer says that

"it is a custom in that country to make what is termed
tramp-cocks (or lap-cocks) of hay, and to let it stand
on the ground for some months, in reality until it has
smothered the sward in such a nianner as to destroy all

the grass roots on that spot of ground; a custom that,

besides, occasions a great loss of hay, by the steddle

or bottom part becoming mouldy, and some of it rot-

ting. Neither does the evii end here ; for when the
hay has stood so long in these large cocks, the first

sweat is got over, so that when it is stacked the
air penetrates into it, and it acquires a sort of
fusty smell, thus losing all the sweetness required
in hay. The hay which was on the farm when he
entered did not fatten cattle in the same propor-
tion as he had been used to the hay doing in Eng-
land, and he is certain that this was to be attiibuted to
its being put up in the manner described." See also
Darwin's Phytologia, p. 77.

Vol. IV—57

It has been observed by the late Dr. Darwin,
that while the flowering stems of grass are shoot-
ing up, and during the whole process of fructifica-

tion, every species of grass—but more especially
those known by botanists under the designation
of the tribes of Poa and Festuca—abound with
saccharine matter. This, according to his idsa, ia

found particularly in the joints of the grasses,
where a secretion of sugar takes place, and it ia

probable that from this source the subsequent nu-
triment afforded by the plant is in great measure
derived. As the seeds approach maturity, this

sugar is found in less abundance ; and when they
are completely ripe, the object of nature being at-

tained, the stem and leaves begin to decay.
The proper lime for cutting the mieadow grasses

seems, therefore, to be when those saccharine
juices are in the greatest abundance; which ap-
pears to be when the seed is formed, but before it

has arrived at maturity, for if it be allowed to

grow thoroughly ripe, not only will a nutritive

portion of the plant be wasted, but the land will

become more exhausted than if the crop had been
cut earlier. It has, indeed, been proved by experi-
ments carefully made upon many kinds of herb-
age, at different periods of their growth, that
plants of all sorts, if cut when in full vigor, and
afterwards carefully dried without any waste of
their nutritive juices, contain nearly double the
quantity of nutritive matter which they do when
allowed to attain their full growth and make some
progress towards decay. It is, however, the opin-
ion of many experienced farmers that the grass
should be cut as soon as the first flowers blow

;

for at that period it contains all the usefiil qualities

of which it is susceptible, and afterwards becomes
daily more tough and sapless. Such is certainly

the practice in Middlesex, which is celebrated for

the quality of its hay, though probably that de-
pends more on the estimation accorded in the Lon-
don market to its color and fragrance, than to its

* Lincolns'i. Rep., p. 223.

t Hort. Gram. Woburn., p. 21a
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real nutritive properties. If the cutting of the

crop be much protracleJ, the best season for mak-
in<>; the hay may also be passed ; the plants be-

come withered at the bottom ol" their stems ; the

roots are injured ; and tlie aftermath is materially

lessened in quantity. These remarks, therefore,

sugiiest the propriety of watchintr the prouress of

the bents of early cnisscs to perfection, and of cut-

ting the crop before tiiey drop their seeds, although

the sward of those of Jater growth may not then

be ripe.

Upland meadows, if well manured, will in ge-

neral be ready lor mowing by the middle of June,
or even earlier if the summer be favorable, and
never should be left standing longer than July,

unless prevented by a continuance of wet weather.
The first crops of the artificial grasses are always
cut earlier.

Mode, of Making.

There are but {^w departments of a farmer's

business which demand more arduous care than

this ; for the weather can never lie depended upon,

and il security could be obtained on that point,

the most vigilant circumspection is requisite to in-

sure the duo perlbrinance of the work, lor all coun-
tries abound in bad haymakers; quantities of hay
are annually wasted, and still greater quantities

unnecessarily injured, through bad management.
Mowing is indeed usually done by the acre, but

making—as the tedding, raking, and remainder of
the process is usually termed— is paid for by the

day's work, and from the number of hands em-
ployed, including persons of both sexes and all de-
scriptions, is necessarily entrusted to people who
frequently understand notiiiniT about it, and w!io,

if not sharply looked after, idle away hall their

time.

In the southern counties it is generally calcula-

ted that an expert mower performs a 20od day's
work when he cuts an acre, if the crop be heavy

—

if light he will do more; but in the north the la-

bor is performed by the strongest men, who use a
scythe ibat is considerably longer—being com-
monly about five feet in length—and who usually
cut an acre and a half In the execution of the
work they generally point both in and out, by
which means [hw or no balks are left, and from
the great breadth of the swaths, and ihe close

manner in which the grass is mown, iheir labor is

very severe: they have, however, an allowance
of strong beer, which is not usually given to other
laborers. Tins mode of cutfinsr is, indeed, in every
point of view, advantageous, for the closer and
the more level the crass is mown, the better will

the after-grass thrive, and the saving of Jiay is

considerable, for one inch at the bottom weiirhs
more than two at the top ; but it requires a very
experienced mower to perform it well. Farmeis
should, therefore, be more caulious than they ce-
nerally are in the choice of mowers: in their own
neighborhood, indeed, there can be no difficulty,

for there every man's capability is known ; but
when strangers are employed, much loss is fre-

quently sustained by their incapacity and careless-
ness.

Mowing commences at the earliest dawn of

day, wliile the dew is upon the ground; and when
the grass is down, if the weather is liivorable, the
watha should be opened with forke, and evenly

spread over the meadow, during the same morn-
ing if it be cut early ; but that operation is very
commonly, though improperly, deli^rred until the
next day, when the upper surliice having become
somewhat brown and withered, they are turned,

ov-er as soon as the dew is off. If the weather
continue hot, the swaths should however be im-
mediately sliaken out and tedded, or thrown about
once or twice in the course of the same daj', by
which means the hay will be cured in the least

possible time, and its color and essential juices will

be more eflf>ctually retained than if it be long ex-
posed in the same position to the sun. It should
then be gathered with rakes by people working in

contrary directions, into long narrow rows, called

•'wind-rows,'' and afterwards, with forks, into

small "cocklets," or "foot-cocks," and left during
the nio-ht, ibr it should be guarded as much as

possible Irom the dew. On the fbllowing day, it

must be again thrown out to the air, and if thea
judged sufficiently dry, it should be brought to-

gether late in the evening in larger cocks, after

which it may be carried, on the third day, without
any further process, to the stack. In short, the
cliief points to be observed are, always to preserve

the hay as much as posible from dew and rain;

therefore, to bring it into wind-rows, il not to cock
it at nightfall ; never to open it in the morning till

the dew has evaporated ; and not to allow it to re-

main too long under the scorching heat of the sun
without being turned. The degree to which hay
requires to be dried depends on its quality ; coarse
hay should be allowed to heat more in the stack,

and therefore should be less made than that of
fine succulent herbage.
The Middlesex practice will be found detailed

at loot.* That of Wensly Dale, and other parts

* First day.—All the grass mown before nine o'clock

in tlie morning is tedded, in which great care is taken
to slialce it out of every lump, and to strew it evenly
over ttie ground ; for by tliis regular method of ted-

ding, the hay heats more equally in the stack, and is

consequently not so liable to damage. Soon afterwards

it is turned, witli tiie same degree of care and atten-

tion ; and if, from the number of hands, they are able

to turn the whole again, tliey do so, or at least as much
of it as they can, till twelve or one o'clock, at which
time they dine. The first thing to be done after din-

ner is to rake it into what are called single wind-rows ;

that is, they all rake in such a manner as that each
person makes a row, which rows are three or four feet

apart ; and the last operation of this day is to put it

into grass- cocks.

Second Day.—The business commences with ted-

ding all the grass that was mown the first day after

nine o'clock, and all that was mown this day before

nine o'clock. Next, the grass-corks are to be well
shaken out into staddles (or separate flats) of five or

six yards diameter. If the crop should be so thin and
light as to leave the spaces between these staddles

rather large, such spaces must be immediately raked
clean, and the rakings mixed with the other hay, in

order to its all drying of an uniform color. The next
business is to turn the staddles, and after that to turn

the grass that was tedded in the first part of the morn-
ing once or twice in the manner dsscribed for th<' first

day. This should all be done before twelve or one
o'clock, so that the whole may lie to dry while the

workpeople are at dinner. After dinner, the first thing

to be done is to rake the staddles into double wind-

rows, which arc six or eight feet distant from each
other; next, to take the grass into single wind-rows

;

then the double wind-rows are put into bastard-cocks ;
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of Yorkshire, with some of the northern coun-
tries, is to cut the grass as low as possible, and on
the following; day, to strew it evenly anil liglitly

with the hands ; lor in this part of the work they
use neither forks nor raUes, unless the grass should
be very light. In that condition it is allowed to

remain until the day aller, when it is turned with
the rake-head, and is belbre noon raked into small

rows, called " turnings ;" the haymakers begin-

ning at the side of the field farthest Horn the

wind ; and the evening of the same da\% the rows
are made into smalls •' hay-coeks." Tiie next
morning, as soon as the dew is well evaporated,

the cocks are spread carefully abroad by hand,
and again before noon brought into rows. In this

state, if the weather has been perfectly fine, and
the quantity to be slacked in one rick is not large,

it may be carried ; or otherwise it is made into

Inrge cocUs, and allowed to stand a few days to be
lightly tiirmented ; though not so long as to allow

the base of the cock to become injured by the

moisture o( the ground.*
The plan reeonmiended by Dr. Anderson and

others, is— not to cut the grass until it is perfectly

dr}', when the swaths having had the sun ibr a

few hours, are to be made into small cocks in a
pointed shape, as narrow at the base as possible

;

to remain in that state during one or two weeks, ac-

conhng to the weather, and then to be put into

larger, or "tramp-cocks," in which, after remain-
ing a lew days, the hay will be fit to stack. The
benefits resulting from this practice are stated to

be a considerable reduction of labor, and that the

Iiay continues nearly as green as when it was first

cut, also containing its natural sap in the greatest

perfection ; whereas by tedding and managing in

the usual manner, its juices are exhaled, and it is

and lastly, the single wind-rows are put into p;rass-

eocks. 'I'his com[)letes the work of the spcond day.
Third day.—The grass mown and not spread on the

second day, and also that mown in the early part of

this day, is first to be tedded in the morning, and then

the grass-cocks are to be spread into staddles, as be-

fore, and the bastard-cocks into staddles of less extent.

These lesser staddles, thougli last spread, are first turned,

then those vvhicti were in the grass-cocks, and next tiie

grass is turned once or twice before twelve or one
o'clock, when the people go to dinner, as usual. If

the weather has proved sunny and fine, the hay which
was last night in bastard-cocks will this afternoon be in

a proper state to be carried ; but if the weather should,

on the contrary, have been cool and cloudy, no part of

it probably will be fit to carry. In that case, the first

thing to be set about after dinner is to rake that which
was in grass-cocks last night into double wind-rows;
then the grass which was this morning spread from tlie

swaths into single wind-rows. After this, the hay
which was spread last ni2;ht in bastard-cocks is made
up into full-sized cocks, and care taken to rake the

hay up clean, and also to put the rakings upon the top

of each cock. Next, the double wind-rows are put

into bastard-cocks, and the single wind-rows into

grass-cocks, as on the preceding day.
Fourth-day —On this day the great cocks just men-

tioned are usually carried before dinner. The other

operations of the day are such, and in the same order,

as before described, being continued daily till the hay-
harvest is completed.

* Tuke's Survey of the North Riding of Yorkshire,

p. 174 ; Communications to the Boaru of Agriculture,
vol. vii., part 1.

more subject to become injured by rain.* Although
this may be true if the weather be fine, and the hay
perfectly dry when first put into cock; yet as both
these conditions can rarely be attained, we do not
consider this mode of making hay as generally
likely to succeed. Perhaps, however, a medium
between this method, and that which we have
previously recommended, may be safely adopted
b}' those who are scanty of iiands, which is—not
to tcdd the grass so much as there described ; to

draw it into wind-rows instead of cocking it every
evening, and only to open and shake it out for a
lew hours in the middle of the day ; then, to make
it up in the last stage into very large cocks, slijrht-

ly thatched by having a httlc of the coarsest grass
laid upon the top with the ends downwards; to

remain one whole day or two, according to the

weather, and then to be carried. In this manner
the labor is lessened ; the want of making is sup-

plied by the partial heating of the grass in the

large cocks; and under the circumstances in which
many fiirmers are often placed, the plan has been
liiuntl to answer ever}^ uselul purpose. Although
we state this upon the authority of a very ex-

perienced and intelligent farmer, yet it must be

recollected that it is a plan which we only advo-

cate in cases of necessity.!

Such are the modes most usually adopted ; but
when the weather is unfavorable, a less direct and
more laborious method becomes necessary. The
chief aim, then, being to secure the making of
the hay with the least possdile risk, the grass, afier

being mown, is not tedded out, but often remains
for a couple of days, or even more, in the swath
belbre it is touched

;
yet if a dry moment does not

occur for turning it, that operation must still be
performed before it has time to become yellow un-
derneath, and particular care should be taken to

turn the swaths with the heads of the rakes.

After being thus dried, it must be airain turned over,

tedded, brought into wind-rows with the rake,

and put into cocks, which are afterwards shaken
out, if the weather permits, or nicely turned upside

down, and then made into larger cocks, which if

Ibrmed into a conical shape will stand a considera-

ble (juantity of rain without injury, until they can
be got sufficiently dry to be put into stack without

heating.J An expedient is also practised in York-
shire to get the hay out of harm's way, when not

sufficiently dry to be regularly put into stack,

which consists in putting it into "pikes" or "stack-

lets" of about a load each. This is done by-

passing a rope round the bottom of each cock, and
drawing them by horses, so that ten or twelve may
be fbrmed into one pike, and either left in the field,

or carried upon sledges into the rick-yard, and
there placed in larger pikes around the site of the

intended stack. If well managed, these will not

be materially injured by rain, and a slight fermen-

tation commences which, in favorable weather,

[jrevents too much heating when put into the

stack.§ Marshall, however, says, "that it is more

* See the Complete Grazier, 6th edit., p. 150, and
xYnderson's Ess. on Agr.

f See Batchelor's Survey of Bedfordshire, p. 443.

X Lancashire Report, chap, viii, section 1. Che-
shire Report, chap. viii. section 3.

§ Report of Select Farms, in the Library of Useful

1
Knowledge ; No. v. p. 12,
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generally made use of as a slovenly expedient for

getting the iiayout of hand in a tedious season;

and that he has seen these pikes when opened out

to be carried to the stack, white with mould, black

with rottenness, and of every intermediate color,

e.xcepting that which is alone desirable.*

In the making of roiocti hay move attention is

necessary than in taking the first crop, irom the

greater dilliculty of mowing occasioned by the

lightness of the grass ; so that, unless the mowers
are very expert in the management of the scythe,

it is apt to pass over the herbage without cutting

it. This operation should therefore be performed

very early in tlie morning, while the dew is upon
the ground ; but the subsequent management
varies in no respect from that pursued with regard

to the first crop. It is, liowever, fraught with con-

siderable risk, for the erass is more soft and succu-

lent at this period of tiie year, consisting almost

fiolely of leaves without stem or stalk, and con-
sequently requiring more time to dry up the juices:

whilst at this season the dews are generally

heavy, and lie long upon the ground; so that,

even if the weather be fiivorable, but a short time

occurs during which it can be ireely exposed to

the sun and the air, and a very small quantity of
rain will have the effect of rendering it mildewed
or mouldy. It is, notwithstanding, frequently cut

from water- meadows for the use of cows ; but it is

inferior to the hay of upland meadow, for the grass

not having had sufficient time or sun to give it

firmness and consistence, has no proof in it, and
though relished by all cattle, yet fatting stock do
3iot thrive on it.

Clover and other artificial grasses are usually
mown when the heads appear in full blossom

;

but rather sooner than later, as the error of cutting
the first crop too early is fully compensated by I lie

increase of the second. The proper time may be
ascertained by observing the bottom of the plants;

and care should be taken to mow it when tiie low-
est leaves begin to show symptoms of decay; for

if the crop be suffered to stand longer, it will lose
more at the bottom than it would gain at the top.

The period of this state of ripeness, depends both
on the season and on the condition of the land

;

but in common years, and on ground in good
heart, it generally occurs, for clover, about the
first or second week of June, an<l if not then cut
down, it has been found to suflTer more injury
than if it had been cut in an early state. Sainfoin
is ready for the scythe rather earlier. The soon-
er it is cut after the blosson)s make their appear-
ance, the better will be the quality of the hay, al-

though the quantity may not be so great ; for, if

allowed to stvuid until they all come out, the stems
which first Hower grow lough, and the hay thus
becomes coarse and unpalatable. One load and
a halt; when cut out of the stack, may be consi-
dered a fair average crop of either.

An expert mower will, in the north, cut full two
acres of sainfoin per day; of clover rather less:
but in the southern counties, the average does not
exceed an acre and a hall of either, and the work
must of course depend upon the richness of the
crop, for sometimes the one, and sometimes the
other, may be the heaviest. As the weather is at
that season usually fine, and the painft)in is natu-
rally dry and open, the making of it into liay is

* Rural Economy of Yorkshire, vol. ii. p. 135.

attended with butfittle difficulty: clover lieing more
succulent, requires greater care, and more time to

dissipate its juices, as it is otherwise very subject to

heat in the stack, and, il not, to become mouldy,
at least to be discolored. When mown, the

swaths should not be spread out, as is the practice

with meadow ha}^, (as the plants are delicate, and
easily lose their leaves, either by being shaken
about, or by being much exposed to moisture,)

but suffered to lie as the scythe leaves them, until

Ihey are nearly dried, which will generally be in

two or three days. Then they should be gently

turned over with the rake itnmediately after the

dew is ofl^'; and, if no rain falls, the hay will be fit

to cock on the following morning, and may be car-

ried in on the fourth day.
When the clover is cocked as soon as the dew

is ofi, the leaves will be just sufficiently tough to

preserve them ; but if this be omitted in the morn-
ing, and perlbrmed in the heat of the day, the

leaves will have become so dry as to be partly re-

duced to dust, and lost in the operations of load-

inij and slacking ; although, if it has been mown
sufficiently early, this is not so apt to occur, and
the loading and stacking may then be continued
all day without interruption. If, however, it should
become too dry to be carried without some risk of
loss, this may in some measure be prevented by
lightly rolling the swaths over with rather larger

forks than usual, keeping the load closely togeth-

er, and being careful, when la3ing it into the cock,

to avoid breaking and tossing it about, or beating
it down.*
The above is considered the most advisable

mode of making clover hay, though many per-

sons, after turning it in the swaths until nearly

dry, put it up into small cocks, in which it is al-

lowed to stantl for three days ; afier which, advan-
tage is taken of a brisk drying day to spread it out,

and in the morning to lay it in cocks of" about half
a ton each, in which state they remain until re-

moved to the stack. t The making of the other
artificial grasses into hay so nearly resembles this

practice, that any particular statement of the
modes employed with regard to tares, rye-grass.

or lucerne, is unnecessary : they are indeed, mon
iienerally used, in a green state, for soiling; but

as they are all subject to material injury from rain,

the state of the weather should be watched before

* Middlesex Report, second edition, p. 297.

t Report of the East Ridin<j of Yorkshire, p. 171.
A mode has been also sometimes adoptpd in Lanca-
shire, and attended with success. It consists in col-

lecting; the clover to;jether info small portions, imme-
diate!}' after it is mown, in a manner somewhat simi-
lar to sheaves of g-rain, and kept straight ; then twist-

ed together in the top, so as to admit of their standing
on their bottom, when a little spread out; something
in the same way as horse-beans are placed. In this

state they are loft; and if not thrown down by the
winds, they will resist more rain than when lying
upon the ground: or, if the weather be fine, the clo-

ver, havinu: more extent of surface exposed, is said to

become fully made in a vtry short time. Dickson's
Lancashire, p. 504. This method, however though it

may partially secure the hay from damage by rain,

would in fine weather have tlie effect of drying it un-
equally; the outsides of those sheaves being too much,
and the interior part insufficiently exposed to the sun;
whereas the true principle of hay-making is to dry
every particle aUke.
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they are cut, and every care and activity should
be einploj-ed to gel tliem promptlj' into stack.

The common nnmbcr of wnikpcoplc is five

hay-ma!vcrs to each mower, inciiunnif tedders,

loailers, pilciiers, and stackers; but exchjsive of

the carters who drive the teams employed in car-

rying the hay. There are, therelbre, Ircquently

more than twenty persons engaged in the same
field ; and as some management is necessary to

keep them in order, a steady experienced old fel-

low should always be placed at their head for that

purpose ; for it is im])ossibie that the liirmer should

himself" afford that constant attendance which
is requisite to the direction of each operation, and
the man who would cure his hay at the most mo-
derate expense, and with the least possible risk of

losing the season, must urge those who make it,

those who load and carry it, and those who stack

it, to make the most of every hour, and secure it

while the sun shines. Every part of the opera-

tion is done with forks and rakes, and every hay-
maker is expected to bring an implement of each
kind ; but the farmer is most frequently obliged to

find both.

Besides the light rakes of the common descrip-

tion, with wooden teeth, there are also some of a
larger form, called " ell-rakes," with curved iron

teeth, which are used for the final collection of the
crop into large cocks ; but a hnrsa-rake, of a sim-
ple construction, which could perform the work
with fewer hands, is an instrument much wanted,
and if fbrmeil upon the same principle as the stub-

ble-rake tiiat is in use upon many arable farms in

various parts of the kingdom, would occasion a
further savmg of time and labor. An improved
implement of this kind has been lately brough'
from North America, and has, we understand,
been successfully employed in some parts of Scot-

land. It is drawn by one horse, and is said to be
equal to the labor of twenty persons with common
rakes ; but thedescrijition given of it in the Trans-
actions of the Highland Society is so very minute,
as well as contiised, that we must refer to that

publication for the particulars.*
* * # # #

In some very steep and small enclosures, hayis
ako sometimes carried by a method, in Derby-
shire, called s/anguig; a stang signifying a pole,

two of which being laid upon the ground at two
and a half or three fi^et apart, and a large cock of

hay being laid upon the middles of them, two
men take it up by the ends of" the poles, in the
manner of sedan chairmen, and thus carry it to the
side of the stack.

f

Slacking.

Great caution is requisite in the s/acfr/ng of hay;

for, if not put together perfectly dry, it is liable to

ferment, and from this being exposed to catch fire,

whole stacks have been not unli-equently reduced
to ashes. Hay stacks are generally made of an
oblong form, as the hay can thus be more accu-
rately cut into square trusses than when the stack

is round. The ground upon which they are built

should be either raised with stones and hard com-

* New Series, vol. iii. p. 40,

t Derbyshire Report, vol. ii. p. 180.

post, or with chalk, to secure the bottom from wet;
or a sill of" stout limber, with the bark on, should
be laid down of the exact size of the slack, and
afterwards filled up with faggots or with Jurze,

covered with hurdles, ftjr a floor. The fiirmer is

the preferable pUm, because it prevents rats from
nestling under thestaddles; but in that which is

the most commonly adopted, a bottom is merely
laid of faggots and irregular billets of wood, with-
out any frame. They are erected of any size that
may suit the convenience or the fancy of the own-
er; but those of moderate dimensions—say
about 30 feet long by 12 broad at the bottom, and
reckoning 9 or 10 feet in height to the eaves—are
the most sightly, (he least exposed to accident by
lieating, and will contain about 20 loads. Farm-
ers, however, generally prefijr those which con-
tain double that quantity, both because there is

less expense in thatching, and less proportion of
exposed surface: the outsides always becoming
dusty, and inferior to the hay which is in the inte-
rior. The ricks should stand parallel to each other,
at least 10 or 12 feet asunder, that carts may have
room to pass between them, as well as to keep
a flee circulation of air in all directions; and while
forming they should be always covered with rick-

cloths supported by poles, to guard them from
wet, in the manner which will appear in the next
volume under the head of harvest.

In forming the stacks, a layer of haulm, or
straw, is usually laid over the staddle, and the hay
is then regularly spread and even trodden down,
keeping the middle rather higher than the sides. In
tins manner it is carried evenly up to a few feet in

heiixlif, and is then made to project gradually out-

wards up to the eaves, so as to overhang the sides,

as it, is thus more efieciually secured against rain.

The roof is then raised to a considerable height,

in a slanting form, with gable ends, and this part

of the operation requires considerable care and ex-
perience in the building up of the rick. I3einop

thus formed, the bents and blades which project

outwards are pulled by hand, until the surface
presents a smooth and regular appearance, and
these pullings are used to top up the stack; which,
after being allowed a i'ew days to settle, is then
thatched with wetted wheat or rye straw, by men
who make that a business. In efiectinu this part

of the operation, care should, however, be taken
to prevent the thatchers from laying on the straw
in too wet a state ; lor it will then injure the hay
lor several inches downwards. The common
charge lor labor is from Is. to Is. 3d. per 100
square feet; the small stacks being charged high-
er than those of large dimensions. The quantity

of straw thus used in a stack containing forty

loads of hay, will be about two loads of straw, and
more in proporiion if" the slack be smaller.

Stacks are also not unfrequently formed, when
of small size, quite round : and sometimes with
CTable ends, not too hiirh, nor yet like a house-roof

in the form of a triangle— but rather circular; in

which shape they are much less liable to admit of

rain passing through the thatch, and a smaller

quantity of straw suffices fur that purpose.

It is the custom of many farmers to ventilate the

hay stacks by means of flannels in their interior, in

order to prevent the hay fioni becoming mow-
burnt, by drawing off the hot vapor occasioned by
fermentation, and various methods are adopted to

effect that purpose ; such as square troughs bored
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fall of holes, or nailed totrether with laths, or with

sacks liill of straw, which are placed upright, and
the hay trod round them as the making of the

stack proceeds, until the sack is nearly buried,

wiien it is drawn up a little, and the hay laid round

it as before. The advantages supposed to be

thus trained are, however, counteracted by the

parts on every side of sucli vents becoming moul-

dy, unless a free ihroughfare be secured lijr the

air underneath ; and in case ot a current being

thus admitted into the stack, it then greatly increases

the risk of fire. It is, therefjre, justly reprobated

by every skilful haymaker, and should only be re-

sorted to when occaoioned by wet weather; in

which case the danger n)ay be parti}' prevented by
mixing the hay with layers of straw.

[t is well known that a moderate degree of fer-

mentation, or sweating of hay in the stack, has the

efiect of communicating a flavor to it which—as

exemplified in the dilierence between old and new
hay—not only renders it more really nutritious

and wholesome, but certainly makes it more pala-

table to the cattle which are fed upon it than such
as has never gone through that ojieration; and the

greater the quantity of sap whicii can be retained

in the hay without endangering its being fired, or

becoming movv-burnt, the more perceptible will be
the fragrance of that flavor. The time of getting

the hay into stack, therefore, requires considera-
ble judgment, and depends not alone upon the state

of the weather, but also upon the condition and
quality of the crop. In the present parching sum-
mer we have seen some scanty crops carried off

the meadows, and slacked without risk on the se-

cond day afier they had been cut; for althoush
this might have been attended with danger had
the grass been succulent and weighty, yet if light

crops, or those produced upon a poor or unnianured
soil, were to be long exposed to the action of the
sun and air, their juices would be dried up, and
they would lose both in their weight and in their

nutritive value. The process of drying may,
therefore, be contiimed too long; or it may, on
the contrary, be not carried far enough. Accidents
of the latter kind not unfrequenily happen to rich

crops in fine sunny weather, which by drying the
surface gives a withered appeaiance to the grass,

and leads to the supposition that it is in a state fit

to be stacked ; but, the evaporation being only
external, and too much of ihe sap being thus re-

tained, the fermentation in the rick becomes too

great, and if if should escape being fired, it at least

loses much of its fi-agrant smell, acquires a dark
brown color which increases towards the centre,

and thus becomes what is termed mnw-burnt—
which is said to weaken horses that eat it, by pro-
moting an excess of urine. In like manner, hay
which has been put into stack in a damp state, be-

sides being exposed to the same risk, is also sub-
ject to become mouldy—in which condition nothino:
but extreme hunger will compel cattle to eat it

;

but if neither movv-burnt, nor mouldy, fiirmers do
not object to the color being somewhat brown, as
they consider it a proof of the nutritive properties
of the hay.
On what we have formerly stated in recommen-

dation of the application of salt in the stacking of
ail kinds of hay, when coarse, or injured by'^the
wet of an unfavorable season, it has been remark-
ed, that if it be put into the stack wet, and rainy
weather follow immediately, it must increase the

dampness, as it is a well-established fact that salt

attracts the moisture of the atmosphere, and,

therefore, must increase the risk of fermentation.*

On which we have only to observe, that, al-

thoush that theory is cnntradicted by experience,

which shows that the attraction of tiie salt acts

upon the moisture of hay instead of that on the

atmosphere, and thus checks fermentalion
;
yet

our observations did not extend to hay which was
absolutely wet, but to that which is in such a

state of dampness as to render it liable to become
musty ; and if it be merely coarse, or sapless

throuirh repeated changes of the weather, the ef-

fect of about 14 lbs. of fine salt sif'ted regularly

throuirh each ton of hay, when it is put into the

stack, will certainly improve its quality, although

it may injure its color.!

Jlay barns possess the decided advantage of

not only forming a secure receptacle for the hay,

but also affording considerable convenience during

catching weather in carrying small quantities at

a time as soon as it is ready, as well as in unload-

ing the wagons under covpr, when it could not be

done with safely in an exposed yard, and thus in-

sure employment for hands which might other-

wise remain idle. In winter they also admit of

the hay being cut out of stack, weighed, and
bound, in perfect safety, which could not some-
times be done out of doors, either with regard to

the security of the crop, or the comfort of the peo-

ple employed in preparing it fijr market. It is like-

wise the opinion of many farmers that hay may
be put together earlier, even by a day, than it

would be safe to do it in a stack. The expense

of thatching hay, especially in the neighborhood

of large tovvns where straw is dear, amounts io

common seasons to about 2s., and in some cases

2s. 6d. per load; though from that is to be deduct-

ed the value of the straw as litter when the stack

is cut : in hay-barns this charge is avoided ; and
as there is a further saving occasioned by the fa-

cility of loaiiing the hay, and afterwards of cut-

ting it for market under cover, these sums iiave,

in wet seasons, amounted to something conside-

rable. Mr. Middleton, the well-known author of

the "Middlesex Survey," erected one capable of

containing one hundred loads of hav, upon oak
posts, in a most complete manner, at West Barnes

farm, in Surrey, where he resided during many
years; and he says, that the savinirs equalled its

cost in two years: but this was aided by the then

hiirh price of straw. With this building we are

well acquainted, and we can vouch that it contains

all the conveniences already stated ; nor, although

the land is hiojhly manured, and the hny produced
upon the fitrm is of excellent quality, has there

ever been an instance of its being too much heat-

ed. The roof IS tiled, and it is boarded to some
distance below the eaves: the entrance being in

the centre, it forms two large bays for the reception

of the crop, and affords complete shelter to a cou-

ple of wagons.
We must, however, admit that hay stacked in

the same yard cuts out of the rick in rather finer

* See Cliapter xviii. p. 335.

t On tliis siibjfct, see most of tho County Surveys,

in some of which double tliat quantity is recommend-
ed ; also, the Treatise on the Horse, published in the

Farmer's Series of the Library of Useful Knowledge,
p. 357.
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order than that in the barn ; and ahhough the dif-

ference is not so great ns to afl'ecl its price, it is

jet pre((MTed by tiiose who are aciiuainted witli

the circumstance. Ft is ditlicnlt To account tbrthis,

for the hay is in both cases equally open to the air,

and that in tiie barn is put together in larger

quantiiies than ihat which is slacked, consequent-

ly ouglit to be closer, and to sweat with more ef-

fect
;
yet the contrary is tiie fact, and the same

obsers-ation has been made by many farmers with

whom we are acquainted. The barn is however
roofed with tiles, which do not Ibrm a roof so im-
penetrable to the air as one of thatch ; neither can
the hay be packed so close to the roof ; thus its

sweating is partially prevented, and to this the de-

fect may probably be attributed.

Grass, when, dried info hay, loses about three-

fourths of iis weight : 400 tons in the field conse-
quently yield oidy 100 when put inio stack ; by
the process of heat and evaporation it is supposed
to be still fiu-ther reduced about ten percent, in the

course of the year; and if cut for sale during the

summer months, the operations ofcutting, trussing,

and carrying to market, render it so much lighter,

by exposure to the sun and wind, that it probably
loses Irom five to ten per cent. more. During the
winter, this latter species of waste will be avoided,
and from this circumstance, together with others

which relate to price and conveyance, farmers
who do not consume their hay upon the premises,
may determine ihe season at which it will be most
advisable to dispose of the crop. Upon good
land, a load and a half of meadow-hay is thought
a good average : in fine seasons, and with plenty
of manure, two loads are fi'equently made ; but
three loads or perhaps tons, when cut out of the
stack, form the largest crop ever produced upon
soils of the very richest quality.

Hay is sold in London, and generally through-
out the southern markets, by the load, containing
36 trusses, each weighing 60 lbs., until Michael-
mas, and 56 lbs. after that period, or IS cwt. to the
load. In many country places it is, however, esti-

mated by the ton : at Edinburgh it is disposed of
by the stone of 24 lbs. avoirdupois, delivered in

bulk ; for neither in Scotland nor in Ireland, is it

trussed lor market. *****
The measurement of hay in the stack, fc)r the

purpose of ascertaining its weight, is made by
multiplying the length, breadth,'and height, into

each other; and if it has been allowed to settle in

the stack during the winter, ten solid yards of
meadow hay, in crood condition, will generally
weigh about one ton. The number of yards de-
pending, however, partly upon the old or young
state in which the grass was cut before it was
made into hay, and partly upon the dry or moist
condition in which it was stacked, as well as upon
the length, of time which it has lain— all these cir-

cumstances should be minutely examined ; lor if

it is in a very large stack of more than a year old,

nine, and in some cases eight ytirds will make a
ton

; clover, lying somewhat lighter in Ihe stack,
Avill generally take eleven or" twelve yards to

make a ton ; and sometimes, when it has been
stacked very dry, thirteen may be required ; but
the average of the last year's clover may be as-
sumed at twelve yards.*

The expenses nf making hay consisting chiefly
of labor, vary, of course, in different places.
Those in the district around London being the
highest, we shall state according to the last esti-

mate, as they may be reduced according to the
rates in other pans, and are as follows:

—

Mowing varies from four to six shillings per
acre, according to the crop ; but the general price

is five. Making, including the wages of all the
laborers employed in tedding, carting and stacking
—but exclusive of" any charge for horse labor,

which being performed by the fiirm teams is not
included—is from ten to fifteen shillings, as the
weather proves dry or wet, and the crop light or

heavy; but it may commonly be got in from fen
to twelve. Men and women will, upon an ave-
rage, drink about lour quarts nf beer each per day,
at 6d. per gallon—say, about 2s. an acre tor beer:
but, when the days are hot, the men at the stacks

and with the carls have a more liberal supply
to induce them to get on. These charges there-

fore amount to

—

Mowing, say per acre

Making, do.

Beer, do.

5s.

10
2

1
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The actual outlay, in mone)', is therefore 25s. the

load, to which must be added the expense of the

team accordinof to the distance to which it is to be

the LeguminacefP. It was brought to England
in 1712, and it is here considered a stove plant. It

generally cultivated in the warmer parts of

carried, which may be safely estimated at about North and South America, but is supposed to be
10s. at the lowest ; and as every farmer is bound
by his lease—or even by the custom of the coun-

try if only holding his land upon a common agree-

ment— to carry back a load of dunff, or other

equally efficient manure in return, that will cost

about 4s. more ; so that the whole charge cannot

be calculated at less than somewhere about 2/. per

load. This account differs but little from that

furnished by Mr. Middleton in his survey of Mid-
dlesex ; but he estimates the entire expense of

manuring once in three years, also those of tiihes,

taxes, aud field-labor; thus making the whole
charge amount to 51. 5s. per acre, exclusive of

rent.*

From tlie (London) Gardener's Magazine.

OBSERVATIONS AND EXPERIMENTS ON THE
PROPERTY POSSESSED BY SOME PLANTS,
PARTICULARLY THE a'rACHIS HYPOGiE^A,
[ground pea] of RIPENING THEIR FRUIT
UNDER GROUND.

There are some plants that have the singular

property of ripening their fruit under ground,

which are distinguished by botanists by the name
of Hypocarpogeft^. Why n;iture has provided

them with this property is not known ; but it has
been supposed to be similar in its uses to that pos-

sessed by some other plants, which, though they
ripen their seeds in the open air, are guided by
nature to deposite them only m the places most
suitable to their germination and developement

;

by which means species are propagated that it

would be difficult in any othei manner to preserve.

Even the Linaria Cymbalaria wodd soon become
rare, did it not throw out its branches, and open its

capsules over those fissures of the walls on which
it grows, which are suitable for the protection of

the young plant; whereas, if its seed fell on the

ground, it would be placed in circumstances so un-
favorable to its germination, that it would proba-
bly perish. Without some such provision, how
could steep rocks be so frequently covered with
cyclamens, &c7
There are plants, however, growing in situa-

tions where no particular provision of nature is re-

quired to prevent them from perishing, which yet
form their fruit under ground ; or, at least, bury it

in the earth to bring it to maturity : though in

what way this is eflected, and how the earth ope-
rates upon the fi-uit, as far as I know, has never
been explained.

To solve this difliculty, or, at least, io throw
some light on the subject, I determined to culti-

vate the ^'rachis hypog;eVi, a plant which, per-
haps, possesses the quality in question in a greater
degree than any other. I had thus an opportuni-
ty of making observations and tryino; experiments,
the result of which I sli:dl proceed to stato, first

givinir a short description of the general habits of
arachis, which will facilitate the comprehension
of the subject.

The A'rachis hypogce^a, or earth nut, is one of

* Middlesex Rep. 2nd edition, p. 290.

originally from Africa. In South Carolina, the
seeds are used as chocolate ; in the eastern coun-
tries, as almonds ; and in Cocliin-China they fur-

nish an oil used for lamps, and as a substitute for

the oil of olives. About Paris, it is raised on hot
beds, and transplanted into the oj;en garden,
where it ripens Us seeds, which are used as other
legumes. It has also been brought to maturity in

a stove in Enijland, and proved very prolific.

—

(See Jlorl. Trans., vol. v. p. 372.)
The greater number of the flowers of the ara-

chis originate in that portion of the stem which is

nearest to the surface of the soil ; some, however,
are to be found a little higher up, in the axils of"

the leaves. The calyx of these fiowers fi)rms a
tube at the lower end, which resenii)lcs a pedun-
cle. The style is enclosed in it, and it terminates

in a little ovary, at first sessile, and placed at the

base of the tube. After being fecundated, the

flower withers and fiills off, and a small tubercle

is found adhering to the stem, which, by degrees,

assumes a longer shape, like that of a little horn,

and turning downwards, penetrates into the soil,

or sinks deeper, if it has already entered it. This
little horn (which is nothing more than the fecun-

dated seed attached to a peduncle) increases in

the earth, becoming larger towards its point, till,

by degrees, it assumes the appearance of the le-

gume, or seed-pod, of the arachis.

From knowing that, in general, the parts of
plants which are under the soil are either roots

themselves, or are fiirnished with fibrils, and that

they can only derive nourishment from the soil by
their sponfjioles, the idea struck me, that the fi-uit

of the arachis might have an analogy with roots,

or might exercise a similar function in some de-

gree : and I very soon, by observing the plant at-

tentivel}', discovered even with the naked eye, a
small tubercle on the extreme point of each le-

gume, which on examining it with a glass, and
afterwards with a microscope, I found to be ana-

logous with, though it was much more distinct

than the spongiole of a root. This is more appa-
rent when the pod has penetrated the ground, and
begins to develope itself, decreasing in thickness

as the seed which it contains approaches maturity.

From the point where the tubercle, or spongiole,

appears, there are salient lines, which mark the

legume longitudinally ; and which appear to be
formed of small bundles of vessels, or of elonga-

ted cellules.

These observations apply, not only to the ara-

chis, to which new and suitable organs of absorp-

tion are necessary for its re-production, but to the

bulb of the saffron, which essentially differs but

little from seed, and which is known lo throw out

large fusiliirm roots fi'om its base ; a circumstance
that I consider to afford additional support to my
oi)inion.

Subsequent experiments have confirmed the

opinion which the above observations first led me
to entertain. By means of a slone placed under
the legume, it was prevented fi-oni penetrating into

the ground, when it was Ibuiul to become elonira-

ted, and to try to change its direction ; but, finally,

not being able lo reach the earth it withered and
dried up. This convinced me that the legumes of
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the arachis can never be ripened in the open
air.

I put anotlier pod of this plant into a small emp-
ty piiial, and set il in a place where it conid not

receive the direct rays of the sun. It is easy to

comprehend that, while it was in this situation,

the atmosphere within the phial was always moisi;

as, daring the warm days and cool nit^his of au-

tumn, the moisture comhined wiih the air in the

day becomes condenseil in the night; antl, in fict,

the interior of the phial was found every niorninij!;

covered with drops of water. The ieirunie was,
therelbre, all ni<2:ht, and a <2;reat part of the mnrn-
inii, not only in an exceedinijly moist atmosphere,
but also completely battered by ihese watery drops.

This kept it ^rowinir: it elungaied iisellj without

appearinix injured in dnino; so; anil when, in the

course of abouta tbriniifht, I took it out of the vial,

I found that it was still in a fit state lor penetra-

ting into the ground. A third po 1, vvhen innners-

ed in water, became covered with a whiiisli film
;

but it lived and elongated iisellj becoming soui'^-

what thicker towanls ihe point. I took it out ol

the water at the end of three weeks, and found
that it had still power to search tor the earth. The
last two experiments prove that, although water is

not sufficient f)rthefull developementol'ihe fi-uit, it

is liivorable to the preservation of its vitality
; and

that, though moisture is a condition necessary to

the production of the tubercles, or roots, it is not

sufficient in itself to produce them so as to enable
them to exercise their functions, when all other

circumstances are unfavorable.

I put another legume into a phial, in which there

were a kw drops of water, and buried it in the
ground, so that the liifht could not reach it. In
this situation, it soon became very long, and co-

vered with fine hairs towards itsextremiiy, where a
swelling gradually took the lorm of a small legume.
In a tew days, the hairy coverinii disappeared, and
the miniature ovary slowly increased in size. 1

took the legume out ol" the bottle aboiit the time
when il would have become ripe if it had been in

the ground, and found it very sm;dl, with the point

much elongated, and iin'msfiod with spongioles,

but with only one seed, which was very sn)all an<i

watery. In this experiment, tlie legume was
placed in circumstances nnich more liivora-

ble for the developement of the functions of its

roots, than it was in the preceding ones; because,
in this case, the legume was kept in an atmos-
phere constantly impregnated with moisture, and,

what was particularly suiiable to il, in perti'ct

darkness. But why did it become covered with
hair ? It is well known that hair, in some cases,

acts as an oriran of absorption ; and ii is probable
that, in this instance, it exercised the same func-

tions as, and partly supplied ilie place of, the

ppongiole, whicli, thougli formed, was, fi'oni the

unfavorable situation in which it was placed, inca-

pable of performing its proper office effectively:

and, indeed, the hairs disappeared as soon as the

extreme point of the leirunie became sufficiently

elongated to touch the bottom of the bottle, where,
as I before slated, there were some drops of wa-
ter, in which the spongiole could, though only
in an imperfect degree, exercise its proper func-
tions.

Finally, I cut ofTihe extreme points of three le-

gumes, and alierwards their spongioies, which
were scarcely formed : and, after having done this

Vol. IV-58

without injuring any other part of the pods, I put
ihem in the ground again, and let them remain a-
bout a fljrtnight. I then examined them, and
found that two of them were dried up, and liad

become soft, and almost decayed. Tliis would
have proved that the sponjjiole was essential for

the developement of the fruit, had not the third

leoame, which was treated exactly like the others,

vegetaled, and increased in size ! What was the

cause of this I On observing il closely, I discover-

e.l that it had still a spongiole, although the two
others had not the least appearance of" any ; and
this ex|)laiiie(l the [ihenomenon : as it appeared
clearly, that either i had not entirely ren.oved the

s|iongiole, as 1 intended, or that the plant possess-

ed the power of' reproducing it.

From all these experiments, I think we may con-
clude that the fruii of tiie A'rai^his hypoiroe^a is pla-

ced by nature untlerirround, and in order to absorb
fi'om the earih something ihat is necessary lor its

developement (which may tie only water,) and
that darkness is a necessary condin'on. AIsd, (hat

probably all plants helonginiJ: to the Il\ [jocarpo-

irea? are furnished with similar organs tor similar

purposes; which I consider a reasonable inference,

till it has been either confirmed or disproved by
future observaiions and experiments.

From t'ne ('Loncloii) Gardeners' JVIagazine.

OX THE TREATMENT OF OLD FRUIT TREES
WHICH IT IS AVISHED TO PRESERVE; AND
ON THE ADVANTAGES OF LAYING COW-
DUNG AT THE BASES OF THEIR TRUNKS,
AND ALSO AT THE ROOTSTALKS OF VINES.

By TV. A. L.

In most old gardens there are to be found the
aged remains ofsome favorite fruit tree, which the

proprietor is unwilling to have removed, either

fi'om its having produced excellent fi-uit, or fl'otn

early assoi;iatioiis connected with it. Hence it

still retains its place, thouiili age, the chisel, and
the pruning-knife have been hard upon it, and it

remains a- heartless slump, and almost leafless

skeleton of a tree.

Such was the case, some twelve years ago, with
a green gage plum tree, which for many years

had been trained againsi a wooden fence 19 ft.

high, and had loner deliirhted both old and young
by the yearly produce of an abundant crop of deli-

cious, juicy, high-ffavored fruit ; bur it was now
old, and exhausted ; and its yearly crops were
" lew and fi\r between."

In the course of some judicious improvements, it

was found ne<"essary to remove the ok! wonden
fence, and to build in ils place a siibstaniial brick

wail. By this event, a fiivorahie opportunity oc-

curred to have the old plum tree removed, and a
young healthy tree [)lanted in its place. Having
represented to my employer the propriet}^ of so

doing, h>s answer was, "I wish, if possible, to pre-

serve it: it has produced excellent fi^uit, and was
a great favorite wiih my father. See what you can
do."

As many young gardeners, on entering their

first situaiion, may be similarly circumstanced, I

will relate the means I adopted, toirether with the

result. In the first place, I cut down the tree to

the lowest live wood on the bole (which, in this
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case, was 2J feet fron) Lhe ground,) leaving the

bram h 20 in. long; 1 tiien collected four barrow-

Joad? of fresh cow-dutiir, and laid it rovmd tiie

stem to the (lislaiice of 4 teet on every side, and

rising conicall}' 6 inches above where, the trunk

was cut oif ; and, in order to conceal liie unsight-

ly appearance of the ii-hiu^, I covered it, with sand

2 Indies ihicl^-. This was done in February ; and

in due time the live buds of the branch broke,

and grew ;tpace. During the heat of summer,
the surliice of the dung became finely pulverised

;

and, on examination, 1 tbnnd liiat stronir healthy

roots had issued Irom the bottom of the liranch

which was lelf, and haii spread throuirh the vvhole

mass ol' dung whicii enveloped it. The loliovving

spring, I gave il another coaling of the same, e.\-

tending to the distance of 6 leet ; repeating it the

third year, and occasionally since. The result w-as,

that the tree grew so rapidly, that I was soon en-

abled to form a handsome, well-regulated, liui-

ehaped head, which fills the whole space ol" its

original allotmenf, and has borne, lor these eight

years past, excellent and abundant crops.

This is a mode that may salely be adopted with

all old fruit trees that are worthy of preservation,

whether cut down or not. In the latter case, I

would recommend that the soil be removed to the

distance of 4 or 5 leet Irom the bole, to the depth

of the strong leadinij roots, and a layer of li^esh

cow-dung, 6 inches thick, spread on them and co-

vered with sand, and left lor one season to the influ-

ence of the Sim and air. It will soon be discover-

ed whether the cow-dung acts beneficially, by the

renewed vigor ol the tree, and its sendmg Ibrih

younir wood. In this case, a judicious pruning of

the old wood is necessary ; and in lhes|irin<j, ano-
ther and more extended layer of dung should be
added.
Where vines are planted on the outsiile of for-

cing-houses, and the roots have got inio improper
subsoil, the removal of the soil from the stem, and
a barrovvful ol fresh cow-diaig laid round them,
never liuls to cause the protrusion of strong vigo-

rous roots : but it is advisable not to begin forcing

etirly, when it is applied, as the moisture, in very
cold weather, may prevent the due circulation of
the sap.

From llie Augusta Chronicle.

QUICK AVORK.

3Iessrs. Editors:— I attended a cotton packing,
at the plantation of Col. James H. Haainiond,
Silver Blufi', on Saturday, the 24ih of September,
and as the achievement liir exceeded any thin"" ol

the kind ever before performed, I send you an ac-

count of it for puf)lication.

Without changing the hands, or mules, 40 bales,

averairing between 320 and 330 in weight, were
packed lielbre 12 o'clock. A respite of an hour
ami ji half was given, when the packing was re-

commenced ; and before half past 4 o'clock, they
completed the 60lh bale ! During the afternoon,
when it may be reasonably supposed that the
hands were fatigued and less active than in the
inorninir, they turned out a bale in the unprece-
dented lime of G^- miimtes! As 10 and 15 bales is

an ordinary days work, and 30 bales the largest
number ever before pa(;ked in a day, (at leasT in

thii section of countryj it may be as well to m-

form planters what can be done, by an active and
industrious overseer, in command of efficient ope-

ratives. It is true that the screw is nut an inferi-

or one, )'et it admiis of numerous improvements;
and when they are made, I do not hesitate to say.

that one hundred bales can be packed in a day,

without difTicult\^

H.

TOP-DUESSING GRASS LAJfDS.

An important fact in regard to this matter, has
been communicated to us by an intelligent visitor,

viz : that lhe same quantity of manure is twice or

thrice as bencjicial on youxg as it is on old viea-

dow. Plants, like animals, if stinted or half starv-

eti when young, seldom acquire great vigor or

luxuriance afterwards; the organs of nutrition be-

come adapted to the early supjly cf liiod, and can-
not be readily enlarged, on its bein*! increased in

advanced age. Hence the advantage of employ-
ini>- rich soils lor nurseries—ofkeej ing ijuung\\\r\w

stock well—and of applying manures to young
grass. A gentleman top-dressed some grass lands

at one, two, and three years old, and he Ibund the

benefit to the first, double what it was th^- second,

and treble that shown by the third. The hint is one
of some importance to husbandry, and we liopeit

will be im|!roved upon. The rule does hold good
in recard to animals.— Cultivator.

From lire Genesee Farmer.

SKIXLESS OATS.

Two years since I sent to Albany and obtained
a small quaniity of skinless oats. I sowed them
in the siirinir, and lhe yield equalled my expecta-
tions, but I observed there were more smut heads'

among them than I had been accustomed to see in

common oats. I had enough this season to sow
an acre, and they were got in early considering
the season, and on a promising piece of irrourid,

as I wished to give them a fair chance. Though
much injured by the heavy rains that fell soon af-

ter ihey were sown, they grew very well, but
when they came to ear out, it seemeil as if they
were two-thii\ls at least smut, and such they ap-
peared at culling. I have not threshed them yet,

but the (juaniiiy oi' oats cannot be large. A neigh-
bor of" mine, who obtained some lhe same jear,

assures me that his are similarly afi'ected, the ears

being a very large proportion of" tiiem smut. As
they were extensively scattered over the country
from Albany the same season, it would be well if

the results could be communicated to the public,

since if they have in general smutted as bad as

those in this neighborhood, it would render the

propriety of continuino- their culture very doubtful,

as they must be much superior indeeil to the ordi-

nary oat, to bear the liability to such an occasional

drawback in the shape of" smut. I hope those

who have sown the skinless oat will lay before the

readers ol the Farmer the result of the experi-

ment.
W. G.

RlCtiaiOXn FLOUR MARKKT.

The extent of"lhe failure of the wheat crop may
be ascertained by reference to the quarterly returns
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of our worthy flour inspe.cter. By this it will be

seen, that compared with the. correspondinn; quar-

ter oflast vear, there lias been a liiliing oil' iu the

Rie-hniniul inspection, of iiventtj-six thousand nine

hundred and firty-foitr barrels .'

From July" 1st. to Oct 1st, 183.5 43,067
do do 1833 16,123

Deficiency, 23,944

IRichwynd Compiler.

From tlie Farmer and Gardener.

ABIERICAIV SYSTK3I OF \VI^'E CULTURl::.

It is not with a little diffi.lence I essay to write

a piece, headed as above, tijr the American pub-

lic : a diffidence arising Ihim a fear of being ac-

counted presumptuous in attempting to strike out

a plan, in a measure iiew, in one branch of Amer-
ican agriculture ; and, what would be still worse,

of finding out, perhaps, after publishing, that I had
been too bold, and consequently erroneous, in some
positions. A diffidence too arising from a sense

of ii:sufficiency to recommend in an able and pro-

per manner, what, I trust, I feel impelled to at-

tempt out ofa glow of patriotism in niy breast, or

an ardent desire to benefit my country in a very
important item of her rural economy. This diffi-

dence is heightened by a consciousness of being
an obscure indiviilual, known as a writer only by
the imperteciion, perhaps, ofa lcw(ui?itive pieces,

occasionally appearing in the '• American Farm-
er," and its successor.

But seeins that scarcely any writings appear
faultless under a strict criticism ; or, as in morals,

the best men are they who have the fewest faults;

so in pieces for tiie press they are to be esteemed
the most v^aluable only which have the smallest

number of errors, I am emboldened to adventure
Kiy little production ; hoping the moiivc for pub-
lication, and the subject matter, and not its delects,

will be chiefly regarded by all candid readers.

If the same a[iaihy prevailed in the American
public as did some years since as to the import-

ance of the vine culture, the writer would des[;air

of making any impression through bis feeble ef-

forts : but he is encoura<red by the fact that atten-

tion is considerably awakened up among l!ie most
intelligent and enterprising American agricultu-

ralists to the culture of the vine ; and to its kin-

dred branch the silk business; to the latter es[;e-

cially since the introduciion into this country of
the iMorus ISIidiicaidis, or new Chinese JVlulherrv;

—a tree making this biisiness doubly profitable in

enitable latitudes. Yet it may be fi^arlessly assert-

ed that should these kindred branches of Atneri-

can enterprise continue to advance as rapidly as

the fondest anticipations of enlightened pa'riois

predict, it will be a course of _vcars before millinns

of money will cease to be drawn annually from the
country for the articles of silk and wine.

Legislative premiums, and public associations
have latelj' ofiven an additional impulse to the silk

business. But little of such encouragement has
been <rivcn to the rearino; of vineyards and wine
makiniT. Indeed less is needed. Thelatler busi-
ness is more susceptible of being promoted by in-

dividiiu! enterprise. The silk business has been
advanced too by inventions in America rendering
its raanuf;ctory more simple and expeditious.

That is America has taken the lead of eastern
countries in this particular.

And it may be here usked, may not America
make discoveries in the grape culture, and in mak-
ing of wine, tliat may carry her in advance of Eu-
rope in these particulars ? In reply it may be asked
has any imporied wine been found superior to

some made by Mr. Adlum, Mr. Herbeniont, and
others in our country ?

.And if I mistake not, more wine has been made
from an acre in this country than in Europe. If

ever informed, I do not now recollect what is con-
sidered a large product of wine fi'om an acre in

other countries. But my impression is that a
thousand gallons is a yield of rare occurrence.
Now not to name the large products of Mr. Ad-
lum, and those of others, authenticated in the co-
lumns of the "American Farmer," I will mention
in particular, Capt. Burlinglianf s case of Scupper-
nong vines yielding at the rate of 2000 gallons per
acre ; and that of Mr. Herbemont, with his Ma-
deira, stiil more. And Mr. Longworth of Cincin-
nati, Ohio, made, as he informed me, more than
1300 gallons to the acre from the Isabella grape.
And the case of a sinsjle vine (the Scuppernong)
in the lower part of North Carolina yielding more
than five barrels of wine every year, cannot we
think find a parallel in any foreign land. Now in

view of these fiicis, we ask by what system or plan
of culture were these vines made to yield so sur-

prising a product? By the Europ.ean, or one lor

the most part peculiar to our country 7 By the

latter, is the answer. The fJjrmer would not only
have prevented this yield, but as, in case ol"expe-

riments often made in our land, have probably de-

strojed the vines. And again, by the culture of
what kinds of vines were these products attained ?

A'attve or exotic? The answer is, iiative in all the
cases named. Mr. Aidium, Mr. JNIcCall, Mr.
Herbemont, Mr. Longworth, and in short, I may
venture to say, all who have pr fitably tried the

wine culture to any extent in our country, concur
in the opinion that f^)reign kinds of vines and fbr-

eiirn manner of culture will not do in America.
But I may say on the other hand that all these

join in the declaration that native kinds of grapes,
cultivated in the praper manner, will invariably

produce a satisfictory result, both as to table use
and wine. The unlorced intJ'rence from the fia-e-

iroiniT is, ihat the grape culture, to prove successlul

in our country, must be American throughout:

American in the selection of kinds, and American
in the st/s/e??i of cul'ivation. Asa system of cw/-

tiire is my professed object now, I shall wave lor

the present, or only mention incidentally a choice

selection of kinds of grapes lor American use.

By American system of grape culture, I mean
one peculiar to our country, as contrasted with the

one generally adopted in Europe.
I'he Kurojiean system is briefly that of keeping

the vines /i(y?n6/e, or that of planting them close,

and by trimminii, not permitting them to attain but

a few, say three or four, feet in height. Hence in

ali treatises on the vine cuhure, founded on the

European plan, rules tire given about trimming
rigidly, or as might be said when applied to this

country, rnvrderoiisly. And we do not use this

last term unadvisedly: for theconcurrent teslimo-

n)' of those who have tried if in America, is. that

it not only proves injurious, but often destroys the

vine. Let an}' one who may doubt consult the
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pairos of the "Aninricrtn Farmer" and olherstc'in-

ckird American agricultural workf.

Many Frenchmen, and we. presume plcilllil in

their own country at ihe vine culture, have totally

failed on trial here, or in ours. Indeed, we may
Bay that out ofnumerons trials made hy foreiirnera

in America at vine culiivalion, none ha\e suc-

ceeded at all, except that hy a co!ony of Swiss at

Vevay, Indiana. And they ton, I helieve, saved
themselves from failure hy deviatinix from loreig-n

pystems. I have lately understood from an intel-

ligent gentleman residing in Alabama, that the le-

gislature ofl'ered land to foreigners on condition of

their cultivating; one vine, at least, for every acre

granted. And that in the nei<rhhorhood, or part of

the country where he resided (asio other places he
was not inl()rm(>d) a number of Frenchmen were
on l)0unty lantls, but had had no success in culti-

vating vines. And, as I understood, the reason
was, that they rioidly litllovved ihe system of cul-

ture established in their own country.

I beg leav-e heie to introduce a circumstance
that occurred vviihin my own knowledge, serving
to illustrate this part of my suliject.

Some few months since, there travelled (hroun-h

this neifrhhorliood a mendicant Frenchman, ask-
ing chariiips for sonie relative? left at one of the
Cape de Verd Islands—backed hy a certificate,

purporting to be from the captain of the ship that
hroufrht him over the Atlantic. Wfdle at a near
rieitrhhor's of mine he spied some vines, 1 had
lurnished, of luxuriant and extended irrowlh. He
immediately drew forth his kni^e, and cut ofi'some
near the ground, and was about thus destroying
the rest, stating that their growth was contrary to
all correct rules of vine cultivation.

Some men, especially those of narrow, ignorant
minds, and tocclded to old established systems, are
incapable of abstracliiig rules from applications,
and ditierences of times, places and circumstances
in any nuitters. And hence self-esteemed infalli-
bles, with all their annoyances in politics, in reli-

gion, and even in afjriculiiire.

One error, as well as difTicnlfy, in succeedin":
with the grape culture in our country has been
that of m«n ofcapital (men best calculated to suc-
ceed if right in the method) employino; fbreiixn

vine dressers to attend exchisivelv to ihe vine cul-
ture for them. The result has always been what
mitrhf be. expected by those truly eiilighlened on
tlie suliject.

llavino; trealed negatively on the American
pystem of vine culture, I propose in a future nunt-
ber, (forthcoming as soon as time and press of
business permit) to treat directly on the subject in
hand, and the advantages of the plan recommend-
ed,

SVnNEY WELLER.
Brinkhyville, Ball/ax en., IV. C.

Sept. 23, 1836.

From tlie London Gardennr's IVTagazine.

ON THE CULTIVATIOX OF THE PINE APPLE.

The fbllovvinjr account of the mananfement of a
crop of 76 plants, none of which produced fruit
weighin-r less than from two to three pounds,
many much more, obtained the Banksian medal:
"In October, 1830, the suckers were taken from

the parent plants, potted in small pots, and pluu"--

ed in the tan at Ihe front of the older succession

plants. In February, 1831, wishing to grow them
as large as possilile, Mr. Warren had his succes-

sion pit, which is 21 ft. long by 9 fr. wide, filled

with Iresh oak leaves vvhich he had collected the

|)receding winter; on the top of which he [tut a
compost of two-thirds liiiht hazel loam from a
turfy pasture, and one third rotten hot-bed manure
and leaf-mould, to the thickness of 14 iriidies. In
this the pines were planted 14 inches apart : they
iirew and flourished in such a manner, that in

October, 1831, Mv. Warren's usual [jottinir time,

finding the plants doing so well, he resolved to try

and liiiit tiiem as they then stood, instead of [;ot-

iin<r them, as was his usual p.ractice. He then
began to withhold the watering from the two back
rows till the latter part of Janiuiry ; afterwards
water wa^ given as usual ; and in February sev-
eral fiuit began to appear: the watering was then
withheld fiom the other rows for a lime, in order
to bring them on in succession. In order lo obtain
bottom heat lo swell the Iruit off, the two front

rows of pliints were lakeu out and potted, taking
out the oak leaves to the bottom of" the pit ; the

space thus nuule was filled with well-lermented
horse-dung; and, covering the later with Ian, the

potted plants were ay'ain plimged. The liorse-

duug gave sufficient heat lo swell ofl'the (i-uit to a
great size. The surlltce of" ihe soil was covered
with moss, which was found to be a ctreni help in

keep.inii: 'he soil in a humid state, without the aid

of much water."

From the London Gardener's Magazine.

OJV THE EMPLOYMENT OF CATS IN THE PRE-
SEUVATIOjV of FUriT FROM BIRDS.

"Robert Brook, Esq., of Melton Lodge, near
Woodbridge, in Suffolk, has four or five cats,

each with a collar, and light chain and swivel,
about a yard long, with the large iron ring at the
end. As soon as Ihe gooseberries, currants, and
ras[ibernes bejrin to ri[;en, a small slake is driven
into the ground, or bed, near ihe trees to be pro-

tected, leaving about a yard and a half of tin

stake above ground
; the ring is slipped over the

head of the stake, and the cat, thus tethered in
sioht of the trees, no birds will approach them.
Cherry trees and wall-fi-uit trees are protected in

the same mamier as they successively ripen.

Each cat, by way of a shed, has one of the larg-

est .sized flower-pots laid on its side, wiihin reach
of its cha'ri, with a little hay or siraw in bad wea-
ther, and her fI)od and water placed near her.

"In confirmation of Mr. Kendall's statement, it

may be added, that a wall of vines lielween 200
and 300 ytuds lonir, in the nursery of Mr. Kirke,
at Brompton, the fruit of which in all previous
seasons had been very much injured by biids, was
last year completely protecied in consequence of
a cat having voluntarily posted himself sentry
upon it."

From the United States Gazette.

BEET SUGAR.

To J. R. Chandler, Esq.—Sir: Perceiving by
the many ap[)lications made to me lor informa-
tion respectuig beet sugar, that not only a very
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general interest prevails on ihe subject, hut also

sorvi'3 very erroneous views, I lake leave, tlirough

your wide cirruialiufi purer, to puhlisli a ih.w ul

iny iilea? thereon, btiu!; the conchision I have

come to, alter nuunTous experiinerils, as well a-J

from inloruiaiion I have oblained Irom the most

scientific French autiioriiies.

1. An eslal)lisiiaient will not rlear its expense

unless it he ca!(;u!aieii to rnanulacture at least

from two to five hundred pounds of suixar per day,

so that ihe idea of uidividuals in this country rr)an-

uliic.iurin^ prt)firahly (or private consumption is

preposterous; their suirar would stand them, in-

cludin<r labor, a dollar per poimd.

2. The (rreatest advantaire will he derived from

steam power, which will accomplish three ohjects

at least, viz ; first, the raspiti<r of the heels; se-

condly, the reduciriii; of the liquor "in vacuo;"

and tiiinlly, the hoilinsx of the syrup without the

risk of huruin>r it, of which the beet syrup is in

much greater danger than the cane syrup; the

proof ol' the Ibrmer being some degrees higher

than that of the latter.

3. The juice of the beet decomposes in the sum-
mer in this country in less than two hours. I

have known the \'iscid fermentation commence in

twenty minutes. When this once occurs, sugar

can never be obtained from it : in a larire estab-

lishment in this country, it must be prevented by
clieniical agenls.

4. Not only must ihe acid be neutralized, but

(he mucilage must be chemically coagulated, the

cerate decomposed, and the malale of lime extract-

ed, or the crystalizing will be rendered extremely
difficult, if not totally impracticable in many cases,

and iTood sugar will never be nuule.

5. I am persuaded the refiiiin<f process can be
profitably united to the manufacture oi" the raw
sugar.

6. The profits are incredibly increased in pro-

portion lo the extensiveness of the establishment,

but no one ought lo engage in this business who
has not mind, as well as a capital.

7. One half of the nianuiiicturing expenses will

be saved by a scientific arrangement of the appa-
ratus, so as to dispense with, as much as possible,

manual labor.

8. l^nderstanding fWjm various farmers within
from ten to twenty miles of this city, that they are
perii^ctly content with about twenty or twenty-five
dollars per acre's produce, and as each acreourjht
to yield on an average 40,000 lbs. of beets, which
will produce 2400 lbs. of sugar, I have made the
following estimate. Supposing the apparatus to

be capable of workino; only about 100 lbs. of sujxar
per day, it would take twenty-four days to manu-
facture 2400 lbs. of sugar.

KXPENSES.

One acre of beets (40,000 lbs.)

Two men ihe 24 days,
Two boys tor do.

Fire and rent, &c.

Total,

RECEIPTS.

Quantity of sugar from the acre of beets,

would be 2400 lbs. which at ten cents
per lb. would be ^240 00

Beet cake and molasses, &c. 20 00

Total,

Expenses,

Profifs,

$260 00
135 00

S25
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tub, previously weighing out each ingredient, the

mixiure should he triven in pmail quantities at a

linip, man}' times a day ; and at niirhr, enough is

tiirou'n in!o the luuncl lo hist till luDruinii. 'i'his

process will be lljiuid of \'ery little Iroidiie to the

groom, who will only have to go into the loft six

or eiirjit time's a day. As the component pans o!'

the provender are weighed separately lor each
horse, we are certain lie hi-.s his just proportion

;

and I have liereuuto annexed my scale orieedinir

in li)ur classes, (or it soiueiinies happens that some
ofthe ingredients caimot lie procured, and at other

times that it may l)e iietter to substitute others
;

but, whatever grain is given, it should always he

bruised or coarsely groimd, and carefully weijxhed

out ; ll)r by weight alone, is it possible to judge oi

the quantity of farinaceous substances the horse

consumes; it being well Unown that a peck of
oats varies fl'om seven to twelve pounds ; conse-
(juently il the provender were mixed by measure
there would be frequently an uncert;nnty as to

quantity'. Wheat varies from 16 lo 12 ; Barley,

froiu 13 to 16; Peas, frotn 17 to 15; Beans, from
17 to 15 per peck. And as wheat, beans, jjeas.

barley, and oats, are equally good, and of very tri-

fling difference in price wlien their specific gra^-ity

is taken into consideration, I am equally indifler-

ent which irrain i use, but I should ahvavs prefer

boiled or steamed potatoes for hard working hors-

es, to be a component ingredient, whenever they
can be procured.

As I call all ground or bruised fjrain of what-
ever description, /arijw, it will be so disiinguished

in the folio\vin<r

m
Farina, consistinQ- of
liruised or fjrnunii peas
wheat, barley, or oats, 5 lbs.

Bran, fine or coarse

pollar.l, —
Boiled or steamed po-

tatoes mashed in a
tub v/ith a wooden
bruiser, 5 lbs.

Fresh grain, 6 lbs.

Hay cut into chaff 7 lbs.

Straw, &c. in chaff, 7 lbs.

Mall dust, or ground
oil cake, —

Salt, 2 oz.

O

5 ibs. 10 lbs. 5 lbs

— 7 lb

5 lbs. — —
8 Ibs.

10 lbs.

2 Ibs

2 oz.

10 Ibs.

10 lbs.

2 oz.

8 lbs.

8 lbs.

2 Ibs.

2oz.

By the above scale it will be seen, that each
horse has his 30 Ibs. of provender in 24 hours,
which, I maintain, is full as much as he can eat.

The two ounces of salt will be found to be an ex-
cellent stimulus to the horse's stomach, and should,
on no account, be omitted. When a horse re-

turns fi-om labor, perha|)S the (rroom will see the
propriety of fiieding him from iiis tub more larse-
iy, in onler that he may be the sooner satisfied
and lie down to rest.

Whenever oat straw can be procured, it is gen-
erallv preferred

; and some like to have ii cutlnto
chafiwiihout thrashing out the oats; but this is a
l)ad plan, for in preparinjr a (juantity of this chaff,
unequal |)roporiions of oats will he' found in each
lot, Bo tliat one horse will have too large a portion,

whilst others have less than they ought, although
the portions are accurately weio-hed.
The oidy certain method, then, is, to let the

grain, of whatever description, be weighed sepa-
rately from its straw, and the keefier of catlle will

soon satisfy himself that his cattle are in want of

nothin<r in the feeiiing line. Many peopde ofiject

to potatoes, and tfiink ihcm unfit for working
horses; but, fi-om many years' experience, I am
enableil to recommend them as a constituent pa.rt

of the 30 lbs., and am convinced, that it is as
wholesome and nutritious a food as can be [;ro-

cured for laborinir ho-ses, wliich are called upon
siidden emergencies lo perf()rm great tasks, as has
been abundantly proved by Mr. Curwen, M. P.,

who kept above one hundred horses on potatoes
and straw, and always found that their labors
were conducted better on this ihan any other food.

—See Curwen's Agricultural IJints, published
1809.

IViveliscombe, Sojncrsd, Sept. 12, 1836.

From tlic Farmer and Gardener.

irkTERESTING TO SILK RAISERS.

The subscriber last spring planted a small field

with the Moras Multicaulis, or new Chinese Mul-
berry, raised from cuttings of one bud each, say
about three inclies long, and observing that the

trees had grown nmch larger than he expected,

and had also thrown out many side branches, and
that the growth was, in every particular, so much
larger than was anticipated, he thought a plain

statement of fiicts relative to them, and their cul-

ture, might f)rove encouraging to silk growers,

and acceptable to the subscribers of Ihe Farmer
and Gardener. He invited his friend E. P. Rob-
erts to ride over to the nursery to see and assist in

weighing some of said trees, which he did on the

1st iiist. and in his presence three trees were taken
up and weighed, the weitrht of whi{;li was 6 3-8

pounds, the average height above ground was 6\
i(?e;. On measuring a square rood, where those

trees grew, the sul)scriber counted 84 trees, all 5
feet hiifh and upwards. On separating the leaves

li'om the above three trees, the produce was2A lbs:

now if we say 2^ Ibs for every three trees, as a
portion of them were of a smaller size than those

weijxhed, it will give to each square rood 63 llis.

or per acre, 10,080 pounds of leaves the first sea-

son from catlings—and a larire portion of these

leaves were produced in time fiir raising the se-

cond crop of u'orins. The land on which this crop

of trees was raised, is a mellow loam on a clay

bottom, from which in 1835 it was estimated that

I cut two tons of hay to the acre, and was manur-
ed last spring with about 22 horse cart loads of
barn-yard maruire to the acre. Planted in rows
4 I'eel apart, and 9 inches in the rov.'.

ROBERT SINCLAIR.

Remarks by ihe .Editor of the Farmer^' Gardener.

We wore deli<rhled at the luxuriant growth of

the Morus Hldlticaiilis plants mentioned in the

comnuniication of" liiend Sinclair, as well as wiih

their very trreat yield of I'lliage. It has sati.-ficd

us that much of the objection, which has hereto-

fore rested in the minds of those who would reap

ere they have sown, against the mulberry culture,
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ma}'- he obviated, if the Morus Multicaulis be se-

lertcil for I he orohiird. All the calcula'ions in our

J/rt/um/ nre brised upon the su|)|Osi'ion that the

niulb'rry trees ?iioulil he four years old helbretliey

nre. picked—and in all candor we must confess that

we are still ot the opinion, that ihey ouirht to

'^raw that lonij b-Mbre they are dofjrived ol' their

ibliaire ; lor we conceit, that, defolialiun at an ear-

lier period would tend to shorten the lile of the

jilant. Cut those who are desirous of reapinfj all

themselves, and leavini; nothing for |)osterity,

may, if i hey please, reap the fruits oftheir labor in

tiie mulberry culture even from the first year up-
wards—and now let us see what the product of an
acre of ground planted in Morus Multicaulis trees

one year old, equal in quality with those of friend

Sinclair, would yield.

lie fixes the quantity of leaves at 10,080 lbs.

and as 1,000 lbs. will feed 20,000 silk worms du-

ring their working season, so will 10,0S0 lbs. feed

201,600 worms; and as 3,000 worms will make a

po.ind of silk, so will the aii;ixrei>".ite number make
67 1-5 Ihs. of silk, which at §4 per pound, will

bring S2S3 40—the expense ot attending an acre

in the silk culture, according to our computation,
is -8154 20; this being taken ii'om the gross

amount leaves S12D 20 as the profic on an acre

the first year;—and we fain would ask—what
can be put in an acre that will yield so handsome
a profit I

The estimated expense of attending an acre in

the mulbery and silk culture, as assumed by us,

we have always considered large, and think so

still ; but we pur[)osely made it so, in order that

we might, in its excess, cover all possible contin-

gencies. From some little experience of the last

year, we sincerely believe that the expense of ga-
thering leaves and fe(>dirig the worms might be

lessened at least 33^ per cent, by judicious man-
agement, and we are certain that in proportion to

the extent of an establishment would the expense
be reduced.

From the Cliicago (Illinois) American.

THE WESTERN " BARRKKTS."

Barrens are a species of country of a mixed
character, uniting lorett and prairie. They are

covereti with scattering oaks, rough and stunted

in their appearance, interspersed with patches of
hazel, brushwood, and tough grass. They ap-
pear to be the result of the contest which the fire

is periodically continuing with the timber. The
appearance of ihis description of country led the

early settlers of the state to suppose that the scan-
tiness of timber was owing to the poverty of the

soil ; and hence the tide, thus ignorantly given,

and calculated to convey erroneous notions to our
eastern liirmers, became ot universal a|)plication

to this extensive tract ot country. It is ascertain-

ed, however, that these barrens embrace as pro-

ductive a soil as can be found in the state

—

healthy—more rolling than the prairies, and
abounding with that important requisite to desira-

ble farms, good springs. The fire visits these bar-

rens in the fall, hut owing to the insufficiency of
the fuel, is not able to destroy, entirely, the tim-

ber. The farmer may settle, without hesitation

or fear, in any part of this species of land, where
he can find timber sufficient for his present purpo-
ses and wants, for the eoil is supposed to be better

adapted lo all the interests of agriculture, and the
vicisitudes of the season, than the deeper and rich-
er mould of bottom and prairie land. Wliere the
fire is prevented from the ravages, (as it easily
can be by the occupant of the soil,) heavy timber
springs up vviiK a rapidity which would he incred-
ible to the northern emigrant. Hii<h insn ated

bluffs, of a conical form, and exliit)iiiiig the ap-
pearance of connected ridges, rise up fiom the bot-
toms along the rivers which meander and lertili/,e

them ; they are fiom one to three hundred leet in

height. Knobs of land, stony, and often rocky, at
their sununiis, are found along the rivers, in some
sections of the state, separated by deep ravines.

The prairies are often intersected by ravines lead-
ing down to the streams. Deep sink holes, which
serve to drain off the wafers, are found in some
t:arts, and prove that the substance is secondary
limestone, abounding in siibteraneous cavities.

Very little that is denominated in the eastern
sta*es sfony (iroiind is f()nnd in this state. There
are (]uarries of' stone in the blufis, in the. banks of
the streams, and in tlu; ravines. In the vii-imty

of Juliet, and m my other [jromisinir villages, an
abundance of stone can be procured, admirably
adapted to the purposes of building, uniting tinra-

bility with great beauty and warmth. Timber,
were it equally distributed in this state, wouki be
adequate to the necessities of the settlers. Its ap-
parent scarcity, where the prairie prevails, is not
to be so great an obstacle to settlement as bas
been ixenerally imagined. Substitutes have been
Ibund l()r many of the purposes to which timber is

generally applied : and the rapiditj' with which
prairie, under the hand of care and cultivation, be-

comes converted into forest of timber, alibrds a
sure (juaranty for the future.

The kinds of timber most abundant in the state

are oaks of the various species, black and white
walnut, ash of the several varieties, elm, sugar
maple, honey locust, ha.ckberry, linden, hickoiy,

cotton- wood, pecan, mulberry, buck-eye, sycamore,
cherry ,hox, elder, sassafi-as, and persimmon. In
the southern and easiern |;arts of the state, yellow
poplar and beech may be found. Near the Ohio
are cypress trees, and in several counties clunqis

of yellow pine and cedar. On tlie Calumet, near
the south end of Lake Michigan, is a forest of
small pine. The underwood growth consists prin-

cipally ol redbud, pawpaw, sumach, plum, crab-

apple, grape-vine, dog-wood, spice bush, green-
brier, hazel, etc. The trees in this slate are very
luxuriant in their growth, and are fi'equently found

of a stupeniluous size, pariicularly the cotton-

wood and sycamore, on the alluvial soil of the ri-

vers.

Extract frnm tlio Farmer's Magazine, of September, 1836.

AXECOOTE OF A XOTED POINTER. A POINT-
ER SOW.

A sportsman ought never to lend a pointer,

since a dog, wliatever his good (jualities may be,

will not serve a stranger either so willingly or so

well, as his master, and returns iiome all tlic

worse for the indiscreet ex[;eriment. However, a
friend being very importunate, the owner of the

p.oiiilers whose portraits acconjptmy the present

number, alter some hesitation, agreed to acconuno-

date him with Bob [a pointer] who was well ad-
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vanceJ in Ii(e, hail seen an ahundance of fjame fall

before him, and was a finished ailppt at his busi-

ness. The jrentlenian pre|;ared for liie field, and the

dog, perceiving ihe shooting jacket, gun, &c. ac-

companied him without hesitation. In about two
hours the dog was observed, at the distance of se-

veral fields, returning lionie very leisurely and very

unconcernedly—and home he came, followed in

some fifteen or twenty minutes by the gentleman.

It was easy to guess what had occurred. The
gentleman had not killed a bird ; but on repeated-

ly missing, the dog beiran to testily sympioms of

uneasiness and dissatisfaction ; and, at leniriii, after

Bome half-score shots had been wasted, Bob nn-

ceremonionsly gave up and returned home. The
lender was prepared for such a result. He was
aware his friend was a very intlitfercnt shot; and

as the the dog had been in the habit of observing

the I'ame ftll when the gun fired, he concluded

Bob would suspend his exertions when he found

them unavailing.

We have already observed, that any dog which
will hunt may be tau<rht to set. We once saw
an animal bred between the water spaniel and

the shepherd's do<r that pointed partridges as stea-

dily as possible. Indeed, it would appear as if

this manoeu\re, or act of pointing, depending as it

does on the s-^nse of" smell, is not exactly confined

to the dog tribe, as the fi)Ilowing anecdote will

render rnanilbsi ; which, however, we should not

introduce, were not its autheni icily placed beyond

all doubt. A black sow, belonging to Richard

Toomer, acquired the knack of pointing. Slut

wasf>red in the New Forest, Hampshirt^, and was
of that sort of hog which maintain themselves

upon the wild productions of the Forest, except

when they have young, when they require extra

food for a ti^w weeks. She v>^as given, when about

three months old, by Thomas to his brother, Rich-

ard Toomer (both keeper- in the Foresi) for the

purpose of breeding. Little noiice was taken ol

her till she was about eighteen months old, as she

had not produced any young: she was seldom seen

near the lodge, but chanced to be observed one day
near Ihat place, when Thomas Toomer happened
to be there. The brothers were concerned together

in breaking pointers and setters, some of their own
breeding, and others which were sent from differ-

ent gentlemen ; of the latter alihough they would

stand and back, many wevc so indifferent that

they would neither hunt, nor express any salisfic-

tion when birds were killed and placed before

them. The slackness in these doiis first sugL^ested

the idea, that by the same method any oiher ani-

mal might be tauirht to stand, and do as well as one

of those huntless and inactive pointers. At this

instant the sow passed by, and was remarked as

being extremely handsome. R. T'oomer threw
her a piece or two of oatmeal roll, lor which she

appeared grateful, and approached very near; fi'om

that time they determined to make a s|;orting |iig

ol" her. The first step was to give her a name, and
that of Slut (given in consequence of havinir

soiled herself in a bog) she acknowledged in the

course of the day, and never al'tiTwards firirot.

Within a Ibrlnitrht, she would find and point par-

tridges and rabbits, and her tr, lining was much
forwardetl by tiic abundance of both wliich were
found near the lodge. She daily improved, and in

a few weeks would retrieve birds that had run, as

well as the best pointer ; nay, her nose was supe-

rior to any pointer they ever possessed, and no
men in Enirland had belter. They hunted prin-

cipally on tfie moors and heaths. Slut has stood

partridges, black game, pheasants, snifies, and rab-

bits, in the same day, but was never known to

point a hare. She was seldom talcen, by choice,

more than a mile or two from the lodge, but has

f"requently joined them when out with their point-

ers, and continued with them several hours. She
has sometimes stood a jack-snipe when all the

pointers had passed it. She would back the dogs

when they pointed ; but the doijs rel"used to back
her until spoke to, these dogs being trained to

make a general halt when the word was given,

whether any dog pointed or not : so that she has
been frequently standing in the midst of a field of
pointers. In consetiuence of tlie dogs not liking

to hunt when she was with them, (for the/ drop-

ped their sterns and showed s\'niptoms of jeal-

ousy,) she did not very often accompany them,
except fl)r the novelty, or when she accidentally

joined them in the Forest. The pace was mostly

a trot ; and she was seldom known to gallop, ex-

cept when called to go out shooting: upon which
occasion, she would come off the ibrest home, ai

full stretch (lor she was never shut up. but to pre-

vent being out of the sound of the call or whistle,

when a party of gentlemen had appointed to see

her out next day, and which she obeyed as readi-

ly as a dog,) and be as nujch eliUed as a dog
upon being shown the game. She always ex-

pressed great pleasure when iiame, either dead or

alive, was shown to her. She has frequently

stood a single partridge at forty yards distance,

her nose in a direct line to the bird ; after

standing some considerable lime, she would drop,

still keeping her nose in a direct line lor the game,
and woulii continue in that position until the game
moved. If it took wingshe would come up to the

place and put her nose down two or three times
;

but, if a bird ran ofi", she would get up, go to the

|)lace, and draw slowly afier it; when the bird

stopped, she would stand it as beibre. The
Toomers lived abour seven miles apart, at Rhine-
field and Broomey Lodges; Slut has many
times gone by herself from one lodije to the other,

as if to solicit the gratification of being taken out

with the gun. She was about five years old when
her master died, ami at the sale of his pointers,

&c. she was purchased by Sir H. JNJildmay, and
sent to Dogmersfieid Park, where she remained
some years: she was last in the possession of
Colonel Sikes, was then ten years old, and had
become fit and sinirgish, but would point game as

well as fie(i)re. When killed, which was at Bas-
silden House, Slut weighed seven hundred pounds:

we envy not the feelings of a man who could

order the slauirhler of such an animal.

From tlie Cliroiiicle.

RAILWAY TIIAXSFORTATION OF LIVE STOCK.

One of the causes of general agricultural de-

pression has been the want to the firmer of the

means of transporting his produce with rapidity

and certainty, to those districts where larger and
bettf>r remuneratiuiT prices can be obtained than
in his own immediate vicinity. It is well known
that, though exleiisi\e purchases of (iit cattle are

made every year, in Heretbrdshire and the neigh-
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boring counties, for the London market, many are

deterred from entering into the trade by the

expense, trouble and difficult}', as well as certain

loss, entailed in bring beasts to London, the loss

being always set down at 10 per cent. ; sometimes
it is even much more. The consequence is, tluit

the spirit of enterprise is ciiecked, and tlie farmer
loses the advantages of competition in the pur-
chase of his cattle, and is often obliged to put up
Avith prices that do not repay his expenses.
Wherever railways have been established, they
have been the means of removing this drawback
upon agriculture. If railways are allowed in some
jiarts of the country, they must be established in

ail ; if not, a monoj'oly would be enjoyed by the
agriculturists in the railway dist.icts; thus the far-

mers near the Birmingham railway will, until other
trunks projected for grazing counties are comple-
ted, enjoy the privilege of sending their cattle to

the London markets in a few hours, to the exclu-
sion of the other farmers, from want of lacility of
communication.

In order, therefore, to meet the demands of the
fiirmers of Ilerefjrdshire, and to enable them to

forward their produce to the metropolis in twelve
or thirteen hours, which is precisely the number of

daj-s at present required, a railway has been plan-
ned and surveyed, which will connect the town of
Gloucester, now the centre from which several
important trunks radiate, with Hereford, passing
through Newent, Dimock, and Ledbury, thus
bringing railways fi-om the metropolis into the
very heart of this fertile and rich county.

From tlie Genesee Farmer.

ORC'IIAKD GRASS AND TKE YELLOW BIRD.

A person who is fond of na(ure'.s music and her
"winf^ed flowers," cannot do better than to sow a
quantity of the orchard grass for the accommoda-
tion of the cheerful and beautiful yellow bird.

From the time that its seeds are fairly out of the
blow until they are liillen off or dc\oured, a patch
of this grass will be frequented by these little

birds in troops, singing and eating alternately (rom
"morn till dewy eve." In gcttinff the seed it dis-

jjlays a tact quite amusing, lighting on the tall

stems of the grass, it gently sways them down,
and generally some of the heads in this process of
settling will come within reach. Should none be
convenient for picking from, it will draw one of
the head to it, as it sits perched on the stem, and
holdingit with one of its fiiel, finish the seed at its

leisure. So fond is this bird of the orchard grass,
that v.-heie a person has but a small quantity, and
is anxious to save it Ibrseed, it will be necessary
lo cut it as soon as the seed is sufHciently matured
lor growing, wliich will be when the stalk and
head become partiallv dried, and brown.

G.

From the Genesee Farmer.

Cl'Rixg clover ey cockikg.

I have this year given (he new mode of curing
clover lor hay as fair a tried as circumstances would
admit, and it has i)erlectly succeeded. I had a
jnece ot" about three acres, from which [ last year

Vol. IV—59

took barley and spring wheat, and seeded down
with clover and timothy lor mowing. It grew
very thick and heavj^, (by the by, JMr. Editor, it

was the same piece of ground for the treatment
of which I received, a year or two since, such a
gentle reprimand from an English correspondent

of the Montreal Herald,) lodged early, and I cut

it the first of my mowing. The weather was
good at the time of cutting, and before night, the

work of each day was put up in cocks of from SO
to 120 lbs. weight. It was of course liee from all

external moisture, and considerably wilted. It

stood in the cocks nearly a week without being

disturbed—did not heat except in a trifling degree,

and when it was opened ibr the final drying, it was
as bright and fi'esh as hay need to be. It re-

sembled plants dried in the shade, every leaf and
blossom remaining entire, and few or none fLdling

off, as is usually the case with clover cured in the

ordinary way. Duriug the whole time the cocks

stood in the field the weather was fine, with the

exception of one heavy shower, wliich gave them
a thorough wetting. Whether they would have
come out as well had the weather been constantly

wet, may be considered questionable. As it was,

it was decidedly the finest lot of clover hay I ever

saw put in a barn, and shall for the future use the

method of cocking in preference to any other.

There were about ten tons on the land mowed, a
tolerable crop for the first cutting after seeding.

VV. G.

From the Floricultural Cabinet.

OIV THIV CULTURE OF THE TULlPv

By W. J. P.

As I emerged from the dawn of my admiration
of flowers, the tulip formed a prominent filature,

and each successive bloom strengthened and con-"

firmed my devotion to the cultivation of that love-

ly flower, not forgetting the carnation, pink, ra-

nunculus, auricula, &c., which may justly rank
among the "beauties of the creation,"

Numerous inquiries having been made upon
the subject, I am induced to make the following

detailed observations on its culture, conceiving that

it may be instructive and acceptable to those who
ardently admire the flower—are doubtlessly whol-
ly or nearly unacquainted with the genera/ treat-

ment and nature of the plant, and are desirous of
obtaining inlbrmation on the subject.

Soil.—The standard of soil for the tulip should
indisputably be a strong, rich yellow loam, laid

open and exposed, previous to using, to the ac-

tion of sun and air, for at least one winter and one
summer, turned over every few weeks, by which
means ii becomes thoroughly decomposed and di-

vested of all aciid and rank qualities, and in a state

congenial to the natural order of the vegetation of

the plant.

Manure.—There is upon this point some little

difference of opinion, even amongst the oldest and
most scientific growers of the present day ; but it

is, I believe, admitted by a very considerable ma-
jority of the most inveterate fimciers, that the in-

termixture of manure upon the undermentioned
principle is decidedly beneficial, and is acted upon
with the utmost success. It should be equal pro-

portions of horse and cow dung, laid up in a heap
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for at least eighteen months?, turned about once a
month, but in frosty weather more frequently, in

order to allow the trost well to penetrate it, as it

must not on any account be applied to the tulip

bed until it has become completely pulverized, and
formed positively into a substance as fine as

mould, when it is entirely fi'ecd from every perni-

cious or injurious property, and the existence of

insects is nearly or wholly annihilated. Then
the application of one-third part of such manure
to two-third parts of loam as above described, will

—I speak from the most certain results of expe-

rience and adoption—be found highly beneficial in

producing a fine lull green foliage, a strong up-
right stem, and a vigorous and perfect bloom.

The bed—should be about 4 feet wide, of a
length proportionate to the quantity required to

be planted, varying liom 12 to 15 feet in length,

planting seven in a row, the outer root to be about

3 inches from the edge. The box, as it is termed,

to be composed of strong wood, not less than one
inch and a quarter thick, and is raised 10 or 12

inches from the surface of the ground, below
which the soil should be completely removed for

at least one foot, filling up about one-half of the

space so dug out with some rather large cinder

ashes, or clinkers, or brick rubbish, or any sub-

stance which will not adhere closely, in order to

admit of a good drainage under the bed ; then
over that fill up the remaining space upon a level

whh the regular surface, or bottom edge of the
boarding or box of the bed, with a good dry mel-
low loam, which has been exposed some months
to the air ; and then proceed to fill the box with
the composition above described, it being first well

mixed and united together, to within about an
inch of the edge on each side, and raised gradu-
ally fi'oin each side towards the centre, so that the

middle row will be some inches higher in tjie

ground than the outside rows, although ))lanted

the same depth, being careful to plant the largest

and tallest growing roots in the centre, and the
next size in proportion in each of the other three
rows, the smallest or shortest being outside.

Round my bed, when thus arranged, I put a neat,

lightly constructed, open green fence, made of one
foot single laths, not too close together, and paint-

ed green, so that it stands just one foot high above
the upper edge of the box of the bed, gives a
neat, finished and ornamental appearance to the

bed, and forms a material protection to the growth
and bloom of the plants. When the tulip stage
is then erected over, and properly covered in the
blooming season, the bed assumes a regular and
handsome appearance, and forms no inconsidera-
ble scene of attraction.

Planting.—The time to be selected for (hat pur-
pose is from the latter end of October to about the
12th of November, choosing during that period
the most open, dry weather, as that description of
soil which is used lor the growth of the tulip

cannot be disturbed with facility except when at

least moderately, if not nearly dry; independent
of which, it must be /bund more inconvenient to

plant (as very many persons do) a bed of several
hundred roots in wet, heavy weather. I judge it,

therefore, of much advantage to avail myself of
the earliest time above stated, if the v/eathcr be
fine.

Dibble, or dibber, as it is termed.—The best
that I have ever seen or heard of is one which se-

veral friends and mj'self make use of, which is

made of block tin, about six inches in depth, 3
inches in diameter across the top, narrowing to the

bottom to about 2 inches, with a mark or piece of

solder outside 4 inches upwards from the bottom.

This has a strong handle projecting over the top,

sufficiently circular and large to be convenient to

the hand, and each extremity soldered well on the

outside, near the top or upper rim of the dibble.

The material advantage derivable from this dib-

ble is at once explained and easily and quickly

compreliended, infismuch as by this method the

bed (being well settled and prepared for planting,

and marked out for the number of rows intended)

IS not at all compressed and disturbed, because by
gently pressing and turning this dibble round until

the mark above described reaches the surface of
the bed, evciy hole is made the precise and equal

depth (4 inches) throughout the bed, sufficiently

large at top to admit of the hand to place the root

regularly at the bottom ; the dibble, as described,

being smaller at bottom than top, retains the earth,

which is quckly turned out into large garden pots,

or on a bed or border close at hand ; and then af-

terwards the roots, when in, can be covered, and
the holes filled with the same soil as was taken

out, raking the bed over lightly and regularly with

a fine rake or spade, to settle the earth firmly and
properly. This is, by all who have seen and used

it, admitted to be the most perlijct and convenient

system. It is also an additional advantage to dib

the holes a week previous to planting, by which
means the soil is well exposed and sweetened, and
the bulbs are afterwards less liable to the attack of

insects. Previous to putting in the roots, it is a
great advantage, and universally adopted by those

i^iitiated in the treatment of tulips, to put a table

spoonful of "sharp sand" in the hole. This is the

surest preventive of the attack of the earthworm,
or any insect whatever, and preserves many a
sickly or damaged bulb from rotting.

From the time the tulip is planted until the lat-

ter end of March or beginning of April, little or

no attention is required, where the bed is construc-

ted on the principle above described ; but at that

time, as the buds advance in growth, they are

more or less susceptible of injury from frost, and
particularly a su|)erabundance of wet. With a
bed of choice tulips, then, it is highly advisable,

if not indispensable, that a temporary awning or

covering, by means of large hoops and canvas,

should be thrown occasionally over the bed, to

protect it, as much as [)racticable, from heavy
rains, hail-storms, sharp cutting north-easterly,

&c. winds, and the chance of sharp fi-osty nights,

which not unfrcquently occur at this season.

There are many beds, however, in which the

choicest varieties are cultivated, that have no such

temporary protection alTorded them : but by being

properly raised and drained as above described,

the root is kept in a vigorous, healthy state, and
the buds sustain in general but little injury from
such mischances.

Bloom.—In the beginning of May, when the

buds become snlficicntly matured, and begin to

display their various stripes and tints, it is time to

prepare to place the upper or main awning over

the bed, which on a regular stage is so construc-

ted as to admit of being drawn up at ])leasure by
means of a roller with pulleys on each slope, so

that sun and air can be admitted or excluded as
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occasion requires, witliout which convenience the
bloom can never be retained so lonfj or in so much
perlection, observing always to give the atlvan-

tage, if possible, ol" very early morning sun, until

the flowers are all in full bloom, and by all means
the refreshing air alter sunset, if not too cold ; but
the flowers to be wholly protected from the weath-
er, and particularly the operation of the sun and
Avind, with those exceptions. If the season has
been dry, and the weather be hot, the plants when
in full bloom, will probably exhibit symptoms of
drooping ; it will then be necessary to apply wa-
ter moderately and cautiously between the rows,
by means of a fine watering pot.

When the bloom is completely over, let the co-
vering be wholly removed, be the weather what
it may, and the plants fully exposed. NYhcn the
foliage and stem have become sufiiciently brown
and withered, which will be about the 25th of
June, by which time the root matures and be-
comes in a state of rest, talce up the roots cautious-
ly with a rounded trowel, strony, being carelul not
to touch or cut the bulbs ; separate the largest ofl-

Bets, and place them in a dry room or shed, where
the air has free access constantly, but totally

awfiy from the effects of sun or fire. When the
bulbs are dry and hardened, (:iay in about a week
or ten days,) place them carelully away until the
time of replanting.

The method adopted by many famous tulip

bloomers, who have many hundred named roots

to take care of, is to have shallov/ boxes or draw-
ers, with divisions or partitions m each, only large
enough to hold one root in each; they contain

seven holes or divisions from front to back, and
may be made any width that is fancied. These
rows are numbered from one progressively, by
which means the roots are placed in them in that

order as they are taken from the Tulip bed. The
tulips are of course planted in the precise order

in which they are arranged and Vv'ritten down by
name in the tulip book, and if any mistake or er-

ror is discovered in the course of the bloom, the

book is then corrected. So the roots are taken up
and disposed in these boxes agree as to order, and
any alteration or variation of roots for the subse-

quent planting can be made at jileasure.

But as this, though a m.ost superior and conve-

nient plan, may be found objectionable on the

ground of expense and trouble at first, (as these

boxes or drawers should, to be complete, be fitted

into a case or frame, after the manner of a chest

of drawers, with open ribbed sides and back, and
kept in an airy, dry room, away from sun, and where
little or no fire is kept,) the best method that 1 am
aware of, in the absence of some such conve-
nience is to put the roots singly in what is termed
technically "small hand" paper, one root only in a

piece of paper, with the name of the tulip writ-

ten on it. This is the best paper that can be pro-

cured for the purpose, being solt and pliable, and
not liable to injure the shoots of the bulbs previous

to planting.

Offsets—should be planted about three weeks
earlier than the parent bulbs, and tolerably close

in proportion to their size, with a layer of sliarp

sand under them, and covered about two inches

with fine sifted soil.

The whole body of soil for the main bed should

be first passed through a screen or coarse sieve.

I have never known or heard of tulips treated

somewhat upon the above principle, with reason-
ble attention, that ever suffered to any material ex-
tent from insects or weather.

Form the Farmer's Series of the Library of Useful Knowledge.

ASHES, SOOT, ANr) SOAPERs' WASTE, AS MA-
NUKE.

Ashes of every description, including soapers'
waste, though not all ILdling strictly ^nder the
character cf fossil substances, and, indeed, being
partly derived from the vegetable kingdom, yet,

partaking in a great degree of the same calca-

reous nature as those of which we have already
treated, may also be allowed to rank together un-
der the general denomination of mineral manures.
Those of coal, wood, and turtj when used for do-
mestic puposes, are, in almost all country places,

mixed up by the consumers with the dunghill,

and, unless they form an unusual pi^oportion of the
heap, occasion but little sensible difference in the
properties of the manure ; but, when applied
alone, as top-dressings upon grass, they both
strengthen the herbage, improve its quality, and
encourage the growth of white clover : they are
also generally used for many other crops, both of
corn and artificial grasses, but chiefly upon clays
and heavy tenacious loams.
The ashes nf coals, and cinders, have, indeed,

the ver}^ perceptible eflect of loosening as well as
stimulating those soils, and when they can be
procured in sufficient large quantities, in the neigh-
borhood of great towns and manufactories, they
are also ploughed in with great advantage, to the
extent of 50 or 60 bushels, or even more ol the
latter, per acre.

Those of ivood, which forms the chief filing in

the interior of this country, are also largely em-
ployed by many farmers, who contract with the
cottagers for all the ashes they make; drawing
home for them in return their faggots. The ma-
nure thus procured, being a powerful alkali, has a
very considerable eflect in correcting any acidity
that may exist in the soil, but is, in almost every
instance, employed without any distinction respect-
ing the sort of timber from which it is obtained,
though as the trees contain very different qualities,

they necessarily yield ashes corresponding, to a
certain extent at least, with their original charac-
ter; and were they classed, and farmers made ac-
quainted with their relative properties, they would
be much better able to judge of the due propor-
tion of ashes which it might be expedient to ap-
ply to the ground.*

* It is a well-ascertained fact, that the closer the

texture of the wood, and the harder and heavier it is,

the greater portion of vegetable alkali it will be found
to contain. Thus, by a brief anah'sis extracted from
the Essays of the Bishop of Landaff, trees may be
classed, according to the value of their ashes, as fol-

lows :

—

First Class.
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A similar remark will apply to the ashes pro-
cured from furze ; lor these are (bund to possess

different degrees of strength, in proportion as they
are burned, either in tiie brick-kihi, tlie lime-kiln,

or oven. Thus it is well known to most Jarmers

that, in preparing chalk or limestone tor burning,

in most country kilns, these faggots are very gen-
erally used, and being placed in the centre of the

pile, as the heat increases, and the stones get into

a state of calcination, the action of the fire soon
affects all the smaller and looser parts of the

stone, which fall down to the bottom; and mix
with the ashes. Inasmuch, therefore, as burnt

lime possesses a greater stimulus than burnt clay,

we may conclude that in the isame proportion this

refuse from the lin)e-kiln will be more valuable
than that from the brick-kiln ; while the ashes
produced by tlie baker's oven must be far superior

to either, and may rank in much the same class as

those obtained by the burning of weeds.*
The ashes of burnt straw have also been found

beneficial by many inl;elligent practical farmers,

from some of whose experiments we select the
following instances. Advantage was taken of a
fine day to fire the stubble of an out-field soon
after liarvest, the precaution having been previous-

ly taken of sweeping round the boundary to pre-

vent injury to the hedges. The operation was
easily perforated, by simply applying a light to

windward, and it completely destroj'ed every weed
that grew, leaving the surface completely cover-

ed with ashes ; and the following crop, whicli was
wheat, produced full five quarters per acre. This
excited further exjieriment, the result of which
was, that in the following season, the stubble
having been partly ploughed in according to the
common practice, and partly burned, and the land
sown with wheat, the crop produced eight bushels
per acre more on that portion which had been
burned, than on that which had been ploughed-in.
The same experiment was repeated, on different

occasions, with similar results ; and a following
crop of oats having been laid down with seeds,

the clover was found perfectly healthy, while that

portion on which the burning of the stubble had
been omitted, was choked with weeds.f To which
we must add the experiment on the efficacy of
burnt straw, as stated in p. 248 of this work,
which, though not supporting the superiority of
corn crops over those manured with dung, yet,

on those two, in which alone it could have been
supposed to have taken effect, it bore a very near
degi-ee of equality. It must, however, be recol-
lected, that if intended to have a decided effect,

the stubble must be left of a considerable length,

It therefore necessarily follows, that where the kind of
timber which has been consumed can be ascertained,

the proportion of ashes to be applied per acre oui^ht to

vary accordingly ; for, if six loads of the best and pur-
est ashes from oak be sufficient, ten or twelve may
not be more than equivalent to them when produced
from hazel, alder, or sallow ; and by the same rule, if

ten or twelve loads of oak-ashes were to be sown, he-
cause it may have been the custom to use that quanti-
ty of hazel, &,c. the eiiect might be found, in a dry
season, to bia-n up tlie crop. See Malcolru's Comp.
Modern Husb. vol. ii. ji. ng.

* Malcohn's Comp. of Mod. Tlusb., vol. ii. p. 184.

t Survey of the East Riding of Yorkshire ; Com-
sflunications totheEoard of Agric, vol. iv. p. 130.

which will occasion a material deficiency of farm-

yard manure; though the advantages will be
gained of saving the cost of moving the stubbs,

the seeds of weeds and insects will be considera-

bly destroyed, and the land will be left unimpeded
for the operation of the plough.

On the wolds of Lincolnshire, the practice of

not only burning the stubble, but even the straw
of thrashed grain, has been carried, in many
cases, to the extent of four to six loads per acre

;

and, as it is described in the Report of the Coun-
ty, has been attended, in ail those instances, with
veiy decidedly good effect. It is even said to have
been found superior, in some comparative trials, to

yard-dung, in (he respective rate of five tons of

straw to ten of manure ! Although placing im-
plicit faith in the results thus stated, we cannot,

however, but feel stong doubts of the expediency
of (he practice ; for we should hesitate to recom-
mend any measure that tended to reduce the

quantity of farm-yard manure—the application of
which is always certain and always durable,

whilst the most decided advocates for the burning
of straw are compelled to admit (hat its effects are

but transitory. Some intelligent farmers, indeed,

consider the benefit to arise more fi-om the effect

of (he fire in (he destrucfion of weeds and insects

than from the small quantity of ashes that are pro-

duced; and its chief value must be supposed to

consist in the superior degree of cleanness which
it imparts to the land.*

In this country we are accustomed to regard

turf as the mere sods cut from the surface of
marshes in dry weather, and afferwards burned
as fuel, for wdiich purpose it is, in many parts,

very generally employed by the peasantry. The
quality of ashes thus produced must depend, like

every other kind of vegetable manure, upon the
nutritive portion of the matter contained in them,
and will be treated of in a future chapter, under
the head of Paring and Burnmg ; but in most
parts of Scotland, and throughout the interior of
Ireland, (he term is applied io peat-moss, which is

found in many dis(ric(s in quandties which appear
inexhaustible, and seem to consist in the accumu-
lated remains of aquatic plants, heath, fern, and
other vegetable matter, brought into a state of de-
composition through (he effects of stagnant Ava-

ter : it is indeed so retentive of moisture as to re-

tain it in a manner similar (o sponge. It exists in

deep pits, from which it is dug in the summer, then
cut into squares, either by (he hundred, or by mea-
sure, and exposed (o (he sun and air until it be-

conaes dry; but when prepared for farming pur-

poses, upon a large scale, it is burned, either in

kilns or in large heaps, expressly for manure; and
(he most usual mode is by means of the slow com-
bustion chiefly of the lowest stratum of the peat,

as in (hat part, the fibres of the ma((er which it

confairis are most decayed. It is also found in

many parts of England : but the ashes in the
highest, rcpu(c are (hose made at Newbur}^, in

Berkshire, (he process of manufac(uring which, as

it will serve with very litde variadon for every
kind (hroughout (he kingdom, may be (bus de-
tailed.

The stratum of (his Newberry peat lies at va-
rious depths, though generally at about five feet

below the surfiice, and of the thickness of from

* Survey of Lincolnshire, p. 304.
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one foot to eight or nine, the ground underneath
being very uneven, and mostly gravel; that which
is above commonly consists of a good meadow
soil. The hills at each side consist chiefly o("

chalk, easily dissolvable by heavy rain, which
washes it oil' the ridges, down to the low ground,

where, mixing wi!li the floods, it is floated over

the meadows, and deposited in the peat; the

ashes, therefore, difler from those of most other

districts, in the quantity of lime which they con-

tain, to which their extraordinary valuable quali-

fies have been chiefly attributed. The peat varies

in color, but the blackest is reckoned the best, and
the most esteemed ashes have a reddish hue

;

those which are pale and whitish, being of a

species of earth compounded of clay, and termed
'clob,' which, though burned for manure, lies

above the true peat, and is of a diflerentand very

inferior quality. This being removed, the real

peat is cut, with a peculiar kind of spade, into

long pieces, about 3.| inches broad every way,
after which it is conveyed from the spot where it

is dug, in wheelbarrows, to a short distance, Avhere

it is spread upon the ground in regular rows until it

be dried by the sun and wind. It is thus cut down
until the gravelly bottom is reached, if it can be
sulficiently drained; but although persons are em-
ployed to pumj) the water, tho.t cannot be always
completely efl'ccted.

After having been thus laid to dry during
about a week, the pieces are turned, and this being
three or four times repeated, a small round heap
is made in the middle of the place where the peat
is spread, and in the centre some very dry peat is

put, which being lighted, the fire communicates
slowly to the rest of the parcel. When it is com-
pletely lighted, an additional quantity is put upon
the heap, and this is continued till the whole is

consumed, which generally occupies one or two
weeks, and sometimes still longer, as quick burning
is not approved ofj and the rain seldom penetrates

deep enough to extinguish the fire. The heaps
are commonly of a circular form, and rather flat at

top : at first very small, but gradually increasing,

until it sometimes becomes two or three yards
deep, and six or seven yards in diameter. Ac-
cording as the peat is more or less dry, or cont;'Jns

more or less essential oil, or, as it is tenned, is

more or less lat—according as the weather is fa-

vorable or otherwise, and in proporiion as the
heaps are more or less large, just so much a long-
er a shorter time will it take to consume. A fire

regulately kept up, but burning by slow degrees,
will retain more of the vegetable alkali in it than
a more quick one ; and in proportion to the heat
of the fire, the same quantity of peat will produce
more or less ashes ; thus it has been stated by Mr.
Malcolm that in the parish of Frimley, in Surrey,
three* loads of dried peat, which is about the si'i.e

of the usual heap, will yield from 6000 to 7000
bushels, which have been sometimes known to
yield 2400 bushels of good ashes;! though the
peat is generally so reduced in measure by com-
bustion that the ashes seldom eoual one-fourth of
ts original bulk. The ashes being riddled, are
hen conveyed away in covered carts, and put un-
ler sheds to keep them from the wet until they
ire wanted for the land ; for if kept under coveV

* So in the original. Ed. Fak. Reg.

t Agriculture of Surrey, &c., vol. ii. p. 193.

and dry, they are infinitely more strong and ac-

tive than those which have been made some time,

and have been exposed to the weather; the fresher

they are when used, therefore, the better. The
usual time of app.lying them is in March and
April, in the proportion of twelve to fifteen bush-

els per acre, according to the soil and crop, as too

large a quantity would be injurious, though, on
meadow land, twenty bushels are often laid with

advantage; and, when not used as top-dressings,

they are"^ commonly spread at the same fime as

the seed is sown, though for grass many people

prefer the autumn. For corn crops, however, they
are not in much estimation ; but on turnips they
are said to assist in checking the fly, and they are

supposed to increase clover nearly a ton of hay
the acre beyond what it woi'.ld have yielded with-

out them : their eflect, however, is not calculated

to last more than a couple of years, but they are

of such benefit to that crop, and to the succeeding

wheat, that when a tenant quits a {hrn\ on which
ashes have been laid hi the preceding year, it is

usually customary to allow him one-half of the
expense. The price, at Newbury wharfj varies

according to qupjity; but the best is generally
sold at about sevenpence per bushel. One man,
with a double cart, can sow several acres in a day,

but the weather should be perfectly calm, or they
will be unequally dispersed by the wind.*

In a series of experiments, for a long time car-

ried on upon these ashes they were found to con-
tain from one-fourth to one-third part of gypsum
and even a larger proportion of that substance
was discovered in some burned in the neighbor-
hood of Stockbridge, in Hampshire. The other

constituent parts consisted of a little iron and com-
mon salt, with various quantities of aluminous,
calcareous, and stilceous earth ;t and the analysis

of some very celebrated peat-ashes, brought some
years ago fJ"om Holland, in which country and
Flanders they are most extensively used as ma-
nure, as made by Professor Brande, showed them
to contain, in 100 parts,

or Siliceous earth, - - 32 parts.

Sulphate and muriate of soda, 6 ,,

Sulphate of lime, - - 12 „
Carbonate of do. - - 40 ,,

Oxide of iron, - - 3 „
Impurities and loss, - - 7 ,,

from which we may readily conclude the great de-

gree of advantuc;e with which they must be ap-

plied to sour meadows, as well as to every species

of artificial grass.

The Dutch ashes, indeed, as we learn both from
Sir John Sinclair's account of the agriculture of
th'e Netherlands, and from another statement late-

ly published regarding their use,J are very exten-

sively used throughoui Flanders, in the following

manner:

—

In jMarch the wheat is worked with the hoe be-

tv/ecn the rows, and sown with clover, and in

May the wheat is hand-weeded. The crop being

reaped, the land is harrowed in the following

* Surveys of Berkshire, p. 359, and Appendix, No.
Ill ; Hertfordshire, p. 166 and of Middlesex, 2nd ed.

p. 363.

t Sir H. Davy's Elem. of Agric. Chemistry, p. 298.

I ISIitchell on Dutch Ashes as Manure. Quart.

Journ. of Agric, Nc>. xxi.
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Bpring, and the ashes are spread by hand upon
the clover, in cahn and has^y weather, at the rate

of 18 to 20 bushels per impv'^.rial acre. They are
also laid on pastures and on vvheat in March and
April ; on oats and beans in the bec^inning of
May; and on r3'e in October and November.
Their chief omploj'nient is, however, ior green
crops : it having been found, on comparative trials

in Flanders, that fop-dressings on clover, where
the ashes were used, were much earlier, heavier,

and superior in every respect, to those which had
undergone a top-dressing of horse and cow dung.
One of the best proofs of their usefulness, indeed,
is the tact, that while our crops of clover in this

country very oilen fiiil, such an instance but rarely

occurs wherever they are use in any part of Hol-
land. Besides improving the crop, they are also

useful in preventing iJie injuries arising from in-

sects, and when applied fo pasture they are high-
ly serviceable in the cicstru'ction of moss. To nu-
merous individual instances of their beneficial ef-

fect, Sir John Sinclair, ii;deed, adds the public

declaration of eighty-three practical Flemish
farmers, to the effect that ' tuey know by expe-

rience, that when clover is not manured with

Dutch ashes, at the rate of 25 cuve.'les per hectare

(equal to 19 bushels per acre,) the tollowing crop

is very bad, notwithstanding any culture that can

be given to the soil ; whereas thfty always have
an excellent crop ol wheat after clover, and, doubt-

less, in proportion to the quantity of manure above-

mentioned being used.'* The farmers who have
subscribed this declaration must have been deeply

impressed with the importance of these ashes;

for, besides being brought through the canals from
Holland, they must in mast cases have been af-

terwards carried from forty to fifty miles by land
carriage. They can be imported from Rotter-

dam, and have been delivered at Jjcith at £3 per

ton, including all charges ; the bushol of the best

sort, which are black and heavy, weigi^s about 40
pounds, and the ton containing 58 busi':els, the

!Cost, at the above rate of manuring, will b»? 20s.

f)er acre.

Soot.

The soot produced by different species of fuel is

subject to the same diiTerence in quality as those

substances from which it is derived. Thus the

pit-coal brought from Sunderland and Newcastle
contains a much larger quantity oi" bitumen than

that which is found in Staffordshire il.nd most oth-

er parts of the interior, which burns to a white
ash and exhales a considerable portion of su'lphur;

while that of the various kinds of wood and p.'^^tj

when burned, also manif(3st a proportionate vari-

ety of properties. It would, however, be nearly

* Two other very eminent farmers state, ' that no
manure, though it were to be given in greater quanti-

ties, and at more expense, would equal it in strengti).

That he sows it at tiie rate above-iiientioned, and al-

ways obtains two great crops of clover, besides pas-
turage afterwards ; and that wheat after clover, ma-
nured with Dutch ashes is the most certain crop of
any, as well as being unmolested by the wire-worm.'
They have also been recom.monded by an eminent agri-

culturist, F. L. W. Brakkel, jn a work lately published
at Utrecht, his alternation of c.^ops being clover, pota-
toes, rape-seed, peas, wheat, cloVv^r, and oats.

fruitless to enter into any detail of its peculiar effi-

cacy, both as not being of sufficient importance,
and as having been ascertained by the following
very minute experiment personally made by Mr,
Malcolm, which speaks more effectually to a far-

mer than all the chemical definitions that can be
offered ; though it may be observed that the re-

sult coincided precisely with a very scrupulous an-
alysis.*

The experiment was made on a piece of drilled

wheat, of the extent of half a quarter of an acre,

sown upon a potato-fallow well manured for that

crop, and afterwards dug with the spade about 18
inches deep, and marked into beds of 5 feet wide;
four rows being sown very thin in drills made with
the hoe at one foot distance, and only 2 quarts of

seed being used to each bed. It was not sown
until the 14th of December, and, from the lateness

of the season, none of it vegetated before the frost

set in ; but as soon after Christmas as that was
gone off it made its appearance very regularly,

and on the 22nd of February every bed was care-
fully hoed, each being numbered, and top-dressed
as follows :

—

The quantity ofsoot
applied to each
being 1 bushel.

Do. half a bushel.

No. 1, with soot from.coals.

2, do. from wood.
3, do. from peat and turf.

4, do. from coals.

6. do. from wood.
6, do. fi-om peat and turf. ^

The usual course of management was pursued
until harvest, when the whole crop was in admi-
rable order, but the first three numbers were in

height nearly a foot above the rest, stronger in

proportion, free from blijxht or mildew, and pro-

duced a finer grain. The amount was as fol-

lows :

—

bl

No. 1

2
3
4
5

6

The entire crop was thus at the rate of 5^ quar-

ters [."r acre ; but the soot was accurately collected

from fir(?;5 burnt in the house, while that common-
ly sold by the chimney-sweepers is in general

mixed with, dust and other trash, which lessens its

power: their measure, too, is generally short, il

being concluded by the dealers that the soot is

taken at once to the field, without being remea-

sured ; but the fi'aud is worth guarding against,

for, although it varies greatly in price, it is not

usually to be obtained inXondon lor less than fi-om

sixpence to sevenpence-balf-penny per bushel,

stijke measure ; while at York, it is now five ; at

Hulljifour ; and at Manchester, only two shillings-t

per busi:el, corn measure, and it has been recom-

mended to be spread in the following propor-

tions :

—

1.
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Upon strong loams

—

For wheat Irom 40 to 45 bush.

Seeds and pasture 20 to 30
Upon light loams

—

For wheat, barley, and turnips 30 to 35
Seeds and pasture 20 to 25

Upon chaliiy loams

—

For wheat, barley, and turnips 30 to 40

Seeds and pasture 20 to 25

but the latter is, upon all soils, the more common
quantity.

When labor is at 12s. a week, the price of sow-
ing is generally one-half-penny the bushel, some-
times with beer ; and at this rate an active man
has been known to earn from 3s. to 4s. per day,

sowing from 70 to 80 bushels, and upwards. The
soot being previously brought in sacks, the sower
fills his scuttle, and scatters the dust by putting

his hand fully expanded into it, and spreads it

—

generally walking backwards—as wide as possi-

ble. The operation is however more generally

performed by chimney-sweepers than by the
farmers people ; for, let the air be ever so still

—

which is, indeed, the onl}^ proper time in which to

spread it—the lii^hter particles will hangin the air,

and settle about the sower in a manner that will

not only soon make him as black as itself, but, en-
tering his eyes, nose, and ears, causes extreme
pain through i(s causticity. Those who are not
accustomed to it should, therefore, cover their

lace with a piece of gauze, as if they were work-
ing among hot lime.

Soot is usually sown upon wheat if it be weak,
or if the yellow cast which it sometimes assumes
in the spring shows it to be sickly ; in which cases
it will improve the color and strength of the plant,

which will then filler out and cover the ground
Avith a great number of new shoots. Upon bar-

ley it is sometimes sown whh the crop, and other
times a fortnight after ; but it should never be de-
ferred later, and if possible, should be spread in

April. It is also occasionally applied as a top-
dressing to clover and other artificial grasses,
though it seems better suited to rye-grass than to

any other species, for, when both that and clover
have been sown together, and that the field has
been dressed with soot, the former has become so
rank as to completely overtop the latter. One of
its most common uses among farmers is, however,
for turnips, either sown along with the seed, or,

more usually, immediately after the plants appear,
as It is so acrid and bitter as to become injurious
or disgusting to insects, and has therefore been
found very efficacious in preventing the ravages of
of the fly, as well as that of the wireworm. The
best time to sow it is on the evening of a cloudy
but calm day, when there is an appearance of
rain; for if the weather be hot and dry, its volatile

parts are dispelled, and it becomes of no service to

the crop.

Some farmers recommend its being mixed with
an equal quantity of quick-lime, and double that
quantity (of those two combined) of fresh loam

;

tho soot and loam to be regularly amalgamated
by passing the latter through an upright screen,
as practised by bricklayers, by which means the
lumps will be either kept back, or broken and
passed through it ; and after remaining in this

state during almost a fortnight, the lime should
then be added by turning the heap and mixing all

together; after which it will, in a few weeks more,
become fit for use. The materials thus enumer-
ated are all good, and doubtless will prove ser-

viceable to those soils to which they are adajjted
;

but we are not sufficiently acquainted with the ex-

periments which have been made upon this species

of comf)Ost to speak of its efl'ects with any degree
of certainty ; and Ave doubt whether the most ben-

eficial mode of applying the soot will not be still

found to consist in spreading it in a dry state,

without any preparation, as a top-dressing. As
an application in that mode, to such crops as we
have mentioned, it will be found useful, Avhen
used in moderation, upon soils of every kind ; but

if intended to be applied as an improvement to

the laud, it will be of very little benefit after the

first year.

Soapcrs'' fVaste.

The use of the ashes produced by the manu-
facture of soap—the refuse of which is termed
soapers' waste—has been much recommended aa
manure; and it has been supposed that its effica-

cy depends on the proportion of saline matter
which it contains: this, however, is very minute,
and depends upon the sort of alkali employed by
the soap-boiler, two kinds of which are chiefly

used namely, kelp and barilla—which are much
more effective than that which is the refijse of
common pot ash. These substances are both de-
rived from the calcination of marine plants, of
which the sea fiarnishes an abundance in a pecu-
liar nature of weed, particul'arly on the western
coasts of Scotland and Ireland, where many thou-
sands of the poor inhabitants obtain their chief
support from securing and burning the former.

The species known as barilla is, however, chiefly

procured from the island of Teneriile and some
parts of the Mediterranean ; the difli^rence be-
tween the two, in 100 j:)arts, having been shown,
by the anal^'sis of Sir Humphrj' Davy, to be as
follows :

—

Carbonate of lime
Quick lime

Gypsum
Common salt

Carbonate of soda

Barilla.

,^P
C Total of"caIcareous

'

jc < matter exclusive

'

K of gypsum

Kelp.

91

5

u

Calcareous matter, such as that for barilla 94
Gypsum 3
Soluble saline matter and carbonate of soda

of nearly the same proportion.

The alkali contained in kelp, liowever, often

differs from 1 to 6 per cent. ; but the manufacture
has been almost entirely abandoned since the late

duty on barilla imported from abroad has been re-

cently taken off', and as it is not probable that it

will be renewed in this country for the mere pur-

poses of manure, the latter is the only quality that

need be considered.*

* On the deplorable condition to which a numerous
class of our peasantry fias been reduced through this

act of the legislature, it is not our intention to oifer

any remark ; but vfe may suggest, tfiat it becomes a

matter fo much importance to ascei'tain whether the
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The other hitrrcdienf.s in the common kinds of
soap are lime, willi oil or tallow ; but as the oily

particles are wholly extracted in the manuliicture,

the waste can only be considered as a calcareous

manure, and consequently will be only found effi-

cacious on such soils as are deficient in that sub-

stance, or in those which abound largely in unde-
composed vegetable matter, upon -which it acts

powerfully. It must, however, be observed that

the waste from hard and soft soap is materially

different in its qualities, for there is a greater pro-

portion of alkaline matter in the manufacture of

the former than that of the latter: thus, in exam-
ining the ashes that are produced Irom soft soap,

they will be found light and spongy, which may
probably arise from potash being used in its com-
position, instead of barilla ; while the refuse of

hard soap is more dense and firm, and much strong-

er than the other in its efi'ects upon the ground.

Farmers should therefore inquire, before they use

it, which sort is made by manufacturer, and use it

accordingly.

On strong, cold, and wet soils, or low spongy
meadows overrun with rushes and similar weeds,

as well as on peat-moss and other land that is rank

with vegetation, it is found highly beneficial ; on

loams it is also an admirable manure, and in any
rainy season its effects are quickly visible, for its

hot nature is probably tempered by the moisture :

but its application is not advisable on calcareous

soils, or on light, drj^, and burning sands, and it is

generally thought preferable to lay it upon pasture

than upon arable ground. When laid upon the

latter, however, it should be harrowed in previous-

ly to the sowing of the seed ; or if ploughed into

the land, the ashes being of" a very heav}^ na-

ture, the soil should be turned in with a shallow

iurrow, and should be spread in as fresh a state

as possible, as they have been found to lose a

considerable portion of their strength when long

exposed to the atmosphere. It has been laid in

various proportions, fi'om GO to 240 bushels ])er

acre, between the effects of which it is not easy to

discriminate, both from the difficulty which we
have just stated of correctly ascertaining its

strength, and from the variety of soils to which it

is applied, which circmnstances must necessarily

occasion a diversity of practice ; but when con-

sisting of that species of waste arising from hard

soap, it may be safely employed in the following

quantities :

—

On strong arable land from 200 to 240 bushels,

loams, for wheat 160 „ 200 „
do. for barley and turnips 120 ,, 160 ,,

pasture, generally 160 „ 200 ,,

It has been generally found most serviceable no

kelp thus fonncrly employed may not be still usefully
applied as manure. Some reports presented to the
Holfand Society would lead to that conclusion : 30
tons of sea-ware are required to produce 1 ton of kelp,
which is said to have equal power upon the land as the
weed in its wet state. The manufacture of a ton of
kelp has, indeed, been cafculated to amount to £3 15s.;

while the weed can be cut, carried on shore, and dried,
for about 25s. to 30s.; but when in the latter state it

is only applicable to the ground at a short distance
;

and when manufactiued it is as jrortable as any species
of ashes. It is also probable tiiat the proprietors of the
kelp shores and the manufacturers may find it expedient
to lower their rate of charg-es, so as to render it availa-
ble to the use of farmers.

wetlands; and if employed on light soils, or in

very dry weather, great caution should be used,

or its heating quality wilil have a very prejudicial

effect upon the following crop. Upon grass it has
even been laid, according to the account of a plain

practical farmer, who has used it during upwards
of twelve years, to the enormous extent o\'forty

tons per acre, without any mixture, and fresh as it

came from the vat.* He says—to use his own
expressions— 'that, when mixed up with earth, he
found it to be only doing things by halves. It was
thought that the quantity would burn up the land,

which was only of fair quality ; but from the mo-
ment of the ajiplication, the sward took a shade of

darker greeen, and it has since never produced less

than two tons an acre of hay, and has carried a
heavy stock of New Leicester sheep. It has

been also laid by Mr. Billingsley upon some very

coarse meadow, in the quantity of six wagon-
loads per acre, with very extraordinary effect ; the

rushes immediately disappeared, and gave place

to a luxuriant crop of trefoil, which was so ob-

vious that the eye could trace the line of separa-

tion during three or four years afterwards. The
application of 160 bushels per acre, once in five

years, is also said to have more than doubled the

product; and in strong, wet, and heavy land, un-

der poor pasture, in the neigh boorhood. of Epp-
ing, four wagon-loads per acre, have efl'ected a

total change.

t

The price is now merely nominal ; it was for-

merly, in most great towns, about 10s. for the

wagon-load drawn by four horses, for it is never

regularly measured by the soap boilers; but the

demand" has so far ceased, since the late deprecia-

tion of agricultural produce, that the great Lon-
don manufacturers are now glad to disembarrass

themselves of the waste by which they are en-

cumbered by giving it gratis to any person who
will tnke it ofi' their premises.

The best method of using this manure has

been thought by many persons to be that of a
compost with dung and earth. So far as the earth

is concerned, there can be no objection to the prac-

tice ; but in regard to the dung it may admit of

doubt, for, in proportion to the quantity of alkaline

matter left in the ashes, the duration of the effect

of the dung will be lessened, much in the same
manner as by a mixture of quick-lime. IfJ how-
ever, such a compound is determined upon, the

dung should be first well fermented, then mixed
with at least four times its quantity of maiden
earth, and afterwards duly incorporated with the

same quantity of ashes as of dung, when the

heap should be carefully turned over. By this

means the acrimony of the ashes will be efleclu-

ally corrected, and the compost may be used upon
tender loams with better clli^ct than if employed
alone.

The following account, among numerous other

instances, of an experiment on its effects in equal

proportions upon a crop of potatoes, is extracted

li'om a report^ drawn up by order of the Board of

Agriculture :

—

* In the Lancashire Survey it is likewise said, that

"about Liverpool Hiey commonly put on from -10 to 50

tons per acre," p. 50G.

t Essex Report, vol. p, 246. See also the Report of

the N. R. of Yorkshire; and the Papers of the liatli

Society, vol. i. p. 129.
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No. 1 No manure produce 134 lbs.

2 Stable-dung and soap-ashes ,, 298
3 Stable-dung alone ,, 315
4 Soap-ashes alone „ 383

To which it must, however, be added, that four

wagon-loads per acre have been laid upon twelve
acres of a clayey loam, somewhat brushy and soft

of heart, which being sown with wheat, no differ-

ence could be perceived between that and the crop
in another part of the same field :* but it should
also be observed, that its power upon the subse-
quent crops has not been stated.

If applied in large quantities to the land, there
can be no doubt that soapers' wasle will be found
to be a useful and a lasting manure; itdestroys slugs
and vermin of every description ; has been found
to increase the product of hay by a ton an acre

;

and by some farmers, the effect of a wagon-load
of the ashes is considered equal to that of five

loads of rotten dung. This we^ however, con-
ceive to be exaggerated, if they are applied sepa-
rately ; but, if laid on together, we have witness-
ed some recent instances which lead us to con-
clude, that one load of ashes, combined with five

of dung, would fully equal ten loads of farm-yard
manure in immediate effect, besides producing
more permanent improvement.

If laid on in the shape of composl, the mixture
of earth, if taken li'om land of a different quality
li-om that to which it is to applied, will doubtless
have an additional effect on the improvement of
the soil; but if used sparingly, it will, in either
case, be hardly felt. In districts where lime is to

be procured in abundance, it is not much sought
alter, as it is looked upon as possessing nearly the
same properties ; though, according to its analy-
sis, that idea is not altogether well founded, for,

although the quantity of alkaline salt and gypsum
which it contains is but small, they yet render it

superior to common calcareous maiter as a top-
dressing for every kind of grass. The expense
ol' conveyance is also another objection to its gen-
eral use ; but in the neigliborhood of large manu-
facturing towns, in which it can be easily pro-
cured, and to which farmers have constant occa-
sions to send their teams, it can there be obtained
with no further charge than that of back-car-
riage.f

COAL, DEPOSIT ES KEAR FAIIMVILLE.

To the Editor of the Fanners' Register.

FarmviUe, Odober 22, 1S3G.

At a time when the whole country is so much
interested on the sidijsct of railways, it may not
be im])ropcr, to trouble you once more, in rela-

tion to the coal dcposiles in this neighborhood. I

feel the more excusable lor this, inasmuch as, in

my previous communications, I have expressed
so much doubt with regard to the existence of
coal in large (juantities. I am happy now to state.

that my doubts are nearly removed, and that I

think I have good reason to believe, that we have
in this vicinity, a coal-field of incalculable value.
Should this opinion prove correct, much impor-
tance will be added to the construction of rail-roada

through this place ; more especially, if the rumor
be true, that there is considerable failure in some
of the Chesterfield coal mines, as to the quantity
of coal yielded.

I went on an excursion, a few days ago, with a
party of gentlemen, with a view of inquiring for

and examining the indications of coal in the neigh-
borhood. On the Bizarre lands, belonging to the
estate of the late Richard Randolph, we found a
place in which there were several veins of dead
coal on the surfiice, with large strata of shale in-

tervening; and in an adjacent ravine, wliere there

had been a little digging, we found the veins of

coal much increased, and those of shale greatly di-

minished. Among the dead coal here, there were
many lumps of good coal. The whole company
supposed, that at this spot, there was afforded the

promise of a most valuable deposite of coal, if the

veins continue to approximate as rapidly below
as on the sides of the ravine. This spot is on the

river clifi"", and very near the river.

We also found on the lands of Mr. James An-
derson two other strata, both of which, wei

thought, affcjrded undoubted prospects of great

value. One of these was in a ditch about three

feet wide at bottom; the stratum extended
across the ditch, and longitudinally with the ditch

about ten or twelve feet. The ditch was cut from
east to west, and nearly all the strata in the neigh-
borhood have their course from north-east to

south-west. I mention these circumstances, be-
cause we failed in meeting the labor and imple-
ments which we expected—and, with a poor grub-
bing hoe and ourown poorer personal labor, wevv ere

unable to ascertain the size and dip of the vein.

This inability, however, would augur lavorably,

as I have always been able very speedily to ascer-

tain these matters with small veins. With regard
to the size of this vein, there was some diversity

of opinion. All concurred in the opinion, that it

would be well worth working. My own opinion

is, that it must be, at least, six feet through, for I

have never seen in the whole field any vein of coal

not running north-east and south-west, and whose
dip was not either to north-west or south-east.

The qualit}' of the coal was also better than I

have ever seen so near the surface. This place is

about four miles fi'om Farmville and a httle more
than one from the Appomattox.
We have recently learned that there are pro-

mising out-runnings of coal in other places, which
we will, as soon as practicable, visit, and report to

you, if we think them worthy of notice.

W. S. MORTON.

* Communications to the Board of Agriculture, vol.

vi. art. 39.

t See the Essex Survoy, Sect. Soapers' Ashes ; Ad-
am's Essays on As^riculfiire, vol. i. p. 167; and a Trea-
tise drawn up by tlie order of the Board of Agricul-
ture upon Soapers' Waste, in the Communications to
the Board, vol. vi. art. 39.

Vol. IV—60

INQUIRY AS TO GRKEN SAND.—REMARKABLE
PRODUCT OF SWEET POTATOES.

To tlic Editor of tlie Fariuers' Register.

Barren Hill, Nottoway, Fa., Oct. 13, 1836.

I herewith send you a sample of earth, which I

apprehend to be the same as the " green sand, or

.Jersey Marl," so often spoken of in the Register.

It is found in quantity in the bed of a deep di:ch
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which was cut to drain a natural pond of long

standing. The surface oi" the bed is composed ot

a crust, a quarter of an inch thici<, of a red color,

which, I suppose, is produced by the action of the

air on the iron particles (ti)rnierly tlie oxide or

protoxide). Within this crust, the sand is of a

deep green color, interspersed with shining parti-

cles ; which, however, upon exposure to the air,

readily forms a crust of a red color.

IVIy attention was drawn to it about eighteen

months ago, by seeing some remarks on green

sand in your paper. In September, 1835, 1 select-

ed simc samples to carry with me to the Com-
mencement at Hampden Sidney, to show to Dr.

Dame, the Professor of Chemistry ; but forgot to

take them along. On mentioning my intention to

him, he observed that he had just received from
you samples of shell marl and ii:reen sand, which
he showed me. I thought that the latter was ex-

actly like my earth. I afterwards sent more sup-

posed green sand to him, to compare and ascer-

tain its identity, but it miscarried; and now 1 know
no olher chance, than that of applying to you, to

get you to take upon yourself the same trouble.

I am well aware that your multiplied engage-
ments must necessarily leave you very little lei-

sure to attend to inquiries of this sort, yet I ven-
ture to solicit it, upon the consideration of the util-

ity of such a discoveiy to the agricultural interests

oi'the country adjacent.

While I am wa-iting, I will add, that I have just

finished digging my sweet potatoes. The pro-

duct was greater than is usual to obtain in this

neighborhood. From three bushels planted on
about a quarter of an acre, I obtained 70 heaped
bushels, after having used them for three weeks
before they were dug. They grew on land that

was cleared and planted in corn last year, and
manured with stable dung this spring, previous
to making the hills for the potatoes. They were
ploughed once and hilled twice. I attribute my
success to the quantity of seed used for the space,

there being two or three times as many put in each
hill as is usual. The vines grew more luxuriantly
than any 1 ever saw before. They were nearly
knee deep over the whole area. As they were
not killed by frost, and were much relished by cat-

tle and hogs, I have stored them away for winter
forage. But several to whom I mentioned this

intention, tell me they will kill cattle ; either by
poisoning them, or causing them to swell. I should
like to know h'om yourself or correspondents if

there is any truth in tliis statement ; as otherwise
those who grow them on a large scale, might
make a very desirable addition to their winter
stock of provision for cattle, by taking them from
the hills before they were killed by frost.

Some eight or ten days alter the usual time of
planting potatoes, a neighbor gave me ten or
twelve red potatoes, which he thought highly of,

about the size and length of a finger. These I

placed in a flower box, in rich mould, and set it

at the south side of the house, in a warm place.
They soon sent forth a dense mass of sprouts over
the whole area of the box, which I drew, and
planted four or five in a hill, in a moist season.
The ))roduce fiom the sprouts that first came up,
-was^ two bushels of fine large potatoes. They
continued to send forth s|)rouls for some time,
which I gave away, or neglected to transplant.
From this small experiment I am induced to be-

lieve, that when seed potatoes are scarce, by
treating them in this or a similar way, a small

(|uantity would plant as much land as a large one
docs in the common way, and forward the croj) a
week or two.
Should this, or any part of the foregoing com-

munication be deemed worthy a place in the Re-
trister, j'ou may insert it, or dispose of it as you
think fit.

S. CARTER.

[Owing to having mislaid the sample of earth referred

to above, it is regretted that no opinion can be offered

thereon at this time : but were it otherwise, such ex-

pression of opinion would be worth very little. Our

general opinions as to the value of green sand, or ra-

ther as to the uncertaiiity of its eiiects, have been al-

ready stated. We confess our ignorance of what con-

stitutes its value as a manure—and have not yet seen

any evidence that any others are much more enlighten-

ed in this respect. We have made many and large

experimenti with this earth, and sometimes with much

success and profit—but the results have been generally

unfavorable and unprofitable, and are strongly contra-

dictory to the received opinions as to this manure be-

ing generally useful—and also of its rarely beneficial

effects being attributable to the potash contained.

We are far from wishing to discourage investigation

on this interesting and still mysterious subject : on

the contrary, we earnestly desire the increased atten-

tion of men of science. But we do desire to repress

the general eagerness for this particular substance,

which, like the mania for gold mining, causes far more

valuable and certain resources to be contemned and

neglected.

As to the means of detecting green sand in any earth

where its presence is suspected, it is as much at the

command of every inquirer as at ours. As directed

more fully by Professor W. B. Rogers, (in his interest-

ing communication to Vol. II. Farm. Reg-., and also in

Appendix to Essay on Calcareous Manures^) it is only

necessary to separate a few grains of the earth on a

card, or on firm white paper, and mash them thereon

with the moistened point of a knife : if any green sand

is present, it will be indicated by the green color

marked on the paper. As to the proportion, the exam-

iner must judge by the appearance of the mass or sam-

ple—unless he can resort to a chemical process requir-

ing much care and trouble, and far more knowledge

than we pretend to, even if in such a case as this, the

object deserved it. After the presence of green sand

is proven by the simple process above stated, we ad-

vise that the earth be tried as manure on the soil, as the

only way (in the present state of ignorance on the sub-

ject,) of knowing whether the earth is worth any

thing.]

For tlic Farmer's Register.

ON SUCCESSIVE CROPS OF CORN ON THE SAME
I^ANI).

A nameless writer in the last number asks,
' who has cultivated the same land in corn for ten

years, and what were the comparative crops ?"
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As this county affords numerous instances of a

successively continued corn crop, for a lengtli of

time far greater than I have heard of in other pla-

ces, I think [ may venture to answer the interro-

gatory. The land in this count}', when first set-

tled, like the lands generally ol" lower Virginia,

was subjected to the culture ot tobacco. x\fter

the population had increased so as to require a
large supply of bread stuff for home consumption,

and the price of tobacco having declined, it be-

came necessary to abandon tobacco and cultivate

corn.

There are in this county, small rracts of land

which have been in corn, year after year, as far

back as the recollection of our oldest inhabitants

extend. The same fields have been planted in

corn successively lor more than half a century, and
now at the present time, strange to tell, produce a
pretty good crop. These lands when new, (judg-

ing by the contiguous cleared lands of recent cul-

tivation,) produced from three to five barrels of

corn per acre. Now, at this day, although they

have been under a corn crop annually (or more
than fifty years, they yield from two to three bar-

rels to the acre, with the application of a very

small, meager scattering of manure ; and where a

tolerably liberal manuring has been given, as

much corn will be produced as when the land was
first cleared.

These fiicts would lead to many speculations,

which, if I had leisure, I might be disposed to in-

dulge in. It is considered by all agriculturalists,

that vegetable matter is very essential in a soil to

produce any kind of crop. Here we have instan-

ces of land producing pretty good crops of corn

with no vegetable matter in the soil. It is impos-

sible there can be any such matter, as the corn is

well worked, bj' plough and hoes, and all grass

which may vegetate, speedily destroyed. If per-

chance, a little crab grass should show itself after

the corn is laid by, the cattle are turned in when
the corn is gathered, and thus that little is destroy-

ed ; so that, from year to year, the land is kept

clear and naked. Where then do the stalks get

their substance from'? The atmosphere!! But
they contain lime and gypsum. Where do they

come from ? There is none in the soil—as that

consists of simple sand and clay. I will not un-

dertake to solve these interrogatories, but leave

them for otliers to unravel.

There is perhaps, little or no soil in any other

portion of"this state, which would bear such a con-

tinued corn crop without greater deterioration.

Most soils woulii, by such a course, be reduced to

absolute sterility. How then does it happen, that

this land will sustain such severe cropping ? Is it

the character of the soil ? Or is it the contiguity

to salt water ? It must, I conceive, be the former;

as there are lands equally under the influence of

the salt water, which will not sustain a corn crop

lor so long a period without being reduced to the

lowest degree of productiveness. There are with-

in my own observation, even in this county, lands

which have, by this continued cultivation of corn,

been reduced so low as to produce scarcely

any corn at all. These lands are more sandy,

indeed they have little or no clay in their composi-

tion. From these facts I am led to the conclusion,

that the lands which have sustained a corn crop so

aided by a perfectly level surface, which prevents
their washing.

\V5I. SHULTICE.
3Iaihews Co., Va.

[ Lest our silence should be construed into concur-

rence (as has happened heretofore,) we must express

dissent from some of the deductions of our correspon-

dent. The remarkable durability, or long continued

productiveness, of some of the soils of lower Virginia,

is a fact as certain in itself, as it is good proof of their

value and good chemical constitution. But however

strange, however unaccountable, may be their contin-

ued productiveness under such treatment—however

great the abstractions of vegetable matter, and howe-

ver small the returns—it is nevertheless certain that

some vegetable (or other putrescent) matter must still

remain, or that the soil would be perfectly barren.

The ashes of any growth on this land (as intimated

above) would also be found to contain lime, in ono or

several of its combinations : but this (if standing alone)

would prove that lime was in the soil—though probably

not there in the usual form of carbonate of lime—and

possibly not as either the sulphate (gypsum) or as

phosphate of lime. We here can merely express dis-

sent : for extended views on this subject, we refer to

the reasoning on the doctrine of neutral and acid soils,

as stated at length in the Essay on Calcareous Ma-
nures.]

To the Editor of tlie Farmers' Register.

Bremo, Oct. 18, 1836.

It may be satisfactory to your intelligent and in-

teresting correspondent, Doct. Muse, and perhaps
to other inquirers on the subject, to know, that his

observations on the propagation of the Hessian Fly,
are sustained by the concurrent testimony of one
other practical observer. I therefore send you the
following extract from the American Farmer, Vol.

1, page 296.

JOHN II. COCKE, sen.

Proceedings of the Jlgricultural Society of Mbemarlc.

Papers communicated for publication liy the Conesponding
Committee.

ON HESSIAN FLY.—READ NOV. 1, 1817.

JBrcmo, October. 1817

Sir :—Believing the following facts to be new
in the natural history of the Hessian Fly, I deem
them worthy to be communicated to the society:

1st. That this destructive insect deposites its

effiis on the blades of the wheat indiflerently, at

tioai half an inch to three inches from the niaia

stalk, or central shoot.

2d. That they remain upon the blade, in the egg
slate, from 5 to 7 days at least :

And 3d. That they are hatched into the worm
or maggot, on the blade.

That the egir is deposited on the leaf, or blade

long,^have been ena^^^^^^^^^ I

ofthe wheat.'is'discoverable by close examinatioa

composed of a happy admixture of sand and clay, I to the naked eye; but may be put out of all dispute,
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to the dullest sight, by the aid of a magnifying

glass. The upper surface of a blade of wheat, is

Ibrmed into alternate ridges and tiirrows, running

longitudinally, ami the eggs are so sunk in the fur-

rows, that they will not be disturbed by drawing

the blade through the fingers and thumb under

considerable pressure. The shape of the egg is

cylindrical, rounded at the ends, and at first, in

color and appearance, resembles a piece of amber,

but as it approaches to hatching, assumes a red-

der cast. On the 9fh Oct. I first discovered the

eggs on a piece of lawler or fly-proof wheat,

which had been sown as early as the 22d of Sep-
tember. The plants at that time, generally had
three leaves, and there seemed to be a manifest

preference in the flies to place their eggs on the

second or middle blade, but they were found in-

discriminately scattered upon the surface of this

leaf, fi'om half an inch to three inches from its

point of contact with the central shoot. In sever-

al instances as many as forty eggs were counted

by the aid of a glass on a single blade.

Particular eggs which were identified from day
to day until they hatched, were found to remain
upon the leaf] the shortest period of time, five

days, the longest seven. How long they had
been deposited when first discovered is uncertain,

but it is presumed, some days, as the flies appear-

ed in numbers, out of all proportion, small to the

vast number of eggs. In two instances only, were
the eggs discovered at the instant of their beinfj

laid by the flies, and in both of these cases the

plants were destroyed in removing them to the

house, to subject them to close examination : and
thus the attempt was defeated to fix the period

more definitely, that the egg remains exposed on
the leaf.

As soon as the eggs hatch, the worms com-
mence their journey down the blade, to its point of
contact with the main stalk, which it envelopes
to the union of the boot and stalk at the crown of

the plant. Some of the worms were detected in

the act of moving down the blade ; but for the

most part, after the disappearance of the eggs
from the blade, by stripping down the boot, the
worms were found in a state so minute, as scarce-

ly to be discoverable to the naked eye, lodged near
the root, just at that part of the plant which is the
seat of all their mischief ; and where they are
found in the subsequent chrysalis state.

When they have once placed themselves in this

situation, they are clearly beyond the reach of ail

remedies. But the fact being established, that

they remain from five to seven days at least, on
the blades of the wheat, seems to hold out some
prospect, that means may be resorted to, that will

Qt least diminish, if not entirely destroy them.
May it not be an experiment worth trying, to

watch the progress of the flies, and as soon as

they are found to have deposited their egces, to

graze the crop closely? There are many dilficul-

ties which present themselves, to carry this sug-
gestion into practice upon a large scale, but
against so great an evil, a partial remedy is better
thau none. If successful, |)ossibly it may be (bund
capable of extension sufficient for the object.

Publications have already appeared, stating the
exemption of grazed wheat from the wide spread
depredations of tlie fly last spring—but my know-
ledge of the insect at that time, not extending far-

ther than the chrysalis, a state in which they are so

manifestly inaccessible to any remedy that would
not extirpate the plant, my mind naturally referred

the eflect to some other cause. Now it is clearly to

be comprehended that this destructive insect may
have been devoured m the egg state, with the

leaves of the wheat.
JOIIIV II. COCKE.

PETEH MINOn
Secretary of the jigrkultural Socieiy ofjllbeviarle.

Fiom the Alcsandiia Gazette.

WAR WITH THE BEES.

Our quiet neighbors at West End, were on
Tuesday put in no little commotion by the singu-

lar and unexpected breaking out of a war in their

territories, which raged with great fury for several

hours, and whilst it lasted was destructive to m.an
and beast. We have to enumerate one killed!

many wounded, and multitudes put to flight.

It seems that the bees in a gentleman's garden
became enraged at the near approach to their

hives of two horses and carts which were backed
up for the purpose of unloading wood. They sal-

lied out at once, and attacked with vigor the horses

and drivers. In a i'ew minutes the drivers were
put to flight, but the horses not being able to dis-

engage themselves, had to bear the brunt of the
onset as they best could, and that was but feebly

indeed. One of the poor animals was stung so
severely that he actually died in a short time, and
the other was rescued by the servants wrapping
themselves in blankets and going with determina-
tion to his assistance. 'I'his accomplished, all

hands, we believe, precipitately retired from the
vengeance of the winged warriors.

The bees, finding that their enemies had "in-
gloriously fled" from the field of battle, resolved to

carry the " war into Africa." Mustering their

forces, they invaded the village, scattering them-
selves abroad, stinging pigs, dogs, and cows, and
chasing men, women and children. They abso-
lutely held entire possession of the enemies' coun-
try for some time, driving back several pedlers
who attempted to cross the Stone Bridge with
their wagons.
The approach of night put an end to the con-

test, but the justice of history compels us to say,
after a calm review of the event* of the whole day,
that considering all the facts and circumstances,
the bees had decidedly " the best of the battle."

From tlie Lancaster Express.

LIABILITIES OF THOSE WHO TAKE JVEWSPA-
PERS AND PERIODICAL PUBLICATIONS.

The laws declare that any person to whom a
periodical is sent, is responsible for the piiyment
if he receives the paper or makes use of it, if he
has never subscribed lor it, or has ordered it, to be
stopped. His duty in such case is not to take the
paper out of the ofllce, or to tell the person with
whom the papers are left, or the publisher, that
he does not wish for it. If papers are left in a
post oflice or store, tavern or other place of depos-
ite, and are not taken by the persons to whom
they arc sent, the postmaster, store, or tavern-
keeper, &c. is responsible for the payment, until

he returns the paper, or gives notice to the pub-

J
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Jisher that they are Jj'ing dead in the oflice. Sucli

bein^ the facts in the case, it is a query wiiether

puhHsiiers of periodicals are liiilhlul to the govern-

ment and the laws, when they allow so many
fi-auds to be practised on them witliout notice.

Can there not be some mutual lindersianding on
this subject ?

The Ibllowinfj is extracted li-om the " Instruc-

tions to Post Masters.''—"In every instance in

which newspapers, that come to )'our olHce, are

not taken out by the person to whom they are

sent, you will give imniediale notice to the pub-
lisher, adding the reason, if known, why the pa-

per is not taken out."

Extracts from the Journal of the Franklin Institute.

LIST or PATIENTS ISSUKD ITS FEBRUARY, 1836.

FOR IIMPROVEMENTS OF BIACHINES, &C. TO
BE USED IN AGRICULTURE, OR DOMESTIC
ECONOMY.

TVith remarks, by the Editor of the Journal of the

Franklin Institute.

For a Machine for hulling Clover Seed; John
B. and William F. Poague, Lexington, Rock-
bridge county, Vir^'inia, Febraary 17.

A conical stone is to revolve in a corresponding
hollow cone of the same material. The mode of
fixing, driving, &c., are all quite antique ; and the

claim is to the " belbre described machine;"
which claim may be perlectly correct, if by the "be-
lbre described machine," we are to understand a
machine which has been repeatedly before de-
Bcribed.

For an improvement in the 3Iamifacture of
Starch; Walter and Thomas Lcveredge, Dor-
chester, Norlblk county, Massachusetts, Febru-
ary 17.

" We claim a patent for manufacturing starch
from rice, or for the application of rice as a sub-
stitute for Other substances heretofore used in the
manufacture of starch." W^hether so broad a|
claim as this can be sustained, is a very doubtful
point. Rice is the principal food ol a large por-

tion of the human race, and is, by millions, eaten
to the exclusion of nearly every thing else, and
that among a people who use starch largely in

their manulacturies ; we have not at hand, or in

memory, any direct inlbrmation on the subject, but
the probabilities are much against the absolute
novelty of the manufacture.

Tiie process followed by the patentees, but not
claimed, is the fbllowing: fifty pounds chloride of
lime are dissolved in one Imndred gallons of wa-
ter, and to the liquid when drawn off clear, eight
pounds of sulphuric acid are added. Upon any
quantity of rice as much of tliis liquor is to be
poured as will just cover it, and it is to remain,
with occasional stirring, tor forty-eight hours.
The liquid is then to be drawn off, and the rice

ground^ with water, to about the consistence of
cream. To every one hundred gallons of this li-

quid, as much water is to be added, after which it

is to be strained through a bolting cloth, to be al-

lowed to settle for twenty-four hours, the clear li-

quid drawn off, and the starch dried.

_
We do not understand the chemistry of this pro-

ceeding, the first step of which is to make, and to

destroy, a solution of chloride of lime.

For a Machine for Sawing Staves; Aaron
Bard and Simeon Ileywood, Lunenburg, Wor-
cester county, JMassachusetts. First patented July
Sth, 1834. Patent surrendered, and rc-issucd

February 20.

\v"c noticed this pa.tent at page 93, Vol. xv, and
mentioned the existence of a previous one fbrthc

same thing. The patent has been surrendered

for the purpose of claiming those particular things

in which the present patentees view their im-
provements as consisting; namely, "the manner
of running the saw on liiction wheels, lapped by
each other; also the flanch, or ffanches, to keep
the saw from running off its bearings ; also tlie

slide boxes for the axles of the friction wheels to

run in and set them to tlie saw."
The saw is a complete hoop, whicli vvas inclu-

ded in the patent of Sumner King, noticed in Vol.

xiii, page 121, and believed to be new ; if tliis

opinion was correct, it is presumed that the pre-

sent patentees have acquired a right to it, without
which their improvements would be of no value.

For a Machine for Thrashing out Clover, and
other small seeds ; James Cooper, Greene county,

Ohio, February 20.

A cylinder is to be made of wood, armed with
stri|)s of iron, which are to rub the seeds against a
concave placed under it ; the consave is to consist

of straw, broom-corn, or other fibrous substances

placed endwise in a box, and compressed firmly

together, the surface of which must, of course, be
cut into such a form as will adapt it to the cyhn-
der. The claim is to " the mode described ofma-
king the concave, or bed, of straw, broom-corn,
split wood, bristles, split whale bone, or of other

similar materials ; also the mode of ironing the

cylinder."

For a Winnowing Machine ; David Wilson,
Johnson, Franklin county, Vermont, Februa-
ry 20.

This is denominated a horizontal winnowing
machine, and it receives this name, we suppose,

from the fan being made to revolve horizontally,

to do which, its shaft is acted on by bevel gear.

This appears to be the only thing about it which
stands a chance of being called new, and even
this, it seems, was, correctly, accounted unworthy
a claim, which extends onl}' to "the arrangement
and adaptation of the several parts of the before

described horizontal winnowing machine."

For Sawing by Lever Poiver ; Jeremiah Walk-
er, Philips, Somerset county, Maine, February 25.

A pulley on a double crank shaft is connected

by a strap or band to another carrying a circular

saw. The two cranks on the first shaft are in

opposite directions, and each of them is connected

by a pitman to a horizontal lever under the frame
work, so that these levers may work up and down
like treadles : one of these levers is made long,

and is to be worked up and down by hand, the
other is short, and is loaded with a weight at its

vibrating end ; as the long lever is forced down
the weight is raised, and as the long lever is rais-

ed, the other, with its weight, descends. This
constitutes the whole afliiir, and he who does not
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pronounce the contrivance for continuing the

power, greatly inferior to that of tlie ordinary fly

wheel, knows but little of machinery.

For a Cooking Stove; Billy Titus, of Marshall,

Oneitla county, and Anson Titus, of Phelps, On-
tario county, New York, February 25.

The claims made are to '' tlie application of a

tin or sheet iron baker or cover, for the purpose of

baking or cooking on the movable hearth, in the

manner specified, and the application of a box
Btove of very small size, and in its simplest and
cheapest shape, to cooking, as described." The
stove and its fixtures appear to us so much like

many others, that wc cannot venture to tell what
is meant by the foregoing claims.

For a Vibrating Pump ; Sampson Davis, Der-
by, Orleans county, Vermont, February 25.

The patentee says, "what I claim as new, is a
new improvement of principle in tbe metliod ol

raising and conveying water, by means of the vi-

brating pump. I claim no more." This new ap-

plication of principles consists of a small overshot

wheel, supplied with water in the usual way, and
having a crank upon one end of its shaft, which is

to work the piston of a small tbrce pump. The
cylinder of the pump is made to vibrate, like that

of the vibrating steam engine, and the water is to

be delivered through a flexible hose, admitting
thereby of a free vibration.

For a Smut Machine ; Abraham Mudge, Can-
ajohaire, Montgomery county. New York, Feb-
ruary 25.

"The principle which I claim to have applied

to the purpose of cleanmg grain from smut and
other impure substances, by means of the machine
above described, and which application I claim to

have invented, is that of throwing the grain by
means of wings, or flanches, attaclied to a circular

plate as above described, against some hard sub-
stance with sufRcient force to break smut balls

&c."
This apparatus appears te be very well calcula-

ted to effect the proposed object, and to blow off'

the dust Irom the smut and other sources; but the
form of the claim is objectionable, as the same
principle has been before applied lor attaining the
same end, and it is the particular method of apply-
ing the principle, alone, which is the proper sub-
ject for a claim.

For an improvement in \\\q Saw 3lill ; David
Worthington, Peru, Berkshire county, Massachu-
setts, February 25.

The saw used is to be furnished with teeth on
each of its edges, and is to cut the stuff' as the car-

riage travels in either direction. There are to be
two rag wheels with teeth in opposite directions,

and two feed hands, one for each wheel ; the
double toothed saw is not new, and is not claimed
as such, the claim beino; confined to the particular

arrangement adopted for moving the rag wheels
;

a thing in which there is no dilRculty whatever,
every machinist knowing methods of accoaiplish-
ing this object, which no patent can prevent him
ii:om employing.

For a Bee House ; Ebenezer Beard, New
Sharon, Kennebec county, Maine, February 25,

The claim made is to " the manner of construct-

ing and arranging the hives and boxes within the
house, and the manner in which the bees commu-
nicate therewith." We have no doubt that the
arrangement described, is convenient and benefi-

cial, but we do not think that it is sufficiently dis-

tinguished, in the description, from other similar

contrivances, to admit of a claim so general.

For a machine for Washing and Pressing
Clothes; Caleb Angevine, City of New York,
February 25.

The claim is to " the circular wash cask ; the
manner and mode of ai)plying the steam ; the dog
or other animal power to the cylinder; together
with the formation of the horizontal press, and
also the perpendicular lever press, as described in

the specification."

We cannot say much for the novelty of the in-

dividual things claimed, as will be evident from a
brief description. There is a boiler with a furn-

ace under it, and a steam pipe leading fi-om it into

a horizontal cylinder, within which the clothes are
to be placed, and agitated by dashers, made to re-

volve by a winch, in the ordinary way. The
pressing is effected by placing the clothes within

a cylinder, and forcing them together by means of

a piston, or follower ; the application of dog
power, is, we apprehend, a mere embellishment,
giving some lile to the affair.

For an improvement in the Cotton Gin; Hen-
ry Clark, Montville, New London county, Con-
necticut, February 25.

This improvement consists in making the iron

ribs between which the saws pass, in two thick-

nesses, the front being of steel, and attached to

the iron by screws. The claim is to " the making
the ribs in two parts, so that they can be easily

detached and repaired."

For a House Warmer ; O. Kindrick, and W.
El well, Gardiner, Maine, February 25.

A hollow box of iron is placed across the back
of the fire place, with a tube fi'om one end of it

leading into a cellar, or other place, tor a supply
of cold air, the other end being furnished with a
lube to conduct the heated air into the room ; this

latter tube is to pass to some distance up the

chimney, where it is to be elbowed, so as to ad-

mit the heated air into the room ; and the paten-

tess say, " what we specifically claim as our im-

provement, and for which we ask an exclusive

right, is the making ofj and applying a box, cis-

tern, or cockle, as above described, to a common
fire place, fire frame, or stove, lor the purpose of

heating or warming rooms."
This plan is equally old and inefficient. Would

it not be well to add a dog wheel, or some other

motive power, to force air through the tube by
means of a blowing apparatus I

FACTS IHl RKGARD TO THE DURATION OF
LIFE, OF SLAVES AND FREE NEGROES.

A correspondent of the New York American,
under the signature of "A New Englandor," pre-

sents some valuable and curious statistical inflirm-

ation, as to the mortality among whites and blacks,

slaves and free, deduced ti-om the bills of mortality

of the cities of New York, Philadelphia and Bal-
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timorc, during (he years 1820, '21, '22, '23, '24,

'25, and '26. "The following are his calculations.

Annual deaths among whites in New York :

To population (blacks excluded) as one in 40,17

Do in Philadelphia, 39,65

Do in Baltimore,
^

39,90

Deaths among blacks in New York as one
in 19,01

Do in Philadelphia, 19,-52

Do in Baltimore, 39,99
Deaths among Iree blacks in Baltmiore to popu-

lation (slaves and whites excluded) 1 in 32,08

Do among slaves, 77,68

This calculation presents some very important

facts ; first, the great disproportion between the

deaths among the whites and blacks; and second,

the still more striking dlircrencc between those of

the li-ee blacks and slaves ot the city of Baltimore.

It speaks volumes in favor of the care bestowed on
the slaves by their masters, who it seems, have
only half the chance of living which the slaves

themselves have, and the mortality among the

latter is only one fourth as great as among the

free blacks of our own city. Indeed, in the year

1824 there was but one death to 120 of the slave

pojjulation in Baltimore, and in 1825, not one in

88. 73. The average number however, for six

years, is as stated above.
Again, in the county of JMiddlesex, Virginia,

calculating for a population of 2000, there are

none of the free colored people who have attained

the age of 100 and upwards, while of the slaves

there are 18. 7. In Princess Anne county there

are 24, and in Orange 20, to the same proportion

of the slave population. Throughout the United
States, according to the last census, there are 14. 1

in a population of 20,000 slaves, who have reach-

ed the age of 100 and upwards, and but 1. 02
among the same number of the free. According
to the reports of interments ibr the city of Balti-

more, for the years 1831 and 1833 it appears that

eight persons attained the age of 100, whereof se-

ven were colored, whose united ages amounted to

759. It is also a fact well ascertained, that the
slaves in the principal slave-holding states, double
their number in something less than 28 years;

while it is evident that the free colored population
would actually become extinct in the course of a
few years, were their number not recruited by
constant accession from the slave states.

only spurious but worthless. We have heard of
no im|)ositions of this kind in the sale of trees and
slips; but we have heard of an individual, we
hope not a Yankee, who is said to be travelling in

the western states, and selling cabbage seed at

A'5 an ounce, and affirming it to be genuine Chi-
nese mulberry seed of the first quality.

The same fraud may easily be practised upon
the community in the sale of trees and slips, un-
der the pretence of their being the Chinese mul-
berr}'. The eagerness of some men to furnish

themselves, will induce them to purchase a few
even at the most extravagant prices, and there

are sharpers enough in the community to take ad-

vantage of it. We should not be surprised to

hear tliat the old dealers in "wooden nutmegs"
and "horn flints" had turned their attention to the

manufacture of Chinese mulberry trees, &c. and
that their agents and pedlers were selling them in

large quantities and at high prices. It is to be
hoped, that this will not be the case ; but as long
as there is even a possibility of it, a little vigilance

will do no harm, and it may prevent purchasers

from being swindled out of their money by dis-

honest men. We would therefore, recommend
to gentlemen who are desirous of purchasing, to

apply to nursery men, or regular dealers, in pre-

ference to buying of travelling agents. They are

generally men of character and responsibility, and
there is no danger ot imposhion in the character

of the articles they sell. The same may be true

of travelling dealers ; but as long as there are but

a limited .number in market, there is no necessity

of hawking them about the country ; and we
should suspect the individual who should be thus
engaged. We understand, however, one or two
nursery men have travelling agents ; but in every
instance they are furnished with proper creden-

tials, and consequently the same confidence is to

be placed in them as in their employers.

From tlie Sillc Culturist.

FRAUDS IN THK SALE OF TREES, &C.

The great demand for trees, slips and seeds of
the Moras Multicaulis and other varieties of the
Chinese mulberry, and the high prices they are sel-

ling for in market, should admonish purchasers to

guard against frauds and impositions in the sale

of spurious articles. The intrinsic value of these
varieties to practical silk-growers, and the enor-
mous profits which nurserymen derive from_ their

cultivation, have already created a demand altoge-

ther beyond their ability to supply, even at the
most liberal prices. This fact, in connection with
the strong desire which is now manifested by ma-
ny enterprising farmers to engage in the business,
has opened the door to unprincipled speculators to

palm upon the credulous articles which are not

From llie Silk Cultiirist.

MIGRATION OF FISHES.

It is a well established historical fact that the

rivers of New England were originally plentifully

stocked with migratory fish, particularly salmon,
shad, bass and alewives. In the Connecticut,

shad were so abundant that they were sold by the

fishermen for two and three cents a piece, on con-

dition however, that the purchaser took an equal

amount in salmon, which were still more abun-
dant, at the same, and sometimes at a less, valua-

tion by the pound. In the Merrimack also, sal-

mon were caught in such quantities as to furnish

the principal part of the food of the inhabitants in

its vicinity—and there is a tradition that a father,

in indenting his son as an apprentice to a me-
chanic, insisted on an express stipulation that he
should not be compelled to eat salmon more than
half the lime.

It is also a well known fact that for the last half

century shad have been annually diminishing in

these rivers, and that salmon have entirely de-

serted them ; while in the Saco, Androscoggin,
Kennebeck, Penobscot and Machias, they are

caught ill considerable quantities. The desertion

ol the salmon ti-om the Connecticut and Merri-

mac, and several intermediate rivers, while they

continue their annual visits to the rivers of Maine,
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has been a subject of much speculation, and at-

tempts have been made to account for it in differ-

ent ways. 8ome have supposed that the nume-
rous bridges, mill dams, &.c. which have been
thrown across their head waters have prevented
their ascension in the season of spawning, and di-

verted them to other rivers where these obstruc-

tions do not exist. Others attribute it to the con-

tamination of the waters of their tributary streams,

in consequence of being the common sewers of

dye-houses, bleacheries, tanneries and work-shops
employed in the prosecution of manufactures and
the arts. Another class have supposed that the

disturbance of the water, by the revolution of
wheels used in propelling steamboats, has driven

them to seek quietude in waters undisturbed by
the commerce and enterprise of man.

If the cause is to be found in either of the fore-

going suppositions it must be in the first, as i.s evi-

dent from the fact, that the effect was produced
before either of the others existed. Though not
absolutely certain, it is, however, more than pro-
bable that the artificial obstructions in these rivers

and the numerous rivulets by which they are fed,

have prevented the salmon from ascending them
to deposite their spawn, and consequently ren-
dered the race extinct. If this be true, it follows
as a matter of course that these, and all other ri-

vers, may be replenished with them, with great
ease, provided the obstructions are removed, and
a free passage given them.
There is no doubt that the fowls of the air and

the fishes of the sea are subject to the restraining:

laws of nature, which keep within their own
limits the whole animal creation. The srreat con-
trolling law of nature—the unconquerable love of
home—extends to the brute creation, and exerts as
powerful an influence upon irrational as it does
upon rational beings : hence migratory, as well as
.stationary species of fish, never wander from
home voluntarily. This doctrine is supported by
too many fi;icts to be questioned. Take for in-
stance, the codfish which inhabit the banks lying
between the 41st and 4.5th parallels of latifad(^
So different and uniform are the fish taken on the
different banks, that an individual conversant with
them, finds no more difficulty in distinfjuishing
between them, than a butcher docs in distmguislv
ing the flesh of a bullock from that of a s^vine.
The states of Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Con-
necticut, and New York, form a continuous line
on the coast, and their maratime cities are but a
short distance from each other; and yet their fish

markets are supplied with very different species of
fish. The same is true with resj>ect to the mid-
dle and southern states. This can be accounted ibr
on no other sujiposition than they are restrained
.fo their own waters and feeding ground, by some
law of nature to which they are subjected.

It is also equally evident that migratory fish in-

variably return to the rivers in Vv'hich they were
spawned. Take for proof the fact that Ihe shad
caught in the Schuylkill are uniformly about one-
third larger and of much more delicious flavor
than those taken in the Delaware. The schulls
ascend the bay together, separating about Hvo
miles below the city of Philadelphia', each taking
its own river and in a few hours fidling into the
nets of the fishermen. The same is rrue in re-
spect to other contiguous rivers in New England.
But we are not without the light of^ experience on

this subject. In the early settlement of the town
of Hingham, bordering on Massachusetts Bay, a
pond in the interior was plentifully stocked with
aiewives ; but subsequently deserted on account
of the artificial obstructions thrown across the ri-

ver running fi-om it into the bay. A knowledge
of this fhct, and a want of a supply of this kind

of fish, induced the inhabitants of the town about
a century since to make an attempt to replenish it.

This Avas accomplished by opening fish ways
through the mill dams, and conveymg alewives to

the pond in the season of spawning. The conse-

quence was, the fish continued annually to in-

crease rapidlj^, until it was found that the expense
incurred in deepening the river, and the damage
sustained by opening the mill dams more than
counterbalanced the advantages derived fi'om

the fish, and of course it was abandoned. But
the experiment was sufficiently tried to prove its

entire practicability— tor even to the present time,

some of the fish make their annual return to the

mouth of the river, and manifest a strong disposi-

tion to ascend.

There is, therefore, but little doubt that all ri-

vers, having their sources in lakes, ponds or other

still waters, may be stocked or replenished with
salmon, and other species ot fish, at com|)arative-

ly trifling trouble and expense. The importance

of the subject ought to ensure it a thorough ex-

amination and faithful trial.

SUGAR FROM INDIAN CORN.

M. Pallas lately presented to the Academie des

Sciences of Pari;?, a sample of this substance, ex-

tracted from the stem of the plant, which his
been found to contain nearly six per cent, of syrup
boiled to forty degrees, a part of which will not

crystallize before fructification ; but it condenses
and acquires more consistency from that period to

the state of complete maturity. The most favor-

able time to obtain the greatest quantity of sugar
is immediately after the maturity and gathering of

the fruit. The litter left after the extraction of su-

gar is capital to fijcd cattle, or to make jiacking pa-

per.

From ilic Aicaiia of Science.

GAS LIGHTING.

On Feb. 28, at the Royal Institution, afier a
brief sketch of the origin and progress of gas-illu-

mination in London and its environs, ]\lr. Brande
proceeded (o details connected with the present

slate of the manuflicture, illustrating the various

sources of its extension and improvement. He
began by adverting to the curious and complicaletl

products resulting from the. destructive distillation

of pit-coal ; the principal elements of which he
stated to be carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, and nitro-

gen, in conjunction with sulphur and iron derived

chielly from pyrites; these substances, by their

mutual action during the ajiplication of a heat

gradually raised to redness, yield olefiant gas,

carbnretted hydrogen, hydiocarbonous vapors,

naphtha, naphthalin, tar, carbonic acid and oxide,

cyanogen, hydrocyanic and sul|)hocyanic acids,

sulphuretted hydrogen, ammonia, and several of"

its salts, water, and certain other products, of
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which u copious table was shown, containincr also

a starement of the relative proportions ol' gas,

condonsihie products, and coke, ailbrded by three

varities ol" coal. Models and drawinirs of gas ap-

paratus were then described, especially as illustra-

ting the diU'ercnt modes ol" setting the retorts;

and the progress of the gas from them was traced

througli the hydraulic main, where the far, water,

and ammoniacal liquor, are chiefly deposited to

the condensers, purifiers, and gasometeis. Some
observations were then niade in reltMcnce to the

uses and properties ol" the various products, in the
Ibllowing order :

—

1. Ammoniacal Liqiinr. This was shown to be
a complicated solution of several ammoniacal and
cyanic compounds in water. It is extensively
used for fhe production of muriate of ammonia,
wli^jeh is obtained by saturating it with muriatic

acid, evaporating, cr\'sta!izing, carefully drying
the crj-stalized salt, and subliming it into large

leaden receivers. A beautiful specimen of this

salt, prepared by Mr. Leeson, of Greenwich, and
weighing 2 cwt., was exhibited. Sulphate ol"am-
monia is also prepared from the liquor; this, in its

dry, crystalline state, is mixed with carbonate of

lime, and alfords carbonate of ammonia, of which
a large mass, prepared by J\3r. Leeson, was also

shown. The presence of sulphocyanic and hy-
drocyanic acid in the ammoniacal liquor was
shown by saturating it with muriatic acid, and ad-

ding i)ersidphate of iron ; the detection of these

conjpounds and their application to the manuitic-

ture of Prussian blue, Mr. Urande said was ow-
ing to the s'kIII and ingenuity of i!vlr. Lowe. This
product, therefore, of the gas manufacture, once
considered as useless, yields a variety of useful

and important compounds, and has opened a new
field of chemical art.

2. Tar. This [)roduct is useful as a coarse paint,

and lor the purpose of paying and caulking ves-

sels : it is also more importantly ap|)Iicable as fuel

in the gas-works, where, ndxed with water, it is

sufl'ered to dribble into the Ore: three gahons of

this mixture per hour being sufficient to heat five

retorts. When distilled, it yields naphtha, a high-

ly volatile and inflammable liquid, which is occa-

sionally burned in lamps, or used as a solvent in

the manufacture of certain varnishes.

3. Lime Liquor. This is the mixture of lime

and water, through which the gas has been pass-

ed, chiefly with a view of" freeing it from carbonic

acid and sulphuretted hydrogen : it is fr-om time to

time drawn f"rom the purifiers and sufl'ered to

subside. Tke deposite, or thick portion, is made
again into lime, or is used lor luting the retort-lids;

the clear portion is pumped into shallow vessels

placed i:i the ash- pats of"the retort-furnaces, where
it evaporates, and tends to preserve the bars, pro-

bably by keeping them cool. Another use, how-
ever, is now made of it, as follows : Acid persul-

phate of iron (copperas liquor) is added to it,

which throws down a green precipitate, that may
itself be used as u paint, but which, digested in a

solut-ion of potash, yields a ferrocyanale of potash,

sufficiently pure to ihrow down Prussian blue f"rom

common copperas liquor.

4. Gas. This specific gravity of the purified

gas, and, consequently, its composition, vary

considerably at diiterent periods of the distillation ;

its average specific gravity, as taken f"rom the gas-

ometers, is 0.410 ; each cubic foot weighing 240
Vol. IV—61

grains. Alter some remarks upon the manufac-
ture of gas generally, and upon (he various Ibrms
of carbon, and other products occasionally found
in the retorts. Mr. IJrande made some observa-
tions upon the sources of" the luminosity of differ-

ent gases, and on photometers ; ami then proceed-
ed to details connected with the process as carried
on upon the large scale by the difi'ercnt companies;
stating that his experience was chiefly derived
from the Chartered (xas Company, the officers of
which had most assiduously assisted him in all in-

quiries connected with the subject generally, and
with the particular object of the present incjuiry

;

Mr. Lowe, and Mr. Frederick Wiiisor, had kind-
ly given him access to their information ; and Mr.
Crossley had supplied models of gas-meters and
their appendages, with much of the other appa-
ratus upon the table. Mr. Brande estimated the
number of retorts worked by the above-men-
tioned company at 750; and assuming them to

be about one-fourth of" the number employed in
London, the whole amount will be 3,000 re-
torts, of about 15 cwt. each ; so that the cast iron
thus employed, to say nothing of the enormous
amount in pipes and other apparatus, amounts to

2,240 tons. The total stowage lor gas in the gas-
ometers of the Chartered Company, Mr. Brande
estimated at 820,000 cubic feet; or. for London,
3,280,000 cubic lijet. He said, that the number of
burners supplied by this company amounted to

about 42,000 ; or, lor the whole of London, to

168,000; and, estimating the consumption of each
burner at five cubic feet per hour, (he averag'i

hourly consumption of gas would amount to

840,000 cubic feet ; and taking five hours per day
as the average time of burning, we have 4,200,-

000 cubic feet of gas as the daily average con-
sumption. Mr. Brande concluded by explaining
the different checks resorted to by the companies
in reference to the quantity of gas produced and
consumed; and by a description of" (he gas-me-
ters, pressure-gauges, tell-tales, and governors,
all illustrated by a series of excellent models and
apparatus. The following tables were exhibited,

as furnishing data and details connected with se-

veral of the points referred to in this lecture, to-

gether Avith some others which we have not room
ibr, showing the relative weights and volumes of
gas, and of the consumption of atmospheric air in

its combustion :

—

For the total annual supply of gas to the me-
tropolis, there are required 200,000 chaldrons of
coal, yielding 2,400.000,000 cubic feet of gas ; the
gas weighing 75,000,000 lbs. The light thus
produced is equal to 100,000,000 lbs. of mould
candles, of six to the pound ; the bulk of the coal

is equal to 10,800,000 cubic feet, or 400,000 cubic

yards ; or to a cube of 222 leet in the side, or of

74 yards.

From llie London Farmer's Magazine.

OF MONEY AS A MEDIUBI OF EXCHANGE.

By Charles Babbage, Esq. Lucasian Professor of Ma-
thematics ill the University of Cambridge.

In the earlier stages ofsocieties, the interchange

of the l"evv commodities required was conducted

by barter; but as soon as their wants became
more varied and extensive, the necessity ofhaving
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some common measure of the value of all com-
modities—itself cajuible of subdivision—became
apparent : thus money was introduced. In some
countries shells have been enij-loycd for this pur-

pose ; but civilized nations have, by common con-

sent, adopted the precious metals. The sovereign

power has, in most countries, assumed the right

of coining ; or, in other words, the right ofstamp-

ing with distinguishing marks, pieces of metal

having certain forms and weights, and a certain

degree of fineness : the marks becoming a guar-

antee, to the people amongst wlioni tlie money cir-

culates, that each piece is of the refjuired weight

and quahty.
The expense of manuflicturing gold into coin,

and that of the loss arising from wear, as well as

of interest on the capital invested in it, must either

be defrayed by the state, or be compensated by a

small reduction in its weight, and is a far less ex-

pense to the nation than the loss of time and in-

convenience which would arise from a system of

exchange or barter.

These coins are liable to two inconveniences:

they may be manufactured privately by individu-

als, of the same quality, and similarly stamped
;

or imitations may be inade of iiili?,rior metal, or of

diminished weight. The first of these inconve-

niences would be easily remedied by making the

current value of the coin nearly equal to that of
the same weight of the metal ; and the second
would be obviated by the caution of indiviiluals in

examining the external characters of each coin,

and partly by the punishment inflicted by the
state on the perpetrators of such frauds.

The subdivisions of money vary in diderent
countries, and much time may be "lost by an in-

convenient system of division. The efl'ect is felt

in keeping extensive accounts, and particularly in

calculating the interest on loans, or the discount
upon bills of exchange. The decmial system is

the best adapted to facilitate all such calculations

;

and it becomes an interesting question to consider

whether our own currency might not be converted
into one decimally divided. The great step, that

of abolishing the guinea, has already been taken
without any inconvenience, and but little is now
required to render the change complete.

IfJ whenever it becomes necessary to call in the
half crowns, a new coin of the value of two shil-

hngs were issued, which sliould be called by some
name implying a unit, (a Prince, tor instance,) we
should have the tenth part of a sovereign. A \hw
years after, when the public were familiar with
this coin, into one hundred instead of ninety-six
farthings ; and it would then consist of twenty-five
pence, each of which would be four per cent, less

in value than the former penny. The shillings

and sixpences being then withdrawn from circula-

tion, their place might be supplied with silver

coins, each worth five of the new pence, and by
others of ten pence, and of two pence halfpenny

;

the latter coin, having a distinct name, would be
the tenth part of a Prince.

The various manufactured commodities, and
the various property possessed by the inhabitants
of a country, all become measured by the stan-
dard thus introduced. But it must be observed
that the value of gold is itself variable ; and that,
like all other commodities, its price depends on
tlie extent of the demand compared bv ihat of the
eu|)p]y.

As transactions multiply, and the sums to be

paid become large, the actual transfer of the pre-

cious metals fi-oni one individual to another is at-

tended with inconvenience and difficulty, and it is

found more convenient to substitute written promi-

ses to pay on demand specified (juantities of gold.

These promises are called bank notes; and when
the person or body issuing them is known to be able

to fulfil the pledge, the note will circulate for a long

time before it gets into the hands of any person

who may wish to make use of the gold it repre-

sents. These paper representatives supply the

|)Iace of a certain quantity of gold ; and, being^

much cheaper, a large portion of the expense of

a metallic circulation is saved by their emplo}'-

ment.
As commercial transactions increase, the trans-

fer of bank notes is, to a considerable extent, su-

perseded by shorter processes. Banks are estab-

lished, into which all moneys are paid, and out of

which all payments are made, through written or-

ders called checks, drawn by those who keep ac-

counts with them. In a large capital, each bank
receives, through its numerous customers, checks

payable by every other ; and if clerks were sent

round to receive the amount in bank-notes due
from each, it would occupy much time, and be at-

tended with some risk and inconvenience.

Clearing House.—In London this is avoided, by
making ali checks paid in to bankers pass through
what is technically called •^The Cleaj-ing House.''''

In a large room in Londiard-strcet, about thirty

clerks from the several Jjondon bankers take their

stations, in al|)habetical order, at desks placed

around the room ; each having a small open box
by his side, and the name of the firm to which he
belongs in large characters on the wall above his

head. From time to time other clerks from every

house enter the room, and, passing along, drop

into the box the checks due by that firm to

the house from which this distributor is sent.

The clerk at the table enters the amount of the

several checks in a book previously prepared, un-
der the name of the bank to Avhich they are re-

spectively due.

Four o'clock in the afternoon is the latest hour
to which the boxes are open to receive checks

;

and at a few minutes before that time, some signs

of increased activity begin to appear in this pre-

viously quiet and business-like scene. Numerous
clerks then arrive, anxious to distribute, up to the

latest possible moment, the checks which have
been paid into the houses of their emi)loyers.

At four oVJock all the boxes are removed, and
each clerk adds up the amount of the checks put

into his box and payable by his own to other

houses, lie also receives another book from his

own house, containing the amounts of the checks
which their distributing clerk has put into the box
of eveiy other banker. Having compared these,

he wn'itcs out the balances due to or fi-om his own
house, opposite the name of each of the other

banks ; and having verified this statement by a
comparison with the similar list made by the

clerks of those houses, he sends to his own bank
the general balance resulting fi'om this sheet, the

amount of which, if it is due fi'om that to other

houses, is sent back in bank notes.

At five o'clock the Inspector takes his seat

;

when each clerk, who has upon the result of all

the transactions, a balance to pay to various other
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houses, pays it to the Iiispeclor, who gives a ticket

lor tile amount. Tlie clerl<s of those houses to

wliom money is due, then receive tlie several sums
from tiie Inspector, who tal\es fi-om tliem a ticket

for the amount. Thus the whole of those pay-

ments are made by a double system of balance,

a very small amount of bank notes passing ii'oni

hand to hand, and scarcely anj' coin.

It is difficult to form a satisfactory eslimale ol

the sums which daily pass through this o|)eration;

they fluctuate fi'om t\vo millions, to perhaps fif-

teen. About two millions and a half maj' possibly

be considered as somclhmg like an average, re-

quiring for its adjustment, perhaps £200,003 in

bank notes, and £20 in specie. By an agree-
ment between the different bankers, all checks
Avhich have the name of any firm written across

them must pass through the clearing house ; con-
sequently, if any such check should be lost, the

firm on which it is tlrawn would refuse to pay it

at the counter; a circumstance which adds great-

ly to the convenience of commerce.
The advantage of this system is such, that two

meetings a day have been recently established

—

one at twelve, the other at three o'clock ; but the
payment of balances takes place once only, at

five o'clock.

If all the private banks kept accounts with the

Bank of England, it would be possible to carry
on the whole of these transactions with a still

smaller quantity' of circulating medium.
In refiecting on the facility wilia which these

vast transactions are accomplished—supposing, for

the sake of argument, that they form only the
fourth part of the daily transactions of the whole
community— it is impossible not to be struck with
the importance of interfering as little as possible

with their natural adjustment. Each payment
indicates a transfer of property made for the bene-
fit of both parties ; and, if it vvere possible, which
it is not, to place, by legal or other means, some
impediment in the way which only amounted to

one- eighth per cent., such a species of friction

would produce a useless expenditure of nearly
lour millions annually : a circumstance which is de-
serving the attention of those who doubt the good
policy of the expense incurred by using the pre-

cious metals (or one portion of the currency of the
countr_v.

One of the most obvious differences between a
metallic and a paper circulation is. that the coin can
never, by any panic or national danger, be reduced
below the value of bullion in other civdized coun-
tries ; whilst a paper currency may, fi-om the ac-
tion of such causes, totally lose its value. Both
metallic and paper money, it is true, may be de-
preciated, but with verydifftrent eflects.

Dcpreciiition of Chin.—The state may issue

coin of the same nominal value, but containing
only half the original quantity of gold, mixed with
some cheap alloy ; but every piece so issued, bears
about with it internal evidence of the amount of
the depreciation : it is not necessary that every
successive proprietor should analyze the new coin;

but a few having done so, its intrinsic worth be-

comes publicly known. Of course the coin previ-
ously in circulation is now more valuable as bul-
lion, and quickly disappears. All future purchases
adjust themselves to the neu^ standard, and prices
are quickly doubled ; but all past contracts also are
vitiated, and all persons to whom money is owing,

if compelled to receive payment in the new coin,

are robbed of one half of tlieir debt, which is con-
fiscated for the benefit of the debtor.

Depreciation of Paper.—The depreciation of
paper money follows a different course. If, by
au}^ act of the govermncnt, paper is ordained to

be a legal tender lor debts, and, at the same time,

ceases to be exchangeable for coin, those who
have occasion to purchase of foreigners, who are
not compelled to take the notes, will make some
of their payments in gold ; and if the issue of pa-
per, unchecked by the power of demanding the

•joid it represents, l)e continued, the whole of the
coin will soon disap-per. But the public, who are

obliged to take the notes, are unable, by any inter-

nal evidence, to detect the extent of their depreci-

ation ; it varies with the amount in circulation,

and may go on till the notes shall be worth li'tle

more than the paper on which they are printed.

During the. whole of this time every creditor is

suffering to an extent which he cannot measure
;

and every bargain is rendered uncertain in its

advantage, by the continually changing value of
the medium through which it is conducted. This
calamitous course has actually been run in several

countries ; in France it readied nearly its extreme
limit during the existence of assignats. We have
ourselves experienced some portion of the misery
it creates ; but by a return to sounder principles,

hfiv^e happily escaped the destruction and ruin

which always attend the completion of that ca-

reer.

Every person in a civilized coimtry requires,

according to his station in life, the use of a cer-

tain quantity of money, to make the ordinary

purchases of the articles which he consumes. The
same individual pieces of coin, it is true, circulate

again and again, in the same district;- the identi-

cal piece of silver, received by the workman on
Saturday night, passing throuah the hands of the

butcher," the baker, and the small tradesman, is,

perhaps, s'lven by the latter to the manufacturer

in exchange for his check, and is again paid into

the hands of the workman at the end of the suc-

ceeding week. Any deficiency in this supply of

money is attended with considerable inconvenience

to all parties. If it be only in the smaller coins,

the first eflect is a difficulty in procuring small

change ; then a disposition in the shop-keepers to

refuse change unless a purchase to a certain

amount be made ; and, finally, a premium in mo-
ney will be given for changing the larger denomi-

nations of coin.

Thus money itself varies in price, when mea-
sured bv other money in larger masses : and this

effect takes place whether tlie circulating medium
is metallic, or of paper. These efii;cts have con-

stantly occurred, and particularly during the late

war; and, in order to relieve it, silver tokens lor

various sums were issued by the Bank of England.

The inconvenience and loss arising from a defi-

ciency of small money fall with greatest weight

on the classes whose means are least; for the

wealthier buyers can readily procure credit for

their small purchases, until their bill amounts to

one of the larger coins.

As money, when kept in a drawer, produces no-

thing, few people, in any situation of life, will

keep, either in coin or in notes, more than is im-

mediately necessiiry for their use; when, there-

fore, there are no profitable modes of employing
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nionpy, a superabundance of paper will return to

the Fource frora whence it issued, and an excess

of coin will be convened into bullion and exported.

Since tiie worth ol' all property is measured b;/

nione}^, it is obviously conducive to the general

welfare of the community, that fluctuations in its

value should be rendered as small and as gradual

as possible.

The evils which result from sudden changes in

the value of money will perhaps become more
sensible, if we trace their elforls in particular in-

stances. Assuming, as we are quite at liberiy to

do, an extreme case, let us suppose three persons,

each possessing a hundred pounds : or.e of these,

a widow ad'v'anced in years, antl who, by the ad-

vice of her Iriends, purchases with that sum an
annuity of" twenty pounds a j'ear durioir her life:

and let the two others be workmen, wlio by indus-

try and economy, have saved a hundred pounds
out of their wages ; both these latter persons pro-

posing to procure machines lor calendering, and
to commence that business. One of these invests

his money in a Savings' Bank ; intending to make
his owu calendering machine, and calculating ihat

he shall expend twenty pounds in materials, and
the remaining eighty in sup|)orlinfj himself and in

leaving the workmen who assist him in construct-

ing it. The other workman, meeting with a ma-
chine which he can buy for two hundred pounds,
agrees to pay for it a hundred pounds immediate-
ly, and the remainder at the end of a twelvemonth.
Let us now im;igine some alteration to take
place in the currency, by which it is depreciated
one-half; prices soon adjust themselves to the
new circumstance, and the annuity of the widow,
though nominally of the same amount, will in re-

ality, purchase only half the quantit}' of the ne-
cessaries of Hie u'hich it did before. The work-
man who had placed his money in the Savmgs'
Bank, having perhaps purchased ten pounds worth
of materials, and expended ten pounds in labor

applied to them, now finds himself, by this altera-

tion in tlie currency, possessed nominally of eighty
pounds, but in reality of a sum which will pur-
chase only half the labor and materials required to

finish this machine ; and he can neither complete
it, from a want of capital, nor dispose of what he
lias already done in its unfinished state for the
price it has cost him. In the mean time, the other
workuian, who had incurred a debt of a hundred
pounds in order to complete the purchase of his

calendering machine, finds that the payments he
receives for calendering, have, like all other
prices, doubled, in consequence of the deprecia-
tion of the currency ; and he has, ihereibre, in

fact, obtained his machine for one hundred and fif-

ty pounds. Thus, without any fault or impru-
dence, and owing to circumstances over which
they have no control, the widow is reduced almost
to starve ; one workman is obliged to renounce for

several years, his hope of becoming a master;
and another, without any superior industry or skill,

but, in fact, from having made, with reference to

his circumstances, rather an imprudent bargain,
finds himself unexpectedly relieved from halT his
debt, and the possessor of a valuable source of

profit; whilst the former owner of the machine,
if he also has invested the money arising li-om its

sale in the Savings' l]ank, finds his property sud-
denly reduced one-half.

These evils, to a greater or less extent, attend

every change in the value of the currency; and
the importance of preserving it as far as possible

unaltered in value, cannot be too strongly impress-

ed ujion all classes of the community.

For tlie Farmers' Register.

ON THE ADVANTAGES OF KEEPING IKDIAN
COKN IN THE SHUCIv.OR HUSK.

The bread of Indian corn is that principally

used bi' much tlie greater portion of the people of

the southern slates—and their choice is directed as

much by taste and preliirenee, as by economy.
Corn bread is not liked by foreigners, or persons

who have not been accustomed to its use: but if

the taste for it is acquired, it is not the less strong,

and enduring. But I, for one, maintain that s;ood

corn bread, in sundry of the many modes in which
it is prepared, and presented at country tables, has

a value that does not depend on habit, or the ac-

quired taste of the consumer. But corn bread

that is bad, whether from being cold or stale, or

being badly prepared, or from being made of

grain of bad quality, is indeed very poorlbod : and
nineteen times in twenty, one or more of these

causes alftct the quality of the bread, even on the

tables of the wealth}', and almost always of

tov/nsmen, who buy their meal ready ground. It

is indeed surprising how little attention is general-

ly paid to the quality of this most important arti-

cle of food—and how many persons, who arc

abundantly careful, and willing to incur any ne-

cessary expense, to procure the best of other ar-

ticles for their tables, are content with corn bread

that is always bad, because made of weevil-eaten

or filthy corn—heated in grinding by the rapid

motion of the mill-stones—and probably, withal,

imperfectly cooked. As to the last matter, though
a very important one, I leave it to the considera-

tion of the wives who read the Register. But as

to the condition of the material used, ihat is a mat-

ter for the sellers and buyers of corn and meal to

attend to, and to which little or no attention is paid

by the seller, because little or none is required of

him by the buyer. We are all very choice in the

quality of wheat flour, and but lew persons in

comfortable circumstances, in Virginia, will be

content with any but "family flour," winch is a
grade superior to the best sent abroad, (or to the

best "superfine") and costs more by about 20 pep

cent.—making a difference of about .s3 in the

barrel, at the present very high prices. But for

corn and its meal, there is seldom any difl'erence

of price on account of quality. If very foul, or

damaged, a parcel ofl'ered for sale will piobably be

rejected at any price : but it rarely happens "that

there is a difference of price of 5 cents, or even 1

cent per bushel, between tolerable corn, or meal,

and samples of the purest and sweetest. Hence
the farmer and seller of the corn, is not operated

on by self-interest, the strongest inducement to

have it in the best condition. It is not therefore

strange that purchasers should continually pro-

vide persons in their employment with bad corn

bread, and have to cat it themselves, or to abstain

li-om its use, which is more usual in town than

country solely on this account. But it is strange,

that farmers who eat of their own corn, should be

so irenerally reirardless of the proper preservation

of the portion designed lor bread at home, as well
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as of the greater mass iur sale, and ibr feeding

stock.

No kind of grain, in this climate, can be so ea-

sily and certainly kept free from deterioration of

every kind, as Indian corn : and it is for that rea-

son, that generally no care is taken ibr the pur-

pose, except to keep it for home consumption in

the ear, and usually in open log cribs, thus per-

mitting the air to |)aes through the whole bulk. As
the corn sliL-lled, at short periods, lor meal for the

family, is taken Irom tb.e ears, and these usually

selected careluUy to avoid the rotten ones that may
have been admitted, the quality will not be mate-
rially injured by any outward contamination, as

every thing of the kind is left among the shatter-

ed grain at the bottom of the balk. But in most
summers in eastern Virginia, and more south, the

moth-weevil commences its depredations by July
—and when they arc plenty, every ear of corn re-

ceives more or less injury, and of a. kind which
cannot possibly be removed l\v a loss of quantity.

The maggot of the weevil eats the greater part of

the interior of the grain, leaving the outer surface

untouched except at the small hole at which the

mature insect comes out—the whole cavity remain-
ing filled with its excrement and its cast skin. The
extent of this loss of the substance of the grain,

and of contamination to the portion left, varies

with the season, and the exposure of the corn.

But there are but ihw years in which corn kept in

the usual manner as late as August, or wheat un-
til Septendier, does not furnish bread more or less

injured by this insect.

Corn may be kept almost free from weevil, and
every other cause of injury to its quality, by being
put up in the shuck—using the [;recautions neces-
sary ibr that mode, and which I shall proceed to

ritate.

When housed in the shuck, it is necessary that

corn should be perfectly ripened, and dry, both as

to ear and shuck. I have so put up large quanti-

ties of corn, and with success, from the first

to the latter part of November. But I would
not advise it to bs commenced before late in No-
vember, unless when the early maturity, and per-

fect dryness of the corn, left no doubt ol"its safety.

The shucks shoulil also be free from any acciden-
tal moisture ii'om rain or dew, or from lying on the
earth—and the house should be perfectly secure
from the entrance of rain. The open sided log

cribs, which are best ic)r shucked corn, are not

safe for that not shucked ; because driving rains

will penetrate at the sides, and the shucks, when
thus made wet, cannot dry, as naked ears of corn
would, and the dampness will affect more than
the exterior ears. Close ii'amed houses are there-

fore the best—and if the corn is dry, and perfectly

matured, there is no danger from the largest bulk.

I have put up corn in considerable quantities,

in this manner, though not with as much care as

I now recommend to be taken by others, and ne-
ver have had any injured, when in closely board-
ed houses. Some small losses were suffered, more
than once, in open cribs, evidently by rain having
penetrated—and in one case, the last crop, 1835

—

from the corn having been put up too damp.
But of this crop, much corn, for want of being dry,

was lost in jxreat quantities, and in many places in

every usual mode of being secured. Mine was
put up under the management of a very careless

agent, from whose carelessness so much other loss

was sustained, that this one furiiishes no evidence
of the plan being unsafe in any case, with pro-
|)cr attention.

^Vhen corn is thus put up, the shucks covering
the ears protect the grain efi'ectu.ally from the
moth weevil, except the very few eggs that might
have been laid in ;>utunm, on forward corn, while
standing in the field. Even of these lew, proba-
bly but a small proportion will hatch, while so
closely packed in bulk, and excluded liom air, ex-
cept at the surface of the bulk. Rats and mice,
according to their number, of course will have
their full share under any circumstances; but the
protection of the shuck confines their depredations
to the outer and exposed parts of the 'bulk, and
guards all other pans from their filth. If these
vermin, and the black weevil, could be guarded
against, I believe that corn put up in the shuck
might be kept securely, and in the best condhion,
not only through one, but lor many years.

I confess that my opinions on this subject are
not altogether practical, or sustained by "full and
sufficient experiments. It was not to keep sale
corn in the best possible manner for bread, that
ray practice was begun and continued. Like
other producers, I had no interest in taking much
trouble to ofier the commodits^ in better condition
than consumers required, or would pay for. But
when corn was below a remunerating price, (iind
that was generally the case from 1820 to 1830,) I

preferred to keep my surplus, ior the consumption
of a future year. It was ibr this purpose that I

commenced and continued the practice of puttinof

up corn in the shuck ; and it was once kept as
long as into the third summer after being so
housed, without much itijury. This, the oldest
corn I ever kept, then sold at from .f:3 to -94 the
barrel, at the barn, after having been at less than
02 v/hen first put up. The reason that there was
amj deterioration from age, was that less care was
used than I have advised above. Besides this,

to avoid taking up too much space, the stem of
the shuck was broken off half-way in gathering,
so as to leave the inner leaves only, instead of the
whole, to protect the corn from w'eevil and other
vermin. Still the corn in its third year of keeping
was better than much that is sold and used for

bread in the first, if in a bad year for weevil. Of
corn kept in equally large bulks into the second
year, I never sustained any injury or loss, other
tha.n by rats &c.
But there would be a more important object

gained, both for public and individual interest, by
the more general adoption of this plan, than mere-
ly having good and palatable bread. This would
he the tendency to equalize the supplies of corn,

and the prices, in good and bad years, and avoid-
ing the great fluctuations which are so frequent in

this staple product. Nearly all the corn made is

consumed in our countr}^ the foreign demand be-

ing extremely limited. The meal cannot be kept
barrelled, like wheat flour, (unless kiln-dried,) nor
will the grain keep good (as usually managed,)
more than one year, if as much. Therefore the
crop of each year is generally consumed in the

course of the next. Besides—many poor and im.-

provident producers will always glut the market
with early sales, even if they have to bu}' again
at double price before another crop comes in. For
these reasons, no crop that we make fluctuates so

greatly in price as corn. A very plentiful crop
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serves to make the price less than will pay for the
production—and as nearly ail is eaten, sold, or

wasted within the next year, perhaps within a
year after, with a short crop, the price may he dou-
bled, or trehled. If it was the practice of many
farmers to keep their surplus corn in the shuck in

years of plenty and of low prices, to wait for a
scarcity, the prices would never lall so h\v, nor
rise so high, as heretofore. The fanners who
would adopt the plan would profit greatly by al-

ways selling at good prices, and yet they would
serve the public by their timely supplies, and by
thus preventing prices rising as high as they
would be, vv'ithoai such supplies.

It was not to prefit by selling at highly advanced
prices that I commenced the practice of putting

up and keeping corn in the shuck, thouirh such
was the result. Believing then (on account of the
general low prices of this crop,) that I ought to

avoid cultivating more land in corn than would
certainly supply the next year's consumption, and
therefore not designing to make it a principal sale

crop—it was my purpose to keep the surplus of a
large crop to supply a possible deficiency of a fu-

ture year. But so great a deficiency never occur-

red to me, and sooner or later the corn remaining
on hand was sold at a greatly advanced price.

Between 1820 and '30, in lower Virginia, corn, at

the farmers' cribs, was several times at less than
40 cents the bushel—and in some cases was offer-

ed at 20 cents, in large quantities. And yet no
four years, if indeed three years, passed, without
the price being as high at some time as 80 to 100
cents. In the inferior, fixr from navigable water,
the fluctuations of price are still greater than
where near to navigation, or to market, because of
the expense of carrying to market when abun
dant, and of bringing corn Irom abroad when de
ficicnt: and therefore, in such places, the plan of
keeping it would be siill more beneficial than else

where.

E. R.

EXTRACT FROM AN OLD WORK ON AGRICULTURE.

Systema Agriculture

—

being the mystery of Husbandry
discovered and laid open by J. W. 1681.

Explanaiion of the Frontisjnece.

First cast your eye upon a rustick seat
Built strong and plain, yet well contrived and neat

;

And situated on a healthy soyl,

Yielding much wealth with little cost or toy].

Near by it stand the barns, Irani 'd to contain
Enriching stores of hay, pulse, corn and grain,
With bartons* large, and places where to feed
Your oxen, cows, swine, poultry with their breed.
On the other side, hard by the house you see
Tlie apiary for the industrious bee.
Walk on a little farther and behold
A pleasant garden, from high winds and cold
Defended, (by a spreading fruitfull wall.
With rows of lime and fir trees straight and tall,)

Full fraught with necessary flowers and iVuits

And nature's choicest sort of plants and roots.
Beyond the same, are crops of beans and pease,
Salfron and liquorice or such as these,
Then orchards so enriched with fruitfull store,
Nature could give (nor they receive) no more :

Each tree stands bending with the weiglit it bears.
Of cherries some, of apples, plums and pears .

Not far from thence see other walks and rows
Of cyder fruits, near unto which there flows
A gliding stream ; the next place you discover
Is where St. foyn, la-lucern, hops, and clover
Are propagated ; near unto these fields

Stands a lai-ge wood, mast, fuel, timber yields

—

In yonder vale hard by tlie river stands
A water engine, which the wind commands
To fertilize the meads ; on t' other side

A Persian wheel is plac't both large and wide
To the same intent; then do the fi-'lds appear
Clothed with corn and grain, for the ensuing year.
The pastures stockt with beasts, the downs with sheep-
The cart, the plow, and all good order keep.
Plenty unto the husbandman, and gains

Are his rewards for industry and pains

:

Peruse the book, tor here you only see

The following subject in epitome.

From the Farmer's Series of the Librsiryof Useful Knowledge.

Imperfect as was the knowledge of husbandry
in former times, yet our forefathers were enabled

to distinguish the qualities of the soil with great

accuracy; ibr those parts which were the most
anciently cultivated, and which formed the inh'eld

land around.thcir villages, are found at the present

day to consist of the best ground when in its na-

tural state ; though much of that which has been
since broken up has been greatly improved by the

application of manures, and the progress of suc-

ce?sful cultivation.

The diiference in quality of the fruits of the

earth—more particularly remarkable in grain

—

though distinguished in many places by the names
of the districts in which the corn is grown, yet

does not arise from any other cause than dissimil-

itude of soil and climate ; and the utmost exertions

of cultivation can only to a certain degree improve,

but never effect any absolute change in the indi-

genous nature of its productions. This, indeed,

is generally admitted, so far as regards soils; but

although the}' may be apparently of the same
kind, yet their fertility is mateiially affected hy cli-

mate, notwithstanding they may be situated in

nearly the same part of tiie countr}^, and with lit

tie variation of level ; for although the heat indi-

cated by the thermometer may correspond, yet the

temperature of the air is varied according to the

aspect of the land—whether exposed to the north

or south and the prevaling winds occasioned hy
the position of adjacent highlands and vales—and
the seasons are thus rendered earlier or later.

The natural situation of a farm—independently

of its local connexion with roads and markets— is

therelbre an object of the first importance, and af-

fects its value much more than is conimonly sup-

posed ; for the estimation of all the vegetable

products of this country depend, with ver}' few
exceptions, upon the degree of heat which they
enjoy during their growth ; and it is well known
that when the soil is dry, and the harvest earl)^,

corn of the same weight yields more saccharine

matter than that which is produced under less la-

vorable circumstances.*

* This has been clearly established by the applica-

tion o[ the saccharomcter—an instrument invented for

the use of mahters, brewers, and distillers, for the pur-
pose of ascertaining the strength and value of woi'ts.

The common standard by which the value of grain, of
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No tivo farms can indeed be found precisely sit-

uated, in point of soil situation, climate, and ex-

posure; and a very small difference in any of these

circumstances will occasion a great diversity in

their fertility ; consequently no rules can be strictly

applied to then- management. It has, however,

been jusily observed, 'that larnis thus variously

soiled are spurs to ingenuity—obliging their oc-

cupiers to break through those confined opinions

and narrow prejudices which arc too frequently

contracted in countries where a unilbrmity of soil

and regular routine of management prevail.'*

From the vague manner in which soils are fre-

quently described, and the various acceptation of

llie same terms in diliercnt counties, it is ditucult

lor a farmer who reads an account of the agricul-

ture in any other district than that in which he re-

sides, to judge what relation such a soil may bear

to that which he himself occupies. In some parts

of England, any loose clay is called marl, and in

others it is called loam : while this is defined by
one to be a fat earth ; and by another, a nnxture
of clay, sand, and calcareous earth, without sla-

ting the proportions. Regarding the latter, it has
indeed been remarked by the late Mr. G. Sinclair,

that, on referring to books on husbandry and gar-

dening, we are directed to a hazel loam, a brown
loam, clayey loam, or to a humid sandy soil, peat

earth, garden mould, &c. ; but the want of pro|;cr

definitions of those terms is so perplexing, that it is

really impracticable to determine what kind of soil

is meant: thus, of upwards of fifty diflferent kind?

of soil and composts examined by him in various

parts of the kingdom, those under the same name
were found to differ greatly in their respective qual-

ities. The method of determining the nature of

soils by chemical analj^sis has, however, been of

late years so much simplified by Sir Humphrey
Davy, that it is now in the pouter of every practi-

cal person to ascertain their properties, without

much risk of being mistaken.!

apparently equal quality, is usually estimated, is that

of the weight in proportion to its cubical measure;
and when the corn is to be manufactured into meal,
this must ever be a primary object, though subject to

many deductions, which also enter into the considera-

tion of the miller. But among those who require it

for the purpose of brewing, the saccharometer is a

more certain criterion—as, whatever the weight of the

grain may be, its strength, or nutritive power, will be
in proportion to the quantity of the saccharine matter
which it contains.

* Marshall's Rural Econ. of Yorkshire, 2nd edit.,

vol. i. p. 281.

t All soil contain sands of various degree of fineness,

and impalpable earthy matter; when, therefore, the

exact proportions in which these are combined in a

soil arc ascertained, it shows directly to what class it

belongs—whether the loamy, claye)^, calcareous, san-

dy, peaty, 8cc. Sir H. Davy, however, states, in his

Agricultural Chemistry, 'that the term saiidy should

never be applied to any soil that does not contain at

least seven-eighths of sand. Sandy soils that effer-

vesce with acids should be distinguished by the name
of calcareous sandy soils, to note the ditference which
exists between them and those that are silicious. The
term clayey should not be applied to any land that con-
tains less than one-sixth of impalpable earthy matter,
not considerably elfervescing with acids. The term
loam should be limited to soils containing at least one-
third of impal[)able earthy matter ; and a soil to be
considered as ;;ea/j/ ought to contain at least one-half

Composition of Soils.

The gurfacc of the earth is composed of various
descriptions of matter, chiefly minerals—viz., clay,
lime, marl, gyps, fluor, talc, sandstone, slate,

quartz, and barytee. These are 'he names by
which geologists distinguish the diflcrent kinds of
rock (whether in solid masses or pulverized) which
compose the superstratum, and which, when re-

duced to an incoherent mass, forms the soil, or
what we call the arable staple of land.

In order to convey clear ideas of the compo-
nents of arable soils, brief notices of the dilferent

eartb.s may in the first place, be given— in order
to lead to a right understanding of how one kind
of soil is more lertile than another, and also how
any one may be improved by admixture with an-
other.

Clay is an earth consisting of several varieties,

differing in color, tenacity, and some other parti-

culars. Blue clay is Ibund in immense beds, un-
der the channel of rivers, in the' bottom of valley.?,

or forming the superstratum of hills over chalk or
limestone. Almost every kind of clay contains
qualities favorable to vegetation : more especially
those varieties which are decomposable by the ac-
tion of frost, or the alternate effects of showers
and sunshine. A surface of pure clay requires to

be long under cultivation before it becomes liivora-

ble for the operations of husbandry ; but when
thoroughly reclaimed, no description of sod yields

more abundant crops.

Calx is lime combined with acids. To this de-
scription of earth, chalk, powder-chalk, and all

the different sorts of marble, belong. The two
former are found in vast masses forming some of
our highest hills on the south of England. They
no where constitute the arable surface, except on
the margins of the hills formed ot" them ; but are
discoverable, in a reduced or powdery state in al-

most all our best soils. A portion of lime earth is

an useful addition to all soils, particularly claj's and
dried gravel. Being attractive of moisture, it as-

sists the effect of fi-ost on clay, and gives consis-

tence and coolness to light land in summer.
3Iarl is calcareous, or lime earth, mixed with

clay. The common marl lias a soft unctuous feel,

and is found in thin strata, or in beds of conside-

rable thickness, in various parts of the kingdom.
A marl-pit of this description is a valuable source
of riches to the light-land farmer: a good coat of
it bestowed on a sandy or gravelly field effects the
greatest improvement—not only by giving consis-

tence to the stapde, but also adding a fresh acces-

sion of vegetable food; and that called shell-

marl acts powerfully upon the improvement of
clays.

Gyps is calcareous earth saturated with vitriolic

acid. This peculiar earth is ibund in a loose state

at Glipston Quarry, in Northamptonsire, and in se-

veral places on the continent. In its solid forms it

recives the names of alabaster, plaster-stone, or

selenites. Being heated, it falls to a fine powder

of vegetable matter. These may be considered as the
genuine characters of soils, and determined by a very
simple process—that of washing the impalpable earthy
matter of the soil from the sandy portion, and by diy-
ing and ascertaining their respective weiglits-—when
the application of an acid shows whether it belongs to

the calcareous or the silicious kind of soil.'— Sinclair's,

Ilort. Gram. Woburn., p. 118.
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which, when mixed with water, forms plaster.

Gypsum has been highly extolled as a manure,
particularly lor grass laud : yet its use, as we have
already seen, has not been generally persisted in

;

but there can be no doubt that it acts as a powerful

stimulant to vegetation, and probably future ex-

perience may induce its more frequent employ-
ment.
These are a Cew of the names given to the dif-

ferent earths Ibund on the surface of our globe. In

beholding their individual structure and stratified

appearance, we cannot be otherwise than con-

vinced that even the hardest were once in a state

effusion; and that the various strata have been,

at greater or lesser intervals of time, superposed

on each other by the mighty agents of nature.

According to their situation or composite charac-

ter, these strata are denonfmated first, second, or

third Ibrmations. Of these, other deposites are

formed, called shifted formations—because they

have been removed ti-om a first to a second place.

In these transitions, fire, as well as water, has been
achve ; as its efiects in the disruption, translbrma-

lion, and elevation of parts ol the various strata

sufficiently evince.

Eut It is to that grand convulsion of nature, the

flood, and to many local and partial inundations

which have since taken place, that the present hab-
itable face of the earth has received its peculiar

character as to the undulations, consistence, and
qualities of its varied surface ; for whether the land

emerged Irom the deep, or was only overflowed for

a time, the effects of the surface by the subsiding

waters would be the same. Hence we see that the

mos-t ponderous and solid accumulations resisted the

current, and the loose and lightest were removed to

a distance; the dilierent deposites taken place ac-

cording to their specific gravities, or the strength of

the current which bore them along. Of these dif-

ferent earths, deposited as we find them at the

present day, the Ibregoing are the principal. The
cultivable surtace, or soil, is compounded of dis-

solved portions of these dilferent earths in various

degrees of commixture, each possessing diflierent

properties and qualities, more or less favorable to

the growth and sustentation of plants ; and this

according to the quantity of decomposed vegetable

or animal matter they may contain. As they dif

fer in constitutional composition, and as they are

variously ali'ected by the changes of weather, so

also do they require ilifierent culture, as remains to

be shown.

Clmjs.

From the brief description already given of this

soil, it will appear that it is impervious to, and re-

tentive of, water ; and therelbre the laying it as

dry as possible is the first and only practical means
of" improvement. A clayey surtace is generally

undulating and declivous, consequently favorable

for the operations of the drainer. JJiagonal, or

gently winding furrows, or underground drains,

carry off water much more steadily and effectually

than laid in direct or precipitous channels, because
there is less hazard of the current being so impetu-
ous as to disturb the retaining sides or block up by
drift tiie openings of the drains, or course of the
furrows. Hence we see in old husbandry the pro-

priety of| or the reason for laying the lands or ridges

in such tortuous or winding directions, and v/ilhal

so much gathered in the middle. Ey this disposi-

tion of the surface, water is effectually, though
slowly discharged; and the whole laid and kept
dry.* In laying the surface in due form, the
plough is the only efficient implement ; but where
local circumstances oppose the completion by the

plough alone, the spade must be employed. l)eep
ditches are always necessary in a clayey country;
for the soil imbibing but little of hasty showers,
heavy rain, or melting snow, outlets should be
numerous as well as capacious. Before underta-

king an expensive design of underground draining,

the depth of the surface stratum of clay should be
ascertained ; because, if it reposes on a bed of
grave!, chalk, or stone, the surface v/ater may be
got rid of with but little trouble. Openings made
through the clay in places where surface water na-
turally settles, will probaijly allow all excess to

sink.

It is hardly necessary to allude to the great ad-
vantages arising from the perfect drainage of a
clay soil : it gives firmness to the sur;;ice, thereby

facilitating alfthe operations of cultivation ; it adds
an extra warmth to the air above it ; manures the

crops earlier, and more perfectly ; and renders

all trespassing of cattle or carriages less inju-

rious.

The next most important aim of the cultivator

of clay land is to counteract the natural tendency
of it to run together. This can only be done by
deep ploughing, and incorporated with the staple

any kind of friable earth— such as sand, chalk,

marl, and manures of all kinds. These, besides
enriching the land, keep it more porous, and con-
sequently more penetrable by all atmospheric in-

fluences. The dee[)er the staple the mere fertile

it is, and also more manageable on all occasions.

Any excess of rain received upon the surface

sinks away therefrom to the bottom of the staple,

or arable superstratum; and though it maybe
upheld by the undisturbed pan, it oozes imper-
ceptibly away over it to the lower end of the
slope.

Much attention is required with regard to the
time, or rather to the state, of a clay soil which is

about to be ploi'ghed. If too dr}', it breaks up in

unmanagable clods very difficult to be reduced to

requisite fineness for sowing; and if too wet, it

lies sodden in whole furrows, poached into holes

by the feet of cattle, and altogether unreducible
by the harrows. The due temperament is when
the clods can be crushed without kneading under
the foot or roller. In this state it may be got in

order for any crop with the common implements.

* It must however be admitted, tliat great loss and
inconvenience arise from this ancient mode. In undu-
lating countries the lands are decidedly the best to be

as nearly flat as the formation of the furrows will ad-

mit—and in low districts, the fall for the water is re-

duced in equal ratio with the raising of the ridges.

Tliis robs the furrows of their due portion of soil

—

keeps them so fidl of moisture as to pre\'ent their be-

ing made, or kept, free from weeds and aquatic grasses
—^imd renders all the operations of the husbandman
more troublesome to perform. On sheep-farms these

hollow furrows ought never to be seen, as the loss oc-

casioned by the death of sliocp from getting "over-

laid" in tlicm, would amply repay the expense of le-

velling them, without burying the better soil. For the

mode of executing this work, see Reports of Select

Farms, No. V. Scoreby Pp. 13, 14 in the Farmer's
Series of the Library of Useful Knowledge.
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The ireneral character of clay flirm.s is, that
|

chalk is burneil anJ slaked liy water, or in the air,

though the crops are abundant, they are culliva-
I
belbre being laid on land, its efiiicis are an imnic-

ted at great annual expense. Great strength ofi ('''I'e and powerllil stimulant to vegetation, bc-
teams and implements, and much tear and wear
occur, in consequence of the more li^equent need
of fallows. When a heavy soil becomes foul

with root weeds, there is no remedy like fallow-

nig; its stubborn adhesiveness does not allow of

li'eeing it fi-om weeds by any other means than by
repeated ploughing and exposure to a summer's
eun. While the weeds are destroyed, the soil is

ameliorated; and in autumn is fit lo receive a
dressing of manure followed by wheat seed. If

pretty free from weeds, ii may receive what is

called a winter fallow— /. e., ploughed in the au-
tumn—lie all winter to be reduced by the frost

—

and in the spring it will be in order to have seed
sowed upon it as soon as it is dry enough to be

harrowed. Some such clay soils are regularly

fallowed every third 3"ear, which is certainly a
great loss to the tenant, when not duly provided
for by the tcrrr.s on wliich he holds his land, and
indeed, in all cases, to the community ; but there

appears no remedy—at least, no profitable remed3^
For notwithstanding machines have been invent-

ed, and much ingenuity exercise<l, to break and
loosen the hardened surfiice of clay soils for the
reception of seed, yet, though a passable crop
might follow this breaking or rubbing (as it may
be called) of the surface, it was soon found that

the deep-rooting perennial weeds were neilher

checked nor destroyed: so that the practice was
soon abandoned. There is, however, some de-
scriptions of heavy land where no fallowing is re-

quired. Wheat and beans, or other corn, and
clover succeed each other alternately, and the

weeds which are nurtured by the wheat are kept
under by the lioe during the growth of the beans.

An opposite description of heavy land is called

hungry clay : this is commonly mixed vvilh gravel,

impregnated with a considerable portion of iron ore.

Very ii^vv plants enjoy themselves on this kind of

soil, and it is only improvable by thorough draining,

liberal dressings of lime or chalk, and frequent

dunging. In the neighborhood of" chalk hills this

kind of land is often met wilh, and is much im-
proved by a coat of pure chalk ;—to obtain which,
pits are sunk in the fields down to the rock, wdience
the chalk is drawn in the raanacr detailed in Ch.
XII. In all those countries where chalk abounds,
the fields are indented with circular hollows, show-
ing where the rock has been excavated below

;

and fi-ora the very many large dells to be seen in

the same districts, now filled with fine old oak
trees, it is evident that chalk— either as it is natu-

rally found, orailer being burnt into lime—was in

sides Ireeing the land from slugs and insects.

Calx or Lime.

It has already been observed, that chalk, though
one of the primitive earths, is never, in a pure
state, found Ibrming an arable surface. It is, ne-
vertheless, present perhaps in all njood soils ; and,
fi'om what has been remarked of its properties

above, it should be the endeavor of the fu mer to

make use of it as much as possible;—though in

saying this, it must be of course understood that
it is to be employed with a due regard to prudence.
It is equally beneficial to clay, sand, gravel, and
peat-earthy soils ; and tliough not, jjerhaps, the
direct food of plants, is a prime agent in proi)aring

vegetable or animal matter ah'eady on the soil to

yield nutrition to all.

Caustic lime is supposed to be a preventive
against that disease in wlieat, commonly called

smut ; not only in preparing wheat seed, but by
dressing the land wilh it before sowing. Whether
it be a cure for this disease is, perhaps, questiona-
ble, because we know it is not in every instance
effectual; but we are quite sure that llie wheat
crop will be greatly improved by such a dressing.

Clover leys, intended for wheat, are much infested

by slugs, vvhich often, if not prevented, prove ru-

inous to the crop. In such a case, alibeial cast of
quick-lime should be given before llie plough,
vvhich will either kill, or so disable the slugs, that

no danger need be apprehended from their depre-
dations. If the lime be not given before sowing,
it may be applied after the wheat is up if necessa-

ry. It may either be sowed by hand, from seed-
kits, or flora a light cart with shovels. Night
sowing, when the dew is on the blade, is most ef-

fectual ; because the slugs are then feeding. If

rain fall soon after the lime is sown, its burning
quality is lott, and no longer ofll'nsive to the slugs;

in which case, another dose will be necessary.

Of the other descriptions of earths, there are

only two combinations of them which are par-

ticularly interesting to llirmers, viz., sand and
loam.

Sand and Gravel.

Sand, if drj*, is easier and less expensively cul-

tivated than any other. Though very subject lo

be infested b/ qnelcii and other running rooted

weeds, it is readily cleared of them. The crops

raised on sand are sooner ripe, and some descrip-

very early times extensively used for improving
j

liotjs are of finer quality than those from richer

the surface of the land.
'

|
and stronger gound ; but the bulk is deficient in

Clay is improved by chalk, in consequence ofj both corn and straw. The liability of sandy land

the latter breakinsr the consistency of the foriTier.
j

to suffer from drought is a great drawback on the

If drawn and laid on in the autumn, the frost will re- 1 profits of cultivation. In dry summers, the crops

dace the lumps during winter, so that it may be
j

are sometimes hardly worth collecting. At the

plouirhed in at seed-tliTie, or when ihe field is fid- {
same time, no land pays better ibr inqjrovement,

lowed up. The pulverizing or reducing effect of i
provided the means are at hand and the force suf-

chalk on clay is occasioned, as before mentioned,
j

ficient. Whatever application has a tendency to

by its power of attracting, at all times, a large
;

give it compactness, will also make h more reten-

portion of water from the" earth or air; and this tive of moisture. For this purpose, clay, marl, chalk,

being congealed bv frost, swells and disturbs every or any other earth of a heavier description, will

particle near it. Its -mechanical reduction of clay
i

greatly improve the staple. For sheep husbandry,

facilitates all operations, and renders it in every
|
a sandy scil is well adapted ; the treading and

respect fitter for the orowth of plante. When 1
tail dress of the flock is invaluable for such laud.

Vol. IV^—62
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Whatever has been observed relative to sand,

is equally applicable to gravels and all other liglit

land liable to sufier (ioin drought.

Like sands, they possess various gradations of

quality, Iroin almost absolute barrenness to great

fertility. The foniicr are in general termed hmi-
gry soils, from their tendency to absorb manure
without any corresiionding benefit to ihe land

;

but as their staple becomes firmer by the admix-
ture of other earth, so do their properties im-

prove. The richer kinds produce every species of

grain, and though the looseness of their texture

renders them less suited to the cultivation of beans
and wheat, yet they are admirably adapted to that

of Lent corn. The quality of the grain is like-

wise good ; and being also favorable to the

growth of leguminous crops and artificial grasses,

they are commonly called turnip soils, from that

root being generally cultivated on such land. It

may be worked as arable land in any season, and
is sound enough in grass to bear stock in winter.

Sometimes clay and gravel lie in alternate stra-

ta, cropping out^ on the sides of hills. This is

one of the worst descriptions of arable land, in

consequence of the great number of land-springs

flowing out of it ; ditficulty of drainage, and its

liability (in consequence of stones and clay being
so firmly bound together) to become impenetrable

by the plough after a dry time. ft is in this

species of land, too, that we often find both the

gravel and clay tinged with the oxide of iron, than
which nothing is more injurious to corn crops.

There is another kind of land, very widely spread

throughout our southern counties, which, though
not properly of a gravelly nature, yet is so inter-

mixed with loose stones of a moderate size, as to

bear some resemblance to soils of that description.

The staple, indeed, is more commonly of clay

than sand, and the stones are chiefly _^/?i/s

;

which may be justly supposed to afiect the quality

of the earth with which they are mingled, by im-
parting to it something of their calcareous nature,

for the land in which they are found is very gene-
rally fertile. The.f-e is in Yorkshire a singular
species of it, called red-stone land, which is com-
posed of loams of different qualities, intermixed
with a greater or less quantity of soft sandy stones,
about the ordinary size of flints, and of a dark yel-
lew or orange color ; a species of grit or freestone.
The cultivated soil is in some instances, nearly
half of it made up of these stones, and Mr. Mar-
shall describes it as 'beyond dispute, one of the
finest corn soils in the kingdom. 'f He likewise
mentions instances—which we have also witness-
ed in some parts of Kent—of great quantities of
these stones having been gathered off as an in-
cumbrance to the soil, by which its productiveness
was much lowered ; but the stones having been
returned, it was restored to its former state'^of fer-

tility.

Loa7)i

is the name given to that kind of soil which ap-
pears to be an inUmate mixture of all other earths

* A term used by miners to signify the highest edge
of the bed of coal, !kc., or where it appears on the sur-
face.

t Rural Economy of Yorkshire, 2nd Ed., vol. i., U.
p. 280.

reduced to a fine and equable state. It is of dif-

ferent colors. On elevated table-lands, it is

mostly red ; on gradual" slopes, it is yellow or ha-
zel ; and in the bottom of valleys, it is almost
black. The two first appear to be ueposites from
the general, the last from partial, floods. It is

found reposing on stone, on clay, or on gravel, of
various depth, sometimes in deep beds, but, in

general, always deep enough for every purpose of
the farmer. Its consistence is fi-iable ; readily ad-
mitiingair and rain, and as readily discharging all

excess of the latter, only retaining or imbibing from
the air as much as is necessary to vegetation ; and
nehher liable to be parched in summer, nor
drenched and chilled by surface water in winter.

Loam in its uncultivated state, always contains

a notable proportion of that nameless peculiar

qualit}', so nourishing and stimulating to plants,

known only as the constituent of viro-in or maiden
earth

—

i. e., unexhausted earth. V/halever this

quality may be, it is not only more abundant, but
also much more permanent in loam than in any
other description of arable land. Besides this pro-

perty, the facility of its culture must not be forgot-

ten. Except in hard frost, or immediately after a
heavy ftill of rain, it is ploughed at any time with
ease and regularity; harrowed, scarified, hoed, by
horse or hand, and rolled effectually. Such a soil

rarely suffers from drought, nor are floods ever
dreaded. If. from neL^ect, it be overrun with
weeds, they are soon extirpated ; and if impover-
ished by mismanagement, it is quickly recovered.

It is suitable for every kind of crop, and every sys-

tem of husbandry ; and whether for corn or grass,

yields the greatest profit to both landlord and ten-

ant.

Such being the history of a loamy soil, it is co-

veted by every cultivator, and every industrious

one endeavors to bring his land of an opposite char-

acter as near to the standard and nature of loam
as possible. The expediency of such attempts is

universallj' admitted ; but it is only under particu-

larly fiivorable circumstances it can be accom-
plished to any great extent. Covering a large

field of sand with cla}^, or of clay with sand, is a
formidable affair, whicli but few can undertake.

Still, as there can be no doubt of immediate ad-

vantaije and ultimate success, such an ameliora-

tion should never be lost sight of by the farmer
of either a too light or too heavy a soil. Some-
times the opposite qualities lie contiguous, and in

a course of years may be brought to improve each
other. And though, in many cases, the desired

quality may not be on the surffice, it may happen
to be found at no great distance below, sand and
clay being often found stratified with each other.

There is also a species of rich loam which, un-
der the name of alluvial soil, is understood to

mean land which has been gained in low situa-

tions by deposites laid by the overflowing of
streams from higher grounds, or by the artificial

process of warping fiom the turbid waters of mud-
dy rivers, as well as by slimy matter, thrown up
by the tides, and afterwards embanked. This
contains a large proportion of vegetable and ani-

mal matter, which gives it a dark color, and pro-

duces almost inexhaustible fartilily ; but the qual-

ity of its products, though luxuriant to the eye,

arc not, as we have already had occasion to re-

mark, equal nutriment to tliose grown on drier

land. This is not alone observable throughout
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our own country, but in every other part of (he

known world : thus, in Valencia, one of the most
hijihly-cultivaleJ and the richest districts in nil

Spain, tlie soil, though rendered wonderfully fer-

tile through a regular command of water by tanks

constructed in the time of the JMoors, and ap|jro-

priated to irrigation, yet its products are for.nd so

deficient in real nutriment as to have passed into

a proverb expressive of their inferiority in the

power of imparting vigor.* So, also, in a large

lowland quarter of the island of Martinique, call-

ed the Lamentin, nothing can exceed ihe appa-
rent richness of the vegetation: the canes grow
to immense sL-^e, but the sugar, though beautiful-

ly white, is almost an impalpable powder, so scan-
tily possessed of those crystals which consiitute its

saccharine strength, that it decomposes when car-

ried across the Atlantic, and is almost useless to

the refiner.

Peat.

Besides the above-mentioned earths, there is a

class of others called inflammables, from their pro-

pert}' of being combustible. These are coal, bitu-

men, peat, &c., which, when reduced to pou'der
and incorporated with, or even spread on, the sur-

face, act beneficially on vegetation. The ashes,

too, of these minerals are a good dress, especially

for cold moist soils.

That which falls under the denomination of
peat, is distinguished in its natural state fi-om

every other kind of soil. It is formed of succes-

sive layers of healh and other course herbage,
which spring up and decayupnn the sward, without
having a temperature of sufficient heat to effect

their entire decomposition; but being aided by a
certain degree of humidity, they continue to pro-

duce other plants which at length constitute that

mass of vegetable matter, which is so common in

Ireland and Scotland and our northern counties,

under the names of bog and peat. It is of a dark
color and spongy texture ; full of fibrous paritcles

in a partial state of decay ; tough and elastic;

and when dried, becomes inflammable. From
this description, it might be supposed that it con-

tains the chief elements of fertility; yet expe-
rience proves the contrary: for it is found, when
in a state of nature, to be so completely barren as

hardly to deserve the name of soil, until art and
labor have been exerted to bringit into a state fit for

tillage. By these means it has, in some instances,

been brought to the consistence of a light kind of

land, extrecnely well adapted to the culture of po-

tatoes and other tuberous roots, as well as the

lighter species o[' grain and flax, and somewhat
resembling loam. It indeed wears the appearance
of a rich mould, and may thus deceive an inex-

perienced eye ; but, unless greatly ameliorated by
the mixture of some solid earth, it is found, on

* It is not very expressive of gallantry, and runs

thus :

—

"En Valencia, la yerva es agua.

La came es yerva,

Los hombres son mngeres,

Y las mugeres—nada."

In Valencia, the f^rass is water,
The flesh is grass,

The men are women.
And the women—nothing;.

closer examination, to be loose and porous, quickly
saturated with water, and loo easily discharged
from it.

A late writer on the subject remarks, "that
when we consider the vast extent of the masses
of this bog, which, in the cold and temperate re-

gions, overspread so great a portion of the surfiice

of the earth, and which, though full of vegetable
matter, is yet little friendly to vegetable life, we may
believe that in its history, in its nature, and in its

use-, it piesents many materiiils to the agricn.lturist

tor inquiry, which may illustrate the means of either

converting it into a soil or into manure, for the im-
provement of olherlands : but it must be confessed

that these important inquiries have not all been so

perlectly answered as is to be desired ; and that

nmch yet remains to be learned of the nature and
the uses of peat-moss."*

It only remains to be noticed that there are two
other constituents of soils, namely, salts auAmetals,
and which, where they abound, have a powerful
eli'ect on plants. Of the latter, iron is the most
li-cquent, and, when in excess, is prejudicial, es-

pecially to corn crops. The ores of other metals,

as lead and copper, are also hurtful to vegetation

;

but this only appears in the near neighborhood of

mines.

Of salt?, there are many descriptions found in

land springs, and lisually recommended for medi-
cal purposes. Their existence in arable land is,

however, imperceptible, unless very near salt

springs. Sea, or common mineral salt, though not

a food of plants, is, notv.'iihstanding, a useliil in-

gredient, particularly in dry soils. Its great affin-

ity for water assists summer crops wonderfully.

It is also an excellent cleanser and renovator of
exhausted soils. Slugs will not live where it is in

any sensible quanlity; and while it is grateful to

cullivated plants, it aj^pears to be offensive to moss
and all diminutive weeds. Its use as a dress is too

much neglected by llirmers.

There is thus an endless variet}' in soils, and
those of apparently equal fertility are almost all dif-

ferently composed. A certain knowledge of chem-
istry is necessary toascerlain in what those differ-

ences consist ; for it is in the accuracy wilh which
they are described that the best modes of remedy-
ing their defects, and improving them by the appli-

cation of either lime, clay, sand, or oiher fossil

substances, can be discovered. Farmers, however,

generally contrive to obtain a tolerably correct no-

tion of their imperfections by a comparison with

the soils of their neighbors, and thus experience

in such cases supplies the want of science. The
sure indications of a good soil are commonly to

be found in the state of the hedges and timber,

especially oak and ash—full, wide-spreading tops

presenting an appearance of luxuriant growth;
vvliereas, if stunted, it is a certain sign that the

land is poor. The weeds, natural to peculiar soils,

are also strong proofs of cither p.ovcrly or ferlilily.

Land is, in certain cases, also to be distrusted, al-

though the crops upon it may be fine ; for they

may have been forced by over manuring, and thus

brought to a condition which it may be found very

difficult to continue : v/hile, on the contrar}', good

land, though exhausted by improper cropping.

* Mr. Low, on the Classification of Soils, Quart.

Jour, of Agri., N. S., vol. i. p. SO.
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may be easily reslored by judiciouf? mannge-
nipnt.

Few soils are so ungrafeful as not to pay the

expense oC improvement, provided the money laid

out upon them be apphed with judgment. Many
tracls of the poorest sand have been rendered fer-

tile b}- judicious dressinfrs of clay, loam, or marl,

and other thin and huntjr}' soils have been im-

proved by the application of similar substances;

while ihose of the sourest description have had
their acidity corrected by lime, chalk, and ashes.

It should, however, be borne in mind, that land,

of" any descriplion, which is retentive of water,

can never be rendered fit for the plou.fijli until it

has been completely drained; for otherwise, the

operations of tillage cannot be accomplished in

due season. lis state will have a direct and pre-

judicial effect upon its productive powers; and
manures can never communicate their full benefit

to any soil which rests upon a wet bottom.

From a London Paper.

GRINDING OLD GARMENTS INTO NEW.

Sir George Head, in his tour ikrovgh the Man-
ufacturing Districts, i:\vcs {he following account

of a new trade carried on at Dewsbcrry ; literall}^

tearing in pieces fusty old rags, collected from
Scotland, Ireland and the Continent, by a ma-
chine called the "devil," till a substance very like

the original wool is produced. This, by the

help of a small addition of new woo!, is respun
and manufactured into sundry useful articles, such
as the w.tdding which Messrs. Stulz & Co. intro-

duce wiil'.in the collars of their fashionable coats,

and various descriptions of drugget, horse-sheet-

ing, &e. The trade or occupation of the owner,
his life and habits, or the fillhiness and antiquity

of the garment itself, oppose no bar to this won-
derful process of regeneration, whether from the
pcarecrow or the gibbet, it makes nodilT'eience ; so

that according to the transmutation of human af-

fairs, no doubt it frequentl}' does happen, without
figure of speech or metaphor, that the identical

garment to-day exposed to the sun and rain in a
Kentish cherry orchard, or saturated with tobacco
smoke on the "back of a beggar in a pot house,"
is doomed in its turn, "perfusus liquidis odoribus,"
to grace the swelling collar, or add dignified pro-
portion io the chest of the dandy.

From tlie Genpsce Fanner.

AGRICULTURAL READING.

The advice of the justly celebrated Bakewell, a
man who did more perhaps to advance the inter-

ests of the agriculturist, and render him prosper-
ouB, than any man of the age, to those young
friends who as farmers called upon him, was, to
" spare no pains to know what others were doin"*."
This could only be done through the medium of
agricultural journals, and hence he was, as may
well be supposed, one of their ablest advocates, as
well as a constant conlributdr to their paijes. Ex-
perince has shown, that to be a successful farmer
at the present day—to enter the vast field of ag-
ricultural conipefition on equal terms—a man
must know what others are doing; he must be ac-
nuaintcd with the improvements in husbandry, in

labor saving machines, in the preparation and ap-
plication of manures, and with the new and im-
proved breeds of cattle and sheep that liave with-
in a fevv years been introduced.

To possess this knowledge is one thing—to

make a judicious use of it is quite another. The
first he must acquire fi-om extensive personal ob-
servation, or from agricultural works; the last

must he the result of reflection, combined with ex-
perience. Without thefirst, he will be behind the
age; without the last, he will be a farmer at ran-

dom, a mere visionary in theory, incompetent to

his business, and a loser in practice. Judgment,
sound judgment, is required to render available

knowledge, and where these two are combined,
the result will be a successful farmer.

Many of these farmers at the present time, we
mean those Vvdio make the best use of their caphal
and realize the greatest profits, are men who en-

ter into competition with long established agricul-

turists, utterly ignorant, so far as personal superin-

tendence or labor was concerned, with the busi-

ness of farming. They were professional men,
divines, lawyers, merchants, or mechanics; unac-
quainted u'ith the mechanical part of their new oc-

cupation, but l)ringing to the work minds well

stored with varied and useful knowledge, and a
thorough acquaintance with the advanced state

and best methods of modern agriculture. The
voluntary choice of such men proves that they

have a taste for one of the noblest occupations of

mankind, and entering upon it with zeal, they
meet with a success to which many of those who
have been brought up to farming from their infan-

cy remain strangers.

It is sometimes said by those who decry agricul-

tural reading, or book fiirming, as they are pleased

to term if, that jou cannot ni«A'e a farmer, he muse
be brought up to it, or he cannot succeed. The
celebrated Marshall of Entjland thought different-

ly ; he maintained ihat "attendance and attention

will make any man a farmer." He was brought
up a merchant, but at mature age, took a poor
farm of three hundred acres in the vicinity of Lon-
don, and commenced farmer. All his fi'iends pro-

phecied a total failure, but he prepared himself by
studying the best agricultural works of the day,

and by reflection—superintended his business him-
self—kept an accurate journal of his operations,

which he afterwards published—and became very
rich, the Coke or Bakewell of the farmers of his

day. The same thing has happened, and is al-

most daily happening in this state. Professional

men and mechanics have become our most able

and successful farmers—showing the best regula-

ted and well managed f]\rms—exhibiting the finest

cattle, sheep and hogs—giving a flat contradiction

to the doctrine, that books will not make good
farmers; and what, in the estimation of many,
will be more than all the rest, as furnishing the

test and proof of the whole, putting more money
in their pockets than any of those who have been
regularly bred to the business.

'J'he time has come when the farmer in self-de-

fence must read ; not to become a mere theo-

rist or visionary in agriculture; not to keep con-

stantly changing his S3'stems, but steadily impro-
ving them ; but because to ensure success, and
keep pace with others, he must know what others

are doing.

G.
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From the Tennessee Farmer.

JKUUSALTCJI AUTICIIOKE.

This plant is in a peciilinr manner filted to grow
uniler liio shade. It can tiicreli)re lie cuhivated in

woods; and it is sometimes sown in England to

atFord siiclter for game ; the plants being left to

reproiluce themselves annually from tubers.

Taken into account the iiardy qualities of this

plant, its prothiclivencss and easy culture, it may
be (loLibled whether it merits the universal neglect

into wliich it has fallen. Granting its inferiority

as an article of Ibod to the plants now cultivated

for our domestic stock, it must be of some impor-
tance to have a plant that can be so easily cultiva-

ted, and on soils so low m the scale of fertility.

GRKAT HEAT AT THE EAUTH's CENTRE.

M. Arago, by examining the temperature of a

well 900 feet deep now being dua at Paris, thirdvs

J\e has ascertained the ratio of the increasing tem-

perature of tlie earth towards its centre, so that at

the tenth degree from the surface all known mat-

ter must be in a state of fusion. At the point to

wliich the perforation in question has reached,

M. Arago expects a spring of water will arise of

a sufficient degree of heat to warm public estab-

lishments, supply baths, and serve lor other pur-

poses.

BIARL IN NEW ENGLAND.

Professor Hitchcock of Amherst College, has

discovered extensive beds of marl in Springfield,

West Springfield, and South Hadley, Mass. He
says, "I have examined banks of this substance,

which may properly be called diluvial marl, in

West Springfield, for a mile or two along the north

side of Agawain river, where millions of cart

loads of it may be obtained; and this is directly on
the proposed route of the rail road from Spring-

field to Albany. It occurs also, half a mile south

of the village of West Springfield, a little south-

east of the bridge, on the road to Suflield; and I

have no doubt but. it underlies most of the plain,

extending at least as far as Harlfcird.

On the east side of Connecticut river, this marl
appears in several places, along Chicopee river,

nearCabotville and Chicopee factories; especially

at the quarries of stone, where it has been cut

through by the excavations. In the north part of

Springfield, on the bank of Connecticut river, on-

ly half a mile from South Hadley canal, the marl

forms a high bank for a considerable distance, and
I saw it also a short distance south of the centre

of South Hadley. Indeed I can have no doubt

that it may be found, more or less abundantly, be-

neath the sand and clay, all the distance from

South Hadley to Springfield."

—

Connecticut Cou-
rant.

From tlie Soutliern Agriculturist.

ON THE ADVANTAGES OF CELLARS FOR
SWEET POTATOES.

Mr. Editor:—Most planters during this month
will be getting in their potatoes, and I shall contri-

bute my mite, by giving my brother ])lanter3 a
^'cw liints as to the time of digging potatoes, and
the best mode of putting them up.

Long experience has taught me. that after a
spell of dry weather is the best time for diifginc

in sweet potatoes. When thus collected, they are
less liable to rot, from their being more, dry, and
not so apt to sweat when put in the cellai. In
digging in m}' potatoes, 1 always use the dagnon
plough. This I run down both sides of the bed,

and throw off a deep furrow. After doing this, I

use the hoe to remove the earth, which still re-

inains about the roots. I consider the use of the
|)lough very great in getting in my potatoes.

Some persons have objected tliat it cuts the pota-
toes ; but this is an ofijcction, not founded on fiict.

From actual trial with the plough, I find that not
one half the number of potatoes are cut by using
the plough, as with the hoe.

In putting up my potatoes, I have, for the last

fifteen years, given the decided preference to the
cellars, over the common mode of" banking. The
advantages of the cellars over the banks, are,

1. They require less labor to make them.
2. Consume none of your corn-stalks or pine

trash in putting up the potatoes, which could be
otherwise used as manure.

3. By proper management, keep the potatoes
much better.

In a i'ew days, with a few rails, a cellar might
be made, capable of holding six or seven hundred
bushels of potatoes. My mode of making these
cellars is this: I select the driest and most sandy
spot I can find—I ditch off a square about twice
the size of the space required for the cellar, and
dig one main ditch to lead of!" all the water from
the ditches composing the square. I now frame
my cellar with rails in the shape of the roof of a
hipped-roof house, and cover the same with dirt

as free from all vegetable matter as possible. I

should here observe that the rails should be well

dried before putting them up, and the earth with
which you cover must have as little ft-rmenting

material in it as possible. At the end where you
intend to fix the door of the cellar, you must pro-

ject the roof over from two to three feet. This
will keep it from too much exposure to the air,

&c. Running through the entire length of the

cellar at the top, you should have a trough with

the uncovered side turned downwards, so as to let

out the heated atmosphere within the cellar. The
cellar should be double partitioned within, so as to

leave a passage way through it. The potatoes

shoulil be placed on either side of the passage,

and should the potatoes be dug, some in dry wea-
ther, and others in damp, the potatoes so dug,

should be carefully divided and put by them-
selves. The reason of this is that the potatoes

dug in dry weather will keep much longer than

those dug in wet weather, and by mixing them the

bad will injure the good.

Every day in dry weather, the cellar should be

opened froui about eleven o'clock, A. M. until one

P. M. This will have a tendency to convey a-

way the dampness of the potatoes, occasioned by
their sweating. During a continuance of damp
weather, the cellar should be smoked every one

or two da3^s. But care must be observed to make
what is called a dry smoke. To do this, the fire

used for creating the smoke should be made of the

driest fuel. By pursuing the above mode, in put-
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ting up my potatoes, I have had them to keep
throughout the entire year.

ST. fetkr's parish.

From the Southern Agriculturist.

GREEX RTE AS A ^lANtlRK FOR COTTO:V AKD
coRrc.

Mr. Editor

:

—For some years hack, I have
been using green rye, listed in as a manure, for

my cotton and corn. It the narration of my
mode of doing it, will be of any benefit to your

readers, I an\ willing that you should make it

public.

Some time during the. month of November, T

run a trench upon the sides of the old cotton beds,

with a small | 'lough, which I have made lor the

express purpose. This plough is Ibnned in the

following manner ; A billet of wood about four

feet long is selected, and at each end a small

trenching iron is fixed. To this billet, handles for

the ploughman are attached ; also a shaft to hitch

the plough traces to. The trenching irons must
be placed upon the billet about three feet and a

half apart, so that when the plough is placed in

the alley of the old cotton beds, they may be
trenched on each side. With a plough of this

kind, a light mule may trench many acres per day.

In the trenches made as above, the rye must be
sowed at the time already mentioned.
From being planted on the side of the bed, the

rye will not be injured by the severe winter, be-

cause too m.uch wet will not collect around the

young plants.

Farly in February I list in the rye, which has
by this time pretty well grown up, and immedi-
ately after bed upon it. The rye will soon rot in

this state, and will afford a fine manure for the
cotton or corn plant, during the spring.

For several years back I have tried this experi-
ment, and have found it a never failing resuscita-

tor to worn out land. The first piece of land (six

^cres) 1 tried seven years ago. At that time ii

was miserably poor. By |)lanting rye upon it,

and ploughing it in green f()r two years ranninjT,

I have been p'lanting the field in cotton every year
since, with the greatest advantage.

I have applied green rye to my corn with the
same effect.

At another time, I shall perhaps give your rea-
ders some hints upon the application of green oats
as a manure ftr potatoes. For the present, I re-
main your well wisher.

y/rt Jnhabilant rf St. Bartholcmeios.

From the Southern Agriculturist.

NOTIOIVS OPf THE MANAGEMENT OF NEGROES,
&C.

1. Cleanliness is a matter which cannot be too
closely attended to. Every owner should make it

a rule to appoint a certain day in the week, lor
reviewing his negroes and their" habitations, to see
that both are clean and in good order. For my-
self, I select Sunday, as the best day lor this pur-
pose. My mode of making such reviews, is the
following

:

I appoint a certain hour for attending to this

matter on each Sabbath, say nine o'clock in tfie

morning. Fvery negro distinctly understands,
that at this hour he will be reviewed. An hour or

so previous to the review, I make it the business

of the driver to sound the horn, for the negroes to

prepare themselves and houses for inspection.

When the hour for review lias arrived, it is also

his business to attend upon me, and report the
plantation ready for inspection. This being done,

I repair to the negro houses. At the door of each
house, the occupants thereof are seen standing
with their children, if they have any. My busi-

ness here is lo call their respective names, and to

see that every one has had liis head well combed
and cleaned, and their faces, hands, and feet well
washed. The men are required, in addition to

this, to have themselves shaved. That they may
have no excuse for neglecting this requirement,
those that need them are provided with conribs

and razors. I now see that their blankets, and
all other body and bed clothing, have been hung
out to air, if the weather be fine. Their pots are

also examined. I particularly see that they have
been well cleaned, and that nothing like "caked
homin}^," or potatoes is suffered lo remain about
them. I next enter their houses, and there see
that every thing lias been cleansed—that their

pails, dressers, tables, &c. have all been washed
down—that their chimneys have been swept and
the ashes therefrom removed to one general heap
in the yard, Vv'hich serves me as an excellent ma-
nure for my lands. Being situated where my ne-
groes procure many oysters, I make them save
the shells, which they place in one pile, of which
1 burn lime enough each year, to white-wash my
negro houses, both outside and inside. This not
onl}' gives a neat appearance to the houses, but

preserves the boards of the same, and destroys all

vermin which might infest them. From the in-

spection of the negro houses, I proceed to their

well, and there see that the water is pure and
healthy.

I should here state, that I repeat on Sunday
what ! do every time that I see any ofmy negroes,
viz. to examine that their clothes are not ragged
or broken. Recollecting that a '''stitch in time
saves nine," I suffer none of them ever to appear
with broken clothes. I give them the best clothes,

rmd I see that they do not suffer them to be ruined
ii'om- carelessness. In all of my inspections I

have a little book, in which I note down every
tiling that I see amiss. The negro who has been
the cause, is called up on the morrow, and receives

such reprimand or punishment as his case may
require.

ilaving mentioned their own duties, it will, per-

haps, not be amiss to state what I owe them also.

Exacting as I do, the utmost cleanliness of them,
I particularly observe cl.car,Hness in my own per-

son. For instance, I never appear before my ne-
groes unshaved, or negligently dressed, and every
fliino; that I have to do, 1 do Aviih as much punc-
tuality and exactness as I am capable of Igno-
rant minds are ever apt to imitate their superiors,

and upon this principle it will bcfourd, that if the
mnster is negligent in the observance of his du-
ties, tlie slaves will also become so.

2. JJiet.—This is a matter of more importance
than most planters are aware of. It is only neces-
sary to inquire of the physician, or to consult any
medical wo;!:, to be convinced that an improper
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a'teiition to diet, is one of the most prolific causes

of disease anionir our negroes, as well as whites.

It is the almost universal custom in this state, to

give out to each negro a weekly allowance ol'corn

or potatoes, and to suffer them to cook it as they

please. For many reasons, this plan is the most
agreeable to the negroes. I shall show, however,
that it is far from being the most advantageous
either to their health, or conitbrt. l]very planter i

knows that there are many ncffroes, who rather

than be at the trouble of cooking their own
|

victuals, will trade away their allowance with their

more industrious fellow-workers, for one-half; and
even where this is not the case, they are always
found ready to barter avva\' their whole weekly al-

lowance to some neiirhboring dram shop, lor a
gallon of whiskey, or a pound or two of tobacco,

or bread. Where negroes are permitted to cook
their own fjod, they neither have the time, nor

capability to do it properly. It cannot be expected
that the slave who is all day at hard work, can
pay a proper attention to preparing his food after

the day's labor. lie generally comes home tired,

and belbre he h;is half cooked his meal, hunger
induces him to devour it. It is true that some ne-

groes cook their food in the field, while at v-^ork,

but even this mode, must at once strike everyone
as very improper. In nine cases out of ten, they
cook with bad water, in dirty pots, and without
salt. But I shall not enlarge upon the many ill

effects arising fi-om permittmg negroes to have
their allowance, and to cook it themselves. One
of your correspondents, in a former number in an
article on this subject, has pointed out many of
the evils ; I shall, therefore, detail a remedy which
I have been applying lor many years ; and let me
assure you, Mr. Editor, each year has caused me
to be better pleased v.'ith its observance. First,

then, when I give out corn as an allowance, I

have it all ground into grist. And that this might
be done with ease, I at first procured myself a
corn mill worked by horse power, which, while it

grinds and cracks all the corn on m}^ plantation,
only cost me a couple of hundred dollars. The
corn being ground, I allow to each negro ten
quarts of grist. Seven quarts of this I retain to

be cooked for them, by a cook appointed for the
purpose. The balance, three quarts, 1 give them
to feed their poultry, or to do with, what they
please. I have a person appointed to cook for all

my negroes, who amount to about fifty in all. It

is her business to prepare two meals per day ; and
for each meal she cooks a pmt ofgrist to each grown
hand, and in a smaller proportion for the younger
negroes. That the food may be well done, she is

required to cook in two or three distinct pots. Both
for breakfast and dinner, I allow a small portion of
meat of some kind, to boil with their food. And
here let me observe, that a bit of meat, which
when divided among them all, would not afford a
taste for anyone, will when cooked together, make
soup enough to satisfy the whole plantation. In
winter I re([uire ofthe cook to have their breakfast
ready at 8 o'clock, at v.hich time the horn is

sounded, and each negro comes with his pigginor
bowl, and receives his portion, which is measured
out to him by the driver. Dinner is required to be
ready at 2 o'clock, and the same rules are observed
as at breakfast. Since I have been cooking for

the negroes of my plantation, I have never known
one of them to complain of not having enough to

eat. When I first adopted this rule, my negroes
objected to it very much. But in a year or so
tliey saw the utilny of the practice, and now I am
convniced, that they would not abandon it for a
great deal, so much docs it contribute to their

comfort and health.

Lilth Negroes.

I have a nurse appointed to superintend all my
little negroes, and a nursery built for them. If

they are left to be protected by their parents, they
will most assuredl}' be neglected. I have known
parents take out an allowance for their children,

and actually steal it from them, to purchase arti-

cles at some shop. Besides, when they would be
honest to their offispring, fi-om their other occupa-
tions, they have not the time to attend to them
properly. The children get their food irregularly,

and when they do get it, it is only half done.
They are suffered, by not having one to attend to

them, to expose themselves; and hence many of

the deaths whicli occur on our plantations.

I have just stated that I have a nursery for my
little negroes, with an old woman or nurse to su-

perintend and cook for them, and to see that their

clothes and bedding are well attended to. She
makes the little ones, generally speaking, both
girls and boys, mend and wash their own clothes,

and do many other little matters, such as collect-

ing litter for manure, &c. In this they take great
pleasure, and it has the tendency to bring them
up to industrious habits. The nurse also cooks
for them three times a day ; and she always has
some little meat to dress for them, or the clabber

or sour milk from the dairy to mix with their food.

In sickness she sees that they are well attended to;

and from having many of them together, one is

taught to wait upon the other. My little negroes
are consequently very healthy ; and from pursu-
ing the plan I have laid down, I am confident that

I raise more of them, than where a different sys-

tem is followed.

A PLANTER.
{To be continued.')

From tlie London Journal of Arts, for August.

DR. church's STEABI COACH.

We have much pleasure in stating that Dr.
Church has at length complefel}' and satisfactorily

accomplished the construction of a steam carriage,

in every way suited to run on ordinary roads.

The external appearance of the carriage is

made exactly to resemble a stage-coach, and is

about the same dimensions. It consists of a frame
work with a casing enclosing the boiler and en-
gines ; the furnace, fuel-box, water chamber, and
condenser, all of which hang upon springs, sup-

j)orted by the running wheels, require no auxiliary

tender.

The casing is formed and painted like an ordi-

nary stage-coach; the conductor sits, for the pur-
pose of steering, in the place of a coachman, on
the box in fi-ont ; the engineer, who attends the

fire and the machinery, and has command of the

steam, stands also in front, in an open compart-
ment, below the conductor.

There are seats for the persons on the roof be-

fore and behind, as in other stage-coaches ; but
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as this carriage is intended merel}' to be the loco-

motive engine for impelling a train of carriages

connected to it, the seats upon this are to be consi-

dered as of an interior class.

Some of the most important features of the lo-

comotive carriage as now completed, viz. the pe-

culiar construction of the boiler and arrangement
of the working parts of the n)achinery, form por-

tions of the subject of a patent granted to Dr.

Church, on the IGth March, 1S35 ; the specifica-

tion of which, embracing other matters, is too ela-

borate for insertion in our present number, but will

most probably appear in our ne.Kt.

As several partially successful, but, in our opin-

ion, very unsatisfactory attempts have been made
by other persons, to impel carriages on ordinary

roads by steam power, we consider it necessary to

point out some of the peculiarities in Dr. Church's
present carriage, which we consider to be its stri-

king features of' advantages. Firstly, though the

engines work at high pressure, the eduction of

steam is so efieciually condensed after passing

from the working cylinder, that no visible portion

of it escapes into the air, but the whole is convert-

ed into water, and re-conducted into the boiler in

a heated state. Secondly, the flues are so con-

structed and arranged, that no smoke is allowed
to escape from the chinmey ; and the consequen-
ces of these two novel features, as regai'ds locomo-
tive engines running on ordinary roads, are very
important, viz. that neither is there any percepti-

ble noise arising from the discharge of steam, or

any offensive effluvia emitted from the combustion,
so that the carriage proceeds along the road with-
out, in the slightest degree, attracting the atten-

tion of liorses which may pass it.

We have only space to say further, that the
Birmingham and London Steam-carriage Compa-
ny, witli whom the Doctor is connected in this in-

vention, are perfectly satisfied with the carriage as

now completed ; and though alterations and slight

improvements may and will necessarily be adopt-
ed in the future exercise of the plans, yet they
deem the present carriage to be so fully effective

and satisfactory, that they have advertised for a
practical engineer to superintend the erection of

a sufficient number of these carriages at their

works, exactly according with the model produ-
ced.

We understand it to be the intention of the
company to es.tablish three stations between Lon-
don and Birmingham for their trains of carriages

to halt at, and to supply a fresh locomotive engine
at each station, in order that the enyincs, after

running about twenty-six miles, may be severally
examined, and such little matters as cleaning, oil-

ing, and adjusting parts, attended to: which ar-

rangement will avoid subjecting passengers to the
inconvenience of delay, and tend gready to pre-

vent accidents.

We have only to add, that having witnessed
the manner in which this carriage perlbrms its du-
ty on the public road, we have no hesilation in

saying that we are now satisfied that steam may
be safiily, and, we believe, economically employed,
in connection with J)r. Churclvs improved ma-
chinery, as an efl^ective substitute for horses, in

the ordinary transit of si age-coach passengers on
all the turnpike roads in the kingdom.

From llie Cultivator.

MKJIORANDA, FOR THOSE WHO WOULI) IM-
PROVi: lA HUSBANJDRV.

Draining, manuring, alternating crops, and ro<;t

culture, are the best and cheapest means of in-

creasing the profits of a tillage lidrm—they form
the basis of good husbandry.

1. Draining—The first requisite to divest a soil

of surplus moisture. Lands that are wet upon
the soil, or sub-soil, will not bring good grain or

grass. If the evil is owing to surface water, it

stagnates in summer, and becomes prejudicial to

crops growing upon it, and to animals. If it pro-

ceeds from s|)rings, it keeps the temperature of the

soil too low for healthy vegetation. In either case

it prevents the land being worked earl}', or during

wet seasons, and retards the decomposition of the

vegetable matters, which should serve as the food

of plants. When properly drained, wet or mar-
shy lands are among the most productive soils, as

they generally abound in vegetable matter, accu-

mulated and |)reserved by water. Without drain-

ing, they are comparatively unproductive, and are

often nuisances,

2. Manures are the true food of plants, be the

speculations of theorists what tliey may. Every
farmer may demonstrate this truth in his practice.

We can no more obtain good crops fi-om a poor

soil, than we can obtain good beef from a lean

pasture. Vegetable matters constitute alike the

raw material for beef and for corn. The elemen-
tary matters of both are materially the same.
Every vegetable and every animal substance, or

whatever has been such, however nauseous and
offensive, contains food for our fitrm crops ; and
the fertility of our soil, and the profits of our hus-

bandry, will depend in a great measure upon the

economy with which we husband this vegetable

food, and the judgment u'ith which we apply it to

our crops. Without good crops we cannot rear

good animals ; and vvithout animals we cannot

have dung to enrich our grounds. Every crop we
take from a field serves more or less to exhaust the

soil of fertility; and unless we return to it some
equivalent in the form of manure, it will in time

become a barren waste. Again, as animal and
vegetable matters begin to ferment, and to dissi-

pate their fertilizing properties, as soon as they

are brought in contact with heat, moisture and air,

they should be buried in the soil in the spring at

farthest, in an incipient state of fermentation. And
as the hoed crops, such as corn, potatoes, beans,

rata, baga, &c. thrive best upon the volatile parts

of manure, the long manure should be led to them
The farmer who has a good soil should take care

to keep it good ; and he who has a poor soil should

strive constantly to make it better, as every ad-

vance he makes in improving it, increases his pro-

ductive capital. This preservation, or increase of

fertilit}^, cannot be well cfiected, without a due re-

gard to

3. ^'lliernating Crops. Few soils will bear a
repetition of the same crop for successive years,

even with the aid of dung, without diminution of

product, whether in tillage or grass. One reason

of this is, that each kind of crop takes liom the

soil a specific food, which other kinds do not take

in like quantity. Hence, duriuii an intermission

oi" four or five years, there is ordinarily restored to
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the soil the specific food of that kind which it is
[

beyond this goes la increase growih, or is convert-

capable of growing. Cultiv^ated crops are some- ed into meat, or mili<, or wool ; and if a little ex-

times grouped, in alternate husbandry, in three

classes, viz. dry crops, embracing all the small

grains, and which are most exhausting; 21, grass

crops, embracing timothy, orchard grass and other

perennial varieties, which exhaust less, but which
run out, or sensibly diminish in product, in a few
years; and 3d, green crops, comprising clover,

turnips, &c., which pulverize and ameliorate the

soil, and exhaust least of all. Where convenient,

a crop of one of each of these classes should follow

in succession, the grass continuing to occupy the

ground while it continues to yield a good crop of

hay. If retained too long in grass, the soil be-

comes too compact, and impervious to the genial

influences of heat and air. It is particularly re-

commended, that two dry crops should not succeed
each other, except wheat or rye may follow oats,

when the latter is made a failovv crop upon an old

grass ley. Although the deterioration nniler a
bad system of crop;)ing may be slow, and almost
imperceptible, yet both science and experience
teach us that it is inevitable, and (ktid to the ulti-

mate hopes ot' the husbandman. Many of the

old states atford lamentable eviiience of this truth.

4. Root Citltu.re is one of the best o'if s which
modern iruprovement has bestowed upon husban-
dry. It gives the most animal food with the least

labor; it is, under good manageinent, the most
certain in its returns; it gives the most manure;
it best ameliorates the sod, and fits it for dry crops;

and it alfords an important link in The chain of al-

ternation. It is considered the basis of good hus-
bandry in Great Britain, Flanders, Germany and
France, and has transformed the comity of Nor-
f()llc I'rom a waste to the most profiiable district in

England. Highly as (he beet culture is prized in

France, as atibrding a material lor the profitable

fabrication of sugar, it is no less valued as an al-

ternatin;! root crop, and as aflording a materia! for

making good beef and good mution. ' The roots

that may enter extensively into our husb;indry,
are the potatoe,(and the varieties of these that are
best for table, afford the most nutriment to cattle)

rata baga, mangold wurtzel, carrot, parsnip and
sugar beet.

As subsidiary to the preceding cardinal points
in good farming, we give the Ibllovving, which, al-

though they may appear to many to be hacknej'-
ed truisms, are nevertheless so important as to be
worth often repeating.

5. Keep none but good fiirm stock, whether as
regards breeds or individuals. Sell the worst of
your flocks. Like produces like ; and the gain in

breeding from the best you have, greatly counter-
balances the extra pricre that the prime'individual
will bring in the market. A cow that gives eigh-,
teen quarts of milk per day in June, costs no more
in her keep, than one that gives but six quarts

;

yet the product of the first is three-fold, and the
profits four-lbid, those of the latter. The fleece of,
the Saxon or JMerino sheep is twice as valuable as

j

that of the common one, tiiough the cost of keep-
ing them is equal. And the same corn that will
make 100 lbs. of pork upon a ionir-legged, lons:-
snouted, razor-backed hog, will put 150 or 200
lbs. upon the frame of a Berkshire or other iin-

. proved breed.

6. Keep your farm stock wefl

tra fi)od is in this way profitable, much must be
proporlionably more so, for the more Ibod you thus

convert, the greater your return in labor, flesh and
milk.

T. Cultivate no more land than you can im-

prove, with a reasonable certainty of handsome
net profit, embracing in the items of expenditure

the interests on its value, fences, taxes, manure
and labor. The good farmer, who raises 80 bush-

els of corn on one acre of land, clears tb.e price of

50 bushels, which at 50 cents the bushel, is @25.
The poor farmer, who cultivates fovr acres of
corn, and gets 30 bushels on an acre, barely gets

compensated for his labor and expense. We esti-

mate the expense of raising and harvesting an
acre of corn at Sj^lS, or the price of 30 bushels of

the grain.

8. Buy good implements and tools, though they
cost more than poor ones, and always keep them
in repair for use. A good plough is drawn with

half the team that a ba^ one is, and does the

v.'ork twice as well, provided the ploughman
knows how to use it. One good ploughing is bet-

ter than two bad ones. Hence the farmer is soon

compensated for the addhional cost of the good
article. The same remark holds good in regard

to other implements and tools of the farm. In

row culture, the cultivator will pay for itself in a
season, in the economy of labor ; the straw cutter

will do the like in economizing fodder, and the

drill barrow is a subject of equal economy in root

culture.

9. We hardly need admonish the reader to use

none but clean good seed ; for every man knows
that he will reap only what he sows—the cheat

controversy to the contrary notwithstanding.

10. And lastly, we should disregard our duty,

did we not press upon the consid.'ration of every

firmer the importance of aqricullural publications,

as the cheapest and most certain means of im-
proving in the practice and profits of his business.

These brino; to his notice constantly the improve-

ments and discoveries that are going on in the bu-

siness of agriculture, and they detail the practice

of the best farmers of our country. He that does
not keep pace vviih the improveraeitts of the day,

in husbandry, as in oilier arts, cannot long find

pleasure or profit in his emplojnient. Those who
stand still and content themselves with the prac-

tice of their fathers, vviU soon find tiiat the busi-

ness, active world, have all eone ahead of them.

But, we urge this matter particularly as an efficient

means of instructing and qualifying the younff for

tile duties of mature years-7-of" stimulating ihsni

to acquire useful knowledge, and that confidence

and self respect which should ever characterize

the yeomanry of a free country. The seed must
be sown, and the mind be nurtured in the youth, if

we would expect a harvest of respectability and
usefulness in the man.

From tlie Cultivator,

PEXNSYLVAXIA HUSBANDRY.

Earthing Potatoes.—A very intelligent farmer

from the valley of the Susquehannah, Union co.,

- -_-. A certain quan- 1 Pa. has stated to us verbally, some of the agricul-
tity of food must be given to keep them alive, all i tural practices which prevail in his neighborhood,

Vol. IV—63 & ^ ' i i
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and which he is confident may be adopted with

profit by others. One of these is raismg potatoes

without earthing. For this crop a young clover

ley is preferred. The manure is drawn out and
spread as the <2;round is plouiihed, the p.otatoe sets

are drojiped in every third furrow, and of course

covered wiih the next lurrow slice. Tlie ground
is alierwards harrowed, and the crop kept free

from weeds, by the harrow or cuUivafor. and hoe,

but the plants are not earthed. The plougii is only

used in gathering the crop. Another mode is to

draw shadow furrows, at the distance intended lor

drills, drop the seed, and cover by gathering two
furrows upon the seed. The intermediate spaces

are ploughed when the crop is first dressed, and
turned in equal parts towards the two adjoining

drills. The soil a sandy loam.
We have practiced the first mode, except that

our crop was earthed with a plough; and we are

persuaded, that had we lei't a plane surface, the

crop would have been benefited—for three rea-

sons: first, because by earthin<>; with the plough
the seed was too deep, 10 or 12 inches, and could

not receive the genial influence of heat and air

:

second, because the crop suffered more from
drought in consequence of the sharp ridges into

which the surfiice had been moulded, than it

would if the surlace had been left flat; and third,

because the plough, by throwinir a portion of the

manure and sod to the surliice, diminished the fer-

tility of the ground. Our ground was [(artiy in a

moist swale, and partly on a sandy knoll. The
crop in the swale gave at the rate of more than

600 bushels to the acre product ; while thatonthe
knoll, a severe drought having intervened, wive
less than 300 bushels. The whole was highly

manured. From this experiment, v.'e infer, that

in damp and stiff' soils, it will be best to deposite

the seed near the surlace, and to earth the plants

with the plough ; and that where the soil is light

and dry, the seed should be planted deeper, and
tlie plants not earthed. By earthing the plants,

it will be perceived, that double the surfiice is ex-
posed to the drying influence of the sun, that there

is where the ground is left flat. Ridges correct

the defects of a wet soil, and they increase the

evils of drought on a dry one.

Clover.—The practice, says our informant, is to

mow clover only one year, as cattle food, and then-

to turn it under as food for the crop—thus ensuring
the return to the soil of a mass of rich vesretable

matter. Clover is a biennial plant, and of course
cannot be depended upon as a green crop after the

second year ; and as this there constitutes the main
dependance for winter forage, the timothy not be-

ing grown, it cannot be depended on, after the se-

cond year, for hay. Hence clover is not only
sown with small grains, but in the Indian corn

grounds, at the last dressing of the crop—the corn

not being hilled. The latter practice is found
highly advantageous, and is being extended.
We can add our own experience in favor of

sovvino; clover with small grains. It is our gene-
ral practice

; and we find we are doubly paid in

the autumn feed, and quadruply paid in the fijed

and the manure which the green crop returns to

the soil. The clover not "only imparts fi^rtility,

when turned under, but its roots divide and break
the soil while growing, and render it pulverous as
they decay. In sowing clover designed for a
green croj), and indeed in all cases where it is to

constitute the only herbage, at least ten pounds of

seed should be used on the acre. The thicker the

plants the finer and better the herbage ; the more
abundant the roots, the greater benefit to the soil,

both as it regards pidverizalion and fertility.

With regard to the uii'ity of seeding corn fields,

the only doubt we have, is, whether the clover

would acquire sufficient strength to withstand our
northern winters. As it would be sown in July,

about the time we put in our ruta baga, we are in-

clined to think it would acquire sufficient maturity.

While on the subject of clover, we will state our
belief, resulting from experience, that it may be
profitably grown on stifi' soils and marsh land,

providing they have been sufficiently underdrain-

ed— the only impediment to its growth on such
soils being water upon the soil, or sub-soil, within

the reach of the roots.

Sheep in Corn.—Our informant states it to be a
good practice to turn sheep into the cornfields, af-

ter the last hoeing in July. They will not eat or

injure the corn, but will eat the srrass which
springs up. The corn affords the shelter which
those animals require, and serves to protect them
from the fly, which is vexatious, and oflen serious-

ly prejudicial to them, during the hot weather of

Anirust. But for the hioh respectibility of our

informant, we should be disposed to doubt the util-

ity of this pructice.

Liming.—The use of lime for agricultural pur-

poses in the valley oftiie Susquehannah, between
the Blue Ridije and the Alleghany, where our in-

formant resides, is o*' recent introduction, but it is

Ibuiid highly efficacious, and is increasing. The
common application on the alluvial flats is fifiy

bushels the acre. As lime-stone abounds in the

neighborhood, it is sold at the kilns at ten cents

the bushel. It is burnt with anthracite coal,

which is there bought at two dollars the ton.

The process of burning is cheap and simple. A
hole is excavated in the side of a hill, in the shape
of an inverted cone, with an open passage from

the base of the pit to the base of the hill, by
which to ignhe the coal when the kiln is filled.

The pit is then filled with broken limestone, and
broken anthracite, intermixed; the top is well

covered with sods artd earth, and fire connnunica-

ted below. No attendance upon the kiln is re-

quired, and in about eight days the lime may be
drawn lor use.

Ascending the valley of the Susquehannah, and
above the Alleghany range, we meet with no
limestone till we pass some distance into the state

of New York'. Hence this material, as soon as

the llicilities of water communication, which are

beo'un, shall be coirqileted, must form a prominent

article of export li-om our state into the upper val-

ley of the Susquehannah. The application of

lime to the red sand stcne formation is found to be

particularly serviceable. As this (ormation ex-

tends, with partial exceptions, from the Connecti-

cut river to North Carolina, the publication of this
j

fact may excite new attention to the subject. If

our recollection serves us, this formation shows it-

self, according to Professor M'Clure's geological'

map, twenty or thirty miles on Connecticut riveryl

is seen to underlay the Pallisado rocks upon the|

west bnnk of the lludson, emerges to the surface!

near New Brunswick, and occupies a districtj.

twenty to thirty miles broad, through West New[
Jersey, Pennsylvania, Virginia, &c.
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From the 3d vol. of Memoirs of tlio Board of Agriculture of
the stiiie of New York.

OIV THE USE OP JAME IN AGRICULTURE.

Lime has been lonfjand profitably used in .come

of the coimiies of Peim?ylvania. in the business

of husbandry. It, has stood the test, of experience,

and many farmers who had abstained from its use,

on the introduction of gypsum, are again resort-

ing to it, we are told, as the cheapest and surest

means of increasing fertility to the soil. We be-
lieve that, on trial, its use will be found no less

beneficial in New York than it has proved in

Pennsylvania, and in Great Britain. At all

events, as lime exists in great abundance in most
of our counties, it is of importance that the ques-
tion shoidd be settled by careful and rep'eated ex-

periments.

The importance of the subject induced tis to

write to Pennsylvania, for such inlbrniations as
might serve to guide us in the application of this

useful fossil for the improvement of our fiirms.

The two letters which follow have been received
in reply to our inquiries. They come from prac-
tical farmers—and altiioush the information which
they contain is not so full as we wished,' it is ne-
vertheless sufficient, we hope, to induce the enter-
prizing cultivators of our state to give the subject
a fair experiment.

It may not be amiss to state the qualities of the
Pennsylvania lime-stone, and to remark, that we
shall endeavor to obtain an analysis of specimens
of our own state ; which, if we obtain in time,

shall be inserted in a subsequent page of this vol-

ume. Profijssor (now President) Cooper exam-
ined specimens of the former, obtained from nine
different localities. The results of the analyses
were as follows :

—

Pure Silex. Alu- Carb. of

lime. mina. Mag.
No. 1—100 parts gave 83 3 2 12

2 „ „ 81 8 2 14

4
^

J> 3)

6 „ . „
7

Of these, No. 7 is regarded as the strongest for

building or for land, and No. 9 the weakest. The
first four are strong lime—five and six of medium
quality, and No. 8 nearly equal to No. 7 : that is

accordinijto their reputation in the neighborhood.*
Magnesia, in the proportions indicated in the fore-

going results, is not prejudicial to vegetation ;

—

though a greater proportion (22 percent.) has, ac-
cording to Tennant, been found injurious in Great
Britain.

Letter from Cyrus Jacobs, E'iq. datzd Spring
j

Grove Forge, Nov. 8, 1824.
j

J. BuEL, Esq.

Dear Sir—In answer to your queries about
lime, I have to inform you that, until within the I

* See Memoirs of the Pliiladelphia Agriculturaf So-
|

ciety, Vol. S, p. 106 of Appendix.
i

80
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ever since the year 1790, and think I have been
|

well rewarded for the expense and labor, hy the I

increased vajne of my crops.

The method of applyinii the lim", whicli I have
adopted in common v.ilh my neiahbors is, in the

first place, to plon^'h up a sod field v/itii a strong

team, in the, spring or fall, harrow it the way it is

ploughed, and mark the field into as many
squares as yoa inlead to put on hall-bashels, say
100 on the acre, which will bring the furrows about
20 feet apart each v.'ay, and require 50 br.shels to

the acre. Thisquanlity I have found to be most
proniable. When the lime is burnt, and as soon
as it is cool enough to handle, it ougiit to be haul-

ed on the land already marked, and a half-bushel

deposited in the centre of each square, in as com-
pact a heap as possible. If water is convenient, I

prefer to slack the lime immediately, rather than
to wait for rain, as it becomes finer and can be

more evenly spread. As soon as it has slacked, it

is immediately spread and well harrowed. This
method I prefer tor Indian corn, barley, oats, rye

and potatoes. On all ihe above crops I have ex-

perienced a great benefit fhom lime the first year
after its application. With potatoes I add about
15 two-horse loads of barn-yard manure to the

acre, before planting. A second liming is often

given, and much approved of, after an interval of
three or n)ore years. This amalgamates better,

and can be more intimately mixed with the soil.

There are gpod fiirmers who differ as to the

quantity of lime that is m.ost prolitably applied.

Some say 60 bushels on the acre, some 70, and
some more. I have applied 100 on an acre oi'

limestone land, at a dressinrr, but have not been
able to discover any benefit fi'om u^iiiig it thus

freely, nor any injuiy, except in the loss of lime.

Wheat seldom receives any benefit iiom lime

until the second or third year alter it has been ap-

plied, except it has been mixed in a compost of

yard manure and earth. This method is much
practised in the lower counties of this state;

though not by good fiirmers until they have ap-

plied lime as the basis of amelioration. By this

management they have raised their lands fi-om an
impoverished state, produced by injudicious crop-

ping, to such a state of fertility, as, I am inlbrmed,

to enable them to iiitten a bullock of six hundred
weight on an acre, and to cut grass from the same
acre suflicient to winter another.

Sandy soils are greatly improved by the use of

lime. I lately purchased some of that kind,

which was originally covered with chestnut tim-

ber, and was called mountain land. It had been
cleared seventy years; bat lying a distance from
the fiirm buildings, had never received manure
but a dressing of lime. This land I have had re-

peatedly farmed since I owned it ; and ah hough
to appearance it seemed to be almost a caput mor-
tuum, with the aid of ten or twelve fbur-horse

loads of the gleanings of a yard of a public

house, it has produced as much, and as good
wheat, rye, oats, timothy and clover to the acre,

as any land in the township in which it lays. I

consider (he liming which it had fifty years ago as
the principal cause of its fijrtility.

It is a general opinion amongst good fiirmers,

that liming should be repeated every ten or fifteen

years, and that the increased crops richly coinpen-
isate the expense. It, matters very little how it

is applied, provided it is evenly spread immediate-

ly after it is slacked. If sud'ered to air-slack, or to

lie after it has been water-slacked, it re-imbibes

carbonic acid, which the fire had expelled, be-

comes lumpy, and is more difficult to be incorpora-

ted with the soil. Some spread it upon the sod,

and plough it under, and think they have as much
profit lioin it in this way as in any other. When
thus applied, it powerfully contributes to decom-
pose the tougher fibres of the sod, and to convert

them into nutriment for the crop.

The price of the lime is governed by the price

of wood, the distance the stone has to be trans-

ported, the construction of the kiln, and the ex-
perience of those who burn it. Where wood
costs but one dollar a cord at the kiln, where the

stone has to be carted not more than the fourth of
a mile, the kiln well constructed, to contain 800 or

1,000 bushels, and the workmen understand their

business—the lime can be sold at eight dollars the

hundred bushels at the lime-kiln, and leave to all

concerned a fair compensation (or their labor and
exjjense. I have paid 25 dollars per hundred
bushels, delivered on the field, at ten miles distant

fi-om the lime-kiln, and think I could not have ap-

plied my money to better advantage. This waa
applied to land of the old red-stone formation.

The produce has far exceeded my expectation. 1

however make use of barn-yard manure and plas-

ter of Paris; the former at the rate of ten four-

horse loads the acre ; and the latter at the rate of
a bushel and a hall", on rye. timothy and clover.

Yet i consider lime as the real mother of all the

sweet grasses.

I am with sentiments of esteem, your obedient

servant,

DANIEL BUCKLEY.

P. S. I have omitted to state, that on land which
has been much exhausted, or has naturally a thin

soil, we do not apply more than 30 or 40 bushels

to the acre, at the first dressings; but in three or

four years afterwards the liming may be repeated

to advantage, to the extent of fifty bushels on the

acre.

D. B.

Letter from IVilliam Chapman on the use of lime

in ^Agriculture.

Sir—Agreeably to your request, I now commu-
nicate to you my experience in the use of lime in

husbandry.
First.—While with my father in England, I

assisted to set out large quantities of lime as a ma-
nure. It was applied to all soils upon his farm,

viz : moss or turf, clay, black or yellow loam, and
sand loam. We put on from two to three hun-
dred bushels the acre. I have seen land that be-

fore liming was so poor that it would bear nothing

but bent and moss, alter liming, give tlie heaviest

crops of oats and wheat for ten years; and I have
no doubt it would have produced good crops fbr

ten years longer, Avith suitable alteration of

grasses.

Second.—I have set out lime on my farm in this

country, on stiff clay and on loams, in considerable

quantities. It has been particularly beneficial on
the cla}^. I had one field which would produce
nothing of consequence until I limed it ; after

which I sowed it with rye and grass seeds. Both
the ffrain and grass were good, and it is now co-
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vered wilh a fine rich sward. I have used lime
for several years, and my confidence in its benefits

have not at all been diminished.

Third.— [ am satisfied that lime is a preventive

of smut in wheat, rye, oats and barley, il the

seed, previous to sowinjx, is steei'cd in brine or

lime water, and rolled in fresli-siacked lime. And
I am equally satisfied it \v\\\ de.stroy the insect, or

Hessian Fly, in the yountj <Train, ii' sown in the

morning when there is a iieavy dew on the crop.

Some years ago 1 sovvetl some spring wlieat, and
as I had no salt at my farm to make brine, 1

took stone lime, and slacked it in a tub of water
;

and v/hen tha water was as warm as I could hear

my hand in, 1 put in the seed, skimmed ofl' the

light matters which floated, and continued stirring

the grain for half an hour or more. The grain

was then sown; and wlien it came into its third

or fourth leaf, althoufrh it looked well, I sowed
fresh-slacked lime over the field while the dew was
upon it. The crop was very good—while all my
neighbors, except one, lost almost their entire

crop of spring wheat. This one happened to be

passing while I u'as sowing the lime on my young
grain, and at my suggestion, went home and
sowed it upon his own also, and, I understand,
had a uood crop.

In the spring of 1823, I had about three acres

of winter wheat, a portion of which looked very
yellow when the snow went off. i directed this to

be sown with lime; baton visiting my farm two
weeks afterwards, I found it had not been done,

and that the whole field assumed a like yellow ap-

pearance. I hiid the whole immediately sown
with lime ; the grain immediately improved in aj)-

pearance, and I had a tolerable crop, though not

so good, I tliink, as I sliould have had if the lime

had been sown two weeks earlier.

Mr. Ebsnezer Cady, of Duanesburgh, at my
suggestion, adopted my method last spring, of
steeping his seed, rolling it in lime, and sowing
fresh-slacked lime upon his young grain. The
experiment v/as so successful, that this wheat was
considered the best in the country.

Fifth.— I have applied lime successfully upon
cucumbers, and other garden vines, to protect them
from the yellow bug ; takina; care to repeat it as

often as the wind or rain blew or washed off that

which had been before applied. Half a bushel ol'

lime, mixed with the earth of an ant-hill, will ef-

fectually destroy a colony of these insects.

Your friend,

WILLIAIM CHAPJIAN.
Albany, January 6, 1823.

From the Encyclopedia of A^riculturp.

CHARACTERISTICS OF FLTIMISH HUSBAND-
RY.

To make a farm resemble a garden as nearly as
possible, was their principal idea of husbandry.

—

Such an excellent principle, at first setting out, led
them, of course to undertake the culture of small
estates only, which they kept free from v/eeds,
continually turninip the ground and manuring it

plentifully and judiciously. Having thus brought
the soil to a just degree ol' cleanliness, health and
sweetness, they ventured chiefly upon the culture
of the more delicate grasses, as the surest means
of acquiring wealth in husbandry, upon a small

scale, without the expense of keeping many
draught horses or servants. After a l(?.w years

experien(;e, they soon found that ten acres of the

best vegetables for feeding cattle, properly cultiva-

ted, would maintain a larger stock of grazing an-

imals, than fbrly acres of common fiirm grass:

and the vegetables they chiefly cultivated for this

purpose were lucerne, sainlbin, trefoils of most de-

nominations, sweet fi?nu-greek, (Trifconella,)

buc!{ and cow wheat, (Melampyrwni pratense,)

field turnips and spurry, (Spergula,) by them
called ijiarian-grass.

The political secret of Flemish husbandry was,

the letting farms on improvement. Add to this,

they discovered eiiiht or ten new sorts of manures.

I'hey were the first among the moderns who
ploughed in living crops, lor the sake of fertilizing

the earth, and confined their sheep at night in

large sheds built on purpose, whose floor was co-

vered with sand, or earth, &:c. which the shepherd

carted away every morning to the compost dung
hill. Such was the chief mystery of the Flemish
husbandry.

Urine cisterns are formed in the fields, to re-

ceive purchased liquid manure; butibr that made
in the farm-yard, generally in the yard, or un-

i dcr the stables. In the latter case, the urine is

1 conducted from each stall to a conmion grating,

j

through which it descends into the vault; fi'om

I

thence it is taken up by a pump, in the best reg-

j

ulated farmeries there is a partition in the cistern,

I

with a valve to a^imit the contents of the first

space into the second, to be preserved there fi-ee,

from the more recent acquisition, age adding con-

siderably to its efficacy. This species of manure
is relied on beyond any other, upon all the light

soils throughout Flanders, hnd ^3ven upon the

strong lands, (originally so rich as to preclude the

necessity of manure,) is now coming into great

esteem, being considered applicable to most crops

and to all the varieties of soils.

FaUoics, according to Sir John Sinclair, are in

a ffreat measure abolished, even on strong land
;

by means of which, produce is increased, and the

expense of cultivation on the crops raised in the

course of a rotation, necessarily diminished: and
by the great profit they derive from ther flax and
rape, or coleseed, they can afibrd to sell all their

crops of grain at a lower rate. Notwithstanding

this assertion of Sir John, it vA\l be found that a
fi\!low enters into the rotation on all the clayey

soils of Flanders.

Flax is cultivated with the utmost care. The
field intended for this crop, after two or three

ploughings and hiifowings, is again ploughed,

commencing in the centre and ploughed round

and round to the circumference, so as to leave it

Avithout any furrow. The heavy roller is drawn
across the ploughing by three horses; the liquid

manure is then spread equally over the entire sur-

face, and v.-hen well harrowed in, by eight or nine

strokes of the harrow^, the seed is sown, which is

also harrowed in b}^ a light harrow with wooden
pins, of less than three inches; and the surfjice,

to conclude the oneration, is again carefijUv roll-

ed.

Nothing can exceed the smoothness and culti-

vated appearance of fields thus accurately pre-

pared.

The manure ir.iiversally lised for the flax crop,

demands particular notice. It is termed liquid
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manure, and consists of the urine of cattle in

which rape cake has been dissolvcJ, and in which
the vidanges conveyed fiotn the privies of the ad-

joining tov\^iisanti villages, have also been blended.

This manure is graduaily collected in subterraneous

vaults of brick work, at the verge of the farm next

to the main road. Those receptacles are gene-

rally forty (eet long by fburleen wide, and seven

or eight feet deep ; and in some cases are con-

trived with the crown of the arch so much below

the surface of the ground, as to admit the plough

to work over it. An aperture is left in the side,

through which the manure is received fiom the

cart by means of a shoot or trough, and at one
end an opening is lel't to bring it up again, by

means of a temporary pump which delivers it

either into carts or tonneaus.

The liquid is carried to the field in sheets or bar-

rels, according to the distance. Where the cart

plies, the manure is carried in a great sheet called

^ voile, closed at the corners by running strings,

and secured to the four uprights of the carts ; two
men, standing one on each side of the cart, scat-

ter it with hollow shovels upon the rolled' ground :

or where the tonneaus are made use of, each is

carried by two men witli poles, and set down at

equal intervals across the field, in the line of the

rolling.

There are tv^o sets of vessels, which enable the

men who deposile the loaded ones, to bring back

the others empty. One man to each vessel, with

a scoop or rather a kind of bowl with a long han-

dle, spreads the manure so as to cover a certain

space; and thus by preserving the intervals cor-

rectly, they can precisely gauge the quantity for a

given extent of surfice. Ib'or the flax crop they

are profuse, and of this liquid mixture, in this part

of the country, they usually allow at the rate of

2480 gallons, beer measure, to the English acre.

With culinary ves;etables the Flemish markets

are abundantly supplied. Most of these are grown
by the small farm.ers, and are of excellent quality.

To every cottage in Flanders a garden of some
description is fittached ; and according to the

means, the leisure, and the skill of the possessor,

is rendered more or less productive. The general

principles of management with all are, fi-equent

digging, careful weeding, ample manuring, and
immediate succession. The rotation depends on
circumstances. The chief vegetables in common
use are parsnip, carrot, turnip, scorzonera, savoy,

jettechou, cabbage, (Brussels sprouts,) onions,

leeks, pease, beans, and all kinds of salading, with

another vegetable called feve haricot, a large

species of French bean, which has a place in the

field or garden of almost every farmer; and being
sliced down, pod and seed, is made a chief ingre-

dient in all larm-house cookery.

The treatment of aspa.rag\ts here, and generally

in Flanders, diH'ers considerably from our method :

in forming their beds, they arc not by any means
particular as to very deep trenching, or a piotu-

sion of manure; nor, as they grow up, do they
cover the beds with litter ibr the winter, nor iork

and dress them in the spring; in the furrows they

form a rich and mellow compost of earth and
dung, with which before winter sets in, they dress

up their beds to the height of nearly eighteen

inches from the level of their crowns, and without

any further operation, (except supplying the fur-

rows again ibr the ensuing year,) as soon as the

buds appear, they cut them nine inches under the

surface ; by which means, having just reached

the light, the whole of the stock is" blanched and

tender.

Every substance that constitutes, or is converti-

ble to manure is sought after ivUh avidity, Aviiich

accounts for the exn-eme cleanliness of the Flem-

ish towns and pavements, hourly resorted to with

brooms and barrows, as a source of profit. Even
the chips which accumulate in the formation of

shoes worn by the peasantry, are made to constitute

a part of the compost dung heap ; and trees are

frequently cultivated in barren lands, merely to re-

main till Uieir deciduous leaves shall in the course

of time, have formed an artificial surface for the

purpose of cultivation. The manures in general

use are—

r

The farm-yard dung, which is a mixture of

every matter that the iiirm-yard produces, formed

into a compost, which consists of dung and litter

from the stables, chaff, sweepings, straw, sludge,

and rubbish, all collected into a hollow part of the

yard, so prepard as to prevent the juicesfrom being

loasted ; and the value of this, by the cart load of

1500 lbs. of Ghent, is estimated at five francs.

7'he dung of sheep, pigeons or poultry, by the

cart load, five francs and a half

Sweepings of streets and roads, same quantitj',

three fi-ancs.

Ashes of peat and wood mxxed, same quantity,

eight francs.

Privy manure and urine, same quantity, seven

francs.

Lime, same quantity, twenty-four francs.

Rape cake, per hundred cakes, fifteen francs.

Gypsum, sea mud, and the sediments of canals,

have been all tried experimentally, and with fair

results ; but the two fbrmer have been merely tried
;_

the latter is used successflilly in the vicmity of

Burges.
Bone manure was altogether unknown in Flan-

ders, but at the suggestion of Radcliff, is now un-

der experiment in- that country.

MALARIA OF MARSHES.

Substance of a paper read by 31. Gaetano Giorgi-

ni, at the jlcademie Royal des Sciences, (Pa-
ris,) July 12, 1825, a)id recently published in,

the j^nnales de Chcmie et de Physique.

M. Gaetano begins by observing, that man, bet-

ter than any other organized being, adapts iiim-

self to all climates, living in the middle of the

burning sands of Africa, as well as in the midst of

the eternal ice of the polar regions. Nevertheless,

he finds in the insalubrity of the air in some places

causes of destruction, where the temperature and

the fertility of the ground otherwise provide him

with the nieans of happiness and opulence. The
causes of this insalubrity are dilfererit, but the

principal ones are, the bad quality of the water,

the nature of the soil and its vegetable produc-

tions, the exhalations which arise from it, but,

more fiequeutly, the neighborhood ofstagnant wa-

ters, and the "nature of their sediment. These

causes sometimes disappear as the country is cul-

tivated, and Wi'e and health are preserved in_ dis-

tricts befbre deserted and inhospitable. It is of

great consequence, therefore, that the causes and
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cures of this insalubrity should be accurately

known. JMost generally, tiie insalubrity of the

air is occasioned bvthe vicinity ofstairnant water;

but this cause is nimlifieil by a multitude of cir-

cumstances, often diifi(;ult to separate and distin-

guish. The neigliboiliood of nuu-shes is not al-

Avays unhealthy, and not always to the same de-

gree. This is a truth which has long been known.
Vitruvius, Silvias. Duuat, Priugle, and Lancisi,

ha\'e all remarked, that one of the principal causes

of the unhealthiness of marshlands is the over-

flowing of the ti-esh water marshes by the waters

ol' the ocean, for a longer or a shorter period du-

ring the summer. It hfis been distincily stated,

that this was the cause ot" the terrible diseases so

Avell known in Italy under the name oi' nialattie di

cattiva aria. As proof ol this, the author reiers to

the salt niarslies in the souih of France, the

marshes on the coasts of the Mediterranean, in

the kingdom of Naples, in the Ecclesiasiical

States, and in Tuscany, the neighborhood of

which, abhorred and denopulaled, presents a stri-

king contrast with the ierlility and population of

other provinces in the inferior, situated near

marshes of equal extent. Bui a more complete

proof ol this assertion will be Ibund in the follow-

ing interesting account

:

On the south of the Liofurian Appenines, there

is a marshy district, bwjnded on tlie west by the

Mediterranean, and extending about twelve miles

in this direction ; on the south by the Serchio ; on
the east by the foot of the Appenines, and on t,he

north by the Frigido—a torrent which rises near-

ly at the loot of the Appenines, on the es-

tate o^ Massadc Carrare, and fills into the sea af-

ter a course of three or four Italian miles. The
widtii of this plain from the sea to the toot of the

mountfiins, on the east side, is between two and
lour miles. It is traversed from east to west by
several rapid streams, rising in the mountains and
losing themselves in the marshes, or discharging

themselves into the sea. Including the Frigido

and the Serchio, are those which discharge them-
selves in the rivers of Camajore, and of Pietra

Santa or Finmetto. They have no communica-
tion with the marshes which they divide into three

separate and distinct basins. The marshy plain,

may be considered as having been formed by the

sands brought down by the Arno and the Serchio

into the gulph, which formerly extended to the

foot of the mount uns in the east. In fact the bot-

tom of the marsh is sand, like that of the sea
shore, which forms a sort of dyke, elevated a few
feet only above the level of the sea, and rising

from it very gradually. What renders this con-

jecture probable, is, that the deposites from the

Arno and Serchio, are now continued, and in-

crease the breadth of this dike four or five bracci

every year, so that the sea appears to retire every
year the same distance.

It may easily bo comprehended how the Arno
and Serchio, advancing their e.'/(6rouc^)ire further

into the sea, and in the midst of the alluvial mat-
ter they bring down, have formed the sort of dike

on the side which bounds the marshes of the lake

of Massaciuccoli de la Torre and de Motrone, and
of the lake de Perotto. Originally, it is probable
these formed only one continued marsh, which
was subsequently divided into the three basins

mentioned above, by the alluvion of the Camajore
and the Pietra Santa, which, like the Serchio and

Fritrido, have made themselves a course in the

midst of the stones and vegetable matter they
brought with them from the mountains, and with
a layer of which, ot"greater or less thickness, they
covered the neiu'hboring plains. The small quan-
tity of rain and spring water which runs or falls

inio these basins, is discharged slowly into the sea,

either by natural or artificial channels, which pass

through a dike of sand on the coast. Of these

there are three; 1st, for the principal basin of the

lake Massaciuccoli, the outlet ot'Barlamacca; 2d,

tor the lesser marshes and |)onds ot" the plains of
de la Torre and Motrone, tlie outlets of Motrone
and Tonlala ; 3d, for the small lake of Perotto,

and for the marshes in the neighborhood, the out-

let of Cinquala. The level of these several ditch-

es, or sewers, is very litile higher than the sea, du-
ring the ebb, and is lower than the level of the sea
during the flood, though the rise and \k\[ of the
tides is very trifling in this part of the Mediterra-
nean. Before the ereciion of the sluices, hereaf-

ter to be mentioned, the sea water, on the tide ri-

sing, or on tlie level of the ocean being elevated

by any other cause, entered into these ditches,

and forced back the noxious drains, and unless

the streams were particularly swollen by rains,

the sea water spreads itself over the basins, to the
foot of the mountains, particularly during a "Z/6e-

c/fl^a,''' or north-east vvind, when the boisterous

ocean rolled its waves lar into the canals. The
mix lure of salt and fresh wafer which resulled,

being slowlj and s(;ldoni renewed, putrefied, and
spread all around the most complete and the most
murtierous infection.

I shall not stop, says Mr. Gior^ini, to describe

the condilion of the population in those parishes

nearest to the marshes and to Viareggio, which
was then only a collection of fishermen's huts, sit-

uated near an old tower, which the wisdom of that

age, not philanthropic, had converted into a pri-

son for those who ^vere sent to the galleys. The
effects of the Malaria are too well known that I

should describe them. In the places I have men-
tioned they occurred every year, in all their hor-
ror. The natives, lew in number, and perpetual-

ly attacked with diseases of the liver or the spleen,

presented through the whole year, the afilicling

spectacle of feehle and languishing chiKlren, of
men barely convalescent, in the midst of whom
age was unknown. At the close of the summer,
they were attacked by more severe disorders; and
those who were only attacked with intermittent fe-

vers, which gave way at the approach of winter
to repeated doses of bark, esteemed themselves
happy. In vain the greater number of them fixed

their dwelling on the hills, or in the interior, and
only went into the plains for the indispensable la-

bors of cultivation, thus seeking to escape the
more deleterious influence of the night ; fever and
death followed them to their miserable abodes.
Things were so b id, that the culture of the olive,

with which the hills on the border are richly cov-
ered, was entirely done by^ strangers, who came
during the winter to till a soil, the very fertility of
which was an evil, for it served to lure fresh vic-

tims. If the natives themselves could not escape,

woe to the stranger or the traveller who forgot his

situation, and passed a single night, in the months
of August or September, in these infectious count-

ries. His death was certain. Such was the situ-

ation of the country before 1741, and I have de-
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scribed it without exaggeration, and from public

documents.
As early as the year 1714, Gemignano Ron-

delli recommended a sluice and gates to separate

the water of the ocean il'om the water of tiie

marshes ; but it was not till 1740 that this work

was begun, at the outlet of Barlamacca, and in

1741 it "was completed. Gates were c 'nstructed,

the doors or valves oi"wi\ich opened outwards, and

permitted the waters of the marshes to flow oifj

while they closed against the ingress of the ocean,

and kept its water Irom entering. The year fol-

lowing the completion of this work, the Malaria

did not appear either at Fiareggio, at Massaciuc-

coli, at Quiesa, or in the more distant parts of the

basins of Motrone and Perotto. From that time,

that part of the population, not wholly exhausted,

was restored to health and vigor, and has ever

since gone on increasing. Viareggio has grown

to be a considerable town, and every suspicion of

unhealthiness has so far disappeared, that the best

lamilies ofthe city of Lucca have built themselves

villas and palaces at Yiareggio, wliich they mha-
bit during the summer, to enjoy the salubrious sea

breezes, and indulge in the pleasures of baths and

society. II" any doubt could remain as to the

cause of this improvement, they would be remov-

ed by two unfortunate events. In the summer of

1763 and 1769, Viareggio, ar.d the parir-hcs near

the lake Massaciuccoli,' were again the prey of

disease. In the former, out of 1330 souls, 170

died in these two years, making one in fifteen
;

while in the following year, the mortality was only

one in forty. It was ascertained, that the cause

ofthe mortality was, that the sluices had decayed,

and had allowed the sea water to enter, in these

two years ; and atler the injury had been repaired,

the place became as;ain healthy. In 1784 and

1785 the same neglect occurred, followed by the

same consequences. Of 1898 inhabitants, one in

twenty died in the year 1784 ; and in 1785, of

1834 persons, 103 fell victims to disease. In 1784

there were, according to reporis presented to the

crovernment. 1200 sick persons out oi" the 1898 in-

habitants ofViareggio. This epidemic also ceas-

ed as thatof 1769,"on the sluices being repaired.

After this experience, it was to be expected that

similar works would be erected for the basins of

Motrone, and for the lake of Perotto, but no ! the

unfortunate inhabitants of the plains of Camajore,

of Pietra Santa, and particularly of Montignoso, a

town which suffers remarkably from the influence

ofthe marshes of Perotto, were destined to remain

in this miserable condition, vAvc.h was rendered

more miserable by l:nowing that it might be so

easily remedied.
" Some difficulties, it appears,

were in the way of accomplishinc? so desirable an

object, owino; to the proximity ofthe two states of

Lucca and Tuscany ; and M. Giorgini bestows

praise which is well merited, apjiarently, on the

Chevalier Matteucci, sent as an envoy from Luc-

ca, and afterwards as minister to Lucca, for his

exertions in getting these difficulties removed.

The business was agitated in 1804, and in 1808

the Chevalier recommended, till a sluice could be

constructed at Ciuquala, that the inhabitants of

Montignoso should all be forcibly removed during

the summer, llis advice was followed, and in

1809, 1310, and 1811, the people were all forced

to leave their wretched habitations, or rather

tombs. In 1812, a sluice Vv-as completed at Cin-

quala, and from that time, the air of JViontignoso

lias been as healihy as that of Viareggio. The'
salutaiy influence of this measure extended itself

to the villages of Querceta, Pietra Santa, and Val-
lechia, though in less degree, towards the ponds
of Motrone. To conip^leie the work, it was ne-
cessary that sluices should be erected at IMotrone
and Tonfido, and IVl. Matteucci havino- the charge
of the principality under the provisional Austrian
government, and not willing to leave the good
work incomplete, employed his authority in aid of
the <ietcrmination taken by the municipalities of
Camajore and Pietra Santa, to construct these two
sluices at their expense. The one at Motrone
was begun in 1818, and completed the following

year, wlii'e the less important one at Tonlido was
not completed till 1821. Since that time, the dis-

eases arising from malaria have ceased at all

poinis, and there is no more danger of disease,

except the sluices should be neglected, which the

inhabitants ought to regard as their palladium.

M. Giorgini adds to his interesting account,

some tables of the population of this once p,estilen-

tial neighborhood, and proposes some questions as

proper ibr inquiry by scientific men. Supposing
thai neither of these subjects would have much
interest lor our readers, we shall merely state the

result of his tables. The population of the aron-

dissernent of Viareggio, in eleven parishes, which,
in 1733, amounted to 1509; and in I'^IB, they a-

mounted to 9408—so that in these ninety years,

the population has doubled in 36 years. A simi-

lar iiicrease has taken place in the other districts

since the sluices have been erected, proving the

utility ofthe measure, and exciting much surprise,

after the success of the first experiment, that so

many years should have elapsed belcre the whole
was completed.

ACCOUNT OF TIIE EUE3TIAG OF SOLWAY
MOSS, AND THE FLOOD OF ailUE THENCE
PROCEECIICG.

[The following extract from t'le Scots Magazine,

for Dec, 1771, describes a phenomenon which was

most strange, if not unprecedented, in the region

where it occurred, vv'here peat-mosses cover a very

large proportion ofthe whole country—and which, with-

out explanation, would seem incomprehensible, if not

incredible, in Virginia, where no such formation as

peat or moss is found, or could long exist, it being the

product only of northern regions, where the heat of

summer is not sufficient to rot the annual accumula-

tion of vegetable matter, from the natural grovrth of

plants. Hence, and especially where continually sup-

plied and saturated with water, the vegetable matter

increases in thickness, and according to its age, de-

gree of moisture, and other circumstances, the result

is either the firm peat or turf, which is cut out for fuel,

or of various other degrees of density and quality be-

tween that and the Jloiv «ioss, or fluid mire, such as

caused, by its overflow, the remarkable calamity de-

scribed below. The mosses or bogs are often, if not

generally, formed, as Solway Moss was, on higher lands

than others in the neighborhood. Every year's growth

of vegetable matter adds to the height of the solid ma-

terials—and the water received from rains and streams
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is absorbed, as by a sponge, to its^fuUest power of re-

tention. These causes concurred with the prodigious

floods then prevailing in that part of Scotland to pro-

duce the actual moving oil" of so great a body of what

had been before considered as permanent and fixed

earth.]

But the most extraordinary devastation occa-

sioned by tliese floods was the eruption of Soiway
Moss in Cumberland. For the better under-

standing ol which, we shall first give a descrip-

tion and draught of the spot ofground which was
the scene of this remarkable event.

Along the side of the Esk there is a vale, about

a mile broad, less or more in ditTerent places, al-

most a dead plain, aliouing ibr some inconsidera-

ble inequalities upon the siirliice. It is bounded
on the south-east by the river Esk, arid on the

north-west by a steep bank, thirty ieet in height

above the level of the vale. From the top of the

bank the ground rises by an easy ascent liir about

a quarter of a mile, where it is terminated by the

moss ; which e.xtends about two miles north and
south, and about a mile and an half east and west,

and is bounded on the north-west side by the

Sark. It is probable, that the solid ground Irom
the top of the bank above the vale, is continued in

the same direction under the moss for a considera-

ble space; (or the moss at the place where the

eruption happened, ap|)ears inclined towards the

sloping ground. From the edge of the nio's,

there was a gully, or hollow, called by the

country-people the gap, and said to be tliirty

yards deep where it entered the vale; down
which ran a small rill of water, ^vhich was often

dry in summer, having no suj-'t)!}" but u'hat filter-

ed from the moss. Another rill ruuiiiuii liom the

north, which, after entering the gup, discharged
itself into the Esk below Jjangfown, bein<>' now
obstructed in its course by the mud, is lijrmed into

a loch* near the gap. The eruption happened at

the head of the gap. The most distinct account
|

of this eruption that we have seen, is a letter
j

signed J. S. and dated Solwaij Flow, Dec. 13,

viz.

" iS'/r—Curiosity led me to Sol way Moss. As
some circunistances struck me in a diiTerent light

from other people, 1 could not help communica-
tinij my observations to the public.

The original moss, which contains about 1400
acres, was raised above all the circumjacent
grounds, in some places three fi>et, and in oiher
places as many yards. The suriace of it in sum-
mer, was generally so firm and dry, that people
could safely walk over the whole of it, and in

some places it could even bear horses; but inWin-
ter, loot passensrers di.rst venture only upon llie

skirts of it. It is evident from a number of con-
curring circumstances, that liir many years it has
been gradually increasing in height, though not

spreading in breadth or lencrth, so as to cover
more ground. On Saturday, Nov. 16, about ten

or eleven at night when all the neighboring rivers

and brooks were prodigiously swelled by the great
rains, a large body of the moss was forced, partly

by the great fall of rain, and partly by some
springs below it, into a small bzck or burn,]

* Lake.
Vol. IV—64

t Small stream.

which run within a few yards of its border, to llie

south-east. Ey the united pressure of the water
behind it, and of this beck, which was then very
high, it was carried down a narrow glen between
tv.'o banks about thirty (eet high, into that wide
and spacious plain, op|)osite to Langtovvn ; over
part of which it immediately spread with great

rapidity. The moss continued forsome time to send
off considerable quantities; which being borne
along by the torrent on the back of the first great

body, kept it ihr many hours in perpetual motion,

and drove it still farther on.

The 17th of November presented a most me-
lancholy prospect to the miserable inhabitants of
that country. They beheld at least 400 acres of
rich arable land covered with moss from three to

twelve and fifteen li>et deep. Many of them saw
their houses, out of which they had narrowly es-

caped the preceding night, rendered inaccessible,

or tumbled into ruins, and their corn, built up in

stacks \'ci\' their winter's provision, and the pay-
ment of their rems, floating on the surliice ot this

new moss. Their loss, however, though great, is

not so considerable as might have been (eared :

(or some of them, bj'- hazardous contrivances, got

to their houses, and, through large holes made in

the roof, conveyed their most valuable cflectg to

the neighborhood. Only a (ew cattle, and a good
deal of corn, and household furniture, but no lives,

are lost. It is a singular instance of the mercy of
Providence, that all the inhabitants escaped safe-

ly Irom this dreadful calamity, which, as it hap-
pened in the night time, might have buried them
in mnd.
When the waters subsided, the moss also ceased

to flow ; but two pretty considerable streams conti-

nued to run from the heart of if, and carried oflsome
pieces of mossy matter to the place where it burst.

T.'tere they joined the beck already mentioned
;

which, with this addition, resumed its former
channel ; and, with a little assistance from the
people in the neighborhood, made its way to the
Esk, through the midst ofthat ffreat body of moss
which obstructed its course. Thus, in a great mea-
sure drained, the new moss fell several feet,

when the fiir weather came in the end of No-
vember, and settled in a firmer and more so'id bo-

dy on the lands it had overrun. Then it was, that

(he poor tenants saved most of their efit>cfs.

It was, however, afjain swelled, and put in mo-
nnn by the rains which (i^ll some weeks after, and
whicii caused a great addi'ional quanri:y of the
orijTinal moss to descend with violence, and force

it forward- in some places wiiliin a feu' yards of the
Esk. Upon the return of tlie dry weather it has
since greatly subsiJed. and is become so firm on
the east side, that it will not probahlj- move airain

;

especially as the run of the beck, and the streams
which fall into it after it com^s into the plain, is

towards the south-west. Ey this second eru[!tion,

it is computed that 300 acres mrpre are destroyed,

and the road (rom Dumfries to Carlisle by Lang-
town is rendered impassable. As a great number
of small pieces are daily brought down by the
streams which flow from the moss, it must still be
advancing, though in a very slow and impercepti-

ble manner; but such is the present state of a
great part of it, that considerable quantities will

yet be forced away by the first heavy rains, and
may perhaps cover 20 acre? more.

This, however, is not probable, as it is now got
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so near the Esk. As nearly as could he jii(],5e(1

by the eye, and by ihe calculations made from the

inlornialions I received of the distances of the dif-

ferent places from one another, there cannot be

less than 8()() acres of rich aralile <rround overrun
by this melancholy event, on which there were
eleven diii'erent steads, containing t\venty-seven

fiunilies. and one hundred and ten iidiabitan_ls.

Great [lari, ot' the grounds belongincr to seven or

eight, other ])laces, is likewise destroyed ; though
fiirlunaicly the liouses, being- built on rising

grounds, have escajied. Most of the land howe-
ver may be recovered, by making [iroper drains in

the summer season, and setting fire to the moss
when itfjecomes dry. But thouiih they were ac-

tually restored to their lormer flourisliing condi-

tion, there is almost an absolute certainty, that

they would ha again partly overrun by the next
winter's flood, unless some care is taken to drain

the original moss also ; which could easily he

clone, though not at a small expense. As it -is in

some places five, in others near lliirty yards deer),

it is subfuilted to tlie learned and ingenious, whe-
ther by burning the whole of it, it miiibt not be
made arable fruiriul land, though the f()URdation

be a mixture of gravel and soft spongy malter]"

To prevent, or to lessen the damage that might
be occasioned by any lUture flow, another gentle-

man proposes, either that its coui'se should be di-

verted to the river Sark, on the west side of the

moss, or that a clear passaije should lie made, in

its present direction, to the river Esk ; both of
which he says are practicable ; adding, that if

some such method be not taken, nmch more good
land will be covered by theflov/.

By a list published of the (iirms covered by the
moss, with the rent of each, the yearly rent of (he
whole is 246/. IGs. sterling, all bclongino; in pro-

perty to the Rev. Mr. Graham of Netdierby.
According to one accoiuit, the figure of the

moss retains so much of a natural appearance,
that a stranger is at a loss to conceive whence all

this prodigious mass has come. But the people
who lived near the m.ouih of the gap, tell, that

liiey are seirsible how much the moss has subsi-
df^d. by objects on the west si;le of it, such as the
planting at Graitney, which before were totally

intercepted by the moss, being now obvious to

their view. According to another account, the
greatest part ol' the surfice of the old moss is still

vvhol"; but the moss is now so much evacuated,
that though formerly level, the middle of it is like

a large glen between two hills.

The immediate cause of this eruption, is thought
to have been, the late heavy rains, especially the
excessive fall on the day preceding the night in

which it happened, which havingovercharged the
moss, and filled and distended the cavities within,

and the inequaliiies upon the surface, the weight
of so great a body of moss and vva!er impending
at the head of the gap, had there burst, and
broke oflj and forced its way down the gap. The
remote cause of it is, hovvfever, thought to be so
evident, from the situation of (he moss, and of the
adjacent binds on the east side ol it, together
with the former management of the persons who
had cast their peals in the moss, that its not hav-
ing broke out sooner is more to be wondered at,

than its having brul;c out at lust.

Extract from the Scots (Eilinburgli) Magazine, for July 1771.

THE GREAT FLOOD OF 1771, IN VIRGIKIA AND
SOUTH CAROLINA.

"JVorfcIk, Virginia, June 6.

"Having the opportunity of Capt. Park calling

here, and the inuridi-.tion in James's River only
alked of when the last ships lelt this. I thought it

might be necessary to give you an exact account
ol it, especially as your fr-iends above have not

had an opportunity since. We are tcild, that the

river began to rise the 25th ult. and rose three

days, some part of the time at the rate of five feet

in the hour, till it was about twenty feet higher
than ever known before. All the tobacco at

Westliam, about 400 hogsheads, with the ware-
houses, are gone; and all in Shockoes was float-

ing about, and a great part ol" it gone down the

river. In short, it is said there are about 4000
hogsheads lost and destroyed. Considerable dam-
age is also done at Warwick. In one store they

saved the greatest part of the goods f'lom the roof,

by a vessel carried alone: side on purpose. From
this circumstance you will be able io judge the

height of it. I do not hear of any tobacco being

lost at Rocky Ridire, but a fine crop of wheat is.

swept off Col. Byrd's low grounds and destroyed,

and the rrround covered entirely with a thick bank
of sand. Every thing is carried off Elk Ish;nd

but the negroes, and seventeen slaves are swept
off li-om Mr. King's esta'e. All the houses of

Tanau Islancl, with people, cattle, tobacco, &c.
&c., on thf^m, were seen passing by at Wesiham.
Several ships were forced from their anchors, and
droye ashore; but nujst of them were got ofT

atrain. As it rained liitle or none proceding this

flood about the falls, none suspected such a thing.

If seems the rain fell chiefly atiiong the nu^untains.

We have no particular account ti-om Rappahan-
nock, but that the town of Falmouth has suffered

greatly, as well by the tobacco as by quantities ol

dry goods."

''London, July 16.

''By the last letters from Viro^inia, we have
a dreadful account of the overflowing of the Rap-
pahannock River in that province, owing to the

great and incessant rains which began on the 27th

of May last, and continued without intermission

till the Sth of June. Ti e water poured down in

such torrents from the mountains as to carry all

he ore it, which caused the river to swell twenty-

five l(?et higher than ever was known by the old-

est man living: all the warehouses on both sides

the Rappahannock were entirely fidl of water;

and at the difierent warehouses in Yarmouth and
Norfolk towns, in Virginia, upwards of 4000 hogs-

heads of tobacco were carried away by the ra-

pidity of the stream, and entirely lost. The same
letters add, that the number of inhabitants drown-
ed in attemptijig to save their property li'om being

carried away by the water is computed at 150."

"From Richmond we learn, that they have
dady accounts of the devastations occasioned by
the late floods. From the mountains to the falls?,

the low groimds have been swept of almost every

thing valuable; and the soil is so much injured,

that it is thought not to be of half its former value,

and a great part is entirely ruined. One instance

may suffice. A tract of land where the river
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forks, which beibre the fresh was judged to be

richly worth £10,000 is not now rated at so many
hundreds. Fourleen negroes belonging to thai

estate were drowned, and only one house left

out of forty, which was sixty by forty feet. On
Elk ishmd, between 6 and 700 head of cattle,

hogs, horses, and sheep, have been lost; and neai*

a hundred liouses, besides, grain, tobacco, &c.

At Farrar's Island, which the highest Iresh never

before affected, above eighty acres of fine lund

are rendered lor ever incapable of culiivation. the

soil beinix srone, and in its stead ten or twelve leef

deep of sand, upon which, a layer of- stones is as if

paved. Many other is ands have l)een torn to

pieces, hills of sand thrown up, channels Ptopt,

and their courses altered, and, m short, the liice of'

nature changed. Old Joe, an honest and well-

known negro Icliow, at the !i\lls of James's River,

who is intimately acquainted with the remains of

an Indian nation that has resided there lor ages,

says, that he was shown by their old men the

marks of the greatest fresh handed down to them
by tradition ; and that, upon his carefully measur-
ing, it wanted near fifteen liiet of the late dreadful

one. A ship at Warwick sounded from the be-
j

ginning of the perceivable increase of the river,

and found, that the fresh at its height was up-

wards of forty feet higher than the common tides.

The lessened value of the lands, less of stocks,

houses, tobacco, wheat and corn in houses, with
fencinir, and the crops on the ground, batHe all de-

scription. Byrd's, Shocko, Richmond, Rocky
Ridge, and Warwick, have suffered amazingly in

the loss of merchandise, and tobacco, besides

houses, &c. Between 5 and 6000 hogsiieads oj'

tobacco are gone from these places. The dis-

tresses of tha people in Albemarle, and those
parts of the country in the reach of the fresh, are

not ro be described ; most of them being without
bread to eat, or dwellings, and iheir stcc s gone.

Daily accounts are received of the loss ol ivhole

families, and hopses come floating down with peo-

ple on them, calling out lor help, though none can
be afforded. Upon the whole, it is believed that

history scarce affords an mstance of ecpial damage
being done to any country, it" the destruction of

lands, lost of property, &c. be included."

—

Vir-

ginia Gazette, June 8.

'' Charledcwn, Sjuth CarcUna, June S.

"The uncommon quantity of rain that has fallen

during the cours-^ of (he last month, which is usu-

ally a dry one, has done incredil)le damage almost
throughout the province, but more especially to

the plantations upon the fresh wat r river swamps,
where the freshes have risen from fifteen to more
than thirty feet in twenty-lijur hours, totally de-
fitroyed the whole crops of a great nuniber of in-

dustrious poor (as well as' rich) irdiahilanis,

drowned a great quantity of cattle and hogs, and
put many people to the greatest difficulties ima-
ginable to save their lives, upon the tops of their

houses, trees, and little ridges of high land: in

short, the accounts from all quarters are very me-
lancholy. The first cutting of indico is entirely
gone

; hemp has suffered much ; and more than
a third of the crop of rice and corn is ihouyht to

be lost. The principal sufi'erers are on the Con-
garee, Santee, and Pedee, Wateree, antl Savan-
nah rivers. Many planters in Georgia are also
likely to sustain great losses by the late wet v. ea-

ther. These accounts have Gccasior\ed the rise of

the price of rice to £3 per hundred, and of corn to

20s. per bushel.

OPINIONS OF THE PllESEYTEKIAN CHUUCH
OF VIRGINIA ON SLAVERY, AND THE NORTH-
ERN EFFORTS FOR ITS ABOLITION.

To U;e Editor of tl;e Fanners' Rogister.

BpMr Sir— I send you an extract from the pro-

ceedings of the Synod of Virginia, respecting the

tiuiiiticism pf»pularly known under the name of

aboruijii. If you think it v.'orthy of a place in

your paper, please insert it and oblige your's, &.c.

Jl meuibcr if the Symd (if Virginia.

"One thmg which presses with peculiar force on
the Presbyterian Church in the south, is the spirit

of abolition, as lately developed in some parts of

our country. This spirit, we believe, is entirely

contrary to the word of God. It is well known
that the Aposiies ministered and planted churches

in countries in which slavery abounded, and that

of a more agirravaled form than ours ; and yet maa-
ters and slaves were members of those churches,

and ecjually under the acknowledircd authority of

the same spiritual teachers. In this way the in-

spired A postles hail ihe subject of slavery fully be-

lijre them ; and they gave directions without any
appearance of reserve, Ibrthe mutual duties of the

relation; leaving the whole suliject of slavery to

the benign and gradual operation of the gospel.

'I'hese tacts shouKi convince us that the Apostolic

directions in the New Testament ought to form

the rules lor the govern.ment of our conduct in this

matter. If, aiier this, the master is criminal, it

cannot be' by sustaining-the relation of master, ac-

cording to ihe rules given by divine inspiration,

but by tr.C viula;ion of those rules.

''There is, however, one passage of scripture

which not only shows the criminality of abolition

doctrines, but also so plaisily and fully prescribes

our duty in lelaiion to them, that we think it prop-

er to quote it at length. ' It is in first Timothy, vi:

1"—^. 'Let as many servants as are under the yoke,

count their own masters worthy of all honor, thai

the name of God and his doctrine be not blas-

phemed. And they that have believing masters,

let them not despise them, because they are

brethren ; but rather do them service, because

they are liiithful and beloved partakers of the ben-

efit. These things teach and exliort. If any man
teach otherwise, and consent not to wholesome
words, even the words of our Lord Jesus Christ,

and to tlie doctrine which is according to godliness,

he is proud, knowing nothing, but doting about
questions and strifes of woriis, wliereof cometh
envy, strife, railings, evil surmisings, perverse dis-

putings of men of corrupt minds, and destitute of

the truth supposing that gain is gouiiness
;
yVom

such ivilhdraw Viyself.''

"Here, we think, it is as plain as words can make
any thing, thtit modern abolition principles and
spirit constitute the case of tliose men who teach

liiherwise \\v,\n the Apostle approves; and tbrni

the class from wliich he comiuandi'd Timothy to

witlidraw hiiusclf. The Apo,-tl.^"s teaching waa
That servants shoulil count their own masters wor-

thy of all, honor, and do service to believing mas-
tere, because they are faiUfvl and beloved, parta-
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kers of the benefit. Certainly the rnotlern aboli-

tionist teaches oiherwise than Paul taught; and if

he cannot be convincpil of his error, the only scrip-

tural remedy is to withdraw Ironi such.

"Another view ol' tlie case which we think im-

portant is this. When the General Assendil}- was
formed, a large majority, if not all of the churches

and presbyteries, out of which it was Harmed,

were in slave-hnidingstates. The aitemptto make
elav-e-holding a bar to communion, or to fiiir minis-

terial standinirnow, is chanijing the consiiiution of

our church, and the original terms of communion.
This we cannot permit. Theretbre, the ^ynod
solemnly affirm that the General Assendily of the

Presbyterian Church have no right to declare that

relation sinful, which Christ and the Apostles

teach to be consistent with the most unquestiona-

ble piety—and that any act of the General As-
Bembly, which would impeach the christian char-

acter of any man, because he is a slave-holder,

would be a palpable violation of the just principles

on which the union of our church was founded

—

as well a daring usurpation of authority never

granted b_v the Lord Jesus. Lest the .sentiments
j

just expressed should be misunderstood, Synod
would add that the likelihood of the necessity of

any geographical division through the operation

of this fanaticism, is not so great as it was some
time ago. Yet, on this subject, be the danger
email or great, a vigilance corresponding to the

exigencies of the times is our maniitist duiv.''

Forttie [''arijiers'' Register.

COMPARATIVE VALUE OF APPLKS, TO FEIUD
STOCK, AXn FOR SALE, AND THEIR PRO-
DUCTS, CIDER AKD BRANDY.

November 4,

During the two last summers and Jails,

1836.

my du-

ties called me into the apple regions of ihe north.

The following fiicls were obtained, in refc'ience to

the subject of apple cider and brandy.

1. Cider drinkers are peculiarly subject to rheu-

matism, to inflamed eyelids, to headache, bleeding

at the nose, to sores and ulcers, ditficult amj te-

dious to cure, to affections of the stomach and
bowels, and to premature trembling- of the hand
and head.

2. Cider drunkards are the most brutish and
cruel of the unhappy tribe of inebriates.

3. An olil orchard and a distillery, are almost in-

variably indices of widows, orphans, poverty and
drunkenness.

4. There is a great loss of money in making
either cider or brandy. Good eating apples are

worth on an averaije 25 cents a bushel. Eight
bushels of apples make a barrel of cider, and
twelve barrels of cider make one barrel of brandy.
Brandy at 50 cents per gallon would give about
15 cents per bushel lor the apples. 'J'lie loss is

ten cents per busliel. This, on an orchard of one
hundred trees, in ten years, would be over one
thousand dollars 1 No allowance is made for cap-
ital and labor connected with distilling. Take
these into consideration, and the loss is much
greater.

per bushel, and then the loss is immense, by turn-

ing them into brandy. I am told that in Mobile,

apples sell now lor ten dollars a barrel !

0. Kngrafting and budding will change the

character of an orcharti, and more than compen-
sate lor the time and amount lost in producing the

change, in ten years.

7. Apples make most excellent food for horses.

Several |)hysicians of extensive practice, in Con-
necticut ami Massachusetts, feed their horses on
apples and hay. I have never seen falter horses

—

more sleek and spirited. The hair is much more
livelv, and requires less grooming than that of

horses fed on grain. Mr. Norton of Farmington,
Connvctic-ut, has about the finest pair of horses I

have seen. They are fed mainly on apples and
hav. They travel very fast, and seem to have
both wind and bottom. It is proper, however, to

remark, that nnt as much grain is given to horses

at the north, as is customary at the south. . One
thing is worth noticing—horses fed on apples, do
not eat as much hay as when they are fed on
grain. Very sour raw apples injure the teeth of

horses ; but when boiled, they do not. The rule

of feeding is to commence with a small quantity

and ffraduall}^ mcrease to a bushel a day, for one
horse.

8. Apples are most excellent food for beeves.

The fattest beef I have seen, was made so on
sweet apples.

9. Nothing will fatten mutton quicker than ap-

ples. It is necessary, or best, to cut up the apples

when led to sheep.

10. Hogs care nothing for corn if tliey can get

apples : if sweet, the apples may be given with-

out boiling: it" sour, they must be boiled. Mixed
with corn meal the flesh is firmer.

11. Apples increase the quantity and quality ot

milk. At first there was a prejudice against giv-

ing apples to milch cows ; because it was thought
they diminished or dried up the milk. It is true,

that a gorge of apples, or any other green food,

will cause a fever, and dry up the milk ; but given

in proper quantities, the effect is quite different.

12. Cattle and hogs are purchased and fatten-

ed on apples, and sold at a fine profit, when to

fatten them on corn would ensure a loss.

13. Sweet apples and good eating apples are

to be preferred aa food for horses, sheep, and
cows: also lor hogs ; though some recommend a
mixture of sour and sweet for hogs.

If these remarks shall induce any one to test

their correctness, by making a fair experiment,
the object of my writing them will be fully an-

swered.

THOBIAS P. HUNT.

For tlie Farmer's Register.

THE MONEY MARKET.

The illustrious Paul, when persecuted by the

Jews,, appealed unto Ciesar ; and, I trust, the

landed interest of the United States, headed by the

"country gentlemen " of Virginia and Maryland,
where, and where only, that invaluable cla.ss is to

be found, will, at a period when " the bad com-
5, It costs no more to raise good apples, suitable bine," associate for the preservation of their rank,

for market, than to raise apples only suitable for
|
and the augmentation of their real consequence in

distilling. Very often apples are worth one dollar
j
the community—for the period has come, when

J
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" the bad having combined, the good should asso-

cia'e."

Little did I think, when I addressed yon in

May, under this head, that my propiiecy would,

at so early a perioci, have been fulfilled, and the

wretched eflects be so soon demonstrated, ol' load-

ing the London market with so much paper, and
for such a purpose, as that of administering tn the

avarice of the money jobbers and usurers of New
York and Philadelphia. This, I regret to sav it,

was done by the Petmsylvania Bank of the Uni-
ted Stales ; and its consequence has been ihe re-

daction of the ])rice of all stocks and of their own
rrom §12.5 in May, to 8110 in November. How
much better would it have been, if the capitalists

of Philadelphia had done as have their brethren

in Boston, and their fellow cilizens in the south ?

That institution committed a capital error in not

suffering their charter to cease and determine, and
then to claim one on a scale more correspondent

to the extended wants and commerce of the coun-

try. But they forgot the difference of tlie two pe-

riods, 181-5 and 183G ; and, continuing in error,

their proceeding with such a mass of paper to

London, for the purpose of its being converted into

specie, lias not been less fatal to themselves than
the countr3^ The London papers tell iis that in-

terest in Great Britain has advanced, and foreign

securities ceased to be in demand.
The bank should have recollected that com-

merce, like letters, is a republic, in which though
all the members are co-equal in their.claims, some
of them are pre-eminent in their influence. Of
this great republic. Great Britain is in the latter

class, and on her mainly dei)ends the welliire and
prosperity of her sisters. Her sysftem should be

studied, and to those who v/i.?h so to do, I v\ould

recommend the attentive perusal of the parliamen-

tary debates of 1825, on ihe one pound nole act.

Such a purusal led me to address you in May.
But the habit of" interference by government still

seems to adhere to the prints of New York ; for I

perceive the Journal of Commerce still lauding the

power of the state to control discounts, and depre-

cating the joint stock system in England because

it does not do so. He is blind to the results of the

chartered system in the one country and the other

in England.* In ten years 61 banks have been es-

tablished and not one has failed.

To read the censure of the Bank of England, is

ludicrous, as if that body ever acted without the

assent and approbation of the mercantile wo'-ld,

aided by all the light the governments of Britain

and of all Europe could throw upon the subject.

But the superficial are blind to fiicts, and the

scheming reckless of consequences. However,
the healthy stale of the cotton market, the only
article of remittance fiir European manufactures
and bread stuffs, speaks volumes, and tells us that.

if the bank prohibits stock jobbing, it protects

commerce. However, the most interesting part

of the subject is, what are tlie states now wanting
money for, and how should the bank act ? But
this is discussed in my last paper, and the subject

needs not to be renewed ; and especially, as we
shall so soon see what it is the government propo-
ses to do; and which I freely confess, fills me
with apprehension. c. l. c.

* This sentence, evidently incomplete, stands thus

in the manuscript.

—

Ed.

TIIK HARRIS SEEDLIXG.*

To tlic Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Frederickshall, lYov. 16, 1836,

In compliance with a request contained in

the October No. of the Farmers' Register, I take

p.leasure in informing you, that I have growing
m my garden, in the county of Louisa, a native

grape vine, which was 'bund in the woods upon
my land, and Inmsplanted. The grape is of the

white kind, with a purple tinge when ripe, and
larger than the common native irrape. The clus-

ters are unusually large, with a great number of
branches. Mr. .John Carter, near Richmond, lias

some growing fi'om slips furnished by me, and
expects to be able the next .senson to test their

utility in the pioduclion of white wines. The fla-

vor of the fruit, when ripe, is very delicious.

As I am no wine-grower myselfj I should be
pleased that any gentleman, who thinks proper,

would propagate from the stock. If it be desired,

I will forward some cuttings, this winter, to the

care of Messrs. David Anderson, Jim. & Co., of
Richmond, to be disposed of as may be directed

in the December number of the Register.

FREDERICIC HARRIS.

From tlie Zariesvillo, Oliio, Gazette.

MULBERRY A^'D SILK CULTURE. TWO CROPS
OF COCOON'S A YEAR.

Last spring f obtained nn ounce nnd a half of the
white mulberry seed, which 1 sowed on the 11th
and r2fii of April, on a bed 40 ft>et long, and 14
broad, in rows twelve inches apart, waterinir the
bed twice or three tiuT s a week in dry weather,
once a week with soap suds. A part of my seed,

say one half came up the last of that month and
the first of May, when the dry weather came on.

The balance of my seed did not come up until af-

ter the long spell of rain about the first of June.
By keeping the bed clean and occasionally stirring

the ground between the rows, the plants grew rap-
idly, and those which came up before the drought,
perhaps the number of three or four thousand,
have attained to the average height of four feet

and some to the height of four feet ten inches, but
were I to sow again, I should occupy at least twice
as much ground.

I also obtained of Mr. C. G. Wilson, ten trees

of the Chinese mulberry of last year's growth,
about a foot in height, which were brought from
Boston, and did not arrive hereuntil aboutthe first

ol June at which time they were transplanted, but
had no appearance of vegetating for about ten
days, when the buds next the ground began to de-
velope themselves, the top of the stoclc down to

those buds dried up .By occasional watering in

dry weather, and stirring the ground about the

* This name is affixed by the Editor. Mr. Harris

will add to the service now rendered to the agricultu-

ral public, by furnishing, as he proposes, slips for dis-

tribution, throut^h the channel he indicates. We warn
those persons who may attempt to propagate these or

other native grapes, that slips rarely succeed. When
convenient, they should be made sure of living by be-

ing engrafted on rooted stocks of any other grape.

—

Ed.
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roots, those h\uh, together with several sprouts or

suckers, whii-h spranij up from the roots, some at

the distance of two or tiiree inches from the main
stalk, grew rapidly and have attained to the aver-

age height ol' five ieet ten inches, and one measu-
ring six (eet six inches, clothed with the most
baautihil foiiage I ever saw, of a deep green, and
ol" a beautiful glossy silky appearance, some of

the leaves measuring 14^ inches in length and 10

in breadth. I intend', if 1 can preserve these

ten trees entire the coming winter, to increase my
number to one thousand from cuttings.

I also obtained a tew silkworm egirs last spring,

which came'ont on the 12th andlSth of May. and
fed them on the native mulberry, as a school of

experiment. 'Vhey grew well and wound their co-

coons in 35 days from the date of their hatching.

The moth came out in a lew days and laid their

eggs, and as it has been shown that two crops in

a year have been raised in theUnited States, and
to use a trite adage, "what has been done, may
be done again," in order to test the experiment
satisfactorily, I allowed a second crop to hatch:

they came out on 13fh of July, and were fed from
the limbs which I cut ii'om my seedling trees, un-
til the fourth age, and the balance of ihe season on
the ntitive mulberr3'. The worms grew as rapid-

ly and appeared equally as healthy and vigorous

as the former crop, and came to maturity five days
sooner, and commenced spinning their cocoons in

tliirty days from tlie date of their hatching, and
the cocoons were about the same weight.

The foregoing exposition will prove bevond the

shadow of a doubt, the practicability of rearing

two crops of worms in a season in our climate, and
also the adaptation of our climate and soil to the

succesful culture of the mulberry, for in turning

over the pages of iiorlicullure, there is no where
recorded, so luxuriant a growth as in the above in-

stance.

A. P. WESTBROOK.

AVir^LlAM AND HIAUY COI.LEGE.

In a journal devoted to such objects as this, and hav-

ing especial rep;ard to all the public improvements of

Virginia, it will not be deemed outof place to mention

the improvement of condition, and prospects of success

and of increased public utility, of the venerable College

of William and Mary. In a very recent official visit,

we were gratified to find that the list of students had

increased beyond our previous sanguine anticipations

—

the number in the scientific classes then amounting to

93, besi<les the pupils of the classical school. There

is little doubt of the number being still increased so as

considerably to exceed the greatest number of any

previous year, even when William and Mary was al-

most the sole college of reputation in the south. To
every true and devoted uiend of this institution, and of

lower Virginia, this state of things is subject of much
gratification—and still more to those persons who
know the causes of the former decline, which reached

its lowest state of depression only three years ago, and

know also the causes of the rajiid and progressive re-

suscitation, and of the safe grounds which Jiow exist

for confidently counting on a continuance and increase

of prosperity, The Visitors now neither fail in meet-

ing, or in doing other duties. All the professorships are

filled—and taken altogether, the men who fill them

exhibit a mass of talent and fitness for their duties,

and especially for educating souihern gentlemen and

statesmen, inferior to no other institution in the United

States : and lastly, the present augmentation of the pu-

pils, and consequent emolument to the professors, will

insure the retaining of their talents for the College

which has been the first to give them reputation and

value. The loss of her best professors, from the insuf-

ficiency oftheir remuneration, was before a continually

impending danger—for the greater the talent and repu-

tation of any jirofessor, the more likely he was to be

tempted to leave the institution for a richer one. But
now that fear is nearly removed—and it will be entire-

ly so, if lower Vifginia alone, will give its support to

this institution rather than to others, and especially in

preference to northern institutions.

Within the last three years, some important and

much needed regulations have been enacted by the

Board of Visitors, and which have already had most

salutary effects, and have conduced, with other cir-

cumstances, to produce the present state of prosperity

of the College. It is believed that a change equally

beneficial has taken place in the execution of the

statutes by the Faculty, The discipline is sufficient-

ly strict, yet parental. In addition, the proper and ne-

cessary expenses of the statutes are at least as low, and

it is believed lower, than any southern college of equal

grade and reputation. Etfectual measures are used to

prevent the possibility of students incurring debts—

•

the greatest danger to which they usually are exposed

—

and if their expenses in any other manner are exces-

sive, it will be owing solely to the improper indulgence

oftheir parents.

JOHN CARTEll S GRAPES AND WINE.

A grafted grape vine in the vineyard of Mr. John

Carter, near Richmond, of onty two years old, on a

stock of 4 years (or 2 years when grafted on,) this sea-

son produced 40 lbs. of grapes. At the distance

which it stands from the surrounding vines, COO such

might grow on the acre. The graft was from a seed-

ling, of excellent quality for wine.

A quarter cask of Mr. Carter's wine from the Ca-

tawba Grape, at two years old, (which was two years

before he thought it would be at perfection, or had de-

signed to sell it,) was recently bought by a good judge

of wine, at ^^3 the gallon. It is such (tiiough of a dif-

ferent vintage) as was described in the first volume of

this work. Mr. Carter thinks that 250 gallons of such

wine may be safely counted on from the acre.

APPEAL TO ALL WHO HAVE BERN, AND TO
THOSE WHO OUGHT TO BE COK rRIB UTORS,
TO THE PAGES OF THE FARiMEUt,' REGIS-
TER.

It may be as impolitic as it is unusual, for the editor

of a journal to complain that the work is losing any
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portion of its value : but as we never have been much

governed by usage, or by policy, we do not hesitate

to state this charge—even though it has been made by

none others, so far as we have yet been informed.

We certainly have had no intimation that any of our

readers and subscribers have become less pleased witli

the contents of the Farmers' Register—nor has it yet

been indicated indirectly by any diminution of the

subscription list—the surest test, it has been said, of

the standing and favor of every periodical publication.

Eut there has been a re : arkable diminution of writ-

ten communications within the last few months, to the

great injury of the work as a vehicle of practical in-

formation and agricultural instruction, and to the im-

minent peril of its existence, should this state of things

continue. It is true that we have presented to our

readers many vahiable extracts from new or standard

agricultural works, probably but little known to the

great mass of American farmers—and we have used

every ellbrt to keep supplied with whatever is new,

and desirable to select from, in European journals, as

well as those of our own country. But however val-

uable are such selections as a part of every number,

they cannot compensate for the absence, or great

scarcity, of original communications of practical and

domestic matters.

It is now three 3''ears since we had similar cause to

address our readers urgently on this subject—and the

words then used, will in part, be quoted, as equally

applicable now

:

" This publication has bepn most favorably received

by its patrons and by the public ; and expressions of

approbation and good will haVe been uttered far and

near, among strangers as well as by friends, and in.

other states no less than Virginia. Numerous testimo-

nials of the high and general estimation of the Far-

mers' Register have been received from our corres-

pondents, besides those which have been published

when connected with other matter—and in the latter

case, such expressions as were merely complimentary

have often been moderated, or altogether omitted in

the publication. Our subscription list has already ex-

tended beyond our expectations, and continues to in

crease ; and the undertaking has not only been secured

from pecuniary loss, but promises an amount of profit

which at first was not anticipated.

" But with all the high degree of gratification which

we have derived from this reception, we are not so de-

luded as to attribute it to editorial talents, nor so in-

flated as to be blind to the danger which still threatens

to destroy the value, and even the existence of the

Farmers' Register. We are certainly not disposed to

depreciate its worth in the public estimation. On the

contrary, we believe that if it was to end at this time,

great and permanent benefits, produced through its

agency, would remain for the improvement of agricul-

ture. But these important services have been princi-

pally performed by our correspondents, and to them we
yield the honor due. The light and instruction thus

furnished by a few, establishes fully what we have be-

fore said might be done by the united efforts of all, or

even of the greater part of our readers. But except

from a few, in comparison to the very many well qual-

ified to afford valuable instruction, no such assistance

has been offered, and we fear is not intended to be

furnished. Nothing but that assistance is wanting to

make the Farmers' Register everything that the kind-

est and most sanguine of its friends may have antici-

pated : but without it, we do not hesitate to say (how-

ever opposed the admission may be to the maxims of

our new trade,) tliat its usefulness will soon diminish,

and its existence perhaps will not last much longer.

Neither complimentary expressions, nor subscribers,

nor their money, will make an agricultural journal of

much value, even if conducted by editorial talents very

far surpassing our limited stock. But all that we ask,

or wish, to insure the highest degree of success and

usefulness for our work, will be that each reader, who
ig competent, will add something for the information

of others, and in some degree act as others have

don", and follow, as well as applaud, their good exam-

ples."

We earnestly hope that this appeal will not be made

in vain—and more espcdalhj in regard to the hundreds

of intelligent cultivators of the soil who have given

to the Farmers' Register the aid of their subscription,

and pecuniary support, but who have never contribu-

ted in the slightest degree to fi'd its pages, and in that

manner to make any return to others for furnishing the

great amount of valuable information received through

this channel. Let but a proper sense of what they

owe in this respect to others visit with proper force

those who have been thus delinquent, and there would

be no longer ground for such complaints, nor danger

of the loss of interest or value in this work. There

seems at this time to be some general and wide spread

cause for this torpor of American agriculturists. The
evidences are not exhibited only in the pages of the

Farmers' Register—but in those of every other of the

agricultural journals of the United States. Was the

deficiency of original matter in this publication alone,

or even in but half of all such cotemporury works, it

would be easy to fill well our monthly numbers by se-

lections from the others, that were more successful.

But no such facilities are offered. The best pieces,

(suitable to Virginia and the south,) selected from all

the agricultural periodicals in the United States, do not

suffice for this end. Is it that the energy and zeal of

the agricultural class—every thing that ought to be

devoted to the improvemnnt of agriculture—is swal-

lowed up, or smothered, by schemes of western emi-

gration, of speculations in Texas lands or gold mines

—or by president-making, or oflice-seeking?

Unless others (and many others) will lend their aid,

the editor of an agricultural journal, even with far

greater abilities than ours', can do but little. We have

always, and most readily, admitted, that the main va-

lue of the Farmers' Register was furnished by the

communications of its correspondents. Our services

and merit have consisted merely in drav/ing forth these

contributions to agricultural knowledge and improve-

ment: and if the inducements inviting such contribu-

tions are now insufficient, we would gladly make thera.

stronger, in any proper mode that may be suggested.
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There is one means for collecting information, and

enlisting contributions, that we have always desired to

avail of, but as yet in vain, except to a very limited

extent, and in desultory, hurried, and chance directed

efforts. This is by the making of agricultural tours,

and surveys, and reports of particular farms, or farm-

ing districts. We have in vain attempted to engage,

by the offer of pecuniary compensation, the aid of a-

bilities suited to this object: and the continual confine-

ment heretofore required by the mechanical labors of

publication, has prevented the editor from giving, with

any system or regularity, part of his time to such ends.

But arrangements will be attempted to permit some

release from this confinement, for a week or more in

each month—and so much time, it is hoped, may soon

be given to the search for agricultural information, in

various parts of Virginia Still this object will be but

very imperfectly readied, until the service can be

made continuous—either by engaging the aid of an ef-

ficient coadjutor for that special purpose, or otherwise

of one in the mechanical branch of the business of

publication.

ERRATA.
In the communication on Hessian Fly, No. 6, p. 342,

col. 1, line 7, the following words in italic were

omitted in the manuscript, and should be supplied.

" In one of these years, it happened, that my crops,

thus treated, suffered as much, perhaps more,/ro7n. the

fiyr 4-c.

In communication on Mud Walls, No. 7, p. 428, col.

1, line 15 from bottom, for " adage,'' read " old age."

Though we acknowledge and correct errors with the

utmost readiness, we must be permitted to say that

such as affect the sense, rarely, if ever, occur, except

from omissions, or illegible writing, in the manuscripts

furnished by most of our correspondents. If care was

generally taken to write legibly for publication, the

editor would be saved much labor, and some responsi-

bility, and correspondents would seldom if ever have

cause to complain of their words being misprinted or

omitted. But we do not mean to complain of the

form of what is so much valued in any form. We are

content to undergo any labor of decyphering, rather

than to lose any of our correspondents' highly valued

communications.
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OnSERVATIONS 3IADE DURING AN EXCURSION
TO THE D1S3IAL SWAMP.

By the Editor.

"Whoever Ims heard any description, however
slight and impen'i'ct, of ihe great morass known
by the name of tlie Disairtl Swamp, must have

been interested and impressed by the peculiar fea-

tures and remarkable circumstances mentioned.

Yet Jt!\v persions have made any personal observa-

tion of, or paid much attention to these things,

except iliose whose near residence, and early and

long continued business and habits of lile, have

made tiieni so familiar with the swamp, that they

have lost, or perhaps never enjoyed, the freshness

of feeling which novelty would have excited.

Persons thus long acquainted with the ground,

do not seem to think its circumstances very re-

markable, and therefore do not offer their informa-

tion to strangers. On the other hand, strangers,

who at least might learn the liicts thus acquired

by residents, do not even direct inquiries so as to

draw them !i)rth, because totally ignorant oi" their

interest, and even existence. Few strangers would
cv^v have been induced by curiosity to attempt

the great labors necessary for even a slight exam-
ination ; nor would any have probabl3? seen more
than some points on the outer marijin, but for the

great highways now opened through the swamp

—

the great canal, the road on i;s bank, from. Nor-
folk to North Carolina, and the railway which
dips into the northern extremity of the swamp.
These passages have given to thousands a rapid

passing glance at certain portions of the scenery :

but in every other respect, these numerous passen-

gers have added nothing to the scant inlormation

previously possessed by the public. No visiter

has made the investigation of the peculiarities of

this unknown land a main object—and still less

has any person paid attention to the geological and
agricultural aspects in which this reirion well de-

serves consideration. I am but little qualified,

either by scientific acquirements, or by opnoriuni-

ty for personal investigation, to supply these defi-

ciencies. Still, in the absence of better digested

and more accurate information, I will now offer

such ficts as were learned or observed, during a
recent hurried visit to the Dismal Swamp, togeth-

er with ihc speculations that these facts and ob-
servations suggested to my mind. Under circum-
stances so unfavorable for careful or full investiga-

tion, it is not probable that mistakes can be avoid-
ed. But I am willing to hazard being found in

error, in the hope that the needed corrections may
be lijrnished, and more full as well as correct in-

formation be given, by others better acquainted
with the localities.

The part of the Dismal Swamp lying in Vir-
ginia, is about 2.5 miles from east to west, and
about 20 from north to south—that is from near
Sufiblk to the Carolina line. The swamp stretches
perhaps 20 miles more southward within North
Carolina, but v/ith much contracted width, and
Vol. IV—65

limits not well defined on maps, or by report.

With such minor variations as will be mentioned
hereaiier, the whole of this extensive region is one

irreat morass, or quagmire, except lor the partial

firmness caused by its cover of vegetables, and
their matted roots. It would be naturally sup-

posed that the swamp was much lower than all

the surrounding lands, and the general receptacle

of the numerous streams flowing from them-

But, on the contrar}', the swamp is Iiighcr than

nearly all the firm and dry lands that encompass
it, and the interior of the swamp is generally high-

er than the outer parts. The only exception to

both these statements is found on the western side,

where for some distance, say 12 or 15 miles, the

streams flow from higher land into the swamp,
and supply all its abundant and overflowinj; wa-
ter. But towards the north, east, and south, the

waters flow from the swamp to different rivers,

and give abundant evidence, by their courses and

their rate of descent, of the swamp being higher

than the surrounding drier and firm groimd. I do

not mean that, at the junction of the two, the

swampy ground is highest. On the contrary, it is

frenerally bordered by a flat ridge of land percep-

tibly, though very little higher: but this ridge

slopes downward on all sides except the west, and
soon descends to a level greatly below the general

surfiice of the swamp. The accurately levelled

profile of the railvvay from Portsmouth to Sufiblk,

and of the Dismal Swamp Canal, and tfie Land
Company's Canal, all furnish still stronger and
more accurate evidences of the general fact slated.

The railway passes through about 4 niiles of the

northern extremity of the swamp—and is there

higher than when on the firm land some miles

away on either side; and is 6 to 7 feet higher than

on firm and drv ground near to Suflblk and to

Portsmouth. The central part of the swamp is 5

or 6 feet above the tniddle section of the Dismal
Swamp Canal, which section is some 13 feel

above the rivers into which it en)pties at both ends

—and these rivers are not more than 5 or 6 leet

below much of the dry but low-lying land of this

generally flat country. If it could be supposed

that the streams, which flow into the western part

of the present swamp, had lor ages been
bringing, not water, but mire almost as fluid as?

water, the spreadinfj of that mire over the basin

of firm subsoil, which now underlies the swamp,
would have caused nearly such slopc.=^, and form'

of the surface, as now exist—descending fi'om the

issuing streams on the west to the centre of the

area, and thence descending towards eveiy other

parr of thecircimiference. The surrounding slicht-

ly elevated rim, and various small and narrow
ridjies of poor and firm land, which rise like low
islands in various places above the surface of the

swamp, and the gradually descending slopes from
such summits under the adjacent swamp soil, all

give countenance to the supposition that the
swainp is a coinpensatively recent formation or

deposite on the lower foundation.

But whence came this enormous deposite of 25
milee in width, and in many parts 10 to 15 feet Jn
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thickness 1 The flood of liquid mire, which was
supposed above I'or the pur|/0.«e ol' illustration, ol'

course was impossible. Neitlier coukl the de]io-

site have been made by the alluvinin of the streams

—because they bring down very httle, and be-

cause the soil of the swamp is not such as would
be formed by such a cause. It is not principally

earthy—as are all alluvial deposites, of every

grade of fertility and consistence—but vegetable—
and this peculiar and regular constitution may point

out the origin, and explain the growth, of this vast

body of high morass.

Before seeing the Dismal Swamp, and making
some examination of its different soils, I had al-

ways considered that no true peat soil existed in

Virginia—and that it could not form, nor remain
long, if already tbrmed, owing to the warmth and
length of our summers, and the consequent ease

with which vegetable matters runs into fermenta-
tion and putrefiiction. I have several limes inci-

dentally expressed ibis opinion in dilTerent publi-

cations, and the last time, but a few days before

visiting this region. (Far. Reg. p. 50 i vol. IV.)
I still hold this opinion, as to all common lands

and localities, and in circumstances similar to

those in which most peat mosses exist in Europe.
But the Dismal Swamp is certainly a peat soil, or

soil ibrmed almost exclusively of veijelable mat-
ter, though the kinds of plants, and the manner oi'

the formation, may ditler much from European
peats. In Scotland, the climate is so damp, and
the summers are so short and cool, that in many
situations, the natural vegetation of one year, if leif

undisturbed, will not rot during the next; and it re-

mains, either wholly or principally, adding to the
height of the surface t^oil, without ix'wimr it any in-

crease of fertility. If water flows into such land,

it is absorbed by the vegetalile matter, anti acts to

give greater vigor to growing mosses, and other

aquatic plants, and still more to retard their putre-

fiiction when dead. Thus, in the situations most fa-

rable to the formation, that is the coldest and most
moist, (without being overflowed by water,) the

peat grows to many feet in depth—and ev^en on
pasture lands, or arable left nntilled, the surface be-

comes peaty or moory, havinij an excess of vege-
table matter, but in that undecomposed state which
makes a soil less, instead of more productive un-
der tillage. Hence, the |)eafs of Britain, vvhether

of 6 inches or 6 yards deep, are barren, or at least

tending to make a soil unproductive : and when
brouahl under tillage, besides drainaixe, these soils

require operations to decompose their excess of
vegetable matter, to fit them for producing grain

crops. For this purpose, the dry and shallow
peats are pared and burnt—and the deep peats are

limed, dug up and stirred, and even manured with

dung, to quicken fermentation. Now no such
formation of soil can take ))Iace in such a climate

as ours, because the summer's heat and continu-

ance are more than sufficient, under onlinary cir-

cumstances, to fi^rment all the vegetable matter
that the precedinir year had produced. Paring
and burning the soil, which is a common and ex-
cellent part of preparatory tillage in England, on
any common highland soils that have been lefl in

pasture, could not be effected in Virginia—and if

it cou/d, would be injurious, by destroyinji ihe ve-
getable matter, wliicb, if not burnt, would be de-
composed soon enough.

It is true that we have soils as entirely of vege-

table formation as many of the peals of Britain.

Such are all tiie fresh water tide marshes, parts of
many swamps, and the whole of the great Dis-
mal Swamp. But tlie diflerence I take^to be this.

The vegetable soils, being kej)t constantly either

covered by, or saturated with water, are kept from
entirely rotting, and are increased in thickness by
annual accessions of vegetables. But though not
enough rotted to lose much of the bulk, (hey are
enough so to form mvinure : and these lands need
only perfect draining to be at once highly ftirtile.

Then indeed the soil begins to rot too rapidly
;

and if kept dry, will continue to rot as long as a
great excess of vegetable matter remains. Hence
the opinion which I have long maintained by rea-

soning, and to my very great loss have seen proved
in practice, that our fresh water tide marshes, if

diked and drained, will rot away, as deep as they
are made dry enough for tillage.

The soils of the JDismal Swamp are much nearer

to the peat of Europe than any other that I have
observed: indeed the upper layers of the juniper

lands, to the depth of some inches, may be form-

ed of the same mosses. But below the living

roots, though still it is all of" vegetable formation,

the plants aie so rotted they are simply a soft

black mud. The general cover of all this kind

of ground, under the shelter of the large frees,

shrubs, or reeds, is a thick carpet of tender mossy
plants, which rise to 4 or 5 inches high, and which
are taken up by the hand so easily, thai they seem
to have scarce'y any hold of the ground. Where
these grow, the surface is as wet as waier can
malce it, if not covered an inch or two. This, the

least solid of the whole, is the soil most favorable

to the juniper trees—which stand, barely support-

ed by the lonirtap root, in these quaking lioirs of

of "surf" or "sponge," as this earth is called by
the laborers.

The peat of Europe, or at least certain qualities

of it, is good fuel : and I have but lately learned

from a very intelliszent gentleman who resided in

Boston durin<r the late war with England, that the

peat of JMassachusetts was then used for fiiel, in

consequence of the scarcity and high price of coal.

In an article in a New England paper which lias

since reached me, I see the use of the same fuel

recommended at this time. The vegetable soil of

the Dismal Swamp, (like that of our tide marsh-

es,) when dry, is highly combustible—and being

principally of vegetable origin, would leave but

little ashes, or earthy residue. But on account of

beinij so well rotted, it vvould probably make but

poor fuel.

The immense and continually growing fields of

peat, which are spread over the earth in cold coun-

tries, are probably Ihe materials f()r future beds of

coal, after being buried deep in the earth by some
of the convulsions of Nature which have so often

chanired the fiice of the globe. When compress-

ed by the weiirht of mountains to the density of

stone, the peaT of the most open texture, or the

most rotted and worthless, may become a coal val-

uable for fuel. I do not believe that iieologisis ad-

mit this theory of the formation of coal : but it

seems to me a more plausible origin than from

other than peaty matter.

It is not difficult to conceive how the soil of the

Dismal Swamp should have been growing in

thickness, and spreading over more extent ol sur-^

face ; and that it shall continue to do both, if
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the existing causes are suffered to operate. The
streams which How from the western highland are

sucked up by the earth, which Irora the nature

of Its composition, absorbs and liolds water like a

sponge: and it is thus filled or very slightly over-

Mowed by water, and yet no part cov^ered deeply,

because the superfluous water finds or (orms chan-
nels to escape into rivers, which head at various

adjacent and much lower points. This continual

wetness, and the extreme richness of the soil,

combine to produce a prodigious growth of aqua-
tic plants, oi" various kinds, and of all sizes, Irom
tiie diminutive moss to the gigantic cypress. The
wet soil causes more evaporation than would take

place from water alone—and evaporation causes
cold—and the heat of the sun is in great mea-
sure excluded by the thick cover of trees. Hence,
a coldness of the earth suitable to a far more
northern climate is produced, and maintained.

The leaves and moss, and other vegetable matters

that fall, are hut partially decomposed, and thus
add annually to the thickness of the soil.

As might be interred ti'om the operation of the

causes named, but little of the surface o' tlie

swamp is many inches either above or below
the water, though the level of the swamp is

in some places five feet lower than in others, and
perhaps much more. Standing, but shallow wa-
ter tends to raise the earth to its surface : and if,

by drainage, drought, or any other circumstance,
a part of the land should be so tnuch higher than
the water as to become quite dry, the first acci-

dental fire would reduce it to a lower level.

It may well be supposed, from the foregoing
general description, that the swamp furnishes very
difficult ground to travel upon. But I had no ad-
equate conception of the magnitude of the difficul-

ties before personally making the trial. In addi-
tion to the general wetness of the earth—the most
dry being a mire, from sinking in which the trav-

eller is guarded only by the mat of living roots'

—

the undergrowth of evergreen shrubs, and vines or
reeds, cause still greater impediments to his pro-
gress.

It is difficult to imagine a sufficient motive to

have induced any man to penetrate a mile into the
swamp, before paths wee cut and made solid

enough, for the purpose of getting the timber.
And these obstacles long prevented any person
from going far from the borders. It was as late as
some twenty years before the revolutionary war,
that the lake, which is the most beautiful and mag-
nificent feature of the region, was first discovered by
a hunter, named Drummond, who had lost his

way, and therefore wandered miles through this

"Slough of Despond." He could not have reach-
ed the lake in the shortest line from the main land
in less than three miles—and probably it was
many more. What must have been the sensa-
tions of a man, so lost in such a gloomy labyrinth,
when he came suddenly upon the border of this

splendid sheet of wide water ! Lake Drummond
is nearly oval—seven miles long, and more than
five wide. It has no beach, thetliick and tall for-

est being at and in its margin. The water is gen-
erally even with, and often gently overflowing"
hs banks—and the banks (if such they may be
called) sink perpendicularly, so that whether the
Avaters of the lake are higher or lower than is

usual, it makes no difliirence in the breadth of the
water, and but little difference in the general ap-

pearance of the shores. There may be a differ-

ence between the highest and lowest water, li-oni

the opposite effects of the wettest and drvest sea-
sons, of three or four feet—and there would not be
as amch, perhaps, but for the artificial reducing of
the water, in the dryest seasons, to supply the
great canal for the purposes of navigation.

This beautiful lake—and which no doubt seems
the more beautiliil on account of the gloomy sce-

nery passed to roach its borders— is so much like

belonging to fairy land, that it is not strange that

it should have been connected with sundry popu-
lar delusions. Some persons at first had affirmed,

and others believed, that the lake had no bottom

—

or that it communicated Avith the neighboring
ocean by a subterraneous passage. There was
but slender ground for this delusion, as the lake

is quite shallow, and the level of the bottom very
regular. Mr. JNlills Uiddick sen. of Suffolk, told

me that he assisted Commodore Barron in sound-
ing across the lake. The depth about the middle,

where greatest, was 15 feet. The bottom is of
mud like the swamp, but sometimes a pure white
sand covers the mud a foot, or perhaps more,
in depth.

About the time that the lake was discovered,

another event took place which produced ultimate-

ly the present proprietary state, and peculiar busi-

ness and manaixement of the swamp. This was
the '"taking up" by Gen. Washington, and a few
other gentlemen acting upon his suggestion, of all

the then unappropriated lands of the Dismal
Swamp in Virginia. Before that time no persons

had taken possession (b)- course of law,) of any
lands, but those at and near the margin of' the

high land, because tlie interior lands were not
deemed worth paying the lowest taxes on. Gen.
Washington whose business as a land surveyor
gave him many opportunities of acquiring posses-

sion of valuable public lands, and who obtained

much of his wealth in that manner—saw a rich

farm on the border, which had been rendered pro-

ductive by being drained. Thiid<ing that the

whole swamp was equally available for cultiva-

tion, he formed the association above named,
bought the farm in question, and took up all the

remaining state lands, estimated then at 40,000
acres, but which are now supposed to be much
more. They excluded the lake fi'om their patent,

though it was completely surrounded by their

land, considerins it not worth paying a tax for.

By this ill judired economy the company has since

suffered. When the Dismal Swamp Canal Com-
pany was afterwards chartered, they were grant-

ed by the commonwealth the exclusive use of the

water of Lake Drummond to feed their canal

—

and this grant serves to shackle the efforts of the

Land Company, (since also incorporated,) and
would prevent the adoption of any general plan

for draining. As is usually the case wtih corpora-

tions that come in contact, they seem more fond of
squabbling with and opposinir each other, than

of unitmg in any general procedure for the good of
both.

The only objects of the Land Company at first

were agricultural—and they commenced, and for

years carried on tillage on their farm, and drainage

to extend it. For the latter purpose, they dug a
1 canal of some miles in length from the high land

I
to the lake, which is siill large enough for the pas-

i sage of boats. This is now known as the "Wash-
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intrton Ditch". But whether their plans were judi-

cious, or had the defects inherent in such joint stock

companies, their lahor and capital yielded little

profit. The war soon Ibllowed, and before its end
halt" their slaves went ofi to the enemy, as was
generally the case in places so near their encamp-
ments. After peace was made, the work slili

went on badly, until the Company undertook the

getting of jiinipershingles. This business, which
was not at first counted on, has since become their

eole pursuit, and immensely piofitable, and must
continue profitable until the timber is mostly con-

sumed, which indeed is rapiilly approaching com-
pletion. The shares into which the stock wasoriif-

inally divided, have increased in price from iftSOOO

each to more than -915,000 ; and the dividends
made are large even for the highest price. But
unlike most other stocks, this is diminishing in re-

al value, with every year's waste of timber—and
unless the land itself is made of value by drainage,
the stock of this rich company will, at some fu-

ture time, lose its market value, as rapidly, and to

many owners as unexpectedly, as it was former-
ly acquired.

What I have stated of the Land Company,
was learned from gentlemen who have been long
and well acquainted with the general afl;'airs of'

the company: but as theirknowledse was not official,

and rested on memory, facts may have been in-

correctly stated as to dates, amounts, or other
minor circumstances.

It had long been my intention to visit these

scenes—but it was only very lately that a first and
hasty visit was made, which has enabled me to

judge of and to describe them, so far as will here
appear.
On Nov, 17fh. I reached Suffolk by way of the

railway, from Portsmouth, which passes through
a few miles of the swamp at its northern extremi-

ty, and thus permitted a first slight glance. It

eeems unfortunate that the first approach to the

swamp, of almost every person hereafter , will be
on the rapidly moving railway train. The sav-
age gloom of the face of nature is altogether un-
suited to the highly artificial facilities by means of
which the traveller is flying past—and the discor-

dance serves to lessen the high gratification

which either the conveyance or the scene alone
would cause, when new to the observer.

It was too late on that day to commence a

voyage to the lake—nor could it be made on the

next: for though every thinff else necessary had
been carefully provided, there were no good boat-

men out of the swamp—and vvithout those accus-
tomed to the peculiar mode of navigating the ca-

nal, there was no getting on. The leisure afl^ord-

ed by these disappointments permitted me to visit

Bome of the most interesting lands in the neigh-
borhood—and to see some improvements on
Bwamp lands, to which my remarks will now be
confined. Having mounted on horseback, we re-

turned, by a different route, to the swamp where
it is crossed by the railway. Tliis great public im-
provement had effected much of the first and
heaviest labor necessary for draining the adjacent
Bwamp lands, and had clearly indicated the pro-
per mode to pursue—and the proprietor on one
Bide, Mr. David .Jordan, was makinj; proper use
of the opportunities thus offered. The swamp
Jand here js 6 to 7 feet higher than the part of
Suffolk which the railway passes overj and the

ditches dug on each side, to drain and to raise the
track of the road, furnish deep and wide discharg-
ing outlets, to receive the waters from all smaller

ones draining from the swamp. This land had
been filled or covered with water before the rail-

way was begun: tlie ditches dug by Mr. Jordon,
at right angles to the road, and eniptjing as above
stated, have laid the land dry, and kept the wa-
ter as much below the surface as the depth of his

ditches, which is from 2 to 2^ feet. Still this is

not enough for so sponiry a soil, which will draw
much moisture upward, and from considerable

depths. I advised giving 10 or 12 inches more of
depth to the smaller dhches, and still more to the

large rail road ditch, which can be easily done.

The water comes from the general overflowing or

saturation of the swamp, and therefore a good
large ditch ought to surround the whole piece de-

signed to be reclaimed.

This tract of land was bought by Mr. Jordan
and Mr. Benton, after the railway was made, at

.^7.50 the acre. Immediately adjoining, and also

on the road, another body of land of 2000 acres

had b?en bought before the road was commenced,
for only ^900—a most striking evidence of value

thus increased. All the wood is now made mar-
ketable, and is cut to a great profit, and sent by
the train to Portsmouth. It is cut (by the job)

into 4 feet lencihs, at 50 cents the cord—carted

and corded along side the road for 25 cents more

—

(and this expense might be lessened one-halfj by
making branch wooden railways— ) and the wood
is sold at ^1.25 in that situation, and now com-
mands ^4 if delivered in Porsmouth. As but lit-

tle superintendence is required, the profit from an
acre must be very considerable.

The swamp soil next the railway was from IJ
to 2 feel thick, resting on a good dark colored clay.

The soil did not appear to vary materially in tex-

ture, as seen in the new ditches several hundred
yards towards the interior. It is of the more firm

and earthy kind, known as "gum swamp," but

which seems to be composed in great measure
of vegetable matter. It appears precisely like

the soil of the gum and ash tide swamps on
James River. Farther fr-om the rail road, the

ditch reached land which formerly had been burnt

over, so as to destroy its trees, and it was now
covered by the closest possible growth of reeds,

among which were scattered many young pines.

The soil did not seem to change, otherwise than

by becoming deeper. The subsoil here is a stiff

yellowish clay.

Early on the morning of Nov. 19, our party as-

sembled at the northern end of the Land Compa-
ny's Canal, about a mile from Suffolk. To this

point all their shingles are brought by boats—and
passed over to the tide creek close by, and which
is about 20 feet lower in level, where they are re-

ceived by vessels which carry them to the north-

ern cities. Our party was mostly composed of

gentlemen of Suffolk, who most kindly aided all

my views and wishes. The boat was flat bottom-

ed, long and spacious, belonging the Land Compa-
ny, and designed solely for convening passengers

in trips to the lake, for pleasure or business. It

was well suited for the purpose, and was well

manned and provided for this occasion. The mode
of propelling the boat is the saiTie as is always
used lor the shingle boats. A strong pole is fas-

tened across the square head, and another in like
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manner at the stern, at right anjjles to the boat,

the olher ends extemling across ihe tow-paili on
tlio niuririn of tlie canal. By ihcse polos the men
push the boat alont^ in a rapid walk, and at the

same time lean on them so as: very much to

lighten their labor. Four experienced hands ac-

comptinied our boat, who relieved each other

fi'om time to time. Ii seemed straniie to me that

horse power had not been substituted liir that of

man for this business ; for tlioui^h it would be cost-

ly to provide enouo;h solid earth to make a tow-
path tbrliorses, when once done, one horse would
l)ull as many boats as perhaps 15 or 20 men could

eho\e.

This canal was dug 12 feet wide, 4 feet deep,

and is 10 miles in length, and very nearly straight.

Its water is almost a level—a gentle current

flowing fi-om the middle part towards each end.

The firm Ifmd soon was passed through— (in

which the banks are from 1 to 2, and for a short

space 3 to 4 feet high—) and we then entered the

swamp. The tow-path still continued to be a
firm but low bank lor a short space more—and
then for the remaininn- 7 or 8 miles was scarcely

above the surface of the adjoining swamp, and
merely afforded belter footing by being trodden,

and thereby consolidated, and by the poles and
other wood placed along where water covered the
ground, for the boatsmen's steps. The earth

thrown out in digging the canal must have made
on each side a wide and high bank. But so little el-

evation now remains, that it furnishes alone suffi-

cient jToof of the correctness of my previous
opinion, that such land, if kept dry, will rot awaj^,

leaving nolhmg but the very small portion of
earthy matter in the soil. A permanent liorse

tow-path could therefore only be made by earth

boated fl'om the firm land, or by wood. Wooden
roads for mules are made throughout the swamp,
to convey the shingles to the borders of the canal,

or lake—and these roads are so rough, and bad,

that it seems as if as much power must be lost on
them, as by using hand labor to propel the loaded
boats. Some of these roads are 5 or 6 miles in

length—and their united length must be very
great. They are constructed as follows. Double
lines of poles are laid in the direction of the road,

about the distance apart of the cart wheels.
Across these are laid split pieces, merely long
enough for a single track of a cart, of 4 to 6 inches
in diameter, and as angular and irregular as

may be supposed, from mauling. These lie close

to each other across the sleepers, and present a
very rough and unstable surface for the wheels,
and still worse for the feet of the mules. Still, I

was told that on such roads, a mule will draw as
heavy a load as an ordinarj^ roads, on land. If so,

it would seem that they would draw ten times as

much on smooth longitudinal tracks, or such wood-
en rail, or tram-roads, as are described in Vol. I.

of the Farmers' Register.'

The escape of the water in numerous places
over the margin of tiie canal, served to explain
how there could be a regular current always set-

ting towards the dosed end of a level canal.

We soon reached juniper trees, (or white ce-

dars) and the softest swamp soil, in which situa-

tion only these trees irrow. I had never before
seen a juniper—and should not now have distin-

gushed them from the red or true cedars, but tor

their situation, greater height, and the beautiful

straiijhtness of their long naked trunks. The
lenntli of the branches, and the spreading and
bulk of the whole top, bear but small proportion

to the tiiameter and length of the trunks of the
juniper. The trees are beautiful, and especially

when they stand thick, forming a high roof of
their evergreen tops, supported by numerous co-
lumns formed by tlieir long and straight stems.
They are not often large, or are too valuable
as timber to be permitted to reach n)ucii size.

Most of our whole course was through the "burnt
wootls," a large track of which nearly all the
growing ti'ees had been formerly killed and con-
sumed by great fires in former times.

Though the form of the juniper is well adapted
to stand on its soft and yielding foundation of
mire, still when large it is easily overthrown by
winds—and perhaps as many such were lying be-
neath the surface of the peat, as were standing
erect. When throv/n down, they are soon cover-
ed by water, and keeping wet, they never rot, except
the sap wood, which is less than an inch thick.

Much of the tindjer now got, is from trees long
covered a foot or two deep under the surface soil,

and which are found by the workmen by sound-
ing, and then duff to and sawn off into shingle
cuts, though half covered by water. Some of the
great fires, in certain places, have brought to view
and into use, more good timber than they injured,

by burning the soil down to where numerous trees

had lain perhaps for a century concealed, and
their existence unsuspected. By the way—in dig-

ging down into the swamp, charcoal, the plain ev-
idence of the former fires, and of the height at

which the surface had then stood, is often found at
several feet below the present surfiice—thus givintJ"

practical proof of the growth of the soil in thick-

ness by tlie operiition of the natural causes before
reasoned from. But I get on slowly upon the
canal.

The canal, when perfectly straight for a long
course, with the trees on each side almost joining
their branches across, presents a beautiful vista

and perspective view—and with our singular boat
and its equipage would have furnished a fine sub-
ject for a painter. Still more striking were the
same scenes when we returned at night, with the
bright light of our fire partially displacing the
general darkness. The landscape painter would
find many new subjects in this region, where eve-
ry thing is strange and new—and so might the
student of botany and other branches of natural
history. A writer like Irving might here find

enough interesting matter fordescription and narra-
tive, to fill a volume. The land and the water

—

the vegetables and the wild animals—the inhabit-
ants in their habits and occupations—are all as
different from the surrounding country, as if the
traveller had suddenly passed mto a fiir remote re-

gion.

I landed several times in the course of the day,
at places of different appearance and growth,
and of diflTerent levels, and walked far enough to

see the smamp in all its various conditions. The
parts most easy to walk through (and these are
scarcely passable) are where the original gigantic
forest groivth has not been destroyed or hurt by
fire, or where the reeds, forming a thick erowth,
have all died, and thus permit one, with some ef-

fort, to break Ins way through such a brittle though
close barricade. The getting of timber being con-
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fined to the juniper trees, and these being of com-
paratively smidl size, the original grandeur oC the

forest is but little impaired by the labors of man.
The cypress is here the king of the Ibrest—and
lliis, with the gums, and all oilier trees except ju-

niper, are leit untouclied. The cypress grows on
the same kind ofland with tlie black gum—which,

as belbre stated, is much firmer than the juniper

lands. The farmers here, who have given any
consideration to the subject, suppose that though
the jumper land, if drained, would sink and soon

fail, thai the gum and cypress lands would be per-

manent. No doubt they would be more durable

—

but the vegetable matter that will burn, will also

rot, if placed in circumstances fivorable to lermen-
tation : and soon or late, all the excess of veijela-

ble matter in the soil, not combined with and fixed

by the earths, and especially by calcareous earth,

must rot away, and disappear.

We passed through sundry such changes of

land, and ol its vegetable cover, as ha\-e been de-

scribed—but still a general uniformity of appear-

ance prevailed, owing to the deep gloom and miry
surface of the surrounding swamp, the sluggish

and dark water of the canal, and its scarcely vary-

ing course. The only sign of life was seen at in-

tervals in a " camp" of a pair of shinijle-getters.

Tiieir houses, or shanties, are barely wide enough
for five or six men to lie in, closely packed side by
side—iheir heads to the back wail, and their feet

stretched to the o[)en front, close by a fire kept up
through the night. The roof is sloping, to shed

the rain, and where highest, not above four feet

from the floor. Of the shavings made in smooth-
ing the shingles, the thinnest make a bed for the

laborers, and the balance form the only dry and
solid foundation for their house, and their home-
stead, or working yard. Yet they live plentifully,

and are pleased with their employment—and the

main objection to it with their masters, (they be-

ing generally slaves,) and the comnmnity, is that

the laborers have too much leisure time, and of

course spend it improperly. Their heavy labors

for the week are generally finished in five, and
often in four days—and then the remainder of the

week is spent out of the swamp, and given to idle-

ness, and by many to drunkenness. All the work
is done by tasks : and the employers have nothing
to do except to pay tbv the labor executed. About
500 men are thus employed in the whole swamp,
by the Land Company, and by numerous indivi-

dual land owners. With all their exposure, the

laborers are remarkably healthy, and almost en-

tirely free from the autumnal fevers that so severe-

ly scourge all the surrounding country. It is said

that no case has yet occurred of a shingle-getter

dying of disease in the swamp—nor did my in-

formants know that any one had been so sick as

to require to be brought out. A younir while wo-
man lately died, whose father and his family have
lived fen years in the swamp— but she had just

returned fi'om a» visit of some length to the open
country outside. It is well known that the bor-

ders of extensive peats in Britain are healthy, and
in that respect are very difierent from the marshes
of the same regions.

At length we came to another straight canal,

(the old " Wasliington Ditch,") by entering
which a sliixht deviation was made from our pre-

vious straight course. This turn obstructs tlie

view, and thereby adds to the pleasure of the sur-

prise that immediately follows. But a few yards
more are traversed, when the boat passes, almost
without warning of a change, fi'om its narrow and
shaded channel upon the wide-spread surface of
the lake. The boatmen, havins exchan<xed their

poles for oars, rowed nearly two miles toward the
centre of the lake. It is encompassed to its mar-
gin e/ery where by a thick growth of tall trees,

in which the cypresses, by their greater height
and singularly formed summits, show most con-
spicuously. The general level horizon presented to

the eye by the surroun :ing forest, is made lower
and irregular in two large places on opposite
sides of the lake, plainly indicating the wide and
desolating passage of the last great fire, which
left nothing alive in its track, nor any thing stand-

ing, except some of the largest trunks of trees,

many of which still remain, thouijh naked and
scathed by fire to their summits. But so rapid is

the growth on this swamp, that the burnt land is

generally and closely covered by a young forest of
considerable height, and among which are junipers

of twelve inches through, which are already used
for shingle timber-

It was a bright and clear daj', and not a breath
of wind was felt before emerging fi'oni the canal.

But though there imperceptible, tliere was enough
wind to ruffle the surface of the lake. The ob-
server would at first suppose that the lake was in

a great measure secured from the eficct of wind,
by its inland situation, and its close surrounding
forest barrier. But high as is this barrier, it is low
in comparison to the elevation of high lands in

general—and the low level of all the adjacent
country, and the vicinity of the Atlantic, permit
to the winds such a sweep, that Lake Drummond
is remarkably subject to their efl'ects ; and the vi-

olence of storms, is here about as commonly exhi-

bited as on the sea.

The water, though clear and transparent, is so

deeply colored by the extract of vegetable matter,

as to seem black when seen in the lake and ca-

nals. When taken up in a glass, it is found that

this deepness of color is delusive—and that it is

about the color of pale rum or wine. It is every
where through the swamp the same in quality,

though not always as deeply tinged. It is, by
some, considered medicinal, and is preferred for

drinking by all the laborers and others most ac-

customed to its peculiar, and at first, disagreeable

flavor, to any other water whatever. Some
twenty-five years ago, invalids, and especially

those suflerinjji; under pulmonary aftections, were
in the habit of visiting the swamp in the summer,
to drink the swamp water for improvement of

health ; and they often remained for weeks together

at a tavern on the Dismal Swamp Canal, beyond
the opposite side of the lake.

The water in the lake, is now about 18 inches

below the usual level, and of course we found the

swamp so much the drier, and more accessible,

near the borders of the lake. But notwithstanding
this cause fir the unusual dryness of the surface

and notwithstanding also, the thick carpet of re-

cently liillen leaves and other vegetable matter on
the surface, sustaining the footsteps, I was contin-

ually reminded, by the yielding of the miry earth

below, of the unsoundness of the support.

Through the greater part of the year, the basin of

the lake is full to the brim, and overfiowing at

many places into the surrounding swamp. The
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water in the Land Company's canal tlirouojh

which we passed, however, was then i<ept at its

ordinary height, by means ol" a wooden stop-gate

placed across tJie month of the canal.

The fish of the lake are of species similar to

those of the ponds and fresh water streams of the

neighboring countrj'—but ol some, the sizes are

much ffreater. The gar is sometimes seen above
five feet long. Some kinds of the fish are highly

valued, and dining on them is not the least enjoy-

ment of the pleasure parties that often make ex-

cursions insunnner to the lake.

Reeds, at remote intervals, bear seeds which
have a considerable resemblance to wheat, and
which will make tolerably good bread. These
seeds are so seldom borne and are usually so few,

tiiat most persons do not know of their existence.

Whenevera reed brings seed, it dies the same
autumn. A few years ago was a general and
great " reed mast,"' as a full bearing of seed is

here called—and all the reeds conse{juently died

at once. The present growth is in many places

as thick and as beautiful as ever—varying howe-
ver in height in different places, as if of dillerent

years' sowing, ti'om 18 teet to 9 or less. But it

seems as if nature demands a chanire of crops in

this as in many other cases. I intisr this li'om

walking into large pieces of ground covered by a

former growth of reeds, of which all had died in

the last gieat mast season, and not a sinjjle living

reed had followed, or was seen on such places.

It is a vulgar error that the reeds bring seed once

only in seven j-ears. There are few more beauti-

ful single plants than a reed of large size—and
their general appearance is as pleasing when in

smaller size they stand so thick as to form an al-

most impenetrable undergrowth.
It is known to most persons that bears still in-

habit the Dismal SwaiTip, though lono: ago driven

from every other pan of lower and mid<lle V'iriiinia.

But probably most have thouglit, as I did before

this visit, that they were so rarely met with, that

the killing of a single one would be a matter lor

great exultation, and cause of some notoriety to

the huntsman who was so lucky. But I now
learned that they were so numerous, that there

were but iew men who resided near the margin of

the swamp who had not killed one or more. A
young gentleman of our party, had shot several

dozens of these beasts. He told me that the lar-

gest weighed, after being skinned and guUed,
more than 500 pounds. They do not usually

weigh half as much. It is difficult to raise many
cattle or hogs on the adjacent farms, though the

swamp furnishes such abundant food ihr both, ow-
ing to the slaughter committed on them by the

bears. A bear will with ease kill a full grown
cow, and has strength to drag away the carcass

to a suitable hiding place. No dogs will hunt
these animals to much purpose, and therefore it is

not often attempted. The most numerous pack
will seldom even bring them to bav, and will ne-

ver attempt to seize on them. The beais are

traced and found by tlie hunters, by listening for

the noise of their nightly depredations in corn

fields, or among live stock, or Avhen breaking the

limbs of the trees they climb in search of acorns
or gum berries : or they are baited and killed by
traps, or heavily loaded set muskets, the latter be-
ing a common and successfid mode of destroying
them. I heard related by the gentlemen of our

party, and by the boatmen, sundry accounts of
such adventures—and enough coulil easilj' be had
to fill a second volume of Davy Crockett. Indeed,
the story of one remarkable adventure which has
been bestowed in print on Crockett, I believe, or
if not, on some other western bear hunter, I found
had been pilfen^l fi'om the honors of an old bor-

derer of the Dismal Swamp: lor whether the
story be true or f;ds(>, (and it is fully believed here,)

it had been told by the hero of it lor forty years
belore his death.

Some more formal testimony of the great num-
ber of bears in the swamp was presented at the
recent meeting of the Land Company, in a writ-

ten proposal submitted to them by an individual

lor getting up their oak timber. This paper sta-

ted as a reason for their taking such measures,
that the oaks were sufTijring, and many dying, un-
der the effects of the depredations of (he bears.

This statement which would otherwise have been
to me impossible to conceive a meaning lor, was ex-
plained by the account received ofthe habits ofthese
animals. Heavy and apparently clumsy as they
are, they are expert climbers, and in that manner
seek the gum berries and acorns, which, in their

season, form a fiivorite part of their food. To
reach the acorns on the extremities, they draw to

them and break off the limbs, even when ol large
size^and into these broken places worms of a
particular kind enter, or eggs are laid, as in the
case of the pine bug, and in time the trees are
killed by their borings.

A still more ferocious animal found here is the
larger of two species of what are called wild cats.

This name is certainlj- misapplied—but my ac-
quaintance with this branch of natural history is

not sufficient to enable me to fix the kind of either

animal, from the descriptions given. The larger
is brown, with a short tail, and is about as large
as a middle sized or rather stout dog. The smaller
kind is mole-colored, and has a long tail. Pole
cats are also sometimes found in the borders of the
swamp.
The most singular recent fact with respect to

beasts of prey, is the appearance here of a sol-

itary wolf a few years ago. As no wolf has been
heard ofeastof the mountains for many years, the
kind of this destructive animal was not suspected
until long after he had been committing his rava-

ges on the sheep about Suffolk—and more than a
year passed before he was at last killed. His
howling had often been heard by the inhabitants

of that town, so near did he forage— but as his

shelter in the swamp was perfectly secure from in-

trusion, and he moved out only b}- night, and as

no dog would pursue him, it seetned long impossi-

ble to destroy him. He at last, like many warlike
or predatory heroes, from Sampson down to Alac-
heath,"iell a prey to female attractions. Tired of
celibacy, he was seeking a male though ofa difier-

ent race—a bitch at a hum house: and her other
suitors made so great an outcry over the foreign

intruder, that his presence was discovered, and
he was shot.

Upon inquiring lor some one who had witnessed

and was able to describe the great fire of 1806, the

boatmen referred me to old Toby Fisher, who
was then, as he still is, and has continued to be,

a shinsrle-getter in the swamp. Accordingly, we
visited Toby's camp—and his account was readily

obtained. The first indication of the extent of the
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fire was the uncommon prevalence of E<moke, and
its long continued increase. But a shift, of vvind

would remove it from the neighborhood of the la-

borers, and lor as much as a week togetiier they
were free from it. At last, the fire approached so

near that the tailing of the great trees was heard
in rapid and continued succession, like the reports

of guns heard at a distance—and when still nearer,

bears and other " varmunts" were seen fieeing

from destruction, and some times singed and lam-
ed from having been forced through the fire. At
last the laborers nearest the approaching flames

were driven in, and in such alarm, that all hastily

embarked on the lake, and left the swamp. From
30,000 to 50,000 shingles, ready lor market, which
were the vvroperty of a single individual (the fa-

ther of one of our party,) had been previously

thrown into the old canal—but vvithout obtaining

much ol' the expected eli'ect in saving them from
the flames. The upper layers, above the water,

having taken fire and been consumed, and their

weight removed, the next layer would rise to the

same height—and though wet, were soon dried

enough, by so powerful a heat, to take fire a!so.

Thus the shingles, which had been completely
submerged, conlinued to rise and to burn, until but

a small part was lelt. The fire continued about a

month, and passed over the greatest part of the

swamp. From other authority, I lean^ed that the

soil was in many of the dryest places burnt down
as deep as two leet, producing sucli efl'ects as

have been already mentioned.

To such a fire, in Ibrmer times, acting on a still

dryer state of the swamp, it seems probable that

the lake owes its existence, by the soil being burnt

so low as to allow water to be retained, and oi'

depth too great for plants to grow therein, which
otherwise would have recommenced a growth of

peat, and by it ultimately have filled affain the

void. That this vast basin w^s thus hollowed out
by fire seems to be proved by stumps at the bot-

tom being found charred on their surface—by the

perpendicularity of the banks—and the operation
is rendered probable, strange and great as the el"-

fect may be, by the reasonableness of its taking
place, when the supposed existing circumstances
are considered. 1 do not suppose that the basin
was burnt to its present depth—and merely be-
cause it is not likely that the earth could have
been dry to the depth of fifteen feet, or even of half
that depth. But if burnt to three feet onl}^, and
then filled with water, the continued growth in

thickness of the margin of the swamp generally,
in the course of ages would raise the surlace to fif-

teen feet above the present bottom of the lake.

But if the swamp soil is growing in thickness,

and (as I suppose) the lake in depth, it is also be-

lieved, and with nmch appearance of truth, that
the lake is likewise continually growing in super-
ficial extent. That this is taking ))lace along a
large part of its margin, is evident to present obser-
vers, and still more to those who remember the
state of things many years ago, and have wit-
nessed the gradual encroachments of the water.
Some however doubt whether other parts of the
shore may not be growing, by filling up. I do not
see why the water may not be spreading on all

sides. The violence of the waves, in high winds,
must undermine and wash away the banks—and oi'

the earth thus removed, the lightest parts are
dashed over upon the svvami), where they dry and

rot, or otherwise add to the depth of the soil—and
the more earthy and heavy, serve to raise the bot-

tom of the lake, and the more so where nearest to

thcrbanks—and in this manner to cause the regu-
lar deepening towards the centre that is l()und to

exist. Until the parts thus filled up shall rise near
enough to the surliice to support plan's, and thus
gradually grow to be high peat again, the lake

must be widening on every side to which the
waves are driven by violent winds.
The following results, showing the proportions

of vegetable matter contained, were obtained by
subjecting to trial difl'erent soils of the Dismal
Swamp. The method used was to measure the

bulk of" each specimen, by pressing it moderately
and equally into a measuring glass, marked at

equal portions of an ounce of water each. The
measured portions of earth were then separately

exposed, in an iron vessel, to a strong heat, for

one or two hours, until each seemed as much re-

duced by combustion as could be by such means.
Coally matter still rernained with all the ashes,

shovi'ing that the burning was not completely fin-

ished. All these soils have been before described,

either particularly, or generally. The amounts
lost may be supposed to show the comparative
proportions contained of vegetable matter.

1. Of the soil of the reed covered swamp land
(Mr. Daniel Jordan's) described page 517, taken
about 1-|- or 2 feet from the surface, 3 parts (oz,

measures,) lost in bulk, by burning, 2^ parts, or

75 per cent.

2. Of the gunn swamp soil, also JSir. Jordan's,
descj'ibed page 517, taken fi'om 1 to 2 feet be-

low the siirliice, (but quite free from any mixture
of the clay subsoil—) 3 parts lost, by exposure to

heat equal to any used, only half a part—or 16

percent. This became black by burning, but could

not be made to take fire, as the other specimens
did. So small a loss was unlooked for.

3. Of the gum and cypress swamp soil near the

north-western side of the lake. This was pre-

sumed to be some of the highest and firmest land,

as it had been ditched and cultivated by old Dra-
per in turnips, the best of which were as large as

musket bullets, and had leaves G inches long. The
specimen was fiee from unrotted vegetable mat-
ter. Five parts lost by burning 4^ parts, or 90 per
cent.

4. Of juniper soil, taken fi'om 6 to 10 inches

below the surface, and below all living roots or un-
rotted vegetable matter. The specimen was a
black slim}' nuid, which gave no indication to the

eye of ha\'ing an excessive proportion of vegetable

matter. Eight parts (half a pint) of lhese)il afier

burning, left one third of a part—showing the ve-

o-eiab!e matter destrojed by lire to be 96 |ier cent.

This specimen and the next, only, burnt with flame
for a short time.

5. Soil ol cum and cypress, under its original

growth—about 200 yards li-om the north-western
side of the lake. The specimen taken fi"om six to

ten inches below the surliice, and free from living

roots, or unrotted vegetable matter. Eight parts

(half a pint) was reduced by burninfi to one third

of a part, or lost about 96 per rent. This specimen
was burnt at a difl'erent time, and with more pow-
erful heat than the others.

Before closing these remarks, some speculations

will be submitted as to the feasibility and policy ol

draining this immense body of swamp, supposing
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it permitted by the laws, and not opposed by any
exisiing ri<i'lits or interests.

In comparison with the magnitude of the oI)jectj

it would seem to be botli a cheap and certain op-

eration to drain this whole body of land. All the

water, except the rain that falls directly on its sur-

face, it may be supposed flows from the streams

cominff in wilhin the extent of some 10 or 15

miles of maro-in,from the highland on the weslern

side. If a canal was dug throuifh the western

side of the swamp, its northern end emptying into

the Shingle Yard CreeU near Suffblic, and the

southern end emptying into the head of Perqui-

mans River, wiiich rises in the swamp and flows

southward into Albemarle Sound, this canal would

divert from the swamp all the waters which now
run in and continually flood it, and the level of the

water would be souk just as deep as tiie bottom

of the canal might be niade. Lake Drummond
would be deprived of its supplying source, and

would become dry, exce|)tthe deepest central part.

Nearly the same extent ol' land might be drained,

and the same objects effected, liy deepening the

Land Company's canal, and giving it a northern

outlet to tide \vater, and by opening another cut

from the Perquimans into the lake, and both parts

so deep as to lower the water 7 or 8 feet. Either

of these modes however would dpstroy the navi-

gation of the Dismal Swamp Canal, for which
such a vast a^nount has been ^pent. But probably

the water miijht be enough reduced to lay the

land dry, without hurting 'he navigation, or ma-
terially diuiinishmo; the present extent of the sur-

face of the lake. If lowering the water of the

lake 5 feet only, would make the land dry enough,

that reduction of level need not deprive the great

canal of any of its present sup[)ly of water, be-

cause its feeder from the lake now has 5 leet of de-

scent, and ol' course miirht be as much deepened at

the highest end. But if the middle section of the

canal, between its highest locks, could be deepened

60 much as to dis|)ense with those locks, every

difficulty would be removed, and the navigation

would be greatly improved and facilitated in future

use, and the general drainage be made far more
perfect.

But there is a prior question of some importance.

If a ssneral plan of drainage is ever so cheap in

execution, and certain in immediate results, would

it be advantageous to so change the state of the

swamp? The policy is at least doubtlLiI, though
the balance of advantages seem to be in favor of

the drainage. An immense body of most lerlile

land would be brought into cultivation : but it

would rapidly rot away, and while rotting, would
probably be as unhealthy, as it now is remarkable

for healthiness.

But every tiling on the subject of draining large

Bwamps, held by many different proprietors, in

Virginia, is mere matter for theoretical reasoning

and o[ useless speculation. Nothing can be done
in practice, no matter how great the promised ad-

vantages, or the existing evils. The laws, indi-

rectly, yet completely, forbid the making of any
such improvements on a large scale: and still

greater obstacles are presented in this case, where,
in addition to the existence of separate rights of

hundreds of individual proprietors, there would be
the chartered and landed rights, and conflicting

claims, of two great joint stock companies. Under
these various circumstances, it may be safely pre-

VoL. IV—66

dieted that the possible good or ill effects of a gen-
eral plan of draining the Dismal Swamp will ne-

ver be practically known—at least, not during the

continuance of the present legal policy of Virginia.

PROPOSAL TO DRAIN THE DISMAL SWAMP.

By William. Byrd of Westover.

Written more than a Iiundred years ago.

[It was after the preceding article on the Dismal

Swamp had been written, and was partly in type, that

we received and for the first time saw the manuscript

from which the following article is printed, and also

the full and minute journal of Col. Byrd, of the sur-

vey of the line between Virginia and North Carolina,

which he superintended as one of the Commissioners

of the Colony of Virginia. For the use of this antique

paper, we are indebted to the owner, George E. Harri-

son Esq. of Brandon, and also for the original journal

of his distinguished ancestor. This proposal, was
founded on the information obtained by the survey, and

recorded more fully in the journal—and upon these

grounds and suggestions it is probable that the present

Land Company was formed at a subsequent period,

and in which Col. Byrd, or his son, was a partner, and

his shares are still held by some of his descendants.

The journal (written in 1728) is interesting not only

for its antiqtnty, but for the early views, and then sup-

posed facts, which it presents. In our next No. will

probably be inserted the portion of the journal embra-

cing the passage, probably the earliest made by man,

of the Dismal Swamp
The account of Col. Byrd given here, and in his

journal, is erroneous as to several particulars which rest-

ed then merely on report, and therefore could not be

more correctly known by him. For example, as to the

supposed pestilential effects of the air—the total absence

of animals—and as to the general width of the swamp,

which be greatly underrated. It will be also observed,

both from this piece and still more from his journal,

that there was then no suspicion of the existence of the

lake; and }'et according to the maps of highest author-

ity, its southern margin is within less than a mile of

the state line, which was so long in being traced and

marked by the surveying party which Col. Byrd in

part directed and superintended.

The manuscript, in our charge, is the original, in

the hand writing of the author—and though time-worn,

and requiring much care to handle without injury, is

perfectly legible. It is here copied literally.

—

Ed.

Far. Reg.]

A Description of Vie Dismal,

The Dismal is a very large swamp or bogg,

extending from north to south near 30 miles in

length, and in breadth, from east to west, at a
medium about ten miles. It lyes partly in Vir-

ginia, and partly in North Carolina. No less

than 5 navigable rivers, besides creeks, rise out of

it, whereof 2 rtm into Virginia, viz. the South
Branch of Elizabeth, and the South Branch of

Nansimond Rivers—and 3 into North Carolina,
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namel}', North River, North-west River, and
Perquimonds. Ail these hide their heads, pro-

perly speal<iiig, in the Difjmal, there being no
signs of tiiem above ground. For this reason

there must be plenlilull subterranean stores of wa-
ter to teed so many rivers, or else the soil is so re-

plete with this element, draind li'om the higher

land that surrounds it, that it can abundantly af-

Ibrd these supplys. This is most probable—be-

cause the ground of this swamp is a meer quag-
mire, trembleing under the tt;et of those that walk
upon it, and every impression is instan !y filld

with water. We coud run a long stick up to the

head without resistance—and wherever a fire was
made, so soon as the crust of leaves and trash

burnt through, the coals sunk down into a hole, and
were exiinguisht. The skirts of the Dismal to-

wards the east were overgrown with reeds ten or

12 tieet high, interlaced every where with stron<i

bamboe-bryers, in which the men's (eet weve per-

petually intangled. Among these, grows here and
there a cypress, or a white cedar, which last is

commonly mistaken for the juniper. Towards
the south end of it, is a very large tract of reeds,

without any trees at all growing amongst them,
which being constantly green, and waving in the

wind, is called the Green Sea. In many parts, es-

pecially on the borders, trrows an evergreen shrub
very plentifully, that gos by the name of a gall-

bush. It bears a berry which dyes a black colonr,

Hke the gall of an oak, from whence it borrows its

name.' Near the middle of the Dismal the trees

grow much thicker—the cypresses as well as the

cedars. These being always green, and loaded

with very large tois. are ni\icli exposed to the

winds, and easily blown down in this bogiry place

where the soil is soft, and consequently affords but

slender hold for the roots, that shoot into it. By
these the passage is in most filaces interrupted,

they lying piled in heaps, and horsing on one
another: nor is this all, for the snags left upon
them point every way, and require the utmost
caution to clamber over them. 'Tis remarquable
that, towards the heart of this horrible desart, no
beast or bird approaches, nor so much as an insect

or a reptile. This must happen, not so much
from the moisture ol the soil, as from the everlast-

ing shade occationd by the thick shrubbs and
bushes, so that the fi'iendly beams of the sun can
never penetrate them to warm the earth. Nor
indeed do any birds care to fly over it, anv more
than they are said to do over the lake Avernus,
for lear of the noisome exhalations that rise from
this vast body of dirt and nastiness. 'I'hese noxious
vapours inlect the air round about, oivmiT agues
and other distempers to the neighbourin<r inhabi-

tants. On the western border of the Dismal, is a

pine swamp above a mile in breadth, great part of

which is covert! with water knee-deep ; however,
the bottom is firm, and though the pines growing
upon it are very tall, yet are they not easily blown
down by the wind. So that the people waded
through this part of it, without any other hin-

drance but what the depth of water gave them.
With all these disadvantages the Dismal is in

many places pleasant to the eye, though disagree-

able to the other sences, because of the perpetual

verdure, which makes every season look like the

spring, and every month like May. This dread-

full swamp was ever judgd impassable, 'til the line

divideing Virginia from North Carolina ivas car-

ryd through it in the year 172S, by the order of hia

late majesty. JSor woulil it have been practicable

ihen, but by the benefit ofan exceeding dry season,

as well as by the invincible vigour and industry of

those that undertook it. Some of the neighbours
have lost themselves here lor some days, but never

had either the courage or curiosity to advance very
fiir. Nor can the difficultys of passing this inhos-

pitable place be better conceivd, than by the

long time that was spent in doing it, even by men
who were not altogether without apprehentions of

being starved—they being no less than ten whole
days in pushing on the line 15 miles, tho' they

proceeded ivith all possible diligence and resolu-

tion, and besides, hail no disaster to retard them.

jjdvantages of Draining the Dismal.

The foregoing being a true and faithful account

of the present condition of the Dismal, if any way
coud be found to drain it, the benefits both to his

majesty and these colonys, would be very consi-

derable.

1. First, that vast extent of bogg, which is now
of no value to the crown, nor ever can be, in the

condition it lyes at present, will come in time to

pay the same quit-rent that other lands pay in

this colony, and employ a great number of peo-

pie.

2. By draining the Dismal, it will make all the

adjacent country nmch more wholesome, and,

conse(iuently, ])reserve the lives of many of the

kmg's subjects; this will happen by correcting

and purilying the air, which is now inlt'cled by
the malignant vapours rising continually i'rom that

large tract of mire and filthiness.

3. After ihe Dismal comes to be drained, it will

be the finest soil in the wcrld for j)roducing of

hemp : the propagating of which, is with so much
reason desired and encouraged in his majesty's

plantations. Besides, the hemp made in this place

will have the advantage of being nearer to navi-

gation than it can commonly be in this colony.

4. As the Dismal must be draind by the help

of canals, to be cut from the northern to the south-

ern rivers, there will be a safe and easy communi-
cation, by water, betwixt Virginia and North Ca-
rolina, to the rnanil(3st advantage of both. Virgi-

nia will have the benefit of being the port and pub-

lic mart, to which the inhabitants of North Caro-
lina must bring their conmioditys ; and these,

again, will have the convenience of shipping the

efl'ects of their industry, and receiving their returns

li-om Great Britain, in good ships—there being

no inlets into the hither part of that province, but

what are dangerous even to the small vessels that

can enter them.

Conditions of Draining the Dismal.

The Dismal then being so utterly useless to the

crown, and such a nusance to the neighbouring
country, and the advantages of draining it being
so many, there remains no difficulty but to find

out a method of doing it without leading his ma-
jesty into an expcnce, or laying a burthen on the

people; and I humbly conceive that neither of

these objections can be raised against the follow-

ing scheme.
It is therefore proposed that his majesty be gra-

ciously pleaed to grant the Dismal, and all the land
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not yet taken up, lying within half a mile ofany part

of it, to the petitioners herealier named ; and the

better to encoLiraire them to umlergo the heavy
charge ol" draining it, 'tis larther ])roposed, that

the gaid petitioners may liave such grant, free

from rights, and be also exempt irom paj'ing any
quit-rent, (i)r the space of 50 years, except one
pound of liemp yearly, on St. George's day.

It is also propo.sed, that all the persons employ-
ed in draming the said Dismal shall he excused
from paying any levys for the space of ten years
after the date of the said grant.

Nor can it fairly be objected, that such exemp-
tion fi-om rights and quit-rents will be an}' loss to

the crown, because nobody will ever take up any
land in the Dismal, but with intent to drain it

—

and the expence of that will be too great to under-
take it without this encouragement at least.

Wherefore, since the king can ijet iiothing for it

as it now is, it woud be more to his majesty's in-

terest to grant it on the prospect of afi.iture advan-
tage, than to let it \ye wast, and continue a nu-
sance to perpetuity. Nor woud the country be a

looser by indulginir the undertakers of this great

work with a freedom fiom levys, because of the

advantages that woud happen to it from their in-

dustry—and because most of the hands employed
therein, will be imported on purpose to carry on
this laudable design, and consequently woud ne-
ver pay any lev3-s without it.

And to remove all suspicion of fraud, it is Ijke-

wise proposed that a condition he inserted in the

royal grant, that .in case the petitioners shall not

drain the said Dismal in the space of ten years,

they shall then be obliged to pay ail arrears of

quit- rent fi-om the date of the said grant, together
with the full value of the rights which ought
otherwise to have been payed down in the begin-
ning, proportiunably to tlie quantity of land so

granted. The petitioners humbly relying on his

majesty's goodness, to indulge them a longer time
in case unforeseen difliculty shoud require it.*

Proposals for Draining the Dismal.

If this great undertakeing he managed prudent-
ly, it may be completed in the forementioned time
often years, for the summ ol four thouT^and pound
sterling, and perhaps for a great deal less.

It is therefore j)roposed, that this summ be di-

vided into 20 shares, and they to be subscrii)d by
as few persons as possible. That the Earl of Ork-
ney, Sir Charles Wager, Sir Jacob Acworth, and
Col. Bladen be invited to encourage this subscrip-

tion, being well wishers to these colonys, as well

as to the propagateing of hemp in his majesty's
plantations, and the rather because their credit

may be necessary in obtaining the royal grant.

So soon as such grant shall be obtaind, the first

step ought to be to procure a man that perfectly

understands draining of land, at a moderate sala-

ry, and while that is transacting in lilngland, the
whole tract should be exactly surveyd here, and
the levil of it tryd. After that, a proper piece of
land shoud be chosen on the skirls of ihe Dismal,
whereon to make the first settlement. Sufficient

land may be found out there that may be laid dry
by a trench only, and with that improvement

*This paragrapfi, in the manuscript, is marked
across, by a single stroke of the pen.

—

Ed.

done, produce hemp and rice, as well as Indian
corn.

The next advance must be to build convenient
houses to receive the people necessary to l)e em-
ployd in the begitming, and to provide the proper
lools, l)edding, cloafhs, and provisions lor them.
When these are <'dl ready, let 10 seasoned negros

be purchased, of both sexes, that their breed may
supply the loss. Let these be employd in clearing

and in trenching ihe ground, in makeing of corn

and other requisite improvements.
In the mean time, a moderate stock of cattle

should be provided, which will winter on the edges
of the Dismal with very little dry feeding.

It may be proper to teach two or more of your
negro men to saw, make shinirles, burn tar, draw
clap-boards, and set up tight casks, that so all the

timber cut down to clear the ground, may be turnd

to the best advantage. And the mony to be
raisd from all these, improvements will help to

defray theexpences of the first settlement, and in

some measure enable the work fo carry on itself;

that so the mony remaining in bank may be re-

servd for the purchase of negros, as fast as room
can be made inr them, and your work shall need
a greater number of hand.^- to carry it on with vi-

gour.

When you have thus got a firm footing, a near
compulation may be made what increase of

strength will be wanting the second year—re-

membering fo purchase no more negros than you
have made provision for, and there is no doubt in

the world, but by the time the whole mony is ex-

pended, the Dismal will he made as good land as

as any in the country, with at least 300 negros
working upon it, and stoekt with an incredible

number of cattle. From all which we may safe-

ly conclude, that each share will then be worth
more than ten times the value of the original sub-

scription, besides ihe unspeakable benefit it will

prove to the publick.

j^n Estimate of the First Expence.

To the building a quarter, barn, and
house lor an overseer, £ 60 09

To the purchase of 10 seasond ne-
gros, half men, half women, 300 00

To cloaths, beddin^j fools, and pro-

visions for the first year, 40 00
To 20 cows and calves, 9 steers, one

bull, and a horse, 60 00
To the wages of an overseer, and his

provisions, 25 00
To accidents and charges unforeseen, 25 00
To soliciting the grant in England, 50 00
To surveying the Dismal, and the ex-

pence of ihe patent here,

To 20 negros the 2d year,

To 25 negros the 3d year,

To 25 negros the 4tfi year,

To 25 negros the 5th year,

To 25 negros the 6th year.

To 25 negros the 7th year.

To 25 negros the 8th year,

50 00

£600 00
400 00
500 00
500 00
500 00
500 00
500 00
500 00

£4000 00

The foregoing account shows only how many
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negros may be purchased for £4000, being the
eumm subscribed, to be eniployd in the Dismal;
but besides that mony, there is no question but
the profits ariseing irom the labour of the negros
on tile land, which will every year be laid dry,

will be very considerable—insomuch that it will

not only defray all incident changes, but also pur-

chase many more people to finish this great work.
And for those which happen to dye, 'tjs probable
that their place will be hilly supplyd by their chil-

dren, if care be taken to buy as many won)en as
men. And because it will be some years before
such children grow up to a stature fit to work, it

will be [)rudent to lay out part of tlie mony in

boys and girls, which will not only season better

than men and women, but will be very soon fit

for labour, and supply the mortality thai must hap-
pen among so great a number. Besides the ad-
vantages of propagation, tiiere is another benefit

in provideing wives for the men : it will keep them
at home, and prevent their rambling abroad
anights, li-oni which arise many great inconve-
niences. By this practice they learn to be dishon-
est, take cold, and lose their rest, whereby they
are less fit to do their work the following day.
Besides, when they have wives in other liunilys,

they are fi-equenlly poisoned by the jealousy of

their rivals, who think they have a much better

right to the affections of their fellow servar'ls,

than any stranger. By this many lose their lives.

[copy of petition annexed.]

Tu the ^Ymg's most Excellent Majesty,

The petition of

Humbly sheweth

:

That whereas there is a large bdgg, si-

tuated partly in Virginia, and partly in North
Carolina, which lyes wast by reason of the mire
and water with which it, is covered, and cor-

rupts the air of all the neighbouring country by
the noxious vapours that perpetually ascend from
it, to the great annoyance of your majesty's sub-
jects : and whereas, many consi^ierable advanta-
ges woud arise, both to your majesty and those

colonyp, from the efiectual draining of it, which
cannot be performed without a very great labor

and expence

—

You.r petitioners therefore humbly pray, that

your majesty will be gr;;ciously pleasd to grant to

your petitioners the said bogg, and all the land not

j'et taken up, lying within half a mile of any part

of it : and the better to enable ihem to support the

heavy charge of draining it, your petitioners fiir-

iher pray, that your majesty will please to grant

them the said bogg, free fi'om rights, and also

exempt them from paying any quit-rent for the

space of 50 years, except one pound of hemp to be
paid yearly.

And your petitioners shall ever pray, &c.

For the Fniniers' Register.

HASTY OBSKRVATIOtVS CIV THE AGRICULTURE
OF THE COUNTY OF KAIVSEMOND.

By the Editor.

The county of Nansemond, exclusive of the
considerable portion embraced in the Dismal

Swamp, and other smaller swamps and tide-

marshes, is generall}^ of sandy, and naturally poor
soil, moderately high and undulating on and very
near Nansemond River and the tributary streams,
and very level in the larger remaining part of the
county. The smaller portion of river lands, and
the larger body of the back lands, or " piney
woods,"'' as called in distinction fiom the river

lands, are very different in several important res-

pects, besides that ofthe nature of the soil.

From the very short and hmifed opportunity
which I had for making observations on the agri-

culture of Nansemond, it seemed, with a k\v ex-

ceptions of spirited and profitable improvements,
to be in a very low state : lower indeed, consider-

ing the great natural resources for making profita-

ble improvements of the soil, and products from its

cultivation, than any other part of Virginia, that I

have yet seen. It is reported, however, that

there is a still more rude and degraded state of
agriculture, a still greater neglect of the advanta-
ges offered by the soil and its locality, in the adja-

cent counties.of Norfbik and Princess Anne: as if

the more that nature offers to man of her boun-
ties, the less he is disposed to avail of their bene-
fits, or indeed of any portion of them in a proper

and profiiable maimer. It is indeed passing
strange—and not sufficiently explained by all the

reasons stated, that the country immediately sur-

rounding the oldest, and long the most important
commercial town in Virginia—having every advan-
tage of markets—with much prodnctive soil, and
the most abundant resources for enriching the bal-

ance—wilh waters ofiering nearly as rich pro-

ducts as the lands—and in addition, with the long

continued, and long to be continued annual expen-
diture of vast sums from the national treasury on
the great public works in this region—that not-

withsta^)ding all these and other advantages, that

this oldest settled and longest cultivated part of

Vn-ginia, and of the United States, should be now
the least removed from the wild state of nature,

that the inhabitants generally seem to be losing,

rather than gaining, in the general progress of im-
provement, knowledge, and refinement. If, in

addition, tlie mania for emigration to the west
should rage hereabout as it is doing in the middle

region of V^irginia, the time may come when the

howling of wolves will be heard from the suburbs
of Norfbik.

The most general rotation of crops in Nanse-
mond, (if any deserve the name of rotation,) is

1st, Indian corn, 2nd, grazing—and so on, as long
as the land will bring a crop that will pay half the

cost of tillage. A still more scourging course is

not unlrequent, which is corn every year, as long

as the land can bear it, or until the more extended
clearings of the cultivator permit him to adopt
the improvement of the two-shift rotation above
described, and to let his fields have ••rest" every
other year, under the close grazing of such natu-
ral herbage as maj' attempt to grow. Upon the

naturally high fertile shelly lands on Nansemond
River, almost continual tillage under corn, as a
matter of choice, for many years together, and
with little or no manure, was the general practice :

and such was the astonishing durability of the

lands, lliat to the last thej' gave pretty good crops,

and exhiliited e\idences ol great power of resusci-

tation in the soil, if allowed any chance by proper

resting, or putrescent manure. On the poor back
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lands, where under corn every 3'^ear, field peas are

also raised in every intermediate row. Of these

but part are o;;i'hered for seed, sale, or home con-

suininioii, and the hogs are turned in to eat the

balance, as soon as the corn is fit to be gathered.

This mixture of the pea crop is general, and in

some measure mitigates the severity of both the

Iwo-shifi and ona-shiit rotations. But this kind of

cultivation is hj' no means confined to this county.

It lias been very general through lower Virginia,

and is still to be found in nearly all the lower coun-

ties. Nor is the improvement of soil less ii-cquenl

in Nansemond than in some other of these coun-

ties— it is only the more remarkable and condem-
nable there, because the marl and other manures
in that county offer such abundant means for im-
proving the soil and increasing the products. In

travelling on the railway, from Portsmouth to

Roanoke, I saw not an acre of the numerous and
extensive cornfields that seemed to have produced
more than 15 bushels—and much the greater

part would not have averaged more than 10 bush-

els. It is true, that the manured spots and best

grounds were generally in cotton—but even of

these, very few fields, if any, would have brought
20 bushels of corn to the acre. I do not estimate

the cost of tillage (at least in Virginia,) half as

high as does the editor of the Cultivator, who has

stated that 30 bushels of corn per acre is the

smallest crop that will give any profit to the fir-

mer : but nevertheless, I think "that notjiaif of all

the fields seen on this route can leave any clear

profit on the cultivation.

In Nansemond River are caught immense quan-
tities of fine oysters—and the Indian banks of
shells all along the river, furnish testimony that

the river has lor ages yielded, in abundance this

valuable product. On every elevated point on
the river, and indeed generally along its banks on
J)o»h sides, are found spread the prodigious depo-
sites of decaj'ed oyster shells which give the high

and well deserved reputation to these lands for fer-

tility, and durability of productiveness under long
continued grain tillage of the most scourging

kind. I could not learn any certain tacts as to the

"exact length of time during which Any particular

shelly field had been kept in corn, without rest or

manure, and what was its rate of productiveness

after such hard treatment. But I found existing

a general belief that but few of such lands had
escaped 20 or more j'ears of such continued crop-

ping—and on some, the cultivation for 200 j'ears

has been never lighter than the two-shift rotation

above mentioned, with no more manure than the

proprietor could scarcely help making. After all

Buch treatment, these lands, however greatly re-

duced from their first exuberant fertility, were
still what was deemed good and productive soil

—

and yielding crops that would have given the cha-
racter of rich to any land producing such, in the

south-eastern counties, away from tidewater.
Having no leisure for more extended observa-

tions, I visited only Stockley, the farm and resi-

dence of Wills Cowper, Esq. which was the site

of the principal town of the Nansemond tribe of

Indians, and of whose separate huts, the ground
Btill affords testimony of the localities, in the

greater abundance of the shells, swelling above
the general level at each spot where the surfice

had not been moved, otherwise than by ordinary
tillage. Just opposite in the river is Duplin

(now called Dumplin) Island, the fo.f-mer resi-

dence of the kings of the Nansemond tribe of

Indians. This island contains about 14 acres of

high lands, and a considerable body of marsh.*

* This island, and the western shore, on which
stood the Indian town, and the abundant product of the

large corn fields thereon, are mentioned in tiie following

passage in Smith's History of Virginia. The incidents

occurred in Sept. 1608, during Captain Smith's second
cxpt'dition of discovery of the v/aters of Chesapeake
Bay—in which adventure he was accompanied by 12

m. n only. See Trve Travels, Adventures, &,c. ch. vi.

" In a fayre calme, rowing towards Poynt Comfort,

we anchored in GosnoUs Bay, but such a suddaine

gust surprised vs in the night with thunder and rayne,

that we never thouglit more to hane seene lames
Towne. Yet running before the wind, we sometimes
saw the land by tlie flashes of fire from heaven, by
which' light onely we kept from the splitting shore,

vntil it pleased God in that blacke darknesse to pre-

serae vs by that light to finde Poynt Comfort: there

refreshing onrselues, because we had onely but
heard ot the Chisapeacks' and Nandsimunds, we
thought it as fit to know all our neighbours neare
home, as so many nations abroad.

So setting sayle for the soulherne shore, we sayled

vp a narrow riuer vp the country of Chisapeack ;* it

hath a good channell, but many shouh^s about the en-

trance. By that we had sayled six or seaven myles,

vi^e saw two or three little garden plots witli their

houses, the shores overgrown with the greatest pyne
and firre trees we ever saw in the country. But not

seeing nor bearing any people, and the riuer very nar-

row, we returned to the great riuer, to see if we could
finde any of them. Coasting the shore towards Kand-
samund, which is most oyster-banks ; at the mouth of
that riuer, we espied six or seauen salvages making
their wires, who prosenfly fled : ashore we went, and
where they wrought we threw diuers toj'es, and so de-
parted. Farre we were not gone ere they came againe,

and began to sing, and daunce, and recafl vs : and thus

we began our first acquaintance. At last one of them
desired vs to goe to his house vp that riuer ; into our
boat voluntarily he came, the rest ran after vs by the

shore with all shew of loue that cOuld be. Seauen or
eight myles we sayled vp this narrow riuer : at last on
the westerne shore we saw large cornfields, in the

midst a little isle, and in it was abundance of corne
;

the people he fold vs were all a hunting, but in the isle

was his house, to which he inuited vs with muchdcind-
nesse : to him, his wife, and children, we gaue such
things as they seeme much contented them. The
others being come, desired vs also to goe but a little

higher to see their houses : here our host left vs, the

rest rowed by vs in a canow, till we were so far past
the isle the riuer became very narrow. Here we de-
sired some of them to come aboro vs, whereat pausing
a little, they told vs they would but fetch their bowes
and arrowes and goe all with vs, but being a shore and
thus armed, they perswaded vs to goe forward, but we
could neither perswade them into their canow nor into

our boat. This gaue vs cause to prouide for the worst.
Farre we went not ere seauen or eight canowes full

of men armed appeared following vs, staying to see the
conclusion. Presently from each side the riuer came
arrowes so fast as two or taree hundred could shoot
them, whereat we returned to get the open. They in

the canowes let fly also as fast, but amongst them we
bestowed so many shot, the most of them leaped over-
board and swam ashore, but two or three escaped by
rowing, being against their playnes : our muskets
they found shot further than their bowes, for wee made
not twenty shot ere they all retyrea behind the next
trees. Being thus got out of their trap, we seised on

* Now Elizabeth River.

—

Ed.
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These collections of shells, all along the river,

are from 2 to 3 feet deep nearest the river bcrnks,

and spread hack, covering the whole surfiice, and
gradually thinning, so as to tbrni ;i large portion of

all the fields on both sides oi the Nansemond : and
these original aitillcial deposites make the celebra-

ted lerlile shelly lands. It is but within a tew j'cars-

back that Air. Cowper and a lew others have
greatly extended the suiiace of this kind of soil,

by digging down some of the thickest parts of the

bed, and carrvnng the shells, and the rich black

earth with which they are always intermixed, to

other lands, for manure. This is giving, at the

same time, both calcareous and putrescent (or ali-

mentary) manures—and the efforts have been as

good as might have been anticipated from such ap-

plications, where both kinds of manure were
wanting.

It was this shelly soil, and others similar else-

where, though but little known by personal exam-
ination, that furjiished to me long ago one ol'the

strongest and earliest proofs of the value and
manner of operation of calcareous manures. In

investigating the subject at a later period, I obtain-

ed from Mr. Cowper specimens of the soil now
first seen by me— all of which showed a remark-
ably large proportion of calcareous matter, though
most of it (fortunately) is still in the state of

coarse shells, or their fragments. The following

statement of the composition of one of them,
from the Ji^ssay on Calcareous Manures, (p. 20,

2nd Ed.) will serve as a specimen of some of the

best soil of the Indian Eanks.

"Oyster shell soil of ihe best qualify from the

farm of Wills Cowper, Esq. on Nansemond Ri-

ver—never manured, and supposed to have been
cultivated in corn iis often as three years in four,

since the first settlement of the country—now
yields (by actual measurement) thirty bushels of

corn to the acre—but is very unproductiv^e in

wheat. A specimen was taken from the surface

to the depth of six inches, weighing altogether

all their canowes, and moored them in the midst of the

open. More than an hundred arrowes stucke in our

targets, and about the boat, yet none hurt, onely An-
thony Bagnall was shot in his hat, and another in his

sleeue. JBut seeing their multitudes, and suspecting

as it was, that both the Nandsauiunds and the Ciusa-

peacks were together, we thought it best to ryde by
their canowes a while, to bethink if it were better to

burne all in the isle, or draw them to composition, till

we were prouided to take all they had, which was suf-

ficient to feed all our colony : but to burne the isle at

night it was concluded. In the interim vye began to

cut in peeces their canowes, and they presently to lay

downe their bowes, making signes of peace : peace

we told them we would accept it, would they bring vs

their kings bowes and arrowes, with a chayne of pearle;

and when we came againe giue vs foure hundred bas-

kets of full corne, otherwise we would breake all their

boats, and burne their houses, and corne, and all they

had. To performe all this, they alleged onely the

want of a canow; so we put one a drift and bad them
swim to fetch her: and till they performed their pro-

mise, wee would but onely breake their canowes.
They cryed to us to doe no more, all should be as we
would: which presently they performed, away went
their bowes and arrowes, and tagge and ragge came
with their baskets : so much asvve could carry we
tooke, and so departing good friends, we returned to

lames Towne, where we safely arrived the 7. of Sep-
tember, 1608."

242 dvvt., which consisted of

126 — of shells and their fragments, separa-

ted by the sieve,

116 — remaining finely divided soil.

Of the finely divided part, 500 grains consisted of
18 grains of carbonate of lime,

330 — silicious sand—none xery coarse,

94 — impalpable aluminous and silicious

earih,

35 — putrescent vegetable matter—none
coarse or unrotled,

23 — loss.

500^'

1 refrain from stating more particulars of these

imeresting and valuable shelly lands, because it

has been promised that betler information on this

general subject, and more full details, shall be fur-

nished from a highly respectable source. It ia

enough heie to say that the value of the Indian
shell banks as manure, as well as of the marl
fourul in various places, have been used to great

advantage on Stoekley, as well as on some other

river farms.

Wheat is scarcely grown at all in Nansemond,
and the shell lands are decidedly unfavorable to

that crop, but very friendly to clover—though this

grass has but lately been tried, or even supposed
capable of being here made. On clover on this

shell land, Mr. C. had tried gypsum without any
profitable effect. This result is very different

ii-om what I had counted on. But there was also

another difference in result—and one may serve to

explain the strangeness of the other. Though
perfectly satisfied that lime in soil, is essential to

the sure and profitable growth of clover—and
that shells or marl will insure its healthy growth
on even sandy and poor land—I had not learned

fi'om experience, that calcareous manure alone

Vvould sustain luxuriant clover, on a sandy soil,

even when aided by putrescent manure : though
supplying gypsum in such cases, another neces-

sary or specific manure for clover, will gene-
rally produce a heavy crop of this grass. * But
this made by Mr. C. was a very heavy and luxu-

riant crop, without gypsum—and waff no better

vi^here Ai was applied. I infer that nature had
somehow supplied the soil with gypsum in suffi-

cient quantity—which supposition will serve to ex-

plain all the results.

The farms on the banks of Nansemond River
are in every respect, save one, most desirable as

places of residence, as well as for agricultural pro-

fit. Tiiat exception is their being very subject to

the only disease that has peculiar or much power
in lower Virginia— autumnal fevers, the effects of

malaria. I am loath to believe the cause of these

diseases to be beyond human control. It is not pro-

babJe that the neighboring salt marshes are the

source of this evil, because in other parts of low-

er Virginia, in the neighborhood of other marshes
apparently precisely similar, the country is com-
paratively healthy. So far as malaria emanates
fi'om Ihe dry land, (as no doubt it docs wherever
circumstances are iiivorable to its formation,) there

is little doubt but that this source nuiy be closed

up by the general and sufficient application of

marl, or other calcareous manures. The great
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sources of autumnal diseases in lower and middle

Virginia, is more likely to be Ibund in the mill

ponds—and these are abundant along, at least,

part of llie sickly borders of this river. If the

meeting of salt and fi-esh water is a fruitful source

of malaria, or the spreadinjr of salt water over

fi-esh marshes, (as stated in an article in the last

number of the Farmer's Register,) then the dis-

charge of floods of accumulated water, after hea-

vy rains from these mill-ponds, may, by overflow-

ing the adjacent salt marshes, produce much of

Uiese deplorable results, in addition to the univer-

sal extrication of mahiria from the ponds them-
selves, when lowered by summer droughts. The
pestilential emanations thus produced from mill-

ponds, and from the discharge of their floods upon
salt marshes, may thus serve to produce much the

greater part of the autumnal diseases so prevalent

on the banks of this river. The remedy lor this

great evil will only be found in the general a,bate-

ment of the greatest physical nuisance in our

country, vix. mill-ponds on small or insufficient

streams. As to the smaller amount of such dis-

ease justly attributable to emanations from ihe
general face of the country, it would be greatly

limited, if not annihilated, by that kind of manur-
ing which .would most redound to the profit of the

formers, in other respects as well as in preserv-

ing health. Such has been the undoubted result

on farms and in neighborhoods in Prince George,
where marl has been extensively applied. But it

is evident, that to derive this benefit fully, all the

lands of the neighborhood, whether in wood,
meadow or arable, should be made calcareous

on the surfiice.

The salt marshes in this neighborhood are gen-
erally high and firm, and rarely covered by tides.

The growth is of ditferent kinds of salt grasses,

which are excellent food for cattle in the spring,

and beginning of summer, but which become un-
fit afteivvards. If this is (as is alleged) from the

older state of the grasses, it might be prevented
by mowing the marshes, and thus providing a
young and tender growth in the latter part of

summer. The kinds of grass which grow on
these marshes affect that locality more because of
its saltness than its wetness. As a proof of this,

I saw the same kind of grass, of good growth,
covering the lofty ramparts of the fortress at Old
Point Comfort, though the marsh mud which had
been used to construct them, had been lor years
in this very dry situation.

Marl has not been in use but a few years in

Nansemond county, nor is it now used to much
extent, or by many persons, compared to the

great number who have it in their power to profit

well by this manure. I saw, as well as heard of,

striking improvements made by martin"', on the

flirms of Mr. J. T. Kilby, Mr. Mills Riddick, sen.

and Mr. J. Bunch, all in the neighborhood oi'

Suffolk. But still, the example of these gentle-

men has had but little effect in stimulatmg, or even
awakening their torpid countymen. Some per-

sons went zealously, but not judiciously to work :

they put rich marl on poor land in quantities far

too heavy ; and having thereby injured their land,

they have taken no means to correct the error.

They are content to abandon marling, and to

etand by their first fruits of it, as full evidence of

ite worthlessness, or the danger of using it.

This county is celebrated for its crops of very

fine sweet j)otatoes ; and on some of the low-
er river lands, water-melons are a considera-
ble and very profitable field crop. They are
sent by vessel loads to the northern cities." For
such distant markets, they are gathered be-
fore they are quite ripe, and therefore never can
be of as fine flavor as when left to ripen on the
vines. "" The greater part of the sweet potatoes are
sent to the northern markets.

The former ov.-ners of farms on Nansemond
River have generally lived in the exercise of
what has been so much lauded as "old Virginia
hospitality"—and which deserves more to be rep-
robated, as the sj-stem or habits that have tended
more than any thing else to ruin the estates and
their owners, or their children, throughout lower
Virginia. I speak not in condemnation of true
hospitality, but of its excess and abuse. Accor-
ding to the long established precedents in such
cases, (ew of the lands on the Nansemond, are
now held by the, children of former possessors

—

and still fewer by the same individuals who held
them twenty years acjo. A contrast to ihis state

of things is exhibited by the people who cultivate

the poor lands of the "piney woods." Dejirived
of all the comforts and luxuries furnished bv the
river, and compelled by the difficulties of their si-

tuation to be laborious and frugal, they have
prospered in their estates, in spite of poor lands
and a wretched system of agriculture, as much
as their richer and more fiivored countymen have
done otherwise. They live plain!}-, but comforta-
bly, have no fear of Irhe sheriff before their eyes, nor
anticipations of leaving their cliildren in want, or
dependence—and are able to exercise, and doubt-
less do exercise, true and kind hospitality, without
ostentation, and without the waste of the enter-

tainers' time and good habits, still more than of
his victuals and drink, on idle loungers and dissipa-

ted companions and visiters.

It was stated in the early part of these remarks
that the low state of agriculture in this and the
counties lying to the east, was inexplicable. But
the reasons given for it will serve as a partial ex-
planation. The main one is the inducements held
out to capitalists, and still more to poor men and
laborers, to get timber for market, rather than to

till the earth for slower-coming gains. The im-
mense quantity of excellent timber in these coun-
ties has afforded occupation, in getting it up for

market, to any amount of labor : and the northern
demand tor shingles, and that of the navy yard in

Portsmouth, and the works at Fortress Monroe,
for every other kind of building and ship timber,
have offered ready and profitable markets for all

the products of labor thus directed. Even though
the general and average returns of this and agri-

cultural labor had been equal, the latter v/ould be
received only after a year's lime (at shortest,)

while a load of timber could be cut and sold in a
lew weeks. But the profits of the timber busi-

ness were the best. Besides—the great public
works long carrying on at the navy yard and the
fortifications required a great number of ordinary
hands, for which enormous hires have been al-

ways paid. This served to take away from agri-

cultural labor much of its proper laboring force

—

and induced the owners of labor and capital to

look to other sources of profit than cultivating or

improving the soil. These advantages, have had
evil, instead of good effects.
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THE PEAT SOILS OF SCOTLAND, COMPAHED
WITH THE JUNIPER SOIL OF THE DISMAL
SWAMP.

[The writer of the following answer, though in the

humble station of overseer of a farm, is an intelligent

and well read agriculturist as well as a hard working

and practical one. Supposing that he must be, from per-

sonal observation, well acquainted with the peats and

peat soils of his native country, Scotland, and therefore

could correctly judge of the points of difference or of

a-^reement between them and the soil of the Dismal

Swamp, a large unbroken specimen was sent to him for

that purpose, of the juniper soil, including both super

and sub-stratum, and also the cover of plants found

growing thereon. It was from the sub-stratum of this

parcel that the specimen No. 4, was taken, which was

stated at page 520, to lose 98 por cent, in bulli of vege-

table matter, by burning.

—

Ed ]

To the Editor of the Fanners' Register.

CoggMs Point, December 'Uh, 1836.

I have examined the specimen of soil from the

Dismal Swamp, which j'ou sent to me, and shall

endeavor to point out the very close resemblance

Avhich it bears to the peat soils ol Scotland. To
make mysell" more easily understood, I shall de-

scribe the ditferent varieties of peats, or peat soils,

as they occur in Scotland, founded upon the prac-

tical uses made of them, and the different degrees

of decomposition in which the vegetable matter is

generally found.

The first kmd is the solid true peat, or turf, a

mass of decayed vegetable matter, sufficiently firm

to cut easily with the spade into pieces, of the size

and shape ofcommon bricks, or larger, and which,

when sun-dried, are ready for fuel. This solid

mass oiten occurs of very considerable depth. I

have often seen it upwards of four feet deep.

The second kind is a similar mass al' vegetable

matter, only in a state of greater decomposition,

and after being dug out, requires to be Ifaked or

compressed vi'ith the hand into small cakes called

"peat pies," before they are laid out to dry for fuel.

The third is the more perfectly decayed vegeta-

ble maiter, entirely unfit for tliel; this gcneially un-

derlies the two former, and often occurs of" very great

depths. In most of the peat mosses, (swam.ps.)

ii is in nearly a fluid state—and a person walking
on the comparatively firm surface, even in dry sea-

sons, will cause the earth around him for a consi-

derable distance, to vibrate at every step. Tlris,

very nearly pure vegetable matter when deprived'

of its superabundant water, is frequently used in a

compost with lime as a top-dressing on pasture

fields, and is also much used in comp:ists by nur-

serymen and horticulturists in raising maoy
plants, particularly heath from the south of Africa,

and many plants from this country, such as kal-

mias, azaleas, rododendrons, &c.; some deposites

of this contain a considerable portion of ferruginous
matter.

This specimen of soil from the Dismal Swamp
resembles all the kinds in color, but can hardly be
Baid to present any other resemblance to the first.

Decomposition in this country, f presume, lakes

place too rapidly to admit of such a Ibrmation. But
all of the specimen of surface soil (about six

inches deep,) above the slimy mud, presents a very

close, if not identical resemblance to the second

kind above de.scribed, and in Scotland, would be

termed peat earth. In burning, it presents the very

same ajjpijarances, and emits while l)urning the

same strong, but not disagreeable smell—a smell

distinct from that of any other among vegetable

matter witli which I am acquainted, and which ad-

Jieres tenaciously to every thing with v.hich it comes
in contact. When used' as a iiiel in the distillation

ol spirits, it imparts to tlie spirits the same peculiar

flavor, and it is generally much esteemed.

The specimens of crypiogamous plants accom-
panying the soil; particularly the mosses '^Masci')

are the same, or at farthest, only diflerent varieties

of the same species, as are indig'cnous to every

peat moss in Scotljind. In the specimen of these

were a fsw dried 'leaves of fern, .(filices,) and
which from it.s appearance, I judge to be the ne-

phrodium lobatum, which though not growing ex-

tensively in the peat mosses of Scotland, is to be

found in the neighborhood of springs in sheltered

situations on soils of this nature. In wet and
swampy situations in this country, I have seen

many plants of the sweet gale (mrjrica gali) grow-
ing, and" Vv'hich also are plentiful on some of the

peat soils of Scotland—with this difference, that in

this country they are indeciduous, in Scotland they

are deciduous; and I presume, the same plaut

abounds in the Dismal Swamp.
The masses of vegetable matter in the peat

mosses oj Scotland consist principally of a great

variety of mosses—a few only of the fern tribe,

which require more silex for their growth than is

generally to be found in the real peat mosses

—

large quantities of coarse grasses also abound,

these decaying more rapidly than the other species

of plants, appear to form the principal earthy in-

gredient fbuncrtn the true peat. The heath which
principally abounds in such situations, is the erica

vulgaris. Altogether these peat mosses present a
barren, naked and cheerless aspect.

These peat mosses though generally considered

as resting on a gravel bottom, are not without many
exceptions: the boLtoms of some of them, which
have been reached, rest on a stiff tenacious clay.

An extensive peat moss near Sterling, from which
a great portion of the peat soil has been removed,
presents this latter appearance, and is now becom-
ing a rich and productive soil. The acent employed
in removing this soil was water, aided by having
ditches or canals cut whei'e necessaiy. The almost

incredible masses of this species of soil thus remov-

ed and carried by streams of water into the river

Forth, and becoming united with other alluvion,

has been the means of forming some rich alluvial

deposites' on the shores at the head of the estuary

of the same nairie, into which that river empties

itself. In one place, a flirm of considerable extent

has thus, with the aid of embankment (so formed

as to admit the flow of the tide, and (o retain the

alluvial matter contained in the water,) been form-

ed ; and what was less than twenty years ago a

bay covered by the waters oi" the German Ocean,
is now a rich and fertile soil. In some instances,

these peat mosses cover soils to a great depth,

which at an early period, appear to have been co-

vered with Ibrest trees of large size, many of which
are frequently found, and some oaks in a state of

excellent preservation.

The soil of the greater part of the heath-covered
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hnd in Scotland, is generally termed peat earth,

but which differs considerably (i-om the peat mops.

It is niiich less spongy, and much more mixed with

the other common soils, and fewer ol" the mosses

grow on this soil, than on the peat mosses. Ferns

grow abundantly: the most common are the pnly-

podium vulgare, pteiis aqiiilina, or braUe, scolopen-

drum officinarum, &c. Heaths in this soil grow
luxuriantly, principally the erica vulgaris, herbacea,

dinnofsa, with many sub-varietii;s. Some of the

iMyrtle family are also plentiful, such as the vacci-

num myrtllluii, or black berry, vaccinum viiis idaa,

or crovvberry, &c. the grasses on this soil are also

ol'a coarse qualityj but afford tolerably good sheep

I)asture. This soil in some situations is compara-

tively easily imi)roved, by paring, burning, and the

use of lime, &e. and which speedily makes the soil

undergo an entire change.
From what I know of the different peat soils in

Scotland, and ii'om a careful examination of this

specimen li-om the Dismal Swamp, I believe my-
self warranted in saying, that it is what m that

country, is termed peat soil, earth, or moss. I have

never before seen any such soil in this country.

A. KICOL.

From the (British) Quarterly Journal of Agriculture.

0:S MOSS IMPKOVEJIENTS.

By 3Ir. Jl. Blackadder, Land-vahialor and Sur-

veyor, yillan Park, Stirliitg.

Much has been written upon Moss as an agri-

cultural soil, and many will be ready to conclude

that nothing liirther can be brought forward worthy

of attention. Men of the first-rate talents and of

extensive acquirements have studied its chemical

qualities, and with every opportunity for observa-

tion and investigation, have, without prejudice, re-

corded fiicts. "Agriculturists of enterprise and

skill have made experiments with a view to re-

claiming or improving mosses; yet, after all, on

no subject are opinions more at variance. Theory
is opposed to theory, facts opposed to facts, and ex-

periments present the most opposite results. It is

natural to ask, how is this ? I am disposed to re-

ply, that the true and only cause is, that little or

no attention has been paid to the different kinds of

moss; and this seems evident from the circum-

stance that none of the writers on the cultivation

of moss give a full description of the nature and
quality of the moss treated of, as if all mosses

were the same ; than which there cannot be a more
fatal mistake, owing to which much money has

most unprofftably been expended, and on account

of these manifold fitllures, many have been deter-

red from attempting moss improvements, where
the result would have been highly advantageous.
This is a consequence not less to be deplored when
we considrr what a vast extent of the surface of

the three kingdoms is under moss, and that its

baneful effects are severely felt on the adjacent

crops, from the cold and humid atmo3|)here which
its presence engenders ; for who does not know
that in very fiiw seasons will even oats or potatoes

come to maturity in the vicinity of moss ; and that,

in our best seasons, they are inferior, owing to the

early frosts rendered more intense by copious eva-
poration.

It is therefore proposed to state some things es-

VoL. lV-67

senrial to be kept in view before entering upon
moss improvement, viz. The subsoil— the order of

the sui)er-position—the comparative thickness of

the subordinate moss strata, and their diversified

composition

—

the slate in point of humidity and
capacities for drainage—proportion of commixed
earthy matters—superficial alluvial depositations

—

substances acting as decomposing applications

—

the nature and uses of the adjacent rocks and their

earth}' covers—and the prospects of improvement.
Sn'bsnils of Moss.—These formed the common

surface soil prior to the growth of the moss, and
are as diversiffed as can be supposed. W they are

deep and rich, and the superincumbent moss of a
moderate depth, the most lucrative course, where
other circumstances concur, is to float off" the moss
entirely, and cultivate the subsoil, as has been
done to the extent of some thousand of acres in

the Vale of Forth, in Scotland ; but if it cannot be

floated off, and is only one or two feet in depth, a
similar permanent improvement may be effected

by ploughing and burning, until the subsoil is

reached. Again, if the moss is shallow, and the

subsoil sand, or such like inferior soil, the best im-
provement is a top-dressing of one or more inches,

to be obtained by casting out the subsoil fiom pa-

rallel ditches, and, however poor the quality, it

will decompose the moss, and produce a good pas-

ture. But another reason for cxamininn; the sub-

soil is, that the richer it is, other things being

equal, the richer the nature of the plants which it

oriixinally produced, and also that of the subsequent

peat earth. Nor should it be forgotten, that not

unfrequently the subsoil of rnoss is a valuable shell

marl.

Coniposilion of Moss P roper.-^'Evcvy one at all

conversant wi»h moss, knovrs the worthlessncss of

"flow moss'" (the produce of Sphagnum, Hypnum,
&c.) either as a soil or ("or fuel, and it is indeed the

most indecomposibic of plants of so soft a texture
;

unhappily it is of all oihers tlie most prevalent in

the less elevated mossy grounds. !!", therefore, it

fisrms the surface cover, any prospect of a high
degree of fertility must necessarily be distant; but

if it be covered by a stratum of decayed heath,

bent, cotton grass, &c. the quality of the moss soil

is much better. Other mosses are chiefl}- composed
of reeds (arunio.) horse tail (equisetum,) trefoil

(menyanlhes trifbliata,) sedge (iris,) rushes (jun-

cus,) &c. such more readily decompose, and form
a much richer soil than either of the former.

Nothing so well determines the quality of moss as
the plants which it spontaneously produces; for

the moss soil and its products are nearly of the

same substance, and the crop of" the preceding
years is the soil in which the next crop vegetates.

Aixain, the moss plants now vegetating, indicate

the decree of'moisture; for so soon as a perma-
nent saturation is effijcted, the sphagnum, &e. is

produced to the almost total exclusion of the other

plants ; but on the water being drawn off its dies,

and is succeeded by heath and sundry coarse aqua-
tic grasses; or, if rendered sutTiciently dry, bent
grass prevails. If decomposiiion is by any means
effected, then rushes, and also the finer pasture-

grasses, supplant the latter. While mos^ plants

continue still to grow, it is evident that the depth
of moss must be still on the increase, and tliis by
reason of the antiseptic qualities of its products;

but where by any means pasture-grasses, or even
rushes, abound, it is manilesl that the proper mass
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is in a stale of decay, decomposition lias commen-
ced, and a very different soil is presented, and of

course a difi'erenl treatment is called ibr. Had
these circumstances been brought under noiice by
writers on moss inipro\-enient, not only would their

conflicting staieaienis have been avoided, but im-

mense sums saved, or applied uselully and lo per-

manent advantnge, which ol'teniimes have been

wor^e ihan tiirovvn away.
J)epih, Ilumldiiy, and Draining.—Mosses ol'

great depth, or vertical thickness, and having a

nearly level surface, are grnerally more elevated,

Bot'ter, and more fluid towards their central portion.

It is a common practice to encircle them with a

main drain, which indeed prevents flooding from

higher grounds, but has little or no effect in drain-

ing the area of the moss field. The main drain

should invariably pass through the centre of the

eoftest or deepest part of the moss ; and although
that should be the highest, it will very soon be-

come the lowest, and produce a subsidence and
inclination towards it, on all sides. It is commoni}'
objected to this course, that the moss is loo soft to

admit of it ; and, indeed, if the drain is at the out-

set made more than one loot in depth, the matter

thrown out will soon press the sides together, or

even cause the bottom to swell up. This difficulty

is, however, not insurmountable, if operations are

carried gradually, nnd if at the same time with the

main drain, smidier ones are led ofl' from it, at

right ancles, in parallel striught lines, and only

made deeper as the moss consolidates, fa the
vicinity of a large river, or of the s?a, the whole
excavated moss of the principal dniins muv better

be floated ofl'; and where too elevated to admit of

a stream of water being brought over it (or that

purpose, the main drain may be deepened lor a

time, merely by the rain water collected on the sur-

face. This course was eflectually employed in a

drain a mile and a half in length, in Elair Drum-
mond moss, in Pertshire, naider the eye of the wri-

ter, and under the direction of his father. The
moss was eighteen feet deep, and so soft that

boards were necessary even in the dryest season
to support the feet from sinking when only walk-
ing over it ; and indeed on one occasion it burst

out and covered many acres of the adjoining ara-

ble plain, and surrounded several houses, sur-

mounting every obstacle adopted to obstruct its

course. Whatever be the nature of moss, it is on
all hands agreed that no improvement can be
made without draining. Yet it must be a primary
consideration, whether, under all circumstances,
the expense even of draining would be well be-
stowed, althoun-h, were even the pernicious effects

on vegetation and aniinal life included in the esti-

mate; yet on the latter account, it is most desira-

ble that all mosses were eflectually drained. The
facilities for this purpose ought indeed to be among
the first inquiiies, and thai? not merelv whether
there is a superficial inclination, such as might be
sufficient for draining other soils, but also making
allowance for the subsidence of the moss, conse-
quent on draining, which may average one-fiflh of
its depth. If there be a permanent stream through
the main drain, liable to occasional increase, allow-
ance nmst be made so as it may he sufficient to

contain the whole, and thereby avoid all flooding;
but otherwise no drain in any kind of moss need
exceed four or five feet in dep.th, and Cor covered
drains a depth of three feet is quite sufficient.

These being straight, and parallel to each other,

and discharging into larger subdivisional drains,

and being distant from each other from Iwenty-lbur
to forty-eight feet, according to the nature of the
moss, will in general be found quite sufficient.

'Hiere is no danger ol over-dryinir moss by drain»-

ing; but there is much danger of this being done
by trenching; moss should never be stirred Ibrcrop-

ping to a greater depll) than eiaht or nine inches.

3Ianurcs, £/c. for Decomposing Moss.—Adja-
cent rock strata ought to be carefully explored, as

in general they have each their corresponding
earthy covering more or less adapted to the purpo-
ses of vegetation. Where the rocks are of the

primitive class, or of -the coal formation, their dis-

integrated portions, and oft-times their superficial

covers, are of inferior value as a soil ; but even the

reck earth of the latter, as also of clay-slate, lime,

or even the old red sandstone, though not previ-

ously mingled nor superimposed in the moss, are

yet valuable as ingredients of composts Ibr top-

dressing; as are also those of the purer sandstone,

greenstone, and sea sand, containing calcareous

matters hi a state of decomposition, or even when
these are absent. While sand laid over moss pro-

duces rapid decomposition, and consequent vege-
tation, no such eflect is produced by the purer

clays. Putrescent matters, whether animal or

vegetable, possess the most powerful influence.

Lime, imless in compost, seems to have no such
eflect on simple mosses; and its effects on mixed
mouses, or those in a state of partial deconi[)osilion,

must defiend on the quantum of Ibreiijn matter and
other circumstances, jj^xamnles might be given

in illustraiion, and also of numerous failures in

moss improvements, which have nevertheless been
lauded as if attended vvilh complete success. Re-
garding these and some other matters, a future op-

portunity may perhaps be afforded for offering fur-

ther remarks.

Prospects of j^dvantage by Improvement.—The
value of moss greatly depends on local circum-
stances; and particularly with regard to the sup-

ply of operatives at the commencement of im-
provements; access to putrescent manures; mar-
kets for the sale of the produce ; soils affording

materials Jbr top-dressing; and turf suitable for

wedge-drains ; or for drain tile, or stone for drains,

or clean gravel if fbund preferab.'e ; the expense

at which these can be laid down at the moss must
enter into the calculation. Or, again, if th.e moss(

is to be entirely removed, whether an adequate

supply of water can be obtained with access to a
river or to the sea into which it may be floated off.

Nothintr adds more to the intrinsic value of moss
than mixtures ol" other soils during the progress ofi

its formation, either by means of the winds carry-

ing drift sand, or by water transporting earth

particles. When, again, a considerable quantit

is thus superimposed, the soil ceases to be a moss,

y)roperly so called, and is an alluvial soil upon
moss subsoil. In either case little more is required"

than thorough drainin<r, in order to the production

by ordinary means of the best crops ; and such is

the description of the greater jiart of the mosses
hitherto successfully improved in Scotland. There
are, however, more of this description of mosses

than is generally supposed, for the conmiixion ol

foreign materials is not easily detected by the eye.

exceplinrr by the inspection of dried portions in a

strong light afler being recently broken across.
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when the minale siliceous particles become suffi-

ciently apparent.

^V. B.—The obvious result?, morcly, of the ad-

dition oi" siliceous sands to musses, have been
brouo-ht under notice in the precediniz ;emarks.

Were the principle upon which the sand operates

satisliictorily determined, it would doubtless form

a valuable acquisition to ajTricullural science.

A Cultivated Moor.—The Ibllowins is a slcetch

ofan attempt to cultivate a moor, dashed oi\ by a

hand, the productions of which can never be mis-

taken. The moral of this graphic picture is, that

there is a wrong as ivcll as a right v/ay of improv-
ing a moor.

The Moor.—It was then ever so many miles

long, and ever so many miles abroad, and nobody
thought of guessintr how many miles round ; hut

some dozen years ago it was absolutely n)oasured

to a rood, by a land-louper of a surveyor

—

distri-

buted—drained—enclosed— utterly ruined forever.

No—not torever. Nature laughs to scorn acts oi'

parliament, and we predict that, in a quarter of n
century, she will resume the management of that

moor. We jejoice to hear that she is befiinning

already to take lots of it into her own hands.

Wheat has no business there—and should keep to

the carses. In sprinc she takes him by the braird

till he looks yellow in ihe face long before his time
—in summer, bj' the cuff of the neck till he lies

down on his back and rots in the rain— in autun)n,

by the ears, and rubs him aijainst the grain till he
expires, as fashionless as the wumle-siraes with

which he is interlaced—in winter, she shakes him
in the stook till he is left but a shadow, which
pigeons despise. See him in slack at Christinas,

and you pity the poor straw. Here and there bits

of bear or big2", and barley, she permits to flourish :

nor is she loath to see the flowers and shaws and
apples on the poor man's plant—the life-sustaining

potato—which none but political economists hate,

and all Christians love. She is not so sure about
turnips, but as they are a green crop, she leaves

thein to the care of the fly. But where are our
gowans gone? There they still are, in flocks

which no cultivation can scatter or eradicate—inex-

tinguishable by all the lime that was ever brought
unslokened from all the kilns that ever glowed

—

by all the dung that was ever heaped, fresh and
fuming fi'om the Augean stables in the land. Yet
her heart burns within her to behold, even in the

midst of what she abhors, the large dew-loved
heads of clover whitening or reddenino-, or v/ith

their rival colors amicably intermingled, a new
birth, glorious in the place of reedy marish or fen,

where the cat's-paw nodded—and them, she will

retain into herself when once more she rejoices in

her Wilderness Res'ored, And Vv^ould we be so

barbarous as to seek to impede the progress of
improvement, and to render agriculture a dead let-

ter? We are not so barbarous—nor yet so savage.
We love civilized lile, of wfiich we have long been
one of the smallest, but sincerest ornaments. But
aorricullure, like education, has its bounds. It is, I

like it, a science, and woe to the country that en-

courages ail kinds of quacks. Cultivate a moor!
\

educate a boor! Fu'sf, understand the character
]

of clods and clodhoppers. Txt say nothino' now of I

the urbans and suburbans—a perilous people—yet
l

of great capabilities; tor to discuss that question I

would lead us into lanes ; and as it is a long lane
tliat has never a turning, for the present we keep !

in the open air, and abstain from wynds. We
are no enenues to poor soils, far less to rich ones,

iljnorantly and stupidly called poor, winch under
proper treatment eifuse riches ; but to extract from
pau|)ers a return for the ex[)enditure squandered
b\' miserly greed on their reluctant bottoms cold

and bare, is the insanity oi' speculation, and such
schemes deserve being buried along with their

capital in quagmires. Lord! -howlhey—the quag-
mires— suck in dimg ! You say they don't suck it

in— well then, they spew it out—it evaporates

—

and what is the worth of w^eeds ? Lime wliitens

a moss; that is true, but so does snow. Snow
melts—what becomes ol" lime no mortal knovv^s but
the povvheads—them it poisons, and ihey give up
the ghost. Drains are dug deep now-a-days

—

and we respect Mr. Johnstone. So are gold mines.
But from gold mines that precious metal—at a
great expense, witness its price—is exterred ; in

drains that precious metal, witness wages, is inter-

red, and then it becomes squash. Stirks starve

—

heifers are hove with windy nothing—with oxen
(i-ogs compete in bulk, with every p.rospect of a
successful issue; and on such pasturage where
would be the virility oi the bulls of Basham I

arODE OF EXACTLY REPRESEXTING LEAVES-

To tile Edilorof the Farmeis' Register.

Petersburg, Nov. 28, 1836.

Dear Sir,—In a note in the introductory part of
T'ilrs. Lincoln's Botany, there is a recipe for taking
ihe impressions of leaves. It is to smoke a sheer,

of oiled writing paper over a candle, until a sort of
unctuous itd{ is formed—to apply this ink to the
interior surface of the lealj and then to press this

inked surface on a clean sheet of thin letter paper.
I tried this- plan, and found it successful, but it was
tedious and troubles^ome—since one blackening of

a sheet would answer only for a very k\\ leaves,

and the repealed oiling of the paper jeopardized
one's dress.

It occurred to me, that printer's ink would an-
swer the purpose. I procured a small quantity of
this article fiom the office of the Register, and had
two small dahs, as i call them, made of cotton, co-
vered with an old glove, the handle bemg a small
Vv^ooden thread-spool sewed in. "With this appara-
tus, I applied the ink to the leaf, and pressed it

with a book, and I found the impression exact and
beautiful. My next step in improvenient, was to

fasten two pieces of thick board together, by means
of leather hinges—a prin\itive printing press.

A more convplete and elegant machine, however,
would be a mercb.ani's letter press—which, when
used in printing leaves, might be called tlie leaf
press.

In towns, however, I agree with you, a print-

ing press would be the best, and ready to the hand.
By means of this machine, fifty leaves might be
printed at once, and by inking both sides of the
leaves, duplicate impressions might be made each
time—one of the upper, and the other of the un-
der side, vvfhich would maice the number of im-
pressions a hundred, and the same leaves from one
inking, might be printed a number of times; and
by re-inking, miyht be struck off "ad infinitum.''

This mode of delineating leaves is preferable to

any other, because it gives the very Jac simile of
nature—the veins, the outline, the very grain and
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texture of the leaf—and, perhaps, by coloring the

ink, tlie image of the leaf might be exactly given.

In this way, sludents of botany, may preserve

impressions ol'the many thousand species of leaves,

and travelleis may adorn their parte feuiUes with

the ibiiage ol' the prairie, and the Ibrest ; and tlie

daughters of our country-gentlemen may thus

agreeably occupy the leisure of a summer morn-
ing in co|)ying the beauties of nature, by a mode
the least expensive or laborious, and the most ex-

act and iiuihful, that can possibly be used.

I (brgot to mention, that the outside quires of let-

ter paper will answer perfectly well, and that when
printed, a number of sheets stitched, make a leaf-

book—a pretty ornament of the pai-lor; and, also,

your suggestion that the paper ought to be damp-
ened, by dipping the whole quire into a vessel of
water, that it may the better absorb the ink; to

which I will add, that, perhaps, printing paper
would be the most suitable for this purpose— and,

lastly, that what it takes so long to detail, is a per-

fectly simple process, and may be done in a mi-
nute.

Your obedient servant c. c.

For tlie Farmers' Register.

THE PORTSMOUTH AND ROANOKE RAILWAY.
THE NAVIGATION OF THE MEHERRIN, NOT-
TOWAY, AND BLACKWATER RIVERS.

By the Ed t lor.

The Portsmouth and Roanoke Railway route,

as far westward as the I\leherrin, is remarkably

level—and of course the trains are propelled with

proportionable liicility, and diminished expenditure

of power. It is, indeed, an admirable track (or

its general straightness, no less than its level

course. But still there were great causes of dilTi-

culty and expense in the first construction, and so

will there continue to be in future repairs. The
country is low, and the streams passed are border-

ed by swamps or low-grounds, wliich required

long bridges elevated on sustaining posts and
framed timbers. All these bridges remain un-

covered, except the one across the Blackwater,

and ol course their decay will be rapid, and very

costly repairs will soon be necessary. After pas-

sing the JNleherrin, the route is quits undulating,

and generally ascending to where it crosses the

Petersburg railway, less than two miles li-oai the

Eouthern termination of the latter, at Blakely on
the Roanoke.

I took my seat in the train at Suffolk, for the

intersection near the Roanoke, there to take the

Petersburg train, as the shortest way to reach the

latter town. And circuitous as is the whole route

thus passed over, I travelled the 118 miles from
Suffolk to Petersburg in 9 hours—including all the

stoppages, except one, of half an hour, between
leaving the Portsmouth train and the arrival of the

one for Petersburg. If the two companies would
agree in their hours of arrival and departure, so as

to permit such a journey always on slated days,

(as might be done without inconvenience,) and
the arrangement was made known, there would
be many persons who would come by the two rail-

ways from Norfolk to Petersburg, rather than wait
one, and sometimes two days, for a passage by the
Bteamboats.

Both these two great railways cross the Meher-
rin and Nottoway rivers below iheir falls, and the

Portsmouth road also crosses the Blackwater river

—and this last, and that only below the railway,

is alone made any use of for navigation to bring

country produce to be put on the railway, lor mar-
ket. And it is probable that no such use would
have been made of the Blackwater, lor boats bring-

ing crops made in the neighborhood, but lor their

being shown tlie way, by this being made a regu-

lar steamboat route from Edenton, and by which
much cotton is brought from Norili Carolina, to be
sent by the railwa}- to Norlblk. The ahnost total

disuse of these tliree easily navigated rivers, is one
of the most remarkable instances of the inveteracy

of long established habits in our coimlrymen, and
the slowness with which Ihey adopt improved fa-

cilities, wlien oHered to their acceptance. These
three rivers, though small, flow over very level

beds, and would require but little labor and expense

to be made navigable for flat boats lor distances

which combined, would make at least 120 nules,

without incliidingthe Chowan, formed by the junc-

tion of the Mcherfin and Nottoway, \vhich is now
used for navigation. The length of the Meherrin,

from the lowest falls to where it unites with the

Nottoway, to form the Chowan, is more than 50

miles, as measured on the map. The NottoAvay,

fi'om its lower falls above the Petersburg railway,

to the point of junction just named, is more than

40 miles—and the Blackwater fi-om the soutliern

line of Surry county, to where that river joins the

Nottoway, is 80 miles.

From above the Peterslairg railway, there are

no ffills, or rocks, in either the Meherrin or Notto-

way— nor, indeed, any oixsiruction to downward
navigation, except frees liillen by accident, or more
generally bj- design, into the streams, and which,

if sawed into pieces at low water, would all

be swept away, together with the lafis and sand
bars which they have served to form, by the first

freshet. It is true, that ihese streams are very low
in summer droughts : but the crops of the country

(cotton and corn,) are seldom ready for market

before the streams are full— and the timber which
this navigation would bring into use, and make
valuable for market, might wait until the water

was sufficiently deep for its transporlation. The
Nottoway lands are among the most productive in

the counties of Sussex and Southami)ton—and its

passing through the heaviest producing region, is

another reason why this river should be used lor

navigation. But because these waters led to no
suitable market before, and because every farmer

has always been in the habit of sending his crops

to market by his carts or wagon, no one thinks yet

of taking the fiir cheaper way of boats to either

of the railways. Meherrin and Nottoway might
doubtless be profitably improved and navigated

far above their falls, as routes to the upper railway :

but it would be idle to urge that, while the advan-

ta<res offered by their far' belter waters below the

falls are overlooked, and almost totally neglected.

It has been a long time since the attention of the

writer of these remarks was attracted to the pecu-

liar circumstnnces of these waters, and the advan-

tages that might be derived fi'om bringing them
info use. To induce others more interested, and
having more local information, to think upon that

and other kindred subjects, the subjoined "Hints

and Queries," were published in 1825; which may
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now furnish some nmuseinent, if nothing more, b}'

the Ptrong coiilrast displayed of" tlie condition ol

tilings, and ol'prospects, then and now. lithe rea-

der, at this lime, shouM condemn tiic scheme tlien

proposed li)r briniriiig these natural cantils into use,

as ahoirether absurd and ridiculous, (as it certainly

would have been, if" the present stale of improve-
ment could have been anticipated,) let it be re-

membered, that at that time no one had tliought ol

constructing rail roads in this region—nor estab-

lishinir the now pros])erous cotton and other lacto-

nes, which will be so increased in time, as to re-

quire^s much of the water of the Appomattox, as

then ran in waste down the falls. For these two
great improvements, the country ou'es much to

the enterprising spirit of Petersburg—and to the

i()rtunate results ol these bold but judicious adven-
tures, Petersburg owes her present and iiist grow-
ing prosperity, which stand is such markeil con-

trast to the state of decline which seemed progres-

sive as la'e as when this piece was published. But
the writer was not more in tlie dark then, as to the

near approaching revival of the prosperity of Pe-
tersburg, li'om the railway and the factories then
not plarmed, than he was in supposing that fi^irnish-

ing a proper outlet to the three rivers would bring

them into use. They have now better outlets than
he then supposed possible to obtain— being inter-

sected, in five different places, by rail roads furnish-

ing speedy and cheap conveyance to two different

market towns: and yet these rivers are almost as

little used now, as before the construction of these

great works.

ON THE WANT OF UNIFORMITY IX THE STATED
VALUES OF FRENCH AND OTHER WEIGHTS
AND MEASURES.

To the Editor of tli3 Fanners' Register.

Columbia, South Carolina, Nov. 23, 1S36.

Dear Sir,— I should have replied to your letter be-

fore, but have been confined by violent indisposition

and unable to work. I had mustered about twenty
books of authority, for the purpose of drawing up
a paper on the discrepancies of the system of

weights and measures, published in our elementary
books, deemeV of authority on the question: but

as you seemed to decline my offer, by taking no
notice of it, I took no further trouble, and distribu-

ted my authorities, which I (ear I shall not find lei-

sure to collect again and compare.*
As a specimen, however, of the necessity of such

a paper, I send you the following memoranda.
According to Dr. Redman Coxe, Dr. Gregory,

Mr. Renwick and others, the French gramme is

stated at 15444 troy grains, and the kilogramme
at 15444 grains, whereas, the true number is

15434 grains. See the mistake explained in 1

Kelly's Cambist, p. 140, (2nd edit. 1821.) I won-
der Mr. Renwick, whose useliil little book, '-Com-
pendium of Mechanics," was published in 1830,

should not have been aware of this mistake.

* This seeming neglect or rejection of Dr. Cooper's

offer, was far from being designed, as a subsequent let-

ter has explained to him. Any contributions from his

pen, that his leisure and convenience may permit to be

offered, will always be highly acceptable.—Ed.

None of these pofjular compilations give you
the barometrical and thermometrical di'grees, at
which the numbers are taken.

Again—A cubic inch of water, l)arometerat29.5,
thermometer at (;0° of Fahrenheit, will weigh, ac-
cordinir to Dr. Geo. Shuckburgh, 252.5CG "rs.

By Dr. nenr\-, of Manchester, 252.52
°

By Dr. Paris', 252.72
By act of Parliament, 5, Geo. 4, ch.

74, at 62=- Fahrenheit, 2-52.458

By Mr. llasler, (Report, 1832,) at 40
(Fahrenheit,) 252.7

Average 252.59 IG

So, Mr. flasler, in his report to our Secretary of
State, 1832, makes the metre 39.380, instead of
39.371. I suspect this is a typographical mistake
lor 39.370, at 32 of Fahrenheit.
Ey law (ol all the old thirteen states, New

York excepted,) the standard bushel is the Win-
chester bushel of IS.^- inches diameter, by 8 inches
deep, containing 2,150.42 cubic inches. The half
bushel will, therefore, be 18^ by 4 inches. The
model bushel kept in the Department of State, at

Washington, holds (accordingtoHasler) 467,681.6
grains at 39.83 of Fahrenheit by actual measure-
ment, and is therefore less than the legal Winches-
ter bushel, by 75,294.4 grains, or 15G.8 ounces,
neglecting allowance lor difference of temperature.
The Winchester bushel at 62 Fahrenheit, contains
1131.89 ounces.

The present imperial bushel of England, con-
tains (5 Geo. 4, ch. 74,) 2218.192 cubic inches,

and holds exactly 80 lbs. avoirdupois of distilled

water: that is, 560,000 grains; the troy pound be-

ing 5,760 grains, and the avoirdupois pound, 7,000
grains. So that the present imperial bu.shel, is to

the Winchester, as 1.031 to 1.

It appears from the reports of Mr. J. Q. Adams,
and Mr. Hasler, that the wholesystem of weights
and measures throughout the United States, is

irregular and inaccurate. The specimens kept at

the custom houses of the seaport towns, and in

the office of the Department of State, disagree with
each other, and with the legal weights and mea-
sures. By legal, meaning those in use in England,
belbre 5 Geo. 4, ch. 74, and adopted by the statu-

tory enactment in all the old states. The alteration

made by New York, has no merit of any kind.

Had New York adopted the present imperial

weights and measures of Great Britain, which
possess all necessary practical accuracy and con-

venience, (Gapt. Sabine's objections notwithstand-

ing,) the weights and measures of England and
America would coincide. Ttiis I recommended in

a tract distributed at Congress, in 1824. I have
now neither time nor the necessary collection of
authorities, to pursue this subject farther. I send
you a newspaper article on the subject, which
shows the inconvenience the public submit to, for

want of a regular system of weights and measures.
The two commercial nations of the world are

eminently Great Britain and the United States,

and the advantages arising from their adopting

one and the same system, would be very great in-

deed.

I am, dear sir,

Your obedient servant,

THOMAS COOl'ER, M. D.
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From the Columbia Times and Gazette.

BUSHEL AND HALF BUSHEL.

Sir,—Some time ago, 1 bonsht in this town a

half bushel measiire, branded S. B. 1835. It mea-

sured eleven inches and a quarter in diameter (in-

side measure,) and seven inclies and three-cjuarters

in depth. It contained therefore 770 cubic inches

and one-third. But it ought to have contained

1075 cubic inches, and was/therefore, more than

one-fourlh deficient in size.

To any person acquainted with figures, this is

plain. The area oi" a circle whose diameter is 11^

inches, is 99.4 inches; v/hich multiplied by 7.75 is

770.35.

By express statutory enactment in all the old

thirteen States, New York excepted, the dry mea-
sure bushel is to be eigliteen inches and a half

inside diameter, and eijjht inches deep; and it

shall contain 2150.42 cubic inches : hence, the half

bushel must contain by law 1075 cubic inches,

whereas the half bushel in use in Columbia, ac-

cording to my s[>ecimen, contains but 770.

I presume the store-keepers buy and sell by the

same measure, so that they are out of the ques-

tion: but it is surely a public grievance which the

public authorities ought to rectify, if the inhabi-

tants receive the bulk of 770 instead of 1075.

Ought not the intendant and town council to put

this'fo rights? They possess, I believe, a copper

bushel, but for what purpose I know not. The
matter complained of is surely worth their atten-

tion.

I have said that, by the law of England, the

only measure for corn and grain was the Win-
chester bushel of IS^ inclies in diameter by eiii'ht

inches deep, conlaimntj 2150 cubic inches. The
acts of Parliament enibrcing the use of the Win-
chester bushel, and prohibiting every other mea-
sure for corn, are 22 Ch. 2, chr8,22 and 23, Ch. 2

eh. 12. In 4 Term Rep. 750 and 5 Term Rep. 353,

it is decided that no local usage will justify the sell-

ing of grain by any other measure than the Win-
chester bushel, or its aliquot parts. The colonies

adopted the same measure, and the old thirteen

states also by express law have done the same.
About seven or eight years ago, New York chose
to have its own peculiar weights and measures,
and altered the old corn bushel, but no other state

followed her example.
By Sect. 1. of Act of Asscm. of South Carolina,

of April 8, 1710, the standard of all measures used
in Carolina is to be conlbrmable to the measures
of England : and by Sec. 2, any person who shall

keep or use any weights or measures than such
as are marked by the public officer, shall forfiiit

ten pounds. The mark is directed to be

§§§
()

X
By Act of Assembly of South Carolina, 12

April, 1768, made perpetual by Section 1, of act

of Assembly, of 12 March, 1783, it is ordained,
that the bushel measure, the half bushel, peck,
and half perk, shall be made according to the

standard of London, that is, the Winchester mea-
sure ordained by act of Parliament. Also, that

each measure shall be made of cedar wood, neatly
shaped, and handled with iron.

The English Parliament in 1825, 5 Geo. 4, ch.

74, altered all the old weights and measures of that

kingdom, and established what are called the im-
perial weights and measures. The old Winches-
ter gallon (our legal gallon at this moment for dry

measure,) contained 268.8 inches, which multi-

plied by eight gives 2150.4 for the bushel. The
imperial gallon now contains 277.274 cubic inches,

and the imperial bushel 2218.192 cubic inches.

But no state in the union has ado|)ted the impe-
rial measure, or changed its old \Vinchester bushel

of 2150 cubic itiches—New York excepted. By
act of Assembly of South Carolina, of 17 of March,
1785, the several justices ol' the county courts of

this state, shall have full power and authority to

regulate weights and measures within each of their

respective jurisdictions, and shall enlbrce the ob-

servance thereof under such penalties as are pro-

vided by law lor that purpose. As the Circuit

Judges hnve succeeded to the power and jurisdic-

tion of the County Court Justices, ap[)lication may
be made to the Circuit Court by the town authori-

ties. Or, as every corporation may make a by-
law in harmony with aud in support of the laws

of the land, the Intendant and Town Council, I

apjTTehend, may lawfully enforce the existing acts

of assembly, by a by-law prescribing the most
convenient means of doing so.

The nearest approximation to the legal contents

of the Winchester half bushel, will be a round
measure thirteen inches and one sixteenth of an
inch inside diameter, and 8 inches deep. This
will be within about a cubic inch of 1075.

A BUYER.

From tlie Petersburg Intelligencer.

HINTS AND QUERIES

Suhmiited for the consideration of the merchants

if Petersburg, and the Farmers trading to that

73/«cc.—Published in 1825.

Does the commercial prosperity of a town in-

crease in full proportion to the increase of pro-

ductiveness of the soil, and the profits of the

fl^rmers of its back country?—and is not the coun-
try interested in a similar and equal degree, in the

prosperit}' of its market town? Can the one pos-

sibly derive profit fi-om its labor, enterprise, or

from the bounties of nature, wi.hout the other

sharing largely in the benefit?

Have these truths been kept in vieAV by us—or

have we not (both of town and country) nourish-

ed a ridiculous hostility to each oiher, and opposed
our own future profits, for the pleasuie of neglect-

ing or tliwarting the present interest of our neigh-

bors?

Has not our want of concert and good feeling

hitherto prevented our obtaining any portion of
the Fund for Internal Improvement? though that

fund has drawn an enormous sum fi-om this, (or

the exclusive benefit of other parts of the state?

Does not our section present valuable and profit-

able objects for improvements in water carriage

—

and if we will only look to our own interest, and
will unite for its promotion, have we not both the

right and the power to divert a due proportion of

the improvement fund, lor our benefit ?

Have not the improvements of the Upper Ap-
pomattox been carried on directly contrary to the

opinions of the best modern engineers? By
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"s/wiCi'/ig-," or removing shallows and obstructions,

in a rapid stream, the still and deep waters are

drawn oH', and other obstructions are uncovered
or cau^^ed to Ibrm : shoals of sand and gravel, if cut

through, are airain formed by the action of whate-
ver first caused them ; and even if the labor is not

endless— if the bottom rem.uns regularly gradua-
ted thouo-hout—the certain consequence is, that

the unobstructed stream will be more rapid, of
course shallower, and perhaps as unfit for naviga-
tion, as when in a stale of nature. The best and
cheapest mode for improving streams like the Up-
per Appomattox, is by "locks and dams," by
which still water of any required depth is obtain-

ed. Willis's River has been improved on this

plan.—and boats can easily navigate that inconsi-

derable stream, which cannot be carried thence
down James River.

The lower paris of the iMeherrin, Nottov/av and
Blackvvater, (without including any part of Chow-
an,) together form jjood and uninterrupted naviga-
ble water for fi-om 100 to 130 miles; and if desirable,

it would be easy to remove the obstructions still

higher up the i\leherrin and Nottoway. Almost
no use is made of this extensive means of transpor-

tation, because it does not lead to Petersburg, the

nearest (and as yet the best) market for that

country. Though navio-able water continues

thence to Norlbllc, yet the low prices there, and
the circuitous and difficult pas>age, have caused
most of" the produce to be brought to Petersburg,

by fi-om 40 to 70 miles of land carriage. Like
causes have drawn to the same market the pro-

ducts of the Roanoke, contrary to their natural des-

tination : but of that hereafler.

The circumstances which have liithcrto made
Petersburg ihe market for the waters of the Chow-
an cannot long continue, and the trade must take

another direction, unless this extensive and now
useless water-way is connected by a navigable

canal with the A;)pomattox ; and this seems quite

practicable, and. in proportion to the expense, no

other improvement promises more profit to both

town and countr}-. The head of JBlackwaler is

within two miles of the Appomattox Canal Basin,

and the latter is on a higher level. The present

canal, enlarged throughout, and continued through
Petersburg to the head of Blackwater, would
empty all the water brought, down the Chowan:
and the canal continued through Blackwater
Swamp to where its own water woidd become na-

vigable, would join, and bring into immediate and
profitable use, Ihe upper (and perhaps the lower)

waters of the Chowan. It would be equal to add-

ing to the canal upwards of 100 miles more, made
almost fi'ee of expense.

If this scheme were completed, it would have
the following beneficial efTecls:

1. The rich and very extensive swamp lands
of Blackwater might be drained by digging the

canal through their lowest part; and properly to an
immense amount would be formed Ji'orn what
otherwise must continue a worthless nuisance.

2. The expense of transporting produce would
be reduced fiir below land carriage. The expense
saved would operate as a hi<rh premium lor in-

creased cultivation and improvement of the soil.

3. The whole of this increased product would
add to the trade of Petersburg, and by that means
every part of its back country would be indirectly

benefited.

4. Provided the commercial enterprise of Nor-
folk continues torpid, and provided the merchants of
Petersburg give prices as high as those of Rich-
mond, the rich produce of the Roanoke woiddtake
this as the cheapest course to a good market, and
perhaps this may be greatly reduced hereafter, by
a cut from Roanoke to Meherrin. But this great
object cannot be gained—nor will the present

trade of Petersburg be saved— if it does not com-
pete in prices with Richmond.

(.'annot commodiiies be exported from Peters-

burg as cheaply as from Richmond? And if so,

why are not equal prices given, and equal profits

made?
The trade of the back coimtry of Petersburg is

laking the course to Richmond, hio-her prices serv-

ing to more than compensate the diflerence between
land carriage and the present bad navigation of
the Appomattox. Wheat and tobacco are carried

fi'om south of tiie Appomattox, and sometimes
through Petersburg, to the Richmond market. It

is even apprehended by many, that the new Man-
chester Turnpike, (which ought to be highly ben-

eficial,) will injure Petersburg, by lacililating this

passage: but, if equal prices are not given, it re-

quires no prophet to foresee that Petersburg will be
ruined, and every farmer of ils back country be (in

eflect) removed twenty miles further from mark.'t,

even without the aid of the Manchester Turn-
pike.

In offering these hints, I have no inducement
which ought not equally to operate on every man
in this part of the state. I have no concern in

commerce, or town property—and if every pro-

posed improvement wiis completed, they could

not increase the product of my land, nor give me
a better passage to mar'et. Neil her do I profl'sg

to be particularly inlbrmed on any of the sulijecfs

of improvements now proposed. The purpose of
these hasty and loose hints will be answered if the

thouiihts of those interested are directed to this

subject—and the exertions of the people and the
intelligence of their representatives be engaged
heartily in promoting the hitherto neglected inte-

rests of the

SOUTH SIDE,

From tlie Silk Cultiinst.

PROSPECTS OF SILK CULTURE
VIRGINIA.

IN WESTERN

By the followintr letter from one of our corres-

pondents, we are pleased to learn that the culture

of silk is progressing in Western Virginia. Though
every section of the United States may be truly

said to be adapted to the cultivation of the tree and
the rearing of the worm

;
yet we have ever con-

sidered the climate of Virginia as being peculiarly

so, especially for the propatration and growth ot

the Morus multicaulis. The native mulberry,

also, which is found in great abundance and luxu-

riance in that region, gives that Slate, at present,

a decided advantan;e over that part of the country

where it is not indigenous. They can commence
operations immediately with a full supp.ly of food,

while others must delay until they can procure it

fiom cultivated trees. The more we hear of the

results of experiments in feeding with the foliage

of the native mulberry, the more are we convinced

I
of its value ; and we would advise all, having it
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within their reach, to feed upon it the coming sea-

son ; and we have no doubt of their producintr

silk of a good quality, and in quantities which

will afford them a large profit.

In recommending this course, however, let us

not be understood as advising ihem to neglect the

cultivation of the white mulberry, and especially

the Moras nudticaulis. The tormer, should it not

be wanted Jor tuliage, is valuable for timber and

fuel, and the latter is, in our opinion, decidedly the

best variety lor the silk worm. In order to insure

the complete triumph of the silk enterprise, all

species and varieties of the midberry should be

sought out a. id cultivated, and experience will ulti-

mately teach us their respective values.

—

Ed.
S. C.

PolsUys Mills, Monongalia County, Va.
^

October 11, 1836. ^

F. G. Comstock, Esq.

Sir,—In the course of February last, I read

many encouraging accounts of the culture and
manufacture of silk in the United States ; and
about the 15th of February last, I received a pros-

pectus of the Silk Culturist, and the next day I

obtained five subscribers, (including myself,) and
have since ordered four copies more f^^r my neigh-

bors, and are pleased to see many of them taking

quite a lively interest in the culture of silk. I sowed
one-fourth of a pound of the while Italian mulber-
ry seed last April, and three of my neighbors sow-
ed the same quantity; but owing to the season
being dry, our seed did not vegetate very well, as

we did not obtain more than from 5 to 7,000 plants

ji-om the one-fourth pound of seed each—and
there are many others that have sowed several

ounces of seed in this [ilace and vicinity. I have
contracted for 200 Chinese cuttings for myself, and
550 for my neighbors. 1 intend to adopt Gideon
B. Smith's, Esq. plan in cultivating the Chinese
mulberry, as may be seen in the Silk Manual, pub-
lished by Sinclair & Moore, of Baltimore, the first

year, and JNIr. Cheney's plan the second year—by
laying down in a furrow the roots and branches as

described by him in the last number of the Silk

Culturist. I intend to transplant my white mul-
berry trees next spring, or fiill, in the hedgerow
form, on two acres of land, and in the course of two
years time, I am in hopes that I shall be able to

stock one acre with Chinese mulberry trees. Next
summer I intend to build a cocoonery about 20 b}^

30 feet, two stories high, and feed a few thousand
worms the same season, as an experiment, for in-

formation, although I have full faith in tl>e culture

of silk. I shall cotnmence in a small way, and
extend the business as my foliage will admit of. In
the adjoining county, (Harri3on,) John and Josiah
Wilson, Esqrs. are preparing to engage in the cul-

ture of silk. 1 am informed they liave fi-om 10 to

15,000 White Italian mulberry trees fi-om two ro

four years old, and intend feeding as many worms
next summer as their (hiiage will admit of They
intend cultivating the Chinese mulberry next spring
also. Two gentlemen in this vicinity have about
100 Chinese plants on their second years' growth

;

and one gentleman has three trees on their third

years' growth, which liave been killed to the
ground for the two winters past; but they have
grown from the root, this season, to the height of
7^ feet by the Isl of August, when I last saw tiiem.

The gentleman says the trees have ripened much
better this season, than any season previous. He
thinks they may stand the winter, unless it should
be uncommonly cold. Allhouirh our climate is usu-
ally much milder \\\nu the climate of New England,
we sometimes have severe cold weather here. I

think we have, in few instances, a week or two at

a time, as cold weather here as 1 ever experienced
in Massachusetts—being a native of Franklin
county, Massachusetts, and a resident in New
Enijland about thirty years ago. I have resided

in Virginia about sixteen years, and have had an
opportunity of knowing the climate of the two sec-

tions of country.

Amos Brooks, Esq. of French Creek, Lewis
County, Virginia, has about seventy Chinese trees,

on their two or three years' growth, and has been
multiplying them as fiist as he could by means of
layers, and expects to have from 5 to 6,000 cut-

tinufs from them lor sale this fall. Messrs. Francis

Pierpont & Sons, have fed 6,000 worms this sea-

son, from which they obtained 37^ pounds of co-

coons ; and Mrs. Pierpont made several skeins of
white sewing silk of an excellent quality ; but the

remainder of the cocoons she reeled suitable for

stockings. The above worms were of the white
kind that commenced spinning at about thirty days

.

old; the egffs were obtained at iMeadville, Penn-
sylvania. The worms were, when at their full

growth, three inches long. They made most of
their cocoons white, but many of them were yel-

low. John S. Barns, Esq. obtained 1,000 eggs
from Hartford, Connecticut, last spring, and they
were about six weeks old when they commenced
spinning; but did not do very well, as many of
them died before they commenced spinning, owing,
probably, to its being a very cool, rainy time for

about ten or twelve davs, commencing about a
week before they commenced spinning. What
cocoons they made were of a large size. The
worms were of the large brown kind.

Henry Moru-an, Esq. fed afi-MV thousand worms
of the same kind, with about the same success
that Esquire Barns had, under the same circum-
stances, it being at the same time. All of the
above gentlemen fed on the native mulberr}^, which
is very plenty in this section of the country.

Yours respectfully,

E. NEWCOMB, P. M.

Extracts from tlie Journal of the Franklin Institute.

LIST OF PATENTS ISSUED IIV BIAllCH, 1836,

FOR IMPROVEMENTS OF MACHINES, &C. TO
BE USED IN AGRICULTURE, OR DOiMESTIC
ECONOMY.

With remarks, by the Editor of the Journal of the
Franklin Institute.

For Cutting andforming heads of Barrels, fyc;
Hiram Andrews, Canaan, Litchfield countj", Con-
necticut, March 2.

V^arious machines are in use for cutting head-
ing f()r casks, &c., but that described in the speci-

fication of this patent appears to be sufficiently

new to justify a claim to invention. The heading
is to be cut rounding by means of a concave, cir-

cular saw on a revolving shaft, within which saw
there is a circular cutter, of somewhat less diameter
than the saw, and in contact with it, furnished v.'iih
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teeth so formed as to give the proper bevel to one
side of the heiid. A similar cutter on anolher sliaft

bevels the opposite side of the head, the hitter

beini^ properly secured on a revolving jilallbrm,

operating as a chuck. The drawing is very in-

dilltM'ently executed, alTording but a general idea

of (he machinery, and is, therefore, not such as

the law requires. The specification affords a good
general description, but no more; and the claim

is to '-the combination of the several parts of the

machine, and llie placing tliem in the position

which effects the objeci. of cutting and (orming
lieads for any casks of any dimensions." Such a
claim we do not think good, as it does not desig-

nate any particular combinations, as characteris-

tic oi" the machine, whilst several of the tlhngs

combined, liave been similarly arranged in other

machines, for the same, or other purposes.

For an improvement in tlie Axles rf fVa:;oiis,

Carriages, Sj'c. ; Spencer Coleman, Mount Pleas-
ant, Spottsylvania county, Virginia, March 2.

These axles are called rolhng axles, and from
the descri|)tion it appears that'tliey are so denom-
inated from the whole axle being allowed to re-

volve in boxes fixed on the bolster, or other suita-

ble part, of the frame of the carriage; whether
the wheels are also to revolve fi'eeiy on the axles

v.'e are not told, but suppose that they are, other-

wise there would be a dilKculty in turning the car-

riage. There is not any claim made, and the pa-
tentee is in error in supposing, as he must, that

the revolution ol whole axle is a novelty.

For a Churn; Amos Hanson, Windham,
Cumberland county, Maine, March 2.

The cream is to be put into a square box with a
curved bottom, and to be agitated by means of re-

volving ladle boards, or dashers, which are to be
moved by a cog wheel and pinion. The claim is

to "the gearing that is attached, and that operate

said machine" ! !

For an improvement in the Bar-share Plough;
William P. Cannon, Monroe county, Tennessee,
March 4.

Claim.—" What 1 claim as my invention, and
not previously known, in the above described

plough, is the mortise, heel plate, and screw, on
the horizontal bar, allowing the plough to be reg-

ulated in the depth by turning on the heel screw,
instead of the eye or ratchet, which rendered the

plough stationary as to depth, unless' through the

alteration of the horses' hames. And in discov-

ering the property, and first making of the mor-
tice in the upright, or perpendicular bar, so as to

fix the plough at any depth desirable by the move-
able rivet."

For C)tton Gin Grates ; Eiwin Keith, Bridge-
water, CO. of Plymouth, Massachusetts, March 4.

This patent is taken for making the grates of
cotton gins of chilled cast-iron. The method gen-
erally prelerred, is 1o form the slots in the grates
by laying plates of iron in the flasks when casting,

which chills the parts where the saws operate

;

sometimes, however, the whole face of the grate
is to be chilled. The claim is to "the making of
grates for cotton gins of cast-iron, or other fusible

metal suitable for the purpose, in sheets of two, or
Vol. IV—68 '

' '

more, connected at the end ; and of chilling them
either in the whole or in part, as described."

What "other fusible metal" is suitable for the
purpose, Ave do not know; these words, it is true,

will do no h'lrm, but they are unmeaninir, and in-

tended to guard against some airy nothing.

For an improvement in the Plough; David
Prout}'', and John Mears, Eoston, Massachusetts,
March 4.

The claims made consist, "First, in the inclining

the land-side, so as to form an acute angle with
the plane of the share. Second, the placing the

beam on a line parallel to the land side, within the

boily of the plough, and its centre nearly in the

perpendicular of the centre of resistance. Third,

the fbrmino: of the top ol" the standard for brace

and draught." These points, it is stated, are not

claimed separately, but in combination with each
other. This plough, v^^e are informed, has been
highly approved by those fiirmers who have used

h.

For a Smut 3fachine ; Marcus P. Spafford,

Gainsville, Genesee counij^. New York, March 8.

A conical body is to revolve within a conical

case, as in many other smut machines. Both
the exterior of the runner, and the interior of the

case are to be first covered with sheet-iron, and
then with sole leather, and through these cover-

ings iron teeth are to be driven, cut nails answer-
ing the purpose. A fan-wheel is employed to

blow through between the runner and the case, so

as to diive The separated smut, &c., entirely away,
A second fan-wheel below the machine is to effect

the final cleaning. The patentee says that he
" does not claim any part of the above construc-

tion other than the combination of the leather and
sheet-iron, to retain the teeth, and in separating

smut from grain, so as that they shall be immovea-
ble; and also the adaptation of the fan on the top

of the cone.to produce a current of air downwards
through the teeth."

For Leaching Ashes, and makijjg sails for
Pearlash ; Elijah Williams, Erie, Erie county,

Pennsylvania, March 8.

The instructions are to boil crude ashes in

weak lye, or water, over a brisk fire, for about
twenty minutes, the weak 13'e, or water, and the
ashes, being in about equal |)roportions ; this is to

be let into the leach during the effervescence.

The boiled ashes to be leached about eight inchea

in depth in the trough, boiling hot weak lye to be
first used, and then boiling hot water. The Jye

is then to be boiled down in the usual manner.
The boiler should be made of sheet-iron, or

copper, with a flat bottom, about three feet wide,

and eight long, and twenty inches deep. The
leaches to be of wood, with a flat bottom, and
having a straw strainer, with a tube below for let-

ting off the lye. Lye obtained by this process,

and put through a lime strainer, will make good
salts for melting. The claim is to " the boiling

and leachino- ashes, as above, without the use of
lime, and making salts suitable for pearlash,"

The above is the whole substance of the specifi-

cation, if substance it have. To us, however, it is

altogether obscure and indefinite.

For an improvement in the method of Making
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Mould Candles; Jeffers=on Doniap, Villa!2;e of

New flollanil, Lancaster county, Pennsylvania,
Blarch 8.

This is an apparatus for papsina; the wicks into

ihe moulds, givinir lliem the proper twist, and
drawing tiie candles simullaneonsly I'roni the

moulds. The machine appears to be well adapt-

ed to the purpose, but would require more than a

verbal description. Tlie whole arrangement is

claimed.

For the Apollcatinn of latent heat to Cook'ina;,

fyc. ; Peter Wenn, an alien, who has declared his

intention to become a citizen of the United States.

Philadelphia, March 8.

It is a little surprising that a patent should be
obtained for a contrivance so manilesily useless in

an economical point of" view, as it is scarcely to be
expected that any number of persons would pur-

chase what few would receive as a gift, on the
condition that they should use it. Passinii; over
the false philosophy of boiling;, &c. by latent heat,

we proceed to slate that the apparatus consists of
a tin case, into the lower part of which quick lime
is to be put, and upon this cold wafer is to be al-

lowed to run, when, by the slackino" of the lime, a
sufficient decree of heat is to be disenffao-ed to boil,

stew, &c. &c. The claim "is to boil wafer, to

bake, heat, cook, and to dry substances by means
of latent heat, evolved iu the before described ap-
paratus, without the aid of fire, flame, or radiant

heat; and the manner in which the apparatus is

to be used as aforesaid."

As a mere arlicle of curiosity Ihe thinfr was
well enough, lhou£rh scarcely fit tor a " nine days'
wonder." The idea of laying in quick lime
enough for fuel, of discharo-ing and vending the

slacked lime, with all their concomitants, is one
which no person, possessing judgment upon the
subject, would entertain for a moment ; and we
dare aver that the patentee would not continue to

use his own apparatus in his family, were the lime
sent to him gratis.

For a TVashrng Machine; Albion P. Arnold,
Readfield, Kennebec county, JMaine, March 12.

A double headed beater is made to vibrate in a
trouirh in just the same way as m many other
washing machines ; and after giving the exact
measures of the individual parts, the patentee
claims " the fluted ends of the chest, the coverino:,

the iron shaft and boxes, the steel spring and the
lever on which it acts," to which might have been
added " the washerwoman," if not previously
claimed.

For a Bed-bug Destroyer; Brittain Garrard,
Maysville, Blount county, Tennessee.
Although three or four patents have been ob-

tained for scaldinir bufjs *o death by steam, and
although the kind of ihing used for the purpose
was well known prior to the obtaining of the first

patent, it seems that there are yet some which
have escaped destruction. The present patentee
makes some change in the arrangement of his

Bteam kettle, or boiler, rendering it somewhat
more complex, but we do not think more conve-
nient, than heretolbrc. We shall not describe, as
the patentee has not claimed, the alterations, or
improvements, made m '- the family safety scald-
ing- pot and steam engine."

• For a Mantle and Fender for Fire Places;
Elijah Skinner, Sandwich, Stallbrd county, New
Hampshire. First patented A[)ril 19ih, 1S22.

Patent surrendered and re-issued INlarch 12.

Neither the original, nor the renewed, specifi-

cation presents any claim, and the principal, we
lielieve the only, dilTereuce between them, is that

tlie description in the latter is less full and clear

than thai of the former. The mantle is to be of
sheet, or of cast-iron, and projects out like a shelf,

having a f.icing descendini; at right angles from
it. The fender is to be a thing of sheet-iron, bent

thus
I ; one edge of it going against the back of

the chimney, and the other resting on the hearth,

so as to cover the fuel and Ibrm a close stove.

These affairs af)pear to be independent of each
other, ami oufjht, in this case, to have been the

subject of two patents ; we do not think, however,
that the point is worth disputing.

For a Cooking Stove ; John Liddlc, Schoha-
rie, county of Schoharie, New York, JMarch 12.

A furnace is to be surrounded by a rectangular

chamber furnished with doors, and intended either

tor bakinrr, or boilini;, having openings in its lower
side, over the fire, to receive boilers ; when used
for baking, these openings are to be closed by a
cast-iron slide. Each end of this chamber forms
a flat flue, communicating with flues surrounding

an oven which surmounts the chamber first

named. As we are lelt to discover the novelties

iu this contrivance, by the entire omission of a
claitu, we shall transliir the task to the reader.

For a Cast-iron Fire Place ; Will inm Burgess,
Middlehoroufh, Ply moulh count}', Massachusetts,
March 12.

An open cast-iron fire [ilace is to have two or

more ovens, at the back of it. The fire place

must project out into the room, as the openings
into the oven are at each end. There are also to be
openings between, and at the back of the ovens,

forming flues around which the healed air may
pass. The claim is to "the application of the

oven and cooking apparatus, to the common open
fire place, or frame, as above described." The
contrivance here reclaimed, resembles many
others, and is not distinguished from them by any
thing presented in the specification.

For a Cotton Baling Press; James C. Mit-
chell, Madison count}-, Mississippi, March 12.

In this press there arc two followers, which, in

pressing, are made to approach each other, by
two shafs, each havinir a right handed screw cut

on one end, and a left handed screw upon the

other. The screws stand vertically, their upper
ends revolving in collars in the cap of the press,

and having spur wheels upon them above the cap.

Their lower ends woric in steps in the side of the

press. The two followers have nuts let into them
aibipted to the screws. As this press is intended

for haling cotton, there is a portion of ea^h screw
shaft, in the middle, which is left square, for near-

ly the thickness of a bale. A large spur wheel,

on a vertical axis, turned by horse, or other pow-
er, mashes into the wheels on the upper ends of
the screw shafts, the right and left handed screws

then cause the followers to approach, or recede,

according to the direction in which they are turn-

ed.
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The dimensions of the respective parts, and
the appendages necessary for the packin<ji: of cot-

ton, are sufRoienll}' described in tlie specification.

The construction of the press, wiiii Ihe exception

of the wheels for working it. is claimed as entirely

new.

PROCKEDIXGS OF THE AGRICULTURAL SO-

CIJETY OF FRluDERlCKSBURG.

Communicated for publication in the Farmers' Rpgistcr. .

jliinual Electing, Kov. 11, 1836.

The Society was called to order by the Secrefa-

ry, when the rule recjuiriMiJ the otliccrs to be elect-

ed by ballot was suspended, and the Society pro-

ceeded to the election ol" their ofHcers lor the en-
suing year: Wlicreupoii the fi)llowii!g named
gentlemen were unanuiiously elected :

JAMES M. GARXETT, President.

GEORGE iiAMiLTorf, Ist Yice President.

FRANCIS w. TALIAFERRO, 2d Vicc Preset.

R. B. SEJiPLE, Secretary and Treasurer.

Many persons having petitioned to become
members of this Society, they were severally ad-
mitted.

Allen W. JMorton having, through the Secreta-
ry, presented to this Society two volumes—one a
'•Geological Reconnoissance of the state of Vir-

ginia :" the other, " JMemoira of the Agricultural
Society of Virginia"—on motion of Major James
Richards

—

It was Resolved, That the thanks of the Soci-
ety be tendered to Mr. Morton, through the Se-
cretaiy.

The Society then adjourned to attend the exhi-
bition, and to'meet again at 3 P. M.

Evening Session.

The 1st Vice President in the Chair
The Committee on mares, colts and riding

horses, report—That the exhibition of this year is

not equal to the last; and furthermore report

—

That Mrs. Maria Taliaferro is, in their opinion,

entitled to the premium for the best brood mare in

consequence of thesni)eriority of two fine colls by
Truffle, which were exhibited with her—and that

Mr. Rothrock exhibited the best colt. Their at-

tention was called to ridiughorses—two were sliown

—one by John H. Lee, the other by Charles Tay-
loe—neither of which is considered as entitled to a
premium, but are of opinion that JMr. Lee's horse

is the finest. james ricHx\rds, Ckairman.

The Committee on bulls award the premium
to John H. Lee's young Durham bull, Preston.

ROBERT T. WILLIS, Chairman.

The Committee on milch cows award the pre-

mium to Thomas Scott's Alderney cow Red Rose.

R. T. WILLIS.

The Committee on beef, sheep and mutton,
award to John F. Taliaferro, of Orange, the pre-

mium for the best grass-fatted beef—to John Glas-
sell, for the best work ox—to John Gray, of Staf-

j

ford, for the best mutton—and Wm. Pollock, of
Stafford, for the best ram and ewe.

i

GEORGE ROWE.
The Committee on flour report—That they have

examined two lots of flour, one exhibited bv Mr.
;

Robert Willis, of Orange, the other by Mr.
Wheatly of Culpeper; and think them both of
irood quality—but award the premium to Mr.
Willis; it being the unanimotis opinion of the
committee, that his was of superior quality.

WM. ROTHROCK, Chairman.

The premium was awarded to Robert Wallace,
of King George, for the lour best contiguous acres

of Indian corn, each acre having produced a little

less than 60 bushels.

The Committee on stallions and jacks report

—

That the premium for the best bred stallion be
a.vvarded to Mr. Dickinson, of Louisa, for his

horse Falconi, by Sir Charles—also a premium to

Mr. Marshall, of Culpepper, flir his horse Young
Macedonian, being ;i large, strong stallion, and
calculated to improve our carriage and saddle
slock. FRANCIS \f. TALIAFERRO, Chairman.'

On motion, Resolved, that George Hamilton
Francis V/. Talialerro, and Wm. J. Rothrock, be
appointed to form a scheme of ])remiums, and re-

port to-morrow.
The Society then adjourned to 9 o'clock to-mor-

row.

Saturday, ^'^ov. \Wi,—2/id Day.

The Society met persuant to adjournment—the
President in the chair.

On motioii of James Richards,
Resohed, that hereafler all premiums awarded

shall be paid in money to the successful compet-
itor, who is under a pledge of honor to lay the
same out in plate, with some inscription engraved
showing it was obtained fi-om the Agricultural So-
ciety of Fredericksburg.

After tl;e adoption of some preliminary mea-
sures, the society then adjourned to the court house
to attend the Exhibition of Domestic Manufac-
tures, &c., and to hear the President's Annual
Address.

Evening Session.

Persuant to appointment, the Society met—the

President in the chair.

The Committee on Butter report—that after

making an examination of a larsrer quantity of
fine butter than they have ever seen exhibited, do
award the premium to Mrs. Jean Morion, for the

best lot of fresh butter.

w»i. jacksoa", Chairman.

The Committee on Domestic. Manufactures have
aw^arded the following premiums, viz:

For the best carpet, >p5, to Mrs. Thomas Scott,

of Orange.
The best counterpane of wool, $3, to Mrs. Lu-

cy Quarles, of Orange.
Second best ditto, ^2, to Mrs. John C. Browne.
The 2d best ditto of cotton, S3, to Mrs. Wm.

Rothrock.
Second best ditto, ^2, to JMrs. William Skinker,

of Fauquier.

The best pair of wool stockings, $\, to Misa
Julia E. Hill.

The best piece of flannel, ^5, to Rlrs. L. V.
Stevens.

The best piece of negro clm'ii nr, n-5, to Mrs.
L. V. Stevens.

They have also awarded discrcMotjary premiums
as follows

:
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For one piece of matlincr, ^-2, to Mrs. Aaron.

C. White, of Caroliiv.'.

Two enibroiJered shawls, ^f2, to Miss Skinker

of Fauquier.
One piece of jeans, $2, (o Mrs. Cole Dickin-

son, of Caroline.

One bed c)Milt, octagon figure, %l, to Miss Ber-

rynian, of Kins; George.
One cap ot" down, ^1, to JMiss Richards of Cul-

peper.

A piece of carpeting, S3, to IMrs. Vass, for the

Female Orphan Asylum of Fredericksburg.

JOIIX SCRKW, C. C.

The Committee on Premiums report. That they

have made the following changes in the scheme of

premiums of the last year, viz:

For the best " thorough or full bred'"' stallion,

^20.
For the best stallion without regard to blood,

810.
For the best colt or filly without regard to

blood, not exceeding 3 years old the past sprmg
$5.
For the best colt or filly " thorough or full

bred," not exceeding 3 years old last spring, ^10.
For the best contiguous 10 acres of wheat, to be

measured (as heretolbre) in the presence of one

person, not less then 15 bushels to the acre, .$!lO.

For the best ten contiguous acres of Indian

Corn, to measnre not less than 50 bushels to the

acre, and to be measured as heretofore save in the

presence of one disinterested person, ^10.
For the best 2 or 3 year old niule, iSS.

On motion, it was Resolved, That the proceed-

ings of this meeting, and the Annual Address of

the President, be published in the Arena, Herald,

and Farmers' Register. The Society then ad-

journed.

JABIES M. GARJVETT,
President.

ROBERT B, SEMPLE,
Secretary and Treasurer.

ADDRESS TO THE SIETHBERS OF THE AGRI-
CULTURAL SOCIETY OF FREDERICIi-SBURG.

Communicated for publication in the Farmers' Register.

By Janus M. Garnett, President.

We meet, my friends, to commemorate this,

our 19th anniversary, under circumstances pecu-
liarly discouraging to our profession. Almost in-

numerable enemies, some of which have never
assailed us before, have contributed nearly to un-
seed us, (if I may coin a word) as to wheat and
rye, whilst our chief staple, Indian Corn, has been
BO extensively injured to reduce (he present crop
below the average, in many par*,^ of this and
Other corn-growing states. The cotton crop too,

has been so late in ripening, that much will be in-

jured by frost. I mention not, however, these
thing, by way of uttering Jeremiads, for which
I never had any fiuicy, but to urge upon you,
moivt anxiously, the necessii\- for greatly increased
exertion on the part of all who have patriotically

resolved never to give up our good old ship, Vir-
ginia—s/te, who has weathered v.q many stornis

—

she, who has carried us and our forefiithers through
so many perils; and who has yet soundness and
Btrcngth of timber enough to bear all her faithful

and gallant sons, gloriousi}' through every present

and impending danger—provided only, that they
will be true toihe last.

To doubt this, would be to inflict a deeper pang
on my iicart than it has ever li^lt on public ac-

count ; and, therefore, I will hasten to more cheer-

ing views of the prospect before us; a prospect

which nothing, I think, can prevent the present

generation, especially the younger portion of them,
liom realizing, but their abuse or misuse of the

blessings so amply bestowed on us by an all boun-
teous Providence.
But before I present these views, permit me, in

conformity to a practice commenced last year, to

detail briefiy the few experiments which I liave

made since our last meeting. Three were made
with corn. The first was to ascertain the differ-

ence (if any) in its produce, wlien planted in land

ploughed uj) late in the fall, or in that prepared
jusi; before planting. Six or eight beds only were
thus prepared—the others, on each side, for a con-

siderable distance, having been ploughed in No-
vember last. The soil was dry and of a medium
texture, between light and stiff, with a slight cover
of weeds, crab-grass, and some scattering spots

of white clover, " few and far between." The
culture was the same, in every respect ; but no
difference whatever has ever been perceptible in

the growth or condition of the corn.

The second experiment in the same field and
soil, with the same working, as to time, was
to ascertain the difference, if any, between corn
worked entirely, after coming up, with the culti-

vator for which you honored me last year with a
premium, and that which was cultivated with the

plough, the hand- hoeing of each being the same.
jMy eye cannot discover the least difference, al-

though some liave said they thought the corn

made with the cultivator was best. In regard,

however, to the saving of labor by the cultivator,

there can be no variation of opinion—for it is cer-

tainly in the proportion of two to five and a half,

or six. The third experiment was to determine,

whether corn planted in high land, as late as the

30th of June, would ripen thoroughly. It was
made with a few grains of yellow flint corn,

brought by our old friend and secretaiy. Col. Grra}',

from Galveston Bay, in Texas, tliere called Span-
ish Corn. It Vv-as planted among some pumpkins,
in land of very inferior quality, but manured in

the hill with drawn ashes and plaster of Paris, in

the proportion of three pecks of ashes to one of
plaster; the quantity in each hill a small spadeful.

Most of the silks on this corn were dry on the S6lh
day from the day of planting ; but the hard, and
unusually early frosts, prevented its ripening per-

fi?ctly. From this single trial, made under such
circumstances, I could form no conclusive opin-

ion of its productiveness, in comparison with other

varieties of corn ; but its early maturity might
render it valuable in difficult and backward
springs. Perhaps, however, some of the varie-

ties already iti use among us might ripen quite as

early, if planted as late as this was. But my pre-

sent years trial, which is the third with the Ma-
ryland twin-corn, (improperly so called, unless

ti'om 3 to S and 9 at a liirth, can be called twins,")

has so thoronghlv satisfied me of its superiority,

ill all the most desirable (pialitics, to all the kinds

heretolbre tried in this part ol the country, that I

do not, at present, expect ever to plant any other;
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alihough ! sliail not cease, on ihat account, lo con-
tinue my coii/paraiive experinieuls vviili every va-

riety that comes hitriiiy recommended by compe-
tent judges; (or however fantastical and hobhy-
horsical some ol" my afzi'lcuhural notions may be

thought, I confidently hope never lo mount an ear

of cum as a hobby ; at least during my president-

ship of your society. Deem it not, I i)eg you, an
extravagant supposition ; ibr [ myself have seen
several redoul)table riders thus mounted, as I

could prove, if necessary, by a host of witnesses.

Every year, Ibr many past, has contrdiuted to

convince me, that we shall have to rely more and
more on the corn crop, as our chief staple, in all

the tide water portion of Virginia. The impor-
tance therelbre, of ascertaining which kind is most
valuable, in every respect, is so greatly enhanced,
as to require, on the part of every corn-planter,

much increased care and attention in prosecuting

his etforls to ascertain the fact. In tlie three j'eara'

trials made by myself, I have established beyond
a doubt, that there is a difference of not less than
15 or 20 per cent, in favor of the twin corn, over
two or three of the most popular kinds cultivated in

those parts ot Virginia with which I am best ac-

quainted ; but I would thank any gentleman,
(whether hobby horsical or not,) if he believes

that he has a preierable kind, lo send me a lew
grains, and I will promise him a lailhful and a liiir

trial, so far as I can possibly make it so. Permit
me to invite all corn-planters to co-operate in ma-
king this trial next year, and so long as our society

holds together. The labor and expense will be a

tritle not worth estimating,. while the gain may
exceed all ordinary calculation: for none, I think,

can now doubt, that Indian corn must be our
chief source of revenue, in all the tide-water por-

tion of Virginia, unless some other crop, yet to be
tried, should prove its superiority. But, strange

to say, although the fact is well known to most,

perhaps to all of us corn planters—the majority

seem content to go on, in the same humdrum way
pursued by our great-great-grand-Rithers—con-
tent, as it would seem,) to act as if we had arrived

at the "ne plus ultra," of perfection in our parti-

cular calling. To address those who have adopt-

ed this creed would be quite as great a proof of

hallucination in the preachers as in their audi-

ence ; it would truly be preachinij to deaf adders
;

but I have persuaded myself to believe, that there

are a goodly number still among us, who have
" eyes to see, ears to hear, and understanding to

comprehend,'^ all that most conduces to their own,
and the general good, and therelbre I earnestly re-

peat the vital invitation, " hasten to rescue ;" for

our dearest interests are in jeopardy.

Another of my experiments was with a variety

of Indian pea sent to me by that very zealous
and intelligent friend to agriculture and all its in-

terests, Mr. llerbemont, of South Carolina. It is

the same kind which he has so highly recom-
mended in the Farmers' Register, 3d vol. page, 93
under the name of the Chickasaw pea; and as

far as I can judge by my single (rial, well deserves
the reconmiendation there given of it. My peas
wfjre planted in hills, about three feet apart each
way ; fl-om 2 to 4 in a hill, and nearly or quite 3
weeks after our first planting of other vaiieties.

This I found to be too late to escape early frost.

The ground was a spot of poor land marled last

summer twelve months, for turnips. The pea-

vines grew erect to the full height of 4 leet in the

best gound, having uiicommoiiiy large and succu-

lent stalks and leaves. The first and only gath-
ering from oidy half a pint of seed produced so

laroe a gathering us to jusiily the conclusion that

they are very productive— Ibr a lar greater quan-
tity was left on the vines. Tliesc were given
to milch cows and hogs, which eat them veVy
greedily. As a green dressing for land they
must be liir preierable to other varieties, Ibr this is

the only kind known to me which does not run. al-

thoufrh growing very luxuriantly. This quality

renders tliem best also, as long Ibrage for larmmg
stock, to which use Mr. Herbemont has applied
them, and says that his "liorses preferred them to

all other loddcr."

My experiment with the Guinea grass is still

contincd, although with less sanguine iiopes of
acclimating it, tlian I had at first. This is my
third year of trial. The last unparallelled winter
killed a large portion of the roots ; but 1 collected

the hardy survivors, and set them in rows 2 feet

a[)art, near my stable. These have been worked
three times vvi'h the hand-hoe, and cut five times,

at an average height of fully three leet. My con-
clusion from this 3 years experiment is, that the
Guinea grass, if planted where it is convenient
to give It a slight covering, before hard fi-ost. with
straw or coarse litter, will prove a valuable auxil-

iary to lucerne, clover and other green Ibod ; and
therelbre is still worthy of cultivation in a country
where natural grasses are so scarce as to render
artificial ones necessary.

I have now given \ou the sum and substance of
my experiments since we last met ; and they are
of so little ostensible value, that I should not have
detailed them, but to comply with a determination
made last year, to set the example ol such a prac-
tice, in the hope of tempting others to pursue it,

who would prove more capable than myself of
thereby benefiting our societ}' and the vital cause to

which it is devoted. My failures, (by the way,)
should have been stated, and I will now give
them ; for a fair detail of an unsuccessful experi-

ment IS often as instructive as that of the most for-

tunate a man can make. The trial of the skinless

oat was continued— but produced little more than
the seed. This, however, was not adulterated, as

Mr. Prince has reported of his, in the Fainiers'

Register, but was quite as pure as the quart I

f)urchased of one his agents, at the rate of sixteen

dollars a bushel : of course, profit and loss must
be charged with this ffiilure. The reputation of
the experiment of the drilled-wheat, in regard to

which I reported so favorably, at our last meeting,
proved to be nearly a total failure, as it fell some-
what short of two for one. Eight other bushels,

which I sowed broad-cast, produced about the

same meager increase of seed, and that utterly

unfit either to grind or to sow. I have therefore

bid farewell to wheat, as a staple crop, until some
more adventurous liumer shall prove, that it may,
once more, be made to advantage, in our part of

Virginia.

Let me now endeavor to present those views of

the prospect lielbre us Virffinian agriculturists,

1 from which I confidently believe, that all true

linends of our good old state may rationally con-

clude that they ought not yet to desert her, as ihej'

Vk'ould a ship stranded upon a desert shore.

There are yet means vast in power, if not in va-
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riet}'. to improve our husbandry—increase our ag-

ricultural wealth—and strengthen our security

against desolating emi^xration ; and nothing more
is required 1o render lliem ell'ectual for all ihese

vital purposes, hut that public sjjirit, untiring indus-

try, activil}' and perse verenc.e which characterize

our northern and eastern brethren. Thousands
of these are making forlunes— if not as rapiilly

as the cotton and sugar planters of the south, yet

with all reasonable speed, and moreover, in peace

and safety ; while the latter are making them at

the daily hazard of their lives ; hazards incvhably

produced by climate, or incidentally, but not the

less certainly, by such universal laxity—nay, total

inefficiency of legal restraints as most unquestion-

ably renders the three great blesings of free go-
vernment, li!e, liberty, and property, far less se-

cure than in any of tiie o'd thirteen United States.

I say not this from any invidious motive towards
our younger sister states ; no, God forbid ; but

simply to urge what I believe to be an undeniable

fact as an inducement to prefer an old to a new-
settled country ; in other words, to live in and die

by old Virginia. Without doubt there are thou-

sands of as good moral men in the new states, as

in the old ; but the truth, I think, cannot be de-

nied, that there is far less power— I will not say

inclination— in the former, to restrain and punish

the immoral portion of their population; and hence
the per|jetration of a much greater number of

those outrages and crimes that mar the peace and
happiness of every community wherein they are

committed. The uppetile for making money in

the new states would lie quite as strong in the old,

if constantly stimulated and provoked by the

same powerful incentives: for man is much the

same in his passions every where. But we have
less of that demoralizing spirit of speculation, en-

gendered by the inordinate lust for wealth, be-

cause there are much fewer subjects and opportu-

nities to gratify it. Our governments being much
older, all the different trades, professions and call-

ings, essential to a regularly organized society,

have long existed among us, in a numerical ratio

duly proportioned, or nearly so, to each other.

The necessary consequence of this state ol' things

is, that a systematic, uniform course of business is

established for each, which, in a great measure,
precludes speculation: labor, food, clothing, and
all which constitutes the material for the internal

trade and commerce of the country, possess an in-

terchangeable value approaching much nearer to

a certainty, and therefore afibrding far less chance
for those inordinate gains so frequently made in

new countries, and which form the sole temptation
with most persons to seek them. The new set-

tlers there, (with very few exceptions,) soon be-
come, to the citizens of old countries, what the

lottery brokers and dealers in that species of gam-
bling a.'^e to the regular tradesmen and 3'eomanrv
in every country. The first cannot exist content
with small, or even moderate profits ; but live in a
constant state of feverish excitement, and with an
omnivorous appetite for gain, whose cravings in-

crease with every new sui)[)ly of food, however
enormous in quantity that may be. This appe-
tite by fi-equent indulgence, soon becomes a dis-

ease—not less destructive, both to moral and
physical health, than drunkenness ; and he who
voluntarily, and with no better motive than to in-

crease wealth already sufficient, places himself in

an atmosphere wherein he is daily and hourly ex-

posed to contract it, (as almost every settler in our

new Slates does) can hardly expect to escape, nor

does he merit exemption. The worst consecjuence

of this all-absorbing passion is, that, in llie uni-

versal scnmible for dollars and cents which it in-

evitably produces, public spirit is |>aralyzed—our

benevolent and social fl^elings are blunted, if not

annihilated, our regard for the preservation of or-

der and the inviohtbility of law is either lost or

forgotten, and the moral condition of society grows
worse and worse, until it becomes so intolerable as

to end in civil commotion and bloodshed. Men
know not themselves while living under a govern-

ment of laws, where justice is regularly adminis-

tered, and crimes certainly punished. But let

them once get beyond these salutary restraints,

and many of them soon become as difi'erent ani-

mals as if they belonged to an entirely different

race of beings. To what other causes, but such
as I have enumerated, can we ascribe the noto-

rious facts, that in some of our new states, it has
not unfrequently happened that citizens, in broad
day-light, shoot, and assassinate each other with

entire impunity, in their own houses, and in the

public streets of their towns and villages; that the

civil magistrate, in attempting the execution of his

duty, has been mobbed and his lifj endangered

;

and that large bodies of men have, on some oc-

casions, constituted themselves the judges, jurors,

and executioners of several individuals, either by
hanging them without anv process of law whate-
ver, or murdering them in a jail to which they
had been legally committed? The creed and
practice of such men might be given in a lew
words, and thus catechetically stated.

"Who made you? I don't know. For Avhat

purpose where you made 7 To do what I please,

if strong enough, and to make money. VVhat is

the use of making it? To make more. What
are the means ? Any which you believe you can
practice successful l_v. Are hetilth, and life, and
reputation worth risking for such a purpose? Aye,
verilj', and much more, since the command of
money enables j'ou to command every thing else

in this world, exce])t the three trifles just mention-
ed."

If it be asked, "why such remarks, in an agri-

cultural address?" The answer is, that one of
the most essential means to improve our husban-
dry will be to stop the emigration of our farmers

and planters ; and that such statements as I have
given, founded upon notorious fiicts, must have a
tendency, at least, to check the desertion of our
state.

Another very eflective means of improving our
husbandry in general, and our agriculture in par-

ticular, would be to secure legislative aid for it;

and this might certainly be done, if we could only

prevail upon our agricultural brethren, one and all,

forever to abandon the ruinous practice of making
a man's political partyism, the chiefj if not the

sole test of his fitness to legislate for us. Rely
on it, my friends, we never shall obtain any thing

from our legislatures, constituted as they now are,

and long have been—never indeed, until we send
firm, well known, devoted fiiendsof the landed in-

terest to represent us, instead of men whose chief

employment it has been, lor years, to waste their

own time and the public money, in utterly fruit-

less party quarrels, and vain boastings about their
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own state, which these quarrels are ruininir as

frist as if that were their real and sole object.

Banish all such men forever from j'our public

councils—no matter to what party they belnnir,

and we should liud our a<i;ricultural interest cher-

ished and treated as the great prolific germ, the

vital food, of every other legitimate interest in the

community. This has been, and all hisiory con-

firms it, a cardinal article in the creed of every
great statesman in every civilized country in the

world, and lht>ir praclire has most nobly proved it.

In our own country, Virginia stamls alone, I be-

lieve, in having done nothing—nay worse than
nothin<T, for her agriculture

;
yet sucii is the inor-

dinate pride and vatiily with vviiich the worthless
demagogues have inspired her people, that they
are continually exulting in her great national im-
portance, while the husbandry, the chief, the only

true source of that importance, may be fiirurative-

ly said, to be actually bleedinurlo death for Avant

of a skilful doctor. Look at New York, now de-
cidedly at the head of the union, both in agriciil-

tural and commercial prosperity; and to what
other cause is this attributable but to her wisdom
and patriotism in fostering, by legislative means,
these two great sources ot" national wetdlh, pow-
er and influence I She has not only a State Agri-
cultural Societ}', encouragfid by large appropria-
tions of public money, and diffusing its benefits

throughout her territory ; but several of her most
wealthy citizens, among whom the patriotic Ste-

phen Van Rensellaer stands conspicuous, have
contributed large sums towards the improvement
of her husbandry. Yet we Virginians—citizens

of a stale, once the first in our conlederacy, but

now, (with shame, deep and biiler shame, do I

say it,) among the last in relative importance, can
luld our arms, a[)parently in perfect apathy, and
look on with entire composure, at the rapid pro-

gress of other states in ever}' good work; while
our legislatures are making themselves laughing-
stocks for the rest, by the eternal intermeddling with
federal matters, over which they can exercise no
control, to the utter neirlect of those numerous le-

gitimate means by which they might do much to-

wards regaining, in a great degree, our former
standing in the union.

Another efiectual step towards improving our
agriculture—a step by no means difficult to take

—

would be to economize our labor by improving
our implements of husbandry and modes of cul-

ture, to the utmost attainable degree. Much
remains to be done in both these particulars, as

regards our great staple Indian corn. I can well

remember the time, when it was cultivated at

nearly four times the expense, that it is now ; and
scarcely a year passes in which I do not witness
some, often great, improvement in the process.

It woi^ild certainly be siill more ra[)id amontj our
members, if each would make it an invariable rule

to report, at every amiual fall meeting, any thing
new to him, on this su!»jert, which he might deem
beneficiid. Such a practice, I am sure, would be-

come more conmion, if we would only divest our-
Bclves of the idea, that, when we bcL'in to make
a written communication to our society, we are,

in fact, preparing an article for a newspaper, in-

stead of a plain, brief statement of fiicts for our
members, which, although useful to ourselves,
would not necessarily be published.

I have reserved lor the last, the suggestion of

two other modoe!—the one direct, the other indi-

rect, of miproving our husbandry, ami rendering
it so productive as to convince even the most scep-

tical that there is no necessity for abandoning
our native lands to the wild animals of the forest.

The latter plan is, to establish a State Agricultural

Society, to be composed of members selected iioni

all the other agricultural societies, to meet annually
in Richinond, for the purpose of devising the best

ways and means to promote those interests which
our own legislators, whoso especial business and
duty it should be, have so long and so utterly neg-
lected. Concert and co-operation, as a class, is

what we most want, and this plan, if any, woiJld

secure it. Should our Society approve it, (and
the vote will he taken this evening,) it may be
published in time to be considered by the Agricul-
tural Convention, which will probal)ly meet in

Richmond, either at the time appointed by the last,

or at an earlier day. The members of that body
may also have time' to ascertain the wishes of their

constituents on the subject, and come prepared to

act accordingly.

The other suggestion, if adopted, will furnish

"another string to our ioic," b}' adding a new ar-

ticle to our staple-crops—new as a staple, but long
and well ktiown as a garden vegetable ; but whe-
ther to call it long or short " sass," 1 do not know.
I mean the sugar beet, so successfully cultivated

in France that its culture is rapidly spreading over

all Europe. It cannot admit even of a doubt that

it will succed quite as well \vith us as in France,
and probably better : for experiments have alrea-

dy been made which prove that the American
beet yields more saccharine matter than the

French beet, in the proportion of about 10 to 7
;

and in re<rard to the quantity that our soil is capa-
ble of producincr, I will stale a well authenticated

fact, which, although single, ought to satisfy us

that no fears need be entertained on that score.

Mr. Lawrence Muse, for many years past a resi-

dent of Tappahannock, in Essex, and who was a
gentleman of unquestionable veracity, once raised

in his garden two beets of the long red kind,

which he himself informed me were weighed in

the presence of several other gentlemen, and that

the largest weighed eighteen pounds four ounces,

the smallest seventeen pounds eiiilit ounces. I

urged him several times, to publish the account in

the newspapers as a match \'or some of the state-

ments then going the rounds in all of them, during

an unusual dearth of party-politics, of marvellous

big pumpkins, squashes, ruta-bag), and mangel-
wurtzel, raised in the ungenial soil of Yankee
Land; but his publication never appeared, although
often promised ; lor my fiiend, unluckily, was one
of that very numerous family called " Procrash'-

nators,^'' a family, by the way, which, I fear, has
more members in our own dear state, than in any
other that can be named. I speak xinderstnnding-

ly, (as congress-men say,) on this subject, being at

least cousin german to some who rank very high
among the brotherhood ; although I must confess

that I do not pride myself much on the relation-

ship. Among planters and farmers this family

does quite as much mischief as the Hessian
fly, the wheat worm, the chinch-bug and all the

other flics, worms, and bugs put together, that war
upon their crops; and the man who could devise

an efiectual cure lor their besetting sin, would just-

ly merit the highest civic honors which could be
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conferred on him. Cure this, and we should no
longer " postpone to a more convenient season,"

(as unbelievers do the consideration ot religion,)

matters that imperatively require our immediate
attention. We should never lose, as now ire-

'

(luentiy happens, a subordinate and subsidiary,

but stil") important cro|>, by delaying to s -cure it at

a critical time, merely because, (as we say,) " ?'<

would be working out of turn.'''' We should do

every thing at the right season, but the particular

order in which they were done, would always be

varied according to the changes of the weather,

and the condition of our arable lands. There
W(?u!d be no interference in our agricultural oper-

ations, and of course, all would be perlbrmed with-

out loss or misapplication of labor. Thus to act,

at all times, is the great art to secure success in

all the branches oi husbandry ; and none who
practice it constantly, will ever be under any ne-

cessity to abandon their native homes, their friends

and their kindred, for strange lands, m pursuit of

riches.

In connexion with the subjects heretofore no-

ticed, permit me to say a faw words more ; to

which I invite the attention, not only of our mem-
bers, but of all my auditors who may not have
loined us. There are among j'ou some very fa-

vorable symptoms of the spirit of internal improve-

ment. But take care—take special care—that, in

the exuberance and ebullition of your newly ex-

cited zeal, you do not overshoot the mark—you do
notburst your boilers—by undertaking to do some-
thing or other, which nature has torbid. Take
care, my good friends, that, where wealth is cer-

tainly to he obtained by managing properly the

surface of our mother earth, you do not dig too

deep into her bowels after it, merely because cer-

tain parts of this said suriiice exhibit indications,

which many take for positive proofs, that there are

beds of goid, copper, or other precious metals,

some two, three, four, or five hundred feet below,

which will soon make all the diggers after them
as rich as Crossus—that is, if such beds be cer-

tainly (bund; and also, if their veins (as they are

called) be certainly very extensive, and if they
will yield an abundance of ore that is very
rich.

In striking contrast with the foregoing ifs, suf-

fer me to add one, in regard to which, 1 tiiink,

there cannot be even a shadow of doubt. If' you
will improve your certain advantages, advantages
which the dullest man may see and comprehend,
such as the navigation of your river—your great

water-power (or manulactures—your public roads

leading directly to this town—roads whcse condi-

tion, at some seasons, would disgrace a communi-
ty even of Hottentots ; then as surely as the sun
rises and sets, Fredericksburg, and the whole
country connected with her, Vv'ill rapidly increase

in wealth and commercial importance, until she
becomes one of the first towns in the state : for

Nature, herself, has placed the means in sight of

every one who will open his eyes to see them. So
much by way of advice—a thing so frequently of-

fered—so rarely accepted. But being confident

that you will nut mistake my motive, and that you
will ascribe wiiat I have said to the deep and sin-

cere interest 1 leel in your wellare, I will make no
apolotry, since I am sure it can do no harm and
hope that it jjossibly may effect some good.

in conclusion, permit mo to make one more sug-

gestion, and this I address particularly to the ladies

anil gentlemen of this town and its vicinity. It is,

that they will immediately form a Horticultural

Society here. The advantages and benefits deri-

vable fi'om such associations, is no longer a mat-
ter of doubt or vague speculation. Wherever es-

tablished, either in other countries or our own,
they have certainly led, not only to vast improve-
ment in the quality and quantity of supplies for

the table, but to many important discoveries in re-

gard to the multiplication and perfection of old

and new varieties of garden (i'uits and vegetables,
as well as to the introduction of many practices in

the tillage and manuring of land, which are high-
ly beneficial to the general interests of agriculture.

Horticultural Societies, therefore, have nearly as
high claims to the encouragement of all the true

friends of husbandry, as agricultural societies

themselves have. One of the strongest of these

claims is founded on the fiict, that we should have
the ladies as our most efficient associates ; the la-

dies, who are always friends to every thing which
can meliorate and improve society. Horticulture

is an employment in which they take a delight,

almost instinctive, an employment (or which a
very great portion o( them manliest a natural taste,

and in which therefi)re, they are peculiarly fitted

to excel. Jn truth, the virtuous and intellitrent por-

tion o( their sex are to the moral world what flow-

ers and (i'uils are to the natural—they beautify,

adorn and embellish it, with its most attractive

charms. Their aid is essential to the prosperity

of all our pursuits ; their co-operation to the suc-

cess of every domestic concern ; they call forth

all the best affections of our nature, by encoura-
ging us in every good word and work ; while the
greatest blessings of life cannot be half enjoyed
without their participation.

From the Genesee Farmer.

APPLES FOU FATTENING HOGS

Although the attention of our readers has been
before called to this subject, we believe its impor-
tance is too little appreciated generally; and as

the present is the season for action, we shall lay a
{ew (acts before them, showing the advantages of
employing apples as Ibod for liittening hogs, over

other substances. We shall first endeavor to

show that they are a valuable kind of food, and
secondly, that they are a cheap one.

First, with reijard to their value. A corres-

pondent of the Maine Farmer in 1834 made the

ibllowing experiment. He commenced (ceding his

hogs on apples in August. A pig (bur months
old and weighing 95 pounds, was led 18 days as

ibilows:—first, two bushels of sour apples, boil-

ed with six quarts of oats and pea meal, weigh-
ing four and a half pounds, were given him. At
the end of six days he had gained six pounds.

—

He was then kept six days on the same quantity

of boiled sweet apples and meal, at the end of

which time he had gained six pounds more. He
was next fed on an equal quantity of boiled pota-

toes and meal, and at the end of six days he had
gained only five pounds. Here the superiority of

both sweet and sour apples over potatoes was de-

cisively shown.
A correspondent of this paper at Lockport, in a
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communication last winter, states that he shut up
seven hogs about fourteen months old on the first

of October; (hey were in poor condiiion, and csii-

matcd to weiifh about 159 lbs. each, and worlh in

the market 12 1-2 cents per pound. They were
led fifty days on apple.s, mostly sour, boiled with a
small quantity of water, with the addition of a
bushel of bran and a pint of salt, to three bushels
of apples. At the end of fifty days they were fed

with twelve and a half bushels of -soft corn in the
ear, and afterwards slaiigl^tered. The average
weiirht of each u-as 272 pounds. Estimatiiio-ihe

apples at 25 cents a bushel, the bran at 6 cents,

and corn, at 62 1-2 cents, the whole expense was
S77.55, and the pork at §0.12 1-2 per cwt. ^116,
leaving a clear profit of ^Hl.45. See whole ex-
periment detailed, in Genesee Farmer, current vol-

ufno, p. 61.

These experiments it will be observed, were
with cooked apples. The practice has' also suceed-
ed when they have been fi'd in a raw state;
though the latter is not as profitable, except on a
very small scale, when the trouiile and expense of
cooking would be comparatively greater, fn the
following experiments, the apples were given un-
cooked. A correspondent in Onondaga coiintv
turned thirty hogs and fi-oni thirty to fbrtv shoats
and pigs in an orchard of 430 tree's about "the loth
of Sepreraber, and they remained, there until the
latter part of November v/heathey were slaught-
ered, wi;h the exception of tvi/^elve dcillars worth
sold alive, and about a dozen retained as store
pigs. They yielded about 5,459 lbs. of .first rate
])ork, fattened on apples u'holly, without any grain.
This was the fourth experimen] of the' kind made
by the writer, all of which were attended with
comp'ete success. ^-

In the 5;h volume, pago 824, of the Gencseef
Farmer, S. P. Rhoades' of Skaneatdes savs, "a
Iriend ti-om Massachusetts inliirms me that he shut
UD a hog by himself; and fed him entirely on ap-
ples and' water, last fall, and that he became vcrv
lilt, was vv^ell filled, and the pork was hard and
sweet as that fed on corn," lie also states that
when turned into an orchard where there are both
sweet and sour apples, hogs will eat about as
much of one as of the other.

In the Brattleborouirh Messenger, a correspon-
dent says, "A man in Guiiftird, conversing o I'this

subject, said to me, 'There is a horr that will weigli
over two hundred; I broutjlit liim home in July on
my back. 1 have given it nothing but apples, and
a little slop Ibr drink." . I

Sdcondly, wi:h regard to the cheapness of this I

kind of food. This "may perhaps behest deter-

{

mined by calculation. \Ve will suppose that an
orchard is planted on an acre of Ground, and that !

the trees stand at a distance of twenty five feet
|

asunder, which would nnt be too near when thev
arc merely intended fjr this pm-pose. This would
give about seventy trees to the acre. The frees

at twenty five cents each would cost .§18.75; and
the expense of plantins, supposincj each tr^e to

cost ten cents each, U'ould be 7 dollars. V/liile

the trees are STtia'i, the land may be tilled and will

produce as much as before; and from the time
they begin to bear, they may he considered as
paying for the ground they occupy, by their iViiit.

Such an orchard, therefore, in a good bearing
ttate, would cost as follovrs:

Vol. IV—63

^50 00
18 75
7 00

One acre of land
Seventy trees,

Planting,

8 "5 75

The anual interest on Ih'.s sum at seven per
cent, would be 85.30, whicii woulil be the actual
CTcpense ol" each crop, as the pasture of the ground
would pay for gathering. It' each tree bears on
an average five budiels-a year, (this is low esti-

mate if the most productive varieiiea are selected.)

the armual crop would be three hundr+-'d and fii'ty

bushels, which according to the prccin^ling calcu-
lation would be at the rate of one cent and a half
a bushel. Estimating the cost at doulde this, the
clear profit in the second experiment bef()re stated,

instead of being '^'41,45, would actually be -874,45.

One of our neiohlwrs, last year, made forty

dollars from a small orchard of about an acve, by
liUtening hogs, and reser\ed a large suj/ply Ibr

winter and other use.

If instead of feeding potatoes to their hogs,
farmers would sell their potatoes, and purchase
apples for this purpose, they would find it to their

advantage. In- ordinary seasons, apples suita-

ble for feeding may be had at one quarter the
price of potatoes, or even loss, and their superior

value has been already shown. It would be fur

prefei'iible, hovVever, if fhe}^ would raise their

own apples, of kinds expressly for this purpose.

Extracts finni Travels of a PliilOiOplicr.

CIII-XESE AGRIC'JLTniE.

f a.rrive at Caritori, where new oitjects of admi-
ration arise; \he noise, the motion, the crowd
auirmenf. the v.'itter, as v.'cll as land, being every
where coysrcd with multitudes. Astonished at

the amazing app,earance. I inquire into the num-
bers of the inhabitants of this city and suburbs;
and after comparing diflTcrent accounts, find that

they must amoimt at least to eight hundred thou-
sand souls. My surprise, hovv'ever, is greatly in-

creased, when i learn, that to the northward of

iCanton, about five leagues up the river, is a vil-

lage named VacJian, which contains a million of
inhabitants ; and that every part of this great em-
pire, extending aliout six hundred leagues from
north to south, and as nmch from east to west, is

peopled in the same proportion.

Ey v.-hat art can the earth produce subsistence
(t)r such numibers ? Do the Chinese possess anv
secret art of multiplying the gram and provisions

necessary for the nourishment of mankind ? To
solve my doubts, I traversed the fields, I introduc-

ed myseli among the laborers, who are in general
easy, poliic and atTable, with some share of learn-
inix, and knowledge of the world. I examine, and
pursue them through ail their operations

; and ob-
serve that their secret consists simply in manurinf^
their fields judiciously, ploughing them to a consi-

derable depth, sowing them in the proper season,
turning to advantage every inch o\' ground which
can produce the most inconsider:d>!e crop, and
prcferrinir to every species of culture that of grain,
as by far the most important.

This system of culture, thelas< juticle excepted,

appears to be the same that is recommended mail
our best authors, ancient and moderPj who have
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wrote on this subject ; our common laborers are

acquainted wilh it; but how much must our Eu-
ropean farmers be surprised, when they are in-

formed that (he Chinese have no meadows, natu-

ral or artificial, and have not the least conception

of fallowing, never allowing their lands the slight-

est repose.

The Chinese laborer would consider meadows,
of every denomination, as lands in a state ol' na-

ture : they sow their lands all with grain, andgive
the preference to such grounds as we geneially

lay out in meatlows, which, lying low and being

properly situated with respect to water, are conse-

quently by far the most iertile. They affirm that

a field sown wiih grain, will yield as much straw

lor the nourishment of cattle, as it would have pro-

duced of hay, besides the additional advantage of

grain for the sustenance of man, of which they can
spare too, in plentiful seasons, a small portion for

the animal creation.

Such is the system adhered to from one extrem-
ity of the empire to the other, and confirmed by
the experience of four thousand years, amongst a

people, of all the nations of the world, the most at-

tentive to their interest. That which must render
this plan of agriculture the more inconceivable to

Europeans, is the idea of their never allowing
their lands to lie one season unlabored. Those
who for some years have endeavored, with such
public spirited zeal, to re-animate amongst us this

neglected art, have considered as the first arid

most imporiant object, the nmltipiicalion of artifi-

cial meadows, to supply the defect of natural ones,

for the fiittening of cattle ; without once ventuririir

to think of suppressing the mode of fallowing the
grounds, however fiir they carried their system of
increasing the number of artificial pastures.

This sys!em, which appears the most plausible

of any they have projected, and is received with
the greatest partialit}^ by our farmers, is, neverthe-
less, contradicted by the experience of the greatest

and the most ancient land-laboring nation in the
world, who regard the practice of meadows, and
ftillowing grounds, as an abuse, destructive of
plenty and population, which are theonly impoi-
ant objects of agriculture.

A Chinese laborer could not but smile, if you
informed him that the earth has occasion lor re-

pose at a certain fixed period of time ; he certainly

would say, that we deviated greatly fl-om the pouit

in view, could he read our treatises, ancient and
modern—our marvellous speculations on agricul-

ture. What would he say, if he saw our lands,

part of them fallow, |)art of them employed in use-

less cultures, and the remainder wretchedly labor-

ed. What would he say, what must be his feel-

ings, if, in travelling over our fields, he observed

the extreme misery and barbarism of their wretch-

ed cultivators ?

Tlte Chinese lands, in general, are not su|)erior

to ours; you see tluin?, as with us, some excellent

grounds, otiiers middling, the rest bad ; some soils

etrong, others light; lands where clay, and lands
where sand, gravel, and flints every where pre-
dominate.

All these grounds, ev-en in the i;or(horn provin-
ces, yield annually two crops, and in those towards
the south, often five in two years, without one sin-

gle fallow season, (hiring the many thousands of
years that they have been converted to the pur-
poees of agriculture.

The Chinese use the same manures as we do,

in order to restore to their grounds those salts and
juices, which an unintermitting production is per-

petually consuming. They are acquainted with
marl ; they employ also common salt, lime, ashes,

and all sorts of animal dung, but above all, that

which we throw into the rivers ; they make great
use of urine, which is carefully preserved in-every

house, and sold to advantage. In a word, every
thing produced by the earth is re-conveyed to it

with tiie greatest care, into whatever shape the

operations of nature or art may have transformed it.

When their manures are at any time scarce,

they supply the deficiency, by turning upLthe
ground with the spade, to a great depth, which
brings up to the surface of the field a new soil, en-

riched with the juices of that which descends in

its room.
Without meadows, the Chinese m.aintain a num-

ber of horses, buffaloes, and other animals of eve-

ry species necessary for labor, for sustenance and
for manure. These animals are fed, some wilh
straw, some with roots, beans, and grain of every
kind. It is true they have fcnver horses, and horn-

ed cattle, ill proportion, than we have, yet it is not

necessary they should have more.
The whole country is cut into canals, dug by

the industry of the inhabitants, extending from
river to river, which divide and water this vast

empire, like a garden. Travelling, transporting

of goods, almost every species of carriage, is per-

formed on these canals, with great ease and snudl

expense ; they do not even use horses to drag their

boats ; every thing is done by the stiil or the oar,

which they manage with sinjjular dexterity, even
in going up tlie rivers. Where any kind of labor

can be performed at a moderate price by men, it is

a maxim with them never to employ anmials. In

consequence of this the banks of their canals are

cultivated almost to the water's edge, they lose

not an inch of ground : their public roads resem-
ble our foot paths ; their canals, however, are in-

finitely more useful than highways; ihey con-
vey fertility every where, and furnish the people

great part of their subsistence in fisrh. There is no
comparison between the weight which can be
transported in a boat, and that which can be con-

veyed in any kind of land carriage ; no proportion

between the expense.
The Chinese are still less acquainted with the

use, or rather the luxury of chariots, and equipa-
ges of every kind, which crowd the principal cities

of Europe. The horses necessary (or these, as-

sembled in thousands in our capitals, consume the
produce of miniberless acres of our best grounds,
which, if cultivated with grain, would afibrd sub-
sistence for miiliiiudes, who are dying of hunger.
The Chinese wish rather to maintain men than
horses.

The emperor and chief majyistrates are carried
through the cities hymen, witli safety imd with
dignity; their march is sedate and niajeslic, it

threatens not with danger those who walk on foot;

they travel in a kind of galleys, safer, more com-
modious, equally magnificent and less expensive
than our land equipages.

I have lielbre observed that the Chinese lose not

an inch of ground. 'J'he}' arc very far, therefore,

fi'om allotting immense jiarks, of the finest ground,
for the mainfainance alone of deer, in contempt of

the human race. The emperors, even those of
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the Tartar line, have never hitherto dreamed of

forming these parks, still less the grandees, that, is,

the magistrates and the learned : such an idea

could never find place in the mind ol' a Chinese.

Even their country houses, and boxes of pleasure,

present nothing to the eye all around, hut useful

cultures airreeab!}' diversified. That which con-
stitutes their principal beauty, is their deli<rhtful

situation, judiciously improved •, where, in the dis-

position of the various parts which coiislitule the

whole, there every where reigns a happy imitation

of thai beautiful order of nature, frqm whence art

has borrowed all her charms.
The most rorky hills, which, in France and

other parts of Europe, lliey turn into vineyards,

or totally neglect, are there compelled, by dint of

industry, to produce grain. The Chinese are in-

deed acquainted with the vine, which here and
there they plant in arbors ; but they consider it as

a luxury, and the wine it produces as an un-
necessary superfluit3^ They would imagine it a

sin against humanity, to endeavor to procure, by
cultivation, an agreeable licjuor, whilst, fl'om the

want of that grain which the vineyard mitzht have
produced, some individual, perhaps, might be in

danger of perishing of hunger.
The steepest mountain^!, even, are rendered ac-

cessible. At Canton, and from one extremity of
the empire to the other, you observe mountains
cut into terraces, representing at a distance im-
mense pyramids, divided into different stages,

which seem to rear their heads to heaven. Every
one of these terraces yields annually a crop of

some kind of grain, even of" rice ; and you cannot
withhold your admiration, v.dien you behold the
•water of the river, the canal, or the fountain,

which glides by the foot of the mountain, raised

from terrace to terrace, even to the summit, by
means of a simple portable machine, which two
men with ease transport and put in motion.

The Chmese nation is capable of the most stu-

pendous works ; in point of labor, I never observ-

ed their equals in the world. Every day in the

year is a working day. except the first, destined

for paying and receiving visits ; and the last,

which is consecrated to the ceremonial duties they
pay to their ancestors. An idle man would be
treated with the most sovereign contempt, and re-

garded as a paralytic member—a load to the body
of which he made a part ; the govermnent vvould-

in no manner permit it. How opposite from the

ideas of other Asiatics, where none are admitted
to any degree of estimation but those who, from
their situation in life, have nothinfr 1o do ! An
ancient emperor of China, in a public instruction,

exhorting the people to labor, observed that if in

one corner of the empire there was one man who
did nothing, there must in some other quarter, be
another who suffers on that account, dejirived of
the necessaries of lite. This \v\s?. maxim is fixed

in the breast of every Chinese ; and, with this peo-
ple, so open to reason, he who pronounces a wise
maxim, pronounces a law.

From tlic Genesco. Farmer.

CURING CORIV.

Farmers the present year have had a fine op-
portunity of testing the respective merits of the

two modes of saving corn by topping, or cuttino-

up by the bottom, respecting which some diversi-
ty still appears to exist among those who are the
most interested. The frost of the fiilh of Septem-
ber was widely and severely fi;U ; and while some
adopted the old method of topping, others resorted
to cutting up by the ground, and when dried, set-

ting up in small stacks. Either course was un-
doubtedly preferable to letting the corn stand with
the dead tops adhering; but we think experience
will convince all who are carelbl observers, that
cutting at the ground, is greati)' to be preferred by
the farmer who wishes to make as much as pos-
sible of his frost-l)itten field of corn. We knew
oftwo pieces of corn, owned by the same individ-

uals, planted nearly at the same time, and both
equally promising, when their progress was stop-

ped by the fi'ost of the fif h. One of the pieces was
immediately topped, and the other was, as soon as
possible, cut up by the bottom and stacked. They
U'cre both husked a short time since, and the own-
ers assured us, that contrary to the expectation of
many who witnessed the different modes of cur-

ing, the}^ should get at leastone-third more sound
corn from t!iat cut up, than from that which was
tojT];ed and left on the hill.

O.

Cor.iminiicati^d Cor publication in tlie Farmers' Register.

AN ADDRESS DELIVERED BEFORE THE AGRI-
CULTURAL SOCIETY OF ROCKBRIDGE, AT
THEIR ANNUAL MEETING AT FANCY HILL,
OCTOBER L3ih, 1835.

By Alfred Leyburii, M. D.

Fellow Citizens and Farmers of Rockbridge :

To-day I feel myself called to the discharge
of a duty not a little embarrassing, and the more
so to me, because I address many of riper years
than myself, and whose experimental knowledge
of farming fir exceeds mine. Tiie office, howe-
ver, which I now surrender into your hands, was
not of m}^ seeking. With a full knowledge of cir-

cumstancesj it was your pleasure, on your last an-
niversary, to elect me your President. As such I

now address you. And what shall I say on an
occasion like this, an occasion of itself well calcu-
lated to generate kindly feeling, and enkindle gen-
erous emulationl Shall I begin with the wood-
man in the fbrest, and follow him from the clear-

ing of his land to the seeding thereof", through his

various crops, and attempt to discuss the different

methods of cultivating the same, the timefbrreap-
ing, gathering or curintr, as the case may be—in a
word, through the various branches into which
the ac^t of farminrr ramifies? No, gentlemen,
time, and muph more the presence here of veteran
fiirmers, admonish me to abstain fi-om an underta-

kina: at once so tedious and difficult.

Permit me then, during tiie \h\v moments I oc-

cupy, to call your attention to one princijial point,

to wit : the use of clover as the sheet anchor of
the farmer, and as forming the basis generally of
whatever beautiful and comfortable lie may have
have reared for himself.

Scepticism lias had its place in all a^es, in mo-
ral as well as in physical sciences, in history, poli-

tics, medicine, and theology ; therelbre whatever

j

evidence there may be to sustain a position, and
[
however full and clear that evidence may be as to
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the correctnepR of it; nay, I may say that howe-
ver pelt-evident a Irutii may be, tliero will never-

theless be unbeliff ia llie niimls of some, and an
attempt to controvert. }t is still however, not a

little surpri^^in^jf to hear the cloveririg oi' lands de-

nounced by some as a useless, and worse than

useless expense—and moreover, a crop oi' St.

John's weed, or a crop of narrow leafed plantain,

considered not less desirable than one of elover.

For the ho.iorof Rockbridire, however, this seirri-

ment, I liave no reason to believe, belongs to her;

nor do I believe that, such a sentiment can ever

find a lodjirnent any where, to be nursed into more
than an ephemeral existence.

Havin^r before mo to-day, many who are exper-

imentally acquainted with clover and its benefils,

they arc doub less ready to respond to the truth of

the adaL''e, as old as true, that the beet proof of the

pudding is in the eating ; and many boih present

and absent, will sustain me in the assertion, that

it is ever}' man's interest, in this region of country,

to clover for the sake of his land and its immedi-
ate benefit to his crops, as well as on account of

the many and great collateral advantages derived'

from such a system. Clover seed, it is true, is an
expensive article, but is, to some extent, witliin

the reach of every man. Seldom is any important
revolution of any sort, effected except by some ef-

fort and expense, and never was a change so im-
portant to the farming interests of a country, as

that produced by clovering, effected at a less ex-

pense. Kvery man can buj^ some seed—if he
cannot get much, he can get a little, and with that

little, work his way gradually into more. As he
BOWS, so shall he reap, and after one proper sow-
ing, and an occasional visit from his hand-maid
plaster, taking care that we do not subject it to

the loo free operation of teeth and hoofs, the differ-

ent parts of a farm will have soon swaJIoweil seed

enough to perpetuate the clover, provided that a
system of firming judicious in olher resjiects, be
pursued. With such a system we slia!!, by and
by, have turned under clover and enriched our

land so that we may, with propriety, pasture some,
whilst the land is si ill in a state of progressive im-
provement. The cireat misfbrlune is however,
that few can resist the powerful temptation to pas-

ture premalurely, a luxuriant clover field. IJav-

ing undertaken to imjK'ove thin land by clovering,

and well aware that the earth cries out for a full

Khare of the growth to be relurned to her b}-

ploughing in, we would fiiin yield to a request so

reasonable, thus modifying and improving our

soil. We resolve with all manliness not to yield

to the temptation to eat it down, but will plough
it down. Our resolution holds out well for a lew
weeks, whenlo! oncoming out in the morning,
we see in the corner of yonder fence, a breathing
skeleton of a cow, scarcely able to maintain her
legs, while her scanty yield of milk is extracted

li-om her—and, on gointr a little farther, our ears

nre saluted with the wailings and lamentations of
Bome half famished hogs whose every look and
inotion bespeaks our kind attention. Our feeliiiiis

of humanity are tlius taxed, and that to a degree
more than we can well bear, so that our good pre-

vious resolution softly gives [)lace to the more be-

nevolent feelings of the heart. The cows and
hogs are mustered, and in due form the attack is

made upon the clover field, th« stock of horses

bringing up tiie rear, and thus ends the clover sys-

tem. Not having pursued it long enough to de-"
rive its many benefils, it is let go and we relapse
into our Ibrmer state. No more conmion error ex-
ists, than that of pasturing prematurely, and the
plan most likely to relieve us fiom this ditficidty,

is in my opinion, to reduce our stock to a number
barely sulficieni for present purposes, and remove
I he division fences. We may pasture slill, it is

true, but it will not then be clover alone that is

pastured. V/hen, however, the farmer's face is

set like a flint for the imfirovement of his land, in

rotation clovering and plastering his fields, leav-

in<x them undisiurbed by his stock, tilings soon as-

sume a new and fVesh aspect. Those gullied hills

so lonirclad in their habiliments of mourning, and
valley's v/here desolation had so long reigned, are
now clad in verdant green, and wear tne aspect
of joy and gladness—thorns and briers having
given place to "grass with leeds and rushes."

The stock of cows no longer resemble Pharoah's
lean kine, but are fat and fruitful, and the milk-

maid bends her cautious footsteps homeward la-

den with her delicious treasure. Now the faithful

hors-^e, when released from his toils, regales him-
selfupon the sweet and tender clover, and is nerv-
ed afl'esh for his accustomed task, asking nothing
more of his master in winter, when not at work,
than clover hay. Now the wailings of the poor
neglected hog are no longer heart!, but he finds

in the florid clo\'er heads a remedy for all his

cares, and hastens on to that rotundity which fits

him for the knife.

To my mind, it is peri'ectly clear that it is the

interest of every man, in a region of country like

this, to adopt a system of clovering for the benefit

of his land, and of his more prominent crops ; and
It is certainly equally clear, that with this system
generally in practice, the country will, with entire

ease, raise its own pork. Here, indeed, lies one
of the most slrikini; benefits of clovering, and one
to which the experience of the last year or two in

the pork marlcet, should steadliisily direct our at-

tention. 'J'he attention once directed to it, and
the experiment iully rr.ade, my word for it, there

will be no looking back, or sighing tor former hab-
ifs. In ihe spring season the hoirs enter the clover

field and there remain unlil alter harvest, at which
time they are introduced, in good order, to the

stubbles, fattening last upon the shattered grain,

and, when done with this, return again for a short

season, to the clover. The hogs for the slaugh-
ter, being already in good order, have a speedy
transition from the clover field to the pen, and a
comparative easy one, as regards the owner's corn

crib, from the pen to the hands of the butcher.

The stock hogs, after having used up the shattered

grain, and whatever mast may be in our enclosure,

(the frost having now closed the clover season,)

are assembled in or near the farm yard, and thus

entering the winter in good order, will be carried

through it with very little expense, provided the

stock of hogs be judiciously selected. I have rea-

son to believe, moreover, that lor hogs closely

penned, clover hay cut somewhat green and salt-

ed, v/ill of itself be sufficient to sustain them pretty

well through the winter.

There are those present to day, who have tast-

ed and fried the various streams of comfort flow-

ing out of ihir^ system, and where is the man wlio

after having fi'.irly tried it, is ready to give it up '?

As soon almost would the right hand of that man
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•*' forget its cunning" as that he should abandon a
syfstom which makes his barns to overflow, his

horses, cows and hogs, to multiply and be liit, and
the wliole face ot nature to smile around him.

Permit an humble indiviifual, therelbre, to urge
those who liave not already done so, to at once
adopt this system, so deiighttui as well as profita-

ble; and endeavor by the use ol clover, wiih plas-

ter and manure, to make their lands progressively
better. pro;iu!nng Ironi '-thirty to sixty and even a
hundred Ibid.''

For some years past, ih? wheat crop, on which
we principally depeiul for profit, has sulfered

greatly from two causes, viz: the Hessian fiy, and
hard fi'eeziug. x\s a means of resistance to the

fly, I believe that nothing can be relied upon but
strength of soil, and that but imperfectly. Here
then should be a powerlul additional incentive to

clover, and to the use ol" all means at all likely to

grve vigor to the soil, and thus fortify, to some ex-
tent at least, against the ravages of this fell- de-

stroyer and stealthy robber. It can, however,
afford no sort of protect ion -against Hie evils of hard
freezing : to this case " humarTwitand reason are

inade(]uate. To him, and to him alone, " who
holds the winds in his hands"' are we to look for

relief

Your calling, gentlemen, is pleasant, honest,

honorable, and when properly pursued, profitable.

Let me then, in conclusion, beseech each one of
you to use every exertion to make it still more
pleasant, honorable and profitable, by giving to it

an enliffhtened attention—Iw a free, frequent and
generous interchange of opinions—by zealously

advocatinir, and carefldly cherishing such publica-

tions and institutions as are likely thus to renovate
and make happy our beloved country.

From Uie Silli Culturist.

GREAT lA'CRKASE, ATXD VALUE, OF CHINESE
aiULBEKRY.

Predericksburg, Virginia, October 10, 1836.

F. G. Comstock, Esq.

Dear Sir,—In your September number, you
have "hit the nail on the head" in your editorial on
the acclimation of the Moras multicaulis, from the

testimony of the Secretary of the Horticultural

Society of" Antwerp. The method to which I re-

fer is cutting down the tree, every year, in the faH,

to within a few inches of the ground. I have had
experience on that point, this year, though my ob-

ject was not to acclimate the tree. We have none,

or but little winter to contend with here. Whilst
on this subject, I will detail all my experience with

the multicaulis—fur you know that if I lived in

Maine, I would not give you a fig for all the white
and other mulberry trees, for the purpose of feed-

ing silk worm, in Christendom.

In April, 1835, I purchased of an ageni of (he

Messrs. Prince, 75 trees of the morus multicaulis,

which I set out, about two leet apart each way, in

a moist loamy soil. They averaged about two feet

in height, and half inch in diameter at the butt.

By this fall they had put up, on an average, six-

branches about five feet high. In the spring of
'36, as snoii as I could find a bud swollen, I cut all

the branches down to within six inches of" the

ground. These I cut up into pieces about eight

inches long, having two buds on each cutting

—

amountiiiiT in all to uj)wards of five thousand cut-
tings. These were stuck in prepared grotmd to

one half their length—one bud in the earili, and
one bud out—and I am sure I have not lost five
per cent, of" them, and many of these cutiinirs are
now six leet tall, and an inch in diameter at the
butt.

-

But the 75 stocks which were cut to the ground
have attained the average height of eight leet, and
a dozen branches somewhat lower, and are bend-
ing beneath the heaviest growth of foliage I ever
saw. I had, the oilier day, a few moments con-
versation with a gentleman just returned from Eu-
rope, and lie inlbrmed me that it is the practice of
the farmers in the mulberry countries, through
which he travelled, to cut the trees down annually,
not lor the purpose of acclimating, (which I have
no doubt will serve .a good purpose in New En-
gland (or that object,) but for the purpose of pro-
ducing a tender and abundant ("diage.

To suni up, the reader will notice the facility

with which the multicaulis can be propagated.
From 75—5,000 in 18 months—one fourth tTcre of
land—S 12.50 first cost, and .$5 worth of labor be-
stowed in cultivation. I am fully persuaded that
the multicaulis is decidedly the best tree for feed-
ing the silk worm ; and that 8 or 10 by 2 or 3 leet,

is the most convenient distance, and tiiat the trees

should be cut down every year to within a few
inches of the ground.

Respectfully,

J. B. GRAY.

Notes ^by the Editor.— 1. We hope our friends
in Maine, will not be deterred Irom prosecuting the
culture ol'silk by the remark of Mr. Gray. It

must be remembered that he 1s a Virginian, enjoy-
ing a climate peculiarly mild, and an air remarka-
bly congenial to the growth and labor of the silk

worm. It is also probable that he has no personal
knowledire of the climate of Maine, and, like all

others who have not visited that state, supposes it

to be a region as cold and dreary as Lapland or
Iceland. From personal observation, we are con-
vinced that the growth of silk may be pursued to

advantage in most parts of the state; and the re-

sults ol"late ex[)eriments have also settled the ques-
tion beyond a doubt, that both the mulberry and
the worm will live and thrive in the 45th parallel

of latitude. The silk is also of a better quality

than that grown in warmer climates.

2. The ratio in which Mr. G. has multiplied his
trees is truly astonishing, and the profits he must
have derived from them is ecjually so. He has
given the time he has been engaged in the busi-

ness, the stock with which he conunenced, the cost

of trees, labor, &c. and the number he has now on
hand;—to which we will add their present value,

that the reader nmy have the whole subject before

him. Trees of the size and height he describes are
worth fifty cents a piece in market, and would be
purchased in New England at that price as soon
as offered. The present worth of his 5,000 trees

is therefore S-500—an enormous sum to be derived
from an investment of S 17.50 in trees and labor in

the short term of eighteen months. These, it will

also be noticd, have been produced on one fourth
of an acre of land.. We leave the reader to com-
pute the number, and their value, which an acre

would produce in the same proportion.

—

Ed. S. C.
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From the (British; Quarterly Journal of Agriculture.

ON THE EXCRETION FROM THE ROOTS OF
PLANTS.

Sy Mr. Towers.

It may appear superfluous to recur to the sub-

ject of secretion and exudation from the roots of

plants ; but as numbers seem to doubt, and obser-

vation and experiment are regarded as htt'.e better

than theoretic hallucinations. I feel it riirht to enter

the lists once more. M. De Candolle founded his

hypothesis upon philosophical deduction ; IVI. Ma-
caire experimenteti and tested chemically; I rea-

soned from observation, and still believe I was the

first who, in our own country, placed the theory

before the public grounded upon the evidence of

comparative observations. I, in 1829, knew nothing

of the hypothesis of Geneva, and had met with no
Observations upon the phenomena; but I listened

to the remarks of practical men, of gardeners, cot-

tagers, and intelligent domestic cultivators. I ob-

served lor myscli; and, without looking into the

laboratory, or applying any non-natural test or

re-agent, arrived at and stated those opinions

which I published in the " Gardener's Manual."
So m.uch I may be permitted to say, in answer to

those objections which have been made in refer-

ence to the operations of the laboratory. Prospec-

tively, I shall observe once for all, that, much as I

prize experimental chemistry, 1 witness and read

of so many factitious results, when subjects endued
with a vital princ'ple are acted upon by chemical
powers, that I have desisted, and mean to desist,

from any attempts to derive irrefragable evidence

from chemical tests, and now base my opinions

solely upon the facts resulting from observations of

veffetable phenomena.
That excretions really arc made, there appears

to be no rational ground to doubt : no one, 1 think,

can go through a course of gardening operations,

without becomint; assured that the soil in the field,

the garden, and in pots, containing plants, be-

comes replete, sometimes to saturation, with spe-

cific products. I may mention one (act which has
just occurred. I observed that the roots of a

young plant of TrnpcBolum atropurpvremn, Lord
Auckland's dark-colored nasturtium, had protruded

from the hole in the bottom of the pot. The size

of this pot is what we here style a 48 ; it measures
about four inches internal diameter. On striking

out the ball, I was astonished to perceive the ex-

tremely povvrerfu! odor which was emitted. The
roots had completely worked themselves around
the pot, the fibres were matted, but the whole mass
was punjrent, as if a quantity of water-cresses had
been bruised and applied to the nose. In potting,

a great variety indeed of peculiar odors are dis-

cernible. Heliotropes yield a powerful and almost
animal scent; all \he Jtisticias a stale and ibetid

veo;etable elHuvia ; coflee, one of rather a legumi-
nous character; but that of the Trapcenlimi was
peculiarly punccent. I could enumerate a great
many potted plants which yield very distinct odors
from the ball of roots, that are quite undiscernible

till the plants are removed from the pots; but I

desist, as the experiments may be tried by every
one.

I wish, in this place, to meet an objection which
may be started against the evidence of odors ad-
duced above ; it is this. We admit, many may

say, that soils about the roots of plants, whether
they be confined to po's, or free in the open plots

of the garden, emit peculiar odors ; but do not

these arise from the roots themselves, and not from

matters exuded by them, and dispersed among the

particles of the soil ? I am prepared to grant that

the roots, as well as the flowers of a vegetable,

may possess specific aromas, but these cannot be

ditl'used unless they be first emitted ; the fact of

diffusion, and that to an extent wdiich renders

them perceptible at the distance of many inches,

or even feet, is demonstrative of the hypothesis of

exudation—that which is disseminated must be
.first given forth: this admits of neither hesitation

nor doubt.

If, then, the ground be embued with odorous mat-
ter transmitted by the porous s\-stem of the roots;

or if it be admitted, that the odors arise from the

very substance itself ol millions- of fibres, broken
off, and retained by the soil, which cannot by any
art be separated from it, the argument is still one
and the same; for it is a matter of pure indiffer-

ence (provided the ground become saturated with

any specific substance) wlielher that substance be
gaseous or solid, whether it have been transmitted

fi'om the plant, or produced by admixture with
broken and lacerated portions of the vegetable

body itself. Not to weary the reader with argu-

ments upon a subject which must be self-evident,

I shall close my present remarks by observing,

that I build my hypothesis much more upon the

phenomena of vegetable life and growth, that is,

upon natural facts, than upon the results of chemi-
cal experiments ; and I shall shortly adduce a very
closely pursued experiment of a compound nature,

in order to establish the fact, that chemical agency
ought not to be employed with substances endowed
"with the vital principle, and that the inferences de-

duced from experiments upon living vegetables

placed in unnatural situations are frequently found-

ed in, and lead to error. Dead matter, mineral

substances, and the like, are the proper subjects

tor chemical analysis; upon them ils power can
be legitimately brought to bear. The living being

is embued with powers peculiar to itself; it is sub-

jected to laws tliat govern its mode of existence;

all its phenomena are indeed dependent upon a
specific vita! energy : hence we cannot with safety

attempt to arrive at definite conclusions from the

operation of agents which interfere with and de-

stroy that energy. M. ISlacaire's experiments are

conclusive as far as they go ; his ingenuity, and
the zeal with which he followed up its dictates,

are highly to be ap|;lauded ; but the experiments

which I above alluded to, will, I doubt not. afford

proof, that nature must be investigated in her oinii

luay, and that he who assails, instead of consulting

her, will of necessity become embarrassed by per-

plexing and contradictory results.

That which led me, in the summer of 1834, to

undertake my very protracted experiment, was
the assertion frequently met with, that the sap-

vessels of pla)ifs had been, and might be again, made
manifest by the agency of chemical tests. 1 had
long doubted the correctness of this assertion, and
therefore determined to briuii the matter to imme-
diate issue. Conceiving that the balsam (Balsa-
mina hortcnsis) presented the readiest means to

effect my purpose, because of its rapid growth,
juiciness, and grealtransparency of stem, I selected

three cuttings from a plant of nearly the same size

;
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they were about three inches long; being placed
in a bottle of water, and in the stove, they all

emitted roots in a very few days. When these

had grown an inch or tvs^o long, I raised each plant

without injuring a (ibre, and planicd thcni in three

small pols containing the sin)|)lest loam I cuultl

find: I mean, by this term, a loam i'rui', from any
foreign manuring substance. The plants were
potted at the same time, watered with clear water,

and set in the stov-e to revive ; in fact, thej- never
drooped, but quickly establishing their roots in the

loam, began to grow. Intermediately, two^solu-
tions were prepared, one of sulphate of iron,

brought to the state of peroxide by the addition of
a few drops of nitrous acid; the strengih ot' this

liquor was so considerable, that the tongue could

not conveniently support its asfrincencj^; one-
fourth of a Huiil drai-lun, a saturated liquor ot" the

peroxide, being added to lour ounces of rain water.
The second solution consisted of a drachm of pow-
dered Brazil-wood, digested in lour ounces of
boiling rain water, strained when cold, and tinged

an intense crimson purple by the addition of a lew
drops of pure (i. e. caustic) potassa liquor.

The three [)lants were then treated in the fol-

lowing manner—One was marked "Water," the
Becond "color," and the third "iron." To the
first, pure rain water only was applied, to the
second, the extract of Brazil-wood, and to the
third, the solution of iron.

The experiment commenced at the end of July,
and was continued till the 17th of August. Tlie
plants were always moistened in the way pointed
out, with the simjjle exception, that, once or twice,

when a powerttjl heat had quite dried the soil of

the two balsams artificially treated, a little pure
water was given to restore its proper texture. The
reader is requested to notice particularly the results

now to be stated. The first, marked " water,"
was healthy, and had grown to the height of a
foot; had it been in rich soil, and even in a pot of

moderate size, it would have been nmch larger,

but the three were retained in the smallest sixties,

that is, in vehicles scarcely two hiches wide at the
top.

No. 2, with solution of Brazil-wood, was not
quite so vigorous, but it was nearly as tall and
liealthy as No. 1. No. 3 was also healthy, but not
so tall, and if contracted a sliuht curve in tlie stem.
The soil of No. 2, became almost as black as ink

;

that of No. 3, had all the appearance of mere rust.

Now, if the roots of plants while in a natural

state, living and growini; in soils, really absorb
chemical or vegetable Huids, it ought to follow,

that the solution of Biazil-wood, having entered
the sap-vessels, would yield a dye of black on the
application of a solution of green sulphate of iron.

To ascertain the fact, I placed a minute drop of
the Brazil liquid on a piece of .white paper, arid

applied to it a little drop of the solution of iron,

and the formation of ink instantly proved the deli-

cacy and correctness of the test. I then cut a
slice from the stem of the balsam (No. 2,) and,
having a microscope at hand, examined it, and
the stem in every way and direction. I called in

a witness, one whose eyes were acute in all bo-
tanical investigations ; no trace of coloring matter
could be discovered, and the iron test produced no
effect or discoloration whatsoever. Hence it may
be asserted, that the living roots of a balsam, with
a white stem; had not taken up the thousandth

part of a fluid drop of the coloring matter of Bra-
zil-wood. No. 3, was then investigated, and the
detached portions examined in every way, yet no
trace of yellow was perceivable. If water, diluted
with even one hundrodtii part of a solution ol" pe-
roxide of iron, be tested with prussiiite of potassa
(hydrocyanate of potassa,) a blue shade more or
less intense will be the inevitable result. This
test was rigidly applied, and not a tint of blue, in

vessel, cell, or fibre, could be discerned. Hence it

was fair to conclude also, that the living balsam,
in mould, could not take up the slightest quantity

of iron. To make assurance still more sure, two
other balsams were tested, one—a rooted plant

—

was taken from the w-iter without injuring its

roots, and placed in a solution of peroxide of iron

of the strength described ; it was killed almost in-

stantly, and fell withered over the side of the glass

vessel. The other was an unrooted cutting. I

placed it in a decoction of Brazil-wood, and, so far

fi'om striking roots therein (as it would have done
fi-eely in water,) it t/ccame sickly, and died in a
day or two.

I draw two important inferences from these ex-
periments : theirs/ is, that plants naturally situa-

ted, have, by the agency of their vital principle

—

be that what it may—a power to select and absorb
appropriate food ; but that the ground may be so

saturated with vicious or unnutritious matters, as
to prevent the secretion of a due suppi}' of aliment.

Second, that the true sap-vessels act only while the
plant remains undisturbed, and in its natural bed.

Persons accustomed to vegetable dissection, have
flattered themselves, and indeed asserted, that the
vessels may be detected by placing cuttings in

cofored infusions. Some have also sajd (and this is

a tacit admission of a weighty fiict,) that it rooted

plants be placed in such infusions, &c. they will

absorb, provided the roots be first cut througfi near
their points. It appears to me certain, that all in-

vestigations conducted witli mutilated subjects,

such as cuttings, slips, wounded roots, and the like,

tend to mislead the judgment, and to fidsily the in-

quiry. I do not venture to assert that there are no
exceptions ; but I hesitate not to say that plants in

health, living and growing in soil, will not absorb
artificial, innutritive substances; they elaborate

and secrete ; and the soil is to them an appropriate

medium, an adjunct of great consequence, through
the texture and composition of which they are
enabled to carry on the processes which are essen-

tial to their being and support. All mutilations

are just so many sophistications, and the inferen-

ces deduced from the [jhenomena they atibrd, tend
to error and false philosophy.

That it may not be thought I have introduced a
recital which applies to an inquiry into the arrange-
ment and offices of the sap-vessels, rather than to

one on radical excretion, I must add, that the ex-
periments, thouiih directly bearing upon the ques-
tion of the conducting vessels of j)lants, leads us
to a just appreciation of the value of chemical ex-
periments, when performed upon living beings.
We perceive plainly that plants, ifgrowing in soil,

have a power to reject substances that become ut-

terly destr-ijctive when they are applied to the
Quaked and unprotected roots; hence we ought to

j

be very cautious before we receive, with implicit

I

faith, those hypotheses which may be founded

j

upon phenomena produced by chemical agents

i
upon plants artificially situated. I respect the mo-
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tives of M, Macnire* iind highly value his experi-

mental labors, which at. one time, appeared to me,
to be so comprehensive, tiiat I parlly determined

to undertake a series of a similar nature. However,
tvhen I wiinessad the results of my own in ^'esliga-

tions, and reasoned upon ihe diumelrieally opposite

effects f)roduc.cd by the same agents when applied

under varying circunistimL-es, I resolved to rely

upon the observation dl' natural phenomena in my
endeavor to substantiate the theory of the excre-

tory powers of plants. If, wheii in soil, they ab-

sorb nutritive matter, and reject poisonous substan-

ces ; and, on the olher hand, if, when taken Irorn

the soil or from water, with their roots in perlect

health and security, they die at once, or dwindle-

away, when immersed in thos^ very fluids which
are innocuous to them as long as their roots are

surrounded by earth ; then, I think it perfectly

fair and rational to conclude, that 710 ceriaf/i k/?-

erring deductions can be drawn in respect to tke

quantiiy or quality of the radical excretions, from

observations or experiments made upon plants, the

naked roots of which are immersed either rn water

or in chemical fluids. Beans, wheat, pease, and
other vegetables, have germinated in water, and
matters have been emitted by their roots, which
afforded certain given results, on the application of

chemical tests and re-agents ; but I would inquire,

can any one venture to suppose that the plants

thus grown, were in a truly natural situation?

were they excited as tliey would have been in soil ?

were thej' similarly acted upon by the great natu-

ral ixgenip, light, air, loater? Surely not! The
granil medium of elaboration— that which connects

the fluid oi' the plant with those in the ijround

which sustain and nourish it—was absent; in a

word, earth and soil were wanting ; and as without

these, not one vegetable being in a thousand, can

increase and attain malurily (although many will

strike roots in simple water,) it is unphilosophical

to conclude, that the vital functions of any plant

can be perlectly carried on in media which dis-

qualify it from attaining its lull growth, and entire

development of parts. Let us pursue inquiries
;

let us add fict to fact, and also adduce analogical

reasons from observed jihenoniena ; but, at the

same time, let us be exceedingly cautious how we
apply or draw conclusions from the application oi'

an agency which is opposed to nature, and sub-

verts the natural (unctions of a living subject ex-

posed to its influence.

Upon mature reflection, then, I cannot conceive

that the vegetable secretion?, which are |)henomena
dependent solely upon the vital principle and natu-

ral stimuli, will ever be discovered or made mani-
fest by the agency of chemical tests and experi-

ments. That these secretions, however, are

effected by the radical processes of veiretal)les, can
scarcely admit of a rational doubt. As a chemist,

I may be thought to lose sight of, and prove false

to, my early proli^ssion ; but I make no appeal to

chemistry, otherwise, than as it enables me to ex-
periment upon tractable substances, and thus to

deduce legitimate inferences. I love it as a science,

but must repeat my conviction, that we can derive

very ineilicient aid from the laboratory, when we
wish to scrutinize the enerirv of life; all therein is

wrapped up in mystery, which the mind and art of
man can neither approach nor tmravel.

If, however, we look at a bed of maiden loam,
test it chemically, and then plant it with successive

;

vegetable crops, we ^hall perceive a gradual
change in the color of the soil. This is one main
fact.

" The assured experience of the benefit de-

rived from a change of crop, tvllbrds another; and
the advan!a<re of a certain order of rotation yields

us a third. To these facts wc may add, the par-

ticular aroma that the earth receives; for, though
there may be exceptions and many shades of dif-

ference, yet we cannot fail to recollect proois of the

emission ofcer!ain odorous matters higlily charac-

teristic of the vegetable/ with which the ground
has been cropped. To these natural phenoment>
we must have recourse; and in so doing, if we
collect all tiie evidences which are in the power
of any active mind to observe, we shall, I believe,

find strong analogies in proof, not only of the theo-

ry in question, but of another grand |)hilosophical

fact, namely, that vegetable beings never exhaust a
soil, that the densest sward of grass adds vigour

and power to the earth of the, meadow, and that

weeds—poor despised weeds—linsightlyas they

appear, are not only liarbingers of plenty, and
prove the goodness of the soil ihey so speedily and
unaccountably cover, but add richf s to it, and a
fund of nutriment lor other and more refined crops.

Let us turn our eyes-to the scarcely hall-weeded
garden of the cottager, and compare the enor-

mous crops of bulky cabbages, healthy sound po-

tatoes, onions, &c. with the comparatively poor
and dwindlcil produce of a niore wealthy neiirh-

bor, whose garden is seldom permitted to be dis-

graced by the presence of an uusi<rhtly weed. Let
me not, however, be misunderstood. I am an
advocate lor cleanliness, industry, and order; and
I know that native weeds may overpower a crop,

and deprive it of Lolar. electrical, and a?rial influ-

ences ; but do not let us be so uiJ))hilosophical as

to suppose that these sturdy natives impoverish.

All we have to do is to watch their progress in the
garden and the field, and never to suili^r them to

become masters. It is the duty of the farmer and
the gardener to hail the presence of weeds as an
evidence of a- fertilizing principle, and then, by
watchfulness and industry, to convert them to ma-
nure. But I shall not enlarge on this subject now.

REPORT OF TIIE ENGINEER OF TIIE EASTERIf
SHORE RAIL ROAD.

Washington City, Xovembcr 10, 1836.

To the Commissioners appointed to survey the
route of tl'.e Kastern Shore Rail Road

:

Gentlemen,—Of the various surveys which have
been made under your direction for the purpose of

ascertaining the best route lor a rail road on the

Eastern Shore of JMaryland, conformably to the

several acts and resolutions of December session,-

1835, the one which I have selected as the basis of

the preliminary estimates, begins at the Wiln)ing-
ton and Susqueh/inna Rail Road, near the town of
Elkton, and continuing throuLHiout its whole course

within the state, crosses the Chesapeake and Dela-
ware Canal a finv hundreil yiirds west of the pivot

bridi^e, and after passing a little to the west of the

head of Bohemia and Sassali-as Rivers, thence by
the head of Chester or JMillington, and the head of
Choptard< or Greensborough, and by the North
West J>rancli, eastward of the Bloomery, to the

Nanticoke River, which it crosses between Sharp-
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town ami the Delaware line. From the Nami-
coke, it tbilows a very direct course to Princess

Anne, whence it diveriijed south- weslvvarilly to the

nioatii ot" Liitle Annemesic River, on 'Fantrier

Sound, its terminus. Its totaWeni^th is IIS) miles.

The purpose oftliis communication limits me
very cursorily to remark, in relation to the charac-

ter of the line^ that lijr lowness of jxradc and direct-

ness of communication, I know of no road of its

lengtli by any means comparable to it. The
frrades rarely reach, and never e.xceed twenty-(me
ieet to the mile, and this onlj', on very few miles

of its lenixth in Cecil County, and a* the crossin<i'

of the principal water c'oiirsei;. On much the

greater part of the route, the grades do not attain

one half that rate per mile.

Between the points of passage of the rivers

above nam^d, the hnes were intended to be traced

perfectly straight, and so lar as this was practica-

ble in an experimental survey, it has been done.
They are very obliciue to each other, and the

curves by which ihey are to be connecteil, need in

no case be of less radius than one nHle,'and for

nearly one iiundred miles of the route, very pro-

bably of not less thim five miles radius.

The aimexed estimate is lounded, on the fiicts

collected during t!ie experimental siirvey, and al-

though it was not supposed that this would ibllow

the best ground, the stations were never; heless

taken at 300 I'eet apart, where the surface of the
country was nearly level, and at 200 leet or less,

where it became undulating or broken—this is

mentioned to sliow that the quantities staled in

the estmiite, are not assumed without carelul in-

quiry. The other elements of the es'imaie are as

follows, viz. tlie road-bed to be lorme;! lor a single

track, except at the ernliankmcnts, where it is to

receive a breadth of 20 leet at tiie crossing of the
principal creeks and rivers. The viaducss to be o!'

the best tind)er, ami to have a breadth ol 20 ii^-et ol

flooring. The rails to be ot 2^ by -|- inch iron, rest-

ing on wooilen ?lring pieces, 6 by 6 inches, and 10
by 12 inch sleepers, all of the ver\^ best qualirv.

The cost of materials and workmanship generailv
are assumed at the highest curreriL prices, and
wherever in iraming the estimate oi road-bed arKl

bridges there was a doubt as to quantity or value,

the sum taken was a maximum, and the price of
the iron is that ibr wliich it is offered by a mos* re-

spectable house. I am warranted, therefore. ! think,

in assuring the Conmiissioners, fiiat the amount of
the estimate need not be exceeded in the construc-
tion of the road.

Ample provision if is believed is also made for

the transportation upon the road, and Ibr connect-
ing it with the gr'^at stream of southern travel,

which seeking its way to the nordi will find this in

connection with the por:s of Norfolk and Ports-

mouUi, and with the rivers of the south-western
part of the Chesapi^ake Bay, a safe and convenient
as well as a very expzdit'wus, and at all times too,

an uninierrapied channel of communication.
In the present state of our statistical infbrn)afion

we are unable to present other than general views
of the business which may be expected to come
upon the road. It is, hovvever, n)ainiy to tlie

transportation of passengers, that this, as well as
all other railway.^, not directly in connection with
great mineral regions, are to look f^)r profitable re-

turns upon tiie capital invepted, and it is to this
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source the friends of the road may with the most
undoubiinir confltlence turn thems(dves.

From the southern seaboard, the country bor-

dering on the Gulf. of Blcxico, the lower JNIissis-

sippi and its tributaries, and from all the countrj'

which lies south and south-west of the slates of
Virginia and Kentucky, the number of travellers

who amuiaHy seek the north in pursuit of busi-

ness, of health, or of recreation, and who again
return back upon the south, is absolutely incalcu-

i.i-bie ; along the navigable water courses, they are

seen to crowd the numerous steam boats, and on
the seaboard, the packet vessels are fully occupied.

During tlie boating season, the travelliuL' from the

south and south-west is almost altogether by steam
boats, notwithstanding the acknowledgeil danger
and delays incident to this mode ofjourneying, west
of the mountains. Vv'hen this season is past, the
traveller has no other course, whether he proceeds
to the north or returns southwardly, than to take

the ports of the Gulf, or to cross the mountains,
and journey by the valley of the Tennessee, and
thence home. " The latter course is ofien preliirred,

and xhe number of travellers, and the quantity of
goods also by that route, often greatly exceeds the

means of'conveyance. Nearer the seaboard, the

condition of the traveller upon the road is not more
enviable, and the voyage by the coast is beset

with some danger, and much discomll)rt. Con-
scious of this condition of things, the inlelliircnt

men of the soi\ih and west are using every effort

to awaken and direct enterjirise. From the Gulf
of" Mexico, roads are in con;euipiaiion, or are al-

ready undertaken, the pro!o;igaliun of which, must
be through the pnncipal towns of the interior of
the staies of Georijia and the Caroliniis towards
the western termination of the Portsmonih and
Roanoke R.iil Ro;u]. With these prttjects are and
wid be connecred, otheis to leail to the conunercial
capitals of those states, and fi-om thtj Mississippi,

otiieis will proceed by the v^ay of Georgia, by the

v;dlpy of the Tennessee, or more directly by Knox-
ville, and all them uniting with the great line of

communii'ation which 1 have jusf meniioiied, all

of them directing themselves towards the Roanoke.
By the valley of the Roanoke also, and of one of
its tributaries, a rail road which has recently been

i

surveyed, will be conveyed to the sa_me point, the

agricultural and mineia! -wealui of an extensive

region, and will reluru to it tlie merchandise whicii

it will consume.
It is asceriained that the travel last year beivveen

Charleston and Savannah, and Ilie northern cities

aioiie, amounted to between 50 and G0,000 pas-
sengers. The conten)plation of this great number
is aione sufrifient to convey to us some idea cf the

multitudes who thronij: to the north, from the vast

regions of the south and west, the greater part of

whom, undoubtedly, would prefer to travel liy rail

roads, and wdio, as I Imve shown, would be con-
dncied b}' them directly towards J'our road.

Whether, on arriving at the Roanoke River, the

clioice being before tiiera ofthe route by Richmond
and Potomac Creek, by Norfolk and the Chesa-
peake Bay, to the Fronchtown Rail Road, or of
your road by the bay and peninsula, is a question,

which the friends ofthe Eastern Shore Rail Road
will willingly leave to the decision of the traveller.

That the general preference would be given to tlie

conveyance by rail roads over that by sea, or by
the iMiseiesippi and Ohio rivers durinjj the bom-
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ing season, or to the mountain roads at any sea-

son, cannot admit of doubt.

I liave not yet arranged the data by whioh may
be shown the great advantage which the road
offers for the rapid tran?mi3.sion of inie!!igence,

and its consequent connection wilh the transporta-

tion ol'the mail. What I hav^e already said, while

spealiing of the experimental survey and of the

grades, is, iiowevcr, sufficient to enable the Com-
missioners to^ perceive the nece.?sary connection

which it must liave with this souri;£ of revenue.

Situated as the soutli-western terminus of the

]ine is, in a cliaiate comparatively mild, the navi-

gation of the Vv'aters near it, are rarely closed, and
never certainly so much obstructed by ice as to

present serious difficalty in keeping it free to ves-

sels arriving on our coast, ef^pecially from the

south, and destined for a port inaccessible by rea-

son ot the inclemency of the season, Tangier sound
and the neighborinij waters, always easy of access
and safe, oilier sufncient harbors and anchorages
in near connection with the road, and capable of
being brought in direct contact with it. The ad-

vantage, therefore, which it presents of an occa-
sional winter-harbor for merchant vessels, and the

facilities which the road"presents for the convey-
ance of their cargoes to their proper destination,

are, I conceive, of no inconsiderable importance,
viewed either in relation to the mterests of the

Eastern Shore, or to those of the conTmercial cities

of Baltimore, Philadelphia and Wilmington.
I have already, gentlemen, exceeded the limits

which I liad assigned to this letter, arid must, very
reluctantly, pass over a branch of the sahject not

less interesting, nor less fruitfid of mutual advan-
tages than those I have already spoken of; I mean
the benefit which this improvement is likelv to re-

ceive fiom, and to coaler upon the country ihrouffh

which it is proposed to carry it—its connection with
the agricultural improvement, and the general
amelioration of the condition of the peninsula.
These and other topics must be reserved as sub-
jects to be considered in a general report hereafter

to be furnished.

The plans and profiles of the ground, and of the

pevcral parts of the work, and the details of the

estimates, are already prepared in the rough form,

and will be in readiness to accon)pany my report,

on which also some considerable progress has
been made, should it be in my power, as it has
been certainly ni}^ desire to coinplete it. Of this,

however, I have no expectation, as I am under or-

ders which separate me from this dut}', the moment
my health is sufficiently re-established to permit me
to travel. The general report which may be some-
what voluminous, and will embrace fuuch detail,

will necessaril}' occupy some time in its jirepara-

tion; but it can beready rpiite soon enough for any
purpose ibr which the Commissioners may have
occasion to use it.

It has been my intention also to give plans and
estimates ibr the eastern line as liir as it has been
surveyed, and of the route which, on separating
from the one on which the annexed abstract of esti-

mate is (bunded, at or near the right bank of Sas-
safras River, w juld cross Back Creek at Chesa-
peake City, and j:ursue thence the most fiivorable

ground, would r.nn^a Big Elk River, at or immedi-
ately west of i.V'.'on.

The survey ul' the ground over which the

Branqh Road, south of Princess Anne, leading to
]

the Virginia line, with the intention of uniting
hereafter with the Virginia Road to Cherry-Stone,
has been completed so far as the compass work
applied to it. We are, therefore, enabled to as-

sume the length of tKfe branch, and this, together

with the striking resemblance which much ot it

bears to the ground over which the levelling was
carrieil for the location of the main stem near
Princess Anne, enables me to give an approximate
estimate for this branch, and which will he sent to

the commissioners whenever they may des're it.

The lateral roads contemplated to be surveyed
under the resolution of your Legislature, Ni. 108,

it has as yet been impracticable to survey, but

their location, I presume, will be made at as eaily

a period as possible.

I have the honor to be,

Ver}' respectfully,

Gentlemen, your obedient servant,

JAMES KELAKXEY.

Abstract of an- estimate of the cost of the main
stem of the Eastern Shore Rail Ruad, of IIS^I

miles long, and of the cost of a steam boat line

from itssmdh-western termination, near Tangier
Sound, 85 miles to J^ortsjuouth, in Virginia.

For the road, Dolls. Cls.

For 1,129,073 cubic yards, excava-
tion and embankment, 263,892 27

For clearing and grubbing, 11,397 00
For bridges and culvej-ts, 120,928 00
For sleepers, string pieces, wedges
and iron tor superstructure, and
for crossings and sidings, 302,034 50

For depots, water stations, wharves
and fencing, 70,000 00

For purchase and condemnation of
land, 21,500 00

Contingencies at 12 per cent.

Total cost of the road and its ap-
purtenances,

For locomotive engines, and for

passengers' and burden cars.

For two steam boats.

Total estimate,

JVovemher 10, 1836.

S 945,773 77
109 754 85

1,024,378 62

81,000 00
150,000 00

1,255,378 62

FAUBIING ON THE RIVANNA. CORN CUL-
TURE—CLOVER—MANURING.

To the Editor of Uic Farmers' Register.

November, 23d, 1836.

Admonished twelve months ago, as well by a
sense of dutj^, as by repeated calls on the subscri-

bers to yoin-valuabie journal, for practical commu-
nications— I then devoted part of a niiny day to

givinijto it a modicum of my experience. But
unwilling to obtrude my opinions on the public

eye, sharp-sighted as it had become fiom light re-

cently shed on yoar paper by a discussion amon^
soiTie of our most distinguished agriculturists, I

declined offering my meager essay at so inauspi-

cious a period. Jlnolhcr rainy day, however, and

the annual business of arranging papers, force it
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on my notice, and I (ear you will have cause to

regret tliat there are not still combatanis on
the arena, fiotn \vI)ose. ohservation I might
willingly hide my diminished head. And yet,

having made agriculture my profession li-oin

the outset of a business life of more than twenty
years, I teel more unwilling to acknowledge igno-

rance than 10 expose, as I may do, the iaiperiec-

tions of a practice, which has not been wilhout its

success. Not entering on the wide field of the

vexed question ol rotation, hirther than h must
necessarily he involved in t!i»'='. tendency of my
remarks, [ shall content myi«elf wiih defending

that which I have practiced Jbr 15 years—avoid-

iwn any altack on other systems ;- aTi<l thu-?, Mr.
Editor, I hope to escape the i.ing!oved handling to

which a ditlerent course might subject me.
Although staiding umJcr tlie shadow of.

a

name vvlii?h would give but little weight to the

manuscript that has so long laid on the sheW, I s!ill

feel a repugnance at the ego'ism oi" entering so

minutely and personally into details that, may af-

ford little, or 110 benefit to your readers—and
therefore, as some apology, (though at additional

expense to your columns and their patience) have
ushered it in with this exordium.

It is not unimportant to mention thai four fifths

of the arable lands of- the firm which is the sub-
ject of this communication, consist of what is de-

nominated, above the fidls of James River, first

and second lowgrounds, which beinix level or gen-
tly undulating, with generally a deep soil, admit
of the advantageous use of four-horse ploughs---

not admissible on rollinir, or shallow lands. This
farm was put under a three-field course in the au-

tumn of 1882. Field No. 1. being then sown in

wheat was laid down in dovcr, for ike first time,

in January following. Nos. 2 and 3 taking their

rounds in corn, &c. wheat and clover, it will be
seen that No. 1, comes under cultivation for the
crop of 1835. The ^over having been very fine,

without a hoof, and scarcely a scythe put into it,

the land was in a condition to give its best re-

turn.

As in the preparation for, and cultivation of the
corn crop, it involves many of the details of the
three-field system, and from its intrinsic value
and the labor usually expended on its culture, con-
etilutes as important an item in Virginia husban-
dry as any other--! will submit my plan cf man-
aging It throusrh all itsstanrcs.

The above field, (No. 1.) was laid into beds of
14 feet width, by (bur-horse Loudoun bar-shares,

carrying furrows fi-om 8 to 12 inches deep, (ac-

cording to depth of soils,) and 17 wide. The
corn, and tobacco lands being selected, as well for

their fertility as level surface, on account of the li-

ability of broken lands to wash in hoa-crops. were
first ploughed. This being done before the new
year, they were put in the finest tilth by the agen-
cy of fi'ost, assisted by the opening e^'ect of a
clover ley and deep ploushing, with its necessary
adjunct, cross-draining, by deep-grips.

As soon in March as it is perfectly dry, the corn-
field is harrowed diagonally across the beds with
heavy wheat-drags. At the time of planting,
when the earth is warm and buds begin to spring,

(regardless of dates,) the same drags arc i;assed

three times lengthwise the bed—three rows being
laid off on each, with a single mould-boJird plough,
carrying a clear furrow from 2 to 3 inches deep'.

;

The seed corn having been steeped in licjuor from
tlie (arnirpen, one night, and rolled in plaster the
Ibllowing morning, is dropped by hand, trom 4 to

6 grains in a place, (as I am opposed to re-plant-

ing.) at the distance of eighteen inches. It is

then covered with an implement—being a frame
with two coulters placed side Ity side—the (i'ame

so closed as to bring the coulters ji/si within the
laying off furrows. Tiiis raises a slight list over
the grain which prevents the taking effect of the

hasty rains, and acts as a cultivation. Hoes fol-

low after, brushing off the clods that ma}- be left

on the list and covering exposed grains. When
the corn is about six inches high, single horse
mould-board ploughs are introduced—commen-
cing their operation in the miiidle of the balk with
the bar next the com, flushing the whole and fin-

ishing as near as they can be gotten to the row.
A coulter follows in this finishing fu.row, with the
foot of it so turned under, as to move every plant

in passing. Then come the hoes trimming down
this narrow ridge, and thinning to one stalk, ex-
cept where there are missing hills, in which case,
leaving two or more stalks to make uj) the defi-

ciency. I al«o leave two stalks in every alternate
or third hill, in. extra rich parts of the field. As
soon as the stalk.will bear a heavy earthing with
the same ploughs, the balk is thrown back. On
account of leaving the field in the dryest slate for

wheat sowing, I give the water-flirrow rows 5
feet distance

—

laying by the three last fiirrows

with a two-horse mould-board plough. This ope-
ration finishes the working of ihe field. Mv rea-
soning on which jiractice is, that a heavy clover
ley being made by four-horse ploughs, beyond the
reach of disturbance from the smaller ploughs, or
the deleterious iniluence of the suiij afibrds a rich

moist pasture for the roots of this greedy and
thirsty plant, which 1 have observed, will main-
tain its color in almost any drought, on this system.

I would not recommend beds of 14 feet width on
wet lands—nor do I think tl.iem as suitable (or corn
alone, as nariower beds with two rows, as the
middle row has the advantage of the others, and
will keep it throughout its growth. i3iit (or wheat
and clover, I give that width the decided prefer-

ence. In ploughing such beds for wheat, afifer

corn, they cannot be reversed with fewer than
four horses, v/ithout leaving them too low in the
middle. 1 therefore raise them with two, by first

throwing out the corn stubbie of the inside row,
u'ith a wide furrow, then filling it by running
wide on each side ; this gives to the beds a hand-
some arch, without leaving them too high.

To return to the corn crop, however, I housed
from fifty nine acres of the low ground division of
the first field, (which is inferior to a large propor-

tion of the second lovv grounds of the same,) 740
barrels of sound and large ears—the average yield

being reduced, by the balance cf that division

having been taken ofi' for tobacco, which requires

the richest land. The advantage to the crop of
corn from further working than is here stated,

would, I think, be- trifling; yet on account of the
succeeding Avheat crop, I would give about har-
vest, or iminedialely after, a very shallow brushing
over with cultivators or hoes. But having under
my system fall crops of corn, tobacco, and oats,

besides timothy meadows, all pressing at that sea-

son, it would certainly be injurious to bestow
more labor on that one. In coauiiendation of a
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clover ley wiih deep plnnghin,? and efficiont drain- I

itig, as a preparation for corn, let me say that my
predecessor told me after the ahove mentioned re-

j

Fult was ascertained, that the same field, when I

became possessed of it three years heibre, would
not Iiave yielded more than five barrels per acre.

He too is a manager of high reputation ; but had
not enjoyed (having been an aLi'ent) the advanta-
ges of clover and its indis'jiensable adjunct, plas-

ter. These, vvi'h the exception of a thin top-dress-

ing of stained straw on, perhTiis, two acres of

land in the same field (which had been abraded
by firsheis,) wItmi it was in wheat, corisiituted the

only manaringof the field. Ahhough this teem-
ing production cannot justly be char; ed, in \he first
roimds, to the three-field course, it certainly speaks
loudly in favor of the rotation of corn alier clover,

particularly, when the succeeding wheat crop (of
this year) was better than has been generally ob-
tained this season. As to the result of a'fiir ex-
periment of the systerfi, I can onlj' saj', "twws
verrnnsj'''' but must be permitted to add, that the-

same practiced for 11 jears on James River, on a
farm less kind in proportion to lijriility, exhibited a

reirular improvement.
iJef()re taking leave of this branch of my sub-

ject, I must insist on the importance to a jz'reat

product, of a close and regular distribution of the
corn stalks—one only in a place—to prove which,
I will give the result of one of the many experi-
ments I have made. A frost occurred in this

counixj in the spring of 1834, wlii<'h cut down the-

corn below the surface of the earth, and appeared
to have totally destroyed it. Field No. 3, was in

that crop, 80 acres of which had been nicely
weeded out with hoes and ploucrhs. I caused 3
intermediate rows to be laid off and planted in

rare-ripe, makmg6 on a bed of 14 feet width. A
genial shower having occurred in the course of a
week, the six rows came out together most beau-
tifully. The first planting of course had the pre-
ference : but of the rnre-rip,e, five rows were left

in the richest, cortuc?i?e/)< part of the field. One
corner, confaininfr 4,000 square yards, lyinc in

euch shape as to be measured wilhaccuracy, (the
corn no better than the balance similarly planted)
yielded 14 barrels of fine ears.

You, Mr. Editor, as well as j"our readers, are
(doubtless heartily tired of No. 1., but in justice to

the three-field system, 1 must be allowed to dis-

pose of the remainder of it. The tobacco and
corn land being done with, that portion of the
field requiring cleansing of pests, is put in oats:
the fairest crop of clover—that is, that which is

rnost_ clear of pests, which is generally on the
hills in each field—is reserved forfidlow in August
and September. Thus, as regards the clover fil-

low, mine is a modified three-field course. The
whole field having been sown in wheat this fall,

will be laid down in clover ahd other grasses, ac-
cording to quality of soil and other circumstances,
from the first of" .Tanuary to the middle of April,
always apjilying f)laster where t he young clover as-
punies three leaves—which depends on The season.
I will here remark, that I have succeeded best with
clover sown in January. The open comliiion of
the earth, from the eflect of fi-ost, takes the seed
in deep enough not to be operated on by a sud-
den thaw which might crmse them to vegetate on
the eurliice, thus exposed to frost, and '^that still

greater enemy to clover, drought : whereas, when

buried more deeply, the seed vegetate at a later

and more regular season, and are protected a-

iXainst being thrown out by the former, or killed

by the hitler enemy. Vvith all spear grasses,

(under which I class tlicse in -most cemnmn use

with us, that is, timothy, herds, and orcliard

grass.) I iiave found most success, (after the

months of August or middle ofSeptember,) when
sown Irom the 15 h March, tolhe same date in

April, because of the [;eculiar liability of these to

be thrown cut by fi-ost, and therefore, their re-

quiring good roots to resist it.

When the li)rm-pens are broken up in March,
the whole of (he manure from iher.i, as well as

that which has been made in the stables since

the winter top-dressing on wheat, is hauled out

and ploughed in on tobacco, corn, and oat lands,

which being in clover, require light and partial

manuring. Afer that period, all that can be

m^ide by littering stock of every description libe-

rally, is reserved lor top-dressing at the timie of

sowing wheyt, if there is leisure, (which I rarel}'

have,) and during the frozen spells of winter. I

find the sl.-fble manure best for winter dressing, as

il goes fiirther, being little more than well stained

straw—and fi'om i's warmth, separates more ea-

sily in frozen weather than otbiers. I also top-

dress very liberally with wheat straw, thinly scat-

tered on poor or galled spots of the wheat field,

for which there might not have been a sufficiency

of manure. The croj) of j'oung clover is insured

by such dressing—as 1 have found plaster to act

most efficiently on unrotted manure, I consider

all top-dressinir more or less iiijurioc.s to wheat (un-

less harrowed in at the time of sowing, and in that

case thoroughly decomposed,) as it afiords a nur-

sery lor insects during winter, which prey on the

crop in early sprin<r.

Let me here take a passing notice of the mod-
ern system of reserving all the manure of a
fiirrn, lor surface vanvring. Among ihe objec-

tions to this plan, these strike me as most promi-

nent, [n the first place, the loss to the land

which it is destined to enrich, of the fermenting

process under furrow—this I consider material.

Then the waste in the manure itsellj Irom evapo-

ration, and 'cery often, the total destruction of it

H'om Jirefang. Suitable spells for applyinnr it in

winter, are precarious—and if ihe whole ofi'al of a

farm, as well as the leaves of woodlands conve-

nient, are converted into manure, it will be found

that the ordinary force of a well regulated, and of

course, profitable firm, cannot accomplish the

haulinir and scattering of the whole stock. 'J'here

are other seasons at which the teams and hands

of a fitrm, on which due attention is paid to the

division ol' labor, cannot be profitably employed un-

less in hauling and collecting manure or materials

for it. Few apjilicatiuns of manure are more pro-

fital)Ie, I consider, than that of covering the thin-

ner parts of a clover field, after that portion intend-

ed for cultivation has been attended to. In these,

the clover shoots ihroutrh the covering before the

scorching suns of summer occur, mid protects the

manure fiom evaporation, while the plant is ge-

nerally repaid by ihe nourishment it receives. To
conclude this chapter, let me pay a just tribute to

ihat mvltvm in parvo, plaster of Paris. Removed
from the benefits so provideniially given to the

tide water country, in the. abundance of marl and

lime at command, we should feel that our region
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was shut out from the Hice of nature, but for this

richest of earlhly blessings as a boon bestowed
on us, for the wisest and most beneficent of pur-

poses—though by injudicious [inictire, it iiaSj I am
sorr}' to believe, been productive in its early abuse,

of" as much injury as benefit to dear old Viryinin.

The practice to which I allude is that, of first

siimulating iheeart'a to an unnatural product of

clover, and then robbing it of every spice—the re-

sult ofthis great eflbrt— by the scythe and grazing,
unaided by standing pasture, which is indispensa-

ble to any improving system.

I have thus, Mr. Editor, given 3'ou a Tiithfiil

transcript of this record ofmy pyadice.- as far as it

goes. Could it Iiave been aliridged witiiouf muti-

lation, or doing violence lo the unpretending ob-

ject of the writer, it would have been : and I may
add, should its destination, in a luckless moment to

your readers, be the columns of the Register, in-

etcad of its more appropriate shelf, they may be
assured, that tedious as is the task its perusal im-
poses, they can not be more objects of commisera-
tion, than he wlio seeks in so (hdl a detail a solace

fi'om labors that he would fain forget, in that

crowning rewanl of the fiirmer's toil, which a do-
mestic fireside alone can give.

James River having gathered into her garners
the ixreniest share of the profits of Virginia agri-

culture, and her farmers occupyiu<r, justly, the
highest eminence of its i]ime-,-far as I am from
detracMny: from either, especially the hitter ascrip-

tion^-I should be recreant to the land of my adop-
tion, were I to withhold from it the designation of

my signature.

RIVAKNA.

coal. So intense is the heat produced, that to pre-

vent the meltino; of the cast iron lining near the
nozzles of the blow [apes, it has liecome necessa-

ry to sidistifute lor the solid lining a hollow one,

through which cold water is consiantly jrassing.

The theory of the operation of ihe heated air is

thus exfdained by Dr. Claik. JByan examination
of the quantity oi' air consumed at the Calder iron

works, he found that 2807 cubic feet per minute
was used, which nt the temperature of 50° Fah-
rerdieit, would weigh two cwt,, or six tons of air

an hour. This quantity of cold air thrown into

the furnace acts as ;i prodigious refrigeratory on the

hottest part of the mass, and must materially re-

duce its temperature. By previously lieating ibis

current of" air, it is at liberty to act in promoting
combu<tion, without robbing that combustion of

any of the heat thus produced.

From ths Genesee Farmer.

aiAXUFACTURE OF IRON.

At a time when all the world is awake on the

subject of rail roads, and the mania respecting

them promises to be as extensive as that which
once existed lor canals—when companies for their

construction have been incorporated in Great Bri-

tain, sufficient to consume all the iron that can be
produced in that country lor two years to come

—

when more than 3900 miles have been projected

in this country, lor the iron of which we depended
on foreign countries, but for which recent events

Bhow we must mainly rely on ourselves, it is mat-
ter of congratulation that a process has been dis-

covered which will greatly reduce the price of the

article, by nearly douhling the quantity which a

given amount of labor and cost will produce.

This improvement has been introduced by Mr.
Nielson of Scotland, and consists in heating the air

used for the blast of the smelting furnaces. It is

efl'ected by passing the air from the bellows
through red hot cast iron pipes, by which its tem-
perature is raised to 6 or 700 degrees of Fahren-
iieit, and the current will melt lead and sometimes
zmc. Formerly it was necessary to convert tlie

coal into coke, by which about one half its weight
was lost; now the. coal is itself used, and this

great loss is averted. In 1R2D, by the old method,
three furnaces produced 111 tons of iron, using
403 tons of cr)!<e, to make wh.ich required S3S tons

of coal. In 1835, by the new method, lour furna-
ces made 245 tons of iron, using only 554 tons of

From tlie New York Express.

GKOI.OGICAL WOJVDER.

At the United States Quarry in the village of
Kennebunkjjort, JMaine, where they are now
quarrying large quantities of a strong, rich and
beautiful granite—take it altogether, pt>rhaps the

very best buikling material on earth, inasmuch as

(vith all its other good qualities, it rings like cast

iron, works atlmirably and easily, and has been
subjected to a iieatof seven hundred by Proft>ssor

Cleaveland, without flinching— the workmen have
just discovered a rift or dike, which, had it been
planned by the most skilful engineer, and ex-
ecuted at a cost of fifty thousand dollars, lor the

sole purpose of draining the quarry, and enabling
the proprietors to work it to advantage, could not

have been more judiciously contrived or executed.

!t has been cleared to the depth of twelve or thir-

teen feet in one place, and thoroughly sounded
through its whole extent— is about six feet in

width, of unknown depth, full of loose earth, which
may be shovelled out. leaving a straight, smooth,

perpendicular loall on each side, the whole extent

of the quarry, it is now under contract, and will be
finished to the depth of twenty or twent^v-five feet

in some places, by the first of January, 1837. A
covered drain will be left as they proceed. Thus
it is that nature—perhaps it were not irreverent to

say the God of Nature—provides, ages and ages
beforehand, for the wants of man ! This dike,

or fissure, which must have been caused by an
earthquake, or some other tremendous convulsion

of our earth, centuries ago, for the walls are too

smooth, and the soil too loose and uniform, to ad-

mit of almost any other supposition, will be of
immense advantage to the quarry, and could not

have been imitated even by blasting, which would
have ruined thousands and thousauds of Ions of
this beautiful stone at an outlay of not less than fifty

or a hundred thousand dollars.

I observed at the stone yard of another company
(the Kennebunk Rail Road and Granite Compa-
nv,) who are at work in the neighborhood of the

United States qiiarr}', (which by the way belongs
to the Maine Quarrying Association—) a most
beautiful front of hammered stone, intended lor

your Lafiiyette Place. 1 know not when I have seen

a better work, f)r a material to be compared Aviih

it ; and yet I aui satisfied that a much darker and
richer stone will yet be obtained at this quarry as
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well as at, the other, where tlie dike has just been
disc:overec]. 1 am tolJ moreover, that Cox, Mar-
shall & Co. North River, part proprietors of tke

United Slates Qaarry, have put u;) some forty

stores in different j)arts of New York this year,

and that they are now building a masnificent hotel

of the same. This is as it should be— but the

stone they have been able to set hiiherto, is alto-

gether inferior to that which they are (|uarryi«io:

now. With the resources oi" Maine, and the capi-

tal of New York, wiseJy and cautiougiy applied,

what may be done I -

From the SUkwoffii.'

THE MUtBERRY IPJPORTED FP-OiS FKAIVCE
BY MR. WHITMAKSil.

[We cannot concur with tlie Ei.itor of the f)'ilk-

worm in admitting the least possible excuse for the

conduct which he exposes in the following statement.

A cheat has been perpetrated—most shameful in its

manner, and enormous in amount and possible ill con-

sequences to the new silk business o1 our country.

Even if it were credible that a person so well informed

as Mr. V/hitniarsh is said below to be, on this subject,

could have been so deceived by others, as sooii as he

knew of the fraud, he ought to have hastened to ex-

pose it fully, and to offer pecuniary compensation to

all purchasers, to the full amount to which he had prof•

ited by the fraud. By not doing .this—and still more

by continuing to maintain the value of his " Chinese

Mulberry" seeds and plants, by a new description, Mr.

W. has fully established his claim to the highest place

among tlie numerous tribe of u'oodm nutmeg venders.

Ed. Far. Reg.]

Many persons have expressed their disappoint-

ment, and consequent dissatisfaction, respecting

the seed and trees purchased irom the stock import-

ed by Mr. Whitniarsh, and sold by him and his

agents, as the Chinese Mulberry; and several

have named it with angry feelings, as a fraud

which ought to be exposed.
It is not the object of the "Silkworm" to inves:-

tigate the conduct or characters of persons, either

public or private ; ant it it were, it would be a
painhjl task to the editor: but justice to the little

insect whose name the publication bears, as well

as to those individuals who tire devoting their

lime and properly to its propagation, in the hon-
est hope of gain thereby, renders it the editor's

duty, as a (i^iiihlul purveyor, to omit no eWort con-
ducive of a supply of the best (bod, .and to expose
as far as possible, every attempt, from specula-

tion or any other motive, which may counleracl

that important object.

Mr. Whifmareh is a gentleman whose charac-
ter, it is believed, stood fair helbrethe public, pre-

viously to this transaction ; and the deep interest

he has taken in the silk business has given his

name considerable celebrity. TlrU. celebrity,

while it serves justly as a shield from the imputn-
tion of an improper act, would also serve in an
Cfiual de<rree, it" lie were disposed to conniiit that

act, to increase his power to give it more extension,

ami consequently more injurious efliict. J']very

person should be considered innocent until proven

to be guilty. If Mr. W. is innocent of the charges

against hi'm, it will be doing him a kindness to

give an explicit statement of the complaints, that

he may meet them with his deliiiice. At any
rate the great importance of the silk interest re-

quires that it be guarded against its imposition.

The white Italian mujl)erry was of Chinese
origin, and is as well entitled to the appellation of

Chinese mulberry as the Moras PtiulULaulis. But
the recent arrival of the latter in tliis country, and
its annunciation, with all its blushing honors "thick

upon it," «s the Chinese M%dberiy,nt the most
critical moment hi the sJlk history, which can ever

occur, has identifijed the Ctilnese mulberry and
the Moms Multicaulis widi a kind of sacredncss

not to be vio!L!>otI without doing injustice to the

leeliijgs of every Iriei^ to the silk rnlCiresi in Ame-
ricPi,

At the time of Blr. W.'s departure for France,
the seed of the Chinese Mulberry, vi-as a thing

sought after above all earthy treasures, so much
so, that ^500 per pound have been oliered lor it,

and the young trees were worth ^300 per thou-

sand; and their estimated value has rather in-

creased than diminished. -Rlr. W. must have
known these facts, both in reality and in prospect.

In the possession of this knowledge, he purchased
in France, or elsewhere,- a quantity of seed, and
oJ" young trees of some kind. The seeds were put

up in small papers of about one quarter of an
ounce each, and labelled m French as the Chinese
Mulberry. These trees and seeds were shipped
to New York and announced lor sale, by his agent
there, and b}^ others at Northampton. They were
sought, after, and bought with unexampled avidi-

ty. Whether the trees were of the true Morus
Mullicaulis or not, we have no means of deter-

mining. We procured a few of them, and set

them in our nursery, and many of our friends did

the same ; but as no one of them that we have
heard fiom, lived, Ave have no means of judging
to what species in the horticultural catalogue they
belonged. Fortunately, however, owing to some
seasonable caution, our investment in them was
small. But not exactly so with the seed. We
purchased fourteen papers, amounting to seventy

dollars. These were sowed in excellent land,

v.'iih every precaution which could ensure success.

The papers contained a little ai;er 2000 seeds each

;

of tliese seeds about 700 came up, which amount-
ed to one seed in forty of those sowed. Yiiih the

most carelul attendance soiiie of them have grown
to about a loot in height. They appear very sim-

ilar to the seedlings of the white mulberry grown
by the side of tlu-m, but show no reIatior:shi|) to

the Morus Mullicaulis. The same results have
followed in every instance we have heard from.

Not a sinixle tree has lived that we know of.

From the reports we have obtained ol' the seeds,

they have vegetated in about the same proportion

—one to forty, and the jiroduct is the same ; little,

if any, dissimilar to the common white mulberry
—altogether dilfi:^rent from the Morus iVIulticaulis.

The true measure of value in any commodity
is tlie mean rate in the estimation of its possessor,

and of those who may become so. The compar-
ative value of the Chitjose and white mulberries

differs as much in the public estimation, and pro-

l)ably in the ultimate es'iimation of truth, as gold

and copper—at any rale, more than co{)per and
silver.
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Tl»at Mr. Whitmasli well knew the state of ihe

public mind with re.?|)ect to the Morus JMuIticau-

lis, and also tiiat the names Moms Multicanlis

and Chinese Mulberry were considered perfecily

synoniinous, it would be absurd to doubt. That
lie did procure, or that somebody in his name did

procure, youny; trees, of some kind, and sell ihem
in a state so dry and decayed that tew if any
have lived to declare their species— that seeds oT

some kind were thus procured and sold in his

name to a vast amount at about -9160 per |)ound,

knowinij that the pun;!. users considerecl them the

true Morus iMulficaulis, and bought them as such,

are also llicts not to be doubled.
Now, it is possible that Mr. W. may Iiavc been

imposed upon in his purchtise of seecis and trees,

and had no intention to deceive the public: at

least we wish it may appear so. But at any rate

the public has been most eijregiotisly deceived.

It is in vain that the Northampton prints an-
nounce to the public, when the transaction is all

over, that there is no deception ; thaPthey were
the Chinese Mulberry—not the Morus Multicau-
lis, but a better kmd. With similar ffrace, the

honest Jew pedler sells a cold vatch, well kno'wini>'

that he is understood lo mean a ijold watch.
The reputation of" the Chiucse Mulberry stands
too high to be injured by speculation.

j

We impute no dishonest intentions to Mr.
|

Whitmarsh, or to any one else in particular. We
have only stated facts, which show that there

has been deception somewhere.—Eo. S. W.

From the Genssee Farraor.

LEAVES OF TREES FODDER FOR CATTLE.

A remarkable feature in the agriculture o(

France, and in most w;irm countries, is the use of

leaves of trees as food for cattle. Not only are

mulberry, olive, popla-, vine and other leaves

gathered in autumn, when they begin to change
color, and acquire a sweetness of taste ; but spray
is cut green in July, dried in the sun or in the shade
of trees in woods, fligoted and stacked for win-
ter use. Dm-in^ that season thiy are given to

sheep and cattle like hay; and sometimes boiled

with grain or bran, to cows. Tlie aslfingejicy of

Bome leaves, as the oak, is eMeeraed medicalj es-

pecially for eheep.

From tlTe Wegtera Farmer.

ON TRANSPLAWTIPTG-.

There is no operation more impoTtant to the ag-
riculturist than that of planting out fruit trees ; be-

cause, if properly performed, the benefits of the

operation are lor himself and for his pos'teritj^.

Hence the damage of introducing improper prac-

tices, founded upon unsound principles in plant-

ing.

Having observed in your November number of
the Western Farmer, some "Notes on Trans-
planting," copied from the New York Farmer,
recommending the planting out of trees without
lopping off any part of the top or branches—and
apprehending that the rea;3oning in favor of that

practice is incorrect, and might mislead, to their

injury, the confiding and inexperienced, I beg
leave to oSer a lew observations on the subject.

The author of these " Notes," it appears to me,
reasons badly, when he draws an argument in fa-

vor of his new theory, fi'oin the fiict of the greater

success jn planting a young tree " with its limbs
and roots entire," than "the larger one with
the iiystem of decapitation practised upon it."

He inters that the ditl'erence arises li-om the ampu-
tation of the branches— whereas it proceeds liom
the greatei' loss of the roots, in digging up the
larger, than the young tree. In removang a young
plant it is quite practicable to retain a much larger

proportion of the extremitios of the small fibrous

roots, adapted to the introsusception of the plant,

than of alartre tree. There c;m be no doubt that

the roots are more essentially the lile-suslaining

members of plants than the branches—therefore,

when a tree (small or great) is removed, tha
chiimre of ils living depends more upon retaining

a diie proportion of its most essential members.
The soundness of theories may sometimes be

tested by pushing the principles on which ihey
restto their extremes. Let us see whether the
theory here controverted can stand this test.

—

Pklnt a young tree with its branches and roots en-
tire— it will live. Cut off a branch, it will live

—

cut off several, it will still live—nay, cut olf the

whole, leavinij only the stem, and it will not only
survive, as a thousand instances have proveil, but

being sustained' by the roots, it will put new
branches and will flourish.

Plant anotiier tree with its branches and roots

entire—try the same process of amputation on
the roots—and ere you reach the last root, the

branches will wither, and thte tree will decline and
die.

An argument in favor of tte new theory is at-

tempted to be founded on a supposed analogy be-

tween vegetable and animal life. "But (says

its author,) would any person in his senses think

of cuttini; off a child's arm, because it had the

misfortune to lose its foot 7" Certainly the author

of the notes, in this question, loses sight entirely

of t.he sufiposed analogy. The food of an animal
is not constituted an organ to receive through its

pores nourishment fur the sustenance of the body,

as the roots are of a irec^. The stomach of an
animal is this org-an. Now let as suppose the

stomach to ha wounded or impaired, so as not to

be able to perform adequately the functions of re-

ceiving, preparing, and furnishing the body a due
portion of food. What is the consequence?
Why, by an invariable law of nature, the bulk of

substance to be supj)orfed must be reduced, the

body and limbs li-ill ulvvay, and dwindle sometimes
almost to a skeleton. But when the stomach re-

covers its tone, and performs properly its fiinctions,

then the body and limbs begin to recover, and
finally assume their wonted size and fulness. So
when the roots of a tree have been reduced or im-
paired, to a degr.-2e which leaves them incapable

of supplying adequate nourishment for the whole
tree, body and limbs, the same law of nature or-

dains, that a portion of the substance to be sup-

ported, must be reduced—the limbs wither, dry,

and decay: and who ever yet saw a dry dead
twig, restorod so as to vegetate 1

As then, in the cases supposed, art is incapable

of reducing the bulk of the animal, but nature is

competent both to reduce and restore—as art is

capable of reducing the bulk of the tree, leaving

only as much as can be supported by the appen-
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dant root—and as reduclion, ol" the bulk to be sup-

ported, is indicated in boiii case? when tlie sustain-

iriirorfrans are inip.iired, it would seem that the an-

al oo;y Is clearly in liivor of tnnmiing otl' a portion

ol" The limbs, so as to leave ihe top of the tree pro-

portioned to the remaininu; root.

Eut further— is not ihis new theory entirely at

war with the system of pruning I done lor ihe

doub'e purpose of preservin"; the tree, and impro-

ving the fruit—a system which has stood the test

of ages, and has the sanction of experience, the

best guide to young agricuUurists.

Eut lacts arc the best arguments in these mat-

ters ; about 30 years ago, 1 transplanted a pear

tree into my irarden. It was seven indies through,

dug up in December in ireezing weather, 'i'o

sav^e it, I trimmed oH' most of the top, so nmch as

to admit of its being carried mto a cellar to pre-

serve it for the night from the frost. Next day it

was carried a mile and plunted. It is ^et a uood
bearinir tree. About ten years past I transplant-

ed a beariuiT Junetting ap|)le tree more than half

grown, cutting off most of the top. This year it

bore liie best and largest apples of any Junetting

tree in my orchard.

Some ibur or five years past, a neighbor of mine
transplanted li'om the forest to his yard a very un-

common and beautiful tree, bearitig berries: desi-

rous of saving the top, he trimmed off none, and
the tree died.

Such iLicts could be advanced without number.

A CURE FOn THE RED ANTS.

The evils of this little visitant are well known
to perhaps every house wife, and perhaps nothing

would more exhilirate the domestic circle than the

discovery ol' a remedy for the red ants. Such dis-

covery I iiave made and wish you to communicate
to the public through your useful paper. Common
salt is a complete barrier to the approach of the

red ant. Let the salt be so placed that Ihey can-

not approach the place fi'onfi which you wish to

exclude them without passing over it, and the

remedy is complete. For instance, if you wish to

exclude them li'om the cellar cupboard or any
moveable cujjboard, if it has no legs make arti-

ficial legs to your cupboard, then provide some-
thing suitable to hold for each leg of the cupboard,

a pint or quart of salr, in which place the legs of

the cupboard, and set it free from everything else

so that nothing can creep on to it without passing

over the salt, and the remedy is complete. JHav-

ing tested this remedy for two seasons I liave no
hesitation in recommending it as a complete cure.

Worcester jEsis.

SCIENTIFIC DISCOVERY—SOLID AIR.

At a late sitting of the French Academy, there

were presented some specimens of solid air.

Kvery one could touch and handle them, sec them
dissolve, escape from the fingers and recover again
the state of gas without leaving any traces. The
pieces were divided, distributed, every body could
taste them, and feel ,the impression of extraordi-

nary cold which a solid gas produces, when re-

turning to the state of air; or rather it was oliserved

with surprise, that a substance, the touch of which
congeals mercury and spirits of wine, and causes

the thermometer to descend to 90 degrees below
iU'ro, did not produce on our organs of ser;sation

the cold that might have been expected. It would
seem iis if our senses were not capable of ap-

preciating such a low degree of the atmosphere;
it is a new sensation which is unknown to them,
and which they are unable, so to speak, to de-

scribe.

We have said that there were specimens of
solid air, but it was not the atmospheric air, the

air that we breathe, which was shown by piece

meal to tlie academy, but we so sneak of it, to

make more apparent what there is remarkable,

and truly^ astonishing in the liict. For peo|;le in

ixeneral, there is but one sort of air, that which
surrounds us, and if we had said that we had suc-

ceeded in making solid gas, this fact wouKl appear
very simple, and would |;erhaj;s pass imnoticed.

It would be ihouixhtthat gas is a chemical [)ro(luc-

tion which can bend to its laws, and whose condi-

tion can be altered l)y the scientific at will, with-

out, havinir any right to call for the attention of

world. As to the air which we breathe, it still en-

joys its reputation as an element— it is one of the

powers of nature— it is one of the ereat constitu-

ent bodies of the world, ami if we learn that man
has succeeded in governing it, changing iis condi-

tion, we expect to see him overturning the oriler

and harmony of thmgs. We forget that air is a
cas like any other, a compound gas, which has
not resisted the agents of decompnsition at the dis-

posal of the learned. To be more explicit, the

carbonic acid gas, f-jimerly known underthe name
of fixed air, of,which we breathe a certain quan-
tity in the surrounding air, is the true air which
has' been coiiiprrssed, the little particles of which
are drawn together, to the state of water in the

first place, and then made solid, as water itself

becomes solid in freezing.

It is fi-om an enormous cylinder cf cast iron,

capable of f)earing a laessure of more than 60 at-

mospheres, that M. Thiorien has obtained the li-

quid carbonic gas. By allowing the gas to escape

through a very small tube, it is seen to spread it-

self out under the form of" a snowy vapor— it is

su'fficient then to direct the flowing of tliis vapor

into a tin box, when it may be seen to unite itself)

becomes a mass, and soon it may be collected,

pressed like common snow, and placed in a glass

vase. It was under this form tliat the solid car-

bonic acid was presented to the Institute by M.
Belong, to whom M. Thiorien handed several

masses which he obtained from his apparatus,

placed in an apartment tidjoining the hall where
the Academy vvtis in session. We cannot sufR-

cienlly applaud the perseverance and devoted-

ness of the author of this discovery. Aluch cour-

age is necessnry to manage an apparatus so pow-
erflil and so dangerous.

ON THE SOILS SCITABLE FOR COTTOJf, TOBAC-
CO, SUGAR, AND THE TEA-RLAKT.

By H. Piddinglon.

Read to the j^gricitltvraland Horticultural Society

of India, 5ih March.

[We are indebted to Dr. Richard Harlan of Phila-

delphia, for the following recent communication to

the Agricultural and Horticultural Society of India.
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It will be gratifying to every as;riculturist who has de-

voted much inquiry to the nature and constitution of

soils, to find that an intelligent observer and practical

chemist, like Mr. Piddington, is engaged zealously in

that investigation. Though we do not agree with all

his particular conclusions here stated, the facts from

which he deduces them are valuable ; and such obser-

vations, continued, cannot fail to lead to correct and

instructive results. But though believing Mr. P. to be

mistaken, (and no wonder that he should be, when he is

compelled to reason from so few facts— ) we fully concur

in his ganeral opinion, that it is all-important to know
what are both the actual and the desirable c'lemical pro-

perties of soils, for the purpose of being enabled to suc-

ceed in producing, in perfection, most of the valuable

crops. " For some, lime in some form is important, as in

the case of w^heat—or absolutely necessary, as for clo-

ver—or necessary in great quantity, as for sainfoin. For

some of these, gypsum is also absolutely necessary

to produce a full crop, w'hile to most others, it is of no

service. Every valuable crop is made better, by the

soil having a moderate proportion of lime in some

form—because no soil can be a good one without. But

most crops, and cotton is one, contrary to Mr. Pidding-

ton's inferences, require but a small, if any, amount of

lime in the form of the carbonate, (or such as will'

show effervescence with acids,) though they will grow

well in highly calcareous soils. Thus cotton is the

great market crop on the excessively calcareous prairie

soils of Alabama, and also on the acid pine soils, (show-

ing not a trace of carbonate of lime,) of the Caro-

linas, and part of south-eastern Virginia. We have

in different parts of this work, stated our reasons for

believing that a highly calcareous soil is essential to

grape and wine culture—and have attributed the gene-

ral ill-success of that culture in America, to the fact,

that no vineyard here, has such soil. We al?o stated

the belief that calcareous soil is unsuitable to tobacco

—

and that the superior flavor of American tobacco to

any made in Europe, is probably owing to this general

difference of composition in the soils of the two ^un-
tries.

Mr. Piddington is an?cious to obtain, and requests

through Dr. Harlan, specimens of tobacco soils from

Virginia, and of cotton soils from South Carolina—such,

it may be presumed, as are most friendly to both these

crops. It is hoped, that some of the readers of the

Register, whose location and opportunities permit, will

comply with this request, and aid Mr. P.'s future inves-

tigations, by selecting and minutely describing the

specimens, and sending them to the care of Dr. Richard

Harlan, Philadelphia.]

I preface, what I hare to saj- to the Society on
the soils placed on the fable with a i'ew remarks,

which I trust may be thoLijiht worth placiii"' on

record. My object in doinfr so, is again to impress

upon members, of what vital importance it is to

the advancement of tlie agricultural interests of

the country, and to the safety and success of every
agricuUural speculation, to procure samples of ail

Eoils from other countries in which valuable pro-

ducts grow.
The same climate and soii are, we know, in a

Vol. IV—71

greater or le-ss degree, tlie essential requisites for

obtaining the productions ot one country in ano-
ther; and for our present purpose, we may, per-

haps, say that plants Jinrf their food in the soil, and
are enabled to digest it by the climate. They do

digest we know, and this in the strictest sense of
the word.
The- popular ideas of climate are vague enougi?,

but it may be roundly asserted, liiat scarcely one
who uses the word, knows what is really meant
by soil; or rather, wliat is really meant by "the

same soil." This arises from our vague notion

of the thing .itself. Tlie very words used to dis-

tinguish soils, express more rrcquently than any
thing else, their appearance and some of their

physical qualities; scarcely any their essential

—

that is, their cliemical properties. We talk of
light and heavy, of.sandy and clayey, moist and
dry soils, which are all physical [a'operties, and
two clayey, or two sandy soils, may be actually as

different as lifrht and darkness fiom each olher!

The words ferrutriuous and calcareous are, it is

true, chemical term.s, but such vague ones that

they designate whole classes of soils, of which,
each sort is widely difierent from its neighbors.

The tea soils and the Arracan tobacco soils on the

table are both ji^.rruginous soils, but diflering as

widely as soils can do; for the iron in the one, is

a carbonate of iron, and in the other, the red oxide

of iron.

Cotton.—Nothing then but a sample of the soil

and a correct analysis of it can assure the specu-
lator, that Avhile he is trying to rear any given
Ujreign product, he is not (misled by loose names)
absolutely blundcrinir in darkness, and attempting

an impossibility. I betjin with cotton as a mo.=t

prominent exnmple, though my proofs on the sub-
ject are not quite so full as I could wish; and I

shall surprise the society not a little, when I say,

that all the expensive efforts which have been
made hitherto to obtain good cotton, have proba-
bly failed ll'om this one cause

—

that we have been

at work on the wrong soil! How far, with the

American cottons, differences of climate may also

have operated, is not here the place to examine,
but vegetable productions do, to a n-roat extent, ac-

climate themselves; while it is probable, that

nothing can compensate to them the want of a
principal constituent of the soil. Now I have not

been able to ol)inin specimens of the American
cotton soils, but I have irood authority for stating

that the soil of the Sea Islands is wholly a calca-

reous sand—in other words, a li^rht chalky or shel-

ly-soil ; so that if may probably contain from 50 to

60 per cent, of calcareous matter, (lime generally

in the state of chalk,) and we have been attempt-

ing to grow this cotton on a soil which barely con-
tains a trace of it ! The soil of the Botanic Gar-
den, for instance, not containing more than li^ or

2 percent: Indeed, we ma}^ say general!}', that,

till we reach the /Cnnkur districts, none of the

soils of lower Bengal, out of the reach ofthe inun-
dations, contain any great portion of lime. I

showed some years ago,* that the inundations de-

posite lime, and that much of the fertilizing effect

thev produce is due to it.

The American cotton is then, on account of dif-

ferences of climate, n case not strictly in point

:

but the Bourbon cotton—grown both at Bourbon

* Trans, of the Physical Class As. Fo. Vol. 1

.
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and Ihe Mauritius—which sells for a shillincr, when
the Sea Island sells for 13|d. and the Pvlanilla cot-

ton which sells tor lid. when the Bourbon is

worth a sliilling, are both cottons of hot ciiniales

like our own ; and both these are grown in highly

calcareous soils. The soil on the table belbre you
is ii'oiu ihe Mauritius, it is sent nie by iYi. Geneve,
of La Jiiviere Noire, one of the finest estates on
the island, as an excellent cotton soil, and contains

32 per cent, of carbonate of lime: (or in plain En-
glish, one-third chalk,) there is, uioreover, phos-
phate, and perhaps sulphate of lime; altogether,

perhaps, not less than 40 per cent, of calcareous

matter! Its iron too is in a peculiar state, ihat of

protoxide, or the black oxide of iron ; and in this

respect, it probably resembles the black cotton

soils of Southern India. No wonder that the

Bourbon cotton, though it grows well in many of

our gardens near town, where it meets with plenty

of calcareous matter amongst the lime-rubbish
with which most of them are filled, is said to de-

generate when cultivated in the open fields which
do not contain 2 per cent, of lime. I know, Irom
the experience of several years, that it does iwt

degenerate, if it is duly supplied with calcareous

matter; but that it will produce most abundantly,
and for years, cotton worth fi'om lOd. to lid. per

lb. in a proper soil. If the soil does not suit it, it

will produce little else than leaves and wood, and
the staple will deteriorate. Samples of American
cotton soils are wanting now, to make our theory

on this head perfect; but I would advise no man
to attempt foreign cottons in a soil containing less

than 15 per cent, of lime, and its iron mostly in

the state of protoxide, or black oxide.

Tobacco.—Tobacco soils are the next, and here
we are more fortunate, fcir there are on the table

eoils fi-om Arracan, (Siuidoway,) a soil from Sin-

gour in Burdwan, near Chandernagore, 'he tobac-

co of which, though of the same species as that of
the surrounding country, sells at the price of the

Arracan son 1 and the soil of the best Bengal
tobacco, which is grown at and about Hinglee in

the Kisnasor district, near fiictories formerly held

by me. Col. Hezeta and Dr. Casanova are our
authorities for saying that the tobacco soils of the

Havana are red soils, and those of Manilla, I

know are also red soil. Now the red and reddish

brown soils contain most of their iron in the state

of peroxide, or the reddish brown oxide of iron

;

while the light grey soils contain it only in the

state of protoxide, or the black oxide of iron. I

believe the quality of the tobacco to depend main-
ly on the stale and quantity of the iron in the soil

;

while it is indifferent about the lime, which' we
have seen is so essential to cotton. None of these

tobacco soils contain any lime. Their analysis

shows them contain

—

Arracan
soil.

Oxide Iron, (peroxido,) 15.6.5

Water and Saline Matter, 1.10

Veg;etabie matter and fibres, 3.75

Silex, 76.90

Alumina, 2.00

Sin2;our
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you will at once have noticed, and their anal^-sis

gives as follows:

—

Taa Soils.

Water,
Vej^etable matter,

Carbonate of" Iron,

Aiuinina,
Silex,

Tea soils of Assam.

Surface At 2^ feet

soil. deep.
2.45 2.00

1.00 0.30
7.40 6.70
3.50 5.43

85.40 84.10

Traces of pliosphate
]

and sufphate of'

lime, and foss. '

99.75

25

lOO.CO

99.03

95

100.00

Tea soil

of China.

3.00
1.00

9.<)0

9.10

76.00

9D.00

l.CO

100.00

There are two peculiarities in these soils, the
first, that they contain no carbonate of lime, and
only traces of phosphate and sulphate; and the

next, that their iron is almost wholly in the state of

carbonate of iron—a widely different compound
from the simple oxides. They would be called

poor yellow loams; and cotton, tobacco or sugar
cane, would probably starve upon tiiem ; but we
find that they suit the tea plant perfectly, it is a
striking coincidence, that we .=:hou!d find our tea
soils and those of (Jhina, so exactly alike.

I fear to grow prolix, though 1 have much more
to say on the subject of soils; I shall therefore

break off, trusting that for the present, I have am-
ply shown the necessity of a carefid examination
of the soil ; and that the commercial public, who
can do so much for us in this way, will not neglect

their own interests in procuring specfmens of soils

for us ; for to go to work in ignorance of this great
element of success is ab.-olutely to blunder on in

the dark, where chemistry could lend us an unfail-

ing liijht.

ON THE ORIGIN AND HAEITS OF THE CUT-
WORM.

To tiie Editor of llie Farmers' Re;,'isler.

Dear Sir :—In resuming so early, the subject of
•' Entomology," after the long discourse I lately

gave you, on the "Hessian Fly"—and, moreover,
laboring under the misfortune in thelbrmer, as well

as the present instance, of controverlmg, if not ca-

tholic opinions, at least such as are very confidently

asserted— 1 fear you will view me in the light of a
polemical heretic, delighting more to shake the liiith

of" others, than to esiabliah one for myself.

But, to the point—my subject, at present, is the

far famed "Cut- Worm."
In your present, November, No. of the "Far-

mers' Register," I this moment read an extract

from the " Cultivator," which, indeed, I had seen
in extenso, in this mestimable " periodical," in re-

gard to the origin of that destructive insecl.

The writer commences his hj'pothelical remarks,
by which, he flatters himseifj lie has arrived at

the truth, by asking the (juestion, " to what spe-
cies, can they be attributed ?" He, then, satisfies

himself they are not propagated by the '-'Coleop-

terous tribe, (beetle,) because he has examined
several species of this tribe, and has invariably

Ibund their larvae, of pale yellowish or light brown
color; whereas the fut worm, he adds, is nearly
black, and very different in its habits.''^ Upon
the.se vague grounds, and this course of reason-
ing, he concludes it is the '^cicnda.''^

This entomologist, though deserving of much
credit, for his zeal in a brancii of scieiice in the
common estimation of minor importance, yet, in

reality, of much magnitude, has considerably er-

red in his mode of inquiry, as well as in his con-
clusions.

The question is, to what order do they belong?
These may possibly Ibllow the genus, and finally,

the species. And Uicse questions can be answer-
ed, by means of experiment alone.

His method seems thus; ^^ several species of
beetle liave their " larvae" of pale yellowish and
light brown color—whereas these are nearly
black." Therefore he concludes, the origin of

the '< cut worm" cannot be a " beetle." This ar-

gument maybe dismissed as a " ?ion-.se(/ui<ur,"

and needs no further comment. But he adds, " it

is very different in its habits,'''' from the " coleop-
tera" order, inasmuch as the "cut-worm is period-

ical,^'' thereby meaning, as subsequently appears,
"not annual."

If the •' cut worm" be periodical, its periods are

vjocfully short, as the mortifying experience of the
farmers of Maryland, at least, will attest. Annu-
ally in a greater or less degree, and ofen disas-

trously, for may successive years, do these grubs
lay waste our corn crops, in numbers manifestly

dependent on the jiecidiarity of the seasons, and
other such natural and general causes, favorable

to their propagation ; and not upon any law of
^^ periodicity.^^ But in what does the " cut worm"
difli^r (as he alleges,) in its habits, from the cole-

opteras 1 It is the character of this order to nidify

in the ground', and to subsist in the " xi'onji"

state, upon the roots, and succulent parts of vege-

tables. Does not the "cOt worm" nidify and sub-

sist in the same manner!—Undeniably it does.

Insects of this order, also continue in the nox-
ious " worm state," many as long as one, two,
three, and some genera, as long as four years :

("Vid : Goldsmith's Animated Nature, vol. , title,

Beetle,^''') devouring the tender roots, stocks and
blades of whatever vegetables they meet with,

yet, havinir thoir preferences. In fact the ichole

habits of the " coleoptera" family characterize the
" cut-worm" with the most remarkable precision

;

and I will presently show " without argumenta-
tive assistance," that the gentleman's conclusions,

as well as his premisefi, are wholly erroneous.

In a No, of the " Cultivator," also of the pre-

sent month, an anonymous writer, " A Water-
vliet Farmer," pronounces the origin of the "cut
worm" to be a "wci.^." His experiments are too

small to be relied on—at first made with one living

"cut worm," which as he tltought, produced a
" moth fly ;" but he admits " he had a great num-
ber of the moth fly in his windows:" these might
readily have caused hie "moth" chrysalis. Se-
condly, his "larviie" produced from his two other
"moths," were all, he says, found </e«d! when he
first discovered them ; and from his own narrative,

they v.'ere too microscopic, especially in their life-

less and necossardy contracted comlition, to be
identified with an}^ degree of certainty.

These gentlemen, without doubt, honestly be-

lieve what they have published : the oiie that he
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had proved the " cut worni" to originate from the
" cicada," an hemiptera ; the other as certainly

from the " niotli," a lepidoptera: and the learned

and indefatiiTable agriculturist, Judge Peters, ol

Pa., believeil and published them to be tlie pro-

duct ofthe "scarabiBus volven?," a "eoleoptera ;"

and I feel a moral certainty, derived from what I

hold to be -^ infalUbl?. experiment,'''' that neither

the '^cicada'''' nor the ^^iiioih,^^ nor the " scarabcBiis

volvens,''^ is the parent of this Gorgon insect.

In consequence ol' Judge Peters' paper, in

which he represents the " scaraba3us volvens"'

(the common tumble buff) to be the parent ofthe
" cut worm,'' and v/hich he had, no doubt, taken
at second h md—I was induced, (in 1S19) short-ly

after his publication, tuid without ar;y reasoning
on the matter, as to what it might be, or.what it

should be, to make experimental demonstration of
what its origin really ivas—-Vid : American
Farmer, vol. 1, p. 124— title " EiilomoiOiry."

I ofi'er below an extract from tiie paragraph
containing this experiment; simi;ly remarking
that I have, "since," repeated it with similar re-

sults ; and 1 am quite confident that all who will

take the trouble to test it vyiil bear witness to its

verity.

" To come at the fact, I carried into the corn-

field a large transparent bottle, Vv'hich I half-fiiled

with earth—upon this earth I deposited a dozen
of the worms, and gave them corn plants to feed

upon. In a i'ew weeks they disappeared. I

searched the earth and ibund them " chrysalids"
enveloped in balls ol' earth. A considerable time
after I again examined them, and found several of
them matured into the imago, or parent bug, and
extricated from their envelopes ; others in the state

of a soft " pupa," with limbs more or less distinctly

formed, in various sliiges of progression, and exhib-
iting unequivocal proofs of their orisin, and of the
impossibility of mistake or deception. These de-
structive animals belong to the order "eoleoptera"
of Linn., having crustaceous elytra, or wing cases,

which shut together and Ibrm a longitudinal su-
ture down the back. They are about one quar-
ter of an inch long, generally, and of a shining
jet black color, very quick and active in their

movements ; in fict, the same identical bugs that

are seen in vast numbers under wheat stacks, and
in wheat yards. The brief history of this insect

is, that its larva having fed upon the young corn,

or other delicate plants, descends into the earth
about the depth of four inches, where it assumes
its state of " c/in/sa/Zs," in which it continues till

about the first ot' July, and no doubt, a sliorter or
longer period, as the weather may be more or less

favorable—when it becomes transformed into (he

imago or parent, which in autumn deposites its

eggs in the field, to undergo a similar series of
transitions, whigh is eO'cctcd by the heat of the
ensuing season.

" The obvious preventive is fall or winter
ploughing at such a depth as will turn up, and
expose to the frost, the eggs, whereby they must
perish."

The above preventive was not oflercd as original,

it had before been practiced, perhaps by nuiny,
and its cllects bad fallen short oftheir hopes; first,

by the imperioct method of too shallinv a farrow,
and too wide a f^licc, whereby the eggs were not
sufficiently exposed. Secondly, because the eggs
of all insects are, unloriunutely, so tenacious ofthe

principle of vitality, as to resist a degree of cold

incredible to those who have not witnessed the

fact : yet having long practised the proposed pre-

ventive, I can say in the fullest truth, that when
the work was well executed, and a very mild
winter {.\'\(\ not ensue, I have received a full equiv-

alent for the labor.

Finally, I must apologize for subjoining my
name contrary to the general custom, "1 per-

ceive," of your correspondents. May I presume
to ask what motive can occasion this custom 1

Certainly an ammymoiis statement of fads, or

even of opinions, carries with it less confidence

than one which ofii;rs the responsibility of a name ;

and with dinfinished confidence, the purpose is di-

minished in efl'ect. The name freely tendered,

"of a witness to facts," is a considerable assurance
of, at least, a belief oi their truth ; he may be de-

ceived, but it is justly said 'humanum est errare
-^

and ordinary liberality will not impute to him a
wanton misrepresentation of his impression of

facts. Modesty is commendable ; but in this cus-

tom, there is rather something of the ^^ mauvalse
hontc.''^ As well may a public speaker, or a wit-

ness in court, conceal his identity behind a cur-

tain. The cause, and the effect would seem to be
the same. Excuse these remarks and believe me,

Yours respectfully,

JOSEPH E. MUSE.
Cambridge, Md., Nov. 20, 1836.

For the Farmers' Register-

THE DIFFERENT ADVANTAGES OF LARGE
AND SMALI, FARMS CO^SIDERED ; AND THE
INJURIES CAUSED TO AGRICULTURE, AND
TO A NATION, BY FREQLENT AND INJUDI-
CIOUS CHANGES IN THE OUTLINES AND
LIflllTS OF FARMS.

The statesman who plans and achieves an im-
portant change in any of the political institutions

of his country, is rarely able to foresee the effects

and extent of its future operation. However hurt-

ful may have been an old abuse, its removal has
probably introduced other unexpected evils, which
though of less magnitude, serve at least to detract

from the benefits of the change. This truism is

not a reason for opposing all proposed reforma-
tions—but it directs us to enter on even the most
plausible, with the utmost caution and circum-
spection—and to doubt the existence of alleged

universal and unmixed good efiects of any past

changes, until long experience shall have confirm-

ed the truth of such opinions. The institutions

which have long directed the accumulation and
distribution of property, are the most endangered
by the tampering of political reformers. It is iu

the regulation of property that errors are almost
impossible to correct, even when their disastrous

consequences have become apparent and certain.

The manner in which land has been distributed

among the inhabitants of any country, and the de-

gree of permanency with which land-marks are

preserved, and existing possessions are held, pro-

duce all-important effects on the interests of agri-

culture, and on the prosperity of an iigricultural

nation. Yet this action has been scarcely noticed

by those who have either caused, or suliereil, the

most efiectual attacks on the interests ot agricul-

ture. Whenever the distribution of landed pro-
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perty has been cimnged, whether by- patriotic

statesmen, or self-interesteil demaiijogues, the lu-

ture elt'ects on personal riiijhls and power were
oiii'y considered. There id no measure ol" our go-
vernment to which these general remarks apply,

more truly than to the destruction of entails and
the right ol' primogeniture, in Virginia. The
principal object of this measure, (and probably^

the only effect (breseen by the great statesman and
pure patriot who proposed and carried it through,)

was to insure the preservation of the equal politi-

cal power ol the people, b}' puttin;^ down Ibrcver

the influence of the " landed, aristocracy," But
while the general, and repeated division of land

was producing its intended and legitimate object,

it has also been slowly and silentiy, but most ef-

fectually, assailing the agricultural prospcritj' ol'

Virginia. This opmion will meet with few avow-
ed advocates—indeed, not one, unless he is both
fearless of popular censure, and careless or hope-
less of popular applause.

Passing by the most apparent political tenden-
cies and benefits of our existing legal policy

of distributing lands, as a measure of state, I

shall proceed to inquire into the incidental and
unnoticed operation of the system on asriculture

;

and, through agriculture, on the public wealth
and prosperity. It is not my intention to treat the

question, (though well it deserves such extended
examination,) as belonginij; to politics or govern-
ment, or morals—nor as aifecting the feeling.s.

prejudices, and happiness of individuals—but sim-
pl}- as a disputable point in |)olit!cal economy, par-

ticularly involving the interests of acrriculture.

It has long been a subject for discussion, whe-
ther large or small farms are most profitable to

their owners, and consequently most conducive to

public wealth. In Britain, pariicularly, this discus-

sion has engaged the attention of every able mo-
dern writer on agriculture ; and every fact and ar-

gument have been adduced, which could be
brought to support either side. There, strong

reasons could be urged in favor of small farms,

(say of 30 to 200 acres) which would not apply
tons: as for exam|)!e—that the cultivated parts

of the island were already generally divided into

small farms, and that a great sacrifice of fixed

capital (in houses, fences, &c.) would be caused
by throwing 10 or 12 such farms info one : that

the laboreis on large farms were discouraged from
marrying, and in consequence, that Uw. increase of

population v/ould be obstructed, and the morals of

the laboring class thereby injured. But notwith-
standing these reasons, winch cannot apply to a
slaveholding country, and also other reasons,

which are of general application, it is the decision

of the most enlightened agriculturists of Enffland
and Scotland, that large farms arc most profitable

for the owner, the occupier, and also for the na-
tion.

This deduction may be right, or wrong: and at

any rate, I do not advocate the adoption of such
opinions on mere authority, though supported by
such names as those of Young, Sinclair, Brown,
and Coke. But if their opinion is correct, that
email li\rms are least profitable, where land is rich,

and its product is sold for high prices—where the
system of landlord and tenant is almost universal

—where small farms were already general

—

where the laborers were free, and the lirinners

themselves were accustomed to aid as well as to

superintend the performance of every operation

—

then much more certain must be this truth in this

country, where all these circumstances are found
reversed. But let us examine our situation in this

respect, without reli3rence to, or comparison with
other countries.

Both large and small farms possess peculiar and
opposite advantages ; and the interests ol a coun-
try would be greatly injured, b}' its land being uni-
versally, or even very generally, kept in either very
large or very small divisions. Let me not there-
lore be misunderstood as supporting a state of
things equally absurd in theory and impossible
in practice, when I shall state the peculiar advan-
tages of either plan of division, or contend for the
superiority, in particular respects, of the one size

over the other. It is also requisite, in discussing
the respective advantages of large and small
farms, to dismiss from our minds every argument
built on the personal and peculiar characters of
different individuals. An industrious, economical,
and intelligent farmer, however inconveniently
situated, may derive more income frotn his capital

than his indolent and wastefiil neighbor, possess-

ing ten-fold advantages : and yet no such fact, nor
any number of them, will prove the situation in

which the former was placed, to be better than
that of the latter.

The small farmer, who works only one or two
horses and three or four laborers, and who him-
self labors as well as directs, possesses the great
advantage of being able to exercise the most per-

fect economy and industry in the management of
his fiirm. If he drives, feeds and stables his own
horses, he can derive the utmost amount from
their labor, and they, the greatest benefit^fi-om his

care and attention. Almost nothing is lost by
waste or neglect, because the farmer can see, or
attend every thing. All the various little savings
from such sources, are sufficient to cause the pro-

visions, stock and labor of the small fiirmcr, to be
more efficient in the particular manner in ivhich

they are directed, than an equal amount of capital

employed as part of the expense of a large farm.

But the manner, or plan, of directing capital and
labor on small farms, is necessarily and greatly in-

fijrior to that on large flirms, for reasons that will

presently be offered. By making the best use of
the economical advantages just alluded to, many
of the small fiirmers of Augusta county are more
thriving than most of our richest landholders : and.

if most of our farms were as small, and all their

cultivators showed the same untiring industry and
frugality, no doubt there would be a great increase

of individual profit, and public wealth, in spite ol

all the disadvantages inseparable from small
farms. But unfortunately, such examples are

rare, because there are rarely found Itu'mers so ad-
mi. able for frugality and industry: and when the

owner is lazy, improvident, or drunken, all the

net income of a small farm will speedily vanish.

In every case, the personal habits of the cultivator,

whether rrood or bad, must more immediately af-

fect the net product of a small than a large farm.

But notwithstanding the superior advantages
that small farms enjoy, in many respects, it is still

undeniable that on them the operations of agri-

culture can never be well performed, nor can the

greatest net products be derived, nor the most
valuable improved processes carried on, for want
of the skill which only a division of labor can pro-
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duce ; and still more, for the want -of the best

utensils, machinery &c.., which can only be used
on large farms. It is well known that the profits

ofall complicated manufactures depend greatly on
the extent of the establisiiment : fbrexam))le. that

a cotton iactory may be highly profitable if suited

to enijiloy 2'JD laborers, and yet ruinous if the

works were erected only to employ 20, because
many expenses to be incurred must be nearly as

heavy in the small, as the large estalilishment.

Precisely the same causes of profit and loss are to

be Ibund in the extent of the operations onilifler-

ent farms.

Let us suppose the existence of two neighboFinjj

farms of the averacre fertility, (or rather I should
say, the average poverty,) of lower Virguiia, and
similarly situated, except that one is in size 1000
acres, and the other only 100, and both cultivated

by slaves, in numbers suited to the respective

farms. On the first, the owner can afford, (and
the expense is for him true economy,) to keep
good teams, the best ploughs, and a wagon to con-

vey his crops to market. He has sufficient fiirm-

liouses, and costly machines of the best construc-

tion suited to prepare his crops for market, such
as a thrashing machine and limners for wlieat, or

a good gin and press for cotton, &c. His income
permits his employing an overseer of the best mind
and habits that can be obtained. His extensive

operations enable him to profit by the division of
labor, and thereby improve to the utmost the skill

of his laborers, each m his respective department.
It is not every man who can learn to be a first

rate ploughman, and for even those so gifted, long
practice with good implements is indispensible.

In the case we are supposing, a few men selected

for their qualities from thrice their number, are

kept through a large portion of year at ploughing,

and have every means to perform perfectly that

operation, upon which so much of the success of
tillage depends. The same remark applies to ev-
ery other operation, for which good or expensive
utensils, and much skill in using them, are requir-

ed. VVhen accidents or disasters occur, by which
the cultivation of a large farmer loses labor, imple-
ments, or even expensive fixtures, his income en-
ables him to supply the deficienc}', without incur-

ring the still greater loss that would probably be
caused by delay, or the inability to remedy the
evil, tie is not compelled to sell his crops at in-

convenient times, or at the lowest prices, but may
supply the market according to the demand exist-

ing, greatly to the benefit of the public as well as

himself Sin)ilar examples might be greatly ex-
tended, but these will suffice for the purpose of

comparison : and in every such case, an appfca-
tion of the same circumstance to the small firmer
will make evident tiia unavoidable disadvantages
under which he labors.

If the owner of 100 acres makes wheat, he must
prepare it for market by the slow and wasteful pro-
cess of treading out by horses, as his crop is not
large enough to justify the expense of a thrashing
machine ; and if he had one, his laborers would
be too few and too unskilful to use it. Implements
of less value, and suitable teams, he may (and
certainly ouirht to) have ; but the fu't is notorious,

that on such a t;u-m, and on many much larger, it

IS very imcommon to find either' a good tanner,
plough, harrow, or a well matched pair of horses.

There can be scarcely any division of labor, nor

of the skill caused by it, as of the two or three men
employed, each has to do something of almost ev-
ry operation. From these causes every process

will be performed not only imperfectly, but at

great loss of labor, arjd perhaps of crop also. If

the owner employs an overseer, he must be at the

lowest wages, and generally of the most worth-
less kind. But the more common course is tor

the farmer to be his own overseer—and as there

are but few who labor regularly themselves, or

who do not withdraw a large portion of the time
from the actual superintendence of their slaves,

(who only work when compelled,) there will ne-
cessarily tbllow the loss of much labor and product
to the firmer, and be much consequent diminution
of the public wealth. To pursue the parallel, the
small farmer loses a horse, or his best slave—and
as he has no means of supply itiii the deficient la-

bor for a considerable time, to the first loss there

is generally added another, equal to a third or half

of his growing crop, lor want of the labor so lost.

The large and the small farm are alike burden-
ed by the erection and repairs of a dwelling house,
barn, stable, &c. ibr each: and though these

buildings will be more costly on the large than on
the small farm, still the latter is far more heavily
taxed in this way, in proportion to the income or

capital. If the total necessary expenditure for

buildings on the large farm (lOOi) acres) be 84000,
the small one (of 100 acres) will certainly need
^1000, which is more than double a proportional
amount.

Finally—wealth is not always (nor indeed of-

ten) accompanied by education, intelligence, and
public spirit—nor does poverty always banish these

qualities and their valuable effects. But yet no
one can deny that every benefit from these sources

that has served to improve the state of agriculture,
has been owing to the occupiers of large farms.

Examine the history of agriculture as far as it is

known, and no considerable improvement has
ever been introduced by the small farmer.

The full consideration of this subject leads irrre-

sisfibly to the conclusion, that large farms, (not
too extensive f)r one nuxn to superintend, or tor

the advantageous employinent of the requisite la-

bor,) are the most conducive to both the profit of
the owners, and the public wealth. But however
true may be the general proposition, God Ibrbid

that soma future political Procrustes should have
the inclination and power to i)ut it into practical

operation, by throwing our small fiu-ms into large

ones, as effectually as the statute for the equal dis-

tribution of lands serves to cut up both large and
small farms into still smaller divisions. The enor-

mous losses that this policy has already produced
to agriculture, and to the coiumonvvealth, cannot
be remedied nor lessened—and it is equally vain

to hope for any cessation to the same disastrous

course. If our landmarks could hencct!)rth remain
permanent, or be altered only when both public

and private benefit would be promoted by the

change, then the existing divisions would serve to

produce all the benefits from large, as well as from
small firms. But the course we have pursued,

and still continue to pursue, seems to fix upon our-

selves all the evils of the worst planned divisions

of land, with the additional and still greater evil

of etidless change.
Let me repeat, that I am not treating of the

equal distribution of land among the former owu-
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er's children, as a measure of state, but only as it

nfTects the interests of agriculture. If the estab-

lishment of this policy was necessary to secure
our li-eeilom and political riirhts, then was that ob-

ject wisely purciia^ed by almost "any sacrifice of
pecuniary interest. But [ conless that I view this

•dread of the ascendancy of the "landed aristocra-

cy," as allojrelhcr untbunded— as the tear of a
shadow, of which the substantial cause had never
reached this country, and which was then almost
expiring even in England. We have now leit

but lew specimens of the nearly extinct ''land-

ed aristocracy" of Virginia, which serve to show
how powerless men may be, although possessed of
5 or 10,000 acres of land. Tliese gentlemen, on the

average, are neither more nor less estimable than
their poorer neighbors of equal intelliirence : yet

so completely -are they dislranchised by their

Avealth, that I doubt whether any one of them
could exert as much electioneering influence as

some constable of the same county, or could suc-

cessfully compete for public office with any re-

spectable deputy sheriff.

If government did not interfere with the accu-

mulation and tHstribution of land, and array our
prejudices and feelings in support of its policy, the

ma'ter might safely be left to be decided by men's
sense of self-interest. But government itselfj has
has been the great disturber of our landmarks

—

and in Virginia, the means that are acting to pro-

duce this efl(3ct, and all the incalculable conse-

quent losses, is the total repeal of the statute ofen-
tails, and the substituted legal [)olic)'' of equal

distribution of land among the heirs of intestates.

The [)roprietor of every farm, whatever may be
its size, throughout his whole occupancy is di-

recting his labor and improvements to render his

land convenient and profitable according to irs

then boundaries and extent. He considers that

a certain portion of it should be arable, and per-

haps he is for 40 years gradually clearing wo6d-
land to attain that object—and this arable land will

most probably be in one compact body, and on one
side of the farm, because such is usually the most
convenient plan. Another portion of suitable size

is left in wood, to supply fuel, and timber for fen-

cing. The dwelling house is suited to the degree
ol wealth and the wants of the family of the far-

mer—and his farm-houses, to the amount of his

crops and live stock. All these arrangements we
will suppose completed, when the ownerdies intes-

tate, and the law divides his well arranged farm
among five or six children. The comnassioners
appointed to make the division, may use the ut-

most care to guard the interests of all the heirs,

and yet, (if there are minors among them,) they

will scarcely avoid a loss of property equal to one-
fourth of all the land. All the buildings being
contiguous, they will seldom fail to fall within a
sinirle share : and though buildings in such cases

are never valued at half their worth, (on account
of their new owner's situation,) still even at that

low estimate, that share receives so much in

Imildings, that it must have but little in land.

The new owner will possess houses numerous and
extensive enough fgr a farm of 600 acres, while

his whole possession amounts to 40, without tim-

ber or fuel, and which cannot rent for enough to

keep his houses in repair. Of course they go to

decay, and the greater part of their value is an en-
tire loss to the owner, and to the country.

The next share, or perhaps two of them, may
include part arable and part woodland. The
owner of such a share may be deemed Ibrlunate,

as it may be kept and cultivated as a fiirm, though
under great disadvantage, as soon as the owner
shall have erected suitable huildings, and made
new fences. 'I his expense, however, is another
total loss or diminution of the value of the proper-

ty, caused solely by the previous division.

Another share may probably be altogether of
cleared land, without any materials for fencing or

fuel—and the remaining ones altogether of wood-
land, which the owners' whole lives would not en-
able them to clear, and put into order as distinct

farms. Neither of these shares would be worth
even half their former value to the new owners.

Divisions producing losses of" this kind are of
ever}- day occurrence, though under every variety

of circumstances. Fewer lieirs, or a different situ-

ation of" the farm, may diminish the loss—more
heirs, or a widow's dower right, may greatly in-

crease it. But it is scarcely possible for any culti-

vated farm, (not of too great extent before,) to be
divided into even as i^cw as two shares, merely
because it has two owners, wiihout a considerable

and permanent loss being incurred—and a public

as well as a private sacrifice of property made.
But, it may be objected, that these heirs may

sell their shares of land, and thus avoid the losses

that would follow the retaining the property. It

is true that they may sell, and the necessity of the
case often compels a sale of the separate shares

—

but at what a sacrifice! If any of the heirs are

minors, or if the widow lives and holds her dower
right, no agreement can possibly be made for a
general sale of the whole farm, which is the only
way in which its former value can be preserved.

In most cases, the sales are necessarily made sep-

arately, and for no greater sum than each share

is worth to the particular heir, holding ii alone.

Nor can it be worth much more 'o the buyer, who
is usually some neighboring farmer, whose other

land only enables him to draw some income from
a possession which was almost worthless to the

unfortunate heir. He who is adding to his pos-

sessions by purchasing from time to time the inher-

itances of others, is also subject to great inconve-

nience- and loss, in thus making a large farm by a
patchwork of smaller pieces. To suit his new
purchases to his own general plan, he has to clear

woodland in one place, and let arable go waste in

another— to pull down, or leave to rot, a building

in one remote corner, while he is obliged to erect

others in more convenient situations. \\\ in such
cases the purchaser really gained all the value

which the seller lost in his land, the public wealth
would not be a whit diminished : but in truth, the

difference in value, caused by dividing a farnij is

totally lost to both buyer and seller—to the indivi-

duals concerned, and to the nation at large. The
purchaser may afierwards so improve his newly
acquired land as to make it worth more than be-

fijre it was taken from the original farm : but if so,

this new value will be entirely the fruit of his

own industry and capital, and does not restore the

former loss by division, which is gone forever.

Huch divisions of farms must be expected to

take place almost as often as the death of their

owners occur; and each division probably causes
an average irretrievable loss of value of 20 per

cent, on each farm. The more that farms are re-
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duced in size by this policy, the more heavy these

losses must become—lor large liirms can be divi-

ded at a much less sacrifice of value 'ban small
ones. It" we count the averajie loss li'oni such di-

visions at one fil'sh ol" the value of the land, and
suppose the average interval of 100 years belbre it

will be necessaril}^ repealed, (and this is moderate
enough.) it amounts to the utter destruction ef

one fifth of the value ot all our lands once in 100

years : aye—a destruction as complete and eifectu-

al as if one fifth of Kastern Virginia was swallow-
ed by an earthquake. Is not this enormous, con-

tinual, and increasing drain from our private and
public wealth, a cause sufficient of itself for the

inanili?st decline of our country ?

Eesides the loss of capital which has been
caused by our patchwork policy—(this regular s^'g-

tem ol cutting up tarms, and then uniting the ill-

assorted fragiiients into o her farms, only to be cut

up also in their turn—) there have been other con-

sequences, not less deplorable.

The first is, that almost no im])rovement of the

soil has been made, nor can half as much be ex-

pected in future, as would take place under other

circumstances. Every farmer is either the owner
of an ill-cut slice of some former farm, or he has
made a large farm by patching together the de-

tached fragments of several others : and in either

case his main impovement. lor a large portion of

his liie, must necessarily consist in laboriously un-
doing the imtirov'ements which were as laborious-

ly made by his predecessors.

Secondly—every costly mansion, and even most
good farm houses, become nearly useless after the

death of the first owner; and consequently we are

contriving to lower the scale of usefulness, as well

as of cost, of all buildings in the country. Arab
tenls are inded belter suited to our patchwork
land polic}', than subs'anlial houses of brick or

stone. Neither can we, with any expectation of
profit, resort to the use of live hedges, or other du-
rable andcostl}' fences, as they would soon be ren-

dered useless by the death of the owner, and by
the consequent new divitling lines rendering new
sites lor fences necessary.

Thirdly—there have been very Cew farmers'

sons well educated, since this impoverishing sys-

tem has been in full operation—and the political

influence and dignity of Virginia have sunk with
the intellectual cultivation of the class thai, former-

ly upheld both.

It is true that when the shares of land that

would be made by a division are so small and
worthless that it is impossible for a;iy one to draw
a support from their cultivation, the law jsermits a
general sale, provided that all the parties, and the

next friends of nfinors, will concur in certain legal

formalities, which seem to have been contrived lor

the benefit of lawyers, full as much as for that of

the heirs. The trouble and cost of this proceed-

ing amount to no small tax, and such cases scarce-

ly deserve mentioning as very partial exeejjtions

to the patchwork system.
The law forbidding entails and destrojdng the

former right of primogeniture, certain!)- does not

compel equal divisions of land; as every mim may,
by his will, keep his liirm together, by giving it to

one only his children. But the law forbids his

continuing a like disposition of his land through
future successions, which alone would effect a f)er-

manent benefit ; and there is no inducement what-

ever for a father to make such distinction between
children equally dear to him. The law has
stamped with reprobation all such unequal be-

([uesis, though they are not absolutely forbidden :

and under present circumstances, a liither will best

satisly his children's expectations bydividing his

fiirm among them, though at a sacrifice of one-,

fifth of its value. It would be both unjust and
inexcusable, now, for a fiuher to give all his land

to one child, while to others were left legacies of

much less value. But if the settled law of the

land had so fixed the succession, there would have
been no unjustice comnntted, nor complained of.

The succession to property, iu any manner what-
ever, is the creature of social institutions—and it

ought to be so directed as will be most beneficial to

both private and national interests. The popular

arguments urged against the justice of entails,

might be as correctly applied to prove the injus-

tice of the rights to private property' altogether,

and of every institution of society, vvhich enables

one man to possess lands and moveable goods,

while his equally meritorious neighbor is destitute

of both. Yet every one wdio is above the grade
of a grog-shop orator knows that ihs iit^litutiun

of the right of property is of inestimable benefit

even to the most destitute class of every coun-
try.

The extension of the entail syslem in Europe
has been a great public evil—anil has served to

obstruct the national welfare, as much as our to-

tally opposite polic;/ promises for ourselves. The
permanency of landed possessions, and the facili-

ty of dividing and alienating them, are both to be

commended so far as each course may produce

public benefit—and either should be opposed when
likely to cause injury to the commonwealth. An
entail system that could serve to prevent l)oth such
accumulations and divisions of land as were man-
ifestly unprofitable and injurious, and which would
not prevent such divisions and alienations of entire

farms, as the public interest might require, would
prove of the greatest benefit to agriculture. Such
a system would secure the object that I have en-

deavored to advocate, the permanency of the

boundaries and existing value of larms, both great

and small. The permanency of the succession in

a particular fiimily, is comparatively an unimpor-
tant consideration ; and only worth the stateman's

attention so fiir, as the expectation o! that conlin-

ed succession may prompt to greater individual ex-

ertion, and consequently, produce the greater ul-

timate benefit to the nation.

The statesman is wretchedly short-sighted who
does not aim to direct the institutions of his coun-
try so as to receive support and strength from the

folly and vices, as well of fi-om the wisdom and
virtues of mankind. Wisdom will thus derive

support ibr the general welliire, from some of

man's basest propensities—while ignorance will

use his noblest qualities for the purpose of doing
harm. Every individual is more or less infiuenced

by avarice, or by a taste for prodigality ; and both

these evil dispositions may be exercised for the

public good, under the entail syslem. Is the

landholder a nigu'ardly miser? So much llie

more will he value the permanent nature of his

entailed land—and judging his posterity by liim-

self; he will not suppose it possible that (hey will

ever lose possession ot the property. His mo«t
secure hoard will be the surface of his fiirm : his

J
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savings will bs vesteil in durable fixtures and
buildinixs, us being more safe than bonds and
mortgages : and iiou-ev'er small may be the early

or annual income from suc.Ii in>vestmen!s, siill ir

will be so miic.li clear gam to his posteriiy and to

ihe nation. The beneficial etiecis thus produced

by the operations of avarice, would compare with

the ad{nirable labors and valuable products of the

religious commimiiy of Shakers. In that singular

society religiousfanaticism and disciplinecounreracl

the usual tendency of property held in coinmon

—

the corporate nature of the society, produces the

same consequences as would the entail of their land

—and the prosperity and wealth of the society,

show the wonderlhl accumulation derived li-om

their system ofwasting neither time nor labor, and
putting every surplus product to some immediate
and productive use.

But suppose the landhoMer to be a spendthrift.

Even 4n that case, his vice may be benefiidaliy

directed. The tenure of his property will proba-

bly induce him to erect magnificient buildings. -or

to form costly pleasure grounds and gardens filled

with choice fruits and rare |)iants. Or perhaps he
will undertake some visionary and costly improve-
ment, which though a cause of loss and perhaps
ruin to himself individual! \,V;'i!! remain of perma-
nentv^alue to the country. These channels of prod-

igality under existing circumstances are seldom
used: for even a spendihitrs calculations must
show him that such expensive plans would not

answer on lands which are so soon to be divided,

and to pass thus divided into the possession of dif-

ierent strangers. To such a vent for prodigality

and ostentation the civilized world owes the erec-

tion of piles of architecture in Kurope, that will be
admired for many centuries. If tlie noble canal

which England owes to the enterprise and lavish

expenditure of the Duke of Bridgewater, had
proved an entire liiilure as to 3-iel(ling jirofit— ;hat

is, if the expense had been so great that all the

tolls on the canal, when completed were required

to pay the the interest of its cost—then the whole
cost of the work would have been lost to the con-
structor, and also to the general capital. But if,

notwithstanding that the enormous cost of the ca-

nal had destroyed all hope of its yielding any pro-

fit to the undertaker, it still served as greatlv as it

has done to benefit trade, and to induce the con-
struction of other valuable public works, better

planned and more economically executed, then
England would have been indirectly greatly bene-
fited by the prodigality that had (according to our
supposition) caused the Duke oi' Biidgewater's
impoverishment. Without the exi.*tenca of en-
tails, men will certainly be not less disposed to in-

dulge in lavish and ruinous expenditure : but their

waste will be on costly entertainments, and osten-

tatious hos[)itality—the luxuries and fopperies of
dress and of equipage—in hunting, racing, and
gaming—and all other such transient and unpro-
ductive pleasures, v^diich leave behind no monu-
ment of their havinir existed—except in ruined es-

tates and impoverished heirs.

Under the opera'ion of our existing policy the
owner of a fiirm is discouraixed from making any i

improvement of a nature that will have its value
|

destroyed, or materially impaired, by the inevitable
division of the land. The consideration that in a !

few years probably his farm will be cut up, and
j

the value of his labors partially or totally destroy-

!
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ed, must affect all ids important plans. But on
an entailed tlirm, whether it contain 50 or 2000
acres, his judga^ent and li-elings would concur in

prompting a dillerent course, and the one most
advantageous to his country as well as to his suc-

cessors. Me would use no mendy temporary ex-
pedients. His improvements and the arrangement
of his farm would be iivlended to serve lor ages to

come. The durable lertilization of waste or bar-

ren fields, the erection of the most substantial

structures, the |)laiiting of live hedges, fruit

and timber trees, would be intended not only f()r

ills own benefit, but lor that of his latest poserity.

lie would be both stimulated to act, smd rewarded
lor it, by the belief that his works would last, and
his name be remembered with gratitude and hon-
or, for ages after liis bod}' had become dust.

CONSERVATOR.

For tlie Farmers' Register.

BELLS 0."V SHEEP SAVE THEM FROM DOGS.

jlindia Counttj, December 12, 183S.

On looking around our homes on the various
animals which man has domesticated and applied

to his profit or pleasure, we should find great diffi-

culty in dismissing any one from our service.

All, in their symmetrical relation and depen-
dence, seem necessary to the circle. It' called on
to relinquish one, its value, like that of departed
relations, friends and neighbors, would only tliei>

be justly appreciated-

Some could certainly be surrendered with lesa

inconvenience than others ; but should tlie sheep
be demanded, what would be our alarm ? The
loss of our commerce, or the subversion of our in-

stitutions, would scarcely be greater evils. Yet
how shameiully is this meek and defenceless friend

of our race, neglected in our country ?

Tinie, the mitigator in other cases of loss, eoidd
not bend us in acconmiodation to the circumstance.
No other animal yieldintr a similar fibre, so neces-

sary to our comfort and protection, afibrds it in

such quantii}', or is so much of the cosmopolite.

In some climates, the fleece might probably be sub-
stituted; but several regions, now the abode of
civilized man, would become depopulated.

It is prol)at)le our first parents levied their ear-

liest contributions on this interesting animai, after

their expulsion ii'om the abode of innocent de-
lights first assigned them. In the discord of ele-

ments and animals iolloudng the transgression,

naked, shivering man stood exposed to the first,

;uid our tinnd defenceless favorite, to the latter

—

each dependant on the other for protection. Hence,
probably, in sacred writings, the useful and inno-
cent lamb is made typical of the sure and only
hope of the Christian, and the golden fleece among
the meeds of highest achievements in profane
story.

The superiorify of one kind over another, is not
intended to be discussed. The variety of the spe-
cies is sufTtciently great to meet our varied objects.

Nor will the best method of rearing and kecriinn-

be detailed: ignorance on both branches fijrbids

the undertakinij. But, jinmanity, gratitude and
justice, demand that they be fed, sheltered and de-
fended against the lacerations and tortures of the
midnight marauders, both biped and quadruped

—
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the last beinof the particular object of this comnm-
nicalion.

For two years after it ber-ame my object to

raise a flock equal to our domestic demand for

wool,my stock raiher diminished than increased,

notvvitlistaiidinir addilions by purcliascs. Tliis

was ascertained to be ihe effect ot" nociurnal plun-

dering, or rather nujrderinirs. Never till tlien did

the atrocity of "siicep steaiino;" come home to my
business and bosom. As my homestead is on the
line of separation between the cultivated fields

and the standino; pasture, and the flock could seek
proteolion near the houses, it was surprising this

destruction could go on without detection in the

act. Some ol the culprits, however, fell undersuspi-
cion, and observation taugiit me they were shy,

shrinking li-om observation, easily alarmed, and in

pursuit; as voiceless as their victims. The con-
clusion was, that any noise miffht alarm the prowl-
er, and drive him from his purpose. Bells put in

motion by the flight of the flock, would probably
draw attenticn. With this view, bells of the

largest size suitable to the size of the animal, up
to the highest tone audible at some hundreds of

yards, were procured and fiistened about the necks
of ever}' sixth or eii^hth sheep, by means of strong
leathern collars. Nearly flve years have elapsed,

and up to this time, not one has been lost li-orn

this cause.

A neighbor who could not keep a flock before,

purchased a new stock, and adopted the same ex-

pedient, and has since suflered no loss, at the last

report.

To the lovers of good clothing as well as those

ol good mutton and music, a flock thus equipped,

s»ndinir firth the agreeable chime as they pour

rdonir to the welcome salt, or file oft' to the field or

fold, is no utiiriteresling spectacle.

This expedient may be no novelty—may be an
old thing, neglected lor its fi-ivolity. Yet the ra-

tionality of the plan, so usefully sustained by ex-

periment, is deemed worthy the sanction of my
proper name.

THOS. MEAUX.

DOUBTS OF THE VALUE OF SOME OF THE
OPIIN'IONS NOW CURRENT ON AGRICUL-
TURAL IMPROVEMENTS.

To tlie Editor of the Farmeis' Register.

, December 16, 1836.

Sir,—In a desultory course of reading, I re-

member a long time since, to have met with a
passage, in regard, I think, to Socrates, or if not

him, some other of the sages of Greece, who be-

ing appealed to by his disciples on a disputation

between them about "i/ic sovereign good,'''' (for in

those days they liad their (iivorite abstractions as

we have ours,) answered their inquiry by another,
"gor)(/ for v)hat .?" Though 1 do not remember in

wiial book I met with the passage, it has often oc-

curred to me as applicable to a multitude of con-
troversies that are carried on in our time, each of

the disputants contending lor some abstract doc-
trine, which in itself; is neither right nor wrong,
true nor false, but may be the one or the other, ac-
cording to circumstances. It would be an impro-

Eer use of your columns, to illustrate this position

y examples taken from other pursuits, but it may

not be amiss to give some relating to husbandry,
and I think, the question of Socrates, "good for

what ?" not inapplicable to several of your corres-

pondents, who have recommended different ap-
|)lications of aifricultural skill and labor, because
they have succeeded in other countries, or with

particular individuals here, or have taken sides as

to the preiiL-rence of one mode of husbandry to

another, not with retisrence to circumstances, but

in the abstract. I could reler to a large number of
instances among the communications published in

your Register, but will mention only a tew; per-

haps, you and your readers may justly think them
more tlian enough.
The culture of silk was a favorite object of at-

tention in Virginia, Georgia, and other parts of
our country, at a ver}^ early [icriod. The project

seems to have been lost sight of for very many
years, until lately, when it has been revived with
increased ardor, to the north as well as the south,

and has occupied no inconsiderable space in your
columns. In the numerous publications on the

subject that I have looked over, I do not remem-
ber to have met with one word of discouragement.
I should not feel disposed, were it in my power,
to discourage it altogether; but all will agree, that

the diflicuhies attending it, if any, should be f lirly

slated, and that those who engage in it, should be
enabled to act " undersiandingly.''''

Having paid some attention to this matter, I will

give you the result oi' my inquiries, and certainly

have no wish that my opinions should pass for

more than they may be (bund to be worth.

From all thai I have been able to learn, the silk

culture has never been carried on extensively and
with success in climates where the cold ol winter
is long or severe, or in countries that are not well

peopled, in China, the breeding of silk worms,
and the manufacture of silk, have been carried on
for thousands of years, and at this time, employ a
considerable part of the crowded population of
that immense empire. It has long since been

'

observed, and I believe, is undoubtedly true, that

no two distinct countries, in the same parallels of
latitude, resemble each other more in climate, than
China and the United States. In turning over the

pages of Staunton, Barrow, and other travellers in

China, I was struck with the circumstance, that

in going from north to south, they did not find the

cotton plant an object of cultivation, till they came
to about latitude 38, and then only on a small

scale, till they had gone some distance fiiriher

south; shewing a striking coincidence, in this re-

spect, between that climate and ours. The cul-

ture of silk, does not seem to have extended so liir

to the north, by several degrees of latitude. In

France, fi'om ail I can learn, and I have taken
some pains in the inquiry, it is not extended fur-

ther north than the banks of the Loire, though it

has been attempted in Normandy, and other more
northern parts of that country. In Italy, it is car-

ried on as well in the extensive valley of the Po,
as south of the Appenincs; but this fertile region

is fenced from wintry blasts by the lofty ramparts
of the Alps, for its whole length from east to west,

and its climate is much more temperate in winter
than ours, and the length of summer greater.

If a mild temperature were the only requisite to

preserve the life of the worm, this object might be

attained by artificial means, and with due atten-

tion, the proper warmth of the apartment in which
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they were hatched, might be-maintained through
the cold season, at the proper point, tliough not

without much care and cost; hut tlie worm cannot
exist wiiiiout Ibod as weil as warmth, antl a con-

stant supply ofgreeii leaves is ahsolutely necessriry

for its sustenance. Although attempts have been
made to subsiitute other vegetables, I believe none
have been lound to succeed on a large scale hut

the mulberry; some varieties of which are said to

be much preferable toothers. The mulberry being
a deciiluous tree, can afi'ord no sup|>ly oi' Ibod

durinflc the cold season, as indeed, is the case with
all other trees or plants, that have been recom-
mended as substitutes. It is true, that the insect

while in the egg;, or in the chrysalis state, does nol

consume any, and it may be possible to preserve

the eiigs unhatched during the winter in a north-

ern climate, and indeed, it must be so to a certain

deijree, or the cidture of silk would tail entirely in

Connecticut. But on the other hand, its want of

success in a sufficient degree to make it an object in

the south of Germany, the climate of'which is not

much colder than ours—in England, where it is

milder, and this with the advantage of direct en-

couragement from the public authorities, by high
premiums, &c. and in the more northern part oi

France, while it succeeds farther south^eads to a
strong, 1 may say a necessary presumption, that

silk cannot be produced as a general object of cul-

tivation in the northern states, or even so far north

as Viriiinia. You will readily suppose that these

views are not ori<rinal. If they were, their value

would be less. They are the result of intbrmation

that I have collected li'om various respectable

sources, and among others, from Young's Travels
\

in France, a work of great and acknowledged
merit, which is probably in your possession, or

witliin yoiH- reach. If not, you may find it re-

printed in Pinkerton's Voyages, &c. published by
subscription in Philadelphia, about 1811, in six

quarto volumes, of which there are many copies in

the country. In chapter 23rd, '• Of ike cidture of
silk in France,'''' Pinkinton, vol. 4, p. 569 to 580, are

notes on the cultivation of silk in difi'erent locali-

ties, generally in the south of France. The whole
might take up too much space in your Register,

but if you can find room for the passage " on Nor-
mandy,^'' in pages 571, 572, and for the latter part

of the chapter beginning at page 577, '' Langxie-
doc,''^ &c. both you and your readers will find a

detail of it in facts, I doubt not, an accurate one,

relating to this question, and a course of clear and
forcible argument that will deserve your conside-

ration, and I think, satisfy j^ou, that silk can never

become an object of general cultivation in Virgi-

nia. For myselfj I am fully persuaded, that it

would never answer on a large scale in our climate,

even if the wages of labor were not so high as

they now are, or are likely to be, for generations

to come. Still, it is probable, that in one state of
society, there are members of a large class of our
population that might be employed in this way,
without loss to the community, and with some ad-
vantage to themselves.

Throughout the continent of Europe, except
some of the richer countries, such as Holland, a
large proportion of the whole population is occu-
pied in the culture of the soil, 'i'iiis is more or

less the case in different parts of Ireland and Scot-
land, but not in England. On the other hand,
great numbers of females are engaged in English

manufactures. In this country, much field labor

is perf^jrmed by lemale slaves, but it is unknown
to white lemales from north to south. The won-
derlully rapid increase of our population, necessa-

"rily furnishes occupation to a great proportion of
them, but there are many of the middling and
pooi_er classes that want employment, while their

male con.nections arc laboriously engaged in pro-

viding the mem^.s of support for themselves and
their fanrilies. It is true, that a number of flimi-

lies are employed in manufactories, but they bear

a very small proportion to the whole, and we must
take into account the comparative cheapness of

manufiiciures produced by machinery, which has
greatly diminished the amnunt of domestic manu-
tactures, so that on the whole, there are not near
so many females employed in tliis way as ibrm-

erly.

It is neither to be expected nor desired, that the

wives and daughters of our more independent
classes of industrious men, who draw good in-

comes from their talents and application to busi-

ness, should lead a life of toil ; but if some new
and useful employment suited to females in more
limited circumstances, could be found I'brthe num-
bers among them whose time is' not taken up by
domestic concerns, it would add much to their real

comfort, and indeed, be a public benefit, greater, I

think, in the northern states, but not to be disre-

garded in the southern. None occurs to me, at

present, as being likely to answer this purpose
better, than the culture of silk, though, I believe,

the profit would be very moderate indeed— still it

would be preferable^to idleness. Occupation they
must have, and the munufacture of domestic
silks, is certainly better suited to them, than the

wearing of foreign, in visits or excursions more or

less expensive, far or near. It is but justice to

add my belief, that it is not I heir fault that they
cannot, at all times, find useful and suitable em
plovment.
These remarks having been drawn out to a

much greater length than I had thought of, when
I began them, it.might be better to stop here; but

I will venture to add a few words on a topic which
is thought a very important one, by many improv-
ing farmers throughout the United States—the im-
provement of our stock of cattle, by importations

li'orn the best Englisli breeds. It ceriainl}' de-

serves attention, but is, perhaps, of less conse-

quence in our southern grain and tobacco country,

than further north, or among our mountains.

Large sums have been expended in the importa-
tion of English cattle, and handsome profits have
been realized by sales of their produce. The pref-

erence, I believe, has settled down in favor of the

Durham short-horns ; the bulls of that stock, com
manding the highest prices in England. Much
has been urged in their favor, in print and in con-
versation, and they are always mentioned as being
emphatically a good breed ; but the question,
^'- good for whatV seems never to have occurred
among us in regard to them. Most, if not all

English writers on the subject speak highlv of
them, and among others, the last and probably
tie best work, the Treatise on. Cattle, published un-
der the direction of the Society lor the difi'usion of
Useful Knowledge—but never in the abstract.

They seem not to have gained a footing in the
highlands of Scotland, the mountains of Wales,
or the less fertile landa of these countries, nor
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indeed of England. On fertile soils, where cnttle !

are roared as well as liuiened for beef, I believe

they are pretty generally preferred ; but the very

ex<ens;ive rich pastures that are devoted to the fat-

lening of cattle only, are niO?t commonly stocked

by smaller and cheaper breeds- drawn from Scot-

land, Vv^ales, and those districts in England, where
the pastures being thinner, are beiter adapted to

breedinir, than faiteniiig.

The Durham short-horns crow to a large size

in a short tinic^ latien kindly, and yield more milk
than niost other breeds, though it is admitted to he

rather thin iti (juality; but the small proportion of

bone to flesh, an advantage with the butcher, ren-

ders them too heavy and inactive for the j^oke. I

have heard it asserted that they thrive on our
pastures, but think this jiiust be a mistake.- Like
other animals, they must require Ibod in propor-

tion to their bulk, and a large short-horned ox or

eow, toilinii: through a hot da}^, over a wide extent

of thin pasture groumls, for a scanty sl;; plj- of in'-

diflerent grass, x^'ould sadly disappoint any san-

guine expectations Ironi them. To [)asturc them
on the single crop of clover admitted into our
seourtjing rotation of grain crops in rapid succes-

sion, would be contrary to one of our canons of
agrictjliure, and I believe, you and j'our correspon-

dents will generally agree, would within a short

period, reduce a soil not highly fertile to a caput

morluum.
Experience and observation have long since

shown, that the native breed of cattle in every
country, are accommodated in size, to the climate

and supply of food. Those of our lower country,

though verj^ small, are often remari<ably well

formed
; and by careful selection, and a better sup-

ply of food, in winter as Avell as summer, we might
in time obtain a native breed, little, if at all infe-

rior for our purposes, to any we could get from Eu-
rope. You will not understand me as objecting

wholly to this favorite English race. In various
parts of the United States there are rich pastures
to which they may be very well suited, and even
among us, a slight infusion of blood from cattle

so handsomely formed, might add something to the

beauty of our stock, and at all events, lead us into

the habit of bestowing on them, and by decrees
on our native breed, more care and attention than
unfortunately it receives fi-om us at present.

Permit me to add a "few more last loords,'''' on
the question, "good for what?"' as applicable to a
very important object of our husbandry. The
four-shift rotation, of two crops of wheat, a crop
of corn, and one of clover, in four years, has not

only been recommended by the example of some
of our most successful cultivators of rich soils,

but is proposed as a model for general imitation.

With good cultivation, and good manatjt^ment of
manures, &c. it may succeed on such lands

—

but if applied throufjh the whole, or even the

greater part of our wheat lands of a medium
quality, both the crops and soil would be in a

rapid course of decline. Indeed, I am by no
naeans sure that this process is not going on at

this time, on a very lartje proportion of our wheat
soils. That this errain is L'enerally put in, harvest-

ed, and prr-pnrod fir market, better ihati formerly,

I have no doubl, and I third? it equally clear, that

plaster and clover with proper manatrement, tend

ranch to the improvement of soil ; but I cannot
conceive the possibility of keeping up by this

means the fertility of land, not of the first quality,

from which three exhausting crops of grain are

taken in a (bur-years' rotation. These crops would
reduce the soil faster than the clover and plastt r

could restore it, and it could on'y be kept in heart

by good supplies of- manure, which the land itself

cou'd not furnish. This system then, can only suc-

ceed in a ffcneral way, by setting apart a portion

of the land !br pasturage, and keeping as good a
stock of catde. as can well he maintained throrgh
the winter, and thus providing a good supply of
manure. If marl or, lime is within reacii, the
task is much easier : less animal manure will be
necessary, though I have no idea that it could be
wholly dispensed with, and a larger proportion of
the. land may be kept under the plough. My ob-

jection is not to the fbr,r-shifi course in itself", but
to the attempt, vain and visionary as it seems to

me, to carry it on successfully, without plentiful

sup.plies of manure. These can only be obtained
by good stocks of cattle; and agreeinir v.'ith the

advocates of the system, that the arable lands
should be subjected as little as possible to the tootli

and the hooij the necessity for separate pasture
lands seems unquestionable. I do not enter into

the question, whether the four-shift system, with
these limitations, be preferable to any other: very
probably it may, on huids of a good quality. On
middling or inferiorsoils, it might answer by throw-
in<r out for pasture a part of the arable lands, and
taking pasture arrounds into the rotation finm time
to time ; or if the pasture lands are not suited to

the place, it niiuht be best to keep the same lands

always in rotation of arable crops, or in pasture.

Neither the four-shift system nor any other plan

of husbandry is good in the abstract. The ques-

tion always recurs

—

''good for ivhaiV
These leiTiiirks are freely sidmiitied to your con-

sideration and censure, and those of your readers.

They are iiastily made, though I have reflected

maturely on the subjects to which they relate. If

they draw no attention, 1 am content: and if they

are thought worthy of any notice, I trust, that

though they may not themselves convey any use-

ful information, they may lead to it.

With my best wishes for continued success in

your usefial labors,

I am, respectfully, yours,

BENGAL INDIGO. REMARKS OK CALCAREOUS
MANURES.

To the Editor of the Farmeis' Register.

Burlington County, N. J., Dec. 15, 1836.

A friend of mine, who returned last year from

India, where he has been engaged lor a nimiberof

vears in the cultivation of the indigo plant, and in its

manufiicturr, has brought with him a large quan-

tity ot the seed of that valuable plant of the true

Bensral species, and he desires me to say to jou,

that if any of vour correspondents would take the

trouble, the Inliowinir season, to test the pnictica-

hilitvof i's culture in your climate, he will fiiruard

to _v"ou lor distrihutiiin, to any port you will name,
to "which vessels sail from Pliiladelj hia, a box of

the seed cuntainincp about five bushels. He has

several other boxes of similar contents, which he
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would send furlher south, if a disposition is shown
to enija^c in the ciiliiire. His direclions lor the
culture are very simple. It is iisualiy sown hroj'.d-

cas!, but it may, perhaps, be belter cuhivalcd in

drills about two and a balf/eet apart, by those who
would bestow a little' extra pains. The proper
time for sowing would be, in ihis-countrv, almuf
the usnal time f>f" plantiuir eorn. It will jirow
well on light sandy lands, that arc suitable f<ir the
cuiiivation of rye. The 2;round may be rich, if

it is intended for seed the first year, but for manu-
fiicluring into indiijo, the stalK's ^n rich (ground

contain too much gelaiine, which is a serious de-
triment, both to the process of manufacturinif, and
to the quality of the article. In India, it furnishes

two culliuiis in the season; here, probably, but

one could be raised. It is cut when about one-
fourth of the blossoms have unfolded, and will re-

quire the same precautions in the curing, as clover

hay, and in every respect, the same management.
A simple extract from the green or dried planr,

makes a very permanent dye, when set with alum
;

hence it may prov^e of value to those planters who
manufiicture any kind of clothing for their families.

Mr. Haines, tlie gentleman alluded to, is so c-nfi-

dent of its success, even in this latitude, (N. J.),

that he intends to superintend the cultivation and
manufacture of a considerable quantity the next
season, and if he shoidd succeed, hopes to be able

to re supply himself with seed liom the south. He
is firmly convinced, that with the means within

the reach of southern planters, indigo may be
made to rival any of their staple productions in

value, particularly on lanils which are too much
exhausted for the cultivation of cotton or tobacco.

His choice of land here is the pine region, wdiich I

suppose to be very similar to that of the south.

Accept my sincere thanks for the copy of j'our

invaluable "Essay on Calcareous Manures."' It

has been my text book in mv fiirming operations

since I first met with it. We have been using
marl (green sand) here for many years, and Time
very fi-eely for the last ten years ; but I must freely

acknowledge that I have been working in the dark
untU I adopted your excellent theory, as the basis

of my operations with those valuable materials

—

and yet my library is not, deficient in standard ag-
ricidtural works and periodicals. In looking over
your third volume, a ,^evv days ago, I v^'as induced
to make the Ibllowing entry in my note book. You
will do me a great favor hy rej)lyiiig to it in the
Resister, as soon as convenient. " I observe -in

some remarks appended to an article- from Sin-
clair's Code of Agriculture on ' Bones as a manure,
and on the use of sea shells, shell mar|, and coral,

for the same beneficial purposes;' in the third

volumeofRufRn's Farmers' Reiiisier, at paf>-6 600,
the editor objects to the author's ascrihina equal vir-

tues to pounded oyster shells as to pounded bones,
as a manure, and gives as a reason thjif oystershells
are entirely composed of carbonate of lime, except
a very small portion of gelatinous animal matter.
Now, I should like to know, from the worthy edi-

tor, how he reconciles this opinion with his expe-
riment on fresh water nniscle shel's, di-^solved in a
weak mixture of muriatic acid and water, (Kssay
on Calcareous Manures, pages 30 and 31.) or
whether the experiment will not show tlie same
result with oyster shells— fur on the streno-ili of
this ex|)erime!it, without having heard of ground
oyster bIicHs having been used, (though I have

since read of Mr. Coke's and other experiments,)
I liad determined to erect a -mill lor breaking them
by horse power, after the manner of the old fash-

ioned bark-mills, i;:~:-
'

!

*'"- laiinrrs."-

[For want of space and tiaio, in closing this No.,

we must postpone for the n^xt publicalion, the re-

marks \\ hich the foregoing letter calls for.]

From tlio Columbia (S. C.) Telescope.

TF.rnUTC TO THE KORTII.

J3y Senator Preston.

Mr. PresJon, in his speech concerninj; the rail

road, on Monday iasr, (Irew a very strikinnr con-
trast between the diflerence of diaracter^of the
people of the northern and southern parts of the
Union, and ihe consequently opposite condition of
the countries that they iidiabil.

He said, that no southern man can journe)^ (as
he had lately done,) through the northern states,

and witness the prosperity, the industry, the pub-
lic sfiirit, which ihey exhibit—the sedulous culti-

vation of all those arts by which life is rendered
comlbriable and respectable— without (eelinus of
deep sadness and shan:e, as he remembers his
own neglected and desolate home. There, no
dwelling is to be seen abandoned, no farm uncul-
tivated, no man idle, no waterfall, even, unemploj^-
"(\. E\ er\- person and every thiiig perlurms a part
towards the grand result, and the whole land is

covered with lertile fields, with manuliictures, and
canals, and rail roads, and public edifices, and
towns and cities. Along the route of the great
New York Carial, (that glorious monument of the
glorious memory of De Witt Clinton) a canal, a
rail road, and a turnpike, are to be seen in the
width of perhaps a hundred yards, each of them
crowded with travel, or overflowing with com-
merce. Thoughout their course-, lands ihat be-
fore their ccrnstruction would scarcely command
five dollars the acre, now sell for fitly, seventy-
five, or a hundred. Passing along it, you see no
space of three miles without a. town or village,

and you are never out the sound of the church
bell.

We of the south are mistaken in the character
of these people, when we think of them only as
pedlers in horn flints and bark nutmegs. Their
energy and enterprise are directed to all objects,

great and small, within their reach. At the fall

of a scanty rivulet they set up their little manu-
factory of vvooden buttons and combs—they plant

a barren hill-side with broom corn, and make il

into brooms at the bottom—and on its top they
erect a windmill. Thus at a single stop you may
see the air, ihe earth and the water, all working
for them. But at the same time the ocean is

whitened to its extremities with the sails of their

ships, and the land is covered with their works of

art and usefiilness.

Massachiisetis is perhaps the most flourishing

of the northern states. Yet of natural produc-
tions she exports but two articles—granite find

ice. Absolutely no; hinii; but rncA: one/ ?ce .' Every
thing else of her commerce, flom which she de-

rives so much, is artificial—the work of her own
hands.
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All this is done, in a region with a bleak climate

and steril soil, by the energy and intelligence of

the people. Each man knows the pulilic good is

his individual advantage. The number ot' rail

roads and other modes of expeditious intercommu-
nication, kails the wliole country into a closely

compacted mass, liirough which the productions

of commerce and of the press, the comforts of

life, and the means of knowledge, are universally

diii'used ; while the close intercourse of travel and
business makes all men neighbors, and promotes

common interest and common sympathy. In a
community thus connected, a single flash ot't bought
pervades the whole and, almost as rapidly as

thought itself can fly. The population becomes
as it were, a single set of muscles, animated by
one heart, and directed by a common sensorium.

How different the condition of things in the

south ! Here the face of the country wears the

aspect of premature old age and decay. No im-

provement is seen going on—nothing is done for

posterity—no man thinks of anything beyond the

present moment. Our lands are yearly tasked to

their utmost capacity of production, and when ex-

hausted, are abandoned " for the youthful west.

Because Nature has been prodigal to us, .we seem
to think it unnecessary to do any thing for our-

selves. The industry and skill that have conver-

ted the inclement and barren hills of New Eng-
land into a garden, in the genial climate and fer-

tile soil of the souih would create almost a para-

dise. Our natural advantages are among the

greatest wiih which Providence has blessed man-
kind, but we lack the spirit to enjoy and improi^
them. The rich ore is beneath our feet, yei; we
dig not for it. The golden fruit hangs from the

bough, and we lift not our hands to gather it.

The cask of delicious liquor is before our eyes,

but we are too lazy even to broach it. In think-

ing, in writing, and in talking, we are equal to

any people on the face of the earth—but we do
nothing but think, write and talk.

From tlie Soutliern Asriculturist.

ON THK MAKAGEMEKT OF NEGROES.

[Concluded from page 495.]

&c.

Having laid down some rules for preserving

cleanliness among negroes, and attending to their

diet, I proceed next, to the regulation of their

morals and habits.

As soon as the negro is convinced that cleanli-

ness adds to his comlbrt and ease, at home, he
will unconciously practice the same, in discha.ig-

ing all his master's work. The slave, who has
liis head combed, and his face washed, and his

clothes cleaned, will seldom be found neglecting

his work in the field, or scratching his head, as is

too often the case, when he should be at his task.

Niceness and exactness in discharging his duties,

will imperceptibly creep into all his habits.

Order.

To observe order in all things, is a precept of
Solomon; and the planter who will cause his ne-

groes to adhere to this wise admonition, will live

an easy and agreeable Hie throughout the year. I

have seen a certain planter, who always has liis

negroes at work: they are never idle ; and yet, he
is always behind the seasons. Now, this arises

from the non-observance of order. If he would
only cause his negroes to do every thing as the
time, the place, and the circumstance demanded,
every thing would be done right, and he would
get along well. Preserve order yourself, in all

your actions, and your neiiroes will imitate you.
For instance, if you ride by a fence tliat has been
broken down, and you have a boy with you, make
him stop and repair it; if you have no boy, get
down, and do it yourself. Let every negro about

J on, and on your plantation, be made to observe
this. I niake it an offence, severely punishable,
for any of my slaves to pass by any thing out of
repair, without either stopping to put it to rights,

oi- informing the proper person whose business it

is to do so. One rail supplied, when the fence
demands it, will save a supply of perhaps twenty
or thirty, a week afterwards. J have seen ne-
groes pass over bridges which had great holes in

them, fifty times, and never take the trouble to

mend them, when one log of wood could easily

have done so. If negroes of mine did the like,

be they male or female, if they were old enough
to have discretion, I would punish thein for the
negligence. Let it not be said that such exactness
is severe. Practice makes such things easy to

the slaves, and they find it mi.ch better for their

owm comfort in the long run. The master should
make it his business to show his slaves, that the

advancement of his individual interest, is at the

same time an advancement of theirs. Once they
i'eei this, it will' require but little compulsion to

make them act as becomes them.

Morals.

The planter should endeavor, as much as pos-
sible, to make his negroes adhere to moral rules.

I know that to lay down any general code for them
is idle. But then, a few particular rules may be
strictly attended to. Among these, I particularly

enjoin upon my slaves, the observance of their

marrage contracts. In no instance do I suffer

any of them to violate these ties—except where
[ would consider myself justified in doing so. In-

dependently of the excellence of such an institu-

tion itsel.fj it has the additional advantage of keep-
ing j'our negres at home.

If there be a church in the vicinity of the plant-

er's residence, he should oblige all of his negroes
to attend it, at least once a day. This has an ex-
cellent effect. Most negroes take Sunday as their

day of visiting; and it not unli'equently happens,
that they do more mischief on that day, by col-

leagueing themselves, than on any other. Now,
the attendance upon church permits them to meet
their relatives and friends there, and, at the same
time, keeps them out of all mischief. It is rarely

that any one can attend a house of religious wor-
ship without gainmgsome wholesome information.

And the slave will generally learn, at such places,

the re.isons which sanction the master to exact of

him his respective duties.

Upon their return fi"om church, I generally em-
ploy them in regaling themselves in different

iiealthlid and innocent amasements—such as will

tend to keep ihem in good spirits with each other.

I know that some persons will object to this, as a
desecration of the sabbath; but, for my own part,
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1 cannot be persuaded that God's holy laws are

violated in the innoc^ent recreations ol" l\is crea-

tures. But no more of this at present.

I have now, Mr. i'idilor, coiiclutled my notions

upon the mana<fement of nej^roes. I feel that I

];av3 said (iir less than the importance of the sub-

ject demands: but I hope that the little I have
said, and tlie very imperfect manner in which it

has been said, may induce others to give their no-
tions likewise. We live by example, and, let me
adil, that much which is borrowed in this way, is

imtnt'nsttly valuable. That every planter may
recollect this, and that we may all do more than
we have done, is the earnest wish of

A PLANTER.

For tlie Farmers' Register.

CO.-MJIEUCIAL llEPORT.

The extreme punctuality with which your Re-
gister is issued, caused my last communication to

be too late for your Deeeiriber number^ and as

what it contained applies in some degree to the

present slate of affairs, a part of it may be em-
braced in the present report.

The cry of "scarcity of mone3-," which has re-

sounded lor several months at New York, is now
heard in almost every direction throughout this

country, and is even echoed back (i-om England.
The commercial relations which exist between the
two countries, are so intimate and extensive, that

whatever affects the one, is soon felt by the other.

The change made by us in the relative value of
gold and silver, causing im[)ortalions of the Ibrmer,

has created an alarm in England, and induced
counteracting measures on the part of her monied
institutions. The high rates of interest current in

New York, (1^ to 2| per cent, per month,) tended
to attract capital lioin other quarters. Large
amounts of American stocks were sent to Europe
lor sale, and the great demand lor ftioney on Ameri-
can bills, &c. created some alarm in London, where
the rate of interest advanced li'om 3 per cent, per
annum, to 5 and 6. The mere assertion, that

money is scarce, tends to verify itself. Monied
men are induced to withhold it, or to ask more for

the use of it. I do not intend, however, to enter

into any argument on the subject, but merely to

state the fact, that a severe money pressure exists

in the mercantile communfty generally, from which
the commercial towns in Viiginia are not exempt..
The best paper cannot be readily discounted. Spe-
cie is drawn by one bank from another, and thus

kept in transit, at an expense, but without benefit

to either party. With a larger amount of specie

in the country, than at any Ibrmer period, there is

less facility in the transaction of business, than
heretofore.

Remittances cannot now be made from one part

of the Union to another, unless at a great differ-

ence in exchange. As much as 3 or 4 per cent,

exclusive of interest, being paid at New York, to

negotiate bills on Virginia, and 5 to 6 per cent, on
Mobile and New Orleans. Our internal exchanges
are again totally deranged—the traveller li-om one
part of the union to another, finds no currency
which will pay his way throughout. Gold is not
to be had, silver is too cumbrous, and local bank
notes change their value according to distance, and
to the tariffs of brokers.

Through the medium of foreign bills, a system
of usury has been introduced in the larger cities,

in which it is suspected that some hauKs, and even
of those which are patronized by the government,
par!ici|;ate. Bills on England, which are current

at 8 or 9 percent, premium, fur cash, are sold at

12, 1-5, IS, even 20 per cent, on time, exclusive of
interest—the same bills are probably thrown into

market and sold at 8 or 9 per cent, lor money.
The distribution of the enormous amount of sur-

plus revenue, (to be taken fi-om an accumulation
of nearly fifty millions of dollars,) is looked to as a
source of relief, a cessaiion of speculations in

lanils, in city lots, or in cities to be founded, will

doubtless tend also to relax the pressure.

The preceding remarks were im^de last month,
and although it is stated from high authority, that

the rates at which infernal exchanges have been
negotiateil, previously to the passage of the depo-
slte act of last session, were generally below the
rates charged during the existence of the United
States' Bank, the experience of those who have
had to make such negotiations, does not confirm
•this statement; on the contrary, it is well known
to those who have had to translin- funds from one
part of the union to another, that it has been at-

tended with great difficulty, and sometimes consi-

derable expense.
The causes of existing difficulties and derange-

ments may bef")und in an exposition from another
source highly intelligent and more experienced,

than perhaps, an}' other, on the subject of financial

arrangements and exchanges.
The crop of cotton in the United States is vari-

ously estinmted at 1,500,000, 1,550,000, and even
as high as 1,600,000 bales. Should the lowest

number be realized, it is not reasonable to expect
that present prices can be iTiainlained. During
the month of November, the price declined in Pe-
tersburg, from 17J to 16 cents ; and in the early

part of this month, it was fijrther reduced to 15^
for the best; but the planters having withheld their

crops from market, a temporary advance to 16

cents was gradually attained. Tiie demand has
consequently abated, and a decline will probably

ensue, unless the home demand shall require all

that is brought to market. No advices have been
received from Europe, later than 26th October,

and shippers are entirely in the dark as to the state

of markets there.

The low stage of the rivers in Alabama has
prevented supplies reaching Mobile; but in the

aggregate receipts at the various markets in the

United States, there is already an increase of
•50,000 bales, on those of December last.

Until within the last few weeks, the arrivals of

grain from Europe were very considerable, but no
statement has yet been published, to show the

quantity. The profits to the importers were ge-
nerally large; particularly on rye, which has been
sold in some instances at (bur or five times the

first cost in Germany or Russia. The quality of
the grain is good, and the condition much better

than could be expected, after being so long kept
and subjected to repeated shipments. The ports

from which the principal supplies are obtained will

be closed by ice until the spring, and as it is

thought that the wants of Europe will require all

the grain which remains there, no decline in price

can be expected in this country until after the next
harvest. Wheat, of fair to good quality, com-
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manJs §2 to §2 25i'-t?. per bnshel-^FIour, BIO to

^12— Iriilian Com, 75 lo bO cts.—Pork, ^-^^ to

^9 pf^rlOO 11)3.

Tobucco decline;! very consiJera'oIy last, monlh,
anil s:i!es of olJ were made at a reduced price of

|- to i on tlie prices which it commanded a (ew
months previously. The sales in Novemher, were
at ^2 to -93 53 or 87, embracing; very inferior to

good and fine. x\lt!ioii<r!i the now crop i.* sup-

posed to be very abundant, yet the supply during

the present month has been tnadetjuute, to the

wants of our own manulliclurers, (who prei'er it to

the old,) and the price has advanced. LuG'scom-
mand $2 53 to ^5, and leal ,$5 50 to ^S—but

these prices do not include fine qualities, none be-

ing yet brought lo market.

The value of all descriptions of stocks has
been very variable in the norlhern cities, and gen-
erally low. In Viruinia they have not been sub-
ject to similar fliicluaiions, and considering the

scarcity of money, command good prices.

The line of rail roads in conned ion wii.h those

already completed, li'om Raleigh to the Potomac,
are in rapid progress. One from Petersburg to

City Point is about to be comnjenced. and exer-

tions are makinir to commence one frou) Weldon
and Gaston to Danville and Evansham, one from
Petersburg towards Farmville and Lvnchburg,
and one from Richmond to Lyncliburg; but it is

not reasonable lo expect that all these projects

will succeed. Anoliier very important one is pro-

posed from Lyntdiburgto the Tennessee line. For
ihe exten.sive operations of the Jaaaes River and
Kanawha Company, I can only relerto theoificial

report lately 'published.

Applications are before the legislature for the

establishment ofseveral banks, the want of which,

is annually the more felt in consequence of the

larije investment of capital in manulaciuring es-

tablishments, and works of internal miprovement.
Another lari^e cotton mill, (the Etiricks,) has

been erected in ihe vieiinly of Petersburg. The
stock for one other, (the Mechanics,) has been
subscribed and a third is about to be undertaken—
all within a short distance of the existing esiab-

lishments. Extensive iron founderies and me-
chanic shops are also erected at Richmond and
Petersburg, which will soon be in operation.

The enterprising citizens of Danville and Mil-
ton on the Roanoke are also erecting cotton nulls,

and several similar establishments have been and
are about to be erected in North Carolina. So
th-at in the course of a few years, nearly the whok
crop of cotton in Virginia and North Carolina will

be required by the mills in those states—a very
desirable result ,for giving employment to our
while population.

It is hoped that the culture of silk will soon be
introduced as alibrding a useful and profitable oc-

cupation to the numerous hands, whose labor is

now ineflicienti
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220 lbs. butter, at 25 cents, 55 00
400 gallons milk, at 25 cents, 100 00

ashes, hen-iioiise, larni, pen and
stable manure, 200 00

Birth or 3 slaves, at ^100 each, 300> 00
24 young hogs, tor pork, in 1836, at

$X 24 00
9 young sheen, at -tjl 75, 14 00
3 calves, at i^S, 9 00

Negroes' Credits.

7i bbls. corn, at ^o, -937 50
Blade fodder, top fodder and

shucks, 3 50
150 head cabbage, at 6 cents, 9 00
6 doz. cucinnbers, at 25 cents, 1 50
6 doz. symlins, at 25 cents, 1 50
3 bushels potatoes, at Ijjlj 3 00
1 do. onions, 1 00

100 melons, at 12^- cents, 12 50
Red pepper, gouber peas, and

grass nuts, 2 50
Pumpkins and broom-corn, 2 50

4 bushels walnuts, 2 00
Trapping 3 doz. hares, at 12^

cents,
" 4 50

6 white oak baskets, 3 00
Making and mending shoes for

neighbors slaves, 5 00
2 bbls. percimmon beer, at 124

cents per gallon, " 9 00
6 foot-mats, at 37^ cents, 2 25—100 25

©3,500 31

Some of the above credits are guessed at, and
the prices also, but they are not far from a correct

estimate. It may be said, that I have credited the

farm with many articles necessary for its support:

be it so—my object in making this communication,
is to give a full and fair statement of every thing

made, grown or manufactured, without taking
into account the expenses incurred, and given to

the public for what it is worth. It may, perhaps,
rouse and stimulate those who cultivate poor
farms to more active exertion; for 1 do contend,

that industrious, enterprising agriculturalists on
old farms in eastern Virginia, will do better for

themselves, their families, and the community in

general, by remaining at home and improving
their lands, than they couk) possibly do by emi-
grating to the south-west, and incurring the ex-
pense of clearing the forest, opening and improv-
ing fiirms, planting orchards, building houses, and
forming new acquaintances and friends. This,
however, is seldom regarded, we have but few
Virginians at this time that \oye home ; they see

a great opening before them, extending beyond Vir-

ginia to the Rocky Mountains, and they are anx-
ious to be atnong the first to fill it up.

You, sir, have done much tor the Old Dominion,
and much remains for you to do. 1 feel disposed
to call loudly on all the Agricultural Societies of
Virginia, and the literary and enlightened part of
the state, to give some assistance to your labori-

ous undertaking. We are about forming a club
of some 12 or 15 gentlemen, whose duty it shall

be to furnish an agricultural communication fi)r

the " Farmers' Register" every month, or oflener,

it we find it convenient; and, we Jiope, genllemen

from other counties will come to the same deter-

mination, and fill up the Register with useful agri-

cultural matter. I wish that I was an industrious

fi:U-mer, instead of a lazy M. D. I should take

great pleasure in writing and sending on agricul-

tural commimicationsfbrthe "Farmers' Register,"

but I have been too negligent in my profession,

and have ploughed the old farm up and dovvu-hill

so long, that its soil has followed the plough fur-

row, branches and creeks, until it has in all proba-

bility reached the Atlantic, leaving me in my 52nd
year, to renovate the sub-soil, and instead of writ-

ing in my parlour for j^our periodical, have still to

labor hard to make up for mis-spent tinje.

Give me leave to say, that the literary and ag-
licultural departments of the "Farmers' Regis-
ter," require some attention; there is still room
for improvement. __The editorial department, [

think, very good—but the literary department par-

ticularly, does not blaze forth with such scintilla-

tions as miijht have been expected from such re-

sources. I do not wish you to understand by this

remark, that j'ou have not done your duty ably

and fiiuthfully ; but w^here is * * * * —and * * * *

es(]uires—the Hon. * * * *—the Hon. * * *

—

Judires * * *—* * *—* * * and * * * M.D. and a
hundred other literary gentlemen in Virginia? I

wish to see the "Farmers' Register" Travelling

fiu- beyond the agricultural limits of Virginia, and
in order to do this, you must give it more sail and
ballast. A gallant streamer bearing the horn of
plenty, filled with the agricultural products of our
highly ftivored land, should be seen waving on its

mast, with you sir, a thirty-six pounder on its

deck, to fire the grand salute. It is an excellent

farming repository, containing many valuable agri-

cultural disquisitions, and nothing is now required,

but to enlist the services of the literary sons of the

Old Dominion, in order to extend its influence, not

only throughout the Urdted States, but the whole
civilized world, and "make two ears of corn, or

two blades of grass, to grow upon a spot of ground
where only one grew before." galek.

[The foregoing estimate of products we think much
too high—but shall not offer corrections.

The initials which our correspondent had given

above, of sundry distinguished Hterary gentlemen

of Virginia, we have chosen to leave out, but will

answer his inquiry with regard to them. The first

mentioned, is a true, friend and efficient aid to the

Farmers' Register—often a contributor to its pages,

(though less often than would be desirable,) but is to

be generally condemned (like our present corres-

pondent, Galen,) for using fictitious signatures, and

thereby lessening the value of all communications of

matters of fact, or of opiiuon resting on experience of

other facts. One other, only, of the distinguished gen-

tlemen designated above, is a subscriber to tliis journal,

who has punctually paid his money for it, but has

never furnished any other aid. As to the others

—

among them there is not one who subscribes for,

writes for, or (so far as we know,) reads the Register,

or cares whether it stands or falls. A very few of the

distinguished men of Virginia have been contributors,

and most valued contributors to this journal—but to

not one who was deeply engaged in party politics, or

holding political or judicial office, has this journal
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been indebted for even one line—and scarcely for very-

little other than the pecuniary support furnished in the

few subscriptions. . We are very little indebted to

either the agricultural knowledge or zeal, the literary

attainments, or to the public spirit and patriotism of

either our public or our great men : yet probably, there

is not one among them, who. if asked his o])inion,

would not readily testify in favor of the value of this

journal, to agriculture and the commonwealth, and the

high importance of its being well sustained.

In reply to another remark—it is readily admitted

that this journal has not, nor was it ever designed 4o

have, any pretension to 'be a specimen of belles letires.

Fine writing is highly to be prized, as an attractive

garb for solid and valuable matter. But the substance

is of so much more importance to an agricultural

journal, than the form, that the latter, however beau-

tiful, if the principal merit, would be deemed by us as'

very worthless. Yet th&re are very many who can

state valuable facts, and furnish excellent matter for

instruction, who would be altogether deterred from the

attempt, if their communications were to be estimated

by the standard of literary merit.]

PLASTER OF PARIS OPT MARLED LAND

—

GREEN SAND.

To the Editor of tlie Farmers' Register.

December 18, 18S6.

When I commencecHhrminfr, some j'ears a<^o,

I began to use plaster ot" Paris and clover; but

finding several beds of marl, which I soon worked
to a considerable extent, I discontinued the use of
plaster. This was done the more readily, because
my experiments had not satisfied me of its efficacy

;

and I considered the marl, which rende/ed certain

a moderate crop of clover on almost any land, a

substitute for the plaster. Last spring, Mr. C. of

S., riding with me over my fields, remarked that

the clover was unusually well set, but that the

crop was too light. This I ascribed to the coldness
of the season, and the want of strength in the

land ; but when told that it had not been pkustered,

he attributed it to that cause, and s'rongly urged
me to have it done immediately. Rather at his

instance, than from anj'' exneclatioii of benefit

from it, 1 ordered some ground plaster from Hax-
alTs mills, and had fifteen or eighteen acres of
clover, of one years growth, sown with it at the

rate of about three pecks to the acre—but I re-

garded the experiment with so little interest, that

I did not visit the place again till after harvest,

and then for the purpose of" marking the spots

whereniannre would be required beliire the land

was fallowed for wheat. I soon came to a place

where the clover was inferior to the rest of the

crop, but to my surprise, I found it continued so

througli the whole leng-th of the bed. Passing on
further, I o1)served the same was the case with
another bed, and tlien I recollected the plaster.

Some six or eight bed^ which bj' my directions

had been left out when tlie plaster was sown, were
most conspicuously inferior to the rest. On them
the clover was small and yellow, while that which
had been plastered, was fresh and green, and
vigorous, and seemed to have taken a second
growth. The crop there, was more than twice as

heavy as on the beds which had not been sown
with plaster. I never saw an experiujont that
was more convincing. It is enliiled to the more
weight, because it was made by one who did not
anticipate such an ef]ect,and its result l()rce(l itself

on his attention at a time when it was not directed

to the experiment. The plaster was sown about
the-last of May. Its eflTect woidd probably have
been much greater, had it been sown in April, and
in a larger quantity to the acre. The difierence in

the crop of clover w^as such as to pay for the plas-

ter five times over.

The land had been marled with 600 or 800
bushels to the acre, some j^ears before.

It is late in the day to be attesting the virtue of
plaster of Paris, but I cotnmunicatc my experi-
ment, because it was made in conjunction with
marl ; and on land, level, grey, and inclining to

sandy, to which plaster has not been supposed to

be favorably adapted. Iticrcdulity is much more
easily removed by our own personal observation,

than by the reports of others ; but if this shall in-

duce any one similarly situated to nuike the same
experiment, he will find it much to his advantage.

In the last number of the fJegister, j-ou express
some doubts concerning green sand. Professor

Rogers founrl it in all my beds of marl, but much
more abundant in some than in otliers. The
marl in which it most abounds, has enriched the

land to which I have applied it, far more than that

which contains less of it-^so that I have no doubt
its superior efficacy is'bvv^ing to its containing a
greater portion of green sand.

In your "Essaj^ on Calcareous Glanures," you
mention the advantageous use ofplaster on marled
land and my fads are another evrdi^nce of the cor-

rectness of your work—to wliicli my experience
furnishes no exception.

W.

[Our correspondent was miitaken as to the nature

of our doubts regarding green sand. We entertain no

question that it is a useful manure, in most, if not in

all cases, in conjunction with marl or lime—but we
doubt its usefulness on an acid soil, -without calcareous

matter—its permanency—its supposed superior value

under any circumstances to calcareous manures—and

we more than doubt its virtue being owing, as supposed

by Professor Rogers, to the action of the potash con-

tained. in green sand.

The testimon}'' from this source to the correctness of

the important doctrine first maintained in the Essay on

Ctilcareous Manures, of marling causing gypsum to be

active as manure, on soils where itiiad no effect before

marling, is a powerful support—and as gratifying to

the author, as our correspondent's further testimony in

favor of the correctness of all the other novel views

there presented and maintained.]

RAIL ROAD ACROSS THE ir.THHirS OF PANA-
MA,

Col. Charles Biddie, a citizen of the U. States,

in conjunction wi'h a iexv ca[ italists in this coun-
try, have obtained a contract for a rail road across

the Isthmus of Panama, which promises, if com-
pleted, to he of immense importance to our com-
merce, and to (lie whole u'orld. It must become,
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in a few years, the highway of nations lothe'Pa-

cific Ocean, and will enable our whaling phips to

make their return every .six rnonihs. instead oi

three years, as well as save a dangerous voyage
around Cape Horn.

From the Gardener's Magazine.

WOTES ON THE FOREST SCENERY IN NORTH
AIM ERICA.

Made by 3Ir. James JSPNab of the Botanic Garden,
J'Jdiiiburgh, and Air. R. Brown, late of Perth,

during a jotirney taken for the express purpose

of observing the characters of trees' in their natu-

ral woods.

Every individual who has been accustomed,

during his lionie travels, to pay any attention to

the fbrast scenery in his native country, must be

astonished at the great difference which a foreign

land presents.

In tropical regions, the whole aspect of a coun-

try is changed by the total alteration in habit, and
the luxuriancy of the forests, compared with those

seen in temperaie climates.

In North America, the forest scenecy is sublime,

and upon a very extensive scale." When looked

upon by the inexperienced observer, it may not

seem to aflbrd forms difierent from what he has
been accustomed to witness in other countries;

but the practical eye must at once perceivethe
wonderful difference of form which the American
trees present.

Before lauding upon the shores at New York,
the head-lands aftpear to the stranger from the old

countrj', of a very dark and dismal hue, from the

quantity of pines and red cedars (Juniperus Vir-

giniana) which seem to be the chief inhabitants

of the soils around: but on landing, the whole
city and neigliborhood seems like a vast garden,

from the number of beautiful trees, which either

grow spontaneously, or have been introduced into

the avenues of the city, from more southern climes.

It is here, that the observing stranger is first im-

pres.sed with the great divers'ty oi' form, and the

variety of foliage furnished by American trees:

but it is not to be expected that, throughout the

country, this diversity of form is every where to

be seen. It is much the contrary. Near the

large cities none of the natural forests remain, nor

can they be expected, till we penetrate beyond the

reach of internal communication of rivers and
lakes: for the demand of wood, as fuel and other-

wise, in the neighborhood of such places is very
great.

About Hoboken, in New Jersey, many very
ornamental forest trees of great size are seen, and
frequently covered to the summit with wild vines.

Of these the Plantalls occldentalis (button-wood
or false sycamore,) Lirv dendron tuiipifera, (white
wood or tulip tree,) Liquidamber styrar.ijlua, (sweet
gum,) with some splendid oaks, chestnuts, limes,

and honey \oci\s\s, ( G'leditschia iriacanihos,) nrc

pre-eminent. There are also many mairnificent
Catalpa frees ( Catalpa syringifolia,) with a great
numberof fine old weeping willows and Lombardy
poplars. These last appear to be universul favor-

ites, for they ore every where to be seen, and nre

indeed almost the only exotic forest tn-es which
the Americans think of planting. The Lombardy

poplars, from their great abundance, give to a
j)lace a very curious^ but by no means a picturesque

appearance.
All over the northern parts of New Jersey, the

soil is good, and the vegetation very various. In
the southern parts, however, the soils are poor,

and" covered chiefly with pines, red cedars, and
scrub oaks. The swampy grounds abound with
white cedars, ( Cupressus thyoides,) and around
the borders oi' ihe swamps, \he Magnolia glauca,

Kalnua laiifolia, Rhododendron maxinuini, with

many other varieties of Azalea viscosa, Aniirome-
das, &c. are seen in great abundance.

Proceeding from New York by steam boat up
the Hudson river, towards Albany, the scenery is

romantic and varied, both Irorn the irregularity of

surface, and from theornamental natureofthe trees,

which in many parts grace its banks. Leaving
the city upon our right, we dash along as it' on the

surface of a lake, no outlet being seen, f'om the

innumerable twists and turns which the river takes.

The banks, for many miles up, are covered with

brushwood, the larger trees having been mostly

cut down. On the left, which is the New Jersey

side, the land for many miles is very bold, having
shelving rocks, towering three hundred feet above
the river, and clothed with red cedars.

At Tappan Sea, twenty-five miles up, the river

attains considerable breadth. On the right, the

land is laid out in fields for the cultivation of grain.

Many apple and pear orchards are mingleci with

these fields, and produce a curious effect from the

trees being placed at regular distances, and hav-
ing large tufted round toi'S.

Passing JVest Point, fifty miles from New York,
the scenery assumes quite a Highland appear-

ance: the hills are seen elevated high above the

waters, and their round snnmiits densely studded
with cedars ; two miles further up, the sceneiy is

changed from a highland to that of a lowland
description ; and many cultivated farms are again
seen extending back into the country on both

sides. On the most worthless spots by the river

side, for the last forty miles, red cedars were pre-

dominent; and where soil existed in any quantity,

oaks were interspersed.

About Hampton, sixty-seven miles up, we got>

into a great limestone country, and the change
from the d\irk hue of the red cedar, to the fine

lively green of the Arborvitfe, ( Thuja Occidenta-

lis.) is at once the most striking. These trees are

self-sown over the surliice of the rocks and along
the water edge ; in general, they are finely shaped
pyramidal specimens, varying from one to twenty
feet in height.

At Poughkeepsie, still further up on the right,

a difference begins to show itself, the ground, be-

ing now ornamented with a few exotic trees, or

mixed with indigenous ones, are seen the Hunting-
don and weeping willows, with Lombardy pop-

lars; all much planted by the proprietors, both by
the water's edge, and interspersed amongst the

native woods. ^

Passing Hyde Park to Rhinbach, the same spirit

f()r planting a few ornamental trees, seems to have
prevailed : and among them were catalpas, which
at this season of the year (July,) presented an
interesting appearance, from the quantity of flow-

ers which they displayed.

Here lor the first time, the Catskill Mountains
are seen towering high upon the left at a great
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distiince. They are evidently wooded to the sum-
mit. Continuing onwards, on both sides, many
beautiful residences are pai=sed ; and thecuhivated

liUhl extends, wiih well defined edu'cs, to the river,

till wiihin a mile of Albany, where the river geAs

inui-h broken vvilh island?, and th.e banks become
low, but not desiitute of that shade, which is .so

characierisiic of American scenerv.

Between Albany and Lake Chaniplain, the

ground in <r''neral is in an excellent slate of culti-

vation ; and t)eing well watered, is rendered, in

con8e(]uence, an aii;reeable situation lor the settler.

There it was that we first caught a sio-ht of the

j^hiea CanadennTS, (hemlock spruce,) and the loi'ty

white-bark American elms, in native stations.

Entering another steam boat upon Lake Cham-
plain, from the westward, the course is winding

and narrowed. The woods on both sides, tor the

first sixteen miles, are various, the principal trees

being the wild cherry, (Pnnius virginica,) elms,

walnut, sugar maples, with the aspen poplar,

( Pnpnhis Iremulnides.) The rocky grounds again

abound in arborvitse. After having (airly entered

upon the expanse of the lake, the ap|>earanee of

the lofty white or Weymouth pine, (Pinusstro-
bus,) towering above the deciduous trees, on rising

grounds at the base of the hills, ofa dark aspect,

nearly destitute of branches was remarkable.
About IJssex, half way alonii, the lake widens

much, and all at once the wooded rocky land by
the wafer's edire, is changed for a rich liirtile coun-

try. The dilferent farms having their fields laid

ofl" in squares, and a large orchard attached to

each, render this trnct, with its natural beauties

verj'^ agreeable. The soil around seemed a light

rosy-colored clay, and the wood on the lower
grounds was not very plentiful, but Jhe rising

grounds behind were densely studded withscragg}'
pines.

On reaching St. John's, the northern extremity
of LakeChainplain, tjie forests presented the same
appearance as they did vvhere we first entered

upon the Lake, with the addition of the jJbies bal-

sajnea, (or balm of Gilead fir,) and the sugar ma-
ple, which is here in greater quantities, and larger

than we had hitlierto seen. Notwithstandmg the

great mutilation which the trees are subjected to

in early spring, for their juices in the manufacture
ol sugar, they appear all in the most perfect state

of health.

Passing onwards to Lapraire, on the St. Law-
rence river, the only tree observed of any interest,

and deserving of notice, was the Canoe birch

(Betnla papyracea.)

Several dense masses of these trees occupied
the lower ground: but from their closeness, none
had attained a great size. Till reaching this

point, birches were by no means plentiful.

From the Soutliern Agriculturist.

ON GRASSES FOR SOUTH CAROLINA.

Columbia, S. C, Oct. 28, 1836.

Dear Sir,—Having been long deeply sensible

of the importance of a successful cultivation of

the grasses in our state, I have applied my atten-

tion to that subject, with some considerable assidu-

ity and care, for several years past ; and am sor-

ry to say, I have not as yet met with that encour-

agement I had very earnestly hoped for, and had
anticipated. Nevertheless, I am not so much
discouriiged as to deter me fi-om further trials;

nor do I, in the least, despair of ultimate and
complete success, if the experiments should be

persevered in, with an assiduity and a sound dis-

criminating judgment, commensurate, in any mo-
derate degree, with the vast in)portance of the

object. "Every planter and farmer is fully sensilile

of the prodigious disadvantages under which he
labors, fi-om the want of rich and abundant pas-

turage and Torage grasses. He cultivates richly

renumerating staple productions, and receives

very handsome annual incomes of money : but,

from the steril fiice of the country, as regards

the grasses and forage, he finds his income una-
voidably and deeply encroached upon and drain-

ed, by the annual purchase of mules, horses, pork,

and beef. In tact, he finds his seemingly lucra-

tive employment rather a tantalizing fiction than
a substantial reality. Indeed, it has been assert-

ed, by some of the profoundest writers on agricul-

ture, and I am inclined to believe, with much
truth, ''that no country was ever known to be
really and permanently flourishmg, that was des-

titute of rich and succulent grasses."

That South Carolina is incapable of producing
a rich supply of the grasses, it would be absurd
to suppose. I remember the time myself, when
almost the whole surface of th.e soil, especially in

the upper country, was a rich natural meadow,
of the most succulent ami niitritious herbage and
grasses : and a soil so fertile as her's is, in the
production of other valuable articles, it would be
preposterous to conclude, is sleril in the grasses.

The truth is, we forget that every climate and soil

has its own peculiar adaptations to certain vege-
t;d)le productions ; and not less so to certain spe-

cies of grasses than to any thing else. That our
climate is too hot and arid for the grasses, is a
mere chimerical assumption. We know that the
richest pasture lands in the world are found be-
tween the tropics ; and the species of grasses
which luxuriate there, would at once dwindle and
fail in a hiiih northern latitude, as certainly as the
northern kind do at the south. Our error, hereto-

tofore, has manifestly lain in seeking our grass
seeds in climates entirely too cold. We have per-

sisted m endeavoring to force the culture of the

northern grasses in our southern climate, instead

of seekini; them amongst the indigenous and suc-

culent kinds in our own soil, and elsewhere still

turther south. It would be absurd to attempt to

force the culture of clover and blue grass in the

island of Jamaica ; but the Guinea-grass, first in-

troduced by accident from Afi-ica, luxuriates there

in a most extraordinary manner, and has proved
to be a mine of wealth to that people. In like

manner, we have no reason to despair, that with
a proper spirit of enterprise and perseverance, we
may yet succeed in finding some species of the
grasses, that may flourish and revel in Carolina,

equal to the clover and timothy of the northern
states, or the Guinea-grass of Jamaica.
And althouo'h it is to be feared that many spe-

cies of the native sfrasses best adapted to our soil,

liave become extinct by our negligence, yet per-
haps it is not the case with all of them. And, by
diligent observation, perchance, a solitary, vigo-

rous, and succulent tussock may be found in some
unfrequented nook, or perhaps in more exposed
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situations, which, upon trial, may prove equal to

our most paiiguine wishes. Witness, the Gama-
grass, which is a native in almost every part ol

the Plate, and which gives a more flattering pro-

mise than any other that has ever been tried
;
yet

this grass had never commanded the slightest at-

tention unlil very recently. There may he other

kinds, still superior to this, which we are treading

under foot every day without notice; and which,

if brought in cultiva'ion, miaht cause our land to

teem Vv'iih animal life, and difiisse an aggregate of

prosperity, wealth and human enjoyment, of

which, at present, we hardly have a conception.

But if there are nonesuch here, let us not despair:

let every o.ne exert hin>self to introduce seeds

from elsewhere. The innumerable species oi

grass and forag;e plants growing upon our luxuri-

ant prairies of the south and west, are all,^ as yet,

untried. And South America, lor aught we know,
may be producing grasses, that, if introduced

here, might clothe our fields spontaneously with

an inexhausfihle aljundance of the richest pas-

turage and forage. But to accomplish this desira-

ble object, requires the united exertions (»f every

citizen. There must be a widely diirused anxiety

/or et1(3cting the object, and a pcrvadinrr spirit of

emulation every where, belbre we ought to look

ibr success in the pursuit. A single individual, it

is true, might pcrcliance hit at once upon the very

grass best adapted to our climate and soil, but it

would be more an accident than any thing else
;

but if thousands were engaged in similar experi-

ments at the same time, they could hardly long
fail of success. In hopes therefore, of giving

fsome stinuilus to the laudable underiakinfj, I have
been induced to offer you this brief communica-
tion ; and although I have not n)uch else than an
account of failures to present to you. j'et I con-

ceive even these are~ not without their utility.

They may serve to prevent others from repeat inn

the same experiments, and thereby save them
from disappointments and loss of time, whilst they

may at once direct their attention, and make their

attem|)ts, in some other untried direction. Let no
one be deterred ii'om the undertaking, from a fear

of the expense, or a loss of labor that it may re-

quire. One peck of seed is sufTiciently ample for

the experiment, and the labor bestowed in sowing
a peck of seed is, comparatively, nothing. Ex-
periments upon the small scale are every way to

be recommended : the37 cost but little, and are quite

sufRinent fijr showinir the result of the inquiry in

hand. A careful observer may perceive, almost
at a glance, after his plant gets into growth,
whether it is congenially located, or not. If its

adaptations are complete, it will at once throw
out unequivocal evidence oj' the fl^ct. It will, for

the most part, exhibit vigorous habits, and \v\l\

not di'oop or fade for sliixht and trifling causes.

On the contrary, a plant unconiTenially located,

will early exiiibit a delicate appearance, and will

languish and droop fi'om causes slightly adverse to

it : and a peck of seed, with due attention, is quite

as sufficient for ascerlainintr the adaptation of the
plant to its soil, as many bushels would be.

I have made two trials to cultivate the red clo-

ver. One of them was made in 181G, on rich river

land in Richland district. It was sowed in Feb-
ruary, without oats, and, at the same time, was
applied one bushel of cyppnnn to the acre. It

came up well, and flourished until the oats were

cut off; but there came a drought in July and
August, in which it nearly all perished. I again
tried it in 1832, with orchard grass, on fresh and
soiTiewhat clayey and fertile highland, in Fairfield

district; and, although I applied manure some-
what liberally, and a bushel of gyjsum to the
acre, it did not flourish so as to make it an object
to cultivate it, either for forage or as a green ma-
nure. Clover, 1 think, requires carbonate of lime,
as well as gypsum, in the soil. In February 1SS2,
I sowed down lour acres of orchard grass seed
(^Daciylis Glnmeraia) on high fresh land. This
soil was somewhat clayey, and natural!}^ fertile,

with a good deal of small hornblende and feldspar

stones in it. I had left the lofty oaks standing
upon it, about one hundred or a hundred and fifty

feet apart ; two bushels of my fine clean seed
were put upon an acre with some red clover seed
and oafs— it came up very finely, apd flourished

until June, when we had a drought with great
heat ; the grass began to turn yellow in patches
on the poor spots, when gypsum was applied at

the rate of one bushel to the acre, this caused an
immediate change in the prass— it became iireen

and went on growing finely : in August it made
an effort to seed, but they became blasted and
fitded. During seeding time, the grass fiided and
declinerl, but_ii1 September it began to spring
again, and grew unlil January, when it stopped
growing, but continued green underneath all win-
ter. Early in March, 1833, it began to srow
again, and flourished in an encouraging manner;
in the \vinter, it received a pretty liberal supply of
cotton-seed manure, and in June, it got a bushel
of gypsum to the acre : it would b.ave afibrdcd

rich pasturage during this spring, but being anx-
ious to make seed, it was reserved lor that pur-

pose. In July and August, it mtule auain another
effort to seed, but the heads all blasted, the grass

again partially died down; but in September it

sprung up and held on the same course as of the

year before.

Early in March 1834, it was ready for pastur-

ing and fifteen mules were pastured on it every
night, and every Sunday, until the latter part of
July; it bore tlie pasturing admirably well, and
was of the most substantial benefit to the mules,
who would recruit on it in a short time. The
mules, were again pastured on it in the autumn.
Early in March, 1835, it was again ready Ibr the

mules; it had received another coat of cotton-seed
manure in the winter, and grew vigorously ; it

was of equal service to animals Ibis year, as it

was during the last; but in August and Sejitx^m-

ber, it manifested a disposition to die out and 'o

become thin on the ground. In the spring of

1836 (this year,) it bad so died out as to furnish

no valuable pasturage, so that I consider it has
run its course, and is a fiulure. For it must be
kept m mind, that a grass which requires cultiva-

tion with a plough or hoe, or a grass that requires

very frequent sowing, which will not make seed,

and where seed is costly, as this seed is, cannot be
cvdlivated (o profit with ms. It is worth remark-
ing, that this grass", in very rich spots, grew most
luxuriantlj-, to the length of eight and ten feet;

and that it grew every wliit as well under the

shade of the oaks, up to close around the foot of

the trunks, as any where else.

In February, 1834, I sowed, broad-cast, a lot of

high land, inclined to be sand}', with the tall mea-
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dovv oat ffrass seed, (^Avena Elatior.') The lot

was hi<2;hly manured, and the gass came up and
looked o-reen and vigorous ; but ^vlicii the heats

ot' summer came upon it, it began to die out, and
by the month of September there was scarcely a
plant of it to be (bund.

In February of the same year, (1834,) I sowed
a lot of" herds-grass, or red top (^sJrgasiis vulgaris,^

on rich river bottom land, inclining to be siili'. and
dry enough for the culture of corn ; the grass

came up well, and continued green all the year,

but never rose six inches above the ground, and
in the second year had nearly disappeared.

In February of the same 3'ear, (1834,) I sowed
a lot down with fiirze grass, on the same kind of

river bottom as tlie last. It came up well, and
continued green all the year, but never grew
more tiian six or eight inches high ; and in the

second year had nearly disappeared.

In February of the same year, (1834,) I sowed
a lot down with the seed of green sward, (^Poa

viridis,') on the same kind of river bottom as the

two last. It came up well and flourished. It

keeps green all the year, and what is important, it

keeps its verdure and continues to grow, apparent-

ly, as well in the winter as in the warm season. It

is naturally a short grass, and with me it is not

more than two or three inches in length : it grows
very thick on the ground, and is a fine soft grass.

It promises to occupy the ground in a very dura-

ble manner, as it now has as firm a hold of the

lot as it had the first year. And although it

would not warrant the employment of valuable

planting lands in this grass, yet I cannot but think

if the waste stiff bottotn lands on our rivers were
put down in it, it would be found extremely valu-

able lor sheep pastures. It has every appearance
of being most peculiarly adapted to that animal,

and particularly for winter pasturage. I have se-

veral lots of Leersia Oryzoides on rich boggy
grounds, which some years will yield spontaneous-
ly heavy returns of excellent ha}:. It is an excel-

lent grass, and grows extremely thick and rank on
[wet] land, with a season exactly adapted to it ; but

it requires a very moist soil, which, in a wet year,

as the present has been, becomes too wet to make
the hay ; and if it should be a much' dryer soil, it

vvill fail entirely in a dry season. This uncertain-

ty, of course; detracts from its value ; neverthe-
less, it is still a valuable grass, and those who
have soils adapted to it would do well to culti-

vate it.

I have reserved an account of the Gama-grass
for the last, although iti the order of time it was
one of my early experiments. I have done so,

because it has flattered me with a much better

prospect of success than any other grass, and
therefore I have more to say on the subject. In
the summer of 1832, 1 collected, with ditRcuity, as

much Gama-grass seed as would plant a small lot.

It was planted in December, (in drills eighteen
inches apart,) of that year, on a sandy l«t, pretty

highly manured. It came up in the April fbllowino;,

and grew ofT flourishingly, which it has continued
to do ever since. Being desirous of incrcasinij

my seed, I have reserved it to the present time for

that purpose, and have neither fed it down nor cut

it, except some small parcels, which I cut to as-

certain how It would be eaten by the horses and
mules, both by way of soiling and in the form of

hay ; which experiments have been fully satisliic-

tory : as I have stood by, and have seen the horses,

with sweet corn blades and Gama-grass ha}' be-

fore them, eat of each, without discrimination or

preference tor either—partaking first of one, and
then of the other. They eat it greedily also in

the withered stale, by way of what is termed soil-

ing. The grass on this plot grows with prodi-

gious luxuriousness, the blades getting the length

(jf ten and twelve feet, and forming a sward on
the ground, as it bends down and settles, of the

depth of eighteen or twenty-four inches. I have
been sedulously engaged in collecting seeds from
this lot, and from other sources, for which I have
paid twenty-five cents a quart, or ten dollars per

bushel, until I have now a lot of three or four

acres on rich alluvial bottom lands. The grass

here is luxuriant and fine, and next year I expect
to reap a most abundant harvest fi-om it. It has
been apprehended by some, that this grass is too

coarse to be eaten by horses and mules ; but I am
fully persuaded, indeed convinced, that this is a
groundless apprehension. My own limited trials,

and authenticated trials fi-om various quarters, all

concur to show, that these animals not only eat it,

but they eat it with avidity. It is true it may be
left to stand without cutting, until it gets too old

and tough ; but there is no necessity for this. Its

growth is so rapid that it may be cut every monthj
and even at shorter intervals fi-om April until frost,

of a length of from twelve to twenty-four inches.

When in this young state, it is as succulent, ten-

der and nutritious, as any grass I ever saw.
The only objection I know of to this grass, or

rather the only difficulty attending its culture,

(for, in fact, I know of no objection to it,) is the

difficulty and tardiness of propagating it. It yields

seed in abundance, but still they are scarce, and
what is likely to keep them so, is the singular man-
ner in which the seeds mature : they form in a
spike at the top of a tall seed stalk, and mature
only one seed at a time. Its maturity is readily

known by its dark chocolate color, but if not gath-
ered at once, it is apt to be lost. The seed seldom
adheres to the spike after maturity longer than
thirty-six or forty-eight hours, and when it falls, it

is concealed in so dense a sward that it is utterly

useless to look after it. Of course the collection

ofthe seeds is a most tedious process, requiring the
daily attendance of hands for several weeks ; and
although the mature seeds vegetate with sufficient

certainty, if planted in November or December,
yet from the carelessness of the collectors, and es-

pecially when collected for sale, many unripe seeds

are sure to be gathered, which renders their vege-
tation very precarious. This circumstance will

doubtless retard its extension and ra[)id propaga-
tion, but I feel confident, it vvill inevitably work its

way, and ultimately be found on every plantation,

and then will be esteemed as second only to the

richest staple production in the state. Besides its

abundant yield, and its nutritious qualities, it has
some certain habitudes peculiar to itself alone,

which recommend its culture. In the first place,

such is its special adaptations to our climate and
soil, it revels with luxuriance on sandy pine lands,

on stiff lands, and light lands, on the rich alluvial

soil of the river bottoms, and on the highest and
dryest soils, and on the moist lands of the water
courses. I have never seen it growing on boggy
lands, but I have seen it on the sides of creeks

where it was sufiject to be overflowed by every
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fl-eshet, and there it grows so rank and vigorous,

as to show that it delights in those inundatioiif--.

Again, it is not only perennial, but it fbrni;^ larger

and sironger roots every J'eur, and grows ranker

and stronger, and the period at which it may die

out is entirely unknown. But, forming a conjec-

ture (i-om such circumstances as are known, it is,

doubtless, a plant of many years duration. In-

deed, so stroiig a possession does it take of the

land, that afierfive years ijrowth it will be imprac-

tica.ble to reclaim the land tl'om it, but b}' the mat-
tock and grubbing hoe. No plough in this coun-

try can do any thing with it. These are rare

habits of the plant, and will strike every one as

rendering it invaluable; for no crass will be Ibund

profitable which requires much pains to cultivate

it, and keep it set upon the lands. And moreover,

if the seeds could once be had cheaply and abun-
dantly, it could not fail to prove one of the most
powerful restorers and fertilizers of our exhausted
fields and hill-sides, that has ever b.een tried;;

When once well set, all washing of the land

would be at an end ; and if sufi'ered to o-row uncut
and unfed for four or five years, to shade the land

in summer, and to spread its own substance on
the land to rot in winter, it could not fail to make
the poorest exhausted old field extremely rich.

It would require labor to grub up the roots and re-

claim the land ; but when done, the roots alone

would give a rich supply of manure.
I have given 3-ou these facts from the record, as

I have kept a book, in which 1 have carelully

written the dates, circumstances, and results of
every experiment I have made. Although appa-
rerilly unimportant, the communication of tliem

may nevertheless, perchance, be productive of

some good ; and, if I should live, I may, at a fu-

ture lime, trouble you with soiije flirlher commu-
nications.

JAMES DAVIS, M. D.

From the Gardener's Magazine.

HORSE CHESTNUT.

The following iTiethod of propagating this beau-

tiful tree was communicateii for the N. E. Farm-
er, vol. vii. p. 102, by Hon. O. Fiske, of Worces-
ter.

For some 3'ears I took various means to obtain

the vegetation of this nut, but without success.

The last parcel I planted without eflect I emptied

on the grass until I was ready to institute some
other scientific process. In planting then) I acci-

denlally and very fortunately left one. It was in

leaf when 1 first disco\?ered it. By a careful re-

moval to a favorable soil it has become a fine bear-

ing tree. All the rest perished as heretofore.

Since this discovery I have not found the least dif-

ficulty. I endeavor to imitate nature in her plant-

ing the seeds of the forest.

Soon after the nuts are gathered, not allowing
them to become dry, I make a slight excavation

by the side of some bank in my garden, and
spread them in, levelling them nearly with the sur-

face. Care should be taken to lay the side from
whence the root issues next to the earth. This
posture gives the root a more speedy access to

nourishment, and fiicilitates the exit of the stem.

I then cover them with leaves or some ligiii rub-

bish, and replace as much earth as is necessary to

keep the covering in place. By the time the

ground is ready to receive them in the spring, I

find them sprouted without the loss of one in a
hundred. To disengage them from the earth,

after removing the covering I pass a siable-lbrk

under the mass, and genily pry them up, taking
out the nuts singly and carelully, lo prevent break-

ing the long tender root, and transplant them in

trenches. In this process I make the holes

with a trowel deeper than the extent of the root.

Afler partially filling them with light earth, I

dra,w up the nut to within about an inch of the

surface, leaving it just buried beneath it. I gene-
rally take them up the second year and cut ofl'the

tap roof, that they may he removed vviih more
ease and salety when large enough to be trans-

planted from the nursery.

Thi^ tree is peculiar in its process, taxing the

patience o\' the cullivator in its early stages. The
annual growth is finished about the last of June,
when other trees are in their most vigorous pro-

tjress. In the fifth season the stature is dou-
bled. At this period it grows with the vigor and
rapidity of other trees.

From tlie Village Record.

STRAWBERRIES.

I have been intiuced to make the present com-
munication, from having been informed by a
j'oung man from near Salem, of the management
of a bed in his liither's garden, which he planted

about twenty years ago, and which still continues

very productive. It contains about two square
perches, and the present season twenty quarts

were gathered in a morning, and strawberries

measuring three inches and three-fourths round,

were fi'equenily found. The manner in which
this bed has been managed, and made so produc-
tive, is, as soon as the tiiiit is all gathered, mow
the vines close off, and cover the bed four or five

inches with rotten wood, drawn fiesh li-om the

land, where old logs have been left to decay.

The strawbejry vines will shoot through this co-

vering and there will be no farther labor necessary

but to keep (he running vines cut off, to prevent

their taking root; twelve inches square was the

distance at which the plants of the above de-

scribed bed were planted.

Fxtract from Miscelhmea Curiosa, ptiblislied in 1707.

Clayton's letters FRoai Virginia, in 1688.

j^ Letter from Mr. John Clayton Rector of
Cnftun at IVakrfield in Yorkshire, to the Roy-
al Society, May 12, 1688, given an account oj

several nbservables in Virginia, and in his voy-

age thither, more particularly concerning the

air-

Having oflientimes been urged to give an ac-

count of Virginia by several of the worthy
members of the Royal Society, I cannot but, as

ihr forth as I am able, obey commands whereby
I'm so much iiouour'd, and show my respect by

my ready compliance ; tlio' I am so sensible of

my own weakness and incapacity lo answer your

expectations, that belbre-hand I must apologize
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for my self. And indeed by sea 1 lost, all my
books, chymical instruments, o;hisses and micro-

scopes, which rendered me uncapable of makinfr

those remarks and observations I had det^igiied:

they were all cast away in Captain Will's ship,

as they were to follow me; and Virginia beinw a
country where one cannot furnish one's self anjajn

with such thinirs, I was discouraj^ed fi'om making'
so diligent a scrutiny as olherivisc I nn'ght have
done, so that I took very (ew minutes down in

writing ; and therefore, since I have only my
memory to rely on, which too has the disatlvan-

tage of it's own weakness and of the distance of
two years since now I left the country, if future

relations shall in some small points make out my
mistake, I thought this requisite to justify my can-
dor; for I ever judg'd it villanous to impose in

matters of fact ; but descriptions of things that de-
pend on memory may be liable to mistakes, and
yet the sincerity of the person that delivers thera

intire. But hereof I shall be as cautious as possi-

ble, and shall rather wave some thinj^s Vv'hereof 1

have some doubts, and am uncapable now of sat-

isfying my self than in any sort presume too far.

The method I design is, first, to give an account
of the air, and all such observations as refer there-

to ; then of the water, the earth and soil ; the
birds, the beasts, the fishes, the plants, the insects;

and lastl}^, the present state of the inhabitants:
But at present I shall neither trouble you nor my
self with any more than an account of what re-

fers to the air alone, being conscious the honora-
ble society may receive such a glut with the im-
perltjciion of this, as to excuse me from a fitrlher

relation.

But before I begin, perhaps it rnay not be im-
pertinent to acquaint you with some thinirs that
happen'd in our voyage. VYe saii'd in the ship
Judith, Captain T'rmi commander : 'twas fly-boat
built, about 200 or 250 tuns ; she sprung a con-
siderable leak. When the captain had made
long and diligent search, had tried all methods
that sea-men use upon such occasions, or he could
think of; all in vain, and that the leak encreased,
he came pensively to consult me. Discoursing
with him about it, and understanding that the
ship was ceiled within, so that though the leak
might possibly be in the fore-part, it would fill the
whole cavity betwixt the ceiling and the planks,
and so run into the hold at all the crevices of the
ceiling up and down : I thereupon conceived, that
where it burst in betwixt the ceiling and the
planks, it must needs make some noise. He told

me, they had endeavored to find it out that way,
and according to custom had clapt cans to their

ears to hear with ; but the working of the ship,

the tackle and the sea, made such a noise, that

they could discover nothing thereby, i happilv
bethought my self of the speaking trumpet ; and
having one which 1 had contrived for some other
conveniences, of a differing shape from the com-
mon sorts, I bid him take it and apply the broad
end to the side of the ship, the narrow end to his

ear, and it would encrease his hearing as much as
it augmented the voice the other way, and would
ward the ear too from the confusion of foreign
noise. Upon the first application, accordingly
they heard it, tho' it happened to be at a consider-
able distance ; and when they removed the trum-
pet nigher, they heard it as if it had been the current
of a mighty river, even so distinctly, as to have
Vol. lV-74

apprehensions of the bigness and figure of the
hole that the water came in at; so "that c>itting

tliere the ceiling of the ship, they immediately
stopt the leak.

In the sea I saw many little thinirs which the

seamen call carvels ; they are like a jelly or starch

that is made with a cast of blue in it ; they swim
like a small sheep's bladderabove the water: down-
wards there are long fibrous strings, some where-
of I have found near a half a yard louiT. This I

take to be a sort of sea plant, and the strings, its

roots growing in the sea, as duck-weed does in

ponds. It may be reckon'd among the potent ial

cauteries; for when we were one day becalni'd,

getting some to make ol)servations thereof, the

sportful people rub'd it on one anoiher's hanils and
fiices, and where it touch'd it would make it look
very red, and make it smart worse than a nettle,

in my return fi)r England we struck a hauksbill

turtle, in whose guts I found many of these car-

vels ; so that it's manifest they feed thereon.

'Tis commonly asserted by the seamen, that they
can srnell the pines at Virginia several leagues at

sea before they see land, but I could receive no
satisfaction as \o this point ; i could not discern any
such thing when at a moderate distance. I tear

much of this may be attributed to fiincy; for one
day there came three or four, fijif scent, to tell me
they were certain they smelt the pines; but it af-

terwards prov'd that we were at that time 200
leagues from the shoar, so that I was satisfied that

was therefore meer fancy. Indeed vve thought,
by the general accounts of the ship, that we had
been just on the coast, but all were deceived by a
current we met with, that at that time set about
south-east, or east-south-east, which when once
becalmed we tried thus : We hoised out a boat,

and took one of the scuttles that cover'd one of
tiie hatches of the ship, tying thereto a great

weight, and a strong long rope, we let it sink a
considerable depth, and then fastning it to the

boat, it serv'd as an anchor, that the boat could
not drive ; then with the glass and logg line we
found the current set, as 1 say, eastward, at the
rate of a mile and a half an hour. This current

is of mischevous consequence: it does not always
run one waj', but as it sets sometimes as we
proved easterly, so does it. as they say, set at

other times westerly, whereby many ships have
been lost ; for then the ships being before their

accounts, they ^'a\\ in with the land before they
are aware. Thus one year many ships were
lost on Cape Hattarasse, and thereabouts.

Of the Air.

The cape called Cape Henry, lies in 36^ of the

northern latitude. The air and temperature of the
seasons is much govern'd by winds in Virginia,

both as to heat and cold, driness and moisture,

whose variations being very notable, I the more
lamented the loss of my barometers and ther-

mometers, for considerable observations might be
made thereby, there being often great andsuddain
changes. The Nore and Note- West are very
nitrous and piercing, cold and clear, or else stormy.

The south-east and sou'h hazy and soultry hot.

Their v/inter is a fine clear air, and drv, which
renders it verj^ pleasant : Their fi'osts are short,

but sometimes very sharp, that it will ireeze the

rivers over three miles broad; nay, the Secretary

of State assured me, it had frozen clear over Po-
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tomack River, over against his house, where it is

near nine miles over: I have ohserved it fi'eezes

there the hardest, when from a moist south-east,

on a sudden the wind passing by the nore. a
nitrous sharp nore-west blows ; not with high
gusts, but with a cutting brislc air, and those soils

then that seem to be shelter'd Irom the wind, and
lie warm, where the air is most stagnant and
moist, are frozen the hardest, and seized the soon-

est, and there the fruits are more subject to blast

than where the air has a iree notion. Snow falls

sometmies in pretty (juantity, but rarely continues

there above a day or two: Their spring is about a
month earlier than in Ungland ; in jfpril they
have frequent rains, sometimes several short and
suddain gusts. lllay and Jane the heat en-
creases, and it is much like our summer, being
mitigated with gentle breezes that rise about 9 of

the ciocif, and decrease and incline as the sun
rises and f dls. July and ^4ugust those breezes

cease, and the air becomes stagnant, that the heat
is violent and troublesome. In September the

weather usually breaks, suddenly, and there falls

generally very considerable rains. When the

Aveather breaks, many fall sick, this being the time

of an endemical sickness, for seasonings, each-
exes, fluxes, scorbutical dropsies, gripes, or the

like, which I have attributed to this reason

:

that by the extraordinary heat the ferment of the

blood being raised too high, and the tone of the

stomach relaxed, when the weather breaks the

blood palls, and like over-fermented liquors is de-

pauperated, or turns eager and sharp, and there's

a crude digeston, whence the named distem|)ers

may be supposed to ensue. And for confirma-
tion, I have observed the carminative seeds, such
as warm, and whose oil sheaths the acid humours
that ever result from crude digestions. But de-

coctions that retain the tone of the stomach, as I

suppose, by the making the little glands in thetuni-

cles of the stomach squeeze out their juice, (for

what is bitter may be as well offensive to the sto-

mach, as to the palate) and then chalibiates that

raise the decayed ferment, are no bad practice; after

which, I conceive, armoniack spirits might be very
beneficial. Eut their doctors are so learned, that I

never met with any of them that understood what
armoniack spirits were : Two or three of them one
time ran me clear down by consent, that they w&xc
vomitive, and that they neverused any thing fbrthat

purpose but crocus metallorum ; which indeed
every house keeps ; and if their finger, as the say-
ing is, ake but, they immediately give three or

lour spoonfuls thereof; if this fail, they give him
a second dose, then perhaps purge them with 15

or 20 grains of the rosin of jalap, afterwards
sweat them with Venice treacle, powder af snake-
root, or Gascoiii's powder; and when these fail

condamalum est.' But to return. 'Tis wonderful
what influence the air has over men's bodies,

whereof I had my self sad assurances ; for tho' I

was in a very close warm room, where was a fire

constantly ke|)t, yet there was not the least alter-

ation or cliange, whereof I was not sensible when
I wassick of the gripes, of which distemper 1

may give a farther account in its propter place.
When a very ingenious gentlewoman was visited

with the same distemper, I had the opportunity of
making very considerable observations. I stood
at the window, and could view the clouds arise

:

For there small black fleeting clouds will anso,

and be ^swifdy carry'd cross the whole element;
and as these clouds arose, and came nigher, her
torments were encreased, which were grievous as

a laboring woman's ; there was not the least cloud

but lamentably affected her, and that at a consid-

erable distance ; but by her shrielvs it seemed
more or less, according to the bigness and near-

ness of the clouds. The thunder there is attend-

ed often with fiital circumstances : I was with my
Lord Howard of Effingham, the governor, when
they brought Avord that one Dr. j1. was killed

therewith, after this manner: He was smoaking a
pipe of tobacco, and looking out at his window
when he was struck dead, and immediately be-

came so stiff, that he did not fall, but stood lean-

ing in the window, v/ith the pipe in his mouth, in

the same posture he was in when struck. But
this I only deliver as report, tho' I heard the same
account from several, without any contradicting it.

These things are remarkable, that it generally

breaks in at the gable end of the houses, and
often kills persons in. or near the chimneys range,

darting most fiercely down the funnel of the chim-
ney, more especially if there be a fire, (I speak
here confusedly of thunder and lightning for

when they do any mischief, the crash and light-

ning are at the same instant, which must be from

the nearness of the cloud.) One time when the

thunder split the mast of a boat at James Town, I

saw it break fi'om the cloud, which it divided in

two, and seein'd as if it had shot them immedi-
ately a mile asunder, to the eye: It is dangerous

when it thunders standing in a narrow passage,

where there's a thorough i)assage, or in a roo*i be-

twixt two windows ; tho' several have been kill'd in

the open fields. 'Tis incredible to tell how it will

strike large oaks, shatter and shiver them, some-
times twisting round a tree, sometimes as if it struck

the tree backwards and forwards. I had noted a
fine spreading oak in James I'oivn Island: in the

morning I saw it fair and flourishing, in the even-

ing: I observed all the bark of the body of the tree,

as if it had been artificially peel'd off^was order-

ly spread round the tree, in a ring, whose semi-di-

ameter was four yards, the tree in the centre : all

the body of the tree was shaken and split, but its

boughs had all their bark on ; few leaves were

fallen, and those on the boughs as fresh as in the

morning, but gradually afterwards withered, as on
a tree that is fallen. I have seen several vast oaks

and other timber trees twisted, as if it had been a

small willow that a man had twisted with his

hand, which I could suppose had been done by
nothing but the thunder. I have been told by
very serious planters, that 30 or 40 years since,

when the country was not so open, the thunder

was more fierce, and that sometimes after violent

thunder and rain, the roads would seem to have

perfect casts of brimstone; and 'tis frequent after

much thunder and lightning for the air to have a

perfect sulpliurious smell. Durst I oiiisr my weak
reasons when I write to so great masters thereof)

I should here consider the nature of thunder, and
compare it with some sul[)hurious spirits which I

have drawn from c-als, that I could no way con-

dense, yet were inflammable; nay, would" burn

afier they passed through water, and that seem-

ingly fiercer, if they were not over-power'd there-

with. I have kept of this sj)irit a considerable

time in bladders; and tho' It appeared as if they

were only blown with air, yet if I let it forth, and
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fired it with a match or candle, it would continue

burning till ail were spent. It might be worthy
consideration likewise, whether those (i-ecjuent

thunders proceeded from the air's being more
stagnant, the motion ot^ the winds being imped-

ed "by the trees, or whether the motion of the

winds beingobstructed by them below, the motion

might not be more violent alolt ; and how liu* that

may promote inflammability, I'or slacks oi' hay or

corn that lerment with moisture, never burn, un-

less when brisk winds blow, that agitate unci Ian

the little lermcnting sparks, and oiten kindle them
into an actual fire. And observance of the me-
teors there might perhaps not be impertinent, as

both what are more nu'e, and what are more Ire-

quent, as of Gosimnre in great abundance, and of

those small cobwebs in a morning,^ which some
liave supposed to be meteors. Ignes fatui, tho'

there be many boggy swamps and marshes, are

seldom, if any are seen there. There be frequent

little sorts of whirl-winds, whose diameter may
be sometimes not past two or three yards, some-
times Ibrty, which whisking round in a circle, pass

along the earth, according to the motion of the

cloud, from Avhence they issue ; and as they pass

along with their gyrous or circular motion, they

carry aloft the dry leaves into the air, which lull

again often in places far remote. I have seen

them descend in a calm sun-shine day, as if they

had come from the heavens in great showers there-

of, so that all the elements seem'd filled therewith.

And I could perceive them to descend li'om on

high as far as I could possibly discern a leaf. I

remember a roguish expression of a seamen,

otherwise silly enough, who wondering thereat,

cry'd out, "Sure now His manifest there is a world

above .' and now with them 'tis the fall ot the

leaf." But to proceed, I thought this made it man-
ifest, wdience many preternatural showers have
happen'd. I remember at Sir Richard jJlhertoii's

in Lancashire, some i'ew years ago, there fell a

great number of the seeds of ivy-berries ; at first

we admir'd what they were, for they were co-

ver'd with a thin skin that was red, and resem-

bled the figure of a small wheat corn ; but after-

wards they iully maiiili?sted what they were ; for

many sprouted and took root. I suppose they

were carry'd aloft by some such whirl-wind, and
let fall there. I have purpos^.ly gone into the

))lace where t perceived this gust, which is noto-

rious enough by the noise it makes, with rattling

the leaves as it carries them aloft, and have found

a fine sharp breeze oi' wind.
[To be continued.]

From tlie New York Farmer.

MECHAIVICAL USES OF LIME.

Preparation of Quicklime.

Under the general name of limestones are com-
prehendeded all mineral substances which con-

tain not less than half iheir weight of carbonate

of lime. Quick lime is prepared from most of

these limestones, by calcination, and is character-

ized by the property of absorbing water with phe-
nomena of heat, an action which, if it also cause
the lime to fall to powder, is called slaking. Lime
prepared from difierent varieties of limestone has
different properties in this respect. In some cases

the action is rapid and violent, the heat produced,

great; in others the operation is more slow, and

the heat less intense. There are also, lime-
stones which alter calcination will not slake. The
limestones which are richest in carbonate of lime
belong to the first variety ; those which contain
carbonate of magnesia in a proportion greater
than 10 per cent, to the second; while the resis-

tance to the action of the slaking in the third, is

due lo the presence of argillaceous matter. The
two first varieties are alone suited to the prepara-
tion of mortar. The last variety will not make
mortar in the usual manner, but is nevertheless of
great value as an ingredient in cements which
will resist.the action of water. In the act of slak-

ing quick lime, which retains, after calcination, the
shape and structure of the limestone whence it is

prepared, liills, as has been stated, to fine powder.
It also fiills to powder after exposure to the air,

when it is said to be air slocked. In the first case
the lime combines with water forming a solid hy-
drate; in the latter it absorbs carbonic acid from
the atmosphere, and returns to the same chemical
state which the limestone possessed before calci-

nation.

The calcination, or, as it is usually styled burn-
ing of lime, is performed in chambers built of
stone, which go by the name of kilns. Of these
there are two descriptions, ordinary and perpetu-

al. The ordinary lime kiln is of the shape of a
truncated cone, or of a portion of an ellipsoid.

The limestone is prepared for calcination by break-
ing it into pieces, none of which have a greater
dimension than 3 or 4 in. cube. The large frag-

ments of limestone are employed in building a
rude vault, over a cavity left in the lower part of
the kiln. To this cavity an entrance or door is

left in the wall of the kiln. The rest of the kiln

is filled up with smaller jjieces. When wood is

used as fitel, it is introduced by the door into the
space beneath the vault, and is burnt on the floor

of the kiln. When coal or turf are employed, an
iron grate is provided, on which the fuel is placed,

leaving an ash-pit beneath. In building the vault,

the spaces betvveen the stones are left of as great
an area as possible, and in filling the kiln the lar-

gest of the remaining pieces are laid next to the
vault, while the smallest fragments are used for

covering the rest, and closing the top of the kiln.

The fire is at first moderate, in order that the
limestone may be gradually heated. After 10 or

12 hours the quantity of fuel is gradually in-

creased, until the mass of limestone is brought
nearly to a white heat. After it has been kept lor

some hours at this temperature, the bulk of tlie

mass of limestone decreases about one-sixth, and
flame issues almost free fi'om smoke, from the top

of the kiln. The intensity of the heat is then
gradually diminished until the fire is permitted to

extinguish iiself, for want of fuel. In order to

complete the calcination of a given bulk of lime-

stone in an ordinary kiln, nearly three times its vol-

mne of wood, or twice its volume of turf or coal

is required. Much of this quantity of fuel is con-
sumed in the gradual heating of the limestone and
in preventing it from cooling too rapidly after the
calcination is complete. It is therefore obvious
that in a kiln in which the operation might be
kept up without ceasing, a considerable saving of

fiiel might be ensured. Such a kiln is said to be
perpetual. The first attempt at the construction

of a peq^etual kiln was made by Count Rumford.
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Preparation and Vses of Mortar.

Rationale.—When the hydrate obtained by

slacking quicklime is mixed with water to the con-

sistence of paste, a small portion oi" the lime is

dissolved ; the dissolved lime attracts carbonic

acid from the atmosphere, and is precipitated upon

that which retnaiiis undissolved, the water is (bus

left free to dissolve a new portion of the lime

Avhich is in its turn precipitated, and this successive

action will be continued so lono; as mosture is pre-

sent, or anv portion of quicklime remains. 'I'he

cessation of the action arises more usually from

the loss of moisture by evaporation, than from the

complete solution of the quicklime. A portion of

the latter therelbre remains, which is gradually con-

verted into carbonate, and thus thesemi- liquid paste

is oradually converted into a white solid possessing

but little adhesion. !f silica be mixed with the

lime and water, the precipitation of the carbonate

takes place upon it in pretiirence, and the adhesion

between them is stronger than in the former in-

stance. Indeed, it appears as if the chemical affinity

which exists between lime and silica influences the

adhesion, and that the conversion of the carbonate

into silicate of lime begins, and continues to go on

for ages. It is only in this way that we can ac-

count for the long series of years which elapses be-

fore mortar attains its limits ot hardness, and a

force of aggregation often superior to that of the

limestone whence it is made. The theorj' of the

formation of a silicate of lime is also corroborated

by the act, that even in the most ancient and har-

dest mortars, the quantity of carbonic acid which

is present, is alway less than would be required to

convert the lime into carbonate. For the same
reason that the adhesion of the precipitated car-

bonate of lime to silica is greater than to other

portions of lime or carbonate, the adhesion of

mortar to brick or siliceous stones is greater than

to limestone. It is however necessary in all cases

that the stone or other material which is to be

laid in the mortar be moist, or at least do not ab-

sorb moisture. If the material absorb water from

the mortar, the solution and precipitation no long-

er take place, and no adhesion will ensue between
the mortar and the stone. In laying brick, there-

fore, it is necessary that it be wet before the mor-

tar is applied, otherwise no bond will take place.

Preparation.—The lime intended for the man-
ufacture of mortcar should be either recently burnt,

or should have been carefully preserved from the

action of air.

Lime which has been long slaked will make as

good mortar as recent quicklime, provided the lat-

ter condition have been attended to, but as it is

more difficult to judge of the fi'eedom from car-

bonic acid in slaked than in quicklime, it is consid-

ered preferable to use the latter rather than the

former.

When the lime is prepared from a stone which
is free li'om impurities, if slakes readily, and may
be converted into mortar as the art of slaking is

going forward. For this purpose, a sort of basin

is formed on the ground, by means of the sand in-

tended to enter into the composition of the mortar.

The lime is thrown into the middle of this basin,

and water gradually poured over it. The quantity

of water must be sufficient not merely to form the

solid hydrate, but to convert it into the mechani-

cal mixture known as the milk of lime. As the
quicklime falls to powder, it is gradually incorpo-
rated with the sand and water by means of a hoe,
which is also of use in breaking down those parts

of the lime which longest resist the action of the
water.

If the lime be combined with magnesia, it slakes
too slowly to permit this method to be employed.
Such lime should be placed in a conical pit, water
thrown upon it, and then covered up with the sand
intended to be mixed with it. Days, or even
weeks may elapse, before the whole mass shall

have fallen to powder, but after the disintegration

is complete, such lime will make as good a mortar
as that prepared from a pure carbonate. It is

more usual to slake such lime in the neighborhood
of the kiln, and to separate the parts which have
not fallen to powder by means of a screen, but
this method is objectionable, as the finer and rich-

er portions are liable to be charged with carbonic
acid before they can be transported to the place

where the mortar is to be prepared. A method
which is preferable to either, consists in plung-
ing the magnesian lime into a vessel of wa-
ter, where it is permitted to remain until com-
pletely pulverized. The excess of water is then
drawn otl', and the lime with the residue of water
incorporated with sand. The sand which is to be
used in making mortar, ought to be made up of
angular fragments of quartz. Such sand is found
in the bed of running streams, or in diluvial and
alluvial deposites from running water. It is de-
signated by masons by the epithet sharp. A mix-
ture of argillaceous matter deprives it of this qual-
ity, but as this may be separated by agitation with
water, the necessary sharpness may often be ac-
quired by washing the sand.

For laying brick or well jointed stone, fine sand
is to be preferred ; lor common hewn stone, sand
of coarser grain ; and for rubble work, the mortar
made with coarse sand should be mixed with
small pebbles, or rather with angular fragments of

a siliceous stone.

The best proportion of the materials of mortars,

is one part of a pure quicklime to three of fine or

four of coarse sand. If the lime be of less purity,

the qantity of sand must be lessened in such man-
ner as to bear the same proportion to the pure
earth contained in the limestone.

The rapidity with which mortar sets may be
much increased by the use of quicklime, ground
to powder, instead of being reduced to that form
by slaking. This method is the invention of Lo-
riot, a French engineer, who supposed he had
discovered the secret of the hardness of the an-
cient mortars. He directs that three parts of
slacked lime be mixed with lour of water, and
that sixteen parts of pulverized brick or sand be
added. After these materials are thoroughly mix-
ed one part of quicklime ground to fine powder is

to be added. This mortar has not all the valua-

ble properties which were anticipated by its inven-

tor. It might however, be used to advantage in

building in frosty weather.
Limestones which contain siliceous or argilla-

ceous matter are fit fl)r the preparation of mortar,

so long as the lime prepared li'om them retains the

property of slaking, but the pro))ortion of sand

with which they can be mixed must be still further

lessened by the bulk of the other earths contained

in the limestone.
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Hydraulic Cement.

History.—The ancients were acquainted wifh a
pubslance whicli, when mixed with a |)iire quick-

lime and water, formed a mixture that possessed

the properly oC hardening under water. This is

a volcanic product havino; the iorm of powder,
originally lound at Puteoli in the neighhorhood oi'

Vesuvius, and called from the locality Tarra Pa-
ieolana. The material is slill used on the shores

of the Mediterranean and is called Puzzolana.
The wants of the people of the low countries

Jed them to seek in their own vicinity for a sub-

stitute tor Puzzolana. This was found in a rock

furnished by extinct volcanoes, whose traces are to

be seen on the banks of the Rhine. This differs

from Puzzolana in requirinir a calcination to pre-

pare it for use, and when calcined it absorbs mois-

ture so readily that it must be carefully preserved

from contact with the air, unless it be used within

a short tmie of its manufacture. During the six-

ty years war, the people of Holland were cut off'

from a supply of this important article. In order

to replace it, earth was drawn up from bottoms of

their canals, tbrmed into brick, burnt, and pulver-

ized. This article was Ibund to be nearly as effi-

cacious as the native product, and both go by the

common name of Terras or Trass.

Not only is there a substance which when mix-
ed with pure lime makes an hydraulic cement, but

these are varieties of hmestone, which are char-

acterized by refusing to slake when water is pour-

ed upon them, that when mixed with sand have
the same valuable property. The discovery of
this property seems to have been accidental, and its

date unknown. Such limestones were first work-
ed at Aberthaw in England, and Salenches in

France. When the construction of the New
York Canals was commenced, such limestones
were lound in its vicinity, and since that period

quarries of the same description have been o|)ened

in various parts of the United States. It may in-

deed be inferred that there is hardly any calcareous

formation some of the layers of wliich do not pos-

sess this properly.

Even where native Puzzolana, Terras, or an
hydraulic lime are all wanting, the example of
Holland shows that artificial substitutes may be
found wherever clay can be obtained.

Of all the materials tor the preparation of an
hydrulic cement, those which contain within them-
selves all the nacessary substances, and thus re-

quire no foreign matter to be mixed with them,
seem to be best. Such are the septarise found in

the London Clay and used in the preparation of
" Roman Cement."

Rationale.—If the scale of a smiths forge, or the

black oxide of iron in any other form, is mixed
with common mortar, it acquires the property of

setting more rapidly, and speedily becomes so hard
as to resist the action of water. Clays rich in fer-

ruginous matter, if burnt and reduced to powder,
have the same effect upon lime. It was also

found that the native Terras contained from 10 to

15 per cent, of oxide of iron. It was inferred from
these facts, that the property possessed by a cement
of setting in water, was due to the presence of

oxide of iron. Some of the most valuable hydrau-
lic limes however, contain little or no iron, and
Puzzolana is also poor in that substance. An iso-

lated observation subsequently led to the ascription

of the hydraulic property to the presence of oxide
of manganese. Another view of the subject led
to the hy|)0thesis that hydraulic cement was ob-
tained from a sub-carbonate of lin)e, the lime-
stones fi'om which it was prepared being in such a
state of combination that heat could not expel
more than half their carbonic acid. The theory
which is now received is that of Vicat, who infijrs

that hydraulic cement is obtained, whenever a sili-

cate of lime is either formed in the calcination of
the limestone, or generated rapidly by the action

of the substances with which a pure lime is mixed.
This silicate has the property of combining readily

with water, and then the aqueous ))art of the ce-

ment speedily becomes solid. To this we may
add that the ternarj' compounds of silica are form-
ed with more readiness than the binary, and thus
metallic oxides, alumina, and probably other earths
concur in liastening the ibrmation of the solid hy-
drated silicates.

Puzzolana.

Hydraulic cement may be made of Puzzolana,
by mixing nine measures of a pure quicklime, or

an equivalent quantity of that which is less pure,

with water, and twelve measures of Puzzolana,
and six measures of good sharp sand. If the
place where it is to be employed in the erection of
masonry is so situated that the stones may be laid

above the level of water, no other preparation is

necessary than in the use of common mortar. If

it is to be used below the usual level of a mass of
water, a coffer dam may be constructed. This is

a case formed of piles and pileplank driven into

the bed of the mass of water, in such manner as
to resist its passage. After the coffer dam is fin-

ished, the water inclosed within it is raised by a
pump, or other appropriate hydraulic engine, and
the work is perlbrmed, after the water is thus dis-

charged, precisely as if it were common masonry.
When the bed is level, or can be rendered so, a
caisson may be employed. This is a water-tight
vessel whose bottom is ffat, and whose sides are

vertical. It is made large enough to contain the
[iroposed structure and at the same time have
room for the workmen and necessary scaflfolding.

The caisson is buoyant, and floats at the surface

of the water. The building materials are intro-

duced into it, and covered up in regular courses
from its bottom. As the work advances the cais-

son sinks, until it rests upon the bed. Atlerthe
structure has been raised above the level of the
surface of the vv^ater, the sides of the caisson may
be removed, but the timber bottom remains as a
foundation for the masonry. Stone may also be
laid in hydraulic cement beneath the surface of a
mass of water by means of the diving bell.

A more rapid mode of construction was em-
ployed by the ancients, and is still used in the
ports of the Mediterranean. Instead of a tight

coffer dam, a mere enclosure of woodwork is

formed in the water, inclosing a space of the fig-

ure of the contemplated structure. To 27 mea-
sures of hydraulic cement, made as has just been
described, 16 measures of pebbles or chip stone
are added, and the whole incorporated by stirring

it for an hout, either with a hoe in the hands of a
workman, or by the aid of machinery. The mix-
ture is then formed into a conoidal heap, and al-

lowed to remain at rest until a hard crust is formed
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on its surface. ' This will happen in warm dry
weather in five or six hours, but in moist weather,

some days may elapse belbre the cement acquires

a pro|)er degree of consistence, l^lie mass is tlien

broken up by the pickaxe, and intimately mixed
lor the second time by ao-itation. No water need
be added to the mass, but it will regain ils fluidity

by stirring. When the water in which the struc-

ture is to be built is deep, the mixture is plunged
info it by mens of a wooden case of cubical pha[)e.

This is managed l^y means of a windlass mo\'ea-

bie lipon a rail road, and has a sliding bottom, or

a shutter fiistened by hinges. Wlien this has
been lowered until no more space is left tium just

suffices lor the opening of the shutter, the latter is

permitted to open, and the cement t;\lls to the bot-

tom. A second case full is lowered and deposite

beside this, and the surface of the two masses
levelled by rakes and other appropriate instru-

ments. Wiien a unilbrm bed, of about a loot in

thickness over the bottom of the whole space in-

closed by the wooden partition has been thus de-

posited and spread, blocks of stone of not more
than eight inches cube are thrown upon the ce-

ment, until an entire layer of such stones has been
spread over the cement, in which they are capa-

ble of partially embedding themselves by their

own weight. Upon these a second layer of ce-

ment is spread by means of the case, which is fol-

lowed by a second layer of stones, and thus the

level of the surlace of the water is reached. The
case however becomes useless when the depth of

water is less than twice tlie vertical dimensions of

the case. Alter the structure has been raised thus

high, the cement is thrown in by baskets and
hods, and the last courses may even be laid by the

trowel.

In Europe, the wood which encloses this struc-

ture is usually removed, and may be employed
again for the same purpose, but when wood is

abundant it would probably be belter to leave it

as a protection to the structure, until it decays,

when the masonry will probably be perfectly con-
solidated.

Terras, both native and artificial, may be used in

the same way. So also may the powder of burnt

clay or brick, of calcined ochre, and roasted clay

slate.

Terras is prepared from a columnar greenstone

or trap rock found near Andernach on the banks
of the Rhine. This is roasted and reduced to

])owdcr. A similar stone is found on the bank of

the Hudson near Fort Lee, and might no doubt
be used for the same purpose. Otlier varieties of

trap rock or basalt may be prepared for a similar

use, by heatinjx them until they begin to fuse, and
grinding them to powder.

IJijdraiikc Lime.—Hydraulic lime is calcined in

tfie same manner as common limestone. It is

prepared by grinding it in a mill to a fine powder,
and ought to be kept for use in tight casks. Any
limestone which contains from 9 to 10 per cent, of
argillaceous matter is slighter hydraulic, and it

possesses tfiis projjerty in perfection wdien the pro^
portion of that compound amounts to 20 or 30 per
cent.

An artificial cement may be prepared by mix-
ing 3 parts of chalk with one of clay, tempering
the mixture with water, forming it into bricks, cal-

cining, and grinding to powder. Care must be
taken, that, while the heat must be sulIIcieiUly in-

tense not only to drive oU' the carbonic acid from
the chalk, but also the last portion of water from
the clay, the mixture does not begin to fuse, for,

after this stage is reached, the hydrate can no
longer be formed.

It was long supposed that the hydraulic limes

and artificial cement could not be used in building

in a mass of water, by tlirowing in loose stones

upon a bed of cement mixed with cjiip stone, as

described under tiie head of Puzzolana. But re-

cent exp^eriments in France liave sliown that tliis

idea is untbunded, and that tlie hydraulic limes

mixed with common sand, have all tlie properties

of the cements of which Puzzolana or Terras
form a portion. It is necessary however, to ex-

amine experimentally the length of time which
they take to set beneath the surlace of the water,

for this will differ with the different varieties of the

natural mineral ; and where the rate of setting is

not such as to render the mixture hard within a
lew hours, the mixed cement and chip stone must
be allowed to lie in lieaps until it becomes hard at

the surlac % before it is plunged into the water.

Homan Cemml.—This celebrated article is pre-

pared in England from a stone found in nodules

in the geological formation called the London
clay. It is a compact substance of a brown color,

susceptible of high polish, it is usually divided

into irregular masses by vains of crystilized carbo-

nate of lime. The quantity of silica and alumina
contained in the brown portion is sufficient to form

the cement without any further addition, when
it Is to be used beneath the surface of water.

When thus unniixed it will .set, either in the open
air or in contact Avith water, in not more than fif-

teen minutes. Its properties in the two cases are

however different, lor it does not, if used unmixed,
increase in hardness aiier it has once set, when
merely exposed to the air; but if immersed in

water, or in damp position, it: gradually acquires

the firmness of tlie strongest native limestone. It

should therefore never be employed pure, except

when it is to be exposed to the action of water.

Where it is used merely in a moist place, two
parts of good sharp sand should be tnixed with

three of cement ; if in a position exposed to frost,

three parts of sand to two of cement ; while in a
dry and warm climate or in covering walls exposed

to the sun, at least five parts of sand should be

mixed with two of cement. It is probably owing
to the Roman cement, when applied as a stucco,

having been used pure, and laid upon dry brick,

that its use has been attended with little success in

this country, tor when properly prepared and aj)-

plied, it has borne e(|ually well the extreme cli-

mate of (yanada, and the torrid air of the West
Indies. Its use also requires an experienced work-

man. When if is to be mixed with sand, the two
materials must be tlioroughly incorporated before

water is added.

A stone, identical to that which the Roman ce-

ment is prepared, has been found at Boulogne, in

France, and one similar in texture, and in being

veined with carbonate of lime, at Cumberland in

Maryland. The poor calcareous ores of iron,

found in coal formations, have also been used in

preparing a cement, which has all the properties

of the iloman. and goes by the same name. The
material wlience Roman cement is prepared Jias^

also been used in England in the preparation of

artificial stone. For this purpose the cement
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while still liquid is poiireil iirfo moulds having the

fig'ure of architectural ornaments. A similar use

has recently hc?.n made of the American hydrau-
lic cements, under the sanction of a patent.

ME^IORANDA. AND REFLECTIONS.

From tlie Jounuil of a Siiiiercarjokcpt (luring a short residence
ill the Dulch East indies.

Java.—Sugar and Indigo.

The contracts for sugar, though not on such ad-

vantageous terms as those for coffee, still must be
exceetliiicily profitable to the government. The
old contracts, most.of which will have expired in a

year or two, are at the rate 12c. or 110,00 p. picul

deliverable always at the gov^ernmi^nt stores.

This is at the raie of $2 50 p. 100 lbs—the gov-
ernment furnishing to the grower oi" the cane, at

an extremely low rate, coolies to work the same,
and young cane for planting whhout any charge.

They also advaqce to the manufacturer funds lor

buihiing mills &c., for vyhich they receive at con-

tract prices the sugar until the debt is liquidated,

after which they receive annually, at the stipula-

ted price, a certain quantity of sugar—any sur-

plus IS at the command and un(ier the control of
the manufacturer—at the expiration of their con-
tracts, the government in every case resume the

.lands, (it being part oftheir policy to continue the

only possessors of the soil,) and to the manufac-
turer they are bound to allow a fair valuation

price for his mills, &c. It is generally the case

that the grower of the cane and the manufacturer
of the same, are not the same individuals. The
sugar, as also the coffee, undergoes an inspection.

If it does not come up to the government standard,

it is rejecled : this in ordinary times is rigidly ex-
acted. The sugar received at contract prices must
be two-thirds ol' No. 1, or of inspection first qual-
ity, and one-third of No. 2, or second quality, and
it is generally turned out b}' the manufactui'er in

this proportion, the lower part of the boiler mostly
being of No. 2, and sometimes of very inferior su-

gar, the upper two-thirds of which is generally
superior. The new contracts, are at the rate of
9c, equal to f 7 -50 per picul, or about $1 89 per

100 lbs. At these rates, J. E. Bancks and friends

are as yet the only contractors. It has been found
necessary by the government, in order to hold in-

dividuals who were contractors, to their agree-
ments, and to prevent the frauds which were daily

j)ractised to devise some means to compel them to

deliver their sugar as agreed upon, and a beslypt

or edict has been issued this year, which will ef-

fectually prevent them disposing of suf^ars which
actually belong to government, and which, in or-

der to obtain a little greater price, they conceal

and plead inability to comply with their contracts.

The government never insist upon a compli-

ance in any case where they have reason to sup-
pose it would greatly inconvenience the individ-

ual. No sugars are now to be shipped until a cer-

tificate of origin is produced, couhtersie;ned by the

resident officers of the port, and signed by the re-

sident of the place of origin—this is again signed
by the comptroller of customs a-pd regularly noted,

alter which a permit for shipping will be granted;
the quantity shipped upon this certificate is also

noted. One of the methods of deception which
has been successfully pi-actiscd is to get the crops

which are always inspected while growing, false-

ly estimated, but this edict will render such decep-
tion of no avail to the individuals, and will etfec-

tually do away with this system of cheatery. To
give .some idea of the method in which this is

managed, I will subjoin a statement of the way in

which the sugar- estate is valued—say there is a
field of 400 cane, if they run fair and are of a
flourishing appearance— five-lenlhs of them are

noted as young cane. No. 1—three-tenths as do.

No 2—two-tenths as do. No. 3--lbur canes are

then supposed of each to produce one cane at ma-
turity. The No. 1, or first quality cane, being in

relerence to the quantity of sugar it will turn out,

having nothing to do with the quantity of the

manufactured article, thus: [ductive in sugar.

5-lOths isSOOyounarcane, 50—^No. 1, or most pro-

3-10thsisl20 " ^ " 30 " 2, less pro'e.

2-lOthsis 80 " " 20 " 3, least "

Product'e 400 100
It will readily be seen by the foregoing state-

ment, that with the contrivance of the inspector,

the estate may be undervalued, the cane being
pronounced inferior—the planter has only to deli-

ver a certain quantit}^, much less than liis con-
tract.

I should have wished here, if possible, to have
given the quantities of sugar which are nominally
fixed as the product of No. 1, 2, or 3 cane, but
was unable to obtain such information. The go-
vernment, however, in their contracts, generally
estimate 50ps. of sugar as the produce of every 4
acres. The sugar districts of Java are the Prob-
linsje and Baserkie districts, containing 9 mills, all

of which are water mills. Tlie districts of Passa-
wang and Malang, with their 14 water mills

—

Banghill having 4 mills, likewise water mills, and
Sourrabaya with its 14 mills, 8 of which are cat-

tle and 6 water mills.

The quantityof sugar produced in 1834, and de-
livered in 1835, or in store that year, must have
been 280.960 ps.

Piculs.

Say from the Prohlinge, &c. districts, 69,000
Surrabaya district, 19,750
Passawangand regencies, 155,200
Free sugars, 37,000

Making a total of 280,950

And there is not a doubt that the next crop will

greatly exceed that of 1834 and of 1835. The
crops of 1S37 1 mean, that produced this year,

1836, and deliverable in 1837, is held in anticipa-

tion at 400.000 ps. One bow, or four acres of
cane, is estimated as capable of 50 ps. of sugar

—

the cro]) this year will be as much as 65 ps. per
bow—an increase of 30 per cent.

There is a land revenue to be paid by every cul-

tivator, on the fertility of the soil, which is deduct-
ed from the amount paid by government, for the
cane, the amount allowed by government is 4c, or

f3,33 per pel. for cane, (all the mills under con-
tract to government are numbered and known by
this) marked on the sugar basket as the No. of
the^ mill and the sugar district from which it

comes.
Mamifadure of Sugar.—The cane beincr ripe,

is cut down and bruised, by rolling between two
cylinders. The sap which issues li'om the cane
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they bruise, is caught in vessels made for the pur-

pose—generally they are rough troiiglis of bam-
boo—from these it is conveyed inlo the boilers,

and heated—after it has been boiled for a certain

length of time, it assumes a darlc color, and is then

said to be the syrup of sugar—this syrup is poured

into coolers, kept in a continual state of agitation,

by which means the crust which otherwise would

form in the process of coolinsr, is broken—when
the temperature has been suiKciently reduced) it is

poured into casks, which are perforated in a num-
ber of places, and in the holes are placed the po-

rous bamboo, forming a rude but effective filter

through which the syrup jiasses, leaving the su-

gar behind. Tiie sugar, which has only under-

gone this process, is said to be in the Muscovado
state. Tlie syrup is further strained through can-

vass filters, mixing it with a portion of lime ; it is

then transferred to ttie pots, which are unglazed,

and a cake of wet or moist clay is superadded,

forming a sort of lid ; after being again heated and

a similar process to the former undergone, tlie su-

gar is turned out, and becomes what is known as

the once clayed sugar—if this is again renewed,

it becomes twice clayed sugar. The upper two-

thirds of the pot is the better sugar, classed in

Java as No. 1—the remaining portion being of a

quality not so good, ranks as No. 2, or perhaps

as molasses sugar. The manufacture of molas-

ses in this island is almost altogether neglected,

and there is no consumpiton of the same, except

of a very small quantity, which is sold for imme-
diate use to the inhabitants, and the shipping,

for the suj^ply of their crews. It is generally of

a very inferior quality, being always somewhat
burnt, and is mostly thrown away—the little

that is sold is worth about 8 or 10 cents per gallon,

or from f 4 a 6 per picul.

Indigo is cultivated to some extent in the inte-

rior of the island, and the article is ranked by the

holders as equal, if not superior, to the Bengal in-

digo.

Its Cultivation and Manufacture.—New lands

are always preferable lor the culture of this plant.

It requires a strong soil ; and the ground must be
disturbed by the plough or harrow before the in-

troduction of the plant. If the season is a dry
one, attention must be given to the young plant to

ascertain that it does not suffer by the drought, and
for the first week or so it must be continually wa-
tered, after which it requires comparatively little

or no care, and seems to change its nature, scarce-

ly any moisture being now requisite to its growth
—indeed if the season should continue to be a wet
one, the plant, although apparently in a most lux-

uriant state, will be found to be deteriorated, and
on manufacture, the article produced, is of an infe-

rior quality. The leaves of the young indigo are

of an extremely pale green color, but in a matur-
ed state, when ripe for the vats, it assumes a dark
green. The leaves and branches, when of the lat-

ter hue, are immediately se|)arated li'om the plant

and spread out into the sun to dry ; afler a (tnv

hours they are sufficiently dry to be gathered in,

when they are threshed to separate them from the

branches and stems, and are then pressed in tight

packages and stored until the second crop shall be
gathered in ; when the crops of one season are all

stored, they are leR to undergo a fermentation,

(whicli fermentation must be s()ontaneous, care
being observed that nothing of a foreign nature.

which would hasten it, be present.) About forty

days after the second crop is stored, the leaves
will be observed to liave assumed a dark cream
color, and should then be immediately removed to

the vats. If kept for any length of time after the

change, they will become black, and upon manu-
facture, will afibrd an inferior indigo, and in less

quantity. The indigo leaves are, on their change
to a cream color, taken fi-om the store and thrown
into vats of about 28 feet square, two feet three or

four inches in depth, which are carefully construct-

ed of tiles on the inside, well plastered and joined

together. Water is now admitted into these vats,

and suffered to remain upon the leaves for about
two or two and a half hours, beinij kept in contin-

ual agitation during this period of time by stirrers

—the water is then drawn off and has become a
greenish shade, when it is conveyed by means of
pipes or troughs into another vat, when it is still

further agitated, until at last it exhibits a dark blue

color, when it is tested by pouring a small quan-
tity into shallow pans, and if it yield freely a blue

deposite, lime water is at once added, and the

whole repeatedly stirred lor a length of time, after

which it is left to settle, and the deposite which is

made is kept undisturbed for a short time after the

water is drawn ofi^—which is of an amber color.

The indigo on being taken fi-om the vat, is filtered

through a straining cloth, mixed with water again
and boiled, the scum and dirt as it rises during the

process of ebullition, is carefiilly removed, and the

contents of the boiler when cooled, are again
strained—after which they are kneaded, and press-

ed into cakes of about two or two and a half inch-

es square. These are then left to dry—afler which
they are packed, and in this state the article is

known as the indigo of commerce.
Good indigo should be clean, hard, inflammable

and free from grit or sand, very light, with a spe-

cific gravity less than that of water. If the spe-

cific gravity is greater than tliat of water, it would
be advisable, wir'iout further test, to reject it at

once. It should be of a bright fine blue color, in-

ternally marked somewhat with silvery streaks,

and upon friction with the back of the nail, giving

a reddish coppery cast to the surface thus rubbed.

It is an article in which you are liable at any time

to deception, if not a constant dealer, and a very

good judge of the same.

From the Genesee Farmer.

THOUGHTS OIV WARMIXG ROOMS.

The maintaining a proper temperature in our
dwelling houses through tlie winter season, can
only be accomplished in two ways—by excluding

the external air, and preventing the escape of that

already warmed.
To exclude the external air, it is necessary that

much greater attention be given to their construc-

tion and finishing, than is usually paid. There is

scarcely a possibility of making our rooms, in

which a wood fire, is to be kept burning, too tight

;

the very means adopted for cariying nfi' the smoke
will ensure a sufficient circulation, and consequent
renewal of the air of the room.

Where coal is used, more precaution is neces-

sary, as in a perfectly tight room fatal conseciuencs

Ireciuently ensue from the use of the oxygen of
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the air in supporting the combustion of the coal.

No coal of any kind, should ever be burned in a
room not provided with a proper passage for the
escape of the vitiated air, and the renewal of the
atmosphere of the apartment, by the introduction

of that which is pure.

The idea that a room can he too tifrht. either

for a fire place or stove, in which wood is burned,
is absurd; the temperature of such a room may
be raised too hi<jh, and in properly finished rooms
it frequently is so; but iliat proves nothing, except
that fuel has been wasted, and more heat produced
than was necessary for the purpose required.

To have a winter residence in this climate com-
fortable, our dwellinus should be constructed with
particular reference to that subject. The large
airy rooms open to the external air, so requisite in

summer, are not a1 all suitable in winter, and the
ex|)enses of most householders are materially in-

creased by inattention in this respect. Show
should always be compelled to give way to health
and comfort; and these should, if possible, always
be combined with convenience and economy. The
rooms to be occupied by the family should be on
the least exposed part of Ihe dwelling, and in no
case should the doors open directly into the exter-
nal air. Proper balls and entries assist most ma-
terially in the exclusion of winters blasts.

If a fire-place is used lor warming the room, it

should be so constructed as to give out as much of
the heat as»possible into the apartment. To do
this the fire-place must be shallow, and in com-
bining wiih such a one the draft necessary to

prevent smoke, and at the same time not be so
strong as to force the heated air of the ro6m too
rapidly away, lies the cjreat skill of the successful
mason. In our opinion, an open fire is the most
agreeable when properly managed, and we think
there is about as much difierence in the effect on
the feelings, between an open fire and a stove, as
there is between the former and that of the sun.
We would give one hint to those who use fire-

places, and have no wood houses, and that is,

never to fill the corners within the jambs with (jreen

snowy wood for the purpose of drying it. Much
of the heat thrown into an apartment is reflected

ii-om the back and jambs, and this heat is very un-
prolifably employed in seasonino' green wood, or

nieliing snow. Better, where such wood must be
used, to put a stick or two at a time on to a lively

burning fire, and enjoy an equal temperature,
than half freeze while the wood is warming, and
then be as effectually roasted while it is burning.

People who use stoves, in close rooms, in most
cases live in a temperature much higher than they
apprehend, which is probably one great reason
why such fires are in general considered less

healthy than open ones. Observation has con-
vinced us tiiat this difference between the heat of
a room with a stove, and one with an open fire, is

not, on an average, less than six or eight degrees.
In the matter of a fire, seeing is believing. Where
a stove is used, a thermometer is absolutely es-

sential
; for the man who comes from the open air

into a room heated to 75 or 80, is not satisfied

without an additional stick in the stove.

But whatever may be the nature of the appa-
ratus used for heating a room, whether a stove or
a fire-place, let no one dream of a proper tempe-
rature, if he intends using green wood. What
a black account will be presented to that man lor

Vol. IV—75

settlement, who shall be called upon to answer for

the weak eyes and baconed complexion of his

children, and the maledictions of his spouse, oc-

casioned by unseasoned wood. Comlbit and
economy, domestic quiet and a happy ftunily, and
green wood, cannot exist together.

G.

THE EAULIEST PASSAGE THROUGH THE DIS-
MAL SWAIWP.

Extract from the Journal of Coi.. William Byrd, of Westover,
wliili! artinir as one of the coinniisisionirs to .survey find fix

the line between Virginia and Norlli Carolina, in 1728.

1728, March 13. Early this morning our chap-
lain repaired to us vvilh the men we had left at

Mr. Wilson's. We had sent for them the evening
before, to reiieve those who had the labor oar Irom
Coraluck Inlet. But to our great surprise, they
petitioned not to be relieved, hoping to gain im-
mortal reputation by being the first of mankind
that ventured through the great Dismal. But the

rest being equally ambitious of the sapiie honor, it

was but fiiir to decide their pretensions by lot.

After Fortune had declared herself, those which
she had excluded, offered money to the happy
persons, to go in their stead. But Hercules would
have as soon sold the glory of cleansing the Au-
gean Stables, which was pretty near the same sort

of work.

No sooner was the controversy at an end, but

we sent those unfortunate fellows back to their

quarters, whom chance had condemned to remain
upon firm land, and sleep in a whole skin. In the
mean while the surveyors carried the line 3 miles,

which was no contemptible day's work, consider-

ing how cruelly they were entangled with briers

and gall bushes. The leaf of this last shrub be-
speaks it to be of the alaternus faiTiily.

Our work ended within a quarter of a mile of
the Dismal abovementiohed, where the ground
began to be already full of sunken holes and slash-

es, which had here and there some few reeds grow-
ing in them.

'Tis hardly credible how Httle the bordering
inhabitants were acquainted with this mighty
swamp, notwithstanding they had lived fheir

whole lives within smell of it. Yet, as great
strangers as they were to it, they pretended to be
very exact in their account of its dimensions, and
were positive it could not be above 7 or 8 miles
wide; but knew no more of the matter than star-

gazers know of the distance of the fixed stars.

At the same time they were simple enough to

amuse our men with idle stories of the lions, pan-
thers, and alligators, they were like to encounter,
in that dreadful place.

In short we saw plainly there was no intelli-

gence of this terra incognita to be got, but from
our own experience. For that reason, it was re-

solved to make the requisite dispositions to enter it

the next morning. We allotted every one of the
surveyors for this painful enterprise, with 12 men
to attend them. Fewer than that could not be
employed, in clearing the way, carrying the chain,
marking the trees, and bearing the necessary bed-
ding and provisions. Nor would the commission-
ers Themselves have spared their persons on this

occasion, but for fear of adding to the poor men's
burthen, while they were certain they could add
nothing to their resolution.
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We quartered with our friend and fellow travel-

ler, William Wilkins, who had been our faithful

pilot to Coratuck, and lived about a mile from the

place where the line ended. Every thino; looked

so very clean, and the furniture so neat, that we
were tempted to lodge within door?. But thq no-

velty of being shut up so close, quite ppoded our

rest, nor did we breathe so Iree, by abundance, as

when we lay in the open air.

13th.—Before nine oftheclock this morning, the

provisions, bedding, and other necessaries, wss
made up into |)acks, fur the men to carry on their

phoulders into the Dismal. They were victualed

for 8 days at full allowance— no body doubting but

that would be abundantly sufficient to carry them
throuijh that inhospitable place—nor indeed was it

possible for the poor fellows to stagger under more.
As it was, their loads weighed from 60 to 70
pounds, in just proportion to the strength of ihosQ

who were to bear them.
'Twould have been unconsionable to have sad-

dled tht ni with burthens heavier than that, when
they were to lug them through a filthy bog,

which was hardly practicable with no burthen at

all.

Besides this luggage at their backs, they were
obliged to measure the distance, mark the trees,

and clear the way for the surveyors every step

they went. It was really a pleasure to see with
how much cheerfiilness they undertook, and with

how much spirit they went through all this

drudgery. For their greater safety, the commis-
sioners took care to furnish them with Peruvian
bark, rhubarb, and ipecacuana, in case they
might happen in that wet journey to be taken
with fevers or fluxes.

Although there was no need of example to in-

flame persons alrendy so cheerful, yet to enter the

people with the belter grace, the author and two
more of the commissioners accompanied them
half a mile mio the Dismal. The skirls of it

were thinly planted with dwarf reeds, and gnll-

bushes; but when we irot into the Dismal iiself,

we found the reeds grew there much taller and
closer, and, to mend the matter, were so inter-

laced with bamboo briers, that there was no scuf-

fling through them without the help of pioneers.

At the same time we found the ground n^oist and
trembling under our feet, like a quagmire—inso-

much that it was an easy matter to run a ten-foot

pole up to the head in it, without exerting any un-
common strength to do it.

Two of the men whose burthens were the least

cumbersome, had orders to march before with
their tomahawks, and clear the way, in order to

make an opening for the surveyors. By their as-

sistance we made a shift to push tlie line half a
mile in 3 hours, and then reached a small piece of

firm land about 100 yards wide, slandmg up
above the rest like an island. Here the people
were glad to lay down their loads, and take a little

refreshment, while the happy man whose lot it

was to carry the jug of run), began already, like

^^^sop's bread-carrier, to find it to grow a good
deal lighter.

After reposing about an hour, the commission-
fers recommended vigor and constancy to their

fellow travellers, by whom they were answered
with three cheerful huzzus, in token of obedience.
This ceremony was no sooner over, but they took
up their burthens, and attended the motion of the

surveyors, who though they worked with all

their might, could reach but one mile further, the

same obstacles still attending them, which they
had met with in the morning.
However small this distance may seem to such

as are used to travcd at their ease—yet our poor
men, who were obliged to work with an unwieldy
load at their baclvs, had reason to think it a long

way ; es;ieciaiiy in a bog, where they had no firm

iboting, but every step made a deep impression,

which was iustantiy filled with water. At the

same time they were laboring with their hands to

cut down the reeds, which were ten feet high, their

legs were hampered with the briers. Besides, the

weather happened to be warm, and the tallness of

the reeds kept off every friendly breeze from
coming to refresh ihein. And indeed it was a lit-

tle provoking to hear the wind vvhistling among
the branches of the white cedars, which grew
here and there atnongst the reeds, and at the same
time not have the comfort to feel the least breath

of it.

In the mean time the three commissioners re-

turn,ed out of the Dismal the same way they

went in, and having joined their brethren, pro-

ceeded that night as far as Mr. Wilson's.

This worthy person lives within sight of the

Dismal, in the skirts whereof his stocks range
and maintain themselves all the winter, and yet

he knew as little of it, as he did o'l Terra Jfustralis

Incognita. He t6ld us a Canterbuiy tale of a

North Briton, whose curiosity spurred him a long

way into this great desart, as he calls it, near 20

years ago ; but he having no compass, nor seeing

the sun for several days together, wandered about

tdl he was almost famished ; but at last he be-

thought himself of a secret his countrymen make
use of to pilot themselves in a dark day. He took

a fat louse out of his collar, and exposed it to the

open day, on a piece of white paper, which he

brought along with him for his journal. 'J'he poor

insect, having no eyelids, turned himself about till

he found thedarkest part of the heavens, and so

made the best of his way to the north. By this

direction he steered himself sale out, and gave

such a frightflil account of the monsters he saw,

and the distresses he underv.ent. that no mortal

since, has been hardy enough to go upon the like

dangerous discovery.

15th.—The surveyors pursued their work with all

diligence, but still found the soil of the Dismal so

spongy, that the water oozed up into every tbot-

step they took. To their sorrow too, they found

tJie reeds and briers more firmly interwoven than

they did the day before. But the greatest griev-

ance was, from large cypresses which the wind

had blown down, and heaped upon one another.

On the limbs of most of them grew sharp snags

pointing every way, like so many pikes, that re-

quired much pains and caution to avoid.

These trees being evergreens, and shooting

their larire tops very high, are easily overset by

every gust of wind, because there is no firm earth

to steady their roots. Thus many of them were

laid prostrate, to the great encumbrance of the

way. Such variety of'difHculties made the busi-

ness go on heavilj^, insomuch, that fi-om morning

till night, the line could advance no further than

1 mile'and 31 poles. Never was rum, that cordial

of life, found more necessary, than it was at this

dirty place. It did not only recruit the people's
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spirits, now almost jaded with fatigue, but served
to correct the badness ot the water, and at the
same time to resist the malignity ol' th(; air.

Whenever the men wauled to drink, which was
very often, they had nothing more to c^ but lo

make a hole, and the water bubbled up in a mo-
ment. But it was fiir from being either clear or

well tasted, and had besides a physical elfect, (rom
the tincture it received ii'om the roots of ihe
shrubs and trees that grow in the neighborhood.
While the surveyors were thus painfully em-

ployed, tlie commissioners discharged the long
score they had with JMr. Wilson, for the men and
horses which had been quartered upon him
during our expedilion to Coraluck. From thence
we marched in good order along the east side of
the Dismal, and nassed the long bridtre that lies

over the South Branch of Elizabeth River. At
the end of 18 miles we reached Timothy Ivy's
plantation, where we pitched our lent for the first

time, and were furnished with every thing the
place afibrded.

We perceived the happy effccls of industry in

this family, in which every one looked tidy "and
clean, and carried in their countenances the cheer-
ful marks of plenty. We saw no drones there,
vi'hich are but too common, alas 1 in that part of
the world. Though, in truth, the distemper of

laziness seizes the men ofiener, much, than the
women. These last spin, weave, and knit, all

with their own hands, while their husbands, de-
pending on the bounty of the climate, are sloth-

ful in every thing, but getting of children—and in

that only instance, make themselves useful mem-
bers of the ini'ant colonJ^
There is but little wool in that province, thoucrh

cotton grows very kindly, and so fiir soutb, is sel-

dom nipped by the frost". The good women mix
this with their wool for their outer garments,
though for want ol" fulling, that kind of manuliic-
ture is open and slazy. Flax likewise thrives
there extremely, being perhaps as fine as any in

the world
; and I question not, mioht with a little

care and pains, be brought to rival that of Egypt

;

and yet the men are here so intolerably lazy,^they
seldom take the trouble to propagate it.

16th.—The line was this day carried one mile and
an half, and 16 poles. The soil continued soft and
miry, but fuller of trees, especially white cedar.*
Many of these were thrown down, and piled in

heaps, high enough for a good Muscovite fortifica-

tion. The worst of it was, the poor fellows began
to be troubled with fluxes, occasioned by bad wa-
ter and moist lodging; but chewing o'f rhubarb
kept that malady within bounds.

In the mean time the commissioners decamped
early in the morning, and made a march of 25
miles, as fiir as Mr. Andrew Mead's, who lives
upon Nansiraond River. They were no sooner
got under the shelter of that hospitable roof; but
it began to rain hard, and continued so to do great
part of the night. This gave them much'^pain
for their friends in the Dismal, whose eufferino-s

spoiled their taste for the good cheer, wherewith
they were entertained themselves. l

However, late that evening, these poor men had I

the fortune to come upon another terra firma, \

which was the luckier for them, because the
\

* Now called juniper.

—

Ed.

lower ground, by the rain that fell, was made a
fitter lodging for tadpoJee than men.

In our journey we remarked that the north side

of this areat swamp, lies higher than either the

east or the west, nor were the approaches to it so

full of sunken grounds. We passed by no less

than two Quaker meeting houses, one of which
had an awkward ornament on the west end of it,

that seemed to ape a steeple. I must own I ex-

pected no such piece of fbpperj' from a sect of so

much outward simplicity.

That persuasion prevails much in the lower end
of Nansimond county, lor want of ministers to pi-

lot the people a decenlerway to heaven.
The ill reputation of tobacco planted in those

lower parishes, makes the cleriry uhwillinij to ac-'

cept of them, unles^it be such, whose abilities are

as mean as their pay. Thus whether the church-
es be quite void, or but indilferently filled, the

quakers will have an opportunity ol'gaining prose-

lytes.

'Tis a wonder no popish missionaries are sent

from Maryland to labor in this neglected vineyard,

who we know have zeal enough to traverse sea
and land on the meritorious errand of making
converts.

N.or is it less strange that some wolf in sheep's

clothing arrives not from New England, to lead

astray a flock that has no shepherd. People un-
instructed in any religion, are ready to embrace
the first that ofiers. • 'Tis natural for helpless man
to adore his maker in some form or other, and
were there any exception to this rule, I should
suspect it to be among the Hottentots of the Cape
of Good Hope, and of North Carolina.

There fell a great deal of rain durinir the night,

accdmpanied with a strong wind. The fellow-

fijelmg we had for the poor Dismalitcs, on account
of this unkind weather, rendered the down we
laid upon, uneasy. We fancied them half drown-
ed in their wet lodging, wi;h the trees blowing
down about their ears. These were the gloomy
images our fears sugiiested, though it was so
much uneasiness clear-gain. They happened
to come oH' much better, by being luckily encamp-
ed on the dry piece of ground aforementioned.

17th.—They were, however, iiirced to keep the
Sabbath, in spite oftheir teeth, contrary to the dis-

pensation our good chaplain had given them,
indeed their short allowance of provision would
have justified their making the best of their way,
without distinction of days. 'Twas certainly 'a

work both of necessity and self-preservation to

save themselves fi-om starving. Nevertheless,
the hard rain had made every thing so thoroughly
wet, that it was quite impossible to do any busi-

ness. They therelbre made a virtue of what they
could not help, and contentedly rested in their dry
situation.

Since the surveyors had entered the Dismal,
they had laid eyes on no living creature : neither
bird, nor beast, insect, nor reptile, came in view.
Doubtless, the eternal shade that broods over this

mighty bog, and hinders the sun-beams from
blessing the ground, iTiakes it an uncomfortable
habitation for any thing that has life. Not so
much as a Zealand fi^og could endure so agueish
a situation.

It had one beauty, however, that delighted the
eye, though at the expense of all the other senses

:

the moisture of the soil preserves a continual ver-
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dure, and makes every plnnt an ever-green, but
at ihe same time the ibul damps ascend without
ceasing, corrupt the air, and render it unfit lor re-

spiration. Not even a turi<ey-buzzard will venture

to fly over it, no more than the Ilaiian vultures

will over ihe fihhy Lalie Avernus, or the birds m
the Holy Land over the Suit Sea, vvhere.Sodom
and Gomorrah I'ornierly stood.

In these sad circumstances, the kindest thing

we could do lor our sull'ering liMends, was to give

them a place m the litany. Our chafdain for his

part did his otlice, and rubbed us up with a sea-

sonable sermon. This was quite a new thing to

our brethren of North Carolina, who live in a cli-

mate where no clergyman can breathe, any more
tiian snakes in Ireland.

For want ol'men in holy orders, both the mem-
bers of the councd, and justices of the peace are

empowered by the laws of that country to marry
all those who will not take one another's word.

But lor the ceremony ofchristening their children,

they trust that to chance. If a parson come in

their way, they will crave a cast of his office, as

they call it, else they are content their ofl'spring

should remain as arrant pagans as themselves.

They account it among their greatest advantages,

that they are not priest-ridden ; not remembering
that the clergy is rarely guilty of bestriding such
as have the misfortune to be poor.

One thing may be said for the inhabitants of

that province, that they are not trouhled with any
religious fumes, and have the least superstition of

any people living. They do not know Sunday
from any other day, any more than Robinson
Crusoe did, which would give them a great advan-
tage, were they given to be industrious. But they
have so many Sabbaths every weel<, that their

disregard ol' the seventh day has no manner of
cruelty in it, either to servants or cattle.

18th.—It was with some difficulty we could

make our people quit the good cheer thej- met with

at this house, so it was kUe before we took our de-

parture ; but to make us amends, our landlord was
so good as to conduct us ten miles on our way, as

far as the Cypress Swamp, which drains itself in-

to the Dismal. Eight miles beyond that, we
forded the waters of Coropeak, which tend the

same way, as do many others on that side. In

six miles more, we reached the plantation of Mr.
Thomas Spight, a grandee of North Carolina.

We found the good man upon his crutches, being
crippled with the gout in both his knees.

Here we flattered ourselves we should by this

time meet with good tidings of the surveyors, but

had reckoned alas! without our host ; on the con-

trary, we were told that the Dismal was at least

thirty miles wide in that place. However, as no-

body could say this on his own knowledge, we
ordered guns to be fired, and a drimi to be beaten

;

but received no answer, unless it was from that

prating nymph. Echo, who like a loquacious wife,

will always have the last word, and sometimes
return three for one.

It was indeed no wonder our signal was not
heard at that time by the people in the Dismal, be-
cause in truth they had not then penetrated one-
third of their way. They had that morning fal-

len to work with great vigor, and finding the
ground better than ordinary, drove on the line 2
miles and 38 poles. This was reckoned an Her-
culean day's work—and yet they would not have

stopped there, had not an impenetrable cedar

thicket checked their industry. Our landlord had
seated himseh" on the borders of tins Dismal, lor

the adviintage of the green food his cattle find

there all winter, and lor the rooting that supports

his hogs. This I own is some convenience to his

purse, lor v/hich his whole liimily pay dear in

theirpersons ; for they are devoured bymoschetoes
all the summer, and have agues every spring and
fall, which corrupt all the juices of their bodies,

give them a cadaverous con'piexion, and besides,

a l-azy creeping habit, which they never get rid of.

i9th.—We ordered several men to patrole on
the edge of the Dismal, both towards the north

and towards the south, and to fire guns at proper

distances. This they performed very punctually,

but could hear nothing in return, nor gain any sort

of intelligence. In the meantime whole flocks of

women and children flew hither to stare at us

whh as much curiosity, as it we had lately landed

from Bantam, or Morocco.
Some borderers too had a great mind to know

where the line would come out, being lor the most
part apprehensive lest their lands should be taken

into Virginia. In that case they must have sub-

mitted to some sort of order and government;
whereas, in North Carolina, every one does what
seems best in his own eyes. There were some
good women that brought their children to be bap-

tized, but brought no capons along with them, to

make the solemnity cheerful. In the mean time

it was strange that none came to be married in

such a multitude, if it had been only for the no-

velty of having their hands joined by one in holy

orders: yet so it was, that though our chaplain

christened above one hundred, he did not marry
so much as one couple during the whoL expedi-

tion. But marriage is reckoned a lay contract in

Carolina, as I said before, and a country justice

can tie the fatal knot there, as fast as an arch-

bishop.

None of our visiters could however tell us any
news of the surveyors, nor indeed was it possible

any of them should at that time, they being still

laboring in the midst of the Dismal. It seems
they were able to carry the line this day no fur-

ther than one mile and 51 poles—and that whole
distance was through a miry cedar bog, where
the ground trembled under their i'eet most fright-

fully. In many places too, their passage was re-

tarded by a great number of fallen trees, that lay

horsing upon one another.

Though many circumstances concurred to make
this an unwholesome situation, yet the poor men
had no time to be sick, nor can one conceive a

more calamitous case than it would have been to

be laid up in that uncomfortable quagmire. Ne-
ver were patients more tractable, or willing to take

physic, than these honest lellows ; but it was from

a dread of laying their bones in a bog, that would
soon spew them up again. That consideration

also put them upon more caution about their lodg-

ing.

They first covered the ground with square

pieces of cypress bark, which, now in the spring,

they could easily slip off the tree for that purpose.

On this they spread their bedding—but unhappily

the weight and warmth of their bodies made the

water rise up betwixt the joints of the bark, to

their great inconvenience. Tfms they lay not

only moist, but also exceedingly cold, because
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their fires were contiimally ffoinjr out. For no
sooner was the trash upon the surlace burnt awav%
but imiiiediateiy the fire was extinguished by ihe

moisiure of the soil, insomuch that it was great

part ol the sentinel's busiuess to rel<ini]le it again

in a ti^esh place every quarter of an hour. Nor
could they indeed do their duty bett*;r, because

cold was the only enemy they had to guard against

m a miserable morass, where nothing can inhabit.

20lh.—We could get no tidings yet of our
brave adventurers, notwithstanding we despatch-

ed men to the likeliest staiions to enquire after

them. Tliey were still scullling in the mire, and
could not possibly forward the line this whole day
more than one mile and G4 chains. Every step

ot this day's work was through acedarbofj, where
the trees were somewhat smaller, and grew more
into a thicket.

It was now a great misfortune to the men to

find their provisions grow less, as their labor grew
greater. They were all tbrced to come to short

allowance, and consequently to work hard with-

out filling their bellies. Though this was very

severe upoi> Eiiijlish stomachs, 3'et the people

were so lar from being discomfited at it, that they

still kept up their good humor, and merrily told a

young fellow in the company, who looked very

plump and wholesome, that he must expect to go
first to pot, if matters should come to extremity.

This was only said, by way of jest, yet it made
him thouirhtful in earnest. However, ibr tlie pre-

sent, he returned them a very civil answer, letting

them know that, dead or alive, he should be glad
to be useful to such worthy good friends. But
after all, this humorous saying had one very good
effect; Ibr that younker, who belore was a little

inclined by his constitution to be lazy, grew on a

sudden extremely industrious, that so there might
be less occasion to carbonade him for the good of

his fellow-travellers.

While our friends were thus embarrassed in the

Dismal, the commissioners began to lie under
great uneasiness for them. They knew very

well their provisions must by this time begin to fall

short, nor could they conceive any likely means
of a supply. At this time of the year both cattle

and hogs had forsaken the skirts of the Dismal,
invited by the springing grass on the firm land.

All our hopes were, that Providence would cause
some wild game to fall in their way, or else direct

them to a wholesome vegetable for subsistence.

In short, they were haunted with so many fi'ights

on this occasion, that they were in truth more un-
easy than the persons whose case they lamented.
We had several visitors from -Edenton in the

afternoon, that came with Mr. Gale, who had
prudently left us at Coratuck to scufHe through
that dirty country by ourselves. These gentlemen
having good noses, had smelt out, at 30 miles dis-

tance, the precious liquor with which the liberality

of our good ft-iend, Mr. Mead, had just before sup-

plied us. That generous person had judged very
right, that we now had got out of the latitude of

drmk, proper for nien in affliction, and therefore

was so good as to send his cart laden with all sorts

of refreshments, for which the commissioners re-

turned him their thanks, and the chaplain his

blessing.

21st.—The surveyors and their attendants be-
gan now in good earnest to be alarmed with ap-
prehensions of famine, nor could they forbear

looking with some sort of appetite upon a dog,

that had been the faithful companion of their tra-

vels.

Their provisions were now near exhausted.

The}' had this morning made the last distribution,

that so each might husband his small pittance as

he pleased. Now it was that the fresh colored

young man began to tremble, every joint of htm,

having dreamed the night before that the Indians

were about to barbecue him over live coals.

The prospect of liimine determined the people,

at last, with one consent, to abandon the line Ibr

the present, which advanced but slowly, and make
the best of their way to firm land. Accordingly

they set off very early, and by tlie helf) ol tlie

compass, which they carried alonu: with them,
steered a direct westerly course. Tliey marched
from morning till night, and computed their jour-

ney toamoynt to about 4 miles, which was a great

way, considering the difficulties of the ground. It

was all along a cedar swamp, so dirty and per-

plexed, that if they had not travelled lor their

lives, they could not have reached so far.

On their way they espied a turkey-buzzard, that

flew prodigiously high to get above the noisome
exhalations that ascend fi'om this filthy place.

This they were willing to understand as a good
omen, according to the superstition of the ancients,

who had great iViith in the flight of vultures.

Howe-ver, alter all this tedious join-ney, they

could yet discover no end of their toil, which made
them very pensive, especially after they had eat the

last morsel of their provisions. But to their un-

speakable comfort, when all was hushed in the

evening, they heard the cattle low, and the dogs

bark very distinctly, which, to men in that distress,

was more delightful music than Faustina or Fari-

nelli could have made. In the mean time the

commissioners could get no news of them from

any of their visiters, who assembled from every

point of the comiiass.

But the good landlord had visiters of another

kind, while we were there ; that is to say, some in-

dustrious masters of ships, that lay in Nansimond
River. These worthy commanders came to be-

speak tobacco from these parts, to make up their

loadings, in contem[)t of the Virginia law, which
positively forbad their taking in any made in

North Carolina. Nor was this restraint at all un-

reasonable, because they have no law in Carolina

either to mend the quality, or lessen the quantity

of tobacco, or so much as to prevent the turning

out of seconds*— all which cases have been provi-

ded against By the laws of Virginia. Wherefore,

there can be no reason why the inhabitants of

that province should have the same advantage of

shipping their tobacco in our ports, when they

will by no means submit to tlie same restrictions

that we do.

22nd.—Our patrole happened not to go far

enough to the northward this morning ; ifthey had,

the people in the Dismal might have heard the re-

port of their guns. For this reason they returned

without any tidings, which threw us into a great,

though unnecessary perplexity. This was now
the ninth day since they entered into that inhos-

* By "seconds'" is meant the second growth of to-

bacco, made from the suckers, which spring up after

the plant had matured, and been cut down.

—

Ed.
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pitable swanip, and consequently we had reason
to believe their provisions were quite spent.

We knew they worked hard, and iherelbre would
eat heartily, so long as they had wherewithal to

recruit their spirits, not iniaginino; the swamp so

wide as they tbund it. Had we been able to guess
where the line would come out, we would have
sent men to meet them with a liesh supply. Eut
as we could know nothing of that, and as we had
neither compass nor surveyor to guide a messen-
ger on such an errand, we were unwilling to ex-

pose him to no purpose ; therelbre, all we were
able to do l()r them in so great an extremity, was
to recommend them to a merciful Providence.
However long we might think the time, yet we

were cautious ot" shewing our uneasiness, for fear

of mortilying our landlord. He had done his best

for us, and thereibre we were unwilling he should
think us dissatisfied with our entertainment. In

the nfidst of our concern, we were most agreeably
surprised just alter dinner, with the news that the

Dismalites were all sale. These blessed tidings

was brought us by Mr. Swan, the Carolina sur-

veyor, who came to us in a very tattered condilion.

Afier very short salutations, we got about him
as il' he had been a Hottentot, and began to in-

quire into his adventures. He gave us a detail of
their uncomfortable voyage through the Dismal,
and told us, particularly, they had pursued their

journey early that morning, encouraged by the

good omen of seeing the crows fly over their

heads ; that after an hour's tiiarch over very rotten

ground, they on a sudden began to find them-
selves among tall pines that grew in the water,

which, in many places, was knee-deep. This
pine swamj), into which that of Coropeak drained

itself extended near a mile in breadth, and though
it was exceednigly wet, yet was much harder at

the bottom than the rest of the swamj) : that

about ten in the morning they recovered firm land,

which they embraced with as much pleasure, as

shipwrecked wretches do the shore.

After these honest adventurers had congratu-
lated each others' deliverance, their first inquiry

was for a good house, where they miijht satisfy

the importunity of their stomachs. Their good
genius directed them to Mr. Brinkley's, who
dwells a little to the southward of the line. This
man began immediately to be ver}^ inquisitive, but

they declared they had no spirits to answer ques-

tions till after dinner.

"But pray gentlemen," said he, "answer' me
one (juestion at least: what will you have lor

your dinner ?" To which they replied, " No mat-
ter what, provided it be but enough." He kindly

supplied their wants as soon as possible, and by
the strength of that refreshment, they made a
shift to come to us in the evening, to tell their own
story. They all looked very thin, and as ragged
as the Gibeonite ambassadors did in the days of
yore. Our surveyors told us they had measured
ten miles in the Dismal, and conipuied the dis-

tance they had marched since, to amount to about
five more : so they made the whole breadth to be
15 miles in all.

23rd.—It was very reasonable that t4ie sur-
veyors, and the men who had been sharers in their

fatigue, should now have a little rest. They were
all, exce|)t one, in good health and good heart, bles-

sed be God, notwithstanding the dreadful hardships
they had gone through. It was really a pleasure

to see the cheerfulness wherewith they received

the order to prepare to re-en'er the Dismal on the

Monday following, in order to continue the line

from the i)lace where they had left off measuring,

that so we might have the exact breadth of liiat

dirty place. There were no more than two of

them that could be persuaded to be relieved on
this occasion, or suffer the other men to share the

credit of that boKI undertaking. Neither would
these have sutlered it, had not one of them been
very lame, and the other nmch indisposed.

By the description the surveyors gave of the

Dismal, we were convinced that nothing but the

exceeding dry season we had been blessed with,

could have made the passing of it [)racticable. it

is the source of no less than five several rivers,

which 'discharge themselves southward into Al-

bemarle Sound, and of two that run northerly into

Virginia. From thence, it is easy to imagine
that the soil must be thoroughly soaked with wa-
ter, or else there must be plentiful stores of it .under

ground, to suppl}' so many rivers—especially since

there is no lake, or any considerable body of that

eleme.it to be seen on the surface. < The rivers

that head in it from Virginia, are the South Bninch
of Nan^imond, and the West Branch of Eliza-

beth—and those (i'om Carolina, are North- West
River, North River, Pasquotank, Little River,

and Perquimons.
There is orie remarkable part of the Dismal

lying to the south of the line, that has few or no
trees growing on it, but contains a large tract of

tail reeds; these being green all the year round,

and waving with every wind, have procured it

the name of the "Green Sea." i

We are not yet acquainted with the precise ex-

tent of the Dismal, the whole having never been

surveyed: but it may be computed at a medium
to be about 30 mi^es long, and 10 miles broad,

though where the line crossed it, it was complete-

ly 15 miles wide. But it seems to grow narrow-

er towards the north, or at least' does so in many
places.t The exhalations, that continually rise

liom this vast body of mire. and nastiness, infect

the air ibr many miles round, and render it very

unwholesome for the bordering inhabitants. It

makes them liable to agues, pleurisies, and many
other distempers that kill abundance of people,

and make the rest look no better than ghosts. It

would require a great sum of money to drain it
;

but the public treasure could not be better bestow-

ed than to preserve the lives of his majesty's liege

people, and at the same time render so great a

tract of' swanip very profitable, besides the advan-

tage of making a channel to transport, by water

carriage, goods from Albemarle Sound into Nan-
simond and Elizabeth rivers in Virginia.

# * * * #

2Sth.—Our time passed heavily in our quar-

ters, where we were quite cloyed with the Ca-
rolina fijlicity of having nothing to do. It was
really more insupportable than the greatest fatigue,

and made us even envy the drudgery of our

friends in the Dismal: besides, though the men

f This supposition of the breadth of the swamp was

greatly short of the truth. According to the latest

map, it is more narrow where the lino crossed than at

any more northefn part, until the termination is nearly

reached.

—

Ed.
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we had with us were kept in exact discipline, and
behaved without reproach, yet our landlord bejian

to be tired ol" iheni, fearing they would breed'^a

famine in ills liimily.

Indeed so many keen stomachs made great

havoc amongst Ihc beet and bacon which he had
laid in for hissauun.^r |)rovision, norcould hee.isily

purchase inure at thai time o( the year with 'the

motley we paid him—because people havinir no
certain market, seldom provide an}^ more of these

commodil'ies than will barely supply their own oc-

casions.,. Besides, the weather vvas now "rrown

too warm to lay in a fresh stock so late in the

s|)ring. These considerations abated somewhat
of that cheerfulness with whicdi he bid us wel-
come in the beginning, and made him think the

time quite as long' as we did, till the surveyors re-

turnt^d.

While we were thus all hands uneasy, we were
comforted with the news that, this afternoon, the

line was finished through the Dismal. The mes-
senger told us it had been the hard work of three

days, to measuie the length of only 5 miles, and
mark the trees as they >passed along ; and by the

most exact survey, they found the breadth of the

Dismal in this place, to be com))Ietely 15 miles.

How wide it may be in other pai'ts, we cat give
no account; but believe it grows narrower to-

Avards the north. Possibly, towards Albemarle
Sound it may be something broader, where so

many rivers issue out of it. All we know ibr cer-

tain, is, that from the place where the line enter-

ed the Dismal, to where it came otit, we found the

road round that portion of it, which belongs to

Virginia, to be about 65 miles. How great the
distance may be from each of those points, round
that part that (alls within the bounds of Carolina,

we had no certain inlbrmation—though it is con-
jectured it cannot be so little as 30 miles: at

which rate the whole circuit nutst be about an
hundred. What a mass of mud and dirt is trea-

sured up within this filthy circumference, and
what a quantity of water must perpetually drain
into it from the rising ground, that surrounds it on

•1-1 ° °
every side i

Without faking the exact level of the Dismal,
we may be sure that it declines towards the places
where the several rivers take their rise, in order to

carrying off the constant supplies of water. Were
it not for such discharge.;, the whole swamp
would long since have been converted into a lake.

On the other side, this declension must be very
gentle, else it would be laid perli^ctly dry by so
many continuous drdins: whereas, on the contra-
ry, the ground seems every where to be thorough-
ly drenched, even in the dryest season of the year.
The surveyors concluded this day's work with

running 25 chains up into the firm land, where
they wailed fart het' orders from the commissioners.

For the farmers' Register.

THE DIFFEREXCE OF CLIMATE BETWEEN THE
EASTERN SIDE OF THE CONTINENT OF
NORTH AMERICA AND EUROPE.

Review, j^n Ussay on the Climate of the United
States : 8 vo. pp. 44, 2tid ed : Philadelphia, 1833.

This pamphlet appears to have been originally

published in 1809, and re-published in 1833, with

the addition of an appendix containing several
notes.

This essay is, as the title page informs us, an
inquuy into the causes ol" the difierence in climate
between the eastern side of the continent of North
America and Europe—the appendix being mainly
occupied with a new solution of the qiieslion, why
the temperature of western Europe, is hi<iher thiui

that of the eastern coasts of America in the same
latitudes.

The author rejects the common notion that the
temperature will be mitigated by clearinir and cul-

tivating the surface, and gives an instance; China,
an em[)ire so well cultivated, which is yet subject
to extreme vicissitudes of heat and cold. He at-

tributes the diH'erence between the climate of the
opposite shores of Europe and America, to the
prevalence of the westerly winds. These winds,
he says, blowing over the American continent,

make the winter colder, and the summer watimer,
in North America—while blowing over the Atlan-
tic, ihe_v make the climate of Europe milder in

summer and winter both—the same causes thus
producing opposite effects in the two continents.

The writer next investigates the cause of the pre-

valence of westerly winds, in an argument, elabo-
rate, abstruse, and, perhaps, from the nature of
the subject, somewhat vague and conjectural. He
contends that the trade winds, imjieded in their

course by the American continent, return by a
sort of eddv current in a westerly direction.

If must be conlessed, that the nature of the
winds is very obscure—"they blow where they list,

and no man knovveth whence they come, nor
whither they go." There are so many currents,

and under-currents, and tides of air— so many
changes by rarefiiction and condensation—the re-

volutions of the earth, and of the sun, and the cur-
rents of the ocean—that it requires a despotic

iEolus to reduce them to order and regulate their

furv.

To solve the question of the higher temperature
of the European countries of the west, than that

of the eastern coasts of North America in the
same latitude, the writer argues that the greater
body of the northern Atlantic, must be to the
south—where being exposed to the more vertical

rays of the sun, the waters become heated—this

heat is communicated to the atmosphere, and that

the winds blowinu: from the west, over the Atlan-
tic, impart a milder temperature to the western
countries of Euro['e, than is enjoyed on the coasts

of North America in the same latitudes—and that

the gulf stream tends also to produce the same
effect. To these speculations in abstract physical

geography, succeed some observations of a more
f)raclical bearing. The essay, denies that there

have been such vast changes in the climate of
European countries, as have been insisted on by
some writers, and the author concludes, that

where trees and plants incapable of withstanding
hard frosts are indigenous, we may inft^r that the

climate is not a severe one.

He thinks that the clearing and cultivation of a
country, instead of making the climate milder,

may cause greater extremes of heat and cold ; and
hence, the increased backwardness of spring and
lateness of autumn, observable in this country. In
answer to the opinion, that clearing forests will

cause the surface to become more dry, and conse-

quently warmer—he says, that the air does not
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become temperate, in proportion, as it becomes
dry—beciuise fluids are capable of being liealed as

well as solids, and the air of Europe is more moist

than ours, and yet more mild.

He mentions, that in elevation and figure, the

norlhera parts of Kurope, such as the countries

on the south borJer of the Baltic sea, resemble

the south-eastern |)arls of the United States

—

while the countries to the south ol^ Europe, and

along the nortli border of the Mediterranean sea,

resem!)!e rather the mountainous (Jisiricis of Penn-

sylvania, Virginia and the Carolinas.

"Havin,^ endeavored to prove that the severity of

our climate, and tliat of the eastern shores of Asia, is

owing to the prevalence of the westerly winds, and

that the same cause produces an opposite effect on the

western coasts of both continents ; and having at-

tempted to account for it by the currents of air which
constantly move across the Atlantic and Pacilic oceans,

froin east to west, witliin the tropics; I should here

conclude this essay, were I not desirous that these

speculations might be the means of inducing persons

of better inforiiTation and more leisure, to pursue the

inquiry, and were I not persuaded, that conclusions

might'be drawn from these positions which would lead

to useful results.

" Whether the physical or intellectual powers of the

human race are aliected by climate, has frequently

been the subject of discussion among those who have

directed their attention to questions of this nature ; and

whether our climate, being liable to greater extremes of

heat and cold than that of Europe, operates favorably

or otherwise on our faculties, are questions with which
I do not pretend to be conversant, and which to any
practical purpose it seems unnecessary to discuss.

The United States, lying within the .temperate zone,

their climate, subject; as'it is to great variations, must
on the whole, be classed among the temperate ; and
men of great endowments, both mental and corporeal

have been born and reared in countries that are subject

to greater cold, and in others, where the heat is more
intense.

" What effect our climate has on animals, as com-
pared with that of Europe, and how far our modes and
arts of life, especially the most generally practised and
most important of all arts, that of husbandr3^ are in-

fluenced by climate, how far by habit; which of these,

brought by our ancestors from Europe and still Ibliow-

ed by their posterity, ought to be abandoned as not

suited to the vicissitudes of our seasons ; and what
benefits would accrue from adopting others at present

unknown, or little practised among us ; are topics of no
little moment, and which hitherto have not been much
attended to. Practical men seldom apply their thoughts

to such subjects, and more seldom communicate them
to the public ; and it has happened, rather unfortunate-

ly, perhaps, that some eminent European writers, hav-

ing erroneously taken it for granted, that our climate

was not only colder, but more moist than that of Europe,
and having drawn conclusions from that supposed fact

unfavorable to this country, some of our most distin-

guished citizens, eager to detect error, and zealous for

the honor of their country, not content with refuting

these positions, have gone into the opposite extreme,
and have contended that our climate was equally tem-
perate with that of Europe, in the same latitudes; or
if not so now, that it would gradually approach the

same standard, as our forests should be cleared, and
cultivation extended over the face of the country. Had
it been admitted that our climate was less temperate,
and the ditference been traced to a permanent cause,
instead of controverting an unquestionable fact, or
looking for changes which are never to happen, I can-
not but believe that many new improvements would
have been struck out, and that various important
branches of agriculture would have been established

alQong us, that are at present unknown ; of these, per-
haps, the most important, is the culture of the vine.

Could we substitute for our beverage the pure and
wholesome juice of the grape, instead of the liquid

poisons obtained by distillation, so fatal to the health
and morals of the laborious part of the community,
what a change would be etti?cted in the face of oiir

country ? How many industrious families would be
saved from ruin! The habit of drinking fermented
liquors has prevailed from the earliest ages among the
race of men from which we are descended ; and
though the abuse of them, like that of every other good,
no doubt has been productive of evil, it can hardly
be questioned that they have added more to the stock
of human enjoyment, than they have taken from it.

The use of ardent spirits, which was unknown among
the ancients, has produced fewer benefits, and incalcu-
lably greater mischiefs. Drunkenness is a much more
prevalent vice, and is much more fatal among those
who are addicted to the use of distilled liquors, than
those accustomed to the use of wine or beer.

"No one, at all acquainted with human nature, will

ever expect that the people of this country, any more
than the present inhabitants of Europe, will ever aban-
don the use of intoxicating drinks; anu ardent spirits

will be in general use among the mass of the commu-
nity, until a substitute is found. That wine would in a
great measure supplant them, need not be doubted, if

it could be produced in our country (for it is idle to

expect'it from abroad) in, sufficient plenty for general
use."—pp. 26—29.

That "drunkenness is a much more prevalent

vice, and is hiuch more fatal among those v/ho
are addicted to the use of distilled liquors, than
those accustomed to the use of wine^or beer," is

not a singular opinion, and to a certain degree, is

no doubt well-founded; but that it must betaken
with some restriction, will appear from the follow-

ing quotations.
'*' On my return to Oran, the same day I was

struck, though not for the first time, with proofs of

the excessive inebriety of the French common
soldiers."

—

CampbeWs letters from j-Jlgiers, page
283.

" By all I can learn, there never was a time
when drunkards did not abound in France. I do
Jissure you, that in the course of passing between
Paris and London, I have been more struck by
drunkenness in the streets of the former, than of
the latter."

"Now I take it, this word gr('se, contains the

essence of the .superiority of wine (^over whiskey.

It means fuddled—a condition from which one re-

covers more readily, than from downright drunk-
enness, and of which the physical eflecfs are not

so injurious.

I believe the consequences ofeven total inebriety

fi'om wine, are not as bad as those which follow

inebriety from whiskey and rum. But your real

amateur here, is no more content with wine, than

he is with us ; he drinks a while brandy, that is

pretty near the pure alcohol."

"The odicial reports, show ten thousand cases

of females arrested for drunkenness in Paris, dur-

ing the last year."

—

Cooper^s Switzerland.

The essay proceeds to consider the culture of

the vine—and the opinions expressed, though not

such as we can entirely concur in, yet on this, as

on all other points, well deserves the reader's atten-

tion. The main object of preparing these observa-

tions, was to present the passages of our author in

which agricultural matters are introduced.

"It is much to be regretted, that the efforts made at
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diJi'erent periods, and in various parts of the country,

to attain this object, have hitherto been so unsuccessful

as to induce a very general belief that there is some-
thing; in our soil or climate so unfriendly to the vine,

that it can never be cultivated here with success. As
to the former, we know that the iinest wines of Europe
are the ])roduce of soils of various descriptions, ex-

tremely dili'erent from each other, and it cannot be

doubted that we have the same varieties here. The
diJficulty, if there be one, independent of our want of

experience, must, I think, be referred to climate. Pos-

sibly it is insurmountable in some parts of the countrv

;

but I am persuaded that tliere are large districts within

the United States, in which the grape would find as

genial a climate as in Europe. Tlie want of success

that has hitherto been experienced, I think may have
happened by the selection of kinds not suited to our

climate. The vine, as well as other fruits which have
been long cultivated, runs into innumerable varieties;

and every wine country in Europe has those which
have been found suited to its climate, or in a succession

of ages have become accommodated to it. In select-

ing varieties, two leading circumstances would seem to

require attention ; the first, that they should be able to

stand the severity of our winter; and the second, tliat

the grape should ripen at that season of the year best

suited to the making of wine. If the vintage take place

during the summer heats, the wine becomes acid by
excessive fermentation ; and on the other hand, a grape
that does not attain its maturity some time before the

usual period of the setting in of the frost, might often

be overtaken by the winter, and a year's labor lost.

Indeed, if in a climate more temperate than our own,
we should find a grape that united these two requisites,

it might still fail, when removed to a climate different

in other respects from its own. Various kinds of wheat
from the Mediterranean have been occasionally sown
in this country, and though they resist the cold of our

winter, and ripen at the same time with the ordinary

kinds, they have generally yielded an imperfect grain.

We ought, therefore, in choosing varieties of grapes,

to look for them in those countries whose climate most
nearly approaches tliat of the district where the expe-
riment IS intended to be made. In Italy, Spain, and
Portugal, and perhaps the south of France, we should
doubtless find grapes of different kinds that would not

ripen too early in the season ; but being none of them
accustomed to the severity of a winter like ours, it is

highly probable that from this cause, most, if not all of

them, would fail here. The vines cf Burgundy and
Champagne cannot be expected to succeed, both on
account of the severity of our winters, and because
the grapes would ripen too early in the autumn;* and
yet, perhaps, all the varieties of grapes on which ex-
periments have been made, have come from these

countries. If we ever succeed, I think it must be by
brin2:ing our vines from the interior of Germany, from
Hungary, or perhaps from Switzerland, countries re-

mote from the sea, and whose climate is not much un-
like that of many parts of our own.

" It is a known fact, that as we advance from the

sea-coast into the interior of the continent of Europe,
from west to east, the winters grow colder and the

summers warmer; and in consequence of this differ-

ence of climate, the vine is found to succeed in the

more eastern and less temperate regions, much further

to the north than on the sea-coast. The neighborhood
of Nantz, for instance, a little to the north of latitude

47°, is the northern limit of the wine district of France,
on the western coast ; but as we go to the eastward, the

cultivation of the vine extends further and further to

the north, and on the banks of the Rhine excellent

* See Legaux's Table of Vegetation in Pennsylva-
nia, compared with that of some of the most famous
wine countries in Europe. M'Mahon's Gardener's
Calendar, p. 480, extracted, I believe, from some peri-

odical work.

Vol. IV—76

wines are produced, at least three degrees further north,

and where the severity of the winter is much greatei.*
" In Germany, trie Hue extends .still further north,

intq Saxony ; and in Hungary the vintage of Tokay,
the richest perhaps in the world, is gathered considera-
bly to the north of latitude 48°. Were our \\nc3
brought from these countries to those parts of the
United States most like them in climate, it seems
highly yn-obable that many of them would succeed.!
"With regard to the degrees of heat, a pretty accu-

rate judgment might be formed by a comparison of
thermometrical observations that have been made in

both countries; and the period when the grapes would
attain maturity here, might be calculated from the
periods of haivest, and the fall of the leaf from decidu-
ous trees that are common to both countries. If in any
two districts, the one in Europe, the other in America,
the wheat harvest is at the same season of the year,
the fall of the leaf at the same period, and the extremes
of cold and heat are nearly alike, it can be hardly
doubted, that if wine is made in one of those countries,

it might be j)roduced from the same grape in the other.

"These rules are capable of very extensive applica-

tion ; and if they are correct, we might, without wast-
ing years in uncertain experiments, calculate in the

first instance, with a great degree of accuracy, whether
any particular grape would be suited to our climate or
not. Perhaps in the more southern parts of the United
States it would be difficult to apply them, as it may
happen that in all the wine countries of Europe,
whose winters are equally severe, the harvest is gath-
ered at a later period, and the autumn comes on sooner.
Such, I am inclined to believe, is the case; indeed, I

am persuaded that the great warmth of our summers
is much more unfavorable to the cultivation of the
vine, than the winter's cold ; and, of course, that some
of the more northerly districts are much more suited

to it, than those furthest south. Wine, I believe, is

never made within the tropics. In Europe, Indian
com is found to require a warmer climate than the

vine, J and there are few, if any districts in this coun-
try, where some of the varieties of that grain will not
come to perfection. Most probably the winter of a
large portion of the eastern states would be found too
severe for most kinds of the vine. Were I, upon con-
jecture, to fix upon a spot for an experiment, I should
look for it in those parts of the United States least sub-
ject to the extremes of heat as well as cold. The
country south of the lakes Erie and Ontario, and the
mountainous district that separates the eastern waters
from those that fall into the Mississippi, in Pennsylva-
nia, Maryland, Virginia, and perhaps the Carolinas,

probably would be found to offer the most favorable

situations for this purpose ; but this can be determined
by experience alone. Perhaps the experiment has al-

ready been made, under the circumstances I have ven-
tured to recommend, and without success; but I can-
not learn that it has ever been done ; and if', in the first

instance, it should fail, it ought not to be given up as

hopeless, until a great number of trials are made with
different kinds of vines, such as are most esteemed in
the countries from which they are brought, and are
most likely to suit our climate.

§

* See Young's Travels in France, and his map of the
climate of France, annexed to that work.

t Since the above was prepared for the press, I have
seen in the National Intelligencer, an account of some
attempts to cultivate Hungarian vines in Maryland,
near Hagerstown, which are said to have aucceedetl.

X Young's map of the climate of France, in which
the northern limit of the climate fit for the cultivation

of maize is placed about two degrees further south,

than that of vines ; both of them extending fiom the
coast to the interior, in a north-easterly direction.

^ Nullum genus vitium conserendum est nisi fama,
nullum diutius conservandum nisi experimento proba-

tum. Columella, 1. xvi. iii. Sec. 2.
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*'It may be supposed that the improvement of our

native g-rape would be a shorter and more certain pro-

cess ; but all the kinds I have met with, have such

harsh and crude juices, that I apprehend they cannot

be improved, so as to b;!come equal >to the cultivated

grape, for a^es. The wild crab-apple is understood to

be the original stock of all the fine varieties of that

fruit of whicli we are now in possession. Cultivation,

no doubt, has done much in the course of tiiousr.nds of

years; but most probably the greatest improvement has

been elfected by repeated selectictis of the best acci-

dental varieties from seed, until they have been brought

to their present improved state. In as long a course of

time, possibly sooner, the native grape might be

brought to the same state of perfection ; but as all our

cultivated apples are from European stocks, and no

improvement from the native crab has hitherto been

elfected, it seems reasonable to expect, that if we look

for equal success with the vine, we must pursue the

same course."—pp. 29—33.

Though twenty-seven years have elapsed since

the first publication of the foregoing passage,

during which many persons have attempted vine

culture and wine making, but little success, in

general, has yet been met with, and we are but

little better informed as to the causes of failure.

While allowing much weight to the opinion of our

author, as to the agency of climate in causing

these (liflierent results in Europe and the United

States, we also think there is much more in the

differences of soils, than he supposes. It is true

that vines are cultivated, and wine made jirofita-

bly, on soils of various kinds in Europe. But it

is believed that the best vineyards of Europe are

generally, if not universally, more or less calca-

reous—while the soils of the eastern slope of the

United States, have been recently found to be almost

entirely destitute of calcareous earth—and proba-

bly, not an acre, or a rood, of vineyard, has been

made artificially calcareous.

The cultivation of rice is next remarked upon

—

a crop which has been since abandoned in Virginia.

" Among other objects of cultivation that might be

introduced or extended among us, we may, perhaps,

reckon rice. This most valuable grain, which yields

a greater supply of food from a given extent of ground
than any other, is found, like Indian corn, to require a

greater degree and longer duration of heat, than is

afforded by the climate of the more northern parts of

Europe ; and, unlike that plant, it does not run freely

into varieties, or readily accommodate itself to short

summers. On the sunken grounds of the Chesapeake
and its tributary streams, and perhaps the Delaware,

are large tracts, that in soil and situation are well fitted

to the cultivation of this plant. That the heat of sum-
mer is sufficiently great, there can be no question ; the

only doubt is, whether its duration is long enough.

The kind that is cultivated in Carolina, is ibund not lo

ripen sufficiently early ; it is, however, far from impro-

bable, that in other parts of the globe, varieties of this

grain might be found that would attain maturity sooner.

Rice is said to be cultivated extensively on the banks

of the Po, at no great distance from its source ; a cli-

mate, the medium temperature of which I should think

not materially ditferent from that of the lower country

of Virginia and Maryland. It is also said to have
been lately introduced into Hungary,* the climate of

which probably approaches still nearer to that of those

parts of the United States. Whether it is cultivated

so far to the north in China, I have not learned; if it

be, it can hardly be doubted, that it would succeed

* Miller's Gardener's Dictionary, Martyn's edit. art.

Oryza.

equally well in the same ^parallels of latitude in the
maritime parts of the United States.

"The similarity of climate between the United
States and those parts of China that are in the same
lajjitudes, has long since been remarked; and there is

certainly no part of Europe, whose climate so nearly
resembles our own. Unfortunately, our intercourse
with that country is limited to a single port, and that

further soutl) tha'n any part of the United States. If
a free communication is ever established between our
country and the more northern districts of China, it

may probablj- be the means of introducing among us
many plants of great utility, and which, being trans-

planted from a climate so like our own, would at once
become naturalized to it."—pp. 33, 34.

However similar the geographical situation of
China to the United States—there is, in respect to

the grain spoken of above, a striking difference

—

for we are informed by JMalte-Brun, that rice is

the principal object of tultivation in China, except
places in the north-vrest, which are too cold and
dry for this crop—which is, therefore, replaced by
wheat—(see Malte-Brun's Geography—book 42,

page 560, Article, China— ) whereas, we know
that the production of rice in the United States, is

confined to very narrow limits, being hardly heard
of out of South Carolina, and there restricted to

certain peculiar locaUties.

Malte-Brun, on the page preceding the one
just referred to, says, " the northern and western
parts of (Jhina have a far colder climate than the

countries of Europe, which are situated in the

same parallel of latitude. The elevation of the

land, and the snows with which, for the greater

part of the year, ^he central mountains of Asia
are covered, contribute to produce this difference

of temperature."

"The extremes of heat and of cold are much
greater at Pekin, than at Madrid, though the lati-

tude is much the same ; it freezes daily in Decem-
ber, January and February, and very often in

March and November—the cold is often followed

by excessive heat. At Pekin, there are, properly

speaking, only two seasons, winter and summer.
Calculating according to the observations of Father
Amyot, the mean temperature of the greatest

heat, is 121°; that of the greatest cold, 63° below
zero ; the medium heat of the year, ^5°.'''' This
authority then, confirms the facts stated by the

essayist—but does not attribute this extreme mu-
tability of the climate, to the prevalence of the

westerly winds. It is stated by Dr. Drake of

Cincinnati, that the mean temperature of Phila-

delphia, is 53*^ 20', which corresponds very nearly

with that of Pckin. China produces, besides rice,

which is the principal food of its vast population,

wheat, cotton, sugar, indigo and tea, which last,

however, prospiers only, between the jiarallels of
30° and 23°. Silk is also made in China—the
silk-worms seeming to be indigenous in that coun-

try. China boasts also, the camphor tree—the

paper mulberry—the tallow tree

—

croton sebiferum

—the aloe, the heart of which sells for its weight in

gold—and the useful bamboo—the lemon—three

varieties of the orange—one of which, is of the

size of a cherry—the Chinese chestnut—the ba-

nana—tamarind and guava. The Chinese pay
little attention to making wine, though several

provinces abound in grapes. Not liir from Nank-
ing, grows the red cotton, of which nankeen is

made. The fibre is of a delicate pinkish orange,

which it preserves, aller it is spun and woven.
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II" the productions of one country, resemble
another, we may infer, that they enjoy the same
climate—and vice versa, if a similarity of cHmate
be established between two countries, we may in-

fer, that the productions of one, may be raised in

the other. Latitude is an uncertain criterion, for

in South America, the traveller finds summer at

the base, and winter on the summit of the Aiide.s.

Can any reader of the Register, retiir us to the

best maps j,"climaie—charts of vegetable produc-

tion? And here 1 will sugixest the propriety of

establishing a botanical garden in Virginia—an
institution worthy of the attention of the state.

Alter the last quoted passage, the essayist con-

liuues

:

" On the otiier hand, a due attention to the efFect of
our climate on some plants broiight from Europe,
mijht, perhaps, induce us to abandon the cultivation of

them in the more southern districts of the United
States. The common oat is a g^rain little suited to a
warm climate ; accordingly it is hardly known as an ob-

ject of husbandry in the more southern countries of
Europe. In America, while the northern states and
the mountainous districts of the south, yield a grain

that well repays the labor of the husbandman, that

which is produced in the flat country of the southern
states, as has been remarked by an intelligent English
traveller,* is so light, that.it hardly seeius to possess

the principle of vegetation
;
yet still, for the want of a

proper substitute, it is cultivated throughout that range
of country, whether to advantage or not, is at least

doubtful. In a country destitute of meadows, an oat

crop may serve as a substitute for hay.

"These instances are put by way of example. An
•examination of this subject in detail, would be foreign

from the object of this inquiry ; but I hope these un-

connected hints may induce persons of more ability,

and better means of information, to go more largely

into it.

" Agriculture, like other arts, must depend for its ad-

vancement on experiments ; but when these experi-

ments are conducted on just principles, and in con-
formity to a correct theory, the road to improvement
may be much shortened, and the labor and expense of

attempts that cannot be expected to succeed, will fre-

quently be avoided.
" By a due attention to the rules I have mentioned,

and others that will readily occur to a reflecting mind,
I am persuaded there is hardfy a tree or a plant which
belongs to any part of the old continent within the

temperate zones, that might not be naturalized in some
parts of the United States, and that without the waste
of time or labor in a succession of fruitless expeii-

ments.
" It may be thought, that as our climate is subject to

greater extremes than that of Europe, the country is

not capable of producing some plants that flourish

there. This, no doubt, is true, as to a large portion of

the United States, with respect to some trees and pe-

rennial plants ; but those vegetables that are useful to

man, are, the greater part of them, annual, and, for

their production, I am inclined to think our climate

has the advantage of the more temperate one of Eu-
rope. Indian corn, a grain second in utility only to

wheat, if it be second, requires a degree of warmth,
that in Europe is only found in the more southern re-

gions. In every part of the United States, from north

to soutb, it is cultivated with success.
" Cotton, a plant of such extensive use, which flour-

ishes to so great a degree throughout nearly or quite

one-half the extent of our country, is only known as

an object of cultivation in some small districts in the

southern parts of Europe.

* iVIr. Strickland's communication to the Board of

Agriculture.

"The near resemblance between the climate of the

United States and China has been already mentioned

;

perhaps no two countries on the face of the globe are

more alike in this respect. That climate certainly

cannot be thought a bad one, which of all others has
been found most favorable to human life, and the rich-

est in vegetable productions."—pp. 34—36.

The respective advantages of climate of our At-
lantic states, and western Europe, are summed up
and compared in the following impressive manner

:

" Unfavorable comparisons of the climate of the

United States v/ith that of the western countries of
Europe, in regard to the greater extremes of heat and
cold, and more frequent and sudden varieties of weath-
er in the former, are often made by Europeans, and, in

some respects, perhai)s not wholly without foundation;

but I doubt vvliether the balance of advantages, if it be
really in favor of Europe, is so in any very considera-

ble degree. Some countries in Europe itself are much
more subject to these extremes than others, and yet
the inhabitants of the former are not inferior to those

of the latter in health, bodily strength, or longevity.

As has been observed in this essaj', the thermometer
has a much wider range in the eastern parts of France
than the western, yet I believe tliat the native inhabi-

tants of Brittany and Poitou, have never been thought
superior in corporeal or mental qualities to those of
Burgundy and Champaigne. The winters of the south
of Germany, especially the more eastern part, are

much more severe, and the heat of the summer greater

than on the Atlantic coast in the same latitudes, yet
the inhabitants of the former are as robust and long-

lived as those of other countries in Europe. The
changes of temperature to which our climate is subject,

are seldom, if ever so sudden, as most persons engaged
in active life go through daily, without injury, in win-
ter and summer, in exchanging the temperate warmth
of an apartment, for the open air. Our domestic ani-

mals average fairl}^ with those of Europe. With re-

spect to vegetable life, it is true, that the greater cold

of winter deprives us of various useful trees and peren-
nial plants that flourish in more northern latitudes in

Europe ; but, on the other hand, the greater heat of

summer enables us to cultivate with success many
valuable annuals, thai cannot be brought to maturity
in the north or middle of Europe. The cotlon plant

and Indian corn, both of inestimable value, are culti-

vated on a large scale, and are an abundant source of
wealth and comfort, the former throughout an exten-
sive region, comprehending the greater part of the

southern states, and the latter in the whole extent of
our country.
" In one point of comparison, I think our climate has

the advantage of that of the more northern and west-
ern parts of Europe. The westerly winds, which
carry with them the mild temperature of the Atlantic,

a-re loaded with its vapors; and while we enjoy bright

skies, and a clear, elastic air, for the greater part of

the year, those countries, for much longer and more
frequent periods, are enveloped in fogs, or obscured by
clouds. This state of v.eather is not wholly without

its advantages, but, on the whole, the balance seems to

me, in this respect, in our favor.

" There is, however, one aspect in which the climate

of a considerable portion of the territory of the United

States may, perhaps, appear less favorable to Euro-
peans, than that of any very great extent of country in

the more temperate parts of Europe. Flat countries,

intersected with stagnant waters, or sluggish streams,

in hot or temperate climates, are almost uniformly less

healthy than high lands, through which the water-
courses pass with greater rapidity; and the comparative
unhealthiness goes on increasing, with the distance

from the poles. The southern coasts of Europe, from
the Pyrenees along the Atlantic shores of Sjiain and
Portugal to Gibraltar, and from Gibraltar to the Bos-

phorus, are generally mountainous, wliile the more
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northern countries bordering on the German sea, and
on the southern shores of the Baltic, from Calais to St.

Petersburgh, are uniibrnily low and level. If in the

formation of these regions the northern had been
mountainous, and the southern flat and intersected with
sluggisli waters, it seems higlily probable that the

southern would have been comparatively more un-
healthy than they now are.

"Theseacoast of the United States is generally hilly,

from Maine to New York. Further south is a belt of

level land, narrower at tlie north, but increasing in

breadth towards the south, until it forms a great extent

of country, compi'ehending the wiiole maritime part of

the soutliern slates, from Maryland to the western
limits of Louisiana, to which may be added, the south-

ern part of the basin of the Mississippi, and its tribu-

tary streams. In this tract of country, as ex^'ensive as

some of the larger kingdoms of Europe, though there

are many districts that are far from b<.'ing very un-
healthy, the climate in general is thought less favora-

ble to the European races of men, than that of the

northern states, or the hilly country in the same lati-

tudes, between the Mississippi and the Atlantic. To
what cause is it owing, that the soil of this great tract

of country is mostly cultivated by slaves, the descen-
dants of those formerly imported from the coast of
Guinea.' And how does it happen, that their number,
in comparison with that of the whites, goes oh in an
increasing ratio from north to south? Does this pro-

ceed from moral or physical causes, or from both com-
bined .' That the former have contributed to the intro-

duction of slaves from Africa into our southern country,
seems unquestionable. The products of this region,

the tobacco of Maryland. Virginia, and North Carolina,

and the rice of South Carolina and Georgia, meeting a
ready market and good prices in Europe, occasioned
a great and increasing demand for labor, and in later

times, the successful cultivation of cotton, which has
now become by far the most considerable product for

exportation in the United States, has added greatly to

that demand. Further to the north, the chief proc4ucts

of agriculture being either unsuited to transpoitation

by sea, or like those of Europe, they have been less

sought after abroad. Is it owing to this diversity, that

while African slaves were freely admitted into all the

English colonies, very few were received in the north-
ern, while they weie readily bought up in all the
southern maritime country, where, to this day, almost
the whole field labor is periormed by their descendants ?

Or is this diversity owing, in part, to the difference ot

climate I have referred to?"—pp. 42, 44.

How niuch more dignified and useful, for our
distinguished professional men of Virginia, (and
the supposed author of this essay is one of the
most distinguished,) to occupy their leisure in lucu-

brations of this kind, than in party squabbles and
political wranglintT—the petty intrigues of elec-

tions, and the scurrilous animosity of newspapers.

From the Richmond Enquirer.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE STOCKHOLDERS OF THE
JAMES RIVER AND KANAWHA COMPANY.

The second annual meeting of the James River
and Kanawha Company, convened at the Capitol
in Richmond, on JVlonday, the 12fh instant, and
was organized by the appointment of Judge Sum-
mers of Kanawha, as chairman.
The proceedings commenced with the reading

of the second annual report of the president of ihe
company to the stocldiolders, of which the lc)Ilovv-

ing is a sketch.

The operations and conditions of the company
are stated under eight different heads.

I. Change of officers and engineers.—On the
20th Januar_v liist, Mr. Samuel Marx resigned his

seat in the Board of Directors, and the vacancy
was filled by the appointment of Mr. Charles
Ellis, of Richmond. On the 23rd of the same
month, Mr. Randolph Harrison, senr., resigned
his seat, and his place was supplied by Mr. Tho-
mas M. Bondurant, of Buckingham.
Oh ihe 20th of February, Judge Wright resign-

ed the office of chief engineer, on the ground of
inability, from advancing age and bodily infirmity,

to perlbrm the active duties on so extesive a line

of improvement. Mr. Charles Ellett, jr. was
appointed his successor. The board desiring to

avail itself of Judge Wright's skill and experi-

ence, appointed him consulting engineer, with the

stipulation that he .should visit the work at least

once every quarter.

Mr. Simon W. Wright, resigned the office of
principal assistant engineer, on the 26th of March.
Mr. Daniel Livermore, was at this period, the only
principal assistant in the service of the company.
The board, with a view to make adequate provi-

sion for the wants of the new line, and for the sur-

vey of th« old canal, authorized the president and
chief engineer to appoint four additional principal

assistants, and to make suitable modifications of
the three oriijinal principal sections in the first

division of the canal. Three of the places were
filled by the appointment of Wm. Beckwilh, John
Couty, and Thomas De Witt. The great demand
for engineers in the United States, pur it out of the

power of the board, to fill the remaining place with
a suitable person. In the month of May, Mr.
Livermore, from indisposition, resigned his office,

and as no suitable successor could be obtained, the

corps was reduced to the three principal assistants.

This rendered it necessary to defer the contempla-
ted survey of the old canal, and to employ two of
the three principal assistants on the sixty miles

next above Maiden's Adventure, and the third, on
the next twenty miles below Lynchburg; and to

confide the intermediate forty miles of the new
line of canal, to the resident engineers, operating

under the immediate instructions of the chief engi-

neer.

Additions were made to the number of resident

engineers, and of first and second rod-men, as they
were required for the preparation of the line lor

assessment of damages, and for laying out and
superintending the construction of the work.
The corps of engineers now consist of one chief

engineer, one consulting engineer, three principal

assistants, eleven resident engineers, eight rod-men
of the first grade, thirteen rod-men of the second

grade, two draftsmen, and one surveyor. It is

contemplated in the course of the winter, to make
further additions to the corps ; so that in the spring,

it will consist of one chief engineer, one consulting

engineer, five principal assistants, fourteen resident

engineers, fourteen rod-men of the first grade, four-

teen rod-men of the second grade, and two drafts-

men.
II. Conclusion of the location of the first di-

vision of the canal.—At the last report, the parts

of the line extondinj): fi'om Scotfsville to the Seven
Islands, and fi-om Columbia lo Maiden's Adven-
ture—in all, forty-seven miles, remained to be

definitely located. The operations on these parts

of the line, were necessarily interrupted by the

winter season, and another cause of delay arose
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from the casual removal of the stakes, indicating

the preliminary location. From Columbia to

Blaiden's Adventure, the line recjuired almost en-

tire re-location. These parts ot the seventy-three

miles adver'p Ril for contract, in the month ol' De-
cember, 1835, and not let, required frequent renew-
als of the Staines; thus giving rise to much labor

and loss of time to the engineers. From these

causes, the work of location was much protracted. -

On the 22nd July, the chief engineer announced
that the line was in readiness tor reception, and af-

ter examination by a committee of the directors, it

was approved at the August meeting ot the board.

In the location of the canal, a leading object

with the board of directors was, to have it raised

beyond the reach of danger from floods in the

rivers; and with this view theireshetof 1814, the

greatest since 1795, was selected as furnishing a
proper standard lor the elevation of the line. The
freshet in June last, afforded satisfactory proof of

the skill exhibited by the engineers in this part of

the work. At Lynchburg and Warmuister, and
for sonae distance above and below those places,

the freshet of June was somewhat higher than
that of 1814; but at no point on this part of the

line did the water of the river come within two
feet of the top of the embankment. From Scotts-

ville to Uichmond, the June freshet was relatively

lower; insomuch, that at Columbia and Carters-

ville, it was four leet below that of 1814 ; but the

chief engineer has ascertained, that in this part of

the line also, such a flood as that of 1814, would
not have reached the level of the tow-path called

for by the location, except at a point on the estate

of Wm. Gait, in Fluvanna, and there the em-
bankment will be raised so as to guard against the

overflow of the waters in future time.

III. yjfsscssment of darnagt's.—The preparation

of the line lor assessment of damages, necessarily

awaited the action of the legislature on the bdl to

allow an increased breadth of ground for the canal,

and a chanjre in the mode of assessment. This
bill passed on the 19th of March, and measures
were immediately adopted, with a view to the

speedy execution of the law. Surveys were im-

mediately commenced to prepare for assessment
the seventy-three miles advertised lor contract in

December, and to complete the location, and pre-

pare the remaining forty -seven miles of the first

division of the line. To make the surveys, maps,
and annexed descriptions, necessary lor this pur-

pose, required much time. On the 2nd of May,
the Board of Public Works were informed that

the part of the line, under contract, would be ready

for assessment in June. That board having com-
pleted the appointment of assessors, were, on the

29th of May, notified that the necessary prepara-

tions for the assessment would be made by the

middle of June, and were requested to communi-
cate that fact to the assessors, and invite them to

assemble at Lynchburg, on the 22d of that month.
A full meeting of the assessors was defeated by
several resignations in that body. Three of the

assessors met at Lynchburg on the 22d of June,
and being unwilling to enter on the discharge of

their duties, in the absence of their colleagues, ad-

journed to meet at New Market, on the 6th of

July. On the 7th of July, they formed a board,

and commenced the performance of their duties.

They proceeded as far as the mouth of Rockfish

—

and finding their view of the lands obstructed b}'

the crops, and the season unfavorable to the dis-

charge of their duties, they adjourned to meet in

Lynchburg, on the 1st of" October. During the

recess of the board of assessors, the whole line

was prepared for assessment. On the 4th of Oc-
tober,' a lull board having been formed, the asses-

sors commenced their examination of the landa at

the water-works above Lynchburg, and continuing-

it through the estates lor one hundred and twenty
miles, reached the end of the line at Maiden's Ad-
venture, on the 1st of November. They then

adjourned to Richmond, and completed their

assessments on the 25th of November. The de-

cision of the number of bridges to be allowed, was
reserved to the committee of the board of direc-

tors ; and they have allowed on the line from
Lynchburg to Maiden's Adventure. 15 road bridg-

es, 83 farm bridges, and 4 pivot boats.

The whole amount of assessments, including-

costs of serving notices, counsel fees, pay of asses-

sors, &c. &c., is it^l62,488 48; which makes the

cost per mile, iB1354 05. In this sum, the cost of
additional fences rendered necessar}^ by the canal,

is embraced, and it constitutes a heavy item of the

account.

IV. Amount of contracts, and progress of con-

struction.—The line from Maiden's Adventure to

Lynchburg, was divided into 201 sections, each
forming the subject of a separate contract—each
contractor to take one or more contracts, as the

parties might agree. The contracts on these sec-

lions, embrace the grubbing, excavation, embank-
ment, puddling and external walling. The result

of the whole lettings is, that of the 201 sections,

IGl, embracinor all of the most heavy and difficult

parts of the line, are at this time under contract,

and that 40 sections, consisting of light and easy
work, are still to be disposed of.

Of the masonry, 10 locks, 21 culverts, the Ri-

vanna aqueduct, two lock houses, and the water-

works' dam at Lynchburg, are under contract.

Except the dam at Lynchburg, the dams are re-

served to as late a day as possible, to lessen the

period of interruption to the existing navigation

upon the river.

The force employed upon the line of new canal,

in the month of October, was 985 men, and 286
horses. In the month of November, it was 1,356

men, and 381 horses.

The work ol excavation, &c. has been retarded

by the great rise in the price of labor, the inade-

quate supply of contractors and other causes.

Some of these cause.? have ceased to exist, and the

effect of others is diminished. From present ap-

pearances, it is believed, that by the 1st of April,

the whole of the remaining 40 sections will be un-

der contract. Contracts for the masonr}' have been

delated, in part, by the same causes that delayed

the execution of the excavation; but principally

by the insufficient supply of stone-cutters and ma-
sons. These causes, it is believed, will, in great

measure, be removed, and all the masonry be got

under contract in the spring.

V. Preparations for the works of art, and
discovery of hydraulic cement on the line of the

canal.—Since the last report, the agent employed
to examine quarries, has completed his exploration

of the country, in the vicinity of the canal. The
result is, the discovery of about 30 quarries of

suitable stone, and conveniently located, between
Maiden's Adventure and the Seven Islands. Be-
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tween the Seven Islands and Tye River, the quan-
tity is deficient for ioci<s, except at the upper end.

Between Tye Kiver and Lynchburg, there is a
competent supply. The defective parts of" the

line, can be supplied from quarries on the river.

In no part of the line will the transportation be

more than 16 miles, and that by water. On the

Chesapeake and Ohio Canal, it is slated, that a

large part of the sione used in the construction of

locks was conveyed 32 miles.

The search lor hydraulic lime was confided to

Judo-e Kinsey of New Jersey, who was well re-

commended to the board as possessing the neces-

sary skill and ex!)erience. He examined the

country on the margin of the river from Rockflsh,

to the town of Covinjrton. He Ibund no hydrau-

lic lime below the Blue Ridge; but above the

Blue Ridge, he met with it at three points, viz : in

the vicinity of the Natural Bridge, at Pattons-

burg, and on the fiirm of William Allen, in Bote-

tourt. It had been previously Ibund on Mr. Ed-
mondson's farm in Rockbridge, on the north

branch of the river, and about seven miles above
the head of the mountain canal. At Paltonsburg,

Allen's, and Edmondson's, the lime is situated on
the margin of the river. At the Natural Bridge,

it is two or three miles distant. In all four places,

it is abundant and of ijood quality. Its quality

has been tested by experiments made by the agent

and chief engineer; and the product of Edmond-
son's quarry has been subjected to chemical analy-

sis by Professor Rogers.

The total cost of exploring the ston,e quarries

and searching for water-proof lime, amounted to

S2048 68. Tlie policy of this expenditure is well

justified by the tendency of the facts developed to

lessen the cost of the masonry on the line.

In June, the board contracted with Messrs. Ed-
montlson and Graham, to deliver 50,000 bushels

of cement, at Edmondson's quarry, on the North
River, at 25 cents per bushel. To this must be

added the cost of the barrels, making the price

37^ cents at the landing, at the same time, the

board contracted for 10,000 bushels of Rosendale
cement, to be obtained from the State of New
York. This was delivered on the bank of the

basin, in Richmond, at 54 cents ; making a difii^r-

ence at the points of' delivery, of 17 cents in favor

of the home article. Assuming the upward and
downward freight to be the sauje, and the quantity

used between Lynchburg and Maiden's Adven-
ture to be 350,000, or 400,000 bushels, the saving

to the company would be about !tj;60,000. If the

calculation be extended to embrace the entire line

to Covino'ton, the saving would not be less than

i 180,000.

With a view to hasten the works of art, and in-

crease the supply of mechanics, the board has

recently sent an agent to Scotland, to procure

stone-cutters and masons from thai country.

VI. State and location of the old works.— 1st,

the Western Improvements and Kanawha River.—
These works were examined by the President and
Mr. Capciton as a committee of the board in Sep-
tember. The road li'om Covington to the mouth
of Big Sandy, too-other with the Guyandotte
Turnpike, is 208 miles long. It had been dressed

over in the course of the preceding season, and, as

to ordinary repairs, was in excellent condition. In

regard to extraiyrdinary renairs, none were neces-

sary from the lidls to Guyandotte, exce|)t the

bridges over Witcher's Creek, Mud River, and at

Guyandotte, all of which required re-construction.

The road from Covington to the falls, and the

bridges l hereon, requijed extraordmary repairs to

a considerable extent.

In order to sustain and improve the road, the
board at the commencement of the year, made
liberal appropriations lor the repair of bridges

;

and in addition thereto, authorized the annual ex-
penditure of 86,000 for repairs and improvements
tor three years. The road was divided into six

districts, and to each district was assigned a party

of hands with the necessary tools and teams.
The work has been vigorously prosecuted. The
western division has been put in excellent condi-

tion, and nuich work has been done on the eastern

division. The operations on this part of the line

have been much retarded by the heavy rains and
summer travel.

The height oi' the waters in the Kanawha Ri-
ver, has prevented efiective operations there, du-
ring the past season. In the month of August,
the hands were employed in preparing buoys,

repairing the scraper-boats and cutting down tim-

ber, that hung over the stream ; but early in Sep-
tember, they were dischaiged; there being no
prospect of advantageous action for the residue of
the season.

2nd. 'The Blue Ridge Turnpike, the Blue Ridge
Canal, and the dam and canal at Lynchburg.—By
the law authorizing the construction of the Blue
Ridge Turnpike, this company was authorized to

take the road when completed, by paying the

amount expended, or transferring stock therefor.

In January lust, the board was informed that the

road was completed, and had cost ,^'9,258 SO.

They determined to take the road, and paid in

scrip to the stale on its new slock. 92 shares, and
the residue of .^oS 80 in cash. A tariff of tolls

was prescribed for the road, and it was put under
the charge of the superintendent of the Blue Ridge
Canal.

The Blue Ridge Canal was examined by the

engineers at an early period of the year. On their

report, the board concluded, that, with some in-

creased repairs, it might answer the purposes of

navigation, and its re-construction be delayed, un-

til the new canal should reach that part of the line.

The' flood in June, did material injury to this

canal, and some damage to the works at Lynch-
burg. The daauiiie at the mountain consisted in

breaking the dums, sweeping away the bridge,

and desiroyintr between 700 and 800 yards of em-
bankuicnt. The loss at Lynchburg consisted in

breaking the dam. This dam was insulHcient, and
would have been replaced by a new one, in the

progress of the work. The board took immedi-
ate steps to repair the damage at Lynchburg and
at the mountain. The expense of the repairs at

the mountain was greatly increased, and the work
delayed by the wetness of the season. The canal

was opened for navigation within seven weeks
after the arrival of the force sent to repair it.

The whole amount of expenditure in I he moun-
tain was .912,715 23, fi'om which should be de-

ducted .^3,000, expended to adapt the work to the

plan of the new improvement, leaving the real loss

at the mountain !§9,715 23. The real loss at

Lynchburg, is ^1,000, making in all §10,715 23.

"3rd. The lower canal front. Maiden''s jJdventure

to Richmond.—This portion of the canal was so
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located, that, at some points it was liable to be sub-

nierged, and sustained some damaije li'om the

freshf^s in June and August. From the statement

of Mr. Richard Sampson, a director residing on

the canal, and charged with an inquiry into the

subject, the total amount ol" damage, inclusive of

§285 worth of timber swept off, was |73o.

Iii the month of May, preparations were made
for a radical alteration of the Beaver Dam Aque-
duct. A portion of the company's force was em-
ployed until the latter part of the month of August

in providing materials. From the difficulty ex-

peeied in the execution ot' the work in the ensuing

months, it was postponed lor another season.

The adjustment ofthe claims ofthe millers, &c.

has been postponed until a general system lor the

sale and supply ol" water can be adopted.

Arrangements have been made lor the immedi-

ate increase of the lower level of the canal, with a

view to improve the navigation, and supply the

increased demand for water power. The dimen-
sions of this portion of the canal, will be equiva-

lent to a cross section of 80 feet at the top of the

wafer line, and 8 feet deep. The expense of the

work will be enhanced by the necessity of exca-

vating the additional breadth to the level of the

water, before the water is drawn off". From a cal-

culation of the chief engineer, the water that may
be disposed of from this line, at present prices,

would yield to the company an annual revenue of

8120,000.
The dimensions of the residue of the lower line

will not exceed the usual dimensions of the new
canal. The survey of this portion of the work
has been delayed for want of a suitable engineer;

but the survey will be made, and the work re-con-

structed as speedily as circumstances will permit.

A considerable portion of this work must be exe-

cuted by the hands of the company. To ensure

a sufficient force, an agent has been sent to some
of the Gtrman States to procure laborers.

VII. Fiscal concerns.—On the 1st December,
1835, there was on hand, in the Bank of Virginia,

a balance of revenue from the old improvements,
of 85,873 07

And a balance on account ofnew im-

provements, of 90,144 78

Total amount on hand, 218,205 11

Total, 895,017 85

Three requisitions had been made
on the stockholders, amounting to $160,000 00

Of which had been paid 98,560 00

Leaving a balance due of 861,440 00
In the year 1836, the receipts from

capital stock, amounted to 344,368 88
To wiiich, add balance on hand, on
same account, at the commence-
ment of the year, 90,144 78

Total, 8434,513 66
Disbursements ori account of new
improvements, during the year, 229,348 92

Leaving on hand, on the 1st inst., a
balance of capital paid in, and ap-
plicable to new improvements, of .8205,164 74

Balance on hand from old improve-
ments, after paying all charges
thereon, 13,040 37

In the year ending 30th November,
1836, five additional requisitions

Avere made on the stockholders,

• making with the three preceding

requisitions, 680,000 00
Of this sum, there were paid in prior

to the 1st December instant, 442,672 00

Leaving due. 237,328 00

Two additional requisitions have been made on
the stockholder?, including the state, of .85 each,

per share, payable on the 25lh January, and 25th

May, 1837.

The balance of 8205,164 74, is subject to the

immediate pavment of the assessments, amount-
ing to 8158,6.56 50. Of the balance of .9237,328

due from stockholders, .8114,308 are due fi-om indi-

viduals, and 8 123,020 from corporations—ofwhich,

836,500 maj' be considered as payable promptly.

The sum of .886,520 due from the city of Rich-
mond, will not be paid until the determination of

the suit now depending in the court of appeals,-

touching the validity of the subscription. This
suit will probably be decided in January or Feb-
ruary. The sum of 8114,308 due from indivi-

duals, will no doubt be much reduced by remittan-

ces, for which the present season is favorable ; but

it may not be j)aid with sufficient certainty to pre-

vent a failure of means to meet the engagements
to contractors. The monthly payments to con-

tractors through the winter, will be from 850,000
to 860,000. Authority to borrow such small sums
as may be required to meet the contracts of the

company, until the state's subscription shall be
payable, was deemed necessary.

VIII. Extension of the company''s sphere of ac-

tion and provisions amendatory of the act of in-

corporation.— 1st. The attention of the stockhold-

ers was called to the provisions in the charter of

the Lynchburg and Tennessee Rail Road Compa-
ny, giving this company a right, if they shall so

elect, to construct a rail road from Richmond to

Lynchbiirg.

2nd. The most expedient line of communica-
tion between the canal and tide-water, being found
to pass through the Armory lot, belonging to the

state, the location at that place, stands suspended
until the pleasure of the legislature on the subject

can be known.
3rd. The chief engineer having been requested

to report upon the most advantageous mode of
connection between the canal and tide-water, had
proposed a ship canal between Manchester and
Warwick, to be connected with the James River
Line by means of a basin formed by a dam at the

foot of the ftills—a plan approved by Judge
Wright, and ordered by the board of directors to

be presented to the stockholders for their conside-
ration. To carry it into execution, the grant (by
legislative enactment,) to the company of addi-
tional powers, and the privilege of raising addi-
tional stock, would be necessary.

4th. The state of Maryland having within the
last two years, authorized a subscription of eight
millions of dollars, for the purpose of hastening
her connection with the Ohio River, at the town of

Wheeling, and the state of South Carolina, hav-
ing in conjunction with other states on our south-
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em border, commenceil another line of connection

Tvith tlie Ohio, terminalinj; below the mouth of the

Kanawha River, the ciueslion was presented,

whether it would not be expedient and proper lor

the company to request, and the state to grant

an additional subscription, payable in a convenient

term of years, upon liie condition that the amount
thereof should be expended exclusively in the

construction of the company's rail road from Co-
vinglon to the falls of Kanawha— the work to be

conmienced immediately.

In conclusion, the president bore testimony to

the good conduct, attention and zeal of the officers

and agents of the company, and especially to the

improving condition of the corps of engineers.

Accompanyin<r the report, were sundry resolu-

tions proposed, giving authority, under specified

restrictions, to the president and directors, to bor-

row money on the credit of the company, and
directing memorials to be presented to the legisla-

ture, praying lor leave to locate the canal across

the Armory lot—lor the additional powers, and the

right to raise the additional capital, necessary to

the execution of the plan of connection between
the canal and tide-water, proposed in the report of

the chief engineer above alluded to—and lor an
additional subscription from the state, to be applied

to the immediate construction of the rail road from
Covington to the falls of Kanawha.
Along with the report were presented a number

of documents referred to therein, among which,
were a copy of the assessments between Lynch-
burg and Maiden's Adventure, with accurate

maps, surveys and descriptions of the land con-

dennied ; a copy of the charter of the Lynchburg
and Tennessee Rail Road Company; a copy of

the chief enirineer's report on the survey for a ship

canal from Richmond to Warwick, with a chart of

the survey; the secretary's financial statements,

&c.
The report, having been read, was, on motion,

•referred to a committee, consisting of Messrs.
Chapman Johnson, Charles Yancey, Samuel
McDowell Reid, Andrew Beirne, John Ruther-
foord, Fleming James, John Wills and Lewis
Summers, with instructions to inquire and report

the measures which they deemed proper to be

adopted.

The following preamble and resolutions submit-

ted by Dr. Brockenbrough, were, on his motion,

referred to the same committee, viz

:

"Whereas, by the charter of the Ljmchburg
and Tennessee Rail iRoad Company, passed on
the 11th March, 1836, it is made lawful for the

James River and Kanawha Company, to construct

a rail road from Richmond to Lynchburg, whene-
ver the said rail road company "shall have com-
menced the construction of their road, pursuant to

the provisions ofthe said charter ;"—and, whereas,
the said rail road company have not yet been or-

ganized

—

'• 1. liesolvcd bij the stockholders of the James
Rivi'.r and Kanawha Company, That they now
elect to construct said road from Richmond to

Lynchburg, whenever the said Lynchburg and
Tennessee Rail Road shall have been commen-
ced.

" 2. Resolved, That whenever the said Lynch-
burg and Tennessee Rail Road Company shall

have commenced the construction of their rail road,

the president and directors of the James River

and Kanawha Companj^, be directed to open books
of subscription for the purpose of raising the stock

necessary to construct the said road fiorn Rich-
mond to Lynchburg, and that the necessary steps

be taken to commence said road, whenever there

is sufficient amount of slock taken to justify it.

" 3. Resolved, That with the permission of the

legislature, the company, in locating said road,

will fake such route to Lynchburg, after passing
Willis' River, as may be deemed most practicable,

on a complete survey of the ditlerent routes pro-

posed, and an examination of the advantages and
disadvantages of each."
The meeting then adjourned till 5 o'clock, P.

M. on the next day, at the same place.

T'uesday, 13//j December.
The meeting convened agreeably to adjourn-

ment; baton being informed that the comnsittee
above mentioned were not ready to report, ad-
journed till 5 o'clock, P. M. on the next day, at

the same place.

Wednesday, \Ath December,
The meeting having convened agreenbly to ad-

journment, and called Mr. Wills to the Chair, the
committee above mentioned, made a report, pro-

posing for adoption the following resolutions, viz :

1. Resolved, That until the next annual meet-
ing of the stockholders, the president and directors

shall have authority to borrov^r money on the cre-

dit of the company, so fiir as they may deem it

necessary to meet the engagements, and maintain
the credit of the company; provided, that no loan

or loans, negotiated under the authority of this re-

solution, shall severally, or in the aggregate, at

any time, exceed the amount due and in arrear,

from delinquent stockholders, upon requisitions

previously made ; and that no such loan shall be
made payable afier the 1st day of October next.

2. Resolved, That a committee of three be ap-

pointed with inslructions to present to the general
assembly, now in session, a suitable memorial,
asking a modification of the charter of the com-
pany, in the following particulars, or in such of
them, as to the w-isdom of the legislature may
seem expedient

:

1st. Authorizing the location of the company's
canal, through the lot of ground belonging to the

state, on which the public armory stands, on such
terms as may be deemed proper.

2nd. Granting to the company such additional

powers, and authorizing them to raise such addi-

tional capital as may be necessary to the execu-
tion of the ))lan of connection between the tide-

water and the canal, set forth in the chief engi-

neer's report, communicated to the present meeting
of the stockholders.

3rd. Making an additional subscription on be-

half of the state to the stock of the companj-, to

be applied to the immediate construction of the

rail road from Covington to the western termina-

tion thereof.

4lh. Authorizing the company in locating the

rail road between Richmond and Lynchburg, after

passing Willis's River, to take such route to

Lynchburg, as they may deem best; pro\ ided,

that il the main line of the road shall not pass by

Scottsville, a lateral rail road shall be constructed

connecting Scottsville with the main line.

5th. Authorizing the company to proceed in a

summary way, by motion in court on ten days'
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notice, or by warrant before a justice of the peace,

for sunis not exceedin'^ twenty dollars, to recover

from delinquent stockholders the amount due from
them to the company, and in arrear, upon requisi-

tions regularly made, with legal interest thereon,

li'om the time when such arrears respectively

shall have fallen due, till paid, and costs—provided,

however, that no such proceeding shall be had
against any delinquent residing within the com-
monwealth, uniil thirty days' notice shall have
been given, by adverlisement stuck up at the door
of the court-house of his county or cor[)orati()n, on
some court day. This authority to be used at the

discretion of the couipany, rither before or after

they shall have sold the stock of the delinquent.

6lh. Making such provisions as the president

and directors of the company may reconniiend lor

more effectually coUectmg the toils on the Kana-
wha River and tlie company's roads, and lor re-

gulating the rolls on those roads.

3. Resolved, That the president and directors be

requested to cause the necessary exanfinations to

be made, for ascertaining at what point below the

falls of the Kanawha it will be most advantageous
to connect the rail road with the navigation of
that river; and that they be further requested to

combine with their report to a future meeting of

the stockholders, (he considerations upon which
tiie opinion of the board may be t'ounded.

The Committee embraced in their report the tv^'o

first resolutions offered by Dr. Brockeubrough and
referred to them.
The resolutions, and members of resolutions, re-

ported by the committee, were taken up separately
in succession, and adopted—some of them after

discussion, and the fifth member of the second re-

solution, after an unsuccessful motion for its amend-
ment.

Mpssrs. Chapman Johnson, Richard Anderson
and John H. Cocke, were appointed to constitute
the committee called lor by the second resolution
above adopted.

The committee then proceeded to the election of

officers for the ensuing year; whereupon, Joseph
C. Cabell, Est], was unanimously re-elected Pre-
sident, and Messrs. Sidney S. "Baxter, Richard
Sampson, John 11. Cocke, John Early, Huifh Ca-
perton, Charles Ellis and Thomas M. Bondurant,
directors.

The fbllowinfr gentlemen were anpointed a
standing committee to examine the books, papers,
finances, &c. of the company, viz : John Ruther-
fiiord, Fleming James, Lewis Webb, Robert
Gwathmey, Nicholas Mills, Francis B. Deane, jr.

and David Anderson, jr.

The Secretary's salary was raised to $1750.
The meeting then adjourned sine die.

From the Rritish Quartprly Journal of Agriculture.

EXTRACTS FROM A BIOGRAPHICAL MEMOIR
OF SIR JOHN SINCLAIR.

[Continued from No. 3.]

In an essay like the present, we cannot overlook
Sir John Sinclair's exertions to bring into public

use the great discoveries in the art of draining
land, made by Mr. Joseph Elkington, a War-
wickshire farmer. Yet, although this system ori-

ginated with that singular person, he was, in a
great measure, unable to give to the world any
Vol. lV-77

very connected or distinct account of it ; and, to

obviate the dilficulties arising fi-om that circum-
stance. Sir John recommended Mr. John John-
stone, an intelligent land-surveyor, to the atten-

tion of the Board of Agriculture, as a gentleman
amply qualified, not only to fake plans of his dif-

ferent operations, but io give exj)lanatious of
them.

Mr. Johnstone was accordingly nominated by
the board, to accompany Mr. Elkington on a sur-

vey of the (lilli»rent draiiinses he had accomplish-
ed in several of ihe Entrlish counties, in order that

a proper report miuhl be drawn up of the princi-

ples on which his operations were founded, as well

as practical details of the mode in which these

were executed. The result was the publication of
a systematic treatise on the theory and practice of
draining land, which has become of standard in-

fluence on the subject of which it treats, and of
which three editions have ap|)eared—the first in

1797, the second in 1801, and the third last year,

revised and enriched with so many valuable addi-

tions as almost to render it a new work.* In this

way a complete account of Elkington's system
was communicated to the public, and thousands
enabled to put it into practice, who, for want of
proper information, might long have remained ig-

norant alike of its principles, or their importance.
To the credit of Sir John Sinclair it should also be
told, that when, in 1799, the private affairs of Mr.
Elkington had fallen into disorder, he endeavored
to procure for him a parliamentary orrant of £1000,
in consideration of the benefits which his discov-

eries had conferred on agriculture. In this, after

some exertion, he succeeded, and was in a great
means the instrument of relieving the distresses of
that ingenious and useful man.

It should also be remembered, that it was at the
suggestion of Sir John, that the once overpraised,

but now as much undervalued Dr. Darwin, the

author of the Zoonumia, Botanic Garden, and
Temple of Nature, was induced to undertake a
work on practicnl agriculture. Nor can it be de-

nied that the Phytolofria, or Philosophy of Agri-
culture and Gardening—although, like the lectures

of Sir Humphry Davy, of too abstract a descrip-

tion to be of general practical adaptation, abounds
with useful observations and ingenious hints,

whereof Ihe recommendation of bone-dust as a
manure should not be overlooked.! It was dedi-

* The reader is particularly recommended to tile pe-
rusal of Mr. Johstone's work in its improved state, as

beinsi; tlie best and most complete work on the subject

of draining, which has been yet given to the world.

For a more detailed opinion on this subject, we need
only refer to the Number of this Journal for Septem-
ber last, in which an attempt has been made to lay its

merits before the public.

In a letter to Charles Gordon, Esq., Secretary to the

Highland and Agricultural Society, dated January 10,

18.35, Sir John Sinclair says, " I am very glad that Mr.
John Johnstone, land-surveyor, has jjublished another
edition of his treatise on draining land. J t is by far the

best work on that subject that has ever been pr'nted,

and does great credit to the author's talents, and exten-
sive knowledge of the stdiject. I hope, therefon;, that

the society will take copies of it, and will recomnitad
it in the strongest manner to the atfiition, not only of

its own members, but also to those socities at home and
abroad with whom it is in correspondence."

t The first notice of the employment of bones as a
manure was made in Dr. Hunter's Georgical Essays
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cated to Sir John in the following handsome
terms:—"To Sir John Sinclair, President of the

Board of Airriculture, l»v whose unremitted exer-

tions such important improvements have been ac-

complished in tlie cultivalion of the earth—that

great source of Jile and (elicity! This work, which
was bea'un by his instigation, and lorwarded by
his encouragement, is dedicated with true respect,

by his much obliged and obedieni servant."*

Sir John Sinclair thought, and with great pro-

priety, that it might be set down as a maxim in

literature, that "knowledge, previous to its being
brought into a condensed state, may be compared
to a small portion of gold, dispersed throughout a
great quantity of ore. In that rude condition, the

strongest man cannot sustain its weight, nor con-
vey it to a distance ; but wlien the pure metal is

separated troni the dross, a child may carry it

without dithculty." Acting on this principle, he
reduced the bulk of the Code of Health and Lon-
gevity, as we have just said, fi-om four volumes to

one, by condensing its details, and selecting its

most valuable materials ; and lie then proceeded
in the same way with the General Reports and
the Statistical Account. In his view of the im-
portance, nay necessity, of" condensation, regard-

ing art and science, implying by condensation the

retainmg only the more important facts and ob-

servations, and passing over those which either

are of minor value, or are no longer useful, Sir

John is ably borne out by Mr. Mill, the historian

of India, who remarks, in his preface to that work,
" that as no fact is more certain, so none is of more
importance, in the science of human nature, than
this—that the powers of observation, in every in-

dividual, are exceedingly limited ; and that it is

only by combining the observations of a number
of individuals (or, in other words, forming codes
regarding each important branch of science,) that

a competent knowledge of any extensive subject

can ever be acquired."

Proceeding in this spirit. Sir John set himself to

digest the most valuable materials which had been
given to the world on the subject of Agriculture,

into one comprehensive volume. The English
County Reports had been published in forty-seven

octavo volumes, and those of Scotland amounted

(vol. ii. p, 93,) and the discovery is attributed to An-
thony St, Le^er, Esq., a Yorkshire gentleman, so far

back as 1766—another proof how long even the most
important and valuable facts may be in arresting pub-
lic attention. It was afterwards descanted on by Dr.
Darwin, as we have just mentioned in the Phytologia
(vide sect. 10,) and is briefly alluded to by Sir Hum-
phry Davy in his lectures (page 252.) To the Don-
caster Agricultural Association, however, belongs the
merit of liaving collected the evidence on the subject,

and of having decided on the great value of the dis-

covery. This happened so recently as 1828, when the
Association a))pointed a committee to make incjuiries.

The report was published by Ridgway, London, in
1829.

Sir John Sinclair immediately suggested, that the
importation of bones should be encouraged by a pub-
lic bounty, and that some allowance ought to be given
to the captains of vessels, who brouglit home bones as
ballast in their ships. For some years past the impor-
tation has become too profitable a speculation in com-
merce to require encouragement.

* Vide Phytologia, or the Philosophy of Agriculture
and Gardening. 4to. London, 1800.

to thirty more. Seven volumes of communica-
tions, besides a number of other works on sjiecific

subjects, had also been publi.shed by the board.

From these, and from ihe modern standard works
on particular branches of the art, he picked out all

the most valuable practical information, and where
any topic appeared dcfi?ciive, he made every exer-

tion to render it more perfect, by associating with
experienced fiirmers, surveying their firms, and
witnessing their most important operations on the

spot. Thus armed. Sir John drew up his Code of

Agriculture, the first edition of which was pub-
lished in 1819. Three editions of it have been
since given to the putilic of this country, besides

another in America. It was also translated into

the French, German, and Danish languages.
Long previous to this, hov/ever, it should be

mentioned, that, in a letter to Sir John, Sir Jo-
seph Banks had stated, " that an account of the

systems of husbandry adopted in the more impro-

ved districts in Scotland, would be of the greatest

advantage to the agricultural interests of the Uni-
ted Kingdom; and that it was incumbent upon a
native of Scotlaad, while presiding at the Board
of Agriculture, and possessing all the means of in-

formation which that situation afforded, to under-

take the task. In objection, Sir John argued, that

the labor of accomplishing such a task would be
very great—that it would be extremely difficult to

obtain the necessary inlbrmaTion—and that it

would aflbrd an opportunity for cavillers to attack

the board on the grounds of its promulgating
doctrines which, if acted on, might prove ruinous

to many fiirmers. But all obstacle.s vanished,

when Sir John further urged, that agriculture has

derived, is deriving, and will derive, more benefit

from Scottish industry and skill, than has been ac-

cumulated since the days when Adam first wield-

ed the spade." This occurred in 1809, but it was
not till March 1812, that the whole mass of mate-

rials had been brought together. To do all jus-

tice to an undertaking so important. Sir John vis-

ited, in person, all those districts which were most
celebrated for the cultivation both of strong and
of light soils ; and he afierwards circulated among
the farmers whom he visited, a number of queries

on rural subjects, requiring elucidation. By these

means an immense mass of valuable matter was
accumulated.
When, in 1793, the Board of Agriculture was

constituted, the two great objects to which the at-

tention of" its members were primarily directed,

were the general agricultural state of the country,

and the means of improving that state. As the

most effectual way of accomplishing this purpose,

a number of qualified individuals were employed
to draw up the district reports ; and, as observed

by a distinguished writer on husbandry, "inthe^

course of little more than a year, the Board of

Agriculture had printed a body of authentic facts

respecting the agricultural and internal economy
of this country, greater than was ever obtained

by any other nation since the beginning of" time."

The collection of district reports liaving been ac-

complished, the board went a second time Over

the same ground, to have these reports consolida-

ted into those of" counties, and drawn up on a uni-

form and systematic plan.

This was the irreat object to which the attention

of Sir John Sinclair vvtis next directed, and in his*

address to the Board of Agriculture, on the 9th
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March 1813, he endeavored to explain the nature

and advantarrps of makin<2: extensive inquiries the

basis of condensed inforn)ation. He then added,
" tiiat the power and prosperity of a country de-

pend on the diflusion ol" nsel'ul l<no\vledcre, can
hardly be questioned ; and there is prolnibly no
art, in reirard to which a variety of knowledire is

of more essential importance, than in the art of
agriculture. The extent o( information necessary

to brinfi: it to any thinu Mite periection, is hardly to

be credited. To preserve the fertility ol the soil

—

to free it from superfluous moisture—to cultivate

it to the frreatest advantage—to raise its produc-

tions at the least expense— to procure the best in-

struments of husbandrj^—to select the stock likely

to be the most profitable, to teed them in the most
judicious manner, and to bring them to the most
advantageous markets— to secure the harvest
even in the most unpropitious seasons—to sepa-

rate the grain from the straw with economy and
success—and an endless variety of other particu-

lars, require a degree of" knowledge to do them
well, of no common description."

From being in possession of the Statistical Ac-
count of Scotland, as well as of the County Re-
ports, it was resolved to commence with that

countr_7, and Sir John, for the more entire com-
pletion of the task, associated witli himself a com-
mittee of inspectors for revising the different great
divisions of the work, consistina of IVIr. Rennie
t)f Phantassie, Mr. Robertson of Ladvkirk, Mr.
Low of Woodend, Mr. Walker of Wooden, Mr.
Brown of Markle, Mr. Walker ol Mellendean, I

Mr. Hunter of Glencarse, and the Rev. Charles
Finlater of Newlands.

Tlie grand divisions of this national work con-
sisted of accounts of the ffcofrraphical state and i

general circumstances of Scotland—of the landed
j

property in Scotland—of huildinos as connected
with agriculture—and of the occupation of land in

Scotland—together wirh dissertations on the im-
plements of husbandry—on enclosing land, and
the nature and advantages of fencing—and on the
management of arable land.

The subsequent divisions of the work are devo-
ted to the other branches of rural economy, after

which a view is taken of the political economy of
the nation, in which we are furnished with very
interesting historical accounts of the various
branches of our manufactures and commerce. lu
the volumes which constitute the appendix, a vast
mine of information is opened np, regarding the
civil and ecclesiastical divisions of Scotland.
On the appearance of the work, the Farming

Club of Dalkeith, which consists of the principal

agriculturists of the Lothiatis, Sir Joseph Banks,
and upwards of fifty of the most eminent practical
farmers in the kingdom, wrote to the author in

terms of consfratulation, and expressing their hiffh
estimate of its value.* Asa work on the hus-

* In an unpublished memorandum, Sir John states,

that " the proprietors of land in the Lothians, and other
improved districts of Scotland, reaped peculiar advan-
tao;e from the attention that liad been directed to the
improvement and management of the soii, by the m-
stitution of the Board of Ajjriculture, an instance of
which was pven hv the celebrated farmer Mr. Brown
of Marklo, in EastLothian, who, in a letter dated 5th
January IS] 3, mentions, that a farm containins; 330
Scotch acres of arable land, was just ht for £270?) per
annum, or at £8 2s. per Scotch,' or £6 10s. per Eng-

bandry of Scotland could, however, only contain
information applicable to districts similar in soil

and climate, Sir John was then induced to turn
himself to the great object of forming " a Code or
Digest of Agriculture," on principles of universal
application, and suited to all future times. In
this he has amply succeeded; and had Sir John
Sinclau' bequeathed uothinir to posterity save that
work, his name must have ever been classed

among the signal benefactors to the human race.
# ' # * » #

We have already given, at some length, an ac-

count of the origin of that great national establish-

ment the Board of Aarriculture ; and we have
clearly seen, not only that the idea of such an in-

stitution originated with Sir John Sinclair, but
that he was maiidy, almost solely instrumental, in

maturing its plans, and carrying these into execu-
tion, when formed. The labor and fatigue thus
caused, would soon have worn out common zeal,

I more especially as it was attended, not with emol-
ument, but great annual pecuniary loss. It is also
admitted, on all hands, that an enthusiasm inlc'rior

to that which Sir Jolm Sinclair evinced, in the
cause of the national prosperity generally, and in

that of its atrriculture in particular, must have al-

lowed the establif-'hment, even after it had been
put in operation, to have speedily fallen to pieces,

so many ramifications of its interests had to be at-

tended to, and so many individuals consulted. It

will scarcely be credited, therefore, that, after Sir
John had presided over the Board of Agriculture
with so much honor to himself", and with so much
benefit to the nation, for a period of" five years, an
attempt should have been made, and that success-
(iilly, to deprive him of the president's chair.

We have no wish here to investigate into the
causes of this transaction, or the ways and means
by which it was effected. We fear that, through-
out the business, Mr. Pitt did not act with his ac-
customed openness and generosity of disposition,

although we can scarcely permit ourseh^es to sup-
pose, that any political differences of opitiion be-
tween himself and Sir John should ever have been
allowed to actuate his conduct. It is true that Sir

John differed with the celebrated minister in opin-
ion, with rerrard to the trial of Warren Hastino-g,

the Westminster scrutiny, and, we believe, also
the Irish propositions ; and it has also been sur-
mised by some, that Mr. Pitt was not only a little

jealous of his influence and popularity on some
important national topics, but considered him
too inde[)endent in his parliamentary votes. Be
this as it may, there can be little doubt, that,

through the exertions of Mr. Pitt, an opponent
was started aaainst Sir .lohn ; and that, through
his influence, the opposition was a successful one.
Most of the official members of the board were
prevailed upon to attend the election, althoucrh

thev had never taken any part in its proceedings
before. The Archbishop of York was an honor-
able exception, and, although applied to, he would
not vote against Sir John. To the great mortifi-

cation of the regular members. Lord Sommcrville,
who had lieen prevailed upon, although it appears
very reluctantly, to come l()rward, was elected

—

but only by a majority of one. Sir John himself

lish acre, which he recollects in his early days did not
paj' above £300 per annum, while the occupiers were
in a poor condition, and scarcely able topay their land-
lord, at the usual term."
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very kindly apoloofizee for this not very courteous

intrusion on the part of his lordship, by telling us,

that Lord Sonimerviile had been inlormed, that it"

he did not come forward, some other candidate

would be I'ound, or that the board would be abol-

ished. No unkindly feeling was generated in the

breast of" the ex-president regarding his conduct

in the matter, nor was it allowed to interfere with

the Ili'Midly intercourse which had formerly sub-

sisted between them.
To the credit and honor of the board, be it re-

corded, however, that the first of its acts, under
the new president, was the passing of a vote of

thanks to the old, for " his great attention to the

duties of his office, and for his great zeal to pro-

mote the objects of the institution." A public

acknowledijment of services thus publicly render-

ed, could not fail of being universall}' considered

honorable alike to those who bestowed, and to him
who received it ; and it must have been soothing

to the feelings of Sir John Sinclair, allowing that

they might have been soinewhat wounded on the

occasion, if added to this general expression of

the board, he received from the first Marquis of

Lansdowne, fi'om Warren Hastings, and from

Bishop Watson, as well as from its treasurer and
secretary, letters expressive of their wonder and
indignation at the whole proceeding.

Eight years after this unbecoiiiing and unto-

ward transaction, Sir John Shiclair was again in-

stalled in the chair, li'om which he should have
never been unseated ; and he continued to hold the

situation of president of the BoartI of Agriculture

till 1813, when the vast expense which its man-
agement personally involved, and which had con-

siderably impaired his private fortune, obliged him
to resign. Lord Macclesfield was president when
the board was finally dissolved, and its papers

sent to the Tower of London—where they may
still be seen heaped together in the Record Office,

a huge n)ass of information, which it cost an im-
inensity of human labor and research to accumu-
late, probably tor ever lost to the world.

Having mentioned the exertions made by Sir

John Sinclair to render the discoveries of Elking-
ton of public utility, by having Mr. Johnstone ap-

pointed by I lie board to report on his system, as

also to obtain the parliamentary grant for that in-

dividual, which rendered his old age comfortable,

we must not omit those in behoof of Andrew
Meikle, the inventor of the thrashing machine

—

unquestionably the most valuable implement in-

troduced into the practice of husbandry during the

last hundred years. At the age of ninetj'-two, he
was still alive and in great poverty; and it at once
occurred to Sir John, that this opprobrium should

instantly be removed by the nobility and landed

interest, whom his discoveries had so much bene-

fited. Mr. Meikle having been born, and still re-

siding in East Lothian, he addressed a letter to

the Earl of Haddington, as Lord Lieutenant of

the county, earnestly recommending the subject

to his attention. A general meeting of the pro-

prietors and tiirmers was accordingly held on
the 26th December 1809, and the measure met
with unanimous approbation. The sum of £ 1-

500 was thus raised
; and the fiuuily of the un-

pretending old mail, whose invention has been of
so much benefit to the world, was thus rescued

from the necessities which must have otherwise
encompassed them lor ever. Sir John had also the

pleasure of raising a sum of money for the family

of Mr. Small, who distinguished himself by his

improvement on the construction of the Scotch

plough.*

-^ For tlie Farmer's Register.

SOME OBSERVATIONS ON CLOSE ROOMS.

Warffs Fork, Charlotte.

In a former essay I said something of the in-

convenience of dust. I shall here speak of, per-

haps, a more disagreeable intruder—impure air.

I have often wondered how people could live at

all in the air of as close apartments as our cham-
bers. The whole faniily is fi-equently seen crowd-

ed together in a small room breathing the same
air until it will scarcely support the flame of a
tallow candle, much less the lamp of life. In

such airless holes, lite languishes, health declmes,

the mind grows feeble and dispirited, and the com-
plexion grows pale and sickly, and the poor ner-

vous inhabitant becomes unfit for any part of do-

mestic business, or for the social scene : and what
is most remarkable, that there is a notion among
some folks, who have certainly mistaken the

thing, that a florid color is a mark of vulgarity.

Look around you, and pray who are the people

that carry the most of the ghostly visage and sal-

low complexions'? Are they not the half-fed, hall-

clothed, and halt-aired inhabitants of clo.se cab-

ins, cellar rooms, and factories, and prisons,

which are mostly deprived of pure air, which red-

dens and invigorates the blood ? How this prison-

house complexion ever should have been admired,

and thought genteel, I am at a loss to tell. 'Tis

true, I have seen some well bred genteel people

with this color, who have stewed themselves

down to it in close hot rooms, under a notion that

it adds to a desirable delicacy, and removes a mas-
culine coarseness. But this is certainly a wide

mistake.

Nothing purifies and clears the skin as much as

pure air and fresh spring water. Do you wish

for a beautiful complexion? Use nature's paint.

Do you wish to be sweet ? Take your perfumes

froni her dressing box, and washes from her bot-

tles. Do you wish to be fair ? Inhale the pure

air of the morning. Nothing beside can im[)art

the delicate tints. No color has been so much
celebrated liy the poets as the clear white and red

mincled. The white gotten from close rooms is a

dull,'^not a clear white— not a fresh, but a sickly

hue—not attracting, but forbidding. The |;erfect

complexion is the red of the rose delicately blend-

ed with the white of the lilly. This is nature's

best painting, and I will venture to say, excludes

any idea of vulgarity. Some ladies, strange to

tell, atl:er having' procured the pale color by con-

finement in close rooms, have been caught wdth

artificial paint on their cheeks. This shows the

secret prelerence to the rosy cheek. But here

a^ain, in this sort of flesh coloring, they miss their

object: this is daubing, not painting. Nature is

* For a very interestinp; biographical account of

James Small, and of his improvements in making in-

strnments of husbandry, vide General Report of Scot-

land, vol. iv. Appendix, p. 352-9.
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the only painter in this case. She alone can min-

gle arip-ht the delicate shades of the "human iiice

divine."

Besides the unhealthiness of close rooms, it is

certainly quite unireriteel to take into our lungs air

breathed over and over again by others. VVe
think it so to wash in the same water and driidi

out ol' the same cup ; but to take into our luiiirs

air many times expelled li-oiu our neighbors',

seems more so.

*
Another inconvenience of unventilated rooms

is, the liiiibs of the farmer are so relaxed by sleep-

ing in such, that it greatly indisposes him to quit

his bed at an early hour to attend to his business.

When people lived in more open houses, they

were more active, industrious and energetic.

When the mornirig light broke in at the cracks,

they broke out at their doors. These men rose

early to wear out their lands: I wish their sons

may fise early enough to restore them. I really

believe the amount of energy that one has in any
given time, depends more upon the pure fresh air

that he inhales in that time than on any thing

else—and one's future success in lilij greatly de-

pends on the quantity of pure air he breathes in

early IWe. The destinies of families and nations

are, I think, much influenced by the construction

of their houses. It is hard for me to believe

that many great or useful men ever came out of
air-proof houses. Hardy raising, I think, is in-

dispensable to success in agricultural pursuits.

Men brought up in a delicate way have not the

energy of grasshoppers. After the cock has
crowed thrice, they are still soaking in bed. They
shrink with horror at the approach of cold air.

The room must be warmed by a log fire before
they will venture to put on their breeches—and
\hey must get two or three cups of strong coffee

efore they will venture to see about their stock if

Me weather is bad. And this indispensable atten-

tion to stock in bad weather is committed to whom?
To an overseer who has no more concern tl^r them
than for those of the next neighbor. I have heard
some of these love-sleep gentry exclaim on get-

ting to bed, " blessed is the inan that invented

sleep." They might add more: " blessed is the man
that invented overseers." For the idea of being
relieved from the necessity of attending to busi-

ness is far more grateful to their relaxed nerves
than even sleep itself. You may talk about plas-

ter of Paris, lime, marl, and stable manure, for ex-

hausted soil—but all in vain—if there is not energv
and industry, perseverance and firmness to apply
them. It is physical energy and mental firmness,

and they go together, that are wanting. It is not

the want of ways and means, but the power of

execution. The very name of a rail road, or

steam boat, or a plaster mill, throw our men, with
overseers and hot rooms, into fits of h^'pochondria.

Much labor! too much labor I is the cry; and
they shrink back from such mighty projects, say-

ing " blessed is the man that invented sleep.
"

I. R.

CURE OF LOCK JAW.

Among the horses exhibited at the West Suf-

folk afjricultural show, was a fine cart mare, the

property of Colonel Rushbrook, which was some

time since seized with locked jaw, and was per-
fectly cured by pouring cold water along the back
from a watering ])o\, without intermission for a
considerabie time ; the application being recom-
mended by an eminent London veterinarian.

This affection has been generally cunsidered incu-
rable.

—

English paper.

THE NECESSITY OF COLD ON^ SILK WORMS'
EGGS BEFORE THEIR HATCHING.

To tlie Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Jlcksburg, {Mi.) A'ojj. 29, 1836.

I perceive by an extract from a French author,
in your No. 6, that it is considered an important
desideratum to hatch the egys of the silk worm
the same year they are i)roduced, so as to have a
series of generations. Having paid but little at-

tention to the business lor several years, I had
thought that the difficulty vvas long since over-
come. I once raised a few from motives of curi-

osity, and wishing to have a second crop, like

your French author, I tried animal heat, but to

no purpose. In the following spring, the egrrs

hatched before the mulberry had put forth its

leaves. The circumstance of their hatching at
70° in the spring alter, withstanding the great-
er heat of the previous sumtner, induced me tore-
fleet upon the subject. A little reflection convinced
me that in their wild state, a series of generations
must be produced in the same year—the last of
which remains in the chrysalis state durinof -the

winter; that the eggs require to be chilled to a
cerlain degree belbre they will hatch ; that the
night air, to which they are exposed in their wild
state, is sufficient for the purpose. M}' curiosity

having been fully gratified, I did not proceed to

test the correctness of this idea: but if the night
air is not sufficient, an artificial winter might easi-

ly be contrived—and the only wonder is, that so
obvious a plan should never have been tried.

From the British Quarterly Journal of Agriculture.

SOME ACCOUNT OF FLEMISH HUSBANDRY.

By Jllexander Thompson, Esq. Banchory House,
Aberdeenshire.

I spent a few weeks, in the summer of 1835, in

Belgium, and I then observed several agricultural

practices which were new to me, and which ap-
pear worthy of consideration, if not of imitation,

in our own country.

In various parts of Brabant, I saw, in all the

various steps of its progress, a mode of bringing

heath and moorland into cultivation, which, on in-

quiry, I found to have been long practised, and to a
very- great extent. The ground to be improved,
generally not exceeding an acre at one time, and
often much less, is planted with one year old

seedling oaks, in rows one foot apart, and the
same distance from plant to plant in the rows;
these make annual shoots of at least twelve or

fifteen inches with a proportional side growth.
They are allowed to grow up untouched for five or

six to eight or ten years, accordiu<r to the progress

they make. The annual fill of leaves enriches

the soil, while the thick shade completely extir-

pates the lieath and other wild plants. When the
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soil is supposed to be sufficiently ameliorated, the

young trees are grubbed up, the stems are made
into lao'gots and sold for firewood, and the leaves

and smail branches are burned on the spot and the

ashes carelully s|)read on the soil where they act

as a very stinfiulaliiu^ manure, The ground is

then ploughed and sown ^s'ith a corn crop—gene-
rally oats, a regular rotation of cropping ensues,

and (has the land is permanently reclaimed.

Those moors which I saw, looked very poor and
imterlile. The heath was short and stunted, and
where the soil was recently turned up, it looked as

white as a newly limed field. In short, it seemed
little better than pure sand, which, however, had
the greasy leel peculiar to alluvial soils, and in

some places there was a ihin stratum of peat earth

above the sand. The lately planted oaks looked

exactly like nursery ground, and the older like

very thick coppice, so that this mode of improving
produces immediate beauty. A i'ew of the trees

of the outside rows are sometimes left to grow to

timber, hut too frequently the oaks are cut out to

make room- for willows and poplars, which afibrd a

larger quantity of firewood. I could not get any
distinct account of the expense of this mode of
improvement; but, as firewood is very dear in

Belgium, I should expect that the faggots sold

would amply repay the price of the seedlings, and I

the expense of planting and grubbing them up. I

There is no other expense in the process, until the
}

ploughing and sowing, which, of course, ought to

be charged against the ensuing crop. I was in-

formed that a large portion of what is now arable

land in Brabant, was in the state of a barren
moor, even within the memory of persons yet

alive, and had been reclaimed in the manner now
described.

There may be situations in Scotland far remov-
ed from supplies of manure where this process

would succeed and pay. We all know the effect

of larch plantations in extirpating heath, and pro-

ducing good pasture, where little or none existed

before.

The Belgian farmers are not contented with one
good crop in the year ; they contrive to have two
from a considerable part of their land. Wheat
and rye are sown in autumn ; in February or

March, carrot seeds are sown among the braird,

and the best time for doing this is when the ground
is covered with snow; when the snow melts, the

seeds are carried down into the soil, and if there

be no snow, the best time is during a heavy fall of

rain. The carrots spring and grow under the

grain. A wide toothed wooden harrow is drawn
over the ground, which slightly stirs the soil and
loosens the stubble. The latter is carefully pulled

up with the hand and removed fi-om the ground,
and the carrots when necessary, are thinned.

They grow rapidly after getting the ground to

themselves, and produce a large supply of winter
food. The objection which naturally occurs to

this plan in any country, is, that it is too much for

the soil to carry two crops at one time ; but it must
be noticed, that the corn crop draws its nourish-
ment from the upper part of the soil, whilst the
carrot roots pentrate much deeper and feed upon a
lower stratum.

Turnips are sown after the cutting down of the

grain crops, but the harvest is so early in Belgium
that tlie stubble is ploughed in, and the turnip

generally sown by the 15th or 20th July. All

those I saw were broadcast. After corn, they also

frequently sow spurry ; a plant with us considered

utterl}' unworthy of cuhivation, but so much es-

teemed in Belgium that [ found there is a law
against exporting the seed.

The collection and preservation of manure is

unquestionably the chief excellence of Belgian
farming, and the subject on which we may d^'rive

most instruction from attending to these practices.

When they have the means oi' procuring distillery

refuse or any other liquid manure, they ibrm small

tanks for receiving it. These are built of brick,

(bur or six together, about seven leet deep, and
each division fi-om six to ten feet long, and six or

seven feet wide; when empty ihey are neatly

whitewashed inside. I do not know why they
are not rectangular, but I saw none which were
so. .All sorts of liquid manures are conveyed
from the large towns by the rivers and canals to a
considerable distance, and bring a large price.

They are bestowed chiefly on the young brairds,

or, as it was expressed to me, "the whole spring

they are constantly watering their braird with
liquid manure, driving carts, with barrels, across

their fields in every direction, and showering it upon
their young crops," that is, if they have a sufficient

quantity of' it, they go over al! their corn crops re-

peatedly with it during spring. The effect of this

must be very beneficial—but the farmer must and
ought to depend principally on the produce of his

own farm-yard for his manure, and it is here that

the Belgian system is so admirable. The follow-

ing sketch oi' the ordinary mode of arranging a
house, will assist in understanding their mode of

proceding.

a h

a, Ho'.ise-door. b, Larsje fire place, c. Door to

Cow-hou^e. d. Part of Kitchen dt-voted to churning,

&c. e. Tank for distillery grains : this does not always

occur. /, Stalls tor cattle, very slightly divided, g,

Dungpit. h h. Doors of Dungpit, wide enongh to ad-

mit a cart, k. Dog-wheel for'churning. I, Cowhouse,
m. Large apartment for cooking, eating and working.

0, Sleeping apartments, x x x x, Outer walls of

house. The barns, stables, &c. are generally detached.

The iar^ie space over the rooms and under the roof is

used for keeping hemp, ilax, &c. until they are dress-

ed. The width of the whole may be from 40 to 50

feet.

It will be seen that the dwelling-house and cow-

house are contiguous. The kitchen or Itimilj^room

is a very large apartment, one end ofit is appropri-

ated tochurning, &c., and on the side next the cow-

house is a very large fire-place, or hearth, in one

corner of which, will invariably be found a fire
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and a lar<re boiler over it. This i.? for preparinn:

the liquid food for the cows, with which they are

liberally supplied three times a day. It contains

water, chart', weeds of all sorts, nettles, &e. cover-

ed with a little rye, rape, or linseed meal, or mix-

ed with dis!illery refuse. The butter-milk is also

added and given back to the cows, and with so

much liqufd jbod, they are able to consume a

fi'reat -deal of straw in winter. Turnips and car-

rots seem to form but a small proportion of their

iood. In summer they have clover, and spurry in

autumn when grown. A door adjoining the Ore-

place leads to the cow-house, and the liquid food

is given in wooden troughs, kept clean and nice.

Behind the cattle is the dungpit : this is excava-

ted to the depth of six or eight feet, and is twelve

or fourteen wide, into it they cast every sort of

stuff; sweepings of roads, parings of ditches or

baidts, and dry earth. These being completely

saturated with urine and mixed with droppings

from the cattle, form admirable manure. Not be-

ing exposed, like an English straw-yard, to wind
and rain, little or nothing is evaporated or lost.

When the manure is required, it is taken out, and
the pit again filled with earth, &c. It is of course

not filled up to the level of the stalls, but space is

left for the increase of the manure. The cattle

are constantly in the house, except an hour or two
in the morning in summer, and at noon in autumn,
when they go to walk along the lanes. Field pas-

turing is unknown, and thus almost all the manure
is deposited in the house, and even a large pro-

portion of what falls out of doors is gathered up
and collected in heaps bj' children. The quantity

of manure thus collected is very great, and owing
to the variety of their crops, the dungpits are

emptied several times a year.

I think the Highland Society might with pro-

priety ort'er a premium f(:)r experiments on the use
of covered dungpits, and I have no doubt that if

the practice were once introduced, the advantages
would soon establish it universally. The Belgian
cattle are certainly too much confined to the house,
and part of their food seems more calculated to im-
prove the dungpit than any thing else, and to this I

attributed what appeared to me the inferior quality

of all the products of the dairy ; but this is a quite

different question from the propriety of sheltering

the manure, necessarily produced in a farm-yard,

from the effects of the weather, whether it be sun,

or wind, or rain.

The dogs in Belgium are obliged to take their

share of the farm work, and relieve the dairy-

maids from the labor of churning. A wheel is

erected outside the house, and under a wooden
cover, twelve to fourteen feet diameter, with a rim

about filleen inches broad. The dog is placed

within the wheel, and moving forward, causes the

wheel to go round exactly like a tread-mill, ex-
cept that the dog is placed within, and the men
outside the wheel. There are wooden teeth out-

side the wheel, which turns a smaller wheel,
which again moves a double crank inside the

house, to which the plungers of the churn are at-

tached. There are generally three dogs kept for

each churn, and they work each an hour at a time.

They are made to go taster or slower by calling to

them. At gentlemen's houses they were fat, and
'seemed to like their work well, but at the peas-

ants' houses they were not so comfortable looking.

On one occasion a dog who was ordered to work

to show me the process, displayed the greatest re-

luctance, but on my noticing it. the peasant as-

sured me it was only because he knew it was not

his regular time.

The cultivation of flax forms a most important

part of Belgian agriculture, but the subject is loo

extensive to be included in the present communi-
cation

;
perhaps I may ere long say something

about it.

1 think the following recipe for the cure of red

water is worthy of being made public. I received

it fi-om a German fi'iend, and it is the recipe of an
old Pomeranian shepherd, who declared it never

failed. I had it a considerable time in my posses-

sion, before I had an opportunity of trying it on a
cow of my own ; and until 1 had done so with
success, I was unwilling to prescribe it among my
neighbors lest it should prove fatal. It however
cured a cow of mine, and I have since given it in

above twenty cases, almost all among my own
tenants, and with perfect success, except in two
cases, when the animals were at the point of
death before they got it. It is a mixture of equal
parts of Oleum Philosophorum, Olerum Aspic,

Oleum Terebinthum ; sixty to seventy drops in

half a quart of lukewarm water for a middle-sized

cow, and from thirty to filiy for a calf, according
to size. If it does not cure in twelve hours, repeat

the dose. I have never known more than two
doses required. The materials can be furnished

by Baildon, successor to Butler and Co. 74 Prince's

Street, Edinburgh.

From the Troy [N. Y.] Budget of Jaiiuarj'2.

RECENT AND DISASTROUS LAND-SLIPS IN
TROY.

Early last summer, many of our readers are
aware, a large mass of cjay burst fiom the hill on
the east section of the first ward of this city, fol-

lowed by a gushing stream of water, and doing
no other injury than covering a lar^e portion of

iiround at the base with the bowels of the hill.

Last evening about 7 o'clock, a similar occurrence
took place on the same spot, but, we regret to say,

greater in extent, and exceedingly fatal in its con-

sequences. An avalanche of clay came tumbling
fi'om an eminence of nearly 500 feet, moving down
the base of the hill to level land, and then contin-

ued from the impulse it received, to the distance of
about 800 feet, covering u|) acres of ground, ac-

companied with a cataract of water and sand
which kept up a terrible roar. The mass moved
along with great rapidity, carrying with it two
stables and three dwelling houses, and crushinof

them and' their conlents in thousands of pieces.

The stables and horses were moved to a distance

of over 200 feet, into an hollow on the corner of
Washington and Fourth streets.

In its way the avalanche also encountered a
brick-kiln, burying it partially over and crumbling
it together, from which a few minutes after the
flames rushed forth and lit up the city as with a
irreat conflagration. This signal was the first in-

timation that was had of the catastrophe, to those
not in the immediate vicinity.

The three dwelling houses de.stroyed were
of light structure, and are occupied by Mr. .loha

Grace, another by Mrs. Leavensworth, and the

third by Mrs. Warner, the last of which was
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fortunately vacant at the time of the calamity. In

Grace's hous^e was himself and wiie andhitle boy.

The two former were extricated from the ruins

dead, and the boy was taken out alive, very little

hurt, bare tooted and bare headed, the buildings

havinir been shaitered in a thousand pieces

—

Avhich is undoubtedly one of tlie most sinsular

escapes thai ever came to our knowledixe. There
were four of Mrs. Leavensvvorth's laniily in her

house—herself and three children. Two of the

children were in bed at the time, and probably

asleep, and were afterwards taken from the midst

of the wreck, dead, crushed almost to a jelly, and

were undoubtedly thrown instantly from a natural

sleep into a sleep of death. Mrs. Leavensworth
was taken out shockingly bruised, and was barely

alive when we last heard from her. Fortunately

three of the liimily were at church at the time,

and escaped awful deaths.

The stables were owned by Mr. Bingham, in

which were 22 horses, and all carried along with

the mass together, with nine or ten dirt carts. Six

horses were taken from the ruins alive—the other

sixteen were killed. The dead bodies of the horses

can this morning be seen mingled among the

ruins. Mr. Bingham's loss must be considera-

ble.

We learn that the body of a person was found,

name unknown, who was probably em|)loyed in

the brick kiln or stables—which makes in all five

dead bodies taken ti'om the ruins last night. There
are probably others buried among the ruins, as it

is likely some persons at the time were in the sta-

bles or brick kiln.

The avalanche passed over a public highway
which leads to the mill and nail fiictory, and might

have carried along with it some straggling travel-

ler. The clay is piled up in masses to the depth

of fi'om 10 to 40 feet over a large surface. It must
have moved with sreat rapidity, and it is fortunate

that it had not happened at the time when the la-

borers were employed in diggitig from the hill. At
the time it was snowing freely, and this morning
the scene was entirely covered with a white veil.

The scene that presented itself in the early part

of the evening was awful in the highest degree.

The horrors of an earthquake could not have pre-

sented a more dreadlul sjiectacle. In the midst of

a mass of convulsed earth, a muhitude of human
beiniis were moving to and fro—some carrying

torches and others digging among the ruins, and
dragging from the midst the remains of some life-

less body, or were rescuing some one in whom
life had not yet become extinct—some were
crying " ho ! ropes, ropes !" " help," " shovels,'"

&c. while the scene was dimly illuminated by the

flames from the burning brick kiln, which is yet

smouldering like an almost exhausted volcano.

The scene must have been witnessed to be real-

ized—we can ffive but a liiint description of it.

Five large trees were precipitated li'om the hill,

some of which are now standinir erect at the bot-

tom, and others in a siiixhtly inclined posture. The
whole is considered a singular phenomenon, and
its immediate cause is the result of much specula-

tion.

We have endeavored to give all the particulars

that have come to our knowledge—in doing it in

great haste, a i'ew inaccuracies may have crept

into our statement, but in the end it will be found
generally correct.

From the [JBiitisli] Nonliern Wliig, October 1835.

A BIOVIXG BOG.

This rather rare phenomenon has been lately

witnessed on a part of Lord O'Neifs estate, in the

neighborhood of Randalstown, on the Ballymena
road and about two miles and a half from the for-

mer town. The following is the substance of a
letter which we have received from a gentleman
who was at the place on Saturday last :

— •' On the

19th lilt., in the evening, the first movement oc-

curred. A person who was near the ground was
surprised to hear a sort of rumbling noise, as if

under the earth; and immediately after, his sur-

prise was not a little increased, on perceiving a
part of the bog move pretty rapidly forward, a dis-

tance of a few perches. It then halted, and ex-

hibited a broken, rufrged appearance, with a soft

peaty substance boiling up through the chinks.

It remained in this state till the 22d, when it sud-
denl}' moved forward, at a quick rate, covering
corn fields, potato fields, turf-stack, hay-ricks, &c.
not a vestige of which now remains to be seen.

So sudden and rapid was this movement, that the

adjacent mail-coach road was covered, in a few
minutes, or rather moments, to a depth of nearly

twenty feet. It then directed its course towards
the river Maine, which lay below it ; and so great

was its force, and such the quantity of matter car-

ried along, that the moving mass was forced a
considerable way across the river. In conse-

quence of the late heavy rains, the river has airain

found its channel through the matter deposited in

its bed, otherwise the water would have been
forced back, and immense damage done to the

land on the banks. The fish in the river have
been killed to a great distance. The damage
done by the mossy inundation has been very con-

siderable. About 1-50 acres of excellent arable

land have been covered, and rendered totally use-

less. Down the middle of this projected matter

a channel has been formed, through which there

is a continual flow of dark peaty substance, over

ground where only two weeks ago the reapers

were at work. A house close by the road is so

far overwhelmed, that only a part of the roof is to

be seen. Besides the actual damage sustained,

the utmost alarm prevails and the people living

adjacent to the place have been removing their

furniture, &c to a distance. All manner of absurd

reasons are assigned to account for the destroj'ing

visitation; but as the cause is one of a natural

and sufficiently well ascertained kind, it is useless

to dwell upon the solutions offered by ignorance."

From ttie Qiiiirteily Journal of Agriculture.

ON THE CULTURE OF BRAMv, OR BUCK-
WHEAT.

By Mr. Main, Chelsea.

Notwithstanding this plant is probably a native

of Ciiina anil other warm climates, it may be cul-

tivated in all the northern countries of Asia and

Kurope. This is owing to its being an annual of

very quick growth, requiring only a summer of

two or three months to bring it to perfection. It

even ripens in tlie short summers of Siberia, and

is considered exceedingly valuable on poor light
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soils, where the other more valuable cereals do
not prosper.

In the north of Europe it is much tised as an
article of human diet, as well as food (or all kinds
of live stock. It yields a flour of remarkable
whiteness, and, on ihe continent, is very com-
monly mixed with that of rye or wheat, by both
public and private bakers. In EnfTJand it is some-
tiuT's used by bakers and contcciioners in the

manuf;icturc of their finest fancy articles ; but
never in common bread or oilier food. It has
been malted and tried in the manufacture of beer,

but the liquor, thou2;h palatable, is dangerously
heady and unwholesome.

Vast quantities of this irrain are annually im-
ported into this country from Holland and other
northern countrii^s, for the use of the tjin dislille-

ries ; and who also buy all they can (ret of British

grou'th, which not beintr kiln-dried, as most of
the Dutch grain is found to he, is more valued.

It is a ijood deal cultivated in some of the poor-
est gravelly districts in the south of England, but

only on fallows intended for wheat. In such light

sandy or gravelly countries, the fallow-fields are
thoroughly worked and cleaned by the first of
June: they are then drawn out into ridges,

ploughed and immediately sown. If convenient,
the dung intended for the fidlow is carted on, antl

spread and ploughed in, before the brank is sown;
or this work may be deferred till the crop is carried
in, in the autumn, just as it may suit the business
of the (arm.

A bushel of seed is enough for an acre, and if

(aid on regularly, when the ground is loose and
warm, the plants soon make their appearance,
and grow with great rapidity; so that the ffround
is soon covered and shaded by a dense mass of
foliatje. ft begins flowering in July, and is sren-

erally fit to mow about the beginning of October.
It is usually cut with scythe and cradle ; and this

implement in the hands of an expert workman is

astonishingly expeditious. A good hand will cut
down fliur or five acres per day with apparent
ease. The scythe \s put out for the purpose ; and
though nothing is cut easier than the green suc-
culent stems, the scythe requires to be swung by
a tall and strong man.
The crop is delivered from the scyth° in swathes,

as regularly as if laid by hand ; and if the weath-
er be fine, it quickly withers, and becomes fit to

be carried to the rick-yard or barn. If put to-

gether a little green or damp, it does not much signi-

fy ; for though ever so mouldv, the grain is never
damaged, and the more mouldy it is, the easier it

is thrashed. It ia the easiest of all barn-work for

the thrasher; as the slightest blow separates the

grain from the straw; and as the latter shriidvs

into very small bulk, is never bound, and on!v fit

for litter, it is soon out of the hand of the thrasher.

Three or four quarters per acre is a fair crop
;

its price generally ranges with that of barley,

thouirh, when much wanted by the distillers, dou-
ble the price of barley is freely given. It has been
proved a thousand times over, that the crop of
wheat after brank is always better than if the fal-

low had been kept naked all summer, and wheth-
er the ground be dunged before or after the brank.
This crop not only shades the groimd, and smuth-
ers every weed, but leaves the soil in a fine mellow
state. In wet summers, when the fallow cannot
be cleaned early enough for a crop to be housed, a

Vol. IV—78

cast of seed is sown in August, to be plouirhed in
as a dress for wheat ; but it is a very uusubs'antial
and fugitive kind of manure.
The uses of brank to an English firmer are but

few. Horses should never touch it^ because it

heats and fills them full of bad humors. Neither
is it good for (aitening any kind of animal except
pigeons and poultry ; and it is the fitvorile food of
plieasan's, whe'her wild or tame. When jxiven

to store-pigs, it should only be in the proportion of
one-third to two of any other kind of corn ; that

being the greatest quantity that can be given with
safets^ If pigs be allowed to range the brank
stubble, they are very soon seized with delirium,

and a violent kind of madness, running into water,
rolling in mud, and crying in the utmost distress;

and if allowed to rcjieat their visit to that stubble,

flill away in condition most rapidly.

From it being so much and so constantly used
in Ili;ssia and other parts of the continent, even
as bread-corn, without hurtful eflects, we must
suppose that its deliterious qualities are dissipated

by the oven, or in the process of cooking. But of
the eflects of brank grown in England, as stated

above, I have been witness to repeatedly ; and
every farmer in those drstricts where it is com-
monly raised, is equally aware of its hurtful ef-

fects if uncautiously used.

Still it is a useful crop lor shading poor thin land,

if it can be sown after the fidlow is nerteclly clean-

ed, and be got off in lime to sow wheat. A buck-
wheat farmer is, however, always considered an
unfortunate man ; because the cultivation of it

shows the poverty of his land, and there are very
i'ew prosperous farmers upon land naturally poor.

But this is assuming that all gravelly or sandy
soils are steril, which is not universally the case.

I have seen much very productive sandv soils in

the county of Bedfijrd in Enirland, and in the

neighborhood of iVIusselburgh in Scotland. On
such land brank may be raised successfully, es-

pecially in ffivorable summers; and even if the

crop of grain be scanty, its service in keeping the

ground shaded, and fi'ee from weeds, will benefit

the succeeding crop, whatever it may be. I may
also mention, that there is anolher crop raised by
firmers on such soils, with the same view as that

I

of sowing brank, namely, sowing trefoil or yellow

1 clover thickly on the (allow, as soon as it is com-
pletely cleaned. This rises and becomes a very

close sward before the beginninrr of September, at

i

which time it is begun to be folded off' by sheep,

j
leaving the staple in a clean and rich order for the

!
reception of the wheat seed.

I I know not whether brank has ever been tried

' on the north side of the Tweed, or even to the

I

northward of the Trent ; but succeeding in much
I

more nor hern lafiiudf^s, it certainly may have a

j

chance even in the colder parts of Britain. But

I

it must be considered, that a coniinental summer,

j

thouffh shorter, is much more unilbrmly warm
' than in any island, thouirh (iirther to the south-

I

ward. It is the chan ^eahleness of the British cli-

: mate, much more than its want of temperature,

that is so fatal to tropical vegetables ; and as brank

is as tender as the kidney-bean, a night (rost in

the end of September, or early in October, v.'ould

destroy a principal [)art of the crop. After the

grain is set, however, no degree of (rost can dam-
aone it, I have otlen cut and carried a good crop

after every leaf has been killed by frost.
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The flowers are sweet-scented, and yield much
honey, and consequently are much visited by bees;

but the value of the honey is deteriorated, as it is

much darker colored, and said to be inferior to that

collecled Irom heath and other wild flowers.

Whether brank will ever be an object of culti-

vation to light land larmei's in general, is question-

able ; but Irom the present posture of agricultural

affairs, many things will be introduced into our

present systems, and many expedients had re-

course to, to increase, il' possible, the produce of

the land, which have never betore been thoutrht

of. Raw materials for the manufacturer, qualities

lor the dyer and druggist, and even that luxury

tobacco, may come in tor a share of that labor

and care which has been heretoibre wholly be-

stowed on raising the necessaries of life lor man.
Steam-power, as applied to the transit of farm
products, as corn and latted stock, and to that of

lime and other dressings, is working, and will con-

tinue to work, important changes in the old rou-

tine of agriculture. Local advantages will be

moderated, and local disabilities will be hencelbrth

assisted in a way that but lew are now aware of.

Extriict from an Address to the Middlesex Agricultural Societj',

By Albert li. Nelson of Concord.

IMPROVEBIENTS IN CULTIVATION.

We may learn the principles of farming then,

by study, and why in the name of common sense

may we not study books'? Why shouhi we be

obliged to grope along, to stundjle on in the thick

darkness which our ancestors exerted themselves

successfully to dissipate, when we may walk firm-

ly and surely, would we but open our eyes? To
illustrate my meaning. A young man comes into

possession of a farm composed entirely of light

sandy soil. His predecessors have, year by year,

raised by dint of much labor, a small crop of

burnt up hay, a small crop of potatoes, and a
smaller crop of stinted corn. Now shall he toil

on all his days, ploughing, sowinir, and cropping
the same fields in the same way, and with the

pame results, as did bis ancestors? Or, would it

not be far better lor him to farm a little by book 1

To study the nature of calcareous and siliceous

soils, to learn the difierent efiects and qualities of

manure, to introduce the turnip and clover culture,

and a rotation of crops ; and thus by the aid of a
little science, double his produce and the value ol

his land at the same time? Shall he continue to

cultivate certain articles without any regard to

their adaptation to his soil, or shall tie study the

nature of the soil somewhat? Can there be a

doubt as to what should be done ? Our farmers
work wiih their eyes wide open, I allow. They
adopt improvements as fast as they are made in

their neighborhood, so that they can see them ; but
they adopt o/i/i/ when they can see them. New
modes of cultivation, and new articles of culture,

are in this way gradually introduced. But they
are introduced too slowly. The work does not go
on fast enough. They" do not keep up with the
improvements of the age. There is much hesita-

tion and doubt, after the time for hesitation and
doubt has passed. The good old way, with all its

imperlections, is adhered to in preference to a new-
er and better, merely because the one is old, and

the other new. Our farmers have a thorough con-
tempt for new things, and especially if promulga-
ted by a book liirmer, and in this way lose great
advanta<res. Illustrations of this fiict are abun-
dant. How much writing, and arirument, and
persuasion it has cost to obtain lor the mulberry,
and the making of silk, their present partial and
limited confidence! How slowly has the cultiva-

tion of Rata I3aga been progressing—and how
much more slowly the raising of lucerne. How
hard it is for people to give up keeping a litile

mountain of soil round each hill corn : how hard
to use the roller and cultivator: how hard to give
up cross ploughing! Or to illustrate this name feel-

ing in a diil'erent way, it was ibrly years after spi-

nach Avas introduced into the gardens of the op-
ulent, belbre it could be bought in Boston market:
and I doubt not but that there are those present
who now hear the name for the first time. The
rhubarb was twenty years in coming into fervor :

the tomato, the best of all summer vegetables,

nearly as long: and the salsify is now hardly a
regular marketable vegetable. While the sea
kale of Great Britain has not been able to tempt
a single cultivator, head lettuce as well known as
it is, is seldom raised in the countr^y, and the cau-

liflower more seldom still. " But the disgrace of

being slow to receive valuable novelties, is not
confined to our farmers and gardeners alone.

The medical fiiculty of Paris proscribed as poi-

sonous the potato, one hundred years after that

plant had raised millions of vigorous troops who
under JMarlborough had again and again beaten
the finest artnies of France.

How few farmers there are that actually study
the nature of soils and manures, and crops ? How
few make any im[)rovements save those they see

instituted by their nearest circles of neighbors'?

All such they are willing to make. Now I ask,

and the- question contains the gist of the whole
matter, why a man may not as well learn from the

results of the neighbors' experiments and science

when stated in a book, as when seen on a fiirm'?

b]xtend the same principle. Great men, practical

men, in every part of the world, and lor many
years, have investigated the subject of agriculture,

and have written on it : their plans and experi-

ments as well successful as otherwise, have been
noted ; experiments have been properly instituted.

Now if a farmer may learn from a book written

by his neighbor, may he not much more learn

from this collected wisdom of the whole world?
Is it not a fact, and may we not point to shining
examples from the members of this societ}^, that

those who have studied books, and become book
farmers,, are the best farmers, and have the best

and most productive farms? Being willing to

learn from those men, as we all are, and thus from
books second hand, and why are we not willing to

go ourselves to to the fountain head, and thus be-

come pioneers in the cause?
# # # * *

I have thus, gentlemen, staled some reasons

why you should prosecute agriculture as a science,

and have thus briefly noticed some of the modern
improvements in that science, in order to induce in

your miihls the question " Why may we not ac-

complish what others have accomplished ?" And
I ask the (luestion—why may you not? W lio

shall say that an American cannot do as much as
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an Eno-lish farmer? Who but the American
himself, when he says he cares not Hir ;he science

or tlie study of ayricullure, and thtit he spurns
such learned words ?

,
He who adheres to oki cus-

toms, while every body about him is adopting
newer and better, will fall far behind the age.

And that farmer who continues to (iirm as did his

ancestors, who entertains a sovereign contempt
for scientific cultivation, will find himself every
day growing poorer, because his more enlightened
neighbors are every day growing richer and rich-

er. I know that to treat farming as a science, to

adopt the late improvements, or at least many of
them, calls lor a considerable outlay of money. But
the investment is sure : the returns must be enor-

mous lor the amount expended : and they will

themselves furnish the means of further improve-
ment. There are multitudes of examples of what
may be done in this way. Mr Coke of Norlolk,

England, furnishes the most illustrious instance.

Some Ibrty years ago, he inherited a vast landed
estate, the increase of which was then, .$8000 per

annum. Being an active and intelligent man, he
introduced the Tullian system, wliich consists in a
fi'equent rotation of crops, and in sowing in drills,

and in his Ills time, by the plough and a proper
succession of plants alone, he increased the in-

come of his estate to .9200,000 ; or, in other words
he increased its value 24 times. Of him it was
said, that "he disdained to hide Ifis head beneath
a coronet." Somethiuij like this every man may
do. If we have not thousands to double every
few years, we have hundreds or tens ; and the
smaller the sum, the the more the need of this re-

sult. The means are in every man's hands.
There is no necromancy in the case ; no peculi^ir

skill is needed. Diligently use the faculties God
has given us, and the advantages which our in-

stitutions secure, and the whole is accomplished.
We in New England have already done much.

Our hills are rough and rocky and steril ; our win-
ters are long and terjnpestuous ; our climate is in-

clement and unfavorable ; but our arms have been
nervous aud our hearts strong, and the rough sie-

ril fields have become gardens. The Imes fell in

rough spots to our fathers, but they have been
made very pleasant homes. 'I'he founders of New
England had dilficidties to contend against, but

they have been overcome. Just two hundred
years atjo, in 1638, a gentleman writing to Eng-
land of the soil of this country says, "after five

or six years it grows barren beyond belief; and
whereas after, the land in Enirland proves fertile

for grass, this yields none at all, but like the land

about Dimstable, puts on the face of winter in the

time of summer." # # * " Por the present

we make a shift to live.—but hereafter, when our

numbers do increase, and the fertility of the soil

doth decrease, if God discovers not means to en-

rich the land, what shall become of us, f will net

determine—but it is probable we must either dis-

band ourselves, like beasts straitened in their pas-

ture, and so be liable to destruction from the na-
tives (! mean the Pequods,) or else continuing to-

gether, be made the subject of some fearful famine
and the misery that accompanieth if." How
great the change ! Two hundred years ago, the

10,000 inhabitants of New England feared a
famine ! Now more than two and a half millions

are supported in the same country, and the ener-
gies of the land are not dev^eloped to the hun-

dredth part! We apprehend no fliminenow: we
fear not the sterility of the soil : we war not with
the Pequods: our midnight slumbers are not dis-

turbed by the bowlings of ravenous wild-beasts.
Peace, prosperity, and plenty is in our land. The
little handful has grown to a mighty host. Our
efforts have been prospered, and the earth has
smiled. And now instead of fear (or the issue,

and prayers for succor, we confidently anticipate

the lime when in agriculture, as in everything
else, we shall stand pre-eminent belore the whole
world. Truly may we say there has been a
change! And shall it stop? or shall it goon?
Shall we rest satisfied with what has been done,
now that our energies are just beginning to be de-
veloped, and now that we have inducements
greater than ever to press onward ? By you,
Gentlemen, and such asj'ou, is the question to be
solved. By directing to the science the same
mental power, that you devote to anything else,

and the same unwearied diligence, everything de-
sirable will be attained. True, we have not the
•rreat staples, the sunii}^ clime, the fertile soil of
the south : but we have not slavery. True, we
have not the luxuriant prairies and mighty rivers

of the west : but we have what is wanting in

those places, the good old fashioned New Eng
land liabits of economy and industry. We have
not the blessings of many other lands ; but at

the same time we have no* the curses that are
entailed upon them. We have everything that

is needed to induce our surpassing all other lands

in this science ; and it rests with you, gentlemen,
and your fellow workers in this cause, to say
whether or not these results shall be atttained.

From the Historical Magazine.

EARLY SILK MAXUXACTURE IN THIS COUN-
TRY.

The introduction of a new branch of profitable

industry into a country, must necessarily attract

much public interest, as being iuuiiediately con-
nected with t!ie prosperity and happiness of all its

inhabitants. Recently much attention has been

I
awakened, by etTorts to promote on an extensive

I scale, by means of societies and incorporated com-

I

panics, the culture of the mulberry tree, with an

j

ullima'e view to the production of silk, either for

1 exportation in a raw state, or for domestic manu-

j

facture. The legislature of several stales, have
I favored these efibrts by liberal and valuable char-

j

ters, and consress has considered the maiter of so

much importance as to make if, through its coni-

I
mittees, (selected with o-reat care,) the subject of

i minute and expensive investigation. Duriuij the

j

pro<rressof leirislative action, which has at different

]

times, within a few years past, been had on this

subject, various statements have been made, both

I

in memorials of petitioners, and in re|)orts of com-

j

mittees, that are not only deficient in the present-

i ment of many particulars of interest, but exceed-

! ing erroneous in those that are given. Our object

i
in alluding to this matter, is not to shed any new
liaht on the processes of producing raw silk, or its

manufacture afterwards. We profess no knowledge
on the subject derived from practical experience,

nor have we any specious or learned theory to pre-

sent. But our only object at present, is to preserve

some facts connected with the early history of the
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nilk culture, which we cannot doubt, from present

appearances, is destined to open a wide and profi-

table field lor the exercise of American industry

and skill. The subject may be dwelt upon here-

after more elaljoratei y.

In a collection of Kssays, published by Jared
Elliot, of Killiiigworth, Connecticut, a gentleman
who united in himselt the three prol(3ssions of a

divine, a physician, and an agriculturist, we find

many inieresiiug particidars in relation to the pro-

duction ol'silk. Mr. Elliot was an honorary mem-
ber of the "society established in London, lor the
encouragement of arts, manufactures and com-
merce," and his zeal for making experiments
which might result in benefit to America, was
quickened into greater exertion, from his connec-
tion with that institution. The society, as appears
from a pamjihiet published by them in l^ondon, in

1761, note the following gentlemen as their Ame-
rican correspondents, who were also to pay premi-
ums in their respective colonies, " for merchanta-
ble raw silk, raised and produced therein." viz :

Dr. Jared Elliot, the Rev. Mr. Thomas Clap,
(President of Yale College,) and Jared Ingersoll,

Esfp of Connecticur ; Benjamin Franklin, LL.D.,
and John Hughes, Esq. of Pennsylvania ; George
Pollock, Cullen Pollock, and John Rutherfoord,
Esqrs., North Carolina.

The premiums were arranged by the London
society, as follows

:

" For every pound weight of cocoons produced
in the province of Georgia, in the year 1761, of a
hard, weighty, and good substance, wherein one
worm only has spun, three-pence.

" For every pound weight of cocoons produced
in the same year, of a weaker, lighter, spotted or
bruised quality, though one worm oidy has spun
in them, tivo-pence.

" For every pound iveight of cocoons produced
in the same year, wherein two worms have inter-

woven themselves, one-penny."
These premiums were, by resolution of the

eociety, to be paid, so far as the province of Geor
gia was concerned, by Mr. Oitolenghe, superin-
tendent of the silk culture therein, "to every per

Elliot, "it appears thai the silk manufactory is in

a flourishing way. In the year 1757, the weioht
of silk balls received at the filature, was only 1052

;

last year produced 7040, and this year already
above 10,000; and it is very remarkable, that the

raw silk exported from Georgia, sells at London
from two to ihree shillings a pound, more than that

from any other part of the world."

At the time when Mr. Elliot's essay was pub-
lished, Georgia was increasing in the silk business.

The writer is unacquainied with the reasons that

have since led to its abandonment. Georgia,

Pennsylvania and Connecticut, were specially se-

lected as silk districts. The reason of this selec-

tion probably, v.-as, that it was deemed imjjortant

to test the advantages of different climates in rais-

ing the mulberry tree and the production of silk.

The writer is not informed with regard to the re-

sult of experiments, if any were made, in Pennsyl-
vania. The condition on which premiums were
to be granted in Connecticut, as connected with
the resolutions of the "Loudon Society," was,
that a public filature should be established in the

colon}', under the direction of the correspondents

of the society, " to which every person should

bring his or her balls or cocoons." A severe loss

was sustained by those who were engaijred in the

silk business in Georgia, in the year 1758, by the

filature or store-house taking fire, and being con-

sumed, together with a quantity of raw silk, and
eight thousand loeight of cocoons. The quantity

destroyed, enables us to form some judgment with

regard to the extent of the silk business at that

early day. Doctor Elliot says, that in the year

when his essay was written, (1759,) those who
had given their attention to the production of silk

in Connecticut, informed him that "it was more
profitable than any other ordinary business." He
gives the two following authorities as confirmatory

of his opinion.

He says, "some years past, I asked a man of

ffood faith and credit, who had then made the most
silk of any among us, what profit miglit be made
of it ; his reply was, that he could make a yard of
silk, as cheap as he could make a yard of linen

eon who would bring his or her balls or cocoons to !
cloth, of eight run to the pound, &c. A woman

the public filature at Savannah, according to notice
I
of experietit'e in this business, told me, that in the

(then) sent to Georgia." I short time of feeding the worms and winding the
The mode of proofs to establish claims to premi- silk balls, she could earn enough to hire a good

ums was minutely regulated. The fact to be eslab
lished, was "that the silk has been actually and
bona fide reeled from cocoons of the claimant's
own raising and produce;" and the sum which
should be paid by tiie society's correspondents,
were to be repaid to them or order, severally, by
the society, upon receiving accounts of the same
properly attested.

It appears that the first attempt in this country
to cultivate the silk business, was made in Geor-
gia. The writer is not informed with regard to
the time of its commencement there, but ?rom a
note appended to the essay of Doctor Elliott, and
which is quoted at length, it certainly appears say

spinner the whole year. I have not (adds the

Doctor,) the least scruple of the informers' veraci-

ty, but how far their capacity might serve for an
exact calculation, I know not."

The writer has been unable to ascertain the

precise time when the colonists of Connecticut first

directed their attention to the production of silk.

That if was far anterior to the time specified in the

memorial recently presented to the legislature, for

the incorporation of a company, (upon which
memorial and corresponding report of a committee,
a charter has been granted,) is shown conclusively

by the following extract li-om Doctor Elliot's es-

Ihat the enterpri.ie of Georgia, under the adminis
trafion of Gov. Oglethorpe^ first embarked in the
manufacture of the American silk. The note is

quoted at length, as it refers to an "account from
Georgia," not in the possession of the writer, but
which may be yet preserved, and in the possession
of others.

'• By a late account from Georgia," says Doctor

The Doctor says, "1 have been informed that

at a place called Falkner's Island, which lycth op-

posite to Guildford, there are vast nund)er of

young shoots (iiudberry) which grow with such
eagerness and obstinacy, that notwithstamling all

endeavors to destroy them, the utmost eflorls of

the proprietors of the island, both b}' plough and
scythe, has been used successively viany years, as
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good hap is, without beincj able to accomplish it. A
number of us here, (Killinirworlh,) and in the
neiifhboriui:^ towns, vviih the leave ol' the owners.
desi(Pn to supply oursslres from them the next
sprinir; for I apprehend that this way of trans-

])lanlinii: youn<T irees, wdl be the most expeditious,
to net lurnislied f()r the sill< trade."

As the es-ay li-om which the above extract is

made, was written about eighty years ago, and
tlie "plough and scythe" had been used for many
years anterior to that period, in aitenipts to extir-

pate the mulberry, the planting of the trees must
have been soon after the settlement of the colony.
As we intend to confine this article to the early

history of the silk culture in our country, (reserv-

ing fi)r a future number, its decline and subsequent
advancement ;) it may be pardonable in us to pay
a tribute of respect to the memory of a gentleman,
to whose valuable labors we are chiefly indebted
for the facts stated in this number. We cannot
do better than by saying, that in tiie quietness of
his character, in his social enjoyments, in his hours
of meditation, and in the innocence as well as use-

fulness of his labors, he seems to have afforded a
practical illustration of the truth of one of his

paragraphs on the culture of trees. "Such groves
(says he,) are proper places for retirement, study
and meditation; this will have weight with those
who love contemplation—those who are wise and
good

; he that is not company lor himselfj when
alone, will be none of the most pleasing and edify-

ing company lijr others ; shallow minds who have
no fijnd for their own entertainment, will afford

but poor entertainment for others. The loneliness

of a grove, the solemn shade, the soft murmur of
the air in the tree-tops, all conspire to soothe our
passions, calm the perturbations of the mind, reco-

ver our fleeting, wandering ihouffhts, and fix them
on proper objects ; here is true pleasure and sereni-

ty beyond all that pomp or noise can give ; surely
it, is not without foundation, that in all ao-es and
countries, trees and shady groves have been the
favorite subjects of poets, both heathen and divine.

It is needless, and it would be endless to recite

what has been written on this darling subject r"^d
I cannot forbear turning to one passage in Isaiali,

the beauty of which has not been taken notice of.

"The mountains and hills shall break forth before

you into singing, and all the trees of the field shall

clap their hands." This (says the Doctor,) is ex-
pressed with a grandeur and dignity, well adapted
to the sublime subject, and is truly exalted and
poetical.

REMARKS ON THE USES, VALUE, AND CUL-
TURE OF SWEET POTATOES.

To the Editor of tlie Farmers' Register.

Columbia, South Carolina, January 5, 1S37.

The interest on agricultural subjects seems to

have much dim'nished of late in this part of the

United States, and as much as I can perceive, in

other parts also. When we have done with pre-

sident-making, and the meetings of abolition

societies at the north and west, we can talk of

nothing else than rail roads. It is all very well,

each in its proper place ; but it seems to me, that

we neglect loo much our own natural, noble pur-

suit, agriculture. Formerly, this country furnished
|

many parts of Europe, and the West India islands

with bread-stuffs; but now Europe sends us flour,

wheat, and other grains in great (juanliiies, and
mirnhile didu, even h(ty. I sliall not attempt to

seek lor the causes of this anomaly, lest it should
lead me into the interminable speculations about
bank.", currency, abundance or scarcity of money,
good, bad, and" indifferent. It seems enough to

say here, what few will dispute, that there is some-
thing wrong in all this. Leaving then, these

most elevated and fruitful subjects of" discussion,

I shall take the humbler task of making a few ob-
servations on the culture of the sweet potato.

At the 474th paije of the number ol 3our Farm-
ers' Register, for the last month, in a piece signed
S. Carter, this gentleman, very reasonably dis-

believes the assertions of some of his neighbors,

that the potato vines are poisonous to cattle; or, at

least, that they occasion them to swell. As for

the latter effect, it is very possible, that jjotato

vines, as well as other rich succulent food, may,
when eaten too greedily, or too abundantly, have
that effect. It is, however, little to be feared at

the season of the year when JMr. Carter speaks of
cutting his vines for provender; for then, much of
their succulence has dried up, and probably given
place to highly nutritious matter. The saving of
the vines of the potato for cattle is not practised in

this state, that I know of; but it is not that they are
not worthy of it ; but because we are too careless

in taking every advantage offered us by a bounti-
ful climate. It may also be on account of the
difficulty of curing these vines, so as to keep them
in bulk. As to their nutritive quality, there are
very few vegetables more wholesome and nutri-

tious. Many years ago, I was informed, on au-
thority scarcely to be doubted, that in the island

of St. Domingo, horses and mules, were in many
parts, entirely fed all the year round on potato
vines; and my informant assured me, that he
knew a cultivator in the vicinity of Cape Fran^ais,
who made yearly about iji 10,000, b}' sending, every
day, potato vines to the city, where they were
bought for the exclusive food of horses, mules and
cattle. On tlie plantation or farm of this cultivator,

the vines, and not the roots, were the chief object.

I am glad to have it also in my power to

strengthen the authority of Mr. Carter, as regards
his experiment of planting small potato roots, for

the purpose of producing sprouts to be transplant-

ed in due time, into the beds prepared for them.
This is a practice much followed in this state, and
many persons, I among the rest, think these
sprouts produce much the best potatoes lor the ta-

ble. It is a method well suited to those countries

where the summer is too short to produce the
potato in perfection, by any other. The usual
way is to prepare a nursery bed of small dimen-
sions, in a warm and sheltered situation, by manur-
ing it highly with stable manure ; make drills in

this bed at very short distances from each other,

from five to ten inches, and in these drills put
small potato roots, so close as to touch, and cover
them lightly. This should be done earlier than
the usual season for planting the crop; and for fear

of fi-ost, the seed may be covered with straw,
leaves, or some such matters. A bed about four

feet wide, and fifty or sixty feet long, will furnish

sprouts enough to plant at least an acre of ground.
It is necessary to have the beds ready to plant the

sprouts, so as to take advantage of every shower
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of rain to transplant whatever pprouts are large

enough, that is a ievv inches high. The nursery

bed will soon ajxain be covered with a new set to

plant at the next suitable weather. Potatoes pro-

duced in this manner, are generally smooth and
well formed, and the crop very abundant. Every
facility afforded, ilir the extended cultivation of

this invaluable root, is undoubtedly a great advan-
tage ; for it is nutritive and vvholesonie in a high

deij-ree. I'.Iany planters in this state feed their ne-

groes lor several months exclusively on sweet po-

tatoes, and during that period, they are all, yountj

or old, healthy and fat. I have very little doubt

but it niiijht be advantageously cultivatecLlbr the

manufacture ol' suirar, which it would probably

produce in greater abundance than the beet ; lor

not only suirar can be extracted from its ready

formed saccharine matter, but also from the starch

which It contains in great abundance. This is, at

least, well worth the trial.

I am, very respectfully, sir,

Your obedient servant,

N. HERBEMONT.

THE PROPER DISTANCES FOR PLANTING
CORN.

To tlie Editor of tlie Farmeis' Register.

I hold it to be an axiom, that any subscriber to

a useful and punctual periodical, who does not con-

tribute to its support, by paying his subscription,

and furnishintz: any usei'ul facts or theories of which
he is in possession, is worthy of any punishment
which a jury ol" editors would inflict.

Not choosing to subject myself any longer to

the penalty due to such an offender, 1 send you
niy subscription and my mite of matter. The
first will, I hope, justify you in paying the post,

whether the latter is worth printinjj or not.

In this world of fancies and Yankee notions,

each man has his hobby. Some ride to the south,

some glide swiftly on the bosom of the smooth
canal; some fly through the air in balloons; some
rattle on a rail road, and I, JMr. Editor, ride info my
cornfield, and speculate on the value, while I am
enraptiu-ed by the beauty of that queen of plants.

While all the world is agog for cotton, the poor
corn is neglected by all but those who eat it. Let
us turn our eyes to it, while I giye you the results

of some experiments and calculations on its cul-

ture.

On the Eastern Shore of Virginia (that most
prosperous of all corn countries,) I am told it is

the habit of the planters to plant their corn four

feet each way—a single stalk at a place. When
I first commenced ftuniing, my impression was,
that the most economical method of cultivating

corn, all things considered, was to plant it so as
plough it both ways, and thereby dispense with
the hoe-work. I tried it. Experience and reason
have changed my opinion. In 1835, I cultivated

a light sandy field in corn, (much such land as
that on the Eastern Shore, bat not so good.) Part
of it I planted 5 by 8, and part (the best land)
4 by 4 l(;et—bnth were ploughed both ways, and
received tlic same culture: the cut 4 by 4 was
favored rather the most, because it seemed to suf-

fer. The result was, the corn 4 by 4, suffered lor

distance, while that 5 by 3, had a plenty of room,
and WAS a good crop. This set me to thinkino-

—

and the result of my cogitations amounted to the

conclusion, that corn must have a plenty of dis-

tance one way; else why was the corn 4 by 4 too

thickj while that 5 by 3 had distance enough

—

when there vvere more stalks on an acre of the

latter, than on one of the former—which rennnds
me, that many persons, and they intelligent and
educated liirmers too, think—no, conclude without
thinking—that because 4 and 4, and 5 and 3, and
5| and 2^, 6 and 2, and so on, when severally

added, make 8—that, therefore, there are the same
number oi' stalks on an acre, planted in either

way.
This you know is not the fact—on the contrarj^,

the number of stalks is inversely as xhe product of
the two numbers. For instance, the number of
stalks on an acre 4 by 4, is to the number on an
acre 6 by 2, as 12 is to 16. The reason is this—
more land can be contained in a square, than in

any other rectangular figure—consequently, there

are lewer squares in an acre, than there are of any
other rectangular figure—so, also, the nearer these

figures approach to a square, or the farther they
are removed from one, the less, or the greater is

their number.*
This important consideration, together with the

lact above stated, resolved me to cultivate my corn
this year on a different plan.

I accordinirlv planted it 5^ feet one way, and
1^ to 2| feet the other, according to the quality

of the land. My corn was as good, and better

worked in this way, and I cultivated it with as lit-

tle trouble. By using an X wooden drag, twice

in a row, about a week after each ploughing— first,

when the grass begins to spring, you leave your
land as level, and keep it as clean, as you can by
cultivating it in any other way—hoe or no hoe.

Moreover, the greater the distance one way, the

less your corn will be ridged by ploughing; and,

therefore, the more dirt 3"ou can throw inmiediate-

ly around it without injury. If I am wrong in

any of my deductions, I hope you, or some expe-
rienced corn planter, Avill | ut me right: for, until

experience or reason chanijcs my views, I will

plant any land 6 by 2, which^ accortling to old

style, would be planted 4 by 4. There are ^ more
stalks on an acre of the former, than on one of

the latter. I contend the last is the thickest. In

the mean time,

I am, yours, &r.
SIX AND TAVO.

OROrVOKO AND PUYOR TOBACCO.

To tlie Editor of tlie Fanners' Register.

TVard's Fork, Charlotte.

Having made some experiments, during the past

* The proper and simple rule for comparing spaces,

or distances of platnts, is to multiply the length and

breadth together, and tlius ascertain the number of

square feet given to each plant, or station. Thus 4 by

4 feet, makes Ifi square feet, and 6 by 2, 12 feet onl}'.

Yet simple and obvious as is this truth, it is both true

and surprising, (as stated by oiu- correspondent,) that

many old and experienced corn planters still compare

the spaces, afTordcd by these and other different dis-

tances, by adding, instead of mulfiphjing (he length and

breadth together.

—

ed.
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season, with the two most popular khids of tohac-

co, to wit, Oronoko and Piyor, (well calculated to

test their resf)ective merits,) I herewith send the

result, tor publication in the Tleirister.

Believinix, that notwithstarulinir the little inte

lbs.—40 do. of plastered, when cured, weighed
16 lbs.—dillisrence in lavor of plastered, 3 lbs.

This Tobacco <rrew on a lot that has been kept up
mainly by clover and herdsgrass, on the three-

hilt system. The tobacco was only plastered

rest lelt in the tobacco crop at present, it is a mat- once, about the time it began to spread, on the hill

ter ol" considerable importance to those who culti

vate it at all, to know which kind it is most to

their interest to plant. Having thought for seve-

ral years, that the Oronolco tobacco, matured
earlier, and yielded more in weijiht, than any other

tobacco I had ever made— I proceeded during the

o-enerally, with about a tea spoonful to each
plant. The difference was manliest during the

whole season, even at three hundred yards dis-

tance.

] had also several experiments almost consum-
mated, on corn, by pulling and not i)ul!ing fodder,

last season, to submit that opinion to the strictest i
cutting and not cutting tops, all of which were

test, by actual experiment in the following manner, carefully put away in my farm pen, preparatory to

While setting out a rich hisrhland lot, with Oro- measuring and weio:hing. When lo ! my plans

noko plants, we got some Prvor plants, from a were suddenly dashed by a mischievous ox, break-

neighbor's bed, close at hand, and planted a row ins: in up.on them, not only in violation of the Sab-

nearly through the centre of the lot, with tho?=e I bath, (on which it happened,) but also the law of

plants. And after having given the whole lot the
|

'Square clansiim fregit.''' 1 hope, however, at a

same cultivation and attention durinii the season, future time, to be able to mature similar experi-

I designated a row of Oronoko, running parallel

with the Pryor, for experiment; andjn the month
of September, when the row of Prj^or was tho-

roughly ri|)e, (by which time, however, a number
of the plants in the row of Oronoko, had, to all

appearance, sufficed for the want of cutting,) I

proceeded to cut the two rows, laying the plants to

the right and left, and after they were "lindiered"
sufficiently by the sun, I carefully weiirhed them
separately, and found the following result—to wit:

48 plants of Pryor, weiixhed 62 lbs., and 48 plants

of Oronoko, weiirhed 78 lbs. Difl'erence in favor

of Oronoko, 16 lbs. I then had both Pryor and
Oronoko, huns on sticks separately, placed in a

barn, and cured with fire—and attain submitted
them to the same test, with the following result;

Pryor, where cured, weighed 18 lbs. Oronoko,
when cured, 22^ lbs.: difference 4^- lbs. in favor of
Oronoko. On stripping the two parcels, the dif-

ference still greater in fiwor of the Oronoko—the

stalk of the Pryor being much longer and harder
than the Oronoko. I would remark, that I made
a large cutting in the, above-mentioned lot, ten or

twelve days before the experiment rows were cut,

at which time, there was not a plant of Pryor ripe,

but several of the Oronoko ouijht to have been cut.

I think fi'om the best observations I have been able

to make, the Oronoko, is from ten to twenty days

ments, and communicate the result for publication.

R. I. GAINES.

GOOB AND INCREASING EFFECT OF MARL.

To tlie Editor of tlie Farmeis' Register.

Berkley, Charles City, January 3, 1837.

Before closing this letter, I have an act of sheer

justice to perform. Some sixteen years ago, you
were liberal enough to allow me permission to

procure several vessel loads of" marl from your
shores. These were applied principally to a belt

of land, and running through a large field, which
contained all the varieties of soil fi'om a cold white

pipe clay, to a light loam ; all, however, greatly-

exhausted. Shortly after its application, I disco-

vered a considerable improvement in the land
;

and with a view of equalizing the fertility of the

adjacent ground, I applied a considerable quantity

of stable and farm-pen manure, to a strip on one
side of the marled belt. The succeeding two or

three years, botli pieces exhibited fine crops; since

that period, the difierence between the marled
land and manured belts, is every year more maoi-
fest ; and 1 think, it may be said, with entire truth.

^ 1 ,1 ., n I
• 1- • -. *'p1 that the portion marled, is fully equal to the pro

forwarder than the Pryor, which is a_matrer of,
^^^^^j^^ 'c ^^^^ ^^^^p,^ ^^ ^^^/^ ^^,,g_ ^y,^^,

considerable moment, to those planters whose lands

have become slow, from excessive cultivation.

And when we add to these advantages, the still

per acre, n nen
last in wheat, my principal scythe-man, on ap-

proaching it, remarked to his fellow-laborers, "this

is a monstrous growth of wheat—there must have
more important one-that the Oronoko, commands

, ^^^^ ^^^ ^,^j farm-pen here ;" another renlied :
" It

a much higher price for manufacturmg Purposes,
| .^ ^^^ ^.^^^^j^[^^ ,1^^ ^^^^, ^^^^ Mr.Ruffin's."

I am decidedly ol opinion, that it ought to have ^^ ^ ^^^.J^ '^^^ .^^ .^ ^^ ^^^y^^ ^^.y
he preference over all other kinds for general cul-

;

j ^-^^^^^^ ,^-,1, ^^ .^..^ess in It,
tivation. 1 he only objections I hav^e ever liearcl

i

•' •' a „.i „„, ..„„..„.

against it, are, that on rich wet land, it breaks and
"fires," more than other kinds. As to the first

objection, I am satisfied that a leaf need not be
picked up that breaks ofij and much more of it

will be made, than of any other. As to the second
objection, I am not probably qualified to judge
correctlv—for in the cultivation of fourteen crops

of 100,000 plants each, I am satisfied I have never
lost 500 plants by "firing." My land is uncom-
monly free from that objection.

And am respectfully,

BKNJ. HARRISON.

For tlie Farmers' Register.

APPLES AND CIDER.

A writer in the Register, who has spent his

two last summers and autumns in the apple re-

irions of the north," has collected thirteen propo-

1 also made an experiment with plastered and i sitions. With some of them I entirely agree, and
unplasfered tobacco (all Oronoko,) with the same

,

from others I entirely dissent. The evidence can-

care, with the following result: 40 plants of un-
j

not rest on the personal knowledge of your cor-

plastered tobacco, after being cured, weighed 13 I
respondent, but must have been derived from
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hearsay. I therefore feel myself at Iar<2;e, to ques-

tion it, without infriiiixing the rules of civility.

1 live on lands flowing with cider of the best

sort ; I have drank it freely from my boyhood ; I

greatly prefer it to ardent spiriis, and all kinds of

wine, except champagne, to which it nearly ap-

proaches, when well made of good Jruit, ami care-

lully bottled. I have always thouiiht it salutary

to myself; and when my servants have it in plen-

ty, in the fall, [ have supposed that it kept them
in good health, spirits, and temper. The late

Doctor Rush, a man of profound science, and

deep observation, recommended cider as a healthy

beverage for laboring people. Governor Barbour

highly approves it—and the late Doctor Dwight,
a laborious student, and devoted christian, sj^eaks

of it as the best remedy for a nervous headache

—

and recommends it to men of sedentary habits.

Against these high authorities, your correspondent

has been led to believe that a liogshead of good
cider was pregnant with almost as many evils,

as the labled box of Pandora.
I agree that aslill is a bad appendage to an

orchard, and that distilling cider is an error, both

in profit and morals : but candor obliges me to

say, that a small dash of good old peach, or ap-

ple brandy, greatly improves punch, and apple

toddy.

There are orchanis on my farms, to the planting

of which, the memorj' of man doth not run. The
impression here, has been, that cider lessens the

inclination for whiskey and rum—and thus tends

to preserve the morals of the blacks ; and it is very
rare to see intoxication among them by cider.

Some years ago, finding my apple trees were de-

clining, I planted new orchards : they are now in

flill bearing, the fi'uit is fine, and the cider is ex-
cellent. In doing this, (in addition to my own
personal gratification,) I felt a moral obligation to

make wholesome provision for posterity. If I

could be convinced that, in rearing orchards, I

had laid a foundation for " rheumalism," " in-

flamed eyelids," " headache," " bleeding at the

nose," " sores and ulcers," "affections of the sto-

mach and bowels, and premature trembling of

head and hands," I would do by my orchards,

what I understand you are doing in Virginia, (un-
der the salutary influence of the temperance so-

cieties,) by your mint beds—root them all up.

I am pleased to learn that sweet apples, areex^
cellent food lor horses, cattle, and sheep, and that

they keep the horses of practicing physicians, in

Connecticut and JVIassachusetts, sleek and fat. I

wish B y J n, and Dr. M e, would try

them on their racers. To their opinions, entire

confidence would be attached—and it would make
an important change in agricultural economics.
I once knew of a herd of fifteen milch cows, break-

ing into an orchard of" sweet apples, at night, and
thirteen of them were down next morning with
the colic, and were saved only by heavy drench-
ing with ley. Your correspondent has also learn-

ed, at the north, that hogs, if they can get sweet
apples, care nothing for Indian corn, and will fat-

ten without it. My hogs had the nm of my
orchard, last fall, of sweet apples, which they
abandoned for acorns, as soon as they began to

full; and they recjuired four weeks feeding with
Indian corn to make them prime pork. Northern
hogs, like northern men, may have their pecu-
Uar tastes. Yankees delight in pumpkin pics,

and molasses. Southrons prefer pork, and hom-
ony.

I have rarelj-seen a cider drunkard to the south,

and have always supposed that intoxication had
ihe same effect upon the moral and physical con-
stitulion, by whatever means it was I'roduced.

Climate may cause the difference. Brandy, gin,

and rum, ifwe can believe travellers, have but little

effect on northern men, and northern women. A
Rus^sian countess, after drinking six glasses of
brandy, will dance a waltz with a firm loot and a
steady head. A Maryland, or Virginia lady

would find her balance doubiful after one. I have
somewhere read of a young physician, who had
studied in Germany, and who, upon his return to

-Kngland, cured a Frenchman of a lever, by a
salt herrinir, at Calais, and next day killed an
Englishman at Dover, by the same prescription.

Yankees are a queer guessing hoaxing people.

In the absence of other game, they will prey up-
on each other •, but when they start a southron,

they all open upon him, like a pack of ibx dogs
on a stray cur.

From the Farmer and Gaidene'.

LI3IE SPREADER.

[The difficulty of making an uniform distribu-

tion of any civen quantity of lime on an acre of

ground, and the injury experienced by laborers

engaged in the operation, have long been felt by
the agricultural community, and we are, therefore,

happy in believing that both these inconveniences

have been obviated by the invention of our inge-

nious townsman, Francis H. Smith, Esq., who
we believe has succeeded in so constructing a
cart that any given number of bushels of either

stone or shell lime may be equally spread over the

entire surfirice of a field of any dimensions. His
cart has been submitted to the test of practical ex-

periments upon the farms of several of the gentle-

men in this vicinity, and as we learn, gave the

most decided satisfaction in every instance. The
last experiment is thus flatteringly spoken of by
several of our most extensive and intelligent land-

holders, and from our personal knowledge of the

accomplished inventor's acquaintance with me-
chanics as a science, we have no doubt it will re-

ceive the approbation of the entire fiirming and
planting interests.]

—

Ed. Far. and Gakd.

Having this day witnessed at the Orange farm,

the operation ofF. H. Smith's machine for spread-

ing lime, we cheerfully unite in giving our opin-

ion of the result. The shells were thrown into

the cart direct from the kiln. These were sufli-

ciently ground up and distributed with uniformity

over the land as the cart was moved along. We
are of opinion that no manual operation could do
the work so well. The quantity per acre, judging
merely from observation, in the three se\eral de-

crees exhiltited to us, was about 50, 109 and 200
bushels. It is evident however, that the quantity

may be regulated at pleasure. This experiment
was made with shell lime. One of the under-
signed has, with the machine, covered seven acres

with s/o?re lime^ with irreat expedition and to h\s

entire satisfiiction. We are of' opinion that it is

equally adapted lor spreading ashes, marl, or any
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friable manure. We are so well pleased with the

machine that we have each oi" us ordered one
from Air. Easlman.

J. W. Pattersox^,
James Svva:<^,

Robert Gii^ivioR, Jr.

S. Vi. Smith,
VVm. DoiVIVEI.L.

Baltimore, Dec. 2d, 1836.

J. S. Eastman has now put twelve ofthe above
machines in hand, which will require six or eight

week^J to complete. Part of them are already en-

gaged ; thof-e who wish to have it in time tor ope-

rating in the spring, and advised to have their

names at; his Agricultural Warehouse in Prali

street.

The cost of the machine, includhig the parent

right, is i^lOO. To apply the machinery to a

"Wagon or cart ^45. In five minutes the machine-
ry may be detached.

MR. WHITMARSH AXn HIS AGENT.

[In the last No. of the Farmers' Register, we insert-

ed Irom the " Silkworm," an accouijt of the transac-

tions of Mr. Whitmarsh, in regard to his Chinese mul-

berry seeds and plants, with our comments thereon.

We now republish, from the Genesee Farmer, the de-

fensive replies of both Mr. Whitmarsh and his agent,

to an editorial article of severe and well deserved cen-

sure, which had appeared in that paper. We are quite

wilHng to make Mr. Whitmarsh's defence as extensive-

ly known, as the censure of his course : but, notwith-

standing, will express our opinion, (very ditfer^ent

from some of our brother editors,) that his letter falls

far short of exculpating him from the intention to de-

ceive purchasers, and willingness to pocket the profits

of their being deceived. What the purchasers wanted,

and expected to obtain, wa? the morns m.uUicauli.$,

universally understood to be meant, in this country, by

the name of " Chinese mulberry,"—and not another

Chinese mulberry, the merits of which are just now dis-

covered, or brought to light, by Mr. Whitmarsh's obser-

vations, and which may, or may not be, superior to the

morus muliicaulis—and which few persons would have

cared to buy, if announced in that manner at fii-st, and

still fewer now. As to Mr. Huntington, the agent, his

best defence would have been, that he, like the public

in general, was cheated by the language of his princi-

pal's first recommendatory statement: but he has for-

feited that ground of defence, by having failed to ex-

pose and apologize for the deception, after he learned

it, and by continuing to press on the public the sales

of this mulberry—whether a new and valuable species,

as alleged by Mr. Whitmarsh, or merely dead plants

and damaged seeds of the common white or ItaUan

mulberry, as supposed by the nurserymen who have

planted them. If Mr. W. had at first stated, plainly

and fairly, his views as now expressed, as to the supe-

rior value of a new variety of mulberry, his opinions

would have passed for what they were worth. No
blame could have attached to him in case of disap-

pointment to those who might have relied on these

first and hasty impressions—and if not found to be

Vol. IV—79

mistaken, he would have been justly acknowledged (as

his defenders claim to be his due,) to have acted from

a desire to benefit the interests of his country. But it

is evident that such a course would have put but little

money in his pocket, compared to the inducing a belief

that purchasers would obfain from him seeds and plants

of a variety ^hose value was already so well known,

that the eagerness to possess it seems something simi-

lar to the prevailing mania for speculation in gold

mines and western lands. Hence, a sufficient reason

for Mr. Whitmarsh's choice, supposing him to prefer

solid cash, to barren praise and honor.]—En. Far.

Reg.

From the Genesee Farmer.

V/e very cheerfijiiy give place to the following let-

ers, that Messrs, Whitmarsh and Huntington may
derive <dl possible benefit ii-om the publication of
their statements ; and our only regret is, that these

letters do not aflbrd a more satislaclory reply to the
statement published in this paper on the 3J inst.

Here are the letters, to wdiich we append several

notes, which we deem necessary to a correct un-
derslanuhig of the subject

:

Northampton, Dec. 11, 1836.

L. Tucker, Esq.—•^'iV; I have read with pain
an article in your paper of the 3d inst., in which
you accuse myself and agent, C. P. Huntinirton
Esq. of deception—willul deception—in the sale of
mulberry seed last spring. This, sir, is a most
serious charge to make, and that too, without the
slightest evidence, and respecting those ot whom
you say you know nothing. Would it not have
been well to have made some inquiries] or even
have addressed me on this subject I Mr. Hunt-
ingtbn, I trust, is able to answer for himselh I

will only observe, that if any deception has been
practised, it must rest on my siioulders.

Has there been any deception in the case? You
say positively that there has. May 1 ask in what ?

[a ] Was it "that the seed did not vegetate? or that

1 intended that it should be received as the Multi-
canlis ? That it did not vegetate as well as could

be wished, is most certain—of that I could not be
aware, as I had no means of trying it—it had
every appearance of good seed. Was it sold as

Multicaulis? [6.] I answer most decidedly, it was
not. In my search for Muliicaulis seed, I was
told that it could not be had in Italy or France

—

that the tree produced but little seed, and that lit-

tle could not be depended on ; but they had a
small quantity ot Chinese mulberry seed—which
was more hardy than the Mukicaulis, and better

in many respects. I was shown the trees, along
side of the Multicauiis; the thermometer t'ren

standing at 6° below zero, and had been the day
before at 14° below. I compared trees of three

years old, down to those of seed grown in August,
with the white, and found every indication of a
hardier tree than any we have in our country, and
better than any I had seen in my travels—one
well calculated for our climate—the leaves fiom
six to eifjht inches, and very close jointed. I

forwarded the seed to my agent, which he did not

receive till my arrival, on the 28th or 29th of A [.ril.

I immediately caused notice to be given by If^ttcrs

and otherwise, that this tuas not the MiiUirai'lis,

but a distinct variety. Nine-tenths of the seed
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was purchased or delivered 1o order, subsequent to

the notice. I have now orders from several per-

sons (well acquainted with the facts,) for the same

kind, which I am daily expectino;, and that too, in

preference to the Muliicaulis, which I novy jmyc

received, and which was raised in the PhilUpine

Islands—not in France, as was supposed by my
asent. The nurseryman—who wroie you that

sweet letter, wishintr you to chastise me—could

not distinguish between that and the while ! ! Does

he know a white oak from a black oidi ? I must

take leave of the subject by repeatiuLT that there

has been no deception practised, and that in my
opinion, at least, the plants are more valuable than

the Multicaulis, which time will decide.

As you, perhaps, will not be willing to credit

my assertions respecting the seed, I enclose you

the original bill as I received it from the hands of

the person who signed it, erasing the figures only.

In publishmg the article you have v.Tonged

deeply wronged, my agent and myself. I, appeal

to your sense ol" honor and justice, and request

that my letter be inserted in your next number,

that those interested may form their own opinions.

Respectlully,

SAMUEL WHITBIARSH.

N'orihanipion, December 12, 1836.

To the Editor of the Genesee Farmer:

Your paper of the 3d inst., has been handed me,

in which you have indulged in cenain strictures

upon Mr. Whitmarsh and myself, in relation to the

sale of mulberry seed. Mr. W. informs me that

he has written to you, but as you have seen fit to

include me in your denunciations, I beg leave to

say a lew words for myself. As your remarks

breathe a spirit of prejudice, not to say hostility, 1

think it would have been more fair, had you not

prefaced them with demonstrations of candor and
disinterestedness. I hope you did not intend by
these professions to give more point to your poi-

soned shafts, and though at heart you may fee! re-

luctant to admit this communication, yet that you
will feel bound by your avowal of impartiality to

give to the public, through your columns, a brief

statement ol" fiicts, so flir as I am concerned.

The advertisement of the " Chinese mulberry,"

which you copy from the Hampshire Gazette of

March 28, was ordered by Mr. Whitmarsh while

in Europe, and its terms, and description were dic-

tated by him. This was the first knowledge I had
of his purchasing or intendilig to purchase seed.

1 then supposed, as you say others did in your
vicinity, that it was the Muhicaulis. Mr. Whit-
marsh did not arrive till quire the last of April, and
the seed did not come to hand till after his arrival.

It was not until I saw him that I found it was not

the Multicaulis, and I iunnediately stated in the

Hampshire Gazette, that it was not, in the para-

graph which you have carefully preserved and
co[)ied. [c] I was, myself, solicitous to do away
any incorrect impressions which I had innocently

given, and Mr. W. also stated expressly, that he
did not wish any one to take it, except with a know-
ledge of the fiicts. This correction would come to

the knowledge of all the readers of the Gazette,
and of all the exchange papers which were re-

quested to copy that advertisement. Not only

this, I took particular pains before any orders had
been supplied, when personal application was made

for seed spoken for, to state that it was not the

Multicaulis, and 1 so stated where it was sent

abroad, [d.] except when the season had so fixr

advanced that it was too late lor delay, when time
had been given for the information to be diffused,

and when I had ascertained that purchnsers were
almost in every instance, as well satisfied with the

article sold, as with the Multicaulis. In one in-

stance, an individual demanded a return of his

money because it was not the Multicaulis, in so

insulting a maimer, that I reltjrred him to Mr.
Whitmarsh. It is not true, as you state, that an
agent was despatched to Rochester with the seed,

[c] Messrs. Reynolds & Bateham had sent a
very urgent order, and a gentleman of this town
happened to be goino; to Rochester on a visit, just

as the seed arrived, and I requested liim to supply
R. & B.'s order, as a favor to them. He took a
Cew other papers and sold just seven of them, and
no more. He was particularly instructed not to

sell it as the Multicaulis, and to inform purchasers

that it was not the Multicaulis. I have seen him
to-day, and he tells me that he perfectly recollects

those instructions, and tliat he gave the informa-

tion to those few who bought of him, and to Rey-
nolds Sf Bateham themselves. [/.] This was the

only seed delivered or sent away before the notice

was given in the Gazette that it differed from the

Multicaulis, that I recollect. You see then, that
.

the foundation on which you rest your weightiest

charges is removed, and of course, the whole
U^bric of fiilse accusation falls to the ground. Your
main charge, so far as I am concerned, is, that

this information was not given, 'Hill after the or-

ders had been supplied.''''

Besides the refutation given above, the very
paragraph you quote from the Gazette of May 4,

shows its fdsity. That article beirins, by saying,

"the Chinese mulberry seed which we advertised

but a i'ew weeks since, has come to hand, and can
be had by calling at our office," &c. stating the

price, &c. that it was not the Multicaulis, and
quoting Mr. Whitmarsh for the character of the

plant. I had previously informed persons giving

orders, (in the Gazette, I think,) that they would
be notified through its columns, of its arrival.

Here then is a parasraph for the first time, an-

nouncing its arrival and price, and yet from this

paragraph, you infer that most, if not all, of the

orders had been supplied! [g.] The public will

judge what your inferences are worth. They can
determine whether one would be likely to advertise

the arrival of an article, after it had been already

sold 1 whether it should have been at the pains of

informing persons who had given orders that their

seed had arrived, when they had it already in

their possession ! Indeed, it appears fi'om your

statement, that Reynolds & Bateham knew that

it was not the Muliicaulis, for you say that they

refused to sell it on this account. How could they

have known it in less than a week after its arrival,

except through ourselves? As to the quantity of

seed in a paper, I never weighed w counted them,

relying upon Mr. Whitmarsh, and in him, I had

then, and have now, perfect confidence. He has

throughout manifosted a zeal, enterprise, and pub-

lic spirit, rarely to be found. He has hazarded

every thing in the culture of silk, except reputa-

tion, and that you and your backers seem disposed

to take from "him. As to the character of the

plant, I do not profess to be a judge, but I ana
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satisfied Irom the opinion of our best cultivators of

trees, that your seedsmen and nurserj'meii; if they

have not been imposed upon bj^ pedlers of spuri-

ous seed, are but poorly fitted to laili about trees,

from cedars down to the hyssop.

Yours, &c.

C. p. HUNTINGTON.

Notes.

[cf.] The deception charged, consisted in advertisins;

and selling" a spurious seed, for that of the Morus niui-

ticaujis ; and the deception is explicitly acknowledged
in the above letter of Mr. Huntington, where he says :

" The advertisement of the Chinese mulberry,

which you copy from the Hampshire Gazette oi'

March 28, was ordered by JNIr. Whitmarsli, while

in Europe, a.d its terms ami description were dic-

tated by him. * * * I THEN SUPPOSED,
as you say otliers did in your vicinity, THAT IT
WAS THE MLTLTJCAILLS." "/£ urns not

until I saw him [Mr. Whitmarsh,] that Ifound
out it was not the Malticaulis.''''

[6.] We answer that it was, inasmuch as it was sold

Tinder the advertisement which Mr. Huntington ac-

knowledges deceived him into the belief that it was
the Morus midticaulis ; and that it was bou9:ht as the

Morus multicaulis, the following statements abundantly
show

:

Mr. L. Tucker—As you wished to know the cir-

cumstances of my obtaining the mulberry seed of

Mr. Whitmarsh, or his agent, I will state them.
Mr. Bradley, a gentleman living in this vicinity,

informed me that a friend of his, Mr. Fancher,
from Northampton, was at his house, and that he
had some of the Chinese mulberry seed for sale. 1

requested Mr. Bradley to ask Mr. Fancher par-
ticularly, if the seed was the Morus multicaulis, or

the Chinese mulberry, and if he could say that it

was such, 1 would take three papers ; but if he
(Mr. Fancher,) had any doubts of its being: the

Morus multicaulis, or Chinese mulberry, I did not

wish to take any of the seed. JMr. Fancher stated

to Mr. Bradley, that he thought the seed was the

Morus multicaulis, and that Mr. Whitmarsh would
not impose on any person so much, as to sell seeds
under false pretences ; and Mr. Fancher left, three

papers of the seed for me. Mr. Fancher informed
Mr. Bradley, that he had sold four or five papers
ofthe same kind of seed in Rochester, also twenty-
five papers in Utica, and liad also sold at different

places on the route fi-om Northaraptoa to this

place, and that he had more of the same kind of

seed for sale. Some days after \ had purchased
the seed, Mr. Fancher returned, and called at my
house. I then told Mr. Fancher, that in my
opinion, Mr. Whitmarsh had imposed on the pub-
lic in the sale of his mulberry seed, as by his ad-

vertisement, the impression had gone abroad, that

the seed he was selling was the Morus multicau-
lis, and that Mr. Whitmarsh's own proceedings
would prove that to be the case; for after quanti-
ties of the seed had been sold, Mr. Whitmarsh
had come out with a notice, informing people that

the seed he had sold was not the Morus multicau-
lis, but another variety of the Chinese mulberry.
Mr. Fancher replied, that if there was any decep-
tion, he was clear of any on his part, as he had
Bold the seed as it was represented to him.

Respectfully yours,

ASA ROWE.

Rochester Seed Store, December 2lst, 1836.

Mr. L. Tucker—In answer to your inquiries I

would state, that on seeing his advertisement of
genuine Chinese mulberry seed and trees, we sent

Mr. Huntington a letter, ordering ^2.5 worth of

the seed, and inquiring the price of the trees, to

which we received a reply, dated Northampton,
April 13lh, stadng that Mr. Whitmarsh and the

seed had not yet arrived, but he had entered our

names lor five papers of the seed, adding, "it is

more precious than gold dust, as you will perceive,

having been collected at great e:cpense, and war-
ranted," &c.

On the 4th of May,' a Mr. Fancher called on
us, as agent for Mr. W^hitmarsh, delivered our
seed according to order, received the money, and
oflercd to sell us more if we desired it. As the

business was done with Mr. Reynolds, who is now
absent on a journey, I cannot be positive as to all

that was said, but i am confident that no intima-

tion was given hitn of its being any other than the

seed of the genuine Chinese mulberry, or Morus
multicnulis; for when a few days afterwards, the

article in the Northampton paper, statinnr tjiat it

was not the Morus muhicaulis, was shown him in

my presence; he expressed his surprise and disap-

pointment, by saying, he believed it was all a
hoax and deception, and suggested sending the

seed back to Mr. Whitmarsh. But on refiection

we concluded to sow it ourselves, and see what the

result would be ; accordingly we sowed it all, ex-

cept one paper, and the product was, as has been
previously stated, nothing but Italian mulberry,

and but few of them.
Yours respectful 1}',

M. B. BATEHAM,
Of the firm of Reynolds & Bateham.

Mr. Tucker—In answer to your inquiry, 1 will

state, that at the time I purchased the two papers

of mulberry seed, alluded to in your paper of the

3d inst., no notice was given me that it was not

the Morus mvlticaulis, and the first intimation I

received, that the seed was not the genuine Chi-

nese mulberry, was contained in the article from
the Hampshire Gazette, of the 4th of May. I

bought a quantity of the (Jhinese mulberry trees

imported by Mr. Whitmarsh, and supposed the

seed and plants both to be the genuine Morus
multicaulis. The plants proved genuine—the

seeds produced, as I believe, the white Italian

mulberry, or a variety so similar to it as to render

it difficult to detect the difference.

RALPH CHENEY.

[c] The reader should bear in mind, that this state-

ment was made in the Hampshire Gazette, on the very

same daij, that the agent, Mr. Fancher, was in this

place.

[(^.] Witness the copy of a letter from Mr. Hunt-
ington, to Mr. J. Swett, published in the Farmer of
last week, which is as follows:
" Sir—Enclosed is a paper of Chinese mulberry

seed, .$5. You can have jiiore, if ordered soon.— C. P.
Huntington, for S. W."

[e.] See Mr. Rowe's statement given above, in re-

lation to Mr. Fancher's agency. We may also add,

that we Vv'pre in Albany at the time Mr. Fancher re-

turned from the wps\, and he was spoken of there as.
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and understood to be, the special agent of Mr. Whit-
marsh.

[/.] See Mr. Bateham's letter. Mr. Reynolds also

expressed to us his indignation, at what he considered

a cheat, in the strongest terms, which he would not

have done, had any such story been told him, as Mr.
Huntington states.

[§•.] Our inference was drawn from the fact, that the

seed was distributed in this section, some days before

the publication in the Hampshire Gazette could have
reached this city, and not from the fact of that publi-

cation itself, which makes a very important dilierence.

This, with the remaining part of Mr. H.'s letter, only

shows his ability at special pleading, and the "public

will judge what it is worth, "^ when they call to mind
that we have shown conclusively, that there was time
enough, after the arrival of the seed at Northampton,
to have supplied all the orders which could possibly

have been received, beibre the announcement in the

Hampshire Gazette, that it was not seed of the Multi-
caulis.

From the British Quarterly Journal of Agriculture.

ON THE APPLICATION OF STEAM TO THE PUK-
POSES OF HUSBANDRY.

It is now upwards of three years since, at a
meeting of noblemen, members of parliament,

and gentlemen connected with the landed interest,

brought together principally by the exertions of

the writer, the three following resolutions, which
he had prepared, were unanimously adopted :

" That the application of steam to inland transport

and agricultural purposes will, by cheapening.the pro-

duction and saving the consumption of the food of the

country, be accompanied by advantages to all classes

of the community of the most extensive and perma-
nent utility, and that, as such, this meeting considers

it highly entitled to their support, and that of society at

large.
" That the practicability of applying steam to gene-

ral locomotive purposes was satisfactorily proved by
evidence before a Committee of the House of Com-
mons in ISoljWho reported the same to be 'practica-

ble, safe, one of the greatest improvements in the mode
of internal conveyance ever introduced, and entitled to

legislative protection; and that, since that time, it has

been farther and fully established by numerous suc-

cessful experiments."
" That this meeting considers it desirable that an

association be formed for bringing the measure for-

ward in the most prominent manner, which its own
importance, political and commercial, and the exigen-

cies of society recpiire, to be called a Society for Pro-

moting the Application of Steam to General Trans-

port and Agricultural Purposes."

This association, though about forty members
of parliament consented to act on the provisional

committee, from the various poliiical changes
which occurred during the sessions of the years
1833 und 1834, came to nouglit ; but it proved to

be the nucleus of that co-operation on the part of
a lew zealous and persevering friends of agricul-

ture, which, after surmounting many difficulties

and discouragements, eventually realized, on Ihe
15th of December last, the formation, in the me-
tropolis, of " The Central Agricultural Society of

Great Britain and Ireland." On the occasion

above referred to (23 ol April 1833,) the Chair-
man Henry Handly, Esq. M. P., observed, that

he felt himself incapable of doing justice to the

position in which the meeting had placed him,
having no mechanical or engineering knowledge,
nor boasting any scientific acquaintance with the

subject; he was, however, strongly impressed

whh its immense importance; he felt steam was
the most, mighty engine as yet confided to mortal

hands, that its powers and resources had been
hitherto hut partially developed, and that he anti-

cipated ultimalely the greatest advantages to every
class of society, li'om its application to the various

purposes of transport and agriculture. Farther,

he took occasion to observe, that he had, four

years prior to the date of the meeting, entertained

the project of the application of mechanical pow-
er to agriculture, and, ibr that purpose, had ottered

a premium tc)r the invention of a steam-plough
;

he had the assurance of many scientific men that

it was perii^ctly practicable, and he attempted to

form a society with a view to its encouragement,
but failed. He still entertained the same opinion

as to the advantages to be derived from it, and
felt that, as he feared the agriculturist would re-

ceive no legislative or financial relief, the only

mode by which certain inferior natural wheat
lands could be retained in cultivation would be by
substituting inanimate for animate power, whereby
diminishing the cost of production. In sayingthis

he begged to observe, that were it probable the

application of such a power would tend to dimin-

ish the demand for manual labor, he for one
would never become its advocate. However, on
the contrary, he felt satisfied it would very mate-
rially increase human labor, for, by displacing an-

imal power, it would effect an enormous saving in

the consumption of the fijod of man, and a reduc-

tion in the cost of cultivation. Colonel Torrens,

M. P., who is well known to the public by his

writings on political economy, in moving the first

resolution, stated, that the Select Committee on
Steam Carriages, which sat in 1831, of which he
had been a member, had given the project a pa-

tient and fill! investigation, and had taken the evi-

dence of a number of eminent engineers, and
others practically acquainted with its detail : that

the report embodied the full and explicit sense

ol the committee as to the practicability, safety,

and utility of applying steam to the purposes of lo-

comotion. In retijrence to the economic advanta-

ges that would result to society irom this extension

of mechanical power, he believed they would be

very great. The bringing of agricultural produce
more cheaply to market w^ould tend to increase

profits, to encourage industry, and to enlarge the

demand for labor, whilst considering how it would
enable us profitably to extend cultivation, and ap-

ply with advantage additional portions of labor

and capital to the soils already under tillage, he
did not consider it unreasonble to conclude that it

will eventually double the wealth, prosperitj-, and
population of the kingdom. These opinions were
corroborated by Mr. Shaw Le Fevre, INl. P., who
moved the second resolution ; by Sir John Se-

bright, Eart. M. P., and various other gentle-

men, who addressed the meeting.

Having labored for years, by means of the

press, to awaken the attention of the agricultural

community to this, in our opinion, most important

subject, it is with great satislaction that we are en-

abled to inlbrm our readers, that, since the date of

our last paper (December 1835,) the application

of steam to the plough has been made a matter of
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practical and succepsful experiment. Tiie ibllow-

ing is a correct, account, by an eye-witnest?, of tlie

recent exhibiiion, near Bolton-Ie-Moors, of the ap-

plication ot steam to bog cultivation.

"The adaptation of inanimate power to the tillage

of the soil must evidently have been considered by
practical men to prescntalmost insuperable difficulties,

or steam would, probably, long since have been sub-

stituted for horses and oxen, as the motive power of

a:jricultural implements. Certain light operations of

the farm, such as thrashing, churning, chafl-cutting,

&.C., which could be performed by fixed power, have

partially occu])ied the attention of mechanics, and
suitable machinery driven by water, wind, or small

steam-engines, has to some extent been advantageously

used lor such purposes. But the idea of a 'steam

farm,' of a farm to be altogether cultivated by steam,

in lieu of animal power, has hitherto been treated as

visionary and absurd, except by a few individuals, and
one or two agricultural societies, who have enforced,

in their publications, the practicability and importance
of applying steam to effect the more laborious opera-

tions of agriculture. This desideratum is at length ac-

complished. Mr. Heathcoat, M. P. for Tiverton, the

ingenious and the well-known inventor of the lace ma-
chinery, has the merit of having conceived and plan-

ned this additional and remarkable contribution to

science, and to the wealth of his country. The in-

vention, after years of costly experiment, has been
matured and perfected through the enterprising liber-

ality of Mr. Heathcoat, assisted by the mechanical in-

genuity and perseverance of Mr. Josiah Parks, civil

engineer, whom he selected to carry his designs into

ellect. The first machine has been constructed ex-

pressly for the cultivation of bogs, and has, lor some
months, been practically and successfully worked iu

Lancashire, on Red Moss, near Bolton-le -Moors.

During the Whitsuntide recess of Parliament, a nu-

merous assemblage of gentlemen from diti'erent parts

of the country attended to witness an exhibition of

this novel and interesting invention ; amongst whom
were Mr. M. L. Chapman, M. P., Mr T. Chapman,
Mr. H. Handley, M. P., Mr. J. Featherstone of Grif-

finstown-house, Westmeath (an enterprising and suc-

cessful bog-reclaimer,) Mr. F. Brown, of Welbourn,
Lincolnshire, Mr. James Smith of Deanston near Stir-

ling (well known to the mechanical world by his in-

genious inventions, applied both to agriculture and
manufactures,) Mr. B. Hick and Mr. P. Rothwell, en-

gineer, with other experienced judges of mechanical
contrivances. These gentlemen were unanimous in

pronouncing the invention to be the germ of great im-

provements in the science and practice of agriculture,

as well as eminently fitted for the particular purpose to

which it has, in the first instance, been applied. Two
ploughs of different construction were put in action,

to the admiration of the spectators
;
particularly the

one last invented, which is double-acting, or made
with two shares in the same place, (?) so that it re-

turns at the end of a " bout," taking a new furrow,

without loss of time. The perfect mechanism of this

plough—the action of the working coulters and under-

cutting knives, which divide every opposing fibre of

the moss—the breadth and depth of the turrow turned

over—the application of a new and admirable means
of traction, instead of chains or ropes—together with

the facility with which the machine is managed, and
the power applied to the plough, especially interested

and surprised all present. The speed at which the

plough travelled was two miles and a half pet hour,

turning furrows eighteen inches broad by nine inches

in depth, and completely reversing the surface. Each
furrow of 220 yards in length was performed in some-
what less than three minutes, so that, in a working
day of twelve hours, this single machine would, with
two ploughs, turn over ten acres of bog land. The
machine which bears the steam-engine is itself loco-

motive ; but as the ploughs are moved at right angles

to its line of progress, not dragged after it, the machine
has to advance only the width of a iurrovv, viz. eigh-

teen inches, whilst the ploughs have travelled a quarter

of a mile ; in other words, the machine has to be
moved only eleven yards, in the time that the ploughs

have travelled five and a half miles, and turned over

a statute acre of land. This is, in truth, the prime dis-

tinguishing feature of the inveiition ; it is the contri-

vance on which the genius of its author is more partic-

ularly stamped, and which seems to to be essential to

the economical application of steam to husbandry;
for it is evident, that were it requisite to impel the ma-
chine with a velocity equal to that of the ploughs, by
dragging them with it, a great juoportion of the pow-
er of the engines would be uselessly expended. An-
other valuable projierty appertaining to the machine,
and which conduces greatly to its economy as a bog
cultivator, is, that it requires no previous outlay in the

formation of roads, no preparation of any kind further

than a drain on each side of it. That a locomotive
machine of such great dimensions and power could be
so constructed as to travel on mere raw bog, was an
excellence the more appreciated as it was unexpected
by those persons who are conversant with the soft un-
stable nature of bog. The Irish gentlemen present
also pronounced Red Moss to be a fair specimen of
the great mass of the flat, red, fibrous bogs of L-eland,

and that neither the machine nor the ploughs would
liave any difficulties to encounter in that country which
had not been already overcome on Red Moss, the field

of experiment. The engines are capable of working
up to fifty -horse power, birt the operations subsequent
to ploughing will require a small force compared with
that necessary lor breaking up tiie surface of the bogs,

to the depth and at the speed eflected by these ploughs.

The power consumed by eacli plough is estimated at

about twelve horses, and the weight of the sod opera-

ted upon by the plough, from point to heel, is no less

than three hundred pounds. The boiler is of unusually
large dimensions for locomotive engines, being suited

to the use of peat as fuel, so that the culture of a bog
will be effected by the pioduce of its drains. At Red
Moss, however, coals are so cheap, being found con-
tiguous to, and even under it, that they are used in pre-

ference to turf. Eight men are required for tlie man-
agernent of the machine and the two ploughs, or at the

rate nearly of a man per acre; but it must be understood
that this number of men will only be required lor the

first heavy process, and has no relation to any subse-
quent operations in the cultivation of bogs, nor to the

application of the invention to the culture of hard
land. After passing a sufficient time on the moss to

witness the exhibition of the ploughs, and the various

other functions and properties of the machine, the par-

ty expressed to Mr. Heathcoat the extreme pleasure

they had received, and their earnest hope that he would
extend the sphere of his exertions by applying the in-

vention to the culture of stiff clay soils ; and more es-

pecially to carry, into etfect those important operations

of subsoil ploughing and improved drainage recently

introduced to the agricultural world by Mr. Smith of
Deanston. To efiect these processes, great power is

essential, and it was evident that Mr. Heathcoat's in-

vention was equally well adapted to them, and would
be attended with results no less important than those

which will arise from its application to the reclamation

and culture of bogs."

It may be interesting to our readers to give a
brief description of j>ir. Heathcoat's patents lor

his invention of " new or improved methods of
draining and cultivating land ; and new and im-
proved machinery and apfiaratus applicable there-

to—which machinery and apparatus may be ap-
plied to divers other useful purposes.

" These patents were obtained for England, Scot-
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land, and Ireland in 1832. Piolonged and costly ex-

periments have been required to mature the invention,

and adapt it to practical use as a substitute for animal

labor in many expensive agricultural processes, parti-

cularly in the culture of wet, heavy soils. Its first ap-

plication has been made to the reclamation of bogs,

which of all descriptions of soil otter perhaps the

greatest natural obstacles to improvement by mechani-

cal means. These obstacles are, however, etiectually

overcome. Various machinery, constructed expressly

for the cultivation of bogs, has, for some months, been

practically and successlully worked in Lancashire on

a bog called Red Moss, near Bolton-le-Moors. The
principal machine is locomotive, and is so contrived as

to be capable of travelling on the surface of bogs, the

consistence of which would be insufficient, previous to

a long and expensive drainage, for sustaining the

weight of horses. The moving power is steam, gen-

erated from the peat and water of the bog itself. The
diggings from the drains furnish abuntlaiice of fuel

;

and the drains yield an unfailing supply of water.

The prime agent, steam, is thus obtained at the cheap-

est possible rate ; the local fuel requiring no transport,

and the water no outlay in reservoirs or other construc-

tions, to ensure a constant provision. By far the great-

er part of the power of the engines fixed on the ma-
chine is available, and employed to actuate the ploughs

or other agricultural implements. These are moved at

right angles to the line of progress of the machine, not

dragged alter it; the machine itself remaining station-

ary whilst the ploughs are at work between it, and
two small auxiliary carriages, in the manner to he pre-

sently described. In commencing the reclamation of

a bog, a roadway is to be first traced out in a suitable

direction for the proposed operations. This is done

simply by forming two drains parallel with each other,

and about seven yards apart. The principal machine
is launched on this roadway. No metal or material of

any sort is necessary for its soHdity ; the machine rests

on the raw bog, and bears on so large a surface of it that

its buoyancy is insured. It also consolidates and dries

the roadway by its pressure. The two auxiliary car-

riages are stationed (where space permits) at a distance

of about 480 yards asunder : one on each side of the

principal machine, and parallel with it. Each carriage

is furnished with a large wheel, or pulley, round which
a band passes, proceeding from, and returning to, the

principal machine, whence it derives its motion by
proper apparatus. These bands are connected with

the ploughs, or other agricultural implements, which are

drawn to and fro between the machine and the auxili-

aries. One quarter of a mile of land in breadth, ex-

clusive of the roadway and headlands, is thus operated

upon on the two sides of the machine. The auxiliary

carriages travel on four wheels, resting on planks,

which from a moveable rail road. One of the planks

is let into a shallow trench cut in the bog, against one

side of wnich plank some friction rollers, fixed on the

carriage, press, in order to resist the pull of the engines.

Plougumg is the first agricultural operation. To ac-

complish this process in a thoroughly mechanical man-
ner, and to adapt it to steam power, it has been neces-

sary to contrive peculiar ploughs, furnished with sharp

working knives, which divide every root and fibre of

the bog plants, to the depth of nine inches, and turn

over a furrow slice of eighteen inches in breadtli, com-
pletely reversing the surtace, and turning the heather

side downwards. The underlying heath, moss, and
other bog-herbage, facilitates the discharge of water,

and permits the rain and air to penetrate the furrows.

Drains are formed as the ploughing proceeds, that the

vast qantilics of water liberated by that process may
be immediately carried olf. After lying a few months
in this state, exposed to the action of the atmosphere,

the ploughed surface is found to be so considerably

pulverized, that little remains to be done to fit it for the

reception of grass-seeds. The complex operations

necessary to prepare the soil for tlie culture of other

and more important crops than grasses, will also be
materially simplified and economized by awaiting the

natural decomposition of the soil, which is so greatly

expedited by this system of ploughing as a first pro-

cess. It establishes a general under-drainage, which,
with the assistance of numerous shallow guttei-s dis-

charging into proper drains, will speedily create a soil

on the surface of the wettest bogs. The machine and
auxiliaries remain stationary during the time occupied
by the ploughs in taking two furrows; they are tlien,

severally, put in motion, and made to advance in three

parallel lines, in order to keep pace with the breadth

of land turned over, and to pull the ploughs accuratel)'

straight. The machine is impelled by the engines,

and each auxiliary by its attendant man, who also

shifts on his planks as occasion requires. The machine
and its auxiliaries have thus to be moved over a space

of eighteen inches only, whilst the ploughs have tra-

velled 440 yards, and turned over 220 square yards of

land nine inches in depth; in other words, the machine
and auxiliaries have to be moved only eleven yards, in

the time that the ploughs have travelled five and a
half miles, and turned over a statute acre of land. The
ploughs perform their work at the rate of two miles an
hour, and are subject to very few stoppages ; so that

eight acres and three quarters, nearly, of bog would
be ploughed up in a day's work of twelve hours, or,

taking the average of daylight throughout the year,

and making a liberal allowance for hinderances from
weather and other causes, one machine would plough
up 2000 acres in a twelvemonth. It is evidently im-

possible to state, with any apjiroach to accuracy, the

expense of draining bogs, as the number, nature, and
dimensions of the necessary drains vary with the wet-

ness, retentivcness, and other qualities of each parti-

cular bog. The cost of draining will be materially

reduced by applying steam-power to suitable draining

implements. In like proportion the expense of all

other processes in husbandry will be diminished. The
power of the engines will be used in conjunction with
portable railways, for the conveyance of marl, and
other kinds of manure or manuring soils, on the land.

By these means, proper times and seasons can be se-

lected for performing the various farming operations,

the poacliing (or injuring froni the treading) of horses

will be entirely avoided ; open drains, where prefera-

ble, may be substituted for covered ones ; and no out-

lay will be required for roads. The land necessarily

lost by farm roads and communications between fields

will be consequently saved to the occupier and the

public, as the machine roadways will be laid down
with grass, and thus become permanently productive,

instead of being not only a positive loss, but a source

of continual expense and- trouble."

We now come to give some account of Air.

John Upton's steam-plough, noiiced in our last

paper, and lor this purpose we will quote from a

prospectus in whicli that able engineer and me-
chanist has set Ibrlh some of the advantages

which he considers the agriculturists will derive

from his invention. Mr. Upton is at present

building a steam-plough, which he expects will

be finished in time to enable him to e.^hibit his ca-

pabilities before the prorogation of parliament.

Of late his liictory* has been visited by many county

members and practical agriculturists (amongst
others by Sir Rc-g. M 'Donald, S. Seton, Bart.

Hon. Secretary of the Highland Society,) who
have expressed themselves highly satishcd with

the appearance of the machine, is lightness, com-
pactness, strength, and manageableness. ' Mr.
Upton has executed with the greatest credit to

himself various important public works, and is a

* No, 7. New Street, Southwark, London.
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practical enfyiiieer and mechanist of forty-five

years' standinij. The strongest expectations

therefore are entertained that his sleani-plouirh on
trial will realize the favorable opinions that are

formed of its efficiency.

"This steam-plou<;h is worked by Upton's patent

lever steam-engine, and ids air furnace boiler. If a

sinsjle shared plough, the space occupied bj' the entire

machine will be four feet lonti; by ten feet ; if for

trencii ploughing, the dimensions will be the same

;

if for ploughing two, three, or more parallel furrows

at once, the breadth and fnigth will be about five feet

by twelve feet. The work done by tlie trenching

plough will be equal to any spade husbandry ; and that

by tile parallel shares will be found very superior to

any horse ploughing; inasmuch as the ground will

not be trod and rammed down by horses' feet ; and as

the steerer or ploughman, &.c. wdl ride on the ma-
chine, the land will be left as open and light as possi*

ble, and resemble that of garden culture. To the

steam-plough a harrow, drill, and seed-box can be at-

tached when requisite, and the entire operation per-

formed at one going, when it is for the last ploughing,

without trampling the soil. The spots left in the angles

of the field by Upton's steam- plough will be smaller

than by any horse-plough, as the steam-plough will

turn, if a single share, in thrice the breadth and length

of a common wheelbarrow ; and if a three-shared

plough it will turn in the space of a small one-horse
cart. The simplicity of construction and small num-
ber of parts composing this steam-engine and boiler,

and the great safety and security of the latter, will

prevent the necessity of frequent or expensive repairs,

as the only parts of the apparatus most liable to wear
and tear are the ploughshares, the soles, coulters, and
harrow tines, which will only require the same repairs

as if drawn by horses. The engine and its boiler is

calculated to go 50^000 miles, or more, before any re-

pairs could be wanted, unless from accident or unfair

usage, and whenever, from long use, very much worn,
if the boiler were to burst, it could only extingush its

own fire without injury to any person close to it. The
plough will require one steady man to direct or steer it,

and a tractable boy to attend the fire and turn the

steam off and on occasionally, the engine being of the

most simple and efficient construction. The water-
tank will require replenishing uovn^ and then, and per-

haps fuel will be required two or three times in the

course of the day, and the boiler is admirably con-
structed for burning either wood, peat, or coke, or coal

may be lued. The single plough is ealculated to do
two acres per day, and as the person will not be fa-

tigued by walking over the rougii ground, nor have
any horses to rub down and feed alter coming home
from the field, they could remain out a longer time.

The double plough would do four acres, and the three-

shared plough would do about six acres per day. The
counter or trench plough would do about two acres per
day ; but as it would be equal in power to the double
shared plough it woidd require the same quantity of
fuel and expense. The land cultivated by this plough
would doubtless be found from its efficiency to pro-

duce crops nearly if not quite equal to spade husban-
dry, with which mode of cultivation I am tlioroughly

well acquainted from practice ; and it would in such
cases pay for the steamer the first season. As to the

expense, there would be required one good steady
ploughman, who never ought to receive less than 2s.

6d. per day, and a tractable boyorlad as firemen at Is.

per day, as thus :—One man per day, 2s. 6d. ; one boy,

Is. per day. If coke is used as fuel, I shall state it at

the London prices, although in many districts it is

much lower, therefore, the single plough would require

about twelve bushels per day, which, at 6d., is 6s.

Ploughing two acres per day at 4s. 9d. is thus 9s.

6d. Now, it will appear manifest that if two acres

can be ploughed per day with a single shared plough

for 9s. 6d., six acres per day could be ploughed
at a cheaper rate, in proportion, inasmuch as there

would only be the same number of j)eople employed
as before :—Thus wages per day, as belbre, 3s. 6d.

;

fuel per day, as before, 3s. per acre, ISs.
;
ploughing

six acres per day, at 3s. 7d. is thus £\: 1 : 6. As
the ground would not be trodden and rammed by horses

or men in the various operations of ploughing, harrow-
ing, sowing &c. there can be no doubt that superior

crops would be obtained, and in some sods deep
ploughing is very beneficial, which could be done by
steam better than by horses, for steam never tires

;

and as for treading the ground it is generally very det-

rimental, for I have frequently observed that in some
soils, wherever a horse's foot hole is left, corn seldom
thrives to well, and in many instances in retentive land

and cold seasons, perishes. I once had a good field of

six acres of wheat entirely ruined and destroyed by a
posse of horsemen who lived many miles away from
my farm hunting in my fields; to complain was use-

less, and as to purchasing law, what farmer or trades-

man can afford to pay for it ?

" As to the expense of ploughing with horses, there

is much variation, some soils requiring only two, some
three, and some four; it will be fair therefore to take
three as the average number. Now I took great pains

to measure and find what was the lowest expense of
my horses' keep for three or four succeeding years,

and it amounted to twenty pence per day each, which
is, I believe, five pence more than now is allowed for

the the keep or starvation of a poor old worn out

ploughman, or his master, for one entire week ! There-
fore a single team of three horses cost per day (and
generally ploughed near an acre) 5s. ; my ploughman
received per day, 2s. 6d. ; the driver, Is. ; in all, 8s. 6d.

An acre of land, if ploughed by steam, would cost 3s.

7d. Dilference per acre, and better work done, 4s.

lid. Although a good and perfect steam plough may
be thought a very desirable machine for the West Indies,

Canada, Australia, and the colonies generally, yet,

unless it would do something more than plough and
harrow, I thought it wouljd not be approved of, and
from my own practice in farming! know whatis want-
ed by a farmer; and being by profession a steam-en-
gine manufacturer and mechanist, think I know, or am
more likely to know, and to produce what will answer
the farmer's purpose much better than some of those

itinerant philosophers, travelling speculators, and soi-

disani steam-plough makers, who have been to my fac-

tory to endeavor to see what I was doing ; but in vain,

for I would show and explain nothing to them. Wishing
to produce a machine of the utmost simplicity and gen-
eral utility, I have so contrived my locomotive engine,

that I can detach the ploughs, &c. from it, and send it

away to the fold yard, where I will suppose there is a

common dung-cart ready loaded for it to take away.
My locomotive would take the cart to the field, where
the steerer would have to tilt it in the usual manner,
and then draw out as much manure to form one heap
as he pleased—to form as many heaps as he pleased, or

to tip and shoot the residue, or the whole load at once if

required. The steersman would then take back the

empty cart at a trotting pace, if he chose, and fetch

another loaded one.
" The expense of hauling manure it is requisite to

calculate from some given data, in order to ascertain

the expense ; and having, in the course of many year's

practice as an engineer, paid as much for the hire of
horse and cart work as almost any practical man in

this or any other kingdom, besides keeping several

good teams of my own, I shall go as near the wind's
eye as I can carry sail, and assume a distance. Say
the average distance is one-third of a mile out, and
one-third of a mile back, and that the time taken up
in tipping the load and exchanging carts would be equal
to one-third of a mile more, making one mile in time

and distance per load. Now, as my teams for years

regularly did 20 miles of ground per day, when haul-
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ing on the road, and I g^enerally put on 20 loads per acre

at a dressing, it would amount to 20 loads or 1 acre

per day, at only two miles per hour, average time for

one team; therefore say—team per day, 5s. ; one man
to drive and tip, 2s. 6d. ; by horses per day or acre, 7s.

6d. Now my steam-engine, if not very hilly ground,

would go at four miles per hour, or 4!) loads per day,

which at the same per day for man, boy, and ior fuel,

comes to 93. 6d., the half of which is, per acre 4s. 9d.

I shall not notice the filling of carts or spreading

the manure, as in either case, whether of steam or

horses, the expenses are the same. My locomotive
engine would take the carts, &c. loaded with produce

to market, at four miles or more per hour; and I think

it might be so modified by further improvements as to

be made subservient to many of the farmer's wants.
It might perhaps be made available for the cutting of

roots and fodder for stall-fed and other cattle ; for the

thrashing, winnowing, grinding corn, and pumping
water. See. In case of the last ploughing, when it is

intended to sow and harrow in the seed at one going,

the same power would etfect the whole work, only re-

quiring the aid of the boy, who must otherwise be en-

gaged in driving the harrow horses, but which, horse

labor and horse injury done to the soil would be done
away with, and a further saving per acre effected by
my steamer. The additional boy at the steam-harrow
would be required to lilt up the harrow occasionally,

and take up the weeds, and put them in a basket hung
to the machine, until arrived at the headland, where a

spare cart might be placed to receive them, and which
the engine would take out of the field every evening,
or as many times per day as was necessary, A-s to

the quantity and quality of work which such a steam-
engine would do when compared with animal power;
I shall assume a regular breadth for the furrow slice of
eight inches, and from four to nine inches deep, ac-

cording to the tenacity and stony qualities of the soil.

At the above breadth, but at less depth, a horse-plough
would make as many bouts per acre as would amount
to twelve and a half miles, exclusive of ridgin^s and
balks. My steamer would go twice as fast, and being
Diore easily managed ^rid controlled than horses, woulil

not be so liable to get out of line, and would, I think,

do the work better, besides not having the fatigue of
walking. I shall state what such a steamer would do
upon a farm of 200 acres of arable land, premising that

it would cultivate a much greater farm where desirable,

and leaving the intelligent farmer to calculate the pur-

chase and maintenance of the necessary horses, har-

ness, plough-gearing, ploughs, harrows, &c.

Ploughing 200 acres per an-

num once over, at 3s. 7d. per acre, £35 16 8
" 150 do., and harrow-

ing again 2d time, do. " 26 17 6
" 150 do., and harrow-

ing and seeding a-

gain 3d time do. " 26 17 6
« 50 do., fallow 3d

time, do. " 8 19 2
" 60 do., hauling ma-

nure 4s. 9d. " 14 5
" 60 days do. to mar-

ket 6s. lOd. 20 10
" 30 do. harvesting

(long days) 10s. 15
" 90 half days, equal

to 45 days cutting

fodder, &,c. 4s. 8d. 10 10

£158 15 10

"I must premise that my preceding calculations
both of horse and steam tillage, do not contain the
usual incidental expenses of filling carts and spreading
manure, inter-furrowing and water-furrowing, drain-
ing, weeding, hoeing, &,c. . none of which has been
incorporated with the ploughing, harrowing, and haul-

ing. Again, my scale of horse expenses is drawn
from my own plan of keep, which proved so rational

and beneficial to both cattle and owner, that I shall

never adopt any other system, which was this :—

I

knocked down all the racks in my stable, but left the

mangers; I cut clean sweet wheat and barley straw,

with equal weights of best sweet hay ; to this I added
three-fourths peck of bean and oatmeal per horse per
diem, which was well mixed up, and mcstened with
water out of a gardening can with a rose-head. I put
a small handful of salt for each horse into the mixture,

and when I could get carrots to chop up small, I add-

ed them; and deducted half the bean meal. As soon
as the hors.es came in from work, a very small quanti-

ty was spread' thin in tile manger, and when this was
eat up qvAie clean, another lot was put in, so thai there

was no waste—[heir bellies were soon filled, and they
had time to lie down and rest. No man's horses work-
ed harder, and no man's teams were in better condi-

tion; they were occasionally turned out to grass in the

meadows on Sundays and during warm nights This
cost me 20d. per dav each, the year round, and on this

plan I found my calculations of horse-keep. I thir.ic

200 acres, all arable land, would require 10 horses for

tillage, with four men and two boys per annum, if the

land is to be well worked and kept going, besides

other hands for occasional works.

Therefore 10 horses kept at

20d. per day each, is per
annum, £303

Ditto wear and tear of har-

ness and shoeing, per an-
num, 45 16

6 8

£349 3 4
Four good men and two boys,

as before, 218 8

-£567 11 4

Now, by my steamer, the ex-
pense of tilling 200 acres

would be, as before stated, £158 15 10

To which may be added, one
additional man and a boy,

all the year round, at the

same wages as before.

And one pair of oxen, for^

furrowin'g, ridging, and
earthing-up, and sundry
other purposes, at 20s. per
week the pair.

Saving in the tillage of 200
acres of arable land, per
annum.

57

52 9

268 10

£299 10

Say purchase of 10 horses for 200 acres arable

land, at £25 each, £250
Do. lor harness, plough-gearing, and for ploughs,

harrows, &,c. 100

£350

Purchase of one of my locomotive steam
ploughs, with two shares, £350

£350

" As the quantity of land in cultivation, whether by
the plough or in grass, much diversity of opinion ex-

ists. One author makes his statement (or England to

be only 11,525,000 acres which I think is enormously

below the truth ; another, more than double the quan-

tity in aration alone ! But, during the past week, at a

meeting in Bath, for a most excellent purpose (God
knmvs too long delayed,) that of allotting small portions

of land to laborers, for spade cultivation, it was there
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stated by Dr. Parrv, that England alone contained

29,000,or)() of acres of cultivated land; and from all I

have raad on the subject elsewhere, I think that

22,000,000 of acres may be assumed as the probable

quantity under the plough. If we allow the above,

for the sake of showing how steam would benefit the

agriculturist, as it has already done the manufacturer,

1 shall apportion 20 acres of arable land to the labor of

each horse as before, with the accompanying number
of attendants ; then, supposing that a period should

ever arrive wiien all the arable land shall be worked
by steam, we shall have as follows, viz. in England

:

22,000,000 acres of arable land,

tilled by horse labor, at an
expanse of £'y.i7: II: 4 for

200 acres, which is a fraction

above £2: l.'j: 8 per acre, and
amounts to the s_u!.a of ' £62,150,000

The same, if cultivated bv the

aid of steam, at £263: i): 10

for 200 acres, would, at £ I

lis. 9^d. per acre, amount to 34,970,523

Annual saving to the agrlcul-
£27,179,177 0*"

tunsts.

That the slenm-enfTine wr-uIJ, at no veryt!i.<?-

(anfday, supply the place of animal labor in airri-

ciilture, and beconne as mio;hfy an inslninrieiit in

auirnientioir the productiveness of the soils, as it

has proved in creatiiiii; and pcononiiiiing manufac-
tures, in navigating the ocean, and in travelling

on land, was many years ago pretlicated b}'

Franklin—a predicaiion reiterated by Davy, and
latierlv acknowledged and enforced b}' many dis-

tin<ruished agriculturists. The successtlil ap[ilica-

tion of Mr. Heathcoat's invention to the culture

of bogs— the most repellant and obstinate of

waste land—leaves no doubt ol its applicability to

soil already in cultivation. Coals are now procu-

rable throughout Great Britain, at prices which
have caused the steam-engine to be extensively

introduced as a subsliiute lor animal labor in many
of the processes connected with husbandry.

Thrashing, cleaning and grinding corn, hay-chop-

ing, turnip-slicmg, &.C. are now perlbrmed by small

enirines fixed on farm premises ; even the churn
has its steain-engine managed by the dairy-maid

;

and so great is the advantage arising to the dairy

farmer, from the regularity of motion, and ocono-

my produced bv it, that hundreds of small en-

gines for this flimiliar purpose alone, are used in

the north of England, and in Scotland. But
these are humble savin^gs compared with the ben-

efit to be derived fi'om the vast steam power which
may be brought to bear on the soil itself. Those
agriculturists who are acquainted with the effects

produced by the valuable subsoil plough recently

invented by Mr. Smith of Deanston, will readily

appreciate the importance of an invention which
will enable him to employ that kind of plough at

a much diminished cost per acre. Mr. Smith's

plouirh, with steam power, will effect a revolution

* Our Scottish agricultural readers will easily per-

ceive that these calculation? are founded on the rates

of English labor and wages. We are quite satisfied

that ploughingin Scotland with horses does not exceed
the cost of steam-ploughing as given above, namely,
3s. 7d. per acre ; but then the food at present con-

sumed by horses would go to the support of human be-

ings, were inanimate power substituted for animate.

Would not such a result be beneficial to a populous
country like Great Britain?

—

Editor.

Vol. IV—80

in agriculture. Im|jlements of husbandry have
hitherto been restricted in form, weight, and di-

mensions, to the powers and manaffeablcncss ol a
team of" horses. A iiew class of" instruments will

take their place ; the sliH'est soils may be broken

up and pulveri:';ed to any desired de|)ih ; strong

clays, the natural wlu^at lands, may he profitably

cultivated, rendered more f(3rlile, and fiiled to bear

a better, and more systematic rotation of crops.

Such are a ii^w of" the benefits which land-

owners and airriculturists will derive from the sub-

stitution of steam for animal power in husbandry.

It is also no sliuht advantage, in a national point

of view, that this important change will be effec-

ted, unacccompanied by any ol' those temiiiu'aiy

evils which too Irequenily attend the application of

mechanical discoveries to existing arts. This in-

vention will not displace a single human being

from h;s accustomed healthy occupations ; it will

restore to the supjiort of man a considerable por-

tion of that large amount of" produce now sacri-

ficed to the maintenance of ajiricultural horses— it

will furnish employment to the ratsitlly increasing

rural popuialion of the empire, by rescuing mil-

lions of acres of bog and waste land )t"om obnox-
ious sterility— it will fix on their native soil multi-

tudes of those poor Iri^^h laborers who annually
migrate to Great Britain in search of" work and
food, and who are forced, with numbers of our

countrymen, to suffer the hardships and danirers

inseparable from emigration to wild tjid dis.ant

rcirions.

The horses in Great Britain are said to amount
to 2,000,000, each consunjino; annually what
would be sufficient to su[)port eight individuals

—

18,000,000 in all. Their eniire displaceiTient by
mechanical means, would, therefore, in effect, be

to add another islatid, large as Great Britain, with

all its resources for human sustenance, to the seat

ol empire! What an insight does this give ua

into the indefiniteness of" that divine command
which was breathed in Paradise as a blessintr over

our race, " Increase and multiply, replenish the

earth and subdue it." Have we subdued the

earth ? Can we subdue it? How does this incen-

tive to rural activity—the precept of that Parent

of Good whose iniention it is that the niouihs of

all his children shall be filled with food, and their

hearts with gladness— meet and overthrow the

doirmas of those who have said to population and
productiveness, '' Hiiherio shall thuu conie, but

no further!" Mind shall indeed achieve her no-

blest triumph, when she shall no longer be con-

fined to accommodating matter for the use and the

comfort of man ; but when she shall direct what
in reality is a substance impalpable as the breath

of heaven, to purposes which shall feed the hun-

sry, clothe the naked, give emf)loynient to the.

idle, and, supplementing the energies of exhaust-

ed Britain, shall bid her, in renovated splendor

and renewed age, walk on imioxious to that in-

herent decay which has put down in rotation all

the extinct monarchies nf the past, and bid !ier ri-

val forages to come, in extent of production, upon
the petty surface of a few million acres, the limit-

less domain of' her once western world.

We are hanpv to observe that the pross of

Scotland has of late been advocating the advan-
tages to arise from steam husbandry ; and we
trust the time is not distant when the Highland
and Agricultural Society will oiier a liberal pre-
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mium,* notfor an effective steam-plough, but for

the first company for buildincp steam-plouijhs and
hiring them out to tlie, neiiihborino; liirmers, thai

shall successfully introduce this new branch of in-

dustry into Scotland. It some spirited acrricultu-

rists—for instance, the M;irquis of Tvveeddale,

Lord Greenock, and Mr. Menteithof Closeburn

—

in their respective neio-hborhoods, would patron-

ize the formation of such companies, each to com-
mence with a capital say of £20,000, steam ag-

riculture would sinnillaneously and extensively be

introduced into the east, south, and west of Scot-

land. But if this invention were left to private and
individual enterprise, in the present depressed

condition of our farmers, half a century would
elapse before its use would become general. Let
our tenantry press this subject upon the attention

of their landlords in their respective counties.

What a relief in these times it would he, if each

ftirmer, instead of keeping four, six, or more pair

of horses, had only to send to the next viilage for

a steam-engine, to do the work for which he hag

to feed and attend them during the year!

EFFECTS OF LEfilST^ATIVE AID TO AGRICUL-
TURE IN THE STATE OF KEW YORK.

No. I.

[The private letter to which the following interest-

ing communication is in reply, was written last spring,

soon after the refusal-of the legislature of Vi"ginia to

do any thing asked for by the Agricultural Conven-

tion, in aid of the promotion of agricultural, improve-

ment. We then supposed that a statement of what

had b^en done for tfiat object in New York, even

though but partially successful, might furnish light,

and either examples or warnings, to the friends of ag-

riculture in Virginia, and especially to our legislators :

and we therefore applied to our valued correspondent

for the information desired, believing that no one was

better qualifiPil to furnish it, or was a more judicious

or more zealous friend, to the true interests of agri-

culture. His answer has been delayed until now, by

his ill health and absence from home. It is hoped,

notwithstanding- the lateness of the publication, that

the facts stated may have some beneficial influence on

the deliberations of our legislature now in session.

To those who have read the communication of Dr.

Beekman to the first volume of the Farmer's Re-

gister, or who know him at home, it will be altogether

unnecessary to say that he stands high, both as a suc-

cessful practical cultivator and improver of the soil, and

a scientific agriculturist. His continuation of this sub-

ject is promised very soon, and will appear in our next

No. When concluded, we may offer some of our own

views as to the manifest defects, as well as of the very

great benefits, of the system adopted in New York for

aiding agriculture by legislative encouragement.]—
Ed. Far. Reg.

To the Editor of tlit; Farmers' Register.

Dear Sir :— In your letter to me you say that

* The society has placed £500 in the hands of the

directors, to be appropriited to this purpose in the

manner they may conceive most likely to secure the

object in view.

—

Editor.

"efforts, as yet ineffectual, have been made, and
will be continued, in V irgitiia. to induce the legis-

ture to aid in the diffusion of agricultural knowl-
edge. In New York that attempt was formerly

made, and, I believe, has been recently renewed,
and in a different manner. It would he of much
service to us to have a plain and sufficiently full

narrative statement of what was actually done

—

what were the effects, good and bad—and your
comments at length on what was correct and use-

ful in efiect, and what was injurious or defective

in the system, as well as the recommendation of
any better system, or particular measures. In treat-

ing this subject, you will have the advantage of

experience added" to all your other lights. No
man can tell, from seeing a law on paper, how it

will work in practice ; and it is the actual working,
and effect or non-effect of your experiment, that I

want."
To comply with your request is simply to state,

first, what has been done in this state by legisla-

tive enactments for the encouragement of agricul-

ture, and the reasons fbr it : secondly, what have
been the practical effects of those enactments
upon the prosperity of our farming population.

This, I think, embraces the whole subject. To
the first part I will now draw your attention.

You are aware our staple productions of the soil

are wheat, corn, oats, rye, and barley, and our at-

tention has been most directed, and the quantities

grown, according to the arrangement here made,
beginning with wheat. You will see at once that

so much grain-growing is exhausting to the soil,

and it required more skill than our farmers pos-

sessed to keep up the production with the increase

of population, and not impoverish their farms.

Our forest lands, when first cleared, will always,

and fbr several succeeding years, produce fine

crops. But when these crops, although varied,

were continued annually for a lengtli of time, their

intrinsic worth became inadequate to supply the

exigences of their owners, and there was natu-

rally a depreciation of produce, and conse(|uently

in the value of their farms. These eff(?cts were
early noticed in this state. Many patriotic gen-

tlemen suggested difi'erent plans as remedies, but

none appeared so feasible as associations formed
under legislative sanctions, for the collection and
diffusion of agricultural intelligence. Some of

these enactments were local in their application,

but others were designed to operate throughout

the state. In 1793 a law was passed, designated

as "an act fbr the promotion of agriculture, arts,

and manufactures," which was remodelled in

1804 and called " an act to incorporate a society

fbr the promotion of the useful arts." Its objects

were general and indefinite. In 1809, was passed,

"an act incorporating the Society of Dutchess
County for the promotion of agriculture and rural

economy ;" and subsequently different acts for the

benefit of different counties in the stale. Under
these several acts I am not aware that much was
done fbr the promotion of the objects expressed in

their titles. In 1819 a law was passed entitled

" an act to improve the agriculture of this state."

The material parts of this act of which we wish
to avail ourselves are in the words following:

"j^n Act to improve the yJgriculture of this State.

[Passed, April 7th, 1819.]

1. "Be it enacted by the people of the state of
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New York represented in senate and assembly,
that the sum oi' SB10,000 per year, lor the term of

two years, IVoni and alier the passintr ol' this act,

sliail be, and is hereby appropriated lor the promo-
tion of ai^ricuiture and lamily domestic mariuliic-

tures, witiiin this state ; that the said sum shall be
disiributed amon<>; the several counties ol'this stale,

in the manner Ibilowing, to wit: [Here ibilows the

apportionment to the several counties in this state.]

2. "And be it further enacted, that whenever
an aijricultural society shall be Ibrmed in any one
county, or in two contig'uous counties, and the

members thereof shall annually procure, or raise

by voluntary subscription, any sum of money, the

president and treasurer shall make and subscribe

an affidavit of the facts of the formation of such
society, and of their havin^f raised a certain sum,
specilyinCT the amount thereof; which affidavit

shall be filed with the comptroller of this state,

who shall draw his warrant on the treasurer, for

the payment of a sum, equal to the amount ol"

such voluntary subscription ; not, however, in any
case exceeding the amount to which such count}'

or counties would be entitled, according to the ap-

portionment aloresaid.

3. "And be it further enacted, that the several

agricultural societies which may be formed in

this state, shall elect such and so many officers as

they may deem proper, all of whom shall be prac-

tical liirmers; none of whom, however, shall re-

ceive any emolument from his office; and it shall

be the duty ol such officers annually, to regulate

and award premmms on such articles and produc-
tinns as they may deem best calculated to promote,
the agricultural and manufacturing interest of this

state.

4. "And be it further enacted, that each per-

son to whom any premium shall be awarded tor

any agricultural product, shall, belbre the receipt

thereotj make as accurate a description of the

process used in cultivating the soil, and in raising

the crop, or of feeding the animal, as may be;
and shall, in all cases, describe the nature of the

soil, the kind and quantity of the manure, the

state thereolj and time of the year in which ap-

plied, and deliver the same to the president of said

society.

5. "And be it farther enacted, that the several

presidents of the said societies, shall, annually,

within one week after the annual meeting of the

legislature, transmit all such reports or returns to

the office of the secretary of state, to be bj^ him
kept safely, till demanded by the Board of Agri-
culture, herein after named and organized.

6. "And be it further enacted, that the several

presidents of the several agricultural societies, or

a delegate lo be chosen by each of the said socie-

ties, shall form a board of agriculture for this state
;

who, on the first Monday after the annual meetina;

of the legislature, may convene in the capitol, in

the city of Albany, any five of whom shall form
a quorum; may elect a president, secretary, and
such other officers as they may think proper ; re-

ceive and examine all such reports and returns as

aforesaid, and select for publication, such of them,
and such other essays as they may judge advisa-

ble, and shall annually publish a volume at the ex-
pense of the state, to be disiributed bv means of
the said agricultural societies, to the o-ood people
of the states, not exceeding fifieen hundred copies

of such volume
J
which president and secretary

shall continue in office during the continuance of
this act.

7. "AnH be it further enacted, that the trea-

surer of this state, shall, annually pay, on the
warrant of the comptroller, to the said board of
agriculture, iJilCOO, to enable them to purchase
and distribute among the several agricultural socie-

ties, such useful seeds as they ma} deem proper,

and to deli-ay such other necessary expenses to

promote the object of this act, as are not other-

wise provided lor; and said board shall annually
account with the comptroller for the expenditure
of said money.

8. "And be it further enacted, that it shall be
the duty of the secretary of this stale, as soon as

may be, to cause this act to be published in at

least one nevi'spaper printed in each of the great

districts of this state."

You will notice that this act was to remain in

force for only two years ; belbre the termination of
that time, however, another act was passed, ex-
tending its operation for tour years, in addition to

the first term. This first act, required the organi-
zation of county agricultural societies, who were
authorized to draw a certain amount of money
from the treasurer of the state, provided they
raised an equal sum from among the members of

the society or others. The joint sum so raised, they
were authorized to distribute in premiums to ob-
jects deserving of them. The larther operation of
this law, was to organize an atrricultural board,

under *he officers of the county societies lor the
state. This board was required annually to re-

ceive and examine all essays and reports, and to

publish such as were advisable in a volume at the
expense of the state, to the number of 1500 copies,

which were to be distributed to the |;eople ihrouuh
the country societies. An appropriation was like-

wise made of .9il,000 anuuuliy, to enable the board
of agriculture to procure suitable seeds for distri-

bution, through diiferent parts oi' the state.

These are the principal acts that have been
passed for the encouragement of" agriculture up to

1830, in this slate ; and as the act oi" 1819, onlv ex-
tended to six years, that is irom 1819 to 1825, when
it expired by its own limitation, ii will be with re-

ference to this particular act, that I will state iis

effects as lar as my observation extended.

Almost all the countries in the state organized
their societies under it. As I have had no pecu-
liar ouportuniiies to become acquainted with its

effects in other counties than my own, which is

Columbia, on the North River, and as it is but fair

to conclude that its objects beinir li)r the benefit of
them all, its operation would be but little varied in

each, permit me to give yoii a succinct history of
its operation here. Its organization was hailed as
a happy omen to our fiu'ming population. They
were at that time suffering under the re-action of
the high prices lor land and produce of the war of
1812 Wheat was worth but about 75 cents per
bushel, other produce in an equal ratio, and our
best farms which had been worth ijoO to S60 per
acre, had fallen in price to about 9.25. All, there-

tore, suffering under the despondency created by
these causes, f"elt that something must be done to

revive the droopinsr spirits of the farmer, and ena-
ble him to pay his debts, and make provision for

his family. It was generally acknowledg-pd, that

to do this effectually, was first to improve the sys-
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lem of a!j;riculture. which it was hopeJ, the wis-
dom of tiie legislature would effect, and that ob-

ject obtained, the establisliment of manutactures
next would create a greater deniand lor those pro-

ducti3, and of course, enhance their prices.

It was under these circumstances that our so-

ciety commenced its operations. Premiums were
offered, ofTrom .^1 to .^10, tbrt'ie first and second
best specimens of each of our staple productions,

having a reference to (juaniiry as well as quality :

but in all cases, the appearance, as well as yield, was
to be above the ordinary standard, and its method
of cultivation stated in a comnnuncation. Premi-
ums were likewise offered lor the exhibition of the
best specimens of horses, cattle, sheep, swine,
farming implements, and domestic manuliictures,

wiiii a distinct and greater premium for the best

cultivated fiirra in the district. For the purpose
of awarding these premiums, committees of the
members of the society were appointed. The
principal farmers pretty generally enrolled them-
selves as members for the first two or three years.

It was then observed, that although the distribu-

tion of premiums had been general throughout
the county, and the good efi'ects of the society

were manifiist to all, because new life was diffused

throughout our whole population, and a general
desire to excel in the several departments of airri-

cultiire, with a view to the attainments of the

premiums—yet, as there were intelligent and
leading farmers who, under every previous dis-

conraijing circumstance, were first in their neigh-
borhoods, and who would naturally be the first to

improvp, and niore than keep pace with their hith-

erto sluggish neighbors, who vere now to become
competitors—and who, according to the course
of things, would annually bear off but a small

portion of the premiums from the others—and as

the first were but thw in number, though scat'ter-

ed through the county, and the latter many— it is

easily seen, that from the want of success, much
the larger number would be disappointed. If

these efi'ects had lasted but for a y^'ar or two, it

•would not have given rise to much complaint

;

but of this class, a successful competitor one year,

was commonly successful the succeeding j'ear,

and the premiums were necessarily taken by a
few men. From this cause arose jealousies, and
the law, among the many, became unponular.
Al the expiration of the lime for which it was
last enacted, it was, consequently, not renewed.
As I was not a member of the society, and of
course took no premiums, I trust I was at least a

disinterested spectator of its eifects. Such was
the operation of the law among the fSirmers

generally. I will now give a concise history of

its effects upon their agriculture. At the organi-
zation of the society, I think I have before ob-
served, that it was in a low state. The quan-
tity produced was small, its quality inferior

—

our cattle and horses illy attended to—sheep-hus-
bandry scarcely known, and worse practised—our
farms gave us hut a scanty support, and houses
little comfort. As illustrahvc of^ one fact, I dis-

tinctly remember one of our most enterprising and
intelligent iiirmeis observing to me, that we could
not raise good clean wheat. There would be al-

ways a little rye. cockle, smut or chess in it—it

was unavoidable. But when larmers were brought
together at our fiiirs, by competition, when they
saw that better articles could be produced, and

that to succeed themselves, more care must be
used in the selection of their seed, more judgment
used in its tillage to insure a heavy crop, and skill

in prep'aring it fijr market—that the way to ac-

quire this intelligence, was to mix with the best

practical li^rmers in the country, acquire a know-
ledge of their superior management, and then
profit by it. The same gentleman who made to

me the observation alluded to, was so lar benefit-

ed by this diffusion of information, tliat he be-

came one of the most successtiil wheat growers,

both in quality and quantity, in tliis county; and
he occasionally in subsequent lile alluded to his

former misuiken not^ioiis of its cultivation. I have
made the allusion to this particular branch of ag-

riculture simply to show its effects in this case

upon one of our productions; but when those

productions extend to all those raised by the far-

mer, for it would have a like effect upon each, we
nmst come to the conclusion, that the spirit of

competition and rivalry created the desire to be-

come acquainted with the best method of raising

all our agricultural producis—of having it said

that we had the best cultivated farm, the best ar-

ranged barns and out-hous:'s, the best agricultu-

ral implements ; that we raise more and better

wheat, corn, oats, rye, or barley, upon less land

than others; that we had the best stud of horses,

or drove the best pair; that our hogs were the

flattest, and cost the least; our cattle the finest,

and most profitable, and our sheep bear competi-
tion with any other, and the independence of
feeling emd practical comfort growing out of any
or all of these advantages. If these were any of
the edects derived from aiiricultural societies, we
must admit they were highly useful. The spirit

of improvement is still somewhat rile among us.

What gave it first the impulse, unless it was the

excitement created by competition, I know not.

For more than fen years our county society, un-
der the law of 1819, has ceased to exist; but
many of its fruits have not yet been gathered.

We see it in the improved and improving condi-

tions of our farmers : all around them denotes

comfort and increasing affluence—the envy and
jealousy with which they looked upon professional

men has disappeared, for they are engrossing a
large portion of the wealth of the community.
Fifteen years ago it was a rare sight to see a far-

mer riding in his carriage : now it is neither novel,

nor is the number iew that do and can aflbrd it.

We see too, many of them selling their farms,

aiid retiring upon the fortunes created by their in-

dustry and care. It may be asked, can their

successors receive the interest upon their invest-

ments, buying farms at @100, and often more, per

acre? I answer, yes. The solution is as easy as

it is practical. Take, for instance, an acre of
land producing wheat ; it will not take extraor-

dinary fiarming, in ordinary seasons, to produce
twenty bushels to the acre ; this at present prices,

would be over forty dollars worth of produce fi-om

it. Deduct one-third of the nett proceeds, for all

the expenses of cultivation, and it will leave ,^26

66| profit, giving nearly the interest, at 7 per cent,

of !^400 to the acre. Take oatf, producing an
average, neither large nor uncommon with us, of

40 bushels per acre—(we sometimes have 60 or

70— ) this at present prices would be !ft20 per acre.

Deduct again, one-third for exfienees. would leave

§13 33^, or the interest of nearly i$200 per acre.
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Tnike corn, and allow 40 bushels to the acre—this

will be e(]i!nl to 840, and irive the same result as

wheat. Rye will nive about the same, or rather less

proh't than oats, or the interest upon §200 per acre.

Barley will ijive as mnch as oats— potatoes and
turnips at least doid^le that of wheat or corn.

Meadow land at 2 tons of hay to the acre, and
worth $12 per ton, would leave a nett profit of

$16,which would pay tiie interest Upon nearly

S250. Pasturage would fake in the reniairnnii

poiti.in of the liu'm, except the woodland. This
would leave a profit not as larjie as either of the

others, but still enough to make the investment a

good one. ' ou will observe that in all cases, I

make a deduction of one-third of the nett proceeds

for the expe.nses of cultivation. A lon<r experi-

ence has taufjht me that where a fiirm is worked
for a part of its produce, or by men hired (or that

purpose, this portion will pay all necessary ex-

penses. It is as near to a rule as any that 1 can
adopt ; and whichever way I manage, I have al-

ways iound the allowance ample. Although we
feel that farming is much more profitable now than

formerly, and that the increased product gives

more value to our real estate, yet we frank'y ac-

knowledge that we are only tyros in our pro'es-

sion, and confess our ignorance and inefficiency in

many thinfjs. From what has been done by a lit-

tle effort, we have only a foretaste of what may
be done, and we are desirous for further advance-
ment, as there can be no doubt that the products

of our soil mnv, WMth more effort, in time be

doubled. I will not say that our former county

agricultural society has produced these results,

but it has contributed to them, I have no doubt.

Still it did not meet the expectations of its t>iends
;

for when the state bounty was withdrawn, it lan-

guished and died. Had it been all that was de-

sired, it would have sustained iiself, overcome the

opposition ol" its enemies, and diffused an exten-

sive and prevailing opinion, that it could not be

dispensed with.

You will notice that under the law of this state,

of 1819, a board of agriculture was formed, whose
business it was " to collect essays and facts, and
lo publish them annually in a volume for distribu-

tion." The board attended to the performance o

this duty, and issued in all, I think, three or four

volumes of about 500 pages each. I had the

good f()rtune to obtain three of them, and to say
that I was gratified by their perusal would be on-

ly giving them a kind of negative praise. I have
read them again and again with both renewed
pleasure and instruction. Several of the articles

emanating from practical men, and evidently un-
used to writing, still contained many clear ideas

that bear strongly upon the subject on which they

treat, and are extremely valuable to the farmer,

because whilst they excite a spirit of emulation,

they show him how he may improve in following

out many of the details of a laborious prol'ession.

There are others agam drawn up by more scien-

tific and practised pens, that would do credit to the

first men of the age. It was the reading of these

volumes tliat first gave me a taste for farmins: and
if the state had issued and distributed 15,000, in-

stead of 1500 copies of each volume, it would
have added millions to the wealth of her people.

I trust. Sir, I have followed out the law of 1819,
and its subsequent extension to its practical effects.

That it was not all that was desirable, will be

readily acquiesced in : but that it has been very

beneficial to our farming interest, 1 think, will nei-

ther admit of equivocation or denial. What has

been done by legislative sanction since its expira-

tion will be the subject of another communica-
lion.

Before I close, however, I must be permitted to

say that the peo|ile of this state are greatly in-

debted to some ol' our private citizens lor the zeal

they have shown to aid the cause ol" agriculture,

and the ready disposition of their purses to carry

their designs into ellect. Ainong these I must
notice the late Chancellor Robert R. Livin<rslon,

who was the first [)resident of our State Agricul-

tural Siciety, and who by the introduction of me-
rino sheep alone, and his essay upon the manage-
ment of them, has addeii immeasurably to the

value of our farms, the profits of our.agriculture,

and the establishment of our woollen manufac-
tures. These are benefits so great and decided,

that they cannot leave but one opinion of the pre-

science of the man whose efibrts lor the goud of

his countrymen have been so signally successful.

'Long may his memory be cherished, for he richly

deserves it fi'om us. We ackiiowledire a li-iend

and patron likewise in lite Hon. Stephen V-'an

Renssalaer, who, being a large landholder himsel/J

has always shown an interest, not only in the

prosperity of his tenants, but of the whole com-
munity.- The establishment of a school at his

sole expense, for the study, in part, of chemistry,

botany, and geology, as intimately connected with

agriculture—the geological survey, made by his

direction, of two counties in this state, with a view
to the developement of their resources— his contri-

butions to aid the dissemination of information in

all the various ways in which it may be required

—

and his importation of the best breed of cattle,

which have lor many years been kept. up, always
affordinii ^^ supply to our f:n-niers who are solici-

tous to im^prove this vfiluabie kind of stock—are so

many proofs of his excellence as a man, and his

philanthropy as -a patriot. This list might be ex-
tended ; but we must not omit the name ofLe Ray
de Chaumont, as one ol our most public spirited

citizens. I will only further add, that our succes-

sive governors have uniformly shown an interest

in the advancement of agriculture ; and have re-

commended the subject to our legislators, who,
with {'tw exceptions, seem not to comprehend it,

and, ofcourse, have generally been slow to respond
to executive suggestions, and who seem to think

that they are chosen to do tlie whole business of the

community, except that which is to be beneficial

to the farmer, who feeds, supports, and clothes

them.
I remain your friend, &c.

J. p. BEKKMAN.
Kinderhook, December 28, 1836.

Extract from tlie Cultivator.

PRICE AiVD VALUE OF MARL AXD GREEN SAND
IN NEW JERSEY.

This region of country is well calculated to be
one of the most productive in the state ; it abounds
in marl, both tlieixreen sand, and calcareous or shell

marl ; the former is dug in many places within
two feet of the surliice, and the latter generally

about six feet ; the first is sold at the pit for 31|
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cents a load of 20 bushels, and the last at 50 cents
per load". The application to the soil of both
kinds is about the same in quantity, rariirins^ from
6 to 25 loads per acre. The o;reatest distance to

which they have hiiuled ("rom this neiijhborhood is

about 12 miles. The ixeneral use of marl here
is quite recent, and no doubt as it becomes better

known, the use ot it will be crreatly extended
;

and the time will come when it will be as much an
article of commerce as lime. This last spring I

purchased a farm here of between 50 and 60
acres, entirely worn out ; the soil of part of the

farm is sand, and the rest gravel, no clay any
where about it. The farm has once been produc-
tive, and I judge, theretore, that it can be made
productive aijain. Up to this lime I have spread
marl (^both kinds) over about one quarter of the

i'arai, and if you think this conm)unication worthy
a place in the Cultivator, I will, from time to time,

give you the result of my endeavors to improve
my place.

Considering marl, lime, and plaster of Paris, or

gypsum, as stimulants merely, due attention will

be paid to clover and grass crops, and barn yard
manure; the last being composed of all the refuse

of the farm, applied in a crude or unrotted state.

E. H. VANUXEX.
Long Branch, N. J. Nov. 17, 1836.

From the Journal of Commerce.

DUTY ON SPIRITS.

During the last week 2,600 bushels of foreign

rye were sold in one lot (or distillation at 142 cents

a bushel. Almost all the rye which has been im-
ported in such great quantities dtu'ing the last

twelve months, has gone to the distillery. Most
of our domestic supplies have gone the same way,
and so has also a very large proportion of the In-

dian corn. Thus the bread stuff's which are im-
ported to supply the deficiency of our own crops,

are snatched away and transformed into aggrava-
tions of the distress which already exists. In ibis

view of the case it seems to ns very doubtful

whether the duties on all foreign spirits might not

better be repealed. They have been supposed, by
enhancing the price of foreign spirits, to do some-
thing to check intemperance. But the difference

from this cause is so verj" small as hardly to be
perceived upon the small quantities which are re-

tailed. Whether drunkenness be produced at the

expense of four cents, or six cents, is a considera-

tion which weighs very little with the drunkard.

Distillation is not a species of manufacturing
which we wish to cherish by protecting duties. Il

would require but half the ship-room to bring the

whiskey, which is required to bring the rve, and
possibly if the duty were repealed, and the whis-

key were imported ready made, the portion of
room left vacant in this way, iiuiiht be filled with
rye whi(;h would actually be made into bread.

At any rate, we should be saved the mortification

of seeing the stafi' oi' lifi? which had been brought

three ihonsand miles to support us, snatched away
and distilled into the scythe of death.

A numerous and respectable meeting of Phila-

delphiaiis have passed a resolution requesting the

farmers and distillers of Pennsylvania not to pur-
chase or sell, for distillation, or use lor that pur-

pose, any mendiantable grain, for the ensuing
three months. It is stated in Pitkin's Statistics,

that in 1810, between five and six million bushels
of grain were distilled in the United States, and it

is supposed the amount is equally great at present.

If distillers would put out their fire?;, there would
be no scarcity of bread-stuffs, notwithstanding the

short crop.s.—/&.

From the Rail Koad Journal.

POPPY SEED OIL.

Paris, Oneiila County, Neiv York, Oct. 1836.

Mr. D. K., Minor,
Dear Sir,—Being a subscriber to your valuable

and interesting Journal, I am favored with the pe-

rusal of comments, (extracted from the Journal of
the Franklin Institute,) on the production and
manufacture of salad, or table oil, in the United

States, to be procured fi-om the seeds of poppy
;

requesting inlbrmation relative to what is already

considered a very interesting part of French lius-

bandry, &c. being and having been, a participator

in the interest of this very important intjuiry, and
being a practical manulacturer of various kinds of
oils, I have luade such investigations, as I will

venture to pen down, in answer to the request set

forth in the coluiuns of the Journal of the Frank-
lin Institute, and submit the same to you for publi-

cation, should it meet with such approbation as

will entitle it to a place in the columns of your

Journal. In December 1824, Mr. Daniel J>.Iark-

ham, of Madison county, N. Y. obtained letters

patent, from the government of ihe United States,

for the discoveiy and art, of manuliicturing oil

from the seed, of poppy, to be used for culinary,

and many other important piuposes. But igno-

rance and prejudice, being predofuinant in the

minds of those who have been addressed on this

subject, sickness and indigence on ihe part of the

enterprising projector, have ever held in check,

the advancement of this important object in this

country, for which reasons, it is believed, the pa-

tentee has just claims tor a renewal of his patent,

for seven years after the original has ran out, to

effect which, I believe, he is about to take prelimi-

nary measures. Myself and others, have fiom

repeated trials, ascertained that 100 bushels of

poppy seed can be procured from one acre of good
lan(i, after allowiuc amply for waste, &c. Doctor

L. Bishop, of Oneida county, has raisetl the pre-

sent season, at the rate of 147 bushels per acre,

with taking very little pains in cultivation. This
may ?eem to be, (in the minds of many,) an ab-

surd exacrgeration, but it is no less strange than

true, and one bushel of this seed, will yield from

eight to twelve quarts of oil of the first order;

possessing (when drawn cold and pure,) a trans-

parency e(|iial to the best spring water, and a fla-

vor tiir more delicious than the olive ; it is extreme-

ly limpid, and never chills with frost. 'J'he pre-

sent price of this oil. in the city of New York, is

50 cents per pint, and is sought after by the por-

trait painters, being the finest and best oil for their

business. When burnt in a lamp, it sends forth a

brilliant flame, and emits but little smoke; its me-
dicinal qualities are mild, harmless, though effec-

tive in many cases, as proved by practice—it
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seems to possess none of the narcotic quality of

which the poppy is so abundantly supi)!ietl, bat

seems to be admirably calcuhuecl lor the table, and
I doubt not, bui the time is near at hand, when
the genteel portion of our community, may oil

their palates from the production of their own
soil, and no lon<rer be under a compliment 1o

France, Flanders, or any other foreign country,

for a similar enjoyment. I think the most proper

time is the lidl of the year, (or sowing the seed,

and as late as the frost will permit— there has been
by myself and others, various n)ethods resorted to,

for the cultivation ol the poppy; but I venture to

say, the best mode is very lar in the shade ; but I

hope that some of our agriculturists will fake the

trouble to appropriate a small piece of land, and a

lew hours time by way of experiment on this new
piece of hiishaiulry, (however trivial it may appear
at first,) I doubt not they will be highly pleased

and amply rewarded for their pains.

Sir, I am with much esteem.

Very sincerely, your humble servant,

E. S. S.

HILLSIDE DITCHES AS A SAFEGUARD AGAINST
WASHING BAINS.

To tlie Editor of tlie Farmers' Register.

Mecklenburg, October I7th, 1336.

f notice that " A Gleaner," in a late No. of the

Register, has expressed surprise and regret, that

the value of hillside ditches, was estimated less

highly than formerly, by some on " Ward's Fork,"
who had formerly used them. There can no
doubt of the complete efficacy of the system re-

main on the mind of any man who will take the

trouble to examinesome of the hilly plantations in

this neighborhood, where the practice of" it was
oriixinaied by Mr. Skipwiih, and pursued by him
successfully for years, and where it has been
practised by his neighbors also, with success. Like
the practice of horizontal beds or ridges which
proved so beneficial in the hands of Arator and
others, who were generally careful to do their

work accurately, if it is not accurately executed, it

will carry off ten times the soil it saves. Mr.
John Nelson, of Oak Hill, has a field in full view
of my house, which would convince the stoutest

sceptic of the efficacy of hill side ditching.

For tlie Farmers' Register.

COMMERCIAL REPORT.

The navitration of our rivers has been closed for

nearly a month past, and our intercourse with the

interior has been inconsiderable ; so that commer-
cial operations are in a great measure suspended,

and there is little to report on the subject. The
ice is now disappearing.

The variations in the prices of produce are un-
important. Cotton may be quoted 14 to 15 cents,

total receipt in Virginia, since 1st October, about
1-5,000 bales—of which 11,000 were exported to

Europe, and the stock now on the first and second
hand, is about 1.500 bales. The total receipts in

the United States, compared with those of the

same period last year, show an excess of 100,000
bales. Prices have declined in the large southern

and western markets—but are still high—ranging
from 13 to 17 cents.

Tlie small supplies of tobacco, barely adequate
to the demand l()r our manutiiicturers, caused
prices to advance a little; but this is considered as
momentary. N<'w luirs sell at 3 to 4.^—new leaf

5.^ to 6|, not including any of the higher qualities.

Tfie slate of" all foreign markets is very unfii\ora-

ble. Contracts are stated to have been made by
the French government lor Virginia tobacco, on
terms equal to $7^, per 100 lbs. iiere. 'Hie Ken-
tucky crop is estimated to be at least 75,000 lihds.

Foreign grain continues to arrive in considera-

ble quantitv. The wheat sells at ^2 to ^2 15

—

rye iftl 35 "to 1 50.

Flour is quoted in various neighboring markets,

#10^ to 12. Supplies from the west are kept back
by the closing of" the rivers and canals.

Corn has advanceti to about ,^4 50 per barrel,

or 90 cents per bushel, and cannot be expected to

recede.

The legislature of Virginia has not yet decided
on granting charters ihr new banks, and great anx-
iety is felt by those interested in promoting the
extension of" our commerce, manuftictures and
public improvements, which depend on the in-

crease of banking capital.

Jan. 24. X.

From the Oct. No of .,innnlcs deVJl^riculture Francaise. Trans-
lated for the Farmers' Register.

PROFESSORSHIPS OF AGRICULEUKE (iN
FRANCE.)

The king has issued an ordonnance, upon the

report of the Minister of Commerce, directing the

establishment of a Royal Conservatory of" Arts
and Trades, and a system of public and gratui-

tous instruction for airriculture. The instruction

will be in three courses: 1st, on Cuhlvation

—

2nd, Agricultural Construction, and Mechanics

—

and 3rd, Agricultural Chemistry.

Translated from the same.

ROOFS COVERED WITH PAPER.

To cover the roofs of farm buildings, especially

of barns, use may be made of sheets of paper, of
which the best is the paper made of wool, which
is both strong and cheap. Each sheet is steeped
in a boiling mixture of three-fourths of pitch and
one fourth of mineral bitumen, melted together.

The sheets are left to dry a day or two, when
they undergo a nevv immersion and a second dry-
ing, and they may be immediately used. They
are fastened on the roof like slates, upon laths—

•

then covered a line and a half in thickness, by
means of a brush, with a liquid composition of
two-thirds tar, {gnvdron,) and one-third pitch.

The whole surface is s[>rinkled over with sand, or
with iron dust from the forge. This kind ofcover-

ing is very economical, and requires but very light

frame work for the roof

HORTUS SICCUS.

In studying botany, it is of advantage to pre-

pare a book of dried specimens of plants; such
a book IS termed hortus siccus, a dry garden.
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Choose from a plant a specimen havino; a flower,

bud, leaf, and if possible a seed. Lay it upon
thick blotting paper, placins; one or two sheets of

the same over it; upon vvhic;h, unless the speci-

men be very succulent and thick, lay another spe-

cimen, and then more paper. Care must be taken
to lay each part oi' the specimen smooih and flat

upon the paper ; no pan, of the specimen should be

under another part ; cut ofl" any poriion that is in-

convenient tu retain ; if any bud or flower be

too thick, pare oti' some of the under side to make
them lie properly. When they are arrani>'ed, put

a heavy weiiriit upon them—after a few hours
carelLilly shiti the position of each specimen to a

dry part of the paper, and replace the weio;ht

;

repeat this, changin>r the paper if necessary until

the specimen is perleclly dry. Prepare a solution

of ocum with a little camphor in it, and secure

each specimen to a paije in a Iblio of cartridge or

white-brown paper; then write under each the

name of the plant, class, order, tree, shrub, herb,

country, &c. In the case of any specimen being
very full of sap, a hot iron may be passed two or

three limes over the covering of the paper;—taking

care not to burn it.

—

Hor. Cabinet.

AIVIMAL OR PUTRESCENT MATTER IIV SHELLS.

In the last No. (p. 573) was inserted an inquiry

from a very intelligent correspondent, from N'ew Jersey,

which seemed indirectly to charge us with the expres-

sion of opinions inconsistent with each other. The

communication having been necessarily placed^ in the

last half sheet of the No., there was no space for the

explanatory reply which will now be offered. The

reader will please turn to the passage referred to, at

page 573.

The authority for recent oyster shells containing

but " a very small proportion" of gelatinous or animal

matter, that could serve as alimentary manure, is in

Professor W. B. Rogers' analysis of oyster shells, com-

municated for the Farmers' Register, and printed

page 5S9, vol. I. Before being thus informed, we had

thought the proportion of animal matter in oyster shells

much more considerable—but never supposed it equal

to the proportion in muscle shells. Shells formed of

lamina, or very thin layers,,such as those of the river

muscle, contain much larger proportions of animal

matter. Still, this matter in an oyster shell may be

exhibited to the eye, by dissolving a thin fragment in

weak muriatic acid, as in the experiment referred to

by our correspondent in. regard to muscle shells.

But our condemnation of the opinion expressed by

Sir John Sinclair of the equal value of pounded

oyster shells and pounded bonfes, was not founded

alone on the much greater quantity of animal or ali-

m,entary matter in the latter—but also on the solid mat-

ter of bones being the phosphate of lime, which is gen-

erally a far more valuable manure than the carbojiaie,

which forms shells. The admission of equal virtue

and similar effects, to substances so totally different,

was as absurd in a scientific sense, as it is false prac-

tically. But though shells are very different from

bones, still they are hjghly valuable as manure : and if

they can be pounded at a moderate expense, we doubt

I

not of that process being preferable to burning. We
certainly did not mean to speak lightly of the value of

'shells, or to discourage their use, when denying to

,
them the claim of similar and equal effects with those of

I

pounded bones.
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ED3IUND RUFFIIV, EDITOR AND PROPRII^TOR.

Extract from Miscellanea Curiosa, published in 1707.

Clayton's letters from Virginia in 1638.

jlddressed to the Royal Society.

(Continued from Farmers' Register, p. 5S1.)

Being honour'd with f-Iic thank? of the Society

for my last, and receivinir hy my worthy friend, Dr.

MoiiUn, their commands to proceed, I have added
here my observations ol" the waters, and part, of

the earth and soil. I shall waive both comple-
ments and ajjolooies, since I have greater respect

and honor for the Society than I can possibly ex-

press, and have no reason to suspect their tii\-our,

whose candidiiess I so signally proved in my last.

Of the Water.

'Twixt the two capes, the southern, call'd the

Cape Henry, the more northerly call'd Cape
Charles, there runs up a great bay, call'd the bay
oi" Cheesepeak ; nine leagues over in some places,

in most, seven, lying much west, nore and south,

dividing Virginia into two unequal parts. On the

east side of this bay, there lies a narrow neck of

land, which makes the counties of Northampton
and Accomack. On the west side of the bay, there

branches forth four great rivers, James River,
York River, Rapahanack and Potomack, that rise

from a ridge of mountains, whereof more in the

sequel. These rivers plentifully water all the
other parts of Virginia, emptying themselves into

the great bay. The mouth ol' James River, which
is the most southerly of them, the mouth of Poto-
mack, which is the most northerly, may be a hun-
dred miles distance: but as I have been credibly

infbrm'd, that the falls of James River, are not
past thirty miles fi'om Potomack, which is a vast

large river, nine miles over, in many places. I

have been told it was navigable nigh two hundred
miles, much higher than any of the other rivers:

whence I conclude in future times, it will be the

most considerable for trade, when the country
comes to be inhabited further up into the main
land. The other rivers are much about three

miles over, a piece. And James River is naviga-
ble, at least eighty miles. Yv''ithin four or five

miles of James Toion, James River and Yoi-k

River are not past four or five miles asunder.

Yea, sloops of considerable carriage may sail up
the branches of the two rivers, till they come
within a mile, the one of the other; for I fake it

to be no morefroiii Col. Bollard s to Major Troop\s

landing, and I believe they may coma much what
as near again at Col. Cd.es,'' and several places.

York River, is distant from Rapahanack, in some
places, not past ten or twelve miles; Rapahanack.
from Potomack, not past seven miles in one place,

tho' it may be sixty in others. The heads of the

branches of the rivers interfere and lock one within

another, which I think is best expressed afier the

manner, that an Indian explained himself once to

me, when I enquired how nigh the rivers of Caro-

lina, Virginia and Maryland, arose out of the

mountains, from those that ran westerly on the

other side of the mountains, he clapt the fingers of

Vol. IV—81

one hand 'twixt those of the other, crying, they

meet thus ; the branches of diflerent rivers rising

not past a hundred paces distant one from another:

so that no country in the world, can be more curi-

ously watered. But this conveniency, that in fu-

ture times may make her like the Netherlands, the

i-ichest place in all /Imerica. at the present, I look on
as the greatest impediment to the advance of the

country, as it is the greatest obstacle to trade and
commerce. For the great number of rivers, and
the thinness of the inhabitants, distract and dis-

perse a trade. So that all shi|is in general, gather

each their loading up and down an hundred miles

distant ; and the best of trade that can be driven,

is only a sort of Scotcli pedling ; for they must cany
all sort of truck that trade thither, having one
commodity to pass off another. This, (i. e. the

number of rivers,) is one of the chief reasons why
they have no towns; for everyone being more
solicitous for a private interest and conveniency,

than for a publick, they will either be for making
forty towns at once, that is, two in every county,

or none at all, which is the country's ruin. But to

return : the tides in these rivers regularly ebb and
flow about two foot perpendicular at James Town;
there is there, as they call it, a tide and half tide,

that is, it flows near two hours along by the shoar,

after that, it is ebb in the channel, and again it ebbs

near two hours by the shoar, after that, it is flood in

the channel. This is great advantage to the boats

passing up and down the river. I suppose this is

caused by many creeks and branches of the rivers,

which being considerable many, tho' only three or

four miles long, yet as broad as the Thames at

London J others ten miles long, some above twen-

ty, that have little fresh water which they carry of

their own, but their current primarily depending
upon the flux and re-flux of the sea. So that af-

ter the tide is made in the channel, it flows by the

shoar a considerable time aflerwards, being that

those creeks are still to fill, and therefore, as it

were draws up a source upwards by the shoar;

and likewise, when the tide returns in the channel,

the creeks that would not so readily disburse their

water, being still to empty themselves, they make
an ebbing by the shoar a considerable time afier

that it is flood, as I say, in the channel. So fiir as

the salt waters reach the country, is deemed less

healthy. In the freshes, they more rarely are

troui)led with the seasonings, and those endemical
distempers about Suptember and October. This
being very remarkable, I refer the reason to the

tnore piercing genius of those most judicious mem-
bers of.the Society : and it might, perhaps, be

worthy the disquisition of the most learned, to give

an account of the various alterations and fatal

eflects that the air has on humane bodies, espe-

cially when impregnated with a marine salt; more
peculiarly, when such an air becomes stagnant

:

this miuht, perhaps, make several beneficial dis-

coveries, not only in relation to those distempers

in America, but, perhaps, take in your Kentish
agues, and man}' others remarkable enough in

our own nation. I lately was making some obser-

vations of this nature, on a lady of a delicate con-
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Btitution, who living in a clear air, and removing
towards the sea-coasr, was lamentably afflicted

therewith, which both mypolfand others attributed

to this cause, she having tbrmerly iJj)on her going
to the same, been seized in the same manner.
But to return. There is one thing more in refer-

ence to tiiis ver}' thing, very remarkable in Virgi-

nia; generally twice in the year, spring and fall,

at certain spring-tides, the most of the cattle will

set on gadding, and run, tho' it be twenty or thirty

miles, to the river to drink the salt water, at which
time there's scarce any stopping of them ; which
the people know so well, that if about those times

their heards are slray'd from their plantations,

without more solicitation, they go directly to the

rivers to letch them home again. As for the

Avaters in the springs in general, they are, I thmk,
somewhat more eager than those in England. In

that, I have observed, they require some quantity

more of malt to make strong beer, than our Eng-
lish waters, and will not bear soap. I have try'd

several by infusing of galls, and Ibund little differ-

ence in the colours, turning much what the colour

of common sack in taverns. I tried two wells at

Col. Bird's, by the falls of James River, several

wells near James Town, some springs in the Isle

of Wight County. There's a spring in the Isle of
iVight, or JVansamond County, vents the createst

source of water I ever saw, excepting Holy-well
in IVales, but I had not opportunity to make expe-
riments thereof. I tried likewise some springs

on the banks of York River, in New Kent and
Gloucester County, but found them vary very little

as to colour. T could not try an^' thing as to their

specifick gravity, havinji neither aquapoise, nor
those other glasses I had contrived peculiarlv lor

making such experiments, they being all lost wiih
ray other things. I had glasses blown would
hold about five ounces, others about -ten ounces,

with necks so small, that a drop would make a
considerable variation ; with these I could make
much more critical and satisfiictory observations as

to the specifical gravity of liquors, having critical

scales, than by any other way yet by me tried. I

used this method to weigh urines, v?hich practice

I would recommend to the inquisitive and critical

physicians. I had made many observations

hereof: but all notes were likewise lost with my
other thin<rs. Yet I have begun afresh ; lor there

are more signal variations in the weights of urines,

than one would at first imagin ; and when the eye
can discover little, but judge two urines to be
alike, they may be found to differ very much as to

weight. By weight, I find observations may be

made of afl'ections in the head, which rarely make
any visible alterations m the urine. I have found
two urines not much unlike, ditfi^r two and twenty

trains in the quantity of about four or five ounces :

ut let them that make these essays, weigh all

their urines when cold, lest they be thereby de-
ceiv'd. But to return to the spring waters in Vir-

ginia. There's a spring at my Lady Berkleifs,
called Green-Spring, whereof I have been often

told, so very cold, that 'tis dangerous drinking
thereof in summer-time, it having proved of fatal

consequence to several. I never tried any thing
of what nature it is of
There be many petrefying waters; and, indeed,

I believe, few of the waters but participate of a
petrefying quality, tho' there be few pebbles or

paving stones to be found in all the country. But

I have found many 'sticks with crusty congela-
tions round them in the ruins of springs, and
stones figured like honey-combs, with many little

stars as it were shot in the holes. And nothing
IS more common than petrefy'd shells, unless you
would determine that they are parts of natural

rock shot in those fijiures, which, indeed, 1 rather

think; but thereof fierealter. Mr. Secretary »S/jen-

cer, has told rne of some waters participating

much of alome or vitriol towards Potomack. Up
beyond the falls of Rapahanack, I have heard of
poysonous waters. But these I only mention as

a hint to further enquiry of some others, for I can
say nothing of them myself.

Of the Earth and Soil.

When you make the capes of Virginia, you
may observe it low land, so that at some distance

the trees appear as if they grew in the water; and
as you approach nigher, to emerge thence. For
one hundred miles up into the country, there are

ie.w stones to be found, only in some places, rocks

of iron oar appear, which made me expect to have
found many waters turn purple with galls, but

never met with any. Providence has supplied the

common use of stones, by making the roads very

good: so that they ride their horses xvithout

shooing them ; which yet are more rarely beaten

on their feet, than ours are in England, the coun-

try and clime being dry, their hools are much
harder ; for I observed, that take a horse out of

the wet marshes, and swamps, as they there call

them, and ride him immediately, and he'll quickly

be tender-footed. In some places, for several

miles together, the earth is so intermix'd with oys-

ter-shells, that there may seem as many shells as

earth; and how deep they lie thus intermingled,

I think, is not yet known: for at broken banks

they discover themselves to be continued many
yards perpendicular. In several places these

shells are much closer, and being petrefied, seem
to make a vein of a rock. I have seen in several

places, veins of these rocky shells, three or four

yards thick, at the foot of a hdl. whose precipice

might be twenty yards perpendicular, whose deifj

I suppose, shot under the hill. Pieces of these

rocks broken off, lie there, which I suppose, may
weigh twenty or thirty tuns a piece, and are as

difficult to be broken as our free-stone. Of these

rocks of oyster-shells that are not so much petre-

fied, they burn and make all their lime ; whereof
they have that store, that no generation will con-

sume. Whether these were Ibrmerly oysters,

which lell by the subsiding seas, (as some suppose,

that all that tract of land, now high ground, was
once overflowed by the sea,) were since petrefied,

or truly stones, sui generis, I leave to the honoura-

ble society to determin. But when I consider the

constant and distinct shooting of several salts, na-

ture's curiosity, in every thing, so fttr exceeding

that of art, that the most iniienious, when referr'd

thereto, seem only endued with an apish fondness,

I cannot think any thing too difTicult or wonderful

for nature ; and, indeed, I do not apprehend, why
it may not be as leasible to suppose them to have
been rocks, at first shot into those figures, as to

conceive the sea to have amass'd such a vast

number of oyster-shells one upon another, and af-

terwards subsiding, should leave them covered

with such mountains of earth, under which they

should petrefie : But not to launch forth too far
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into those disputes, since I must modestly remem-
ber to whom 1 write. Often, in the looser banks
ol' shells and earth, are found perlect teeth peire-

fied, some whereof I have seen, could not be less

than two or tliree inches long, and above an inch

broad: tho' tl>ey were not maxilary teeth, the

part that one niijjfht suppose grew out of the jaw,
was polisli'd, and black, almost as jett; the part

which had been fastened in the jaw and gums,
was brown, and not so shiningly polished, or

smooth ; if they were, as they seemed to be, really

teeth, I suppose, they must have been of fishes.

The back-bone of a whale, and as I remember,
they told me of some of the ribs, were digg'd out

of the side ot" a hill, several yards deep in the

grouiul, about four miles distant lloiii James Ttnvn
and the river. Mr. Banister, a gentleman pretty

curious in those things, shewed me likewise the

joynt of a whale's back-bone, and several teeth,

some whereof he said, were found in hills beyond
the falls of James River, at least a hundred and
fifty miles up into the country. The soil in gene-
ral is sandy. I had designed, and I think it might
be worth a critical remark, to observe, the dificr-

ence of soils seem appropriated to the several

sorts of tobacco ; for there is not only the two dis-

tinct sorts ofa sweet-scented, and Aranoko tobacco,

but of each of these be sevefal sorts much ddiisr-

ent, the seeds whereof are known by distinct

names, they having given them the names of
those gentlemen most famed for such sort oftobac-

00, as of Prior seed, &c. Nay, the same sort of
.seed in diHerent earths, will produce tobacco much
different, as to goodness. The richer the ground,
the better it is for Aranoko tobacco, whose scent is

not much minded, their only aim being to have
it specious, large, and to procure it a bright kite's

foot colour. Had not my microscopes, &c. tools

to grind glasses, been cast away, with my other
things, I had made some critical enquiries into

their several natures ; I would have examined
what proportion of salts, all the sorts of earths

had afforded, and how water impregnated with
their salts, would have changed with infusing

galls, how with the syrup of violets, and how they
would have precipitated mercury, or the like, and
so far forth as 1 had been able, examined them by
the several tryals of fire. I conceive tobacco to be
a plant abounding w^ith nitro-sulphurious particles;

for the planters try the goodness of their seed, by
casting a little thereof into the fire , if it be good,
it will sparkle after the manner of gun-powder:
so will the stalks of tobacco-leaves, and. perhaps,
has something analagous to the narcotick sulphur
of Venus, which the chymists so industriously la-

bour after. The w^orid knows little of the efficacy

of its oyl, which has wonderful effects in the cur-

ing of old inveterate sores, and scrophulous swell-

ings, and some, otherwise applied and qualified.

The goodness of tobacco, I look on, primarily con-
sists in the volatility of its nitre: and hence the
sandy grounds that are most impregnated there-

with, and whose nitrous salt is most volatile, for

such grounds are quickliest spent, yield tobaccoes
that have the richest scent, and that shortly be-

comes a pleasant s.moak ; whereas, in tobacco that

grows on stifl' ground, the salts seem more fixed,

and lock'd up in the oyl, so that whilst new, 'tis

very heady and strong, and requires some time for

its salts to free themselves, and become volatile
;

which it manifests, by its having an urinous smell.

The same reason satisfies why tobacco that grows
on low lands as far as the salts, tho' the plant be
never overflowed with salt-water, yet the ground
that ft;eds the plant, being impregnated wilti salt-

water, that tobacco smoaks not pleasantly, o.nd

will scarcely keep fire, but do all that a man can,

will oft go out, and gives inach trouble in frequent

lighting the pipe, 'till.after it has been kept some
considerable time : which may be assign'd to the

fixeder saline particles of the marine salt in these

plants, which require more time e'er they be ren-

der'd volatile. Here it might be worthy an enquiry

into the nature of filtration of plants, since we
may hence gather, particles of the marine salt are

carried along with the succus nutritiits of the

plant; concerning which, if it were not too much
to deviate from the matter in hand, I should offer

some reflections of my own, which the learned

society might perhaps improve : fhr I think, thence
might be made many happy conjectures as to the

virtues of plants. So where we see plants, or

trees, of an open pore, growing low, we shall find

their juice has subtile parts: so have all vines,

whether the grape vine, or briony, or a smilax, or

the like. If a guminous plant or tree, that grows
low, and close pored, it abounds with acid spirits,

as lignum, vitce, &c. if it giou- tall, and be open
pored, it abounds with a subtile volatile spirit, as

y6ur firrs, and the turpentine free. But to insist

no further herein, than as this may be applicable

to the present discourse: for I have observed, that

that which is called pine-wood land, though it be
a sandy soil, even the sweet-scented tobacco that

grows thereon, being large and porous, agreeable to

A ranoko tobacco ; it smoaks as coursly as Aranoko

:

wherefore, 'tis, that I believe the microscope might
make notable discoveries towards the knowledge
ot good tobacco : for the closer the composition of
the feaf, the better the tobacco ; and, therefore, the

planters and merchants brag of the substance of
their tobacco; which word, did they always take

it in a true sence, for the solidness, and not mistake
it for the thickness, it would be more consonant to

a true observation : for as I said of the pine-wood
tobacco, some of it is thick and tiot solid, and dif-

fers from the best tobacco, as buff does from tann'd
leather; so that if the tobacco be sound and not
rotten, you may give a great guess at the good-
ness of tobacco, when you weigh the hogsheads,
before you see them : for if an equal care be taken
in the packing of them, the best tobacco will

weigh the heaviest, and pack the closest. Now
I said, that the sweet-scented tobacco most in

vogue, which was most fam'd for its scent, was
that that crrew on sandy land ; which is true, if

you would smoak it whilst new, or whilst only
two or three years old ; but if you keep the stiff

land tpbacco, which is generally a tobacco of great

substance, five or six years, it will much excel

:

for though the sandy land tobacco abound with a
volatile nitre at first, yet the stiff land tobacco

abounds with a greater qurmtify of nitre, only
that it is lock'd up in its oyl at first, and requires

more time to extricate itself, and become volatile;

but the pine- wood land having little of the nitro-

sulphurious particles, neither is, nor ever will

make any thing of a rich smoak. Discoursing
hereof some days since, to a gentleman of good
observation, that has been versed with rnaulting,

he assured me, to back this, my supposition or

hypothesis, he had observed, that bariey that
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grew on stiff ground, required more time consi,der-

ably to mellow, and come Jo perfection, tiian that

that grew on light land. Havinij proceeded thus

far to speak of lohacco, I shall add one or two
things more. The planters diM'er in their judg-

ments about the time of planting, or pitching their

crops : some are ihv pitchinir their crops very early,

others la'e, without any distinction ol'the nature of

the soils ; and 'tis ilom the different eH'ects that they

find, m that, sometimes early, sometimes the late

planting succeeds : but they have not the reason to

judge of the cause, to consider the accidents of the

year, and the difference of the soils. In sandy

grounds they need not strive so milch for early

plant iny, the looseness of the earth, and the kind

natur'd soil, yieldiuir all that it can, easily and speed-

ily, and sand retaining the heat, makes the p'lanls

grow fiister. But in stiff soils, if the crops be not

early pitch'd, so that during the season of rains it

have got considerable roots, and shot them some
depth, if early droughts come, it so binds the land,

that the roots never spread or shoot deeper, or fur-

ther than the hill that they are planted in : for

they plant them as we do cabbages, raising hills

to set every plant in, about the bigness of a com-
mon mole-hill : observing this on the plantation

where I lived, that it was stiff ground, I advised

them to plant their crops as early as possible ; and
in onler thereunto, I tried several ways to further

the plants ; but not to trouble you with the several

experiments that I made, in reference thereto : what
I found most advantageous was, by taking an in-

fusion of horse-dung, and putting thereon soot,

and then my seeds ; this 1 kept forty eight hours

in an ordinary digestive heat. I had two beds left

me to sow. in the midst of those the people sow'd,

and the quantity of seed that they generally allot-

ted to the same quantity of ground ; when I sow'd,

I mix'd ashes with the seed, having decanted the

liquor, that the seed might sow the evenner. The
effect was, that my plants came up much sooner,

grew swifter, and I had five plants for one, more
than any of the other beds bore ; I left the coun-
try shortly after, and so no certainty of the final

result. There be had various accidents and dis-

tempers, whereunto tobacco is liable, as the worm,
the fly, firing to turn, as they call them, French-
men, and the like. I propos'd several ways to

kill the worm and fly, as by sulphur and the like

;

but had no opportunity to experiment it : I shall

set down that I had most hopes of which, per-

haps, may give a hint to others to try and improve.
Tobacco-seed is very small, and by consequence,
EG is the young plant at first, that if gleamy
weather happen at that time, it breeds a small fly,

which consumes the plume of the plant; now it

being early in the year when they sow the seed,

viz. about the fourteenth of January, they cover
the ground, to secure, as well as they can, their

tender plants, from the nipping fiosts, that may
happen in the nights; they cover them only with
a few onk-leaves, or the like ; for straw they find

apt 1(1 iiarbour and breed this fly : I therefore would
advise them to smoak straw with brimstone, once
in two or three nio-hts, and so they might cover
them securely, with that which would preserve
them infinitely beyond the covering with oak-
boughs; indeed, I would advise them to keep pe-
culiarly so much of their Indian corn-blades, which
they gather for their fodder, for this very purpose,
being as I conceive, much the best, there bein"- no

chafl' to foul their beds, and prejudice them when
they should weed them. What they call firing,

is this: when plants are of small substance, as
when there has been a verj' wet and cold season,
and very hot weather suddenly ensues, the leaves
turn brown, and dry to dust : the cause I conceive
to be hence: the plant being feeble, and having a
small quantity of oyl, which makes the more solid

part of the plant, the earth being suddenly heated
by the sun's fiercer beams, the roots are rather

scorch'd and dried up in the earth, than nourish'd
;

so that the plant consisting only ol" watery parts,

is consumed, as it were, by fire : sometimes hope-
ful plants, when by a suddain gust some master
veins are broken, if suddain heat ensues, they
likewise fire: for being not come to maturity, and
being deprived of the supports of life and vegeta-
tion, they likewise perish, are dried up, and fall to

dust. French-men, they call those plants, whose
leaves do not spread and grow large, but rather

spire upwards, and grow tall ; these plants they do
not tend, being not worthy their labour. Were they
so critical, I believe, they might have great guess
what plants were most likely to turn French-men,
by observing whether the roots of the plants run
downwards, as those whose branches are aptest

to spire upwards: for though I have not made
positive proof thereolj I have something more than
bare fancy for my conjecture. I have puli'd up
some of these French-men, and compar'd them
with the roots of some other plants, and found
them much longer than others; and 'tis observea-
ble, loose soils, and sandy ground, are more sub-

ject thereto than the stifl' land. The country of
itself is one entire wood, consisting of large tim-

ber trees of several sorts, free fi'om thickets or un-
der-wood, the small shrubs growing only on lands

that have been clear'd, or in swamps ; and thus it

is for several hundreds of miles, even as far as

has yet been discovered. But that shall be reserv-

ed 'till another opportunity.

Extracts from the Journul of the Franlslin Institute.

LIST OF PATENTS ISSUED IN MARCH, 1836,

FOR IMPROVEMENTS OF MACHINES, &C. TO
BE USED IN AGRICULTURE, OR DOMESTIC
ECONOMY.

With remarks, by the Editor of the Journal of the

Franklin Institute.

For making Vegetable Extracts ; Thomas Close

and John C. Standfbrd, Rye, West Chester coun-
ty, New York, March 18.

"The process consists in forcing through the

cut, bruised, or powdered, particles of vegetable

substances, a volume of steam, water, or other

liquid, under and by a pressure, varying in inten-

sity, according to the nature of the substances to

be acted upon."
This patent is not taken for any particular form

of apparatus ; but a descri[ition is given of one
whicfi is considered and claimed as new. The
pressure is to be continued for a longer or shorter

period, accoiding to the nature of the substance to

be acted upon, and it is said that "the coloring

matter, taimin, and other soluble partsof the wood
or vegetable substance will be innnediately and
perfectly extracted, and with the use of a much
less quantity of water, and in much less time than
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would be required by the ordinary process of boil-

!n>T, infusion, or steeping, leachinir, &c."
Tlie patentees claim to be "the oriifinal disco-

verers and inventors of the art of extractinfr the

soluble parts of vegetiibie substances, by means of

the heavv pressure of steam, water, or other flu-

ids, exeried upon and ihrouirh the materials to he

acled upon, however the pressure may be efl'ected.

Also the combination of the cliamberand perfora-

ted lid as described ; the combination of" the boil-

er, water pipe, and steam pipe, with said cham-
ber, and its said apparatus lor the purposes afore-

said."

The whole process is well described, and we
are not aware ol any theoretical; or practical, ob-

jection to it ; but, on the contrary, it appears to us

that for many purposes it may be used with great

advantage.

Fov R Portable Conkins; Stove; Charles Vale,

Newark, Essex county. New Jersey, March 18.

This stove, it appears, is intended to cook by
means of antliracite, or charcoal, as fuel : but we
are unable, from the description and drawing, to

form any clear idea of its construction and use.

There are letters of reterence used, and figures re-

fiered to, in the description, which are not to be

fl)und in the drawing; we therefore nmst dismiss

the aSair.

For a Hemp Brake : John Pursell, Pcrrryville,

JVlercer county, Kentucky, March 18.

The brake is made in the ordinary form, the

patented improvement consisting in workmg the

vibrating swords by means of a treadle, in the

downward stroke, and in raising them by means
of springs.

For Tifamifacturing Salt fi;om Salt Water ;

Richard K. Cralle, Lynchburg, Campbell .county,

Virginia, March 18.

A very full description ol the apparatus em-
ployed is given in the specification, after which
the patentee says, " What I claim as my own in-

vention, not heretofore known or used, in the

above described machine, is the application of the

principle of evaporation in vacuo, to the manufiic-

ture of coarse and common salt. I claim to have
invented the means of applying a known princi-

ple in physics, to the new and useful purpose of

salt making. Tlie machine may be varied in con-

struction, and the principle applied in other modes;

but 1 claim to be the original inventor of the

means of applying the principle of evaporation in

vacuo to the manutiicture of coarse and common
salt."

The apparatus, as shown in the drawings, is

intended merely to exemplify the principle, and

not to furnish a definite arrangement ; the de-

scription of it is elaborate and clear, but we find no-

thing to designate in what " its construction is

peculiar to the purpose ;" and therefore cannot tell

what is claimed ; this ought to have been distinct-

ly set forth, as, in our opinion, it would form the

only foundation for a valid claim. It has been

decided that the application of a known machine
to a new purpose is not patentable. To apply the

same mode to the evaporation of water from a so-

lution of salt, which has been applied so exten-

tensively to its evaporation from a solution of su-

gar, cannot fairly be called an invention, however

useful it may be. If geese had never been roast-

ed, althouiih turkies had been usually cooked in

that way, "a patent for roasting geese would hard-

ly be sustainable.

For a Metallic Mill; Joseph C. Gentry, Day-
ton, Montgomery county, Ohio, March 18.

A cast-iron cylinder is to be banded, or other-

wise covered, with cast-steel, then turned smooth,

and picked with a pointed, steel tool. A concave

of cast-iron, forming nearly a half circle, is to be

adapted to the cylinder ; and ribs, or bands, of

cast-steel, projecting about one sixteenth of an

inch from its surface, or to be inserted in dovetail

grooves, extending the whole length of tlie con-

cave ; these also are to be filled on their surfaces.

The concave must be sufficiently open at one edge

tor feeding, and the cylinder is to beheld down by

springs, to prevent injury from the imroduciion of

hard substances.
" What I claim is the siecl or other metallic

ribs, and the manner of fixing them in the con-

cave. And the cast-steel or other suitable metal,

plated or banded on the cast cylinder. The man-
ner of relieving the action of the cylinder by
sprin^Ts back of the boxes, on which the journals

rest. The manner of picking the cylinder and
ribs, presenting the sharp edges to each other, as

de.=?cribed above."

Such a mill would he costly, easily put out of

order, and dilficult to repair. We are very appre-

hensive, also, that, when in the best order, it would
not make very good flour. The claims embrace
too many individual parts of the imll, some of

which would not be able to stand alone.

For a Mortising Machine; George Page,
Keene, Cheshire county, New Hampshire, Marcli
18.

The general resemblance in principle between
this and some mortising machines which iiave

preceded it, is such as to leave little apparent room
lor a claim, and it does not occupy a large space,

being to "the mode of attaching the slide to the

upper lever and that lever to the machine ; and
also ihe lower box, and circular brace as de-

scribed." We shall not take time to describe these

particulars, but have no doubt that they are equal-

ly good with other modes of attaining the same
end, and that the machine, if well made, will

work well.

For a method of Making Pitch ; Henry Rug-
gles, city of New York, March 19.

The refuse, or tar, such as is left in making gas
in the New York gas works, is to be boiled down
to the consistence of pitch, and then put into bar-

rels.

" I claim the exclusive privilege of boiling

down, either in an open or close vessel, kettle or

still, the liquid such as is produced at the New
York gas house, in tlie manufiicture of gas, and
known there by the name o\.' refuse, until it be-

comes of the lhickne>s, or consistency of pitch."

The disiilling of the spirit from the refuse, or

tar, of gas works, so as to reduce it to the consis-

tency of jiitch, is a common and well known pro-

cess in London, and in other places where there

are large gas works ; the exclusive right, there-

fore, is not likely to be conceded.
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For Backs of Stoves and Fire Places ; Wil-
liam R. Prescott, Hallowell, Kennebec county,
Maine, March 19.

A tulie of suitable diameter, say nine inches,

and two or three feet loiiii;, is to be built in the

back of a fire place, or fixed, in any convenent
way, in a stove ; a tube, of about two inches di-

ameter, is to lead from without the room, into this

longer tube, to supply it with cold air, and warm
air tubes are to lead from either end of it, into the

room, to afibrd a supply of warm air.

The claim is "to bringing, in the manner de-

scribed, the cold air fi'om without the room to

which the fire place is situated and suppl^vinji it to

the stove, and of thus keeping up a circulation of

cold air from without, and of" warm air into the

roofli. The application of the apparatus described

for fire places, stoves, and fire frames, for the pur-

pose of warming rooms, and its general construc-

tion."

Whilst there is nothing new in this principle,

the form pointed out for carrying it into effect

would be one of the least efficient ; the "general
construction" is so ge[ieral,'and so extensively em-
jiloyed, that it is a little remarkable it should be
claimed as new.

For Preserving Milk for use on Joyages, Sfc. ;

John Lewis Granger, city of New York, March
19.

Fresh milk is to be put into botiles, and these

are to be closed, in the manner of corking, with

some porus substance, which will allow air to pass

through it ; the bottles are then to be put into a
vessel of cold water, and the whole gradually

lieated to the boiling point, alter which the porous
stopper is to be coverd with wax.
The claim is " to the evolving of gas. and suf-

ferino; it lo escape from the milk, and immediately
afterwards excluding the atmospheric air from
commingling therewith, by the method substan-

tially as described."

We apprehend that the theory above intimated,

namely, that the gas contained in milk is the

cause of its spontaneous decomposition, is not

founded in fact ; were this the case, an exhausted
receiver would as effectually efi'ect the object in

view, as the boiling heat, and this process would
not be substantially as described." There is a
chemical change produced in milk by boiling, bj'

which its liability to liirther reaction is very

much diminished, and which would not be pro-

duced by the mere expulsion of gas. This theo-

retical point, we are aware, has nothing to do with

the validity of the claim, although we have
thought proper to give it a passing notice ; we
have also somethins; to say about the novelty of

the process. In the celebrated report published

by the French Government in 1810, on Mr. Ap-
pert's mode of preserving all kinds of animal and
vegetable substances, milk is mentioned as having
been preserved by boiling and corking closely ; it

was concentrated in the boiling by allowing a por-

tion of its watery particles to evaporate ; the pro-

cess was, we think, substantially the same with

the above, the principle of which was perfectly

well known.

For a Cider 3fill ; Christian Sheaffer, Leba-
non, Lebanon county, Pennsylvania, March 19.

This cider mill is to grind the apples by means

of revolving nuts or, toothed cylinders, of which
there are three, mashing into each other. All tlie

novelty appears to be in' the manner of building

the mill. We are told that "the machine consists

of tvvophir of stairs, a frame, an apple mill made
of three cog wheels ; cage or receiver, a pre?s

beam, two main screws, one assistant screw; two
weight boxes, &c. &c." After describing the two
pair of stairs, and the other component parts of

the machine, it is said, " I claim as my invention

the wliole of the machinery, excepting what I

have named the cage or receiver; the bed or bo.x

belonging to the cage or receiver, and the .manner

of mixing the straw with the o-round apples, or

rather the smashed apples." This claim to the

whole machinery, cannot be understood to mean
the machinery as a whole, but as applying to its

component parts individually ; scarcely one indi-

vidual of which could bear the burden thus put

upon it, without being smashed.

For a Cooking Stove Grate, and its appenda-
ges; Orrin Wilson, Concord, Middlesex county,

Massachusetts, March 23.

The grate to contain the coal, or wood, is made
with bars, and, in general, like the ordinary grate

of an open fire place ; but it is so affixed to a cook-

ing stove, with ovens, or other desired appenda-
ges, as that it may be raised vertically, so as to

communicate its heat rnore directly to the cooking

department, or lowered so as to form an open
stove. Above the grate, a windlass crosses, near

th6 front of the stove, and four chains attached to

this windlass, and to the four corners of the grate,

serve to raise and lower the latter, as may be de-

sired.

The claim is to "the moveable grate, or pan,

whether operated with chains and pulleys, rack

and pinion, or other mechanical powers; the pe-

culiar adaptation, arrangement, and combination

ol^' the several parts of the stove, fire fi-ame, or

fire place, to the said moveable grate, for the uses

and purposes herein described and set forth."

For a Stove, denominated the Sibelline Stove
;

Wm. M. Carmichael, Hempstead, Queens coun-

ty. New York, March 23.

A cylindrical stove, lined with fireclay, is made
in the usual manner. The stove is to be sur-

rounded by a second cylinder, lea^ving an air cham-
ber between the two, with a|)ertures below lo ad-

mit cold, and others above to discharge warm,
air. The whole stove is to stand upon a drum, or

pedestal, of a diameter considerably larger than

the stove itselfj and is to be surmounted by ano-

ther drum, or hollow dome, elevated a few inches

above its top ; a smoke pipe from the centre

of the top of the stove, conducts the smoke
into the drum. Four, or more, hollow columns,

connect the two drums, surrounding, but detached

from, the body of the stove; these columns form

flues between the two drums, and from one of

them a smoke pipe leads into a chimney, there

being a damper in the column, above the smoke
pipe. When this damper is open, the smoke and
heated air pass directly through the upper part of

the column, and into the exit pipe. When the

damper is closed, the draught has then to pass

down the three open columns into the lower drum,

and up the fourth to the smoke pipe.

"The arrangement and adaptation of the seve-
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ral parts of the stove, producing the one before

described," constitute the whole claim, which is

about tantamount to not claiiiiiiitr any thinir- The
resemblance between this and the stove palenied

by i\it. AtUvater, at p. 54, vol. xvii. is not very

remote; and this latter, as is there described, we
view as but a inodificalion of Sjjoor's stove.

For a machine for Working off the, end'=i of
Casks, and smoothing them; Sumner Kinir, Sul-

fiekl, Hartford county, Connecticut, March 23.

A vertical, revo!vin<!; shaft is to carry a s'rapple,

or a kind of sprinix chuck, which is to receive and
hold the cask that is to be worked off by a level-

ler, a stock howell, a croes, and a plane. The
claim is to "the revolving grapple tub, that se-

cures the cask;"

For a Washing Machine ; Ezekiel Y. Watson,
Albany, New York, March 23.

An oblonij box, furnished, in its bottom, with a

curved row of rollers, upon which the clothes are

to be rubbed bj^ a frame of Toilers passing over

them, constitute the machine; and "the before

described machine for washing clothes," forms

the claim.

For a machine for Mortising and Tenoning j

Erastus IVl. Shaw, Wilbraham, Hampden county,

Massachusetts, March 23.

This machine differs in its general construction

from most of the mortising machines which we
have previously noticed, and by more labor than
we can bestow upon it, we think that we might
find out the manner of constructing it; but the

drawing is very indifferently executed, and to de-

cypher it is a task we shall not undertake. The
claim is to "the arrangement and adaptation of

the several parts of the machine, producing the

one here described lor mortising and tenoning

timber; particularly the manner of operating the

machine, in causing the carriage to move to the

right and left, whilst the slide, with the cutter,

moves horizontally backward and forward, ai;

right angles to the carriage."

For a Strata Cutter; James Hyde, Darien,

Genesee county, New York, March 23.

There not beinc; any claim made to any part of

this apparatus, we know not what the patentee

considers as new about it, and therefore pass it by.

For a Thrashing Machine ; Hugh and Israel

W. Edgar, Wayne county, Ohio, March 23.

This is a cylinder and concave machine, set

with spikes, much in the usual way; the paten-

tees claim the form in which they construct the

frame, and the manner in which they fasten the

spikes by screw nuts, rendering the whole strong

and durable.

For an improvement in Bee Hives; Stursress

M. Judd, Dan bury, Fairfield county, Connecticut,

March 30.

The hive said to be improved, is that patented

bv Ijevi H. Parish, on the 5ih of August, 1834.

The claim made "in the suspension of said boxes,

and in their movement in grooves, by which the

bees are prevented from escaping during the re-

moval of the boxes, as combined in the manner
specified ; and also the knives for separating the

combs between the boxes and the slats." The pe-

culiarities of these parts we leave to be examined
by those interested in them.

For a Horse Mill for Grinding Grain and
Scouring Seeds; .John Hairman, Jr., Brnvvns-

burir, Bucks county, Pennsylvania, March 30.

The irrinding machine consists of two grooved,
iron, cylinders, of different sizes, and running witli

difiie'rent velocities : one of them having a narrow,
fluted, iron concave to aid in the grinding. A horse

power, by which the mill is to be driven, is also de-

scribed, but there is not any representation of it in

the drawing ; both machines, however, are claim-

ed ; the claim being to " the combination and ar-

rangement of the several parts of the horse power
in connexion with the grinding machine, as set

Ibrih."

However good the inventions might be, the

foreiroing claims would invalidate them. The
whole erinding macfiine is claimed, yet if pos-

sesses but little novelty ; the horse power is claim-
ed, yet there is no representation of it, as required

by law. And what would of itself be fiital, two
distinct machines are included in one patent.

For a Tide Water IVheel ; Carey S. Mercer, •

Franklin, Baltimore county. Maryland, March 30.

A horizontal wheei is to be placed in a case, or

drum, having flooms at opposite sides thereofj to

direct the water upon the buckets, either on the
ebb or flow of the tide

;
guide pieces, or wing;s,

are fixed within the dooms to direct the water
upon the buckets ; and the claim made is to " the
curved guider as described." The contrivance is

not worth many words, and we could not talk it

into utility.

For an improvement in the Cotton Planter;
Michael Beam, Bufialo, Lincoln county, North
Carolina, March 30.

This patent is obtained for an improvement on
a machine patented by the same person, Feb.
13th, 1835. The present contrivance consists, in

part, of a barrel shaped reservoir, in whicli the

seeds to be planted are put, and which revolves,

as the frame upon which it is supported is drawn
forward ; it has adjustable openings, for letting out

the seed, an apparatus for opening the furrow,

and a harrow for harrowing the seed in. The
points intended to be claimed consist of the pecu-
liarities of form, structure, and arrangement,
which are not very clearly described, and could
not be understood without drawings.

For an improved Franklin, or Open Stove;
John H. B. Swanscy, Lynn, Etsex county, Mas-
sachusetts, March 30.

,

" The improvement made by me is the addition

of two more ffues, or drafts, besides the com-
mon ones in the Franklin stove. One of said ad-
ditional flues is to be made a little above the mid-
die of the fire back, and to extend horizontally

the whole length of the back, and is to be provi-

ded with a common damper, to open and close it.

The other additional flue is to be placed along the

fi-ont plate of the stove."

The drawing does not exhibit the thing very
clearly ; it does not, however, so far as we can
judge, appear to be an affair of much importance.
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For Compressing Hay, Sj-c, and Elevating Hea-
vy Bodies; Adrastas R. Chaniberliii, and Arte-

ruas Cleflin, Riclimond, Lincoln county, Maine,
March 30.

A pinion and wheel are to turn a shaft, round

which a chain is to wind, which chain passes over

a pulley at the end of a piston rod, that is to car-

ry the follower lor pressing. The other end of the

chain is to be fastened lo some fixed body. In-

stead of passin<r over the pulley, on a follower,

the chain may be attached to a stump which it is

desired to draw from the ground.

The claim is to "the application of the pulley

ns used by us, for a sincrle or double press : and
the application of our machine to the raisino; of

stumps or other heavy burdens." There are so

many better machines, lor effectinir the same pur-

poses, that this will stand but little chance of goinij

into operation ; or if it has been used, we appre-

hend that it will soon cease to do so.

For an improvement in JVlnd Mills; Job Wil-
bur, Fall River, Bristol county, Massachusetts,
March 30.

This is to be a horizontal wind mill, to contain

the vanes, or win<zs, of which, a round buiidinji,

thirty feet high, and twenty in diameter, is to be
erected ; the upper part of this building, is made
to revolve on the lower, in order to change the sit-

uation of two windows, or openinirs, made for the

admission and discharge of the wind. Six vanes,

placed on a vertical shaft, in the centre of the

building, are to receive the action of the wind
;

these vanes are to be angled to hold the wind the

more effectually.

There is no claim made, a point, in the present

case, of no great importance, the structure being
very much like others which have been tried, and
abandoned. •

For a Machine for Ploughing and Thinning
Cotton; Harvey W. Pitts, Wilsonville, Shelby
county, Alabama, March 31.

The claim made is to "the machine as de-

scribed," a claim which it will hardly bear, as

parts of it are very similar to machines which
have been used for like purposes

;
yet we believe

there is sufficient novelty in the contrivance to en-

able it to sustain the character of a new machine.
We shall not rake time to describe it, as it would
be no easy task to render it intelligible without a
drawing.

For a Corn Shelter; Albert W. Gray, Mid-
dletown, Rutland county, Vermont, March 31.

This machine is to operate upon the ears by
means of a revolving, flat wheel of wood, set

with points, and standmg vertically ; the ears are

to be held up against it by means of a spring con-

ductor. The general arrangements are very sim-
ilar to those in other revolving, disk shelling ma-
chines, and the particular points and combinations
which are made the subject of a claim, appear to

be unimportant, not, we apprehend, renderincr it

either better or worse than others previously in

use, and now public propert}^

For Reflecting Ovens ; Cicero Yan Allen,

Penn Van, Yates county. New York March 31.

In the claim appended to the specification of

principles in it, yet we are at a loss to discover
one

; it is so much like some other tin kitchens, for

bakins and roaslinir before the fire, and our eye
so little like that of the inventor, that we cannot
see the new parts to which he believes that he di-

rectly points. The aides, back, and bottom ap-
pear to be rectangular, and the top to slope regi'i-

larly back ; there is a spit lor fowls, hooks for

birds, bars on which to place pans, a dripping
pan to catch the gravy, and a peep hole throush
which to observe how matters go on. and these
constitute the " single reflecting oven."

For a Self Moving and Accumulative Engine ;
John James Giraud, city of Baltimore, iMatvli 31.

How many self-moving and accumulative en-
gines have the same parentage with that before
us, we cannot recollect, and do not think it worth
while to examine, in the patent office, the register

of Their births ; as to their deaths, no register ex-
isis,jhey having all been still born ; we know,
however, that the family would have been a large
one had thev received and preserved the living

principle. We can tell little about the affair be-
fore us, but its author informs us that "the fly

wheels run on friction wheels, bearing on the main
shaft, and constitute the generating, rcirulating

and maintaining powers of the engine." The
power thus generated, regulated, and maintained,
is to be applied to "general navigation and other
purposes." Happily for the community, how-
ever, neither general navigation or other purposes
which demand motiv-e power, will consent to wait
the generating, regulating, or maintaining power
of Mr. G.'s accumulative engine, as otherwise
they would never be generated, regulated, or
maintained.

For a Churn; Thomas Nicholson, New Mar-
ket, Shenandoah county. Virginia, March 31.

A churn, with a tub in the ordinary form, has a
dasher shaft, which is to revolve alternately in re-

versed directions ; for this purpose there are two
beveled pinions upon the shaft above the lid ; and
a beveled segment wheel is to engage first with
one, and then with the other of these pinions

;

such a contrivance is bad in principle, as all ma-
chinists know; segment wheels being generally

poor things, and as here applied, altogether worth-
less.

For Pronged Hoes; Benjamin F. Boyden,
Boston, Massachusetts, March 31.

These hoes are to be of cast-iron, rendered mal-
leable in the usual way. They are to have raised

ribs along the prongs, &c. to strengthen them,
and to be tinned over their whole surface. The
claim is to "the application of cast-iron intheman-
uiiicture of agricultural pronged hoes, and cov-
ering the same with tin ;" but where is the inven-

tion or discovery?

For an im|)rnved IVinnnwing Machine ; .Jona-

than Bean, Montville, W^aldo county, JMaine,

March 31.

We are told that "the advantages this machine
claims above others now in use, consist in dura-
bility, portableness, and expedition in cleaning all

kinds of grain ;" but although the machine claims

this, the patentee does not claim the machine

;

this reflecting oven, we are told about two new |
and although he has given a voluminous account
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of atlmeasLirenient, and many outlines of separate
parts of it, its construction is very imperlecily rep-
resented, and its peculiarities, if any it have, are
unnoticed ; the patent, in liictj is a patent for no-
thing.

For a Hors?. Power; Richard Skinner, Wil-
liamson, Wayne county, New York, March 31.

A main wheel, turned by levers, or sweeps, is

to turn upon a hub, and axielree, instead of
being fastened to a shall. Nothing more.

For a Cooking Stove j Benjamin R. Pearson,
Warner, Merrimack county, New Hampshire,
March 31.

This stove has an open fire place, in the form of
a Franklin ; to v/hich is attached an oven, and
other contrivances fur cooking. The claim is to

" heating the oven on five parts ; its particular sit-

uation to give a draft under the oven, with an ojicn

fire-place; the damjier; the turning a crank with
two half oval wheels to raise or lower the grate in

the fire place."

Far a Hydrant ; David Horn, city of Baltimore,
March 31.

There is nothing in the principle, and but little

in the arrangement, of this hydrant, different from
others in common use. The pipe through which
the water enters, under ground, has a socket in it

that receives a vertical shaft, up which it is to flow
to the point of delivery ; the lower end of the
shaft fits into, and turns in the socket, as a key in

a cock, allowing the water to pass into it when in

the proper direction, and when turned round a
quarter of a circle, the water in the shaft runs into

the ground through a waste hole in the socket.

From the Maine Fanner.

MAKK YOUR BULLS WOKK.

There is a practice among our farmers of letting

their bulls be idle. Their oxen and their horses

work, but their bull, if any they keep, is a gen-

tleman. He does nothing and of course gels fat

and lazy. Now an animal of this kind in our

slate is not a very profitable one. We know from

experience, that anxious as many are to improve
their stock, they are as anxious to have it improv-
ed for little or nothing as they are that it should

be improved at all. We are sorry to say that this

is the case, but facts are stubborn things.

Now if a farmer would make as much profit

from them as he ought, he must put him into the

yoke and make him toil and tug as well as his

oxen. They are rather bad characters to break

and discipline, but when it is once done, they are

excellent for labor. We know of one or two at

this present time that are used to the yoke, and
more powerful animals of their inches cannot be

produced.

There is no danger of injuring them if they are

properly fed and judiciously driven. When kept

up in a stall or small yard ; they are exceedingly

apt to become lazy and sluggish, and ultimately

good for nothing at all.

We have had them become so lazy, that they
were totally useless for any purpose, and were un-
der the necessity of driving them about every day
for exercise in order to invigorate them and bring

Vol. IV-^S2

them to a proper state of health and activity. But
the same animal when yoked every day, would
never manifest any thing of the kind, but would
always be "on hand" vvhcin his services were
wanted.

This, therefore, is proof positive that work is a
good regimen lor them, and indeed the only way
in which they should he used, provided they are
kept in a thriving condition, as every one would
desire to keep his teams in order to make them pro-
fitable. We hope that our fiiends will keep an
eye to the improvement of their stock. It is true

that stock has been de|)resscd in the market for

two years past, but whoever lives to see another
year, will find it advancing in price, and good
stock will be in demand. Look out then for the
main chance ; be active and generous, and sufi'er

no opportunity for reasonable improvements to es-

cape.

From the New England Fanner.

KXCOURAGEMliNT OF BEET ROOT SUGAR.

An order has been introduced in the legislature,

and adopted, authorizing the Committee on Agri-
culture [of Massachusetts] to inquire into the ex-
pediency of afibrding legislative aid to the culture
of the beet root, and the manufacture of sugar
fi-om that article. A bill will undoubtedly be re-
ported favorable to the measure.

From the Ncwbui-j-port HeralJ.

PEAT FOR FUEL.

At this cold season, when wood is so high and
a good comfortable fire is so necessary, he is a
benefactor, who will point out a new source of
burnables, (if we may make an awkward word.)
Now the fact is, that nature has provided fuei

enough for the wants of man : it becomes scarce
by our inattention, our folly, or our pride. The
fields and meadows around us are rich in stores
more valuable than the silver of the mine. It ia

astonishing to us, that at this season, when wood
is decaying and money is scarce, more use is not
made of turf or peat, which makes a very warm
and cheap fire. There are two reasons why this

article has fallen into neglect ; the one is, it is sup-
posed to give a disagreeble odor while consuming;
and the other is, a firmer dislikes to dig it, be-
cause it must be cured at a most busy season of
the year. As to the first, there is all the difference

in the world, between peat of different kinds. Se-
lect a good meadow, let it be dried, and there is no
bad smell— it burns as freely as the best Liverpool
coal. We recently stopped at the house of a gen-
tleman in Topsfield, who uses it entirely, and nev-
ver saw or felt a more agreeable fire. It is true,

that bad peat is wretched stuff; but the best ia

about the best fuel that you can find. As to the

other reason, it is true it must be dried at a bad
time for the farmer. But why might not a man
make the procurement of it, his principal business'?

We venture to say, there is no way in which cap-

ital and time would turn to so much account. A
single acre of good meadow will yield some thou-

sands of cords. Suppose two men in a season to

cure and deliver a thousand cords, (which might
easily be done,) it would (at least this season) have
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commanded *B5000. This is no small sum for the

profits ol" a single year. Here then is a source of

public benefit and private wealth. It must be al-

lowed that the maxim of most people is
—" Far

fetched and dear bought." But why not use the

wealth that lies at our very doors ? We are per-

suaded that nothing but a knowledge of the merit

of this article, and a smile from that capricious lady,

Fashion, is necessary to make the use of it very

general. It is not so dusty nor so cumbrous as

the anthracite coal, which we buy so dear and
bring so far. Let us try it. Who will take our

hint ? At any rate, fiishionable or not, well cured

peat, now in the market, would command five dol-

lars a cord from somebody.

From the New England farmer.

AGRICUT^TUnAL SUBVEY OF THE COMMON-
WEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS.

We have been informed, and are much pleased

to learn, that a topographical survey of this state,

with particular reference to its agriculture, under
the sanction ol" the legislature, is in contemplation.

Surveys of this kind have been accomj)lished in

Great Britain and Ireland, and the results have
been very useful and interesting. Almost every
cultivator has some improvement, or peculiar mode
of tillage, some new or improved seed, plant, fruit,

breed of animals, mode of treating their diseases,

some new and and superior ituplemcnts for facili-

tating and adding elHcacy to labor ; something
peculiar in liis practice .of the art of husbandry,
which, if generally known, woidd be generally

adopted, and prove beneficial to every individual

of the great lamily of man. The knowledge
derived Horn actual survey, sanctioned b}^ ocular

demonstration, and correctly reported, could have
none of the disadvantages attributed to book

farming. It would be the results of experience,

communicated, for the most part, by men who
practice what they communicate, and who can-
not afford to practise incorrectly.

In carrying into effect a survey of the kind al-

luded to, much—almost everything would depend
on the agricultural knowledge and judgment, as

well as industry, of the person or persons to whom
the surveys may be entrusted. It would be easy
to accumulate masses of matter, as flat, stale and
unprofitable as the figures in the calendar pages
of an old almanac; but if the inquirer knows what
has been in use, and is capable of judging of what
might be found useful in rural economy, mines of
information might be explored, more valuable
than those of Golconda or Potosi.

In order to obtain valuable results to the re-

searches, said to be in contemplation, a system
should be pursued as regards objects of imjuiry.
In Great Britain, the following course, or some-
thing similar, was usually adopted :

—

Survey of Middlesex.

Middlesex is part of the north side of a vale
watered by the Thames, and contains 179,200
acres, exhibiting a great variety of agriculture.

1. Geographical slate and circumstances.
Climate.—Healthy; warmer near London, from

the fires kept there. Stationary winds from south
west and north east. In spring, frost in the hol-

lows, when none on the hills: thermometer has
been as high as 83^, and as low as 6^ below zero.

Soil.—By long continued manuring, the surface
soil almost every where looks like loam.

Surface.—Gently waving; highest towards the
north ; Ilampstead 400 feet above the level of the
sea, &c.

llineral Strata.— 1. Cultivated surface. 2.

Gravel of flints, &e. Water: Abundant and ex-
cellent. The Thames falls about 24 feet in ten
miles. Mineral waters, at East Acton, Ilamp-
stead and Bagnigge wells. Fish caught in the

Thames : sturgeon, salmon, tench, &c. Spring
water found at various depths, from 5 to 300 feel

;

the latter the depth at Paddingion.
2. State of Properly.—Estates generally under

the care of attorneys and badly managed. Ten-
ures : much freehold, considerable extent of copy-
hold, some church, colleffe and corporation land.

Then follows: 3. Buildings; 4. Mode of occu-
pation ; 5. Implements; 6. Enclosing; 7. Ara-
ble land ; 8. (irass lands ; 9. Gardens and orch-

ards ; 10. Woods and plantations ; 11. Improve-
ments; 12. Live stock; 13. Rural economy; 14.

Political economy ; 15. Obstacles to improvement;
16. Miscellaneous observations ; 17. Means of
improvement.
Other topics of inquiry might be added to, or

substituted for some of the above mentioned;
and, perhaps, circular letters containing queries

relative to such points of information as are

thought of the greatest consequence, might be
sent to intelligent cultivators, in the towns about to

be visited for the purposes of agricultural survej's,

&c. By such and other means which will suggest
themselves to practical and ingenious cultivators,

a mass of information may be elicited which will

be of a value, scarcely to be overrated by the

most sanguine anticipations.-

From the Saratoga Sentinel.

ELECTRO-MAGNETIC ENGINE.

In company with Dr. Steel iind several other
gentlemen, we called upon Messrs. Davenport
and Cook, of this village, on Saturday, with a
view of examining the electro-magnetic engine
invented by the senior partner.

The ingenuit}', yet simplicity of its construc-
tion, the rapidity of its motion, together with the
grandeur of the thought that we are witnesing the
operations of machinery propelled by that subtle

and all pervading principle, electricity, combine to

render it the most interesting exhibition we have
ever witnessed.

Although we shall say something on the sub-
ject, it is perhaps impossible to describe this ma-
chine by words alone, so as to give more than a
faint idea of it to the reader.

It consists of a stationary magnetic circle, form-
ed of disconnected segments. These segments
are permanently charged magnets, the repelling

poles of which are placed contiguous to each
other. Within the circle stands the motive wheel,
having projecting galvanic magnets, which re-

volve as near the circle as they can be brought
without actual contact. The galvanic magnets
are charged by a battery, and when so charged,
magnetic attraction and repulsion arc both brought
into requisition, in giving motion to the wheel

—
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the poles of the (galvanic magnets being changed
more than a thousand times per minute.

Having in its construction but one wheel, re-

volving with no h'iclion except (i'oni its own shaft,

and from the wires connecting it Avith tiic galvanic

battery, the latter ol" which can scared)' be said to

impede the motion in any degree, the durability

of this engine must be almost without limit.

There is no danger to be apprehended from fire

or explosions : and we understand it is the opinion

of scientific gentlemen who have examined it, that

the expense of running this machine will not

amount to one fourth as much as that ol" a steam
engine of the same |)o\ver.

From the time when the Greek philosopher sup-
posed the magnet possessed a soul, its mysterious
power has been regarded with increasintr interest

and attention to the present day. In addition to

its utility in the com|)ass, thousands have labored

in vain attempts to obtain through its agency a ro-

tary motion. So intense has been the application

of some to this subject, that in the attempt they
have even lost that elevating attribute of our
species, reason. It was reserved for Mr. Daven-
port to succeed where so many had failed.

He commenced his labors more than three years
ago, and prosecuted them under the most dis-

couraging and unfavorable circumstances—sus-

tained by a constitutional perseverance and a clear

conviction of ultimate success. He obtained his

first rotary motion in July, 1834 ; since which time
he has devoted his whole attention to improve-
ments in his machine. During this period it has
passed through five different modifications, and'is

now brought to such a state of siinplicity and per-

fection (having apparently the li^west possible

number of parts,) that the proprietors consider no
further important alterations desirable, except in

the due proportions of the different magnets, in

which they are daily improving.
We were shown a model in which the motive

wheel was 5^ mches diameter, which elevated a
weight of twelve pounds. And to illustrate the

facilities for increasing the power of this engine,

another model was exhibited to us with a motive
wheel of eleven inches in diameter, which eleva-

ted a weight of eighty-eight pounds. Although
these models have been for some time in progress,

and we have occasionally been |)ermitted to ex-

amine them, we have wailed till the present |)eriod,

when the practicability of obtaining a rapid and
unlimited increase of power .seems to be placed

beyond a doubt, before expressing an opinion, or

calling the public attention to the subject.

If this engine answers the expectations of the

inventor, (and we believe no one can assign a

reason vvhy it should not,) it is destined to produce
the greatest revolution in the commercial and me-
chanical interests, which the world has ever wit-

nessed. We may consider the period as com-
mencing when machinery in general will be pro-

pelled by power concentrated upon the plan of
this engine; when the vessels of all commercial
nations will be guided to their point of destination

and urged forward in their course by the same
agent, triumphantly contending against winds and
tides, with the silent sublimity of unseen, but irre-

Bistible power

!

The prophetic ken of science is happily exhib-
ited by Dr. Lardner, in his Treatise on the Steam
Engine. His far seeing genius seems to have

anticipated the inventioil'of which we are speak-
ing. "Philosophy,'' said he, " already directs her
finger at sources of inexhaustible power in the phe-
nomena of electricity and magnetism, and many
causes combine to justify the expectation that we
arc on the eye of" mechanical discoveries still

greater than any which have jet appeared : and
that the steam engine itself", with the gigantic

l)owers conferred upon if by the inmiortal Watt,
will dwindle into insiiinificance, in comparison with
the hidden powers of nature still to be revealed;
and that the day will come when that machine,
which is now extending the blesssings of civiliza-

tion to the most remote skirts of the globe, will

cease to have existence, except in the page of his-

tory."

From the ingenuity, perseverance, and mechan-
ical skill of Ransom Cook, Esq. who has himself
made an important invention in this engine, and
has undertaken to bring the same into use, we an-
ti(,"ipate a speedy introduction of its merits to the

public. It is hoped that he may prove a second
Livingston to another Fulton. He is about to de-

part for our large cities, in some of which he con-

templates the erection of powers lor mechanical
purposes.

Several individuals, agents of Messrs. Daven-
port and Cook, are also departing with models to

secure letters patent in the different countries in

Europe and South America.

For tlie Farmers' Register.

REMARKS ON THE AGRICULTURE OP NEL-
SON AND AMHERST. KG. I.

A^elson, January, 1837.

Dear Sir:—All those who have received plea-

sure or instruction from the perusal of the Regis-
ter, will fi^el the force of the ap.olication you make
in your December number, for literary contri-

butions. Being myself one of that number, (al-

though, heretofore certainly not intending to write

on the subject of agriculture,) I regard it now as

proper to make an attempt at reciprocity for the
labors of others. And, in truth, there never was
a time when it was more mcumbent on those who
wish well to Virginia, to endeavor to show that the
cfTorts of the ao-riculturist may be compensated here,

and that there is no necessity to fly fr-om sterility at

home, to climates far more unfiivorable to health
and life, in order to procure the means of comfort-

able subsistence. If bills of mortality were accu-

rately kept for the south-western states, it would
be seen at what an enormous sacrifice of life those
countries are settled, by persons who leave cli-

mates where health may be enjoyed, and where
tolerable agricultural skill, with industry, would
furnish in abundance the necessaries of life. That
I know to be the case in the country lying on the
eastern side of the Blue Ridge, from my own ex-
perience—and yet scarcely any other presents to

the eye of the traveller, a more wasted appear-
ance. The old fields exhibit numerous galls and
gullies, whilst decayed fences show, in many
cases, the ground is abandoned, because, in the

language of the country, it is tonrn nut. Yet a
farm is occasionally seen in quite a different con-
dition, where the land, not in tillage, is covered

with good crops of clover and other grasses, and that

under the plough, from the burthen it bears, pro-

mising an adenuate return for the labor bestowed.
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This difference, at the* first glance, is seen to

spring from a dill'erent sj-steni of management.
Let us briefly contrast them. The old consisted,

and, in many places, yet consists, in clearing land,

however steep, and cultivating it in tobacco, plant-

ed in hills, made lor the purpose in rows running

directly up the ascent, leaving a space between
them, in which the water of heavy rains collects

in torrents, and bears ofl' a portion ot the soil to

the plain below. Year after J'car, the land is cul-

tivated in tobacco, until the crop fails so much as

to threaten loss to the planter. Then the ground is

put in corn—the crop worked by shovel ploughs,

cutting a shallow furrow, in many instances, di-

rectly up hill, loosening the suriace just enough to

be carried off by the first heavy rain. Wheat
followa corn, and corn wheat, until the land is

nearly exhausted. Then perhaps a year of what
is called rest is given, which consists in turning in

the stock of the farm to eat up every vestige of

vegetation that appears during the season. In

advanced stages of decline, rj'e and oats are sub-

stituted for wheat, and when numerous galls and
gullies are formed, and broomstraw covers the re-

sidue of the field, it is abandoned as worn out, and
thrown into common. The new mode is, simply
to adopt the convertible husbandry, to follow grain

crops with grass, principally red clover, to allow

the land to remain imder grass two or more years,

before it is again subjected to the plough, to avoid
close grazing, and to apply the manures of the

i"arm-pens, stables, &c. The increase of crop is

so immediate, and so considerable, Irom this bet-

ter husbandry, that to those who are not aware
how many prejudices exist in agriculture, and
how extremely dilficult it is for cultivators of the

earth to change any of their habits, an adhe-
rence to the old mode seems unaccountable

—

habits, perhaps, more pernicious in a hilly country
like this, where washing rains are so frequent and
destructive, than in any other. Men, apparently
with as good natural endowments as the rest of

their species, have settled on lands here in the

forest state, have built good ho'.ises, and made
other expensive improvements, and j'et have pur-

sued such a system of culture, as rapidly im-
poverished their fields, and inevitably doomed
them to sterility, before, in the course of nature,

their own lives might be expectiul to terminated.

To move in old age to a distant land, and encoun-
ter the privations and difficulties of a settlement in

the wilderness, among pestilential marshes, howl-
ing wild bests, and men nearly as savage, is an
arduous task ; to remain at home in circumstances
daily becoming more straitened, as the wants of a

growing fmiily are increasing, is liitle less per-

plexing. Yet this has been the dilemma of so

many Virginians, and continues to be so to sucli

an extent, that an examination of tlie means by
Avhich it may be avoided, may be useful, if it

(?hould prove the instrument of rescuing even one
individual from that situation. The first step
would seem to be, the exposure of the prejudices
so operative in producing this result, and particu-

larly with regard to the tobacco crop, which will

doubtless long continue to occupy a large portion
of the labor of^ this country.

It is extensively believed that its culture is in-

consistent with the improvement of the soil, from
the large quantity of labor it requires. It is true,

the culture of tobacco requires a large portion of

the time and attention of the laborers of a flirra,

where it constitutes an important ingredient of the

crops raised; but under a better system than that

in common use, time enough is left, not "only to

prevent the farm from retrograding, but to main-
tain it in a state of progressive improvement. In-

stances exist in this country where tobacco has
been largely coultivated lor more than twenty
years, and j'et the general ieriility of the larm has
been more than doubled in that tim.e.

Tobacco is believed by many to be one of the

most powerful of exhausters, not only directly, but

indirectly, by exposing the land to wash more
than any other crop. As a direct exhauster, I

think it less potent than Indian corn, wheat, rye,

or oats. It affords the best preparation lor the

wheat crop, known to me—decidedly better than
a naked fallow. It is true it exposes the land to

wash under the ordinary management, not only

more than any other crop cultivated by us, but so

much, as to render the preservation of the fertility

of the soil exceedingly difficult. But a better sys-

tem is within the reach of every planter, which, at

least, does not diminish the quantity or quality of

the plant, whilst it preserves the soil. This sys-

tem, I will endeavor hereafier to describe.

Those prejudices, by producing apath}', prevent

the search after improvement which is indispensa-

ble to success.

Many suppose the nature of the labor emplo3'ed
in the southern states, is incompatible with an im-
proving system of agricultue. The writer is con-

vinced, from his own experience, it is better than
the hired labor of the greater portion the non-
slavebolding stales.

In bodily health and strength, the black is fully

equal to the white man. And as to willingness,

necessity alone produces bdior fioni the operatives

classes of any color. The agriculturists of the

free states, as they are called, must closely inspect

the work of their hirelings, to obtain an adequate
return for their wages—and a serious neglect in

that respect, would be soon f(>llowed by ruin.

Where population is dense, and the competition

for employment active—where it is a favor 1o be
emploj'ed, and a serious evil to be rejected, then

the landholder acquires a control over bis hired

labor that renders it very efficient. Dut where
the demand f)r labor exceeds the suppi)', and the

discharged laborer is eagerly employed, immedi-
ately after his dismissal by otliers, the case is wide-

ly different. And llfis is, in truth, the situation of

most of the northern, and all the northwestern

states. Did the landholders of the south bestow
as much personal attention to their farms, as

those of the north, and northwest, tlic inqiropriety

of many of their practices would be iiirced upon
their attention, and the adoption of better hahits

with steady industiy, would speedily show their

results. But the control thej' possess over their

labor, enables them to delcfiate it to overseers.

Crops are made with considerable injury to the

soil by those who neilber know or care bow to

preserve it. Ruin does not come so soon from
neglect of busines, as it would to the northern

landholder: it, nevertheless, too olien comes at last;

and when the soil is destroyed, the master fiuds

subsistence for himself and slaves reduced to a

scanty pittance. Paradoxical as it may seem, it

is in truth the superiority of our labor that contri-

butes to the cadaverous aspect of our country :
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it enables us to live with much worse manage-
ment than would be iis?eil, were it of an inferior

(li'scriplion. If we were compelled to pav our la-

borers liioli waiies, in money, every year, and the
crop eultivated by ihem would not yield ihe means,
llie first year would close Ihe business. Cut we
frive only victuals and clothes. Our capital, the
soil, wastes so imperceptibly, we are scarcely
aware of it ; and finally when nothinn; more is to

be obtained from it, we lay the blame on every
thing but our ou'n neo-lect and iijnorance.

( jTo be continued.)

ON THE PRAIRIE I^ANDS OP AI.ARABtA, AND
THE CAUSE OF RUST IN COTTON, SO FRE-
QUENT ON THOSE LANDS.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Jan. 25, 1S37.

Dear Sir :—I received day before yesterday the

earlier volumes of the Farmers' Register, ordered

to complete ni}^ set, together with the sheet con-
taining your essay on prairies, to which you have
asked my attention.

Your tlieory of the formation of prairies* is, I

liave no doubt, the true one, and will claim the as-

sent of ever}^ intelligent man who knows any
thing of that interesting region. I live in Jjowndes
county, Alabama, the heart of the prairies— and
I have always been convinced that they were
produced by some original ditfi^rence in the soil,

and not li'om burning>:, as has been idly suiigested.

That ditierence in soil 3-ou have doubtless pointed

out, and if I had time, I could support j-our theory
l)y a great number of facts, coming within my
own knowledge ; and I could show that the ex-
ceptions appearing to disprove your positions, are

the strongest confirmations. The subject is of
great importance to my section of conntr}', and its

investigation will, I have no doubt, lead to the dis-

covery of the cause, and to the prevention of the

rust in cotton, the most serious drawback on the

value of that kind of land. I think 3^00 are wrong
as to its being for want of sand. It is excess of
both lime and vegetable matter, forming a chemical
combination, and when that excess is overcome
either bj' clay or sand, I have no doubt a cure

would be efit^cted ; by clay, however, sooner than
by sand. I believe the same result woidd be ob-

tained by an increase of vegetable matter, which
Avould neutralize the excess of lime. Lime, how-
ever, without a considerable amount of vegetable

matter, cannot form that chemical combination
which, in my opinion, rusts cotton, llence on
the peaks of prairie hills, where the lime exists

almost alone, in a white chalky state, and where
the soil is so poor as to produce scarcely anytliing,

the land, by a slight application of vegetable mat-
ter, quickly improves, but never gets that pecu-
liar loose, black, friable, and rich state which rusts

cotton. This is the kind described in analysis No.
20, of your Essay on Prairies, (p. 332, vol. iii.

Farmeis' Register,) and though from poverty it

produces but little cotton, it never rusts.

I can, by merely riding over prairie land, tell

where it will rust. Tlie rusting soil is always

* Published iii vol. iii. Farmers' Register, pp. 321
to 336.

rich, deep, porous, and dry for a considerable
depth below the surflice, say five inches. It can
be ploughed by a wooden plough, and is exceed-
ingly fine lor corn. The cotton plant requires a
firmer and more compact subsoil for ils taj) root to

enter, than can be found in this loose rich soil

which rusts cotton, llence on pulling up the
plant which is much rusted, it will be found to

Itave either no tap root at all, and to be supported
entit'ely by lateral roots, which being small are

very numerous—or the tap root, if it exists at all,

is of a diminished size.

In coming to the conclusion that rust is produc-
ed by the too loose and porous state of the soil,

arising as I think, out of the chcmieal combination
of lime (in some form or other) and vegetable
matter, when both of these sulistances are in ex-
cess, as compared with the other constituents of

the soil, I am governed by the f()!lowing facts.

1st. Excess of lime alone, cannot ijroduce that

loose soil which makes rust, because the greatest
excess of lime is found on the summit of our open
prairie hills, which are white and poor, but not

as loose and porous as the blacker and richer land
further down the hills, where the open prairie joins

the " slues," or limbered land ; and while the
white and poor land on and near the summit,
though producing smaller cotton, does not rust,

the black, rich, and looser land, on the side of the
hill, having less lime, but more vegetable matter,

will certainly rust. The first, or white prairie, is

the variety described in No. 20 of your analyses.

For the first year or two, it produces very little

;

but after four or five years' cultivation, fi-om the

vegetable matter of the stalks left on it, and from
exposure to the sun, it grows darker, and produces
better. It is precisely like, and I think, nothing
more than, the usual subsoil of prairie land, in

high places showing itself on the surfiice. The
black, loose, rusting land, where the open prairie,

joins the woodland, is described in many speci-

mens of your analyses, but is best described in Nos.
11 and 12, as the outskirts of the open prairie

where it joins the hammock, (p. 332 vol. iii.) It

is said in the statement of the analyses, that Nos.
11 and 12 contain no carbonate of lime ; but I am
convinced that they contain a large quantity of
lime, in some form—or possibly magnesia. Those
who are acquainted with prairies, can detect lime

by the eye, but cannot determine whether it is

carbonate of lime, or lime in some other state.

The reason why 1 suppose that Nos. 11 and 12
have a great quantity of lime in some state,

though not, as appears by your experiments, in

the form of carbo ate of lime, is, that I have seen
such lands as they are described to be, and know,
from the eye, that they have a large quantity of
what is considered, by us, as lime, and besides,

they are described as loose and porous ; and every
other experiment you recite, proves that these

qualities of looseness and porosity are, on rich

soils, in the precise ratio of the quantity of lime in

them. From my acquaintance with the several

specimens analyzed, by their description, except
on the poor soils, and on Nos. 11 and 12, I should
say that the measure of lime in them is an exact
exponent of their looseness or want of adhessive-

ness; wherefore I conclude, if Nos. 11 and 12

have no carbonate of lime, ihey have a great

quantity of the sulphate of lime, or lime in some
other state—or otherwise, it may be magnesia.
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2d. llust is not produced by excess of vegetable

matter alnne^ because our wooded prairies gener-

ally, such as are described in Nos. 3, 4, 5, 6, 24,

27, 28, 32, 33, are as black and as rich, or richer,

than any of our rusting open prairies, but are

closer, firmer, and more adhessive, and hence

never rust cotton. With a quantity of vegetable

matter as great or greater than any of our prairie

soils, these specimens have, without an exception,

but ci comparatively small quantity ofUvie. If they

had a portion of lime sufficiently great to maii:e,

with the vegetable matter contained in them, a

compound of both lime and vegetable matter which

should exceed the other constituents of the soil,

and particularly its clay, I have no doubt they

would be as loose and jjorous as any prairie lands

could be, and therelbre would rust as much. As
I said before, that excess of lime does not cause

that/joroHS and finely granulated state of the soil

which rnsts cotton, so these experiments warrant

me in saying that no known quantity of vegetable

matter will have that etiect. Hence 1 am driven

to the conclusion that large quantities both of lime

and vegetable matter arc required to lorm that com-

pound in excess which destroys the adhesiveness

of the soil, and consequently rusts cotton. I know
of but one kind ofwooded prairie which rusts cotton,

and that, not as soon, or as much, as the open prai-

rie. 1 allude to a black, rich, dry, porous and adhe-

sive soil, resembling Nos. 11 and 12, and other spe-

cimens of rich, open prairie, but covered principal-

ly with a tree called ivarwhoo. I have no doubt

this variety has, in addition to its rich supply of ve-

getable matter, more lime than most wooded
prairie soils, and for that reason it is less ad-

hesive. When this land has been cultivated

.a number of years, it becomes very loose and
,open, and cotton rusts in it to an injurious

(extent, but not as badly as in the open prai-

j-ie. Post oak is an indication of much clay in

prairie land, and hence when you find much post

joak, you find a land stiti' and adhesive, good for

cotton, free from rust, but not as good for corn as

looser and more friable land of the same fertility.

No. 5 (p. 331 vol. iii.) is one of the best speci-

mens of this kind of land, and though it has no
carbonate of lime, 1 am sure it has lime in some
other form, but the quantity is not large compared
with the other ingredients, particularly vegetable

matter and clay.

If, then, I am right in supposing that cotton ne-

ver rusts from excess of lime singly, or from ex-

cess of vegetable matter singly, but does rust

when both these ingredients are found together in

excess, I come to the conclusion, that when lime

and vegetable matter forms a union or chemical
combination, which exceeds the other ingredients

of the soil, and particularly the clay, the soil loses

its adhesiveness, and assumes that loose and po-

rous state which produces rust. Hence all prairie

lands which rust, have a large portion of both

lime and vegetable matter, and of course a dimin-

ished proportion ofclay or sand ; and as the surface

washes away, until you reach the subsoil, the ex-

cess ot lime and vegetable matter increases, and
with it there is an increased liability to rust.

When, however, the surface is entirely washed
away, the subsoil, though with a greater excess of

lime, having but little vegetable matter, produces
very small cotton, but never rusted cotton. On
the other hand, " hog-bed prairie," as it is culled,

No. 30, (p. 333, vol. iii.) though abounding in ve-

getable matter, having, evidently to the eye, but
little lime, (eight per cent, by the analysis, and
this is, I think, more than usual,) but a large

quantity of clay, never was known to rust.

If my hypothesis is true, that the want of ad-
hesiveness in the soil is the cause of rust, and that

this is produced by the combined excess of vege-
table matter and lime, the following remedies, lor

that disease in the soil, present themselves.
1st. Clay, to a certainty, would destroy this ex-

cess, and substitute in place of looseness and loo

great friability, that adhesiveness which the soil

wants, to prevent rust.

2d. Sand would also destroy this excess, and
might (though I speak doubiingly,) give more
closeness and compactness to the soil, and there-

by prevent rust. It is used for opposite purposes
on all other soils ; but the sandiest soil is not so

loose, light, and porous as the rusting prairie soil.

Nothing but a bed of new ashes can compare with
it. Besides, the sandiest pine wood soils are not

so porous and open as to rust cotton ; but on the
other hand, light sandy " isinglass" lands on the

rivers, worn out, are subject to rust, though not to

the extent of prairie lands. They are, however,
lighter and looser than other sandy lands, either on
account of the isinglass, [mica,] or the presence
of a large portion of calcareous earth. These op-
posing facts cause me to speak doubtingl}^ of the
effect of sand, although I am inlbrmed that the
best prairie lands, for cotton, in Texas and some
parts of Mississippi, have a much greater propor-

tion of sand in them, than is to be found in the

prairies of Alabama. The best cotton lands with
us, are stiff lands, where clay predominates.*

If these two processes, or either of them, would
prevent the rust, it is obvious they would at the
same time impoverish the land, by lessening the
relative amount of vegetable matter in the soil;!

and in any event would be attended with great

expense, as clay is no where to be found in the

prairies, except in combinations of from sixty to

eighty per cent, with lime, and sand is very
scarce. In boring lor wells, to the depth of hun-
dreds of feet, the quantity of' lime mixed with the

clay does not diminish.

The question then presents itself, whether it is

practicable, by animal or vegetable manure, to

lessen the excess, or to neutralize the lime, so as

to prevent that chemical union or combination
which I have supposed to exist only when both

these ingredients are in very large quantities ?

In other words, can the addition of vegetable matter

* We have no doulit but that in such soils, contain-

ing very little silicious earth, and yet very light from

great superabundance of calcareous earth, an applica-

tion of sand would stiffen the soil.

—

Ed. Far. Reg.

t The addition of barren sand would not impover-

ish, but enrich (or manure) the soil—or at least serve

to increase its productive power. Though the vegeta-

ble or putrescent matter in soil is all that feeds plants,

and therefore alone gives, directly, fertility to soils,

still when in excess, the su])erabundant part is injuri-

ous to the crop, and its abatement, or being balanced

by a barren but necessary earth, would be indirectly

giving more productive powers, or richness to the soil.

—Ed. Fah. Reg.
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reduce lliis excessively calcareous soil to what _you
call a rich " neutral soil V' Your analyses iiivor this

opinion. Among tJie best soils for cotton, described
in those numbers, tew of them have any carbonate
ol'lime ; and none orthem a large portion. I have
no doubt, however, that iu those having no carioyi-

atc of lime, there is lime in some otiier form, but
perhaps, to use your idea, "neutralized." Nos. 4,

5, 6, 8, 29, and 31, have no carbonate ol" lime,
and 1 have no doubt, with the exception of No.
22, are the best cotton lands described. No. 3,
is doubtless good, but has too much carbonate ol

lime. The same may be said of No. 17. No. 19,
good, but has lime in excess ; the same remark of
No. 24. No. 27, though s/ite or wooded prairie,

approaches, I should sujjpose, to the character ol'

Avarwhoo land, belore described, and would not
always be proof against rust. No. 28, I imagine,
is of the same character.

I may here remark, that land which is light and
loose, comparatively, though not enough so to

rust cotton, produces very large stalks, but never
bolls as well, as closer and stiffer soils. Hence
post oak lands, which are always slifT, from a re-

dundancy of clay, is proverbial for not very large,

but very heavy Jaolled cotton ; and besides its ex-
emption from rust, is less liable to other casual-
ties, and is considered more "certain lor a crop."
This fact explains mv qualification of praise as to

No. 3, No. 17, No. 19, and No. 24, though prob-
ably none of these lands have enough lime in

them to make tliem sufficiently loose and porous
to rust cotton. 1 am convinced, however, that by
having more lime than they ought to have, they
are not so close and adhesive as to produce as well
as Nos. 4, 5, 6, 8, 29, and 31.

I am so well acquainted with the soils described,
that, from the description given, I can form a very
good idea of w^hat they are. In fact, I am ac-
quainted with some of the lands from which the
specimens have been taken.

Upon the effect of manure in preventing rust,

experiments have as yet been so partial, that opin-
ion is very much divided. In the first two years
of cultivating open prairie, belore the grass roots
and other vegetable matter are rotted and destroy-
ed, rust scarcely shows itself. The same land,
when it becomes older, and before its fertility is

impaired, judging by the corn crops, will rust bad-
ly. Many have thought from this, that by sow-
ing small grain, and leaving long stubble, the rust
would be prevented ; but so far as I know, this

has, strange as it may appear, increased the dis-

ease. Others have manured lightly with cotton
seed, and some have bedded their corn and cotton
stalks in the ridge upon which they planted cotton.
The success that has followed- these two courses,
is differently estimated by different individuals

;

and many think, thoughl differ withthem, that the
labor is thrown away. The effect is, however,
not decisive. I have understood that stable ma-
nure has, with one gentleman, completely cored
the worst forms of the disease.

From these facts I should infer that if manure
is to do any good, it must be in quantities large
enough to lessen or neutralize the lime, and I

think the best form in which it can be applied,
will be in clover, sown and then turned under.
The experiments with clover have been iew ; but
in one instance, I have been informed, it was
sown on prairie land in Lowndes county, that it

grew very large, and that it continued a good crop
through three seasons. Our climate has been
considered too warm lor this plant; but this ex-
periment shows that soil has much more inHuence
than climate, and, I think, promises a cure tor the
rust. At any rate, the experiment is worth re-

peating.*

I fear I have tried your patience, by this long
and undigested scraAvl, in support of a theory as

as to the cause and prevention of rust in cotton.

The man, however, who succeeds in finding a re-

medy for this disease, will confer on the prairie

region of the south-west, a public benefit, equal-
ed only by that conlerred on the people of east-

ern Virginia, by your Essay and experiments on
the use of calcareous manures. I have written

much more than I intended when I sat down, and
must ask your indulgence for the hasty and very
imperfect maimer in which I have presented those
crude reflections, which have sprung up in my
mind, since reading the "Essay on the formation
of Prairies," which you were so kind as to send
me. You are at liberty to publish any portion, ifyou
think any of my facts or opinions are worthy of
notice. If not, I shall feel no mortification, that

reflections which have travelled only with my
pen, should be withheld. In any event, I shall,

when I reach home, bestow some attention on the

subject, and give you the result of better digested
opinions.

If you can send me one other of your Essays
on Calcareous JNJanures, and as many of the sheets

containmg the theory of the formation of prairies

as you can spare, I will be greatly obliged to you,
and will remit you their price, by being inlbrmeil

of the same. I wish to put them in the hands of
a few intelligent friends in Alabama, and in so

doing, I hope to confer a benefit on the agriculture

of that fine state. I may perhaps send you some
further specimens of Lowndes county soil, for

analysis, as there are some varieties, wliich if

analyzed would throw additional light on the sub-
ject of this letter.

MEANS OF GUARDING AGAINST THE RAVA-
GES OP BLACK WEEVIL.

To tlie Editor of tlie Farmeis' Register.

J'erson Co. ]V. C. Feb. 1st, 1837.

Mr. Editor:—Having perused your Register
li'om the commencement of your fourth volume

* Tfiis report of the success of clover on calcareous

lands in Alabama, is highly gratifying, and accords

well with the views we have elsewhere expressed.

But a few years ago, it was a universal belief that even

the climate of lower Virginia was quite too hot for

clover culture to succeed. Now, it is established that

marl or lime will make our worst soils fit for clover,

and generally, also for the further improvement of g^yp-

sum ; and that where the soil is thus fitted for clover,

the climate ceases to be found unfriendly. We doubt

not that the cultivators of the prairie lands of the south

and west, may gain (or save) the value of many mil-

lions of dollars, by the yet untried use of clover, and

by otherwise treating properly their calcareous soils,

as required by their peculiar properties.

—

Ed.
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up to the present time, and having never seen any
remedy lor or against the black weevil, which
has proved so destructive to the wheat crops after

they have been housed or garnered, in this section

of country, and I suppose generally throujih the

whole of the v/heat growing countries, I would
state for the benefit of those whom it may con-

cern, that I have found out a sure remedy, so fur

as my e.xpcrience has gone, (say tor the last five

or six years,) which is simply this : Take, I would
say, one sack of Liverpool blown salt, and have
it properly mixed with one thousand bushels of

wheat; or a half bushel of salt will be a sufficient

quantity lor one hundred bushels, if well intermix-

ed. Since I lell upon this plan, I have not seen a

black weevil in my crop of wheat, or houses
where it is stowed away, although kept until it

was very old. Eelbre using the salt among my
wheat, it was very often cut to pieces and spoiled,

by the weevil, so that it was neither fit lor bread nor

market. I think the rice dealers or planters would
do well to try the retnedy, as well as the wheat
growers, &c. I do not consider that any person

would ever find their wheat or rice the worse, or

injured with so small a quantity of salt to such a
large bulk of wheat or rice. In fact, it is not to be
perceived in the wheat or flour, either as it respects

flavor or taste. If you think the above of any
service to the public, or v/orthy of a place in your
Register, you are at liberty to publish it with my
own proper name.

JOHN P. WEBB.

For llie Fanners' Register.

SUBSTITUTE FOR HOP YEAST.

Take of wheat bran one quart—water, three

quarts—two or three sprigs of common hore-

hound— boil down to one quart—strain, bottle and
sweeten in the usual way, and you have a fine

yeast.

As I put but little confidence in recipes not au-
thenticated by the proper name of the giver, I

send mine, with the assurance that delightful loaf

bread, made with this yeast, was used in my fami-

ly more than a montli or two.

S. G. T. COULTER.
New Kent.

From the Gardener's Magazine.

PROPAGATING THE PEACH.

1st. We gather the stones in the fiill, which we
bury about an inch under ground, (high and early

ground is preferred, as the pits will sprout earlier

in the spring,) spreading them singly, but as

closely as you can, in order that the frost may
have its full efl'ect upon them. The best time for

putting them in the ground, is the last of October,

but any time in October or November will do.

2d. Preparing Vie groand for the young trees.—
Select a rich and middling dry piece of ground,
which, if very rich, will do without manuring, but

if not, manuring is indispensable. Sliort and old

manure is the best, and if some rich dirt be mixed
therewith, I think all the better. The manure
should be spread along the furrows, which should
be made with a plough, four feet apart. If any
other manure be added after, I would recommend
lime or ashes. The ground should be ploughed
as well as harrowed well, in the first place.

3d. Transplanting.—This should be done as

soon as the pits begin to sprout in the spring, by
dropping them in the rows already prepared for

them, about eight or nine inches apart, and covered

about an inch or more deep. Some nurserymen
let the young sprouts grow six or eight inches

high befi)re Ihey transplant them, but the former

way, I think, the best. The young trees shouKl

be planted and hoed as often as necessary, in order

to keep them free from weeds and grass, say three

or four times each, the last just belbre budding,

and not afterwards that season.

4th. Budding.—Select from the healthiest trees

the scions of the kinds you wish to propagate, cut

oflT the leaves and keep them in water, at least,

the butt ends, (those buds which have three leaves

on, are the best.) They may be kept in this man-
ner three or four days. Then take the scion in

your left hand, holding the butt end downwards,
enter your knife about half an inch below the bud,

and cut upwards about a quarter of an inch above
the bud, taking the wood with it, and then cut

across the twig deep enough for the bud to come
00'; then with die point of your knile take out the

wood from the bud ; then make a transverse cut

in the stock to be budded, about three or four inch-

es above the ground, (first trimming oflfthe leaves

and limbs about six inches above the ground ;)

from the middle of this cut, make a slit about half

an inch downwards, then, with the point of your
knife, open the bark on each side of the slit, by the

transverse cut; enter the lower end of the bud
therein, bearing it down with your thumb and fin-

ger, till the top side of the bud comes just below
the first transverse cut; then with bark or yarn,

wind above and below the bud, in order to Keep
close to the wood. In twelve or fourteen days, the

bandages may be removed. The time of budding
may be from the 20ih of August to the 20lh of

September, perhaps later sometimes. In the fol-

lowing spring, when the buds grow three or four

inches long, the old staik should be cut off about

an inch above the bud. In the following fall or

spring, you may set out your orchard, putting

the trees about twenty feet apart. Tlie ground
should be rich and dry—not springy. Manuring is

indispensable, unless the ground be very rich.

Corn or potatoes may be planted among the trees,

with: benefit to them for three or four years.

BEET SUGAR.

Notice has been officially given in the New
York papers, that an a|)plication will be made to

the legislature, at the next session, for an act of
incorporation for a company for the manufiiclure

of suji'ar from the beet root, with a capital of

^500,000.

From tlie Genesee Farmer.

COMPARATIVE WEIGHTS OF GREEN AND DRY
GRASSICS.

A great number of accurate experiments show
that on an average

—

100 lbs. green red clover makes 27 lbs. of hay.

100 " " herds grass ^ " 40 " "

100 " " li-esh meadow " 38 " "

100 " " salt grass " 39 •' "

100 " " rovvenor2dcrop" 19 " "

100 " " cornstalks " 25" dry stalks.
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From the British Quarterly Journal of A';riculture.

Oy THE SPECIES AND VARIETIES OF DOMES-
TIC FOWLS.

The varietips in the sizes, Hjrms, and colors, of
our doinostic linvls, are sulficieiuly stril<inir to at-

tract the notice of the most indilftM-ent observer;
while, to those who can fiml suhjects of" reflection

in every production oC nature, ilu-y may be made
an ample source of interestinir remark, as well as
of amusino^ experiment. " If people," says M.
Reaumur, "are atiected with the kind of pleasure
so transitory to the most enthusiastic florists, who
procure it but for a lew days by a world of care
and toil coniinued through a whole year— if they
are ati'ected by the variety and fine combination of

colors in their favorite flowers, the puulirv-yard,
when well manatjed, may b(> made to offer i hem
endless pleasures of the same de^;cripIiou.'"

The greater number of cocks, even those of the
commonest breeds, when exposed to the play of
the sun's rays, exhibit the briirhtest colors; and
with the flossy brilliancy, beauty, and varied
mixture, we are the more struck in proportion to

our minute observation of th^m. The hens, on
the other hand, if the breeds have been select, are
often no le^s worthy of admiration. Some, for

instance, have spots distributed with (jreat reffu-
larity, and so' brii^htly white as to look silvery;
others are termed ijolden, because they are spotted
orspeckled with a fine cjolden oranore color ; while
the more common colors are varied in a manner
almost endless—and, upon the whole, domestic
fowls offer a multitude of colors, the several shades
of which would be found with difficulty, if they
were sou<rht for among the birds of the woods or
the waters.

It is no less worthy of notice, with regard to

colors, that, amontJ: the (owls in a poultiy-vard,
they not unfrequently chan.u-e in a surprir^in"<T man-
ner from the time vvhe!i the chicks cast their down,
to the annual moult of the fuH-irrown fowls. It

is no doubt the recjular process, at least after the
second and followini^ moults, for the colors to con
tinue nmch the same. I have at present a hen of
the Spanish breed, which has been of a uniform
black for two successive moults, but has now her
neck, winiTs, and tail-t(?athers, tipped with pure
white. I have another which was all over of' sil-

ver-trrey color, hut has now her head and neck
coal-black, with a ring ol'fine white at the base of
the neck, while the rest of the body is finely

speckled with black and snow-white. It is re-

markable also, that this chanire took place in a
few weeks, without any obvious moult, so as to

cause her to appear anywhere bare of feathers.

M. Reaumur tells us, that in one of his hens
which his poultry-woman distinguished from the
rest by a crooked claw, when her coat began to

be taken notice olj had feathers of the ruddy co-
lor, mixed with brown, so common amnntr dunir-
hill fowls. A year after, this hen was observed to

become almost black, with here and there '•ome
large white spots. After the second moulting,
bHck was the predominent color on everv part of
the body ; but, strange to tell, upon the succeed-
ing moult, whi^e was the predominant color, and
only a few black patches about the size of a half-

crown piece could be observed. Upon the suc-
ceeding moult, all the black spots disappeared, and
the hen became uniformly of a pure white like that

Vol. IV—83

of a swan. As she was at this time old for a
fowl, that is, not less than ten years, it might be
thought that old age, which whitens the human
hair, likewise whitens the finiihers of certain birds;

I'ut, in that case, M. Reaumur says the transition

from the ruddy to the while ought not lo have
been made, as it really was, throuirh the black,

and was of opinion, as the hen was still vi!rorou.<5

and heidthy, that she might again change her co-

lor, if she lived, to brown or black.

A cock which was observerl also by M. Reau-
mur more carefully than the hen just mentioned,
afforded him some proo's that the white color of
the fi'athers was not, at least in that instance,

caused by age. The owner of the cock was
struck the fiisf time he moulted with the singular

change in his c^lor, and, for five successive moults,

there was always a consitlerable change of color.

Jn his first year, he had some of the rudd)' brown,
mixed with while, so common in dunghill cocks;
in the second, he was all over ruddy brow n, or

rather red, without any white ; in the third lie be-

came unif(irmly black ; in the fourth uniformly
white ; and in ihe fifth, when he was presented by
the Prior of Bury to M. Reaumur as a curiosity,

he had white feaihiM's mixed with a good deal of
ruddy color and brown, bordering upon chestnut,

his neck, back, wings and belly being ruddy, and
even where there were white feathers, they were
mingled with ruddy ones. During the vacation,

M. Reaumur was two months without seeing
him, but, in this period, he became so chanired as

not to be recognizable, hisfi^athers having become
all over of the finest white. The following year he
had partly white feathers, but the greater portion

was ruddy, or rather of a fair red. Here, then,

was a re-transition fi-om white to a liijht brown,
indicating that the whiteness of his feathers was
not owinfr to the number of his years.

Such is a very small specimen of the interesting

observations which might be made in the poultry-

yard by those who choose to direct their attention

to the chanii'es continually occurring there. In

order, however, io lay some foundation for similar

inquiries, and what may be deemed of still greater

importance by most of the readers of this journ-

al, the comparative value, in an economicai point

of view, of different sorts of fowls, I shall here at-

tempt a sketch of the several species and varie-

ties, as describe! by naturalists iind practical wri-

ters ; and. with these views, it may be advisable

to begin with the wild species, nativesof the warm
climates of the east, supposed to he the origin of
the tame varieties. Of the wild there are only
two species.

1. Java Cock.

Char. Spec.—Galliis Bankiva, Temminck. Male:
Comb t"ot!i"di'oiiipressed ; wattled under the inotith;

tail som'^what sharpened at the top, and sub-hori-

zontal ; feathrr,=< of the neck flosiy^ated, rounded at

the top; head and hack t'awn-colored ; wing-coverfs
blown and filack ; belly and tail black. Female
brownish- screy and golden yellow; comb and wat-
tles lf?s than in the male. Inhabits Java. Comb
and wattles ruddy ; feet ash-grey.

Description.—This bird is indigenous to the

Island of .Java, and is specifically disiinyuished by
a red indented comb, red wattles, and cinereous

legs and lijet. The male has a thin indented or
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scalloped comb, a sort of beard dependinf^ from

the under mandible, the tail a little elevated above
the level of the rump, and the feathers somewhat
imbricated. The leathers of the neck or hackles

are long, pendant, and rounded at the tips, and of

the finest golden red ; the head and back arefivvn-

colored ; the wing-coverts iire dusky, brownish,

and black ; and the tail and belly are black.

The li^male is of a dusky ash-grey and yellow-

ish color, and has her comb and the beard under
the mandible much smaller than the cock, with no
feathers on the neck besides the long hackles.

M. Leschenault brought specimens ot these

birds, male and female, Irom the Island of Java,
and deposited them in the museum at Paris. Ac-
cordinij to M. Temminck, they inhabit the forests

and the borders of woods, and are exceedingly

wild and shy. On examining this species, it will

be fbimd to exhibit many points of resemblance
with our own barn-door fowls of the middle size,

the (orm and color being the same, the comb and
wattles similar; while the hen so much resembles

a common hen, that it is difficult to distinuuish it,

except by the less erect slant of the tail. The rise

of the tail is much more apparent in the cock ; but

it may be observed, that in all the wild species

knovtn, the tad does not rise so hii;h above the le-

vel of the rump, nor is it so abundantly provided

with covering feathers as in some breeds. It may
be that the superabundance of nourishment, and
the assiduous care of man, have contributed to the

greatest developement of all their organs. Va-
rious tame breeds, indeed, such as the tufted, the

Hamburgh, the double-combed varieties, and
others, shew that domestication produces infinite

varieties.

The Java cock very much resembles, both in

form and color, the tame Turkish and Bantam va-

rieties of the barn-door fowl ; but the tail differs in

being nearly horizontal and vaulted in the Java
species, while in others it is more raised, and forms
two upright planes, meeting above and diverging

below. The hackles, or feathers which fall from
the neck over the top of the back, are, as in the

lame barn-door varieties, long, with divided

plumelets or beards, the feather widening a little,

and being rounded. The plumage is decorated

with exceedingly brilliant colors. The head, the

neck, and all the long feathers of the back, which
hangover the rump, are of a shining flame-color-

ed orange; the top of the back, the small and
middle coverts of the wings, are of a fine maroon-
purple ; the greater wing-coverts are black, tinged

with iridescent green; the quill-feathers of the

wintjs are ferruginous red on the outer, and black

on the inner edges ; the breast, belly, thighs, and
tail are black, tinged with iridescent green ; the

comb, cheeks, throat, and wattles, are of a more
or less vivid red ; the legs and feet are iirey, and
furnished with strong spurs ; ilie iris of the eye is

yellow.

The female is smaller than the male, and her
tail also is a little horizontal and vaulted ; she has
a small comb and very short wattles; the space
round the eyes is naked, as well as the throat;

and, on this space, are some small feathers, dis-

liint fi-ora each other, through which the red skin

can he seen ; the breast and belly are light-grey

or fawn-colored ; on each feather is a small clear

ray along the side of the mid-rib or stem ; the

feathers of the base of the neck are long, with

disunited beards or plumelets of a black color in

the middle, and fringed with ochre-yellow ; the
back, the coverts, the wings, the rump, and the
tail, are earthy-grey, marked with numerous black

zig-zags ; the large leathers of the Avings are ci-

nereous-grey.

The reason which M. Temminck gives for be-

lieving that the Java cock is the wild stock of our
ilomestic breed, or from which it derives at least

its main origin, are. the close resemblance of their

li'males to many of our tame hens; the nature of
the feathers, and the forms and disiribution of the

barbs, which are absolutely the same in many of
our tame cocks ; and because it is in this species

alone that the females are furnished with a comb
and small vvattles, characters not to be found in

any other known wild species.

Another wikl species, the jungle cock, has been
maintained by Count Bufibn and others to be the

origm of our domestic breeds ; but it will be evi-

dent fmm the f()llowing description that this o])in-

ion is erroneous.

2. Jungle Cock.

Chah. Spf.c.—Gallus Sonneratii, Temm. Male:
Comb toothed, compressed ; throat wattled beneath;

ears naked ; tail compressed and ascending ; feathers

of the neck cartilaginous, spotted, with yellow car-

tilaginous tips ; wing-coverts reddish-chestnut, with
the top enlarged, cartilaginous, fulvous: breast

somewhat red : body varied with grey, white, and
red; tail-feathers shining violet. Female less in

size, and without comb and wattles ; head feather-

ed ; body variegated with dull brown and red.

Phasianus Gallus, Lath. Ind. Ord. ii. 625. Gmel.
Syst. Nat. i. 737, sp. 1. Linn. Faun. Suec. No. 19.

—

Le Coq Sauvage, Sonnerut, Voy. Ind. ii. 153, tab.

94, male ; and 160, tab. 95, fern. Buff, par Sonni-

ni, v. 206, pi. 37, fig. 1 & 2. Bonat. Tab. End.
Orn. 180, pi. S6. fig. 5. Coq et Poule, Sonnerat,

Temm. Pig. et Gallin. ii. 246, Tab. Anat. iii. fig. 1

&. 2, a feather of the neck and one of the wing-co-
verts.—Wild Cock, Lalh. Synop. iv. 698.—Inhabits

India : Length 3 feet 4 inches ; comb and wattles

red ; feet armed with great crooked spurs.

Descrtption.^-The jungle-cock measures three

feet four inches in length, and inhabits the great

forests of India, continues to reproduce there in

the wild state, and is clearly distinct from the do-

mestic varieties reared in the same countries by
the Hindoos, these resembling, in all respects, the

tame breed of fowls in all other quarters of the

globe. M. Sonnerat, however, thought very dif-

ferently, and prided himself much on his supposed
discovery of this as the origin of our common
fowls, rejecting the statements of Dampier and
others as to the existence of wild fowls, probably

the Java species, in Timor, and other islands of

the Indian seas.

The present species is one-third less in size than

our dunghill cock, and, from the level of the feet to

the summit of the head, the comb not being inclu-

ded, it measures 14| inches; the comb is indent-

ed ; the wattles resemble those of our dunghill

cock, but the naked parts of the tliroat and head
are more considerable. The feathers of the head
and neck are longest on the lower parts, and their

form and structure are different from those of the

same parts in other cocks, whether wild or tame.

The midrib or stem of these feathers is gross, and
considerably expanded, forming a white stripe
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along the whole feathere, as far as dm tip, where
it becomes broader, and gives rise to a sort o(

gristly plate, of a rounded (orm, whitish, thin, and
very polished. This trrisily substance is Ibund
still more obvious on the wmirs. The tip, indeed,

ol" all the wint^-feaihers forms a broad jirisily

plate, whose substance is solid, and very thick to

the touch, thoujjh as shininij and polished as in

the feathers of the neck. These gristly plates are

of a deep red color, and Ibrni by their union a
plate of a red maroon, which looks as il" it were
varnishe<l.

The jungle-hen is smaller than the cock, has
neither comb nor wattles, and the throat is cover-

ed with feathers, a very marked distinction fi-oni

our domestic hens. The space around the eyes is

naked, and of a red.iish color. All the plumage
of the under p irts is similar to that of the cock,

but by no means so bright. She has not the long
leathers at the nape of the neck, nor the thin

gristly plates at the lips of the feathers. The
whole of the upper parts are more or less blackish-

grey, with white rays occupying the middle of the

leather, and Ibllowiug the direction of its mid-rib.

The jungle-cock, in a word, seems to be as dif-

ferent from any known variety of our tame fowls,

as a hare is from a rabbit, or a goat from a sheep
;

and the fact, that the jungle-cock is :iot domesti-
cated in its native country of India, while our
dunghill fowls are common there, seems to be de-
cisive against the opinions of JVI. Sonnerat and
Count Buffon.

Of the domestic species there are the follow-

3. Domestic Cock.

Char. Spec.—Gallus Bankiva (A.) domesticiis, Tem-
ininck. Male: comb toothnd, compressed; throat
wattled beneath ; tail compressed, ascendini; : fea-
thers of the neck long and narrow, variegated with
fine colors. Female : comb and wattles less than in

the male —Gallus domesticiis et gallina, Brisson,
Orn. i. 166 ; Idem, 8vo. p. 45 ; Rati, Synop. 51, A.;
Will. 109, tab. 26 ; Schaef. El. Orn. tab. 38 ; Rom.
Orn. i. 56, tab. 9, and p. 59, tab. 7; Storia degb
Uccelli, ii. tab. 207 and 208 ; Frisch. tab. 127—129.
Phasianus gallus domesticus, Lath. Ind. Orn. ii.626,
B. ; Linn. Syst. Nat. i. 270 ; Gmel. Syst. Nat. i.

737, sp. 1, B.; Reiz. Linn. Faun. Seuc. 206; Bo-
rowsk. Nat. ii. 177, Aiector; Klein, Aves, 111, A.
1; Idem, Ov. 31, tab, 13, fig. 1.—Coq commiin a
Crete on Coq villageois, Biiffon, ii. 116, tab. 2 ; Idem,
PI. Enlum. i. ; Idempa.T Sonnini, v. 104, tab. 35 fig,

1; Bonat, Tab. Encycl. Orn. 181, pi. 87, fig. 1;
Gmel. Trad. Fran?, ii. 407, var. b. ; Temm.^Pig.
et Gallin. ii. 92, and Tab. Anat. ii. figs. 2, 3, 4, and
5; Idem, Tab. Annat. iii. figs 3 and 4. a feather of
the neck and one of the wing-coverts. Domestic
Cock, ^i6m. Birds, iii. tab. 32; Broivn, Jam. 470

;

Sban, Jam. ii. 301, Phil. Trans, xii, 923 ; Lath,
Gen. Syn. iv. 700.—Das gemeineKammoder Haus-
huhn, Bechstein. Natur. Deutschl. iii. 1212, tab. 44.

(a.) Das Huhn mit dem kieine Kamme
; (6.) Das

Kronenhuhn; (c.) Das silberfarbige Huhn; (rf.) Das
schieferblaue Huhn

;
(e.) Daschamoisfarbige Huhn;

(/.) Das geschupfte oder hermelinartige Huhn ; (g.)
Die Wittwe

; (A.) Das feuerfarbige und steinfarbige

Huhn, Bechst.—Gallo commune, Storia degli Uccel-
li, ii. pi. 207, pi. 211 and 213. Horned individuals.

Description.—The domestic cock is characteris-

tically distinguished by a thin indented or scallop-

ed comb, with wattles on each side under the

beak ; by the tail rising in an arch above the le-

vel of the rump ; by the feathers of the neck be-
ing long and line-like ; and by the colors beini'

finely varieuated.

The female has the comb and wattles smaller

than those of the cock, is smaller in size, and has
the colors more dull and sombre.

The influence of domestication in our tame
breeds of this species, havinir produced alterations

in the entire forms of the body and ol' the comb
and wattles, it is dilRult to indicate the nices which
owe their origin to the same stock or source ; but

those races most approaching the primitive spe-

cies (G. Bankiva) have undergone the fewest
changes from taming, and have f;roduccd by in-

teralliance the breed of duuirhill l()w!s, with comb
and wattles—the breed of tulied l()vvls, with small

comb and wattles, in which those juices proper to

form these parts have been, it would a[)pear, ex-
pended in the production of the tuft of feathers

which ornament the head ;—all those breeds of

fowls whose legs and feet are more or less covered
with feathers, the origin of which may be attri-

buted to superabundance of nutriment that has in

this instance produced leathers on the legs, as it

has formed a tuft on th(; head in the tufted fowl
;

the race of liamburirh cocks which have the

head hooded, and the leathers stretched back
over the ears.

Exclusive" of the more marked breeds to be af-

terwards noticed in detail. Dr. Bechstein, as we
have seen in the synonymes, has distinguished

eight varieties of the common domestic fowl,

namely, the fowl with a small comb ; the crown-
ed fowl ; the silver-colored fowl ; the slate-blue

f^vvl ; the chamois-colored fowl; the ermine-like

fowl ; the widow, which has white tear-like spots

on a darker ground ; and the fire and slone color-

ed fowl. It is, however, diificuil in many cases

to identify the distinctions made by foreign wri-

ters, with the fowls bred in this country, i shall

class the varieties therefore, as distinctly as I am
able, and will be glad to be corrected where I may
fall into mistake.

4. Dunghill Cock.

The sort usually called the dunffhill breed is a
mongrel arising from crosses of all kinds of vari-

eties, and consequently not distinguishable by any
peculiar mark, but partaking more or less of the

form and qualities of the parent birds. The vari-

eties in most esteem are of nuddle size, with dark
colors, and white, not yellow leers. Light colored

or white bodies are more tender of constitution,

and are said by some not to be ffood layers,

though this does not always hold. White chick-

ens are the best to fatten for the table.

5. Game Cock.

The game cock is the variety termed the Eng-
lish cock by Count Bufl^cin and the French writers.

It is more slender, both in the body, the neck, the
bill, and the legs, than the other sorts, and the
colors, particularly in the male, are in most cases
very bright and showy. Even.of the game cock,

however, there are many varieties, some of Avhich
are more celebrated than others, among amateurs
and feeders. Amoncst these Sketchly mentions

i the black-breasted red, which, when true bred, is
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of a cle;ir vivid daric red, williout any shade of
black vviialt'ver Iroin the hack to the extremities;

the upppr convex side of ihe vvinirs equally red

and hiacli, even tliose feathers surrounding the

posteriors
; the whole tail-leathers black as well

as the top of the winffs ; the beak and legs also

black. The female is of a dark p;u'Iridgc color,

with bri(>;ht red hackles above, black beneath, the'

breast of a clear brick-red, and the beak and feet

black.

The fle>h of the ffame breed is white, tender,

and delicate, and on this account markeiable; but

the pnipeiisiry to fijrht. is so stronir amoni^ the

chickens, iha; they often injure or kill one another,

and hence it is difficuh to rear them in numbers.
The ecnos are but small in size, but, like the flesh,

they are much esteemed Ibr their superior delicacy.

6. Dorking Cock.

Char. Spec.—Gallus Bankiva {E) pentad actylus.
Temminck,—Male and female with five tots on each
foot. Gallus pentadactylus, Brisson, Oin. i. 169

;

Idem, 8vo. i. 46 ; Frisch, Tab. 127, and 123 : Rorn.

Orn. 62—Le Coq et la Poule a cinq doigts, Bvffon,
Ois. ii, 124 ; Sonnini, v. 190 ; Giiiel Trad. Fran^. ii.

408; Bo7inat. Tab. Enc. Orn. 182, c—Dorking
Cock, Latham, Synop. iv. 703; Das funfzehi^er
Huhn, Bcchst, Nat. Dentsch. iii, 1295.— (a) Das
sechzehige Huhn; (b) Die Spornlmnne, Bechst.;

this varipty is crosi^ed from others, and differs only
in the number of its toes, Temin. Pig. et Gallin. iii.

659.

Description.—Nobody can doubt that the pro-
duction of two hind toes instead of one is merely
accidental, like that of two thumbs on each hand
eoraetimes observed to run in particular families of
the human race; bat double hind claws are cer-

tainly not peculiar to the fowls bred about Dorkint;
in Surry, for five-toed fowls are mentioned by
Aristotle in Greece, by Pliny and Columella in

Rome, and by Aldrovand in Italy, hundreds of
years ao-o, the breed then as now being reputed
good layers. Dr. Brechstein mentions a variety
variety with six toes, and another in which the
female is furnished with spurs. The writer of the
article •'' Poultry" in /?ees's Cyclopaedia, seeming-
ly on the best information, says it is quite a mis-
take to suppose that the Dorking breed of fowls
have uniformly five toes ; but they are of a larger

size than the ordinary dunghill fiiwls, the bodv
long and the eggs large. The flesh is rather j'el-

low than white, and requires to be iiriproved by
castration. It is not improbable that this large
breed is a cross between the Malay or Shackback
and the game variety. The colors are as varia-

ble as those of the dunghill fowl, but about Dork-
inir, white is most prevalent, and manv esteem a
white color to be no less essential to the geiauine

breed, than the supernumerary hind claw.

7. Poland Cock.

Char. Spec—Gallus gigantens, Temminck. Male
and female .... Coq Jasjo, Marsd. Voy. a
Sumatra, Trad. Fran<:. ; Temm. Pig. et Gallin. ii". 84,

et Tab. Aiiat. 2 iig. 1. The loot of the natural size—Inhibits Java and Sumatra; is twice as large as

the common cock; comb and wattles bright red.

—

(jI.) Patavinus. Comb toothed, variegated with
beautiful colors. Gallus Patavinus, Brisson, Orn, i.

170; Idem, 8vo, i. 46: Mdrovund. Av. ii. 310 and

311, Tab ; Rom. Orn. Tab. 8 and 9, 63. Storia

degii Uccelli. ii. pi. 200 and 211.—Le Coq de Caux
ou de Padoue, et les Poules de Sansevarre ; Bris&on,

Orn. ii. 125 ; Gmel. Trad. Fran9. ii. 409 ; Tern. Pig.
et Gallin. ii. 86-—Das Padnanische Huhn, Bechst.

Nat. Deutschs. iii. 1293.—Paduan Cock, Latham.,

Synop. iv. 707. Size agrees with the Gallo gigan-
teo, and twice the size of the common cock. Temm.
ut supra, iii. 654.

Description.—The original of this fine breed is

supposed by Temminck to be the wild species de-

scribed by Marsden as a native of Java and Su-
matra, and termed by him the Jago cock, though
little more is known of the wild sort than that it

is double t!ie size of the Java cock, (&. Banki-
va,') or of our dunghill variety. IMarsden says he
has seen in the east a cock of thi.s species, tall

enough to pick crumbs Irom a dining table. They
are said to weiffh from eight to ten pounds. The
comb both of the cock and the hen are large, fi-e-

quenfly double, of the form of a crown, with a
tufted crest of feathers, often largest in the hen.

The voice is stron.i^er and harsher than that of
other fowls ; but the most singular peculiarity is,

that they do not come into full feather till about
half grown.

It is now about two hundred years ago, since

the Italian naturalist, Aldrovand, says of the Pa-
duan breed, that the cock is very handsome, being

adorned with five colors, namely, black, white,

trreen, red and yellow; that the whole body is

black, but the neck is clothed with very white

feathers, the wines and back being black, tinged

with green, the tail of the same color, with the

base of the feathers white ; that (he head is a-

dorned with a tufted crest of a black color, but

having the base of the feathers white ; that the

eyes are surrounded with a red spot ; that the

comb is small, and the beak and ieet are yellow.

The hen is all over black, tinged with green,

except the small jjellicle near the ears, which is

white. They produce very large eggs.

8. Crested Cock.

Char. Spec.—Gallus Bankiva (B.) cristatus, Tem-
minck. Crested on the top of the head with thick

feathers, variegated with fair colors. Gallus crista-

tus et Galiina cristata, Brisson, Orn. i. 169 ; Raii,

Synop. 51. A. i ; Aldorv. Av. ii. 307, var. albo.

—

Phasianus cristatus, Lath, Ind. Orn, ii. 626, var. y;
Lian. Syst. Nat. i. 270, B ; Gmel. Syst. Nat. i. 73S

;

Reiz, Faun. Suec. 206, No. 182 ; Borowsk, Nat. ii.

178, a; Rum. Orn. i. 60. Le Coq huppe et de Ham-
bourg, Bhjfon, Ois. ii. 116; Idem, PI. Enlum. 49;
Sonnini, v. 179, Tab. 36 ; Bonat. Tab. Enc. Orn.

182; Gmel. Trad. Franc, ii. 408, var. a; Temm.
Pig. et Gallin. ii. 239.—Crested Cock. Lath. Sy-
nops. iv. 703.—Das hanben Huhn, Bechst. Nat. Dcut.
iii. 1283.— (a) Das Huhn weissee mit Schwartzes Fe-
derbusch

; (6.) Das schwartze Huhn mit weissem
Federbusch

;
(c) Das weisse Huhn mitdcm grossem

Barte, Bechst ; agrees with other kinds except in the

feathered crest. Temm. ut supra, iii. 556.

Description.—This variety is distinnruished by
a densely tufted crest, while the comb is small,

and by being variegated with fine colors, while in

all other respects it agrees with the common
dunghill breed. Dr. Bechstein mentions, as we
have seen in the synonymes, the jbllovving varie-

ties, namely, white with a black crest; black with
a white crest ; and the white fowl with a large

beard.
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Th« brcel of crested linvls is much esteemed
by the curious, and is bred with <;reat care.

Those who an^. desirous of" propairatiiirr any siu-

<rular varietii's, separate and conliiie tiie imhvidu-

a!s, and do not sillier tlieni to mingle with such as

hiu-e tlie colors dilli^rcnt. Tliose varii'tios are

more esteemed in proportion as the colors are

more rare, or as the tufi of the crest contrasts with

the rest of the plumage; but, tliouirh the ditier-

ences of piumaire may thus be preserved pretty

constant, they s(<em to owe tiieir origin to the

same breed, and cannot be reproduced pure with-

out careful superintendence. These cocks are

much esteemed in Egypt, in consequence of the

excellence of their flesh, and are so common that

tliev are sold for the value of twopence or three

halfpence each. They are equally abundant at

the Cape of Good Hope, where their legs also are

feathered. Some travellers assert that the Mexi-
can poultry are crested, but these, as well as all

the rest on the continent of Anierica, have been

introduced from the old world.

There can be little doubt that all the varieties

of crested fowls have originated from the inter-

crossin<r of uncrested breeds with the Poland and
or Paduan.

9. Hamburgh Cock.

Das Hamburgischehuhn, Bcchstein.

Tills is a variety of the preceding, distinguished

by the thi<rhs and belly being of a velveiy-black

color. The deportment of this breed is grave and
stalely ; its iris is yellow: and its eyes are encir-

cled with a ring of brown feathers, from which
arises a black tuft that covers the ears. There are

other feathers nearly like those behind the cond)

and beneath the wattles, and broad roimd black

spots on the breast. The legs and feet are of a

lead color, excepting the sole of the foot which is

yellowish.

10. Spanish Cock.

This is a large breed, in which the prevailinir

color is black, with irndescent green, while the

combs and wattles even of the females are more
than usually large, the top of the comb lor the

most part flapping over on one side. The caps of

the ears are large, and of a bluish-white color.

It is evidently of a variety of the Poland, in

which the nourishment expended in that to form

a crest of feathers, goes to enlarge the combs and
wattles. The Spanish hens lay very large eggs,

and, like the Poland, is esteemed for fine flesh.

11. Malay or Chittagong Cock.

This is similar in size to the Spanish, differing

in the color, not being so unifbrudy black, but

brown streaked with yellow. The hens are said

to be good layers, and the eggs are larcje, but

their flesh is coarse in the fibre, and of a dark co-

lor. Hybrids between the dunghill breed and the

common pheasant are sometimes also termed Ma-
lays.

12. Bantam Cock.

Char. Spec—Gallus Baidciva (G.) pusillus, Tern,

minck. Male and female variegated with elegant

colors ; comb toothed, compressed. In all respects

agrees with the common Bankiva Cock.—Gallus
Branliciis, Brixson, Orn. i 172, var. b. Idem, 8vo, i.

47.—Gallus plumipc^, Rom. Orn. (Jl ; Brixson,

Orn. i. 172, var. a ; IrJcm. 8vo, i. 47. Gallus et

Gallina minor, Frisch, Tab. 136 arid 137.—Pha-
sianus Gallus pusillus et pluiiupc.';. Lath. Ind.

Orn. ii. 627; Gmcl. 738.—Le Coq ih Bantam,
Bvjfon, Ois. ii. 11!) ; Sonnini, v. 1!S5

; Tvmm. Pig.

et Galiin ; Bonat. Tab. Encycl. Orn. 182 ; Gmcl.
Trad. Fran(^. ii. 409; IVi.sc/i, Vog. Tab. 12i).—Los
Poufs de Camboge et de I'lsthmc de Darien, i?i/_^(/;i

piir Sonnini, v. 184, and 183. Bantam and Rough-
footed Cock, Lath. Synopsjv. 706 and 707.

—

jRhin.

Birds, iii. tab. 33 ami M.—Hmics, Brit. Birds, tab.

23. Das Ba^tamhuhn, £ft7(sL Nat. Ucut. iii. 128!),

var. e. Some with the feet feathered to the toe-s,

others with the toes feathered, others with the feath-

ers elongated behind. Temm. ut supra, iii. 658.

Description.—This is a small variety with short

lejjs, most frequently feathered to the toes, so as
sometimes to obstruct the f<)wls in walking, but

booted legs are not exclusively peculiar to ban-
tams ; so far from this, that bantam fiuiciers, wilh
Sir John Sebright at their head, prefi^r those

which have clean, bright legs, without any ves-

tige of feathers.

The full bred cock should have a rose comb, a
well feathered tail, fiill hackles, a proud lively car-

riage, and oughl not to weiirh more than one
pound. The nankeen-colored and the black are
the greatest favorites. If of the hitler color, the
bird should have no feathers of any other sort in

his plumage. The nankeen bird slioidd have his

feathers edired with black, his wings barred with
|)urple, his tail-feaihers black, his hackles slightly

studded with purple, and his breast black, with
white edges to the feathers. The hens should be
small, clean legged, and match in plumage with
the cock.

About two hundred j'ears ago, Aldrovand de-
scribed the bantam cock to have the neck and
back of a chestnut color, the wings at first black
with whitish spots, afterwards black, the quill-

fi^>athers being while on the outer, and black on
the inner sides; the throat, breast, belly, thighs,

and legs, black with whitish spots ; the feet yel-

low ; the comb double and not very large; the

i
beak yellow; the wattles large ; the tail-leathers

partly white and partly black.

The female bantam is described by Aldrovand
to be of a yellowish color, and everywhere except
the neck marked with oblong black spots ; the
wattles and comb are small ; the beak and feet are
yellow.

. 13. Turkish Cock.

Synonym.—Gallus Turcicus. Brisson, Orn. i. 170, var.

d ; Idem, 8vo, i. 46. Aldrovand.. Av. ii. tab. p. 314-
16. Willugh. 110. Borowsk. Nat. ii. 180. Phasi-
anus Turcicus, Lath. Ind. Orn. ii. 627 Gmel. 738.
Le Coq de Turquie, Bonat. t ab. Encyc. Orn. 182.
Das Turkischehuhn, Bechst. Nat. Deut. iii. 1829,
var. b. Turkish Cock, Lath. Syn. iv. 707.

Description.—This is generally considered to be
a variety of the Bantam cock by M. Temminck
and other writers, distinguished chiefly by the
beauty and* variety of its colors.

The Italian naturalist, Aldrovand, describes the
Turkish cock as having the whole body whitish,
except the wing-feathers and belly, which are
black ; the tail black, tinged with iridescen t green,
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and some of the feathers green on the one side,

and black on the other ; the body is streaked part-

ly vvilh golden and partly with silvery streaks,

which add wonderfully to its beauty ; the legs and
feel are bluish.

The Turkish hen is described by Aldrovand to

be white, #![)0tted here and there with black ; the

feet somewhat blue ; the wattles are smaller than
tlhose Oi'" the cock ; she is in every other res[)ect

like the cock, except that her neck is yellowish,

:and her tail all of one color.

Aldrovand also describes another variety of the

Turkish cock, with feet entirely blue ; the body
S|iotted with while and bliick ; the neck asliy-

jellow ; and behind tlie comb there is a crest of

Avhite leathers.

14. Dwarf Cock.

Char. Spec.—Gallus Bankiva (D) Piimilio, Te/nm.
Male and female with very short legs; size of a

pifjeon. Gallus Pumilio, Brisson, Orn. i. 171, sp. 2;

Idem, 8vo, i. 4(j ; Raii, Syiiops. 51, a, var. 2 ; Frisch,

Tab. 133 and 134; Willu'j:liby, 110, Tab. 26; Sto-

ria degli Uccelli, ii. pi. 214. Phasianns Galius Pu-
milio, Latham, Ind, Orn. ii. fi27, var. n ; Gmel.
Syst. Nat. i. 738, y. Le Coq nain, Biiffun, Ois. ii.

118 ; Sonnini, v. 183; Tcmin. Aig. et Gallin. ii.244.

L; Acaho ou Coq de Madagascar, Biijfon par Son-
nvii, V. 182; Hist. Gener. des Voy. viii. 603. Le
Coq de .lava, Boiiat. Tab.Enc. Oin. 182. Dwarf
Cock or Creeper, Lath. Syn. iv. 705. Das Zwer-
ghuhn, Bechstein, Nat. Deut. ii. 1288 ; agrees with
our own except in size ; Temm. ut sup. iii. 658.

Description.—This variety, which is not larger

than a pigeon, differs from the Bantam chiefly in

size, and in the shortness of its legs. The acaho
of Madagascar is described as very small, with a

circle of leathers about the legs, a thick tail,

which it carries straight, and the ends of the wings
black. Other varieties, said to come from Cam-
bodia, and now Ibund in the Philippine Isles, have
the legs so short as to drag the wings on the

ground. In addition to these, BufTon mentions a
sort of fowls in Britanny, which are always
obliged to leap, the legs being so short. These,
however, are not small, but of the size of a dung-
hill Ibwl. The hens will hatch thirty eggs at a

time, that is, more than double the number usual-

ly set under common hens. Some think that

these dwarf (owls are the Hadrian breed men-
tioned by Phny. Aldrovand describes the dwarf
hen as all black, except the quill feathers of the

wings, which are white at the ends, and on the

neck are sqfi\e white crescent-like spots, and a

yellow spot around the eye. The head is furnish-

ed with a crest of feathers ; the comb is small and

dark colored ; the leet are yellowish, and the

claws equal and very white. Aldrovand does not

mention the cock of this variety.

15. Rumkin.

Char. Spec.—Gallus ecaudatus, primus, Temm. Male
with the comb entire ; lower mandible with double

wat1;les ; no tail ; rump with large covert feathers
;

body on both sides brownish-orange. Female not

described. Coq Wallikikili, Temm. Pig. et GaUin.

ii. 267. Inhabits Ceylon. Feet ash-grey ; comb
and wattles blood-red. Length 13 or 14 inches.

This species is destitute of the rump and coverts.

, (A..) Galius ecaudatus, Domesticus. Tail or rump

awanting, variegated with beautiful colors. Gallus
PersicLis, Brixson, Oni. i. 174, No. 5; Jonston, Av.
58. Phasianus Gallus ecaudatus, Latham, Ind. Orn.
ii 627 ; Linn. Syst. Nat. i. 271, var. y ; Gmel. Syst.

Nat. i. 738 ; Rail, Synops. 51, a. 1 var. 3; Frisch,

Tab. 131 and \Z2 , Borowhk, Natt. ii. 181. Le
Coq sans croupion, Bvffun, Ois. ii. 122 ; Sonniin, v.

193, No. 16; Gmel. Trad. Fran?, ii. 408, f; Temm.
Pig. et Gallin. ii. 271. Persian Fowl or Rundiin,
Wdlughbi/, Orn. 156, No. 6, Tab. 1.6. Rumple.«s or

Persian Cock, Lalh. Svn. iv. 705. Das Kluthulin,

J^nscA, Tab. 131 and "]32; Bechst. Nat. Dtutscld.
iii. 1287. (a) Das gehaubte Kluthuhn, Frisch. t. 130.

Temniinck and oilier naturalists now consider

this to be a distinct species rather than a variety,

takinir its origm fiom a wild species still to be

(bund in Ceylon. It is dislinguished by the want
of a tail, by the comi> not being in tlie wild birds

indented, and with the wattles blood-colored ra-

ther than scarlet. The leathers are all of a dusky
orange in the wild birds, but hnely vjiriegated in

the tame ones. As these fowls were commonly
domesticated m Virginia, Buflbn erroneously sup-

posed them to be mdigenous to America. Al-
though the wild s[)ecies has not indentations in

the comb, this is not the case with the tame ones,

which have often a Inrge indented comb. Aldro-

vand describes the cock as black interspersed with

wliite, the rest white ; the feet cini^eous. The
hen, he says, has a smaller comb than the cock,

and is of a rusty color, except three black leathers

in each wing.
From the rumkin being destitute of the gland

on the rump, M. Reannmr derived one of his ar-

guments atjamst the almost universal opinion,

that this ijland is designed to furnish birds vvilh a

sort of oil with which to dress their feathers—an
opinion not very tenable when clo.seIy examined.
The rumkin has not the least vestige ol'this rump
gland; but the place where it ought to be, as m
other fowls, is more depressed than the rest, the

flesh being smooth, and without any secretion or

excretory ducts.

"All," says Reaumur, "have been of opinion

that the feathers of birds, in order to be sheltered

against rain, wanted to be done over vvilh a kind

of oil or grease, that might cause the water to run
ofl' them without penetrating them, and that this

unclion wanted to be repeated from time to time.

In consequence of this, they have pretended to

make us admire a reservoir of unctuous matter

placed on the nmip of each bird, out of vvhich it

expresses, and fakes it with its bill to convey and
spread it all over the leathers that require it. In

order to expose a notion that must needs have been
pleasing, since it is universally espoused, it need
only be mentioned, that the feathers of the tailless

or rumpless hens are as much proof against rain

as those of other hens, and of many other birds

that are provided with a rump in vvhich the secre-

tion of an unctuous liquor is effected."

—

(Z,^j/rt

faire eclore, ii. 10.)

16. Silky cock.

Char. Spec—Gallus lanafus, Tcmminck. Male and
female white, with feathers like liair. Gallus japo-

nicus, Brisson, Orn. i. 175, No. 6. Tab. 17. fig. 2,

fem.; Mt'm, 8vo, i. 48. Phasianus Gallus lanatus, ia-
tham, Ind. Orn. ii. 628; Liiin. Syst. Nat. i. 271 ; Gmel.

Syst. Nat. i. 739 ; Borowsk. Nat. ii. 180, g. Le
Coq et La Poule a duvet, Bvffcm, Ois. ii. 121 ; Idem,
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PI. Enl. 28, fern, domest ; Sonnini, v. 190; Bonat.

Tab. Ency. Orn. 183, var. g ; Gmel. Trad. Frain;. ii.

410; Tenim. Pi;;, et Gallin. ii. 2.56. Sillc Cock,

L'.ilhnm, Syn. iv. 702. Das Wollhuhn, Bcchaiein,

Nat. Deat. lii. 1291. Inhabits China or India. This

species dilfcrs in having; the webs of the featliers

disunited, and iiice hair; feet scaly, naked, or fea-

tiiered ; comb and wattles ruddy blue ; skin and pe-

riosteum bl:ick; iris brii;ht v<dlow ; beak and feet

blue. TcMiii. ut supra, iii. 661.

Description.—Modern iiaturiili.sts make this nl-

so a (iisiiiict spncies. It has the whole body co-

V(>recl with leathers, (he wehs of which are po d\i-

united as to a;)pear like hairs, or *rlossy ^ilk ^ the

general color is white, and the legs covered wholly

oil the out.si(le quite to the toes. As in other va-

rieties, individuals ot^ this sort diH'er in respect to

color; sotne are pure white, others duigy-brown,

but all of them with dark colored legs, on which,

for the most part, are thick, stout, short spurs
;

though some are totally without spurs: nor are

the legs always feathered. Both this species and

the negro cock described onwards, have the outer

skin and the bones black, and have grown info dis-

repute on account of the facility vviih which they

contaminate our common poultry, so as to render

them unseemly both in bones and vvattles. They
are indiirenous in Japan, where they are valued,

and also in China, where, however, they are

rather scarce. The peo|)le in Canton carry them
about ui cages for sale to the European traders.

17. Frizzled Cock.

Char. Spkc.—Gallus ciispus, Temminck. Male and

Female, feathers turned backward, curled up, varie-

o:ated with fine colors. Gallus crispus, Brisson,

Orn. i. 173, pi. 17, fi?. 1 ; Idem, 8vo, i. 47; Linn.

Syst. Nat. i. 271. n ; Riii, Synops. 51, a 1, var. 4
;

Gmel. Syst. Nat. i. 7;?8 ; Frisch, Tab. 13,5; Bo-
rowsk, Nat. ii. 180, Storia deijli Uccelli, ii. pi. 215.

Gallina Frieslandica, Willughbij, Orn. 110. Le
Coq a Plumes frisees, Buffon, Ois. ii. 121, Tab. 13;

Sonnini, v. 189, No. 13 ; Gmel. Trad. Franc;, ii. 408;

Bonat, Tab. Ency. Orn. 182. d ; Tcmm. Pig. et Gal-

lin, ii. 259. Crisped or Frizzled Cock, Lath, Syn.

iv. 704 ; Bancroft, Guian. 175, Descript. of Surinam,

ii. 159. Das Strupphuhn, Frisch. \og. Tab. 135;

Bechst. Nat. Deut. iii. 1290, Inhabits Asia, Java,

Japan ; feathers curled up, quill-feathers without

rays ; some with the feet feathered, others naked.

Description.—The present species is commonly
pamed the Friesland cock, from confoundiniT the

term "frizzled" with " Friesland." It is a native

of .Java, Japan, and other parts of eastern Asia.

It is distinfTuished by having all the tiialhers turn-

ed and frizzled, being smaller than our common
fowls, more wild, and less suitable for domestic

[purposes. The chickens are very sensible to cold,

and especially to wet, and are seldom reared but

for curiosity. Those which partake most of the

original breed have white plumage and smooth
feet. The flesh is firm and delicate.

18. Negro Cock.

Char, Spec—Gallus Morio, Temminck. Male and
female, comb and wattles black, varieo-ated with

g:ay colors. Gallus Morio et Mozambicus, Brisson,

Orn. i. 174 ; Idem, 8vo, i. 48 ; Willu^hby, Orn. 298.

Phasianus Gallus Morio, Lath. Ind. Orn. ii. 628,

var. U. ; Linn. Syst. Nat, i. 271 ; Gmel. Syst. Nat.

1. 739, var. U. and V. Gallus Fersicus, epidermide

nif^ricante, S. G. Gmel. Voy. iii. 285. Le Coq
Ncf^re ou de Mozambique, Bvffon, Ois. ii. 122,

Voy. de Siam, i. 279 ; Marsd. Sumatra, i. 188, Trad.
Franc,-. ; Sonnini, v. 191 ; Gmel. Trad. Fran9. ii.

41)9 and 411, var, m, and n, ; Temm. Pig. et Gallin.

ii. 253. Blackamore Pullet, Frcyer, Trav. 53;
Harris, Coll. Voy. ii. 4()8. Negro Cock, Lat/t.

Svn. iv. 704. Inhabits Africa. This bird dilfers

from others, in the comb, wattles, skin, and perios-

teum being black, so that when boiled for table, it

seems as if it had been boiled in ink. Temm. ut

snpra, iii. 660.

Description.—This is a native of Africa, (ii.stin-

guished by the comb, wattles, skin, and bones, be-

ing black, as are also the feathers, thouffh thefiesh

is white and good. Those which have been
brought to Europe are only kept from curiosity.

19. Barhary Cock.

This African variety is generally of a pale or

dun color, spotted about the neck sparingly with
black ; the leathers there being very flill ; on the

crown is a large tuft of feathers, of the same color

with the body.

20. Dutch Cock.

This is usually termed the Pencilled Dutch, and
is only a variety of the common dunghill breed,

having white feathers spotted with black. These
are regularly imported from Holland.

21. Russian Cock.

This breed seems to differ chiefly from others

according to Latham, in having considerable tufts

of brown feathers springing from each jaw, and
others longer or fuller fi-om the lower mandible,
like a Jew's beard.

In the female, there is an upright tuft spreading'

out from the hind head, of the same silky texture.

Independent of these, the cock has the usual comb
and wattles, and the hen a small comb likewise.

This sort is said to have come from Moscow, and
varies in color, one variety beino" white, with the

ends of the feathers glossy blue or black, giving it

a spotted appearance; and the legs being covered
with fibrous or downy feathers. Another has the
|)lumage of the game-cock, or fine tawny orange,
spotted with black.

A sort fi-om Russia is mentioned in the Trans-
actions of the Highland Society, vol. x. p. 144. as
much esteemed in Scotland for prolific laying; but
as no description of these is given, 1 cannot ascer-

tain their identity with Latham's.
Ever-lmjing Fowl.—Any of the above breeds

may become what is termed ever-Iayinij, that is,

not inclined to hatch, an artificial temperament
produced by domestication.

Comparison of Sorts.—The things most neces-
sary to attend to in selecting sorts for breedino-,

are the number, size, and flavor of the eggs, and
the color and delicacy of the flesh.

A^umher of Eggs.—The Scotch Russian cross

with the common breed, seems to stand hiofhest,

and next to those, the Dorking, Poland, and Span-
ish.

Size nf Eggs.—The largest eggs are laid by
the Poland, and Spanish, the next by the Dorking.
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The game sorts, and all the small varieties, lay

small eggs.

Flaviir of Eggs.—The finest flavored eirgs are

those with bright orange yolks, such as are laid by
the game breed, and by speckled varietii^s of the

common l)reed. The large eggs of the Poland and
Spanish have often pale yolks, and little flavor.

Color of the Flesh.—Those wilh dark colored

or yellow leg.-^, have the llesh of a less pleasing

white than those with pale flesh-colored or while

lecs.

Delicacy of the Flesh.—The game breed, the

Spanish, and the Dorking, are the most delicate
;

the Malay coarse and inierior.

From tlie Farmers' Series of tlie Library of Useful Knowledge.

ON THK CONVERSION OF ARABLE LAND TO
PERMANENT PASTURE, OR MEADOW.

All kinds of grass derive their chief value from
the quality of the soil on which they are |)roduced

;

ibr, whether natural or artificial, they aflord more
nutriment when taken from rich land, than the

same quantity of a similar sort will when |)rocure(l

from ground of a poor nature ; and they are mate-
rially influenced by its state of wetness or of dry-

ness. Every species sprmgs originally li-om some
peculiarearth, which is best adapted to its propatj-a-

tion; for although most of them will grow on vari-

ous kinds of land, yet they all have their favorite

ground, and if translijrred (i-om the soil on which
they spontaneously vegetate, to one of a different

nature, prepared for them by tilla<re, they lose

much of their hardiness and durability.

It might be supposed, that, as almost every sort

of grass can be made to thrive during a short pe-

riod on dhferent soils, a remedy for this could be

found by sowing only the best class of seeds—and
to a certain extent that effect may be obtained

;

but experience has proved that it is easier to ac-

commodate the plant to the soil, than to adapt the

soil to the plant, and all land has such a tendency
to reproduce those plants which are indigenous to

the soil, that, after a series of years, more or less,

according to the care which has been bestowed
upon its cultivation, they will supersede those

which have been artificially sown. This forms,

indeed, one of the strongest reasons why sound
old meadow should never be broken up without

mature consideration ; lor to reproduce it, is one of

the most uncertain operations of husbandry. It

is, therefore, evident, that the closer we adhere to

those seeds which are natural to the land, the

more healthy will the plants be found, and the

longer will the herbage retain those properties

which are essential to its perfection ; though it

certainly may be much improved by a judicious

selection of the better kinds, and by sowing only

certain quantities of each, according as they are

fo'ind to flourish with the most luxuriance, instead

of sowing them indiscriminately.

Kvery one who intends to lay down land to a

permanent state of meadow or pasture, should

therelbre make himself well acquainted with the

best natural grasses, and the peculiar soils to

which they are indigenous, as well as with the

state of the land in regard to shelter, drought,

or humidity, as affecting their growth and dura-

bility; and, having become master of these parti-

culars, he should then selecL the seeds accordingly,

either by purchase irom some seedsman whose
character may be presumed to guard the buyer
from fi-aud, or, if desirous ofobtaitiing them of

his own irrowth, he may avail hi. "".self of the di-

rections to be found at foot.*

So far, however, are farmers from generally

paying any attention to this sutiject, that when
ihey are in want of grass-seeds, they take ihem
without any discriminan'on Irom the boitom of

their own or their neiifhbor's mow, ivilhoiit consi-

dering of what species of grass they are, from
what land they have been procured, or whelher
they are adapted to the land on which they are

intended to be sown ; "il'they are hay-seeds, they
nre satisfied."f This, however, is very-short-

sighted economy; for alter land has been got into

good condition, lor the purpose of being converted

* " If a piece of tjround can be had. that is neither

very mo'st nor very dry, it will answer for several sorts

of seeds, which may be thi>n sown on one spot ; t)ut if

such a piece cannot be obtained, tliey niiist be sown on
separate spots, according to their rcsprctive quabties,

no matter whether in a i^arden, a nursery, or a field,

provided it be well secured and clean. Dip; up the

ground, level and rake it; then sow each kind of seed
thinly in a separate row, each row about a toot apart
and cover them over lightly with earth : the latter enc'

of August, br the beginning of September, will be thj

most proper time for this business. If the weaUier be
not uncommonly dry, the seeds will vegetate quickly,

and the only attention they will require, will be, to be

carefully weeded. In about a Ibrtniglit from their

coming up, such of the plants as grow thickly together

may be thinned, and those which are taken up, tians-

planted, so as to make more rows of the same grass.

"If the winter should be very severe, tho\igh natives,

they may, as seedlings, receive injury ; therefore, it

will not be amiss to protect them with mats, fern, or

by some other contrivance.
" Advantage should be taken of the first dry weather

in spring, to roll or tread them down, in order to fasten

their roots in the earth, which the Irost geneially

loosens, and care must still be taken to keep them per-

fectly clear from weeds. As the spring advances,

many of them will ttirow up their flowering stems, and
some of them will continue to do so all the summer.
As the seed in each spike or panicle ripens, it must be

very carefully gathered, and sown in the autumn, at

which time the roots of the original plants, which will

now bear separating, should be divided and transplant-

ed, so as to form more rows ; the roots of the smooth-
stalked meadow grass, in particular, creeping like

couch grass, may readily be increased in this way

;

and thus, by degrees, a large plantation of these grasses

may be formed, and much seed collected at its separate

periods of becoming ripe."—Curtis on British Grasses,

p. 31. Complete Grazier, 6th edition, p. 4.30.

Or, a piece of fine old meadow land, that is known
to abound in the best sort of grasses, may be saved for

seed, by letting it stand a few weeks longer than usual,

and thriishing the hay out immediately, without suli'er-

ing it to beat in the stack.—Middlesex Rep. 2nd edi-

tion, p. 305.—Com. to the Board of Agricul., vol. iii.

p. 131.

An improvement on this latter mcde would, however,

be to divide the turf into thiee separate divisions, and

to cut the grass from each at those diderent reasons

when the plants respectively ripen their seeds, which
usually is towards the latter end of June, the end of

July, and in the first or second week of September;

but great attention should be paid to the complete ripe-

ness of the seeds, for if gathered before they are at

perfect maturity, they will not produce plants.

t Holland's Survey of Cheshire, p. 186.
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into meadow, the further charge of the best seeds

should never be spared.

It is also the common practice oflarmcrf, to sow
those seeds with a corn crop, usually of barley

;

but, although they thereby save a year's rent and
tillage, it is yet a losing plan in the end ; for al-

though the crop of corn thus obtained is valuable,

yet when a good meadow is wanted, and when
all the strength of the land is required to nurture

the young grass thus robbed and injured, consider-

able expense is often incurred the second year for

manure, which, with the charges of the crop, and
the disadvantages attenduig ir, will generally

more than counterbalance its profit. A permanent
sward of grass, with a bottom of richness and
purity from weeds, can only be obtained by a'

thorough summer fallow,—so thoroughly effected

as to cleanse the soil from every kind of weed, and
to reduce it to a complete state of pulverization

before the seeds are sown. B^^ this means, they
may be deposited in the ground early in the au-
tumn—about the middle or the latter end of Au-
gust ; and if the land has been got into good
heart by sufficient manure, and the seeds be judi-

ciously chosen, they will then, not only stand the

winter, but will probably sprout with such strength

in the sj)ring, as to prevent the propagation of
weeds. A top-dressing of some friable manure
or compost, which must be exceedingly well spread
and minutely divided, should, however, be laid on
in the course of the month of March, as early as

the land will bear pressure, and the ground should
be carefully hand-weeded, lest any noxious plants

should arise. The expense, indeed, is considera-

ble ; but, as may be seen, in the more serious af-

fairs of lite, .so in no farming operation will hall-

measures be found to succeed; and when a man
has such an object in view, as that of laying
down land to produce crops without I'urther culti-

vation during a series of years, he should calculate

the loss which he will surely sustain, if he does
not effect it in the most complete manner. The
land should, in f\ct, be put in such order, as to pro-

duce nothing but what is intended to grow, and to

bring that to the utmost perfection ; but to carry it

to that condition, no expense should be spared. If,

however, the soil can be brought into good order

by the means of a turnip fallow, then, indeed, the

sowing of the grass-seeds may be deferred nniil

spring; although, even in that case, we should
recommend their being sown without corn: in

proof of which, we may cite the following trials

on three different sorts of soils, as stated by the

late Mr. George Sinclair.*

Experiments.

1. A large field of heavy clay, in Buckingham-
shire, which had been nmch exhausted bv Ions
continuance under the plough, was well cleaned,

worked into as fine tilth as the unfavorable nature

of the soil woidd permit, and manured with farm-
yard dung and coal-ashes. The seeds were sown
in August, at the collective rate of about four

bushels to the acre, in different proportions in the
order in which they stand ; the largest being first,

viz.

—

Meadow fox-tail, Rough-stalked meadow,
Meadow fescue. Crested dog's-tail,

Meadow cat's tail, White clover, and
Cow -grass.

The vegetation succeeded as satisfiictorily as the

season ot winter would permit, but a top-dressing

was given in the following spring, and a few more
seeds were sown at the same time. The pasture

soon became fit to receive dairy stock, and proved

so productive, that, after four years' experience of

its qualities, another field of a simitar soil, on the

same farm, was also laid down.
2. Tliis, however, although worked in the same

manner as the former, had the addition to the

seeds of

Cock's-foot, and
Perennial rye-grass,

which proved a great improvement ; and the field

was intended to be sown in spring. In conse-

quence, however, of the difficulty of getting a flat

tenacious clay into fine condition, the ground was
not sown unlit the beginning of summer; but, al-

though the seeds vegetated freely, yet such a
quantity of charlock came up at the same time,

that the plants were in danger of being choked,
and it became necessary to give so thorough a
hand-weeding, that it cost 12s. per acre. The
grasses, however, sprouted vigorously, and in the
course of two seasons, became equal to any old

pasture on a similar soil.

3. A ten-acre field of strong loam incumhent on
clay, in a high and exposed situation in the county
of Cumberland, got a fallow of ten furrows, and
having been harrowed and picked, till not a weed
was to be seen, was sown in drills, with thirteen

pecks per acre, of the following seeds:

—

Cock's-foot,

Perennial rye-grass.

Hard fescue,

Meadow fox-tail.

Tall oat-graF

Crested dog's-tail,

Sweet-scented vernal,

Conmion meadow-grass,
White clover,

Perennial red clover.

* See the Quart. Journ. of Agric, N. S., Nos. xviii.

and xix.; and also four other experiments of a nearly
similar nature, pubhshed in the ti-ansactions of tlie

Hi£;hland Society, N. S., vol. ii. p. 19S.

Vol. IV—84

Larger meadow cat's- Tretbil, and
tail, Broad clover.

The next year, it carried upwards of forty

welher sheep, with thirty-three lambs, and twenty
yearling bullocks; thus keeping as much stock

during the auliunn, as a common turnip crop, and
making the sheep equally tiit.

4. jj light gravelly soil, containing twenty-four
acres, in Roxburghshire, was sown without acorn
crop, on the 13th of April, 1832, with 2| bushels
per acre, of

Cock's-foot, Sweet-scented vernal,

Meadow fox-tail, Larger meadow cat's-tail,

Pacey's rye-cjrass, Crested dog's-tail.

Tall oat-grass, Common meadow-grass,
Mixed fescues. Broad-leaved bent, or florin,

and white, perennial red,

and yellow cl()\ er.

On the 2Slh of June, eisrht scores of Leicester
ewes, with their lambs, were put upon this pasture,

and remained there until the 4lh August, when
they were removed, but were replaced on the 13th
by ten scores of ewes, without their hunbs, which
continued until the 4th of October, at which period

the account ends.

On this, Mr. Sinclair very justly remarks, "that
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such extraordinary results could hardly have been
expected, from what are called the artificial grass-

es, even ii' they were sown without a corn crop ;"

and he has stated that other experiments on various

soils, and on extensive scales, have proved to

him, "that, with clean preparation and, judicious

manuring, any land may be brought in a couple

of years into a state ol" permanent meadow or pas-

ture, nearly ap[)roaching to that ol'an ancient dale,

by sowinij the seeds of the appropriate o;rasses."

But, althouii'h entertaininir the highest opinion of

his judgment, yet in this instance we are inclined

to doubt its accuracy, as all the information which
we have been able to collect from other quarters

shows that, after the first year or two, the luxuri-

ance of the herbage declines, and is only after a
long time so gradually renovated, as to acquire the

richness and elasticity which is peculiar to an old

sward. There, indeed, can be no doubt, that, by
a skilful selection of the grasses most appropriate

to the soil, a crop of herbage may be obtained of

a quality so rich as to exceed that of the natural

pasture durinij a short period ; but that external

coat composed of the tufts of grass or green turf^

which we distinctively call sward, is formed by the

roots, both alive and dead, and by the mould
created by the decomposition of the latter, and
therefore, can only be produced in a long course of

years.

Management.

The grasses, when sown, should be combined
with perennial red and white clover, in various

pro|)ortions, adapted to the distinct properties of

the land ; for althoucrh grasses differ from eacli

other in their habits of growth—some putting forth

foliage, ripenino" their seeds at different seasons,

and yieldinii: d liferent qualities and weight of pro-

duct—yet, should it be attempted to produce a rich

sward by sowing the seeds of only one species of
grass, it will be found, that however closely (he

seeds may be sown, and the seedling plants may
cover the surlace, yet a considerable number of
them will certainly decay, leaving blank spaces to

be filled up, either by the accidental mixture of
seeds blown from natural pastiuTS in the vicinity,

or by those of weeds. It is, indeed, a law of the

natural economy of permanent grasses, to grow
densely and promiscuously together ; for they are

found, side liy side, in the richest natural pastures

in such variety, that twenty diffl^rent species, con-

taining more than a thousand distinct roots, have
been collected Irom one square toot of surface. It

is, however, essentially necessary that the seeds

be genuine and pure, as well as of the last year's

growth, and that they be so intimately intermixed,

that, if possible, two plants of the same kind,

should not grow up together. But if the propor-

tion which will be hereafter mentioned be sown
in sufficient quantities to stock every part of the

land—and with an appropriate selection of plants,

there can be little doubt, that, if the soil be other-

wise properly mana.ied, the seedling graces will

be sustained, and may be brought to assume the
character of rich pasture or meadow.
The manafrement of the soil can, however, be

only judiciously effected when the land is intended

to be laid down, by renderinu; it in every respect

as perfect as it can be made by previous tillage

and manure, either through draining, paring and

burning, or completely summer fallowing; and by
the application of farm-yard dung, lime, chalk,

marl, ashes, clay or sand, as circumstances may
require; then, by carefully extirpating all root-

weeds durino; the next and fbllowino; season, by
which time the surface will become closely covered

with a thick and permanent sward. It should not

only be perfectly clean and well pulverized, but

the ridges should, be levelled, and the furrows filled

in, so as to render the surface quite uniform, and
the seeds should be sown on a Iresh tilth, finely

harrowed. As regularity in delivery of the seeds

is a point of the utmost importance, an expert

seedsman should be employed, and they should

never be sgwn either in windy weather, or when
the ground is so wet as to occasion the least de-

gree of poaching. They are, indeed, sometimes

sown by machines, in drills, in which they can

certainly be evenly distributed, but the spaces be-

tween the lines inust still be left void, and an ex-

perienced and cardial workman can sow them
perhaps more effectually broadcast. The light

sorts should, however, be divided fi'om those which
are heavy, and they should be sown separately;

for, although this will occasion more casts than

one, yet the trouble of going several times over

the ground, is not to be put in competition with

the equal distr bulion of the seed.* They should

then he. lightly, but well covered in with harrows

—not heavy, but fiirmed with closely-set and very

short teeth or lines; and if the soil is either spongy,

or porous, it should be afterwards lightly rolled

;

though a large fold of five or six yards to each

sheep, is a better mode of performing the latter.

If the land be very light, or at all clotty, it is like-

wise advantafjeous to pass a light roller over it

immediately previous to sowing the seeds. On
strong land, however, rolling is not necessary;

and as it is material, even on the very driest soil,

to avoid the use of horses as much as possible on
the ground after it is sown, it is very desirable to

cover the seed with large hand-rakes, instead of

harror/s, so as wholly to prevent the foot-marks ot

the cattle.

The best lime of sowing is, as we have already

stated, in the early part of autumn—some persons

even recommend the latter end of July ;t but

there can be no doubt, thai, if the land can be got

perfectly clean, it may also be advaiitageously per-

formed in the spring. If the first plan be adopted,

and the succeeding winter should prove severe, it

is, however, not improbable that some of the seed-

ling plants will lifil, and therefore a small addition-

al quantity of seed should be sown some time in

February, or not later than the first fortnight of

March, and then well rolled down, as the roots of

the earl3'-sown grasses may have been loosened

by the winter's frost. If the land has been pre-

viously limed, pared and burnt, or marled, this

will also be found the best time lor laying 6n the

farm-yard manure, which is necessary to aflbrd

nourishment and strength to the roots; and even

* The weiijhts of the seeds differ so materially, that

while those of most of the clover species exceed (jO lbs.,

per imperial bushel ; that of rib-grass, 50 lbs.; of mea- m
dovv cat's-tail, 40 lbs.; and the dilferent varieties of .
rye-jjrass vary from 18 to 30 lbs.; yet most of the poa m
and fescue tribes are under 15 lbs., and many of the

other grasses below 10 lbs.

t Bailey's Survey of Durham, p. 181.
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if that should have been already applied previous
to the sovvinij, j^et a top-dressing of rotten dunp;,

or a well-prepared compost of vofretable and ani-

mal matter, will occasion the plants to flourish:

for it will he seen, that, like animals, the belter

they are supported in their youth, the stronger will

they be when they grow up.

If, however, spring sniarng should be chosen,
then

—

if'the land has not been previousl}^ prepared
by a turnip fidlow—the putrescent manure should
be laid on before the seeds are put into the ground

;

iC corn be sown at the same time, it should not be
too thickly set, and the growing crop should be
thoroughly hand-weeded. When the two crops

are to be united, and the nature of the soil per-

mits, barley is to be preferred to oats, for it has a
greater tendency to loosen the texture of the
ground, which is thus rendered fiivorahle to the
vegetation of the (jrass-seeds, and being reaped
earlier, they will have the further advantaire of
being sooner exposed to the sun ; for although a
light crop of Lent corn is by many considered ad-
vantageous to their growth, by affording them
shade and protection against the ardent heat of
summer, yet, when they have acquired sufficient

strength to be out of the reach of danger, it does
them injury, as it protects every noxious weed
e(jua!ly as well as the young grass.*

The management of the first crnp is a subject of
much difterence of ojiinion, some persons recom-
mending it to he mown, while the greater number
leed it off with sheep. The reason assigned for

the former practice is, that by mowing it very
early, and frequently rolling it, the grass acquires
a closer bottom, and that sheep, in cropping the
tender shoots of^ the seedling plants, pull some of
lhem out of the ground. There may be some
Iruth in this if the land be lin:ht, and sown, as such
land frequently is, in the sprintr, though we have
already seen, in experiment, No. 4, that even un-
der those circumstances but little danger of male-
rial injury need be apprehended ; but on strong-

soils, with autumnal sowin<r, the roots will have
obtained too firm a hold of the oround to be de-

stroyed by being fed in the Ibllowins summer, and
the land will thereby have the advantage of the
dung.

Regarding the soils mast appropriate to the pro-

duction of the permanent grasses, it may be observ-
ed, that no land can be expected to form a good
meadow, unless it be of a nature sufficiently re-

tentive of moisture to afford nourishment to the
roots, and to prevent them from being burnt up by
the summer heats; though, if too wet, the her-
bage will become coarse, and infested with rushes
and other aquatic plants. Loams are the best

adapted, but they are too valuable to the arable

farmer to be converted to grass; and, therefore,

clays of so wet a nature as to be unsuitable
to the plough, or else, land which, without regard
to quality, is either subject to be overfilown, or ca-

* A practice prevails in some places, which consists
in sowins; half a peck of rape, or a busliel of spring
tares, instead of corn, with the frrass-seeds. The rape
thus g;et? up sutficiently hio;h to shade the youns; Sjass

;

and in the middle of July, ew^s are turned in, with
their lambs, to feed it off!! This deserves attention

;

for the cole does not rob the land as corn does, while
the feeding of it occasions a great increase of manure

:

the tares, however, are apt to smoother the young
grass.

pable of irrigation, are the soils most commonly
laid doVn. It niust, however, he borne in mind,
that, notwithstanding every care in the choice of
the seeds, and the preparation of the soil tiir their

reception, there are so many casualties which in-

fluence the growth of plants, that the difli^reuce of

even half an inch in the quantity of rain which
ma}'' lidl in the course of the season will Iia\-e a
veiy decided effect in lessening the weight and
value of their produce, although thej' may be of

the like species, and in every respect, except as to

soil and focal eliniate, under exactly similar cir-

cumstances. Thus it has been justly observed

by a late eminent botanist, that clear or hot sun-

shine may be hiirhly beneficial on certain soils at

a particular period of the progress of the crop, and
on another and different soil it may be equally in-

jurious; and moist or damp weather, varies like-

wise in its beneficial effects—or the reverse—ac-

cording to the local circumstances of soil and site.

The perennial grasses which are found in natu-

ral pastures, amount to considerably more than a
hundred did'erent kinds ; and there is no variety of

soil, but is provided by the bountiful hand of

nature with grasses peculiarly adapted to grow
and remain permanent in each. However simi-

lar many of these grasses may be, wdien in a state

of turfj no two species are found to agree in either

the time of their being in the greatest perfection,

the quantity or qualities of their nutritive matter,

or any of the properties which consiitute their va-

lue. Some are best for sheep, and flourish on ele-

vated districts; others are calculated, on medium
soils, for the dairy ; and those on rich marsh lands

for the fattening of cattle. Their periods of ripe-

ning are also different; and man}-, possessing dif-

ft'rent powers of withstanding the eflects ofdrought

or long-continued rains, consequently aflect various

kinds of soil.

The grasses which compose the produce of the

richest natural meadow and pasture land, amount,
however, to only betv/een twenty and thirty dis-

tinct species, the rest being comparatively of little

value, and of these, there is not a month, fi-oni

spring until the close of autumn, but what, each
in its particular season, occasions a superior luxu-

riance of growth, and brings them to ripeness. It

will, therefore, be found, that by sowing; the seeds

of many grasses of dissimilar growth, there may
be secured throughout the summer a succession of'

fresh herbage, so dense and abundant as far to

surpass tl\at to be obtained by the cultivation of

only two or three species.* When combined, they

* On this subject, the observations wliich we have
already made on hay-making, may suggest the advan-
tage of having in the same meadow, those grasses

which flower as nearly as possible at the same time

;

some farmers may, therefore, be convenienced by the

following enumeration, caiculatf'd as nearly as possible

upon an average of seasons and local climate:

—

In May and June, meadow fox-tail, flote fox-tail,

sweet-scented vernal-grass, narrow-leaved meadow-
grass, clover.

In June and July, cock"s-foot, crested dog's-tail, yar-
row, bush-vetch, waved-hair and water-hair grass, tall

oat and yellow oat-grass, perennial rye-grass, fine and
creeping bent, all the species of the fescue, and the

poas, or meadow-grasses.
In Jvly and August, flote fox-tail, fiorin, water-poa,

or reed meadow-grass (which is the latest of the poas.)
and meadow barley.

The seeds of these grasses are generally ripe about
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vary according to the nature of the land ; thus

—

Sandy soils are generally stocked with hard
and smooth tescue-gryss ; sheep's lescue; crested

dog's-tail; smooth-slalked and meadow soft-grass;

oat-like soft-grass, and some cree[)ing plants oi

little nole.

Calcarenjis soils abound with white clover;

rough cock's-fbot; meadow, hard and sheep's
fescue; perennial rye-grass; upright perennial
brome ; rib-grass; yarrow; burnet; yellow oat,

and sweet-scented vernal-grass.

jlrgillacenus soils encourage meadow fox-tail

;

meadow cat's-tail, or timothy grass; cock's-lbot

;

tali and meadow fescue ; tall and yellow oat-grass

;

rib-grass; yarrow; bush-vetch; sweet-scented
vernal and perennial rye-grass.

Peaty soils have been found to contain sweet-
scented vernal-grass; rough cock's-tbot ; meadow
soft-grass; meadow fox-tail; meadow cat's-tail;

creef)ing bent, and crested doii's-tail.

Fenny soils produce creeping bent, or florin

:

flote lescue ; flote fox-tail ; water-hair grass ; and
water-poa, or reed meadow-grass; and generally
the usual aquatic plants.

A mixed soil, composed of these earths—sand,
chalk, and clay— is found to give vigor to the fol-

lowinor permanent grasses, of ihe qualities of the
chief of which, and some of their varieties, we an-
nex a brief description, together with some notes
made by Mr. Taunton, a gentleman well known
as an agriculturist, who, in 1823, sowed a great
number on separate plots of a field of five acres of
hazel-colored loamy sand, upon a chalky sub-soil

;

as well as upon some calcareous heights in the
county of Surrey ; and which, smce that period,
have never been manured, nor in some years,
either mown or fed, until 1832, when his reniarks
were made.* Of these, several are known by the
collective names of "Poas" and "i^es/«crts,"'from
these beincp the terms respectively applied to them
by botanists: terms which we also retain in com-
pliance with a custom lately introduced by almost
everyone who writes upon agriculture, though we
cannot help thinking, that, among farmers,"it sa-
vors more of affectation, than of any real know-
ledge of botany. Many of them, however, bemtr
only unimportant varieties of the same species,
will not be here noticed, as those who may wish
to ascertain the distinctive properties of each, will

find a minute and scientific description of every
class of the natural as well as culriv;ited British
grasses, in the " Hortus Gramineas Woburnensis"
of the late Mr. Sinclair—a work which should be
in the hands of every intelligent farmer.
Poa annua, or annual meadow-grass, is not,

as its name implies, permanent; yet, being in

flower at diflerent periods during the whole of the
summer, it produces seeds, even when mown or
fed, which spring again, and thus it Pjrms a part
of the sward as constantly as if it were perennial.
Cattle of every kind are fond of it, and it is thought
to have a peculiarly good eflijct upon milch cows
in improving the quality of the butter; though its

produce is comparatively small.
Poa pratensis, or smooth-stalked poa, is one of

a month later
; and care should be taken not to p;ather

thorn, until in a perfect state of maturity, or the plants
will fail.

* See the Quarterly Journal of Agriculture, N. S.,
vol. iii. p. 406.

the most useful grasses, for it vegetates in the
driest soils, supports its verdure during the winter,

and in the spring throws out numerous shoots for

early pasture : the hay is also of fine quality, and
it flowers in the month of May.
Poa trivialis, or rough-stalked poa, bears a con-

siderable resemblance to the preceding, both in its

appearance and in the value of its hay ; but its

other properties are in some respects widely differ-

ent, fbr while that flourishes in dry land, this is

chiefly found on low meadows or moist pastures,

and is therefore well adapted to ground which is

intended to be irrigated. It also flowers rather

later than the fbrmer, and is a tender grass, liable

to be injured both by severe cold, or by excessive

drouffht. It, however, afiords abundant herbage,

and, in places suited to it, grows to such a prodi-

gious length, that it is said to have been found in

the famous Orcheston Meadow, near Salisbury

Plain, flill eight ffeet long.*

Poa compressa, or creeping poa, flowers during

the oreater part of the sunmier, and is considered

one of the most valuable of the tribe ; fbr its dark

green leaves, grow so firmly together, as to form

a short turf of the richest pasture, which is sup-

posed to contribute much to the delicate flavor of

the flesh of sheep and deer, to which animals it is

peculiarly grateful.

Poa angiistifolia, or narrow-leaved poa, is a
rich grass which delights in calcareous sandy soils,

as well as in loamy clay ; but, being a running-

rooted plant, it should be only sparingly introduced

among other grasses.

Poa nemoralis, or wood-meadow grass, has the

peculiar property of flowering under the shade of

trees, which renders it valuable on land which
either contains forest timber, or which is closely

fenced by plantations ; but Mr. Taunton says, that

in several beds of considerable extent, on which
he has sown it, the plants were completely over-

powered by other grasses; this was also the case

with several diflerent varieties of the poa species,

as well as with many other grasses, which he in-

clines to attribute to the seeds being sown in too

large quantities.

Festuca pratensis, or meadow-fescue, is a hardy
plant, which bears broad succulent leaves, and,

though a coarse grass Avith very hard stems, is

well adapted to almost every kind of land, but

more particulariy to loams, active peat soils, or

healthy well-chained clays : grows naturally on
all pasture land that is not too dry. It is of very

quick growth, produces an abundance ofsweet her-

bage, which is much relished by all sorts of cattle,

makes o'ood hay, and flowers about the middle of

June. Its seeds are also very abundant, and easily

collected.

Festuca elatior, or tall fescue, Mr. Taunton con-

siders as both the laro-est and most vigorous plant

of which he is possessed. In a small meadow, on
a loamy clay, which has not been manured for

these nine years, but in which it forms a principal,

* Papers of the Bath Agricultural Society, vol. ix.

p. 154. Both species propajjate themselves, but very

slowly, by the roots ; and, therefore, if not occasionally

allowed to perfect their seeds, they will be subject to

decay, unless fresh seeds be sown : in which case they

sliould be separated by beinij well rubbed in a suffi-

cient quantity of dry sand or lime, as tliey are connect-

ed by filaments which cause tliem to cling together.

Those of the former are blunt; the latter pointed.
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he still cuts two tons of hay to the acre ; and he
finds that botli these species also abound and in-

crease on the better specimens ol'calcareous loanny

sand.

Festuca nvlna, or sheep's fescue, forms a thick

and fine tur( on dry sandy soils, and on elevated

1 '.nd, forms a pasture which has been much re-

commended for sheep ; but accordinir to the expe-
rience of an eminent arrriculturist, this species of
fescue, and its other numerous varieties, have been
described, fi'om repeated observation, as being
constantly relused both by sheep and all other cat-

tle, whenever they could set any other kind of
food.* It is, however, found very commonh' upon
the downs, together with the festuca durhiscvla,

or hard fescue, the festuca glabra, or smooth fes-

cue, the festuca cambrlca, or Welch fescue, and
the festuca rubra, or creeping ft?scue, which are

therefore all welljadapted to poor land; and their

herbage beinij nearly evergreen, has been describ-

ed by Mr. Sinclair, as invaluable for winter pas-
ture.

Festuca Miacca, or darnel-like fescue, in some
respects resembles rye-grass, and has been sup-
posed by botanists to be a hybrid plant, produced
by rye-grass and flote-fescue ; but this is a mistake,
as the darnel both springs earlier and is superior in

produce to rye-grass.

f

Lathyrus pratensis, or meadow vetchling. fur-

nishes a copious, succulent and tender herbage of
very considerable bulk, is relished by cattle,"and

forms an important addition to the crop of hay,
though it flowers late. The vicia sepium, or bush-
vetch, which is a variety of the former—both be-
ing species of perennial tares—flowers earlier,

though not until July, and some extraordinary in-

stances of its product have been recorded in difli?r-

ent experiments regardmg its culture. J Mr. T.mn-
ton found that they had spread both on his sandy
loam and upon his clays ; but although the latter

had the advantaire in point of increase of plants
on the light land, yet the produce was not so large
as upon a more clayey soil.

Plantago lanceolata, or rib-ijrass, though gene-
rally combined with other grasses, yet has been
sown without admixture, and produces a consider-
able herbage on rich sands and loams, and on
poorer and drier soils answers well for sheep; be-
ing much used on the hills in Wales, where its

roots spread and occasion a degree of fertility in

districts which would otherwise be little better than
bare rock. But botanists difl'er in their estimation
of its qualities, for by some it is said to be inju-

rious to cows, and by others, it is asserted that the
richness of the milk in the celebrated dairies of the
Alps is attributable to this grass, and the common
lady's mantle, or alchemilla vulgaris. When sown
along with clover, it is also said to prevent cattle

from being hoven.||

Poterium sanguisorba, or burnet, is also fre-

quently sown alone, and is considered as the best
adapted of all fbrarre plants to bear the rigor of
winter in exposed situations ; it is, therefore, much

* Essay by George Toilet, Esq. Comm. to the Board
of Agric. vol. iii. p. 428.

t Sinclair, Hort. Gram. Woburn., p. 179.

I Withprin<j on British plants, vol. iii.; and letters in

the papers of the Bath Society, vol. iii.

II
Cheshire Report, p. 181.

used by stock-masters, particularly for sheep, as it

supplies an important addition of food In the |)inch-

ing season of the early part of spring; but if

made into hay, when uncombined with other
grasses, it is coarse and unpalatable. By itself it

is, indeed, an inferior food ; fijr although it posses-

ses atonic and aromatic property, which renders it

of considerable value when mixed witli the grasses

of the elevated pasture of the downs, and it is

there invariably cropped close to the ground, yet
if grown separately, it is rejected by all stock, un-
less they be pressed by hunirer. When intended
lor summer pasture, or for hay, it should therefore

be joined with other grasses; or, at least, with
white clover, which will both render it more pala-

table, and afford a heavier crop, than if sown
alone. On poor chalky soils, it has also been tried

with flood eflect in combination with cock'sfbot,

and also with small quantities of meadow-fescue
and perennial-fi^scue; and its hardy nature on
soils of" that descrif)tion, renders it worthy of atten-

tion. It forms, indeed, a large portion of the natu-
ral herbage on some extensive tracts of the South
Downs, and although most abounding on chalk, it

thrives also in both sand and gravel.

jflopecurus pratensis, or meadow f()x-tail, which
is one of the earliest and most valuable grasses
produced in our climate, vegetates with extraordi-

nary luxuriance, and is therefore abundant, both
as a first crop and as after-grass; it is therefore

justly considered as holding the first place among
the best grasses, whether used green as fodder, or

made into hay, and caitle are very fond of it,

though it is said to be less relished by oxen, than
bjr other stock. It produces a great quantity of
seed, which tnay be easily gathered while the
grass is growing, as it overtops most others; but
the seeds are seldom found in hay, for they gene-
rally ripen and fidi out hefpre the oilier grasses are
ready to be mown. There are two other species

of the fox-tail, which all flourish chiefly on strong
moist soils, but, although each bearinir nearh' the
same character, this is the best. Mr. 'J'aunton
saj-s, that on his dry ground, he found them all

considerably weakened, and tha-t one of them—

a

German black-seeded species—had nearly disap-

peared ; but where they were mixed in a meadow
on clay, with a dark moory mould on the surface,

they each maintained their size and bulk as well,

or better, than any other grass. They indeed
grow to great perfection on all moist loams and
clays; and although not cut until late in the sum-
mer, when the radical leaves of many other grass-
es are decayed or withered, these continue green,
and present no impediment to the scythe. "In
fine, it possesses all the rerjuisites of a sood gfJis^s

—namely, quantity, quality, and earliness." It

yields also abundance of seeds, but they are sub-
ject to be destroyed by an insect.

Cyirosurus crystatus, or crested dog's-tail, grows
upon sandy and calcareous soils, and is, therefore,

well calculated for dry upland jiastures, where it

forms a thick, short turf, and affords wholesome
food for sheep. It flowers about July; but the
variety called Cynnsurits cceruleus, or blue doij's-

tail, which is found upon the tops of the highest
limestone rocks, is one of the earliest grasses, and
as it endures the summer drought, is therefore well
calculated for sheep pasture.

Phleum pratense. or meadow cat's-tail, of which
there are two varieties,—the larger and the less,—
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is also known as " Tiniothy-gra?s," under which
name it has been extensively cuhivatecl, iincom-

bined with other grasses, in America, where it

produces very large crops, and when first imported
into this country was su[)posed to be a new spe-

cies. It is cliiefly produced "on moist and rich

loams and peaty soils ; was Ibund by Mr. Taunton
to have nearly vanished iiom his challv and rich

Joam}^ sand, and to have entirely disappeared from

the poor calcareous heights. The first variotj- is

said b}'" Mr. Sinclair, to be the most valuable for

pastures of the first and second quality ol' land

;

yet the second is superior, particularly liir winter

lood, in the poorer soils. On the elevated declivi-

ties ol" clay soils, it pushes up shoots of great suc-

culence, which, if neglected in the summer, are

rendered palatable to stock by the frost.* When
used for ereen food, for which purpose it is pecu-
liarly calculated, it yields abundantly throughout
the .summer, and is well relished by cattle, if kept

close fed dovyn ; but if made into hay, it should be
cut before it comes into flower, as the stems will

otherwise become as coarse as straw: it, however,
flowers late, and ma)', therefore, be advantageous-
ly mixed with other meadow grasses, though its

seeds are small and difficult to collect.

Dadylis ghnnerata, or rough cock's-foot, flowers

in June, and is also sometimes cultivated alone,

but in that case it should be likewise cut early if

made into hay, or kept close fed down ; for, if al-

lowed to become rank, it grows very coarse, arid

will in that state be rejected by cattle, though in

its young growth they readily eat it, and sheep
have a decided liking for it. If allowed to get up,

it also forms large tufts of a very unsightly ap-
pearance, which overpower the other grasses. It

produces vciy abundant drops upon land of a me-
dium quality, on most of which it is very common

;

but light sands, or chalky downs, and either a total

want of clay, or very sfiH' and wet clays, are alike

unfriendly to its growth. It springs early, which
is an essential point in pastures ;_ and, if made info

hay, it quickly yields an abundance of after-grass.

If sown alone, two bushels per acre is the usual

quantity; and as it thrives with great luxuriance

under the shade of treesj it is a valuable plant to

be sown in orchards.

y/vena elatior, oi; tall oat-grass, thoucrh a coarse

plant, yet vegetates with fjreat luxuriance; but,

according to Sir H;mi[>hry Davy, though very pro-

ductive, it is disliked b}' cattle, especially by horses,

which, he says, perfectly atrrees with the small

portion of nutritive matter which it contains. lie

adtls that it thrives best on strong tenacious clay
;

but Mr. Sinclair states that its variety, the IJolcim

avsnaceus, or tall oat-like soft-grass, though found

in clays and shady places, is natural to sandy
loams.

f

jfvcna flnvescenfi, or yellow oat-grass, ihouQ-h

another variety of tlie above, is stated by Sir

Humphry Da\y,^to thrive so much better on cal-

careous soils, that its produce has been doubled by
a top-dressing of lime; but that, although not
liked by cattle, it is said to make good sheep pas-

* Sinclair on the grasses best adapted for winter
pasture: Prize Essays of tlie Highland Society, No.
XX. p. 32.

t Davy's Lectures on Aijric. Cliem., p. 36S. Sin-
clair on the grasses best suited for winter pastures:
Prize Essays of tiie Highland Society, No. xx. p. 32.

tures. As they both, however, seldom flower be-
fore the beginning of July, they are generally
mown before that fime ; and, therefore, being then
comparatively tender, this dislike, if it really ex-
ists, is not observeable in the hay. Mr. Toilet
says, that cattle are very fond of it ; and the Rev.
Arthur Young states it to be a profitable grass
" when kept close ted."* This difference of opin-

ion we must leave to the experience of others to

reconcile, only remarking, that we have never
heard any objection made to it by farmers; as
well as that of Mr. Taunton, regarding the soil

to which it is most appropriate, for he says, "that
in parts where the soil was too light to encourage
its luxuriant growth, it dwindled and became in-

significant, but that it appears to cherish a consi-

derable afl^ection for argil." He adds, however,
"that it is so rich in its qualities, and so universal

a citizen of the world, that there is no soil, from
the lightest calcareous loam, to the stillest clay,

into which he would not introduce it, where he in-

tended to produce a permanent turf"

ylchilha millcfoUmn, or yarrow, is one of the

most common as well as one of the most valuable

of our grasses, as it has been found to form part of
all our richest pastures, and is so grateful to every
species of stock, that it is close led down as fast as

it springs, thus frequently escaping observation

unless the turf be attentively examined. A con-
siderable prejudice was, however, formerly enter-

tained airainst this plant, which was by many per-

sons considered worthless, or even injurious to cat-

i

lie, until the contrary was proved by Dr. Ander-

I

son,t and confirmed by Sinclair, who, however,
I
considers it beneficial to stock, rather as a condi-

j

ment, tlian as afibrding direct nutritive matter. It

I suits almost every species of soil, and possesses

i

besides the faculty of resisting drought on arid

land. It flowers about the end of June, or the be-

ginning of July.

Holats lanaivs, or woolly soft -grass, called also
" Yorkshire white," flourishes about the latter end
of June, in moist, sandy situations, and together

with another variety, the Helens mollis, or com-
mon soft-grass, is chiefly used on sheep walks, and
answers well for that purpose, but is not relished

by other cattle, and is said to occasion a violent

discharge of urine and general weakness, if given
to horses.

jJnihnxanthum odorotiim, or sweet-scented ver-

nal, is one of the earliest of our grasses, and grows
on almost every kind of soil. Although neither

very productive nor nutritive, and fiir fi-om being a
favorite with cattle when given to them alone, it

yet possesses a peculiar value of being the only

fragrant plant natural to our fields, and imparts the

delightliil perfume which is so perceptible in new
hay. It, indeed, forms a part ot' the herbage on
all good meadow land, and although its chief utili-

ty seems to consist in giving flavor to the dried

fodder, yet, when thus mixed, it is grateful to all

stock, and, therefore, shoukl always be sown with
the other seeds of permanent grass.

J^olhim perenne, or perennial rye-grass, contains

upwards of sixty varieties, some of which are an-
nual. It has been so anciently cultivated in En-
gland, thai it is mentioned in " Worlidge's Hus-

* Davy's Lectures, p. 369. Toilet, Coram, to the

Board of Agric. vol. iii. p. 433. Young, ib. 146.

t Essays, vol. ii. p. 252.
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banJry," in 1677, sinCe which time there have
been numerous iniprovementson the common sort,

of which those best known are Pacey's, Russell's,

Whitworth's, ami Ruck's, which are all consider-

ed pprennial. IMr. Taunlon, liowever, oliserves,
'• tiiat not only in his experimental groimd, but in

his field culture, on chalks, and on the deepe;^ and
richest loamy sand, lie has experienced the utter

eradication of every variety of the most approved
species ; thoui^h he does not leel himself warrant-
ed to infer that there is no species of rye-grass

which is perennial on certain soils, as his experi-

ence induces him, on the contrary, to believe that

in ditferent parts of the kingdom it is indigenous.".
It is, notwithstanding, found to flourish on most
kinds of soil, and grows under circnmstances^ of
difli^rent management on many upland situations,

though sound and somewhat moist midlands are

tlie most appropriate. It soon arrives at perfec-

tion, and produces in its first years of growth a
gooil supply of early herbage which is much liked

by cattle, and has been described by Marshall, as

of such forcing quality, that, " no matter how
short the first spring grass may be, so the cattle

can get hold of it, they are sure to thrive amain.*"
This, however, may be easily accounted lor, as
there is not at that season of the year another
blade of grass to lower its value.

These apparent merits' have doubtless upheld
its use among farmers as a favored grass, and it is

not uuconuDonly sown in arable land, along with
clover, tor a single crop; but the lattermath is very
inconsiderable, and it impoverishes the soil in a
very jireat degree, if the culms—which are inva-
riably left untouched by cattle, when they grow
strong and coarse—are not cut before the seeil ar-

rives at perfection. Notwithstanding this, it is,

however, sometimes left to stand for seed, in which
case it is thrashed like other grain, but the straw
only serves as litter. To this we have also to add,
upon the authority of Mr. Sinclair, that if the nu-
tritive powers of rye-grass be compared with
cock's-lbot, it will be tbund inferior in the propor-

tion of nearly five to eighteen ; also inferior to

meadow fox-tail in the proportion of five to twelve,

and to that of meadow fescue, as five to seven-
teen.f The chemical analysis on which he founds
that assertion must, however, be received with
some degree of caution ; for it unquestionably docs
not accord with the experience of farmers.

There is, however, another species of this plant

which has been lately introduced from the continent

under the name of Italia ii rye-grass, and is distin-

guished from the common species by its larger

leaves, by being of a daiker green, and by grow-
ing to a greater height. On comparative trials

with some of the most favorite kinds of the com-
mon rye-grass, it has been found to exhibit a great

superiority of growth, and it has been represented

as being softer, more juicy, and more greedily

eaten by cattle, whether in a green or dry stale.

It is also said to be of such a hardy nature, that,

when cut in Novemi)er, it has put forth fresh

shoots of a foot in length in the close of Decem-
ber, and has been found to stand the'-winter in the

north of Europe. Its durability in the soil, as k
perennial grass, remains yet, however, to be

* Rur. Econ. of Gloucestersh., vol. i. p. 162.

t Hort. Gram. Woburn., p. 215.

proved; and, although the experiments which
have been already made, seem to confirm the high
character which has been given of it in other re-

spects, yet further experience seems necessary to

determine its real value.*

Tr{f(iUum repens, or white clover, is also known
under the name of " Dutch clover,'' from our hav-
ing first learnt its use fi'om the Flemings, and
from large quantities of the seed being imported

li'om Holland. Its fiivorite soil is limestone, but

it is one of the most general grasses throughout
this country, beinjj found in almost every situation

from the lowest to the highest meadow, though
on very poor land, it is often so small, and grows
in such a creeping manner among the lower leaves

of other herbage, that it is scarcely perceptible

until brought up by top dressings ; which probably

has given rise to the very general opinion, that it is

indigenoys to some soils. The central root pene-

trates to a considerable depth, and the plant is

thereby enabled to resist the efl'ects of drought,

particularly on sandy soils : the branches which
trail on the surface send fibrous roots from their

joints down to the ground, and hence this species

of clover maintains itself in land of opposite quali-

ties ; for if the surface be too dry to afii^rd nourish-

ment to the foliage, it is preserved by the roots. It

is not, however, so nutritive as the common annual
red clover, nor does it form a good pasture when
sown by itself, for it has been found to occasion

disease in sheep ; but, combined with other grass-

es, it is a valuable plant.

f

Trifnlium prateiise, or native red clover, known
also by the name of " marl-grass," is a perennial

plant, while that species, which also bears blossoms
of the same color, and is so generally cultivated in

arable land, is only biennial. There is likewise a
variety termed " cow-grass," which is still more
permanent than the former, and is therefore more
generally sown among grasses. This bears a rich

purple flower, v/hich comes into bloom in the
month of July, and was found by Mr. Taunton to

furnish a darker colored and heavier swath than
any other part of his experiment ground ; it is,

therefore, decidedly perennial ; and, considering

that no manure had been applied to this spot

during the previous eight years, it proves that it

will clothe even a light sandy soil with luxuriant

herbage.

Hanunculus acris, or butter-cup, and /?umex
acetosa, or sorrel, are only noticed to be avoided,

for although they are both found in our pastures

—

the former particularly in some of the richest—yet
they are never seen to be eaten by cattle of any
description, unless pressed by necessity. The
presence of sorrel also indicates a state of acidity

in the soil which can only be corrected by the ap-
plication of lime.

From this number, any intelligent farmer may
select those seeds which are the most appropriate

to his land; for it is ver}^ diiiicult to furnish any
general rule on the subject. On laying down land.

* In the Bulletin des Sciences Jlgricoles, it is stated

to be generally sown in the autumn, at the rate of 16
to 18 lbs. per acre, and the seed roiled in ; that in the
next autumn, the turf is covered like an old meadow,
and the crop of the following year is more than double

:

its growth, also, is so rapid, that if sown with clover or
lucerne, it will quickly choke them.

t Sinclair, Hort. Gram. Woburn., p. 223.
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of a medium quality, without reference to any par-

ticular soil, the following will prohahly, iu niauy

cases, be found the most useful. The quantity to

be used must, however, be varied accordino; to

circumslances, as the proportions of the dittereni

species to be sown must always depend on the na-

ture of the soil ; and if every kind should not be

sown, the others should be increased accordingly.

Smooth-stalked poa.

Rough-stalked poa,

Meadow fescue,

Meadow fbx-tail,

Crested dog's-tail,

Kib-grass,

Tin^othy-grass,

Yellow oat-grass,

Perennial rye-grass,

Cock's-fbot,

Yarrow,
Sweet-scented vernal,

White clover,

8 quarts.

8 "

12 "

6 '

4 '

4 '

4 '

12 '

4 '

4 '

2 '

6 lb?

Cow-grass and annual mea-
dow-y:rass. 4 lbs.

The common practice is, with the exception of
clovers,.|o sow those seeds by measure ; but it has

been suggested by Mr. Lawson, of Edinburgh,
seedsman to the Highland Society, thai it would be

more correct to sow them all by weight ;
" for al-

though in grass-seeds, the greater weight of" one
is no criterion of its superiority over another varie-

ty of less weight, yet a greater weiiiht in the

same variety, always denotes a superior quality.

Thus when seed is light, and consequently inferior,

the greatest number of" seeds is obtained by ad-

heritig to a given weight; and hence there is the

chance of nearly an equal number of plants spring-

ing up as when the seeds are plump and heavy.''

With this view he has given several tables regard-

ing the application of the different seeds under va-

rious circumstances ; one of which we here select,

and refer our readers lor the remainder, to his es-

say in the Quarterly Journal of Agriculture.*

For Permanent Pasture, per Imperial Acre.

Perennial rye-grass,

Meadow fox-tail,

Timothy-o;rass,

Meadow fescue, '

Cock's- foot,

Rougfi-stalked poa,

Smooth-stalked poa,

White clover,

R^d clover,

Hop-clover, or trefoil,

Cow-grass,
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this means there is an almost constant supply of
feed: for the hop-clover and rye-grass Kup|)!y it

early in the spring; the covv-2;rass is in perll>rtioii

in July, when the tbrmer decline; and the while
clover fi"om August to tiie remainder ol'llie season.

The gnisses, however, only last during five or six

years.*

Aquatic Grasses.

When, however, the soil is chiefly composed of

one principal ingredient, as, (ijr instance, if chalk,

peat, or very wet clay, greatly predominates, hut
tew of the grasses will grow in combination.
Thus several of the aquatic species which are

f(3und in wet low lands and boggy soils, will, howe-
ver thickly sown, ultimately become solitarj^: of
this nature are

—

Alopecurus geniculatus, or flote fox-tail, which
grows in situations so liable to inundation, that the
other good grasses, if sown there, are soon ex-
pelled. In respect to the degree of moisture which
it will support, it stands between the rough-stalked
poa and the flote fescue, and thus forms a connect-
ing link between our lens and moister meadovv
lands; ibrit is found in some of the richest marshes,
and is then much esteemed for its fattening quali-

ties, in pasture as well as for hay. It is a creeping-

plant, which flowers in May and June, an<l grows
from the centre in a nearly horizontal position, the
lower joints touching the ground, and it may be
propagated by slips.

f

Festuca fluitans, or flote fescue, which grows
sometimes in water and sometimes out of it, yet
cattle are so fond of it, that they oftert endanger
themselves to get at it, and it is said that the Ched-
dar and Cottenham cheese owe to it much ol their

celebrity. It springs early, and, when made into

hay, it is soft and pleasant, if cut in the sap, and
bears a bluish green color. There is also a variety

called festuca loliacea, which flowers in June and
July, and is found in marshy situations, where it

is considered a valuable grass, but it has a coarse,

broad, reed-like foliage.

Jtira aquatica, or water hair-grass, which is

found ii^a wild state on the margins of pools of
standing water, where it flowers in June and July,
and is grown in someoflhose fens which have not
been perfectly drained, is also said to contribute
much to the fine (juality of the Cambridire butter.

Poa aquatica, or water |)oa, also called reed mea-
dow-grass, flowers in July and August, and is very
hiifhly esteemed throughout the fen-lands of Cam-
bridgeshire and Lincolnshire. It is, indeed, so
particularly ahutidant as well as so much valued
in the Isle of Ely, that it there forms a great source
of their dairy riches, being considered excellent
food for cows, though not relished by horses, and
grows to the great height of ,six feet; it is, howe-
ver, usually cut when about four feet hiah, and is

bound up into sheaves. When stacked, and light-

ly fermented, it acquires a white surface, and is

provinciaily termed " Ibdder," to distinguish it from
other kinds of coarse grass, which are called " sto-

ver." Immense tracts which were lorn\erly over-
flowed are now covered with this plant, vvliich,

from its strong stem and upright growth, is suited
to places unfit for the finer grasses : there is also a
variety, known as poa fluitans, or flote poa.

* Ibid. p. 10.

t Survey of the county of Antrim, part i. p. 250.
Vol. IY-85

Some of these have in many instances been
sown among the grasses recommended lor laying
down meadows, and in most wet soils, they de-
serve attention; fbr, on land where they tlirive,

they produce a great abundance of valuable Ibdder.

There is, however, no species of aquatic grass
which has of late years attracted so much alleri-

tion as that called

j/grostis stnlonifera, or creeping bent-grass, now
more generally known as " Fiorin"—signifying,

as we understand, in the Irish language, "grassy,"
and which much resembles the water hair-grass;

but of which there is also a variety called the

"broad-leaved bent." This, though ibrmerl}- well

known as a weed, was only introduced to public

notice as a cultivated grass within the last twenty
years, Avhen it was so highly extolled by the Rev.
Dr. Richardson, of Clonlecle, in the county of An-
trim, that it soon attracted general attention, and,
after minute investigation of its merits by several

eminent agriculiurists, the Doctor was honored
with a medal by the Board of Agriculture. In an
accoimt published by the Agricultural Society of
the Stewarty of Kirkcudbright, some of whose
members visited Dr. R.'s farm (or the purpose of
examining its qualities, it is described as putting

forth a great profusion of lateral strings, like the
side shoots by which strawberry increases, and by
which it is propagated ; but the roots penetrate but
a short distance info the soil, thus denoting that iia

chief sustenance is drawn from the atmosphere,
and it is represented

—

1st. To grow luxuriantly in low and swampy
grounds, which, but fbr the cultivation of it, would
be of little or no value.

2ndly. That it grows in such great quantities in

irrigated meadows, which are most favorable to it,

that it has been known to produce above four
times the weight of any single crop in general
reared of any other grass.

3rdly. That all cattle are so extremely partial to

it, as to prefer the hay made from it to any other
hay whatever; and that, from the length of time
which it annually vegetates, it may be used as
green food during the greater part of winter.*

It, indeed, preserves its vegetable life so long,

that it continues in vigor fi'om the beginning of
October, until the end of March, and has not only
been actually made into hay in the month of De-
cember, but when allowed to lie uncovered in

small cocks, it did not rot as common hay would
hav.e done. As this, however, is a tedious and
troublesome process, it is better to give it to cattle

green, upon the soiling system, as it does not ad-
mit, of being pastured; and it has been found to

occasion a great flow of milk in cows, as well as
to give it a good flavor and superior richness.

f

* Farmer's Magazine, vol. xiii. p. 4. Dr. R. has
stated, upon the oath of the person who measured the

f^ioiuid and weighed the hay, " that one portion, not
manured the preceding year, produced at the rate of
6 tons the English acre ; that another portion, which
had b?.^n manured, yielded at th;' rate of 7 tons, 4 cwt.
and that when weighed, the hav was dry, rattling, and
mi^rchantable between man and man by weight."

—

Ibid. vol. X. p. 508.

t It has been stated, on thi- authority of Sir James
Stewart, of Coltness, Bart., th:it Imp average produce
of butter fed, sometimes with 8 lbs. of steamed pota-

toes, with an unlimited quantity of oat-straw, and at
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There is, however, this inconvenience in giving it

in that state—that, being a jointed plant, and very
tenacious of tiie power of vegetation, any part of

it which happens to be left by the callle, and is

thrown out upon the dunghill, if afterwards laid

upon arable land before it is completely decom-
posed, will there take root, and spread in a man-
ner which renders it very difficult to be got rid of:

it has even been thus found to spring up when
taken fi"om the hay-rick.

Although it may be propagated by the seeds,

yet they are of such slow growth that they are

apt to be overpowered by weeds, and the better

mode is to plant small cuttings of the grass in the

latter end of autumn : fine crops have indeed
been obtained which were planted in the middle
of December. The land should be drained as

well as circumstances may permit; for although it

suits a wet soil, and irrigated land, yet the water
should not be suffered to rest upon it: the ground
should then be well cleaned and pulverized, and
the cuttings scattered over the surface, after which
it should be very slightly covered with loose earth,

or with peat ashes and earth well mixed. These
cuttings are prepared in the simplest manner by
twisting the strings into loose ropes about the
thickness of the arm, and then cutting them with
a hedge-bill upon a plank into lengths of about
three inches and a half. When the crop comes
up, it should be carelully weeded two or three
times during the first year ; after which there will

be no occasion tor a repetition of that process.*
We have thus inserted florin among the list of

aquatic plants, for it certainly thrives best on very
wet soils, bogs, and cold claj's, or upon land that
has been irrigated ; and although it can be grown
on sand and other poor soils, yet the crops are
there very insignificant, and it requires not only a
wet soil, but also a moist climate, to bring it to per-
fection. Its most valuable quality appears to be the
green food which it produces throughout the win-
ter ; for, on land that is too heavy to admit of tur-

nips, there can be no doubt that it may be rendered
a valuable addition to the straw yard. On those
peaty soils which abound throughout Scotland and
Ireland, and the climate of the latter of wliich, as
well as that of the west of Scotland, favors its pro-
duction, it may also he considered very advanta-
geous, especially if planted alone, unmixed with
other grasses

; but in other situations it is exposed
to the objection of neither supplying spring-food,
nor producing a second crop within the same year.
Although succulent and palatable, and shown
upon the authority of experiments on the fattening
of cattle, stated by Mr. Alton, to be ca|)able of'

lixttiiig a stot of upwards of thirty stone, in one
hundred to one hundred and filty days, according
to the condition of the animal when put up, with
less than fifty pounds of florin hay alone, without
any other food ;t yet this has been contradicted by
other details,J and its cultivation has not been so

otlier times with 16 lbs. of fiorin hay, and straw in lilce

manner, was as .55^ to 39g onnces, from 6 gallons of
milk; or 40 per cent, in favor of fiorin—Farm. Mag.
vol. xxi. p. 5!).

* See Tracts on Fiorin Grass, by the Rev. Dr. Rich-
ardson, and Davy's Agric. Chcm. p. 366.

t Farmer's Magazine, vol. xvi. p. 53.

X See the Reports of the Counties of Antrim, part
i., p. 250 ; Derby, vol. ii. p. 202; StaSbrd, p. 72; and
Dumfries, p. 256.

generally diflfused, even in those situations to

which it is peculiarly appropriate, as the accounts
oriirinally given of it seemed to promise.

The choice of these aquatic plants must be re-

gulated by the different degrees of moisture in the

soil. On fens and morasses, if fiorin should not be
chosen, perhaps there is none better, after a first

drainage, than the water poa, which, by its spon-

taneous growth, will afford large crops, and at the

same time allow the land time to settle. Such
soils, however, consisting chiefly of decayed vege-
table njatter, require the aid of lime, or some alka-

line substance, to bring it into action ; after which
they may be brought in the regular course of cul-

tivation, to produce good permanent pasture. In

situations not quite so wet, the flote fescue, flote

fox-tails, and rough-stalked poa may be added

;

and on land still belter drained, the following mix-
ture has been recommended:

—

Flote fox-tail,

Flote fescue,

Rough-stalked poa,

Meadow fox-tail,

Meadow fescue,

Vernal grass,

4 quarts,

2 do.

2 pecks,

2 pecks,

2 do.

2 quarts.

The latter, if the land be merely intended for pas-

ture, may be omitted ; but if meant for hay, should

always be added.*

Winter Grasses.

On sheep-walks, or grass-fiirms, which are defi-

cient in winter pasturage, Mr. Sinclair recommends
the introduction of the following hardy and pro-

ductive grasses, by tlie means which we have al-

ready stated of scarifying and top-dressing; name-
ly-

Tall meadow-grass, and meadow fescue, 3 pecks.

The former only on very heavy land

constantly fed by cattle ; and on san-

dy soils, one or more of the hard-

fescue, smooth-fescue, or creeping-

fescne, should be substituted for both

the above.

Cock's-fbot, 4 "

Timothy, if the soil be very cold and
clayey ; and on peaty soils, both spe-

cies to be sown equally divided, § '•'

Tall oat-grass, 2 "

Broad-leaved benf, or fiorin, 1 "

Woolly soft-grass, only in cases of con-

siderable elevation and poverty of

. soil, when it may be substituted for

florin ; and the oat-grass may also

be left out, making good the deflcien-

cy, however, by a proportionate in-

crease in the other species.

Pacey's perennial rye-grass 3 "^

Burnet, 2 "
Perennial red clover, or cow-grass, 6 lbs.

While clover, 8 "

The quantities of the above have, however,

been calculated according to the full complement
requisite to form a new and com|)Iete pasture

—

only omitting the dwarf grasses, which are not

necessary to be enumerated—but the proportion of

* Comm. to the Board of Agric, vol. iii. p. 445.

Antrim Rep., part. i. p. 249.
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seeds which may be required to fill up the old

sward with plants, must, ot" course, depend upon
its deficiency in the difi'erent grasses: the fijll

quantity of seed required tor an acre, beino; about
(bur bushels. The meadow fescue, and tall oat-

Jike soft grass, and meadow cat's- tail, being, how-
ever, with the exception of fiorin, all plants of a
later habit of "-rowth than the others, and the

greater part of them sending up a second, or a
third growth of perfect herbage, suificiently point

out their superior v^alue lor winter keep.*
The state of vegetation throughout winter, de-

pends much upon that of the atmosphere about
the beginning of the season. If it commences
with a sharp frost, unaccompanied with snow, it

nips the late spring grasses, and blights all that
have not attained maturity, so that they do not
again resume their freshness. If it begin with
immoderate rains and sleet, it so cools and washes
the surlace of the land, that a state of decay im-
mediately commences. Mr. Sinclair has observed,
that "when the average daily temperature has
not materially exceeded 46° of Fahrenheit, the
growth of pasture is, to all practical utility, sta-

tionary; and when the herbage that is produced
under a low temperature, and at a season when
the influence of the sun is weakest, is chemically
examined, the saccharine and mucilaginous mat-
ters, particularly the Ibrmer, are scarcely one-third
so much as in the herbage produced in a tempera-
ture, when the sun is nearly at its hio^hest degree."
No kind of weather, however, prolongs the winter
verdure more certainly than a steady ii'ost, accom-
panied with snow ; ibr in that dry state of^ the air,

snow afibrds a protection to immature plants,

which, uii'ler its cherishing cover, acquire some-
\vhat more of solidity and ripeness.

Grass Land

Of every kind may also be improved, b}^ merely
combining the seeds with a top-dressing of com-
post, or by simply harrowing in the seeds at the
proper season. The first method requires the

smallest quantity of seeds, and they will be more
productive during the first year; but by the latter,

a greater extent of pasture may be sown, and at a
less expense.

In the first mnde, the top-dressinff, before being
applied, should be reduced to a finely divided state,

and should, if possible, consist of such materials
as will improve the texture of the surf;ice-soil, as

well as possess the essential principle of enriching
it: thus one-half spit-dung and one-half sandy
or light earth, partly road-scrapings, coal and
wood ashes, scourings of ditches, and dry pond-
mud, previously mixed with hot lime, and frequent-

ly turned during several months, have been used
with success. The hot lime is, however, only to

be used in the composts of ditch and pond-mud,
in which it is absolutely necessary, in order to

bring those substances into action. The comnost
being thus prepared, and in such a medium state

between moisture and dryness as to crumble freely

under the spade, is then in a fit condition to be
mixed with the seeds ; but this should be delayed

* Sinclair on the grasses best suited for pasture
during winter. Prize Essay of the Hio;hland Society,

N. S., No. xi. See also Mr. William Hogg on winter
pasturage, ibid., No. xxii.

until the day of sowing. They are best mixed
with top-dressing by passing both at the same
time through a coarse wire sieve ; and, after a lit-

tle practice, two men can prepare a large quantity

in one day. It ought not to be less than ten cubic

yards per acre.

The sward must be prepared for the reception

of ihe seed by an ample harrowing, or coarse

scarifying, so elTectually performed as to bring the

dressing into complete contact with the soil; and
the operation, so far from injuring the old turfj

will be found to benefit it. Rolling, however, un-

less the land be very light, is not necessary, and, if

the ground be in a danq) state, may be attended

with mischief The best season is any lime in

March, or early in April, according as the state of

the weather and the nature of the soil admit of the

most effective working of the harrows or scarify-

ing. If] however, the pasture be laid up for hay,

the older grasses will greatly injure, or perhaps

overpower the seedlmgs ; the proper course is,

therefore, to pasture with young cattle stock, and
to keep off sheep during the first year.

In the second mode, the grasses by which the

turf is to be renovated, are, as we have already

stated, introduced by merely scarifying the surfiice

in the former manner, but to the full, if not greater

extent ; and it is equally essential, that all stagnant

water be carried off by drainage. The seeds

should, however, be furnished in rather larger

proportion, because the powers of vegetation are

lessened by the want of the top-dressing ; but the

time of effecting the operation should be in all re-

spects, the same as in the first method.

"As every different soil produces grasses pecu-

liar to itself, and as no other kinds can be estab-

lished or cultivated upon it without first changing
its nature to resemble that which produced those

species which we wish to introduce, it becomes

a point of the first importance in making experi-

ments on different kinds of the numerous hunily

of plants, and stating the results, to determine

with sufficient accuracy the nature of the soil, or

different soils employed, and to describe them ac-

cordingly." It may therefore be here almost un-

necessary to repeat, " that the basis of every im-

provement in the cultivation of grasses is, to sow
the seeds of those species only, which are adapt-

ed to the soil : or, to change the nature of unsuit-

able soils to that which is fitted for the growth

of grasses deemed more desirable ; and unless this

point be in the first place ascertained, and fully at-

tended to, disappointment, rather than success,

may be expected to follow the labors of the far-

mer.''* In this we entirely coincide with the re-

spectable author whom we have just quoted ; and
we also admit the justice of another remark made
by him,—"That airricnlture has been much dis-

couraged by the injudicious writings of those who
invidiously hold up empirical practice as compri-

sinir everything to be desired, or sought after, as a
guide in conducting the operations of husbandry,

and at the same time by insinuations and affected

sneers, endeavor to bring the service of scientific

knowledge into contempt." Yet we must take

leave to put our readers upon their iruard against

implicit confidence in the conclusions drawn by
him and Sir Humphry Davy regarding the com-
parative nutrhive powers of the grasses as detailed

* Sinclair's Hort. Gr?im. Woburn., p. 115.
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in their experiments; for they appear to us to

have been made on far too minute a scale to ad-

mit of any just inference respectinij their proper-

ties in the feeding of catile. Ahhough a cliemi-

cal analysis n)ay ascertain the respective propor-

tions of nutriment which each apparently contains,

we have yet to learn the effect of the diirestive or-

gans in extracting it from the dilferent species
;

and nothinir but experience should satisly any
one regarding their assumed value. We mean
to say nothing disrespectful of chemistry, and we
make no doubt the science will be gradually

brought still more beneficially to the aid of affri-

culiure; but it is a well known remark—that,

when chemists dabble in husbandry, they are al-

most invariably found to be bad practical iiarmers.

Transplantation of Turf. \

A plan was introduced about twentj'' years ago
by Mr. John Blomfield, of Warham, an eminent
larmer upon the estate of Mr. Coke, of Norfolk,

of laying down land to pasture, by transplanting

a portion of old turf in stripes or pieces, in the
same manner as sods are usually laid for lawns, at

certain distances from each other, leaving tiie

other parts uncovered, whence they afterwards
extend their roots, and become one united sward.
The operation, as described by Mr. B!aikie,*from
whom we have partly extracted it, commences in

antunm, as soon as the turf, which is intended to

be removed, is sufficient!}^ moistened by the rains,

eo that it can be pared off clean, and without in-

jury to the plants: or as soon as the farmer can
spare his teams and laborers after harvest.

A clean, sweet old turf, of the best description,

is then chosen, and cut with the common breast
plough, or with any of the implements used in

paring and burning,! into slips of about two inches
and a half in thickness. Tiiese are also some-
times cross-cut with a scarifier, heavily weighted,
eo as to press the tines to a proper depth into the
turf ; or they are carried to the field intended to be
laid down in larije flags, then set in straight lines

at regular distances, and chopped into pieces
about three inches square, and placed in the man-
ner hereafter stated.

A harrow, or a scarifier, with round or square
tines, about an inch and a half in diameter, and
set about seven inches and a half apart, or four
times to the yard, is, however, first drawn reuu-
larly over the field at right angles ; thus mark-
ing out the distances for placing the pieces of
turf, and makino" an opening for their reception at

those angles where the tracks of the times crof-s

each other. Women and children are then em-
ployed to |)lace the pieces with the grass side up-
permost, and as they plant each separate piece,

they press it into the ground with the foot; or, if

any difficulty should occur thronnrh the hardness
of ihe ground, a common wooden hand-rammer
may be used. Particular attention is, however,
requisite to this part of the process, for if the roots
of the plants are left exposed to the weather, they
will be malerinlly injured. The whole process
should, therefore, be "executed with all possible
expedition, especially when carried on towards

* On the Conversion of Arable Land into Pasture, 3d
) edition.

t For which see chapter xvi.

winter ; for, as frosts may occur at any time during
that season, no more turf should -be cut, carried,

and spread in the day, than is likely to be laid be-

fore night ; and no greater extent should at any
time be undertaken than there is a probability of
completing perfectly.

An acre of old turf, thus divided into squares of
three inches, will plant nine acres of arable ;* but

although this is the most common, and generally

considered the most proper size lor the pieces, and
the distances for their being set apart, yet if not

convenient to spare so much old sward, they may
witli saft_ny be placed still wider. It is also evi-

dent, that no part of the old meadow need be
wholly destroyed, as narrow stripes of turf may
be cut from it at such moderate distances as will

insure the blank spaces being afterwards filled up
with a fresh growth. It has, indeed, been found

to improve rather than to injure sward which was
previously hide-bound, or mossed, in the same
manner it would as if scarified: it should, howe-
ver^ have a good top-dressing, be replenished with

the seeds of those grasses in which it may be de-

ficient, and be well rolled.

The expense of this mode of converting arable

land to pasture has been stated by one of the

claimants for a premium, offered by Mr. Coke, for

the encouragement of this species of husbandry,

to be about 21. 9s. 3d. per acre, according to the

following account.

Paring 1 a. 2 p. 18 f. of turf, at 10s. per

acre, £0 16 2
Carriage of 600 loads of turf, fifty days
work for one horse, at 3s. per day, 7 10

Lads driving carts, 19 8
Scarifying 11 a. 15 p., at 2s. 6d. per acre, 17 9
Laborers filling, cutting, spreading, and
planting the turf on ditto, at 30s. per

acre, 16 12 10

It must, however, be observed, that there is no
allowance made for the year's rent and taxes, or

for the expenses incurred by the previous summer
fallow of the arable land, nor any charge for re-

storing that from whence the turf was taken ; the

real cost should, therefore, be stated at considera-

bly more. With the view, however, of lessening

this outlay, some experiments were made at Holk-

ham, under the immediate inspection ofMr. Coke,

for the purpose of ascertaining whether crops of

corn or pulse could not be sown at the same time

as the transplantion of the turf, without injury to

the future pasture, and in this we learn that he

has partly succeeded. A piece of arable land,

which had borne a crop of Swedish turnips, was
ploughed, harrowed, and transplanted with turf in

the month of March, and four bushels per acre of

Poland oats were sown broadcast at the same
time with some clover; the seed being scarified in

before the turf was planted, and the whole after-

wards lightly rolled. The result was, that the

oats produced a crop which was estimated at six

quarters per acre, and were reaped without injury

* Tims—" One acre cut into pieces of three inches

square will produce 696,960 plants. One acre of ara-

ble marked out in squares of nine inches to the side of,

the square, or eighty-one square inches, and one plant

to each square, will require 77,440 plants, each stand-

ing; six inches apart, and occupying nine square inches

of space."—p. 17. One acre of turf to .^?.r of arable

is, however, a surer proportion.
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to the young pasture, although the bottom was
(iill of gras? ; but although quite covei-ed with

|iiants, vet lewer of them perfected and shod their

p'^eds than in two other experiments, in which

Heligoland beans were dibbled along with the

turf.

From tlie Genesee Farmer.

ECOXOMY IN FKEDING WITH HAY.

WitK many farmers it is considered sufficient

that horses and cattle are fed with hay once, or at

most twice in tweiity-lbur hours; and they would
firobably object to the trouble and labor of leedinir

them more ii'equenti}'. They ouffht, however, to

reflect, that the injury which fodder sustains by
the breath of the animal constantly blowing and
condensing upon it, thus rendering it disagreieable

and liable to be rejected and wasted, often occa-

sions a loss, which gready overbalances the tri-

fling saving of labor and trouble. Some farmers

think that there is no danger of animals sufiering

from hunger so long as there is plenty of hay be-

fore them : but if this hay has been lying a day
under their breath, it will be found to have be-

come so disagreeable and loathsome to them, that

they cannot be made to eat it freely, without ac-

tually starving them to it. What farmer is there,

who would be willing to eat a dish of Ibod, the

surface of which was covered with the gathered

condensations of the breathing of twenty succes-

sive hours ? Not many,
it ought, therelbre, to be a rule with farmers, to

give little hay at a time, and repeat it frequently,

taking care at the same time that what was last

given be consumed belnre any additional supply is

offered. By this management, none of the fodder

will be lost, and the animals will derive the advan-

tages of having fresh and wdiolesome food, for

which they will at all limes liave a good ap[)e-

tite.

There is another point of economy which is well

worthy of attention. It is not an uncommon oc-

currence, particularly in wet seasons, and often in

consequence of bad keeping, that a considerable

quantity of hay is more or less injured, so that cat-

tle do not eat it freely, and it is frequently thrown
aside as bad hay. Now cattle may often be made
to eat this readily, and without any injury to them-
selves, by wetting it with brine, which not only

renders it agreeable to the taste, but also has a

beneficial effect on the animals, particularly in

winter, when salting is apt to be neglected. In

perlbrminff this operation a quantity of brine no
greater than is sufficient to render it moderately

damp should be applied, or else it will be unpala-

table. The same efi'ect will be produced if the

brine is too strong. It may be conveniently ap-

plied with a common watering-pot. In mild wea-
ther, a considerable quantity may be prepared at

a time, by sprinkling successive layers of hay
and leaving it in a heap, but it should not be allow-

ed to ferment. The moisture thus becomes equal-

ly diffused through every part, and it is in a better

state than when freshly brined. In the same way,
siraw may be rendered very palatable for cattle,

generally quite as much so as common unsalted

hay.

From tlie Southern Agriculturist.

SALT AS A MANURE FOR COTTON.

Mr. Editor.— Will you do me the favor to in-

form me, whether you have ever used salt as a
manure for cotton 7— if so, how is it used, and in

what quantities ? I have been for some years back

using the salt-mud, and salt-marsh, with the

greatest success ; and every one who has tried

them can testify to their e.xcellenee, as a check to

too superabundant growth.

If you can answer my queries, Mr. Editor, or

if you can get some of your correspondents to do
so, you will confer a favor upon

ONE INTERESTED.
St.^y^ndreiv^s Parish, Dec. 12, 1836.

Answer.

We have been giving the subject, about which
"One Interested" inquires, the most diligent in-

vestigation ; and we are happy that it is in our
power to offer the desired information.

Common salt, as a manure for plants, has been
long known to agriculturists in Europe, and in this

country. Its properties are however, as a stimu-

lant, and not as a nutritive manure. Count Chap-
tal, in his admirable work on " Chemistry applied

to Agriculture,'" lays it down that, it is in this

manner that salt always acts upon the plant ; and
the e.xperience of every planter bears evidence to

his position. What spices and pickles are to

man, salt is to vegetables. It serves to increase

the appetite of the plant, to invigorate its diges-

tive organs, and to give a healthy tone to all of its

functions of life. By combining with the aliments

of the plant, and by carrying on an uniform de-

composition, it gives a more regular supply ot" nu-
trition.

Acting, as salt does, purely as a stimulant, it

should, consequently, be supplied only in suitable

proportions. If it is supplied in too large quanti-

ties, it will be absorbed by the organs of the plants

in such a manner as to produce irritation and dry-

ness ; and it is in this way, that the best soil is

sometimes stricken with barreness.

But to the point in question—how much salt

can be used without injury ; and in what man-
ner?

The Honorable Whitemarsh B. Seabrook, of
Kdisto Island, informs us, that lor two or three years

in succession, he tried the experiment with salt as

manure for cotton. The salt he made use of was
common rock-salt, well pounded up ; and the land
upon which it was applied, if we recollect aright,

was of a lifrht sandy nature He applied it to the,

task row (105 feet) in quantities fi-om one pint to

one quart. The result was as follows: The row-

manured with one pint of salt produced excellent

cotton, which from its gt rmination to its maturity,

assumed a healthy and vigorous appearance. The
cotton bore well, and its staple was strong, and
the seed well covered with wool. Wherever a
larser amount than one pint was apjilied, the plant

went through the process we have supposed in

our general remarks. It grew luxuriantly at firs?;

but, before maturity, it became dry, and seemed
gradually to die away with thirst.

As nearly as we can recollect, it was the opin

ion of Mr. Seabrook, that unless the soil was na
turally good, it was best to apply the salt mixea
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with compost or stable manure. This agrees with

the practice laid down by Chaptal and others. In-

deed sah, Hl<e all other stimulating manures, must
have somethinp: to act upon. I'o assume the

comparison which we have already used, like ihe

human appetite after beino; excited by spices, it

must have cjood wholesome'food to nourish it.

In addition to the information ati()rded by Mr.
Seabrook, several gentlemen on Edisto Island

have made similar experiments, with the same
success. Though few of them have applied salt

in its unmixed state, they have, most of them,

applied it when mixed with compost and other

nutritive manures. As to its effects, all seem to

agree, that it acts beneficially upon plants ;
and

more so, perhaps, upon the cotton plant than upon
any other.

That it has a direct tendency in producing fine

cottons, is abundantly testified by circumstances

within' the observation of every one who knows
anything of that plant. We must all acknow-
ledge, that, the farther removed from the salts

the soils is, upon which the cotton grows, the

more it deteriorates in quality. Dr. Ure, of Eng-
land, who has written an interesting work on the

cotton manufacture, and on the natural history

and husbandry of the plant, once made an experi-

ment upon two parcels of cotton, to see what
quantity of salt they each contained. The first

Avas upon 5 lbs. of very fine sea-island cotton,

which had brought 6s. in Liverpool: the other

was from 5 lbs. of a coarser cotton of the same
sort, which brought only 4s. Both of these were
burnt, and the salt separated from the. ashes of

each. We have not the exact result of the expe-
riment before us ; but we recollect, that, the ashes
of the fine cotton contained a much larger i)ropor-

tion of salt than that of the coarser. From this

experiment, and similar others. Dr. Ure was per-

suaded, that a due proportion of salt entering into

the plant, always improved the staple of the cot-

ton.

If these facts be correct, and no one can doubt
them, does it not behoove our planters to give the

thing a trial? Salt can be readily purchased, at 50
cents per bushel ;i and if the sweepings of t^e cel-

lar are purchased, it can be had for much less.

At the rate of 1 pint per task-row, 10 quarts and
a half (allowing 21 rows to the task) will manure
the task, and a little more than a bushel and a
third will manure an entire acre. Let our plant-

ers consider this matter well ; and let them make
the experiment.

Before concludino-, we would mention one other

practical instance of salt having been applied with
success to cotton. The late Wm. Edings of Ed-
i.sto Island, fi'om a barrel filled with sea-water,

watered a portion of his field, after listing in the

land. The water was poured upon the list, so as

to saturate it moderately. The cotton grew well

and bore well ; and he often assured us, that no-
thing prevented his making a general practice of
the experiment, but the want of proper carts to

carry the water. We mention this experiment,
not that we would advise its adoption, but only to

add another proof of the beneficial effects of salt

when applied as a manure. When we take into

consideration the small expense of this manner,
the ease with which it may be applied to the land,

and its undoubted beneficial results, we predict

that its general adoption will produce the same ef-

fects upon the agricultural interests of this state,

that the introduction of calcareous manures have
done for Virginia.

EDITOR OF S. A.

From the Memoirs of tlie Pliiladelphia Agric. Society.

ON RECLAIJIING MARSH LAND.

By R. G. Johnson.

Salem, A\ J., Feb. 10, 1819.

Sir—Being disposed to submit my observations

and experience in practical agriculture, for a pe-

riod of twenty-eight years past, to the perusal of

the readers of the "Memoirs of the Philadelphia

Society for promoting Agriculture,'' I shall be suffi-

ciently gratified should any thing be gleaned from

what I have wrhten, which may tend to throw
some light upon a subject connected with rural

gconomy, and v/hich in some parts of our country,

is but imperfectly understood; I mean the reclaim-

ing and bring into a dry and profitable state, the nu-

merous wild marshes, which line our bay, river,

and creeks.
' The wild marshes are made from the sediment

carried on them by the flowintr of the tides, and
deposited among the diflerent species of wild

grass, which every season spring up, and in the

autumn decay, and then become incorporated with

the sediment of the preceding year, mixing with

the various putrescent animal and vegetable sub-

stances of which the quagmire is composed.

From this mass is produced a soil, which, when
brought into good cultivation, continues its extra-

ordinary fertility for many years. I have ob-

served, that on such marshes, the line of distinc-

tion may be easily traced by the eifecis of the salt,

and the brackish water, upon the numerous species

of aquatic plants which grow thereon. As far up
the Delaware as Reedy Island, grow two species

of salt grass—the rosemary salt-sedge, and the

red salt-sedge, and two species of reeds ; from

thence, to about the mouth of the Christiana

Creek, or Deepwater Point, grow the three

square, the two kinds of reeds, and fresh rose-

mary; and from thence up the river, (the water

being fresh,) grow the hull rush, three square,

only one kind of reed, wild oats, flags or cat-tails,

fox-tail, spatter dock, and the water lily. For
briniring into cultivation such unproductive marsh-^

es. the universal practice throughout our country

(until a few years airo,) was, to dig a ditch paral-

lel, and about six feet distant from the footing of

the intended bank, and from that to inake a bank

of such form and size as accorded with the judg-

ment; of the owner. After the bank had stood a

year or two, it became apparent that it had not

only settled, but that the foundation had inclined

towards the large ditch. To keep up the bank to

its proper height, it was then thought necessary

to dig a ditch about ten or twelve feet in the

inside, and pack that on the bank ;
but even this

method did not permanently remedy the defect.

The evil of such proceedings was apparent, be-

cause the foundation could never be made suffi-

ciently firm to support so great a quantity of mud,
without settling so low as' to admit the tide over-

flowing the same, unless frequent additions of

fresh mud from time to time were made to keep it

up to its former height ; and even then the expense
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and difficulty have been increased, in consequence i

of the scarcity of mud, both within and outside of
the bank, and of the great pressure of mud forcing

the foundation into the ditches. Another very se-

rious evil was, that these ditches afforded an easy
and safe passage for the muskrals and fidiers to

enter at all parts of the bank, and thus admit the
water, so as frequently to break it.

Tide Bank.

In the present improved rhethod of reclaiming
v,'ild marsh from the tide, the first thing to be done
is, to stake out the site for the intended bank, at

such a suitable distance from the margin of the

river or creek (as the case may be,) as to allow a

sufficient space for a guard against the swells of

the water in stormy weather, and for the prepara-
tion of mud to make and keep in repair, at a dis-

tance not near than four rods from said bank.

Should the marsh be composed of a mat of sedges
or reed-roots, (as a preparation for the intended
bank,) the laborers should remove one spit deep
of the roofs, and lay them aside to be packed on
the bank when nearly finished.

The trenches fr-om whence the mud is to be
taken, are to be served in the same manner, be-

cause such hard sods can never be sufficiently

packed, but that they will admit the water. The
surface being now removed, they will proceed to

cut and wheel the good mud into the bed design-

ed for the bank. To do this properly, it will be
necessary that the laborers should be apportioned

to the different parts of the intended bank in sep-

arate gangs, as the work will then be carried on to

the best advantage, not only to themselves, but
their employer?. A gang is composed of five

hands, two to cut and load the wheelbarrows with
mud, two to wheel it to the bank, and one to be
there stationary as a packer. The business of a
packer is to lay out the bank, pack every sod of

mud that is delivered lo him by the wheelers, and
attend strictly to the carrying up the bank, in its

true proportion and proper height; he is also to

assist in making the gangways to run the wheel-
barrows on. As to the size of the bank, the owner
must be governed entirely by circumstances ; if

his marsh issituated upon a water subject to fresh-

ets, which swell the tides beyond their ordinary
level, or, is of a spongy or miry bottom or, if ly-

ing on a losing shore, or subject to be beaten on
by particular stormy winds, which raise the tides

;

m any of these cases he must build and fortify his

bank accordingly ; but if free -from those liabili-

ties, and his marsh high and of a firm blue mud
stratum, in that case, I should suppose a bank of
twelve feet base by six feet in height, would be
sufficient : but I would observe, that I have never
seen a bank too large. Let the bank be of what
size the owner may choose, I have always consid-

ered that the base should be double the width to

the height, and as to the sides or slope, they should

be at or about an angle of fifty degrees, and the

breadth at the top of the bank about one sixth of

the base. To wheel mud on a miry marsh, it is

necessary the men should have boards to lay upon
the mud, but in wheeling their barrows to the top

of the bank (which would be an elevation of six

feet,) they must have plank of not less than thirty

feet long, though the longer they are the better,

provided the men can handle ihem, and they

should be not less than four inches thick. To sup-
port the plank in the middle, they should have
several light posts with holes morticed in them,
through which a rail or pole is temporarily insert-

ed, so as to bear it with the weight of mud passing

over, and also to prevent it from swagging ; these

posts will be removed, and the wheeling or gang-
plank, as it is called, must be removed several

times before the laborers complete a single rod.

Sluice.

The bank being finished, a suitable place must
be selected for laying a sluice, which should be
several rods distant from the creek or river, into

which it is to discharge the water fi-om the marsh.
In the preparation tor the intended bed of the
sluice, the water course sliould be begun from the

margin of the river or creek, and its depth contin-

ued at about the ordinary low-water mark, until

the bed of the sluice is cleared, when the digging
should be suspended until the sluice is bedded and
finished. The mud on each side of the intended
bed should be removed a reasonable distance,

lest, when piling for the sluice, any sudden jar

might cause the sides to cave in, and thus fill up
the bed. After the bed is dug, four stakes, having
lines fastened to them, are to be drawn taught,

and stuck into the mud exactly on the bottom,
where the sluice is to be laid, but within the breadth

of the sluice by about two inches; for example,
should the sluice be four feet wide, then set down
those stakes at the distance of three feet nine or

ten inches apart. In the mean time some person
should be in readiness with the pilings. These
pilings are made from inch boards (no matter of
what wood, for in the mud they never rot,) savved

off, to the length of about three feet, and are to be
sharpened ; this is done by a person cutting and
sloping away both sides of one end of the board
alike, and by cutting off three or fijur inches of
one of the corners, at an angle of about forty de-
grees. These pilings being set by the lines, are

driven down to a level with the bottom by a maul
or tip, beginning at one end, and so proceeding
on, until both sides are completed, and by crossing

the bed in several places and immediately under
the in and out end of the sluice, always remem-
bering that the piling be put down with that edge
having the point cut off' furthest from the board
last driven ; so that in forcing it down, by the time
it will be brought to a level with the one prece-

ding, it will be drawn perfectly tight against it.

Should the sluice be made of two or three funnels

or divisions, you must drive as many rows of
pilings as there are divisions of plank. If the

mud is good where the sluice is laid, by piling in

this manner, it can never settle, and no muskrat or

mink, can ever undermine it. The piling length-

ways and across being completed, and the lines

removed, four poles eight or ten feet long, are to

be set down by the four corners of the pilings as
marks to direct the workmen to the exact place

into which they are to float the sluice, and excite

their attention to those parts as it settles on the
ebbing of the tide. When the sluice shall have
grounded on the pilings, one of the workmen is

to examine if it has rightly bedded, and if so,

they will then proceed and cover it up with the

best mud, care being now taken that a trusty pack-
er be stationed there, to pack every spit of mud as
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it is delivered to him. It will now be necessary to

lay (wo logs across and restinir upon the front and

in-ends of the sluice, with their ends bedded in the

solid ntarsh, so as to prev-ent the mud as it is pack-

ed on the sluice Irom slippint; out, and to prevent

muskrals and other vermin from burrowing; at or

near its sides. It will also be necessary to have

inch boards sawed to about six or eight fi^et in

length, to be pointed and sharpened in the same
manner as directed for the pilings. The laborer

standing sideways to the log, with his face to-

wards the sluice, must set the edge of the board

against the sluice and perpendicularly atrainst the

log with the cut off corner of the board next to

himself; two other men must have a two inch

plank in readiness, and while one of the ends rests

on the niud, the other is placed by the man at-

tending the piling, on the top of it, who are to

hold it steady while the two men walk on the

plank until they come over the piling, when, by

raising and sinking themselves, they force it down
with great liicility. This method is contmued un-

til these logs are piled from end to end. It must
now be obvious even to a person unacquainted

with such business, that if a sluice be laid and
secured in this manner, nothing can injure it. For
three feet under low water mark, it cannot be un-

mined, being, as it were, a tight board fence, and
lor more than half-tide up, an equally impenetra-

ble barrier against any kind of vermin.

The duration of a sluice of good materials, and
well laid, may reasonably be computed at thirty

years. From my own observation, I am decided-

ly of opinion, that sluices should always be prefer-

red to flood gates. My objections to a flood gate

are, 1st. Because the cost is more than double

that of a sluice. 2d. A flood gate, on the average,

will not last more than from ten to twelve years
;

while a sluice will last Irom twenty to thirty years.

3d. A flood gate is irequenily out of repair; from

the construction of a sluice, it can seldom want
any thing done to it, and when necessary, it is

easily repaired. 4th. Should a muskrat work a
hole under the flood gates, and they blow out,

they are good for nothing. Should a sluice blow
out we have only to make a counter dam. and re-

lay it on the same bed, or dig another close to the

one on which it before rested, and there lay-it.

The sluice is just as good as before the blow out.

These are my reasons for giving the preftjrence to

the sluice.

Description of a Sluice.

A sluice is a trunk on an enlarged scale, for the

constructing of which the usual way among farm-

ers is to cut down a large tree, and by reducing its

sides to the thickness ol" irom ten to twelve inches,

it is hoisted up, and slit through by a whip-saw,
which forms the two side planks for the sluice,

each beini; about eighteen or twenty inches broad,

and in lensxth li-oin thirty-five to forty-five feet.

These planks are then set up the width intended
for the sluice, (usually about (bur feet,) and cover-

ed over with good two-inch plank, well rccured
with inch wooden pins. The door is made of two-
inch plank also, and hung within these side-planks

about six feet from the mouth. The method of

hanging the door is, by pinning two pieces of

scantling, three by five or six inches, to it ; and a
like piece upon the toj) of the sluice over the side

plank, and through these four pieces of scantling

to bore a two-inch hole, through which is passed
a good wooden pin or iron boll, to hold the door
securely, and permit it to open and shut easily.

The advantage of hftiiging the door a little with-

in the sluice, is to prevent its being injured by the

ice, or by pieces of floaiing timber, and by ad-

mitting the discharge of the water more ti'eely

li-om it; for in leaving the sluice it glides away in

a smooth current ; wliereas, if the door was hung
at the moulh, the water would pitch down and
wear a deep hole immediately on its leaving the

mouth. If it should be thought necessary to have
a large sluice, say six, eight, or ten feet wide, the

division plank must be mcreased to the number of
intended funnels : thus, if there are to be three

funnels, then lliere must be two division planks,

and so on.

Flood Gate.

Tho flood gate is constructed of sills, ties, caps,

posts, and studs, all morticed and tenanted into

each olher, in the same manner as any ordinary

frame building, by having hs bottom planked tight,

and its sides boarded up, with its door or doors

hunir to the posts, in the same manner as a common
stable door. Now it must be obvious to any per-

son, that so much wood work, exposed to the al-

ternate operation of wet and dry, must, in a few
years, give way; while the sluice which has been

well laid, and is never dry, will, of course, resist

the effects of decay for very many years.

Creeks and Dams.

It sometime=! hanpens in large tracts of marsh
about to be reclaimed, thattb.ere are creeks of con-

siderable width and depth, with a strong tide sel-

ling throuirh them, and although the sluices may
have been laid, and the bank compleied, and that

TOO at a very considerable expense
;
yet, until they

be safely dammed out, nothinir can be said to have

been done effectually. No business in the whole
circle of agricultural science, appears to me to be

of more importance, than a knowledge of the

mode of constructing a perfect dam of magnitude
upon a mud bottom, over a deep and rapid creek

ol tide water. The method wbich 1 have finind

to be the best, I will take the liberty ol' recom-

mending to others. In the first |)lace, I proceed

with a hand or two in a boat at low tide, and care-

tlilly measure, and note down the depth of water

at every eiuht or ten feet, until I have ascertained

the exact depth ti-oin shore to shore, as well as the

distance across. Then all necessary timber is

provided, and worked so as to suit the different

purposes for which it is designed ; all such posia

and other timber as may be wanted lor a day's work
are put on board of a lariie scow, or olher vessel

capable of the service. Having proceeded to the

site intended fbr the dam, stakes are to be set up

on both sides of the creek, the tops of which must

be at least wo feet above the intended summit of

the bank when finished. With sheer-poles and

tackle, we proceed to set down a post by lowering

it into the mud, and then forcing it down to its

proper depth, either by a man hoy, as it is caded

(being a large block of' wood,) worked by hand by

the men ; or if that be not convenient, by having

a large log chained with one end to the top of the

J
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post, and the other end resting on the boat, and
by the as^stance of half a dozen men, jolting up
and down on it, the post is soon driven liome ; an-
other is then set down opposite the last, and when
done, they are secured to eacli other by a h\rge

piece of" timber called a cap, morticed to suit the

tenons of these posts, and raised up and put on
them. Thus the labor of setting', driving, and cap-
ping these posis is continued until these two rows
are completed. Auer that, a single row o{' louix

slim logs, (I liave used many from fifty to seventy
feet in length,) are to be bolted to the inside of

these posts, so near low water mark as the work
can be perlbrmed. And here [ would observe,

that all pieces of large timber used in the con-

struction of the dam, and which cross the current,

or run parallel with the dam, are called lies.

All pieces of timber that cross the dam and rest

on the posts, are called caps. All pieces of large

timber driven into the mud, and connected by
caps, are called posts. All small timber that a
man can handle, such as poles, hoards or plank,

which are forced down by the weight of nieii into

the mud to secure it from slipping, are called

pilings. The long ties beinij bolted to the posts,

prevent them rocking about by the rapidity of the

current ; and they are also the main support to the

lops of the pihngs which rest against ihem, and
confine the mud to its proper place. Another set

of posts, much shorter and lighter than the former,

are driven midway in the space between the large

posts, and pressed hard against and inside of the

long ties. Opposite to these, and furthest from the

long posts, other short and light posts are driven

down and capped, on a range with the surfidce of

the marsh. These outside posts are secured by a

single row of long ties bolted to them ; a second
row of lonir ties are then put on the inside of the
large or middle rows of posts, and directly over
the in-ends of the caps of the outer posts, fbrminii

for these two middle rows of posts two complete
rows of long ties, which are bolted to the larnre

posts, and the in-rows of small posts are bolted to

these long ties. Thus there will be three distinct

apartments or spaces for the mud, and four sepa-
rate rows of pilings to secure it within, so as to re-

ceive the body of the dam to its proper heitrht in

the middle apartment or space between the hiijh

posts, while the two outer spaces are to be consid-

ered as supports or footings to the whole ; so that

by packing the hardest mud in these outer spaces
against the pilings of the inner rows- it is apparent
that the whole pressure of the weight of mud will

be directly downward
; nor can the body of mud

incline either to the right or left of these middle
rovvs of pilings, because a like quantity of mud
being thrown into each of the outside spaces, will

produce a like pressure upon the centre of the
dam. For these pilings I would prefer two-inch
plank, sawed to suit the varying depths of the

water, because they are more easily pointed and
more quickly driven to their proper places by three

men using a plank, as prescribed in laying down
the sluice. In filling up these spaces, (particular-

ly the middle one,) it will be necessar_v to observe
that no more work is to be laid off for the day than
can be secured and completed, so that it mav not
be swept away by the current at night. In doinir

this, no greater distance along these four rows of
ties should be piled than can be filled up by the
hands durins the day ; and as preparatory to fill-
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ing up the day's work, three light ties or sticks of
timber, about six inches iri diiimeter, and of length
sufllcient to reach across each of the three s[)aces,

should be laid across the long ties and rested for

support against the posts. Wiiliin and aoainst

these moveable ties, <rood plank should be siuclc

down close to each other, and as much mud should
be thrown within, as would support them firmly to

their places, and enable them to resist the impetu-
osity of the tide. Without these precauiionsj the

rapidity of the current would carry away the mud
as fast as it was thrown in. This process, called

cribbing, is necessary to be refieated at every lay-

off of the work. From these cribbings, in the

middle space, the mud is to be sloped backward,
towards the top of the bank that had been pre-

viously finished ; and before these cribbino; planks
can be safely removed, there must be another set

of cribbing planks put down, and the four rows of
long lies piled all in the same manner as the for-

mer. Thus we continue to draw up these crib-

bings next to the bank, and advance tiie new Crib-

bings as the work progresses, until the breach be
completed. To accomplish such work to the best

advantaixe, substantial wheelin^r plank should be
laid over the middle row of caps, for the men to

run their barrows on in safety ; and when it is ne-
cessary to briuir their mud from a greater distance

than about eight v leet, another gangway should
be formed, that all the loaders (or, as they are

sometimes called, shovel men,) may be kept con-

stantly at work. There should be two sets of
wheelers for one set of shovelmen ; one set of the;

former to wheel up the mud half way to the dam,
and there to meet the other set returning: with

their empty barrows. At this place they exchange
their barrows ; those who came up loaded, return

with their empty barrows to be again filled, while

the others, turning about, proceed to discarge their

loads in the breach. That all parts of the work
might advance ariyht, there should also be two
Jaro;e flat-bottom boats, (scows,) which could be
very advantageoutsly employed ; the one within

the dam in the creek, and the other on the out-

side, with hands sufficient to work them. Their
business shotild be to brinsr mud from the sides of

the creek, and discharge their loads into the two
outer spaces, viz. the footinirs, by throwing the

mud with force against the pilings of the two in-

ner rows. During ail the time th'»t tiie labor-

ers are employed, a few trusty men should be sta-

tioned in the mud at the dam, and should be or-

dered to pack every wlieelbarrow load as it is de-

livered. Should the nmd happen to be soft and
inclined to slip, it will then be necessary to spread

over it occasionally very thin layers of fine brush,

or, what is equally, proper, three-square young
reeds, or anv long grass. Alternate layers of such
materials being incorporated with the soft mud,
give it such tenacity, as that the workmen can
cnrry up the dam to its proper height and shape.

The width of such a dam would be from thirty to

thirtv-four feet, and the work when completed

would exhibit a view, from the edge of the water

at low tide to the top of the bank, a slope at or about

an angle of fit'ty degrees. Before the work of fill-

iniT lip the breach is fairly entered upon, I con-

sider it safest to guard the opposite side by run-

ning off a crib, some ten ortwenty feet, and secur-

ing it by good mud packed within ; for as the work
, advances and the width of the breach leseensj so
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in the same proportion, will the rapidity of the cur-

rent increiise. As the work advances, it would
be advisable always to let the sluice doors be open
to admit the tide into the marsh, and to keep up a

pressure on both sides ot the dam as nearly equal

as possible.

Ditches.

The marsh being perfectly enclosed, and the

tide excluded, it is now necessary to have it divi-

ded into lots of such size as may be most easily

fut into and kept in a dry and improveable state.

n whatever number of acres the owner may
choose to have his lots, they should be so laid off,

as that the ditches dividiui]^ them should run per-

pendicularly Irom the bank tovvards the centre of

the marsh and be not more than from twenty to

thirty roods distance from each other in good mud;
but where the mud is of a liirht fibrous texture,

(such as is vulgarly called horse dung, or peat,)

the ditches should not be more than twelve roods

apart. The reason I would assign for such a di-

vision is this, that in irrio-ating such grounds the

water can pass with facility aloug the ditches, and
spread its fertilizing qualities Ihrouffh all parts of

the meadows; and also by such distribution, the

lowest and the poorest parte would receive the

greatest proportion of the sediment. Another
reason, I even assign, is, that the drier your mea-
dow and better the mud, the finer and more nutri-

tious will be (he quality of the grass. It is inva-

riably the case, that you will find the loose or

peaty soil in the lowest parts of .all marshes, and
althouffh it may sometimes produce a tolerable

quantity of coarse herbage, or, by good cultivation,

a prolific crop of the improved grasses— still none
of those productions will be half equal innutrition,

to that grown on good mud. in the divisions of

the marsh, let all the ditches be cut eight feet wide
by three teet deep ; a narrow ditch would be un-

Bafe lor the cattle.

Seeding of Meadows.

As soon as possible after the marsh has been
enclosed, and while the ditches are cutting, set to

work in good earnest to have your ijrass seed sown.

It is all important to have it sown as speedily as

practicable. Often have I seen the good effects of

early and expeditious seeding of a new marsh,

and frequently have I known that a delay for a
year or two, has cost a length of time and labor

to put in the seed, and even then to very little

purpose. Should the marsh have on it a great

quantity of wild herbage, no-matter, be not dis-

mayed : sow among them, throw on the seed
plentifully, and you will in a year or two see your
account in it. If any part should remain not

seeded when the winter sets in, you may burn off

tlie rubbish, (if you think best,) and commence
sowing your seed in February ; and that it may
be evenly scattered over the surface of the marsh,
sow the lots twice, by crossing the first with the

second sowing. The roller is always to be pre-

ferred lor the purpose of beating down the rub-

bish, rather than destroy it by. burning. It is the

practice here to sow the grass seed among the

reeds, flajis and wild oats, disregarding their

height. I have been credibly informed a man a
few miles from nie sowed timothy among a most

extraordinary growth of such plants, and who,
when the seedinir was finished, took a common
gate (not havinir a roller,) and dragged it over the

rubbish until it was flattened down; the rubbish

soon rotted upon the moist surfiice, and afforded an
abundant nutriment jbr the tender sets; the con-

sequence was an extraordinary crop of grass the

following j'ear.

I would wish to be distinctly understood, that

the seed should be sown on the marsh, while it is

yet in its wet state, and before the frost of winter,

or heat of summer, should either pulverize or dry

thesurliice; for both these natural causes operating

on the surface after the seed has been sown, will

do more for the embroy seed just springing into

existence, than (in large bodies of marsh,) hun-
dreds, nay, I might sny, thousands of dollars

worth of labor could efi'ect. After the seed shall

have been sown, (and lro»m long experience I can
assert,) that the best and only sure way o!" spee-

dily o:ettino; your meadow into grass, is to pasture

it, as severely as possible, for the first and even
second year. The wild herbage being kept down
by the number of cattle continually leeding there-

on, will afford the tender grass an opportunity to

take root ; while at the same time their continued

trending of the soil, tends to bury the seed among
the loose and decaying rubbish, and to render the

surface more compact ; for on that depends the

growth of the artificial grasses, and the destruc-

tion at the same time of the wild plants. I con-

sider as the truth, that the mellower a marsh is

made, the less liable are grass seeds to take root,

(althoiiorh directly the reverse is the case in up-

land,) or, if they should happen to take root, they

miizht vegetate for a while; but, when the heat

and droughts come on, they will most assuredly

perish.

Different marsh soils require different kinds of

seed. The firm blue mud is best adapted for

green grass, timothy and the clovers, particularly

the white. The light spongy marsh (called horse

dunor or peat,) is fitted lor none other than the

herdgrass. Immediately after the bank is com-

pleted, this kind of soil should be sown with herd-

grass, while it is j^et new and in its Tvet state, and

before it has time even to exhibit dryness on the

surface. While it is yet wet, a sward of herd-

grass may be formed upon it, and by pasturing it

closely ibr some time, it will then be useful ibr

mowing tor many years. I would never recom-

mend the sowing of herdgrass on good mud, be-

cause the timothy, clovers and green grass, are all

far preferable, much more nutritious, and bear

pasturing until quite late ; on the contrary, the

herdsrass is not so good Ibr pasture, nor will it re-

sist the cfi'ects of a late frost in the spring, nor an
early one in the flill. Besides, it has a wonderflil

tendency to root out all the other grasses, with its in-

numerable long and very fine roots, and from the

production of such an immense quantity of seed,

which are so easily shattered out and wafted by

the wind every where ; that should but a very

small portion of the seed be mixed with the

other grasses and sown on blue mud, it would be

discovered in a very tew years, that the herdgrass

had obtained the complete ascendancy. The herd-

grass is admirably adapted lor the salt marshes.

It is wonderful how easily it can become the com-
panion of even the red salt grass ; and in propor-

tion as it acquires strength and root, so in the
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same proportion does it take the place of that nat-

ural proprietor of the saline soil. When I speak
of salt marshes,] wish to be undersiood, those
marshes which are considerably brackish, but not

so much as those bonlerintj on the ocean. It is

asked, what method should a farmer adopt, so as

to render a liirht peat\' meadow more comriaci '? I

answer, the only probable and sure way would be,

to fodder his cattle throuirhout the winter on it:

for their treading would have a tendency to con-
solidate the surliice, and to cause a much thicker

growth of young grass the following spring. It

ma}^ appear incredible to those [)ersonp who are

strangers to this kind of marsh, when I tell them
that a mass of such peat or horse dung mud, as

large as a hogshead or vvagon body, exposed for a
i'ew weeks in sununer to the sun and winds, would
take fire as soon as it was applied ; or if thrown
into water, would float as light as a cork

;
yet, ex-

traordinary as it may appear, (if proper care be

taken to get a sward of herdgrass upon it,) it

Avould astonish the beholder to view the abun(lant
crop. The innumerable roots of the herd-^rass,

while they obstruct the rays of the sun, atid the

winds from penetrating the surfcice, at the same
time shut in and retain the moisture for their own
benefit

;
yet, if cultivation in proper time should

be neglected, this kind of marsh, will finally be-

come so very light and porous, that a man in at-

tempting to walk over it would sink to the depth
of his ancles. Am I asked by what method are

meadows to be continued improveable, so that

they may be rendered capable of yielding consid-

erable quantities of grass by the ordinary resources

of any practical farmer, and that in the most
easy and least expensive way ? I answer, by ir-

rigatwn in three ways: 1st. JPartial. 2d. Effectu-

al. 3d. Internal.

Of Partial Irrigation.

When meadows have been some time in banic,

it is always to be presumed that a considerable por-

tion of them have been brought into ffood grass,

and that even the very high parts may have be-

come too compact, or (as it is called by the farm-
ers,) bound, to yield that productive burden which
might be expected from them ; wherefore, that

the surface of the meadow miulit again be vivi-

fied, or, as it were, brought to life, fi-om that dead
state in which it is commonly said to he, when
bound, recourse should be had to irrigalion. It is a

common practice Avith some of our farmers to let

the water on their meadows about New Year's
day, and so continue it until the vegetation shows
itself in the spriuii, and when drawn off the sur-

face, they often have the appearance of a beauti-

ful irroen wheat field. Preparatory to irrlgatinir.

the sliiices should have doors hung to their ends,

so as to admit the tide, and, by shutting down, (o

prevent it from runninir out again. There should
also be a number of trunks made from two to

three feet square, and a faw feet lonirer than the

width of the bank; the number of these trunks

should be in proportion to the number of acres to

be irrigated, say one to about thirty acres. These
trunks are laid in the tide bank opposite the high-

est parts of the meadow, and on a level with its

surface, so that every flood might pass into it from
the difl'erent parts of the bank at one and the same
time, through these trunks and sluices; and on

every ebbing of the tide might leave'its sediment
incorporated with the dead and decaying vegeta-
bles of the surface, which, by its daily increasing

in quantity, auiiiuents its weight upon the falling

rubbish, and with it affords the richest nutriment
to the expected crop of grass. That a fiu-mer

might have the benefit of the early crop of good
grass, such as timothy or green grass, which
miij,ht be cut in all the month of June, and also

improve the more inferior parts of his meadow by
sowing grass seed on such parts as had not taken,

he could, on or about the first of July, let the tide

on them by the above method, and continue \\\*

process until the first of April fbllovving. He
would then find, that where the rubbish had
grown in the greatest quantity, and been beaten
d')wn by various causes operating on it, there the'

sediment (becoming incorporated with it,) had
formed a new soil three or tour inches in depth
completely adapted tor the reception of grass

seeds.

This would be the proper time lor the fiirmer to

profit by his former mistakes, (in delaying to sow
his marsh when first reclaimed,) by immediately
drawing off the water, and casting his seed with a
liberal hand upon the slimy surface of this new
formed stratum, composed of putrefied vegetables
and mud ; nor let him forget, as the vegetation ad-
vances, that, for insuring a good crop of valuable

crass, he must liave a stock of cattle, the number
of which ouirht to be in proportion to his acres, so

as to keep down the superfluous growth of the

wild plants.

Effectual Irrigation^ or Drnv:ning the MarSh, as it

is called.

After a meadow has been many years in bank,
the fine trasses almost all gone, and the surface

generally covered with a coarse vegetation scarce-

ly eatable, composed of weeds, rushes, boos, &c.,

the farmer then things it time to let down the

marsh, and drown it. This method is performed
by cutting away the bank opposite the ditches,

and by removing the mud from oiT the sluices;

thus, the water having a free course 4hrough all

the ditches, circulates the sediment equnliv over
all parts of the marsh. A period of fi-om five to

seven years is considered necessary to produce the

desired efl'ect. Within this time there will have
formed on the surface of the marsh (on an ave-
rage,) a stratum of virgin mud, of fi^om eight to

twelve inches in depth. Should the marsh be per-

mitted to lie down for eighteen or twenty years, it.

will then have collected a new stratum of from
twelve to Iwenly-eighf inches in thickness. After
that length of time, there cannot be perceived
any additional accumulation of mud, because the
flow of the common tides will be no hiniier than
about on a level with the surface ; and I think it

would be a certain loss to any farmer to let his

marsl) continue m its wild state after it had been
down for even ten years, fJir the accumula-
tion of the mud would in no way compensate for

the loss of the difii^rence of time, in which profit

might have been derived from it in the ordinary
manner of mowing and grazing. The first time
that wild marsh may have been reclaimed, has
never been considered so valuable nor profitable,

nor will it so readily receive or retain that system
of improvement, as a meadow which had been
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Bome years previously in bank, and lurned down
and drowned, and ihe second time reclaimed and
cultivated,

I must here remark, that it i.^ in a great niea-

glJre owiniT to practical knovvledge in agricul-

tural pcience (in which pome of my neiirhbnr-

innr farmers have displayed iheir talents in the

judicious manacrement of their meadows,) that

their veal has deservedly ncquired the applause

of the citizens of Philadelphia ; and the mar-
kets of New York, as well as Philadelphia,

will warrant me in eaying, that the beef sent

from Salem cuunty has never been excelled by
that supplied from any other part of the United

States; and 1 have the vanity to believe, that

even the best farmers in England have not ex-

ceeded us.

Internal Irrigaiinn.

I can say but little of the salt marshes lying

near the sea coast, and which had been periodi-

cally covered by the water of the ocean previous-

ly to their being reclaimed. There is an opinion

generally prevalent, that a certain portion of salt

is beneficial to grain and grass: may not too

great a quantity of it be also prejudicial ? I have
often used the pickle from my meat tubs, and with
complete success, in the destruction of the St.

John's wort, and ranstead, or snap-dragon, where
they have occasionally appenred on my land.

And I am inclined to believe that all perfectly salt

TTiarshes, after having been in bank for several

years, (and when the native vegetation of the soil

|tas died,) becoine almost a barren waste, and
when exposed to the penetrating rays of the sun,

their saline particles j^re extracted for some inches

in depth, so that distinct particles of almost pure
salt may be seen on the surface. Indeed, I have
peeti the salt in such profusion when passing over
the marsh, that my shoes would be as white as if

walking in a thick hoar (i'ost. and I cannot believe

that any soil so highly impregnated with salt can
be rendered profitable, for a series of years, in

either grain or grass. As I know that some exper-
iiTients are makin<r to reclaim this highly saturated

and almost useless kind of property, I will here-

with submit my opinion as to the beet mode of

preparing this kind of real estate, whereby the

owner may calculate on deriving more certain pro-

fit i'rom it than is trenerally received.

So fur as I have had opportunities of nbservinfr,

I have generally seen sr.rings of good fresh water
issuini; from the uplands and woods, and b}'- the

time they have united their numerous rills, they

will havp formed a creek of considerable size arsd

depth, which, in meanderincr through the marsh,
is discharged into the Inrger creek or river through
the sluices or flood gates. Now nothing appears to

ine more rational to be done, than that the fiirmer

should make a right application of this fresh wa-
ter; which to one thus situated, [ consider of the

greatest importance. To fi-eshen this reclaimed
marsh, so as to make it just brackish enoush to

produce all the improved kind of grasses, he has
nothinfr more to do than to shut down his inside

doors to his eUiicps or flood ffatcs, and hold the

water until it shall have raised in height, so as to

cover the surface of the whole marsh : his trunks

lying in the batdv (as before described,) will llien

vent all the superfluous water. Let this be done
in the full, and be continued until the fbllowinfr

spring, then the water might be drawn ofi", and
grain or grass sown, as suited the fancy of the
owner. I have no doubt that in repeating this

process for two seasons, the marsh will freshen

exceedingly, and otherwise be materially im-
proved. I would also suggest, that throughout
the summer, the sluices or flood gates should be
attended to, by having boards slid in (hem ; and
in the mouths of the ditches, pieces of plank
should be set edgeways, so as to keep in all the

ditches a certain and continued supply for the cat-

tle, and diflerent kinds of grain and grass which
may have been committed to the soil. The height
of the water in the ditches can easily be regulated

by the number of planks to be put down, the one
over the other. Another great advantage to be
derived from this process would be, as I have
before said, that the weight of water lying for

several months on this peaty and light marsh,
would tend to compress and render it much more
susceptible of receiving the seed to advantage
when sown on it.

Grain in Meadows.

J cannot say any thing in favor of the diflTerent

kinds of grain, either from my own cultivation or

that of n)y neighbors. 1 have known good crops

of wheat, rye, corn and oats produced ; but yet I

have covisidered the cultivation of grain generally

in meadows, as much too precarious (or piofitable

culture. You may sometimes have a beautiful

and strong standing crop of wheat or rye on the

good blue mud along the bank, or edges of the

creek or guts ; but it would be no more than a
mere sMp, with here and there a patch, compared
to the residue of the marsh; all the other parts

will be nothing but weeds and rubbish. I also

consider it a certain wnsre of time, labor and mo-
ne}', in endeavoring to derive a profit li'om sowing
any kind of grain on the peaty or horse-dung sod;

it may vetjetate lor a while, and produce a show of

some straw, but very little, if any grain. I admit
that grain has sometimes succeeded on the good
blue mud soil, but Avhen j'ou take into considera-

tion that all kinds of grain are uncertain in marsh
grounds, and also the hosts of enemies of differ-

ent tribes which will pre}' upon it, such as grub-
worms, mice, and birds without number; and
moreover the grasshoppers and coclcroaches which
attack the grain alter it has been reaped, and while

in shock, you ma}' readily conclude that the risk

of the destruction would be much more probable

than a fiiir calculation for profit.

M}' judgment, therefore, is, (calculating for a
series of }'ears, sav six or seven,) that the loss

would by f.'ir overbalance the profit. In my agri-

cultural pursuits in early life, I was led to believe

that the marsh was the very quintessence o( nu-

triment for all plants, and that all kinds of grain

might be cultivated there in great perfection. I

tried different kinds of grain, and succeeded in

causinff them to crow; but, I remendier. not to

my satisfaction. I have long been satisfied in my
own mind, that (he upland was by nature intend-

ed for the production both of grain and grass, but
that the marshes were designed for grasses only.

There can be nothincr niore true in agricultural

science, (according to my estimation,) than that a
plough should never enter a marsh soil

; we may
be assured that the best side of any marsh i? up-
permost.
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I have herein endeavored to give you my prac- with which I am very much pleased, havinor cul-

tical observations and opinions in answer to a part tivated, in corn, 160 acres with ten liands and four

of the twplftli inqtiirv, as stated in the 4ih vol. p. horses, witliout hoos and without ploiitrliF:. As
307, of tlie Memoirsof "The Philadelphia Socio- soon as we finished replanting, we commenced
ty for promotitia Agriculture." Should any thing

\
thinnintv ; (or which purpose we used the hoc, with

I have written, be considered ot" utility in aiding

the advimcement of agricultural science, it is en-

tirely at your service.

I am, with great respect, &c.
ROBERT G. JOHNSON.

RICHARD PKTERS, ESQ.

EXPERIMENTS ON CORN.

To the Editor of tlic Farmers' Register.

King JVilliam Co., December 20, 1836.

I this year made an experiment with corn and
cotton, planted together ; the result of which, I

will state, as I consider it as necessary to make
known our failures, as to publish our successful

experiments.

Two acres of land with a very scant}' crop of clo-

ver on it, were well fallowed in the winter, after

spreadingalittle mannreon theparts where the clo-

ver was thinnest—and the last of April re-ploughed

and thrown into six lijet beds. These beds were
rrossed at intervals ol three feet, and planted the

2nd day of May—each hill alternately in corn

and cotton. The cotton seed and corn, were roll-

ed in plaster and ashes, and a small hatidful of

the mixture was put into each corn hill before

covering. The corn came up well, and grew ofT

beautifully, maintaining, all the season, a fine

deep green color—was left two stalks in the hill,

and cultivated in the usual way, and produced 7
barrels per acre. The seed corn used, was the

Maryland twin, which from this my first trial, I

should say was more productive than any other

variety I have tried. The cotton came up badly,

grew badly, and produced next to nothing—some-
thing like 100 lbs. seed per acre,, as 1 did not

weigh it.

Five rows four (eet apart, after being planted in

cotton two feet apart in the rows, were planted in

twin corn between the cotton hills, and the corn

left two stalks in (he hill, and the cotton two stalks,

with a view of ascertaining whether the twin
would bear thicker planting than the common
large corn. The land was good and well cultiva-

ted. The product was one barrel of sound corn,

upon one-twelfth part of an acre, and no cotton,

that beinff completely smothered by the luxuriant

growth of corn, which satisfied me it would bear

planting at least one-third thicker than the com-
mon kind. Whether the product from the (wo

the view of cutting up a bush or hunch of briers

we miirht meet with, and the hoes were never

used afterwards except to chop around ditches or

small places which could not be got at with the

cultivators, which are started as soon as the corn

is up, or even before all is up, and kept running

alternately the wide and narrow way until we lay

by, which is done with a skimmer. The corn of

course is laid off stri-.ighl both ways. I use a cul-

tivator of the common X kind, except that the

teeth are a little pointed instead of square, and

the edges of them turned back, which renders the

draft easier and makes them run deeper. This
methotl of course can only be practised on land

nearly or quite level. The field cultivated this

year, I am convinced, has produced more than it

did the two last years it was m corn, when plough-

ed in the usual way, and hoed three times, with a
saving of at .'east one third of the labor. We
cannot aflbrd to make corn in the old fashioned

way durini; the present great demand f^^r labor of'

all "kinds, even at the present high price of the

article.

A nv disposition you m;iymake of the above will

be perfectly satisfactory to

P. S.—Upon the supposition that the ccro^ of (he

Hessian fly is deposited upon the grain of wheat, I

this last seedinjr time, sowed a small parcel of
ituported German wheat, one-half of which was
oiled ; but regret to find not one grain in fifty came
up, either of that which was oiled, or the other

half not greased. It is a well known fact to every
good housewife, that their eggs, of all kinds, to

hatch at all, must be carefully kept fi-om grease or

oil. May it not prove equally as ef^!cacious, when
applied to the Hessian fly egg, as when applied

to the hen egg? H.

For the Farmer's Register.

COTTON SEED OIL.

1st. Tn Silliman's Journal of August 1824, is an
article on cotton seed gas, by Professor Olmsted,
then of the University of North Carolina, now of

Yale College, who found by experiment that 1 lb.

cotton seed would afford about 9i cubic feet of
gas, and hence made the following calculations.

lbs.

Cotton made in United States, 1824, 100,000,000.

Cotton seed, more than

acres (14 barrels) was the result of planting twin

corn, or whether from the small quantity of plas- ! Capable of producing, gas,

ter and ashes put into each hill, I am unable to
,
Quantity of gas required annually

say ; 1 only state the facts, and leave others to
j

to light the city of London,
draw their own conclusions. But 1 certainly do
not think the land would have produced more than

five barrels per acre, without the cotton, cultiva-

ted in the usual way in the common corn. 1 now
believe I should have made 10 barrels per acre, if I

100,000,000.

Cubic feet.

2,827,500,000,

400,000,000

33,000,

To make which are required,

Chaldrons of coal.

Illuminating power of gas, double that of coal,

therefore the whole cotton crop of 1824 was capa-
ble of supplying 14 such cities as London with

had had a corn hill in place of the cotton—that is, i illuminating gas.

six by three feet.
|

In other words, the gas made from (he seed of
I have this year tried upon a larger scale, (he

j

the whole crop of 1824 would have been equal to

method of cultivating the corn crop, which one of
j

that made from 462,000 chaldrons of coal. Sup-
your correspondents calls the " no hoe system," 1 pose, however, that only one half of the seed
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made is converted into gas, then there would be a
supply for seven such cities as London, equal to

231,000 chaldrons of coal. Eut; the estimated

crop of cotton for 1S36, is Bales.

1,500,000,

Or lbs. 675,000,000.

Seed of which is 2,025,000,000.

Half of which is 1,012,500,000.

Cubic feet.

Which would afford gas 9,618,750,000.

More than enough to supply 24 such cities as

London, and equal to, Chaldrons of coal.

792,000.

The flame of cotton seed gas is distinguished

for it:^ purity and softness.

2dly. In the Farmers' Register, vol iii. p. 295,

is a sumn)ary of the cotton seed oil manufactured
dov.-n to that, date:

The cotton seed huller wns invented, as is well

•known, by Mr. Francis Follet, of Petersburg,

about seven years ago. Several other hullers

have been made since, but whether on a new prin-

ciple, or not, seems not to be generally known.
The patent right of Follet's huller was pur-

chased b}- a Mr. Plumer of Mississippi, for near-

ly all the principal cotton growing countries in the

union, who has refused, it is said, high prices for

sub-patents, and thus the cotton seed oil manufac-
ture has been subjected to all the evils of a mo-
nopoly, capital and enterprise being excluded.

In the mean time Mr. Baxter, a resident of Pe-
tersburg, has procured a patent for a new hydros-
tatic press, with a pressure of 400 tons. This in-

vention, I doubt not, will form an era in the oil

manufacture ; and it is remarkable how little it is

as yet known. The press is however of no use
without the huller, and that, it is seen, is restricted

by a monopolizing patent, in almost the entire

south-west. Fortunately this patent will expire

in seven years. Whether the hydroi?tafic press

is destined to come into the hands of a monopoli-

zing purchaser or not, remains To be seen.

3dly. The value of the surplus cotton seed of

the United Stales, converted into oil, cannot be

less than ten millions of dollars—a respectable

item in the wealth of" the country.

The cotton seed oil is used to burn in lamps in

Petersburg, and is said to burn beautifully. It is

highly spoken of as a paint oil. X number of

houses in Raleigh, North Carolina, are painted

with it. It is said to be a fine salad oil, and as a

friction oil stands pre-eminent. The oil cake is a

capital food for stock, and will itself pay all the ex-
penses of the manuliicture.

Baxter's press will make 40 gallons of oil per
diem, with a hired labor of three dollars a day.

The oil is worth §1 25 per gallon, which will be
$50 a day, or .^ 15,600 per annum.
Such are a few hints I have picked up on this

matter, and hastily set down. Unfortunately for

the public, practicrd men, who are most com[)ptent
to give infiirmalion on such subjects, are the least

apt of all others ever to put pen to paper.

C C
Jan. 20, 1837.

,

process now in operation at the Barriere de Gre-
nclle, near Paris, for forming artesian wells, has
already penetrated 1088 feet without finding wa-
ter. His contract is to bore as low as 1200 feet;

and if no wafer is found at this depth, the engineer
is ready to make a new contract with the city of
Paris, to go to the enormous depth of 2000 feet

;

such a depth has never yet been sounded on the
surflice of the globe. (yJthenccnm, 1836, p. 740.)
If the depth of 2000 feel can be attained, at any
thing like a moderate expense, it is probable that
a still greater depth is practicable ; and if so, wa-
fer may probably be found in every spot on the
face of the earth. The fertility of the most arid

deserts would thus be secured, and the whole
world rendered one fertile garden. The next step-

would be to call do\tn fire from the clouds, in the
form of electricity, so as to ficililate the operations
of cooking, and the driving of machinery.

From Loudon's Gardener's Magazine.

ARTESIAN WELLS.

M. Mulot, who has the management of the

From Loudon's Gardener's Magazine.

ACCELERATING THE GROWTH OF SEEDS BY
SCALDING.

Cobbett, in treating of the locust, says, that he
was reconuTiended by an American gentleman
(Judge Mitchell ofLong Island) to boil ihe seeds
previously to sdwmg them. (See j/rb. Brit., p,

624.) And the idea is not so ridiculous as might
at first sight be imagined. The subject was no-
ticed by Professor Henslow, at the meeting of the

British Association at Bristol; and (he following
is an extract from a communication by the profes-

sor to the Magazine of Natural History, vol. ix.

p.'477:—
" Sir John Herschel lately sent some seeds of

an acacia fr-om the Cape of Good Hope, to Cap-
tain Smith of Bedford, with directions that they
should be scalded, in order to secure their germin-
ation. Captain Smith having presented me with,

a dozen of these, I subjected them to the follow-

ing experiments:—Two were placed in boiling

water, and left to soak for an hour, until the water
had become cool ; two were kept at the boiling

temperature for 1^ minutes; two for 3 minutes;
two for 6 minutes ; and one for 15 minutes. Some
of" these were sown immediately, under a hand-
glass, in the open border; and the rest were kept
for 3 or 4 days, and then sown in a hot-bed. The
following are the results obtained:

—

Under the hand-glass,

—

1, boiled for 1-^- minutes, failed.1-3 minutes, came up in 14 days.1-6 ... 13 days.

1, not steeped at all, did not germinate.

In the hot-bed,

—

1, boiled for 1^- minutes, came up in 8 days.1-3 minutes - - 7 days.

1 - 6 - - - 7 (lavs.1-15 - - - 13 days.

2, in boiling water, left to cool - 9 days.

2j not steeped - - - 21 days.

We cannot draw any decided inference from the

single seed, which was boiled for 15 minutes, hav-
ing been more retarded than the rest, as it might
have been a bad specimen ; but it seems very

clear, that the heat to which these seeds were ex-

posed must have acted as a decided stimulus to

theii^ germination; whilst it is a very singular fiict,
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that they should not have been completely de-

stroyed by it. Had I sappof5ed it probable that a

seed, which was boiled for 15 minutes, would have
germinated, 1 should have boiled some of the

others still longer, in order to ascertain the ex-

treme limit to which such severe treatment might
be carried without destroyinij the vital principle."

In pursuance of this subject, at the Bristol

meetini;, " Mr. Hope mentioned a practice, com-
mon in sodie [)arts of S|)ain. of baking corn to a

certain extent, by exposing it to a temperature of
150°, or upwards, lor the pur|)ose ol'destroying an
insect by which it was liable to be attacked. Dr.
Richardson mentioned, that the seeds sold in Chi-

na for the European market, were previously boil-

ed, (or the purpose of destroying their vitality, as

the jealousy of that people made them anxious to

prevent their exportation in a state fitted tor germ-
ination. Upon sowing these seeds, he had, nev-
ertheless, observed some few of them were still

capable of vegetating." {Edin. New Phil. Jouni.,

vol. xxi. Oct. 1S33, p. 333.

From Loudon's Gardener's Magazine.

HEATIiVG EY HOT WATER DRAWN UP FRO.U
THE BOWELS OF THE EARTH.

It seems to be now proved beyond dispute, that

the temperature of the earth increases from the

surface downwards ; and consequently, at a cer-

tain depth, the heat of water must be at the boil-

ing point ; and at a still greater de|)th, all mate-
rials whatever must be in a fluid state. At the

meetin<j of the Bristol Association m August,
1836, Professor Stevelly suggested the idea of

bringing up hot water Irom the bowels of the

earth to the surfiice ; and heating houses, manu-
fiictories, &c., with it, so as to keep them at a giv-

en temperature, in the same manner as is done
with the apparatus by water artificially heated.

(Z/L Gaz., Sept. 3, 1836, p. 551.) As", at a cer-

tain depth, the water must be at such a decree of

temperature, as when allowed to expand, it will

instantly become high-pressjre steam, it seems
not altogether impossible that our stationary steam
engines may be supplied with that material with-

out the use of fuel ; and hence those who look

forward with fear to the period when the coal

mines will be exhausted, may derive some small

degree of consolation. At all events, it seems not

unreasonable to suppose that, if a bore or artesian

well is carried so deep as to penetrate into a str;i-

tum of water at a sutficient temperature to expand
itself into steam, there will be no difficulty in the

water ascending to the surfiice. If ever so com-
plete a command of water should be obtained by
man, in every part of the world, except, of course,
the frozen zone, the climate and culture of the

whole would be altered: and who can tell

what may be the ultimate result of the operations

of man, in one way or another, chemically, elec-

trically, and mechanically, upon the globe ?

From Loudou's Gardener's Magazine.

BEET CULTURE.

veryelecjant discourse, which was highly applaud-
ed by the members present, and has since been
published in a cheap monthly agricullural journal,

called L'' u'/gronome. In taking a general review
of the present stale of agriculture in France, M.
Soulange-Bodin notices the great increase of the
culture of the notato; aud he considers the beet
as a source of incalculable riches, not only for

Prance, but for Europe in general. Of course, the
value of the beet depends mainly on the sufjar

which can be procured from it, but not altojrether;

tor the beet is nmcli better adapted, as a green
crop, for feeding cattle in a warm climate, than
either the turnip or the potato. The culture of
the silkworm, and that of the Saxon merinos, oc-

cupy a good deal, also, of public attention; and,
lastly, the culture of the Ibrests. MM. Vilmorin,

Michaux, Jaume St. Hilaire, Mirbel and Loise-
leur Deslongchamps, are represented as continu-

ally urging the great importance of introducing all

kinds of foreign trees among the indigenous ones
in the native forests. Great attention, it appears,

is being paid to the study of the insects which at-

tack trees; and Michaux is stated to have made
some valuable discoveries on the subject : but I re-

ler you to L'' jigronojuc.

M. Soulange-Bodin was some time ago ap-
pointed Vice-Secretary to La Societe Royale et

Centrale d^ Agriciiltare : and, on the lOlh ot" April

last, I had the pleasure of hearing him read a

From Loudon's Gardener's Magazine.

VITALITY OF SEEDS.

It will be in the recollection of our readers, that,

in October 1834, we published some interesting

details of the opening of a British tumulus, near
MaidenCastle, by Mr. Maclean, who found there-

in a human skeleton, and a portion of the contents
of the stomach, containing a mass of small seeds,

which neither the operation of the gastric juices,

nor the lapse of probably twenty centuries, had
sufficed to destroy. Many of these seeds have
been subjected to various careful experiments, to

ascertain whether the vital principle was extinct;

and we have the satisfaction of announcing that
Professor Lindley has happily succeeded in produ-
cing plants from several of these seeds. These
plants have confirmed the opinion expressed by
the learned professor, on a first inspection of the
seeds, that they were those of the rubus idaeus,

the common raspberry. The plants are now very
vigorous, have produced much (ine fruit this sea-

son, and form an object of the greatest curiosity

and attraction to horticulturists. This higldy in-

teresting circumstance proves the raspberry to be
an indigenous plant in this country, growing at a
very early period, and then constitutinir an article

of ibod. {Dorset Chronicle, as.quoted in the Bath
Journal of Sept. 12, 1836.) We have seen the
raspbei-ry plant alluded to in the Horticultural So-
ciety's garden. The fticts are extremely interest-

ing; and we hope Dr. Lindley will compare this

case with others of the kind upon record, and fa-

vor the world with a memoir on the subject.

From Loudon's Gardener's Magazine.

THE STEAM-PLOUGH AND THE SCOTCH SYS-
TEM OF HUSBANDRY.

At the fifth anniversary of the East Suffolk
Agricultural Association, held at Wickham Mark-
et, Sept. 8., the most interesting remarks of the
evening were the opinions advanced by the presi-
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dent, by Lord Heiiniker, and by Mr. Shavve, in

favor of the new poor law, the steam-|)loucrh, and
the Scotch system of husbandry. Lord Strad-

broke enforced the necessity of iuiproviiiir the im-

plements of airriculture ; and pointeil to the rnan-

ufacturinij districts tor proof that the improvement
of machinery brou<2:ht an increase of weahh to

the capitalist, and of comfort to the workuran.

The agriculturists must keep pace with the spirit

of the age in doinir tlieir utmost to lessen the cost

of cultivation. The sleam-plou^h, of which his

former mention had been received with increduli-

ty, had actually been completeci, and. with a litile

alteration, was likely to be brought into general

use. He was convinced that means like these

were the best that could be devised for the relief

of the agriculturists, and by which they mio:ht

hope to become once more an exporiino:, instead

of an importini,', nation. Lord Henniker said he

hoped that a day of greater prosperity than they

had yet seen was dawninir on the farmer, and that

his difflculties were nearly at an end. In corrobo-

ration of the president's statement as to the steam-

plough, he had received a letter fl-om a f>iend in

Lincolnshire, who informed him that in his neigh-

borhood they had got one already, and that it

would plough eight acres and harrow thirty in a

day. Mr. Shawe thought that some time must
elapse before the steam-plough would be brought

into general use; and in the mean time, as it ap-

peared by the evidence before the Agricidtural i

Committee that the Scotch system of husbandry

was much less costly than ours, he suggested that

a deputation should be sent into Scotland to in-

qifire whether any more economical method could

be introduced here. (^Bary and Norwich Post,

Sept. 14.) We hope such a committee will be

appomted: the farmers of England, not even tlie

most intelligent of them, including what are call-

ed the gentlemen farmers, have not the least idea

of what farming is in the best cultivated districts

of Scotland—lor example, in East Lothian. The
effects of the subsoil-plough, of Mr. Smith of

Deanston, and of the rea|)ing machine of thi.s gen-

tleman, and of the Rev. Mr. Bell, whose machine
has been introduced into the United States of

America, will astonish them.

KABBITS PREFERABLE TO PIGS FOR MAKIJVG
MANURE.

T have these four years past kept several rabbits,

in order to ascertain if they would not be more
beneficial lor a cottager to keep than pigs ; but I

always lose a great many of the younur ones when
they are about two months old ; and I find it is a

general complaint amongst all persons that keep
them. If the youna' could be reared, I am satis-

fied that rabbits would be far more profitable than

piijs, besides makinii; a fcreat (luantity of valuable

manure, and that out of the refuse of the garden,

a great part of which pigs will not eat. 1 use no
other marmre than rabbits' dung, and the water
which I collect in a cesspool from the drain of the

house ; and my garden produces good cro|)s of all

sorts of vegetables. I should be ijlad to know if

any of your readers have tried rabbits in the same
manner as I have done, and what has been the

result.— ./. F. Drury, C%}irchlan(h, Cheshunt,

Nov. 19, 1836.

—

Loiidoii's Gard. Mag.

From Loudon's Gardener's Magazine.

SALUBRITY AND INSALUBRITY OP SITUA-
TIONS.

We are persuaded that very ^cw persons are
aware of the superior degree of healthfulnesa of
an elevated open situation, exposed to the south
rather than tiie north, and on a dry and, if possi-

ble, calcareous soil. Few of us are aware, also,

of the superior dryness produced in the fioor and
the walls of ordinary houses, by raising the low-
est living-floor 3 feet, or 4 teet, above the surround-
ing surliice. In laborers' cottages this is of the
very last importance, as we shall show on a future

occasion. We shall, in the mean time, extract

some notices on the subject from Dr. M'Culloch,
and from what we consider the most useful review
of his fiook that has yet appeared, in the jJrmri-

caa Quarterly Review, No. viii., for December,
1S28. '' Malaria .(bad air,) miasma (?nujm6, to

infect.) or marsh exhalation, is something which
originatLS in swampy, marshy, moist ground,
wherein vegetables having grown, die, and putre-

fy. Vegetables that die and become disorganized
in cold weather do not appear to produce this in-

fectious malaria ; nor do venjetables that die, and
are dried up by heat in a dry place. Nor do we
find it in places bare of vegetation, unless vegeta-
ble matter, liable to putrefy, be found there acci-

dentally, or brought there purposely. Nor do we
find this miasmatous air prevalent in tlie winter
season : the months of July, August, and Septem-
ber, includinij in warm climates, one half of Oc-
tober, are the seasons when this pestilence chiefiy

prevails. i3ut it has been observed, that places

producing remittent fevers in the fall are liable to

prodiire intermitteiits in springs. Places com-
pletely covered with water do not produce mala-
ria, although the margins of such places do.

This poison is now ususually supposed to be a
gas, acting by its chemical properties ; by others,

it is presumed to be an exhalation, effluvium, or

odor ; the ancient opinion, at present not consider-

ed as worth investigation, is, that the deleterious

quality of the air impregnated with it, is owincr to

animalcula. Malaria, according to Dr. M'Cul-
loch, is the source of more than half the diseiises

to which the human race is subject, and of more
than half the mortality which depopulates nmn-
kind. It seems to be the angel of destruction, or-

dained to maintain the necessary proportion be-

tween population and the means of subsistence.

It detracts one half li-om the value of life in Hol-
land ; and at least as much, and [irobably more,
in Italy. The chances of lifii in England are va-

riously calculated from forty to fiity years. In
many parts of Holland they are not more than
about twenty-five. In many places of France
they are reduced by malaria to twenty and
eighteen years. Sicily and Sardinia, and nuicli

of Greece, are similarly affected. Lincolnshire,

Essex, Cambridgeshire, and the North Riding of
V orkshire are known seals of this pestilence in

England. Oliver Cromwell died of it ; and, al- %
though we are become much better acquainted
with its effects and its habits than formerly, great

ignorance still prevails, even in England, on this

interesting subject. People are not yet aware of

the many situations preifnant with latent disease,

where danijer is not si;spected ; nor are they

aware of the anomalous forms of indistinct, but
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painful suHerino;, attributable to this cause where
the absence of intermiiteat or remittent diseases

induces a dano;erous confidence and security. Dr.

JM'Culloch is incHned lo ascribe to iliis cause the

rollowing list of disorders : Yellow, remittent, in-

termittent, and nervous lever ; dysentery, diar-

rhtea, cholera, visceral obstructions ; dropsy, oede-

ma, obstructions of the liver and spleen, neural-

ilia, and, in particular, that form ol" it, the tic dou-

loureux, to which we would be sltongly inclined

to add the den2;ue of the Havanna and Charles-

ton, scrofula, and goitre ; hebetude ol' intellect,

and creneral laslitude ; a BiBotian diathesis ; rick-

ets, hernia, rheimuilism, sciatica, toothache, asth-

ma, peripneumony, dyspepsia, pnlsy, phthisis,

'chlorosis, are doubttul ; not that these disorders,

or any of them, do not, in many cases, originate

in other causes ; but that they are, in many cases,

fairly ascribable to the eliscts of malaria or mias-

ma.

EFFECTS OF LEGISI-ATIVE AID TO AGRICUL-
TURE IN THE STATE OF NEW YORK. ,

No. If.

To the Editor of the Fanners' Register.

Dear Sir,—In my former communication in an-

swer to yotir inquiry of " what has been done by
the legislature of Nevi^ York in aid of agricul-

ture V I brought down the subject to the year

1830. I will now proceed to discharge the remain-
ing duty imposed upon me. I must be permitted,

however, to go back and observe, that the several

county societies that organized under the law of

1819, not receiving any farther aid Irom the treasury

of the state after 1825, they, one after another, be-

came extinct, with the exception of the society in the

countv ofJefferson, where by the munificence, ex-

ample, and through the influence of Mr. I^e Ray
de Chaumont, it was not only continued, but gave,

in each succeeding year, new indications of great

usefulness. This became so evident, not only to

residents in that county, but likewise to gentlemen
who occasionally travelled through it, that the

friends of agriculture began once more to bestir

themselves, and proposed the organization of

another state agricultural society and the forma-

tion of county societies under it. For that pur-

pose, several gentlemen residing indifferent por-

tions of the state, met in Albany, in February
1832, to devise a plan of operations that wiuild

best fulfil their intentions. The meeting was as

large as could be expected. A society was formed,

and committees appointed to digest and report to

a subsequent meeting such plan as would ijive

most efficiency to our views, and likewise to obtain

an act of incorporation from the leirislature of" the

state. An act for that purpose was passed, April

26th, 1832. It gave us the power to organize, but

no special privileges. We formed our society un-

der the act, and have held our annual meetings
in Albany, each succeeding February. I have
punctually attended them, and been amply com-
pensated for it. I would not forego the pleasure

for a trifling consideration ; lor, even if the sphere
of my usetulness is no! increased, a fflow of feel-

ing is imparted, which cheers and animates, and
makes me more a friend to the pursuit. Sev^eral

counties once more formed societies, but they did

Vol. IV—87

not generally enter the field with that spirit vi'hich

insures success. Their members again had re-

course to premiums to make the exhibitions inte-

resting, but as state patronage was vvithheki, the

funds for that purpose were raised among the

members. A sufficiency in this way could not be

obtained ; it was an up-hill business, and the last

autumn has witnessed the expiration of many of
these county societies. From former experience,

their long duration, under existing circunjstances,

was not anticipated; their decease, therelbre, hiis

not been a cause of much disappointment. We
early saw, however, after the organization of the

state society, that a paper was wanted, to circulate

not only our proceedings, but likewise to impart

agricultural intelligence to our liirmers. A plan

was at once adopted to commence such an estab-

lishment, and the Cultivator was issued under
the auspices, but not at the expense of tlie society.

That paper has been v/ell sust.iined by the com-
munity—with what benefii, it is for our tarming
population to determine. Another object we had
in view, was the organization of an agiicultural

school, under legislative sanction. The act (a
copy of which I send you,) not having been ob-

tained until May 1836, has not yet been carried

into operation. Its friends, however, will not let

the subject rest; but, I think, will test it fully.

You will observe, it is an act incorporating the

subscribers, but without appropriating iunds for

the purposes recited in it. The}', the subscribers,

contribute the whole of the fund, and receive the

emolument— but, in any event, they are not to di-

vide over 5 per cent, interest on their stock. Upon
this plan, they have the entire control of the insti-

tution, and they would wish to act, if possible,

independent of state boutit3\ In this way, the

enterprise is made their own—they feel more re-

sponsible for its acts, and, of course, will take a
deeper interest in its success. I cannot permit

myself to doubt its practicability, and if we are

not disappointed in its results, it will not only do
great arood in this state, but wherever it shall

send its graduates. To develope, however, more
fully, what we conceive will be its probable prac-

tical efTects upon the fiiture increase of our agri-

cultural products, I must acquaint you with what
is intended to be taught in this institution. First,

mathematks—the science which contemplates

whatever is capable of being numbered and mea-
sured, so far as it leads to a correct knowledge of
practical mechanics, the application of the princi-

ples of power, and land mensuration. Second,
chemistry— the science which enables us to dis-

cover the peculiar properties of all natural bodies,

either in their simple or compound state, so that

we can .analyze the different kinds of soils, ascer-

tain wherein they differ, and, if possible, in what
the principles of teriility consists, and what must
be added, or taken away, to make barren or unpro-
pitious land more productive. The doctrine of
manures cannot be understood without a know-
ledge of chemistry ; and it is a subject so exten-
sive in its application to farming purposes, that it

must become the ABC of the farmer's education.

Geology, and if necessary, mineralogy, so as to

discriminate between the different kinds of sub-

stances the earth is composed of", that we may
have a correct knowledge, not only of what the
surface of the soil consists, but what ip buried be-

neath it. Botany—the science of plants, or that
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part of natural histor}^ that relates to vegetables,

that we may ascertain their different uses, discrimi-

nate the exhausting plants from those which are not

so much so—the locations most favorable to their

growth—the seasons lor their production and re-

production

—

their laws of generation—the alterna-

tion that ought to be observed lor the best devel-

opment of their powers, so that whatever plant we
cultivate, it will be the most perlect and valuable

of its kind. Entamology, or more properly, v;rub-

ology—to ascertain the kind, nature and variety of

insects that prey upon, destroy or injure our corn,

wheat, turnips, fr-uit, &c. with a view to their pro-

tection and destruction. 'Ilie principles of indus-

try are to be instilled, and the most regular and sj's-

tematic manner of farming practised. A correct

moral deportment inculcated both by e.xample and
precept—early rising and cleanliness promoted

—

in short, the practice of every virtue insisted upon
and most sedulously maintained, whilst idleness and
vice must receive no countenance. So, th:it when
young men graduate li-om this institution, their

minds shall be .well stored with all the information

that relates to the peculiar business of farming

—

their hands taught to ffive cfljcienc}^ to the know-
ledge they have acquired, and their habits formed
to give stability to their characters, and make
them most useful members of society. In enu-
merating the studies to be pursued, I may not
have been sufficiently select or particular—my ob-
ject is to give only a general outline of the plan,

which, when hereafter put in practice, will be
more carelially and systematically arranged.

Suppose such an institution to contain two hun-
dred students, and a course of studies to last three

years. It would send each year near seventy
young men, so educated, into the difftrent sections

of our stale. Their knowledge of theoretical and
praciical fu-ming would be L'enerally diffused ; and
continue this number lor many successive years,
it would iiive thousands of the best farmers, scat-

tering them through every portion of the state.

And here let me ask, who is so much of a skeptic

as not to believe that agricultural knowledge
would not be increased by so great an accession,

and in consequence, agricultural products be pro-

digiously multiplied? Bur, this is not all; our
school would not only send her missionaries of
intelligence and industry through this state, but all

her operations, so far as competent professors could
discharge their duty of instructing or experiment-
ing—of collecting, comparing and examining

—

of all that was most familiar or rare—ornamental,
useful or profitable, in each of their peculiar de-
partments—in a short time we would have a farm
and collection, which would vie in extent and ap-
pearance, and much exceed in usefulness, the fiir-

I'amed gardens of London or Paris. Probably, at

no time, in the history of our state, could an agri-

cultural school be Ibunded under belter auspices
for ultimate success, than at present. By the estab-
lifibment of agricultural journals, a taste for that
kind of reading has been created

; our citizens are
alive to liirlher improvements, for they have here-
tofore felt the want of any. The efforts made and
making to give a more tliorough school education
to our population—the ability of our citizens to

contribute whatever may be required to carry the
object into effect—the easy transmission of pro-
duce through every portion of our state by our
rivars, roads, canals and railways—the fUcility of

communication with New York, one of the best

markets in the world, all are so many aids to the

successful completion of the plan. Should this

school go into operation, and carry out the great

principles of its founders, the time will, mvst come,
when every citizen will be proud of it as a state

institution; when those who have been its friends,

will gladly come forward and claim the honors to

which they will he enutled, and the present state

authorities will take a pride to dale its commence-
ment as coeval wiili their administration of pow-
er; for, besides being a test fiirm systematically

managed, its manulacture and collection of the

various farm implements, its specimens of geology,

mineralogy and botany, the exhibition of its ani-

mals, the order and regularity of all its operations

in husbandry, the circulation among our farmers

of useful intelligence collected there, either fi-om

practice or experiment, the aids it will give to our

airricultural journals, and above all, the young
men it will yearly send out to every portion of our

country to vivify by their intelligence, and fructify

by their industry, whatever place they settle in,

will be so many claims to popular favor, for they

will be constant and living evidences of its great

usefulness.

I remain your friend, &c.

J. p. BEEKMAN.
Kindcrhook, Jan. 26, 1837.

P. S.—We have called a meeting of the com-
missioners lor the 14th of February, to organize,

if the subscription warrants, and take the prelimi-

nary steps towards the formation of the agricultu-

ral school.

AN ACT TO INCORPORATE THE NEW YORK
STATE,AGRICULTURAL SCHOOL.

[Passed, May 6, 1836.]

The People of the State nf New York, represented

in Senate and jjlssembhj, do enact as follows :

1. William L. Marcy, John Tracv, Jesse Buel,

Stephen Van Rensselaer, Henry Yates, Gideon
Lee, Joab Center, John P. Beekman, Cornelius

VV. Lawrence, Philip Hone, Benjamin Knower,
Gouverneur Ogden, Erastus Corning, James
Wadsworth, David E. Evans, Hiram Pratt, Wal-
ter Cunningham, Gilbert O. Fowler, Nathaniel
P. Tallmadge, Nicholas Devereux, Anthony Van
Bergen, Garrit Wendell, Archibald M'Intyre,
Thomas D. Burrall, John Greig, Thomas W. Ol-
cott, Ziba A. Leland, George P. Oakley, John
Delafield, Edward P. Livingston, John Towns-
end, Lewis F. Allen, and all such persons as now
are, or may hereafter become associated with
them, are hereby constituted a body corporate, by
the name of "The New York State Agricultural

School," for the purposes of instruction in litera-

ture and science, and improvement in scientific

and practical agriculture and the mechanic arts.

2. The capital stock of the said corporation,

shall be one hundred thousand dollars, with liberty

to increase it to two hundred thousand dollars, to

be divided into shares of twenty-five dollars each,

which shall be considered as personal property,

and be assignable in such manner as the said cor-

poration may, in its by-laws, li'oin time to time,

provide : which said capital stock shall be exclu-

sively devoted to the purposes and objects of the
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said corporation, as Heciared in the first section of
this act, and to no other purposes or oiijects what-
ever. And to the same end, the said corporation

shall have power to take, Jiolii, and convey real

estate to the extent of its said capital.

3. Jesse Biiei, Lewis F. Allen. Ilenrv Yates,
John P. Beekinan, Joah Center, Walter Cunninjr-

ham and John Delafield, shall be commissioners
to receive snhscriptions for, and to distribute the

said capital stock of the said corporation.

4. The said commissioners, or a majority of
them, shall, wilhin thirty days after the passa<re

of this act, open a subscription book for the said

stock, at such times and places as they shall ap-

point ; and they shall ft'ive at least fourteen days'

previous notice thereof, in at least two of the agri-

cultural papers in this state.

5. At the first subscription to the capital stock

of the said corporation, no subscripiion above one
thousand dollars, by, or in behalf of the same indi-

vidual, shall be received. Five per cent on each
share subscribed for, shall be paid to the said com-
missioners at the time of makinij such subscrip-

tion ; forty-five per cent 1 hereon, when afterwards

called for by them ; and the remainino; fifty per

cent, at the expiration of six months from the time-

of such subscripiion.

6. If the whole of the capital stock of the said

corporation, be not taken up at the first subscrip-

tion thereto, the said commissioners, or a maiority
of them, may receive further subscriptions thereto,

from time to time, until the whole capital stock of
the said corporation shall be taken up.

7. The said commissioners, or a majority of
them, shall, within twelve months after the pas-

sage of this act, proceed to distribute the capital

stock of the said corporation among the subscri-

bers thereto ; and in case there should be subscrip-

tions to more than the amount of such stock, it

shall be the duty of such commissioners to appor-
tion the same among the subscribers thereto, in

such manner as they may deem most advanta-
geous to the interests of the said institution, and
best calculated to promote its objects.

8. The stock, property and concerns of the said

corporalion shall be managed bv thirly-two trus-

tees, of whom the governor and lieutenant-gover-

nor of the state, for the time being, shall always,

by virtue of their offices, be two ; and the remain-
ing thirt}' shall be stockholders of the said corpo-

ration, and citizens of this state. They shall be

elected annually, and any seven thereof shall he

a quorum for the transaction of the ordinary busi-

ness of the said corporation.

9. The persons named in the first section of this

act, sh;dl be the first trustees of the said corpora-

tion, and shall hold their offices until the first

Tuesday of February^ one thousand eiglit hundred
and thirty-seven, and until others shall be elected

in their places.

10. The trustees of the said corporation for eve-

ry subsequent year, except the governor and lieu-

tenant-governor, shall be elected on the first Tues-
day of February in each and every year, at such
hour of the day, and at such place as the trustees

for the time being shall appoint, and of which
they shall sive public notice, not less than fourteen

days previous to the time of holding such election,

by advertisement to be inserted, in at least two of
the agricultural papers in this state.

11. At every election of trustees, each stock

holder shall be entitled to one vote on each shar^
of stock owned by him, and which he shall have
held for at least fourteen days next precetling such
election.

12. All elections for trustees, other than the

governor and lieutenant-governor, shall be held

under the inspection of three stockhoklers, not be-

ing trustees, to be appointed previous to every

election by the board of trustees lor the time being.

Such election shall be by ballot, and by plurality

of the votes of the stockholders or their proxies

then present; and the thirty persons who shall re-

ceive the greatest number of votes, shall, together

with the governor and lieulcnant-uovernor for the

time being, be the trustees of the said corjjoration :

and if at any such elections for trustees, two or

more persons shall have an equnl number of votes,

then the trustees who shall have been duly elected,

shall proceed by ballot, and by plurality of votes

(o determine which of the said persons, so having
an equal number of votes, shall be trustee or trus-

tees, so as to complete the whole number.
13. If any trustee of the said corporation, other

than the gpvernor or lieutenant-governor, shall

cease to be a stockholder thereof^ or shall remove
out of the state, his office shall thereby become
vacant; and whenever any vacancy shall happen
among the trustees, such vacancy shall be filled

for the remainder of the year in which it shall so

happen, by such person possessing the qualifica-

tions above required for trustee of this corporation,

as the remaining trustees for the time being, or a
majority of them, shall appoint.

14. The trustees of said corporation, as soon as

may be after their appointment or election under
this act, shall, in like manner, proceed to elect, of
their number, a president, two vice-presidents, a
treasurer, recording secretary and corresponding
secretary, who shall respectively hold their offices

for one year, and until others are elected in their

places. They shall also appoint such professors,

teachers, agents, and other persons as may be
necessary to conduct the proper business, and ac-
complish the declared objects of the said corpora-

tion.

15. The said trustees shall, as soon as may be,

proceed to purchase a farm of about five hundred
acres of land, either contiguous to, or near the Hud-
son river, and as nigh to the city of Albany ag

may be convenient : and shall cause to be erected

thereon, such buildinirs as may be suitable and
necessary, and make all such other arrangements
as may be pro[ier for the future business of the
said corporation, and for the accomplishment of
its objei'ts.

16. The said corporation, in exercising its pow-
er of making by-laws fi)r its own government,
shall make it an indispensable requirement, that

the prolessors, teachers, and pupils of the school
hereby intended to be authorized and established,

shall, unless prevented by sickness or other rea-
sonable cause, occupy themselves for at least one
half of the time the said school is in session, be-
tween the months of March and December, either

in the practical asricuitural burliness of the fiirm,

or in the laboratories or mechanic shops connected
with said school.

17. The said corporation shall in no case, out
of the profits arising from its business, declare and

1 make a dividend of more than five per cent per

I annum, upon its actual incorporated capital paid
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in and possessed ; and if at any time after the
paj'nient of such dividend, there shall remain any
surplus of such profits, it shall be expended in ad-
ditions or improvements to tlie farm, buildiniis,

library, apparatus, or other necessary establish-

ments connected with the said institution, or in re-

ducinp: tlie [)rice of tuition at the same.
18. The fTovernor shall apr;oint annually a com-

mittee of three persons, whose duty it shall be to

visit the said ii;stitution, and to report the condi-

tion thereof to the legislature at the commence-
ment of iis next session. The members of the

Baid conn-nittee shall receive no compensation lor

their services under this act, but their reasonable
expenses shall be paid by the said corporation.

19. Tlie corporation hereby created, shall be
Bubject to the provisions of the eighteenth chapter
of the first part of the Revised (Statutes, so far as

the same are applicable, and have not been modi-
fied or repealed.

20. This act shall take effect immediately after

the passage thereof

New York State j^gricultural School.

Books of subscription to the stock of the New
York State Agricultural School, will be opened at

Albany, New York, Poughkeepsie, Hudson and
Butlalo, on the first day oi' June next, at such
places as the commissioners may designate.

Shares ig25—five per cent to be paid on subscrib-

ing.

Jesse Buel, Albany.
L. F. Alt^en, Buffalo.
Henry Yates, New York.

John P. Beekman, Kinderhook.
JoAB Center, Hudson.
Walter Cunningham, Poiighkeepsie.

John Delafield, New York.

RI^MARKS ON DR. BEEKMAN S LETTERS; ON
THE LEGISr>ATrVE AID GIVEN TO AGRIOUL-
TURE I A NEW YORK.

No parson who has r.^ad with attention the letters of

Dr. Beekman, in this and the preceding No. of the

Rei^ister, can fail to estimate very hif2,hly the benefits

conferred on a;',ricultnre by the aid of government in

New York; and there is no Virgmian, who now de-

plores the waning agricultural prosperity of his own
state, and has studied the causes of this decline, who
would not earnestly wish to see this example of the

State of New York followed, and improved, upon in

the Old Dominion. In the noble career of devising

and eli'ecting public works, and economical improve-

ments—in constructing canals, and other works of

great expi^nse and great value—in aiding private

efforts for ediiCTction by the judicious and discriminat-

ing application of public money—and in diffusing the

knowledge of agricultural Science and practical im-

provements—New York has truly done much for her

own profit and prosperity, and much to induce other

states to pursue a like course. Would that our imita-

tion of the policy and action of New York, would

both begin and end with these objects

!

We mean not to express at length the grounds for

either approbation or censure of any of the several

parts of the New York system for promoting agricul-

tural improvement, as described by Dr. Eeekman.

Were we to do so, much space would necessarily be

occupied by our remarks—and we should merely be

presenting, in another form, opinions which we have

urged in various parts of the volumes of the Farmers'

Register.

While readily and fully according to the county agri-

cultural societies the merit of having had the most im-

portant agency in rousing and stimulating zeal for

improvement, yet their organization, and the general

plan of premiums adopted, were very defective—and

but for these defects, it would not' have been so easy

for low demagogues to produce the dissolution of the

system, by exciting popular envy and discontent.

Another important measure, the collection and diffu-

sion, by publication, of the existing agricultural know-

ledge of the practical farmers of the state, commands
our most decided applause, unmixed with objections of

any kind. It was the cheapest as well as the most

effectual mode of diffusing agricultural knowledge,

and of the most valuable kind—and it is only to be

regretted; that the plan of publication was not far more

extensive, and far more enduring. The more recent

establishment of the low priced and excellent little

periodical, the Cultivator, is a similar work, though

effected in a different mode. Some objections to the

plan of this publication we freely stated, when it first

appeared—and the changes afterwards made in its plan,

showed that our views were not altogether unfounded.

The state, indeed, did not directly aid the establish-

ment, and support, and pay for the (at fiist) almost gra-

tuitous circulation of this pa'per: but it amounted

nearly to the same thing, when the State Agricultural

Society lent all its influence to extend the circulation,

and when such men as Judge Euel and Dr. Beekman
were induced by public spirit alone, to furnish the

editorial talents and labors required for the successful

establishment of such a work, without remuneration.

To procure a very extensive and permanent circula-

tion for an agricultural periodical, is almost all that is

required to insure its cheapness as well as its useful-

ness—supposing always, that it is conducted with pro-

per industry and ability. It has been recently stated

that the issue of the Cultivator amounts to 22,000 co-

pies a year. If the Farmers' Register was taken by
as many subscribers, it might be furnished at less than

half its present price, and (notwithstanding the high

prices of printing in Virginia, compared to the northern

cities,) would then give far more profit to the publish-

er, as well as very fur more value to the agncultural

public.

The agricultural school established by law in New
York, is likewise a work admirable for its design and

its tendencies. But we fear that the plan carries within

it the seeds of its speedy death, in the withholding of

the fostering bounty of the state, and the still more
niggardly limit of the possible profits to the adventurers

or stockholdvis, io five per cent, per annum! It can

scarcely be expected, that those who have thus vested

Iheir money, wdll derive any gain, except the applause

of their countrymen, and their own gratification for
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rendering service to their country's best interests. But

if it were possible that the pecuniary profit could

amount even to fifty per cent, or that' such returns

could be expected by the most sanguine, it would be

very sliort-sighled policy to destroy all ground for

such hopes, and thus remove the only never-failing

iiiolive to serve the public, which is presented in self-

inlerest. But such an institution, however profitable

to agriculture, and to the community in general, is not

to be expected even to support itself, much less to

yield a pecuniary profit on the investment—and the

state, that will receive so much benefit therefrom,

ought, both in justice, and in good policy, to pay all

that may be wanting for the expense. Every youth

thus educated, and who would devote his life to the

labors for which he had been so admirably trained and

prepared by the studies and hibors of the school, would

be of more value to his country than ten times the whole

cost of his education at the agricultural school ; and

the state would make a capital bargain to defray only

half the expense oi thus educating annually any num-

ber of boys, who would, by their labor or their money,

pay the other half of the necessary expense of such

an education. This would be in accordance with the

excellent plan of New York of sustaining common
schools and agricultural societies—w'hich is by aiding

individual efforts, in proportion to the amount of

money contributed by individuals—and not by grants

entirely gratuitous, as annually and lavishly made to

to the altogether worthless primary (or pauper) school

system in Virginia.

From the Genesee Farmer.

FATTENING ANIMAl-S.

The hifjh prices of grain the preseni season,

has brought the question home to the business and
bosoms of farn)ers, whether merchuntable gram
of any kind can profitably be used in fattening

beef or pork for sale. VVe think that it cannot;
and we have no doubt the verdict of practical far-

mers will in general be with us, even when the

high prices of" meat are taken into consideration.

The confessions of some of the most celebrated

dealers in cattle in England, admit thai where cat-

tle are purchased lor fattening, and fiid in the most
accurate and scientific manner from the best mate-
rials, that there is oltener a loss than a gain by the

process ; and that most of the compensation con-

sists in the pleasure of seeing a number of beau-

tiful and fat stall-fed cattle. Where the process of

fattening in this country is carried on in the same
way, with merchantable grain, the result has m
general been found very similar. Where the feed-

ing has commenced on grass, been carried on with

roots, and finished with these, or wiih meal, a

handsome profit is frequently realized by the

feeder.

80 with pork. The farmer who commences
with sound corn, and finishes with the same, as he
must if he begins with it— will have most likely

good pork, but of a price which will more than
compensate for any superior excellence it may
possess. On the contrary, the farmer who allows

his pigs a clover field, the gleanings of his orch-

ard, and the benefit of his dairy through the sum-

mer; things that are worth little in themselves^
will find them when the time arrives for fattening,

well grown, and in good conditiun— in attainiiTo-

which two things, nearly one-half the corn oiven
jiigs is usually consumed. I;i this slate, when
put up, little of valuable food is lost in the fiitten-

ing; but the peas, barley or corn given them,
ground or steamed, tells at oiico and perce[)tibly.

'J'he introduction of the root, culture, especially

the ruta baga, has effected a complete revolution

in the manner and profits of fattening cattle

among fl^rmers who are willing to be taught by
experience. The saving in time and expense
given in this way to the feeder, and the rapidity

with which fat will be taken on by the animal
that eats freely, would surprise one who had not
tried the experiment. There existed at one time
a' senseless prejudice against the ruta baga for

fattening cattle, grounded on the assumption, that
the roots gave an unpleasant flavor to the' beef.

This notion may still exist among those who have
not tried them, but twenty years experience in

England and in this country, has s|iown the fiilla-

cy of such a supposition.

We saw a smal] cow knocked down the other
day, that had been dried oil' late in autumn, put
into good clover-f(?ed for a month, and then fed

with ruta baga for about the same tiiiie. She
would eat a bushel in the morning, and another in

the evening; and had a supply of good hav and
salt, with occasionally a basket of soft corn, in the
room ol the turnips. The beef was of a verv su-
periorquality. and she gave one hundred and forty

pounds of tried tallow. We do not mention this

as any thing extraordinary ; but, since the turnips

at the most did not cost over six cents per bushel,
it is evident the profits of this mode of feeding
must be much greater, as well as made far less

troublesome, than that formerly practised.

From the New England Farmer.

THIRD ANNUAL, RKPORT OP THE MANA-
GERS OF THE BOSTON ASYLUSl' AND FARM
SCHOOL.

The managers of the above institution respect-

fully submit to the corporation the Ibilowing re-

port :—
The present board of manajrers was elected in

the month of June last, and this report commen-
ces wiih that period.

The objects of the institution are presumed to

be well understood. To rescue fi'om the ills and
the temptations of povertj^and neglect, those who
have been left without a parent's care ; to reclaim

li'om moral exposure those who are treading the
paths of danger; toi" place the solitary in fami-

lies ;" to give to those who know nothii:g of the
ties or influences of home, some taste and fond-

ness tor a local habitation, at the least ; and to of-

\'ev to those, whose only training would otherwise
have been in the walks of vice, if not of crime,
the greatest blessing which New England can be-
stow upon her most favored sons, a good educa-
tion, are some of the purposes for which the Asy-
lum and Farm School was endowed. Under the
blessing of God, success has tlius far attended the
exertions which have been made to accomplish
these objects. From the monthly reports of the
superintendent, and from the personal examina-
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tion of the establishment on Thompson's Island,

the board of managers are satisfied that there has

been much improvement in the character of the

boys who have been committed to the charge of

the institution. In the last report of the superin-

tendent, 62 boys are placed in the highest or first

grade, 40 in the second, 4 in the third, and 1 in

the fourth.

The number of boys on the island at the time

of the last report, was 92 ; since that time 18 hoys

have been admitled, and three withdrawn. The
number on the 1st ot January, 1837, was 107; all

of whom, as well as all other persons connected

with the establishment on the island, were in good

health, and tl\ere has been no death at the insti-

tution since the last report was made. The occu-

pations and employment of the boys vary with

the season. In spring, summer and autumn, the

larger boys, in classes, work upon the garden and
farm, of whose labor they perform a larg'e part.

The younger hoys have small gardens of their

own, which afford them recreation when released

irom school. In the winter season most of them
attend school, where they are instructed in the

learning usually taught in our conimon schools,

and some of them assist in making clothes and
mending shoes. The winter evenings are occu-

pied with the study of geography, and the use of

globes ; botany, and practical agriculture ; lec-

turing on different subjects, singing and reading.

The superintendent states that " every boy in the

institution is required to be present during the

evening exercises, if he is able, which are very

pleasing to them, and which we all enjoy very

much."
A large number of mulberry trees have been

planted upon the island, and there are many silk

worms at the establishment. It is contemplated

to improve the advantages of the location in the

production of raw silk for manufacture.

As to the success of the boys in the farming op-

erations, Capt. Chandler, the superintendent says,

" they have succeeded far beyond my expecta-

tions ; 1 think they have done more work, and
done it better, than the boys of their age who
have been regularly brought up to the business in

the country generally do." And as to the com-
fort and contentedness of the boys, he says, "they

are all conlbrtablyclad with woollen ciothes, shoes,

stockings and ca[)s, and appear to be as happy in

their present situation as boys generally are under
the paternal roof They appreciate their advan-
tages, and most of them are grateful to the bene-

fiictors of the institution and their fi'iends lor pla-

cing them here. The boys are well supplied with

books, and keep them in excellent order; our li-

brary contains between 4 and 500 volumes of well

selected books. I have also an agricultural library

containing about 30 volumes, to which the boys
have access."

Opportunities are occasionally offered to the

friends of the boys at the institution, of visiting

them on the island in the summer months.
The school is under the immediate charge of

Mr. George B. Hyde, and he as well as the super-

intendent and all engaged in the establishment,

are believed to merit the contiimance of the con-

fidence which has hitherto been reposed in them.
During the past summer, several |)arties of" la-

dies and gentlemen, at the request of the board of

managers, visited Thompson'a Island. At these

visits there have been many persons present, and
an examination of the boys in their different stud-

ies has been accompanied by some remarks on the
objects and prospects of the institution. Among
those who have thus visited the island, have been
many strangers, who have always expressed
their interest and pleasure in its objects and con-
dition.

And how should it be otherwise than an object

of interest ? an institution designed to rescue the

destitute orphan boys of our city from vice and
ruin; to withdraw them from scenes and associ-

ates, whose contaminating infiijence would quick-

ly destroy the perceptions of conscience, and leave

them, deprived of tliat monitor, to pursue the im-
pulses of passions which inevitably destroy their

victims. Many are the worthy objects of the char-

itable institutions among us ; our' hospitals relieve

the sufferings of the sick, and restore them to

health and usefulness; they are a blessing which
may be required by all of us, and we would not

detract from their deserts. But we concieve that

an institution which is to rescue immortal beings

ti'om the stain of sin, which could hardly other-

wise be avoided, which is intended to have an in-

fluence on tlie youthful mind, and lead it to an un-
derstanding of Its own capacities, responsibilities

and hopes, deserves the fostering care of an en-
lightened, benevolent community, as much as

those associations whose aim is to cure the diseases

of the body, or to restore the wanderings of intel-

lect. Such an institution as the Asylum and Farm
School, is in true accordance with the spirit of the

pilgrims ; it carries into effect the first objects of

their solicitude, the education of the young—of

that young whose talents would otherwise be
employed to violate the peace and virtue of soci-

ety.

It will be seen by the report of the, finance

committee, that the expenses of the institution for

the year ending January 1, 1837, have amounted
to ,9*3,100, while the receipts for the same time

have amounted to 3,500, leaving a deficiency of

!Ui2,600. To meet this excess of expenditure over

income, and to prevent its recurrence, it will be
necessary to appeal to the liberality of the public.

The board of managers had intended to have
made that appeal in the autumn of the past year

;

but 1 he condition of the financial afi'airs of this com-
munity induced them to defer it. They would re-

commend the subject to their successors as one re-

quiring their attention when a suitable time shall

have arrived for its execution, with the confidence

that the appeal will be cheerfully and promptly
answered.

For the managers.

WM. GRAY.

REAL FRIENDS TO AGRICULTT^RE.

With pleasure we again acknowledge the re-

ceipt of one hundred and fifiy dollars, from the

Rhode Island Society f(:ir the Promotion of Agri-
culture, to pay t()r the New England Farmer, for

distribution among its members. Let other agri-

cultural societies go and do likewise, and we [iro-

mise them that our most earnest endeavors will

be to render a fair and full equivalent.

—

N. E.
Farmer.
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Communicated for publication in the Farmers' Register.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE AGRICULTURAL SOCI-
ETY OF BUCKIIVGHAiM.

At a regular annual meeting of the Bucking-
ham Agricuhural Socioly, held at Robert Shaw's,
E.-^q. on the 20th October, 18.36, the meeting was
called to order by Maj. Charles Yancey, the presi-

dent, and aCter the readinir of the proceedings of

the last meeting, the president delivered the ad-

dress in accordance with a resolution of the last

meeting.

Ilesi)lved, That the president be requested to

fLirnish a copy for publication in the Farmers' Jie-

gister—also, that three hundred copies be publish-

ed li)r the use ot" tlie members.
Resolved, That in future the exhibition of stock,

&c. be on the day after the annual meeting in

each year.

The reports of the committees were received,

viz

:

'

On Farms.

The first premium, to Col. Thomas M. Bondu-
rant.

The second premium, to Dr. William P. Mose-
ley.

The third premmm, to Maj. James M. Patte-

son.

On Horses, ^c.

The first premium, to Maj. Charles Yancey's
Gohanna colt, 4 years old.

The secoml premium, to Maj. Charles Yancey's
brood mare, Jenny Dang.
The third premium, to Maj. Charles Yancey's

Greybeard colt, over 2 and imder 4 years old.

The Iburth premium, to Capt. William N. Pat-
teson's Washington colt, under 2 years old.

The fifth premiimi, to Dr. William P. Mose-
ley's Janus colt, other than thorough bred, under
3 years old.

The sixth premium, to Mr. Robert Moore, for

jack, John Blue, over three years old.

Cattle, 4-c.

The first premium, to Capt. Richard G. Morris,

for his Devon bull, Mitton.

The second premium, to Rev. Jesse S. Armis-
tead, lor his Duriiara heifer, Kitty Hossack.
The third premium, to Dr. William P. Mose-

ley, for his fat cow.

Hogs, Sfc.

The first premimn, to Col. Granderson Mose-
ley, tor the heaviest hog, live weight, under 1

year old.

Domestics, Sfc.

The first premium, to Col. Beverly A. Brown,
for his blue suit.

The second premium, to Dr. William P. Mose-
ley, tor 20 yards carpeting.

The third premium, to Dr. William P. Moseiey,
for the best counterpane.

Election of Officers.

William P. Moscley, elected President; George
M. Payne, J. S. Annislead, and Robert Moore,
Vice Presidents : Granderson Moseiey, Record-

ing Secretary ; William N. Palteson, Correspond-

ing Secretary; James JM. Patt.eson, Treasurer;

William C. Moseiey, Thomas M. Bondurant,

Richard G. Morris, William Lewis, Jesse Hole-

man, and Patrick H. Klcan, Directors,

Resolved, That the proceedings of this meeting

be furnished the editor o'i the Farmers' Register,

and that he be requested to publish the same.

Resolved, That this meeting now adjourn till

the 3rd Thursday in October next.

Charles Yancey, President,

Gr. Moseley, Rec. Secretary.

N. B.—The competition in cattle, hogs, sheep,

and domestics, would have been more numerous,
but for a misunderstanding as to the day of exhi-

bition.

GRANDERSON MOSELEY.

ADDRESS TO THE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY
OF BUCKINGHABI.

Hy Charles Yancey, Esq.

Gentlemen :—At our last annual meeting of
the Buckingham Agricultural Society, when I

was not present, you conltirred on trie the high
honor of electing me your president for the pre-

sent year : lor your kindness and partiality in con-
fiding to me this honorable station, I now tender

to you my unfeigned and grateful thanks. In

conipliance with a resolution of the board, requir-

ing me as your president, according to usage here-

tolore, to deliver an address to the society at its

present annual meeting, I now proceed to dis-

charge that duty with much diffidence, being fully

aware ofniy want ofqualification to do justice to the

great and important sutijects of agriculture, horti-

culture, and other subjects that I deem proper to

include in this address. Agricultural husbandry,
from the earliest ages to the present day, has ever
been deemed, and wisely considered, as the nur-

sing mother of the arts ; and the basis of the com-
forts, prosperity, and the support of the whole hu-
man family. When our first parents offended

against the first divine law of the Almighty, a
curse was laid upon the earth for their transgres-

sion. That is, it was doomed to grow thorns and
thistles, which I understand to be the type of the

long list of every noxious plant that now inlest the

earth; consequently it was decreed, that Adam
and all his descendants should "eat bread in the

sweat of their laces"—that is to say, should pro-

cure the bread of lite by labor, for the purpose
that labor should be indispensable, to render the

earth capable " of bringing forth its increase." It

is then a divine command to labor : and I assert

with confidence, that no manner of labor is more
honorable, more independent, more certain of re-

ward, more virtuous, peacei'ul and happy, than
ihe cultivation of our mother earth.

How gratifying, how consoling, the reflections

of those who sow and who plant, that are permit-

ted by the dispensations of" Providence, together

with their own labor and toil, to harvest a bounti-

ful increase of crops to the ample supply of their
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household, and a large surplus to supply the wants

of their fellow-men.

I consider slavery an evil of great mairnitndej

yet I am not in favor of abolition—very far from

it. No remedy for the evil has presented itself 10

my mind, but would produce a greater evil to so-

ciety, than a continuance of servitude in the mild

and humane Ibrm in which it at present exists.

The philanthropist, fiinatics, and those who really

entertain religious scruples, who have a know-
ledge of the relative duties of master'and servant,

as pr;ictised in Virginia, must all admit that the

situation of our servants is greatly preferable, as

to all ecsential comfort-^ of life, compared with the

situation and condition of. the poorer order of

white people, in the non-slaveholding states, and
certainly much better than the condition of the

free people ol' color residing among us, or their

savage ancestors, naked and starved, roaming
through the wilds of Africa like the wild beasts of

the forest, deprived of the light of revelation, and
all the social and endearing relations of civilized

hfe. Slavery was introduced in this country, by
the sordid policy ol' the British government, fiir

which we of the present generation cannot be
held accountable; but we are accountable for a
just discharge of our duty as masters, in extend-

ing to them mild humane treatment, with a due
regard to their morals. Abolition can never be

forced by the clamor of fanatics, whieh can only-

make the situation of slaves less tolerable, and de-

lay the process of public opinion, in devising some
plan for commencing a system of abolition, which,
commence when it may, must take its origin in

some of the slave-holdiufr states.

I consider one ijreat objection to slavery to be,

that by fashion, pride, and folly, the fathers of the

land have relied mainly upon the reluctant lahor

of slaves lor the support of their Jamilios, to the

neglect of the important duty of rearing their

sons to labor, either in the mechanic arts, or on
the liirm ; to train them up to industry and econo-
my, thereby lessening the inducements of vice and
immoral practices—the bane of society, to which
youth unemployed in some regular daily avoca-

tion, is peculiarly liable, indolence is the mother
of vice and dissipation, destructive of health, mo-
rals, and all the social relations of life, and the

certain forerunner of poverty and want. Besides,

slavery is an evil in this point of view ; by means
of slave labor, the most valuable region of coun-
try under the sun, has been worn down and ex-

hausted by the culture of tobacco—a plant that

yields nothing for the support of man or beast,

a great exhauster, its culture very laborious, and
cei;tainly under no circumstances will it ever be

cultivated by while labor. Furthermore, these

people under humane treatment, the strength and
vigor of the females acquired by moderate labor,

multiply and increase upon us, faster than our
means of nrocurino; additional lands to work them
upon. With a redundancy of labor tor the extent

of our firms, no plan of improvement can be ad-
vantageously adopted. The inquiry naturally

presenting itself is, what is the remedy? I an-
swer, lessen your force. There never was, and
probably never will again, be a more propitious

time than the present, to dispose of your slaves;

and forthwith resolve to commence upon the im-
provement of your exhausted fields, by making
and applying all the manure in your power, of ani-

mal and vegetable matter, such as corn stalks,

wheat straw, and leaves taken from the poorest

part of your woodland, desigried for limber and
not for cultivation. Much can be done in this

way to increase your quantity of manure, and
then rely upon clover and plaster, as the great
auxiliary of the whole vegetable kingdom by
which you can renovate your exhausted lands,

and bring them up into good tilth again. Now
gentlemen, let mo intreat and beseech you to

commence the clover husbandry as the only
known process by which you can render your
lands'fiirtile

;
you must not mind the expense; the

money expended will return to you with usurious

interest, in auirmented crops, and renewed fertility

of your exhaijsted lands, and amply reward vou
for all expenses, time and labor employed. One
of two things must of necessity be done, either to

improve your lands, or sell the bones of your fa-

thers, as too many have done, and exile your-
selves and families from the attachments of nati-

vity, friends, and relations, and make an immanly
retreat, to the fat lands of the south-west, where
you will risk the diseases incident to la hot sun,

and, perchance, to n>anv members of your family

an untimely grave. Now gentlemen, let me
ao-ain conjure and entreat you, being sincerely de-

sirous to promote your interest, and can, from many
year's experience, recommend the clover system,

as the best mode of improvement—to prevail on
you, one and all, to adopt it the next season—to

sow upon your wheat and oat land a gallon of seed

to the acre, bearing in mind, that poor land re-

quires more seed, as many will fiiil to ve<retate.

Poor exhausted places in your fields should have a

dreosinsr of some kind of manure, and be freely

plastered ; oats should be seeded thin, as they in-

cline to branch much, of moist springs, when they

will injure (he young clover. My preference as to

time of sef'ding upon wheat land is the last ten

days of February; afid when the land is much
heaved up by tVost, when rajns will settle it down,
and give a cover to the.seed and insure vegeta-

tion." If the ground be dry, hard and compact, I

recommend a light single horse harrow with while

oak teeth, to pass over the field, which will greatly

assist the seed in vegetating, and instead of injur-

insr, as many would suppose, greatly benefit your

wheat, especially if the roller is made to tbllow

the harrow.

Young clover seldom dies for want of moisture

till the grain crop is cut. If the season then be

dry, having been sheltered and protected from the

heat of the sun sufficiently, when an application

of plaster, of from three to four pecks to the acre,

will be' very timely, and greatly tend to preserve the

young clover. For the second application of plas-

ter the next season, I prefer the time when vege-

tation is lidly abroad, and the clover nenr heading;

there is then more vegetable matter lor the plaster

to act upon. Clover and [ilastei should be like

man and wile, never separated ; for without plas-

ter, the crop will be feeble and sickly. Every
fi\rmer must feed his land either with manure, or

clover and plaster, or it will not fet^d him, and will

withhold from him that increase which would re-

ward him for his care and labor.

Hoof nor tooth, should be put upon clover he-

lore it is in full bloom— at any earlier siage is very

destructive : and never at any time graze clover

in tlie first year of its growth. I mean, when in
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bloom the second year, when if the crop be heavy,
there will be more clover than the plough can well

turn under. It will then not be bad management
to permit yours^tock to derive the benefit. Sheep
and hogs injure less than horses and cows. I will

sugixest to you that all good managers sow clover

to improve their Jands, and not lor the purpose of

grazing.

It will readily be perceived by you all, that the

old three-shift (or land killing) system, must be
abandoned; for with less than tour shifts, the
clover husbandry ought not be attempted. Five
shiiis is much better—but with those who lack

surface commensurate with their operating force,

by forming ffrazing lots of from two to lour acres

each, according to circumstances, upon lands
adapted to grass, and sown with rrreensward,

orchard, and herdsirrass—as difierent grasses mix-
ed, succeed best in forming the strongest and
most diirable turf to resist hoof and tooth, under
annual grazing. Twelve acres in such lots, well

sotliled with these grasses, will keep more stock

than a connnon hundred acre grain field : say six

lots of two acres each ; three are to be under
grazing at the same time ; when eaten down,
turn in upon the other three ; when they are con-
sumed, the first three will again afford a (rood bite.

These lots can be enclosed by hurdles, sufficient for

three lots, by removal as you change j'our stock,

and may be kept up for a series of years, by cutting
the turf every three or four years with a coulter

plough, and an annual dressing of plaster, with a
top dressing ofmanure occasionally. With the aid

of such lots, the four-shift system can be made to

answer tolerably well. Five shifts, I prefer to a
greater number—for experience and observation
teach me to believe that our lands will require a
hoe crop to cleanse them every fifth year. If
permitted to lie longer, they become foul and
wormy, and overrun and infested with sassafi-as,

locust, briers, sorrel, blue thistle, and St. John's
wort, &c. requiring great labor in shrubbing and
preparing the ground to receive a crop.

Clover hay I consider equal if not superior to

any other kind of hay, and readily made in fair

weather. A very common error in curing it, is

exposing it too long in the sun, which parches up
the leaves and makes the hay poor. It is better

to sun Jess, turn it every hour so as to make a
fresh exposure to the sun through the day—at

night, betbre the dew falls, cock it up in convenient
hand stacks, there let it remain two fair days,
and it will be cured b}- its own heat and the air,

when it ought to be hauled in, and if any part be
not sufficiently cured to keep, a little exposure up-
on the yard will make it sale to place away in the
hay house, or in a rick—if the latter, it should be
sloped off like the roof ofa house, and covered with
straw or top fodder—otherwise, the hay will sustain

damage by rains. I estimate a quantity of well

cured clover hay equal to the like quantity of
sheaf oats, especially if cut, as the oats usually
are, and ought always to be. Hay when cut like

oats, is less subject to waste—the stock eat it bet-

ter, and derive additional nutriment, perhaps,
equal to 10 per cent. It is admitted by the best

farmers, that oats make a hasty and heavy draft

upon land, and that clover is an ameliorating crop,

drawing much less from the land, growing and
sustaining itself upon atmospheric air and mois-
ture, and known to be the greatest improver in

Vol. IV-.88

the whole vegetable kingdom. It would then
seem to be good economy to lessen the oat crop,

and substitute clover hay.

The manner of p-lanting and cultivating corn ia

believed to be well understood, consequently I

shall be brief upon this subject. There is no doubt

that one stalk of corn will grow better by itself

than two stalks together ; from which it may be

inferred that it is best to drill, upon lands of every

quality. 1 think otherwise; and will advise that

such lands as will produce 20 bushels, and up-

wards, to the acre, only, should be drilled, except-

ing hill side land, regardless of quality, should

always be drilled in a horizontal direction, lo pre-

vent washing ; and leaving your |)lants asunder
in the drill, according to the strength of the soil,

from nine inches lo two feet and a half. Upon
lands a grade lower in tilth, I would plant and cul-

tivate three feet six inches each way, which is aa

near as can be conveniently ploughed. And upon
lands a grade lower in (juality, four feet each way,
and in both cases, a sinule stalk. In planting

corn in drills, I advise that the beds be opened
deep, and the corn planted as deep in the bed as

the surface soil. A higher elevation, near the top

of the bed, greatly exposes it to want of moisture

in dry seasons, and much more liable to blow
down in stormy weather. To drill the whole crop

of corn, does not suit tobacco growers, as it re-

quires much more hand hoeing, and at a season

when you are busy putiino; up tobacco hills and
planting tobacco. Ashes is a most valuable ma-
nure for corn ; a pint of which, put underneath
your corn in planting, and a little earth drawn
over the ashes belore dropping the corn, I believe,

upon old exhausted land, will increase the crop

one-third in quantity. As to the efi'ect of common
manure you are all well informed. Corn land

should always be harrowed down before planting,

which working is as valuable as a [iloughing after

the corn is up. In the first place, it prepares your
laud to receive the seed corn, and in the next
place it destroys a young crop of grass and weeds,

which will permit you to delay the first ploughing,

and consequently the second, without injury to

your corn, and enable you to embrace the whole
grass-growing season, and make good corn with

fwo pioughings, which if well done, and done at

the right time, no more ploughing will be required;

the cultivator then, will destroy a young crop oi'

grass, and level down your land in good condition

for seeding vvheat. From experience I am of
the opinion that seed corn should be saved fi'om

stalks that have produced two ears. Whether it

be sex or not, I cannot say, but have observed it is

most apt to produce its like, and that likeness in-

creases as you continue the process.

iVly plan to prevent crows and blackbirds from
pulling up the corn, is to soak the seed corn in

copperas u'ater, made strong—to remain in it till

the grain is somewhat swelled and turned black.

It is thus rendered obnoxious to those birds, and
vegetation greatly expedited. I consider this

method preferable to tarring corn, which, if smear-
ed entirely over the grain, makes it impervious to

moisture, which will cause it to rot, instead of
sprouting.

I advise a change of grain for set\] about eve-
ry seven years; but an exchange vvilb neiir-hhors,

cultivating the same kind of land, will not Hilly

answer the purpose; a change of seed should be
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Bought from lands of a different description fron:i

those designed to seed upon, and it is thought

by agriculturists of much experience, that see. s

and |)lants brought from a northern to a southern

latitude, flourish and succeed better (hati those

brought from a southern to a northern latitude.

Time and experience will decide the question.

The wheat crop with us is a delicate and uncer-

tain one. The best means of success is to im-

prove your lauds which have been so long and so

hard cropped under the three-shift system with

but little aid, that the portion of lime it formerly

contained is entirely exhausted. Underlhis impres-

sion, I recommend a free use of lime, a constituent

part of wheat, and very essential to its growth.
Small seed of every kind require a high prepara-

tion of land to insure a good crop ; then prepare

your wheat land well, and seed, if possible, in all

the month of October, regulating seed according

to the lertility of the land, li'om four to seven
pecks per acre—the latter is sufficient for our rich-

est bottom land ; and exhausted land that will not

bear lour pecks to the acre ought not to be sown in

wheat, but with clover the last of Februar}'. and
well plastered in March, together with a top dress-

ing of coarse manure. The opinion, entertained

by many, that clover requires the" shelter of a

grain crop to protect it Irom the sim, is not well

ibunded. IV] any of you, no doubt, have seen as

good clover where your corn piles stood and not

seeded in wheat, as that which had been shelter-

ed by the wheat. It is admitted that young clo-

ver is much more subject to die upon poor, than
rich land : the best protection against the sun and
drought, is a free apf)lication of plaster and ma-
nure. Lands not sufficiently waving to carry ofi'

water quickly, should be well bedded, and water
furrou'ed in every direction necessary to vent the

water. They should be attended to throughout,

the winter, after sudden thaws and heavy falls of

rain, which will choke up the furrows and cause
damage to the wheat. Lands that are subject to

heave up by fi-ost, should be rolled, with a roller

18 inches in diameter and 4^ feet long. This ope-

ration, too often neglected, will amply pay you for

the labor. Any application of manure is better in a
top dressing, about the first ot March, than to be

ploughed in before seeding.

From long-continued culture without any im-
provement, our corn fields are greatly deteriorated,

and will not yield a plentiful supply for the use of

the family. The first great and certain remedy, is

to increase the fertility of your lands ; and the

second remedy, is to use economy; for there is

more judgment in feeding oitt a crop of corn, than
there is in making it. A great saving will result

in grinding all your stock corn, into fine meal, and
feeding it mixed with cut hay, fodder, shucks or

straw; in this form, I estimate three quarts equal

to four of corn, a saving of 25 per cent, to those

who have mills; to those who pay 10 percent,
toil, a saving of 15 per cent., an object well worth
your attention, and I hope many of you will test

the estimaie. fltlly believing that all who do, will

concur with me in opinion ; and I will further add,

that when fed in this form to old animals that

chew corn imperfectly, the savinii; would be one
half Much can be done in aid of the corn house,
by cultivating larirely, for the use of stock, the bul-

bous roots, the mangel-wortzel, the round potato,

and turnips ; the former is said, from one acre, to

produce fifty tons weight, including tops and roots.

The leaves are large, and will bear three cuttings

in the season, to be either used as summer food,

or cured into hay and preserved fbr winter use. I

have raised them to weigh fourteen pounds, which
is not near the heaviest size. I have no doubt,

that from an acre really made rich, the plants set

in rows, two and a half fiset apart, with twelve
inches space between them, and well cultivated

wiih a coulter plough, with the necessary hand
hoeing, would produce a greater crop than could

be raised from any other vegetable whatever.
The round potato is indigmous to this continent,

though improperly called the Irish potato. It is a
root of great value, adapting itself to almost every
climate, sustaining more of the human family,

than any other root in the world; and good food

for cows and hogs. The turnip is a poor watery
root, possessing but little nutriment—by boiling it,

root and top, it is fi'eely eaten by cows and hogs,

and serves to fill them, and afford some nutriment.

The keeping of animals full, is essential, either in

f"attening them, or in preserving their present

plight. Feed a horse extravagantly upon corn

alone, and you cannot fatten him without a due
proportion of long provender; and if that be with-

held from him a i'ew weeks, he will become un-
healthy. The pumpkin is very superior food,

being much more nutritious than the turnip, and
IS eaten by horses, cows and hosrs, and much less

injurious to lands upon which they grow. They
delight in a light sandy loam, and in good seasons

are very productive. You will increase the crop

by plucking ofi' the first blossom nearest the root-

stalk, fbr if that is permitted to ff)rm a pumpkin, it

impoverishes the vine throughout its whole extent.

Tobacco being our great market crop, it will be

ex|)ected that I treat upon the culture and gene-
ral management ot that plant. It being very im-

portant to have forward plants, the best selection

of suitable ground for your plant beds must be
made. New virgin soil is preferable where to be

had, with a southern exposure and the command of

water, where practicable. With the command of

water and good fresh horse manure, plants can be

raised early, and in despite of the fly, that are, in dry

cool seasons, so destructive to our plants. I prefer a
close fine soil, with as little sand as possible: rather

than a light puffy soil, I would take black-haw
swamps, or white-oak land, which are inclined to

be adhesive and somewhat cold, with shallow soil.

I will here reniark, that such a soil, with the aid of

manure, will produce your plants with better roots

than native rich land : such land, when well

burned, will divide its particles to great fineness,

imbibe and retain more of the stimulus imparted

to it by the action of the fire, and retaining its

close compact nature, yielding moisture to the

roots of the young plants, which in an open light

soil, would be evaporated by the sun and drying

winds of March, when the plants perish. The
next process is burning; the extent of which the

best rule 1 can give, islo burn till the ground as-

sumes a red appearance; bearing in mind, that

burning late in February, and early in March,
must be less than what would be called early

burning. The largest coals must all be taken off

with a fine rake, then hoe up your bed, not ex-

ceeding two mches in depth, and avoid turning

over the soil. Now put on horse manure all over

your bed, then chop over with the hoes repeatedly.
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until the ground is reduced sufficiently fine, re-

moving all the roots that can be got out, large and
small, takinfr care not to rupture the substratum

by pulling up larije roots ; mark ofl' your bed, and
t50w a common table spoonful of tobacco seed for

every imndred square yards, dividing your seed,

and sowing one-half lengthwise, and theoiher half

crosswise, by which means you vvill sow your bed
more regular; tread anJ cover well, and you may
expect plants in due season, provided 50U give an-

other dressing of horse manure, made fine enough
to sift through a basket, when your plants are gene-
rally square, and at the time when rain is expect-

ed. Seasons lor setting plants being uncertain,

we usually embrace seasons in I he month of JMay,

yet I greatly prefer planting li'om the Ist to the

15th of June. It will come to the kiiife sooner,

and make larger and better tobacco, than if plant-

ed in May. Tobacco requires early and deep
working with a coulter plough first, then with a

scoope to make fine earth, and instead of the old

mode of ridding down, it is much better to hill it.

At the second working, plough and hill in the same
way, and if well done, and at the right lime, it

scarcely vvill require a third working. All the neces-

sary working should be performed by the time your
plants are in the second suckers; after that period,

a working is olten prejudicial. Young grass in

that stage of its growth will not injure; indeed, it

defends the plants Irom dirt upon the bottom leaves,

and will cause it to ripen of a yellow grey color,

and make tobacco of a finer fibre, and more easily

cured. Weeds will injure, by the winds whipping
the leaves against them; they should be plucked

up by the hands when suckering. I recommend
lovv priming and lopping—the shorter the stalk,

the richer the tobacco. Take out the bud as soon
as practicable, without crippling the bud-leaves.

In my opinion, eight leaves is better to top to, than

any greater number, even upon rich lands ; it will

make richer tobacco, more certain to make itselfj

and come to the house before frost, than any
greater number of leaves. It is often seen upon
weak land in dry cool seasons, the two top leaves

of ten-leaf topping will not ripen, and they ought
to be the two best leaves upon the plant—when,
if eight-leaf tobacco had been in the same hills, it

would have ripened to perfection, with longer and
broader leaves, richer, heavier, and every way bet-

ter tobacco. Besides, it will come to the knife two
weeks sooner, making the crop much more certain,

and enable you to seed your tobacco land in wheat
that much sooner, which is a great consideration

with every farmer.

A very great and common fault in tobacco ma-
kers, is cutting tobacco before it is ripe, by which
the loss is great, in quantity and quality. In an
address of this kind, there is much dilllculty in

giving you a criterion, by which to knovv certainly

when it is really ripe—for tobacco often assumes
the appearance of ripeness (especially in dry

weather,) when it is not ripe. I will, however,
say, that when most planters think their tobacco

is ripe, if they would delay cutting one week
longer, it would then probably be ripe. I will

draw your attention to the point of the top leaf on
the north side of the plants. From the stalk to the

declining part of the leaf, you will see yellow spots,

which is the oil separated from the water; from
thence to the pomt, if green in color, it is water
only, and ought not to be cut until the oil has

reached the point of the leaf. There is as much
difiijrence in a chew of good ripe tobacco, com-
paied with a chew of half ripe, as there is in a
ripe and half ripe water-melon. Unless the in-

tense heat of the sun fcrbid it, (such heat as we
had in the last month,) I always scafibld tobacco.

As to the time when it ought to be housed, and fire

applied, nothing is more indefinite, depending
upon the degree of ripeness, the kind of land on
which it grew, the strength of the sun, the state

of the air, whether dry and cool, or warm and
moist, and whether it ripened of a yellow-grey,
or green color; the latter always containing more
water, and longer betbre the water and oil sepa-
rate. The best guide is this separation, the water
having escaped through the mouths of the leaf
vessels, where you see the yellow spots of essen-
tial oil, and the remaining green and watery part
of the leaf approaching that process. A slow fire

and weak heat must be applied, say eighty de-

grees, for if your tobacco gets too yellow, the ves-

sels become so open, the least degree of heat too

strong, will force out the oil with the water, kill

the staple and cure it up red, the most worthless
kind of tobacco that is made, there being no essen-
tial oil in it, in which the value of tobacco entirely

consists. That degree of heat ought to be contin-

ued, but not increased, one natural day; after

that toasting, (he tobacco is prepared to bear an
increased heat of five degrees more, the next natu-
ral day ; the third day 90 to 95, and the fourth day
105 to 110 degrees, which ought by that time to cure
tlie leaf perfectly; but of that fact be certain, by
a nice examination above the joist, where the pro-

cess of curing is the slowest, before you raise heat
to 140 or 150 degrees, which is necessary to reduce
the stems ; even a greater heat if your tobacco is

very large. There is then no danger of injuring

your tobacco ; the mouths of all the vessels are

sealed up, no oil can escape, and your tobacco will

be finer in fibre, closer in texture, and the large

stems well reduced, exhibiting a fluted appearance
instead of round, a sure proof that all the water is

evaporated. Partly cured stems have, and will de-
ceive even good planters, as to the right order to

strike down for pressing. It is the moisture retained

in the stems, that imparts itself through the leaf)

as warm weather approaches. Of tlie different

degrees of heat of which I have spoken, much
depends upon the tightness of the house, and ought
to be regulated by common sense observation.

Never crowd your tobacco either upon the scaf^

fold or in the house—ten good plants is as many
as ought to be hung upon a stick: if small, go to

12. When arranging in the house to fire, give a
space of ten inches between, and it is best to cure

in the body of the house, commencing upon the

joist; when the leaf is cured, raise it up in the

roof, when 4^ inches space is sufficient— if house-
room be scarce, fill the body again with your next
cutting—the firing of that, will cure the stems of
that above. No man can cure as good tobacco in

the roof as in the body of a house, a dry heat cur-

ing best. The tier next to the fire will be best, if

heat be applied right—the steam passing up
through so many tiers of tobacco, from which the

water is constantly issuing out, before it passes the

joist, the steam becomes vapor, and being confined
some time before it escapes through the roof, has
a deleterious effect, which, if not prevented, by a
constant and sufficient supply of heat, to dry off
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the moisture upon the plants, house-burn ensues,

when then the leaf perit^hes on each side ot the

eteni. The ciirin<r of tobacco is a nice oliemical

process; yet it is jjenerally entrusied to illiterate

manairers and ignorant ne^jroes, neither knovviiifr

the firs;t principles of the science. The constitu-

ent parts ot" tobacco, are wood, water and oil ; and
he who dries the wood, evaporates the water, and
preserves the oil, in the best manner, is the best

tobacco curer.

I am inclined to believe from observation, that

most farmers keep more horned cattle, than are

u^^efiil or profitable. It can scarcely be said, that

we have a market lor beef; an indilferent one for

butter, and none for nnlk. Our cattle are only use-

ful ilir a family supply of" those articles, and for

work oxen : and beini^" very prejudicial to improve-
ment, a subject of first importance with all of us.

Would it not be good management to lessen the

number, and keep the balance better? and would
it not be still better to substitute your old field scrub

cows, with some of the improved strain, the Dur-
hams, Devons, or Herefbrds, one of which to the

pail, would give as much milk, and upon the

same keep, as three of your ordinary scrubs'?

Permit me to invite your attention to the blood-

ed horse, an animal every way, and every where,
superior to the cold blood; possessing more
strength and activity, better resolution and action,

better form, wind and elegance, more docile and
tractable, better under the saddle, in the carriage,

on the turf, or in the plough.

CHARTERS YANCEY,
President ofthe Buckingham ^:/griciiltural Society.

SKETCH OF THR TU AXSACTIONS OF THE RE-
CENT AGRICt'l,TURAL CONVENTION OF NEVA^

YORK,

To the Editor of the Fanners' Register.

Kinderhook^ Saturday evening, ?

February 4th, 1837. S

Dear Sir:

—

As you have been pleased to express

an interest in all our proceedings that tend to the

advancement of agriculture, permit me—immedi-
ately on my return hone tmm the meetinir of our
Agricultural Convention, and Agricultural Slate

Society, at Albany, while my recollections are vi-

vid, and the emotions excited by our interesting

di-'CUssions have not yet subsided—to give you an
account of"our doings. 1 have neither the minutes
nor the time, to give you a detailed statement; and
as I write li-oai memory, it will not be a particular

account of all that was done.

We met on Thursday, the 2dinsr., at 4 P. M.,
in the Assembly Chamber, shortly after the ad-
journment of" the house, which, at this season of
the year, is in session. On looking around, it was
extremely gratifying to seethe numbers in attend-
ance; the body of the large room was filled; the
seats of the members all occupied; around the
fire-places numbers thronoedj while the lobby and
gallery contained many lisiening and apparently
interested spectators. Ashy far the greater num-
ber of delegates were strangers to each other, this

want ot acquaintance caused an awkwardness in

our preliminary proceedings, from the fear, that in

the distribution of the ofTices of the convention
and the appointment of committees, each portion

of the state would not be duly represented; for we
soon fijund that distance had been no obstacle to

prevent the attendance of delegates, as many had
come from one hundred to thiee hundred and fifty

miles for that purpose. The very thought gave
an Interest to our acts, that gentlemen would tra-

vel so great a distance in the depth of winter, to

to be present at the meeting of, at most, two or

three days of an agricultural convention.

Immediately after (he organization of the house,

several resolutions wereotiered crealinu' the neces-

sity ot the appointment of committees to act u[ion

them. Some of these were upon topics that

could, in a few hours, be reported upon; but others

involved inquiries that would lead to more thorough
and minute investigation. They were all of a na-

ture to call forth whatever of talent or knowledge
we possessed; and when these reponts shall be

given to the world, which I think in due lime they

will be, it will be acknowledged that our labors

have not been without beneficial results. Suffice

it to say, they created distinct topics tor report and
discussion, and all had an important be,aring upon
the great and varied interests ot" agriculture. I

will give you the leading features of a it;w of

them.

We resolved to solicit aid from the legislature

for an appropriation to be applied in awarding pre-

miums tor the exhibition of the best specimens of

agricultural products in the different counties in

the state;

For aid to establish our agricultural school;

For the appointment of a committee to inquire

into what is the most usel'ul application of the pub-

lic money to be expended in the improsement of

agriculture;

What progress has been made in becoming ac-

quauued vviih the habits, and preventing the des-

truction of our wheat crops, by the ^^vibriotritid,''^

or wheat worm;
Unanimously resolving to recommend the work

of Mr. Taylor, on agiiculture, as one of the ele-

merttary books to be used in our schools;

Recommending the silk culture, and inquiring

what progress has been made in it in this state

the last year;

What advances have been made in the subject

of" the beet culture;

What late improvements have been made in

our farm implements;

What are our most useful kinds of stock, and
what are the best modes of improving them;

For an inquiry into the statistics of our agricul-

ture; to know why it is that toreign wheat, rye,

oafs, barley and hay, have been imported the last

year for the consumption ot our pofiulation, we be-

ing peculiarly an agricultural people;

llequesting a communication from the geoloi'ists

appointed to take a survey ot this slate, with such

a statement of appearances as have been present-

ed to them in their tour thus fitr, as titr as those

appearances bear upon agriculture.

I have thus briefly presented some of the topics:

there were others introduced which I do not re-

member, but upon subjects quite as interesting.

Time was given to make out elaborate reports

upon many of them, and gentlemen appointed

both compptent and willihg to enter into details.

When they afipear, I trust they will embody a
mass of information that will serve as land-marks

in ourfuture course. Many of these, and other re-
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solutions offered, elicited a good deal of interestinn;

discussion, winch evinced not more zeal than there

was (act and talent to support it; and while many
of the speeches were creditable to those who
made them, the audience were both gratified and
instructed with the maimer and matter ni which
the ideas were clothed and presented.

A few specimens ofdomestic silk m the skein, of

almost all colors, with twist, and manufactured
handkerchiefs of white and variegated colors made
from the worms \'ed upon the leaves of the native

white and red nuilberiy, were shown. The}' were
excellent in their kind, both in quality and work-
manship. Here was proof positive that excellent

silk could be made li-oin the native mulberry; and
I have long thought that our indigenous mulberry
being suited to our climate, will supercede all the

imported varieties. At all events, it will take a
succession of years, and much loss, to acclimate the

others; and imtil then, if we do not use the native,

we cannot perfectly succeed.

Two instruments, apparently very perfect in

their kind, among other things, werepfTered for the

notice of the convention. One was a machine
very simple in its structure, and apparently perfi^ct

in its operation lor reeling ihe silk from the cocoons,

twisting each filament, and forming as many of

them into a thread as may be required, the

threads multiplied, and all done by one operation.

The convention were very much pleased with its

performance, as the manatacture appeared so easily

and perfectly done, as the thread was made in their

presence. Depend upon it, the Americans will

excel the French and Italians in a levy years in the

growth and manufacture of silk. There is an en-

terprise, an ingenuity, and a liicility in our coun-
trymen to accommodate and seize upon circum-
stances, which is not so apparent in other nations,

and their inventive ingenuity will soon throw aside

the cumbrous and complicated machinery lor the

manufiicture of silk, which is considered so indis-

pensable to an European.
Green's straw-cutter is an excellent article: it

performs its work, as such things ought to do, well

and quickly. The specimens shown, were very
much approved of! lis use, you know, is to ena-

ble us to keep over the winter one fourth more of

stock from the same quantity of provender, than

we have heretofore done. If the principle is car-

ried out into practice, it will give millions more of

profit every year to our farming population.

A beautiful lijiTiale Angora goat, imported from

France, was exhibited to the members of the con-

vention: (the male was lost on the passage.) I

think the animal will do well in this climate. The
one shown was in high health and condition, and
its fine coat was long and thick enough to protect

it against the severity of our winters. It has a

warmer covering than a sheep; for next to the

skin it has the fine wool of the Saxons, and grow-
ing through it, along hair, soft as silk and twice as

long as the wool of the Bakewells. If the animal

thrives in this country, of which there is every

probable appearance, it will be an acquisition that

will add immensely to our wealth.

Of the meeting of the Agricultural Society, I

have said little, as it was in a measure meiged
in the acts of the convention. This was very

desirable, as the members of the society were
few in number to those of the former. We,
however, transacted our usual business, and to

give the public an opportunity to hear our an-
nual address, adjourned from the City Hall, where
it was held, to tlu; Assembly Chamber, tor that pur-

pose. The subject of the address by Dr. Alc-

Naughlon was a history of agriculture. It was a
very creditable and satisltictory performance—was
listened to with deep attention, and a copy request-

ed'fbr publication. I do not know that I can en-
ter into farther tletails. Our excellent agricultural

journals, will, no doubt, give a more full and per-

fiict history of the proceedings of the state society

and this convention. Their readers, I am satis-

fied, cannot have more interesting matters spread
before them; and it must be extremely gratilying

to the editors of those journals, as it Was to the

members of the convention to liave so large and
respectable a delegation attend; for it was a proof
that they have excited an interest in the improve-
ment of agriculture, which was fully shown by the

numbers present, and the talent elicited during the
course of oiir proceedings.

1 had previously come to the conclusion, that

this would probably be the last agricultural con-
vention necessary to be held for some time, and
that it would be best to merge it for the future in

the state agricultural society. But at our close,

one feeling seemed to pervade the assembly—that

was, that we would not meet the expectation of
the public, and certainly deny ourselves great gra-
tification as well as instruction, did we not adjourn
to a future meeting. It was, therefore, unanimous-
ly resolved, that we stand adjourned to the first

Thursday of February next, which God grant we
may all live to see.

I remain your friend, &c., &c.,

J. p. BEEKMAiy,

[What a subject for gratification and pride does the

foregoing sketch furnish for a citizen of New York!

and what cause for humiliation and shame, for a citizen

of Virginia, in the marked contrast presented at home !

Compare the numbers and the animated zeal—the la-

bors and the expected results—of the recent and previ-

ous Agricultural Convention in Albany, with the thin

ranks, and feeble action, of the one held in Richmond
last winter, and the attempt, totally abortive, to hold

another there last month!

In New York, one agricultural publication of Vir-

ginia—the translation of Puvis' Essay on Lime, pre-

pared for and first published in the Farmers' Register

—

has already been republished in a separate edition, and

distributed gratuitously to the farmers of that state, by

the munificence and public spirit of a single individual;

and now, the convention have recommended that Tay-

lor's Arator, a work altogether Virginian, shall be made

a textbook in their elementary schools. In Virginia, the

last named of these works is nearly out of print, and

there has been no demand for a new edition in the last

twelveyears: the former, (JM. Puvis' Essay,) though re-

published in every northern agricultural journal, in ad-

dition to the separate New York edition, (published

for gratuitous distribution, at the instance and expense

ofJames Wadsworth, esq., of Geneseo,) has been cir-

culated in Virginia no further than in the pages of the

Farmers' Register.

Further comment would be both painful and super-

fluous.]
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ON THE CAUSES OF THE LONG-CONTINUED
DECLINE, AND GREAT DEPRESSION OF AG-
RICULTURE IN VIRGINIA.

No. I.

Political causes—the prevalence and effects ofparty
spirit.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

I fcel an earnest desire to address my brother

farmers and planters, throughout the state, on the

causes of agricultural depression in Virginia; and
knou'intr no better way than through your widely
circulating puiilicahon, I now ask your permission

to do it. My letter would have been sent, as a
mruter of" course, and without any such request;

but J recollected your (jeneral interdict against po-

Hticai remarks, unless they were closely and obvi-

ously connected with our own interests; and there-

iore I deem it fiecessary to premise, that every sen-

tence which I shall utter, of a political character,

will be—as I most sincerely believe—in strict ac-

cordance with this pre-requisiie; tor they will be ap-
plied to every political party which ever has ex-

iisted in Virginia since my recollection, and solely

with a view to prove the baneful influence upon
our agricultural interests of all political party-spirit,

however [)opular may have been the title, or art-

ful the disguise, under which its true nature mighr
be concealed.* I have my preferences, like other

* We mean to adhere to our rule of admitting nothing

of party politics, no matter on which side—and by such

course of exclusion, we have already several times

given olfence to partizans on both, and have been

charged as being hostile sometimes to one, and some-

times to another, of the most opposite political opinions.

We have even lost subscribers, not only from the opin-

ions which we entertain, and in our private capacity

assert, and mean to continue strenuously to assert

—

but also for its being supposed that we were friendly to

such as in truth we are entirely opposed to. Condem-

nation on such conflicting grounds, is proof that this

journal has deserved it on none. Still, we have always

claimed for the Farmers' Register, and will continue to

exercise the right, of either condemning or applaud-

ing any measures of government, that we conceive to

be injurious or beneficial to agriculture.

But strong as may be the censure conveyed in the

remarks of our correspondent, they do not transcend,

nor even approach, the limits of political remark wliich

we have indicated above, and frequently have stated

on former occasions—because they apply to every par-

ty through alliime, for more than thirty years. But it

may be charged that the censure is designed to apply

to the present dominant majority in our legislature, be-

cause they have the power to act for the benefit of ag-

riculture, and rfonoi. This is evidently true—but still

we deny the inference to be correct, that the denuncia-

tion is on party grounds. For if the places of the

parties were this day changed, and the present minori-

ty should acquire the power of the majority, does any

one imagine that the change of power to other hands,

would give more aid to agricultural improvement?

We certainly do not; and (from the general tenor of

his remarks) neither does our correspondent—and we

people, in regard both to the principles and prac-
tices of all our parties, past and present; but in one
respect, and that of the greatest importance to the
general good, f think, there is no difference be-
tween them. It is in their adoption of the funda-
mental principle—the -^sine qua non,'" without
which, (according to my sense of the term party,)
none could ever exist at all. This principle—than
which none can beeithermore base orruinous— is,

that individual conscience and judgment must both
be sacrificed to party dictation. But party men
contrive, in some ^vay or other, to reconcile them-
selves to the practice, by another dogma equally
false and pernicious, which is, that party of some
sort is indispensable to preserve their country and
its government, and that they must preserve the
party which they think right, and above all, that
its preservation absolutely depends upon their una-
nimous support of all the measures of its acknow-
ledged leaders, whatever their individual opinions
may he in regard to the certain tendency or proba-
ble effects of the measures themselves; these be-
ing matters with which their votes have nothing
to do, after such measures are decided upon at

head quarters. With this assurance of my sin-

cerity, which I am perfectly confident that you, at

least, will not doubt, I will proceed with the pro-
fessed and real object of this communication, (two
things by the way, which are often as opposite
as the ftices and points of destination aimed at by
the rowersof a boat—) two political and moral sins,

moreover, which every individual of every party
commits whenever he suti'ers others to control

either his words or his actions, in violation of his

own moral feelings and deliberate judgment.
The causes of our aiiricultural depression are so

numerous and so nearly equiponderant, that it is

quite as difficult to know where to begin as where
to stop in the enumeration. Yet I have resolved

to make the attempt, although, many perhaps
may be inclined to accuse me of a similar folly to

that of "locking the door alier the steed is stolen."

Be this as it may, I will hazard the effort in the

confident hope, (vain as some may think it,) that

there is still left among us enough of old Virginia

patriotism—old Virginia energy, and love of our
native homes, to encounter all our uifTicultics with
a fixed determination to overcome them, if possi-

ble; and with full faith that most, if not all of ihem,
may be overcome, merely by cordial exertion and
untirino: co-operation. If only a moiety of the

i'ew old times people yet left, and who have not en-

tirely despaired of the commonwealth, could be
roused to the undertaking, they would probably
still have influence enough over the good men and
true, of the rising generation to "rally them to the

rescue." Most glorious and happy would be that

day, should it ever come; and that it might, is cer-

tain; for the selfishness which causes men to run
away from a house on fire, instead of aiding to

save the inhabitants, or the instinct that drives

rats from a building about to tumble down, has
not yet, (thank God,) frightened away all the true

sons of our jxood old mother Virginia. Enough

farther would concur in applying all the censure ex-

pressed on this head, to the outs no less than the ins—
to all minorities as well as to all majorities, in all the

long time that Virginia has been a prey to the fierce

contentions of party spirit.

—

Ed:
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of them are still left, if they will only unite, with
body and soul, to prolong tiie life and restore the

health of our common parent.

Where evils are not allu<felher overwhelminfj,

not such as entirely to astound and paralize us, the

first step issteadily to view and thoroughly to under-
stand them. The next is, to determine that no
obstacles, however Jbrmidable—no circumstari.ces,

liowever discouraging, shall deter u.s from the ef-

fort to conquer them, if we believe them to be con-

querable; and the last should be, the immediale
adoption of such means as our best judgment may
suggest for their removal. In obedience, there-

fore, to this doctrine, (which is one, thank heaven,
that no party politics can possibly nullify, or I

should give it up,) I will now proceed to state and
to expose, as fir as I am able, the causes of de-

cline m our agriculture; indeed, 1 may say, in

every branch of Virginia husbandry. Of these,

the most prominent by far is, the utter destitution

of leijislative aid, with the exception of the sort of

Irish bull law—making the loa/ers of the Appo-
mattox a legal fence; and the old fcnce-laiv itself,

passed, (if I mistake not,) belbre the organization

of our federal government, which was a very apt

exemplification of the old story, that the devil be-

ing called in to mend a dog's hind leg, broke it in

another place! I pronounce this absence of legis-

lative aid the most prominent cause, because it

stands in such strong and deeply mortifying con-
trast with the patriotic policy of several of our sis-

ter states, and especially of New York, which is

now reaping from that policy the richest rewards
that agricultural wealth and prosperity can confer

on any government which makes the great inter-

ests of agriculture, the chief object of its regard.

Heretofore, as far back as I can remember, the con-

temptible cant, so insultina: to the intelligence and
patriotism of the people themselv^es, of '-not tak-

ing the peopWs money out of their pockets,'''' for

any thing but the unavoidable expences of their

government, even though the expenditure would
procure for them, m the opinions of the wisest and
best among them, irmumerable n^oral and politi-

cal blessings—far too great to be estimated by
dollars and cents—has served as the despicable

pretext for not expending a solitary cent towards
promoting that vital interest which keeps in health-

ful circulation, the life-blood of all the other great

interests in the community. jJgriculture, the

main stay and supi)ort of the whole, has been left

entirely to shift for herself; left too, by those called

the guardians of the state, the zealous promoters
of her prosperity and happine.ss. True they have
always given her a vast deal of lip service, im-
measurable out-pourings from slang-whangers of

all grades and dimensions—lauding her to the

skies, as the best—the kindest—the most bounti-

ful of mothers—God, bless her! But beyond that,

the history of their proceedings, so ftir as she is

concerned, presents an entire blank. Had there

been the least particle of sincerity in any of these

ad captanduvi v^\)onn(rii—these pleasant ticklings

of us gudgeons,—the agriculturists of Virginia,

—

something for our benefit would certainly have
been done. And were there, even at this time,

any real friends to agriculture in our public coun-
cils, now surely is the season to manifest their re-

gard by some well-matured, earnest and zealous

ertbrts, to aid our cause by pecuniary means; for an
immense sum has lately come into our public cof-

fers, which all the legislative brains of the state

have not yet, I believe, been able to determine how
to use. Still, not a solitary word have I ever read
in any of our newspapers, of any party whatever;
not the fiiiniest whisper have I yet heard fiom any
of our guardians and protectors in liivor of apply-

ing, even a single cent towards the encouragement
of that all-important interest, to which, principal-

ly, these gentlemen owe their present poiiiical ex-

istence. Do I blame them Ibr this most fital ne-

illect? Not at all. IVe, ourselves—and I say it

in condemnation ol'all the political parlies among
us—elected them to make the fightingand <jaining

political parly battles the chief object of their pro-

ceedino's; Ibr the otdy test by which was tried

their fitness for legislation, last spring, was to de-

mand of them—"Are you for Van Buren, for

White, or Harrison?'' None, then, who have had
any concern, (and who has not had some.'') in sub-

stituting such a test Ibr the proper one, and there-

by most fatally perverting the sense of leijislative

duties, should for one moment, blame their re-

presentatives for fulfilling the purposes of their

mission so faithfully as they have done, ever since

the memorable contest between the elder Adams
and iMr. Jefferson, when this most vile and per-

nicious practice was first systematically adopted.

At this period, since it has become thoroughly es-

tablished, it would be utterly useless now to in-

quire, who began it; for that probably would only
aggravate the evil. None can deny that they do
not both see and li?el it most dee[)ly; still less can
they deny its disastrous effects, although each par-

ty labors to acquit itself of all blame, by imputing
the whole to its antagonist; as if they believed the

people such fbols as not to know that no fend or

quarrel whatever, can long be kept up without
both parties being to blame, no matter which com-
milted the first wrong. It" any affirm that /have
made our party quarrels older than they really are,

will they please to name any single session of our
legislature since the dale I have assigned, when
the members thereof did not meet like so many
game cocks, fully prepared for mortal combat, and
waiting only for the pitter's signal to commence
the deadly fight? Do the party-combatanis of the
present time show any abatement of vigor in at-

tack or defence—any intermission of reciprocal

hate—any less ardor in waging their destructive

warflire? The question will be immediately an-
swered by taking up any party-newspaper you
please; and I will submit to be called a detamer, if

the adverse parties in our legislature are not fbund
engaged more than half their time, in perfect obe-
dience to the principles on vvhich they were elect-

ed, in a war of mutual political extermination,

leaving, ad interim, all the great inter'^sis of the

state to take care of themselves, or to receive their

attention too late to do any good.

It needs no wizaid to point out the disastrous

consequences to all interests, but especially to

ours, of such an utter perversion of the true prin-

ciples of representative irovernment. These sure-

ly require, that the good sense, the knowledge, and
the virtue of the people should be represented—not

their prejudices and passions ; for when they gov-
ern the constituent body, the representative body
must necessarily be like their masters, the slaves

of similar irrational and ruinous impulses ; and
the conduct of both parties will co-operate directly

to defeat the very end of that species of govern-
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ment, called representative, which end is the good
of the whole nation, whether their polity be con-
solidated, or federative. Another iiital efi'ect of
this state of thini^s is, that the great qualiiies of

moral worth, good talenls highly cultivated, love of

country, and devotion to all iis best interests, are no
longer, (as they ought to be,) made the essential,

the indispensable qualifications, for our public

functionaries ; but the thing first sought for—the

thing prelerred to all others—is, a .staunch, undevi-

ating. reckless adhesion to political party. Yet
the most stupid among us know perlectly well,

that much the greater portion of the duties which
these |)ublic agents are chosen to perform, have
really nothing to do with party politics, and more-
over, that they are ofsuch a nature as imperative-

ly to require all the wisdom, knowledge, and vir-

tue of the nation to execute them beneficially lor

the national welfare : a subject, by the way, in re-

gard to which the rank and file of no legislative

body, ever yet chosen upon mere par(y principles,

have been any better qualified to act wisely, than
to make good grammars lor all the dead and
living languages of the world. This would be
equally true, whether they were honest or dishonest,

since, in both cases, they must unavoidably pin

their ttiith upon the sleeve of others—must be

knowingly or unconciously led or driven into the

parly-track ; lor they would often have to decide

between questions widely differing from each
other, questions of great national interest, re-

quiring Ibr their decision much general know-
ledge and experience

;
questions moreover, in re-

gard to the comparative merits of which they

would be nearly as ignorant as so many children.

But thus it goes, in these our days, at all our elec-

tions for representatives. ^'Hurrah! hurrah!!"
for the most popular idol, at such a time, in ariy

particular county or district, effectually drowns all

argument of the adverse par,'y: because an an-

swer all the better for its brevity, on an occasion

so animating—an answer to every suggestion cal-

culated to damp the prevalent party fijrvor ; and
often elevates to the dignity of delegate, (I cannot
conscientiously say representative,} of said coun-

ty or district, some two legged animal, called man,
who should thank good luck for it, if he finds his

way to the legislative halls of Virginia without a
guide. I beg you sir, to be assured that this is no
exaggeration, for the gentleman is now living who,
if necessary, could prove upon oath, that, at one
of the sessions of our legislature when these party

battles first began, he had literally to pilot one oi'

these legislative noodles through the simple pro-

cess of presenting his credentials, and marching
into that legislative hall, where he was to make
himself a laughing stock during the whole session,

by such memorable fooleries, that it is not uncom-
mon to hear them recapitulated, even at this day.

But so it has been, and will be forever, while po-

litical party spirit is suffered to rule the land; for

when the constituents become so distempered, so

deeply inli'cted with this nmral poison, as to seek
nothing else but a similar infection, as the chief,

the indispensable qualification in their public ser-

vants, it is next to impossible that their represen-

tatives should be in a more healthful condition

than themselves. They will certainly act and re-

act upon each other so as to perpetuate the infec-

tion with increased virulence, until, like those pes-

Icntial diseases which destroy the body natural, it

inflicts death on the body politic. How indeed,
should it be otherwise I For it pervades every
man's home, severs the closest friendships, brings
diabolical strifi? into all the private relations of lite,

immeasurably injures the morals of every commu-
nity by altering and lowering the standard of fit-

ness for all public trusts, and, limits the field of
choice for public functionaries

—

not to the whole
number of the parly which happens to be domi-
nant ai the time—for that might not be so bad, if

it composed a very large majority of the nation

—

but to that portion of it only, Avliich, for the honor
of human nature, we may hope is comparatively
small in every i)arty, who can consent to yield the

clearest convictions of their understanding and
consciences to party-dictation. In truth, God has
never scourged any people, for their sins, with a
more dreadful curse than parly-spirit: for, in re-

ligion it has caused the most bloody, savage, and
exterminating wars, while in politics it has pro-

duced millions of deeds so atrocious, so horrible,

that the bare recital of the least of them is enough
to chill the heart's blood of any human being who
possesses the smallest spark of humanity. For
proof of this, I need go no further back in the
history of the civilized world than to that blackest,

most shocking of all its pages, the French revolu-

tion I A revolution distinguished above all others

for its systematic and impious attempts to banish
every thing like morals and religion from the face

of the earth, by the deliberate murders of mil-

lions of the wisest and best citizens of France.
Thoroughly and deefily convinced as I am,

that the salvation, not only of Virginia, but of our
union itself, depends upon the exiinclion of the
party-spirit which has so long and disastrously

prevailed among us, I cannot quit the subject with-

out a few more remarks on the fatal practice of
choosing our representatives solely for their politi-

cal party qualifications. . Suffer me then still iiir-

ther to illustrate that practice and its consequen-
ces.

The great principle of popular representation,

so admirable in itself, so superior to every other

basis of government, if fully and liiiihfully carried

out, becomes, when thus perverted, the most ef-

fective, the certain means of its own desiruction.

The name will be caretlilly preserved by the un-
principled destroyers, the authors of all the mis-
chief, and the people will be more than ever flat-

tered with the assertion of its being in full and
most successful operation, more than even gulled

with the vain title of sovereigns, while these dear
li'iends of theirs are leading them, like so many
sheep, whithersoever they please. The party

people themselves having limiteil their choice of
representatives, as I before remarked, to a much
less number than the whole of their own party,

by making implicit obedience to its leaders the

"si ve 7ua vio/i" of their votes, rarely, ifever, are re-

presented cither by the wisest or most virtuous men,
even among themselves. They act as the bark-

grinders do, who always prefer blind horses for

their work. Being, themselves, regardless of all

other interests but those of their own party, they

will choose men who are mentally blind to every
thing else, in prelerence to men who can see, feel,

and utterly scorn the ilegradalioaof such a service.

It is true, that the ft?w who are to act as lead-

ers and drivers, must have eyes, and tolerably

sharp ones loo, in order to steer salely through the
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many tortuous defiles which the still higher pow-
ers oC their party couuimnd them to pass. But
all that it is necessary Ibr their teams to know, is

the voice of their teamsters ; to understand how
to "gee and haw" at the word of command, or

the smack of the whip ; and never to balk, how-
ever sorely their harness may gall—however deep
may be the mud, the filth, and the stench through
which they may be goaded, either by words or

the lash, to pull.

Were I to coimt up all the months worse than
wasted in this vile l)arty work, (brthe last thirty-odd

years, the whole time, I have no doubt, would
have been amf)ly sulHcieiit for five or six entire

sessions of our legislature, spent, as they ought to

be, in the diliixent, earnest, but calm and dignified

discussion ol" the great concerns and interests of
the state. But .ever to expect so patriotic a course
will be utterlj' vain, unless we can prevail on our-

selves to change entirely the standard by which
we test the qualifications essential to the wise and
fiiithful discharge of all public duties. We agri-

culturists are more especially interested in this

chitnge than any other class : ibr it is perfectly

(lenionstnible, that to the want of it must be as-

cribed much of our present depression—much of
that utter nei>lect of our interest which has mark-
ed the legislation of" Virginia from my earliest re-

collection. This neglect, } fear, we are destined

to suffer unto death—for fools that we are, sui-

icidai fools! we never tjet have co-operated as a
class ; and the chance of our ever doing so here-

after may readily be calculated by any of those
who noticed, (itj indeed, any have,) the utter

f;iilure of the late atteiTipt to get up an agricultu-

ral convention. But until we do co-operate as a

class, I deem it absolutely certain that our relative

and leixitimate power of contributing to the gene-
ral welfare, and the extent to which that welfare

depends upon our condition, will never be cither

felt or recognized as a proper subject of considera-

tion by those miscalled our representatives. Com-
pared with other classes, we still have the nume-
rical majority, still possess a larger property with-

in the state than any other class, and can still

brinij to the polls a larger number of voters.

What obstacle therefore, but the most asinine

stupidity, or destructive neglect of our own best

interests, hinders us from exerting over the legis-

lation of" the state, iliat influence to which we
have such just and indisputable claims—an indu-

ence moreover, which could not possibly be exer-

cised in fav^or of our own occupation, without
benefiting every other m the community ? Then,
why not exert it at once, by determining iinani-

mmisly, to vote for no man, at our spring elections,

who will not pledge himself to make some certain

and earnest effort in favor of agriculture 7 Let
this be done—let us establish this as one of our in-

dispensable tests in choosing our representatives,

and death itself is not more certain than would be
as ample legislative aid as we would ask.

(7t> be continued.')

at the latest, ripens in the first fortnight of Au-
gust, and never fails." I should be glad to know
if this grape can be procured in England.

—

J. B.
JF., Sept. 15, 1S36.

—

Loudon's Gard. Mag.

A NEW SEEDLING VINE.

The Journal of Science and j^rt, vol. xxvii. p.

229., contains the following notice: " A seedlinir

vine, raised by M. Van Mons, at Brussels, produ-
ces fruit as large as a green-gage plum, which,

Vo,,. IV_89 = °
o

1 '

POTASH FROM BEET-ROOT,

The beet-root, says a French paper, is about to

ac(]uire an addilioiiid title to the attention of agri-

culturists, by the new produce which, besides mo-
lasses and sugar, it is now Iciund can be extracted
fi'om it. One of these productions, potash, will

be, like sugar, the rival of an exotic commodity.
M. Dubrunibnt has 'been the first to discover the
means of advantageously extnictingthissulKstance
fmm the residuum' left after the distillation of mo-
lasses, and which has hiihcrto been thrown away,
after the separation of its alcohol. To give some
idea of the importance of this nev,' source of na-
tional wealth, it will be sufiicient to say that the
quantity of potash yielded by M. Dubrunlbnt''8

process is e(]ual to one sixth of the quantity of su-

garextracfed from the beet-root; thus admiliingthe
the fact that, where 80,000,000 lb. ofindigenous su-

gar are annually produced, we may exjiect to ob-
tain fiom the primary materials 14,000,000 lb. of
a saline substance, equal in all respects to the best
potash imported ; besides alcohol and other pro-

ductions. x\t the present rate of prices, the value
of thisquanlitj- will be about eight or nine millions

offi-ancs; and these facts furnish an additional ar-

gument for the protection of our indigenous sugar
against foreign competition. (J/or?rmg Chronicle,

Nov. 1. 1836.) I have since learned that a kind
of coffee is made by the French from some part of
the beet-root, after the sugar has been extracted,

which is said to be equal, if not superior, to coffee

from chicory. Now, as there is an establishment
at Limehouse for extracting sugar from the beet,

I should be greatly obliged to any of your readers

who would inform me, 1st, Whether this manu-
factory answers as far as sugar is concerned ? 2dly,

Whether potash is extracted from the refuse?
3dly, Whether cofl'ee is made of it? and, 4thly,

To what other purpose is the refuse applied?
The reason I ask is, that I intend trying to extract

sugar from the root on a small scale, for the use of
my own fanuly, and for teaching my pupils. I

give you my address below for your own use
;

but wish, if you publish this article, that it should
be signed

—

il. £>. G. iVear Stockport, Nov. 2,
1836.

—

Loudon's Gard. Mag.

From the Genesee Farmer.

HAY FROM SCOTLAND.

An English paper says— "It forms a curious

item of the agricultural commerce of this country,

that we are now exporting hay to America. A ves-

sel is about to sail with a cargo of 10,000 stone of
hay from Aberdeen, and a larger will follow from
Clyde. The hay is pressed by the hydraulic

press, and the bulk has been thus reduced [suffi-

ciently] for transportation."

The hay thus spoken of has reached this coun-
try and finds a quick sale at from 22 to 25 dollars a
ton, principally at Boston. If Great Britain, with
nearly three times as many horses, cattle and
sheep, in proportion to its population, as are owned
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in the United States, is not only able to provide

for their wants, but furnish Inrire supplies of hay

for exportation, it proves that England is far ahead

of ns in productive larming, and that we ought to

mend our agricuhure at once. It is the cultivation

of roots, that enables English tiirmers to keep so

many cattle, and spare us their surplus hay ; and

American farmers must follow the example, or

fail of their profits and their success. It is sur-

prising with what tenacity our farmers cling to

old usages; and persist in mowing ten acres of

land to get fifteen or twenty tons of hay, when
two acres of roots will furnish more and far supe-

rior food. There is hardly a crop produced, more
certain than the ruta baga, unless attempted on
soils decidedly unflxvorable, and their excellence

has been fully tested lor feeding and fattening cat-

tle and sheep
;
yet not one half our farmers can be

induced to attempt the culture of the root. It is

satisfactory to know, however, that the root cul-

ture is gaining ground; and Ihat those who have

tried the turnip, will not readily relinquish its use
and benefits.

'join-beef papee.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Scotland Neck, iV. C. 20th Jan. 1837.

Below, you will find what is called in this neigh-

borhood, a "join-beef paper." It has been found
very convenient to the farmers in this neigh-

borhood, and will be so to all, where not situated

near to a market. As a proof of its convenience,

I have now in my possession papers which will

show it to have been regularly kept up for the

last sixty years in this neighborhood. I have ne-

ver heard of it in any other place but here. Ifyou
think its publication in the Farmer's Register

will contribute any thing to the convenience of

your readers, you can publish it—otherwise you
can destroy it.

A
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some years after the war ; its date is Mount Ver-
non, Dec. 4, 1788:

" The more I am acquainted with agricultural

affairs, the betler I am pleased with them ; inso-

much that I can no where find so jxreat satisliio-

tion as in ihose innocent and uselid pursuits. In

indul<;ing these feeluigs, I am led to rerlect how
much more doli<2;hlful to an imdebauched mind, is

the task of makini:^ improvements on the earth,

than ail the vain-glory which can be acquired ii'om

ravaging it, by the most utiinterruptecl career of

conquests. The design of this observation is only

to show how nmch, as a member of human soci-

ety, I leel myself obliived by your labors to ren-

der respectable and advantageous, an em[)loyment
which is more congt^nial to the natural dispositions

of mankind than any other."

In another letter, written about the same time,

he says

:

"How pitiful, in the eye of reason and religion,

is that fiilse ambition which desolates the world

with fire and sword for the purpose of conquest

and fame, compared to the milder virtues of mak-
ing our neighbors and our fellow-men as happy as

their frail conditions and perishable natures will

permit them to be."

From tlie Petersburg Intelligencer.

RALEIGH AND GASTON RAIL ROAD.

It gives us much satisfaction to learn that this

work is in rapid progress, and bids fiiir to be com-
pleted with as much despatch as any that has pre-

ceded it.

One-half of the whole line of the road, from
Gaston to Chalk Level, a distance of about 45
miles had been located and nut under contract.

Between 600 and 700 hundred hands are at work,
and although only five weeks have elapsed since

a commencement was made, the extent of exca-
vation and embardvment is already considerable.

Exclusive of several contractors who have
heretofore been regularly engaged in this occupa-

tion, some of the most wealthy and respectable

planters residing in that part of the country have ta-

ken contracts, and are making excavations and em-
bankments instead of tobacco and cotton—look-

ing forward to the benefit which they will derive

in the transportation of future crops to market,

when the rail road shall be completed, which will

no doubt precede the maturity of their next year's

crop. The owners of land, on and near the line

of the road, find a new resource in the market
which it affords for their timber, heretolbre of lit-

tle or no value—for provisions of all sorts, and for

any superfluous labor from the bt;siness of liu'm-

ing. Most of the foundations of the piers and
abutments for the bridge across Roanoke are

above high water mark, and that great work will

be speedily executed.

The road has been located as far as Tar River,

and will soon be completed to Raleigh. Persons

are in readiness to take contracts on this half of

the road, and there is no doubt that the entire

line will be let, very soon after the requisite prep-

arations are made by the engineers.

A spirit of activity, we understand, prevails

along the whole extent of the whole country

through which the road is to pass, and all look for-

ward with confidence to the benefits which it will

confer.

The legislature of North Carolina has granted
a charter Jbr a rail road from Raleigh to the South
Carolina line, in the direction to Columbia ; and
books Ibr subscription to the stock will be opened
in the course ol' a lew weeks.

ON THE USE OF THE CULTIVATOR—IM-
PROVEMENT OF LAND &C.

To tlic Editor of the Fanners' Register.

White Plains, Norfolk Cn., Va. >

January 30, 1837. 3

Inclosed I have remitted the amount of my sub-

scrI|)lion for the third and (burlh volumes of the

Register, though I can but ^^ plead guiUi/' for be-

ing so tardy in attending to it; yet I hope it will

not he the less acce[)table, though at a " late hour.''''

And by the by, as snow has driven me " irt doors,''''

and there is much blank paper to spare, I will say
a word ortwo about our farmers and firming gen-

erally in this county, though I shall dcs|)air of say-

ing much in their favor.

I can but congratulate you on the general good
that has resulted from reading your paper, and
had hopes that it might be found on every planter's

chinmey-piece in the county; but alas! emigra-

tion is here raginii with all the strength of fanati-

cism, and nothing else can be talked of but selling

estates, at a great sacrifice, and '' packing ojf'' Ibr

the '' far teefit." This ol course has banislied all

agricullural books, tiacls, periodicals and the like

from their libraries, and they dream of nothing,

day or night but " Aladdin's magic lamp of Ara-
bian story," or some such thing, that, by a look or

a wish, will coin every thing into gold. So infec-

tious, indeed, has the mania become, that no as-

tonishment, is produced on seeing our wealthiest

neighbors leave, and plunire into the "adventurous

ocean" of emigration. Not content with doing

well, when such "golden visions" of full pockets

and " groaning coffers," haunt the miilnight pil-

low, by reaching forth to pluck, they ''unmoor
their anchor" and launch away in bright expecta-

tion of doing better, like the man who killed his

goose that laid a golden egg every day. But
whether these bright visions be correct or not, is it

not a pity that the industry and wealth, the very

"bone and sinew" of our venerable old common-
wealth should thus be leaving it 1 It seems to me
almost unfilial and unpatriotic, after having drain-

ed from her veins almost the last drop of blood, in

the moment of destitution and need, when her

pensive and tottering pace calls loudly apon all her

sons for support; for none can deny but that party

feeling, " like a canker worm in the bud," is par-

alyzing all her resources, and kicking her down
hill, as fast as a retrograde motion will allow her

to travel. But in this, as well as every thing else,

the old adage is verified, "what is every body's

business, is no body's," and instead of calling her

legal guardians to an account for her condition,

truant like, we run away, and leave her to be the

"whip-top of fortune," to be whipt round and
round by every "do-nothing body" that can lay

hands on the lash. But I'll turn to the plough,

as I understand better what to do with it than
with the reins of government.

Agriculture in this county is slowly advancing,

the " scales of ignorance" have fallen from many
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of our eyes, ami we becrin to doubt vvheiher the
" old beaten track" is best. The ci.'Uivator is be-

coming more in use among us, in Heu oi' the

plough, and we think it a valuable improyen)ent
in our husbandry, as our corn crop can be tilled

with less than one-half tlie labor. By the by, I '11

give you ihe result of an experiment, made the
last season, to ascertain the dillerence between the

plough and cultivator, in the cultivation of corn.

Though the experiment was not in every respect

a liu'r one. lor the measuring tub was not used,

yet it. was sufficiently so to satisfy all who saw the

standing crop, that nothing was lost, by the use of
the cidtivator. Two lots of land were selected, of
nearly equal fertility, (the ditference, if there was
any, was in liwor of the cultivator,) and planted
at the usual time, and both received the same
number of workings over, with the plough and cul-

tivator, also the same number of hnnd-hoeings.
The season was certainly a bad one lor the culti-

vator, for with it the surftice is always kept level,

and notwithstanding the heavy inundating rains,

the lot on which the cultivator was used, produc-
ed one-third the most; but the diflerence in pro-
duct I am willing to credit to the superior {i?rtilify

of the land, rather than to the cultivator. As a
labor-saving implement, there should not be two
opinions, for the work of one corn-row may be
done by twice rimning, or two 'bouts, while the
plough requires lour, if not five, 'bouts ; thus it is

one half the labor, at least, is saved, and if the
work is well done, and adapted to the growing
crop, a great object is acc()m|di«hed in the'cnltiva-
tion of tiie most useful of all grains, to wit, Indian
corn.

By the way, I had like to forgot mv experiment
crop for last year, that I think will say much for

the cultivator. The lot on which it was made,
contained six acres, enriched principally by clover,
iime, and plaster, one acre of which was " bottom
land," originally fertile, but the heavy in'mdating
rains compelled me to abandon it, when but five

acres were left. The corn was planted in drills

on a level surface, in rows five feet apart, and as
thick as it could well grow, say from 12 to 18
inches. When the corn came in-),"the new-ground
coulter was used by niniiing ns near as possible,

and as deep as one horse could pull it. The re-

mainder of the work was done with the cultivator,

except three hand-hoeings which was criven it

—

the quantity gathered was ninety barrels. This
experiment was made with a two-fold object, first

to ascertain the "speed" of the land, and spcond-
!y to convince some of my incredulous neighbors,
that land here can be made to produce as much,
of any crop that the climate is adapted to, as the
lands of the "fiir west ;" and that we have only
to set to work, the ri^ht way, to improve if.

My mode ol'improvincjland, I think, differs from
the majority of my aLrricultnral brethren

; nor do
I pretend to say that it is Itetter—only that it is the
most convenient, and offers a surer guarantee for

a certain renmneration, with the least labor. My
manor farm consists of about four hundred acres
of arable land. A division fence makps two fields

of two hundred acres each. One of these fields is

cultivated in corn in alternate rotation, whilst the
other is eufii^red to lie out, without the tiixaiion of
either tooth or hoof. My manure annually, which
generally amounts to from one to two thousand
good cart loads, is generally applied to froiTi 12

to 18 acres of land, spread on the surface after

fallowing, and made rich at once, and then set in

corn, to })repare the soil for clover. After clover,

with any thing like "iiur play," the land will con-
tinue to progress in improvement. By this sys-

tem, in fifteen years, should my quantity of ma-
nure not increase, I shall be etiahled to manure
the four hundred acres over, at the rate of one
liundrcd cart loads per acre, and my crops in-

crease annually, having already about fifty acres

completed.

Our crops, the last season, both of corn and
oats, in this and the adjoining count}'. Princess

Anne, were unusually heavy, and we only n^ed
"active hands,'' and " understanding hearts" to

do nearly as well as we deserve. True, we have
to work hard lor all we make; but. where is die

land or country where the firmer is not compelled
to live " by the sweat of his brovvl" If our state,

or its legislature, would but show our prolc'ssion

" fur play," protect our property and o\ir riofhts,

and thereby prove to us that we were recoiinized

and honored as a profi^ssion, as one of" the princi-

pal pillars of the country's prosperity, by hearken-
ing to our petitions, and honoring our representa-

tives—then no "sod" on earth would be as fond-

ly loved, as that of the old dominion. I do not,

Mr. Editor, often complain, thv well I know com-
plaints are often ill-timed; but in this case every
iiirmer should "cry aloud and spare not,'"—should

thunder forth their wrongs and grievances, " with
the voice of a trumpet," nor cease till a hearing
was o-ranted us. If, indeed, it would oppress any,

by doing us justice, then would we be silent; but
when no profession will be harmed, but rather, all

be benefited, and the vital interest of the state

improved, it seems to me to be the most reasona-

ble request that could be made—yea fiirther, our

duty to make it, and their imperious duty to attend

to it. But here I owe an apology to my friends

lor not meeting them at the last agricultural con-

vention: however ottering a legal excuse, "having
married a wife," I hope for pardon. Notwithstand-
ing, so delicious as is the "honey moon," I should
have attended, but for the obstruction of the river

by ice so as to prevent navigation. But had I at-

tended, so imbecile would have been any aid I

could have afforded, that I am sure my seat in the

chimney corner, at home, was filled with better

grace than it could have been in your convention.

AG. S. FORE3IAIV.

FLORIDA COFFEE—rOTATOES.

To tlie Editor of tlie Fainieis' Register.

Fayettevilh, N. C, February 14, 1837.

I promised in a former communication to let

you know the result of my experiment with Flo-
rida cofi'ee. The imposition practised upon the
public, recommending that offensive weed, was
too great to be referred to in good temper. Suf-
fice it to say, that the loss of the .^2, paid for the
pound of seed, the use of an acre of land, and the
expense of cultivation, were not so mortifying to

my pride, as being made the dupe of a knave.
Do not omit sending me the missing numbers of

the Register: although no Iiirmer, I have derived

too much pleasure and information from that vai'

uable publication to lose any part of it.
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I have ciilliviifed eweet and Irish potatoes for

mni)}- year?;, hut I am candid in sayiiiir, tliat the
information I have oblained from roadinir 'he Re-
gis'er has enabled nie to double my small crops of
these articles.

STRAWBKRRY CrLTURK. DISTANCE OF CORN
— KXPERiaiENTS WITH MAKL AND GYP-
SUM.

To the Editor of the Fiirmers' Register.

Powhatan Hill, lOth Feb., 1837.

The last No. of the Retjister, just received, sug-
gests some reHeciions upon which you may place
any or no value, as you [)leiise. In the first place,

it is recommended in an article extracted from the

Villaae Record, on the cultivation of strawberries,

to mow the vines and cover the bed with rotten

wood. I have pursued a different course with
mineforseveral years, and experience recommends
my practice. My beds are weeded once a year
only—inthefdl—the plants are at that time thinned
to the usual planting distance: after the beds are

cleaned thoroughly, they are covered with either

cut straw or chaff—the first is best, as the chaff

generally contains seeds of wheat, cheat or weeds.
The plants are thus kept warm through the win-
ter—they spring up thiouo-h the straw early in the

spring with great vigor. When the li-uit ripens, the

straw protects it from the dirt— it smothers weeds;
and by its decay before the autumn, it furnishes

sufficient manure to enrich the beds. This is the

mode of culture practised by a gentleman living

near Baltimore, who supplies that market with

many thousand quarts during the delicious straw-

berry season.

In the second place, I desire to recommend "Six

and Two" to plant his corn, if he prefers the drill

system, (in which preference my opinion coincides

with his,) five feet by two in good land— five feet

by two and a halfj or by three, in thinjand. That
writer prefers six feet by two, because, "the greater

the distance one way, the less your corn will be

ridiied by ploushing; and, therefore, the more dirt

you can throw immediately around it without in-

jury." I prevent my five feet beds from being

ridged too hiofh by running upon the beds, soon

after the corn comes up, a larjie two-horse harrow,

which I term a cultivator-harrow, the horses walk-

ing on each side of the corn, which passes between

the two foremost teeth.* The hindmost part of

the harrow is five feet wide, and conse(|uently

reaches the water furrow on each side of the bed.

The ridge is thus drawn down to a sufficient level:

the corn is worked so well, that an observer would

presimie that it had been weeded—the hoe work

is, therefore, facilitated greatly, and the corn

worked more rapidly than it would have been in

the usual mode. Unless the land is very stiff,

there is no necessity for sidins; the corn with the

plousrh in the first instance. After the corn is too

hifrhfor the cultivator-harrow to pass over it, the

land is easily kept clean, and the corn sufficiently

worked by the common cultivator or harrow. At
the usual time of laying by, as it is termed, you

* A httfe boy follows the cultivator-fiarrovv with a

small rake to remove the clods which may cover some
of the corn.

may "throw as much dirt as you please around it;"

but not "withoiU injury," if we adopt the opinion

of the most judicious northern farmers, wdio con-
tend that the dirt ought never to be thrown around
the corn, the growth of which is thus checked
itntil the new roots put out iuid grow in the fresh

soil. I am disposed to adopt this opinion, and
shall try the practice with a portion of my coming
crop. My experience, limited it is true, favors the

/ere/ system of cultivatin<r corn; but I have not

yet (riven it so full and satisfactory a trial as to

venture to recommend it. I do not flatter myself
that I have assigned sufficient reason to change
the views of "Six and Two." I am convinced by
trial, that 5 by 2 is not too close in stronij land:

there are more stalks, of course, than in beds of
6 by 2; 6 by 2 is too close in thin land; 5 by 3 would
bear the same number of stalks as 6 by 2 1-2: beds
six feet wide require one furrow more, at the least,

with the plough, in breaking up the land: the corn,

when well jxrown, docs not shade the land, and
consequently preserve the moisture so well in wide
as in narrow beds.

I will now mention an experiment made by me
last year. I planted a part of a cut of corn about
5 feet b}^ 2, single stalk, and another part of the

same cut 5 feet by 3, double stalk. Several gentle-

men, whose attention I directed to the trial during

the summer, did not hesitate to express the opin-

ion, that the single corn would produce the most.

When the corn was hauled from the field, I had
the product measured by the cart bodies, and there

was no sensible difference in the yii-ld. Tlie num-
ber of ears from the latter, was, of course, greater;

but they were much smaller—more trouble was
imposed in gathering and shucking; con.sequently,

the advantage was on the side of the single stalk,

which was somewhat diminished, however, by the

necessity of weeding a larger number of hills.

I hauled some marl on my corn land last winter.

I put some on a very poor spot, without any pu-
trescent manure: the corn was improved by it most
sensibly—so much so, that the negroes, on cutting

the corn to sow the land in wheat, stopped of their

own accord, (and you know, they are the least ob-

servant of the human species,) at the row where
the marl stopped. I want no better proof of its

efficacy, and am usinir it freely, and shall do so as

lonsr as I am a farmer.

I have imposed more on your patience than I

intended; but beflire I close, permit me to recom-
mend some of your experimenting readers to try

the efficacy of plaster of Paris upon the Irish po-
tato. Sprinkle the cuts heavily with it beflire the

dirt is drawn over them. I think that I owe a
large increase of my crop for two years to the

plaster.

ED. T. TAYLOE.

From the Silk Culturist.

THE NATIA'E, OR COMMON RED MULBERRY
AS FOOD FOR SILKWORMS.

Lancaster, Ohio, Dec. 7th, 1836.

F. G. Comsfock, Esq.

Sir:—Having learned from the "Culturist" and
other authorities, that seven or eicrht pounds of
cocoons are usually required to produce a pound
of reeled silk, I can hardly hope to be credited

when I state the result of an experiment or two
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that I lately made with a lew cocoons of worms
that were fed on leaves of the morus rubra,* or

common red mulberrj' of om* western forests.

Tiic cocoons were deprived of their loose floss,

and the crysalids were perfectly dry. I weiyh^d
cocoons to the amount ot" 215 grains, and caus-

ing them to be reeled I obtained 75 grains of silk,

equivalent, very nearly to 35 percent. Observing
that several grains were lost through unskililil

management, the reelcr being altogether inexpe-

rienced in the business, I detern)ined to repeat the

expenment, in order to ascertain, if possible, the

maximum of silk that could be reeled li'om a given

quantity of cocoons. I then carefully weighed
just 100 grains of the cocoons, which yielded 39
grains of reeled silk, besides a few atoms of floss

amounting perhaps to one grain. It would thus

appear that these cocoons contained about 40 per

cent, of silk. What is the per centum of silk usu-

all}' contained in dry cocoons ? and what propor-

tion of the silk contained by the cocoons is ex-
tracted in the ordinary process of reeling?

In determining the value of tlie red mulberr}^, as

a source of food for the silk worm, we should in-

quire

—

1st. What is the quality of the silk it produ-

ces ?

2ndly. Is the red American mulberry, a tree of

as rapid growth as the white Italian, with which
we would naturally compare it I

3rdly. Does the former produce as abundant a
foliage as the latter?

4thly. Is the fijiiage of the American tree as

Tiutrilious as that of the Italian—and do worms
ied upon the former produce as good cocoons as

those led upon the latter ?

1. With regard to the quality of the silk obtain-

ed in my experiments, I do not profess to be a

competent judge ; but I certainly cannot conceive

that any thing ot the silk kind could excel it in

fineness arui brilliancy. JMy judgment, however,
is not needed to establish the cimracter of the silk

produced from the American mulberry. We are

already in possession of an overwhelming mass
of evidence tending to prove most decisively^ that

this silk will bear comparison with the best that

can be produced from any other source. Your
readers may find some of this evidence m articles

on the 92d," 94th, 96th, 105th, 109th, 138th, 155th

and 156th pages of the "Silk Cuhurist," and also

in a document published by Congress in 1828, and
containing " information in relation to the growth
and manufacture of silk."

In addition to these testimonials, I would pre-

sent the evidence of Mr. D'llomergue, a French
silk manufacturer, who pronounced a sample of

reeled silk which had been produced fi'om the red

mulberry to be "indeed beautiful"—"not sur-

passed by any that he had ever seen," and "equal

in firmness to any other."

I could also demonstrate by citing several au-

thorities, that sewing silk produced li-om our na-

tive mulberry is stronger than the European arti-

cle.

2. With regard to the second query I would
premise that it is hardly fair to compare a plant

* This is the true botanical appellation. Some have
improperly called it Morus nigra, or black mulberry.

The black mulberry is not a native of North America.

in a state of nature with one that has enjoyed the
advantages of cultivation. Notwithstanding, how-
ever, the disadvantage that exists on the'side of
the xVmerican mulberry, it iias the appearance of
being the more thrifty iree, if I might be permitted
to judge liom a few specimens that I have seen
of the Italian tree.

3. W there is any dillerence in regard to the
quantity of foliage yielded by each, I believe that
the dilliirence is in fiwor oV the American tree.

At least it is certain that the red mulberry ha* the
important advantage of producing a much larger
leaf than the otiier.

4. That the leaves of the American mulberry
are as nutritious as those of the Italian, and that a
given quantity of the former will produce as much
silk as the same quantity of the latter, there can
be no doubt. And all observers concur in remark-
ing that the cocoons preduced from each are M
equally fine. Mr. Jesse Waltz of this place in-

formed me that he and his neighbor, Gen. P.
Bcecher, each ied a fijw silk worms in the same
season, Mr. Waltz using th.e common wild mul-
berry, while Gen. Beecher used the Italian; and
that upon comparing the cocoons, there was not the
least perceptible difference. The cocoons were
reeled, and upon a second comparison no diffier-

encein the quality of the silk could be discovered.
I would now inquire, why in the name of com-

mon sense, persons in the west who wish to en-
gage in the silk culture should wait on the tardy
growth of the Italian mulberry li-om the seed,

when the forests everywhere around them abound
with a tree altogether equal, if not superior to it.

In almost ever}' neighliorhood a considerable co-
coonery might be profitably supplied from trees

planted by the hand of nature. But as these
trees are generally somewhat dispersed, and as
the climbing of large trees is inconvenient, I

would recommend the plan of propagating the
red mulberry l)y means of cuttings set hedge-
wise. By stocking the requisite quantity of ground
with thrifty cuttings, a person might, on the second
year, have any amount of foliage that he might
desire.

One of your correspondents estimates that an
acre of ground set with cuttings of the Chinese
mulberry will on the first year yield 10,000 pounds
of leaves. It is allowed by some writers that

100 pounds of foliage will produce one pound
of silk. If this supposition is correct, then the
produce of one acre on the first year would be
100 pounds of silk, worth, when reeled, ^500. I

I'eel confident that on the second year a result

equal to this might be obtained from our native
mulberry. I am not sure that the foliage might
not he profitab!}' used even on the first year.

Permit me to suggest a theory in regard to the
Chinese mulberry. I am persuaded that it is a
creature of cultivation. It is propagated alto-

gether by layers and cuttings, instead of seed

;

and the stems are cut down every year to the
ground in order to obtain an annual crop of fresh

shoots. It is to these circumstances of its propa-
gation and culture that the luxuriance of its

growth, and the larceness and tenderness of its

leaves, are owing. Hence will appear the reason
why a similar plant is not obtained when attempts
are made to propagate it from the seed. The plant

obtained fi-om the seed is a natural production;

while that produced by other means is an artificial
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one.* I belieave that I can originate a new kind

of morns 7nulticaulis quite as goad as the old,

from the red mulberry. I design to make the ex-

periment next summer. For a commencement, I

can obtain from trees h'om which some of the

larger branches liad been accidentally broken off,

a considerable uumbcr of shoots five and a half

feet in length, the growth of last sunmier—and I

can also get a few sprouts of a similar growth and

age with the roots attached.

Yours respect flilly,

JOHN WILLIABIS.

COMMERCIAL REPORT.

Less business than usual has been transacted in

Virginia during the present winter. Supplies of

produce were small— foreign markets unliivorable

—the results of previous transactions generally

losing—and withal, money scarce.

The communiiy is still kept in suspense as to the

increase ol" banking capital within this common-
wealth; while the influx of bank notes from ad-

joining states now furnishes a considerable portion

of the circulating medium in some parts of the

country, and a depreciated one'in others. We thus

endure the evils, without deriving the benefits at-

tendant on such institutions, and ofi'er inducements

to our neighbors to carry to excess, what we re-

fuse to ourselves in moderation.

The quotations of produce have not varied much
since the commencement of the year. The gener-

al rantre of prices is, lor tobacco 83 to ^7; cotton,

13 to IGc; wheat, 81 75 to 82 15; flour, glQi to

$12; corn, ^4 50 to ^4 75. Importations of foreign

grain into our northern ports continue to be large

and profitable. Flax seed has arrived from In-

din, Charleston is receiving supplies of hayli-om

France, and among the commodities recenily im-

ported from that country, sugar (not ot the beet,)

may be enumerated. This, however, is not more
strange than the imjiortation into James river, of

coal i'rom Great Britain and Nova Scotia.

British ship owners carry on a thriving trade

from our ports in timber and other bulky articles,

which acquire the character of colonial produce by

a slight deviation from a direct voyage, and are

admitted into Great Britain free of duty; while si-

milar importations by American vessels are vir-

tually prohibited. The effect ot this system re-

quires no illustration.

The pressure for money which has so long pre-

vailed in our largecities, continues with little abate-

ment. Severe as this has been in N. York and
Philadelphia, it is a remarkable fact, and highly

creditable to the mercantile community, that

scarcely any failures have taken place in those ci-

ties. The excessive rate of 1 1-2 per cent per

month interest is stili current. Real estate has not

there declined in price, and all articles of subsis-

tence are high. A recent attempt in New York
to reduce the price, by diminishing the quantity,

did not succeed; and it is to behope'dthat the mob
will not repeat the experiment.

In Mobile, the ftictois, or commission merchants

for the sale of cotton for the planters, have suffered

great inconvenience, and in many instances been

ruined by coming under advances flir croiis, the

receipt of which was, in the first instance, retarded

by low water, and subsequently by the want of
confidence created by failures among the merchants
to which this very delay gave rise. Enormous
speculations in real estate probably contributed to

produce similar disasters. The efiTect of heavy
inveslmenis made by planters in lands and negroes

at high prices, on long credit, will probably be de-

veloped when the price of cotton shall decline;

which, from present appearances, is not a remote
contingency. Such a reverse in the prosperity of

that country, however, cannot be of long duration,

when the increasing population and productiveness

of the western states is considered. Internal ex-

changes continue unregulated, but the rates are

not so excessive as they were. The current of

specie continues to and fro, benefiting those only
who are emploj'ed in its transportation.

February 24. X.

* If seed from tfie artificial tree be used, tlie plant

re-appears in its original form.

MORUS MULTICAULIS NOT PRODUCED FROM
ITS OWN SEEDS.

The following statement agrees with what we were

first to inform our countrymen of, in this journal, more

than two years ago, on the authority of an experiment

reported in the Jlnnal.es de r^griatUure Francaise, that

the morus mvliicaulis had been found to be merely a

variety of white mulberry, and did not reproduce its

own kind by seeds. This very important fact (if true)

we have again and again endeavored to impress on the

agricultural public—but apparent!)' to no puopose. The
anxiety to obtain seeds of the morus mvliicaulis has

been so great, that encouragement has been thereby

afforded to extensive frauds, by the seller substituting

seeds of another kind. But even if the seeds had

been what they were supposed to be, if from trees of

the true multicaulis, the failure and disappointment

would probably have been as great.

But though believing that the seeds of this plant are

not be relied on for reproducing their own kind, we
are not inclined in any case to trust to reported opin-

ions, or authority that is the least doubful, when the

facts can be tested by accurate experiment. We have

the means of making such an experiment, in seeds of

the morus multicaulis taken last summer from trees

which grew within the enclosure of the high walls

which surround the Penitentiary of Virginia, and near

which no other kind of mulbarry grew, to affect the

seeds by a mixture of the fecundating farina. If

these seeds will not produce the morus multicaulis, it

may be thereafter safely pronounced, that seeds are

not only not to be relied on to produce this kind, but

that the result of reproduction of the like kind rarely,

if ever, occurs.

" This mulberry, it is now well ascertained, is a hy-
brid variety, and not a true species—the seed will not
produce its like. We have been informed by a gen-
tleman who purchased a plant, three or four years
since, of some nurserymen of our vicinity, that with
considerable care he raised quite a number of seeds.
The plant was taken up upon the appearance of severe
weather, and placed in a celler where the frost did not
penetrate—the roots were slightly covered with earth.

Pursuing this course two succeeding winters, it attain-

ed the size of a large shrub with numerous ramifying
branches—the third season it produced seeds. No
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other species or variety grew in the vicinity of the

plant, and the blossoms consequently could not have
been fertilized but by its own poilen. These seeds

were carefully sown, and the result was a number of

seedling plants, with foliage of all sizps and textures,

from the common white, to that of the parent. No
better proof is needed to confirm what we now state,

and have heretofore stated."

—

American Gardener's

Magazine.

THE INDEX TO VOL. IV.

It has heretofore been our course not to delay the

last No. of a volume for the issue of the index, (which

must necessarily be completed and printed after the

close of the volume,) but to send the index to every

subscriber with the next No. But so many of these

loose sheets have been lost, either after or before their

being delivered from the post-offices, and so numerous

and long continued have been the consequent demand

for duplicates, and even sometimes triplicates copies,

that, in self-defence, another plan of issuing must be

adopted. For this purpose, the next and last No. of

vol. 4, will be delayed (if necessary,) after the first

of April, the day when it should in due course be is-

sued, until the index for vol. 4 can be printed and

stitched with it. Then the one cannot fail, without the

other, to reach every subscriber.

It is believed that almost every subscriber to the Re-

gister intends to have his numbers bound in volumes,

and attempts to preserve them for that purpose. But

so little care is generally used in preservation, and so

much delay permitted before the binding, that the very

desire to preserve, serves to destroy for us numerous

volumes, by applications for lost or mislaid numbers—
which applications we have never refused, if the

copies asked for were on hand—and they have been

always furnished gratuitously, unless in some few

cases where a single applicant asked lor half a volume

or more. It would save much loss to all parties, it all

subscribers who wish to preserve their numbers com-

plete, would not delay the binding much beyond the

completion of each volume. If this had been done

from the begining, we should not now be unable to

buy back copies of vol. 1 at the higher price, which is

offered, (#6,) than the subscribers paid for them. And
on the other hand, if none had cared or desired to pre-

serve their tiles perfect, we should not have had de-

stroyed, and lost the value of some hundreds of volumes

in the course of four years' publication, by the demand

for duplicates of lost and mislaid numbers.
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chalky marls yielded a proportion more than twice

as great.

In jreneral, the upper beds of the meiocene in

this district, were /bund to be destitute of (bssils,

thouijh lull of their casts and irnpres.-jnns. These
strata consisting for the most part of light colored

sandy clays, trequently of great depth, are distin-

guished by a sulphureous smell, and often by an

acid and styptic flavor. They rarely contain an

appreciable amount of carbonate of lime, but are

impregnated with sulphate of lime (gypsum,)
together with sulphate of iron, (copperas,) sul-

phate of alumina, sulphur and sometimes even a

sensible amount of sulphate of magnesia (I^^psom

salts.) The acidity of these clays is often snlTi-

cient to make a pungent impression on the tongue,

and their sulphur is distinctly recognized by the

characteristic odor exhaled, especially when they

are heated. In many localities, as in the Rappa-
hannock cliffs in Richmond county, the gypsum
occurs in crystals of sufficient masrnitude to be

separated by the fin<iers, and sometimes in the at-

tractive form of transparent selcniie; but its more
usual condition, is that of delicate silken crj'stals

distributed throuirh the mass, and visible only upon
close and attentive inspection.

Numerous s|)ecimens, taken from strata of this

kind ill various parts of the Neck, presented a

great siinilariiy of composilion, though not with-

out much variation in the proportion of the gyp-
sum and other ingredients which they contained,

and like results were obtained from the analysis ol'

the overlying and once fbssiliftjrous beds in other

places, where the meiocene marl occurs. The
cause of the extensive destruction of shelly matter
once imbedded in tliriss clays, was clearly traced

to the sulphuric acid, oriffina'ing in the decompo-
sition of sulphuret of iron, which permeating the

beds of marl, converted the carbonate into sul-

phate of lime. This being in part retained, formed
the crystals of gypsum now discovered in these

strata—at the same time, that by the decompo-
sition of the sulphuret, the sulphate of iron and
other ingretlients above noticed were brought to

light; and the overlying layer of l(?rruginous rock,

or clay, most probably owes its origin to the same
source.

The presence of gypsum in these beds susr-

gests the interesting inquiry as to. how iar they
may become available in the agriculture ol" this

and other regions, sinnlarly situated. Upon this

point, I shall embrace the present opportunity lor

a lew brief remarks. Where they contain a con-

siderable amount of this ingredient, say 10 per

cent., and are impregnated with no injurious or

counteracting agent, no doubt can exist as to their

beneficial influence upon the soil ; and in such

cases, besides the peculiar ameliorating effect of

the gypsum, they would impart the hirther advan-
tage of an improvement in the texture of the land.

But as in most instances, the proportion of gyp-
sum does not exceed two per cent., and as it is

blended with the other sulphates, as well as li-ee

sulphuric acid and sulphur, ingredients which in

considerable quantity are known to be destructive

lo vegetation, it would naturally be inferred, that

such materials, if not inert, must be actively inju-

rious in their effects upon the soil. Experience
too, has seemeil to give authority to this opinion,

since when applied to the land, as in some cases

these materials have been, in considerable quanti-

ties, a diminution, or even temporary loss of pro-

ductiveness has ensued. Slill, however, it should

be remarked, that experiments thus roughly made,
by no means justify any confident conclusion on
the subject. The effect of such substances on
ve<retation must greatly depend on the quaniity in

wiiich they are applied. When prodiirally spread

over the land, there can be no doubt that they in-

flict serious, though by no n)eans irreparable injury.

Such also is known to be the consequence of a
redundant application of the ordinary' calcareous

manun>s. But observation would seem to prove

that, when sparingly employed, the materials re-

ferred to, are productive of a very decitied im-
provement. ' In many parts of lower A'irginia,

these gy|)seous and acidulated clays applied un-

der the impression that they contained a useful

[)roportion of green sand, have been found to im-
part new and surprising energy to the soil.

Without enterino; upon the obscure question of

the modus operandi of mineral substances, includ-

ing calcareous maimres, upon plants, we cannot

doubt, that in part, at least, tlieir influence is that

of directly stimulating the vital organs concerned

in vegetable growth—nor can we avoid believing,

that with i)lants, as with animals, the number of

substances adapted to produce this eflect is far

fi-om being restricted to the few materials most

commonly in use. We have the positive testimony

of numerous experiments to prove that many
substances of liiah chemical energy are capable

in small quantities of favoring the growth of

plants.

Without, therefore, advancing any hypothesis

as to the peculiar agenCy of the sulphates and

other matters contained in these gypseous clays,

or atteujpting, a priori, to pronounce upon theh

effects either as salutary or injurious, I feel sufti-

ciently sustained by observation in expressing it as

my opinion, that tliey will one day be made availa-

ble in the agriculture of this region—and I would

urgently sui^gest the importance of making care-

fulexperiiuents to determine the quantity in which

they may be safely and advantageously apjjlied.

But in all such trials, let it be borne in mind, that

only small quantities of such of these materials as

are strongly styptic and sulphureous should be

employed.
The eocene strata of the peninsula are com-

prised in the district lying between a line connect-

ing Mathias's point on the Potomac, with the

mouth of Chingoteague creek on the Rappahan-

nock, and another and crooked line nearly coincid-

ing with the eastern boundary of the sandstone

fbnnation in Stafford county. These beds were

found to exhibit le.ss uniibrmity of arrangement

than those on the Pamunkey and Janjes rivers,

formerly described. In general, the lowest stratum

is of a dark sireenish blue color, and those which

lie above it, have various shades of yellow, green-

ish grey, and brown. In many instances, the

upper strata are devoid of shells, but replete with

their casts and impressions, and with the excep-

tion of generally containing a notable amount of

green sand, are strikingly analogous in composition

to the gypseous and sulphureous strata of the

meiocene. To make the resemblance still more
complete, a thin layer of ferruginous gravel or

rock frequently overlies these beds, and forms the

boundary between them and the meiocene.

This remarkable resemblance in the situation

1
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and character of the two, while it leads us to infer

the action of like chemical agencies upon both,

assures us of a siaiilarity in their agricultural

eti'ects.

The eocene marls of the peninsula,, present

much diversity of composition. Whilst in some
localities, the shelly matter lc,)rms a very considera-

ble part of the mass, in others. Utile or none of it

occurs. The green sand ofen Ibrms a prominent
ingredient, and is in no case absent, though fre-

quently the amount of it is very inconsiderable.

Gypsum is also occasionally to be met with; and
this, as well as the other sulphates, is not excluded
from the beds containing shells. A minute analy-

sis of some of the more important of l!iese marls
is now in progress, but the research is one requir-

ing much time for its completion.

It may be useful to state, that in general, the

shelly strata of the eocene, in this district, do not

contain more than from ten to fifteen percent, of
carbonate of lime, and that in many instances,

where the shells are quite conspicuous, the propor-

tion is less than one half of this. In the shell

rock, such as occurs in several places on the Poto-
mac, as much as eighty-two per cent, has been
found.

It would therefore appear, that while in some
instances, there is a sutbcient amount of carbonate
of lime in the mass lo give it the character of a

rather poor calcareous marl, the proportion of this

ingredient in general is too inconsiderable to im-
part any high deo;ree of agricultural value. For
nmch of the benefit derived from the application

ot' these substances to the soil, we nmst look to the

green sand, gypsum, and perhaps other ingre-

dients which they contain. Experiments now in

progress with some of tlie varieties containing lit-

tle or no shelly matter, mdicate decidedly benefi-

cial results; and there is but little reason to doubt
that more extensive trials of these materials, con-

ducted with judgment and caution, will confirm

the views at present entertained ot" their capacity

of being highly usetijl in agriculture.

Fropi the absence of shelly matter in the strata

of Meiocene and Eocene above referred to, they
have hitherto been considered as entirely destitute

of value. The liict now made known ol' their

containing, nearly in every case, a notable amount
of gypsum, must therelbre be looked upon as an
interesting discovery, and should the observations

already made upon the fertilizino; eifects of the

material of these beds, be sustained by a wider
and more varied experience, our views of the agri-

cultural resources of the eastern portion of our

state will be greatly and cheeringly enlarged.

Believing that such is to be the result of further

experiments on the subject. I look with pleasin<r

anticipation to the time when the invaluable shell

marl of the country, will not be without a substi-

tute in those districts to which it has been denied,

and when almost every ravine in eastern Virginia,

will be resorted to for materials to improve the pro-

ductiveness of the soil.

The researches in the counties bordering on the

Rappahannock to the south, were chiefly confined

to an inspection of localities of marl, and the exa-

mination of the strata associated with it, in several

of the more important points. The numerous spe-

cimens of the Meiocene marl which were collected

iu the reconnoissance, have been submitted to

analysis, and with the same general results as

have been stated in regard to the marls of the
Neck; the pulverulent and light-colored varieties

always yielding a much larger per ceniage of car-

bonate of lime than the blue marl, and so'melimes,

as in the case of sfiecimens (lorn JNir. Oaks'g, and
other places in Middlesex, amounting lo about 80
per cent. Gypseous and sulphurclied clays were
Ibund here as in the Neck ; and at some points im-
mediately on the river, the sclenite was discovered

iu conspicuous crystals. An analysis of some of
these gypseous clays, gave iiom 8 to 10 per cent,

ot" this ingredient.

Belbre concluding this sketch of the investiga-

tions in the tertiary region during the past year,

it maj' be well to remark, that in the event of an
ampler organization of the means of exploration,

urgently demanded by the survey, the revision of
the ground already traversed will be aided by the

employment of a boat built and equipi;ed for the
service. With such facilities, the exploration, in

dislricts hitherto unexamined, will be carried on
with increased accuracy and speed.

The researches which were made in the bitumi-

nous coal fields of Henrico, Goochland, ^-c. were
in the first place directed to the determination of
the boundaries of the region in which the coal

measures occur. With this view, it was explored
by transverse lines, and throuidiout its entire cir-

cuit ; but further examinations are required to as-

certain its extent and structure, with the degree of
accuracy necc'^sary to represent it on the map.
And belbre this delineation can be usefully made,
the important errors in this portion of the map
will require to be corrected.

All the important workings for coal, together

with a large number of shafts or disjginijs ot minor
interest, were examined; but additional investiga-

tions are required lo secure that exact knowledge
of the complicated structure of" these coal fields,

which may serve, hereafter, as a guide lo enter-

prises in this region. I t'eel safe, Itowever, in re-

marking that the observations thus far made,
whilst they indicate that the region containing
coal is more extensive than I had supposed—are
calculated to strengthen the opinion, that in no
part of ihe basin is the depth of the coal so great

as from a view of the directions of its out-crop

would be supposed—and if, as is probably the case,

the floor upon which it rests is of so undulating a
figure, as in some measure to divide the region

into several basins—there is a reasonable hope of
reaching this mineral at comparatively moderate
depths, even in the centre of the field.

Althouijh these coals have long been extensive-

ly in use lor domestic and manufacturing purposes,

no systematic investigation of their chemical com-
position has hitherto been attempted, nor have any
jast data been lurnished for comparing them with
the coals of other regions, either in this country or

abroad. The minute investigations on this sub-
ject, in which I am now engatjed, have already
made me accurately acquainted with the compo-
sition and healing powers of upwards of" twenty of
these coals, and I feel no hesitation in sayinar, in

view of these results, that I am prepared to vindi-

cate their claim to a very high rank in comparison
with the coals of most other parts of the world.

Without entering into details, it may be useful to

stale, that in the specimens hitherto examined, the
amount ol' bituminous matter, varied from 27 to 38
per cent, of the whole, the ash in general from 2
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to 5, and that the combustible value or heating

power of the several specimen?, as determined by
a very peilt'Ct proc-e.-=P, is rppre.=en'ed by an
amount ol |)iiro charcoal from 75 to S9 hundredths

ot the whole weioht ol" the coal.

Whilst referrinnj to the valuable character of

these rich deposiies of bituminous coal, 1 am anx-
ious again to call attention to the iron ores which
accompany them in several places. Since the

former report, in which allusion was made to the

probai)Ie importance of these ores to the manufac-
turinif industry of eastern Virginia, several speci-

mens have been submitted to chemical analysis,

and from the results obtained, the really valuable

character of the ore may be considered as satislac-

torily established.

A specimen of iierrmtilic ore II-oiti the neigh-

bourhood of Trabue's pits in C^hesterfield, gave in

the 100 grains the tollowing ingredients :

Per oxide of iron, 85.15

Silica, 4.20

Alununa, 4.00

Water, 6.50

The existence of this mineral in immediate con-

tiguity with the coal, is a, fact of such obvious im-
portance, that po commentary is needed to make
it deeply interesting to persons of capital and enter-

])rise, who may be concerned in developing the

resources of this portion of the state.

In that portion of what is called the gold reiiion

of the state in which research was prosecuted, all

the important openings were visited in which the

precious metal is, or has been obtained. Many
circumstances of practical and scientific interest

connected with each of them were noted, and
suites of illustrative specimens procured. But
much additional observation is required, before it

will be sale to speak confidently of the geolotiy of
these veins, or to pronounce upon the extent to

which they are likely to contribute to the resources

of the state.

I would not have it inferred from these remarks,
that any unfavorable impression, as to the idtimate

value of our gold mines, has grown out of the va-
rious facts relating to them, which have been thus

far collected. On the contrary, I am more strongly

than ever of the opinion, that the working of the

innumerable aurilerous veins ol this wide region

is destined to become an important branch of the

systematic industry of the state. And whilst I

would deprecate those overwrought anticipations

of their productiveness which the brilliant develop-
ments occasionally made are calculated to inspire,

I would give a sober encouragement to the enter-

prise and capital which they are rapidly attracting,

believing that in the majority of instances, these

veins have that wholesome degree of fertility

which is capable of giving to industry a steady in-

centive, and a reasonable reward.
In exploring \he belt of country referred io un-

der the 5th head, an approximate profile was con-
structed, extending from Fredericksburg to Moor-
field, exhibiting many of the iniportant features in

the structure of the intervening region. The
country on both sides of this line was examined
rapidly, though with considerai)le minuteness, ex-
cursions (or specific objects being made as fiir as

the Potomac on the one iiand, and to the remote
parts of Culpeper, Rappahannock and Orange
counties on the other.

The valuable strata of freestone, which overlie

the primary rocks near the lower end of this line

were inspected at various localities, near Freder-
icksburg, below this city on the river, and at seve-

ral points in Stafford county, and it is believed that

some useflil views Avere attained with regard to the

geological character of these beds, as well as the

circumstances under wdiich they furnish the most
durable material for building.

Beyond this to the west, the primary rocks, the

slates of the gold reoion, together with the iron

ores occurring in them, and the narrow belt of

talcose limestone which shows itself on the Ra-
pidan, at Mountain run and other localities, were
successively observed. The limestone here reler-

red to, is a continuation of the narrow belt which
appears between Lynchburg and Scoltsvilleou the

James River, and is laid bare at various points in

Albemarle and Orange. A fragment from the

cliff at Mitchell's lord on the Rapidan, yielded in

the 100 grains 81.81 jgrains of carbonate of lime,

thus vicing in purity with (he limestones of the

Valley—and indicating the- advantages Avhich

might be conferred upon the soil of the neighbor-

ing country by the use of such lime as it would
furnish. The iron ore from the site of the old

works at Chancellor's, was examined and found

to be of good quality.

At a short distance to the west of Germanna
(()rd, commences the region of calcareous shales

and sandstones. This, though of considerable

breadth, and extending from the Potomac south-

ward through Orange county, and j'robably, with

some interruptions, ihr info North Carolina, con-

stitutes an important feature in our geology, to

which little or noatiention has hitherto been given.

These shales and sandstones were traced in Fau-
quier, Culpeper, Ra|)pahannock, Orange, Princ^e

Williaai and Loudoun counties, and the interest-

ing fact determined that the PotoinacmarbJe con-

stitutes one of the beds of this series of sedimen-

tary rocks. A calcareous and verv mixed con-

glomerate, similar to that of the Potomac, was
fiiund near the eastern Hank of the Bull run moun-
tain, continuous with the quarries upon that river.

In topographical features and character of soil, as

Vv'ell as in geolooical structure, this region bears a
striking resemblance to what are called the red

shell lands of Pennsylvania and New Jersey. In

no district of the state, is the connection between
the nature of the prevailing rocks and the qualities

of the soil, more strongly marked than here. The
red slaty sandstone, containing a considerable

amount of carbonate of lime, imparts productive-

ness to the adjacent red soil, while the more sili-

ceous rocks are marked by the sieril character of

the fields, where they are exposed. In some of

the grey niicaceous sandstones of a coarse texture,

such f()r example as are seen in the neighborhood

of Cloverland, near the base of the Bull run moun-
tain, I discovered visible crystals of carbonate of

lime, and fbimd the rock in general to be quite cal-

careous. Hence the rich growth of clover which
adorns the fields, and the luxuriant vegetation

which spring up among the debris of the quarries.

A curious feature in the composition of some of

these rocks, is the presence of the green carbonate

and the sulphuret of copper. This liict, which ap-

pears to have Iteen observed at a very early period

after the settlement of the country, has unhappily

kept alive the hope of discovering, in these shales,

veins of a workable copper ore, and has led to re-
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peated enterprises in minint?, from which no really

profitable result appears ever to have been derived.

IMost ol' the openinjis, either aiicieiit or modern,
liave disclosed nothing more than a calcareous

shale, sliixhtly filmed with the green carbonate,

and making, in some cases, a snpiM'Hrial show of

I'ichness, where analysis discovers only an insigni-

ficant amount of the enticing mineral.

The specimens of the sulphuret of copper found

in several places are li'cquently of a very favora-

ble character, but no indications can be discovered

of its being present in sufficient (juantity, to justify

the erection of works for smelting.

In this series of rocks, there occurs a blackish

plate, marked with the impressions of fossil vege-
tables, and containing much bituminous matter

and thin seams, or rather films, of coal. Similar

impressions are abiuiiiant also in some of the other

associated beds. Indeed, the general aspect of the

Tocks of this district is, at first view, not unfavora-

ble to the idea that it embodies valuable fields of

coal. But while I would by no means assert that

seams of this mineral, of one or two inches in

thickness, may not occasionally be found, / can-

not think it probable that any vein of ivorkable ex-

tent will ever be discovered among these shales.

Besides the belt of limestone already referred to

as seen on the Rapidan in the line of our section,

another narrow ledge is found in Fauquier and
Loudoun counties, to the west of the Kettoctan

and Bull run iTiountain. and widening as It ap-

proaches the Potomac. Tliis rock, which is well

adapted to the making of lime, is in some places

burnt for that purpose, but it is ]iainful to remark
here, as in other places similarl}' fortunate in posi-

tion, how little benefit is reaped fi'om the posses-

sion of a resource of such high agricultural ulil-

In many parts of the Blue Ridge, in the neigh-

borhood of the transverse belt whose general clia-

racters I am describing, virgin copper and the

green carbonate, have fjcen discovered in thin

veins and small masses in the body of quartzose

and epidotic rock. In the neighborhood of Stoney
Man, one of the loftiest and wildest of the peaks
of this range, near Swift run gap, and at several

other points, small specimens have been picked

up, and their richness both in the metal and its

carbonate, have inspired the sanguine with a con-

fident belief of the existence in the bosom of the

mountain of treasures of this nature, of exhaustless

extent. But in regard to all such anticipations, it

should be borne in mind, that the quantity is not,

less important than \hequality of the ore, to stamp
It with real value, and that until far more minute
and extensive researches in regard to these ores

have been made in the localities where they are

found, than have ever hitherto been attempted, it

will be impossible to have any grounds forjudging

of their extent, and it will be as unwise as hazard-

ous to engage in expensive schemes of mining on
their account. Yet I would not have it under-

stood, that such researches are to be considered as

hopeless or inexpedient. 1 would rather rejoice to

see investigation active, at the same time that, in

duty to the public interest, I would caution against

that precipitate and over sanguine spirit which will

not wait for deliberate research—a spirit which, in

no instance, is more likely to terminate in loss and
disappointment, than when excited by objects of

this nature, involved as they must be, even to the

diligent scientific explorer, in unavoidable obscu-

rity and doubt.
"//) the counties of the Valley and in the neighbor-

ing mojintains, the researches were of a character

deeply interesting to the progress of the survey.

After much toil and perplexity, occasioricd by the

rugiied features and complicated structure of the

mountainous districts which were examined, the

true relations of the rocks and minerals of this

portion of the state were satisfactorily determined.

The discovery of a key to the intricate geology of

the region west of the valley, as connected with

that of' the valley itself, must be regarded as a re-

sult of the highest practical, as Weil as scientific

interest. Such a guide hnving been obtainect, the

researches in this most diliicult field of investiga-

tion may be expected to progress with cerjaintj',

accuracy and expedition. For this important

iieneral result, I am largely indebted to the servi-

ces of my chief assistant. Professor II. D. Rogers,

who connecting the survey' of Pennsylvania, of

which he has the chief direction, with that of the

contiguous portions of our state, has been enabled
to throw new and valuable lights upon this and
other difficult points in our geology, until now en-

tirely misunderstood.

In connexion with these general investigations,

which were indispensable as preliminaiies to the

minute research essential to the production of a
geological map of the Appalachinn region, various

important observations were made in regard to the

limestones, iron ores and coals, of the valley and
mountains to the west. Numerous specimens of
each of these materials have been sulyected to

chemical examination, and from the mass of results

thus obtained, valuable light has been shed upon
their nature, and useful applicntions in all the varie-

ties of form and com|)osition in which they occur.

A brief statement of some of th.e geological and
chemical results thus far obtained, will serve to il-

lustrate the momentous practical bearings of the

investigation in progress in this region, and to dis-

play, in a new and gratifying point of view, the

vast extent and value of its mineral treasures.

Of the twelve rocks, each marked by certain dis-

tinctive characters, composing the mountains and
valleys of this region, it has been deterviined, that

at least eight arc accompanied by beds (f iron ore.

Each ore has distinctive marks liy which it may
he recognized, and peculiarities of composition

fitting it for certain uses to which others would be
less happily adapted. Thus, in the quantity and
varietyof this material in all its valuable forms, our
state is now proved to have no rival, unless, per-

haps, Pennsylvania may be such. Looking to the
immense extent of the region over whicli these

rocks are spread, and to the structure of its moun-
tains and valleys— bringing to light at various

points, each of the twelve principal strata which
it comprises—freighted, in great part, with the

most inestimable of metallic products, it becomes
evident at once, that the topography of the rocks

and mineral resources of this region, as it will be
exhibited in the general geological map, is destined

to bestow upon it a new and almost unhoped lor

interest. With such incentives, and with such a
guide, enterprise directed to this portion of state

can neither falter or be disappointed. Anticipa-

tion confiding in the certain deductions of cautious

scientific research, already begins to sketch the

gladdening picture of successful industry, crowd-
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incr population and wide spreading improveraent,
which, at no remote day, it will be its happy lot to

realize.

The coals of this region were examined at nu-
merous poinif! from the Potoniac to the nei<rh-

borhood of the Tennessee . line, and althouoh
much adi5itional investiijation is required to ascer-

tain the number and extent of the workable seams
of tiiis mineral, enou<vh has already been done to

satisfy nie, that they will, ere lonp", be re<);arded as

one of the most vuluable resources of this part ol'

the stxite. On a former occasion, 1 adverted to the

peculiar adaplaiion of some of ihese coals, in the

raw state, to the manvfacture of iron. The ana-
lysis of specimens from several localities, not visit-

ed before this season, indicates a comp.osition ad-
mindtly suited to this use. As examples of coals of
this description, I will reler to the three fbllowino;:

1st. The semi-biluminous coal, from Thorn's
creek and Strouble's run, in Montgomery county.

This consists of

Carbon, 80.20
Biiumen, &c. 13.60

Ash, 6.20

The combustible value or calorific power of 100
parts of this coal, is equivalent to that of 92.5 parts

of carbon.

2nd. Semi-bituminous coal from near Lewis-
burn;. This consists of

Carbon, 78.84

Bitumen, &c. 14.16

Ash, 7.00

The calorific power of 100 parts of this coal, is

equivalent to 87 parts of carl)on.

3d. Catawba semi-bituminous coal—Botetourt

county. This consists of
Carbon, 78.50

Bitumen, 16.50

Ash, 5.00

The calorific power of one hundred parts of this

•coal, is equivalent to that of 89.4 parts of carbon.

These and similar results obtained, with regard

to specimens from other localities in the Appala-
chian region, illustrate the fitness of these coals

for the manufacture of iron, a quality which must
be looked upon as giving them incalculable value,

when their immediate vicinity to inexhaustible

supplies of the ore is taken into the account.

The vast advantages in point ofeconomy result-

ing from the employment of the raw coals of

Wales, Scotland and France, in the smelting of
iron ores, though not unknown in this country,

appear as yet to be but imperfectly appreciated.

It may, therefore, be proper to remark, that

wherever, in Europe, coals of the proper character

can be obtained, they are preferred to every other

material used for this purpose. It is surely greatly

to l)e desired, that a trial were made of our semi-

bituminous coals in the smelting fiirnaces, since by
the result of a successful experiment of this kind,

if carefully jierlbrmed, a new injpetus would be

given to the manufacture of iron in Virginia. At
liie same time, the importance of applymg the hot

air blast, especially in connexion with tlu; use of

these raw coals, cannot be too lu'gcntly insisted

upon. The large mass of experience collected of

late years in Great Britain, as well as on the con-

tinent, conclusively demonstrating the great econo-

my of this process, and the very general disposi-

tion in Europe, to adopt it wherever practicable,

ought to furnitih a sulFioicat uiduccnient for its in-

troduction here ; and since, as Berthier has shewn,
its advantages are augmented by connecting it

with the use of raw coals, an especial motive ia

presented for its adoption in the furnaces of the
region of which I am at present treating. Should
these improvements be brought into extensive
operation, as in process of time they most assured-
ly will, the prosperity of this vast and almost for-

gotten portion of the state, will outstrip any thing
that the imagination of its present inhabitants can
conceive. What surer foundation lor the perma-
nent wealth and power ol a community can "he

found, than the stores of coal and iron embosomed
m the rocky strata of its hills and valleys, and
what more efficacious stimulus to the mechanic
arts, to industry in general, and to the advance-
ment of all practical and profitable knowledge,
than the multifarious pursuits linked with the
manifactare of iron 1

Of the limestones of the valley, numerous spe-
cimens have been analyzed, with the view of de-
termining the peculiar composition ol'each variety
—a point ol much importance in applying them
to agricultural or other uses. A sketch'of some of
the results of this investigation, which is still in

progress, may here be fitly introduced. I find that
the carbonate of magnesia, is a much more abun-
dant and common ingredient in these limestones,
than has hitherto been suspected. All the rocks
already tested as hydraulic cements, contain a
large proportion of this substance. I have become
convinced that a great nundier of the magnesian
limestones of the valley, possess the property^of

hardening under water, and I am at present en-
gaged in extensive experiments upon their quali-

ties in this respect.

The deep blue, almost black limestone of a fine

grain, and rither smooth fracture, which is com-
monly burnt for lime, contains only a slight trace

of carbonate of magnesia.
Its constituents are carbonate of lime, silica,

alumina, protoxide of iron, and a trace of carbo-
nate of magnesia, with a little organic matter.

The amount of carbonate of lime usually pre-

sent in this valuable rock, may be seen fiom the

following table of the quantity contained in seven
specimens of this description, procured in different

parts of the valley. A great number of similar

results might be added to the table from my mi-
nutes, which include the composition of more than
thirty specimens, but the seven here given will

suffice.

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. A

86.3 83.4 85.2 87.5 82.9 83.6 82.8

It appears from this, that no great diversity ex-
ists in the qualify of this rock in different localities.

Taking 84 per cent, as the average (|uanlity of
carbonate of lime present in this variety, it is easily

inferied from the composition of tlie carbonate,

that each 100 lbs. of the rock, ought to yield 47 lbs.

of lime.

The dark dan colored limestone of very close

grain and semi-conchoidal fracture, is even more
exempt than the preceding from carbonate of mag-
nesia, and is richer in carbonate of lime. The
specimens examined, gave an average of 88 per

cent. Accordingly, where it has been burnt, this

rock has yielded lime of great purity.

The limestone of a dull greyish blue color and of .'

coarse texture, contains a notable portion of silica
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and carbonate of magnesia, and ha? often the pro-

])erties of a hydraulic cement. The following is

tlie composition of one of several specimens of

this varirty which were analyzed. It was obtained
from a hill, one mile north of Staunton. One hun-
dred grains contain

Carbonate of lime, 49.50
Carbonate of magnesia, 33.87
Mlica,

^

'

7.50

Oxide of iron and alumina, 2.83
The rock ol a light greyLsh blue color, and of

very compact texture, almost always contains a
large pro|)oriioti of silica, as well as carbonate ol

magnesia. The hydraulic lime made at Shepherds-
town, i'^ generally procured from this rock. The fol-

lowinir is theconiposition ofa specimen of this kind,

ti-om Reynolds' quarry, liut it is to be observed,
that even from this neij-hborhood, the cement
roi-ks exhibit a great diversity in the proportion of

their constituents. One hundred grains contain
Carbonate of lime, 32.17
Carbonate of magnesia, 18.36
Silica, 38.93
Ox. iron and alumina, 4.17

The rock to be used in preparing cement for the
locks of the James river canal, is of this kind. It

iri obtained in Rockbridge county, and contains

Carbonate of lime. ' 38.33
Carbonate of magnesia, 16.30

Silica^ 36.60
Ox. iron and alumina, 6.33

It will appear, from what has been stated, in re-

gard to the aspect of the several varieties of lime-
stone above described, that any careful observer
may in general dislingiiish between those rocks
which are magnesian and those which are not.

This is a matierof no small importance, especially

in the agricultural employment of the lime, since,

if not actually injurious, as was once supposed, the

magnesia is at best an efficient substitute for lime.

Moreover, the rocks containing it are more diffi-

cult to burn than the others, and unless when
hydraulic, the lime they yield is not so well adapt-
ed for mortar.

The greatabundancsof thedark blue limestone,

so admirably suited to the uses of the farmer, holds
out a strong inducement to the employment of
lime .upon the soil. In my former report, I at-

tempted to move the mistaken impression, that the
land of limestone regions is already suifiiuendy

imbued with calcareous matter, by appealing to

the results of analysis ; and I would now repeat
the observations then made, as having been con-
firmed by further examination.
There cannot be any fiict in practical agricul-

ture more clearly proved, than the beneficial action

of lime upon the soil of limestone regions, such as

our valley. Why then is it not extensively used
by the fiirmers in that portion of the state? With
so sure and inexhaustible a means of improvement,
(every where around them,) every hill and valley

might be made productive. This is one day to be

the result of the systematic and general use of"

lime, aided by an improved scheme ol" agriculture.

But I would gladly speed the progress of amelio-

ration, by pointing to the invaluable resource

which nature has provided for the improvement of

this country, and by expostulating earnestly, on
grounds of science and experience, with those who
are disposed to neglect the boon.

The reconnoissance of the south-western coun-

ties, embi-aced a rapid examination of parts of
Grayson, Wythe, Montgomery, Smyth and Rus-
sell, and included a more detailed investigation of
the lead, plaster and salt of tlus region.

The lead mines are situated near Ci-ipple creek,

about four miles from Poplar Camp furnace, in a
direction a little south of west. They are wiihin

half a mile of the sout!i bank of New river, and
about one and a half fi'oni the base of the Poplar

Camp or Iron mountain. The ore occurs in a sili-

ceous limestone generally ofa white or grey color,

though sometimes blue. The veins are irregular

in dip and direction, frequently turning very
abruptly, and seriding off leads or branches. On
either sitle of the ore, the enclosing material con-

tinues of a soft texture, as far as the walls of lime-

stone enclosing the whole, wliich vary in their dis-

tance ll-om each other. On the upper side of the

vein, is L'enerally found a reddish clay. On the

lower side, i^; a firmer material, containing crystals

of phosphate of lead and other niiiticrs. 'J'his,

the workmen here, as in Europe, call cliidver, and
thev reject it as of no value.

The vein proper, is in general twelve inches

thick, and contains the following ores of lead:

1. Compact sulphuret or blue ore.

2. Compact carbonare or grey ore.

3. Crystallized carbonate—or Cat's tooth.

4. Mixture of carbonate and oxide—brown and
red ore.

5. Finely divided sulphuret— black ore.

The sul[)huret, or blue ore, occurs only in some
parts of the vein in irregular masses or cups as
they are called, and does not occupy one half of
the productive portion of the vein. The other

ores occur along side of it,' and are mingled with
it. The adjacent limestone is sometimes in a soft

and crumbly condition, and curiously spotted

—

sometimes in the form ofa beautiful white spar
containing crystals of cubical galena.

There are six openings at present wrought, each
having drifts below the surface at various depths,

from 30 to 120 feet. These are all comprised
within a space of less than 150 yards square. To
the S. \V. are numerous pits, ti-om which ore was
extracted in former years. The entire distance

through which the lead has been traced and
wrought in this vicinit}^, is about half a mile.

The general direction of the veins, is nearly N.
H and S. W. One of the same description has
been found at several points to the N. E., and
among others at Mr. Sawyers', on Reed creek,

about seven miles from the mines. Blue ore has
also been found in small quantity on Mr. Gra-
ham's land, at an equal distance, in a due north
direction. Whether a valuable amount of the ore

exists at either of these places, or in any of the

numerous localities in other and distant parts of
the valley in which specimens have been disco-

vered, it is impossible to say, without much further

investigation.

The extent of the workable ore, at the mines
just described, appears from the indications observ-

ed, to l)e very considerable, and it were greaily

to be desired, that a systematic mining of these
veins were undertaken upon a scale commensurate
with their value. At present^ a wasteful method
of excavation is threatening serious injury to the
interests of future minini? operations in this region,

and, if persevered in, will destroy the usefulness of
many portions of the veins now worked, by ren-
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dering them almost inaccessible, or incapable of
being farther wrought.

In the operation of washing at what are called

the "buddies," though conducled more judiciously

than the mining—there is evidently a larger pro-

portion of useful material carried off, than ought to

be allowed to escape. This fact 1 ascertained by
an examination ol" the ochreous earth deposited

by the stream at some distance below the buddies.

The positioi\ of the veins in a hill near the south

bank of the New river, makes it obvious that a

tunnel driven through the base of the hill into the

veins, would atfbrd jjreat liicility to the operations

under ground, whilst, it would open up a great ex-

tent of the ore, and would dispense with the ex-

pensive and inetiicient process of raising the ore in

buckets. JBy locating the buddies and the furna-

ces at the mouth of such an adit, a combination of

advantages would be secured. It is estimated,

that 25 per cent, of the material, as it is procured

in the crude state from the mines, is removed by
washing at the buddies, and that 100 lbs. of the

rough, or 15 of the washed ore, will yield 50 lbs.

of metal. A result so very high ought to invite

attention to this interesting region, especially when
it is considered that this is the only available body
ot lead ore, in any of the Atlantic states.

The fact, that by flir the larger portion of the

lead, which these mines furnish, is carried in wa-
gons to Baltimore, is a striking proof of the lucra-

tive nature of the manufacture, and stronixly indi-

cates the benefit which, in reference to this product,

the public may be expected to reap fi-om the exten-

sive works of improvement whicli have been so

wisely projected; in this portion of the state.

The plaster banks, in the North Holston and
Walker's creek valleys, are another of the gifts

which liberal Nature has bestowed upon this tii-

vored region. The geological structure of the

valley of the Holston, is li-auiiht with peculiar

interest. Alter descending the northern slope of"

Walker's mountain, we come in view of the lofty

hmestonc hills, forming the southern boundary of

the valley, and taking our station upon some "ele-

vated knoll, we see spread out before us a scene ot

singular variety and beauty. Hills of limestone,

apparently arranged in rows, presentinif conical

and rounded outlines of surprising symmetry nnd
elegance, are stationed along the valley at nearly

equal intervals. The rich verdure that spreads to

their very summits, darkened by the thick foliage

of the sugar trees growing on their steep sides,

softens the picturesque vvildness of the landscape,

and convejs the idea of a soil of exuberant fertility.

In the three first ranges of these hills, the southern
dip of the rocks in Walker's mountain and the
intervening country is preserved, but nearer to the

river the limestones are seen dipping in the oppo-
site direction. The anticlinal axis marked, as oc-

curing in a black slate, is in the immediate vicinity

of the plaster banks and the wells from which the

brine is obtained. This axis extends far to the

east and west, and constitutes an important feature

in the geology of this region. The plaster has
been found along this valley, and in that of Walk-
er's creek, which joins it to the east, for a distance

of about forty miles. Whether it extends in the

latter direction, beyond the termination of this line,

cannot as yet be known—but even should it not

surpass this limit, the value of the deposite would
bailie calculation. It docs not occur as is some-

times supposed, like the other rocks of the coun-
try, in a regular stratum, having a fixed relation

to the rest, but in masses of irregular ibrm imbed-
ded in dark colored or ochreous clays. These
masses are often of enormous magnitude, and are

either partially exposed at the surliice, or covered
with a variable depth of earth. The excavation
at M'Call's quarry, which is nearly all in solid

irypsum, is about 25 leet deep, 50 feet long, and
15 wide; and from borings, it would appear that

this solid mass ol" gypsum, is more than 100 feet

in depth. In the neighborhood of Buchanan's
banks in the valley of Walker's creek, extensive

exposures of it occur upon the surface, but no
very large excavations have yet been made. Small
openings have been made at various other poin's,

and though the plaister lias always been found in

great abundance, the want of capital has prevent-

ed extensive operations from being attempted.

Some idea may be for.med of the immense
amount ofgypsum contained in these valleys, from
the lact that in the borings for salt water wfiicli

have been li'equently made near the Ilulston, frag-

ments of this rock have been brouglit uplrom the

depth ol 700 feet. Indeed, there seems to he every

reason for believing that it extends to great depths

throughout a large portion of the region in winch
it is lound—sometimes in masses of enormous
dimensions, and sometimes in small fragments and
thin beds, mingled with ochreous clays and de-

cotTiposed pyriious slate.

In speculating upon the origin of the gypsura of

this region, the readiest explanation that suggests

itself, is that which ascribes its production to simi-

lar causes with those which gave birth to the

gypsum of the tertiary strata of lower Virginia.

It has been incidentally remarked above, that

pyritous slate occurs in fragments mingleil with the

gypsum and clay, at the salt vvelis and other

places. Supposing the valley to have once been

filled with thedebris of this slate, and ol'ihe neiirh-

boring limestones, we would have all the materi-

als brought together which are neccftsary lor the

production of the gypsum, while the slate, after

decomposition, would become the clayey matrix

in whicli the crystals would collect. This view is

rendered more probable from the occurrence, even

in tlie midst of the solid masses of plaister, of frag-

ments of the siliceous rock which skirts the valley

on the south. It is at least certain, that the gyp-
sum has not been deposited here as in some other

pans of the world, from the waters ol' thermal

springs holding it in solution, since, in that case, it

would be f)und disjiosed in layers as travertin, and
not in the irregular and scattered condition which
has been described.

The brine springs constitute anoiher valuable

and interesting feature in the geology of the Hol-
ston valley. Of the stratum from which the salt

water is derived, nothing certain is thus lin- known,
although speculations have not been wanting on
the subject. By some it has been imagined, that

salt, in the solid Ibrm, exists at a great ile|)ili below
the level of the wells; and this idea has been
countenanced by the fact, alhrmed by many, that

granules of rock salt, are sometimes seen in the

water as it is |)umped up. On this point, however,
it may be remarked, that these irranules miglit

have existed, dis()ersed through the mass of a sali-

ferous sandstone, as is the case in some other parts

of the world. Be this as it may, the borings and
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wells have never penetrated to a stratum such as is

usually the repository of the salt water, hut have
gone throu2;h succet^sive heels of blue and red clay,

and broken slate, all of them niin.U'led more or less

with plaster. The two wells now in use, Kinip's

and Preston's, are each 212 li'et deep. They are

very near each other, and are thought to conunu-
nicate beneath, and are situated a little to the

south of the anticlinal line bei'ore noticed. The
water, raised by a steam engine, is conveyed in

wooden pipes to the furnace, two miles distant,

where, alter the crude impurities have been suH'er-

ed to subside, by allowing it to rest some time in

larije tanks or reservoirs, it is transferred to the

kettles. Of these there are five double rows,

each containing 100 kettles, makinit in all 500.

Thirty thousand trailous of the brine are daily

boiled dou'n, yielding an avera<£e product of 1,000

bushels of salt, or one bushel for each 30 gallons.

The sulphate of lime, which is almost the only

impurity in this brine, for the most part adheres

lo the bottom of the kettles, and leaves the salt in

a state of remarkable purity. At the same time

sulphurets are Ibrmed by the intense heat, which
give a peculiar odor and tlavor to the residual

mass. No muriates of lime or magnesia exist in

this brine. Hence it is free i'roni biticrn, and dries

rapidly in the air.
^

fn the strength of the brine as well as its free-

dom from troublesome impurities, these wells are

scarcely excelled by an}' in the world.

While all the salt manuliictured here is of a

very excellent quality, there are three grades, dis-

tiuijuished by different degrees of purity. These
are

—

1. The conmion salt, which is of a fine grain,

dry, and not liable to deliquesce in moist air, but

is a little discolored.

2. The table salt, which is beautifully white

and fine. This is made by very rapid boiling.

3. The alum salt, perfectly pure, in thin crys-

tals oj' a satin lustre. This is formed by slow
crystalization as the kettles cool.

Looking to the alum salt now made in Kanaw-
ha, and the table salt above described, Virginia

has just reason to be proud of the pre-eminence
she has attained in this branch of manutticture.

From the Sillv Cultuiist.

PIIOCESS OP JIAKING BEET SUGAR.

The attention of the public having been some
time drawn to the manul'acture of sugar from the

beet, and having repeatedly recommended its cul-

tivation to li;\rmers as a profitable crop, we have
felt ourselves under an obligation to give them the

details of the process by which it is extracted.

We have, therefore, examined the best authorities

on the subject, and consulted several gentlemen of

some practical knowledge and experience in the

business, and the result of our investigation is that

the process is altogether more simple and less ex-

pensive than has generally been supposed. In

describing the various processes in the manufac-
ture, we have carefully avoided the use of chemi-
cal terms, and substituted language which we
hope will be understood by every reader.

There are several varieties of the beet which
yield sugar ; but the Silesian beet is recommended
as the best and most productive. This beet will

Vol. IV-91

come to maturity in all parts of the United Slates,
up to the 45th degree of latitude. The soil most
congenial to its growth is a ll<rht sandy loam, of
i>-ood depth, and if free fi-um stones, the bc^tterj

Probably no country in the world is better adapted
to the growth of this root than the alluvial mea-
dows on the Connecticut and other rivers of New
England. The cultivation, however, need not be
confined to valleys, as in most of the hill lowns^
lands may be found well adapted to its growth.
The land is prepared for the seed by deep plough-
ing and pulverizing the surface. This is best
accomplished by ploughing in the fldi, and leav-
ing, the land in furrows through the winter. In
the spring, the land should be cross ploui>-hed and
harrowed, and, if the soil be light, it will be [ire-

pared to receive (he seed. The seed may be
sown as early as the season will admit, broad-cast,
or in drills ; but ultimately the plants should be
from 12 to 18 inches apart. They should be hoed
and kept free of weeds—at the second hoeiufy they
should be thinned out, and but one plant left in the
hill^the surplus plants may be transplanted to
vacant places in the fielil.

In the extraction of the sugar, the beets must
first be cleaned by washing or scraping with a
knife, and care be taken that all decayed parts be
cut off. They must then be passed through the
rasper and be reduced to a pulp—the finer they
are rasped the better, as it facilitates expressing
thejuice. The pulp must then be put into cloth

bags, and have the juice pressed out by a screw
press. In France they use the hydraulic press;

but a cider, or other press, will answer the pur-
pose, and be attended with much less expense.
As decomposition commences soon after the beet
is out of the ground, and progresses rapidly, no
time should be lost in converting them into sugar.

Afler the juice is expressed, and before it is con*
verted into sugar, it must undergo four distinct and
different processes. 1. Defecation. 2. Evapora-
tion. 3. Clarification. 4. Concentration.

Defecation.

The composition of the beet juice does not difi

ft!r essentially from that of the cane— it combines
with the saccharine matter small quantities of
malic or acetic acid, wax and mucilage, which
must be extracted before evaporation is com-
menced. The first process, therefbre, is lo purify
the juice, which must be done by neutralizing the
acid, decomposing the wax, and coagulating the
mucilage, and hence is called defecation. All this

may be done by healing and mixing with it the
milk of lime in about the proportion of 46 grains
troy weight to the gallon. The milk of lime is

prepared by slaking quicklime with hot water, and
reducing it to the consistence of cream. The
juice must be liealed to about 160 degrees Fah*
renheit, and the milk of lime poured into it and
thoroughly mixed by stirring with a stick. After it

is intimately mixed, the stirring must be stopped,
and the mixture suffered to rest tor a short time. It

must then be heated to the boiling point, which
will throw the impurities upon the surface in the
form of scum, when the boiling must be stopped.
When thejuice has become clear it must be drawn
off fiom below, by means of a cock, or the scum
must be skimmed off from the top—care being
taken in either case to efi'ect a complete separa-
tion.
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^Evaporation.

The next process in the mariufactuie is to dissi-

pate the water, which is done by " hoihng away,"
as it is commonly called, but in technical lan-

guage, evaporation. 11" in the process of defeca-

tion an excess of iime has been used it should be

extracted. This may be done by a mixture of

sulphuric acid and water, in the proportion of one

of the former to ibrty-ibur of the latter. This
mixture, put in contact with the lime, causes an
an effervescence, by which the lime is thrown ofi',

and the cessation of which is a sure evidence that

the lime is neutralized. Some manufacturers say

that a small portion of lime should be allowed to

remain, and others that the whole should be neu-
tralized. As practical men differ on this point, we
may safely conclude it is not very material.

The juice is boiled down till it is reduced to

about one-fifth or one-sixth of its original quantity.

For this purpose pans or kettles may be used ; but

it will be seen that those vessels which present the

greatest surface to the fire, and give the least

depth to the juice, will best facilitate evaporation.

As the water evaporates, flaky substances will

separate from the juice and collect in a white foam
on the surface, which must be skimmed off as it

appears. To promote their separation, the boil-

ing is commenced with a moderate fire, which is

subsequendy increased as they disappear. Some-
times the white of eggs beaten, or a little blood, is

added for the same purpose. During the boiling,

the juice will rise in froth and flow over the top of

the pan, unless prevented by occasionally throw-
ing in a small quantity of some fatty substance.

Butter is commonly used, but tallow, lard, &c.
will answer the same purpose. It not onl}'

causes an immediate subsidence, but hastens evap-
oration.

Clarification.

After being defecated and evaporated, the juice

is yet in a degree impure, and the object of the

next process is to separate it from its remaining
impurities, and hence is called clarification. This
consists in filtering it through animal charcoal

granulated [burnt bones broken to grains.] and is

performed in the fbllov\ing manner. Tubs, or vats

in the form of those used for leaching ashes are

made of wood or metal, and furnished with a cock
inserted near the bottom. The size of the vats is

immaterial ; but those of the ibilowing dimensions
will be ibund most convenient—2 feet 8 inches

deep—1 foot 8 inches in diameter at the top, and
11 inches at the bottom. They may be four sided

or round ; but those made of staves and hooped
with iron hoops we should think the cheapest, and
on some accounts the best.

A strainer standing on legs, and covered with
coarse cloth, must first be placed in the bottom of

the vat and filled with the charcoal—about 100
pounds will be necessar}' for a vat of the above
dimensions. The charcoal must then be covered
with another strainer and cloth, and the vat filled

with evaporated juice, or, as it is then called, sirup.

After standing long enough to leach through the

charcoal, the cock must be turned and the sirup

be slowly drawn o(f, and the vat re-filled as last as

it is emptied. The charcoal nmst be changed
twice a day j but it may be washed and reburnt,

and, thus prepared, it will answer for another fil-

tration. This may be repeated until it is con-
sumed.

Concentration.

The next process is to solidify the sirup, and
hence is called concentration. To accomplish this

it must be again evaporated until it is brought into

a proper state for crystalizalion. As it is impor-
tant that evaporation should cease as soon as it

arrives at this point, Chaptal gives the following

rules for ascertaining the fact. " 1. Plunge a
skimmer into the boiling sirup, and upon with-

drawing it, pass the thumb of the right hand over
its surface, mould the sirup which adheres to the

thumb, between that and the fore-finger, till the

temperature be the same as that of the skin—then
separate the thumb and finger suddenly—if the

boiling be not completed, no thread will be formed
between the two ; if there be a filament, die bod-

ing is well advanced ; and the process is comple-
ted as soon after as the filament breaks short, and
the upper part, having the semi-transparency of

horn, curls itself into a spiral, 2. The second
mode of judging of the completion of the process

is by observing the time when the sirup ceases to

moisten the sides of the boiler, and then blowing
forcibly into a skimmer which has just been im-
mersed in it—if bubbles escape throuirh the holes

of the skimmer which ascend into the air in the

same manner as to soap bubbles do, the liquor is

considered to be sufficiently boiled."

When the concentration arrives at this point,

the sirup must be taken from the boiler and poured

into large pans, for the purpose of cooling. The
pans must be placed in the air, and the sirup occa-

sionally stirred during the process of cooling,

which wUl be completed in about two hours. On
examination, the bottom and sides of the pan will

be fiund covered with a thick bed of crystals,

having but little consistence ; on the surface of the

sirup, a crust will also be formed. To promote

crystalizalion, or, as it is more properly called,

graining, a thin bed of brown sugar is sometimes

put upon the bottom of the cooling pan, in order to

make a nucleus about which the crystalized

matter may gather.

After the sirup is cooled and crystaliziid, or

grained, all that remains is to separate the sugar

li-om the molasses, and it is fit for domestic con-

sumption or market. To effect the separation,

moulds, as they are called, must be prepared in the

form of defecating vats, with the lower end drawn
to a point, or so near a point as to leave a hole

of three-fi)urths of an inch in diameter. These
may be made of wood, metal or earthen ware,

and their capacity may be regulated according to

the convenience of the nianuliicturer. Those
used in the sugar factories in France usually are

large enough to contain five or six gallons. They
are also used in the refining process. Before using

them, if of wood, they nmst be soaked several

hours in water, and dried a short time before they

are filled with sirup. Thus prepared, and with a

cork in the hole at the point, they must be filled,

or nearly filled, with crystalized sirup, and .se-

cured in an upright position, over a pan or tub of

sufficient size to receive the quantity of molasses

it contains. Alter standing from 12 to 36 hours,

according to circumstances, the cork is withdrawn
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and the molasses permitted to drain ofi". It will

at first drain off rapidly ; but soon cease to flow

in any considerable quantity. To hasten its sep-

aration from the sugar, which takes place slowly,

the mass must be pierced with an iron spear, by

thrusting it into the hole at the point, which will

ffive it vent and cause it to drain oH". This opera-

tion must be repeated as often as is necessary, and

until all the molasses is extracted.

After having remained long enough to have

the molasses run oil", the sugar is detached Irom

the sides of the mould with a kniie, the moulds

are set on the floor in a reversed position and lelt

for two or three hours—when, by liltinir from the

floor and giving it a shake, the loaf will separate

from the mould by Ibrce of its own weight. The
head of the loaf will retain a degree of moisture

and a portion of molasses, and, consequently,

should be cut ofl, and thrown into the juice intend-

ed for the next clarification. The molasses, also,

when a sulBcient quantity is on hand, should be

again concentrated in order to obtain all the crys-

talizable sugar it contains. By the foregoing

processes the beet is converted into brown sugar,

the kind which is consumed in the largest quan-

tities in most families. In the manufacture of

loaf, or lump sugar, there is another process called

" refining;" but being foreign to our present pur-

pose, we omit it.

From the Sillv Culturist.

PHILADELPHIA MEETING, FOR ESTABLISH-
ING A SILK FACTORY.

A meeting of the friends of the culture and man-
ufacture of silk, held at the room of the Board of

Trade, agreeably to public notice, on Tuesday eve-

ning, the 27th day of December, Nicholas Biddle,

Esq. was called to the chair, and T. P. Hoopes ap-

pointed secretary.

The meeting being thus organized, was ad-

dressed by Richard Peters, Esq. who, after sta-

ting its objects, &c. read the report, wdiich will

be found below, and which was unanimously
adopted.

Mr. Kempton then read articles of association,

which were also agreed to.

It was then on motion of Mr. Sharpless, resolved

that a committee of five be appointed to receive

subscriptions for the stock of a company, accord-

ing to the terms set forth in the articles of associa-

tion. Whereupon the following persons were ap-

pointed to compose said committee, namely

:

Richard Peters, Caleb Cope, S. C. Cleveland, Mo-
ses Kempton and S. B. Hibler.

The following preamble and resolution were
then offered and adopted.

Whereas, it may be advantageous to the com-
pany about to be established, to enter into negoci-

ations for the purchase of the machinery and es-

tablishment of Messrs. Upton and Jackson, be-

fore the company shall be incorporated, resolved,

that if one thousancl shares of the stock shall be
subscribed, the commissioners authorized to re-

ceive subscriptions for the stock may enter into an

arrangement for the said machinery and establish-

ment, and advance such fiinds as they ma}" find

requisite, belbre the charter of the company shall

be obtained: the contracts and arrangements made

by the said commissioners to be binding on the
company when it shall be incorporated.

Jieport.

The committee appointed at a meeting of the
fi-iends of the culture and manufacture of silk,

held on the 15th day of November, 1836, to take
into consideration the proposhion to establish a
com[iany lor the manufacture of silk, in or near
the city of Philadelphia, and for the promotion of
the culture of silk ; to be incorporated under the
authority of the acts of assembl}', for the promo-
lion of the culture of silk, report

—

The conmiittee have, as extensively as the time
and opportunities have permitted, examined the
subjects confided to them. That it would be a
great national benefit., if silk should become an ar-

ticle of general production in the United States,

and that if it can be profitably manuliicturcd in

our country, it will give employment to a great
number of persons, are truths universally admitted.
The culture of silk by raising the mulberry tree,

and feeding the worms, which produce that beau-
tiful article of luxury and comibrt, will not serious-

ly interlere with the general business of the agri-

culturist ; or require such a portion of the farm la-

bor as will, to any material exteiU, diminish its

usual productions. The mulberry tree flourishes

best in cultivated fields ; and one of the most ap-
proved methods of obtaining the leaves ibr the
ibod of the silkwor-ra, is from mulberry hedge^,
which may be made, and securely used Ibr the di-

vision of a farm into fields, instead of the usual
fences, much more costly, and always exposed to

injury and decay.

The periods of the year in which the silkworm
is fed, and when only tlie attention of the fiirmer

and his family is required for their care and man-
agement, are those in which the usual labors of a
farm are, for a great portion of these periods, not
very great ; and a large amount of the attention

and industry which are required by the silkworm
when feeding, and making the cocoon, are most
properly furnished by fijmales, iuid by children

from 14 to 16 years of age. In the winter season,

the family fireside of the farmer, now compara-
tively without employment, may be engaged in

reeling the silk from the cocoons; a most agreea-

ble and profitable occupation lor that part of the

year.

The committee have indulged in these remarks
from the gratification, it is believed, they will af-

ford to see introduced into the middle and north-

ern states, an article of profitable production and
manufacture; which they do not hesitate to say
will, at no distant period, rival the abundant pro-

ducts af the cotton and rice fields of the south,

and which will call into action and advantage a
large amount of free labor. In the moral influ-

ence of these results, all wnll rejoice. The south

will be pleased to receive in exchange for her rich

and necessary productions, the useful and orna-

mental silk fiibrics of her associated sisters, and
the prosperity of the whole union will become
equal. The best security and the firmest bond for

the preservation of that union, viral to the exis-

tence of the nation, are general and equal prosper-

ity-

The committee submit a brief outline of the
prospects and advantages which will result from
the establishment of a silk manufiactory.
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As to the prospects of obtaining silk for manu-
facture.

Within the last two or three years tlie planting

and raising of mulberry trees, and the production

of cocoone, have become objects of much interest

in almost every state in the union. In Pennsyl-
vania there are now liundrcds of acres planted

with mulberry trees, from which cocoons will be
obtained in the coming year. These plantations

will be increased, when it shall be known that a
certain market exists for the cocoons, and for reel-

ed silk, at a fair price. Smalllots of cocoons are

offtired daily, and the committee entertain the be-

lief that in 1837, one-fburth of the supply for a

manufactory of a moderate extent, can be obtain-

ed from American cocoons. In three or four

years, a manufactory, with machinery and build-

inirs, requirinij a capital of ig 100,000, may fjc sup-

plied with American silk. The favorable situa-

tion of hiladelphia, communicating by her inter-

nal improvements with vast fertile reirions of the

ivost and the south-west, increases the confidence

of the committee in these anticipations. The cli-

mate of Pennsylvania, and of much of the coun-

tries to the west and south of our state, are as

well adapted to the culture of silk, as any in the

world.

The quality of silk obtained from cocoons of

American production, is equal to that of Italy, and
the abundance and low price of lands, assure us

that its production will cost no more than in Eu-
rope ; and the committee believe it Avill cost much
less. At present a largre profit is obtained by the

production of silk at .^3 per pound. Hereafter it

may become more profitable to purchase the co-

coons, or the reeled silk, thus prepared in the fam-

ily of the fiu'mer, than to purchase cofoons at 25

cents per pound, as they now sell. Three htm-
dred and ten good cocoons make one pound, and
eight pounds of cocoons will give one pound of

reeled silk. At that rate, the reeling being done

at the manufiictory, the cost of the silk will be

about S3 per poimd. When cocoons are pro-

duced in abundance, the committee are disposed

to believe that at t\v)eive cents per pound, the rais-

ing them will heP'Sfe profitable as growing cotton

at nineteen ce-^s per pound.

For two or ihree years after the establishment

of a silk manumctory, it must be in part supplied

by foreign raw silk. This can always be readily

obtained. Large quantities of raw silk are im-

ported into the United States, principally intended

to be exported to Mexico, where it is manufac-

tured. Any portion of this can be arrested on its

way, and used here, and the constant and rapid

intercourse with England and Italy, will always

secure its import, as it may be required, in a short

period of time.

The present prices of foreign raw silk, are Ben-
gal 83,25 to «6,00 per pound. China, .<g5,50 to

^6,00. Italian, ift6,00 to ip7,00 per pound.

The amount of manufactured silks imported

into the United Stales, in the year ending on the

80th of September, 1835. was .-^17,497,800.

Silk is manuiiictured in France principally by
nduli labor; but the introduction of machinery in

the manufacture of sill<, whic'h is in the ratio of 90

per cent, in the hmulred, reduces the cost of maii-

facture fl'om 50 to 80 per cent. England, by the

use of machinery, has become thesuccessliil rival.

of France, in many articles of silk manufiicture

Let the ingenuity of America be applied to silk

machinery, as it has been to the machinery for

making cotton and woollen goods, and its success
will be the same. The higher cost of adult labor
in the United States, v.'ill thus be rendered com-
paratively unimportant.
The cost of a manuflictory, and the amount of

capital necesary to conduct it, will depend much
upon the extent of the building, the cost of the
ground, and the amount of silk to be manufac-
tured. The expenses of machinery are not hea-
vy, as silk machinery is always light in its con-
struction, and requires no great power to keep it

in motion. A six horse power steam eno-ine will

move the machinery to manulacture two hundred
pounds of raw silk per vreek; and a building of
30 feet in width, f)y 225 feet in length, 3 stories

hiah, will be sufficient for all the purposes of man-
ufiicturing, dyeing and packing that quantity of
silk within its walls. It is proper also to observe
that the expense of machinery will depend much
on the kind of work to be done. JXI any articles

manufactured from silk, require machinery of but
little cost ; and the estimate is made with confi-

dence, that an establishment for the manulticture

of silk into plain and onlinary articles, will cost no
more than about one eighth of a cotton fiiclory,

to turn out the same number of dollars worth of
work, and with equal if not greater profit.

While it is claimed that all articles made from
silk can be manuiiictured here, it is not considered
desirable at present to undertake the making of
any but plain staple goods ; such as floss and
sewing silks, 1 wist and stuffs for gentlemen's wear,
vestings, plain ribbons, and grey silks for printing

pocket handkerchiefs.

Floss and sewing silk made from Bengal silk

would cost

—

Raw material, shy ^5,25
Dyeing, manufacturing and waste 1,50

Lb. of 14 oz. 6,25
These articles are now worth,
Sewing silk, 10 to 11

Floss, 11 to 12
INlade fiom American cocoons they would cost

•95 per pound. It is estimated that grey plain

silks, and white pongees can be made as good as

imported from Canton by hand looms of Bengal
silk, to a profit at the present prices of the article

in the nutrket. When made by power looms,

and with American silk, they will yield a profit of
not less than 80 per cent.

A manuliictory established in or near Philadel-

phia, may make, when required, any articles which
iiishion shall demand, and which will always pay
large profits. Such articles cannot be imported
from Europe before the season of their demand
will pass away. Blue sewings, floss silk, grey
twilled and plain goods for printing handkerchiefs,

articles for gentlemen's wear, are of permanent
demand, and will produce from 20 to 25 per cent,

profit. The amount of sewing silk used in the

United States is immense. To manuliicture enough
of this article to su|)ply the ciemand, almost any
amount of capital could be employed, with litile

cost of machinery. It has been ascertained that

in the town of Hartford, Con. the sales of sewing
silk amounted in one year to ,^35,000.

The committee consider that iSi20.000 will be

abundant capital for the first operations of a silk
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manuf'acturinfj company. Prudence and experi-

ence enjoin that a large sum sliould not be laid out

in huilduitr.^. Tiiese may be purchaped and ex-

tended, as tlie prospects and prosperity oi' the
company shall warrant. Machinery of ample
suffi;'iency to manulacture many articles properly,

and the expenses of the manuficture of those ar-

ticles, wiiii a sntfirient stock of raw silk, will be
at the command of a caj)ilal not exceeding ^20,-
000.

In Philadelphia forsomc months there has exist-

ed a silk manufactory, conducted by Messrs. Up-
ton & Jackson. It is in Stamper's Alley, near
Second street. The machinery was made prin-

cipally by the proprietors of the establishment.
The committee have made inqturies into the char-
acters and skill of these gentlemen, and their re-

sults have been entirely saiisfictory. They are
men of excellent moral deportment, and appear to

be well acquainted with all the branches of the

manufacture of silk, and using machinery for the
purposes of ther production. It is highly interest-

ing to visit that manufactory, and to witness the
success of the operations conducted in it.

Messrs. Upton & Jackson are desirous of ex-
tending the manufactory of silk beyond what their

present capital will enable them to accomplish.
They are willing to dispose of their establishment
to a company with sufficient capital, and to enter
themselves into the service of such a compan}^,
on very liberal terms. They will pass over their

lease in the buildings, and their machinery, to the

company at a just valuation, and become manu-
facturers of silk and superintend the preparation ol

machinery for the company, for a fair compensa-
tion. The estimate they have made of their pro-

perty is about ,98000 ; and as evidence of their

confidence in the success of a company, they will

take slock to the amount of -95,000 in part of pay-
ment of the amount at which their property shall

be valued, by persons mutually chosen and agreed
upon by them, and the company.

Possessed of the machinery of the establish-

ment of Messrs. Upton & Jackson, and assisted

by them in its business and operations, a company
may at once enter profitably and extensively into

the manufacture of silk. The experience of Upton
& Jackson, and the results of their operations,

which have been carefully examined, and ascer-

tained by some of the members of the committee,
authorize these assurances.

The committee recommend the formation of a
silk manuliscTuring company fbrthwilh, to be in-

corporated under the laws of Pennsylvania ; and
they have prepared articles of association, which
they submit with this report.

S. C, Cleaveland, F. Dusar,
Moses Kempton, C. F. Hoekley,
R. Peters, Garret Newkirk,
Caleb Cope, George A. Snyder,

William Neal, Samuel C. Atkinson,

Committee.

and 14,912 bags of rye ! The greatest part of
these larire importations from the cities of Ham-
burix and Dantzic.

IMPORTATION OF GRAIX.

According to a statement in the New York
Express, there was imported into New York, du-

ring the month of November, from European
ports, 29,878 bags and 17,900 bushels of wheat,

OIV THE CAUSES OF THE I.OXG-CONTIXIIED
BKCLINE, AiVn GREAT DEPRESSION OF AG-
RICULTURE IN VIRGINIA.

No. II.

Causes presented in errors of practice. Remedies
proposed.

To tlic Editor of tlie Farmeis' Register.

Suffer me now to attempt the elucidation of va-
rious other powerful causes which have continued
to prostrate ever}' branch of Virginian husbandry.
One of a most formidable character, resembles
the disease in wheal, called "the stud" or "the
standstill," which efiectullay slops all growth.
It is the existence among us of a numerous class,

most happily characterized, if I mistake not by
the poet Burns, as " the gin-horse tribe.''' Their
peculiar distinction is, to tread the same eternal

round—the same uniform routine in all their agri-

cultural operations, without deviating a hair's

breadth to the right or left, which they have trod-

den fi'om their earliest recollection, in pious rever-

ence for ancestral usage : to feel and express an
utter scorn for every thing they call " book-liirni-

ing;'' to be unmoved by persuasion—impregnable
to argument in favor of experiments ; and as fixed

as fate in adherence to their own antiquated no-
tions of husbandry. But although they are thus
insensible to every thing like improvement in their

profession, they have not been equally obslinate

in resisting the contagion of that lavish expendi-
ture with which modern fashions have infected

our whole community. The consequence is, that

having done nothing to increase agricultural in-

come, which necessarily diminishes without con-
stant efforts to augment it, and having fallen into

habits of far greater expense than comport wiih
their unchangeable notions on all agricultural sub-
jects, they either join in the general cry, that

the landed interest of Virginia, which they have
never raised a finger to aid, is fast sinking; or they
are swept off to new and strange lands by the

general torrent of emigration which, of late years,

has been desolating some of the fiiirest portions of
our native state, until iew. comparatively speak-
ing, are left to do her reverence, or to assist in re-

storing her to something like her former national

rank and importance. Peace and conilbrt be with
these good souls! who, like Dean Swift's hen-
pecked husband, are ^^too xoise to take counsel, too

proud to take warning.^'' But nothing can rescue

them from the stigma of having contributed more
than their full share to all the evils under which
Virginia agriculture is now so severely suff'erinrr.

Another widely extending cause of our decline

is, that even those who profess full faith in the vast

improveability of V^irginia agriculture, both as an
art and a science, do not evince the sincerity of
that faith by correspondent works. With very
few exceptions, ours is a " dead faith." We pro-

mise much, but perform little. But few, compar-
atively speaking, either subscribe for, purchase, or

read agricultural works. Still fewer of" those who
go a little beyond " making both ends meet,'''' at
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the end of the year, ever apply as much as a sin-

gle cent to the improvement of the lands already

in their possession ; but lay out the whole overplus

beyond necessary expenses, in buying more land

or negroes, without ever making the least compar-
ative estimate of the profits arising, or likely to

arise from the two modes of investment. The
great majority, however, ofourikrmers and plant-

ers—a majoritity probably amounting to three-

fourths of the vvhole, are such wretched econo-

mists—such slaves to the fashionable and ostenta-

tious prodigaliiy of the time, that, although truh'

desirous to improve their farms, they h;ive nothing

left, at the year's end, wherewith to improve them.

The entire income is consumed in supporting a

style of living to which, generally speakinir, it is

liir from being adequate—a style which each son,

should there be a dozen among whom the patri-

monial estate was divided, feels a silly family

pride in attempting to maintain, out of his single

portion, as his lather did before him when in pos-

session of the whole property. The habits of

profuse hospitalify, contracted under the paternal

roof, are still indulged, until no escape from ruin

seems to be left but the abandonment of their na-

tive homes. Could the danger of this painful

event be foreseen in time, it might often be guard-

ed against by a prudent retrenchment, and in-

creased attention to their farms ; but having been
in the constant practice of " burning their candle

at both e;!(/s" as it were, without appearing to

think or to care much how the flame is to be fed

and kfept alive at either end, they never become
aware of this double exhaustion until they are

forced to see the last fhckerinff indications of its

rapidly approaching death. The next thing, of

iate years, has been to sell out the little property

^hich is left, and to flee from their homes, their

country and their friends, never to return.

Another prolific cause of our depression, but of

quite an opposite character to the former, is, that

many of our most wealthy agriculturists with-

draw large portions of their tijnds from the culture

and improvement of their lands, for very different

purposes. Among these, numerous instances oc-

cur of gentlemen who, not content with what
the surface of our good mother Earth will yield

them, when properly manage4, have gone to dig-

ging deep into her bowels after hidden precious

treasures. Many much poorer men are thus

tempted to quit a certain business, that they under-

stand, and by which they have lived in comfort,

lor one of which they are utterly ignorant; and
one moreover that has so much guess-work in it,

as to mar many more fortunes than it makes.
A still more numerous class of our agricultural

fraternity, although busily employed above ground,

instead of cultivating and improving it for income,

waste most of their time and money in the gener-

ally abortive attempt to amass riches by raising

what are technically called " blooded horses,'''' as

if other horses had no blood in their veins ! I use

the term loaste, because the calculation I have
heard, is, that not more than one in twenty of

these patricians, or noblemen of the equine genus,

ever turns out to be a tolerable racer. This cal-

culation, i(" correct, at once presents a lottery with

at least twenty blanks to a prize, even where the

horse is good, to say nothing of the greatly in-

creased chances of loss from want of skill in the

owners, and fi'om the mal-practices often resorted

to against them : a lottery moreover, wherein
hundreds upon hundreds of our infatuated brethren
are constantly gambling; at an expense too, that
even to the winners, is very rarely, if ever, fully

reimbursed!

Take notice, my friends, that I am now consi-

dering racing merely as a matter oi'finance, atiect-

ing our own interests ; but on that account, if on
no other, well entitled to the most mature consi-

deration of all agriculturists who either are or
probably may be infected with the passion for it.

Not a word shall I say of its effects upon the ag-
ricultural industry and morals of the country; but
will simply ask that a full and foir estimate be
made, (I care not by v/hom,) of the number of
winners compared with that of the losers—then
of the nett profits made by t!ie former—and if it

does not justify n)y assertions, I will submit to any
punishment, to which a jury of honest racers
would condemn me.
Let the possessors of what they consider redun-

dant wealh—of money that burns to get out oftheir
pockets—of which they preftjr to spend in this

way above all other modes ; let them rely for its

alternate translisr, upon the " fieels^'' or "bottom''''

of their horses, combined with their own tact in

the racing art. I neither have nor ever had any
lot or part in such pursuits ; but having witnessed,

with the deepest regret, much of its baneful effects

upon agriculture, I deem it an imperative duty, on
the present occasion, to warn all n)y brethren
against its fascinating influence. It resem.bles all

other fascinations in its pov/er to nullify the
plainest suggestions of common sense—to silence

and defeat the most impressive warnings of that

conservative principle, conscience; while it unfits

a man from pursuing agricultural occupations with
either pleasure or profit, quite as certainly as the
constant habit of drunkenness would do.

Now suppose that, of the enormous sums liter-

ally thrown away by all who draw blanks in these

gold-searching, copper-searching, and racing lot-

teries, only a moity were laid out in clearing,

ditching, draining, cultivating and fertilizing their

farms, and m purchasing the best machines and
implements of husbandry—can any man in his

senses for a moment doubt the great and certain

improvement which would raj)idly succeed such a
change in the application of agricultural income?
Surely no such person can be found. This how-
ever, is far from being the only misapplication or

waste of revenue on the part of wealthy Virginia

fiirmers and planters, exhausting their means for

agricultural improvement, and at the same time
augmenting the necessit)^ for it, as well as a dis-

taste for an occupation tiiat su[)plics income far

too slowly and nioderalely to keep pace with the

rapid increase, among us, of luxury and prodigal-

ity. Their revenue, like Squire Acres' courage,
" oozes out at the palms of our hands," for such

a variety of other purposes than the good of our

profession, asccrlainly to produce, very soon, that

excess of expenditure over income, which no pro

lession, trade, nor calling, however lucrative, can
long sustain without ruin. Yet with this fact star-

ing them in the fiice, thousands of them continue

to act like those thoughtless, silly children who al-

ways appear to expect that " they can cat their

cake and have it too.'''' To give you all the proofs,

vvithin my own knowledge, of the truth of this as- .

sertion, would require a pamphlet instead of a let-
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ter. I must therefore confine my remarks to those

other causes oi" our agricultural depression which
i have yet to notice. Amon<r them, the credit

system, since the general estahlishtnent of banks,

has operated most perniciously; although it has

been highly beneficial to a great majority of poor,

but enterprising, industrious, and prudent mer-
chants, mechanics, and other trades people. The
reason is, that the latter always borrow money to

increase their capital; whereas the former borrow
it, with very few exceptions, comparatively speak-

ing, to spend in costly shov/,extrav'agant living,

or gadding about the United Stales—they scarce-

ly know or can tell lor what. Hardly any of these

loans are negotiated either to improve or add more
land to their flirras ; and the dej)lorable conse-

quences are every where visible to any man who
will travel thirty or lorty miles through Virginia,

in any direction whatever.
Another of these causes is one which is the

more mischievous, from the circumstance that its

eti'ects are indirect—not well understood—and
therefore but little, if at all noticed. It is the fail-

ure to keep accurate farming accounts. Indeed,

there are not more than half a dozen farmers and
planters in the whole circle of my acquaintance,

who keep any such accounts at all : yet there is

not, probably, one of them who would not ac-

knowledge, it" he would answer candidly, that the

.success of every trade, profession, and calling, in

the civilized world, depends, in a great measure,
may I not say, almost entirely, upon the con-

stancy and fidelity with which this practice is y)ur-

sued by all its members. It would then be strange

indeed, nay marvelous, if agriculturists could neg-
lect it totally, and yet could prosper. But they
are perfectly content, it seems, with their own
management of their estates, and deem it quite a

sufficient proof of their thriving condition, ifj after

pa\ing all expenses, they should find, at the end
of the year, that they have money left in their

pockets J although they are as ignorant as the la-

borers who made it lor them, vvhether this resi-

duum be only a quarter of one per cent, on their

capital, or the largest per centage which agricul-

tural pursuits, in our state, are capable of produ-
cing. Tlie consequences of tliis utter ignorance
as to the exact amount of profit, are perfectly plain

and intelligible. There is no inducement to vary
their crops, their culture, or any other part of their

management, because, lor the want of these accu-

rate farming accounts, it is- impossible to tell in

what respect a change, if any, could be made to

the greatest advantage ; and therefore nothing
called improvement will be attempted, lest their

"vessel," (to borrow a nautical expression,)
'•' should miss stays." I have a deep sympathy for

this portion of my brethren, for, to tell you the
truth, Mr. Editor, I have been as great a sufferer

from this cause, (the tiiilure to keep farming ac-

counts,) in propertion to the extent of my pro-

perty, as almost any other man that can be nam-
ed—a sufferer moreover, who cannot conscien-

tiously urge the usual plea, that he erred without
knowledge of his error ; but on that very account
the better qualified to warn the less experienced of
his fraternity against the evils which he lias

brought on himself. And here, by the way, per-

mit me to attempt the correction of a very false

and prevalent opmion, which is, that no man's ad-
vice is worth a rush who does not practice what

he preaches. Now the notorious truth is, that

wrong-doers, after they come to their senses, are
far better qualified to point out all the evils of such
conduct, than those who never did wrong in their

lives. Just as a traveller who is perfectly familiar

with 6«(Z ro(j(/s can guard others against all their

dangers, infinitely better than any person what-
ever, who never travelled any other than good
ones. This, Sir, is my case in reyard to most agri-

cultural matters, and therefore I claim to be heard
"as one having authority." The privileges of a
repentant oflijnder are certainly mine, whatever
they may be ; and although I may have urged
them too late for my own pardon, yet, if my con-
fession, or advice, can benefit a single individual,

among the thousands who have a deep interest in

it, 1 shall be perfectly satisfied.

The last cause I shall mention of our agricul-

tural depression, is, the growing practice of con-
verting slaves into overseers of their fellow slaves.

Although it has not become so general as to have
attracted much attention, its ill consequences are
too plain not to be manifest, on the slightest consi-

deration, to all but those who suHer themselves to

be deceived by a few exceptions to the common
sense rule which forbids the practice. The objec-

tions are, that if not constantly under their mas-
ters eye, which cannot be, when fixed on distant

fiirms, they will either combine with their fellow

slaves to defraud him, or, should they attempt to

be faithful, will excite against themselves such
jealousy and hatred as efi'ectually to prevent their

exercising that kind and degree of authority which
every overseer must exercise to be really useful.

This is almost impossible; for, be it remembered,
that every overseer, in the absence of his employ-
er, should be, in fact, as well as in name, his de-
puty or representative, vested with equal power to

direct and command, and with equal power to en-
force his commands, as to all the operations of the
farm which he superintends. But this cannot be
unless the overseer is quite as free a man as the
employer himself. Nay, more—to be worth any
wages, only a Cew dollars more than the pay of a
day labourer—to be, in fact, at all fit for his olhce,

he should know, not only how to read, write, and
keep common accounts, but he should have consi-

derable experience in the practice, andsome know-
ledtje of the principles of agriculture, as well as
sobriety, industry, and honesty; qualities and ac-

quirements which, if any have found generally or

at all, in negro-overseers, I can only say, they
have been nmch more fortunate than myself.

But I have a word or two to add against free,

white overseers, which I would not venture even
to whisper, were I in the slightest degree infected

with the widely-spread disease of popularity hunt-
ing. JNIany of this class I have highly respected
Ibr their good qualities, and some I have been for-

tunate enough to rank among my friends. Here,
however, my praise must stop, and I must enter

on the far less gratelul task of condemnation.
Among the multitudes who seek ^'overseering,^^ (as
'tis called,) the number is very large whose anti-

pathy to every thing like hard manual labor is

quite as great as that which cats are said to feel

against cold water. Hence, their eagerness to

procure such a refuge from what they so much
dread, will always be proportioned to the extent of
their fears, lest they should be compelled to en-
counter the object of their dread; and the paltry
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wage^ which many of them will offer to take, af-

ford generally a very good measure, of their anti-

pathy to it. The untUirness ot undertaking a bu-
siness of which they have no experience, and for

which they posses.s scarcely a single qyalifii^ation,

seems to form no part of their calculation, but to

be deemed a matter solely tor the consideration of

the person to whom the tender of service is made.
II' he is fool enouijh to be tempted by "the very,

very cheap terms'" pnjfiered lor his acceptance,

all is well—and the installation into office soon fol-

lows. Now admit, as every body will, that a large

portion of them are honest, and suppose one of

them to have charge of 20 to 30 laborers,—what
can he. what will he do? Having no experience

whatever, in directing the labor of others—not the

smallest knowledge, even, of the first principles of

agriculture—equally ignorant of the great art and
immense advantages of dividing and applying

most beneficially, the labor put under his control

he is utterly at a loss, although choke full, per-

haps, of good intentions, how to act, and conse-

quently can do little else than give his bodily pre-

sence—that, probably, being the sum and sub-

stance of his oiiicial duty, according to his notion

of it. Insteiid, therefore, of being actively and
continually engaged, during the day, in planning—

-

assigning to each negro the work he is best htted

to perform, and seeing that it is executed with dex-

terity and ihspatch, his occupation is of quite a dif-

ferent character. Do you seek to know what it is?

Look out for some log or stump most suitable for

a seat, and should you not behold him squatted

there, you will certainly find him not fitr off,

perched ver}^ comfortably upon the fence, looking

on in profiMuid silence, and with fixed attention to

ascertain that the negroes are all "stirrinif about,"

their mere loco-motion being the chief proof he

wants, or can understand, of their being useflilly

engaged m the work before them. What must

Virginia agriculture be—to what point of depres-

sion—must it not inevitably sink when such is the

imexaggerated character of very many of its su-

pervisors and directors? Let others give the an-

swer and govern themselves thereby. I will only

add, that if those who employ overseers wish to

derive the greatest advantage of which the prac-

tice is susceptible, they must unanimously resolve

to elevate the standard of qualifications. They
must require much higher moral endowments

—

more agricultural experience—more agricultural

science—more tact in the management of slaves

and slave labor; but above all, they must fall up-

on some plan—for they have none at present— to

interest these overseers in the permanent improve-

ment of the farms which they superintend. This

is so fiir fr-om being the case under the present sys-

tem, that they are made to have an interest direct-

ly the reverse, by engaging them for a year at far-

thest, or as mere occupants at will, and allowing

them either a part of the crop, ora fixed sum, often

unconditionally. Had the first been a scheme
contrived for the special purpose of tempting—nay,

bribing men to exhaust the fiirms put under their

care, it could not well have been more ingeniously

devised. J>ut the second is not nmch better; for it

is totally deficient in holding out any inducement

to fertilize and otherwi.-e improve, although it is

divested of the direct temptation to exhaust your

lands. Where standing wages arc given, why
not offer something additional—not only for every

bushel of grain which may be made, over a speci'
fled quantity—but lor every acre of land manured
it! a stipulated manner, and for the increase of each
kind of farming stock. If there are any objec-
tions to this suirge^tion, except a little increased
trouble to lazy fiirmers and planters, I cannot per-
ceive them; and will here close my long and dis-

heartening enumeration of the various causes of
our agricultural depression in Virginia. In regard
to some of them, there will probably be a differ-

ence of opinion among my agricultural brethren;
but I must believe, until proof is offered to the con-
trary, that the difference, if any, will be chiefly, as
to their comparative power and efficiency in pro-
ducing the evil. That all have their share, I

think, will be universally admitted, and therefore I

will leave it to others to decide which is the most
destructive.

I would here take my leave, without attempting
to offer any remedies ttir the crying evils which I

have labored to expose; but I fear a similar re-

proach for the omission, to the one received by the
valorous knight, Don Quixote, from his fiiithful

Sancho Panca, who, having Hed to his master for

comfort, after a very severe beating with slicks and
poles, obtained no other consolation than a learned
expose of the true cause of his great bodily pain.

Suffer me, therefore, to trespass on your patience a
little longer, while [ venture to prescribe some
method of cure for the nearly fatal diseases whose
origin I have taken so much pains to investigate.

As no political party-influence, (thank God,) can
compel any body to swallow my nostrums, I can
make bold to offer them, fi-ee of cost, to all who
may be disposed to try them. Those of a politi-

cal character have already been suggested, and
may all be comprised in this single sentence. Let
us vole for no man, hereafter, but open, avowed,
intelligent ti'iends to agriculture—men whose in-

terests are similarto our own—men who will prove
their liiith by their works. Do this, and we should
very soon receive all the legislative aid that we
should ask, or ought to be granted.- The reme-
dies which 1 would propose for our other evils, may
peihaps, appear to others of more doubtful effica-

cy. Still I will state them, in the hope, that

should they be deemed inadequate, my effort may
induce some more competent advisers to recom-
mend others, which may be more generally ap-

proved and adopted. The first is one which, I feel

peifectly assured, would secure the application of
all the rest; but to prepare it, must be a work of
time. It is, to give to all our sons, without excep-
tion, the very best education we possibly can, and
to make sound moral instruction the basis, the cor-

ner stone, the central arch, of the whole structure.

To those, especially, who are desioned to follow

our own profession, we should give a fiimiliar

knowledge of agriculture, both as a science and
an art; and should make them well acquainted,

particularly, with all those branches of learning

that are intimately connected with their occupa-
tion. They would thus acquire a taste for it,

while such a course of education would elevate

their profession, not only in their own estimation,

but in that of tlie public, who, instead of suffering

their legislatures to neglect agriculture as they
heretofore have done, would soon teach them to

treat her as the nursing mother of every other

class, the chiefj the primary source of all national

prosperity. This general education, too, would
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have the happiest effect, especialljnf sound morals
were maJe the basis ol" it, in another all-important

matter—one, indeed, without which no nation can
ever prosper to any thintr lil<e the extent of which
it is susceptible. This etlect would be, thoroughly
to convince all the various legitimate tnules, pro-

fiissions and calliniz;s, in civilized lile, that they are

bound together by ties ol' interest and amity which
nothing could ever burst asunder, but the most
reckless, irresistable despotism, or their own utter

ignorance of their mutual relations and absolute

de|)endence upon each other, goaded on to per-

petrate reciprocal injuries by a degree of stupid

selfishness that would disperse a community even
of brute beasts. Thus to educate the people of

our beloved state, would be the noblest, the most
god-like work ever yet achieved in this or any
other country; for it would effectually secure both

her social and political happiness against every

hostile inHuence. The demagogue—that greatest

curse of every regular government—could no lon-

ger exist in such a moral atmosphere; for his daily

food consists of the jealousies and animosities

which he is able to excite between the difltjrent

classes of society; and all the authors and abettors

of misrule would have to troop after or go with
him, abhorred and execrated by every patriot in

the community. The union of true knowledge,
virtue, and love of country would soon be consum-
mated; sell-love and social, would both co-o|)erate

for the general good; and we might, then, confi-

dently trust, that our free institutions would stand

as long as the world endures.

The next, among the remedies within our own
power, that I will take the liberty to suggest, is one
which I feel assured would give new life to our de-

clining cause, and would soon make Virginia a
land to be sought, rather than abandoned; for no
state in the union has more natural advantages,
nor has any one in our whole confederacy stronger

inducements to render them available to the utmost
practicable extent. Her salvation, in liict, as an
independent state, depends upon it. The plan al-

luded to is, the establishment of county agricul-

tural societies. It would not be advisable. I think,

to have them so large as to give premiums, the po-

licy of which is very questionable. Indeed, the
practice, as generally managed, is decidedly per-

nicious; lor the premiums are bestowed, in most
cases, without the least regard to the cost of the

rewarded article. This causes more or less mis-

application of labor in preparing it, while it encour-
ages extravagance instead ot economy, in the use
of means to gain the reward, and thereby tentls

directly to defeat the chief purposes which agricul-

tural societies were instituted to promote: these

are, to increase agricultural profits—not only by
augmenting the productiveness of our lands, but
by diminishinsT the costs of production as far as is

compatible with the first object. It seems best,

therefore, that county societies, if established,

should confine themselv^es to collecting and report-

ing all the lacts relative to the improvements of
husbandry, within their respective limits, which
they might deem worthy of public attention; and
that they should make iheircommunications, either

to some agricultural paper, or to a board of agricul-

ture, should we ever be fortunate enough to obtain
one. By such a body they might be still farther con-
densed for publication, and would, in a short time,
difJuse throughout our community, more informa-

VoL. IV—92

tion relative to all the branches of husbandry, than

has been disseminated among us, tioin the com-
mencement of American independence to the pre-

sent (lav. The numerous advantages ol' such a
|)ractice are so perliictly nianilest and demonstra-

ble, that I will not insult the good sense of my ag-

ricultural brethren by the slightest attiiupt to jjoint

them out. I will only exhort and entreat them to

make the cdbrt, at our next April elections, to es-

tablish these county agricultural societies, and to

make this the chief business ol" the day, instead

of s|)ending it, as usual, in angry disputations,

about the next set of game cocks we shall send to

Richmond to fight our political party battles.

The rest ot' my reci|)es I shall throw into the

form of precepts; the laithiLd observance o(Which,
although generally neglected, is quite as essential

in making good, successful agriculturists, as obe-

dience to moral and religious precepts is, to make
good, moral and religious men. Here they Ibl-

lovv.

From year to year, at every season, provide

most carefully lor the health and comfort of your
slaves in food, clothing and habitations; ever re-

membering, that in all these particulars humanity
and economy go hand in hand.

Give no impracticable commands, nor any that

will endanger health, limb or liici; but never sufli^r

what you do give to be disobeyed with impunity.

Always proportion your punishments, with the

strictest justice, to the ofl'ences they are designed

10 correct; but never inflict them when angry, nor

ever use whipping, until all other means of correc-

tion have failed.

To effect your purposes, use encouragements
and revv'ards rather than coercion, and never Ibr-

get that as slaves difier in temper and disposition

quite as much as their masters, they require dif-

ferent treatment to render them as serviceable as

they may he.

Utterly reject the too common opinion that slaves

have no gratitude; for quite ^s many and as deeply
interesting instances of it may be adduced, as

among the whites, after making due allowance tor

the difference of moral instruction between the

two races.

Never scold, nor use the language or tone of an
angry despot, but let your directions or orders al-

ways be perleclly plain, concise, calm, and de-

cisive.

Always assign to each hand the kind of work
bei^jre you, which he or she can do best: no labor

will then be lost by improper distribution.

J)o ever}^ part of your work exactly at the time

it should be done to make it most beneficial: then

no portion of your business will interfere with

any other, for there will be no procrastination, and
consequently no over haste, no attempt at the im-
possibility of fully making up for lost time.

Always provide, if practicable, in -doors work for

rainy or snowy weather.

Never work with a tool or implement in bad or-

der; for more labor will be thrown away by it, in

a ihw hours, than the tojl or implement is worth.

Therefore, keep enough extras always in good or-

der to prevent any delay in waiting for repairs.

Always feed your horses, mules, or oxen, with
ground and chopped food, as a less quantity thus
prepared will keep them in far better condition, and
consequently enable them to pay, by their extra al-

bor, much more than the extra cost of such prepa-

ration.
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Free yourself^ as speedily as possible, from the

agricultural doiima, that whatever \vori< we do

within ourselves, "costs mdhing.''^ It is quite as

foolish as it is false; for it costs labor, which de-

serves, quire as well as time does, to be called "mo-

ney.'''' Tliis dogma is true only, when no more
profitable work is left undone, or can readily be

found to do.

Annually return to your farm something more
than mere gratitude for all its yearly good gifts;

for it will often pay you double in value for every

aid judiciously bestowed on it.

The above enumeration of our duties, as owners

and cultivators of the soil, comprises many things

which occur to me as essential to success in every

branch of husbandry; and could these duties be
generally fulfilled only for a year or two, I venture

to assert there would be no more runaways from

Virginia, but those whose departure she would
deem a happy riddance.

Some possibly may object to the foregoing pre-

cepts as containing nothing new. The same ob-

jection might be urged, (I say it without irrever-

ence,) against the ten commandments. Others,

again, may be curious enough to inquire, before

they pay any regard to them, whether the adviser

follows his own advice. To both these objections,

should they ever be made, I could only reply, God
help the world and all the people in it, if nothing

more is ever to be said or written, but what is neio;

or if no advice is ever again to be offered, but by
those who have never "left undone luhat they ought

to have done." To my shame and sorrow, I con-

fess, that I do not belong to that happy, all perfect

class: nay more, that if I had a dollar for every
time I have erred against knowledge, by trans-

gressing my own precepts, I should probably want
no more money during life. For such transgres-

sions by any man, there is no excuse, although
there is an obvious cause. This is neither more
nor less than the old affair of the frailty we have
all inherited from father Adam, of the flesh often

provini? too strong for the spirit. That such has
frequently been the case in my agricultural and
other concerns, is the concluding, and 1 hope, pro-

pitiatory confession of your old friend.

For tlie Farmers' Register.

HOG RAISING.

It is a maxim in law, that "when the reason of
the law ceases, the law itself ceases ;" but not so

with custom. An old national habit is unmean-
ingly persevered in, when the reason of its origin

has long ceased to exist. This remark can find

no better practical illustration than in the common
mode of raising hogs in Virginia. !n the early

settlement of V'irginia, when most of the forest

trees were standing, the cheapest possible method
of raising hogs, was to permit them to run at

large. The acorns afforded by extensive tracts

of woodland, unenclosed, would keep hogs in good
condition witlvout grain, or with a very small al-

lowance of it. But since, at least two thirds of the
virgin forest of Virginia has been cut down, and the
best acorn bearing trees pillaged ii-om the remain-
ing third, hog raising in wood commons has become
entirely unprofitable. There is no opinion more
common among farmers, or more erroneous, than

"that a large wood range will keep hogs in good
order, whether it happens to be a good mast year
or not." Except the acorn, and woodland is the
most inferior range for boss. Earth worms, green
vegetation, and aquatic plants, the ordinary food
that rhe hog obtains when running at large, are
found in greater abundance in cleared, than in

woodland. A large tract of woodland keeps the

hog unceasingly running and rooting, without af-

fording au}^ compensation for his labor—and this

tantalizing operation keeps him always poor.

With these few preliminary remarks, I will

give your readers, Mr. Editor, my experience in

raising hogs. I have been engaged in the busi-

ness for about five years. The first year. I suf-

fered my hogs to run at large, like my neighbors,

in a common, near my settlement, a part of which
was my own land. They were fed by a slave

every morning, (such was the direction, howe-
ver.) at a considerable distance from the corn crib

and dwelling house. At a little upwards ofa year
old, they weighed about 75 lbs. average. My
mode of management the second year, was but

little variant from the first. The overseer person-

ally attended more to their feeding this year, and
the hogs were fatter, or rather not so poor, during
the whole year ; and consequently, I lost more by-

theft the second, than the first year. I do not re-

collect the precise number stolen, but distinctly re-

collect being frequently informed, through the

year by the feeder, that "that another of thefattest

hogs ivas missing.''^ At killing time, the hogs of
this year averaged some 10 or 15 lbs. in weight
more than those of the previous year: they were,

however, a little older. This circumstance is re-

collected from the fact that they were bred by the

same sows—and these sows for several years pro-

duced two Otters of pigs annually, and about a
month earlier each year. JMy third year's trial

was pretty much a repetition of the first. They
were lean through the year until penned; some
were stolen, and when killed, were entirely insuf-

ficient in quantity to supply the plantation. Thus,
for three years, we failed to raise a sufficiency of

meat for tlie use of the plantation.

In the month of Feb., 1835, (as is shown by an
extract from a memorandum book,) I put up about

a dozen shoats, recently weaned, that were pigged
in the December before. At the same time, I kept

my stock hogs, and some others not of the same
age, with the penned shoats in a standing pasture,

or lot, of about twenty acres. I gave the penned
shoats nearly as much corn as they Avould eat three

times aday. They soon became very fat, but were
taken with a cough in x\pril-, their tongues be-

came black and swollen: they were then turned in

the pasture with the stock hogs; their cough soon

lelY them, and they continued to fatten as kindly

as when confined in a close pen. I attributed the

change in their health to the cooling eflect of green
food, and to such other diet as the instinct of the

animal suggests when running at large. The ob-

jections to stye raising, I think, are, that it has a
tendency to produce vermin, which are as prejudi-

cial to the fattening of the hog as the most invet-

erate disease. They are not apt to be supplied

with a plenty of fresh water, or with such cooling

diet as tlie hog obtains running at large, to obviate

a tendency to inflammatory diseases. Close pen-

ning might be perhaps, profitably resorted to, where

the greatest care is taken to supply a quantity of
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freeh water; where their troughs are regularly well

cleaned, and occasional doses of powdered brim-

stone and salt are given lo cool th;*. blond and pre-

vent vermin. I should suppose that, il was essen-

tial to have a shed to protect penned hogs from the

heat of a sununer's sun.

But to return from this digression. The twelve

hogs above mentioned, were killed in Dec, 1835,

at a year old, and weighed one hundred and se-

venty-five pounds a head. I neglected to attend

to the most important item in the above experi-

ments: that is, the quantity of corn the several

parcels of hogs consumed each year.

I proceed, with more pleasure, to give an ac

count ot my experiment in the year 1S3G. (I

should have mentioned that the twelve hogs be-

fore alluded to were not of the same stock with

my killings of the three previous years. They
were of the scrub stock of the neighborhood,

crossed on the Kentucky hoo-s.) My stock of kil-

ling hogs for tliis year, (1836,) were littered late

in December, 183-5. They were enclosed in a

fifty acre field during the year—were about twenty

in number, and were led twice a day with a half

bushel of corn in the ear at a feed. In the early

part of the year, when they were ])igs and small

shoats, the half bushel was not filled; in the early

part of the fill it was rather more than filled; and,

during the month of November, their allowance

was again increased. Nearly half of the fifty

acre field was in woods: a part of the remainder

was set in young clover and herds grass. The
hogs were killed in November, at a few days less

than eleven months old, and averaged one hun-

dred and forty-one lbs. a head. II they had been

highly led through the month of November and

December, and killed at a year old, I believe their

weight would have been increased nearly 30 lbs.

a head.

The items of management variant from the or-

dinary mode of raising hogs in this vicinity, were

keeping the sows lat from the time they became
pregnant, until they littered; spaying and cas-

trating at a very early age; keepmg the killing

hogs tilt the whole year; cutting off the rooter, or

cartilage ofthe nose; and giving them, frequently,

&alt and powdered brimstone. I have not lost a

single hog from theft, or disease, during the two
last years, with the exception of one or two pigs

that were littered in severe cold weather. The
land grazed by the hogs was but little rooted, and

was manilestly enriched by their droppings. They
were led in a small pen kept well littered, and en-

couraffed to sleep in it at night. The manure
raised from them is considerable, and seems to be

of a superior quality.

I should have mentioned that the killing hogs ol

the two last mentioned years, were fed, in the sum-
mer, partly on vegetables; and whenever they had

an allowance of vegetables, their ordinary allow-

ance of corn was curtailed. Having raised a very

unusually large crop of tomatoes, they were fed in

quantities of half a bushel at a time to the hogs:

they ate them very cautiously and sparingly at

first, but soon acquired great fondness for them.

I have given you, MrT Editor, my limited expe-

rience on hog raising, and candidly believe that I

have much more now to learn of the nature, ha-

bits, &c. of this valuable animal, than when I first

conmienced to attend to the subject. From an

experiment accidentally made, I entertain the opin-

ion that the most profitable mode of raising, is

never to winter a killing hog; but so to regulate the
breeding of the sows, as lo cause them to litter

about the first of IMarch; and then to feed highly
the sows and pigs two or three times a day on
grain and vegetable diet, fruit, &c. I Jogs well fijd,

littered in March, and killed in December, may be
made to weigh, ordinarily, from 150 to 200 lbs.

I have four sows that will litter in a lew dtiys, and
expect to kill the pigs in December next; when I

promise m^yself the pleasure of communicating
lc)r the Register the result of another experiment.
My neighbors are introducing improved breeds of
hogs, (tlie Bedford and No-bone,) and are very
much pleased, particularly with the former. The
Bedford stock keep fiit on very little food, and
make, I have been inlbrtTied, excellent roasters.

W.

ON THE USE OP HAND RAKES, INSTEAD OF
HOES, FOR WEEDING CORN. HILL SIDE
DITCHES AND FURROWS.

To the Editiir of Uie Farmers' Register.

Goochland, February 14ih, 1837.

As much depends on the time and manner of
cultivating any crop, (in order to its success,) and
there being a great diversity, both in theory and
practice, in regard lo the tillage of corn, permit me
(after a long interval of silence) to give an exposi-

tion of the method of the culture of this most impor-
tant staple, as adopted by Mr. Thomas B. Gay

—

who, in iny humble opinion, (as a skillul and prac-

tical farmer) should be placed among the foremost.

I had the honorof receiving a communication Irom
JMr. G., a few days since, which I heartily trans-

cribe, and ofi'er to your readers, hoping, that those

accustomed to use hoes, in the weeding of corn,

will at once renounce them—convert them into

rakes—and have three or lour rows weeded, in the

time employed in weeding one, with a hoe; and
the work much better executed.

He writes as follows: "My mode of cultivating

corn, is this, "^riie first operation after the corn

comes up, (which is commenced b\' the time the

corn has three or four blades,) I run a new-ground
coulter each side of the corn, as near as possible

—

then with a wing coulter, or some other plough
that will raise the dirt higher than the one already

used, I run two fiirrows more, one on each side

;

(by this operation, the land is thoroughly broken,

and leaves, for the rakes, the easy and pleasant

task, of cleaning the corn, nicely.) With the

rakes, (which are similar to those used in a gar-

den,) I brush over the row, backwards and for-

wards ; which takes away all the clods—leaves

the corn neatly hilled up—and has the happy eC-

lect of smothering all the grass in and about the

corn. As soon as the corn is large enough to thin,

I go over, and thin the crop, observing, to pull up
any weeds, briers, &c. that may have been left by
the rakes. By taking the briers near the ground,

they may be extracted with little or no pain to the

operator, and is much better done than would be
with a hoe, as it generally brings both root and
branch. By the time the grass again makes its

appearance, the corn will be able to withstand the

dirt thrown to it by the wing coulter, or small

plough, which may be employed with entire sue-
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cess, in eubjuoratinDr its growing enemies. The
operation of the rake is perlbrmed so quick, and it

ieaves tiie land in such a nice condition, that I gen-
erally go over the second time.

Should the land be Hushed, previous to planting,

I complete the process, by running twice in each
row, with a five-hoed cultivator, drawn by two
horses; and suhsequently, a large rake, which
leaves the land in good order, for the reception of

wheat."
That plan seems to have a fair claim to good-

ness, which grows in our estimation, as our ac-

quaintance increases. "I would here observe, that

I commenced using the rake fifteen years ago, and
have never thought of weeding corn with a hoe
since ; and I am confident, that a boy or giri, 12 or

13 years old, can go over more ground in a day,

than 3 or 4 men with' hoes, and the work will be
a great deal better done." I saw the rakes used
by Mr. Gay, in operation, last summer, and was
truly pleased with the execution of the work. I

think a fair (rial of them will ensure a discontinu-

ance of the hoes.

From actual experiment, Mr. Gay is (aught to

believe, that the listing of land, for corn, is a sure

remedy against the ravages ofthe cut worm. He
planted corn on land listed last spring, and a piece

contiguous that was flushed, on (he same day

:

the corn on the land listed, sustained little or no
injury, while the flushed was nearly entirely des-

troyed. The. reason is obvious, whicli (he intelli-

gence of the reader will readily perceive.

Allow me, before closing this hasty scrawl, to

ask of your correspondents, if our hill side ditches

and water-furrows are not radically defective ? I

have seen many in my own neiiihborhood and out

of it, which seem to be efficient agents in accom-
plishing that, which they were designed to pre-

vent. The space between them is frequently so

great, that the land sustains great injury, even
when the furrows are unimpaired. It is olten the

case that the excavations, intended to convey the

water ofli', gradually become filled with the very es-

sence of the land, and then breaking, the stream,

embracing in its course every successive liirrow,

" the flood-tide of de])letion," increasing in power
and velocity, sweeps away the cream of the soil,

as with the besom of destruction

—

telling the con-
etriictor, that be has not sufficiently studied his pro-

fession— that " the knowledge required to form a
competent agriculturist, is as profound as it is va-
rious," and that his fortifications stand in need of
some additional strength. I believe, when judi-

ciously run, they have a most happy tendency.

—

Strange to tell, many farmers seem not to recog-

nize their utility, and work their land, as did their

ancestors, up and down the hill, (familiarly so

called) and seem (o conclude, that washing is an
inevitable consequence, and that no ellbrt on (heir

part is required to prevent it. I believe, that na-
ture as much designed that we should use means
to save our soil, as that we should level our (ijrests

before raising a crop. As well might we expect
to reap the joys of the conjugal state, when ad-
hering to celibacy, or that the fruits of the earth
should ripen beneath the shade, as to preserve our
soil, whilst under cultivation, without mental and
physical exercise.

As an improvement on the above system, I

would respecffiilly suggest, that, in laying off our

lands, (we will say for corn,) we give about

three inches fall for every twelve feet, and that,

in each ploughing, a furrow be left in each row,
(which is naturally done,) whose office shall be to

convey oft' (he water in an easy and gentle man-
ner: and when seeding the same in wheat, form
a bed of two rows, (say of twelve feet each) leav-
ing a furrow between, that will perform (he iiinc-

tion for which it was created. When land is once
judiciously laid off in this way, it requires not a re-

petition. It is with pleasure that I can announce
to those who may adopt the system, that it was
invented, and has been practised upon with entire

success, by Mr. G., for several years. I hope the
dawning excellence of the plan of Mr. G., may be-
come extensively developed, and rendered subser-
vient to the preservation of our soil. Let us raise

high the standard of our attainments, and perse-

vere to the end. There is a perversity in human
nature, which makes us relax our efibrts, at the
moment when they might be rewarded with the
most splendid success.

I have thus, in a very brief and imperfect man-
ner, described some of the operations of the far-

mer: should the present be deemed worthy of
notice, I will attempt to describe, at some future

period, others, that seem to merit some considera-

tion.

1 trust that our legislature will afford speedy
and etHcient aid to the vital interests of the Old
Dominion, and enable her to cast off the habili-

ments of mourning, and dilapidation, and again
put on her garb of youth and beauty. In the

language of Mr. J. M. Garnett, their co-opera-

tion is essential to the success of our agricultural

pursuits. In conclusion, permit me to repeat the

sentiment of Mr. G., and say, that the virtuous

and intelligent portion of the fiiir, call forth all the

best alTections of our nature, by encouraging us
in every good word and work; while the greatest

blessinirs of life cannot be lialf enjoyed without

their participation.

R. D. K.

EMIGRATION TO THE WEST.

To the Editor of tlie Farmers' Register.

Goochland, February 15th, 1837.

Should you deem the following extract worthy
a place in your paper, as tending to protract the

stay of any of our enterprising and worthy citi-

zens in the Old Dominion, you are requested to

give it publicity.

" A thousand airy schemes—bubbles, colored by
the excited fancy with rainbow hues—are hatched

from busy brains, and skilfully held up before the

attracted gaze of the multitude ; while (he igno-

rant are entrapped, the credulous deluded, the

avaricious caught, with the false hope, that that

which is essentially empty, can fill the coffers of

them all, and that which is as uncertain as the

wind, cannot fiiil to return them ibr their mite, a

hundred l()ld.

" The state of our countr_v, with the general cha-

racter of our people, invites, tempts, urges our cit-

izens, to leave their old business and liomes, and

especially to desert the (juiet pursuit of agricul-

ture, and (he toilsome labors of the work-shop, to

engage in various speculations, to venture tlieir
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all upon the fluctuating tide of the stocks, and to

roam the earth over, in search ot" some philoso-

pher's s-lone.

"And tiijp condition GfthinjTs is easily accounted

for. The very flood ofoiir prosjjcrity, at first, toolt

up some oC our lellow-cilizcns, and without any
previous desire, or especial [effort] of their own,
bore them on to fortune. The quiet and unambi-
tious proprietors taf soil which tbrmerly had been
of tridinrr worth, by the rapid spread of the popu-
lation, of some sudden turn ot business, became
instantly the possessors of abundant wealth.

—

Others, witnessing their rat)id promotion, natural-

ly longeii to keep even pace with it, and soon be-

gan to task their ingenuity to invent and compass
means of similar elevation. There is something
so extremely liisfiniitinir in the gathering up of a
sudden harvest of gold ; there is something so ex-

citing in the dream of goinir to sleep a beijgar, and
awaking a prince, that it is hardly a matter of sur-

prise if a iew instances of such rare crood fortune,

in a community, should turn the heads of half its

members.'"' The author anticipates an objection

that might be started ajramst his doctrine, and
answers it in the following manner: -'The doc-

trine that I would advocate, is no foe to honest in-

dustry—it is Its firmest supporter—its truest li-iend.

We are encouraged to strive in every lawful way,
zealously, perseveringly, for the bettering of our
earthly condition.

"Industry, economy, order, the freest exertion of

the faculties of mind and body—temperance, jus-

tice, and manly independence, all these hang main-
ly upon an honest and well regulated pursuit of

wealth. And, herein, consists the only real worth
of that for which all the world is laboring, that, by
furnishing the chief excitement to the natural pro-

pensity for gain, it developes, and holds in steady

action, all the moral influence which proceeds from
the lawful exercise of this principle. There is no-

thing valuable or worthy in the mere possession of

property—but every thing in the elTi^ct of a pru'dent,

rational, and just pursuit of it. Sudden wealth, is

almost certain ruin. Inherited wealth, is preiinant

with dangers. But, the gradual advance to it, by
the way ofeconomy and industry, this is happiness,

heedth, and virtue."

R.

((. n"ON "COUNTING THE COST OF NEW IMPROVE-
MENTS—AND APPLIED ESPECIALLY TO EM-
IGRATION.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Madison County ^ February I5th, 1837.

Some of the previous numbers of your Register,

being somewhat deficient in original communica-
tions, I am thereby induced to ofl'er my annual
mite, supposing it more acceptable at this time,

when more valuable contributions have been sus-

pended.
I was much pleased and edified by a perusal of

your description of the Dismal Swamp. I wish it

were in your power to make many such excur-

sions through different sections of the country, and
more especially this, where much valuable agricul-

tural information might be thus extracted, orally,

which, otherwise will remain within the precinct

of the immediate neighborhood wherever it origi-

nated, or was first practised through all time, be-

fore one of its possessors would venture upon a writ-

ten connnunication, even under a fictitious name.
Why this inexplicable course, I know not; but to

their shame be it said, such is the fiicf. Does it

proceed from selfishness, or the unenviable aml)i-

tion to excel others, by concealing, or preventing
the circulation of such information ? Eut I cannot,

even imagine that the human heart is so depraved
and lost to a sense of its duty, as to be guilty of
such a detestable offence. We must, therelbre,

attribute it to better, hut erroneous impressions;

such as distrust in their own qualiffcations, or to

liilse shame.
The current volume of the Register, page 570,

contains a peculiar and valuable communication,
headed, "Doubts of the value of some of the opin-
ions now current, on agricultural improvements."
I say peculiar, because it differs materially from
most communications in its admonitions and warn-
ings to the inexperienced, whilst most correspon-

dents recommend and laud most of the new-ftin-

gled schemes of the day, without sufficiently test-

ing their utility. [ wish you had many such cor-

respondents, who, like this, in recommending such
improvements, would not only point out the advan-
tages, but disadvantages, attending them. We
have frequent, and no doubt, highly colored ac-

counts of the profits arisinfj from the culture of
silk, the sugar beet, &c. But sir, the disburse--

ments, if alluded to at all, it is done in such amhiir-
uous terms, as rather to delude and entangle the

inexperienced, than to point out in plain and per-

spicuous language, based upon a full and fiiir com-
putation, the expenditures, as well as the proffts.

Many estates have been ruined, and for aught 1

know, souls lost, by thus pointing out the bright,

and not the dark side of the picture, by holding

out inducements to unsuspecting and inconside-

rate youth, to embark in enterprises, (without
countins the cost) which promise ease and afflu-

ence, but result in total fi^ilures, and ruin to them-
selves and families. Sir, think me not censorious,

when I tell you, that I too, have ft^lt the "smart of
the rod," I too, have been gulled by my credulity,

in such partial and exaggerated statements. I al-

lude now to (hose made by some of the travellers

from the south-western states. Virginia must be
almost depopulated, if this fraud be not exposed.
Who would remain here, if they could realize half
the advantages promised by a removal to the south-
west 1 /would not, for one. But, fortunately ibr

me, [ have profited by experience, though some-
what costly. I was led astray by those well de-

vised tales—and was induced to visit the south-

west, with the intention of making a settlement,

and with the sanguine expectation of accumulat-
ing a larne fortune, in a few years. I had figured

to myself, that the profits arising from a well con-
ducted sugar or cotton plantation, were immense

—

and indeed, they are. But, on my way, I reflected

maturely on the subject, and was prepared to make
such inquiries as the nature of the case called for

:

therefore, on reaching the sugar growing country,

my first inquiry was directed to the cost of the es-

tablishment of a comparatively small sugar plan-

tation, including machinery, &c.—and to my as-

tonishment, the amount exceeded any thing that I

had ever conceived of, in Virginia. This satisfied

me at once, that none but a capitalist could be-
come a profitable sugar grower. My attention

was next directed to the cotton region, with a
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view of purchasing a cotton plantation, provided

I could abide an investment necessary lor such a
])nrchase. I had previously determined not to pur-

chase an unimproved plantation, and incur (he risk

of a fall in the price of cotlon, before I could get a
sutRcient quantity of arable land to make a crop.

By an improved plantation, is meant, one that has

on it a lew log liuts, and a small portion of land

ready for cultivation : such a one, within the reach

of civilization, coukl not be obtained lor less than

from twenty to thirty dollars per acre. Now, sir,

say l()r example, that I purchased a tract contain-

i nix .500 acres, at twenty-five dollars—this would
amount to twelve thousand, five huntlred dollars.

Then add the expense of removing—the necessa-

ry utensils, stock, &c. &c., exclusive of negroes,

and you would have an aggregate amount of from

fifteen thousand to twenty thousand dollars, as a
beginning. This I do not consider an extravagant
calculation; for upon it, was based my destination,

of either remaining in the siiuth, or returning to

Virginia. Taking into consideration, health, so-

ciety, the high price of land and ail other com-
modities, I was not long coming to a decision,

more especially when my predilection was so

much in favor of Virginia, my native state. I

then abandoned all idea of a cotton plantation,

and must acknowledge that I feel no regret for

tile loss of time, or expense of the trip; for I am
amply compensated by the inlbrmation derived,

and my increased attachment for the Old Domin-
ion. I do not deny, but that the cultivation of both

sugar and cotton is very profitable ; but the estab-

lishment of a plantation lor the culture of cither,

requires a considerable capital. Many men, of

moderate means, who would have the hardihood

to involve themselves, and hazard the indepen-

dence of their families, might establish one, and
the experiment might prove successful. But, on
the contrary, if there should be a failure in a crop

or two, exclusive of other casualties, ruin would be

the inevitable consequence. Then, I would say,

to the capitalist, and to the bankrupt, to the man
of iron nerve and adamantine constitution—''Goto

the south; for such alone, as you are, it is eminent-

ly adapted." Far be it from me, sir, even if it were
in mv power, to discourage improvements, or a rea-

sonable emigration ; for my only object is, to point

out the difficulties and disadvantages attending

them, so that "he who runs may read."

This subject was entirely foreign from my in-

tention, when I commenced writing, for I had oth-

er matter to communicate, but it has brought me to

the end of my sheet, and I must, therefore, con-

clude.

INCOGNITO.

P. S.—Tt is not the lear of being responsible for

any thing I have written, thai my real name is

withheld, but the fear of being considered pre-

sumptuous, b}^ some of those around me, so much
better qualified to write than myself.

I.

ON Tllf: SUITABLENESS OF WARM CLIMATES
FOR WINE MAKING.

To the Editor of tliu Farmeis' Register.

Columbia, S. C, February 15///., 1837.

Dear Sir: I have read with much fdeasure, in

your most valuable Farmers' Register, (No. 10,)

the extracts from "an essay on the climate o{" the
United States," and feel disposed to make a few
observations on some parts of it.

I shall not try my hand at explaining the causes
why the eastern portions oi" our continent are much
colder than the same parallels of latitude on the
western coast of Europe. These, I thought, were
matters pretty well settled, so tar as we can see
into them. The causes of the various winds are
more unknown, at least to me, and therefore I shall

say nothing about them. The author's views re-

lative to the culture of the vine in the United States,

come somewhat more within the narrow limits of
my studies and experience. It is but too true that

"the efforts made at dili'erent periods, and in va-
rious parts of the country, to attain this object, have
hitherto been so unsuccessful, as to induce a very
general belietj that there is something in our soil or

climate, so unti-iendly to the vine, that it can never
be cultivated with success." This unfriendliness,

it appears to me, is more in the climate than in the
soil ; and yet, although climate cannot be corrected

by us, the soil can be so in some degree, and we
might do pretty well, if it were not that much too

great quantities of rain fall in this country, during
the summer months, particularly in the southern
slates. In a dry sununer, we have good grapes
and a tolerable croj), which might be very good in

a soil sufRciently calcareous. It would be a most
strange anomaly, that the vine could not be culti-

vated in a country which has, perhaps, more than
any other on the lace of the earth, indigenous vines

growing almost every where, and in very great

variety. Although we may, among this variety,

find several that may be introduced into cultiva-

tion with great advantage to the cultivator, yet, I

would not that our efforts be limited to the native

kinds, alone—for the cultivated ones of Europe
and other parts of the earth, offer advantages
which never have been yet obtained from the na-

tive one. The exotic kinds, many of them grow
very well in our country, and even more luxuri-

antly than in most parts of Europe. It is so true,

that lor a long time, I attributed the rot in the

grapes, to that very luxuriance of the vines ; but,

the having planted some, with equal want of suc-

cess, in very poor sandy land, has much weaken-
ed that opinion. I still hope that the remedy, at

least a partial one, might be found in calcareous

earths.

The author of the pamphlet, whose review I am
considering, seems like many other writers on the

subject, to think it an insurmountable objection to

the making of wine, that the grapes ripen in the

hot summer months, and thereby, the Itirraenta-

tion going on too violently, the wine becomes acid.

I have made wine when the thermometer was at

90° and upwards, and my wine has never turned

acid in consequence of it. I certainly never have
experienced any difficulty on this account. But if

a due and nioclerate degree of fermentation could

not be obtained in a temperature so high, still the

difficulty would be easily overcome. VVe surely

can obtain a lower tem|)erature by digging a deep

cellar lor it. This is, it is true, an expensive struc-

ture ; but it is insignificant when contrasted with

the profits of the successful culture of the vine.

The author says: " wine, I believe, is never made
within the tropics." Very little is made within the

tropics, ])articularly on the eastern part of the globe,

relative to our continent; but, the cause of this, is
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probably more to be sought in the indolence of the

inhabitants of" warm climates, and al?o, in the Ma-
hometan prohibition ot'the use of wine, than in any
absolute dilTiculty. I have now holbre nie a French
book— '• 7opngraph!e tic inns Ics vignohles cinrniis,^^

&c. "par M. Jitlien, auteur da, j)faiutcl dn Som-
melier,'''' &c. In this most interestini^ and excel-

lent work, I find not only great crops of excellent

wines are made in Greece, Ejrypt, Palestine, and
plii! more southern tracts in Ali-ica and Asia; but,

I also find the vine cultivated in Arabia, between
the 12lli and 30th of latitude. It is also found in

Al^yssinia, and also in several of the Oases of the

great deserts. Grapes are also successfully culti-

vated, and wine made in some of the AVest India

islands, fn Guiana, "the vine, the pomeixrenate,

and the fiu;; tree, are the only li-uit trees transport-

ed from Europe, which have had success in some
parts of the country ; but the grapes rot during the

rainy season, and are devoured by the insects dur-

ing the hot weather." This country extends from

the 2d to the 9th degree of north latitude. On the

western side of the continent, in latitude south, 8'^

and 9^, "the province of Truxillo has numerous
vineyards m lull success." " In the government of

Cusco, wines and brandies are one of the principal

sources of wealth in the Corregidorship of Calla-

huas." " In Peru and in the Tucaman, the vuie

is very successfully cultivated." It is so likewise

in many parts of Chili, Mexico, and other southern

countries. It is to be observed that, although the

wines made in those warm climates are not all of

the first quality, yet many are in very high repute,

and bear high prices.

From all these facts, we ought to gain courafje.

We should persevere, and probably, success will

finally crown our endeavors. Public aid should

certainly be aflbrded for the purpose of making the

many and expensive experiments necessary to in-

sure a prosperous result ; for this would redound to

the general benefit in morals, as well as pecuniary

and political and commercial advantages.

I fear, Mr. Editor, the matter, as also the man-
ner of the above rude lucubration, may not accord

with the taste of the generality of your readers

;

but, yet, I think with you, that if our distinguished

and talented men, were to turn their thoughts to

agricultural improvements, meteorological studies,

and the introduction of valuable articles of culture,

and less to party squabbles, &c., we would do much
better than we do. While I am waiting lor this

good change in our views and exertions, I continue

to be truly yours,

N. IIERBEMONT,

From tlie Dcdliam Advertiser.

PROGRESS OF THE SILK MAIVUFACTURE IX
THE UNITED STATES.

Silk was raised and manufactured in Connecti-
cut seventy years since; but for many years the

spinning was done on the common hand wheel,
and the reeling on a reel, both to great disadvan-
tages. The first regular power machinery used in

that state for the manufacture of silk was con-
structed in Mansfield, in 1829, nuder the immedi-
ate superintendence of Mr. Edmund Golding,
who came over that year and brought the patterns

with him il'om Manchester, England, where he
had worked at the silk business from his ear-

liest childhood. In the same year, (1829) simi-
lar machinery was put up in Dcdliam, by J. II.

(Johb, Ep(1.—and sinee thar lime the two estab-
lishments of Mr. Cobb and Mr. (iolding have
probably turned out a quantity ol' silk goods,
larger in amount than all the rest ever maimliic-
tured in the United States. These mills were
kept running until about a year since, when tlie

original proprietors sold the whole of their machi-
nery to the New England Silk Company—took
shares in the stock, and both are now oificers of
that corportion—Mr. Cobb as general superinten-

dent, and Mr. Golding as the manulacturing
agent.

The New Ensland Company's mill, just erect-

ed here, is the largest silk mill in America. The
machinery, with which it is fiist filling up, is of
the iTiost approved models, and made in the most
thorough and workman-like manner. It is chiefly

made here, under the superintendance of Messrs.
Golding and (^obb; but the spinniiifr (rames are
huilt at Mansfield, by Mr. Nathan Rixibrd, an in-

genious machinist, who assisted Mr. Gokiing in

constructing the first silk machinery which he
erected in that town, and thereby became ac-
quainted with the business.

The mill is furnished with a first rate steam en-
gine of seven horsepower, built by Mr. Hinckley
of I3oston. The power has been ap|>lied to the

machinery this week, and is found to work admi-
rably well. The mill will be in regular operation
in a week or two. The number of hands em-
ployed will be small at first, but will be gradual-
ly increased, as additions are made to the machi-
nery. Mr. John Goldinir will act as overseer of
the spinning room, and Mr. Samuel Edgerly as
overseer of the winding room.
By a gentleman who has lately visited the sev-

eral silk establishments at Hartford, Northamp-
ton, New Bedford, Nantucket, and Poughkeepsie,
New York, we are informed that the works of the
Dedham establishment, besides being more exten-
sive and superior in every respect, are also in a
state of greater forwardness at the present time
than any of the silk works above mentioned.
The work of making and fitting the machinery
proceeds slowly in all the mills ; and the rea-
son is said to be because so lew in this country
have any practical knowledge of the business of
manufacturing silk, or constructing silk machinery.

From tlie Essex Register.

A WILD HOG.

The wild hog, that has been for some months
inhabiting the swamps in the towns of Topsfield,

Danvers and Wenham, was caught on Friday
last, by Mr. J. Brown, E. Lake, and others.

This hojr was not very liit, but in good condition

for a wild rover; his iveiifht about 200 pounds;
he was found in the middle of Wenham Swamp,
in a nest made up mostly of sticks which he had
gnawed off. On being started from his resting
place, he attempted to make his escape, but was
prevented by a shot from the gun of E. Lake,
which disabled him so much, that with the assis-

tance of the dogs he was compelled to surrender,

and be taken prisoner by the hunters. The hog
in the early part of the fall had been in the habit
of visiting the cornfields in the neighborhood of
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the svvamp, and his visits were always made in

the night. Many fruitless attempts have been

made to secure him. On some occasions fl-om 1.5

to 20 persons, together with a number of dogs,

have given him chase. His speed was very

rapid, and his strides vvould measure six leet up
hill ; he would leap over a wall 3|- feet high with

perfect ease.

From the Farmer and Gardener.

PETITION TO THE LEGISLATURE OF MARY-
LAND, FOR AID TO AGRICULTURE.

[We insert witji .pleasure the following memo-
rial to the General Assembly of Maryland, and

hope that may have the efi'ect oi" eliciting the at-

tention of that body to a too long neglected inter-

est. There is no question in our mind, but that

the time has arrived for action, and that, unless

something be speedily done to arrest the down-
ward course of things, this state will, ere many
years shall have elapsed, present a spectacle as

humilating to the pride of her citizen as it will be

fata! to their prosperity and happiness.

The memorial is, we learn, in a course of circu-

lation in the several counties for signatures, and
we hope those friends of agriculture who may
have charge of it, will lose jio lime in discharoing

the imjioitant irust conflded to them.

—

Ed. Far.
& Gard.]

To the Honorable the General j^ssembly of Mary-
land.

The memorial of the undersigned, • farmers,

planters, and those friendly to the pursuits of agri-

culture, most respectfully beg leave to represent to

your honorable body :

That they have, lor a length of time, viewed
v/ith feelings of profound regret and mortification,

the very depressed condition of the agriculture of

the state ; nor have they with emotions of less

pain seen a portion of her population, urged by dire

necessity, abandoning the homes of their parents,

and the birth places of themselves and children,

and seeking new residences in the far west and
south-west. Believing, as your memorialists do,

that the strength and wealth of the state consist

in the prosperity and welfare of its population,

and that it behoov^es a wise and paternal govern-

ment, so far as in its power lies, to husband, ])ro-

mote, and protect, the interests of its people—and
believing, also, that by devoting a portion of the

now ample funds of Maryland to the furtherance

of objects in which every agriculturist has a deep
and lasting interest—na}', in which the jjride, hon-
or, and well-being of the stale itself is vitally con-

cerned—your memorialists would beg leave to

make an appeal to your honors in the hope, that

in your wisdom and patriotism, you will see the

propriety of granting such relief, as will tend to in-

spire the husbandmen of this good old member of

the confederacy, with renewed energies, and a de-

termination to improve the soil, which must be

dear to us all. Thus confiding, they approach
you with the firm conviction that it will be only

necessary to make their wishes known, to ensure

the success of their f)rayer.

It is known to every well infjrmed citizen of

Maryland, that most of her soil was originally

fertile, and yielded generous returns for the labor

bestowed upon its culture—that her climate is

highly favorable to the growth and maturity of al-

most every species of products—that she is bless-

ed with numerous bays, rivers and tributary
streams : but while the undersigned are grateliil

lor those blessings—while they turn upon the past
history of the agricultural results of the industry
and enterprise of the landed interest, the sad spec-
tacle which is presented by contrasting it with
their present disastrous condition, but serves to fill

them with the unmingledllgelings of the profound-'
est sorrow. By a course of injudicious cultiva-
tion, that soil once so bountiful of the products of
the earth, has, to a great extent, been reduced to

a state of poverty, which almost forbids the hope
of remuneration; and industrious and enterprising-

cultivators, in innumerable instances, have been
compelled to seek compeicnce, in far distant pla-

ces, ibr themselves and offspring ; for the sad re-

alily of exhausted fields, have convinced tliem,

that in the old pursuits of husbandry they can no
lono'er find it at home.
While all parts of the state have suffered more

or less from emigration, your memorialists have
been credibly informed that from Charles and St.

Mary's counties alone, property and money to

the amount of nearly one million and a half of
dollars, have been within eighteen months re-

moved to the fi-ontier states; and that, in many
instances, proprietors have carried off their slaves

and other transportable means, leaving their

estates not only undisposed of, but absolutely

untenanted. The consequences, attendant upon
such a disastrous state of things, need not be all

enumerated by your memorialists, as they must
be as obvious to our honors, as is the fact, that, if

this spirit of removal should not be stayed, lauds

must continue to decrease in value till they shall

have reached a price which will prostrate the

landed interest— fields which once blossomed with

luxuriant vegetation, and rendered their proprie-

tors prosperous and happy, will become forests'

—

our population will be so lessened as to deprive

Maryland of her political importance in the sccde

of states—and when it shall be too lat« to remedy
the evil, we shall have to deplore the melancholy
effects of our lisflcssness and indifference.

Your memorialists would respectfully ask— is

there no remedy for this cruel evil? They think

there is. It is known to your honors, that the atten-

tion of the agricultural community has been, for the

last Itjw years seriously called to the importance

of cultivating the mulberry with a view of feed-

ing the silkworm, and more recently to that of

raising beets with a view of making sugar. For
the cultivation of both the mulberry and beet, the

soil and climate of Maryland, are most happily

adapted. Of the profitableness of the first of

these pursuits, France and Italy bear the most
eloquent proofs—their husbandmen, from the

wealthy land-holder to the more humble peasant,

have each found in it asource of great profit; and
of the advantages of the culture of the sugar

beet, the successful enterprise of thousands of the

agriculturists of France and Germany, is the

strongest evidence of the truth of the fact that

could be desired.

Already the culture of silk, under the auspices

and patronage of the govermnents of the eastern

slates, has assumed an importance, as an item of

agricultural products, that promises to be produc-
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live of the happiest effects. In those states, seve-
ral of the letjislatures, some years since, took a
just view oC the subject, and, by off«>nno: premiums
and (Tranting bounties, encouraged tlieir citizens

to enirage in tiie culture. Thus animated and en-
couragad by the |)arental care of those iegislutive

bodies, their agricultural communiiips entered info

the culture with becoming spirit, and now present
to their brethren of the other states an examt)le
worthy alike of their emulation and praise.

While thefanners there have seduously set them-
selves to work to produce the raw material, mdi-
vidual enterprise, and corporations, have been
equally busy in building up manulixctories for the
liibrication of silk goods, thus affording ample
markets for the products of their agriculturists.

And from the best information to be obtained by
your memorialists, they are led to believe that the
silk culture in the section of country to which they
have referred, has not only been greatly increased,

but has been found to be highly profitable ; and
is likely to prove a source of permanent wealth to

those engaged in it. It, therefore, appears to your
memorialists, that, if, in a climate and soiflike
those of New England—the first cold and inhos-
pitable—and the latter, naturally much inferior to

that of Maryland—the culture of the silk has been
found so eminently conducive", to the prosperity of
its citizens—surely in this slate, where we are so

peculiarly blessed with an auspicious sky, and land,

either (generous or kind, every thing is hoped for,

provided your honors who are the guardians of
the public welfare, will extend a benificent hand
in furthering a branch of labor which offers so
many inducements to engage in its pursuit. Va-
rious authors who have written upon the subject
all concur in representing it as lucrative, and no-
thing is wanting to urge our citizens to engage in

it with spirit, but the countenance and support of
the state government. Should your niemorialisis
be asked, why should this be necessary—they
will answer, that as it is a difficult task for even
the most enterprising and foresighted to abandon
old habits and customs, and modes of culture, and
that It requires a stronger stimulant than prospec-
tive gain to induce the agricultural community of

Maryland, they fear, to embrace the pursuit of
this branch of industry, unless the legislature, by
its fostering care, should offer premiums and boun-
ties to withdraw them in part li'om the time honor-
ed, though profitless occupations of their fathers.

Influenced by such motives, and actuated b/
kindred principles, with a foresight which is alike

honorable to their heads and hearts, the lawgivers
of our sister state of New England, have set an
example that has already produced a state of
things which is as promotive of individual bless-

ings, as it is honorable to the pride of those states,

and conducive to their wealth. Nor have they
been content to stop in the furtherance of thi.s

great interest; fiar casting their eyes around, and
looking to the future, with the forecast of states-

men and patriots, they are there, in all directions,

encouraging the culture of the sugar beet, with a
view of adding the manufacture of sugar from
this root, to the other branches of their industry.

Beholding these things at a distance, and pla-

cing a just estimate upon their intrinsic value

—

properly appreciating their importance to private

as well as public prosperity—your memorialists
would be wanting in state pride, and deaf to the

Vol. IV—93

' injunctions of experience, did they not appeal to

your patriotism to make an efibrt to rescue the

iimie of Maryland and the welliire of her citizens,

from the dangers that surround them.

At a period like the present, when the coffers of
the state are lull—when with a laudable and just

ambiMon she is generously engaged in promoting
great objects of internal improvement—your nie-

morialisis cannot believe for a moment, that you
will wiihhold your countenance and support Iroin

the a<rricultural community—from that community
who is at once the pride and strength of Mary-
land. And they therefore pray, that your hon-
ors will make such appropriations, as will set on
loot,

1st. An agricultural school and pattern ilirm.

2dly. x\. general state agricultural society, to be
formed by delegates li-oiii county establisiimenls.

3dly. County agricultural societies, to be volun-

tarily formed.

4th!y. That the state should grant bounties to

those engaging to certain extents in the culture of
mulberry, making of silk, and in the culture of
the sugar beet, and the manufacture of sugar
therefrom—and

5th!y. That the state should appoint an agent
to collect and prepare all available information,

relative to the last branch of industry, and Ihat

the expense of publication should be borne by the
state; which when published, to be circulated

gratuitously for the benefit of the people ol" Ma-
ryland.

Another plan suggests itself to your memorial-
ists, the which they submit in all due respect to

the superior judgment of your honors, leaving it

to your wisdom to adopt either, or to li-ame some
other suitable plan, calculated to answer the pro-

posed end, as to you may seem most fit and pro-

per.

A pattern farm and school for each county, or

districts to be laid off by law. At these estab-

lishments, the students or apprentices, in addition

to the usual avocations of" the farm and school,

should manufticture the implements of husbandry
for their own use.

The capital to be raised by subscription to an
incorporated joint stock company, by the inhabi-
tants of the several counties or districts, which
should not exceed one thousand dollars for each
thousand white inhabitants, and in no county
shoidd the capital exceed thirty thousand dollars.

The stockholders, after ten thousand dollars shall

have been subscribed in such county, or district, to

meet and choose eiglit manasrers, and annually
thereafter to make a similar election. The state to

choose four managers, makintj in all twelve man-
agers to each incorporated company. These man-
agers to select a headman or superintendent, and
all necessary assistants to carry on the business of
the farm—and also to appoint a professor and such
assistant tutors as may be required.

The managers thus to be appointed, should
meet monthly, and give such directions and instruc-
tions as might be called for by the interests of the
instittition.

At these schools students might be admitted, or
apprentices taken, in such numbers as miirht be
thought proper, who should reguiarly serve until

twenty-one years of age, and be governed by the
same obligations and laws as now obtain in cases
of other apprentices.
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When any such school or farm shall have been
onranized and put into practical operation, and the

sum of ten thousand dollars actually paid in, on a

leii'al notification to that effect beini; made known
to the state treasurer, he should be authorized to

jniy into the hands ot" the treasurer of such asso-

ciafion, a sum of money equal in anount to the

interest of the capital thus raised by such county

or district: or in the event of a larirer capital

beinir raised, that he slioidd pay such sum as

would be equivalent to ihe interest thereon, which
interest should be paid annuallv or semi-aunu-
ally.

The sum or sums of money thus to be raised by
the counties or districts, to be exclusively appro-

priated to the subjects connected with the estab-

lishments respectively.

Periodical accounts of all expenditures to be
made to the state treasurer, to be by him laid be-

fore the lei:fislature at their annual sessions.

All profits arismsT from such establishments to

be biennially divided among the several stock-

holders, and the property of such incorporations to

be exempt fi-om taxation, either to the state or

the county in which they may be respectively lo-

cated.

To your memorialists it appears most evident,

that such institutions are loudly called for by the

best interests of the state, and they feel confident

that your honors will concide with them in the

opinion, that the period has arrived when it is im-
periously necessary that somethinir must be done.

They conceive that, by the establishment of those

schools and pattern fiirms, invaluable benefits will

enure to the agricultural community, and to the

state at large : they believe that by a judicious ar-

rangement and economy in their oriranization,

and in the manner of carryma them on, no other

burthen will lidl upon the state tlian the first outlay,

should you adopt the first plan suixgesied—and in

the event of your fixing on the second, that noth-

ing farther than the specified interest money will

be annually required, as it appears plain to your
memorialists, that the labor of the firm could, anil

would be, performed, in the adoption of either

plan, by the students or apprentices.

It appears also to your memorialists hichly pro-

per, that in these establishments there should be

engaged, 1st, a competent and inielliirent farmer:

2d, a lecturer upon chemistry, as applicable to the

business of husbandry : 3il, a irardener skilled in

the proper culture of the mulberry : 4th, a person

thoroughly acquainted with the management of

silkworms and the conversion of the cocoons into

sewing silk, and another acquainted with the beet

culture and the mode of making sugar lirom that

root.

The nrganizafion of the agricultural societies,

which your memorialists propose, could not be

onerous to the state treasuries ; because the outlay

would be restricted by the interest of those who
should be members of" them. Fn Massachusetts,

with the view of stimulating agriculturists to form

such associations, the state has generously enact-

ed, that lor every dollar subscribed by each of its

members, she will give a like sum. The agu^re-

gate amount thus collected is, periodically, distri-

buted in premiums—some to the owner of the best

cultivated firm of civen dimensions; others for

the greatest quantity of corn raised upon a certain

number of acres. So also, the wheat and rye

grower, the raiser of the best crop of potatoes

;

the breeder of the best horse, cow or hog ; the

owner of the cow, feed considered, which yields

the irreatest quantity of milk and butter in a year
;

the person who raises the greatest number of mul-
berry'trees, and the raiser of the most silk, have
each and all their inJucements, in the shape of
bounties and premiums, to animate them in the

noble contest of affricullural rivalry. Your me-
morialists would further state, that they are in-

formed, that while the annual burthen upon the

treasury of the state of Massachusetts is compar-
atively small compared with the magnitude of the

good efiecietl, the happiest results have been pro-

duced. Eacli individual there, enixatred in the

pursuits ol" husbandry, feels himself called upon
by that ennobling sentiment, moral obligation, to

excel his neighbor—and thus, by the excitement

of a spirit of rivalry, virtuous in its concepliony

and holy in its objects and prosecution, have the

legislature produced a feelinir and a pride, whose
benefits are to be seen in the fruil fulness of a com-
paratively barren soil, and the prosperity and hap-

piness of the people.

With this exposition of their views, your memo-
rialists respectfully ask your honorable body, to

take the subjects treated of in this memoral, into

your serious and dispassionate consideration, and
to grant them such relief as to you may seem
meet and proper, and they, as in duty bound, will

ever pray.

A FEW DKSULTORY THOUGHTS, ET.ICITEDy

PRINCIPALLY, BY THE EDITORIAL RE-
3IARKS OF NO. 8, VOL. IV, OF THE FAR-
MERS' REGISTER.

To tlie Editor of llie Fanners' Register.

January 7th, 1837.

To show you that your moving " appeal" has

not been entirelv lost ufion your readers, I take up
my pen, if to effect nothing more, to express my
condolence on account of the apathy of which you
complain in your corresjiondents, and to assure

you, that o?re at least sympathizes with you un-

der the labors and discouragements which attend

your arduous, but useful enterprise. It is said by

an authority that is generally respected, that "the
husbandman waiteth lor the precious I'ruit of the

earih, and hath long patience f()r it, until he re-

ceive Ihe early and latter rain." This example
surely, is worthy of the imitation of one whose oc-

cupation, as yours is, is to enliglilen and animate

hiin in his toilsome pursuits. It must be expected

that the '-patience" of the agricultural editor will

be "long" and severely tried. lie speaks to peo-

ple that are "dull of hearing," and " slow ol' heart

to believe." The theme on which he dwells, to

many is devoid of interest, either because they im-

agine it is not sufficiently elevated to enlist their re-

gards, or because their information concerning it,

is already sufficiently ample and accurate. Sci-

ence on the subject ol agriculture ! What has sci-

ence to do with a business so ignoble! What?
Why as much as it has to do with any thing else.

To be fiirmers, men need not be Ibols, and ought

not to be ignorant. Their profession presents a

scope for the exercise of an intellect the most ex-

panded, and calls for talents as diversified and rare
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as almost any other: nor when properly pursued,

is it behind any secular employment among men,
in respectahiliiy and useluhiess. Of lawyers, and
physicians, and merchants, our country has more
than enoiii^h. Not a lew in^ these calliii<is, are ab-

solutely the pesis ol society ; the Ibmenters ol" dis-

orracelul and ruinous scluiuies of litiiration, the le-

gatized destroyers ot" himian lile, and the ravenoiis

leeches that latten on the exhorbitanl gains that

are driwn from the resources of honest and fruiral

industry. No on?, in his sober senses can doubt
that it would vas!ly subserve "the public weal,"
without detracting essentially from the credit of the

individuals themselves, were many of them to ex-

chariire their present pursuits for the good old tiish-

ioned way of getting their bread by ' the sweat oi'

their brow."
I should rejoice, sirj to see you efficiently acting

upon this launerous, and more than useless portion

oi'our population. Is it not possible tor yourself or

some one else, to convince tiiem, by bringing forth

your "strong reasons," that the business oi' plant-

ing if? more noble than that of pe/i(/(')ggj7ig-; that

the cuUivatum of the soil, (at least upon scientific

principles,) is more elevated than quack-doctoring

;

and that well directed efforts to increase and im-

prove the substantial comforts of life, fire much
more commendable avocations, and reciuire a much
Jarger share of intellect, than is demanded for the

petty paltry business of vending commodities, many
of which are not only stiperfluous, but hurtful, and
at the extravagant rate of from one hundred to one
thousand per cent, profit? Could this be done, could

this conviction be produced, a desideratum no doubt
Avoulil be eliected, and he wiio should accomplish
it would richly deserve the title of a benefactor—

a

benefactor as renowned as he who should " make
two ears of corn, or two blades of grass, to grow
upon a spot of ground where only one grew be-

fore."

Yon may regard me, sir, as a '' miserable com-
forter," but I cannot suppress the apprehension,
which I indulge, that your "correspondents" will

not be likely very soon or rapidly to increase, your
moving appeal to the contrary, notwithstanding.

—

31en, to write much, must be under the influence

of some powerful stimulus, as the love of money,
or the love of fame, or the love of usefulness.

—

Now farmers, for the most part, are too modest to

expect to become famous as writers. If the accu-
mulation of riches is their object, thev have a short-

er and surer cut to that ; and as to the help which
they might afford to others, they would principally

and greatly prefer, in the first place, helping them-
selves. It is a pity it sliould be so, but farmers, like

most other men, have not as much benevolence as

they ought to have. I do not wonder, therefore,

that your ofTer of pecuniary compensation had no
greater effect than it seems it did have, in suppl}^-

inw your columns with matter. The most hope-
ful expedient for the melioration of your condition,

and for the brightening of your prospects appears
to have been hit upon by yourself; (on this ac-

count, I opine, you must like it none the less ;) and
that is, to "engage the aid of an efficient coadju-
tor" I'or "the special purpose" of collectintr asri-

cultural information for the columns of the Regis-
ter. To ijet such a "coadjutor," I suppose, how-
ever, is the difficult]/ ; and I certainly wish you all

imaginable and desirable success ; not because I

conceive there is any special deficiency in your

own qualifications, but simply, on the universally

acknowledged principle, that "two are better than
one," and tliat your undertaking is one of loo much
magnitude to be laid on the ehouldeis of r.n indi-

vidual, however gigantic in eneigies. The bur-

den is too heavy to be borne without division. I

am a decided friend to union of effort in almost
every iletnutment of life; Union is the strong

cement of society, that gives stability and secures

accomplishment to human purposes. "A two-fold-

cord is not easily broken." "In the multitude of

counsellors, there is safety." In combinations ot

men, each has the benefit of the concentrated wis-

dom of the whole. If one is thrown down, the
others can help him up. Animals as well as men
perf()rm their labors with more cheerliilness, ani-

mation and eflecf, when coupled together. I have
recently thought it a sulijecr for regret, that agri-

cultural operations should not long since have had
the benefit of these obvious and acknowledged
truths. In other kinds of l)usiness, men unite, as

in mercantile and manuliicturing establishments,

and, it is believed, to no inconsiderable advantage.
And why should not A. B, and C, who are liirmers,

form a confederacy for agricultural operations— in-

vest their capital in a common stock, and bring their

concentrated powers to l)ear upon its skilful over-

sight and management ? It seems to me that a
combination of this sort, ifjudiciously got up, would
[iresent a spectacle to tlie community not only novel,

but grand in its aspects, and [)regnant with promi-

ses ol extensive good in its bearings and results. If

I mistake not, it would lead to coiiversaiion, and
conversation would lead (o thinkinsr, and thinldng

would lead to action, which is precisely the thing

we want. I miiiht add, that in my opinion it would
lead too to wealth, and this, with some perhaps,

would be its most powerful, if not its only recom-
mendation, in this speculating and "money mak-
ing" age. The truth undoubtedly is, that there

are simple ways of" making money, (mean as the

business may be, it is likely to be kept up) that

have not yet been fully discovered, and tested,

even in this "enlightened" day ; and the cultiva-

tion of the soil on scientific principles, or, what ia

called in derision, " book farming,'''' is one of those

ways. You will'misunderstand me, sir, if you in-

fer from my remarks, that I am the advocate for

monopolizing overgrown corporations, such, as it

has been said, have been projected and proposed

elsewhere, for conducting the silk and beet culture.

The rebuke that has been given to these projects,

by a distintjuished agriculturist at the north, is

doubtless a just, and \ trust will prove an effectiial

one. I am for a union of a private, not a public

character; for an association of individuals, with-

out an array oi' state rights and chartered privileges.

The advantages of such associations in conducting

asricuhural ojierations, I think, could easily be
shown to be obvious and immense. Farming
should be carried on as the hus'niess of pin-makiug
IS, which employs a multiplicity of hands to form
that little piercing instrument, without which,
beauty would lose half its charms. The services

of persons, upon the enlarged scale contemplated,

of the most approved qualifications, could be ob-

tained ybr, and appointed fo the superintendence

;

and at a far less expense than it would cost a sin-

gle and inconsiderable member of the association,

should he undertake the directionof his investment

alone. The laborers employed could have their
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appropriate work, which they could pursue with
almost, if not entire constnncy. thus securinf^ the

advantages of adroitness in them, and preventing

the evils that flow in farming affairs li'om perpetu-

ally changing from one kind ofbusiness to another,

such as the accidents that result from awkward-
ness, or carelessness in raw hands, the loss of an-

imal labor, and the use of costly implements, or

sometimes the improvement of lands, and a ne-

glect of timely attention to crops ; which evils in

a large and systematized or w<dl reirulated estab-

lishment might be avoided or corrected without

difficulty or inconvenience. On this plan of ar-

rangement, the establishment might have its ost-

lers, its millers, its gardeners, its fencers, its plough-

men, its ditchers, its hoers, and " last, though not

least," its formers and distributors of composts and
otiier manures, the " life and soul" of airriculture.

I present you onl}' with the rough and imperfect

draft, a mere outline or sketch. Why will not

some of our enterprising capitalis'f! in Virginia fill

it out, and with their improvements and additions

give it a visible, tangible exhibition before the com-
munity ? Such a copartnership would truly deserve

the denonn'nation of par nohile fratrum. In the

language of your own pithy motto, they would, in

my humble estimation, "deserve better of man-
kind, and do more essential service to their coun-

try, than the whole race of politicians put togeth-

er:"—tadd, than all the lawyers, doctors, o;rocers,

and dealers in "wares and merchandise," in the

whole republic.

For the present, I must pause, and, for aught I

can tell, with your most cordial concurrence. If

the above scribbling displeases you, be so good as

to charge on yourself a share of the blame, as you
have yourself been in part the provoking cause.

If it will do to put such things in the Farmers' Re-
gister, you may possibly hear from me again. If

not, I conclude with expressing for you, and j'our

enterprise the best wishes of

TIBIOTHY TAKGENT.

P. S.—I mean no disrespect to the "learned"
professions, nor even to the merchants. All these

departments of business are useful, and there are

men in them who are honorable. I merely say,

that there are at present, more in them than are

wanted, and would fain, if I could, persuade some
of them to go out of their calling, and give their

time and attention to the more useful, and I have
no doubt they would soon find them, the more
pleasing and profitable pursuits of agriculture.

T. T.

Since writing the above, your January number
has come to hand, in which I am gratified to h'nd,

that some of the views which I have expressed are

more fully exhibited and more ably sustained by
your correspondent " Conservator" in his obser-

vations on "the different advantages of large and
email farms considered," paixf"'? '565 and 566. Our
principles, I think, are substanfiallv the same. Per-
haps he would object to the/(;rm of applying them,
which I propose.

From the New Yorli Courier & Enquirer of b'ebriiary 14,

MOB AND niOT IN THE CITY OF NEW YORK.
DESTRUCTION OF PROVISIONS, FOR THE
PURPOSE OF LOWERING PRICES.

The Evening Post published, on Friday and

Saturday, and the walls of the city liave for some
davs past been covered with the following hand-
bill :

"BREAD, MEAT, RENT, FUEL!

THEIR PRICES MUST COME DOWN!
The Voice of the People Shall be Heard, and Will

Prevail

!

OCf-The People will meet in the PARK, Rain or
Shine, at 4 o'clock, on MONDAY AFTERNOON =^58

To inquire into the cause of the present unexampled
Distress, and to devise a suitable remedy. All Friends
of Humanity, determined to resist Monopolists and Ex-
tortioners, are invited to attend.

DAN'L. GORHAM,
JOHN WINDT,
ALEX'R. MING, Jan.
ELIJAH F.CRANE."

MOSES JAQUES,
PAULLUS HEDL,
DAN'L. A. ROBERTSON,
WARDEN HAYWARD,
New York, Feb. 10, 1837.

As might be expected, language so well calcu-
lated to arouse the worst passions of the worst
part of the populace of a large city, occasioned
the assemblage in the Park yesterday afternoon
of a great number of people, estimated at from
5000 to 6000 in number. A self constituted com-
mittee then made their appearance in front of the
City Hall, among whom Alex. Ming. Jr. ap-
peared most conspicuous. He made a .speech, the
chief topics of wliich, as far as could be heard,
u-ere the currency, banking, and finally InVh rents
and high prices. Another orator followed, whose
name we could noi learn. Amonij other lan<;ua(ie

he used the fiillowing: " Fellow-citizens, Eli Hart
has now in his store fii'ty three thousand barrels of
flour. Let us go down pepceably and ask him to

let us have it at -9 10, if he don't we'll (after a long
pause) go peaceably away." This speech was
tremendously cheered, and several orators follow-

ed. In one of the intervals, Alexander Ming, Jr.

offered a set of resolutions, of which we could onlj?'

gather the sense of ono, which was to the effect,

that a m.emorial should be sent to the legislature

to prohibit the issue of all notes under onehimdred
dollars. At the close of the speechifying, some of
the most zealous in attendance, lifted Mr. Ming
on their shoulders and carried him to Tammany
Hall. The meeting consisted chiefly offoreigners,

many of whom could not speak English. Cer-
tainly not one third were American citizens, and
those chiefly apparently attracted there by curi-

osity.

Having left Mr. Ming at Tammany Hall, large
numbers poured down Broadway, and after mak-
insr one or two detours reached the store of Mr. Eli
Hart in Washington street, near Vesey street.

—

This building has three large doors lor the pas-
sage of goods to the warehouse, and a counting
house with another door, adjoining. The mob
had forced open the middle store door before our
reporter reached the spot. On perceiving their

proceedings, the clerks in the counting house clo-

sed the iron shutters of the windows. About
twenty-five barrels of flour were then rolled out of

the store, their heads knocked in, and the contents
scattered about the street. At this time a number
of th.e friends of Mr. Hart and a posse of police

officers arrived on the spot, but they had encoun-
tered on their way in Dey street a part of the mob,
who assailed them, and took away the officers'
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staffs, breakirifj them over their persons, Tlie of-

ficers, notwithstandintr, succeeded in clearintr the

store of ihe rioters, anci appeared sufficiently strong

to prevent the entrance of any more through the

oniv door open.

The mob were thus kept at bay for about twen-

ty minutes, duriuL'' which time the mayor arrived

and addressed them, remonstratintr with tiiem on

the Ibllv of tiieir conduct. He was struck several

times and pelle.d witli fiour and finally compelled

to desist and retire. The rioters having received

a larire addition to their numbers, now seized tlie

store door which had been torn off its hinfres and

with it battered down the remaining doors and
forced open the window shutters, the persons in-

side, beiniT only able to ijuard one door. A scene

of havoc and confusion ensued. The people scat-

tered themselves about the lower floor and count-

ing house, and continued f^)r one hour rolling out

barrels of flour and carryinir out bags of wheat

—

the contents of which were all turned into the

street. The desks, papers, and every thing in

the counting liouse were thrown out of the win-

dow, and the f)rmer broken to pieces by jumping
on them. They then proceeded up stairs and be-

gan throwing barrels of flour out of liie windows
and down the hatchways. An half hour was con-

sumed in this way. It was now dark and about 7
o'clock, when a stronfj body of police officers ar-

rived, and m a few minutes dispersed the whole.

Havinff procured lights, the police then searched

the second story, but only found two rioters there,

wiVo jumped out of the window and were caught
by the otTicers below.

The mob then crossed over to the East river,

and commenced an attack on tfie store of A. B.
JMeech & Co. where they destroyed about twen-
ty-five barrels of flour. They then marched off',

carrying one of the ringleaders on their shoulders

to the store of Messrs. Herricks, in Coenties slip

;

but here they were encountered by the police—to

whose aid the citizens were turning out from all

quarters—driven ofl', and dispersed.

Between thirty and forty persons were arrested

and brought up in the course of the evening to the

police oflice, by the officers and marshals. Among
them were, James Chapman, who was fiilly iden-

tified as being one of the ringleaders, and a boy
named James Roach, who. had been seen on the

sill of the window of Mr. Hart's sfure crying out,

"Here goes flour at .§8 a barrel," throwing some
in the street at the same time. They will all be

broushl up for examination to-morrow. Soon af-

ter 8 o'clock, a large number of the military, por-

tions of the 27th regiment, were assembled in the

Hall, and were marched down to the scene of ac-

tion, and by nine o'clock, nothing of the mob re-

mained.
The street in front of Mr. Hart's store was lite-

rally strewed with flour and wheat to the depth of

one toot, and his loss will probably exceed .'S 10,000.

Swiss beggar women were seen in numbers run-

ning away with their aprons filled with flour, and
the men in the neishborhood seemed almost all to

have their coats covered with it.

Our remarks will be short on this disgraceful oc-

currence. It is not the actors in it—poor ignorant

deluded wretches—that are to blame, so much as

the instigators, who knowing better—knowing that

the meeting could not answer the purposes lor

which it was ostensibly called—still devised it,

.solely to give themselves political consequence.

We are astonished that th(! civil authorities, with
the call of this meetinir before them, had not a suf-

ficient police force, or the military, ready to prevent
the consequences whii'h it was probable would fol-

low it. Twenty-five armed men could at any mo-
ment have dispersed the whole mob.
Though mobs of this kind may for a short time

commit olnrages, yet with the fi'elinjj we yester-

day saw evinced by our citizens we are satisfied

they will never be allowed to perpetrate ihem
long. It was gratilying to observe the larire

number who spontaneously h fstened to the scene
of action armed, determined to put down quickly

the disturbers of the public peace.

[The foregoing statement furnishes evidence of an

alarming degree of ripeness of the spirit of insurrec-

tion and plunder in JVew^ York—and of tiie very near

approach of the wir which is there to be carried on

between the poor and the rich, for the possession of

the property which the one class has earned, and which

the other wants, and ivill have, by robbery, which is so

much more easy than labor. .We have anticipated such

a consummation of the progress of demagogueism and

agrarianisra—but had not supposed that the operation

of these causes had been so speedy and effectual, as

now appears. It has not been many months since,

when commenting on the acts of the abolition party,

and their hypocritical expression of fears of the insur-

rection of slaves in the southern states, that we used in

this journal these worsis : " From our slaves, of them-

selves, and from any pohtical eifects of slavery as it ex-

ists in the south, we have nothing to fear: the throats

and the purses of the property holders of New York are

in much more danger from their mobs of free men, and
the spj-eading of agrarianism." But though then con-

ceiving the latter danger as manifestly impending, and

approaching, we had no idea of its being so near, as

now appears. It then seemed less likely that these

excesses should so soon have been successl'ully excited

and perpetrated, than notv, that before ten years shall

have passed, the great and rich city of New York will

be given up to general pillage and conflagration, and

afterwards to mob government, under the tyranny of

Moses Jakes (a most appropriate name) then playing

the part of a successful Jack Cade, a Marat, or the tai-

lor-king of Munster.

It is true that some thirty or forty of the rioters and
pillagers have since been arrested, and will be tiied,

and probably punished by the laws. But the woi-st

offenders, the leaders and instigators, will go free, and
wilf continue to pursue their course. Though (as is

said above) twenty-five armed men might at any time

have quelled this mob, it is not the less true that this

great and populous city was for hours at the mercy of

so weak a body of pillagers. This fact of the yielding

to the daring of so few, is more alarming than if some
temporary delusion had embodied and directed a mob
of thousands. The greatest and most horrible exces-

ses in Paris, during the French revolution—the mas-

sacres of thousands, continued unopposed for days to-

gether—were said to be the work of but a very few
compared to their victims, and that three or four hun-
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dred soldiers, properly directed, might at any time

liave defeated the mob of pillagers and murderers.

But that proper direclion was wanting in Paris, as the

direction of tile twenty-five men was recently in New
York.

The established doctrines of political econon-iy alone

would have enabled the foretelling that the acts of this

mob would serve to raise, instead of reducing, the

prices of provisions : and such was the practical re-

sult. The panic jirobably did not'long continue, and

consequently neither did the increase of price thereby

produced. Eut if the mob had succeeded, and low

prices had been compelled, under pain of pillage, fire,

and massacre—then the operation of such causes

would have been fully seen. ]\'o more supplies of

provisions would have been brought, until order and

the authority of laws were restored, and until prices

had again risen, free from restraint, to far above their

former mark ; and perhaps the change would not have

been brought about, without the accompaniment and

co-operation of famine.

Disorganized as is the City ofNew York, and is grow-

ing to be, her wealth and commercial prosperity rest

upon a volcano, of which the threatening mutterings

and heavings are already felt, and the eruption will not

J, be long to Ibllow. If her missionaries of abolitionism

were allowed perfect freedom ol' access, and action on

our negro slaves in the south, they would not find them

such fit subjects foi' insurrection, as the agrarian insti-

gators of pillage will find in the needy and turbulent

populace of New York.]

—

Ed. Far. Reg.

From the Journal of Commerce.

THE MORALITY OF HIGH PRICES.

There have been many good people who thought
it wrong to exncl the market price, when that price

was extremely high. Their consciences have been
especially wounded when the dear article was a ne-

cessary of lile. We have known good men who
would never take any more for food, or fuel, or

hay. when these articles were scarce, than when
an ordinary supply existed. When men apply
these remarks to themselves, no one will be likely

to blame them for their scrupulousness. But when
they lay blame upon their nein;hbors. it becomes
necessary to inquire whether their opinions are

founded in truth or error. Such persons have
generally a notion that every article has in itseli'

an intrinsic and absolute value, which is not sus-

ceptible ot" beinir changed by the greater or less

quantity of it which may be in market. If there
be any thing at all of truth in this idea, it is but
little. Prices are not regulated by intrinsic value.

What is intrinsic value? Let those who base tlieir

theory of morals on intrinsic value, examine that

foundation, and if they can, give us its size and
shape. The value of a pint of water might some-
times be the same as the lifi^ of a man

;
yet gene-

rally it has so little value that no price at'uli is fix-

ed upon it, and not unfrequcntly it is a nuisatu'.e,

and money is frequently paid to "get rid of it. Yet
according to the general notion of intrinsic value^
n pint of water has as much of it in one case as in

another. It will be distinctly seen, therefore, that

intrinsic value, il' there be any euch thing, is not

the measure of price. Those articles which have
most of it, or which are most essential to our com-
fort and happiness, are by the goodnes's of the Cre-
ator made so plenty as to cost but little.

AW p>ersons admit the justice of some variations
in price. But fiom great fluctuations they dissent.
If an article is somewhat scarce, it may rise some-,
what; but if extremely scarce, it must not ri.=e by"
the same rule. All such reasoning is without an
understanding of the value of price. It. is the great
regulator of consumption, always taking care tiiat

in time ot plenty nothing should be lost, ami that
in lime of scarcity a piitance should be on hand to

the last day of need. The condition of the wretch-
ed crew and passengers on board the ship Diamond,
which arrived from England the other day, is an il-

lustration of the value of high prices. As their voy-
age was extended beyond the expected time, the
provisions of the less provident, or less able, became
exhausted, and they began to buy of those who had
stores remaining. The voyage was extended to a
hundred days, thrice the time which was at first.

antici|)ated. All this time prices were rising, until

a potatoe was valued at a sovereign. The supplies

on board the ship lasted to the end, and at the end
not- enough remained to sustain them another day.
Of one hundred and eighty passengers, onlv seven-
teen died. If the price of the provisions on board
had not been advanced ajiove' what it was when
the ship sailed, they would probably have all been
consumed, and every soul on board have perished.

Price is the regulator of consumption. If there

is a scarcity, it draws supplies ir-om a distance and
deals out lor consumplion with a sparing hand. It

is the Creator's prudential a<ient. Every efiort to

deprive it.of its power of vibration, is an efibrt to

counteract plans of the highest benevolence. The
history of our own corn market during the present

yCfir, illustrates the usetLilness, nay absolute neces-

sity of hijxh prices. If prices had not advanced,
and largely too, there would not at this moment
have been a barrel of flour in this market. If the .

price of flour had been kept down to six dollars,

and ol other articles in proportion, half the inhab-
"

itants of New York would have perished with
starvation, or have been compelled to quit their

homes and go where food could be had. Our sup-
plies fi'om the ordinary sources were not more than
suflicient for half the year. If prices had not ad-
vanced, what would have brought relief? But
high prices have penetrated into 'he interior ol our

own country, far beyond the circle of our ordinary

supplies, and brought forth great quantities of pro-

visions through our canals and rivers. The influ-

ence has extended even to Europe, and brought a
fleet of ships laden with grain ; and after all we
have but a scanty sup])ly. hhall we quarrel with

high prices, when they have saved our lives?

This is a simple view of the matter, hut it illus-

trates the use of prices, and shows how little of in-

telligent benevolence there is in all the complaints

which are uttered against those who do business

at market prices, whether they be high or low.

For the Farmers' Register.

ON THE EXPENSE OF TORACCO CULTURE COM-
PARED TO THAT OF WHEAT AND CORN.

1 think the celebrated John Taylor somewhere
remarks, that the cultivation of tobacco is incom-
patible with any good system of agriculture. Al-
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though my experience in cuhivalinjr the crop more
thaii'doubles that of this truly eminent agricultur-

ist, yet I am compelled to brin:^ out the same ver-

dict. I believe it maybe lairlyilemonstrated, that

in ti\e ^)resi:Mit exhausted con(iition of the tobacco

district in Viririuia, there is Hlile or no annuii pro-

fit derived Irotii its cuilivaiion; and that ilio ulti-

mate conse<]uences! ot" its cuiiure are, the entire ex-

hausiion ii\' [he plantations upon which it is irrown,

and the destruction of wood land to such a degree

as to leave an insufficiency to lence thetn in.

These truths are hecominu: so apparent, that some
planters in this section of country have entirely

abantloned its culture—men, too, of the finest

practical sense, and who have been successful as

tobacco planters lor many years. The cultivation

of oiher crops is so mixed up with the cultivation

of the tobacco crop, that many planters are not

aware of the true proporiionol the labor of a fiu'm

that is bestowed on this crop. 1 have endeavored

to make an estimate of the expense of cultivatinij'

and securuig a thousand pounds of tobacco, and

compared it with the cultivation of other crops

suited to our climate and soil. In this estimate,

no account is taken of the cost of teams or planta-

tion utensils, my principal object being to contrast

the expenses of tobacco cultivation with other

crops: although 1 believe, on the score of teams,

&c., the balance of expense is on the side of to-

bacco.

I have estimated the price of labor in every in-

stance at thirty cents per day, and supposed the la-

borer found in provision.

Expense of tobacco culture.

BurninfT 100 square yards lor plants, hoeinfr,

covering and manuring—lour days labor

with one hand, 81 20
Fallowing one acre—one day's labor, 30
To one other ploughing in the spring—one

day's labor, 30
To makingtburthousand hills—six days' la-

bor, 1 80
To drawing plants, cutting off hills, and

planting four thousand hills—three days'

labor, 90
To one other ploughinn;—one day's labor, 30
To weeding—two days' labor, 60
To first hilling—two days' labor, 60
To one other ploushinij—one day's labor, 30
To second hilling—two days' labor, 60
To third do. do. do. 60
To worming and suckering—(our days' la-

bor, 1 20
To topping and priming—one day's labor, 30
To cutting 4000 plants, haniring on sticks

and scaffoldino;— five days' labor, 1 50
To cutting and hauling wood to fire one

barn of tobacco—two days' labor, 60
To firing the same—lour days' labor, 1 20
To striking down and bulking five hundred

sticks—two days' labor, 60
To stripping a thousand pounds of tobacco

—ten days' labor, 3 00
To re-hansing the same—two days labor, 60
To re-striking, and packing in prizing order

—two days labor, 60
To prizintT 1000 pounds of tobacco—se-

ven days' ;labor, 2 10

To carriage to market, distance of fifty

miles, 7 60

To one tobacco cask, 2 00

To warehouse expenses, 50
To boanl and clothing ot one laborer, sixty-

four days, 6 40

Cr.

§35 60

By the sale of seven hundred and fifty

pounds of leaf tobacco, at six dollars

per hundred,
_^

$45 00
By the sale of two hundred and fifty

pounds of lugs, 6 75

Nett profit, if cost of teams
were included,

§152 75
35 60

817 15

We will now make another calculation to show
a similar residt. It is the general estimate that a
neirro fellow that now hires for eighty dollars, will

n)ake fifteen hundred pounds of tobacco, and sup-

port himself by the grain made on the plantation.

Suppose, then, the fifteen hundred pounds of to-

bacco is valued at eighly-five dollars, the hire and
clothing of the neiiro lellow amount to ninety-two
dollars. The carriage to market, cask, and ware-
house expenses, deducted from eighty-five dollars,

will leave- seventy-five. So that the difference be-

tween ninety-two and seventy-five, which is se-

venteen dollars, is the loss in cultivating one hogs-
head of tobacco.

The ditierence in the result of the two state-

ments above rnade, arises from the fact that the

items of the days of labor were made as low as

the greatest industry and exertion on the part of
the laborer would justify. So that the last state-

ment may be regarded as approxlmatinir nearer to

the true profit of tobacco culiivation. Boih of the

eslimates, however, conclusively show, that the

cultivation of tobacco, at the present market price,

is tmprofitabie. When we add lo this the expense
of wood consumed in firing, of timber in building

barns, the meairer return ol' manure from tobacco,

and the great obstacle to imjjrovement presented

by a monopoly of nearly all the labor of a liirm, it

will convince a planter, of ordinary discernment,

that as a system, it yields no profit, and is fast de-

stroying the landed capital of the country. To-
bacco culture is peopling the distant west, even
faster than the demon avarice, who is folingon an-

nually, thousands of pilgrims to worship at her

shrine in a promised land of milk and honey, but

who seldom live to sacrifice on her unhallowed
altar.

The question now occurs, what can be cultivat-

ed as a substitute lor tobacco: and if the above es-

timates are correct, a substitute that will yield a
very small profit, is preferable. An acre of land
that will produce a thousand pounds of tobacco,

will produce twenty-five bushels of wheat in any
ordinary year, since it requires land of uncommon
fertility to produce a pound of tobacco from lour

plants. The expense of cultivating an acre of

land in wheat, is as follows:

To one day's fallowing, $0 30
To half of a da}- harrowing, 15

To cutting and shocking one acre of wheat
—one day's labor lor a band, 30
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To hauling to granary—a day's labor, 30
To thrashing or treading out 25 bushels of

wheat—three days' labor, 90
To carriage of 25 bushels of wheat fifty

miles, 6 00

$7 95

Cr.

By sale of twenty-five bushels of wheat
at one dollar per bushel, 25 00

Nett profit, if cost of teams were .

included, $17 05

Thus it will be seen, that, notwithstanding the

much greater amounts of labor bestowed upon the

cultivation and securing the crop of an acre in to-

bacco, than that bestowed on an acre in whpaf;
yet the nett profit of each is about the same. The
greater profit of the wheat crop will more niani-

liistly appear, when it is recollected tbat a laborer

can cultivate, perhaps, filteen or twenty times as

many acres in wheat as in tobacco. In the above
estimate, the board of the laborer was inadver-

tently omitted, which would reduce the profit of
the acre in wiieat nearly a dollar.

An acre of land of sutEcient fertility to produce a

thousand pounds of tobacco, will yield ten bar-

rels of corn, which, valued at three dollars per

barrel, amounts to ^30 00
Fodder estimated at three dollars, 3 00
Shucks and tops at three dollars, 3 00

$.36 00

Expense (f cultivation.

To one day's fallowing,

To one day's ploughing for planting.

To one day's labor in planting,

To one day's ploughing at the time of
Aveeding,

To one day's work in weeding,
To one day's work in hilling.

To one day's work in ploughinir,

To one day's work in second hilling.

To two days' work in securing fodder,

To one day's work in securing tops.

To five cart loads of corn, pulled and
hauled to crib, two d.iys' labor.

To shucking out ten barrels of corn, and
cribbing the same, two days' labor.

To board of laborer.

The estimated value of corn, fodder, &c.
per acre,

Expenses, &c..

^00 30
30
30

30
30
30
30
30
60
30

60

60

$4
1
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after they have spent tlie winter, and till the mid-
dle of March upon it, and generally conlining
then-iselves to a favorite part of the field. Fann-
ers n)ay make what they can of this information.
Does it not sanction closer <irazin^ with sheep?
A t all events it may serve in some measure to nio-
<lnlale the dissonant notes of the old sori<r, which
this mon)ent salu'es my ear, of ^'tuckey in tho
wheat patch.'- Adieu.

Your friend, H.

corn thrown (r-om his hand vviihin a few feet. It

is by the practice of that hospitality and kindness

which he is known to extend towards all God's
creatures, and of the most uniirinrr patience, that

he has accomplisiied a task scarcely less ditlii-ult

than "laminu; the shrew." This, it is not [)roha-

ble, he will ever run the risk of encounterinir.

He has allowed the ijeese tor many winters to feed

in his wheat fii-lds and roost upon his fish pond,
without molestation; not a gun has he fired at

them, and no friemi of his would fire one within

his Uoundaries; and even out of ihem they are

known, from their more gentle habits, as his flock.

Last winter, however, he determineJ to try to

saure one. Not with the same motives, I assure

you, which actuate boys to catch hares; f{)r his

slip-knot was so contrived as not "to play with its

gentle throat and tickle it to death," as the dog did

with King George's rank nmtton; but simply with

the desiijn to ex|)eriment upon the domiiabilily of
this noble bird, and if successful, to endeavor to

raiseatamily of them to enliven a bachelor's home-
stead. He did succeed in capturing five in this

way: but finding this rather a slow process, he has
this winter, with the aid of the five tamed ones
which were winged, decoyed five more into a rail

pen with a net spread over if, in a corner of his j
Holes, 2 feet diameter, 20 inches deep, filled 1

yard. One of tl;e first captives, my friend thinks,
I

foot with garden rubbish and unrolted manures,
is the head of a family: the last five are the young

|

beat down hard, and watered, (two or three buck-
brood brought to visit the gander, by the mother, ! els full,) then filled to the top with rich soil: on
who has lieen since caught by w/i^hcA;//?/ placing

j

this s[)read an inch of fine com[)osi or well rotted

DTIlLiCTIONS fOR THE CULTIVATION OF WA-
TCR;,rELONS AND CAKTEL.0 UPES IN LAT. 43^.

To tlie Editor of tlie Farmers' Register.

February 25th, 1837.

Enclosed I send you memoranda for the man-
airement ofwatermelons and canieloupes, by a gen-
tleman who, in 43 degrees of north latitude, (i-e-

quently raises melons weighing Irom thirty to for-

ty pounds. It" the same pains were taken in tho
south, iiow fine and huge we might grow our mel-
ons. Your obt. serv't.

her foot within the circle of a noose whilst feedmg
at the door, Mr. being prep.ared to give il a
timely pull: this makes the stock eleven. They
are becoming (juite domiciliated, and often receive

visits floai their wilder brethren. I wish you
could see tliese beautiful and intelligent birds

marching up wiih measured step, their long and
glossy necks arched, and heads erect to receive the

accustomed bounty from their captor—the un-
tamed, in the rear, looking aroutid wiih suspicious

eye, and occasionally utterinsr that mellow irutlu-

ral note so well imitated by the deep tones of the

clarionet: wfietherihis is meant for a note of in-

terrogation, or of salistliclion, or is the watchword
of the [larty, I will not undertake to interpret.

It is a received opinion, that in all congregations
of wild geese, when on their leet, one acts as sen-

tinel; and on the wing, that a particular goose
leads the flock. My Iriend, however, 'has observ-

ed, that in the former situation, there are many
guards, and thinks they are the heads of tribes, and
that each tribe recognizes no other leader. We
may suppose that in their flight the same distinc-

tion prevails, priority of rank among the chiefs

being accidental. This idea is countenanced by
the fi-equent changes of post which take place in

the line, and the different voices heard in musical
accordance, vvhich are the rallying cal's of the

chiels to their lagging tribes. Thus it would
seem, the patriarchal government prevails among
them, though their gregarious and peaceful dispo-

sition leads the difliirent tribes to seek each other's

Bociet)'. There is no doubt that the same flock re-

turns annually to the same place, in its migratory
journeys.

There is one lact connected with the subject of

farming, which will give this little historical trea-

tise a farther claim upon your notice, viz: Mr.
has perceived no injury to his wheat, at

harvest time, from the depasturing of the geese,

Vol. IV—94

manure, compact, but not hard. Stick the seeds

—

(say twenty or thirty to a hill,)—the upper end of
the seed to be a little below the surliiceof the com-
post; brush over the hill with the hand so as to

fill the holes made by the fingers; then cover the
hill with an inch of clear sand, often watered. In
Alabama, I should think, grass turlj (the grass
side down,) would be a good filling li)r the 12
inches.

Hills, 10 feet apart, 2, 3, and at most, 4 plants

only to remain in a hiil, and stand imi a|iart from
each other: thinned by the tinte the plants have 6
leaves.

If the season be dry, dig down by the side ofthe
hills nearly as deep as the bottom ofthe holes, and
put in a bucket or two of water— filling the hole
after the water is absorbed: as soon as the yellow
bug is gone, talce away the sand and supply its

place with soil. This is all that caDilmdone in the
hill. "

When the plant has six leaves, take ofl^ the cen-
tre shoot with the [)oint of a sharp pen knife, and
when the lateral shoots are six inches lonij, take
off' all but three: when these begin to fallto the
ground, secure them down with cross sticks; and
as they advance, spade up the ground a foot deep
in advance of the vines.

Once in every 3 or 4 feet, put a shovel full of
soil on a leaf joint of the vine, (no*'' covering up
the leaf,) and press it down gently vith the foot

on both sides of the leaf: if this is 'kept moist, it

will take roof. The ends of the vines to be kept
to the ground by cross slicks.

Let the vines spread from the hills so as to cover
the whole ground.

If the side branches of the main vines are in-

clined to head up, and not to keep to the ground,
take them off, say a foot from the main vine.

All pruning to be done in the middle of the day
when the sun shines.
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Let no melon set within 4 or 5 feet iVom the root;

and then only one on a lalenil brunch, three to a
plant. Let the vine run on as far as it will—keep-
ing it to the ground: permit no melon to grow that

is deformed: pull off no male blossoms.

When the melon is nearly to its size, others may
'be permitted to set on the same vine, and a second
crop raised. I should thinlc the vines might be

made to grow ti-om 20 to 30 feet long.

Great care should be taken that the vines are

not moved or trod upon.

The early but small melons.—Let the melon set

at the 2nil or 3rd leaf-joint Irom the root, and take

the vine ofi'two joints beyond the melons.

To increase tiie number of cauteloupes.—Take
off' all the melons that set within two feet of the

roots.

These may be planted 6 feet apart, 4 to the hill,

and require no particular attention.

Sand on the hills is one ot the best preventives

against the yellow bug, -though not entirely a pre-

ventive.

It is useful to plant pumpkin or squash seeds

near the hills for the bugs—taking care to pull

them up as soon as the bugs are gone.

Cauteloupes should not be planted nearer than

20 yards to musk melons or cucumbers.
To improve your seed, save none but from the

very best melons.

Keep a record ifyou wish to know certainly the

results.

the deficieivcy of proper aid to the
farmers' register, profits of farm-
ing IN VIRGINIA. EMIGRATION.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Uegister.

February 24///, 1837.

No one more highly appreciates the zeal and
ability which suggested, and which liave hitherto

sustained your Farmers' Register, than I do. Cut
it is obvious from the very nature of the work, that

the zeal and ability of no single individual, how-
ever talented, can keep alive the interest and util-

ity of such a production. It purports to be, and
was intended to be, a medium of intercommunica-
tion among farmers, by which all should get the

benefit of., 'loiiexperience and skill of each; where-
fore, if they' refuse or neglect to communicate the

results of their experience and observation, the

whole object is frustrated—the Register, instead of

being, indeed, a register of facts and experiments,
necessarily becomes a sort of compilation of miscel-

lanies, manyiof which are of no general practical

utility. The last two or three numbers of the Re-
gister illustrate this. Though evincing high ability

and great labo^ on the part ol' the editor, yet they
evidently ha' e, in a great degree, lost the charac-

ter original!;' designed to be mainlained in the

work. For' this you are in no sort or way to be
blamed. The whole fault lies at the door of us,

lor whose benefit the work was undertaken—who
have shameflilly neglected to afford that aid with-
out which it could not be sustained. Nor do I

hold myself exempted from the general censure.

Though I might in truth say I have little skill,

of course little success in agriculture, worth com-
municating; yet if I had possessed the zeal which
you display, I (no doubt,) might have done some-

thing towards exciting the farmers of the state to

exeriion.

The peculiar character of our southern popula-
tion may account for this singular indifii^Tence on a
subject of such obvious interest to all. Our north-

ern brethren, when about to achieve any object,

readily unite: among them there is little or no self-

dependence—scarcely any individuality of charac-

ter or action: should any design of philanthropy,

(moral, physical or political,) be suggested, strait

way a society is gotten up— individuals lose their

identity in the mass, and they go at their object in

earnest, (generally not over scrupulous about the

means, so they attain their object—each throwing
away personal responsibility, and sheltering him-
self behind the whole body.) Thus we see tlieir

canals, rail roads, temperance societies, missionary

societies, caucuses, &c., &c., &c., all conducted by
a master spirit or two, by the means and instru-

mentality of the rank and file who are used as en-

gines for their purposes. Not so in the south.

Here, there, is a marked individual character and
conduct, a decided self-dependent spirit, that

spurns dictation and direction; and is, therefore,

exceedingly hard to be concentrated to a point by
the action of any one or more persons. The last

ate most to be loved and esteemed for their honor
and truth—the first, most to be admired fbr their

successful industry and perseverance. Each man
to the south, either thinks he knows best how to

conduct himselfj or his fiirm, or at least if he does

not, he chooses to go on his "own hook," right or

wrong. There (to the north) no one-will venture

to hold or express an opinion unless sustained by
his society or party. I i'eel no desire, (n)yself) to

change characters with our Yankee friends— but a
little imitation of some of these qualities might not

be unfriendly to our general inmrovement, espe-

cially in agriculture. We migTit unite, tor in-

stance, in furnishing matter to your journal with-

out the sacrifice ot" those peculiar characteristics of

our climate and population which I have named
above. These observations aflbrd no topics of

consolation, when we view our wasted fields, our

decayed edifices, our degenerated population, our

raffe fbr emigration and the general despondency

of the "bone and sinew," the strength and virtue

of our people. Something must be done for our

agriculture, and fbr our mental and moral improve-

ment, or Virginia must become once more a vast

hunting ground for a savage race, filled with beasts

of the forest. All the wisdom and virtue of the

state should be concentrated to this object, or we,
who are now lefl here, must follow on to a new
country and a diffeient region.

It is not true that this is no region fbr living in

comfort, and even in afliuence. No where can
money be more advantageously invested where
the object is comfort, and indeed abundance; but

we have lost pride of character, and have substi-

tuted in its place an all-absorbing avarice, which
will not be satisfied Avith any thing short of wealth.

This, moral and mental cultivation would root out,

if aided by that improvement in agricultural pro-

duction which a little more skill and energy would
certainly insure to us.

These observations have been drawn forth by
an article in the last Register purporting to show
the profits of a V^irginia estate, to some of the de-

tails of which, you express your dissent. I am
not prepared to say, some of them may not be ex-
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ajrgerated; but I do say, that the writer made out

his account on just and proper principles—such as

ijovern all the estimates made of the profits of any
business whatever. My own experience and ob-

servation will supply a case j;oin<x to corroborate

liis views. A Jientleman, just about to settle in

life, had ig 10,000; with ihis'he purchase.! five hun-
dred acres of land nt >i5 per acre; he houixlit ei^ht

netrroes, (or which he ijave !r^6500, and with tlie

balance, he purchased (iu'm and house; from tliis

farm he sold .^800 worth of irrain, &.C., &c. It

afforded him a house (rent free) J;>200; meats for

his table ,^200; fuel and vegetables .^200; a bed for

a friend, at any time, with stable, food, &c. flir his

horse, comfortable dinners and abundant break-

fasts, suppers, &c.. all this with the income from

$10,000; which at interest, would he but igGOO—

a

sum utterly inadequate to his decent support any
where, much less to the genteel and comfortable
support he draws from his farm. This is no extra-

vagant case. I appeal to the experience of any
man acquainted with middle Virginia to say,

whether just such investments could not be made
in very many places, with at least equal results.

It may be objected, that these results are inade-
quate, in as much as the owner is not sufficiently

paid ibr his time and labor. I answer, that for the
most part, the compensation for both is ample, in

the ease and comfort of the life, let alone the pecu-
niary profit. Agriculture never was a business at

which large fortunes were rapidly made, and 1 do
not believe it ever will be. Tiiougli, at this time,
cotton growers at the south are said to be making
very large profits, or rather large gross products,

I apprehend the necessary expenditures are like-

wise very large; and at all events, this must be
temporary, as so profitable a business as theirs is,

Avili not be long before it is filled up, and seeks the

level of others, according to an iannutable law of
commerce. All I would urge is this—that our
own Virginia, to the industrious, temperate, and
prudent man, affords sufficient advantages to in-

sure him peace and plenty for life, with a reasona-
ble hope of leaving a family of well-brousht-up
children in the same condition, when he dies; and
with this, every good man ought to be content.

And surely these benefits, when acting in conjunc-
tion with that love of country which all oujiht to

cherish, should keep more of our citizens in their

native state.

I did not propose to lay down any plan for the
management of a farm adapted to our peculiar sit-

uation. There are, however, many in our state

whose success and intelligence will qualify them
for such an undertaking; and I do hereby invite

such to spare a little time frorn their domestic avo-
cations, and atTord to their unsettled fi^llow-citizens

their experience, which alone will suffice to prove
that health, comfort, abundance, and even wealth
are yet to be attained in the old dominion, if we
will but use the means. I could myself fijrnish a
list of excellent farmers—men illustrating the char-
acter of which we have been wont so much to

' boast, who yet live to adorn their native state, and
:i whose practice, if fljllowed, would entirel}- super-

:
sede this imaginary necessity for emigration which

li
is raging among us. But these men, restrained

i! by their native modesty, or else yielding to the
madness ol' the times, will not step fbrivard to aid

in arresting an evil which we all so sensibly feel;

and will find out, perhaps, too late, that much of

this evil could have been by themselves removed,
had they contributed their exeriions to those of

our excellent Register.

I will not apologize lor this longer rigmarole

than ! intended to inflict upon you, because if it

contains a suggestion worthy of your journal, you
can take that out and use it; if it does not, ihe

reading will o'ive you little trouble, and I will take

care to pay the post.

I am v'ours,

II. 13. M.

From tlio Farmer and Gardner.

TOBACCO planters' COJVVENTIO]V.

The convention of delegates from the tobacco
planters ol' the states of Ohio, Virixinia and Ma-
rylaml, assembled at the City Hall in the city of
Washington, pursuant to adjournment, on Tues-
day, the'24ih ult.

Governor Barbour, of Virginia, was called to

preside over the meeting, and John JMercer, Esq.
of Maryland, appointed secretary.

The president on taking the chair, addressed
the convention, and in an appropriate and elo-

quent maimer explained its objects.

After a few remarks by another gentleman, Mr.
Dodge, the consul of the United States Ibr the
port of Bremen, who was present by invitation,

gave to the convention some valuable information

on the subject of the tobacco trade, with which
his position and opportunities have made him tho-

roughly acquainted.

The Hon. Daniel Jenifer, chairman of t!ie com-
mittee appointed ibr the purpose, made the follow-

ing report

:

The committee appointed by resolution of ihe

convention ot tobacco planters, held in this city on
the 2d and 3d of the present month, to "ascertain

the quantity of tobacco exported annually from the

United States to foreirrn ports ; the increase or de-

crease of the same from the year 1792 to the pres-

ent time; also the amount of duties imposed in

Ibreign ports; toirether with such other informa-

tion as they might deem proper to comniunicate,"

have availed themselves of such information on
the different subjects as the}' could obtain, which
they now ask to submit to the consideration of the

convention.

By a statement on file in the treasury dc-
partment, which is a similar one to that presented

to the convention at their last meeting, it appears

that the quantity of tobacco annually exported

from the United Stales to all Ibreign ports fiom the

vear 1790 to 1835, inclusive, has varied much less

than might have been expected^ and more espe-

cially when Ibrmerly the whole growth of this ar-

ticle was confined to the states of Virginia and
Maryland, whereas, at the present time, in addi-

tion to those two states, considerable quantities are

grown in Kentucky, Oiiio and Tennessee, which,
Together with Pennsylvania, Connecticut, Indiana,

and Missouri, united, are estimated to produce
nearly, if not quite, as much more. Still the ex-
ports have seldom exceeded 90,000 hogsheads,
and 3,900,000 pounds of manufactured; the whole
of the surplus being consumed within the United
States, keeping down the exports to nearly what
they were in 1790.
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During the three years immediately preceding

the French revolution, the averace annual exports

from the United States were 111,030 hogsheads,

and of manufactured 112,260 pounds.

From the year 1793 to 1800, inclusive, the ave-

rage annual exports were 70,308 hogsheads, and

of manulacturcd, ahout 200,000 pounds.

For the year 1801, the exports went up to 103,-

758 hogsheads, and of manufactured to about

2,000.000 pounds, but decreased the next year to

77,721 hniTsheads. and continued at near that ave-

rage until the years 1807 and 1808, when the Ber-

lin and Milan decrees, and the embargo brought

down the exports to less than 10,000 hogsheads.

From 1809 to 1812, inclusive, the annual ave-

rage was, of exports, 66.659 hogsheads. 'I'he two

Eucceeding years, being those of the late war with

Great Britain, the exports were almost nominal,

beinir less than 4900 hogsheads.

From 1815, the first year of peace, up to 1835,

the exports (with the exception of the years 1827

and 1832) have averaged about 90,000 hogsheads,

and 2,500,000 lbs. of manufactured tobacco.

The years 1827 and 1832, the exports exceeded

those of all former years since 1792 to the pre-

pent period. The amounts beina: for the first,

100,025 hoirsheads and 2,637,411 lbs. and the lat-

ter 106,806 hogsheads, and 3,456,072 lbs. beincr

the larirest number of hogsheads exfiorted from

tiie United States since thai year, which amount-

ed to 112.428 hogsheads.

In 1835, the exports were 94,353 hoirsheads and

3,8i7,S58 lbs. which may be taken as a fair ave-

rage of the past and present year.

AlthoMi h the number of hoirsheads ex nr'ed :?^

1792 and the years immediately preceeding, were

greater than lor the last ten years, yet, when it is

considered that the weight of the honshead is con-

siderably increased, as also the quantity of manu-
factured tobacco, it is believed that there is but lit-

tle difierence in the number of pounds exported

between the former and present period.

Weight of Tobacco.

In 1790 and for some years subsequent, the ave-

rage weight of a hogshead was about 1000 lbs.

At the present time, those from Kentucky average

about 1300 lbs. ; and, although the finer qualities

do not exceed, if equal, the former weights, yet,

much the largest quantity exported being coarser

and heavier, it is estimated that the average

weight of all kinds, fi-om Virginia, Maryland,

Kentucky, Ohio and Tennessee, is about 1200 lbs.

to the hogshead. This, in addition to the in-

creased quantity of manufactured tobacco, will

ehow but little difference in the amount of exports

between the former and present period.

Prices.

There has been a considerable diminution in the

prices of our tobacco fi-om the year 1800 to the

present time, with the exception of the lour years

immediately eucceeding the late war with Great

Britam ; durim^ which it sustained an average of

about $131 per hundred lbs. From 1800 to 1809,

the average price for those ten years was .^6 5 8

per hundred lbs. whilst, l()r the saiiK* number of

years to l'<35, inclusive, it has not been (piitc

^5 1-8 per huiuired II s. notwithstanding thequan-
tity exported has been increaeed.

Value of Exports,

Prior to the year 1802 the value of the export-

ed tobacco has not been ascertained. But in that

year it amounted to ft6.220,000; in 1816, just

after the war, to $12,809,000; and in lS3o, to

$;8,250,577, of unmanufactured, and of manufiic-

tured .*i3.57,611, making an ag<rregate value of

S9,608,188. Thus, the value of annual exports

li-om the United States of this article alone, under
all the disadvantages of onerous foreign imposts
and restrictions, may be put down at near $9,-
000,000.

With these facts before them, the committee do
not see that the depressed state ol" the tobacco

market can be attributable to the increased quan-
tity produced in, and exported li-om, the United
States. They must, therefore, look to other

causes for the present reduced price of that staple.

Prior to the American revolution, all Europe
depended on us for supplies of tobacco ; but the

war cutting ofi' this resource, their attention was
turned to its cultivation, since which period it has

been more or less grown over the whole continent;

the quantity then, produced at the present time,

3'our committee have no means at hand of ascer-

taining. It is however, not to be denied that sui'h

is the inferiority of its quality, that it does not

come in competition with tlie tobacco exported

from the United States ; but, from the duties and.

restrictions imposed by foreign irovernments and
their agents, upon the American [yroduce, the

peasantry are compelled to use it, to the exclusion

of the latter, except to a limited extent.

The duties and restrictions in ioreign markets
on American tobacco are enormous, and in many
ports in Eurofte amount to a t-»tal prohibition

—

more particularly in England, France, and the in-

terior of Germany. If those duties and restric-

tions were so modified as to bear a liiir proportion

with numerous articles admitted into the United

Slates fi-om those countries, it is believed there

would be much greater demand tor American to-

bacco abroad, and the prices necessarily increased.

Although the duties paid in Amsterdam, Rot-

erdam, Bremen, and other ports of Holland and of

Germany, on the Atlantic, are nearly nominal,

yet tobacco cannot be introduced into the interior

of Germany, which consumes the erreatest quanti-

ty, without paying a duty of 11 Prussian dollars

upon the hundred weight of manufactured tobac-

co, which is about equal to S7 40 American, and
upon unmanufactured, which generally goes in

hogsheads, of 5^ Prussian dollars, equal to about

S3 40 American, upon the hundred weight, which
is one hundred per cent, upon the hundred weight,

which is one hundred percent, upon the average

price of 100 pounds of tobacco shipped from the

United States.

When it is considered that the consumption of

American tobacco in Germany and Holland is es-

timated at 53,000 hogsheads annually, (40,000 of

which are consumed in Germany alone,) which
are more than one-half the whole exports Irom

the United States, we cannot be wrong when we
attribute the present depressed state of the tobacco

m:irket to the duties and restrictions exocled abroad.

The quauiitv of lolncco L^rnwu in France dur-

ing the years 1818, 1819 and 1820. (the only years

we have correct data lor,) averaged about 240,-

000,000 pound.", which, allowing 1000 lbs. to the
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ho(ri=heac1, would be 25.000 hnirpheafls. Tlie pre-

sent exports from the Ignited States to tliat coun-

try do not exceed 7000 honj'slicuds, and their

whole consumption may be estiu\ated at, 35.000

IiojTsheads, and there, as in Germany, tlie peas-

antry are compelled to use tlieir inU^rior miserable

stuff at an exorbitant price, mixed with a snuill

poriion of Ameiican product.

From a statement, made out with (jreat care

and labor by Joshua Dodire, Esq. American con-

sul at Bremen, to whom we are indebted lor much
valuable information on the subject, it appears that

the quantity of tobacco imported into that port

from the United Stales, nearly all of which o-nes

into the interior of Germany, from the year 1828

to 1835, has varied but little. Thus, it is apparent

that the exports from the Uniied States, and im-

ports into fbreiiin markets, have not increased so as

to produce the present depression.

It is a remarkable fact, the cause of which we
have i)een unable to account for, that the duties

exacted in Holland and Belirium.on MaryJand \o-

bacco, are 14 per cent, hitrher than those paid on

the same article from " Viririnia, and all other

North American states." The same difference

applies to the transit duty throuirh Holland and
Belgium, and which is confined to Maryland to-

bacco alone.

The fliregoiniT are the principle facts the com-
mittee have deemed proper to present to the con-

sideration of the convention ; and believino: that

the present state of things operates unequally and
injuriously to the tobacco plantinG" interests, which
is not experienced by any other class of our citi-

zens to the same extent; and lookinfraf the annu-
al value of the exports of tobacco from the United

States, which at [jresent exceeds $;8,500,000, they

confidently trust that some means will be adopted
by the general government, which alone can rem-
edy the evil, to secure and protect the tobacco in-

terests of the United States abroad, in common
with those of her other citizens. They therefore

respectfully recommend the adoption of the follow-

ing resolution.

Resolved., That a memorial be presented to the

congress of the United States, signed bjMhe presi-

dent and secretary of this convention, in behalf
of the tobaccco planters of the country

;
praying

that such means may be adopted as may be best

calculated to promote the tobacco interests of the

United States, and relieve the planters from the

oppression and onerous burdens imposed by fo-

reign srovemments upon that article of' commerce,
particularly in those countries from whence their

exports are admitted into the United States free of"

duty, or at a reduced rate.

nANiETL JENIFER, Chairman.

The above report having been read, was unan-
imously adopted.

On motion of Mr, Mercer, the proceedings of

the convention were ordered to be published in

the newspapers of the District of Columbia.

The meeting then adjourned, to re-assemble at

any time when a call for that purpose shall be

made by the president of this convention.

BEET SUGAR IN ENGLAND.

Many of the English farmers are beginning to

turn their attention to the cultivation of the Silesian

beet for the purpose ofmanufacturing it into sugar.

I'he success which has atieiid<>d the business in

France, they consider a sufficient guaranty for its

profitable cultivation in England, and they are

eniraiiing in it wiih a spirit and perseverance

highly creditable to tlieir national enterpiise.

[English paper.

ITEMS OF HUSBANDRY FROM VARIOUS SOUR-
CES.

To tlic Editor of tlic Farmcis' Register.

Madison Co., To., February 23rd, 1837.

Being confined to the house by a rainy day, I

herewith send another communication- Follow-
ing so shortly after a previous one, I fi-ar it will be

considered intrusive. But you can dispose of it as
you think best.

JVorn out lands.

To rely upon clover, plaster and rest alone, for

the improvement of worn out lands, is fallacious

in the extreme. Other aid they must have, or

they will ratlier deteriorate, th;m improve. If"

land has sufficient lili? to [iroduce a tolerable cov-

ering of clover, then it may be improved by clover

and plaster, otherwise, no dependence is to be pla-

ced upon either, until brouulu to tliat state of fer-

tiliiy by the application of manure. Such land
may be then continued in a progressive state of"

iiTiprovement. by clover and plaster, rest, and a pro-

per rotation of crops. Worn out lands are more
dependent for improvement, on a judicious and
bountiful system of compost making and manur-
iiiir, than on any other general plan for their re-

suscitation.

Ditching.

As a means of improvement, draining is the-

most important, the most permanent, and that

which ouglit to precede every other.

])Iamire.

Manure should be spread as soon as it is hauled
out; it sustains much less loss fi-om evaporation,

when spread, than from fermentation when lying

in heaps.

The amount of expense in manurinfj is unim-
portant, provided that the crops derived therefrom

repay the expense with sufficient profit.

VVe should not apportion our manure to the

quantity of land we may wish to place under til-

lage ; but should apportion the land to tlie quanti-

ty of manure we can command.
No more ground should ever be brought under

tillage than can be manured and cultivated well

by the force at the command of the fiirmer. If a
farmer finds that his land is becoming unproduc-
tive, and that he is unable to keep it up by ma-
nuring, he may be assured that he is cultivating

too much, and his only remedy is to abridge his

fields to the dimensions which he is able to ma-
nure, no matter how small they may lie. If he
has a f!)rce capafile of cultivating a hundred acres

in the old wa_v, let him put the whole of that force

upon twenty-five acres, and pursue a system of
high culture. The first year he will probably not

make so much as he would have done in the old
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way on the one hundred acres, but the second, and
forever afierwards, he will make more, and this

with less labor. As to a scarcity of manure, this

is imaginary. Go to the woods, swamps and
marshes—they are inexhaustible. Il'five hundred
bushels of corn can be made on ten acres of" well

manured and cultivated land, it is clear that it will

be more profiiable than to make the same quantity

on fifty acres, and that it can be done, is not a mat-
ter ot" doubt. The evil then, is not the inability to

manure, nor the scarcity of marmre, but the at-

tempt To cultivate too much land, which is a vio-

lation ofa princi|Ole in aii'i'iculture, on the strict ob-

servance of which, the prosperity of the farmer en-

tirely depends.

To preserve rj-e, and secure it from insects, rats

and other disasters, nothiiii]; more is necessary than

to let it remain in i he chaff after thrashino;. [n this

slate it has been kept lor years, perfectly sound.

Instrument for measuring land.

Let a pair of wooden compasses be made, and
braced so as to represent the letter A—when
standing upright, to be about breast high, and the

feet to stride exactly six (eet. With such an in-

strument, made so light as to be twirled round with

ease, ii'om tijot to f()at, and the strides counted as

the measurer walks along, any square piece of

ground may be measured, by thus striding off the

two sides with the compasses, and multiplying the

one side by the other, [in yards,] and then dividing

by 4S40, the number of square yards in an acre.

Oats.

If they are ever so stout, mow (not reap) them
when beginning to turn yellow, dry them well, and
thrash them as much as you please, and the cattle

will prefer the straw to the best meadow hay; this

prevents their shattering in harvesting besides, and
the grain is not only heavier, but much brighter.

If they are permitted to stand until quite ripe, the

straw will be almost worthless. A suflicient quan-
tity for seed should be suffered to come to full ma-
turity before they are harvested.

In reading agricultural works I ain in the habit

of noting down whatever I may consider valuable,

in a book, kept fiir that purpose. Having thrown
t'lgether some of those items, I herewith transmit

them.
INCOGNITO.

ERROR OF THE PREVAI.EKT OPINION THAT
THE nUEEnON (mAGNESIAn) LIMESTONE
IS INJUniOUS TO LAND, EXCEPT IN SMALL
QUANTITIES.

[The lime spoken of below, lias been referred to

by almost every writer on lime, or on agriculture in

general, from the time that Tennant first announced

the supposed cause of its supposed injurious effects,

(in 1800) to the present day. The neigliboring far-

mers believed and maintained that more than twenty-

five or thirty bushels to the acre of the Breedon lime

was hurtful to land, while other lime was used without

damage, even to the amount of four hundred bushels.

Mr. Tennant analyzed several of the limestones which

had tfiis bad character, and found them to contain a

large proportion of magnesia—and thence he jumped

to the conclusion that magnesia was injurious to land.

This, as a striking illustration of the value of chemical

science to agriculture, has been continually quoted

since, as good authority, both for the fact and the rea-

soning. Even Davy mentions this discovery of Ten-

nant's opinion with much respect, both in his intro-

ductory lecture, and in that on the properties of lime

as manure. Yet Davy's own facts, as stated in con-

nexion, do not sustain this opinion of the injury pro-

duced by magnesia in lime. He says

—

"In making some inquiries concerning this subject,

I found that there were cases in which this magnesian
limestone was used with good effect. Amongst some
specimens of limestone which Lord Somerviile put
nito my hands, two, marked as peculiarly good, proved
to be magnesian limestones. And lime made from the

Breedon fimestoue is used in Leicestershire, where it

is called hot lime; and I have been informed by far-

mers in the neighborhood of the quarry, that thry em-
ploy it advantageously in small quantities, seldom more
than twenty-five or thirty bushels to the acre. And that

they find it may be used with good effect in laro^er quan-
tities, upon rich land."

—

Jlgr. Chem. Lect.rii.

The writer of the following extract is evidently no

chemist, but is a practical farmer, and apparently an

intelligent one. His deductions may be (and some

certainly are) worthless—but the fact itself, from which

he draws them, seems certain, viz : that the Breedon

lime may be safely and advantageously used in large

quantities—the long established ignorant opinions of

the country, and the scientific discovery of Mr. Ten-

nant, to the contrary notwithstanding.

We do not mean, by these remarks, to convey the

opinion that it is not improper, and often actually and

greatly injurious to land, to apply quick lime in large

quantities, whether it contain magnesia or not. But

in the statement of Mr. Donaldson, there is presented

a new fact of some importance—and we desire our

readers to use it to strengthen the force of this general

truth—that before we give credit to scientific expla-

nations of, and deductions from supposed facts, we
ought to be sure of the truth of the facts themselves.]

Extract from the Britisli Farmers' Magazine, for Jarmary, liS37.

In speaking of the application of lime, in vol. i.,

he [the author of British Husbandry] says that the

farmers in Leicestershire have found, that if they

apply more than twenty-five or thirty bushels per

acre of lime ft-om the blue magnesian stone of
Breedon rock in that county, the bad effects are

visible on tlie alier crops for several years. Far-

mers are suflicienlly opinionated and prejudiced

without adding to it; and it is surprising (he so-

ciety under whose patronage the volume is pub-

lished, should lend their authority to propagate

such a palpable lidsehood. The writer of this ar-

ticle farmed f)r several years, in the immediate
neighborhood of Breedon, on a soil of loamy clay,

that had been severely scourged by a Ibrmer ten-

ant. The first year, two fields, of "ten acres each,

were fiillowed for green crops, and lime fi'om Bree-

don was brought forward in JVlaj', at the rate of two
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hundred bushels per acre. Two days after it came
from the kiln, it was pulverized by the application

of water, and next day laid on the land, in that hoi,

caustic state, and itnniodiately harrowed in. The
land was then dunged, and drilled with potatoes,

beet, and turnips. Tlie soil hav-ini>; been com-
pletely robbed of decomposable. vejTetable matter

by successive croppiriir, the principle was here act-

ed on of supplying; veiietablc matter to the soil in

shape of duncr, at the same time with the lime, and
of brin;^in<T the two into immediate contact ; and
also of rediicino; the soil very fine, so as to mix in-

timately with the lime, as clods are so much land

lost, and the roots of plants cannot jienelrate them
in search of food. The crops were g-ood ; and next

year one field yielded seven quarters and one bush-
el per acre of barley, and the other five (juarters of

wheat. The succeeding crops of hay were very

heavy, and the lattcrmath cut heavier than the first

crop. Jn the midst of one field, two ridj^es had a

double allowance, viz : four hundred bushels per

acre; and durinir the summer these ridges were
distinguishable at a distance, being so very luxu-

riant and superior to the rest of the field, both un-
der wheat and grass. Science and theory may
point the way, but experience alone can establish

facts. And here are facts beyond contradiction.

The farmers in the vicinity foretold absolute ster-

ility from such a dose, never having seen so much
applied ; and that on the headland, where the lime

heap lay, nothing would grow tor several years,

except couch and thistles, v^^hich they had tbund

that lime invariably produces. On that very head-
land there grew the largest beet shown at Smith-
field show ; and the whole field of six acres was
the heaviest ami most luxuriant crop ever seen in

that country. Hovv pure lime, or calx, which con-

tains in itself /none of the elements of vegetation,

could produce couch and thistles, certainly requires

a very considerable degree of that intuitive know-
ledge for which tiirmers are so much distinguish-

ed, to discern ; no doubt, lime, by its decomposing
powers, may afford food for weeds as well as for

fruits ; but then it is the business of the farmer to

see that there are lew or no weeds in his fields to

draw the nourishment produced by his manures
lor the maturation of his crops. But of such force

are the habits of our forefathers, that the fiirmers

in the vicinity of Breedon fetch lime from a dis-

tance of six miles, and would not use Breedon
lime if presented to them. Four ounces of each
limestone, powdered, were dissolved in muriatic
acid, filtered, and the filter paper and alloy of each
being carefully dried and weighed, the difference

was scarcely perceplible ; if any, Breedon stone
left least refuse. The writer had not leisure to

make a more correct examination. But a saga-
cious farmer; in the neighborhood, (for wise far-

mers much abounded there,) wilhout any chemi-
cal test or knowledge of chemistry, discovered a
quality in Breedon stone, which might otherwise
have baffled our chemists for ages. Having one
year engaged a dairy maid incapable of managing
his cheese dairy, his produce of that year was spoil-

ed by bursting
; and having the year before laid on

his pasture a mixture of lime and soil, he immedi-
ately concluded the lime had spoiled his cheese

;

and thus added another bad quality to Breedon
lime. The fault lies, not in the quality of the

lime, but in the method of applying it. The pre-

sent system of farming must be improved, so as

to keep pace with the other improvements of the

dairy; the proprietors must themselves put their

shoulder to ilie wheel, with the farmers Ibllowing;

and landlords should look out lor professional per-

sons to place in management of their estates, and
send their stewards, lawyers, bankers, or half- pay
officers, somewhere to learn.

JOHN DOXALDSON.

From the Farmer and Gardener.

HENS LAYING IN WINTER.

Why cannot hens be made as profitable in the

winter as the summer ? It is a well known flict

that from December till March, they area bill ot'

expense, without any profit. 1 wish to give your
readers my opinion as to the cause of this refiisal

on the part of hens to contribute to their own sup-

port in hopes that some one may be benefited,

which is certainly all 1 ask or expect for my labor

in this case.

Hens, in order to supply eggs, recpiire as a con-

dition that ihey be supplied with a portion of a/u'-

nial food, as well as vegetable. This supjily

they get in the form of worms and insects, when
fi'ee to go at large, unless their number is so large

as to cons.ime beyond tlie supply, within roving
distance, which is the case where large flocks are

kept; and it will be foimd thai the number of egga
in proportion will be diminished, as the number of
fowls are increased, unless a supply of animal food

is furnished. Here is asecret worth improving,and
if some of your readers who live near a slaughter-

house will collect the oH'al meat, and liied hens vvitbi

it, they will find it a good busijiess, so long as eggs
bring the prices now demanded for them. When
fowls are kept yarded, they require lime, or burnt

bones, gravel, meat, corn or grain, and pure water.

Supply them with these—give good shelter, and
a warm room in winter, and you may salcily cal-

culate on a clear profit of one dollar on each hen
,

every year.

From llie Farmer aiul Gardener.

OBSERVATIONS RELATING TO THE PLANTING,
MANAGEMENT AND CULTURE OF IRUIX
TREES AND PLANTS.

Having been frequently ap])!ied to by persons

about to procure trees and plants from the nursery,

lor instruction how to plant and manage them, and
this happening often at a time when the pursuit of
business renders it veiT inconvenient to irive thein-

Ibrmation required; and as the success of planting

trees depends much uj)on the trealinent they re-

ceive after they leave the nursery till I hey have
passed over the first summer, I ofl'er the following

observations lor the use of those who are about to

plant and have not had as much experience as

myself.

Season of planting.—The delight peculiarly at-

tached to spring, in the conduct and management
of our rural concerns, may be supposed naturally to

have a strong influence in governing the mind of
many, in making choice of the vernal season, it

having become the season the most generally

adopted for engaging in this interesting branch of
improvement; wfiile it is sufficiently evident that

the weight of experience vvill be Ibund in favor of

planting ia the fall, especially in those parts of the
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country subject to severe drou<rhts; ms trees planted

in autumn are less liable to sutler li'om this cause

than if planted in the s|)ring.

When we consider how very short our sprinoris,

we ousht to plant ourlarire shrubs in the lall and

open weather in winter; for the necessary vegeia-

bie and flower (farden, transplantinir flowers, herbs

and other small ariicles that would be in danger

of beiuiT thrown out of ground, if transplanted in

the fall, by frost, will be as much as most people

will be able to accomplish during our short sprinirs.

On this subject there is much truth in an asseruun

of that shrewd scientific writer, Wm._ Cobbett,

where ! think he says in some ot his writings, "a

person in America would hardly think of there be-

irnT any spring, the winter being so soon succeeded

by'summer heat." Our autumns are mild and so

pleasantas to be the admiraiion of most European

visiters, ali'ording the opportunity li'om the lolh of

October to hard frost, which seldom inierrupis_

transplanting in this latitude beliire the fiheenrhot

December. "But ifoiher business should interrupt

fell planting, large trees and shrubs may very safely

be planted 'in the sprinsr, from 1st of March (some-

times earlier) to the fifteenth of April, and many

small matters, and all the evergreen plants, much

later in the spriuiT, it being much the best season

to plant those last.

slrrwal of the trees at the place of their des/i-

,^„/;ort.—Immediately on the receipt of the trees

from the nursery, have the bundles carelully open-

ed, and have a trench dug deep enough to receive

the roots below the surtiice in a compact manner,

with the bodies of the trees in a slanting position,

then fill in some fine mould on and among the

roots of the trees, and water them bolh roots and

mould, till all is very moist, and cover all up till

preparation is made for planting, which ought to

be done before the trees arrive. Another excellent

way to preserve trees is to plunge the bundles ol

trees, especially the roots, into water, where they

will keep saleiv for a lomx time.

Method of 'Planting.—The holes for planting

should be dug at least two and a hall feet diameter,

and about two spits oreighteen inches deep, casting

round the lower spadeful, and using only the top

one lor planting the trees, which, it insufficient, use

the surrounding top soil, or other, equally good or

better, brouirht IVom elsewhere lor the pnrfiose.

Mixino- any sort of manure when planting, is con-

sidereif injurious, but may be usefully applied

around the trees as a top dressing. Belore plant-

inn- trim olfthe bruised parts of roots, and trimofl

thetops of trees freely, leaving them as light as

possible, preserving merely the form o( a head;

shortening the branches, especially the leading

shoot, is considered injurious.

Before the trees are set in the holes, shovel in

some "-ood mould, in order that the tree may not be

planted more than two inches deeper titan they

stood in the nursery, and spread the roots ol the

trees equally around on the said mould, in hllinir

up the hole, care should be taken to make the earth

fme, in order that it may run in among the roots oi

the tree, which may be promoted by genlly sha-

kin-' the tree as it is thrown in—water the roots

well, then fill the hole up level with thesurround-

inn- tTOund; drive in a strong stake on the north-

wesrside, and fasten the tree to it by a band of

damp straw, passing it several times between and

around the tree and stake, so as to keep it steady

and prevent the wind form chafing it; in dry

weather, duriuL' the first summer, the trees ought

to be watered occasionally; once a week will be

sufficient if done plentifully, so as effectually to

wet the whole space occupied by the roots; some

half rotten litter spread round the tree during the

summer, would be useful in preventing the rays of

the sun and the wind from dissipating the mois-

ture—but it should be removed in the fall, as it

miijht be a harbor for mice during the winier, who
would be apt to injure the trees by Itieding on the

bark and roots.

ROBT. SINCLAIR.

From tlie New Yoric Farmer.

NEW-EXGLAND AGRICULTURE.

I propose to sketch some very general view.s of

the a<n-icullure of ihe northern and western parta

of the countrv, which I have had recently the

gratification of visiting. With much ol New-

EmMand, I have been long acquainted; and this

season has afl'orded me the opportunity of seeing

some of the western parts of New York, the north-

western and central parts of Pennsylvania, and

parts of Michiixan an<l Ohio, not under all the ad-

vantaires, which 1 could have desired; but with as

manylis usually fall to the lot of travellers in their

transit over the country, by the usual public con-

vey a nces.

There is a strong impression prevailinii, and not^

without plausible reasons, that the agriculture of

New-Eno;land is on the decline ; I do not mean in

respect to^the character, but the extent of the cul-

tivation. Much less land in proportion to the pop-

ulation is under cultivation than was under culii-

i vation twenty years aso ; though in respect to the

I modes of cultivation, and the utensils employed,

'especially the plough, great improvements have
' been made. The amount of crops, from the same

i extent of land, has been greatly increased, and

I

they are more carelully husbanded than iormerly.

i Yet it is a discreditable fact, that New-England is

I

dependent upon other parts of the country for the

common necessaries of life ; and has little to ex-

port, exceptirifr perhaps a small amount of beet

;

' and the amount of this article, which New-Eng-

land exports, does not exceed that whudi is brought

here ali've li-om other parts of the country.

Maine, with an admirable wheat soil in many

parts, (Trows comparatively little; and wheat flour

with the Rochester, N. Y. brand upon it, is to be

found far in the interior, a hundred miles, it may be,

from the sea coast. Little Indian corn is produced,

and small quantities of rye. Oats are raised in

considerable amount; but not more than is de-

manded lor home consumi)tioii. Excellent pota-

toes are produced; and of these, as well as o hay,

some are sent to the capital of New-England, and

there is an occasional shipment to the southern ci-

ties. A i-ood many cattle are driven from Maine

to Bricrhton and likewise into tne British provin-

ces ; a"lid, as grass-led cattle, they are of a good

description ; but airriculture in Maine, though the

state, notwithstanding its climate, possesses in this

respect, .Teat advantages, cannot be set down as

a primary interest of the state. The fisheries, and

especially the lumber business, are the great ob-

jects of pursuit.
. . J

New-Hampshire is even in this matter, behind
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Maine, and this from the natural condition of the
soil. To a siranger, unacquainted with the hardi-

hood and spirit of the people, it is matter of diHi-

cuk solution how the inluil)ilauts of this state are

sustained. There are it is true, some sunny spots.

Some extremely well managed and heautiful farms
are to be met with in Greenland near Porlsinoath.

There is some good cultivation near Exeter and in

Salisbury on the Merrimack. There is excellent,

I may justly call it pattern farming among the

Shakes at Canterbury and EndtieJd, whei-e all

that persevering industry and untiring labor, ap-
plied with skill and judgment can accomplish,
seems to have been done. There is excellent

farming in that part of New-Hampshire, which
lies upon Connecticut river; at VValpole, Charles-
lown, Claremont, Lebanon, Haverhill, and J^an-

casler. But a considerable jiortion of this state is

doomed to perpetual unfruitfulness ; is covered
with mountains of granite, which dely all culti-

vation, and subject to late vegetation in the spring

and early autumnal frosts, discouraging to the en-
terprise, and often liilril to the labors of the hus-
bandman. Indian corn is in most parts of the state

a precarious crop. "Wheat, in those parts of the

state where it is ai all cultivated, has ibr three or

four years, been much cut olf by the grain worm.
Rye is in no part of New-England a large crop

;

and this too, has suH'ercd severely from the same
pest. Some small amount of cattle are raised, but

the severity and length of the winters make this

an expensive process. On some of the Connecti-
cut river lands the crops of oats have been abun-
dant, in some instances rising to ninety bushels to

the acre; but nolliing like this is to be generally

calculated upon, and hardly nn approach to the ne-

cessary supply of bread stuff' is at any time produ-
ced in the state. There are some valuable intervale

lands near the head water? of the Saco, which pre-

sent favorable examples of good cultivation; but

they are quite limited. Considerable portions of

the state are well adapted to the growth of wool
;

and at present New-Hampshire may boast o( some
as well managed flocks, and the production ofsome
as fine wool, as any part of the world can furnish.

Vermont is, undoubtedly, the best, as it is the

most exclusively agricultural state in New-Eng-
land. The Indian corn crop in Vermont, is how-
ever, a very precarious crop on account of the cli-

mate; and it produces at present, comparatively
little wheat. Wheat was farmerly cultivated in

Vermont with much success, but for various rea-

sons the cultivation Ibr a few years past has fall-

en off. Wool is now the great object ofattention,

and the sheep husbandry is pursued with enfinent

skill and advantage. Vermont likewise may boast

ofsome ofthe finest dairies in the country; and
a large amount of butter and cheese are sent out

of the state. The town of Barnet, on the banks
ofthe Connecticut, has been long and deservedly

celebrated for its careful cultivation and excellent

dairy produce. The agriculture ofthe towns on
the western side of the mountains, and on the

lake shore, is very superior.

The agriculture of Massachusetts, is, with few
exceptions, in a comparatively humble state.

Ol' bread stuff', it produces but a small part of its

necessary supply. Of wheat, a very small amount
is raised. Of rye, much more than of wheat, but

the amount is not large. Indian corn is more large-

ly cultivated, but the farmers who produce more
Vol. IV—95

than five hundred bushels per year, are a small

number. Barley is cultivated to some extent in

some parts of the state; in others the cultivation

has been abandoned on account ofthe grain worm,
believed to be the same by which the wheat has

been cut off, but this fact is not as yet ascertained.

Oats are a small crop, and great quantities ofhorse

feed, oats, corn, and hay, are imported into the sea-

ports and their vicinity. A considerable amount of

broom corn is raised; and the brush is manulactured

and sent inlo-diiierenl parts of the union; and the

hops grown in this state, Vermont, and New-
Ham|;shire, form in some years a notable article

tor exportation. Considerable beef is liiitened in

Massachusetts ; and Worcester and Berkshire

counties especially, are extensively engaged in the

business of dairying. A large amount of wool, and
some ofthe finest qualities are growni in this state.

The culture ofthe mulberry and the leeding of

silkworms are begining to be objects of attention.

Some hemp and tobacco are raised, but the culii-

valion is quite limited. Massachusetts however,

though highly spirited, enterprising, and liberal in

her agricultural improvements, by means of well

manni/'ed societies, liberal donations I'rom the state,

and thedisinteresied efforts ot'maiiy eminent indivi-

duals, has comparatively little agricultural wealth-,

the tiirms are generally small, and in many cases

cultivated as an appendage to a trade, prolijssion,

or some commercial pursuit.

Rhode Island is essential! v a manufacturing and
commercial community. With the excepiinn of

a lt»,vv liivored spots, the soil is steril and liard of

cultivation. The island itself, from which the

state derives its name, is singularly beautiful in its

posiiion and aspect, in most cases of a strong and
|)roductive soil, and having singular advantages

l()roblaining manure, on accountof its proximity to

the sea. Much sea grass, rock weed, and kel(), are

obtained, and in some places fish, the munhaden,
which are taken in great abundance, are li-eely and
successfully used. With the exception, however,
ofthe product ofpotatoes, and especially of onions,

which it grows to a large extent, the stale has no
agricultural produce to export; and is almost wholly
dependent on other places for its supply of bread.

Connecticut likewise is a nianuliicturing state;

and agriculture scarcely exists as an exclusive

profession. Some parts of Connecticut have been
long remarked f()r the extensive cultivation of on-

ions, and a considerable amount of wool and to-

bacco is raised in the state, but its agricultural pro-

ducts are by no means equal to its wants. Con-
necticut has some large, and is full of small man-
ufacturing establishments; and no part of the

United States has a greater appearance of neat-

ness, comfort, and good economy. Its manu-
factured articles are found in all parts ofthe union.

It is sometimes asked how, with a soil and climate

not very propitious, the Yankees live, and live in

comfort; and if they do not acquire large and over-

grown fortunes, yet present more than a fair

proportion of examples ofhumble competence, and
as much independence as usually falls to the hu-
man condition? The answer may be compre-
hended in three words, industrj^, enterprise, and
frugality. Climate and soil may be agninst them,
but the condition in which Providence has thrown
them, contributes to nourish a spirit of self-depen-

dence, and to form a hardihood of character,

which is the foundation of their success. Their
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enterprise carries them into all parts of the coun-
try, and the world; and if the usual traits ofthe
Yankee character go with thetn, their enterprise

seldom disappoints their calculations.

I trust it was not mere prejudice—for of that I

shoulii feel quite ashamed—that in travellinii

through th.e new parts ofthe country, I persuaded
myself that I could, in most cases, point out a

Yankee settlement or homestead, without inquiry.

In several instances, where I attempted the

experiment, the inquiry confirmed my conjectures.

There was a certain air of carefulness about the

house and out-buildings, which distinguished them
from most others. I am farfrom thinking their ways
are always best; and as it respects agriculture,

they are Jar behind the Pennsylvania farmers;

but in the capacity "of getting along" on small

means, and wuh honor, comlort, and independence,
no people surpass them.
The Yankee too has an ofRciousness in other

men's matters, which if it has its evils, as it is

sometim'es complained of, it is not without its

advantages. He no sooner plants himself in any
situation, than he has a "notion" that the com-
munity would be better for good roads, secure

bridges, a school house, an academy, and a meet-
ing house; and these matters, in general standing in

pretty close connection, usually, thouixh silently,

announce who presides over the municipality.

The Yankees have a propensity too to have their

houses painted, their yards neatly secured, their

gates on the hitiijes and shut, and the pigs kept

out ol'the hall and the front parlor.

This appearance of neatness, care, frugality,

and thrift, indicates generally the residence of a

Yankee settler; and leads us back to the circum-

stances under which such a character is usually

Ibrmed.

With a hard and un propitious soil, a severe

climate, and a populalion which if confined to its

own resources, would press sorely upon its means
of subsistence, he is compelled to labor and exer-

tion, that he may live; obliged to gather up the

fragments that remain, so that nothing shall be

lost, lie is trained in habits of extreme frugality;

and his invention is continually toned and stimu-

lated by the great spur of necessity, and a spirit of

enterprise aroused and cheiished, that he may
increase his resources. When the Yankee emi-

grant carries these habits with him to his new place

of residence among the fertile lands ofthe west,

success and wealth are certain; but it too ol'ten

happens, that when he finds himself in a situation

where such constant and strenuous exertions are

not required, and he discovers that even moderate
exertion is most amply rewarded, fiir beyond his

experience and even his imairination, the love of

ease, almost an essential element in the human
constitution, prevails over his early habits ofindus-

try ; abundance begets extravafjance and waste
;

he sinks into the negligent habits of those around
him ; and slops short in the very midst of improve-
ment,

H. C.
January, 1837.

A BnOOM COUN MANIA
Is getting up in this region, and the coming

epring, from appearances, little else will be seen

in the meadows. Broom brush is unexampled
in price, selling readily at 15 centsj and ashes to

put on broom corn land, sell at twenty-five cents
per bushel in this village. The produce of an
acre ot broom corn was sold the other day in this

town lor .^130 \—Northampton Courier.

THE TRUE AND THE FALSE DOCTRIIVES RE-
SPECTING HIGH PRICES OF PROVISIONS.

[We first read the excellent work from which the

following chapter is taken, near twenty years ago

—

and then admired this portion for its clear, yet ex-

tended views—its sound common sense, and practical

wisdom. Concise as it is, for so copious a subject, it

serves admirably to expose the ignorance (in this re-

spect) of the learned, and of governments, as well as

of mobs. But much as we then approved tl.e opinions

presented, and wished for their dissemination through

the more benighted portions of the earth, we had no idea

that such lessons would become necessary in this more

happy and free country. But the recent movements of

a mob in New York, (as stateii-at length in the previous

pages of this number,) together with the very general,

and always existing, but heretofore harmless belief in

the wickedness of receiving high prices for provisions,

seem to indicate that these truths, though half a century

old, may be no less useful than new in this country.

Views accordant with these, (as are all views that

are derived from the same sound principles of political

economy,) are presented in a previous article in this

number, (at p. 742,) on the " Morality of high prices."

There are not yet many persons in the United States,

who would consent absolutely to hang speculators in

grain, or to rob them of their stocks, or burn their ware-

houses, barns or mills : but a very laige portion of the

community admit the truth of the theoretical principle

out of which, all such outrages spring. This theory is,

that it IS wrong and wicked to demand, or receive, very

high prices for bread, meat, or grain. The seller at

high prices is deemed a vile offender—and the only

question to decide, is what measure of punishment

does his offence demand. The more virtuous and in-

telligent part of those who condemn, will merely ex-

press their opinion of the guiltiness : but the brutish

mob, acting upon the same opinion, and when suffi-

ciently excited by hunger and love of pillage, will first

rob, and then murder the speculators ; and thence the

transition will be easy to all other persons guilty of

possessing wealth.

If the whole community could possibly be governed

and directed, through a single year of scarcity, by this

prevalent opinion and mawkish sensibility, which are

strengthened in effect by the most contagious of all

kinds of charity—that which is exercised at other peo-

ples' cost— if, in accordance with this doctrine, grain

could be sold at half the price that it would otherwise

have commanded, the efl^cts would be, first, great waste

oi provisions, and next, famine. Speculators in bread

stuffs (or monopolizers, if that name is preferred,)

individually, are neither better nor worse than other

persons : but their operations, (no matter what their mo-

tives and objects may be,) are more efficient than any

other cause, to mitigate the evils of scarcity, and to

prevent famine—and on the general average, even to
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reduce the prices of the provisions which they "mono-

polize" with the design of obtaining for tliem the liigh-

-est possible prices.]

—

Ed. Far. Reg.

Extract from Arthur Young's Tnvels in France, during 1787,
-88, -89.

Of all sub]ccfp. there is none comparable lo the

police of corn, for dii^piayiiifi; the folly to which

men can arrive, who do not betray a want of com-

mon sense in reasoninijon other to()ics. One tells

us (I confine myself chiefly to Freni'h authoriiies,

eniTatred as I am at present in researches in that

kiniidom,) that the price is in exact proportion to

the quantity of corn, and to the quantity of money
at the same time in the kint^doni

;
* and that when

wheat sells at 36 liv. the septier, it is a proof there

is not half enough to last till harvest, t He pro-

poses to ha^-e mairazmes in every market, and to

prohibit, under severe penalties, a hi^:her price

than 24 liv. This would be the infdlible method

to have it very soon at 50, and perhaps at 100 liv.

That the price of corn does not depend on the

quantity of money, is proved by the sudden rise

proceedinfT from alarms, o( which this author

miaht have known an instance in the year he

printed; fijr Mons. Necker's memoir to the Na-
tional Assembly was no sooner dispersed, than

the price rose in one week 30 per cent.
;
yet the

iQuantity in the kingdom, both of^ money and corn,

remained just as before that memoir was publish-

ed. Bat it has already been sufEcienlly proved,

that a very small deficiency of the crop will make
an enormous difference in the price. I may add,

that the mere apprehension of a deficiency,

whether ill or well founded, will have the same
effect. From this circumstance, I draw a conclu-

sion of no triflintj import to all Governments
; and

that is, never to express publicly any apprehen-

sion of a want of corn ; and the only method by

which governments can express their I'enrs:, is by

proclamations anainst export
;
prohibitions; ordnn-

nances of regulation of sale ; arrets:, or laws against

monopolizers; or vain and frivolous boasts, like

those of Mons. Necker, of making great imports

from abroad. All these measures have the same
tendency; they confirm amongst the people the ap-

prehension of want ; for when it is found, amongst

the lowest orders, that government is alarmed as

well as they themselves, their own fears augment;

they rise in a rage against monopolizers, or spec-

ulators, as they ought rather to be called, and then

every step they take has the never-failing effect of

increasing the evd ; the price rises still higher, as

it must do inevitably, when such furious obstruc-

tions are thrown on the interior trade in corn, as

to make it a matter of great and serious danger to

have any thing to do with it. In such a situation

of madness and folly in the people, the plenty of

one district cannot supply the want of another,

without Buch a monstrous premium, as shall not

only pay the expence of transport, but insure the

corn, when lodged in granaries, against the blind

and violent suspicions of the people. To raise this

spirit, nothing more is necessary than for govern-

ment to issue any decree whatever that discovers

an alarm ; the people are immediately apprehen-

Bive of famine ; and this can never take place with-

* Consid. sur la Cherte des Grains, par M. Vaudrey.

1789. 8vo. p. 5.

t lb. p. 7, 8, 19.

out creating it in a great measure. It is therefore

the duty of a wise and enliifhtened government, if

at any time they should fear a short provision of
corn, to take the most private and cautious mea-
sures possible, either to prevent export, or lo en-

courage import, and to avoid making any public

decree or declaration. The history of corn, m
France, during the year 1789, was a most extra-

ordinary proof of the justness of these principles.

Wherever I passed, and it was through many pro-

vinces, I made inquiries into the causcsof the scar-

city; and was every where assured, that the dear-

ness was the most, extraordinary circumstance in

the world; for, though tlie crop had not been great,

yet it was about an average one ; and conse(juent-

ly, that the deficiency must certainly have been
occasioned by exportation. 1 demanded, il they
were sure that an exportation had taken place ?

—

They replied, no; but that it minht have been
done privately; tiiis answer sufh'ciently showed,
that these exports were purely ideal. The dear-

riess, however, prevailed to such a degree, in i\lay

and June particularly (not without being fomented
by men who sought to blow the discontents of the

f)eople into absolute outrage.) that Mons. Necker
thought it right not only to order immersse cargoes
of wheat, and every other sort of corn, to be bought
all overEurope, but likewise, in June, lo announce
to the public, with great parade, the stcjis that he
had taken, in a paper called Memoire instnidif,

in which he stated, that he had bought, and or-

dered to be bought, 1.404,403 gw r/?/at/x of ditii^rent

sons of grain, of which more than 800,000 were
arrived. 1 was a personal witness, in many mar-
kets, of the effect ot" this publication; instead of
sinking the price, it raised it directly, and enor-

mously-. Upon one market-day, at Nangis. fi-om

38 liv. to 43 liv. the septier of 240 lb ; and u[;on the

Ibllowing one to 49 liv. which was July 1st ; and
on the next day, at Columiers, it was taxed by the

police at 4 liv. 5s. and 4 liv. 6s. the 25 lb. ; but as

the farmers would not bring it to market at that

price, they sold it at their farms at 5.^ liv. and even
6 liv. or 57 liv. the septier. At Nangis it advanc-
ed, in 14 daj's, 11 liv. a septier; and at Columiers a
great deal more. Now, it is to be observed, that

these markets are in the vicinity of the capital, for

which Mons. Necker's great loreign provision waa
chiefly designed; and consequently, if his measures
would have any where a good efiect, it might have
been expected here; but since the contrary hap-
pened, and the price, in two markets, was raised

25 per cent, we may reasonably conclude, that it

did good no where; yet, as appeared to the Comptes
Hevdus, this fine measure cost 40 millions of livrea.

But to what was this apparent scarcity imputable?
Absolutely to Mons. Necker's having said, in his

memoir, " a mon arivec dans le ministere je me
hdtai de prendre des informations sur le produit
de la recolte et sur les besoins des pays Stran-

gers.''''* [Upon entering the ministry, I hastened

* He has introduced a tissue of the same stuff in his

Memoir svr L'Adminialraiion de Mons. Necker par lui

meme, p. .307, where he says, with the true ignorance
of the prohibitory system, " Mon systeme sur I'expor-

tation des grains est infiniment simple, ainsi que j'ai eu
souvent roccasion, de le developper ; il se borne a n'en
avoir aucun d'iminuable, mais a defendre ou perraette

cette exportation selon le temps and selon les circon-

stances." When a man starts upon a rotten founda-
tion, he is sure to flounder in this manner; the simpli-
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to procure information of the amount of the crops,

and of the demand of foreifrn countries.] It was
from tiiese unseasonable inquiries, in September
1788, tiiat all tlie mischief was derived. They
pervaded the whole kiiiiidoni, and spread an uni-

versal alarm ; \he price in consequence arose ; and
when once it arises in France, mischief immedi-
ately follows, because the populace render the in-

ternal trade insecure and dangerous. The busi-

ness of the minisier was done in a moment ; his

consummate vanity, which, li-om having been con-

fined to his character as an author, now became
the scourge of the kingdom, prohibited the export

for no other reason, than because the archbishop

of Sens had the year before allowed it, in contra-

city of a system to be new-moulded every moment,
"selon le temps and selon les circonstances!" And
who is to judge of these seasons and circumstances?

A minister? A g;overnment? These, it seems, are to

promul2;ate laws, in consequence of their having made
inquiries into the state of crops and stocks on Hand.

What presumption; what an excess of vanity must it

be, which impels a man to suppose, that the truth is

within the verge of such inquiries ; or, that he is one
line, one point nearer to it, after he has made them
than before he began. Go to the Intendant in France,

or to the Lord Lieiitenant in England, and suppose him
to receive a letter from government dilecting such in-

quiries;—pursue the intelligence,—follow him to his

table for conversation on crops,—or in his rides among
the farmers (;in idea that may obtain in England, but

never was such a ride taken by an Intendant in France)
in order to make inquiries; mark the desultory, bro-

ken, and falss specimens of the intelligence he receives,

and then recur to the simpUaty of the system that is to

be founded on such inquiries. Mons. Necker writes

as i! we are ignorant of the sources of his information.

He oujht to have known, that ministers can never prd-

cnre it ; and that they cannot be so good an authority

for a whole kingdom, as a country gentleman, skilled

in agriculture, is for his own parish
;
yet what gentle-

man would presume to pronounce upon a crop to the

360lh part of its amourrt, or even to the 20th ? But it

must be observed, that all Mons. Necker's simple ope-

rations, which caused an unlimited import, at an un-
limited expense, atfected not the 200th part of aj'ear's

consumption by the people, whose welfare he took

upon him to superintend. It this plain fact—the un-

doubted ignorance of every man what the crop is, or

has been, in such fractions as one-twentieth, one-thir-

tieth, one-fortieth, and much more one-two-hundredth,

be well considered, it will surely follow, that an abso-

lute and unbounded liberty in the corn trade is infinite-

ly more likely to have effect, than such paltry, deceit-

ful, and false inquiries as this minister, with his system
of complex simplicity, was forced, according to his own
account, to rely upon. Let the reader pursue the pas-

.sage, p. 369, the prhoyance of government

—

applica-

tion—hater le mouvement du commerce—attrail prochain
—calculs. A pretty support for a great nation ! Their
subsistence is to depend on the combination of a vision-

ary declaimer, rather than on the industry and energy of

their own exertions. Mons. Necker's performance de-

serves an attentive perusal, especially when he paints

so pathetically the anxieties he suffered on account of

the want of corn. I wish that those who read it would
only carry in their minds this undoubted fact, that the

scarcity which occasioned these inquietudes w"as abso-

lutely and solely of his own creatin'^ ; and that if he had
• not been minister in France, and that government had
taken no step whatever in this affair, th^re would not

have been such a word as scarcity heard in the king-

dom. He converted, by his management, an ordinarily

short crop into a scarcity ; and he made that scarcity a

famine ; to remedy which, he assumes so much merit,

as to nauseate a common reader.

diction to that mass of errors and prejudices which
Mons. Necker's book upon the corn trade had dis-

seminated. It is curious to see him, in hi? Ifemoire
instriictif, asserting, that France, in 1787, etnit

livree uu commerce des grains dans tout le rmjaume,
acec plus d^artlvite, que jamais et Von avoii en-
voye dans Petranger une quantite considerable de

grains. [The corn trade was more active than
ever, and that there had been exported a consid-
erable quantity of grain.] Now, to see the in-

vidious manner in which this is put, let us turn
to the register of the Bureau General de la balance

du Commerce, where we shall find the Ibllowing
statement of the corn-trade lor 1787:

Imports.

Wheat, 8,116.000 liv.

Rice, 2,040,000
Barley, 375,000
Legumes, 945,000

J^xpnrts.

Corn, 3.165,600 liv.

Wheat, 6,5.59,900

Legumes, 949,200

10,674,700
11,476,000

This account shows pretty clearly how well found-
ed the minisier was, when he attempted to throw
on the wise measures of his predecessor the mis-
chiefs which arose from his own pernicious pre-
judices alone ; and how the liberty of conmierce,
which had taken place most advantageously in

consequesice of the Iree trade in 1787, had been
more an import trade than an export one ; and, of
course, it shows, that when he advised his sove-
reign to prohibit that trade, he acted directly con-
trary even to his own principles ; and he did this at

the hazard of raising a general alarm in the king-
dom, which is always of worse consequence than
any possible export. His whole coniluct, there-

fore, was one continued series of such errors, as

can, in a sensible man, be attributed only to the

predominant vanity that instigated him to hazard
the welfare of a great nation to defend a treatise of
his own composition. But as this minister thought
proper to change the system of a natural export and
iujport, and to spread, by his measures, an alarm
amongst the people, that seemed to confirm their

own apprehensions, let us next examine what he
did to cure the evils he had thus created. He im-
ported, at the enormous expence of 45,543,697 liv.

(about 2,000,000 sterling) the quantity of 1,404,463
quintals ofcorn of all sorts, which, at 240 lb. make
585,192 septiers, sufficient to feed no more than
195,064 people a year. At three septiers per head,

for the population of 26 millions of mouths, this

.supply, thus egregiously boasted of, would not, by
55,908 septiers, feed France even for three days

;

for her daily consumption is 213,700 septiers : nor
have I the least doubt of more persons dying of

famine, in consequence of his measures, than all

the corn he procured would feed for a year.* So
absolutely contemptible is all importation as a re-

medy for famine! and so utterly ridiculous is the

idea of preventing your own people fl'om being
starved, by allowing an import, which, in its

jrreatest and most forced quantities, bears so tri-

fling a proportion to the consumption of a whole
[icople, even when bribed, rather than bought,

li-om every country in Europe! But a conclusion

* At a moment when here was a great stagnation in

every sort of employment, a high price of bread, in-

stead of a moderate one, must have destroyed many ;

there was no doubt of great numbers dying lor want in

every part of the kingdom.
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of much greater importance is to be deduced from

these curious facts, m the most explicit confirma-

tion ot" the precedinfT principles, that all great va-

riations in the price of corn are enirendored by ap-

prehension, and do not depend on the quanlity in

the markets. The report of Aions. Necker's mea-
sures, we have liiund, did not sink, but raised the

price: providinij France witli less '.ban three days'

bread, when blazed l()rth with all the apparatus of

jjoverimient, actually ro/serf the price in the mar-
kets, where I was a witness, 25 per cent. Of what
possible consequence was three days' provision

added to the national stock, when compared with

the misery and iiimine implied—and which actu-

alh^ took phice in consequence of pushinfj the price

up so enormously, by Mons. Necker's measures?
Would it not have been infinitely wiser never to

have stopped the trade, which \ have proved to

have been a trade of import?—Never to have ex-

pressed any solicitude?—Never to have taken any
public steps, but to have let the demand and sup-

ply quietly meet, without noise and without pa-

rade? The consequence would have been, sav-

ing 45 millions of public money, and the lives of

some hundred thousands, starved by the high price

that was created, even without a scarcity ; for I am
firmly persuaded, that if no public step whatever
had been taken, and the archbishop of Sens' edict

never repealed, the price of wheat in no part of
France would have seen, in 17S9, so hiixh a rate

as 30 liv. instead of rising to 50 and 57 liv. If

there is any truth in these principles, what are we
to think of the first niinisfer hunting after a little

popularity, and boasting, in his Memoire, that the

king allowed only bread of wheat and rye mixed
to be served at his own table? What were the

conclusions to be looked for in the people, but that,

if such were the extremities to which France was
reduced, all were in danger of death for want ol"

bread. The consequence is palpable ;—a blind

rage against monopolizers, hanging bakers, seiz-

ing barges, and sptting fire to magazines; and
the inevitable effect of a sudden and enormous
rise in the price, wherever such measures are pre-

cipitated by the populace, who never are truly ac-

tive but in their own destruction. It was the same
spirit that dictated the following passage, in the

Memoirs instruct ife
—"Zes accaparements sont la

premiere cause a la quelle la multitude attribue la

cherie des grains, et en effet on a souvent eu lieu

de se plaindre de la cupidite des speculateurs.''^ I

cannot read these lines, which are as untrue in

fact as erroneous in argument, without indigna-

tion. The multitude never have to complain of

speculators; they are always greatly indebted to

them. There is no such thing as monopolizing
corn but to the benefit of the people* And all the

* I am much inclined to believe, that no sort of mo-
nopoly ever was, or ever can be injurious, without the

assistance of government; and that government never

tends in the least to favor a monopoly without doing

infinite mischief. We have heard in England of at-

tempts to monopolize hemp, alum, cotton, and many
other articles; ill-conceived speculations, that always
ended in the ruin of schemers, and eventually did o'ood,

as I could show, if this were the proper place. But to

monopolize any article of common and daily supply and
consumption, to a mischievous degree, is absolutely im-

possible : to bu}' large quantities, at the chfapest sea-

son of the year, in order to hoard and bring them out at

the very dearest moment, is the idea of a monopolizer or

evils of the year 1789 would have been prevent-

ed, if monopolizers, by raising the price in the
preceding autunm, and by lessening the consump-
tion, had divided the supply more equally through
the year. In a country like France, sub-<livided

mischievously into little lijrms, the quantity of
corn in the markets in autumn is always beyond
the proportion reserved for PU[)plying the rest of
the year: of this evil, the best remedy is. enlarg-

ing the size of liirrns; but when this does not take
place, the dealings of monopolizers are the only re-

source. They buy when corn is cheap, in order
to hoard it UH it is dear ; this is their speculation,

and it is precisely the conduct that keeps the peo-
ple from starving; all imaginable encouragement
should be given to such merchants, whose busi-

ness answers every purpose of public granaries,

accapareur ; this is, of all other transactions, the most
beneficial towards an equal supply. The wheat which
such a man buys is cheap, or he would not buy it with
a view to profit. What does he then ? He takes from
the market a portion, when the supply is large; and he
brings that portion to the market when the supply is

small; and for doing this you hang him as an enemy.
Why? Because he has made a private profit, perhaps
a very great one, by coming in between the fanner and
the consumer. What should induce him to carry on his

business, except the desire of profit ? But the benefit of
the people is exactly in proportion to the greatness of
that profit, since it arises directly from the low price of
corn at one season, and the dearness of it at another.

Most clearly any trade which tends to level this ine-

quality is advantageous in proportion as it elf'ccts it.

By buying great quantities when cheap, the price is

raised, and the consumplion forced to be more sparing

:

this circumstance can alone save the people from fam-
ine ; if, when the crop is scanty, the people consume
plentifully in autumn, they must inevitably starve in

summer; and they certainly will consume plentifully

if corn is cheap. Government cannot step in and say,

you shall now eat half a pound of bread only, that you
may not by-and-by be put to half an ounce. Govern-
ment cannot do tliis without erecting [public] grana-
ries, which we know, by the experience of all Europe,
is a most pernicious system, and done at an expense
which, if laid out in premiums encouraging cultiva-

tion, would convert deserts into fruitful corn-fields.

But private monopolizers can and do effect it; for by
their purchases in cheap months they raise the price,

and exactly in that proportion lessen the consumption
;

this is the great object, for nothing else can make a
short crop hold out through the year; when once this

is effected, the people are safe ; they may pay very dear
afterwards, but the corn will be forth-coming, and they
will have it, though at a high price. But reverse the
medal, and suppose no monopolizers ; in such a case,

the cheapness in autumn continuing, the free consump-
tion would continue with it; and an undue portion be-

ing eaten in winter, the summer would come without
its supply: this was manifestly the history of 17S9; the

people enraged at the idea of monopolizers, not at their

real existence (for the nation was starving for want of
them,) hung the miserable dealers, on the idea of their

having done what they were utterly unable to do. Thus,
with such a system of small farms as empty the whole
crop into the markets in autumn, and make no reserve

for summer, there is no possible remedy, but many and
great monopolizers, who are beneficial to the public

exactly in proportion to their profits. But in a country
like England, divided into large farms, such corn deal-

ers are not equally wanted ; the farmers are rich enough
to wait for their returns, and keep a due reserve in stacks

to be thrashed in summer; the best of all methods of

keeping corn, and the only one m which it receives no
damage.
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xvithout any of the evils that at^ sure to flow from
Ihem. It may easily be conceived, that in a
country vvliere the people live al.nost entirely on
bread, and the blind proceedinirs of mobs are en-
couraffed by arrets of parliaments, seconded by
such blunders of (jovernment as [ have described,
and unaided by the beneficial existence of real mo-
nopolizers—it may easily be conceived, I say, that
the supi)ly must be irregular, and in many instan-
ces insufReicnt

: it must be insulHcient, exactly in
proportion to the violence oC the populace ; and a
very high price will be the unavoidable conse-
quence, whatever may be the fpiantity in the
Ivinirdom. In .Tune and July 1789, the markets
were not opened before troops arrived to protect
the farmers from having their corn seized; and the
magistrates, to avoid insurrections amonir the peo-
ple, set the assize too low upon corn, bread, and
butcher's meat ; that is they fixed the prices at
which they were to be sold, which is a most per-
nicious regulation. The farmers, in consequence,
refrained llom going to market, in order to sell
their wheat at home at the best price they could
get, which was of course much higher than the
assize of the markets. How welf these princi-
ples, which such ample experience proves to be
just, are understood in France, mav be collected
from the cahiers, * many of which demand mea-
sures which, if really pursued, would spread ab-
solute famine through everv province in the king-
dom. It is demanded at one"pIace, '-'that as France
is exposed to the rigors of famine, every fiirmer
should be obliged to register his cropof every kind,
gerbs, bottes, muids, &c. ; and also every month the
quantity sold." Another requites, " the export be
severely prohibited, as well as the circulation from
province to province; and that importation be al-
ways allowed.'' A third, " that the severest laws
be passed against monopolizers; a circumstance,
which at present desolates the kingdom." A s3-s-
tem of prohibition of export is demanded by no less
than twelve cahiers. And fifteen demand the erec-
tion of public magazines, f Of all solecisms, none
ever equalled Paris demanding that the transport
of corn from province to province should be pro-
hibited. Such a request is reallv edifying, by of-
fering to the attention of the philosophical obser-
ver, mankind under a new feature, worthy of the
knowledge and intelligence that ought to reign in
the capita; of a great "empire ; and Mons. Necker
was exactly suited to be minister in the corn de-
partment of such a city !

The conclusions to "be dravvn from the whole

* Instructions to the deputies to the National Assem-
bly.—Ed.

1 1 have lately seen (January, 1792,) in a public print,
the mention of a proposal of one of the ministers to erect
public magazines ; there wants nothins; else to completn
the system of absurdity in relation to corn which has in-
fested that fine liingdom. Magazines can do nothing
more than private accapareiirs; they can only buy when
corn is cheap, and sell when it is dear; but they do
this, at such a vast expence, and with so Tittle econ-
omy, that if they do nut take an equal advantage and
profit with private speculators, they must demand an
enormous tax to enable them to carry on their busi-
ness

;
and if they do take such profit, the people are

never tlie better for them. Mr. Svmonds, in his paper
on the public magazines of Italy," has proved them to
be every where nuisances. See Jnnals of Jsricvlture,
vol. xiii, p. 299, &c. j t^ ,

business, are evident enough. There is but one
poliCT«Tvhich can secure a suppiv with entire safety
to a kingdom so populous and" so ill cultivated as
b ranee, with so large a portion of its territory un-
der wood and vines; the policy I mean is an en-
tire and absolute liberty of export and import at
ad times, and at all prices, to be persisted in with
the same unremitted firmness that has not only
rescued Tuscany from the jaws of periodical fiim-
ines, but has given her eighteen years of plenty,
without the intervention of a moment's want. A
great and important experiment! and if it has an-
swered in such a mountainous, and, on compari-
son with France, a barren territory, thoun-h full of
people, assuredly it would fulfil every hope, in so
noble and li?rtile a kingdom as France. But to se-
cure a regular and certain supply, it is necessary
that the farmer be equally secure of a steady and
o'ood price. The average price in France vibrates
betvveen IS and 22 liv. a septier of 240 lb. I made
inquiries through many provinces in 1789, into the
common price, ns well as that of the moment, and
found (reducing their measures to the septier of
240 lb. ;) that the mean price in Champao-ue is 18
hv.

;
in Loraine 17.^ ; in Alsace 22 liv.

; in'Franche
Coinpte 20 hv.

; ni HourgoiTne 18 iiv. ; at Avi.Tuon,
&c 24; at Paris, I believe,^ it mav be calculated at
19 hv. Perhaps the price, throuir'h the whole kino-.
dom, would be fbund to be about 20 liv. Novv,
without entering into any analysis of the subject,'
o^r forming any comparison with other countries,
France ought to know, at least she has dearly
learned from experience, that this is not a price
sufficient to give such encourugcment to the far-
mers as to secure her a certainty of supply : no
nation can have enough ivithout a surplus : and
no surplus will ever be raiseil, where there is not
a h-ee [export] corn trade. The object, therefore,
of an absolutely free export, is to secure the home
supply. The mere profit of selling corn is no ob-
ject—it is less than none; for the right use thereof
IS to fi'ed your own people. But they cannot be
led, if the farmers have not encouragement to im-
prove their agriculture; and this encouragement
must certainly be of a good price. Experience
has proved sufficiently, that 20 liv. will not do.
An absolute fi-eedom of interior circulaiion is so
obviously necessary, that to name it is sufficient.

A great and decided encouragement to mono-
polizers is as necessary to the regular supply, as
that seed should be sown to procure a crop ; but
reaping, in order to load the markets in winter,
and to starve the people in summer, can be remedi-
ed by no other person but an accopareur. * While
such men are therefore objects of public hatred

;

while even laws are in force against them, (the
most preposterous that can disgrace a people,
since they are made by the mouth, against the
hand for lifting food to 'it,) no regular supply can
be looked for. We may expect to see fimiine pe-
riodical, in a kingdom governed by the principles
which must take place, where the populace rule
not by enlightened representatives, but by the vi-
olence of their ignorant and unmanageable wills.

Paris governs the National Assembly; and the

* The word speculator, in various passages of this
chapter, would be as proper as monopolizer, they mean
the same thing as accapareur—a man who buys corn
with a view to selling it at a higher price ; whatever
term is used, the thing meant is every where under-
stood.

mm
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mass ol' the people, in great cities, are all alike,

absolutely ifjiioraiit liow they are led ; and wheth-
er the hreaii liiey eat be gathered like acorns from

a tree, or rained from the clouds, they are well con-

vinced, that God Almighty sends the bread, and
that they have the best possible rignt to eat it.

The courts of London aklernien and common
council-men have, m every period, reasoned just

like the populace of Paris. The present system
of France, relalive to agriculture, is curious

—

To encourage investments in land

—

tax it three

hundred millions. To enable the land to pay it

—

prohibit the export of corn. That cultivation may
be rich and spirited

—

enco)irage small farms. Tiiat

cattle may be plentiful—/o^-ft/c/ the enclosure ofcom-
mons. And that the supply of the markets may be

equal in summer as in winter

—

hang all monopoli-

zers. Such may be called the agricultural code of

the new government of France. But there is rea-

sonable ground to imagine, as well as to hope, that

such a system will not be persevered in.

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE BOARD OF DIREC-
TORS OF THE PETERSBURG RAIL ROAD
COMPANY.

In obedience to that wise provision of our char-

ter, which re(]uires the president and directors to

render distinct accounts of their disbursements and
proceedings to the stockholders, at their annual

meeting, we now beg leave to submit to your
scrutiny, lull and detailed statements of all the

matters entrusted to our care, connected with the

operations of this company, during the past year;

and trust, afier you have given them an examina-
tion, they will be approved and sanctioned.

The board have pleasure in stating, that the

condition of the company is as prosperous as at

any former period ; and although they have not

been entirely exempt from calamity, they never-

theless believe your affairs generally will sustain

a proud comparison with those of similar works
in this or any other countr}^ So far as the con-

trol of the board extended, they perceive nothing,

on a review of the past, which they could advan-
tageously have changed.
The board deplore the loss, caused by the fire

in November last. Its origin has not been ascer-

tained—but whether it resulted from carelessness

or crime, it ought not to have occurred, and would
have been averted, but for the unpardonable ne-

glect ot" a faithless watchman. Tlie board have
been always careful in selecting their watchmen,
and the person in charge of the premises on the

night of the calamity, was believed to be as trust-

w;rlhy as any who could be procured for such
service. Experience teaches us that there is great

difficulty in obtaining the services of men who can
be entirely relied upon, and who are willing to sub-

mit to the hardships and exposure attendant upon
the honest discharge of tliis duty.

The actual loss sustained by the company in

consequence of the fire is, as near as we can esti-

mate it, about S 10,000. The buildinss were in-

sured for s? 1560, which amount has been recov-

ered. We have had, and still continue to have,

some additional expense to incur, for the want ot

our shops, being frequently obliged to send work
else\vhere to be repaired ; and having been com-
pelled to erect temporary structures for our purpo-

ses, the amount of our disbursements on this ac-

count will necessarily be increased.*

The board have the saiisliiction to state, that

notwithstandinsr the trouble entailed upon them
by this calamity, and the great inconveniences

the company have been subject to, at the time

and since, in consequence of it, their regular busi-

ness, and transportation and tn»vel, have been re-

trularly met, without any interruption. No trip has-

been lost, no delay permitted, and the regularity

with which the great and express mails have been
carried, have even elicited from the head of the

post othce department, an approving compliment.

Contracts have been entered into for rebuilding

the shops and engine house, and in the course

of the present season all will be replaced, on an
enlarged, secure, and approved plan, with addi-

tional machinery and fixtures, so that when com-
pleted, we shall have the povver to do all of our

own repairs and work, a large portion of which,
we have hitherto sent abroad, to be executed at

great additional cost. These buildings and ma-
chinery are estimated to cost 8 15,000. It would
be desirable to erect the warehouse at the corner

* The fire was discovered about 1 o'clock, in the night

(November 28th,) when too much advanced for its pro-

gress to be stopped, or for any tiling to be removed from

the buildings on fire. All the work shops, machinery, and^

tools, were consumed, and also, a qnantity of materials

for repairs. The fire was burning until after the time

for the starting of the regular mail train, at 9 A. M.,

but which was not thereby delayed a minute. There

were six locomotive engines then in the depot, of which

five were in the engine house, and were exposed to all

the fury of the fire. Before they could be examined,

and judging from the violent heat to which they had

been exposed, it was supposed that the engines would

be totally worthless, and past repair. But though, of

course, greatly injured, and much of the metal either

melted, or mis-shapen by bending, when in its softened

state, the damages to most ol them were so soon re-

paired that not a single trip was lost in consequence of

this sudden and great loss, and there was no dctentioa

or delay thereby caused, either to the mails, passen-

gers, or commodities to be transported. Of the two

engines which only were not burnt, one belonged to

this company, and the other had been sent fromXiver-

pool to this place by mistake, it having been designed

for the Winchester rail way—and it was taken away

in the course of the week succeeding the fire, then

leaving for use one engine only, besides those which

had been burnt, but of which one had already been re-

paired, and put again on the road. The single engine

belonging to the Petersburg Rail Road Company which

was not burnt, escaped by being then at the other end

of the road, 60 miles distant. This engine brought

in the train the evening of the day of the fire. These

facts furnish strong evidence of the capacity and ener-

gy of the officers of the company—of the good manage-

ment, which is the most important item in the afiairs of

rail road companies, thongh it is never counted as any

thing in the estimates of engineers or of others who
plan such works, and calculate their returns.—Er.

Far. Reg.
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of Washington and Walnut streets during the

present season, and ahhough it is ahnosl abso-
lutely necessary ior our present and increasing

business, the board have not yet decided upon the

propriety ol" contracting for it under existing cir-

cumstances. It' not completed this season, it must
only be delerred until the next. The cost of this

warehouse will be about ^ 7000.

Under the authority of the resolution adopted at

your last general meeting, the board have made
arrangements with the board of the Greensville

and Roanoke Kail Road Co., to do the transporta-

tion on their road, and are prepared to discharge
their obligation the moment that road is finished;

no permanent contract, however, has been entered
into, as some difference of opinion existed as to

the value of the labor and the amount of capital

which would be requisite, and consequently the

proportion of the receipts each company vvould be

justly entitled to. It was deemed salest, therefore,

to waive completing these arrangements, until it

\va3 ascertained, by fair experiment, what should
be the just distribution of the receipts between
these separate companies, and no dilTiculty is ap-

])rehended in adjustiiiij the proper proportion in

such a «nanner, as will satisfy and prove mutual-
ly adv'anlageous to the stockholders of each com-
pany.
With the Raleigh and Gaston Rail Road Co.,

the basis of an arrangement for this company do-
ing their transportation, has been agreed upon. A
bill giving us the power to make this contract, is

now belbre the legislature, and no doubt is enter-

tained of its passage, and all that remains to en-
able the board to enter at once into the proposed
contract, is ^our sanction and authority. That
you may understand the arrangement, the board
have simply to state, that this company have
agreed to furnish all the locomotives, cars, and
coaches, &c. that maybe required, and provide all

proper train and depot agents alonij: the line, for

one half of the gross receipts arising li-om the

transportation of produce and the mails, and for

one third of the travel—the Raleigh and Gaston
company, binding themselves to keep their

road, depots, &c., in good order, at their own ex-
pense, and of course, furnishing the requisite labor

and superintendence for this purpose. This ar-

rangement is believed by the board to be highly
advantageous to the respective companies ; to this

company, because it will require comparatively but
a moderate addition to the power required for the

transportation on our own road, to meet the busi-

ness on theirs, and by concentrating in our own
shops, all the repairs, for the whole line of road,

give us the means and facilities to have them at-

tended to in a more efiectual, prompt and econom-
ical manner : and the Raleigh and Gaston Co. will

therefore be saved the heavy expenditure for shops,
machinery, locomotives, cars, and workmen, and
greatly economize their labor and superintendence,
besides having at command the requisite power
and means to render their road, or any part of it,

immediately available and profitable. Situated as

we are, in the vicinity of the coal region, and of the
large and long established foundries and furnish-

ing shops of Richmond, and those now erecting

in this place, we have fiicilities which they cannot
possess for a long time to come ; and identified in

interest as these two companies are, the board are
disposed to promote the welfare of their ofi'spring,

to the extent of their ability— the more especially
in the present proposed arrangement, as it will in

their opinion, greatly enhance the profits of our
own stockholders. The board, therefore, recom-
mend the adoption of a resolution, sanctioning the
arrangement which they have made, and giving
the necessary authority to carry it into effect.

You are already informed of the charier of the
Raleigh and Columbia Rail Road Co., gnwted by
the last legislature of the state of North Carolina.
This road continues the Raleigh and Gaston road
to the South Carolina line, and a sufficient sum, we
understand has been already subscribed to secure
the charter. This being another link in the great
chain of communication between the north and the
south, deserves the support of the stockholders of
al! the companies on its line of connection, and so
important must it be deemed by them, that no
doubt exists on the minds of your board, that it

will receive the patronage it deserves, and be ur-

ged forward with becominu- energy and zeal. The
citizens of Cheravv are now causiiio; a survey to be
made, for a road from the vicinity of the Waca-
maw, which carries them within six hours sail of
Charleston ; and another survey is making from
the Yadkin to Fayetteville. Should these im-
provements ever be made, it is nnore than proba-
ble that the southern terminus of the Raleigh and
Columbia road will connect with the former, and
will intersect the latter forty miles west of Fay-
etteville; thus securing to our line, all these auxil-

iaries, without deviating from the original purpose
of a great continuous north and south mail line.

Nor should we omit to announce to you that the
Danville ami Junction Rail Road Co., has been
organized with good prospect of success, and al-

ihouizh mentioned here among the last of the con-
necting roads, it is b)' no means reckoned by us the

least in its importance. We should earnestly desire

its success, and feel deeply solicitous that every ef-

fort should be made to strengthen and sustain it.

At your last meeting, a resolution was adopted,

authorizing the board of directors to borrow any
sum not exceeding ."§60,000, to improve our own
means of transportation, and to meet the demands
of the trade and travel on the Greensville and Ro-
anoke road. In consequence of the state of the

money market during the past year, the board

were convinced of the inutility of any application

to borrow money at a fair rate of interest, and con-

sequently Hiade no effort to procure it.

The delays which have occurred in the execu-
tion of the orders transmitted to England fpr ma-
chinery, rendered a loan less necessary, our own
resources proving, until recently, sufficient to meet
all the immediate wants of the company. The
board being advised within the past few months
of their orders being nearly complete, and havinir

received, recently, two locomotives, and wheels and
axles for twenty cars, determined, if possible, to

make the loan authorized by you ; but up to this

time, they have been unsuccessful in their appli-

cations, althoii£rh they have asked wherever a
hope could be indulged of the probability of suc-

cess. The board, it is true, have been fiivored

with some temporary loans, as the accounts be-

lbre you exhibit ; but all these are expected to be

returned in a short time and were granted on this

express condition.

The stockholders will perceive, that with' our

amount of capital, always too limited, but wisely
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not extended, the impossibility of meetiri;^ our own
expense?, l^aying larije dividends semi-annually,
and at the same time I'rom our own income niak-
iiiiT the requisite investmenls to carry on the great
trunsj)ortaiion of roads eounected with us, double
our own in extent. This cannot be expected, and
at the same time the beneht resulting to the siock-

holdcrs in this company undertaking this trans-

portation, notwithstanding this impediment, is too

ajiparcnt to need argument to prove it.

The board would therefore reconnnend a per-

manent loan ot' >3 100,000, which would be sulfi-

cient for all the wants of" the company, and would
advise that the elFort to procure it should be re-

newed—but it" the attemjjt [irove again urisu(;cess-

lul, they see no alternative but to withhold the di-

vidends lor the present.

Should a loan be made, the future income of the

company will be ample to. pay oil' the debt in a
short time, meet all demands, and give to the

stockholders full and fair dividends, besides re-

turning to them as a bonus, in the shape of stock,

the fund already invested in capital, amounting
now to :§ 47,167 14 and udiich has hitherto been
abstracted from their profits. But should the loan

not be maila, and the payment of the dividends be

deferred, the board entertain the opinion, that so

soon as their engagements with these new com-
panies are fully entered into, the maximum rate of

dividend (15 percent.) will at once be attained.

Contracts have been made with the post office

department for the trans|)ortation of both the great
and the express mails, by one and tiie same train,

at ,S 300 per mile. At the time this contract was
entered into, the department did not feel itself au-
thorized, in consequence of its existing contract

with the stage and steamboat owners between
Washington and Richmond, to allow the Rich-
mond and l^^redericksburg Rail Road Co. more
than § 150 per mile, for their iransportation of tiie

great mail ; and as it was very important for this

company that the travel and the mails should
come on at one and the same lime, and tiic de-
partuient consenting to arrange the schedule of
the great and express mails so that both should
be carried by this company in one and the same
train, the board deemed it judicious, in order to

attain this object, to agree to allow, out of this con-
tract, -S 50 per mile to the Richmond and Freder-
icksburg Rail Road Co., they being unwilling to

accept less than .^ 200 per mile, and the depart-
ment declining to give the one company the con-
tract, without the other. The board hope this

matter will be hereafter remedied ; but in the
mean time, believe the sacrifice they have been
called upon to make, satisfiictory and proper, un-
der all the circumstances.

The various accounts before you, exhibit, in ev-
ery aspect, the affairs of the company, and show
their situation so lully and clearly, as to need no
explanation.

The e.N;penses of the company the past year,
have been sg 45,330 70, the total receipts S 108,-

1

342 19—exceeding the receipts of" the preceeding
|

year, *S 4031 70, notwithstanding the great dimi-
|

nution of the crops of tobacco and corn by frost.
\

and f"reshets unprecedented for their devastations
j

on the Roanoke, and the entire destruction ofi

the wheat crop, throughout the country tributary 1

to our road, as elsewhere in Virginia. The in-

crease from travel is more than 14 per cent, an in-
j

Vol. IV—9«?

crease greater than could iiave been anticipated,

in consequence of the numerous dilHcullies hith-

erto prevailing both north and south of us. These,
are now being removed, ami we ti>el warranted in

saying that our income li'om this source presently

will be vastly augmented, its increase being daily

perce[)tible.

The estinmte ofourexpenses for the current year,

amounting to 8^)0,931 16 is submitted to you.
In common with all the world, we fiicl the pres-

sure of the times. The great advance in the price

of labor, tinjber and materials of all kinds, causes
this estimate to exceed that of the past year.

The repairs of tite road have been greater than
was anticifjated, although the general estimate is

scared)^ t'xceeded.

Accomijanying this report, is a statement of the
number of' feet ol"railinir and iron, andlhe number
of spikes and sills used on the road the past year.

You have likewise submitted to you the quantity

of |)rovisions consumed by the laboi'ers attached to

the company, for the year endinu- SOdi December,
and the quantify on hand at that date.

We have on hand eight locomotives, two of
which have just arrived from LiverpooL All, save
one, are in good condition. Two others, expected
from England in the course of the present year,

complete our orders. Our smallest locomotive
was disposed of by the board during the past year,

for ^ 6000, (rather more than cost,) its power be-

ing too limited for our heavy grades and transpor-

tation.

We Jiave 120 cars in daily use, 5 having been
destroyed by the fire, and have wheels and axles

for 55 more. When these and the 20 additional sets

which are expected, are fitted up and mounted, we
will then have a sufficient number for all l"uture bu-
siuf'ss.

With two additional engines, and six additional

coaches, we believe, ue shall be f"ully prepared to

do all the business of our own road, the Greens-
ville and Roanoke Rail Road, and the Raleigh and
Gaston Rail Road.
The board, in conclusion, beg leave to state, that

the officers, agents, and all others in the employ of
the company, with the exception mentioned, have
faithfully (lerfbrmed the several duties assigned to

each, during the past year. They have, in no m-
stance, permitted fatigue, discouragements or diffi-

culties, to relax, damp or retard their eflbrts, in the

promrition of your interest; but have unilbrmly dis-

played [)urposes inflexible, and nnmners concilia-

tory, in the proper discharge of every appointed

duty. Their alacrity, zeal, and fidelity well deserve
this tribute, and your especial notice.

By order of the board of directors,

CiiAULEs F. OsBORXE, President.

[In accordance with the recommendations of the
foregoing report, the following resolutions were
adopted unanimously by tlte stockholders.]

Resolved, That the President and Directors be,

and they are hereby authorized to make such ar-

rangements and contracts with the Board of Di-
rectors .of the Raleigh and Gaston Rail Road Co.,

as in their o[)inion are expedient and advantageous
to the general interests of this company.

Resolved, That the Presiilent and Directors be
requested to renew the application for the loan au-
thorized b}' the resolution adopted at the lust an-
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nual meeting, and in addition thereto, to borrow I oke Rail Road, and upon the Raleigh and Gastonany further sum or sums which in their opinion Rail Road
;
provided the sum or sums so borrow-may he requisiie to complete the arranojements for ed, shall not exceed the sum of one hundred thou-

the transportation upon the Greensville and Roan- ! sand dollars.

Transportation on the Petersburg Rail Road, for
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the right foot was placed which constituted the

centre of the hill, and then the cone was made ot"

as much of the other eartli as was requisite. JMy
object in thus managing my land was to have a

bed of good soil lor the roots of the plant to spread

in, which is, you see, thus easily accom})lished;

ibr the hill is cut off to at least half its height,

leaving the hill so reduced that the plant soon

strikes its roots to the soil prepared l!)r it by the

drawing lip nf the corners, and thus finds suste-

nance lar beyond that which the mixed sod could

possibly afford, as my crop completely proved. In

corroboration of this, I will mention another expe-

riment which we tried. It was in land quite poor

naturally, but which had been somewhat improved
by having the timber cut down on it for a year.

This piece, until the middle of July, was consi-

dered but a poor piece of tobacco—so much so in-

deed, that I had proceeded to top it to five and six-

leaves, but was surprised after that time to see the

result. It was of handsome size. To what could

this have been ascribed, but to the collection ol'

the soil which was made by having the surface

undisturbed in the first place by the plough, and
then its collection afterwards? An old neighbor

remarked to me, that in the whole course of his

experience he had never seen such an improve-

ment.
I come now to the second crop, which, though

not grown by me, was so much under my obser-

vation, that I can give its history as accurately as

if it had been my own. The soil on which it grew,

was just such as the one of which I first spoke,

(that is sandy and only common land)—with

this exception, that it had the advantage of hav-

ing the timber and brush and leaves upon it for a
year. This land had been twice coultered as mine
had been, and then its owner, notwithstanding

my entreaties, had it nicely ploughed with the

shovel plough, and then nicely harrowed over.

These several operations put such a handsome
face on it, that I must confess it often made me
less confident of the propriety of my course of

management than 1 had at first been; but I had
made a move that precluded retreat, and so tried

to feel reconciled; and it was a blessing to me ihu*:

I was so situated as the above results have shown,

and this last crop will show; ibr it was a complete

failure in looks and in result, ibr it was estimated

that in this piece there were two acres or more of

land troni which the proprietor did not expect six

hundred pounds of good tobacco, though a good
vailey ran through it.

AGRICOLA.

neighbor, richer and more cnliglitened than himself, is

able to present to him, by the new mode, rr suits more
advantageous than lie has abtained from liisown.

"Exarn])le is the oidy lesson profitable to a husband-
man. When one is placed before his eyes, and his

reason is convinced of its goodness, he is not slow to

follow it; and by no other way than this can improved
methods of agriculture be introduced and propaga-

ted."— Chuplal's ^gricul. Chem.—Introduc.

Mu. Editor:—There is sound philosophy in

every line of the preceding extracts; and hence, I

am neither disappointed nor dis|ileased at the dis-

trust with which my proposition to raise Indian

corn, without tillage, has been received.* It was
so entirely new—so directly at variance with all

the long-established opinions on the subject, that

it would have been almost a miracle if it had been
received otherwise than with distrust—nay, even
with ridicule.

I have persevered. Last summer I acted on the

same principles, varying the practice in nothing

except in the manner of planting. It seemed to

me that the great products of the northern states

might, by my practice, be realized here. I ac-

cordingly adopted the manner of planting by which
the JMessrs. Pratts, of Madison county, N. Y.,

are represented by Judge iJuel, to have raised one

hundred and twenty bushels to the acre, varying it,

only so as to suit the strength of my soil. I plant-

ed in triple drills, (the same ground as last year,)

(bur feet apart from centre to centre, leaving tiie

stalks nine inches apart in the drill. The whole
will be better understood l)y the following diagram:

IlfDIAX CORiV AND POTATOES MADE WITH-
OUT TILLAGE.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

"The progressive steps in agriculture are, and ought

to be, slow ; and it is contrary to the counsels of wis-

dom and prudence to wish to deviate from customs ren-

dered sacred by time, until the new modes to be adopt-

ed shall have received the sanction of successful expe-

riment.

"The reproach which is every day made to the hus-

bandman of his indifference towards new modes of cul-

ture, appear to me not to be well founded. He wishes

first, to see and compare them with the methods to

which he has been accustomed. He has neither the

knowledge nor the means of forming, beforehand, a

i'ust estimate of the advantages which they offer to

dm. He perseveres, then, in his old course till some

J

The single drills, a, b, c, and d, e, f, are nine

inches apart, and the stalks, represented by dots,

are nine inches apart. From the centre drill b to

the centre drill e, is four feet. I planted two grains

in a place, afterward removing the interior stalk,

so as to have only one. When the corn was about

twelve inches high, I spread a small quantity of

stable yard manure, on the surlace of the ground,

among the stalks, and then covered the whole sur-

face witii leaves four or five inches thick, as des-

cribed in my former communication. The whole
was left undisturbed until the corn was ripe.

When gathered and caretlilly measured, it turned

out to be a product at the rate ol seventy bushels

to the acre. Last year it v/as forty-two.

I have succeeded in raising and keeping through

the winter, as fine Irish potatoes as I ever saw in

the northern states. And I have come to the con-

clusion, that no man in the southern states need

spend a dollar in the purchase of potatoes, except

occasionally for seed; for even where they are

most successfully produced, it is tbund to be best to

change seed every two or three years.

The potato requires a moist, cool, loose soil.

* For the account of Mr. Camak's first experiment,

see his communication at page 454, vol. 3, Farmers'

Register.
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The common practice in the south is to plant in
ridges, and we take no care to protect the plant
ironi our scorching sun: the consequence is, that
in dry, hot weather, the plant is willed, and can-
not, therefore, properlv perform its office in prepar-
ing the matter to be deposited in the tuber below
the soil: the consequence of this is, fh.at in sum-
mer we eat imperfect or diseased pomtoes, and we
fail to keep them in winter, for the very s;mie rea-
son that we would liul to keep an imperfect or
diseased apple, or ear of corn. I have attempted
to avoid these consequences. Ridges are necessa-
ry in England and Ireland (both moist climates)
for purposes of drainage. Our climate, beincr hot
and dry, requires the opposite praclice. I plant in
trenches twelve or eii^hleen inches deep accordinij
to soil, and put stable manure at the bottom, on
which the potatoes are planted. The trenches
are then filled up with leaves, straw, shucks, &c.,
and these covered slightly with earth, takincr carem leave ihe ground highest between the^rows.
When the potatoes are six or eight inches hio-h,
the whole surface of the jrround is carefully cov-
eTod with leaves, leaving^ of course, the tops of
the stalks out. In this way, no heat of summer
wdts the leaves. They continue fi-esh and green.
Blossoms are produced in abundance, followed by
seed which comes to full maturity. The tubers
are large, dry, and of fine flavor; and being dug af-
ter the vines are completely dead (about The mid-
dle of i\ugust) are kept without any trouble all
wmter, either in barrels or spread on the cellar
floor. JVly first attempt crave me a prod.uct at the
rate of 300 bushels to the acre; and now, the last
of February, I see no difference between them and
the best northern potatoes, when broufrht on the
table.

Mhens, Ga., Feb. 27, 1S37.

JAMES CAMAK.

FARMIIVG ON THE RIVANNA.

No. II.

To thr Editor of the F.irmers' Register.

JJ/arc/i, 12/^,1837.

Your favorof the 3rd instant, reached me only a
few days since, and I avail myself of the first lei-
sure for attending to if. You do injustice both to
your press and to Rivanna, in ascribing his silence
to " discouragement, fl-om the typograpliical er-
rors which appeared in his essay of the January
number of the Register." He is too well aware
of the illegibility of his hand to have found fiiult
with your devil under any circumstances, but to
give him his due, more could not reasonably have
been expected of him in this instance. I was in-
deed, surprised, considering the carelessness of the
production and the opiinn given you, to see it in
print—and still more so to detect so few materia'
inaccuracies. True, some plural ss, articles nm\
such like unimportant addenda were supplied bv
the printer, which might grate harshly on the taste
of a belles-lettres scholar;' but as my reputation a«
well as interest (luckily for me) rest on the plnvtrh
and not on the pen, these were, to my sensibilitv,
venial appendages. "

Whilst I cannot decline your invitation to fiir-
ther communication, I must beg Ifave. in lieu of

something original, to take a cursory review of
" Rivanna"—which his unworthiness (fives me an
opportuniiy of anticipatiuir any one else in doinn-;
if indeed, he might at all have expected sucira
compliment. However (rlarrinir the imperfections
of his system of husbaruirv, there may be some
young farmers at least, who are williir*; to make
experiment of one which is professedlv^susiained
by the writer's experience—and fi_^clin<r"the mite of
responsibility this reflection imposes, he is ]ei\ to
the unusual course of reviewing his own work.
In explaining those of its deli-,cis'which strike me
as most prominent, I will take them seriatim.—
Lest I may be misapprehended on mv views on
corn culture, let me say that the niould-board
plough is by 710 means to be recommended exclu-
sivcly, over substratum implements, on the con-
trary, that the latter are best in soils that do not
throw up grass and weeds /ree/i/, and particularly
on fhrms where labor is abundant. I am here,
Mr. Editor, reminded of one ol' the fypoo-raphical
errata alluded to—although 1 believe, that more
injury is often done to the corn crop by too much
than too_ little work, yet do not say that more tfian
Igive might not be "'judicioushj,'''\noi injuriously)
bestowed. In a comparison of the above mention-
ed ploughs, undoubtedly, (all other circumstances
considered) that which turns out the manure least
(whether artificial or a ley) and exposes least to
evaporation, is preferable- but on rich land with
a scarciiy of labor, these evils must be endured—
nor is the evaporation so great as (o be much felt
under my sj stem of thick planting, on such land—
for Ihe crop very soon becomes a forest which is
almost impenetrable to the sun—in our climate an
important consideration.

Next in order come my opinions of the time
and manner of sowing grass seed—and first, as to
clover. If I have ever known a season in wiiich
that grass should have been sown later than Jan-
uary, it was the past. Having always practised
sowing on a light snow, when it occurred at the
proper time, on account of the latter resrulatino-
the distribution of the seed— I availed myself of
such an one, on the 19th of that month. The
snow was carried off immediately after, by a sud-
den thaw which closed the pores of the earth be-
lore the seed had reached it—leaving them on the
surface exposed to a warm and misty spell of more
than a week. They swelled and were in a dough
stale, many of them sprouting. In this condition
(as might have been expected) they were cauijht
hy n hard freeze, which endangered the burstTng
of the swollen seed, and more certain destructioii^
as I thought, of thfi sprouted ones. Notwithstand-
ing this combination of untoward circumstances,
the seed sown at that time are vegetating as well
as could be desired, and are, I believe, n7ore safe
from harm, than those sown according to weather
and condition of the land, from that period to the
present. This result, confirming an experience of
twenty years will not defer me from sowing here-
after in January, provided the field is in open con-
dition for the reception of seed—etvr avoidino- in
future (changeable as our climate has become)
the jeopanly ni'snotv, as a seed-bed. Clover seed
sown on oat land in the spring (if clean) will bury
themselves sufficiently, immediately alter the oafs
are harrowed in—W rain intervenes, I use a light
haiTovv.

As regards spear grasses— ifsown in firm wheat
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lands in sprini;, I would recommend their being

cov'ered with two-horse harrows. [Ton naked pre-

paraiioii or oat-Iaiid, aller-bpiiiix liarrowed to a tol-

erably firm stale, lliey sliotild be sown or gotten in

with one-horse harrows. I roll seed of every kind

in phister—except clover. These being most eX-

t(Misively used and requiring despatch when the

time comes for seedinsr, are more conveniently

transported and sown in an unmixed state. If a

medium is used for the sake of greater regularity

in seeding, [ prefer saw-dust made damp, as the

seed mix better, and it is more portable than plas-

ter—which, moreover Mr. Editor, I had rather ap-

ply "?o/tc?i" (and not t«/iere) the clover assumes
three leaves. 1 consider all steeps hazardous to the

vitality of seed, unless when the earth is in a damp
and warm state for their reception—believing that

when the irerminatinir princi[)le is once excited,

the least check enfi^ebles the plant, more or less.

In condemning top-dressinff with coarse inanure

as to its elTects on wheat, 1 nmst retract so far as,

that in such winters as the past, it may more than

compensate \'ot the protection it aflbrds to insects,

by the warmth of its coverinsx to wheat. But this

is yet to be decided when the fug comes, which
may be apprehended in our backward crops. If,

however, they escape the fly, I venture to predict a

better yield than has been realized lor some years.

The wheat being less killed as far as I have seen

than for several past crops—owins I think, to the

continual wet state of the earth, during the most
severe weather—having always observed that a

dry freeze is more destructive than a moist one.

1 can certainly retract nothing fi-om my commen-
dation of plaster—lor by it I have seen converted

in the short space of four years, a desert into an
oasis— but I may add to former remarks, thai I

scatter it at the rate of a bushel per acre on all

coarse manures, before ploughing them in, and on
none with greater benefit than on leaves. This I

have found a medium throujih which plaster acts

with more effect than in combination with any
other vegetable matter—reclaiming abiaded spots

more readil}-, and certainly at less expense than
by any other inethod I have tried. I have always
considered ffalls (on planter lands) more effectu-

ally operated upon by this manure than are the

"unworn lands adioining. This observation was
first made by me in Curies' Neck, and I doubt not

I shall be borne out in it by one of the fathers of

the plaster system in V'irginia—onr hiirhly esti-

mab.e li'iend, J. G. JM****. As I generally graze
partially after the 20[h of June, and cut over some
of the richer portions of the clover field—having
attained the objects sought in ensuring the life of

the young crop and a fair return of the old, by the

first application, I am unwilling to stimulate ion

iiiuhly by the use of plaster on old clover—and
afterwards to rob the land of every (not "spice,"

Mr. Editor, but) spire of ffrass. But let me not

be drawn into an exposition of my theory (if I

have one) on the lonsr mooted point—the modus
operandi of plaster. Suffice it for me, that it is to

the farmer, as calomel to the empiric—a Samp-
son—that invioporales and cures

—

but not one
which prostrates and kills. Unless as under the

manafrement of the (]uack (a character by the way,
not confined to [hf medical profession) the system
is first stimulated to exuberance—then depleted to

death!
In any future communication to your journal, to

which I acknowledge my duty as a member ofthe
farming fraternity to contribute, however lamelv,

I will comply wiih your reasonable request, by <jiv-

ing l()r what it may he worth, my proper sicrnature,

thouixh lor this occasion must still be permitted to

use that of
RIVANKA.

[In the forego! ni^ commvinication.our corrpspondont

and friend has adroitly contrivnd to bring to notice, and

correct sundry fypogiaphical errors, under which his

former piece, (in No. 9, at page .554,) was a sniierer to

an extent very unusual in tlie Farmers' Register. On
this account, we have thought it but just to give his

continuation a place in this number, though it arrived

too late for insertion, if it had been made to wait for

its regular turn. In decyphcring this, we hope to have

been more successful, as no pains have been spared for

that purpose.]

SUSPENSION or TTir: pubi.tcatioiv of the
I.IST OF PATENTS.

The following notification, from the Journal of the

Franklin Institute, will serve to account from the sus-

pension of our publication of patents for implements

for agriculture and economical uses. When the gene-

ral publication is resinned in that work, our partial ex-

tracts thence will also be recommenced. But it is ex-

pected, and hoped, that the lists hereafter will be much
shorter, on account of the new patent law operating

to prevent the issuing of patents for the much the

greater part of what are called inventions, and improve-

ments, but which in fact are neither new nor useful.

"Ou; readers need not be informed of the great na-
tional loss consequent upon the burning of the Patent
Office, a circumstance which will inateriallv influence,
for a tim" at least, the contents of this Journal. The
editor resides in the vicinity of that office, and his

danger Irom tfie fire was imminent; but his dwelling,
with his books and papeis, were preserved, althouHi
with some disarrangement of the latter; his papers and
notes relating to patents were, however, in a desk in
(he Patent Office, and of course, shared the general
fate of its contents. On the first moment of alarm all

access to that office was rendered impracticable from
the dense smoke with which its stair, case and passa-
ges \\9Vti filled, even before the fire was visible. The
monthly list of patents, with the editor's remarks,
must, at present, be discontinued, but they will be re-

sumed in due season, after the necessary progress has
been made in t'le business of the office."

—

Joiir. Fra.
Inst.

For the Farmers' Register.

COMMERCIAL REPORT.

This has been the most gloomy month we have
witnessed in several years. The consequences
which have been for some time apprehended from
the deranged state of the money market, and of
domestic exchanges, betrin to be realized.

There is a contrivance in machinerv called "the
governor," whose sole operation is torerrulate the
power and consequent motions of the other parts

checking or increasmg them, so that no excessive
impetus shall be given, nor any deficiency of ac
tion occur.
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In our commercial and monetary system, a si-

milar power was many years airo found necessary,
and was introduced. Its efficiency was proved,
and in no country was the currency and domestic
exchauiTes more unilbrm than in this. It has been
removed, and the state of thintrs which existed
previous to its formation has recurred.

A vast amount ot' bank capital has been created
in some of the states, and with the increase of ca-
pital the irreiruhuity of exchanires has increased.

The tetupfaiious of larire discounts and premiums
-induced individuals to compete with the banks for

them, and successslully in so far as to obtain a con-
siderable portion, but most unsuccessfully in the
general result. The issues of paper were uncon-
trolled, if not unlinnted. and havinjj^ reached the
utmost possible expansion, the inevitable conse-
quence has eusueii. Failures of a few of these
large operators have, occurred, exceedinor in

amount any thiu'T of the kind heretofore known in

this country. Millions is now a famili;ir term.
The effect on the large stock markets wr.s an im-
mediate liill in prices, which on the aggregate of
the stocks, amounted to several millions difterence

between two successive days, although the previ-

ous prices were extremely low. The current rate

of interest in New York, has recently been 2, 3,

even 4 per cent, per month lor short [leriods.

To add to this disastrous state of affairs, the re-

cent accounts li-om Europe are most unfavorable
lor our great staples, cotton and tobacco. The
price of the former declined in Liverpool Id the

first week of Februar}^, and had previously decli-

ned nearly as much in January. The quotations of
uplands, January the Isf, were 7.V to l\d, and the

16th of t'''ebruary,6| to9.;^f/. In our markets the price

has fallen 1^- to 2 cents—but the demand is so in-

considerable, that quotations are nominal— 12 to 14
may be near the mark. The receipts in the vari-

ous ports of the United Slates, and the arrivals in

Liverpool greatly exceed those of any previous

year. The high prices which have ruled lor some
years past, will not, in all probability, be again ob-
tained for as many years to come; and as so many
things are influenced by the price of that article, a
great change in them may be anticipated.

The supply of new tobacco has as yet been lit-

tle more than sufficient for the home demand of
our manuiiicturers, and prices are good compared
with the value of the article abroad. Luirs .92 to

$3|—inferior and common leaf 84 to ,^5—mid-
dling ^5 to #6. Of the higher qualities none have
yet been brought to market.

Flour has declined. Country brands may be
quoted i$9 to i^lO. Foreign wheat is the only sort

in market. Large supplies continue to arrive in all

the northern ports; but the stock in Europe is still

abundant and prices in the great grain markets on
the continent are lower than our firmers are accus-

tomed to obtain in years of abundance.
X.

March 24th.

THE RKCENT ENACTMENTS OF THE LEGIS-
LATURE OF NORTH CAROLINA, IN AID OF
THE IMPROVEMENT OF THAT STATE, BY
RAIL ROADS, AND DRAINING THE SWAMP
LANDS.

The state of North Carolina, so long taunted as the

Rip Van Winkle of the confederacy, has at last been

awakened—and has adopted highly important mea-
sures, and offered liberal aid, for improving the physi-

cal state of the country, and the moral and pecuniary

condition of its population. It may be said, by those

disposed to detract from the applause thus accorded,

that it required the great and unlooked-for treasure fur-

nished in her share of the surplus revenue of the United

States, to make North Carolina commence the noble

work of aiding her great improvements, and develop-

ing her great but dormant resources. This, it must be

confessed, is true. Nevertheless, in thus using this

chance-acquired treasure, ISorth Carolina has shown
both good sense and liberality—and that is no small

merit, when we compare her course in this respect with

such schemes as are strongly urged, and possibly may
be adopted in Virginia and some other states.

Subscription to Railways.

By recent enactments, the state oi North Carolina

has adopted, for certain works only, the plan which has

been general in Virginia, since 1316, of paying two-

fifths of the expense of all such useful public improve-

ments, by roads, railways, and canals, as shall have the

remaining three-fifths paid by individual subscribers.

And the great works to which this state bounty has

been extended, are, the Central Rail Road, proposed to

run from Beaufort to Fayetteville—the Fayetteville and

Western Rail Road, (from Fayetteville to the Narrows

of the Yadkin, and thence by one branch to Wilkes

county, and another to join the Charleston and Cincin-

nati route)—and the Wilmington and Halifax Rail

Road, which is already in progress. While heartily

applauding the liberal aids otf'ered to these works, we

must also condemn the refusal to extend the like mea-

sure to the l^.akigh and Gaston Rail Road and its con-

tinuation towards Columbia, both constituting a most

important, and, no doubt, a most profitable part of the

great northern and southern line of mail carriage and

travel, which will, before long, be complete from Bos-

ton to New Orleans. Every link of this great chain,

(unless requiring great expense on account of peculiar

difficulties of construction, or unless very badly man-

aged afterwards,) must be highly profitable to the

stockholders; and therefore, these roads can, as well as

any, do without the favor and co-operation of the state

which were refused to them. It has indeed been sup-

posed, that the belief in this opinion operated on a por-

tion of the legislature to refuse aid, where it was so lit-

tle wanting. But the refusal was, nevertheless, both

unjust and impolitic, and will operate to injure the in-

terests of North Carolina, putting aside the interests of

her stockholders. Another and far more poweiful rea-

son for refusing to subscribe to the Raleigh and Gaston

railway, was owing to a great part of that stock hav-

ing been originally subscribed for, and is still held, by

persons who are not residents of North Carolina—and

an unwillingness to confer benefits on "foreign capital-

ists." It is true that North Carolina owes this first

great railway that is entirely in her territory—and

which has led to the success of all the other schemes

now proposed—to the citizens of other states having

more confidence in the value of such a work, than the

government of North Carolina, or many of her citi-

zens. To the enterprise and capital of these "foreign-
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ers" (most of whom we are proud to say, are Virginians)

North Carolina will owe, not only this great source ot

value anfl profit to her asrri culture, but, indb-ccUy, also

the establishment of her wliole system of such im-

provements. This consideration alone would be cause

enough for not discarding this road from an equal share

of countenance and favor. However, we mean not to

appeal to the sense of gratitude of the state, but mere-

ly to that of its interest. This road will as certainly

be completed, and will yield as large dividends to the

stockholders, without the aid of the state's subscrip

tion, as with it. It will have no effect whatever upon

the future returns of the railway, whether the state

owns two-fifths of its stock, and draws two-fifths of its

profits, or that the whole of both are in the hands of

private individuals. There is, however, an important

difference as to the state, whose interest would have

heen essentially, and in various ways, promoted by her

becoming a partner in the work. It is not, however,

our purpose to undertake the discussion, at large, of

this question of state policy.

Drainage oj the Swamp Lands.

Another purpose to which North Carolina has devo-

ted a part of the treasure recently put at her disposal,

commands unmixed applause. It is the draining, and

bringing into a state for culture, the immense body of

swamp lands, which fortunately still belong to the

commonmealth, and which, still more fortunately, she

now has both the disposition and ability to bring to a

state of high value.

It was not a little odd, that we had written a denun-

ciation of the legislature of North Carolina, for their

neglect of this great source of national evil, or good,

(accordingly as it is managed,) not long before the pas-

sage of the act which has changed our censure to ap-

plause, and deprived us of any pretension to propheti-

cal knowledge in this respect. The following pas-

sage was designed as part of the description of the Dis-

mal Swamp which was published in our January num-
ber: but was omitted, as more appropriate to remarks

specially on the swamp lands of North Carolina, which

we hoped to be able to sse, and describe, at some fu-

ture time.

"The Dismal Swamp stretches southward nearly

half its length into North Carolina. Indeed swamp
land of the same general character, continues much

farther south, and forms a large part of several coun-

ties in the eastern part of North Carolina. Of this

vast southern extension it is not my purpose to speak,

except to state what is derived from mere loose report

—that nearly the whole region is now an enormous

nuisance, and a source of wide-spread disease, pover-

ty and desolation—and yet might be rendered, by pro-

per drainage, with ease and cheapness, compared to the

object, a region as remarkable for fertility and beauty,

as it now is for the opposite qualities. Some few en-

lightened and spirited proprietors have executed parti-

cular works that prove these assertions by example:

but unfortunately, others are slow to follow such ex-

amples—and the most slow is the commonwealth of

North Carolina, which still remains the proprietor of a

very large body of these rich swamp lands."

The swamp lands belonging to the state, besides all

held by individuals, are supposed to amount to ],.500,-

000 acres. All this, in addition to otlier large funds,

has been lately given to the Literary Fuiul, designed to

aid general education—and $.'2()0,0()() fiave been appro-

priated to be expended in draining these lands. A
most magnificent and noble work indeed! which will

redound to the honor of the goveriuuent, and the pro-

fit of the people, if judiciously ])lannnd and executed

—

but which there is great reason to fear will be planned

without judgment, and executed still worse than

planned. The art of draining rests on scientific prin-

ciples, which, however simple, cannot be neglected,

or opposed, without certain disappointment, if not to-

tal failure in the objects contemplated. How few men
are there who know the proper and most economical

and sure modes of draining a few acres on their own
farms! and how immeasurably greater will be the dan-

ger, if unfit and improper agents are trusted, of fail-

ure in this one general plan of draining a swamp equal

in size to a principality !

Our presumption, in expressing these fears of mis-

management and failure, is the greater, inasmuch as

we know but little of the provisions of the law, and

nothing of the individuals to whom its execution will

be committed. We only know that much skill, and

a general knowledge of draining will be requisite, and

that little of either is possessed by any in this country

—

and that government jobs are, of all in the world, the

worst executed. Judging from the manner in which

public works and important improvements are di-

rected by government, we guess that the great work of

the North Carolina drainage, will probably be confided

to the direction of some highly respectable, elderly, and

inert gentlemen, who however well informed other-

wise, are totally ignorant of the principles of draining;

and that these directors will employ, trust, and seldom,

supervise personally, low priced agents or contract-

ors, ignorant in every respect, except how to make a

good living for themselves out of even the lowest wa-
ges paid by the public. If we may presume not only

to censure in advance, but to advise in this matter, it

would be to a course like this. Let a competent engi-

neer, as well as a scientific drainer, be employed, at li-

beral salaries, to examine the whole ground, and re-

port upon the whole plan, before any partial com-

mencement o{ ditching is made. Those who will suc-

cessfully execute this work, must not only know all

about the water, and the means to remove it, but also

the nature of the soil to be reclaimed, its chemical in-

gredients, and thence, wh.it will be its future condition,

value, and permanency after draining, under tillage. It

is not enough to know how to lower the water suffi-

ciently, compared to the present height of the surface

soil : it should be known whether that level of the sur-

face will be maintained, when dry and under tillage,

or whether, as in most embanked marshes in Virginia,

the dried soil may not rot away (on account of its ve-

getable composition) almost to the new level of the

reduced waters.

We earnestly hope that our fears of the execution

of this work may prove as ill-founded, as our late pre-

diction of the continuance of the neglect to authoiize
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its commencement on the part of the legislature of

North Carolina.

TO SUBSCRIBEKS.

The increase of original communications, as exhib-

ited in the last and present numbers, and by pieces on

hand for the next, is a gratifying indication tia^t the

editor's recent appeal on that subject has not been

made in vain. In addition to the communications of

corresponents, such as have heretofore given its higii-

est value to this journal, the editor designs to com-

mence, both in person and by proxy, in a more regu-

lar and deliberate manner than at any previous time,

the making of visits of inspection and inquiry to the ac-

cessible and interesting farming districts of Virginia.

The few reports of this kind presented in the several

volumes of the Farmers' Register, though so favorably

received as to encourage renewed and better efforts,

were made by the editor undei- great disadvantages, in

tlie want of leisure for making such examinations

with proper care, and due regard to accuracy and

minuteness of the statements, on his own part— and

also, for the total want of aid fiom other persons. It

will not be his fault if the plan is not better devised,

and more fully executed, for the next volume.

Taking a general average of all the subscribers to

the work, their dues are so regularly and fully paid,

that the editor has to apologize to the punctual, for the

concise but conspicuous statement on the cover of this

No. which will go to every subscriber, without excep-

tion, of the amount which he owes, to the end of Vol.

4, which tills No. closes. Of course, all who continue

subscribers, will owe for another volume in advance

on the 1st of May, when the issuing of Vol. V will

commence. Heretolbre no duns have been sent to

subscribers who had not been longer than one year in

arrear of payment ; and the reason for a ditferent

course now, is, that many subscribers (who perhaps

never have read the conditions, and rarely see the in-

side of the publication,) require this outside notifica-

tion of the large amount of their arrears— and that the

form adopted, requires that every actual debt shall be

stated. If the place for the sum is left blank, of course

the subscriber (according to the account book) has

paid in advance for Vol. IV, and owes nothing at this

time. As some mistakes are unavoidable, and some-

times, in consequence, subscribers are either charged

or credited improperly, the editor requests to be in-

formed, should any mistakes of either kind appear, and

they will be as promptly and readily corrected in the

one case as in the other.

T<is,Me of CoHlctUs ofWarmers'' lies "•ister, J\*a, 1^,
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On tlie causes of the long continued decline

and great depression of agriculture in Virginia,
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